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THE HIGH TOPS OF BLACK MOUNT.

BY THE MARCHIONESS OF BREADALBANE.

CHAPTER I.

" If thou art worn and sad beset

With sorrows that thou wouldst forget ;

If thou wouldst read a lesson that will keep

Thy heart from fainting and thy soul from sleep,

Go to the Woods and Hills. No tears

Dim the sweet look that nature wears."

THE High Tops ! what magio
in the name, what memories

they recall. I often wonder if

any one lives who, having once
tasted the fascination of their

identity, in all a life, however

long, forgets it or ceases to

think of them as with a certain

human fellowship.
Black Mount comprises the

high tops of Clachlet (stone

downhill), 3602 ft.; Stobgo-
bhair (the hill of goats), 3565
ft. ; Stob an Albannaich (High-
landman's peak), 3425 ft. ;

Ben
Starav (rough hill), 3541 ft. ;

Stob an Ruaidh (red man's

peak), 2624 ft. ; besides various

other peaks of lesser magni-
tude. Time and again I have
been to the tops of all. I know

VOL. CLXXXIL NO. MCI.

of no more satisfactory sensa-

tion than on a bright morning
in September to leave the lower

ground as soon after eight as

possible, feeling absolutely con-

fident in a glorious prospect of

sport and exercise, and to set

one's face and best walking
powers to the struggle of reach-

ing the " utmost purple rim "

of one of these giant neighbours.
No doubt anticipation of the

necessary effort, the long, hot

pull with the sun beating

fiercely on one's head or back,
the almost endless ridge after

ridge which seem to appear
instead of disappear as one

slowly crawls upward and on-

ward, is at times rather de-

pressing. Often have I sighed
A
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as I looked at the far-off bourne

and whispered to myself, "Shall

I ever get there?" But one

does get there, and a great
deal farther, before the day is

out. Every step ascended

seems to be lighter and easier

than the last. As the higher

ground is gradually reached,
the "

going
" becomes more and

more firm and springy, soon

out of the long grass or heather

on to the short elastic crop of

the Tops, while the spirit re-

joices in the sensation of suc-

cessful energy which leads

slowly but surely to the goal
of one's efforts.

Once there, can anything be
more delicious than the sense of

accomplished will ? All trifling
cares and troubles left far

below, life seems altogether on
a higher, nobler plateau; and
the almost awe-striking realisa-

tion of the immensity of nature

among the eternal hills fills the
mind with solemn rest. Here
in these grand surroundings
we may consciously feel God
walks with man. Let us sit

a moment and drink in the
charmed aspect. In the far

distance to the east are the

rolling miles of Rannoch Moor,
the hills of Atholl, the peak of

mighty Schiehallion's " Hill of

Storms," Corrour, Ben Alder;
to the north, Ben Nevis; to

the west, Cruachan, even to

the glimmer of the western sea
does the prospect lead us. The
air up here is fresh and invig-
orating : in reality it seems
a different world from the

shadowy valleys lately left

below,
" for look how high the

heaven is in comparison with
the earth."

Near at hand a brood of

gentle ptarmigan are chirping
and sunning themselves in the

stones. Not yet have they

adopted the white garb of

winter : they are still clothed

in their patterned frocks of

brown -and-white. Above us

suddenly rises, slowly and ma-

jestically, the feathered king of

the mountains, the noble eagle,

soaring calmly over the sweep-

ing expanse as if it were but

a footstep, till he becomes a

mere speck on the cloud -line.

Even so the little ptarmigan
have told each other frightedly
of his presence, and have be-

come almost invisible as they
crouch among the stones. The
hoarse croak of a passing raven
makes one look round to see if

"Corrie" has perchance for

once forgotten his duties and
is barking at some unexpected
intrusion, so like a dog's bark
is the raven's call. Still we
lie on, drinking in by every
sense of sight and sound the

indescribable beauty, peace, de-

light, almost ecstasy, of the

day and surroundings.
In a quiet meditative way

perhaps one's thoughts turn
for the moment to a higher
ideal than the beauty of hill-

side, silvery loch, and cloud-

flecked heaven, wondering if

the everyday of life might not
be made more noble, generous,
better balanced, if one tried to

live it a little nearer the

"Tops" instead of stumbling
about so much in the valley of

things, as we who live a work-

aday life mostly do. "I will

lift up mine eyes unto the hills,
from whence cometh my help,"
is certainly a panacea for many
of the troubles we magnify
and exaggerate, simply be-
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cause we do not try to rise to

a higher level of thought.
Often have I heard it re-

marked, "What can you find

so fascinating in struggling up
these hills just at the end to

shoot a defenceless stag?" I

can hardly explain to ques-
tioners such as these that the

stag is the least part of it all
;

that as happy days have been

spent on the highest ridges
with a good friend and a true

telescope; and that the real

enjoyment and pleasure consist

in the close intercourse with

nature, the solitude, the

apartness, the constant varia-

tion of light and shade, the

mystic vagaries of the fleecy

clouds, the grandeur of pass-

ing storms, the tender sadness

of the setting sun leaving his

last rosy kiss on the brows of

the peaks, and the quiet peace
of evening as we turn our steps
towards home. Then we feel

perhaps we have got just a

little bit nearer the truth,
because for a brief space we
have been treading in truth.

These are some of the thoughts
that inspire me to write of the

"mountains of my love," so

dear for themselves alone, and
for many a day of grand sport
and adventure, of exercise of

wind and limb, of strenuous
effort and hardy endurance,
which have sent me back to

the valleys braced, fortified,

and helped to a clearer vision

of the immaterial from the

material things of life, which
we are too apt to put in their

wrong places the things that

matter from the things which
do not matter.

CHAPTER II. MY FIEST STAG.

With what shudders of

shame do I think of him, that
first stag. He might have
been a calf or a donkey for all

the justice I did to him, and

yet this chronicle of after-

events would not be a true

one did I not lay bare my soul

in abject contrition for that

day's work.
It came about thus. I was

told it was absurd to have

spent several seasons at Black
Mount and not shot a stag.
I had no opinion either way,
for then the "

Tops
" were as a

sealed book to me, and I tacitly

agreed to do my best. A rifle

was taken at haphazard from
the gun - room no doubt a

very good rifle in its way ;

only in self-defence let me say

no one knew or cared if it

suited me in any fashion, if

the stock was the right length,
if it was sighted to suit me

;

all these were trifling details

not worth consideration.

In those days I had eyes to

see through a stone wall, and

fortunately a pair of long arms

got over most of the other

difficulties. That rifle did not

hide its light under a bushel.

It was, mind you, before the

days of cordite powder and
303's. It bumped me on the

nose, and kicked me in the

shoulder till I was black-and-

blue, and four and five shots

at the target sent me home
with a headache for the rest

of the day. Its report was
like a peal of thunder, and I
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believe every shot was carried

to each ear in the forest, al-

ways ensuring on returning
home, no matter how one had

disgraced oneself, that intoler-

able question, "Did you get
him ?

" There should be a law
of silence in deer-forests, ques-
tions prohibited ;

for I consider

questioning on sport leads to

the immoral habit of telling
lies. Who is there among us

who does not dread the rather

late return to dinner, to meet
on one's entry to the room so

many upturned faces, so many
eager questions, by perhaps
more expert anyhow more suc-

cessful sport
- fellows ? How

hatefully small one feels to

have to say
" missed my shot,"

or " lost a beast." It is better,

however, to make a clean

breast of it, for a deer-forest

is like an Indian bazaar, and
news spreads in the most in-

sidious way. If you try to

pass off your misdeeds, so

surely will you find them

passed on in the morning.
While on the subject of

rifles, it may not be out of

place to give a brief account
of those I have used. In 1890
Messrs Purdey made me the
most perfect rifle imaginable
a single 450-400. I think I

had more confidence in and
did better work with it than
with any subsequent one, ex-

cellent as all were. I believe
one very successful season,

shooting with it entirely, I did
not miss a single stag, and
only fired two extra shots to
make sure of two stags.

In 1893 I got a double rifle

of the same bore, also from
Messrs Purdey. Of course it

had the advantage of quick

double shots, and no doubt I

got many right and left deer

with it that I should not

otherwise have secured. For

some unaccountable reason,

doubtless owing entirely to

my own fault, I never had

quite the same confidence in

this rifle as I had in its pre-

decessor, and several times

when I had made bad work
with it I would take my old

friend out on a succeeding

day and retrieve my fortunes

and reputation.
In 1900 came the single '303

by the same maker ;
for light-

ness, quickness in handling,
and noiseless report, unsur-

passed. Also an incentive to

practise at the target, for

there is no recoil, and no
concussion to give headache.

But I maintain that, in tak-

ing to a "303, one has prac-

tically to learn to shoot

from quite another standpoint.
Given a shot is in a vital

place, nothing can be more

satisfactory; but I have no
hesitation in saying that risky
shots are not safe with this

weapon. Shooting for many
seasons with an Express, one
has probably gauged the shots

to such a nicety that one has
been often tempted to risk one,
well knowing it not to be in

a vital place, yet safe enough
to get the stag. With a -303

this is not so, and low shots

are especially precarious, as

they seem to have little or

no effect in comparison with
the wound caused by an

Express.
I merely state my own ex-

perience for what it is worth,
and this has been that for the

first season I shot with a *303
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I made more mistakes and bad
shots than I care to recall. The
next season I shot far fewer

stags, because I never fired at

one which did not give a

very good chance in a vital

place. Professional stalkers

will tell you they believe far

more beasts are wounded and

get away nowadays with the

use of the small-bore cordite

rifles than was the case in

the days of Express rifles

only. For all that, in careful

hands and with accurate shots

the "303 is a wonderful weapon,
and used as it should be, with

great care and precision, will

hold its place among any
known rifle of any calibre.

When the eventful day came
I moaned and groaned to the

top of a high hill, without

any sensation of elation, or

even of anticipation. I was
too hopelessly ignorant even
to realise the difficulties before

me. On reaching the top we
came in sight of some deer,
and the stalker peremptorily
pushed me into a hole behind
a hillock, and told me to sit

still. I had no particular de-

sire to do anything else, but
this was hardly my idea of

enjoyment. I wanted to do
as he did peer mysteriously
over the ridge, and hear what
was the plan ;

in fact, par-

ticipate in some small way in

what was after all my "day
out," not his ! However, when-
ever I tried to move I was
told "they will pick you up,"
though why the deer should

pick me up, invisible behind
a peat hag, and not the
stalker well above it, I could

not quite grasp. After this

we did a good deal of crawl-

ing up and down on all-fours,

in perfect silence. I had no
idea where we were going.
No sooner had we reached one

place than we made a retro-

grade movement to where we
came from

; every now and
then the stalker looked back
at me with a meaning frown,
which I understood to convey
I was to remain transfixed and
motionless in whatever posi-
tion I happened to be at the

moment. Sometimes it caught
me unawares, and the position
was agony. Gradually we
seemed to be nearing the
wished - for place, when sud-

denly, without any warning,
the stalker drew the rifle

from its case and said, "Take
the second one." At this mo-
ment I was flat on my face

trying to emulate the forward
motion of a boa - constrictor.

I could see nothing but the

stalker's back. I had no idea

if the " second one " was in

front, to the right, or to the

left. "Sit up, and take him
when he gives a chance." I

sat up, and came in full view
of the deer. The deer had
also full view of me. The
rifle was pushed into my hand,
and I fired a shot, I firmly
believe, without even trying
to find the sight, or stopping
to consider which was the
second or any other numbered

stag. My whole thought was
to get the rifle off and have
done with it.

Of course the deer went off

untouched ; but the stalker,

good man and true as he was,
saved me from ignominy, I

suppose, by snatching up the
rifle and shooting the retreat-

ing stag through the haunch.
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I cannot now recall how the

whole story reached the lodge,
but I know every one was very
kind and let me down very
easy. Pondering the matter
over during the next day or

two, a faint wish seemed to

rise within me to go yet once
more to the hill and give a

better account of myself. I

did so for the rest of that

season with varying success.

I will say to my credit I prac-
tised at the target till I gave
myself almost daily headaches.
I tramped the hills with other
shooters to learn the ways and
fashions of such work. Still

I blush to recall an instance

when, told to shoot the "dark

stag to the right," I shot the

light one to the left, aged
two years and three months.
I also added a hind to the

bag; and on another occasion
a heavy stag, late in the

season, came and stood forty
yards off me broadside, but I

shook so, and so completely
lost my nerve, that I could

not remember how to "
get

on to him" or where to find

the sights, and he walked

calmly away, quite uncon-

scious of my presence.
For all the tragedies, what

would I not give to go over

every single one of those

days again, to realise from
the very foundation the dawn-

ing love of the High Tops, the

keen awakening to sport and

venture, and the commence-
ment of the fast friendships
made with the hill companions
of the happiest days of my
life? Then it was all before

me ;
now it has to be regarded

mostly as retrospect.
Some of those good friends

are no more "for the hill,"

through age or death, but
their memory remains with me
as bright and fresh as the days
I spent with them in the glori-
ous corries we loved so well.

CHAPTER III. A EACB FOR A STAG.

On September 8, 1897, I
was fortunate in being able
to spend the day on Peter
Grant's high beat. Early in

the morning of this perfect
day I set out on my merry
little grey pony to jog along
three or four miles up the

glen to Clais-gobhair (Grant's
house), which stands a little

back from the road. Long
before you are within hail
the tall, strong, active figure
is to be seen swinging down
the slope to meet you, followed

by the trusty Corrie, one of
the quietest and surest dogs
in the forest.

I think Grant was always
pleased when he saw the little

grey pony, for we seldom failed

to have a thoroughly happy
day out, whether we had sport
or not, and his longest days
and stiffest pulls were never
too long or too stiff for me.

Moreover, we were always
early on the hill, a fact
which weighs greatly with a
keen stalker, for on such

long beats you can only give
the ground half a chance if

you do not reach the Tops
until nearly time to turn home.
Some of my jealous sport-fel-
lows have often queried why
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I was so "lucky" with Grant.
The reply I could have given
was, "Start a couple of hours
earlier in the morning and you
will find the answer."

I remember this was a typ-
ical morning for the earlier

part of the season. The misty
mountain-tops had not shaken
off their fleecy nightcaps, a

dewy haze lingered over the

low ground, giving promise
of a very hot day, and as I

followed the familiar road

my mind was full of possi-
bilities. "Shall I get one

stag? Shall I by great luck

get two? I hope I shall re-

member to take the sight full

enough
"

(remembering a sore

discomfiture by not doing so

a day or two ago). One's

thoughts were not altogether
selfish either. How could

they be on such a day, in

which God meant every one
to be happy ? I hoped the
two friends at Glenkinglass,
ten miles down the glen,
would have good sport, per-

haps on Stob an Ruaidh, or

up the Eagle Hill and round
Cor'na Caime. Memories of

all that ground swept across

my vision. Very near to my
heart, also, was the thought
of the solitary rifle over by
Glenetive way. That he was

early to the hill was no

doubt, and a cursory study
of the wind could tell where
he would likely go, and it was
a pretty foregone conclusion

that, given any sort of chance
at a lying, standing, or run-

ning deer at anything within
two hundred yards, there
would be a stag in that

larder to-night.
It often strikes me as a

want in the constitution of

our minds that though in the

prospect of a day like this we
feel perfectly convinced that

we shall not miss, that we
shall remember all the points
so necessary to success, to

hold the rifle close, to pinch
and not pull the trigger, to

take the sight full or fine

according as it suits us,

when the crucial moment
comes we forget all our vows
to do this or not to do the

other, and after the die is

cast with the losing number,
alas ! we recall how absolutely
blank had been our mind on
all the points we should have
remembered.
The distance on that memor-

able day was quickly over-

taken, and Grant was at the

trysting-place with his quiet

pleasant smile and morning
greeting. "To the March"
was the verdict, so we had
another three or four miles'

ride towards Glenkinglass, be-

guiled with talk of prospects
of the day, and how we were

going to "take" the hill.

'Twas to be Corrie Chaorach,
a wild rugged ridge leading

up to Stob an Albannaich,

generally looked on as the

stiffest and longest beat at

this end of the forest. At the

March the ponies were left to

return to Grant's house and
await events there. We passed
over a mile of boggy flat till

we reached the foot of the first

shoulder. Here we began to

taste the full measure of the

sun, and also the first pull of

the hill. Off went our coats,
conversation ceased, and we
plodded doggedly up. The
heat was excessive, and when
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we reached the first top we
sat down, recalling a very
fortunate venture at that same

spot a season or two before,

when we had come on two

sleeping stags in the little

hollow just below us. We lay
and watched them for near an

hour, and Grant remarked he

thought the stag nearest us

would be the best when he

rose. As it happened, the

farthest off stag scented danger
first, and I, being in those

days already rather independ-
ent of opinion, judged he would

"do," and he did. As the

next one rose he did too
;
both

good stags and both in the

larder before sunset. Well do
I remember Grant, getting up
stiffly from his recumbent posi-

tion, pointing to three or four

sharp stones on which his burly
form must have rested very
uneasily, and saying, "And
this was my bed."

But this digression is only
to give us time to summon
courage for the next advance,
and a very rough and steep
one it is. We have to keep
well to the rugged edge of the
corrie to make sure we pass
nothing below us, and it is as

rough and trying walking as

any one could wish for. When
about half-way up we came on
a stag lying in a somewhat
awkward place below us in the
rooks. To get within shot, the
safest way of avoiding obser-
vation was to crawl over a

sloping rock, below which one

imagined nothing but hundreds
of feet sheer into the corrie.

Grant wriggled over, and I

prepared to follow. When
about half - way across a
horrible feeling possessed me

that I was unable to hold

myself up, and was gradually

slipping downwards. Whether
it was imagination or not, the

sensation was bad enough for

the time, and so paralysed me
that I whispered to Grant to

throw me one end of the rifle-

case. Steadying myself by
this, I crawled on to safety.
We made a more circuitous

and safer descent to a vantage-

point, and that stag was all

right. It was now about one

o'clock, and after rejoining the

ghillie and sending him down
to commence the last rites,

Grant and I thought of lunch.

I had just got half through
my first egg-sandwich when he
touched me on the arm and

said, "Put your glass on yon
beast on the other side of the

corrie, feeding below the big
scars to the left." A moment
or two and I was on him.

Was he a stag or an ox? I

thought I had never seen so

big a beast on the hill, and my
surmise was in the end to prove
right.
"He is a very big stag."

This we both agreed on. He
was by himself, feeding slowly,
but evidently purposely, to-

wards the head of the corrie.

I jumped to the thoughts
passing in Grant's mind before

they were expressed we must
race that stag and try to

meet him on the balloch (or

saddle) at the top. No more
lunch, no more care for the

stag already ours. The ghillie
was told to do what he could
with him and draw him down
to a feasible place for the

pony, and we started off, with

every nerve braced to get there
if we could.
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In the morning I had seen

Stob an Albannaich crested

with mist, towering away be-

yond thought of being included
in the day's programme. In
a moment we had to face the

necessity of getting to the very
top of him, so as to make ab-

solutely sure there was nothing
in our way, before we could

hope to reach our quarry.
I was sound of wind and

fleet of foot in those days, and
that race tried both to the

full. On we went, hardly
pausing to look at the stag
to see which of us was gaining
on the top : now and then he
would stop and feed for a
moment or two and give us
a bit of a start ; again he
would hurry over bare crags
and rocks where there was no

tempting morsel, and head us
in the chase. We exchanged
not a word : this was no tune
for talk or consultation, for we
both knew that the fortune of

the day depended on just one

fact, whether the two pant-
ing breathless beings or the

solitary easy-going beast would
make the goal first. At long
last round the summit, with
a fair view to the right, left,

and in front of us : not a sign
of a living thing appeared to

check our onward course. I

would have given worlds to

sit down just for five minutes,

get breath, and steady my
shaking knees

;
but no ! till we

had our stag in sight, no

pause. We progressed very
cautiously now, peering in all

directions and straining our

eyes into every mossy corner
and heathery mound. This,

perhaps, was the moment of

greatest tension of the whole

day. We knew the stag must
be somewhere not very far

away from us
;

the question
was where?

Suddenly, simultaneously, we
both sank to the ground : both
had seen the same dark -red

back over a peat hag some
few hundred yards away. No
mistaking that broad, sleek,

shining back : it could only

belong, at any rate, to a stag
in rare condition and of a

certain age.
" Is that him ?

"

"Yes, I think it wull be."

Then we both had a hasty

survey of the ground and the

possibilities it presented of

getting within a fair chance
of him at least, such a chance
as would show his whole body.
Without much manoeuvring we

got the chance, as good a one
as any need be, but, oh horror !

I hit him low. How often

have I asked myself that heart-

rending question, Why, why in

all the most eventful chances

do I always have to make this

humiliating avowal " hit low "?

Fortunately, the rifle was not

a '303 ;
the wound was bad

enough to make him very sick,

and he moved quietly away a

little down the balloch. We
soon got within shot again,
and this time the stag was
ours. I can hardly describe

the sensations of the moment.
It was a wild and solitary spot,
and in the already fading day
it seemed as if we were leagues
from civilisation. Grant and
I had had a long and exciting

experience ; we remembered

regretfully our half - finished

lunch; but as we stood and
discussed the merits of that

lordly stag, neither of us be-

grudged the efforts made to
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get him. We were, for the

moment, oblivious to time or

place. He was certainly the

grandest red -deer I am ever

likely to see, and when brought
in next day, cut in half, as had
to be to get him home from
such an unfrequented place, he

turned the scale at twenty
stone (clean). I have often

smiled to myself as I remem-
ber our appearance that even-

ing. Grant looked as if he
had been in a baker's oven ; as

for me, unfortunately terribly
sensitive to sun-burn, my face

felt as if it would never be
cool again. It was a delicious

sensation to take off one's cap
and feel the fresher evening air

blow through one's hair, and
to allow oneself at long last

a moderate drink at an ad-

jacent clear spring. I threw

myself down at full length on
the ground, and felt as if I

had no volition to move, or

ever wanted to again ;
but time

presses, and the gralloch fin-

ished, we covered our beast

with turf and heather, tied a
bit of paper to his horns, which,

by the way, were nothing re-

markable, and suddenly realised

it was six o'clock and we some
nine or ten miles from home.
We took the route back

straight down Corrie Chao-
rach, and made the best
of our way, for every step
seemed to bring us into deeper
gloom, and already the "trail-

ing garments of the night"
were sweeping over the sum-
mits on either side of us. It
was steep, bad going too, and
the air as we left the Tops
was sultry and close. Nearing
the foot of the corrie, we began
to feel how dark it was get-

ting, and as we descended

farther into this gloomy abyss
it crossed my thoughts we

might not be able to grope
our way out of it. Fortun-

ately Grant knew every bit

of his ground by instinct ;

still our progress was slow,
and every now and then we
struck a match, which flickered

like a will-o'-the-wisp in the

still air, and showed us a few

paces ahead. I was too much
taken up with keeping my feet,

and not taking headlong dips
into all sorts of undesirable

places, to have time for ex-

change of ideas with Grant.

The big stag seemed a thing
of the dim past, the hopes of

reaching home a thing of the

dimmer future.

At long last we reached the

foot of the corrie, and heard
the river trickling away to

Loch Dochart on our right.
Another match or two helped
us to find a fairly dry cross-

ing, and we were again on the

ascent, on a track popularly
known as " Grant's short cut."

To some who may glance at

these pages no description will

be necessary, for it will recall

to them exactly the same sen-

sations as I experienced on
that occasion. I can honestly
say no so-called road, path, or

track in the universe, however

steep or rough, comes near to

this one in pitfalls and horrible

surprises. Sharp and slippery
rocks hidden by innocent-look-

ing grass, which, trodden with
a misplaced confidence, swiftly
betray to sudden and painful
gymnastics to avoid a fall;
loose stones which turn and
twist under one's aching feet

;

and deep watery holes which
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wet you to the knees without

compunction, and, mind you,
this short cut comes always at

the end of a long day, and
lasts for three miles mostly
uphill and on the sheltered

side, so that you are probably
plunged into the condition

generally associated with a
Turkish bath. As we stum-
bled and groped along I had

every now and then to ask
Grant "Where are you?" as

the darkness enveloped us com-

pletely ;
and I am convinced

Grant made out his way en-

tirely oblivious to the track,

guiding himself by sound of

burns and occasional land-

marks as we passed them
ghost-like by.

Everything, however, comes
to an end, even " Grant's short

cut," and there at last below
us the twinkling light of a

lamp, set in the window by the

good wife anxiously waiting
our return, was the beacon to

guide us to that happy hos-

pitable home, nestling under
the guardianship of Stob-

gobhair. It was all downhill

now, ending with a bit of flat

peaty ground which had to be

carefully negotiated, and once
more on a good path.
What a bright welcome met

us there. The cheerful homely
kitchen, furnished with a row
of happy -looking little girls,

standing large
- eyed like a

flight of steps in age, and

Johnnie, the one laddie, show-

ing signs already of becoming
a strong and active man for

any kind of hill-work. In the

parlour spread such a tea as

only Clais-gobhair could pro-
duce, the home-made scones,
butter and jam, milk which

stood all cream in the jug, and
Mrs Grant flitting round in

her gentle care for every want.
I am ashamed to narrate I

drank seven cups of tea on
that occasion

; but who could

wonder after such a day, such
a stag, and it was now about
nine o'clock at night !

Of course Mrs Grant had to

hear all the details of our

day. She was always the

most sympathetic listener.

She and the bairns would be
on the look - out all day for

sound of a shot or sight of

us on the sky-line when Peter
and I were on the hill.

The last phase was now to

jump on the little grey pony
and let her take her own way
home without let or hindrance,
in the darkest night picking
her dainty way through the

burns just as safely by night
as by day.

I prefer to draw a veil over

my actual return to the lodge,
the exclamations, the ques-

tions, the grave expostulations,
to all of which I turned a deaf

ear. I knew the morning de-

velopments with the arrival

of the stag would speak for

themselves, and all I had to

say was, "He is a very big

stag," how big of course I

did not myself then know.
I dreamt that night of fall-

ing down precipices that had
no end to their cavernous

depths, and being pursued by
horned beasts of antediluvian

size.

A race for a stag will be the

only day described in these

reminiscences as spent entirely
with Peter Grant, and on his

own beat. I cannot close the

chapter without a few words
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in remembrance of one who
has passed to higher things
than even the eternal hills.

I first knew him as a lad

at Taymouth, and in various

capacities there till he suc-

ceeded to the Clais -
gobhair

beat at Black Mount, eighteen

years ago, where he remained
till his death. A keen and
dexterous stalker, alert and
observant on the hill, of great

physical strength and stature,
he was one of the most gentle
and kindly of men. He knew
how to put a cheery note into

every day spent with him, no
matter whether successful and

prosperous or tiring and dis-

appointing : he shared alike

with sympathy successful ven-
tures or crushing discomfitures.

I have been out with Grant
on his own beats thirty -five

times, and shot twenty - six

stags in the last fourteen years,
besides innumerable others got
with him on other beats. The
last time I was out with him

October 17, 1903 I got
three stags on Inverveigh.
On many and many a de-

lightful day's fishing, too, has
Grant been my companion on
river and on loch. There is

hardly a part of all his wide
beat which is not associated
with memories of great days,
in sunshine and shade, in wild
mist and battering wind, in

drenching rain and cutting
sleet ;

of stags got in triumph
and stags missed with despair ;

of blank days in which not an
hour was dull or disappointing,
full of the interest of the hill

with all its marvels of beauty,
colour, and lore. Of the last

Grant had an endless fund,
and he would always be telling
some anecdote of beast or bird

which made the day pass all

too quickly.
Towards the end of the

season 1904 many of us noticed

Grant had a tired look, and
was not so burly as of yore.

During the winter rumours
came that he was not well, and
these rumours were confirmed.

The following summer I went

up to Black Mount to see him,
and found the end already
stamped on his face. He
lingered on all the season,

hoping against hope ; but for

those who knew, there was no

hope, and the end was towards
the coming of a year he would
never see.

During the season of his

illness I never set foot on those

beats, and even now I hardly
like to think of passing by the
familiar cottage, realising the

spirit of the place is not there,
and that Peter Grant and I

will never again share the

happy companionship of the

High Tops.

CHAPTEE IV. SIX SHOTS SIX STAGS.

The small lodge of Altcha-
orunn lies nestling among the
Glenetive hills. A sweet se-

cluded spot beside the burn
of the same name, which is in

itself a feature of the place,
at times with its deep sea-green
translucent pools, and again
a tempestuous torrent, roaring
and rushing past the lodge.
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It is about fifteen miles

from Black Mount by road.

The scenery all the way is

grand and rugged. The

lodge itself is the acme of

cosy comfort stalker's house,
men's bothy, stables, and deer
larder all adjacent. There
the present master of Black
Mount reigns alone and

supreme for the greater part
of the season. It may well

be described as a paradise
for the true sportsman : the

very best of sport requiring
the very best of skill is to be
found in this part of the

forest. Probably in the

memory of man no one has
been known to do better

justice to it than he who
loves every inch of the ma-

jestic Tops and rocky corries.

Occasionally it has been my
good luck to share in a week's

sojourn at Altchaorunn. The
memories associated with these

visits remain among the most
treasured of my life. Every-
thing there is arranged and
carried out without fuss or

bustle; every one knows his

own work, and does it method-

ically and quietly. All the
little details of sport are

carefully thought out, and the

start is made in the morning
unhampered by the necessity of

making plans, or thinking what
has been left undone. The
moment the doorway is passed
through one is on the hill, and
this is what makes long days
at Altchaorunn less trying in

a way, for there are no drives

or rides home, and the return
is always down one of the

corries straight to the lodge.
It was on September 30,

1897, that M'Innes and I made
for the top of Aonachmore. I

cannot quite recall at this

moment which way we went

up, but taken any way, it

means the usual struggle to

the top. We were to make
for a certain cairn of stones,
and the men were to pass
round one of the corries on
the way and push up any
deer that might be feeding

up - wind. We reached the

trysted spot and had a good
spy into Coiriche Ba and all

the adjacent ground, which we
found dotted here and there

with deer. We hoped perhaps
the men might get round a
few and send them our way.
The air was bitterly cold in

these high latitudes, and to

sit about long meant to lose

all feeling in the feet and most
of it in the hands. I soon be-

gan to long to be on the move

again. Suddenly we heard a

shot away on one of the Black
Mount beats : it echoed and
reverberated along the rocky
face of the corries, till it floated

away above our heads. An-
other shot, and yet another.

By this time the hills seemed
full of sound : we saw the

straggling stags on the face

of Coiriche Ba lift their heads

uneasily and begin to get on
the move. The shots had dis-

turbed all the deer as far as

eye could reach, and they were

moving on. The men who had
been sent round would soon be

behind them
; already we could

see the stops on one or two dis-

tant passes in their places.
It would be impossible to

describe the tension of nervous

expectancy which assailed me.
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Whichever way we looked, the

deer came slowly on, quietly

feeding, walking, and lifting
heads to sniff the air with

quick sense for danger ahead.

How wonderful is the expert

knowledge the stalkers have of

the tricks, twists, and swirling
fancies of the wind on the Tops
and in the corries. 'Tia a con-

stant interest to me to follow

their conjectures and sure sur-

mises as to exactly what the

wind will do, how far it can be
trusted and how far likely to

play false, for fickle is the

wind and unstable as water
to those who do not know
her wiles.

Still unconscious of much
danger, the deer come on. The
wind blows from the balloch

below us fair to them, while
from the balloch upwards it

blows past us, and who cares

where. Between now and the
time the deer reach us any-
thing may happen. They may
turn down the bottom of the
corrie or up among the rocks,

straight past the stops, back
to their safe quarters in the

sanctuary. They may get a

puff of that fickle wind and
dash back in the face of the
men behind them. All these

things and many more may
happen before they are any-
where near within shot of me.
Still we wait on ; more deer
and more gather in numbers
as they wend their slow course

up the corrie. What began by
twos and threes has grown to

dozens, dozens to scores, scores
to hundreds. We tie the dogs,
load the rifle, put a few loose

cartridges in our pockets, and
become very silent.

M'Innes at all times a man
of few words says nothing,
but watches the scene silently
and tensely. I remember even
now the thoughts that passed
through my mind as to what
the meaning of all this might
really be. Could it be possible
that all these deer would pass

by me, and, if so, what should

I do? Would they come to

the left or the right, singly or

in bunches? Should I go on

shaking as I was doing now,
feeling cold and petrified,

partly with the glacial air and

partly with excitement ?

At a certain point below us
the corrie takes a turn which
for a long period keeps the
deer entirely out of sight.
This is the most strenuous
moment of all, for as they dis-

appear under the ridge one
knows that suddenly, in the

twinkling of an eye, they may
reappear on any or every
side in full view for better or
worse.

A cold clinging mist has

begun to creep over the Tops
and swirl down from time to

time dangerously near our

hiding-place among the stones.

Is there anything so relentless,
so enveloping, so completely
overpowering as these diaphan-
ous mists on the High Tops?
They seem to come from fairy-
land

; but their cold embrace
belies the softness of their fan-
tastic form.

I whisper to M'Innes the
dread that in the end the
mist will do for us. He shakes
his head, and, with me, de-

voutly hopes the elements will

not play us such a cruel trick.

Suddenly the dogs appear
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alert and watchful, and sniff

the air with apparent sense of

something interesting. I lift

the rifle to my knees and try
to forget the almost agonising
stiffness of my position. We
are so situated that, if neces-

sary, we must be ready to slip
forward or back a few yards
farther up or down, according
as we see the deer coming. A
gentle touch from M'Innes on
the arm, and just below the

sensitive ears of a hind ! The
moment has come. She may
be the forerunner of few or

many deer. We sit immov-

able, and watch this cautious

advance-guard quietly coming
into view, looking every way,
and making for the pass a

hundred yards below us. She
takes a run forward, and is

quickly followed by another
hind and a young stag or two.

Breathless we sit, the dogs
shaking and staring and play-

ing their part to perfection,
transfixed as we are.

Now a great many deer
have massed on the balloch,

taking breathing - time before

the last pull up to the ridge.
It was a wonderful sight all

so unconscious of our presence
and yet so near. We could
see them breathing deeply
after the long steep walk,

shaking themselves, and stand-

ing in every sort of graceful
attitude, in no hurry to con-
tinue their journey.
But the deer still come on,

and the leading hinds have now
passed us to the left. Soon
horns of all sizes and shapes
appear on the balloch. They
come in bewildering numbers,
and I get confused as to how

to distinguish the good from
the bad. "That is a good
stag coming on the right ;

take
him if he gives a chance."

Slowly I raise the rifle and
cover him as he steps along.
He stops a moment to look
back at his neighbours and

gets the shot in the right place.
He is quickly followed by a fine

ten-pointer a few yards farther

back. Two barrels have now
accounted for two stags, and
the rifle is quickly reloaded.

The deer are coming very fast,

some lower down, some to

left, others to the right.
" Take either of the two dark

stags below ye." Two shots

boom up through the corrie :

the two dark stags are motion-
less.

By this time a great mass
of deer have passed us. One
more shot and five stags are

accounted for. My instinct is

"enough," remembering all the

hard work before the men in

dragging down to the ponies
and getting the deer home.
We quietly watch the re-

maining deer scrambling up
the face, or spreading to the

other corries, giving them time
to get well away, and proceed
to untie the dogs and gather
up the usual impedimenta pre-

paratory to slipping down to

where the stags are lying. We
had just stood up, stiff and

cramped, and I am not sure

but that M'Innes and I had,
so to speak, "lost our heads''

a little over the thrilling ex-

perience of the day. Anyhow,
before we were aware of it one
of the dogs had vanished, a

grave lapse in discipline on
such an occasion, and one which
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would never have been per-
mitted had we been calm and
in our "ord'nar." Looking
down over the ridge, a few

paces from our hiding-place,

trying to see the dog, I heard

a clattering noise behind me,
an unmistakable sound to those

acquainted with the hill, the

feet of deer galloping over

stones. In an instant I dashed

back and seized the rifle which

was still loaded. All good res-

olutions vanished ;
it was too

great a temptation to resist one

more shot if a good stag came

past, which was so. Full

gallop from behind he came,
and rushed below me some

sixty yards. I aimed well in

front, and got him just behind

the shoulder : down he came,

rolling over and over with the

impetus of his pace. M'Innes
stood speechless : the whole
transaction had taken but a

moment, and I hardly dared
to read his inscrutable face for

approval, or the reverse. A
goodly day's sport indeed, and
as the men gathered round
there was a gibberish of Gaelic

and excited narrations as to

how all this had come about,
and what Donald and John
and Hugh, &c., &c., had seen

and done in their respective

places high up in the mist or

along the wild corries.

The last stag had been
turned down to me by a lad

on the pass above us, who
deserved the credit of him
more than I did. The six

stags were dragged down to

where the ponies could reach

them: two only to be got
home that night, the remainder

next day. The weights and
numbers of points were: 15 '4,

10 p. ; 15-3, 5 p. ; 14, 10 p. ;

13-7, 10 p.; 12-7, 6 p.; 12, 11 p.

Late it was, and dark before

the party reached the Lodge;
but what a day of days to

remember ! Often from far dif-

ferent and uncongenial scenes

my spirit travels back to the

very spot, and senses awake
to the vision of those grand,
isolated, rugged tops,

"Clothed in white samite, mystic,
wonderful."

I feel again the satisfaction

of strong effort, the wholesome
lessons of endurance, and hardy
imperviousness to the reckless

elements, which to my mind
serves to counteract much of

the self-indulgence which be-

sets our modern daily life.

At such times I suddenly feel

the boisterous breath of surg-

ing winds, hear the music of

the rushing burn, the croak of

the raven, and the quick patter-

ing of agile feet among the

stones, the which make my
heart rise to the remembrance
of the High Tops and all their

joys and wonders.

" Give me but one hour of Scotland.

Southern gales are not for me.

Though the glens are white with

winter,
Place me there and set me free.

"

(To be continued.}
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NEW LIGHT ON MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS.

BY ANDREW LANG.

AFTER all the many years
since 1586, the Life of Mary
Queen of Scots remains to be
written. The task can only be
achieved by a person of genius,
and no person of genius, of

either sex, has attempted the

adventure. Sir Walter Scott

always refused, for chivalrous

reasons, to write the biography
of the Queen; and Mr Swin-

burne, his tragic poems apart,
has only consecrated an essay
to the topic. We thus await
the coming of a genius who is

not too chivalrous of heart, and
who is also a laborious and un-

tiring "searcher of records."

A newspaper editor has re-

cently informed the world that

history must not be abandoned
to "searchers of records." Yet
without exhaustive study of

documents it is not easy to

see how such measure of truth
as is attainable can be attained.

The public may be indifferent

to truth, but history cannot be
satisfied with less than the
fullest possible measure of that

unpopular commodity.
The new, easy-going way of

writing history is to distil it

out of printed Calendars of

State Papers. These are " one-

eyed calendars," like the three
in the 'Arabian Nights.' They
are summaries of the original
letters and despatches; they
contain not only omissions of

important matter, but actual
blunders of every kind. The
person of genius who is to

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCI.

write Queen Mary's biography
must not be content with

your Calendars, your Lemons,
Father Stevensons, and Dr

Joseph Bains, but must peruse
all the actual manuscripts.

This truth has been im-

pressed on me by practical

experience and by the study
of certain letters written at

a crisis of Mary's life. They
have remained unknown to

our historians, as far as I am
aware, though the epistles have

long been in the daylight of

the Advocates' Library in

Edinburgh, and in the British

Museum. The letters are by
that well-known diplomatist,
Thomas Randolph. The son

of an English squire, Randolph
was bred "to a scholar's life,"

and in France was intimate

with George Buchanan. In
1559 Randolph, then in Paris,
is spoken of by Throckmor-

ton, the ambassador of Queen
Elizabeth, as "my man, Bar-

nabie." He seems to have
been "

hanging loose on the

town"; he was well educated,
familiar with "the tongues,"
and still young enough to tell

a soft tale in the ear of a maid
of honour, Mary Fleming or

Mary Beaton, or to draw steel

if need arose among the adven-
tures of a secret and perilous
mission. Randolph was a

tavern-companion, in Paris, of

that good swordsman, William

Kirkcaldy of Grange : he was
in fact, like the adventurous
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Tremaynes, and the accom-

plished Harry Killegrew, the

kind of man whom Elizabeth's

ministers found useful. Some
of these adventurers became

attaches, or spies, some rose to

be ambassadors ; they were

always ready to ride a couple
of hundred miles at a moment's
notice ; to bribe the secretary
of a foreign minister; to buy
or steal the key to a corres-

pondence in cipher; and gen-

erally to serve their queen
without scruple, and for small

reward. If they often voyaged
"at their own charges," as

Killegrew complains, rich pres-
ents of jewels from queens and

kings came sometimes in their

way ; they dined at royal
tables ; they knew all the

leading men, and danced with
the prettiest women

;
while

some post or monopoly might
be found for them, late in life,

to serve as an old-age pension.
We first hear of "my man,

Barnabie" that is, Randolph
in the summer of 1559. He

then managed to steer, from
the heart of France to the
Swiss frontier, an eccentric

Calvinistio nobleman whom
France was eager to clap in

prison, while Elizabeth needed
his aid in stirring the flames
of the Protestant revolt in

Scotland. This noble, the Earl
of Arran, was the heir-apparent
of the Scottish crown; the
Scots and some English Pur-
itans hoped that Elizabeth
would marry him, and to carry
a personage so important
through hostile France to
Geneva was a delicate task.
The cunning and courage of

Randolph succeeded
; the Prot-

estant party in Scotland were

grateful, and he became settled

as Elizabeth's agent and in-

former in Edinburgh. He
represented her at Edinburgh
while the Reformation passed
into law

;
and he continued to

reside in attendance on the

Court of Holyrood during most
of Queen Mary's reign. He
thoroughly enjoyed the atmo-

sphere of intrigue, political and
amorous ;

he was especially
attached to one of the Queen's
Maries, Mary Beaton, "my
dear mistress," and, as we
shall see, he gives the strongest
of extant testimonies to the

beauty and charm of the fated

Queen. Though a sturdy
Protestant, Randolph found
Knox too "bytter," many a

demure hint he drops of his

disapproval of the preacher ;

and, though an eager patriot,
all for England and Elizabeth,

Randolph beheld, with grief
and rage scarcely concealed,
the " devilish

" machinations

by which Elizabeth drew Mary
to her doom. He was not

romantic, he could not afford

to change sides :
" my country,

right or wrong," was his motto.

Presently we find him possessed
of guilty foreknowledge of a

plot directed against the life

of Mary, a life inconvenient to

Elizabeth, to England, and to

the Protestant verity. None
the less, at the moment when
Randolph wrote the letters,
hitherto unpublished and un-

quoted, Mary enjoyed his

esteem, his admiration, and
even his affection; though his

heart was more or less given
to Mary Beaton.
The topic with which these

lettres in6dits deal is the latest

moment in Elizabeth's long
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game of cat-and-mouse in the

matter of Queen Mary's pro-

posed marriage to Lord Robert

Dudley, Earl of Leicester. This

strange union was first mooted

by Elizabeth herself to Mary's
Secretary of State, Maitland
of Lethington, in March 1563.

Maitland did not reject the

idea, but insisted that Elizabeth

must first recognise Mary's
right of succession to the

crowns of England and Ireland.

Otherwise Mary would "seek

abroad "
for a husband. Eliz-

abeth's reply was to intimate

that, practically, any marriage
with a foreign and Catholic

prince would be regarded by
her as "an unfriendly act."

This was part of her instruc-

tions to Randolph in August
1563. He was allowed to add
that Elizabeth might propose
for Mary an English noble,
"
perchance such an one as she

would hardly think we could

agree to." These words pointed
at her own favourite, Lord
Robert Dudley, a man not of

an old house, but of a house

spotted with treason; a man
" infamed

"
(though doubtless

unjustly) by the mysterious
death of his wife, Amy Robsart;

finally, a man who was secret-

ly professing his attachment to

Philip of Spain and the Catholic

cause, while publicly coquet-

ting with the Puritans, and in

friendly correspondence with
John Knox.

There was just a chance,
however, that Elizabeth's hint

might refer to Mary's cousin,

Darnley, who played the lute

to Elizabeth, with her critical

approval, and carried the sword
of state when Dudley was
belted earl. Darnley's religion

(like that of Prince Charles in

1745)
" was still to seek," but

he was the hope of the English
Catholics. Few in Scotland,

according to Randolph, guessed
(though Mary certainly did)
that Elizabeth meant to indi-

cate Leicester. Mary asked

Randolph two questions, thus
condensed :

" Who is the man
your mistress means ?

" and
"Where do I come in?" what

compensation was she to receive

for marrying so much under
her rank?
The negotiations dragged on,

Elizabeth's sole object being to

make Mary's affairs hang in

uncertainty. Of this Mary had
warnings enough : for example,
from Sir James Melville, her

envoy to Elizabeth in Septem-
ber 1564, who saw Dudley
made an earl, and caressed in

the process, by Elizabeth. As
to Leicester himself, he natur-

ally preferred his chances of

wedding Elizabeth to his

chances of being presently
dirked in Scotland as the

husband of Mary. According
to a fragmentary memorandum
in French, written in Mary's
own hand after the events, but

undated, much defaced, and
less than candid, Leicester
" knew well that though his

mistress had written to me in

his favour, her purpose was

merely to deceive me, and keep
other suitors at a distance.

Leicester himself made me
aware of this, secretly, through
Randolph. . . .

J>1

1
Bain, Calendar of State Affairs relating to Scotland, ii. 233, compared with

the original draft in the British Museum.
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If Mary tells truth, Randolph
must have been unaware of the

contents of Leicester's letters

to her, and we do not know
their date. Probably they were

posterior to March 16, 1565,

shortly after which Mary and
her advisers, the Earl of Murray
and Maitland of Lethington,
saw and said that all hope from
Elizabeth must be abandoned.

Did Mary ever seriously in-

tend to marry Leicester, always
on condition that Elizabeth

recognised her place in the suc-

cession to the English crown ?

Mr Froude has argued that the

consent which Mary gave in

February 1565 was pure hypo-
crisy, her real object being to

secure leave for Darnley to

visit Scotland.1 Mary did

desire this, but Darnley was

only her " second string
"

;
she

preferred Leicester, with her
own recognition as heiress

(failing Elizabeth and her

issue, if any) of the English
crown. Granted that condi-

tion, she was resolved to marry
Leicester. This fact is proved
by Randolph's hitherto un-
noticed letters.

Mary would have wdflded
Leicester if her claims were re-

cognised, and she was bitterly

disappointed when her condi-

tionswere waived. MrHender-

son, the latest historian of Mary,
speaks of Randolph as "a
deluded simpleton," who both
believed that Elizabeth was
sincere in her offer of Leicester,

and that Mary meant nothing
but courtesy by her friendly
talks with Darnley in February-
March 1565. 2 But Mary her-

self declares that she was

ready to wed Leicester; she

said so to Throckmorton when
he came on a special mission

after her betrothal to Darnley,
in May 1565. "She con-

fessed," writes Randolph,
" unto his Lordship

"
(Throck-

morton), "that she never bore

better good-will unto any man
than to him" (Leicester), "be-
fore she despaired through the

slowness of the Queen's
"

(Elizabeth's) "resolution, that

any good was intended." s But

Mary's word may go for

nothing, I adduce other

evidence.

It is usually supposed that

Mary finally despaired of

Elizabeth's good faith as re-

gards the Leicester marriage
on March 16, 1565. Elizabeth
then announced that she would
not proceed to the examination
or declaration of Mary's inter-

est in the succession, "until she
herself had married or notified

her determination never to

marry," as Mr Hay Fleming
puts it.

4

So Randolph writes, adding
that Murray and Lethington
" could not advise their mistress
to make any longer stay, or to

drive any more time." 5

We now arrive at the date,

certainly, of one of Randolph's
unpublished letters, March 20,

1 The dates in the affair destroy Mr Froude's theory. See my '

History of

Scotland,' ii. 130-137.
2 Mary Queen of Scots, i. 310.
3
Foreign Calendar, Elizabeth, 1565, May 21, p. 372.

4
Citing Stevenson's Selections, pp. 134, 135. Keith, ii. 266, 330. Murdin,

State Papers, p. 758. Nares's Burghley, ii. 234.
6
Foreign Calendar, Elizabeth, 1564-65, pp. 315, 316.
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1564-65. As this letter to

Leicester is verbose, I condense
it. To me it seems that Mary
was certainly as bitterly dis-

appointed as Murray and

Lethington were enraged :

they were not merely playing
their parts, but earnestly re-

gretted the failure of the

Leicestermarriage ; and, finally,

Mary and they tried to keep
the negotiations alive. Mary
"
altogether grew discon-

tented," says Randolph. She
blamed him for "training her
so long time, and nursing her

in such vain hope.
" She feared

that the long deceit would
turn to Elizabeth's discredit.

Yet "I will not fail in any
good offices towards my sister,

but trust myself to her hence-
forth I will not." This resolve

was fatally broken ! Mary
then left Randolph, and Murray
and Lethington met him.
"As to my Lord of Murray,"
Randolph says, "I found him
almost stark mad," from fear

of the unfriendly nature of

future relations between the
two Queens. Lethington en-

tered, and, on hearing the

tidings, said that he was not

surprised, he knew Elizabeth
too well to believe that she
would "ever resolve in that

point." He showed "some-
what more choler than judge-
ment." The Queen, who had
been riding, at what pace we
may guess, now returned, show-

ing more sorrow than anger,
while Randolph and the two
Scots renewed their debate. " I

know not of us all three who
was most angry."
Next day Lethington de-

clined Randolph's invitation

to dinner, and Randolph, with

Mary, watched Darnley, Lord
Robert Stewart, and others

ride at the ring a very poor
performance, says Randolph.
Meanwhile Mary, with tears

in her eyes, vowed to Ran-

dolph that she would obey
Elizabeth "almost so far as

her own dear mother." Mary's
tears were ready ; but Ran-

dolph mentions them sym-
pathetically, "with no dis-

praise to her Majesty." Her
sorrow was " the dishonour
and shame to be deceived,"
in spite of the many warnings
to which she had listened.

She told Randolph that next

day she would send Beaton
to England, requesting a safe-

conduct for Lethington to go
to France.

Randolph asked Murray to

prevent this move. " Beshrew

me," said Murray, "I have
travailed over - far in the

matter, and fear that I shall

repent it." Beaton next came

up, asking for a letter from

Randolph to Bedford, then

commanding at Berwick, on
the frontier.

Randolph goes on
"This Sunday, after the

sermon, to which my Lord
of Murray never faileth to

come, though it be far from
his lodgings, I asked him if

his anger were digested.
' The

devil cumber you,' said he,
'our Queen doth nothing but

weep and write. Amend this

betimes, or all will go amiss.'
"

It is pleasant to find the

pious Murray swearing quite
like a man of this world after

coming from sermon. Not less

natural it is that Mary should

"do nothing but weep and
write." Her letters she prob-
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ably burned when they had
served as a safety

- valve, for

none of this date occurs in

Labanoff's collection of her

correspondence. Would that

she had burned certain other

letters !

On Monday there was such
a snowstorm that Randolph
could not venture out. On
Tuesday he met Murray,

" who
cursed me because I can guide
a Queen no better when I

have her at niy will, but must
so handle her that she is fain

to put herself in her enemies'

hands." As before, Murray
cursed with unaffected freedom,
and blamed Randolph for what
was no fault of his.

"In cometh Lethington,"
and debate was warm. "We
chafed ourselves well." They
grew cool, and "found it good
that this matter "

(the Leicester

marriage) "should not thus be

given over." Lethington con-

fessed that his mission to

France was a mere cover for

a voyage into England to re-

new negotiations. His mission
to England, however, was de-

layed, for reasons to be given
later, during nearly a month,
in which time Mary had
changed her mind irrevocably,
and with good cause.

"In much gentler words we
parted than we met. . . .

There is yet no doubt that all

matters between the Queen's
Majesty and this Queen may
very well be accorded."

Randolph then tells Leicester
that he conceals Leicester's

part in sending Darnley (in
mid -

February) to Scotland,

and urges him to come in-

stantly "and enjoy the best

place in the whole country."

Murray, though angry with

Leicester, entreats him to

come. The letter is sent to

forestall Beaton's visit to the

English Court. Thus Ran-

dolph ends on March 20, when
he and Murray both hope that

all may yet go well. This

letter is in the British Museum,
or rather a copy is there.

It appears, then, that at

this date (March 20, 1564-65)

Mary had not resolved to

marry Darnley; but, grieved
as she was by Elizabeth's con-

duct, meant to send Lething-
ton with orders to renew the

Leicester negotiations. She
had given no sure sign of in-

tention to wed Darnley (a
resolution fatal to her, but

secretly desired and intrigued
for by Elizabeth) as late as

March 27. On that day
Randolph wrote to Cecil say-

ing that Mary's uncle, the

Cardinal of Lorraine, wished
her to send Lethington to

France to arrange a marriage
with the Due d'Orleans. This
alliance both she and her

people despise. "She desires

to do what may be most to

our sovereign's contentment,"
under the influence of Murray,
who says that Elizabeth has
it in her power to give peace
and contentment to Mary and
to the Protestant party.

1

Thus, as late as March 27,

Mary was still hoping that
the Leicester marriage might
yet be arranged, and had not
committed herself with Darnley.

1
Bain, ii. 137.
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On this point I cannot believe
that she, Murray, and Lething-
ton were duping Eandolph,
who remained full of hope,
and, really, was duped only
by Elizabeth.
Our second unpublished let-

ter shows Randolph, on March
31, more confident than ever
that all will go well. Nothing
stands in the way of the
Leicester marriage but the in-

explicably laggard behaviour
of Leicester himself. Randolph
writes to Leicester's brother-

in-law, Sir Henry Sidney, who
had visited the Scottish Court
in July and August 1562. He
had come with one of Eliza-

beth's usual disappointments
for Mary: the English Queen
would not meet her that year,
as had been arranged. Mary
had wept bitterly, and, doubt-

less, was not in her best looks.

But now, says Randolph, all

is happier, and the Queen
herself is a paragon of beauty.
Randolph ends this sanguine
letter with some Court gossip
about a love - affair of one of

the Queen's Maries, Mary
Fleming, which has not
hitherto been recorded. I

quote the more interesting

passages of this letter 1
:

" I have brought it unto that pass,

that now that I have gotten the

Queen's goodwill to marry where I

would have her, I cannot get the man
to take her, for whom I was suitor.

How good an end I am like to make
of my business in hand your L. by
this may easily conjecture. But a

man of that nature I never found

any, that with so little labour may
be called to so great honour (besides
somewhat else of no small price) and

yet will rather choose daily to be
trained and led I know not whither

than yield unto that which may
make him blessed for ever. If She
were unknown or never seen by your
L. you might well marvel what
divine thing it is by whom this great

felicity may be achieved.
" To that which yourself hath

been judge of with your eyes, there

is now so much added of perfect

beauty that in beholding the self-

same person when you come again,

you shall neither find that face nor

feature, shape nor making, but all

turned into a new nature far excelling

any (our own most worthy Queen
alone excepted) that ever was made
since the first framing of mankind.

How many countries, realms, cities,

and towns have been destroyed and
souls have suffered to satisfy the de-

sire of wilful man ! But he whom
I go about to make as happy as ever

was any, to put him in possession of

a kingdom, to make him prince of a

mighty people, to lay in his naked arms

a most fair and worthy lady, either

nothing regardeth the good that shall

ensue unto him thereby ;
the honour

that shall be to his name and race ;

the profit that shall redound unto

his country, but so uncertainly

dealeth that I know not where to

find him, nor what to speak or pro-

mise, that I shall not be forced to

alter or call back again. To write

all that I think will require a much

longer time than now I have ; thus

much shortly your L. in earnest shall

know, that this Queen and countrywas

never so far at the Q. Majesty's devo-

tion. All resteth only upon declara-

tion of the title which we [Mary] do

1
Randolph to Sir Henry Sidney, March 31, 1564-65. Advocates' Library,

Elizabethan Papers, portfolio M.R. 1, 2, No. 24. Mr Dickson believes the

letter to be an original autograph.
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more for honour regard than profit

we hope for or desire thereof. In

those terms now we stand that if

shortly our goodwill be not embraced

it must be extended to some other

that gladly will receive us. The

partner offered [Leicester] above any
other liketh us, it is now in your
choice to do with us as you please.

To make this matter shortly off or

on, the Lord of Lethington repaireth
to the Court : There shall we have

our two fine secretaries matched to-

gether, a couple as well matched to

draw in a yoke as any two that ever

wrote with the pen. Before this

matter be fully ended I doubt not

but your L. may be at the contract

making, but I assure your L. that so

long time is detracted that I fear in

the end we shall repent it. There is

lately, or at the least not long since,

come unto us the young lusty long
Lord [Darnley] that looked ever so

lofty in the Court where he went. I

know not what alteration the sight
of so fair a face daily in presence

may work in our [Mary's] heart, but

hitherto I have espied nothing, yet
I am somewhat suspicious, or more

peradventure fearful or jealous than
a wise man would be. He is gently
looked upon, courteously used, and
well entertained at all hands, and in

this honour that is done unto him he
taketh no less upon him than apper-
taineth unto him.

" I wish to have your L. here once

again ; neither is the country as you
left it [in August 1563] nor the Court
as you found it ; no, not John Knox to

bitter in his preaching since the mar-

riage to his young wife as when you
last heard him. I doubt myself
whether I be the self-same man that

now will be content with the name
of your countryman, that have the

whole guiding, the giving and be-

stowing not only of this Q. and her

kingdom, but of most worthy Mary
Beaton to be ordered and ruled at

mine own will. Mary Fleming that

once was so fair, being forsaken of

all her unworthy servants that since

her arrival never made account of

her, for heavy displeasure lieth sore

sick, ready to give up the ghost, but,

with many a sore sigh, heartily

wisheth that 'Kande' had served

her, when Killegrew, that little spark
of a man, first moved her heart to

accept so disloyal a servant, that so

many times hath sworn that he would

die for her sake. But now hath he

refused the pleasant places and secret

corners of his mistress's chamber to

match him upon the Cook's Daughter,
who will be found as very a shrew as

ever came out of the kitchen ! She

neither remembereth you nor scarcely

acknowledgeth that you are her man.

Your L. therefore need not greatly
to pride yourself on any such mistress

in this Court. She [Mary Fleming]
hath found another whom she doth

love better. Lethington now serveth

her alone, and is like for her sake to

run beside himself. Both day and

night he attendeth ; he watcheth ;
he

wooeth
;
his folly never more appeared

than in loving her where he may be

assured that how much soever he

make of her, she will always love

another better. This much I have

written for the worthy praise of your
noble Mistress, who now being neither

much worth in beauty nor greatly to

be praised for virtue is content, in

place of Lords and Earls, to accept
to her service a poor pen clerk to

play her withal.

"At this hour I am set upon a

merry pin, and as I am now affected

your L. hath here heard and per-
ceiveth in writing. The next per-
adventure will contain some more

grave matter, until which time I do

most humbly take my leave.

"At Edenbourge the laste of

Marche in the yeare 1565.

"Your L. ever bound and

alwayes at commande,

"Tno. EANDOLPHE."
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The more private gossip of

this letter needs some explan-
ation. It appears that when
Sir Henry Sidney visited

Mary's Court in 1562, he was
smitten by the charms of the

Queen's favourite among the
four Maries, Mary Fleming.
But while the Maries and their

Queen were still in France,

Mary Fleming, according to

Randolph, gave her heart to

Henry Killegrew, a gallant,

gay, and accomplished Eng-
lish diplomatist. Lloyd, in

his 'Worthies,' praises Kille-

grew as a master in the art

of painting, then seldom prac-
tised by men of birth. He is
" a Holbein for oyl," writes

Lloyd, with many other terms
of applause. It is a wild con-

jecture; but conceivably Kille-

grew was the painter of the

Leven and Melville portrait of

Mary, in which she wears
several of the jewels histori-

cally known to have been hers
in 1559-1561.

Killegrew was in Scotland
in 1559, but himself, in a
record of his services, men-
tions no later visit, till he was
admitted to Mary's presence
in a darkened room after the
murder of Darnley (1567). It

seems that his passages with

Mary Fleming must have oc-

curred in France, before Queen
Mary's return to Scotland in

1561. He did marry "the
Cook's daughter," Catherine,
fourth daughter of Sir An-
thony Cooke, on November 4,

1565, leaving Mary Fleming
to console herself with Leth-

ington, to whom she was
wedded in January 1566.
As to the political part of

the letter, we have an un-

published, incomplete, and
therefore dateless letter of

Randolph's to Leicester him-

self. This epistle (in the

British Museum) is clearly of

the same date (March 31, 1565)
as the letter to Sidney. It

contains the same complaints
of Leicester's coldness, and the

same advice. Randolph has

been told, in Scotland, that

Leicester's indifference, silence,

and even want of ordinary

courtesy, are much blamed.

Leicester knows how difficult

it was to bring Mary, Murray,
and Lethington to accept him.

Randolph is "now in better

hope than ever I was, but
"

Leicester "
neglects the honour,

the felicity which I am sure

you will not deny to be great."
Leicester shows less goodwill
to Mary and her ministers

than he did "before this

matter was thought of."

Mary and her advisers, "now
that they assure themselves of"
Elizabeth's "intentions, would

willingly have some knowledge
of your own desire." Of
that they cannot doubt, "for

what living man would refuse

it if it fell to his lot," but

they want some sign from
Leicester.

This suggests that Mary
and her advisers were at last

ready to close with Elizabeth

on her own terms, but this

they could not decently do
while Leicester held sullenly
aloof. However, Randolph
adds,

" I find no obstacle

except in that which "
Eliza-

beth "will do for you both."

To that point Lethington was
to attend at the English Court.

"If once in this point we
sever, it will be hard to join
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us again in the same affec-

tion." Randolph implores
Leicester to come to Scotland.

If not, Cecil should be sent.

Scotland is only anxious for

peace and friendship with

England.
But Leicester did not move,

and the end came thus : On
the day (March 31) when Ran-

dolph wrote to Sidney and

Leicester, he also wrote to

Throckmorton in Paris,
1 with

news which would have made

any woman, even if spiritless,
abandon Leicester. Tidings
had just come to the Earl of

Atholl that, in a tennis match
between Norfolk and Leices-

ter, Leicester had taken Eliza-

beth's handkerchief from her
hand and wiped his sweaty
face with it. Norfolk broke
into rage; Elizabeth took
Leicester's part eagerly. By
March 31 Mary knew of this

indecent familiarity between
Elizabeth and the man whom
she offered as husband to a

Queen.

Mary took no more thought
of Leicester: what lady could
have so debased herself ! She
turned to Darnley, she nursed
him through a sickness, she

delayed Lethington's journey
to England, and, when he did
arrive (April 18), it was not to

negotiate the Leicester but to

announce the Darnley marriage.
Randolph had frequently and

vainly found fault with the

sending of Darnley to Scot-
land (February 1564-65) by
Leicester, Cecil, and Elizabeth.
He knew that they had con-
trived that scheme, and, when

the mischief was done, he took

(May 21) the ironical revenge
of asking Leicester how it came
about ?

"To whom," he writes to

Leicester,
" this may chiefly be

imputed, what crafty subtlety
or devilish device hath brought
this to pass, I know not

;
but

woe worth the time that ever

the Lord Darnley did set his

foot in this country."
2 Ran-

dolph laments for "this poor
Queen, whom ever before I

esteemed so worthy, so wise, so

honourable in all her doings."

Now, through the coming of

Darnley, all is at hazard :

honour, realm, and peace with

England. The sole cause,

Randolph tells Leicester, is

Darnley's arrival, and "most
men are persuaded that in the

sending of him " from England,
" there is other meaning than
was shown."

This is all part of Randolph's
irony, for he knew who had
sent Darnley, and for what end
he was sent. On February 12
he had written to Cecil: "By
your letter I perceive what
earnest means hath been made
both by my Lord Robert

(Leicester) and your honour,
for my Lord Darnley's licence

to come to Scotland."

He tells Cecil not only that

Darnley's arrival is likely to

cause fatal mischief, but that

Cecil has been duly warned of

the evil that must ensue.

Leicester and Cecil have pro-
cured it, and when the evil is

accomplished, in May, Ran-

dolph innocently wonders, in

his letter to Leicester, "to

1
Bain, Calendar, March 31, 1565. 2

Ibid., May 21, 1565.
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whom this may chiefly be im-

puted
"

;
and whose is

" the

crafty subtlety or devilish de-

vice."

Randolph must have taken
some comfort in his irony, for

he speaks of himself as one of

the men who " loved
"
Mary

(not par amours of course), and
who had found her "

worthy,
wise, and honourable in all her

doings," before the calculated

delays and treacheries of

Leicester and Elizabeth drove
her from her course.

There is, I think, no room
for doubt. Elizabeth, her

favourite, and her advisers,
after trying Mary's temper
unsuccessfully for two years,

exasperated her by insult, and
in sending Darnley deliberately
lured her to her doom.
The concord between Mary

and les politiques, the sane

Protestants, Lethington and

Murray, was broken. The less

sane Protestants were reunited

with les politiques. The feud
of Hamiltons and Stewarts
broke out afresh ; Murray took

up arms. The wars of the

Congregation were renewed,
and Elizabeth had what she

desired a disunited Scotland
as a field for intrigue.
The interesting letter of

Randolph to Sidney (March
31, 1564-65) is in the Advocates'

Library.
1 I owe my knowledge

of it to the kindness of the

librarian, Mr W. K. Dickson.

I have modernised the spelling,
and omitted some unessential

passages, and a passage which
is too incoherent to be con-

strued. The letter to Leicester,
of March 20, 1564-65, is from
a copy in the Egerton MSS.,
British Museum. To this letter

I was directed by the kindness
of Father Pollen, S. J. In the

same collection Miss E. M.

Thompson found the fragment-
ary letter to Leicester, which
must be of the same date as

the epistle to Sidney of March
31, 1564-65. There is also an
earlier letter by Randolph on
an illness of Mary Beaton.
The letters which have been

cited prove, I think, contrary
to Mr Henderson's opinion
and that of many critics, that

in her clever trickery Elizabeth
was not "playing exactly the

game that Mary desired." By
the evidence of Lethington and

Murray, given to Randolph,
Mary was reduced by Eliz-

abeth's delays to a passion of

angry disappointment, and
could only weep and write

letters of complaint to her

friends. Then she was calmed,

and, with her advisers, was
about to renew negotiations for

the marriage with Leicester.

And then came the story of

Queen Elizabeth's handker-

chief, and the end of possibil-

ity of hope.

1 The letter of Randolph to Sir Henry Sidney has been in the Advocates'

Library, as I understand, for eighty years. Circumstances have hitherto pre-
vented me from studying the mass of important papers of Mary's period in that

collection : they seem to have been overlooked by our historians. The letters

cited in the British Museum appear to be transcripts from originals once among
the Lauderdale papers : it looks as if Maitland of Lethington had somehow ac-

quired them.
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THE REAR-GUARD.

NIGHT at last, bringing with
it such peace as one may hope
for on active service on the

North-West Frontier of India.

All day has our brigade been

trailing its length of soldiers

and baggage along one of the

rooky stream -beds that serve

for roads within the hilly terri-

tories of the robber tribes

that fringe the Punjab border
from Kashmir to Karachi.

Barren, thirsty
-
looking hills

they are, of strange and varied

shapes, turreted rocks, frown-

ing and unclimbable, serrated

ridges lacerating the blue of the

Indian sky, amorphous lumps
and heaps of rubble compen-
sating for their bad figures by
a wonderful variety of colours,

reds, greens, and blues so

vivid that they look like heaps
of somebody's patent colour

wash. A harsh unkind coun-

try it is, devoid of vegetation
save for clumps of yellow grass
that look as if they never could

have been green, and stunted

dark-foliaged shrubs, survivors

in the struggle against brows-

ing goat or camel by reason
of the sharpness of their thorns
or the poison of their sap.
Water is a scarce commodity,
such springs as there are being
far apart. Men and beasts
must drink, so the length of

the marches is perforce regu-
lated by the position of the

springs, often mere dribbles of

water, disappearing after a
course of a few yards, and pos-

sibly charged with salts whose

dysenteric effects may bring

men to their graves or in-

capacitate them during the

campaign. Several marches
farther into the hills the con-

ditions will be better. We
shall have left behind us the

belt of low hills that fringe
the Indian plainland, the eleva-

tion will be higher and rainfall

greater, while the evaporation
is less. Streams will survive

and run over the gravel we
now crunch dryly underfoot,
and pines, dwarf oak, and turf

will make some attempt to

clothe the nakedness of the

rocks, while around will stand

the snowy peaks of the main

ranges that now we glimpse
distantly through the breaks
in the hills. But even the best

of this land is a poor best.

The dwellers of the fat plains
below scoffingly say that at

the creation God left this part
of His work half finished and
has forgotten it ever since.

Year after year it lies parched
and ugly, producing little save

generations of fierce and virile

robbers, and year after year
these bicker and kill among
themselves in the course of

their unending blood-feuds, or

harry and rob their neighbours
inside the British frontier till

they cap their performances by
surprising and overpowering
some post or guard of Govern-
ment troops or militia, and
make off with the rifles and
ammunition of the victims.

Then the cup of their iniquity
is held to have overflowed,
and you find yourself, as now,
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forcing your way into their

inhospitable country, trying to

catch them, if you can, and if

you cannot, which is more

likely, at least inflicting on
them the loss of their herds,
and knocking down the mud
towers that form the strength
of their distant villages.
But though the tribes are

chary of exposing themselves
to heavy loss and chance of

capture by offering an organ-
ised resistance to the advanc-

ing columns, it must not be

supposed that they tamely
acquiesce in its punitory do-

ings. They are by no means
fools, these ragged tribesmen.

They think, and rightly, that
a pitched battle against dis-

ciplined troops aided by ar-

tillery will probably result in

their own discomfiture, and
that any loss inflicted on the

adversary will be more than
counterbalanced by their own.
But they know that man for

man, and inside their own hills,

they are equals, and more, as

fighting men, of any soldiers

the Government can bring
against them. They are ham-

pered by no baggage -
trains,

no lines of communication or

bases exist to worry them.
Their rifles are good, and
shoot excellently straight, for

all they have been pilfered
from Indian barracks; and

they themselves are as swift

of foot as their own mountain

goats, and cunning and crafty
as men must be who live in

a land where law is not and
war is always. Since they
cannot afford to indulge in

the satiating stand-up fight of

civilisation, they have recourse

to guerilla tactics, and lay
themselves out to harass and

worry the infidel invaders.

They brown the halted camp,
pepper the moving column,
and loot straying or unpro-
tected baggage-animals. Like

wasps from a disturbed nest,

they buzz round the intruders,

watching eagerly to surround

any small party that may be
foolish enough to let itself

become isolated from the rest.

Then they will close in and

sting that party to death, and

joyfully carry off their rifles

as the spoil of war.

To-day they have followed

hard on the heels of the rear-

guard, sniping each party as

it fell back from ridge or hill
;

and now the force has settled

into its camp for the night,

they are similarly engaged in

worrying the outpost line of

pickets posted far out round
the camp on advantageous
points for its protection, and
even lobbing their bullets into

camp itself at long range.
Until now the daylight and

the presence of the distant

circle of outlying pickets has

kept them at a respectful dis-

tance, but now conies the short

twilight and starlit dark of

the Northern Indian night.
The forbidding rocks lose their

sternness, and become almost
beautiful in the eerie semi-

obscurity. Purple - shadowed,
half seen, half hidden, they
seem fit abodes for the jins
and fairies that are said to

dwell in them. The buttressed

crags and ravines of inky
blackness recall the scenery
pictured by Dore ; and, in-

deed, the imps at present fir-
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ing modern rifles from their

crannies would be no unsuit-

able inhabitants of an inferno,
if craft and bloodthirstiness

were qualifications.
While the mantle of dark-

ness turns the Pathan's coun-

try to beauty, it gives the
Pathan himself the opportun-
ity to creep nearer the pickets
and camp and fire at closer

range than before. For the

prosecution of this sport he

prefers a night with just

enough moon to show up the

figures of men and animals
inside the camp. He can then

place his bullets in uncomfort-
able proximity to whatever is

unwise or unfortunate enough
to be visible ; but failing a

moon, he finds a fire or a

lamp a great help to his marks-

manship. Conversely, you in

camp find it advisable to dis-

pense with these luxuries as

soon as darkness comes on ;

so you swallow your sustain-

ing, if indigestible, dinner of

bully beef, bread and jam,
while it is yet light, and
crawl on all fours within the

scanty shelter of your four-foot

high bivouac tent.

But although you and as

many others who have no

particular duty to do retire

thus early to bed, it does not
follow that the day's work is

over for all. In theory, the
march should be over and

camp made long before dark;
but theories cannot move our

water-supplies about to suit

our needs, and camp is often
reached late in the evening,
causing various unfortunates to
be kept on the move till long
after dark. In the supply-lines

weary officials sit over the piles
of eatables for men and beast,
and issue a day's food to the

representatives of the several

corps of the brigade. Each

corps carries with it two or

three days' supplies, so that

food is available the moment
camp is pitched ;

but the por-
tion devoured has to be re-

placed the same day by draw-

ing on the supply department
an operation often produc-

tive of discussion between the

givers and takers, the latter

trying to get all they can for

their corps, and the former

only parting on the conclusive

evidence of sundry signed re-

ceipts, orders, certificates on

honour, and so forth, dear to

the heart of an army depart-
ment, though rather out of

place in a camp of war. From
the transport lines there arises

a loud and sustained crunching
as camels and mules consume
their feed of grain. You find

this crunching has a soporific

effect, and it tends to neutral-

ise the groaning and bubbling
of the camels and the sociable

bray of the mules. Around
the staff office tent sit ad-

jutants and clerks, taking
down the orders for the mor-
row's march, which the hard-
worked but cheery brigade-
major dictates. They are
short and concise sentences
these orders, and seem very
simple things to make up, but

they are pregnant with results

to every man in the force, and
on their reasoned soundness

depend the safe and orderly
withdrawal of the brigade
from its camping-place on the

morrow, and the successful
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repulse of any attempts of the

enemy to hinder its march.
To this end he who frames
orders must gauge the tactics

of the enemy, and make a suit-

able adjustment of the fighting

powers of the force so that no

part may be unduly strained

and each support the other,
for in war overstrain means
at least a needless death-roll,
and perhaps a disaster or " re-

grettable incident." Nothing
can be left to chance if a well-

ordered march is to be made.
Each unit, whether of fighting
men or non - combatants, as

hospitals and baggage, must
move in an allotted place.
Nor can the hours of darkness

be left to look after themselves.

The possibility of a night-
attack on the camp must be

provided for, and orders given
so that there may be no con-

fusion should the enemy make
an attempt to rush the camp.
After the dictation is finished,

adjutants stumble back to their

corps and pass on the orders

to commanding officers and

sleepy subordinates, who read

them out to the still sleepier
men whose destinies they
control.

You in your bivouac, curled

up in blankets and just drop-

ping off to sleep, are roused by
your adjutant's voice telling

you that you are to command
the rear-guard to-morrow, and
that all are to be under arms
at four in the morning, as a

night-attack is expected. If

you are wise you will compose
yourself to sleep, for of one

thing only you may be sure,
and that is that the morrow
will be a hard day for you,

and you can best prepare for

it by getting such sleep as

you can, now that the camp
has settled down into such

qualified quiet as the rifles of

the sniping enemy allow. They
will keep up this shooting all

night, praying Allah to guide
their bullets through the dark-

ness into the person of some
infidel. Luckily their prayers
are not often successful, and
the damage done by bullets

after dark is surprisingly small.

The first experience of a night
of subjective sniping is un-

pleasant, as the constant crack

of rifles, the smack of the

bullets, and whiz of flying

splinters and pebbles give food

for thought and banish sleep
for a time. But familiarity

quickly breeds contempt when

you discover that the "per-

centage of hits to rounds fired"

is so pleasingly small, and you
sleep soundly through it all.

The reason for this immunity
lies, not in the darkness alone,
but in the restraining influence

of the line of outpost pickets
that encircle the camp, and

deny to the enemy all advan-

tageous points within short

range. The enemy thus has
either to fire at the camp, a

large mark at a long range,
or at the pickets themselves,
which in the dark are small

marks, and always well en-

trenched. He may crawl in

between the pickets and so

get close to camp, but this

procedure carries the risk of

his being himself stalked by
some enterprising picket, and
at least he will have an enemy
across his line of retreat. This
is a state of affairs very re-
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pugnant to the Pathan, as

indeed to most fighters. A
properly posted line of pickets
is the first requirement for a

good night's rest. Neglect
this precaution and you will

find yourself exposed to a close

and hot fire, whose bullets will

rake the camp from side to

side instead of merely lobbing
into it. To-night, thanks to

the pickets and their occupants

watching in the cold, you en-

joy that dreamless sleep that

follows a long day in the open.

Reluctantly your senses re-

turn to you under the efforts

of your soldier orderly, who,
with a firm hold of your ankle,

shakes and shakes till you
leave your couch and struggle
out into the freezing cold of

the early morning. Half awake
and wholly miserable you make
shift to get belts, pistol, and
field - glasses suspended on to

your person, wishing the while

that an agreement could be

made that all fighting should

be done by daylight. You
stumble your way to where

your companies are undergoing
the same process of waking and

equipping, and walk up and
down the groups of men till

all are ready. Then they sit

or kneel down with fixed

bayonets and charged maga-
zines, in their allotted places,
some at the breastwork that

runs all round camp, to meet
the expected rush of swords-

men, and some farther back in

support, to be called forward
where needed. Throughout a

deep silence is kept, orders are

whispered, and men move like

silent shadows. This unpleas-
ant duty of sitting still under

arms is a necessary precaution.
A rush of fanatical swordsmen

against a camp caught asleep
is almost sure of success, and is

a horror not easily forgotten.

Long before the sentries have
had time to rouse their sleeping
comrades, the camp will be filled

with a charging mob of blood -

maddened men, cutting with
the curved tulwar or the heavy
straight Afghan knife at every-

thing they meet, while in the
darkness the attacked hesitates

to strike first, not knowing
friend from foe, and when the

sweep of the tulwar comes in

first there is seldom need of a
second blow. A camp thus

caught napping will buy its

sleep dear, but equally dear
will be the price paid by the
Pathan when he tries a rush
in a camp in arms. The silent

perimeter will break into a
roar of musketry, before which
the bravest charge must wither

away, and there will be many
widows in the hill villages.
Therefore we must keep our

vigil in cold and silence, the
better to lure the enemy to

his destruction, since we are

frankly come for that purpose.
Some one has said that nine-

tenths of all the work one does
is sheer drudgery, and surely
sitting up for an attack that
does not come off is drudgery.
And it is evident that there is

to be no attack to-day. The
sniping goes on, however, and
as the chill grey of morning
reveals the camp, the enemy's
aim improves and bullets fly

close; but this only lasts a
short time, for by the same

grey light the pickets open
the fire that like good soldiers
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they have withheld during the

dark, and the snipers quickly
decide that more distant posi-
tions will be healthier.

The light calls the camp to

activity. Once more the trans-

port animals crunch their way
through their feeds of grain.
The troops are dismissed to

prepare for the day's work.
For an hour or so they too

are free to eat a breakfast,

coldly furnished forth by the

evening's cooking and washed
down by tea hastily boiled over

fires of camp litter. Mean-

while, Mr Rearguard Com-
mander, you had best repair
to where a few camp - chairs

and packing - cases indicate

your mess, and there procure
and eat as much breakfast as

the shivering mess-servant can

provide, and, moreover, fill your
haversack with such eatables

of a durable description as will

carry you over twenty - four

hours, for the dieting of a rear-

guard is a precarious matter.

No doubt, like a zealous

officer, you have yesterday
evening made a study of the

topography of the camp and
its surroundings, especially

noting the positions held by
the pickets, so as to avoid

treating them to a shower of

friendly bullets should shoot-

ing become necessary during
the night. Renew your study
now, for it will be your busi-

ness soon to help those pickets
to quit their positions, and you
will best help them by meeting
the advance of the enemy, wher-
ever it comes, by an impeding
jet of bullets from points which

you choose now while there is

yet time.

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCI.

For the last half - hour the

camp has seemed a chaos of

camels, mules, and men mixed in

dire confusion. The men, with

objurgations in English and
Indian tongues, outraging the

feelings of the animals by
binding on them loads of many
kinds and contents, but all held

by the animals to be obnoxious
in the highest degree, and
therefore to be expostulated
against as Nature has given
them ability. The camels
bubble and groan and blow out
a disgusting

-
looking bladder

from their mouths, while the

mule, more intelligent, brays
his misfortunes to his com-

rades, the while he watches
his opportunity to land his

oppressor a good one with the
hind hoof

;
and both classes of

transport, as the regulations
call them, use their best en-

deavours to cast their loads

whenever a chance occurs.

Whatever opinions the animals

may have on the subject, the

cruel fact remains that they
have got to carry those loads,

and, moreover, have them on
their backs and be ready to

march by the time the "fall

in
"
sounds. So it comes that

when a whistle (there are no

bugle sounds in camp nowa-

days) calls the men to assemble,
the apparent chaos suddenly
becomes cosmos. The belong-

ings of the brigade have been
furnished with legs, and each
unit's baggage stands grouped
together ready to move off in

its order. From out of the

masses of animals emerge the

fighting men of the force and
form up in their companies and

regiments. Where lately there

c
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seemed a mob of men and ani-

mals there now stand regi-

ments, blocks of silent riflemen,
a mountain battery, guns,
wheels, and trails, separately
loaded on mules, picked for

strength and steadiness, and
"
transport

"
swaying clumps

of laden camels and mules.

Forthwith the march begins.
One of the khaki blocks begins
to disintegrate. Dribblets of

men trickle out from it and

pass out of sight up the gut of

the valley. The disintegration
becomes more rapid as stronger
bodies follow, until the whole
battalion has been swallowed

up in the defile. A pause of a
few minutes and the rest of the

khaki blocks and the mount-
ain battery string out into

column of march and follow

the advance-guard. One half-

battalion stands fast, and this

is your rear-guard, all your
own for to-day to live or die,

as you shall arrange it. Go
across and see exactly who
they and their officers are. All

men may be equal, but not in

rear-guard fighting, and you
may thank your stars that

your rear-guard is from a good
regiment of active, keen men,
led by officers bold but cau-

tious, of nice discrimination in

judging when to stand and

fight and when to give ground.
The gorge swallows the head

of the baggage-train. By the
time they have all taken their

places the unwieldy line will

stretch over three miles, more
if the track is bad. Hill roads
seldom admit of movement in

more than Indian file. On a
broad roadway they would
move in several lines, and so

shorten the length. The rear-

guard commander has ever the

unpleasant reflection that three

miles at least separate him
from the main body and rein-

forcements should he be un-

lucky enough to need them,
and that every dropped load

or bad bit of path in front

causes a standstill of all be-

hind it, while the main body
goes ahead regardless and the

rear-guard may get left farther

and farther behind. But, if

the bull be excused, if you are

being left behind you must not

be left behind. Send off at

intervals men of your guard,
two by two, to form a chain

along the line of animals, and,
if needed, you will be able to

pass word up to the main body
if you find yourself being left

behind. Flag -
signalling and

heliograph are not to be de-

pended on in this broken

country.
While the transport gets

under way you busy yourself
in disposing your rear-guard
so as to support the camp
pickets when the time comes
for their withdrawal. The
brunt of the enemy's fire is be-

ing borne by them at present,
and you must be ready to

pepper the enemy if he tries

to run in to get close shots

when they begin to move.
After the pickets have got
away you will find yourself in

turn in a similar predicament
to theirs, but with no one to

support you unless you see to

it yourself, and this you must

arrange before the ball opens,
so you send one party to a

high bluff near the entrance
of the gorge, and another to
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an elevation still farther along
the line of march, and keep
yet a third small portion in

hand to meet unforeseen con-

tingencies. This done, you re-

pair yourself to the first bluff

to await the lifting of the

curtain.

The last of the transport
files off. Of the moving town
that last night filled the valley
bottom, there remain only
yourself and the half - dozen

pickets that encircled the

camp and staved off the enemy.
The time has come to bid them
break off their disputation
with the enemy, while your
own rifles take up the crack-

ling argument. The enemy,
however, show no inclination

to cease their intercourse with
the pickets. Their fire grows
hotter as the men of the first

two pickets slither back

cautiously till below the crest-

line of their positions, leaving
a few of the quickest hill-

runners to keep up appearances
till the bulk have got down
the hill and into safety. These
last few have the post of

honour and Danger. The hill-

top must be denied to the

enemy till their comrades get
well away from it, otherwise
the swift - footed tribesmen

might reach the crest in time
to deliver a close and deadly
fire. No one is more defence-

less than a rifleman scrambling
down a hill. If he halts to

return the fire he merely pro-

longs the agony, and if lucky
enough to escape being hit,
he will find himself pinned into

some cranny or behind some
rock whence he cannot escape
without again becoming an

easy mark. Conversely, there

is no target in war which can
be shot at with more confi-

dence and hope of scoring a

bull's-eye than the back of an

enemy who is making his best

pace away from the shooter.

The devoted few on the hill-

top must hang on at all costs

till their slower-footed brethren
have cleared out of the way of

danger.
As the first instalment of

khaki spiders tumble down the

slope you give the word to

your expectant companies.
With click and clack the cut-

offs of the magazines are

slipped from over the ten

shining nickel deaths that now
lie ready, only waiting touch
of trigger to rush forth on
their deadly mission. The men
themselves flatten down on
their stomachs with rifles al-

ready almost bearing on the

distant knoll, where a few
scattered figures show that

the last men of the picket
are still at their post. As you
watch, a fresh and furious

burst of fire breaks out. It

is the skirmishers' last admon-
ition to the enemy to keep
away, and as it ceases the

figures grovel back from the

crest, rise to their feet, and

begin their furious run down
the hill. Now it is your turn,
for in a few minutes or seconds

the vacant top will be manned

by the enemy, surging up to

get a shot at the flying foe.

There will be no time for de-

liberate parade words of com-
mand. The quicker you get

your fire to bear the better,
and the order is simply "in-

dividual fire whenever a man
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shows," and in response all the

rifle-butts go into the shoulders

and fifty keen eyes stare

along the sights. You have
not long to wait. Through
your glasses you see rise over

the sky-line first a rifle-barrel,

then a bullet head, and then
a figure clad in dirty white.

It rushes over the crest

eagerly. Fool! before it has
taken three steps the rifles

speak, and it collapses like a

burst paper-bag. Some hot-

headed youth, no doubt, brave,

indiscreet, and swift of foot,

the victim of his own pre-
eminence. First blood to you;
but not thus will the older

warriors fight, nor will they
give you such easy targets
for your musketry. They will

come as your skirmishers went,
fast up to the top, but slowly
and carefully over it. A puff
of smoke, and maybe a shaven

poll, are all you will see of

them. Be thankful for the

smoke, for if they had the
latest things in ammunition

you would not have even that

to guide your aim. Crunch-

ing their way over the gravel,
the men of the pickets pass
below you, to wait a little

farther up the path till the
others join them. Blown with
their recent fighting and
hurried retreat, and haggard
from a sleepless night in the

cold, they have fairly earned
a respite from active work.

Repress your inclination to

order them to halt and join

you, and let them pass away
to join the main body, and
so to an early arrival in camp
and rest.

The withdrawal of the re-

maining pickets from round
the deserted camp is a repeti-
tion of that of the others.

The same final burst of fire,

breathless scurry down - hill,

and passage of weary men
through your position. The
loss of a man thus early in

the day temporarily damped
the ardour of the enemy.
Bang, puff, and bullet song
from the nearest of the

vacated picket positions in-

form you of the recovery of

their spirits, and intention to

take revenge for their dead.

Fired from a short four hun-
dred yards, such fire will be

deadly to any one not under

cover, and you dread lest

some careless one of your
men may give a chance to

the hidden firers. The tempt-
ation is strong to send off

a few men round by to clear

that hill, but this is what you
must not do. Even if suc-

cessful, their return would
leave you in no better case

than before, and you would

drop still farther behind your
main body; besides, there is

quite a good chance of the

party being rounded up and

"wiped out" in one of the
network of ravines which cut

up the ground, and which the

enemy know well while you
do not. You must bear as

best you can the disadvan-

tages of what military edu-

cationists call the passive
defence. So you give the

signal, and the company com-
manders begin to trickle off

their men, the many to go, the
few to remain. Forthwith
the dreaded happens, and
there is a casualty. Foolish
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or careless, one of the men
rises erect before he is well

below the crest -
line, and re-

ceives the swift and deadly
penalty. It is useless to

blame the stricken man, but

you know well that his fall

means a delay, as the position
must now be held till he is

laboriously carried down the

hill, so you patiently hold fast

till he is safely in a stretcher

at the foot, with such tem-

porary surgery applied as will

keep him from further harm
till he can reach the field

hospital. Then the arrested

retreat commences afresh, till

finally, puffing and blowing
with exertion and excitement,

you and the last of your men
hurry down the hill, while in

front and above you the rifles

of your second party crackle
a friendly but insistent warn-

ing to make more haste, for

that the enemy are already
showing on the crest - line

behind you. Once out of

close shot and under cover

you re -assemble your party,
and again post them to

cover the retreat of those
who just now did the
same for you. Needless to

say, this strenuous alternation

of fight and retreat could not
be maintained by one set of

men for any long period, and

you will now come upon the

pickets placed by the advance-

guard on points commanding
the route taken by the force.

Their duty is to prevent the

enemy's closing in and shoot-

ing down on the column as it

marches, and thereafter to co-

operate with you in holding
back the enemy in the rear.

These duties performed, it is

their business and yours to

withdraw with such safety to

yourselves as may be. Placed
in at intervals on each side of

the valley, they in turn cover

each the retirement of the

others as they leave their

places, you, with the rear-

guard, covering and support-

ing them as they go ;
and if

they get into difficulties, the

four companies of the rear-

guard are adequate to drive

back the over -
aggressive

enemy. It is unfortunate if

you have often to intervene in

this way, for it means calling

your men to renew the violent

efforts that attended the ex-

trication of the camp pickets ;

and the rear-guard commander
must ever hope that he of the

advance-guard may post his

pickets with soldierly judg-
ment, so that the enemy may
be subjected to a stream of

bullets whenever he dares show

himself, and cannot close in to

that short range of 200 yards
or so at which practice in his

village feuds has made him
a most unerring marksman.

Moreover, a lot of heavy fight-

ing in the rear-guard means a

slow retreat and the possibility
of being benighted without

reaching camp, in which case

the only thing to do is to get
into a good place for defence

a village for choice and en-

dure a night of hot sniping on

empty stomachs until dawn
and reinforcements sent by a

displeased general enable you
to rejoin your army.
At its best, rear-guard work

is hard and nerve -
straining,

calling for all a soldier's quali-
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ties of body and mind. Each

picket's retirement is a separ-
ate problem, and a heavy
anxiety until the picket is

safely past his line. The odds
are all in favour of an enemy,
swift -footed, well armed, ac-

quainted with the country,
and free from all responsi-
bilities of baggage and train.

One weapon you have that

tends to equalise matters, and
that is the artillery. Far be-

yond you, and away from

your small-arm bickerings, the

mules of the mountain battery
scramble up the slopes, bearing
their loads of hardware, which
at a word become neat little

cannon, and their distant roar

is followed by the burst and
clatter of shrapnel, scattering
over the ridges where the

enemy shoot. Like most

people, he hates being hit

when he cannot hit back, and
the effect on his spirits of the

arrival of the leaden shower is

most sobering, and you bless

those gunner men who have
such long arms to stretch out

to your aid.

Still, in spite of the aid

that artillery and disciplined
and well -trained troops can

give you, your day is a long
and trying one, a long-drawn-
out skirmish, a constant ex-

posure to fire, nervous wait-

ing and breathless movement,

scurrying men and explosive
foe ;

but at last you find that

you are passing the entrenched

pickets that mark the out-

posts of the new camp. With
a sigh of relief you form up
your weary men, and the roll

is called to see that all who
should be there are present.

Then, after reporting all cor-

rect to the brigade-major, you
are free to seek your own camp
and bivouac. Now the excite-

ment of fighting is withdrawn

you realise how weary you are,

and are glad to sit down and
wait for dinner, and give
thanks that at least you have
made camp before darkness
and escaped having to pass
the night fighting for exist-

ence in some deserted village
back on the line of the day's
march.
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INDOMITABLE.

THE links that go to make
the chain of Empire are forged

slowly and in curious furnaces.

Look at them through the mi-

croscope of detail, you will find

that they are fashioned of much
that is noble, much that is

gruesome. Humour, pathos,

suffering, self-sacrifice, cruelty,

kindness, and cowardice, all

these to a degree seldom known
in cities, all at their whitest

heat, go to the forging. The

flag flies at last, the link is

forged, but the little things
that set the flag flying, the

heroism and endurance, the

deeds and deaths that made
up and welded the link, what
of them?

It was New Year's Eve in

Mashonaland, years ago. The
link has long since been finally
welded : together with other

provinces the country is now
known as Rhodesia.

The two ox -waggons of a

prospecting syndicate rumbled
and crashed down the rock-

strewn darkening avenue of

giant trees and interlacing
scrub. Through the crashes
of the falling wheels came the
dull roar of the fast -

rising
river. It was one of the first

gold-hunting parties permitted
to enter the country on the
heels of the big Company's
expedition. This permission
was granted upon the signing
of a document, setting forth

that they would take up arms

(their own arms) and fight for

the Company, if required.

From the outset this tiny
band of pioneers had been un-

fortunate. Sick bullocks had

delayed them for more than
two months upon the road,
and now the deadly wet season

had closed down upon them
with its sombre and dispiriting
murkiness. Two days before

coming to this river the man
in charge had been killed by
one of the oxen, which was
itself dying. With a handful

of salt, that for all its useful-

ness might as well have been a

handful of gold dust, a mutton-

chop, or anything else, he had

approached the sick brute.

Half rising, with one swing of

its immense horns it had just
touched the man. There was
not even a bruise, but he died

in great agony twelve hours

afterwards. Almost at the

same moment the bullock died

also. Thus the first use of the

mining tools was to dig a grave
deep enough to be undisturbed

by wild animals. He was

buried, and upon the nearest

large tree his name was hewn
out with a small axe.

The three remaining English-
men trudged behind the wag-
gons, leading their horses.

Harman, who was now in

command, had been skipper of

a sailing-ship on the deep seas.

Major Dorton was a British

warrior of no war, who, in India,
from his own account, had
made a considerable difference

in the number of Bengal tigers.
Brown was a Kimberley miner,

and, so to speak, the mining
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expert of the party : he was a

miner pure and simple, a day's-
work man, a man of houses

and beds, with no adventurous

spirit, who already deeply re-

gretted that he had ever set

out upon such a journey.

Urging the cattle of the leading

waggon into the angry swirl-

ing stream was Jan Vander-

weyder, a Dutchman, and the

hero of the events that took

place at this " drift
" and in

its neighbourhood on this New
Year's Eve and through the

few succeeding days.
The river rose steadily, hur-

rying in an irresistible brown
tumult flecked with white

patches of foam. The waggons
were halted at the top of the

steep cutting that led down
to the water. Jan clambered
on to his horse, and rode
into what was palpably the

deepest part of the river. The
horse splashed and floundered,
stumbled and recovered as Jan

spurred him out again. There
was just time, he thought. A
huge Zulu boy was told off

as voorlooper, or leader of the

leading oxen. Another boy
scrambled on to the Dutch-
man's horse

;
Brown to the

huge brake-handle at the back
of the waggon. Jan shouted
the names of several of the

oxen, and dropped the long
whip upon each beast as he
named it. This preliminary
call to work is not objurgatory
but full of encouragement, and
the whip falls with such lithe

grace that it seems in the
nature of a caress. The oxen
threw their weight upon the

yokes as men lean upon the

rope, not yet to pull, in a tug-
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of-war contest. Then, at a
word they strain, the waggon
creaks and jumps forward.

The descent is very short but

steep. Jan yells at the Kaffir,
and at full trot the sixteen

long -horned oxen dash down
into the angry water

; the

waggon groans and crashes

like a living thing dragged
against its will. Jan, as the

waggon was almost touching
the water, sprang upon the

step and mounted to the box,
where he stood in the misty,

growing twilight, the shaggy,
bearded master of the scene,
like some one of his long-ago
ancestors hurling orders from
the poop of a Dutch three-

decker in the grey, tumbling,
northern sea. The long line

of oxen curves to the weight
of water

;
the whip falls three,

four, six times, like lightning,
on the bulge : it straightens.
The Kaffir stumbles and dis-

appears, emerges laughing,

yelling, and tugging at the
reim ;

he looks to be dragging
it all oxen, waggon, every-
thing. As the front wheels
of the waggon came out of

the water Jan leapt to the

ground, and the names, char-

acters, and disposition of his

oxen poured from his mouth
in ever -varying shouts of en-

treaty, condemnation, encour-

agement, and reviling. Up
the steep slope, very slowly
but with no pause, and the

waggon is landed safely on a
small cleared flat. Jan rode
back through the river and

pronounced it impossible to

take over the second waggon
that night, as the river had
risen inches since he had
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started with the first. Har-
man and the Major, whose

bedding and mattresses occu-

pied a kind of first and second
floor at the back part of the

waggon that had gone over,
mounted their horses and rode
across the river, by that time
well up the saddle-flaps and

running harder than ever.

Jan and the miner, Brown,
remained with the hinder

waggon. The dusk grew into

darkness, a penetrating rain

fell untiringly, as if it would
fall for ever. The night
divided the years, also its

blackness built a wall between
the two halves of the ill-fated

little expedition. On one side

of the wall were two men who
were to come alive and well

out of Mashonaland, back to

civilisation
;
on the other side,

two who were to stay there

always.
Jan was typical of the best

sort of Dutchman. He was
tall and wiry ; strong, but not
athletic. His hair and beard
were of that deep brown that
in out - of - door men always
makes one think the colour
has been much lighter but has
become deepened by the sun;
there was much of them, and

they were not well groomed.
He had a stolid indifference
to physical surroundings, and

large grey eyes that lit up
with a grim delight when the
little things went wrong.
Under the shelter of a

stretched tarpaulin the boys
had made a fire. The Dutch-
man and the miner ate their

supper and washed it down
with strong coffee. Then they
fell to talk of other and more

hilarious New Year's Eves.

Their conversation upon good
times led naturally to slight

self-pity that the New Year
was to be hailed with no

stronger drink than coffee.

Why should it not be? Ah!
why should it not? And so,

and on, till a case of Three
Star brandy, reserved for

medical comforts, was broken

open and lay on the ground
between them. The bottles

nestled snugly in their straw

coverings, redolent of comfort,
almost speaking of wet and
cold and discomfort all ban-

ished. There had been much
specious reasoning between
Brown's first promulgation of

the spirituous burglary and
the silent drawing, with a

knife, of the first cork by Jan.

An hour later, and with joined

hands, they were singing "Auld

Lang Syne," in two languages
and countless tunes.

The song ended, they loos-

ened hands, and Brown seated

himself with more than cus-

tomary rapidity. He missed
the tiny camp-stool, came to

the sodden ground, and stayed
there. He had lost the use

of his legs, and the discovery
of the loss brought with it

a revulsion from the joyous
feeling; he felt helpless and

miserable; he peered into the

darkness and was afraid. Jan
stood over him and laughed
in his beard. The brandy had
taken nothing from him ; it

had given him something, ex-

panded his customary benev-

olence, and forced the slow
blood to a gallop through his

veins. Presently he spoke in

the half-and-half language he
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used with Englishmen, quite

impossible of reproduction.
"This will never do, Mr

Harman and the Major must
drink too. I will take some
to them, and they shall drink

with me ; it is a good plan,

eh, my Brown?"
Brown only watched with

stupid amazement as Jan dis-

appeared out of the small fire-

lit circle. He came back in a
few minutes leading his horse ;

then he stuffed a bottle of

brandy into each coat-pocket,
threw himself on to the bare-

backed animal, and, assuring
Brown that he would take
his greetings to the other

side, clattered off down to the

drift.

The river had been steadily

rising, and was now a swim
both on the hither and thither

sides of a sandbank, in the

middle of the stream, a small
stretch of which still showed
like a lost strip of dawn on
the horizon of the black night.
Jan remembered that the far

bank was steep on each side

of the landing
-
place, so that

he would have to hit it ex-

actly, or be unable to get out.

Unfortunately, for his attempt
would have been useless had
it not been so, the southern
bank sloped gradually down to

the water for some distance

up-stream, so that he was able

to ride up fifty yards or so

before taking to the water,
this to make allowance for

being washed down by the
stream. The noise from across

the water had aroused Har-
man and the Major. They
wrapped themselves in water-

proofs, and made their way
stumblingly down to the river

to try and find out what was
the matter, for "Auld Lang
Syne

"
as rendered by Jan

and Brown, and conveyed
through a considerable dis-

tance of wet night, gave no
hint of a jollification. As they
stood at the edge of the water,

straining their ears for some
other sound that might pene-
trate the continuous turbul-

ence of the river, there came
to them suddenly a "

Happy
New Year," in thick, gurgling
tones, a smothered semblance
of Jan's deep laugh making
the gurgle. The voice had all

the detached, untraveiled dis-

tinctness that noise telephoned
across noise always has at

night - time, so much so that
the Major stepped back as

though something had struck

him. Then there came the
snort of the horse as his head
came above water after the

first dip when he had begun
to swim, and had given up
feeling for the bottom with
his feet. The horse's noise

also had that dim, curious

nearness. There followed in

the same tones as before an
assurance from the merry
Dutchman that their ills of

wet and discomfort would
soon be all over, for was he
not on his way to them with
his pockets full of brandy,
they were good pockets and
would not leak, ha ! ha !

It seems a curious way of

taking pleasure, but Jan was,

according to his nature, enjoy-
ing himself hugely. Slightly
above par, but by no means
drunk, his chief character-

istics were intensified : in the
fulness of his benevolence he
was determined that his em-
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ployers should have drink be-

fitting the passing of the year,
and be merry as he was. Then
there was the fact that he was

swimming a flooded river that

he had never seen till that

evening at dusk : it was pour-

ing with rain, and pitch dark,
little difficulties to be worried

down and put behind him
beaten. What more could the

heart of such a man desire ?

As he stood for a moment
on the sandbank in the middle
of the river, the Englishmen
yelled at him to go back.

Harman had said a few words
to the Major, and their pro-
tests thereafter took on vig-

our, turned to entreaty : they

prayed, cursed this and all

other New Year's Eves, and

implored Jan to turn back.

For Jan and the Major, until

reminded of it, had forgotten
the one dreadful danger of

the river of all rivers in this

country.
" Ah, no ! Mr Harman. Ah,

no ! My spoor is all washed

out, and going back I might
get lost," the deep chuckle that

followed his little joke seemed
an eerie thing to be abroad on
such a night. The Major be-

gan to think that for Jan to

come on to his side of the river

might be as safe as for him
to go back, and after all the

brandy would be welcome.
"You must have this little

drink with me," was all the
Dutchman answered.

Slowly and reluctantly the

horse slithered off the sand-
bank into the deep water.

This time the prolonged
snort had fear in it was near
to being a scream. The Major
clutched Harman by his wet

sleeve, then let go of it quickly
and looked down, forgetting
the darkness, to hide his eyes
from the other, for he felt sick

with apprehension. A swift

vision came to him of himself

out there instead of Jan

Vanderweyder, face to face

with an almost inconceivable

horror. There was a pause
of perhaps three seconds,

through which the Major
shivered, and Harman, with

firmly planted feet and hands
clenched on his express rifle,

strained to throw his sailor

eyes out into the darkness and

gather what was happening.
"
Allemactig !

"

The national curse came

hissing up to the two men
on the bank in a penetrating,

agonised whisper.

"My God!" said the Major
faintly, "what is it?"

"Wait!" said Harman, and
all the while they both knew
what it must be.

"You d d crocodile, you
would, eh ? ... You can't hold

me, though. . . . Pull, my
good horse, pull !

"

It was no broken English
now, just the Taal. They
heard the horse splashing, as

he floundered and struggled
back on to the sandbank ; then

again a long though really

momentary silence, followed by
a snort and plunge from the

horse who took to the water
and swam back to the bank
from which he had come.
This is what had happened,
a huge crocodile had seized

Jan above the right ankle,
the horse had turned back
for the sandbank, and Jan,

clinging with all his mighty
strength, one hand to the
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mane, the other to the saddle,
had been dragged back into

comparative safety. The
effort left him for the moment
exhausted, his muscles relaxed,
and he had dropped from the

horse to the soft wet sand.

He had left his foot and six

inches of his leg in the slimy,

reeking jaws of the crocodile.

No ancient epicure of cruelty
could, in his subtlest moments,
have invented such a grue-
some amputation, yet Jan lay

upon the sandbank and did

not faint. His slow, dull but
useful wits gathered back to

help him ; and he took off his

belt and strapped it tightly
above the knee, cutting deeply
into the flesh. Then he lay
still, close to the edge of the

water.

The Major could not swim
at least, he said he could not.

His sporting tendencies, in

fact, began and ended with
the shooting of Bengal tigers,
and as this animal has never
been imported into Mashona-

land, that country does not re-

member the Major as a man
in any way remarkable.

It would be hard to blame

any human being who, in

the circumstances, should have

stayed where he was on the

bank of the river. Neverthe-
less Harman made two gallant

attempts to reach Jan, but

owing to the steepness of the

bank he could not go more
than a few yards up-stream
before making his plunge. He
was washed down far beyond
the strip of sand, and all but
drowned on each occasion.

All through the night Jan

lay where he had fallen, never

once losing his senses : had he
done so, there would quickly
have been an end of him, and
of this history of what a man
may endure. For the croco-

dile stood by, waiting his

chance. At intervals, never

longer than half an hour, he
would push his noisome head
and fore part out of the water.

Jan would hurl Dutch curses

at him and cry to Harman to

shoot, there would be the crash
of an express rifle, a bullet

whinging only a foot or so

above the water, and the cro-

codile would disappear for

another period of ghastly ten-

sion. All through the night
Harman stood by the water,
his rifle at the "ready." Once

only was there fear in the
Dutchman's cry : it was the
fear of the hitherto unafraid,

mastered, beaten, gibbering in

front of some unspeakable
horror. The sound was so

terrible that Harman loosed

off his rifle without putting it

to his shoulder, obeying auto*

matically a supreme call for

lightning answer. After the

report, which told him that his

answer to the call had been
the pressing of the trigger,
there was silence, for the
hubbub of the river and the
rain had by now come to rep-
resent silence. Harman stood

still and wondered where the
bullet had gone. Then he
shouted an inquiry to Jan,
and the answer came with the

curious far-away nearness more
than ever accentuated. The
words seemed to stand up in

front of Harman, painted in

a sullen red upon the black

night.
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" He touched me !

"

The Major sitting on the

ground put his head down be-

tween his knees and said,
"God! God! God!"

And all the time it rained,
and all the time it was pitch
dark; moreover, the river

might rise and cover the

sandbank.

A fort, with a Gatling gun
mounted at one corner of it,

and a Union Jack, frayed at

the edges, hanging limply
from a sapling that stood in

the middle of the open space.
To the west, with a mile of

open country in between, a

long range of hills ; to the east,

undulating downs, wooded in

clumps like a park in Glouces-
tershire ; to the south, a lonely
mountain that seemed to bar
the way back to the known
world. Northward lay the
rest of Africa.

About eighty strong, we had
been thrown out upon this

lofty tableland a few seeds

of civilisation dropped upon a

place where they might pos-

sibly take root, might possibly
die, might possibly be blown

away by the winds of fate or

chance. The rest of the ex-

pedition some six hundred
had trekked into the illimit-

able north and left us. We
had built ourselves this fort

with what speed our limited

knowledge of pick-and-shovel
work would allow, to be a

haven in case of attack by
the Matabeles. When it was
built we manned it, every man
to his set place at sundown.
An hour before dawn we
manned it again, and waited
till the sun rose. We did this

every evening and every morn-

ing for months. On the other

side of the lonely mountain it

was many hundreds of miles to

a decent habitation or a town.
Somewhere in the new world

opposite, the six hundred,
under the guidance of a mighty
hunter, cut their road and

pressed on. Until they should

drop another link, 200 miles

farther up, we were the out-

post station of the English
creeping from the Cape to

Cairo, leaving behind them
their eloquent spoor of little

mounds, loose bones, and name-
hewn trees.

The sentry on the fort re-

ported to the corporal in charge
of the guard that a Kaffir boy
on horseback was coming up
from the spruit at full gallop.
The corporal carried the infor-

mation to the lieutenant in

command, the only officer, who
was sitting in his mess-room,
a grass roof with no walls, his

elbows on the packing-case
table and his eyes staring out

moodily at the mountain, some-
where behind which lay his

world, or at least the road to

it. About a dozen men, the

remnant of the force that was
not down with fever, slouched

out of their huts and stood

about expectantly, for the

news had somehow simmered

through the camp. The letter

was brought from the boy to
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the lieutenant, who found in it

the following :

" To the OFFICER IN COMMAND,
Fort Eegina.

" DBAE SIR, I have a man
here badly injured by a croco-

dile : if you have a surgeon
will you kindly send him along
quickly ;

he may possibly save
the man's life. Yours, &c.,

"J. HARMAN."

The lieutenant stepped out
from under the grass roof into

the sunlight, and was about to

speak to the corporal who had

brought him the letter, when
he caught sight of a man
moving briskly from one hut
to another, and he called

out
"
Corporal MacDougall !

"

The figure wheeled as though
turned by a handle, came to

the lieutenant, saluted, and
after standing to attention

for a moment or two, shrank

gradually into a blinking
weariness.

Enrolled in the expedition
as a trooper, Mac had turned
out to be a doctor with several

letters after his name. He was
a fallen star from the medical
firmament. From Johannes-

burg to Mafeking, where he
had joined us, he had begged his

way from farm to farm, and
had arrived with no personal

property but the clothes he
stood up in, and these looked
as if they would be quite able

to stand by themselves
; indeed

one could have imagined them

preferring to do so, as being
more respectable than was their

enforced association with the

grimy, hungry individual that

they were covering. Nothing
worthy of note concerning him

happened for months : he be-

came clean, handy with his

rifle, good at his drill, a model
of sobriety, a most engaging
and well-informed companion.
The first time that we had been

separated from the main body
of the expedition, which was
many months before we were

finally dropped on the table-

land, Mac was placed in medi-
cal charge of the troop and
raised to the rank of corporal.
This of course included the care
of the medical comforts and
medicines. In three days he
had drunk all the whisky and

brandy that comprised the
comforts. He took a week to

get over the carouse; this he

accomplished by consuming all

the chloroform, chlorodyne, and
other drugs. There was no one
to take his place as medicine

man, so after being considered
under arrest for some days he
was reinstated, less the custody
of any future supply of com-
forts. From that little episode
onwards, and through the fever

bout that held the camp in its

dreary clutches at the time of

this story, he had atoned nobly
for his fall from grace. Day
and night he toiled unremit-

tingly, and had already dragged
back several men who with one
foot in the grave had been

looking forward to planting
the other. " If we cannot get
out of Mashonaland, we can at

least get under it," was a spirit

very much abroad amongst the
men in Fort Regina just at
that time.

The lieutenant explained the

matter to the corporal-surgeon,
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who had been up all night
with an eighteen-year-old boy
who would probably die, whose
sister had just as much busi-

ness on such an expedition as

he had.

MacDougall listened, open-

ing and shutting his tired eyes,
and visibly shrinking down-
wards : the sun seemed to be

sending him to sleep where he
stood. He braced himself a

little as the lieutenant began
to speak again, somewhat
louder now that he was giv-

ing orders.

"You will take your horse

and whatever you consider

necessary."
" Mac "

blinked upward,
laughed one note, and stopped

suddenly as he thought of the

boy who all night had been

babbling in delirium about his

mother and somebody called

Lucy. The boy was dying for

want of nourishment, food, and
medicines that were as unpro-
curable as though the nearest

chemist shop were in the moon.
He was a fair-haired boy, with

pale no-coloured eyes, freckles,

and a turned-up nose. He had
volunteered to go out to one of

the post-stations, and they had
let him go. That meant four

men alone in the middle of

Africa, stuck on the top of a

kopje, to ride the mails when
the rivers allowed of it, and
to think about Matabeles and

lions, and wonder about things

generally, which latter is a

healthy pastime only for child-

ren. The rivers had cut them
off when their rations were
almost done; their trading
stuff was done too, and the

friendly niggers near them

47

turned sulky about letting
them have meal, pumpkins,
and so on; the grass was too

long for them to have much
chance of shooting anything,
so they had had a bad time,
and the boy, never having
been really strong, had gone
under. You could call it fever,

perhaps it was, but ten of

fever to ninety of starvation

was about the just proportion.
He had kept his end up, smil-

ing and fighting against the

weakness, so that the others

would go away alone at differ-

ent times and say wicked

things about the big Com-

pany, the rivers, and Africa

in the bulk. When the river

that had blocked them went
down they had all deserted

their post like good men and

true, with a fine disregard for

their own reputations, and had
made a bid for that little

freckled life. They put him
on a horse two men walked,
one on either side, to hold him

steady, the other led the horse.

Fifty miles to the fort it took

them two days and a half,

going night and day. You
see they were all very weak,
and during the day-time the

sun shone with a blistering,

damp heat. Every now and
then little Dicky would come-

to, open his pale eyes, give
thanks to the others, and close

them again. They clung to

him and trudged on, cursing
all expeditions and the medical
officer who had passed poor
Dicky as a fit and proper
person to starve with the like

of them.
Two of them had brought

Dicky to the fort, and a cart
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had gone out to bring in the

other, who had tripped, fallen,
and been unable to get up
about two miles back along
the road. And now Dicky,
unlike many of his more stal-

wart comrades, was still fight-

ing for his life, lying on some

grass spread on the earthen
floor of one of the huts, four

of which were built in a

straight line outwards from
each corner of the fort. Some-
where hundreds of miles to the

south of the lonely mountain
were Dicky's mother and some-

body called Lucy, who were

proud of Dicky's adventurous

spirit, and knew nothing of

the fight he was making ; even
afterwards they never came to

know that it was really only
a matter of food. There is a
streak of mercy underlying
the surface cruelty of these

big distances.

The lieutenant corrected

himself, seeing that he had

given a large and quite im-

possible order. " I mean, if

you can find anything that

you think will be of use, take

it and go with the Kaffir. I

need not tell you to come back
as quickly as you can, for you
know better than anybody else

how you are wanted here."

Mao saluted and turned

away. He had not spoken
a word during the interview.

Sometimes he would not speak
to any one at all for days. A
man came running up to him.
"Come and see Dicky, Mac,
there's something wrong."
The corporal doctor wheeled

again in a new direction, al-

ways without speaking, always
as if a handle turned him, and

came to one of the huts. He
walked straight in, and stood
a moment just beyond the

doorway. On the left of him
two men were sleeping quietly
in their blankets ; to his right
a man was talking with the

loud, stupid incoherence of

delirium about a cricket

match of years ago in an

English village. At the end
of the hut a big man was
on his knees, leaning over a

shrunken little body, one hand
on each side of it. It was
the man of those three who,

through the coming to the

fort, had always lifted the

youngster on and off his horse.

He was calling to the boy.
"
Dicky 1 Dicky 1 Dicky !

"

He paused between each

calling; each word had a dif-

ferent modulation of entreaty.

MacDougall walked over and
examined the boy.

"He's dead," he said gently.
The big man sat back upon

his heels.
"
Dicky dead 1 ... you're a

d d fool, Mao . . . you're
a blithering, self - satisfied ass

. . . Dicky's asleep ... he
didn't come all the way here
to this centre of luxury to

die. . . . Dicky's a brave little

chap . . . you go away, I'll

look after him." Then he
knelt up again, and in a voice

like a woman's, with gentle

calling in it, said once more

"Dicky!" . . .

Mao turned and walked out

of the hut. As he stepped
into the sunlight he heard the

big man break down and cry
like a child shut out into the

dark.

Before nightfall there was
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another little mound between
the fort and the long range of

quiet hills. It was Dicky's
contribution to the spoor of

the English as they creep
from the Cape to Cairo.

A quarter of an hour later

Mac and the Kaffir galloped
through an opening in the

thorn-tree " Skerum "
that en-

closed several acres around the

fort. I had helped him to

saddle up, for a horse, the

riding of one, anything to do
with one, had always remained

a mystery to him. He had
come out of the gloom that
had held him for days and
talked to me, softened, I think,

by little Dicky's quiet bravery
and death. He took with him
a case of lancets, all that there
was in the way of instruments.
I watched his stiff awkward
figure swaying and bumping
in the saddle, and wondered
how he kept on. He turned
and waved his hand to me,
which placed him in still

greater peril.

III.

MacDougall's outlook was a

moody one as he rode, or,

let me rather say, was uncom-

fortably carried, the eighteen
miles to the drift. He was
tired to the heart and wracked
with the physical aching of

enforced sleeplessness. Though
he recognised it plainly, there

was no consolation in the good
work he had done lately, there

was nothing to be seen but
the long blank spaces of his

might-have-been. Would the

country he was riding through
ever be cleared, tilled, and

bring forth crops, or pasture

great flocks and herds? As
it lay around him in beauti-

ful green undulations, dotted

with little clumps of acacias,
it seemed to breathe of hidden
worth and wealth that were
never to be brought to a

consummation, that were al-

ways to be fruitlessly struggled
for. It seemed to him that,
like himself, the country was
to remain for ever a failure,

although crammed to the
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roots of its grass with glori-
ous possibilities.

Stepping out into the world
one of Edinburgh's brilliancies,

he had somehow missed his

footing and stumbled down-
wards ever since. He had
written plays that nobody
would play, verses that no-

body would print, and his

ceaselessly working brain had
inherited insomnia. He had
made some fight against drug-
ging, little or none against
drink. Why should he have,
since there came times when
it seemed that he must drug,
drink, or go mad?
Harman, hearing the sound

of horses, came out of his

waggon with thoughts at-

tuned to meeting some trim,

well-kept surgeon, and to the

exchange of those trite old

greetings that Englishmen
pride themselves upon never

exceeding in any circum-
stances. He stared with a
sort of hurt surprise at the

curious travesty of a medical
D
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gentleman who was getting
himself from horse to ground
with stiff discomfort and un-

familiarity. A tattered tunic,

open at the medical gentle-
man's neck, showed the grimy
throat -band, originally white,
of a common regimental
shirt. Loose, ill-fitting riding-

breeches, innocent of any cut

and devoid of any lower cov-

ering of leggings or putties,
were fastened just above the

boots with one brass button
for each leg : these unconquer-
able buttons shone luridly and
with protest out of the general

gloom of dirt. Pieces of raw
hide tied the sole to the upper
of each boot, but were un-

equal to closing the gaping
apertures in front, where the

big toes and their near com-

panions protruded, filthy and
unashamed. A black stubbly
beard was patched here and
there with dirty white, and
left only two pale-brown spots
of skin below the small, grey,

blinking eyes.
He took off his hat, and

patched black hair of the

same kind as the beard came
forward and stood out over

his eyes irregularly, like worn
and jagged eaves.

He looked like a tumble-down
barn.

" I'm the doctor. ... No, I

don't look the part much,
do I?"

His eyes twinkled dully be-

tween the blinks, for he had
taken in Harman's thinking.

" My name's MacDougall,"
he bowed slightly, with a grace
of days that were dead to him,
and went on with a fine care-

lessness and repressed though

really half - hysterical irony,
" I'm a Bachelor of Medicine, a

Licentiate of the Royal College
of Physicians, a Fellow of the

College of Surgeons, and a

corporal in the little army of

occupation here."

"How do you do?" said

Harman. " It's really awfully
good of you to have come."
"I didn't come, I was sent,

. . . then I was carried by
that poor beast there, who
liked it about as much as I did.

. . . Where's the patient ? . . .

I don't want to seem abrupt,
but there's a lot of sickness up
at the fort, and I must get
back as quickly as I can."

"I'm afraid you'll have to

climb aboard of your horse

again. The man's on the other

side of the river."

As they rode down to the

drift Harman talked cease-

lessly to the dishevelled scholar

at his side, but on his face

there stayed the imprint of the

long night of suspense and his

work of the morning. For,
with daylight, the river having
gone down somewhat, he had,
alone, brought Jan to the
southern and more easily
reached bank. It was a jum-
bled nightmare of wrestling
with fear of the huge, fetid,

pitiless reptile that must all

the time have been lurking
near him, and the fighting

against a sense that he would
sicken into oblivion if his eyes
were dragged again to the
horrible wound. With the aid

of a gallant little horse he had
rescued the man, and now he
had only an overwhelming
yearning to have done with
it all, to be away somewhere.
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As when weary with watching
at the bedside even of a dearest

friend a man's thoughts will

stretch out to sunshine, lights,
and laughter, he had a feeling
that he had played his part,
that the curtain should fall

now upon this grisly scene,
that it was unfair to keep him

any longer face to face with
the horror of the river, the

horror of the jagged, bloody
wound in the waggon over

there. He wanted to know no
more about it, and longed
guiltily for one of those golden
interludes of Keturn that come
into the lives of men who go
down to the sea in ships, or

fight out into the waste places
of the earth. He was surfeited

with sensations. Fear, horror,
strained endeavour, physical
loathing, had all, apparently,
been built up to their highest
points and then fallen inwards
and downwards, clashing into

a chaos of resentful gloom.
So, as if fighting some unseen,

quiet, crushing force through-
out a black dark night, he
talked manfully. MacDougall
bumped in his saddle, blinked,

nodded, knew the kindred

weariness, and bowed in his

heart to the other's bravery.
"It may be a little of a

swim," said Harman, as they
reached the brink of the water

;

then, seeing that this conveyed
nothing to MaoDougall, he
added gently, "You'd better
throw your irons across the
saddle and unbuckle your rein

in the middle."

Harman led the way.
As his horse began to feel

for the bottom MacDougall
dropped his reins, and clung

fiercely to the pommel of the

saddle. Then there was no
more earth to walk upon ; the

horse and he were adrift in

the quaking, rushing turmoil
of what seemed like some new
illimitable space. The cold,
brown water rose as if driven

from below almost to his neck,
and all the while it surged and

surged past him. It was so

endless and so powerful that
it seemed that it must sweep
him with it, for it raised him

bodily from the saddle and

pushed his legs away from the
horse as easily as if they had
been strips of paper in a wind.
All the waters of the world
seemed determined to push past
him, to rush past him, to un-

heedingly jostle him, trample on
him. Suddenly the reason for

his being there flashed across his

mind, . . . the thing that had

happened in this river the night
before. This thought struck
him like a physical blow, and
his neck twisted to it : it was
like the movement of a dog
that is kicked on the head by
a horse or bullock. He felt

that each of his legs was some
tremendous and priceless pos-
session that he had always
possessed but never recognised
the value of till now, dearer to

him than all friends, all mem-
ories; that these were in im-
minent and direful peril, and
that he was entirely impotent
to reach and succour them :

there they must dangle always
in helpless, silly invitation to

an unspeakable annihilation.

In front of him, Harman's
horse had touched bottom and
was walking. MacDougall felt

that he was growing uncon-
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scious he was so weak. Then
the water changed into an

utterly endless express train

dashing always through a

railway station, where he lay
face downwards on the plat-

form, and was being slowly

dragged, feet first, to a fright-
ful destruction. Suddenly, by
the clutch of his hands, he
had forgotten that he was

holding anything, he knew
that he was safe, that the

thing he was holding to so

grimly was moving once more
with comprehensible move-
ments : with a wrench he was

sitting in his saddle.

Harman waited till he was
level and picked up the dang-
ling reins.

" It was about three strokes

of a swim, after all," he said.

MacDougall staggered as he
dismounted by the waggon.
The three strokes of a swim
had, to him, been hours of

finely assorted agonies. As a

Kaffir led away his horse, and
he was left entirely without

support, he swayed slightly,
and it looked as though his

legs, the priceless possessions
that he had dragged behind
him through the water with
such infinite fear and longing,
would refuse now that they
were safe to support him. He
felt himself the central figure

among things and people.
There was a waggon, also

some stumps of trees, and a

little red -haired man sitting
on a camp-stool, with his head
on his hands, three Kaffirs,

he counted them twice, a fussy
old gentleman, who was nod-

ding at him because the tall

man with the very tired sailor-

blue eyes had said something
about Dr MacDougall he had

just been following that tall

man through a long, long hell ;

there were walls almost all

round of huge trees laced to-

gether with jungle under-

growth ; to the river and to

the south were two openings,
like large pale-blue eyes look-

ing into a prison. All these

things and people began to

move slowly, zig-zagging round

him; but he could stop them
for a little by putting out his

hand and looking into Har-
man's face. He heard a voice

saying,
" I think I'll sit down,"

but it didn't seem to have any-
thing to do with him, so he

kept standing.
Then Harman was in front

of him with a bottle and a

pannikin, and saying, "Take
a stiflener, doctor; no, let me
pour it out for you." Mac-

Dougall threw back his head
and drank very slowly. It

was neat brandy, and the

liquor had fallen two inches

in the bottle. As he drank
he pushed his left arm to the
front for balance, and the
hand of it opened and shut
as he swallowed as though it

were gathering in something.
When he had finished and

dropped the hand holding the

pannikin to his side, he seemed
to the men who watched him
to grow where he stood. His
teeth stopped chattering, his

eyes stopped blinking, and he

laughed softly for very warmth
and comfort. He climbed into

the waggon, and ten minutes
afterwards he climbed out

again and drew Harman and
the Major to one side.
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" I can do nothing here," he
said. "His leg must come off,

and I can't do that with a case

of lancets only, though they'll
be the only knives when you
do get him to the fort. . . .

It's a beastly sight, give me
another drink, will you?"
The brandy fell another two

inches in the bottle, and

MacDougall became that rare

and precious man among men,
the Scotch humourist. They
fed him, listened to him, they
gave him more brandy and
forbore to question closely con-

cerning Jan, taking what com-
fort they could in the doctor's

presence and removal of re-

sponsibility. They drank, too,
with him, Brown and the

Major, not Harman.
Brown's head was teeming

with thoughts of flight. South !

south ! south ! if only he could

face the road leading there,
but he could not, he could

no more have walked into that

pale-blue eye, that momentarily
became dimmer and yet more
fathomless, than he could have
talked aloud about his wild
desire to do so; for at the
back of the eye lay loneliness,
wild beasts and creeping
things, granite mountains that
frowned coldly above, and

lower, green slopes and cool

springs that laughed aloud

mockingly in the sun "
Come,

wander among us, we are very
beautiful." So he drank to

shut out the lure of the

southern road with its number-
less gaping deaths lying in

wait for the lone man.
The Major was an honour-

able gentleman, who had

always played his part, even

among tigers. He loved fuss,

but he hated worry, and he
was worried by the past night
and events since. There was

nothing definite to lay hold of,

nothing that anybody could

dare to say to him that he
should have done or left un-

done
; yet there was something

that he might have done,

though what it was even he

himself could not say even to

himself. It hovered in his

head, but he could not lay the

finger of his brain upon it.

So he drank, and his might-
have-done disappeared, buried

in MacDougall's stream of

jocund philosophy and anec-

dote. Once more the dusk and
the rain settled down, the pale-
blue eyes slowly closed, thick

clouds fell like a solid roof

upon the tree -tops, and they
were shut in their dark, hot

stovepipe of night
- blackened

greenery.
MacDougall, the Major, and

Brown slept heavily on a huge
bed of thickly laid rushes

under the tarpaulin. Harman
leant against the brake of the

waggon, and talked now and
then to the wounded giant
who was utterly without re-

pining, and spoke cheerfully of

being put right, so the doctor

had said, when they could cross

the river and come to the fort.

Once during the night a lion

roared, and Harman roused the

Kaffirs to throw fresh wood

upon the smouldering, splutter-

ing fires. He stood over them,
rifle in hand, while they carried

out his orders, and peered into

the darkness. He seemed to

have been spending a large

part of his life of late trying
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to push his eyesight out into

black nights to find horrible

things. Presently he returned
to the waggon, hoisted himself

into a sitting position, leant

his head against the hood and
dozed until daylight.
The river rose again, and

for two whole days remained
unorossable

;
then it fell

rapidly. During all this time
the medioal non-commissioned
officer of Fort Reginawas either

drunk asleep or drunk awake.
The former periods were the

longer; during the latter he

would, for the most part, having
fathomed the hollowness of the

Major and Brown, and being
ashamed to hold converse with
Harman's steady eyes upon
him, climb into the waggon,
lie beside Jan and spout Shake-

speare, odes of Horace, and
Matthew Arnold. The Dutch-
man never complained ; indeed,
he seemed to think it an un-

accountable distinction that he
should be the object of all this

eloquence, and would occasion-

ally make inquiries as to the

gist of it, and smile at the

Scotsman's efforts to put
Latin into Dutch. A curious

affection sprang up between
doctor and patient.

Early in the second afternoon,
as MacDougall was clambering
out of the waggon to get himself

more brandy, having finished

an impressive recital of "The
Buried Life," he fell upon Jan's

wounded leg, and rolled out

heavily on to the ground. He
knew, none could know better,
what he had done. As he
fell he heard the Dutchman's
smothered curse

; but when he
stood up, the man was asking

him in his queer mixed language
whether he was hurt. Mac-

Dougall reached for the brandy
bottle that lay by the head of

the sleeping, tiger
- renowned

Major.
"
Jan," he said thickly,

"
it

is finished," and he smashed
the bottle across the brake-

handle of the waggon, and

dropped the jagged neck of it

on the Major's blanket. He
leaned his elbows on the back
of the waggon, watched the

spirit soak into the ground, and
then spoke.

"
By the piper that piped

every morning before breakfast

and before Moses you are two

men, Jan, your body is double

and your soul is double; you
ought to be dead, but ... by
God ... I believe you're save-

able now. . . . Good word
saveable . . . and if you are,

I'll save you."
He turned away and lurched

down to the drift, where he

stripped, and with a red-worded
invitation to all crocodiles to

work their wicked will upon
his useless carcass, plunged
into the river and wrestled

with the water until he was
clean and wellnigh sober.

On the third day, the river

having gone down sufficiently
for the waggon to cross over,

Jan was bumped and jolted up
to the fort. At last pain seemed
to be able to touch him : he

groaned a little as his racked

body was thrown this way and

that, and the whites of his eyes
took a greenish tinge.

MaoDougall rode on before,

and made his dispositions.

Mortification had set in, and
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it was to be up near the hip or

not at all. The tools for the

work were a lancet and the

troop butcher's meat - saw.
There was no chloroform, no

ether, no anaesthetic of any-
kind whatever. I was doing
sentry-go on the fort when Jan
was carried from the waggon
to a tent that stood only a few

yards from the end of my beat.

Everything was done with all

possible speed. The lieutenant
and three of the strongest men
in the fort came quickly and
went into the tent, the lieu-

tenant carrying a pint bottle

of champagne, the last of a
much-hoarded little stock, for

the wine was invaluable in

extreme cases of fever. Across
from his hut came MacDougall,
walking quickly. He was
bare-headed and coatless, with
shirt - sleeves rolled up above
the elbows. In one hand he
carried the case of lancets,
from the other dangled the
butcher's saw. He was steady-

eyed, and there was strength in

his step : he was the surgeon
stripped for work. It does not
seem in the best interests of

temperance, nay, it seems al-

most wicked to have to say it

here, but it was none the less

true that his two days of hard

drinking and voracious eating,
with intervals of much-needed

slumber, had done him a world
of good. He nodded to me
and disappeared into the tent.

The stretch of ground upon
which it was my duty to walk
up and down would not allow
of my being more than fifty

yards away from the tent. I

stood on the spot from which
I had nodded to MacDougall,

transfixed, fascinated with

horror, as I pictured the scene

in the tent, . . . the three strong
men, . . . the screams of the

wounded giant that I must

hear, . . . his savage, helpless

attempts to writhe under the

butchery.
The sergeant in charge and

the rest of the guard had
hidden themselves in the guard
tent on the far side of the

fort. There was not a living
soul in sight, for the last of

the men who had been stand-

ing about in groups scurried

to their huts as MacDougall
went into the tent. They
had shut all the doors, and

many of them lay with their

heads buried in their blankets.

Utterly alone I must wait at

my post till the moment when
every fibre of my body should
be torn by the shrieks of a

strong man, shrieks wrung
from him by torture inexpress-
ible. I made wild brain

wrenches towards other things;
it was useless, there were no
other things : the whole uni-

verse seemed made up of that

tent, the mountain looming
up to the sky behind it, that

looked on with a lofty, cold

carelessness that was dam-
nable, and me.

In God's name, why did they
not start their devilish work
and get done with it ? I

leaned heavily on my rifle, for

my knees shook as with an

ague. I felt that in another
moment I must scream myself,
to break the iron silence that

was gripping the life out of all

life, everywhere. . . .

MacDougall was coming out
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of the tent drying his hands;
the lieutenant followed him,

very pale, but smiling. It

seemed to me so wicked a

thing to smile just then that

I had a longing to hurl my
rifle at his head

;
and the rage

of it set me up and made me
my own man again. One of

the men came hurrying out of

the tent, carrying something
wrapped up in a blanket, hold-

ing it gingerly, as far as pos-
sible from him. It was all

over, then, and the man had
never uttered a sound. I said

to myself, "Poor devil, he must
have fainted."

When the guard was relieved

an hour later, I found Mac-

Dougall and questioned him.
" I have never heard about

such a man, nor have I read
about one," he said; "... no,
he never fainted, and the men
to hold him need not have
been there, for he never moved.
He drank the champagne at a

draught ; I gave him a large
drink of brandy a minute

afterwards, and then he said

he was ready. . . . When I

had done with him he asked
the lieutenant for a cigar
that's what you saw him smil-

ing at as he came out ; . . .

then he began to joke about
the '

stomp,' as he called the

leg that was off, said he must

keep it to take home to his

wife, that she would not re-

ceive him with only one leg.

I feel quite sure," continued

MacDougall, "that he would
live now if only we had things
to give him to eat and drink

that were nourishing; as it is

... I'm afraid."

Jan Vanderweyder died from
exhaustion on the following

evening, and many of the men
who had no business out of

their huts, when they heard
of how he had borne himself

through his troublous time,

right through to the end he
was cheerful, dragged them-
selves up to follow him to his

grave. We buried him close

to little Dicky : they had great
hearts, both of them. It was
not a soldier's funeral, but

assuredly it was a hero's. The

spoor of the English, as they
creep from the Cape to Cairo,
became the plainer for the

Dutchman's little mound. It

was an ungrudging contribu-

tion.

Brown died alone in his tent

some months afterwards, and
his bones were scattered by
wolves.

This is the story of how the

river came down between the

waggons and told two men to

turn back.

J. STANLEY HUGHES.
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PAPERS OF AN OLD SCOTS FAMILY.

BY J. G. A. BAIRD.

OF the many volumes writ-

ten on the history of our

country, by far the largest

part consists of a record, more
or less faithful, of the politi-
cal intrigues, the wars and

petty strifes, the murders and

hangings, which disfigure the

story of the nation. To most
readers an occasional chapter
dealing with the social and
domestic life of the people
comes as a welcome relief.

This latter aspect of history, so

much neglected by former his-

torians, is now happily receiv-

ing more attention. Under
the auspices of the Scottish

History Society the records of

the past, contained in papers
which have slumbered for cen-

turies in the charter chests of

ancient Scottish families,
handed down from father to

son for generations, seldom
disturbed except by fresh ad-

ditions, are now slowly com-

ing to light. The volumes

published by the Society con-

taining diaries and account
books kept faithfully long
ago; letters such as those of

Cockburn of Ormiston to his

gardener; accounts of Scot-
land as it appeared to travel-

lers such as Bishop Poeocke
;

minutes of baron courts, illu-

minate the social conditions
under which our people lived

in times long bygone. Nor
does there seem any prospect
of the Society coming to an
end for lack of material. Hid-

den away in chests in old

Scottish houses must lie many
ancient papers waiting for the

resurrectionist. Their posses-

sors, if themselves unable or

unwilling to undertake the

labour of research, might at

least hand over the task to

those who would be glad to

undertake it. They would
lose the fascinating interest of

deciphering and interpreting
the annals of the past, but

they would learn more of the

history of their families and
estates ; while the curious,

along with the general public,
would gain a more intimate

knowledge of life in Scotland,
when Scotland was poor,
how poor it is difficult now
to realise without a visit to

the far north and west. It

must be admitted, however,
that the investigation of

ancient writings, though fas-

cinating and full of interest,

is by no means easy, but it

is the very difficulties that

arouse the zeal for research.

Were the work of transcrip-
tion purely mechanical, it

would be easy, but half of its

charm would depart. The
chief difficulty lies in the

crabbed, and often careless,

handwriting in which the
records were kept, which is

greatly increased by phonetic
and abbreviated spelling.

Many of the words used com-

pel frequent resort to the dic-

tionary Jamieson's for choice,
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but the present writer de-

sires to record his obligation
to the editors of the New Ox-
ford Dictionary, which has

helped him out of many dif-

ficulties. Moreover, the ink,
much of it as black as when
it left the pen, has sometimes
been of inferior quality, and
faded. The paper, tough and

enduring as it was, has given
way in places, leaving gaps to

be filled up by conjecture,
based on careful consideration

of the context, a difficulty
likewise caused by economy,
for paper being scarce and

dear, was used down and
across to the very edges,
which by tear and wear be-

came frayed and worn.
The papers which form the

subject of this article are those

of the family of Broun of

Colstoun, in East Lothian.
This family, which claims

as its earliest known ancestor

Walterus le Brun, who lived

about 1120, derives, with

documentary authority, from
Sir David Broun, proprietor
of the lands of Cumber-
colstoun the ancient name
of the estate in 1272, as

appears in a charter by
Alexander III. of that date.

The estate has descended in

unbroken line, male and female,
to the present day. There
have been at least three

heiresses in the succession, one
of whom married a far-off

cousin of the same name at

the beginning of the eighteenth
century. The other Christian,
heiresss of Charles Broun of

Colstoun married George,
ninth Earl of Dalhousie, in

1805, and was the mother of

the Marquis of Dalhousie, the

famous Governor - General of

India, at whose death the

estate passed to his eldest

daughter, Lady Susan Ramsay.
The Brouns, for the most part,
seemed to have lived quietly,

residing on their lands, occu-

pied in agriculture, and gov-

erning the estate through the

baron court. Some assumed
a more active part in affairs,

became rebels, or took sides

in the quarrels of their supe-
riors. Godefrey Broune of

Comber Colstoun was treated

as a rebel by Edward II.,

having joined Robert de Kethe,
who withdrew from the king's

allegiance about 1309. His
lands were escheated and given
to one Robert Hastang, but

were subsequently restored to

the family. Patrick Broun,
eldest son of the then laird,

accompanied his king to

Flodden Field, and saw Col-

stoun no more. Another
laird was taken prisoner at

Solway Moss. Against George
Broun of Colstoun, Member of

Parliament in 1560, a sum-
mons of treason was issued

in 1567, when he was ordered

by the Lord Regent and the

Lords of Secret Council to

"pas and entir his persoun in

ward within the Castle of

Blakness, thair to remaine

upon his awin expenssis ay
and quhill he be relevit." He
was soon relieved by a power
greater even than that of the

Lord Regent, for in the same

year death took him. Patrick,
who succeeded him, signed the

bond of Queen Mary's ad-

herents, and was present at

the battle of Langside in
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May 1568, but came in to

the Regent in August of the

same year, and obtained letters

of remission from James VI.
in 1573. George, brother or

son of the last named, signed
the secret band in which the

Raid of Ruthven originated.
These were the authentic ad-

ventures of the family. But
there is a tradition in the

parish of Dornock, in Annan-
dale, of a battle fought there

between a party of the Eng-
lish, commanded by Sir Mar-
maduke Langdale and Lord

Crosby, and a body of Scots
commanded by Sir William
Broun of Colstoun, in which
the English were defeated and
both their commanders slain.

After the little mistake con-

cerning the Raid of Ruthven
band the Lairds of Colstoun

appear to have lived quietly
and peaceably, taking only
minor though useful parts in

public affairs. Patrick Broun
was created a baronet by
Charles II. in 1686, and was
succeeded by his son George,
who married Lady Elizabeth

M'Kenzie, daughter of the first

Earl of Cromartie. This is the

lady who is said to have bitten
a piece out of the Colstoun

pear, to the injury of the

family fortune, which depended
upon its integrity. The story
of this remarkable fruit has
often been told. There are

two versions. One is, that an
ancestor of the Colstoun fam-

ily married a daughter of

Hugo de Gifford of Yester,
the warlock mentioned in

"Marmion," who, as the
bridal party were on their

way to church, plucked a pear

from a tree and gave it to

his daughter, saying that he
had no dowry to give her,
but that so long as the pear
was kept fortune would never

desert her or her descend-

ants. The other is, that

the pear was the dowry of

a daughter of Lord Yester,
who married George Broun of

Colstoun at the beginning of

the sixteenth century, and had
been invested by the foresaid

Hugo de Gifford with the

magic power above described.

As Hugo died in 1267 the pear
is certainly of a respectable

antiquity. Strangely enough,
neither of these traditions has
been found among the family

papers, nor indeed any mention
of the pear until towards the

end of the seventeenth century,
when the following lines were
written by Robert Broun,
second son of Sir Patrick, the

first baronet :

" Come hither, my freinds, and heir yow
shall sie

A relique rare of old antiquitie,
If fame be trew I'll say no more,
It hes endured these twelve score

yeares & more,
This truth I write my freind to the,

Being one of siven in siventie thrie."

Further, he writes :
" These

six lines were made be Robert

Broune, son to Patrick Broune
of Coalstoune, when he first

saw the famous pear. In the

year of God one thousand six

hundredth & Siventie Thrie,

being then about siven years of

age, and then presented be

him to his father." The date

and age given in the verses

quoted above would hardly
connect the pear with the

wizard of Yester, except by a
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very liberal interpretation of

the word " more" in the fourth

line. At anyrate, it was very
old when Robert Broun first

saw it more than two hundred

years ago, and was much
prized by the family. Lauder
of Fountainhall has this entry
in his journal, of date 1670 :

"Above Haddington lyes

Clerkingtoune, Cockburne, Col-

stoune, Broun, who talk much
of their antiquity and pear
they preserve." The pear is

about the size of a walnut, of

a dark mahogany colour, and
looks harder than it probably
is. A portion of it is certainly

missing. Whether the Lady
Elizabeth tried her teeth on it

or not, this much is certain, that

disaster overtook her husband
and the estate of Colstoun, for,

owing to his extravagance, or

hers, or both combined, first,

the lands of Dalgowrie went
to a bond-holder, a loss cor-

responding perhaps to the miss-

ing piece of pear, and later

the remainder of the estate

was sold to his brother Robert,
the author of the above lines.

Fortunately, Robert had
married Margaret Bannatyne,
heiress of the neighbouring
estate of Newhall, and was
able to rescue the ancestral

acres, but Newhall had to be
sold. It was indeed Margaret
who suffered most in the affair,

for she not only was parted
from her estate, but about four

years afterwards her husband
and two sons were drowned in

Colstoun Water, owing to some
mistake of their coachman in

taking the ford, she herself,
"who was in the coach with

them, being miraculously pre-

served," according to the diary
of a contemporary. The ac-

count for the expenses of the

three funerals, amounting to

27, 10s. 6d., has been pre-

served, and includes payments
to the bellman, the workmen
at the grave, the trades officer

for warning the trades, for

mortcloathes, and for tobacco
and pypes. The last item
seems rather incongruous, con-

sidering the occasion, but if

tobacco had been the only re-

freshment at Scottish funerals

there would have been fewer

regrettable incidents, and, it

may be added, fewer good
stories. Robert was succeeded

by his eldest daughter Jean,
who married her cousin,
Charles Broun of Gleghornie.
Her eldest son, George, took
to the law, and in 1756 was

appointed a Lord of Session
with the title of Lord Coalston.

Of him a story is told which

may be worth repeating. He
was living in the Advocates'

Close, Edinburgh, and it was
at the time the custom for

judges and advocates to dress

for the courts at their own
lodgings, and walk thence to

the Parliament House. While

waiting until it was time to

start, it was their habit to

lean out of window and talk.

One morning when Lord Coal-

ston, in wig and gown, was

taking part in the conversa-

tion, two girls who lived on
the floor above, for their own
diversion and thinking no evil,

lowered a kitten by a string
from their window. Down
came the kitten and landed on
his Lordship's wig. The girls,
terrified when they saw what
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had happened, hauled up the

kitten, and along with it the

wig attached to its claws, to

the great surprise of the Judge,
who felt his wig lifted from
his head, and saw it rising

through the air, but could not

from below perceive the mys-
terious agency, and to the

amusement of his learned

brethren who witnessed the in-

cident. Lord Coalston's son,

Charles, was the last male of

the family, his only daughter,
who succeeded him, marrying
George, ninth Earl of Dal-

housie, as above mentioned,
since when the name has been
used jointly with that of the

owner of the estate. Charles
Broun nearly succeeded in re-

covering the lands of Dalgow-
rie, lost a century before, but
the influence of the mutilated

pear was exerted, and while

he was trying to drive a bar-

gain Lord Blantyre offered the

price demanded, and Dalgowrie
passed into his possession. The

story of this ancient lairdship
has now been briefly told : let us

turn to the papers themselves.

These, so far as general in-

terest is concerned, consist of

the records of the Baron Court
of Colstoun, inventories of

furniture and other goods and

gear, tradesmen's bills, and

sundry documents, such as

leases, receipts for cess, and so

on. Very few letters have
been preserved, and those of

no great interest. Economy of

paper has already been alluded

to, and as further evidence of

its scarcity and dearness, some
of the records of the Baron
Court and most of the trades-

men's bills were written on

odd scraps, which sometimes
served for subsequent purposes
of manuscript. The records of

the Baron Court are fragment-
ary. They cover two periods,
the first from 1627 to 1644,

during which they appear to

have been faithfully kept, the

minutes following each other

consecutively, written on pages
of foolscap paper stitched to-

gether. During the second

period, from 1698 to 1737, the
same care does not seem to

have been taken. The minutes
were written on irregular

pieces of paper, and gaps of

several years occur, from which
it would seem either that no
Court was held during those

years, or that the minutes have
been lost or destroyed. The
first reason is the more prob-
able one, for the minutes which
have been preserved, and which

might very easily have disap-

peared, show that some care

of them was taken. Between
the Baron Court books already

published of Urie, Stichill, and
Corsehill the two former by
the Scottish History Society,
the latter by the Ayrshire and

Galloway Archaeological Assoc-

iation and the records under

notice, there is no essential

difference. The details, of

course, vary in each, according
to the locality and the barony
regulations, which were gov-
erned by the special circum-

stances in each case. The
Colstoun minutes consist chiefly
of estate laws made by the

baron, sometimes "with the

consent of the haill tennents,"
sometimes without. These
laws prescribed the number of

cattle or sheep which might
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be kept upon the common
pasture, with penalties for

oversouming or keeping more
;

regulated the grinding at the

estate mills, and the duties to

be paid in kind to the miller

and his men; the bringing of

millstones and other parts of

the machinery when required ;

the cutting of timber
; the pull-

ing of heather for thatch. They
also dealt with trespass and
other matters of a like nature
concerned with estate manage-
ment. Such laws were more
or less common to baron

courts, varying in detail, as

has been already said, and
some of those of the Colstoun
Court may be here set forth.

In 1627 an Act of Court was
made, according to the phrase
used in the minutes, to the

following effect:

"It is statute and ordainit that

qtsumever persoun wtin ye baronie
beis apprehendit ather wtin wodes
wairds or orchards troubland the
halk nestis wtin his baronie sail

pay to ye judge 40a. money toties

quoties."

The reason for this act was no
doubt that at the time young
hawks were of some value ;

and
it was put in force, for in

1633 two women were fined

for "herrieing the laird's

haulk nestis." Probably their

chickens had suffered.

In 1640 Protection was the

policy of the estate, for an act

was passed forbidding any ale

to be tapped or sold within
the barony unless it had been
brewed therein, a measure of

fiscal reform which was ex-

tended to the smith and

wright, to whom all estate

work was thirled.

The monopoly of the laird's

mill was a very common re-

striction of liberty. Keeping
poultry was regulated to a

minute degree. In 1644 the

dwellers in Bushhead a place

completely vanished long since

were limited to three hens
for each house, from the first

day of March till the last of

September, under the penalty
of compulsory sale of any hen
over that number. The in-

tention of this law was no
doubt to restrict the damage
done by hens and chickens to

the crops in their immediate

neighbourhood. It may be re-

marked here that throughout
these records no mention is

made of the rabbit, nor game
of any kind, from which fact

the obvious conclusion may be
drawn.
The spiritual welfare of the

barony was not neglected, as

appears from the following
minute dated 1631 :

" Statuts

qtsumevir persone or persones
abyds fra the kerk on Sabbath

day shall pay 6s. 8d. money
toties quoties." Certainly this

was a method of filling a

kirk, efficacious by reason of

the prevailing poverty, but

raising a suspicion that the

ordinances of the time were
not attractive to the rural

population. The estate was
then wholly in the parish of

Haddington, and distance from
the parish kirk may have
diminished religious zeal, but
there were other churches
within easier reach. There
seems to have been as much
difficulty in getting the dead
to the kirkyard as the living
to the kirk, for the tenants
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had to be ordained to convey
"qtsumevir deid persone wtin
the said baronie to the buriall

place under the penalty of

13s. 4d."

Timber was precious in

those days, and young trees

were protected by an act

passed in 1709, which pro-
hibited the carrying or using
staffs or goads of oak, ash,

elm, or birch, contravention

of which regulation was pun-
ished by a fine of 5 Scots.

Indeed, long before that date

one Patrick Nyoolsone was
mulcted in 40s. for cutting
two souples i.e., the lower

parts of a flail in the laird's

wood
;

and all through the

minutes are found stringent

barony laws regarding timber,
with cases of their infringe-
ment dealt with by the baron
or his bailie.

In 1713 an act was passed,
worth mentioning, by which
the tenants were forbidden to

let any of their cothouses to

persons unable to maintain
themselves by their own in-

dustry. Such persons had,
no doubt, become a burden
on the estate, and perhaps
were objectionable on other

grounds, maintaining them-
selves by methods not ap-

proved by the laird.

Education appears to have
been neglected until 1717,
when Charles Broun, the

baron, proposed in court
" that it wes necessare and

expedient that ane shule-

master for teaching their

children to read and writt

and in teaching arthmetick
were necessar to be had upon
the ground," and promised to

give the said schoolmaster ten

shillings yearly and a house,
if the tenants would give him
a load of coals, to which they
agreed ;

while James Aitkin,
in a fit of generosity, promised
a yearly gratuity of half a

peck of lintseed. The school-

master, whose name was
William Aitkin, a fact which

may have had something to

do with the aforesaid gratuity,
was a few years later ap-

pointed Clerk of the Court,

with, it may be hoped, some
addition to his income.

The Court was judge as well

as lawgiver to the barony.
The majority of cases tried

before it were connected with

trespass by the tenants and
others dwelling therein, or by
their "

guids
"

or live - stock,

cutting timber, grinding at

outside mills, rents owing to

the laird or debts of any kind,

keeping oversoums or over-

regulation number of live-

stock on the ground, and other

offences against the barony
laws. Offences against the

person were also dealt with.

In 1629 Patrick and William
Mure were unlawed in ten

pounds six shillings and eight

pence, for miscalling George
Dewar, their neighbour ; and
in 1634 Helen and Beatrix

Sheill incurred the same pen-

alty for a similar offence.

There were also cases of assault,

usually termed
" riot and blood-

ing," two of which were re-

ferred to an assize, or jury,

consisting of fifteen tenants
or other householders, with a
chancellor or foreman. One
verdict began in the quaint
language of the time as fol-
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lows: "The haill assyse be the

mouth of Thomas Sheill Chan-
cellar all in ane voice fyllis

[i.e., finds guilty] the said Pate
Mure of the said blood," &o.
The details of the cases of

assault were usually of the

same nature, such as striking
with the hand or with an

implement, the climax of some

quarrel; but in one, Isobel

Hume accused Patrick Thom-
son of contravening the laws
of the kingdom

"
by dragging

her throw her hous by ye arms
but likewise did drive a cow
over her to her great preju-

dice," an original method of

clenching an argument. Effu-

sion of blood constituted an

aggravated assault, and so,

while striking was frequently
admitted by the defender,

blooding was as frequently
denied, the effect of a blow with
a stick or other weapon being
more or less evident, while a

slight effusion of blood was
difficult to prove except by
the evidence of eyewitnesses.
A fine was the usual punish-
ment, but in 1643 Thomas
Lawson was fined for cutting

green wood, ordained to be

banished the barony for the

next offence, and meantime to

be put in the laird's pit or

"joks" (jougs) during the

laird's pleasure; and in the

same year Margaret Martin
was for assault ordained to be
"
put in the joges ane day from

the sunrising till the doun

passing yrof," with the promise
of forty-eight hours for a future

offence. These are the only
two cases in which pit or

jougs are mentioned, but on
another occasion the offender

was threatened with the stocks,
and the foresaid Patrick Mure,
who was found guilty of blood,
was ordained to pay compensa-
tion and remain in ward until

payment was made. Where
he was to be kept does not

appear, nor for the matter of

that does the nature of the

pit. The power of pit and

gallows for drowning women
and hanging men was an
ancient prerogative of the

baron, but it is probable that
the pit above mentioned was

merely a place of detention.

From these records the con-

ditions of life on an estate

such as Colstoun may be out-

lined, while local knowledge
aided by imagination may
complete the picture. The

population consisted of tenants,

hinds, cottars, and servants, the

classes mentioned, but between
the last three there can have
been little distinction. There
were also the miller, the smith,
and the wright, who, as already
said, had the estate work
thirled to them, the miller

at fixed prices, the others at

such recompense as was reason-

able and charged elsewhere.

Whether the number of per-
sons living within the barony
was greater or less than to-

day is a question to which
no satisfactory answer can
be given. Some of the dwell-

ings have completely disap-

peared, but others have been
erected elsewhere. Employ-
ment has changed to some
extent. In those days there

were no foresters or game-
keepers, and the laird's garden
was small. The land, poor
over a large area, undrained,
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and to a considerable extent

covered with heather, could

not have supported a large

population. Allowing for small

holdings, and taking all the

circumstances into considera-

tion, it is doubtful whether
the estate subsisted more
families at the period under
review than it does now. As
to comparative wellbeing there

can be no question. The

houses, most of which have
vanished and left no trace,

were probably built partly of

stone, partly of clay, and were
thatched with heather, the

pulling of which was regulated,
so many "sheitfuls" being

allowed to each tenant and

cottar, and no more. Their

live-stock consisted of horses,

cattle, sheep, swine, and poultry.
The fences were chiefly turf

dykes, but stone, and stake and

rice, were also used. Of im-

plements, pick, shovel, graip,

weed-hook, and flail are men-

tioned, also ploughs, harrows,
carts of two descriptions
the close and the long and
barrows. The people must
have led a hard life, judged
by the present standard ;

nor
was the laird himself over-

luxurious in his mode of living,
as will presently be seen. The
soil of much of the estate

is notoriously poor, even at

the present day after drain-

ing and cultivation. Water is

scarce, and must have been
derived in some cases from
ditches and water - courses :

but as regards fuel, they had
"koills," peat, and wood, the

last of which, being precious,
was a frequent source of trouble

in the Court. The trees men-
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tioned include oak, ash, birch,

elm, and alder; and the crops
consisted of wheat, oats, bear
or barley, and peas or humell
corn i.e., corn without a
beard. There were fruit-trees

in the laird's garden in 1704,
also " archiohoes and sparrow-
grass," besides kail and other
common vegetables. On the

style of living in the laird's

household some light is thrown

by inventories of the furniture

and other effects in Colstoun,
of which three are preserved.
The earliest is dated 1699 and
is of the rudest description.
The spelling presents many
problems, some apparently in-

soluble, others solved with

difficulty. For instance,
" soirt

tuer" is the nearest approach
to escritoire within the power
of the compiler; while in the
list of articles in the brew-
house appears a "loget tobe,"
that is, a luggit tub, or tub
with upright handles called

lugs or ears. In this inven-

tory occurs the following
quaint entry: In the "ward-

rope
"

i.e., room of that name
"several shairs and trunks

and kests and a pres and
several things in it, and several

other things." It may be con-

cluded that the contents of the

press, or cupboard, were not
of much value. The furniture

consisted for most part of

necessaries, such as beds and

bedding, chairs, tables, chests

of drawers, and looking-glasses,
but there were also curtains

and hangings. The kitchen-

utensils were far from numer-

ous, a few dishes, six pots
and pans, a flesh fork, and a

copper ladle. In the cellar
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were eight barrels, twenty-eight
dozen and a half of chopin, and
seven dozen of mutohkin bottles,

with seventeen more in a oavie

or basket, but the contents of

these are not given. The
stock of glass was proportion-

ately small, there being in the

pantry only six glasses and
two decanters. This inventory
does not show a luxurious

mode of living on the part of

the laird, but it was taken
about the time when Sir

George Broun's financial diffi-

culties had reached their worst,

when, in fact, he was bank-

rupt. Four years later, when
his successor, Robert Broun,
met his death by drowning,
the inventory shows a decided

improvement both in quantity
and quality. There was some
silver plate, and a good supply
of pewter dishes. The kitchen,

too, was better furnished. The
contents of the bedrooms were
much the same, but some ad-

ditions had been made to the
furniture of the public rooms,

notably a "
verry fine indented

cabinett [still at Colstoun] and
twentie Litel pioturs."
The third was taken when

Margaret Broun went to Edin-

burgh with her girls for their

education. Far from complete,
it includes but one item of in-

terest viz.,
" A Langsaddell

bed with a old feather bed
and a bolsster into it, wt a tuo
thicke wacked blankett and a

covering in ye said Lang-
saddell." This word is a ren-

dering of long settle, a seat of

a kind which does not usually
make for comfort even with the

additions mentioned. Wacked
is of course walked or fulled,

and the blanket of double
thickness. Certainly this was
a bed for sound sleepers of

good digestion and easy con-

science. Of no less interest are

the tradesmen's bills of the

period, of which a considerable

number, dating from 1640 to

1703, survive, mostly those of

tailors and dressmakers. Of
the rest, there are several

accounts with goldsmiths,
chemists, and booksellers, but

very few with provision mer-

chants, and of those only for

simple groceries, such as sugar,

currants, and spices. Such
articles were probably paid
for over the counter, while

the meat and bread eaten by
the household were produced
at home. The goldsmith's ac-

counts are chiefly for useful

plate, spoons and forks, sugar-
casters, and so forth ; but

" ane
newfationed server and tuo

cans
" were purchased, also

two lockets with " mortheads
and bons "

i.e., death's-heads

and crossbones the latter pur-
chased by Robert Broun on the

death of his father, Sir Patrick

Broun, to whom he was much
attached, and to whose memory
he wrote, in pious doggerel,
some verses and an epitaph,
which are still extant. The
two booksellers' accounts which
have been preserved show the

kind of literature in vogue at

the end of the seventeenth

century. In 1696 Robert Broun
became indebted to a Dutch
bookseller for the price of

eleven books, which included
' Suetonius Graevii,'

' Brisonius

de Formalis,' 'Augustini Con-

fessiones,' 'Grootius de Jure

Belli ac Pacis,' and ' Plutarchi
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Opera Omnia.' Besides the

books, two maps, and half

Biem vergult post papier or

gilt-edged paper, are included

in the bill. The other account
is to William Johnston of

Haddington, who supplied
'Flavel of Fear,' 'Rycaut's
Ottoman Empire,'

' L'Est-

range's Seneca,' and other

books, of which the least

serious was Burnet's ' Life

and Death of Rochester.' The

catalogue of books mentioned
in these two accounts shows
that the reading of a Scottish

laird at the time was a serious

undertaking and not a mere

pastime, as is very evident to

any one who has even glanced
at the books named above.

From a chemist's bill of 1695
more than two centuries old

some of the remedies used in

those days may be set forth.

Oil of Rosemary, syrup of

violets, honey of roses, sound

pleasant to the ear, whatever

they may have been to the

taste. Coral berries signify

euphoniously the seeds of

Jatropha multifida, sometimes

necessary, but of unpleasant
effect. Oximel might be the

nectar of the gods : it was

really a mixture of honey
and vinegar. There were also

basilicon, composed of oil, wax,
and resin, for external appli-
cation only ; fenugreek and
cummin seeds, china root, or

the root of smilax, nearly re-

lated to sarsaparilla, and newt

oil, with other mysterious com-

pounds, and plaisters and pills
in variety. The dressmakers'
and tailors' bills display a great
choice of stuffs for wearing ap-

parel. Some, such as serge,

crape, calico, buckram, and

taffita, are still with us.

Others have changed their

names or have disappeared

altogether. Farandine, Gris

de lin, temming, buccasie (a
sort of buckram), poldavie (a
coarse canvas), may still be rep-
resented in milliners' shops,
but will not be found in any
modern description of gowns.
Phillipin china is mentioned in

a bill of 1641. What it was
does not seem to be known, but
the name appears in a play
of Beaumont and Fletcher, and
in a poem by Taylor the water

poet. There were, besides, sar-

cenet, tabbie, camlet, and ben-

gal the two last of Eastern

origin ;
while of Scottish manu-

facture, Duddingston harding
and Musselburgh stuff were
used. Baize was in those days
a material for dress. Articles

of clothing were the "
goun

"

and "
pitticot," the " tail-

barder" or talbart, a loose

upper garment without sleeves ;

the "justicoat," a waistcoat

without sleeves, of French

derivation, juste-au-corps ; the

falbielang (perhaps furbelow),
and the stamenger or stom-

acher. Another was the " vas-

quine," a kirtle or petticoat,

frequently mentioned in the

inventories of Queen Mary's
clothing. So much for the

ladies' wear, anent which it

may be noted that they wore
tailor - made gowns then as

now. One item surprises by
himself, as Count Smorltork
would have said, until it is

realised that a tartan night-

gown means nothing more
than an evening dress of

some pattern of that descrip-
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tion. There are few tailors'

bills of the male members of

the family, but it appears from
" an account of ready money
given out," written in 1696

probably by Sir George Broun,
that two swords cost twelve

guineas and a pair of chamois
leather gloves two pounds four-

teen shillings. Other purchases
include six napkins or pocket-
handkerchiefs, four skins for

lining breeches, and two
" Coudibeck

"
hats, which were

of wool, made at Caudebec,
in France. In 1713 Sir George
bought a Carolina hat, and had
his beaver turned

; while, sad
to relate, the account includes

a loan of 1, 2s. 2d., but his fin-

ances must then have been at a

very low ebb. Brother Robert,
a more careful man, paid in

1687 six pounds for a suit and

justicoat, but in 1696 he be-

came more extravagant, for he

bought an embroidered waist-

coat for fifty
- four pounds,

which, with silver cloth cravats

and house furniture, brought
the total to eighty pounds.
But although there are few
items in the tailor's bills paid

by him which can be identified

for his personal use, no doubt
some of the materials entered

therein would be made up for

him at home. Perhaps the

most interesting document of

all is the statement drawn up
by his widow in 1704 for the

curators of his children, of dis-

bursements for them and neces-

saries for the house. It was
written in Edinburgh, whither
she had taken her girls for

their education. The poor
lady's spelling was none of the

best. Shoes was a great stum-

bling-block, and shooses appar-
ently was the most satisfactory
of various endeavours. The
five girls went to a school kept
by a certain Mr Cowan. What
he taught them does not ap-

pear, but for extras there were
white - seam sewing, singing,
and dancing. The two eldest

went to a ball in the same

year, 1704, in gowns and petti-
coats of antherine, a kind of

poplin, with their hair pow-
dered and wearing headsuits

of white ribands. Necklaces
at two guineas each and white

gloves completed the costume.

They also used hair wires,
which may have been the
modern hairpins. Other items
in the account are payments
made to the Doctrix of the

school, drink - money for the
tailor's men, sequins for head-

suits, and a " baberick "
or

baldric (i.e., a chain for the

neck). The results of these

various payments were more
or less satisfactory, as four of

the girls eventually married.
Their mother, who had suffered

so many misfortunes, spent the

remainder of her days happily,
it may well be hoped, as wife
of the parish minister of North

Berwick, which historical fact

may form a fitting conclusion
to this examination of the
Colstoun papers, many of which

belonged to the period of her
former married life, which
came to such a sudden and
mournful end.
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A SUBALTERN OF HORSE.

BY THE AUTHOR OF 'ON THE HEELS OF DE WET.'

BOOK I. "THE BITTER END."

CHAPTER VII. THE GLASS STILL SINKING.

IT was now nearly the end
of June, and the spring, which
had been fitful, had suddenly
given way to burning summer
weather. It was so hot that
the footman even began seri-

ously to think of relinquishing
his wager. The constant and
various demands, irrelevant to

his legitimate duties, that were
made upon his time, found him,
in the present heat, an over-

worked man. He was stand-

ing now, when he ought to

have been dressed and pre-

pared to attend the door, be-

fore a pile of silver, waiting
to have the paste that dimmed
it worked up into the polish
in which Herries himself had
learned to take a pride. With
his sleeves turned up, and baize

apron saving his waistcoat, he
worked away until the heat
of his little silver closet was
almost unbearable. He put
down a great salver with a

sigh.
" Can I help you, Mr

Smith ?
"

The perspiring footman
looked up to see Hill, the

parlour-maid, standing in the

half-open doorway. He noticed

also that the pale, dark -eyed
girl made the offer in all

sincerity, and not in the usual
vein of discordant banter,
which was her normal atti-

tude. Of all his associates

below-stairs, Hill, the parlour-
maid, was the one for whom
the footman had least respect.
When not over -dressed she

was attractive enough, as long
as she remained silent. Un-

fortunately, for some brief

period, during an escapade
from home into which her

high spirits had led her, she

had served behind a bar.

This experience had not added
to her refinement, and had

given her that abandon of

thought and manner which

many women in all walks of

life imagine adds to their

attractiveness. The footman
had never seen her in any but

her boisterous moods, and there-

fore was genuinely surprised
at her demure offer of assist-

ance. Of all the below-stairs

family, Hill was the last from
whom he would have expected
either sympathy or assistance.

But although Osborn Herries

stood more than half-way up
the subalterns' list of the

Imperial Dragoon Guards, he

was still but partially in-

structed in those foibles of

character which trammel the

opposite sex. For the moment
the flighty Hill, in her print
dress and dishevelled from her

morning's work, was sincere;
and when sincere, like the
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majority of her class, was

terribly in earnest.
" You don't seem to be very

handy with silver, Mr Smith,"
she said, and without giving
him a chance to refuse or

accept her good offices, she

settled down to the work of

polishing, with the ease of an

expert. It was an insinuation

that was better unanswered,
so the footman gallantly re-

plied that he soon would if

Miss Hill would help him
more often. The words, lightly

enough spoken, reacted with

startling effect.
" I wish I really thought you

meant that, Mr Smith : why,
you have only to say the word
and I would be here all the

time."

This avowal was so unex-

pected that Herries looked up.
He thought that the parlour-
maid had returned to her tap-
room banter. But one glance
in her direction dispelled any
illusion as to want of sincerity.
She stood to her full height,
her bosom heaving and her

dark eyes straining to discover

in the footman some expression
indicative of appreciation of

the advance she had made.
Herries looked at her in

genuine surprise. The girl
turned her head away, in spite
of the fictitious bravado she

had picked up behind the bar :

when she allowed her real feel-

ings to have play, the very
spirit of abandon that she had
so cultivated appalled her.

The red blood rushed to her
cheeks. For once she had been
in earnest : this great, clean-

limbed footman, who was so

nice to every one, had moved

her to an unmaidenly con-

fession of feeling, and now he
was laughing at her.

Her brand of wounded self-

esteem was precisely the same
as that of her languid mistress

in the boudoir. It was the

suspicion that Herries was

laughing at her that stung.
Of a truth, a sense of the

extremely ridiculous in the sit-

uation was the first impression
that forced itself upon the foot-

man. But when he realised

the depth of feeling with
which this usually flighty girl
had made the admission, he
was genuinely sorry for her.

In a weak moment, taken
off his guard, he gave some
indication of this feeling. He
really did not know quite
what he said, but there was no
doubt that the parlour -maid
read into his reply a sufficient

suggestion of patronage to

add the fuel of resentment to

the fire of her own chagrin.
She turned on him like a vixen,
her dark eyes blazing.

"
Oh, I'm not good enough

for you, am I not, Mr ' Gentle-

man Jim '

? You, too, wot
doesn't know your place ! I

suppose it's not cleaning silver

always that you 'opes to be.

That may be left for the likes

of us worms downstairs. Wot
with your airs and your graces,
do you think that we don't

know your little game? A-

playing in my lady's chamber
'as turned your 'ead. Of
course you wouldn't wish the

likes of us poor things to come
near you after the dear beauties

upstairs 'as been purring over

you. Wot is we but dirt to my
lord of his red-plush breeches,
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who is groom of my lady's
chambers? But take it straight
from me, Mr Grandface and
white-washed noddle, that your
towzle-'eaded Yankees are no
class nohow, or they wouldn't
be running after a meat-

guzzling beast like you; and
that it's a dangerous game
you're playing, as you will find

out one day when some one

wipes his 'obnailed boot on

your fine velveteens. That to

you, you tripe !

" And with
a not very decorous gesture,
this personification of wounded
pride flung herself out of the
door.

Herries heard her stamp
down the passage, then drop-
ping his cleaning he sat down
on a rush-bottomed chair and

gave vent to his feelings in a
convulsion of subdued laughter.
What if the Hon. James Gal-

lagher could have been present
at these new and strange de-

velopments. He would cer-

tainly have wiped clean the
slate. Having gained his

equanimity, he set to work to

make up the time which this

little interlude had lost him.
But before his energy could
make much way the cuckoo-
clock in the hall warned him
that he was due for another
service. He shoved his stock-

in-trade away, and before put-
ting on his coat went into the

scullery to wash his hands.

Sally Brown the curly-
headed scullery-maid, whom
Evans accused of playing fast

and loose with his most earnest

affections sat at the table

peeling potatoes. She was an

insignificant little thing, to

whom the footman, in his

exalted place, had barely ex-

pressed a dozen words. She
did not even look up when
he entered, for it was usual
for the servants to come and
wash their hands at her sink.

Herries was just wiping his

hands on the roller-towel, when
the little maid gave a subdued
scream and upset her dish of

potatoes. Herries turned round
to find the girl nursing her
hand in her apron.

"I've cut myself, Mr Smith."
And the simulation of an ap-

proaching hysteria was perfect.

Gently the footman led the

girl to the sink and disen-

gaged the wounded hand from
the wrap. The cut was super-
ficial, but it was bleeding. At
the sight of the crimson trickle

the girl shuddered, clung to

the footman's arm, and buried
her sunny little face against
his baize apron. As he washed
the wound under the tap he
could feel the girl's trembling
frame against him. Quite de-

ceived, he showed her every
tenderness, dressed the wound
with a bit of cloth torn from a
clean duster, and soothingly

put her back in her chair.

Sincerely solicitous, he asked
her if he should call Mrs
Critchins. The little face amid
the curls was turned smilingly

up to his as she confessed her
artifice.

"I don't want to see Mrs
Critchins, thank you, Mr
Smith. I did it a -

purpose,
because I wanted to tell you
nicely, 'ow pleased I was as

'ow you snubbed that artful

Hill. I knew you must 'ave,

'cause I 'eard 'er let on so at

you. I was so glad, and I
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didn't know 'ow to tell you
real nicely !

"

This was too much. Herries

would have liked to have taken
the little baggage up and
shaken her. But even though
the ingenuity of the minx
amused him, he had never be-

fore identified himself as the
real motive of her insincerity
to Evans the groom. Although
a hazy indication that the
barometer in South Street was

falling forced itself upon him,
Herries had not yet clearly

perceived that he himself was

unconsciously responsible for

the startling atmospheric
changes which were beginning
to make themselves felt in this

household. His one desire at

the moment was to have a con-

sultation, and he determined,
if he could slip round to the

District Messengers' Office, to

send a telegram to Fox, who
was in town, to have a consult-

ation with him when he re-

turned home to his rooms that

night.
The footman was now due to

take his first promenade as

chaperon to The Bud. The

prospect filled him with some

apprehension, as the wilful

young lady had distinctly or-

dered that he should appear
in ordinary clothes. This order

seriously hazarded the condi-

tions of his bet, for once he
was in ordinary mufti his sole

protection from discovery by
one or another of his men-
friends would lie in the fact

that he had shaved his mous-
tache. If it should suit the
whim of the wayward Miss
Woodruff to walk in the Park,
it was a hundred to one chance

against his remaining unrecog-
nised. He had fully realised,

when he made the bet, the ex-

tent of the protection afforded

by the uniform of the menial.

Eye and mind have become
so trained by long usage that

they do not waste time in

taking in the detail of ser-

vitors and the like, as long
as the latter wear a habit to

distinguish their station.

As a matter of fact, Osborn

Herries, as he discarded his

buttons and plush for a sober

lounge-suit in Privit's private
room, need not have agitated
himself on the score of public-

ity. The Bud, who would have
been self-righteously indignant
if any one had suggested that

she had expressed that morn-

ing more than a customary
disapproval in Stevens's man-

agement of her yellow hair,
had no intention of parading
her escort in public. Like
most Western girls, when
roused from the fits of leth-

argy which are constitutional

in women of her colouring, she

was a girl of spirit. She

dimly saw the possibility of

an adventure in the course

which she had mapped out for

herself. The thought, smack-

ing ever so faintly as it did

of some gratifying develop-
ment, was pleasant, and she

determined for the present to

let herself float down with the

current, without troubling
after problematical snags in

the down -stream backwaters
and reaches. It is upon this

very tide, this irresistible and
adventurous desire to probe
the fascinating uncertainties

of the unknown, that more
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than half the number of fallen

women come to grief. It is

the cowards who survive to

draw aside their skirts.

The Bud had no intention
of parading the Park during
the heat of the day. When
Herries answered the summons
by the bell of her boudoir, he
found her sitting at the

writing-table.
The Bud, who had realised

that there was something in

the firm yet deferential gaze
of the hired man that upset
her usual sangfroid, was not

taking any chances in their

first interview since Herries
had been impressed into her

personal service. As she sat
at the writing-table, all that
Herries saw was the back and

ample draping of a slight

elegant figure, clothed in some
biscuit - coloured summer
material, and the sweep of

a large becoming hat that
matched the dress.

The position was so studied
that there was not even a
mirror to give Herries a
chance. Miss Woodruff was
busy writing. Hired men
could wait. The best back
that the last two seasons had
seen at Hurlingham stood

stiffly in the doorway, and
attended her ladyship's plea-
sure. A two minutes' wait,
which any way was an un-

pleasant period for The Bud,
and then, without turning, she
broke the silence.

"James, which would you
call the most dandy place that
folks are going to to-day ?

"

" What kind of place, miss ?
"

"
Oh, any old thing, picture-

gallery, museum, church !

"

Herries thought of the Park
and trembled. He had it on
the tip of his tongue to say
the Tower, but remembered
that he had a young cousin

in the battalion of Guards
stationed there and might mis-

chance to be recognised.
"The Academy is still popu-

lar, miss !

"

"Has that run empty yet,
James?"

"
Hardly yet, miss."

" Then try something else,

some fool -
place where folks

don't go much ?
"

"National Gallery, miss, or

perhaps the Wallace Collection,
or

" and here the picture of

the privacy of Millwall Em-
bankment rose up in his mind

"perhaps the Tate Gallery
would please you, miss. It is

never crowded, and they have
some good pictures there."

" How far is it ?"
" Ten minutes in a cab,

miss."

"No, by oar. I have an
idea that I should like to ride

there on a car?
"

"Not more than fifteen

minutes, miss ; you could take

a motor-omnibus here in Park
Lane that would put you down
at Victoria."

Miss Woodruff rose, with all

the dignity of her graceful

height. Even Herries felt that

he must start in admiration, he
had never seen her looking so

animated and commanding be-

fore. She looked the footman

up and down with the insolent

indifference that enables the

mistress to appraise the man.
"On with the dance, James,"

she said, as she picked up the

lace-covered parasol that went
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with her dress. " Your assign-
ment is to accompany me to

view London. We will ride

down to these photographs of

yours on the top of a car."

Herries's only response was
the bow of servility as he

opened the door to allow her
to sweep out. His inward
comment was regret that such
a lovely commanding creature
should ever have occasion to

open her mouth. But Osborn
Herries had no knowledge of

the West of America.
As Herries had anticipated,

there were not sufficient visitors

to the Gallery to inconvenience

any one. The great saloons

were practically empty. It was
also evident to Herries early
in the day that Miss Woodruff
took not the slightest interest

in the pictures ; and it appeared
that she was bent on using him
as a species of encyclopaedia of

London, its customs, people,
and eccentricities.

She made him sit down be-

side her on one of the seats in

the main saloon, and languidly
plied him with questions until

his head reeled. At one period
she so far forgot her hauteur
as to become interested in the
footman's recital of functions

he had attended at St James's

Palace, and other centres of

royal state. And Herries too, at

periods,influenced by the beauty
which animation brought into

his mistress's face, so far forgot
their relative positions as to

give his descriptions the grace
and polish of their true sur-

roundings. Altogether, he

mused, as The Bud suddenly
remembered the time, that he
had spent the afternoon more

pleasantly than he expected :

again, effacing the personal
element, he felt sure that the

only desire of this fair, fault-

lessly-dressed girl was to take

her fill of the revels of these

London scenes that had bored

him ever since he was a cadet

at Sandhurst.
So impressed was he on this

point that, as they drove back
on the top of a motor-bus, he

determined to commission Fox,
when he saw him in the even-

ing, to arrange some invitations

for these really harmless people,
who now for two months had

experienced the bitterness of

a London boycott. He also

argued, and here his business

capacity came in, that if a

certain amount of congenial

occupation were found for the

Woodruffs, there would be less

inclination on The Bud's part
to carry him about London in

plain clothes, at the risk of

losing his bet.

Miss Woodruffs reflection

on this afternoon's adventure
would have been more difficult

to analyse. The thought up-

permost in her mind was, that

British hired men were of a

totally different class to the

hired men in her own country,

mingled with a feeling akin to

a keen resentment that her

younger sister should have
been the first to make this

discovery.
Herries was just a little un-

easy at the turn things had
taken in the Woodruff mdnage
that day. In fact, after the

extraordinary incidents below-

stairs that morning, he had
half determined to pay forfeit

and quit the whole concern.
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The mire was certainly getting

deeper. But it chanced that,

just as he was about to open
the door to allow The Bud to

pass in, Miss Marjorie drove

up in a hansom. She looked

at her sister : in one ordinary
glance she took in the studied

attention which her sister had

given to her attire, the un-

wonted animation in her face,

and the footman's unusual "get-

up." She said nothing, but
as she passed in after The
Bud there was something in

her face a something which

strangely appealed to the hired

man, and shattered his half-

formed decision to pay forfeit

to his brother officer.

CHAPTER VIII. OUTSIDE OPINION.

Herries arrived back at Buck-

ingham Gate earlier than usual,
and had just finished wash-

ing the last remaining traces

of his present calling from his

head and hands, and, still in his

dressing-gown, was returning
from the bath-room, when the

placid Jones announced,
"
Cap-

tain Fox."
" Show him right in, James,"

was Herries's rejoinder, drop-

ping instinctively into the
American intonation picked up
in South Street. In a second
the two men were shaking
hands.

"Well, Gasser, old fellow,
let's have a look at you. By
Jove, the loss of your moustache
does change you. No wonder
the fellows haven't spotted you
yet. Jimmy's getting quite
down-hearted about his mon-

key, and says if he doesn't run

you to earth soon he'll have to

send his name into the Colonial
Office for a job. Well, how do

you like it, old chap? Must
give you the hump at times,
I should think, associating with

flunkeys and the like 1

"

" It's not so bad as you would

imagine, Fox ; I shall be able to

stick out the remaining month

all right. But I'm not so en-

amoured of domestic service

that I shall rush for a re-

engagement. But tell me
about the regiment. I hope
that you are making Jimmy
adhere to the letter of our

agreement : I don't want to be
discovered just at the present
moment."

"Why not now as well as

any time ? The money should
not be anything to you."

"
No, it is not the dibs

; but,
to tell you the truth, I am a
bit upset about my job. I

shouldn't like the people I am
with to be mixed up in any
publicity. If Jimmy, or any
of the fellows, were to get hold
of it, it would be sure to get
into the Society rags. I don't,
of course, care a button for

myself, but it would be rather

beastly for the people I am
with."

" What ! have you got hold
of nice people ? I thought, in

one of your letters, you said

they were an indifferent lot of

Yanks."
"I doubt if I used quite

that expression, Fox. Any-
way, they are well-meaning
people, and I shouldn't like
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them to be put into the public

pillory just on account of a

paltry bet of mine !

"

Fox looked hard at Herries,
and then took a cigarette from
the silver box on the mantel-

piece. Lighting it, he said

with some deliberation

"Any ladies in the family,
Gasser?"

Herries had been prepared
for this. He answered with
well - feigned indifference

"One or two; but that is not
the point !

"

"Well, what is the point,
Gasser ?

"

"
It's this way, Fox. I have,

since I became associated with
this San Franciscan family,
become interested in their

welfare. It is a curious cir-

cumstance, and one that you
will hardly understand; but
for the time being the serv-

ant's welfare becomes merged
in that of the family in which
he lives. Their pleasures will

be his pleasures; their suc-

cesses, his successes ; their fail-

ures, his loss
;
their unhappi-

ness, his unhappiness. This is

one of the peculiar charms of

domestic service, the surviving
influence of the feudal spirit.

The majority of us are depend-
ent on other moral power than
our own for our success and

failure, our joys and sorrows.

By entering into domestic

service, the poor and ill-

educated are able to ally and

identify themselves with the

surroundings of the rich and
learned. As long as the alli-

ance lasts, they share the com-
mon interests of those who are

far above them in the social

scale. It is the only way

open to them to participate
in the atmosphere of wealth.

Though wealth is despotic,
and the poor can only bask on
the fringe of its sunshine on
sufferance and for value re-

ceived, they yet readily iden-

tify themselves with their

masters, and in an incredibly
short time honestly espouse
the sentiments prevailing in

the household. It is but the

fidelity of the dog, but it is

none the less sincere. Here

you have your example : even

I, after two months' service,

have been hypnotised by per-
sonal intercourse into a fellow-

feeling with my employers. It

is mainly on this account that

I asked you to look in this

evening : I want you to do my
people a good turn !

"
Herries

was sitting on the settee, and
had waxed quite eloquent over

his subject.
Fox examined the ash of

his cigarette, while the cyn-
ical smile crept into his face.

"Gasser, you have not lost

the art of yapping, I must
allow

;
but what I want to

know is, what particular in-

terests of these young ladies

of yours is it that you want
to participate in or me to

participate in?"
"
Well, to be brief, the story

is this. My folks come of a
rich Western family, who be-

lieve they are descended from
a good English stock. They
make pots of money in patent
poisons in the States, and
hanker after English Society
such as they have read of in

5-oent novelettes. They come
to London and set up their

tabernacle in Mayfair, and
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then discover that the only

Society that their golden key
will get them into is that

of people who, like them-

selves, have got their houses
' in the right place !

' These
are not the people they are

after. And now my folk are

just beginning to realise

that they've drawn blank.

I just want you, like a good
chap, to help me in pre-

venting them from drawing
blank !

"

"Gasser, there is more in

this than meets the eye. But
isn't it a bit dangerous so

many of my friends are your
friends ? Aren't you afraid of

it costing you a monkey?"
" Not if you are fairly dis-

creet. Most of your friends

are outside the ken of the

regiment. I mean the friends

who can get things for them.
Just use a little discretion,

Fox, and I'll be eternally

grateful to you !

"

Again Fox smiled as the

cynicism of his nature as-

serted itself.

"This is not going to cost

me a wedding -
present, is it,

Gasser?"
Herries leaned back in his

sofa and laughed.
" I am not so sure, Fox :

things are done rather curi-

ously below - stairs, and I

rather fancy that I had two

proposals to -
day. At least,

the parlour-maid thought fit

to abuse me as if I ha/1 been
her husband or accepted lover,
and the scullery

- maid found
occasion to smudge a tearful

cheek on my sleeve. But
these are commonplace events
below -

stairs, where the pas-

sions fluctuate according to

the weather and the amount
of work to be got through,
but let us have some news
about the regiment."
Fox was moved to mirth

also. There was something
altogether irresistible in the

picture of the immaculate
Gasser being hunted by the

belles below - stairs. But as

Jones entered at that moment
with whisky-and-sodas, Fox
did not pursue the quest
of Herries's affaires de c&ur,
but plunged into regimental
gossip.

"There's not much news of

inportance, Gasser : they made
a bit of a hue and cry after

you, when you left so sud-

denly ; but Gallagher has kept
his part of the bargain quite

strictly. As far as I can

judge, not a soul in the mess

except our two selves has the

slightest idea what you are

after. Most of the fellows

think that you have either a

prime piece of big-game shoot-

ing marked down that you
want to keep quiet about, or

that you have gone off after

a bit of skirt. But they soon

got tired of speculation, and

they forgot all about you
until Pritchard had his spill.

He'll not be able to play again
this season, and there is no
one but yourself to play back
in the tournament. We've
drawn against the 22nd Hus-
sars in the semi-final. The

Seraph's running the polo this

season, and since Pritchard
came to grief he's been dead
keen to find you. He wrote
to Jones here, and the knave
wired back to say that he did
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not know where you were, and
that the last time he heard
from you, you were in Canada.
How have you squared him
not to give you away?"
"That was quite simple.

Jones had been down to my
place in the Governor's time.

He knew that I was the only
child, and that it was a good
place to make a home in.

Jones is no fool, and I told him
that if he didn't play the fool

over this job there was some-

thing in it. But I'm afraid

the Seraph will have to cut

me out in the matter of play-

ing. I have only been able

to snatch occasional games on

hirelings at Wembley Park
this season. By the way, who
is using my ponies ?

"

"The Seraph plays Lady St
Clair and Sherry, Pritchard
was playing Canary, and Ches-

terton, The Pump. They are

all doing very well."

"When is the tournament?"
" We drew a bye the first

round
;
in the second we meet

the 22nd, who beat the Rifle

Brigade by two goals. The
second round is to be played
at Hurlingham, so we meet
the 22nd in ten days. I fancy
you will have to play. It's

a choice between you and

Jimmy, and you know how
bad he is!"

Herries thought a minute,
while Fox brushed some ash
off the collar of his dinner-

jacket.
"Look here, Fox, how will

it affect the bet?"

"My dear Gasser, it won't
affect the bet at all. To lose

the bet, you have to be recog-
nised, while carrying out your

functions as a flunkey, as

Osborn Herries of the Im-

perials. Obviously you won't
come as a flunkey; and, by
the agreement, Gallagher may
not have you watched and
followed."

"All right, Fox, I'll play;
but I'll make a condition with

you, and that is that you do
the needful with regard to the
invitations for my folk."

"Very well, I'll do some-

thing that way. Shall I come

myself and call ?
"

" Most certainly : I'm so well

trained now that I will an-

nounce 'Captain John Fox of

his Majesty's Imperial Dragoon
Guards '

without turning a

hair, even if one single hair

could escape from the vaseline

and pipe-clay and turn. Come
in to-morrow?"
"But on what pretext can I

call on perfect strangers ?
"

" Pitch a yarn that you met
a Woodruff in Cairo, who came
from New York, and that a
man in the Club said it was
the same family. It will go
down all right ; they will allow
that they have cousins in New
York, and that it must have
been Silas, Bert, or Nat, and
there you are : and mind you,
if you have not lost your eye
for a graceful figure, belonging
to a girl who knows how to

put clothes on, or your taste

for a host who would willingly

spend twenty thousand a-year
on his guests if he thought
them the right sort, you will

not be disappointed !

"

"Oh, there you are, Gasser;
there is a pretty woman in it.

Well, I hope that you re-

member with humility the
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duties of those in humble
station. Knowing you, if I

had any pretty belongings
about, I wouldn't have you
in my house as a sleek bottle-

washer. Well, good-bye, Gasser,
old boy ; I've got to go down
to the Club to play bridge.
What is the name and ad-

dress ? Oh yes, Woodruff,
South Street, Park Lane. I'll

do what I can ;
the fellows

will be awfully pleased to hear

you can play. All right, trust

me. I'll say that I've heard
from you from Paris. Yes,
I'll tell the Seraph to have

your crocks sent up to town.
If you get three good days
in next week it will put you
right, and the ponies appear
to have been doing A 1. So

long : don't elope with the

lady's
- maid at least, before

the semi-final of the tourna-
ment !

"

CHAPTEE IX. PERILOUS GOING.

An absolute change had
come over the Woodruff family.
This change could be traced
to the afternoon on which the

two tall young men in im-
maculate dress rang the bell

and were shown upstairs.
When the ring came, no one
had been in the drawing-room ;

but by an effort, that was
more or less foreign to her,
The Bud slipped in at a wing,
as it were, and had sufficiently

posed herself when Herries
announced "Major Count Eric
von Meyer and Captain Fox."
Fox was trying Herries very
highly when he produced the
German attache, who still wore
his arm in a black silk sling;
but the footman never moved
a muscle, and the Count never

gave the lackey a thought.
The Bud, with her natural

acumen, was equal to the occa-

sion. Of course it must have
been their cousin Richard, of

Jersey City, whom Captain
Fox had known. Her father

would have been upset if any
friend of his dear Dick had
not made himself known. At

this point, quite innocent of

the fact that there were two
callers in the house, Marjorie
Woodruff came into the draw-

ing-room. The Count was not
dissimilar to most gigantic
Germans, in that he was

peculiarly fascinated by little

women. He immediately made
himself pleasant to Marjorie,
and discovered that she had
been on her way to play
billiards with her father. It

ended in the whole party
withdrawing to the billiard -

room, and the Count and Fox

staying the best part of the

afternoon. But this was only
the beginning. On the follow-

ing day the Second Secretary
to the German Embassy called,

and the same evening brought
an invitation to the German
Embassy, to the Ambassador's
At Home, after the great State

banquet to the King.
Of what actually happened

inside the Embassy, Herries,
as he sat with Evans for

long hours on the box of the

carriage, could only surmise.

But by the number of mixed
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callers at South Street during
the next few days, he could

judge that Fox had kept his

part of their recent compact
with considerable success. This
was brought home to him when
on two consecutive days Mar-

jorie Woodruff was escorted

back from her ride in the Park

by von Meyer.
The whole atmosphere in the

house had changed. It was
almost as if some side door had
been opened which allowed in

a beam of light to flood the

entire household. The only

person who seemed at all put
out was Mamma Woodruff, the

stout nominal hostess. Mrs
Woodruff would have been

quite content to have left

matters as they were, but

Fate, which for her consisted

of a wealthy husband and two
attractive daughters, willed it

otherwise. She had to appear
as the figure-head of the or-

ganisation which her elder

daughter handled for her, and

which, in its initial stages, did

not spare even the less worldly
Marjorie.
The Bud was in a seventh-

heaven of delight : her satis-

faction was such that, for the

present, she had entirely lost

her desire to explore the out-

of-the-way crannies in London.
She no longer had the time to

give the clean - limbed hired

man a thought.
"Miss Woodruff has better

things with which to occupy
her than to go trapezing
about London on foot !

" was
the character of the message
which, with an undisguised
spice of malicious satisfaction

in her voice, Stevens the lady's-

maid conveyed to Herries. She

passed by with a toss of her

head. The parlour-maid, who
was on the landing at the

moment, and for whose benefit

Stevens had raised her voice,

giggled immoderately, and

added, as she thought, gall
to the vinegar by reminding
Herries that "them as don't

play with fire don't get their

fingers burnt."

Herries was used to these

little exhibitions of feeling, to

which the more aristocratic

ladies downstairs had lately
treated him. He could afford

to smile, having a strong
friend in Mrs Critchins, who
unswervingly accepted the

Privit theory concerning the

footman's Parliamentary aspir-

ations, and from time to time

poured oil on the flames by
calling the superior domestics

to order. Herries will never

forget the picture of his honest-

hearted champion, her mouth
full of buttered toast, rebuking
the maids for some spiteful
innuendo. "You oughter be
ashamed of yourselves, you
pert 'ussies, a-saying a thing
like that. It don't discriminate
Mr Smith no more than it do

me, and it shows you up as a

poor kind of jealous cats. An'
if 'e should prefer to wait on
nice people rather than lark
about with a lot like you, I

don't blame 'im. I myself
respeo's a man as doesn't re-

spond to the likes o' you. I call

you a parcel of ill-mannered
sluts. Won't you come and
sit down 'ere, Mr Smith, since

Miss Hill 'as to go upstairs ?
"

But it was not long before

Miss Hill came downstairs
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again. This time it was to

summon Herries to attend

upstairs.
" My lady of the Pink Pills

would like to see 'is 'ighness
the footman in the parlour !

"

and the proud parlour -maid
tossed her head haughtily as

she gave the message.
"Fie! fie!" cried Mrs Grit-

chins, in fat and genial mer-

riment, "to talk of the young
lady so disrespeo'ful, even if

'er dad did mix physics with
'is fortune."

As Herries passed out of the
door to fulfil his mission he
heard the parlour-maid lament-

ing in injured voice, "To think
as 'ow she made me climb up-
stairs in all this 'eat, just to

call a great 'ulking footman
that was lazing 'isself down
'ere!"

The Bud was quite changed.
A real English dragoon captain
had called three times in one
week at the house, and had

promised to ask them down
to Hurlingham whenever they
wanted to go, and to half a
dozen other " smart "

func-
tions. She had no further
use for the symmetry of out-

line and fine features of a
mere indoor lackey, beyond
using him as a piece of the
household furniture. She had
just been describing her dra-

goon to some friend across the

ocean, and if the correct

Herries had turned his eye
thirty degrees to the right

"point 1 at infantry"
it would have caught this

sentence in the unfinished
letter

"I've got to know a peach
of a man. Tall and lithe as
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a hickory
- switch, and not a

bit of a dude, just a dandy
fellow, that looks as if he
had been poured molten into

his clothes. I'm just crazy
about him. He's got a title,

too, and is altogether a lovely
man. You can figure it out

for yourself how we are en-

joying ourselves over here."

The Bud was now standing
up by the window, and even

showing impatience an un-

heard of symptom with her.

There was no by - play about
her attitude now. It was

decidedly mistress to man.
"See here, James, I've quit

muddling round galleries for

the present; so you can carry
on all day in your silk hose.

And next time I send for you,
don't lose your way in the

elevator. Follow ?
"

"Very good, miss," Herries

answered demurely.
"Well, keep wise to that.

You may get !"

Thus brusquely dismissed,
Herries was moving off when
The Bud recalled him. She
was handling a visiting-card,
and she reopened the conver-

sation in a less hostile spirit.
"
Say, James, do you know

anything about the English
army officers?"

For a moment Herries

thought that he was dis-

covered ;
but before he could

answer, his mind was set at

rest by a second question.
"If you do, what does

'

King's Imperial Dragoon
Guards

' mean on a visiting-
card?"

"Yes, miss, I know some-

thing about the army, my
father was a soldier. 'King's

P
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Imperial Dragoon Guards' is

the name of a very distin-

guished cavalry regiment. It

is quartered at Aldershot
now."
"How cunning! And is an

English captain any kind of

a man at all?"

"Yes, miss. To most of us
it spells a most exalted

rank."
"
Lovely billiards ! Did you

ever see that gentleman before

who has been coming to see us

lately?"

"Captain John Fox, miss?

Why, everybody in London
knows him, miss ! He is a
most famous man."

Herries felt that he was
about to have an innings :

he was rather resenting this

sudden intimacy which Fox
was establishing with the

Woodruff household, even

though he had been instru-

mental in establishing it.

"
Gee, but that's fine ! What

is his title for ?
"

By this The Bud had quite

forgotten her suddenly dis-

covered hostility to the hired

man, and she looked her best

as she sought eagerly for

information.

"Well, miss, it is hard to

explain. But Captain Fox is

a very distinguished officer.

He has made quite a name
for himself for his big -game
shooting, and "

"And what?"
"Killing Boers."

"Boers? You don't mean
he used a gun in the Trans-
vaal War. Don't think of

jollying me, James. He's not

a bit like the officers of the

6th Cavalry at the Presidio !

"

It took Herries all his time

to maintain his equanimity.
But he killed the least trace

of a twinkle in his eyes, lest

it should betray him, as he

answered
"But there you don't have

Dragoon Guards, miss !

"

"I don't get quite next to

your meaning. What, then,

are these dragoons ?
"

"
They are the King's

mounted guards, miss?"
"It is those guys who trip

around in quilted coats?"

"No, miss; Captain Fox
wears a silver helmet and a

scarlet tunic. He looks very
fine in his full-dress uniform."

"And you tell me he has

dropped his man in a scrap ?
"

"
Yes, miss, repute says that

. he has dropped many men in

the Boer War. He has a great

reputation for manslaughter !

"

The Bud suddenly seemed to

remember that she was letting
herself go before a hired man.
She paused, and then said,

with that grating frigidity of

manner that most American
women can assume at will,

"I have a hunch, James,
that you are jollying me. If

you have been fresh with me
and I find it out, there will be
a crib for a new hired man in

this establishment !

"

"I think, miss, that inquiry
will substantiate my state-

ments."
Herries withdrew, leaving

The Bud almost scared at the

polished speech and quiet dig-

nity of this hired man, and
troubled to think she had al-

lowed a recital of Fox's merits

to cause her to deviate in her

bearing to the menial. As for
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Herries, he was so gratified at

the prospect of exercise in the

Park again that instead of

going downstairs he went up
to the next landing, and there

knocked at Miss Marjorie's sit-

ting-room door.

Marjorie was sitting at the

window.
"What is it, James?" she

asked, smiling, and then turn-

ing to look out of the win-
dow.
"I have just seen Miss

Woodruff, miss, and she does

not require me to escort her

any more in the mornings. I

thought I would ask if you
would care for me to ride

behind you in the Park

again?"
Marjorie was silent a mo-

ment. As Herries looked at

her averted profile, he noticed

that her breath was coming
very fast, and that she gave
evidence of extreme agita-
tion.

" Would you like me to leave

you, miss?"
The question brought Mar-

jorie up to concert pitch, the

blood was pumping through
her veins, but the mere sug-
gestion that he should leave

precipitated her in her half-

matured resolve. She rose

from her seat on the window-
sill, stepped across the room to

the door, shut it. Then she
turned and faced the footman.
The fingers of her little hand

clasped and unclasped in un-
conscious nervous action, as

she squared her small trim

body to confront him.
"
Smith, what is your ob-

ject in hoodooing us like this ?

Don't say anything. Any

denial will only add one lie

more to the hurricane of lies

which keeps you here. You
no more ought to be a hired

man than I should be a Bowery
girl. Now, who are you, and
what is your game ?

"

HerriesV sails were aback.

He opened his mouth to make
some defence, but the sight of

Marjorie's upturned face, with
its expression divided between
earnest solicitude and womanly
determination, killed the pre-
varication on his lips.

The pause allowed Marjorie
to recover her equanimity.

Instinctively she seemed to ap-

preciate the reason of Herries's

silence. Her tone was there-

fore less militant, and her
whole attitude more tolerant,
when she continued

"I'm that positive, Smith,
that you are making hoodoos
of us, that I was determined to

let you know that we are not
all so green as not to be able

to tell the difference between
a hired man and a well, it

doesn't matter now that you
are wise to the fact that I

at least know that you have
known better education than

your present occupation would

suggest. But " and here Mar-

jorie relinquished the attack,
returned to her seat at the

window, and with her chin

resting on both her hands

gazed out at the traffic hurry-

ing up and down Park Lane,
"but perhaps I have mis-

taken your motive, and you
may not speak of the subject.

Anyway, Smith, now that you
know that I know that it's not
all on a plumb-line, I want you
to understand that I appreciate
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very much the attitude you
have displayed."
Herries still thought it better

to remain silent : his little mis-

tress was beginning to be in

difficulties. Herries now knew
that there could only be one
current responsible for this un-

expected development ;
and let

Marjorie steer ever so cunningly
into backwaters and side-chan-

nels, the strength of the parent
stream would eventually over-

whelm her.

"But, Smith, I don't think
we can let it go on. I don't

feel good about it even now, in

that I have allowed myself to

entertain the smallest regard
for the welfare of a servant

I mean any one in your posi-
tion. This is no reflection on

you, Smith. I didn't mean
any. Only, won't you just tell

me that I am right. I am
just crazy to hear that I am."

" To some extent you are

right, Miss Woodruff. I was
not educated to undertake

my present employment. Al-

though I must regret that in-

advertently I have disclosed

the fact that I am of gentle
birth, yet I will make the

amende honorable as far as

one in my humble position

can, and I will leave your
father's service one month
from to-day."

" But who are you ? Don't

say it is your only means of

a livelihood, and that I am
driving you away, Smith !

"

Marjorie had turned from the

window and faced Herries

again.
" To you, Miss Marjorie, I

am James Smith ; and I give

you every assurance that even

if I were dismissed from here

to-day, I should not starve."
" I am so glad, Mr Smith.

But I don't believe that I

want you to go at all. Won't

you tell me your story? It

might alter things, and it

would make it so much easier

for me."
The interview had lasted too

long. Marjorie was now fairly

caught in the parent stream.

But Herries found no humour in

the situation. Two weeks ago
ten days even he might

have been moved by a sense

of the ridiculous, but now the

serious character of the whole

proposition crowded in upon
him. Marjorie had declared

her hand
;
and in the declara-

tion, naive as it had been,
Herries had discovered the

value of his own. He did

not want to leave, any more
than his young mistress wished
him to go.

" It would make it so much
easier for me."

Herries pulled himself to-

gether. He would have liked

to have laid one hand on Mar-

jorie's shoulder and told her all

about the old place in Sussex,
and the house in St James's

Square that was let to a mem-
ber of the Household. But the

wave of feeling that had sud-

denly swept over him was too

immature. He pulled himself

together.
"Will Miss Woodruff ride

to-morrow morning as usual ?
"

Marjorie had half -risen to

give force to her entreaty : she

slid back into the chair, and

looking out again towards the

park, nodded her head in the

affirmative.
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"
Very good, miss. It is

Sunday morning ;
shall I tell

the coachman to have a horse

ready for me as well ?
"

Marjorie nodded again, and
with a final "Very good, miss,"
Herries stepped to the door
and went out.

CHAPTER X. HYDE PARK.

On the following morning,
when Herries arrived at the

stables, he found Evans, the

acting coachman, in the worst
of tempers. This ought not
to have been so, as on the

previous evening the carriage
had not been out, and Herries

rallied the little Welsh deserter

on his discourteous salutation.

"Tell the truth, I'm 'ipped,
that's wot I am. I got it

fair between my blooming
minces last night. A real shut-

up-shop whack, I can tell you.
And wot's more, you're the

blooming cause of it all."

"Me?" queried the footman,

laughing.
"
Yes, you, with your bloom-

ing indoor - tame - cat 'abits.

Why, last night being a night
off, I thought as 'ow I would
take that there slut Sally to

an 'All. Well, she came out
and took the 'All all right, and
four-pennyworth of caramels,
but she be'aved so 'aughty
and standoffish that I just
axed 'er, as old Bristow ain't

likely to dodge the undertaker
this journey, for to name the

day. Did she? Did she give
off chewing my caramels ?

Devil a one ! she jest laughed
out right, and said I 'adn't

style enough for she. Me as

is a-driving of a three 'undred

guinea pair. Well, I just up
and told 'er what I thought
of 'er kind, and where I 'ad

met 'em afore. No, I wasn't

exactly complimentary, and she

carried 'erself that 'aughty
until they cleared the 'All, that

she might 'ave been a bloom-

ing hempress, and, when we
was outside, she hups with 'er

nose, and sez, treatin' me no
better than a bed-tick, 'Good-

night, Mr Evans
; you ain't got

class enough for me. Now
when I turned down Mr James
Smith's brilliant hoffer yester-

day, 'e was so hovercome with

grief at 'is loss that 'e 'ad to

lean against something for sup-

port, and 'e, being a gentleman,

apologised for the liberty 'e 'ad

took in thinking of me as 'is

wife. Good-night, Mr Evans,
and I 'opes I shall never set

eyes on your ugly mug again !

'

And that's what you've done
for me with your oily 'air and

stripey waistkit. Las' time I

met your kind there was jes
room for a field ambulance,
that's all. Yes, larf when an
'onest man's 'eart's broke !

"

Herries, recalling the inci-

dent in the scullery, had burst

into a fit of laughter.
"What! Evans, you don't

mean to say that she had

you with that story? You
must be fresh !

"

Evans stopped rubbing the
various portions of pig - skin

upon which he was venting his

spleen.
"You don't say as 'ow it's
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all 'er kid, and that you ain't

been tampering with her affeck-

shuns ?
"

" Not I, Evans, honour

among thieves always, I only
held her hand under the tap
when she cut her finger."
"And never apologised for

thinking of her as a wife?"

"Never, why should I?
I understood that to be your
preserve."

"
Straight ?

"

"
Straight, so help me."

"Then give us your fin. I

allers said as 'ow you wouldn't

come it mean over a pal as sits

on the same box with you. It

was just 'er kid, was it ?
"

" She's just like the rest,

Evans, just playing you to

make you keen. They were

always the same, queens or

cannibals; they are all the

same in a Turkish bath."

"I'll take it out of 'er yet.
To think the bad night I've

'ad a -thinking that I should

'ave to give you a dressing
down, and me being out of

training from playing with the

ribands. But I say, matey,
there was a cove 'ere last night
anxious to clap 'is minces on

you."
"Wanted to see me what

kind of a man ?
"

" It's a feller I've seen round
Tattersall's mor'n once. A little

bit of a chap, but smaller'n me,
and more wizened like."

" What did he want ?
"

" Didn't name anything per-
ticular. Jest asked who you
was, and where you corned

from. Well, I didn't know, so

I just told him to ask no ques-
tions, and then 'e'd take less

risk of gettin' lies told 'im.

'E said as 'ow 'e believed you'd
stole a horse. So I sez as 'ow
I 'oped yer 'ad; but that if a
little bit of delayed cat's-meat

like 'im was agoin' to give hevi-

dence against you, 'e'd better

go and study jujube tricks

from the Japs. This was just
as I was a tittivating to take

Sally hout. Ef it 'ad been

after, I might 'ave been more
civil to 'en."

" Did he leave any name ?
"

queried Herries, racking his

brain to think who the visitor

might be : barring a secret

agent on behalf of Gallagher,
he could not imagine who
might be upon his trail.

"Well, 'e didn't kind er

leave 'is pasteboard, but 'e

was unreasoning enuf to mis-

take my small compliments,
and 'e replied by recalling the

hobsequies hof the last man
as put hup 'is jukes with

Dotty Jim, whoever 'e may be,
and with that the hinoident

closed."

"Did he know my name?"
asked Herries, as he realised

that the groom and attendant
of "The Bitter End," which
had come up to town from
Aldershot with the polo ponies,
had run him to earth.

"No, 'e didn't mention no
names except that ther' Dotty
Jim, as by which I take it. 'e

meant 'isself, unless they
hever dubbed you 'Dotty.'
It's

' Gentleman Jim ' what

they calls you 'ere. Never

mind, don't you be afraid

of 'e. 'E's no more account
than a bit of chewed string."
With which piece of cheering

information the little acting
coachman handed Herries the
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cob's reins and started him off

to the house.

Herries was relieved to find

that it was only Dotty Jim,
his own groom, who had un-
earthed him, and that he had
not discovered one of Gallagher's
emissaries, and consequently
his brother officer's bad faith.

The Bitter End had been up
in town two days. On the

preceding day Herries had
seen Dotty Jim exercising his

black in the park. Herries

had then been on the box of

Mrs Woodruff's carriage, and
he fancied that his man might
have seen him, and had his

suspicions aroused sufficiently
to cause him to institute in-

quiries. Anyway, it was

nothing to worry about, for

if the faithful Jones had heard

anything of the stableman's

suspicions he would have re-

ported them on the preceding
evening.

Marjorie Woodruff was

always punctual. On this

particular morning, after what
had passed on the preceding
evening, it was only by an
effort that she succeeded in

keeping this record. She had

passed a troubled night, and
she was so unhappy at the
result of her impulsive action

that, at the eleventh hour, she
almost countermanded the ride.

But there is a curious influence

which often impels a woman
to persevere in a course when
prudence, the sense of self-

protection with which Nature
has armed all female kind,
counsels otherwise. Dislike to

cause pain to the man who
has attracted her is the domin-

ating factor which causes most

women to drift into the state

of success or disaster which
awaits them on the wheel of

fortune. If Marjorie Wood-
ruff, standing half - dressed

before her glass that Sunday
morning, had persevered in the

course which prudence, batter-

ing at her heart, dictated, she

would have jumped back into

bed, touched the bell, and told

her maid that she would not

go out riding that morning.
In that case it is probable
that this story would never
have been written, and events,
of great national importance
even, might have run a different

course. Little did Marjorie
guess as she twice stepped to

the bell, and hesitated in her

decision, to what extent that

hesitation was to influence her

future. Womanlike, she put
her own feelings from her

; she

thought it must be a kindness
to elevate Herries, even for an

hour, from the level to which
an unfortunate chance had re-

duced him. How many times

during that night had not her
heart been full in pity for the

man who owned to his gentle
blood, being doomed to associ-

ate with those with whom
he had no common inter-

est. Yes, she would ride, even
after what had passed between
them.

Herries in due course took
the little booted foot in his hand
and lifted her into the saddle.

A moment to arrange her

habit, and a touch of a gloved
hand, and then he was mount-

ing his own horse to follow

her through the Park.
On Sunday, in the morning,

Rotten How is very empty.
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Where there are usually hun-

dreds, often it is impossible to

find even a dozen. Sunday
is a day of rest. Conse-

quently most of the Sunday
frequenters of the Park are of

the religion that has set aside

another day in the week for

rest and worship. As Mar-

jorie and her groom entered

the Park gates and trotted

down towards Hyde Park
Corner, they overtook a string
of ponies headed by a spirited
black horse, which, in the

pink of condition, picked its

way at the head of the line.

At the sound of the animals

trotting behind them, the

ponies pricked up their ears

and stepped faster, while the

black at once became restive.

Marjorie pulled up into a

walk, and Herries, as he
checked behind her, heard her
exclamation of admiration as

she looked the black, and the

accompanying ponies, up and
down.
"What a perfectly dandy

black, and what a cunning
bunch of bronchos !

"

The exclamation was made
loud enough almost to have
invited Herries to conversa-

tion. He, however, preferred
to remain silent : he had

recognised his own string,
with Dotty Jim in the van,
and his present interest was
to avoid recognition. He put
his right leg on, and thereby
swung his mount's quarters
round just as he passed. But
it was no good. Out of the
corner of his eye he caught
sight of the wrinkled face of

Dotty Jim. It was wreathed
in the usual indulgent smile.

Up went the practised finger to

the rim of the dilapidated hat.

"Morning, sir; won't yer
stay t' 'ave a look at the

'orse?"

At the moment Marjorie
had pressed her heel to her

mare's flank to increase the

pace. Herries trusted that

she had not heard.

They had reached the tan,

and, with the Row practically

empty, they let them have
their heads. It was an ex-

hilarating gallop, and they
did not draw rein until they
were well down the loop to

the left, which leads past the

barracks, where Life Guards,
in scarlet and brass, were

falling in for church parade.

Marjorie walked her animal
on in silence until they were
level with the barracks, then,
as if suddenly recollecting

something, she checked her
mare until Herries was almost
level with her.

" What did that man on the
black say to you ? Why

"

At that very moment the
band of the church parade
struck up the quickstep that
was to take the men
to church. Marjorie's mare

jumped off as if she had been
shot from a catapult, and,

laying back her ears, started

for home. Vainly little Mar-

jorie struggled to regain con-

trol; her mare had got the

bit, and from the nature of

a lady's position in the saddle
it was impossible for her to

get her hands low enough to

regain control. Accomplished
horsewoman that she was,
she was wise enough not to

waste her strength in con-
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tinuing the struggle : she let

the mare have her head. She

knew, or recked, little of the

dangers of a runaway in the

London parks. Herries, be-

hind her, pounding along at

the best pace of his slow old

hack, knew more. He also

knew the mare : on off days
he had ridden her, and had
learned that when alone she

was of the stubborn kind. As
he followed along the Row,
and saw the mare racing along
under the trees, the horrible

possibilities flashed in upon
him. The mare would go
straight for home. She would
turn sharply out through the

usual gate into Park Lane, and
if she missed a motor-bus and

traffic, would be safe in the

turn to slip upon pavement,
as likely as not just watered.

The half-dozen accidents from

bolting horses in the Park
that he had heard about had
ended in this way, and four

out of the six had been fatal.

All this flashed through
Herries's mind in a few seconds.

In the thought of the terrors

of an accident at that pace;
in the image of that gentle

sunny face stilled in the pallor
of death, or worse, cut and dis-

figured by concussion, Osborn
Herries, officer and gentleman,
learned to know himself. He
could not afford to lose her.

The bare thought almost
frenzied him : but he was

powerless to save her.

Driving his mount into its

best pace, his eyes glued on
the little figure receding before

him, he saw a knot of animals
scatter to let the runaway
past. It was his own string.

Here was a chance. The
Bitter End had blood enough
to gallop away from anything
in the Park. Dotty Jim was
a featherweight : if he rode

with judgment, even yet he

might be in time to keep the

runaway off the homeward
turn. By the time the idea

had formed Herries had reached
the black.

Disquieted by the run-

away, the great black thorough-
bred was fighting with its bit,

and snorting to be off.

"Ride, man, ride as you
never rode before, lay on her
off side, and keep her on the

track. Ride, it's a life's pen-
sion to you !

"

Herries shouted his orders

to his henchman. Dotty Jim

may have been short -witted,
but it was the short wit that

usually wins out in the end.

"Very good, sir," he

answered quite coolly, "I

understand; you can meet us

down the north side ride."

The Bitter End was off like

the wind.
To Marjorie, as she sat

back in her saddle, no sense

of any danger suggested itself,

until she found they were

nearing the end of the tan.

She sat quite still, and felt

each strand of her unruly
hair break loose from the un-

willing pins. But when she

saw the bend, and realised that

the mare would now be gallop-

ing on macadam, she took a

pull to steady her. She might
as well have pulled against a

ratchet. The mare was not

yet tired
; she was a strong

sound mare, and Marjorie's

weight was nothing to her.
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The attempt to steady her

only acted as an incentive to

a blinder pace. Also, as bad
fortune would have it, a bunch
of Sunday-loafing louts, seeing
a runaway horse and a girl in

distress, with her black hair

trailing in the wind, raised a

shout and hullabaloo, which
added to the mare's accumu-
lated terror. It was only when
she was round the bend, and

striking sparks from the mac-

adam, that Marjorie realised

that there was any danger at

all. Then, in a second, the

truth dawned upon her. The
mare was taking her home,
would carry her at full gallop
out of one of the Park Lane

gates. Bravely the girl

tightened her rein, and tried

to loop in the near side. But
the leverage was slight. Then
she heard the clatter of gallop-

ing hoofs behind her. The
mare heard them too. She
laid her ears back closer,

hardened the muscles in her

neck, and yawed for the narrow

gate. A carriage was just

entering. Marjorie could see

the blank look of alarm on the
coachman's face as he checked
his pair. In a second she must
be into them. Then, as if by
magic, a great black horse

was galloping beside her. Its

lean head and beautiful neck
flashed between her and the

carriage. A voice shouted

cheerily in her ear

"It's all right, miss, I've

got him."
She saw a little wizened jaw

parallel with her own, and then
she felt the weight of the big
black horse edging the run-

away clear of the gate.

It was a near thing, but

Dotty Jim had judged the pace
admirably. The rest was easy.
The mare had practically

galloped herself out by the

time they neared the Marble
Arch. The Bitter End was in

perfect control, and without
an effort took the mare round
to the left into the north drive,
and then as Dotty Jim checked
the black the runaway checked

also, until Marjorie was able to

pull her up.
Two minutes later, when

Herries arrived on the scene,
he found Marjorie, with her
hair all over her shoulders, dis-

mounted on the tan, and evinc-

ing every solicitude for the

mare's sinews. Dotty Jim was

showing similar attention to

the black's fetlocks.

"I don't think she's hurt,
and I hope that beautiful horse

isn't hurt. It was just bully
the way he kept my mare off

the gate. I want you, James,
to find out this man's address,

he has rendered me a great
service."

Marjorie looked just perfect.
Her face flushed with the

exercise, her eyes sparkling
with excitement behind their

long curling lashes, and her
wealth of wayward hair

wreathing round her neck
and shoulders. At the moment
Herries would have let all the

horses in the world go by to

have taken her in his arms
and thanked God for her safe

deliverance.
"
Beg pardon, miss, but I

ain't done nothin'
;

I only
acted under orders. I did as

your young gentleman bordered
me. 'E knows w'ere to find
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me, miss. Good morning,
miss

; good morning, sir.

Come up, Bitter !

" and in a

trice the little caricature of a

man had swung himself up into

the saddle and was trotting off.

"Did you tell him to make
his horse run after me, Mr
Smith ? It was clever of you ;

how ever can I thank you?
But who is the man that he

obeys you ? I was just asking

you if he knew who you really
were when that band started

the mare off; and here again
he gave you a salute. Mr
Smith, you cannot jolly me any
more

; just give me your hand

right here
"

There is no saying what

might have happened on the

tan of the Park Ride at that

moment if Marjorie and Herries

had been left undisturbed. But

just as the little gloved hand
was proffered a big man on a

chestnut rode up to them.

"Good morning, Miss Wood-
ruff. I cannot my hat take off,

as I have only one hand."
It was the German attache.
" Good morning, Count ; you

have caught me at a disadvan-

tage," answered Marjorie, toss-

ing her offending hair back
from her shoulders.

"On the contrary, Miss

Woodruff, I am fortunate to

find you at your best advan-

tage. What has happened ?

Let me help. Is it an accident ?

Here, you man, hold my horse.

Ach, your little mare is lame.

I will you home escort."

Marjorie had for the moment
bridled when the Count threw
his reins to Herries, but she
had caught a restraining signal
in the lackey's eyes, and de-

murely walked back to South
Street beside her new escort,
the cynosure of many eyes.

Herries, as was his place,
followed behind, leading the

three horses.

Herries, while he was walk-

ing home with the horses

behind his young mistress and
her German escort, was en-

gaged in the mental equivalent
of what business people term
the balancing of their books.

Herries had too recently looked

into Marjorie's violet eyes to

entertain for a moment any
feeling of jealousy towards
the Teuton, whose broad back
looked so exaggerated against
the trim little figure beside

him. In the brief space of

his gallop round the Park,
Herries had learned to know
himself

;
and by the lesson, he

considered that in the present
circumstances it would be pref-
erable to enrich the Honour-
able James Gallagher to the

extent of five hundred golden

sovereigns rather than carry
on a situation which had now
become intolerable.

Miss Marjorie and the Count

stopped at the door, and as

Herries passed, leading the

horse, she said,
"
Do, please, look after the

mare, James, and find out for

me how that peach of a black

horse is."

Herries, having his hands

full, just nodded, and led on
to the stables.

" Lord love yer ! Is it a

day with 'ounds you 'ave 'ad,

or is it riding in the Park

you've been? Why, they're
both in a muck o' sweat,
and the mare's lame. Blimey,
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wot 'ave you been after,

matey ? That's not the way to

treat 'orses, and on a Sunday
too, when all the boys is a

grumbling that the 'orses is

out at all." Evans looked his

charges up and down, and
turned to Herries for an

explanation.
" Ran away, did she ? Took

fright at them Tinbellies' band,
did she? Comes of sending
decent 'orses out with a carpet-

sweeper like yourself. Why,
I shan't 'ave 'alf an hour to

myself to-day for to get square
with that there Sally. It ain't

coming the pal to bring 'orses

'ome like that. Why, the

mare's as lame as a blind

ferret, see 'ow she's pointing
'er off fore."

" Cheer up, Evans ! it's

mighty lucky we didn't bring
the little missis back on an
ambulance. It was as near
as a toucher ; and then, how
would you have come out ?

Why, if the old boy had lost

her, he would never have kept
another horse, but would have
taken to motor-cars."

The bare thought of such
a contingency was sufficient to

mollify Evans, and he was soon
in the, to him, delightful throes

of listening to a sensational

story. Herries knew his mor-
bid tendencies, and rubbed the

details in before he went up to

the house. When he came
back to the stables, contrary
to custom he was dressed in

his off-duty clothes. He just

put his head into the yard and
shouted to the coachman

"
Say, Evans, Mr Privit is

out ; tell him when he comes
back that I have taken the

afternoon off. Good-bye !

"

"Taken the afternoon off!

I like 'im, and leaves me and
one boy to do up these 'orses,"

grumbled Evans, little realising
that he and the footman had
met as equals for the last

time.

Herries had made up his

mind. He returned to Buck-

ingham Gate and wrote two
letters. One was to Fox,
enclosing a cheque for five

hundred as forfeit to Gallagher ;

the other was to Mr Privit, the

butler, in South Street, enclos-

ing a five-pound note in lieu

of his month's wages. Having
despatched the latter missive

by messenger, the emancipated
flunkey threw himself back in

his Chesterfield and tried to

make plans.

(To be continued.)
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THE AMERICAN MILLIONAIRE.

THE millionaire, or the

multi-millionaire, if the plainer
term be inadequate to express
his lofty condition, is the hero
of democratic America. He
has won the allegiance and

captured the imagination of

the people. His antics are

watched with envy, and de-

scribed with a faithful realism

of which statesmen are thought
unworthy. He is hourly ex-

posed to the camera; he
marches through life attended

by a bodyguard of faithful

reporters. The trappings of

his magnificent, if vulgar, ex-

istence are familiar to all the

readers of the Sunday papers.
His silver cars and marble

palaces are the wonder of a

continent. If he condescend
to play golf, for instance, it

is a national event. "The
Richest Man on Earth drives

from the Tee "
is a legend of

enthralling interest, not be-

cause the hero knows how to

drive, but because he is the
richest man on earth. Some
time since a thoughtless head-
line described a poor infant

as "The Ten - Million - Dollar

Baby," and thus made his

wealth a dangerous incubus
before he was out of the

nursery. Everywhere the same
tale is told. The dollar has a

power of evoking curiosity
which neither valour nor lofty
station may boast. Plainly,
then, the millionaire is not
made of common clay. Liquid
gold flows in his veins. His

eyes are made of precious

is. It is doubtful whether
he can do wrong. If by
chance he does, it is almost

certain that he cannot be

punished. The mere sight and
touch of him have a virtue far

greater than that which kings
of old claimed for themselves.

He is at once the ensample
and touchstone of modern

grandeur ;
and if, like a Roman

emperor, he could be deified,

his admiring compatriots would
send him to the skies, and burn

perpetual incense before his

tomb.

Though all the millionaires

of America are animated by
the same desire, the collection

of dollars, they regard their

inestimable privileges with

very different eyes. Mr
Carnegie, for instance, adopts
a sentimental view of money.
He falls down in humble

worship before the golden calf

of his own making. He has

pompously formulated a gospel
of wealth. He piously believes

that the millionaire is the

greatest of God's creatures,

the eloquent preacher of a new

evangel. If we are to believe

him, there is a sacred virtue in

the ceaseless accumulation of

riches. It is the first article

in his creed, that the million-

aire who stands still is going
back, from which it follows

that to fall behind in the idle

conflict of bribes and rebates is

a cardinal sin. A simple man
might think that when a manu-
facturer had made sufficient for

the wants of himself and his
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family for all time he might,
without a criminal intent,
relax his efforts. The simple
man does not understand the
cult. A millionaire, oppressed
beneath a mountain of gold,
would deem it a dishonour to

himself and his colleagues if he
lost a chance of adding to the

weight and substance of the

mountain.
Mr Carnegie, then, is in-

spired not by the romance but

by the sentiment of gold. He
cannot speak of the enormous
benefits conferred upon the
human race by the vast in-

equalities of wealth and poverty
without a tear. "Millionaires,"
he says,

" can only grow amid

general prosperity." In other

words, if there be not millions

in the country the millionaire

cannot put his hand upon
them. That is obvious enough.
His second text cannot be
so easily accepted. "Their
wealth is not made," he asserts

dogmatically, "at the expense
of their countrymen." At
whose expense, then, is it

made? Does Mr Carnegie
vouch for the probity of all

his colleagues ? Does he cover
with the aegis of his gospel the

magnates of the Standard Oil

Company, and that happy firm

which, with no other advantage
than a service of cars, levies

toll upon the fruit-growers of

America ? Was the Steel

Combine established without

inflicting hardships upon less

wealthy rivals? An answer
to these simple questions should
be given before Mr Carnegie's
second text be inscribed upon
the walls of our churches. It

is not enough to say with Mr

Carnegie that trusts obey
" the

law of aggregation." You
need not be a Socialist to

withhold your approval from
these dollar-making machines,
until you know that they were
not established upon ruin and

plunder. Even if the million-

aire be the self-denying saint

of modern times, it is still

possible to pay too high a

price for his sanctity and
sacrifice.

It is the favourite boast of

the sentimental millionaire

that he holds his wealth in

trust for humanity, in other

words, that he has been chosen

by an all -wise Providence to

be the universal almsgiver of

mankind. The arrogance of

this boast is unsurpassable. To
be rich is within the compass
of any man gifted or cursed

with an acquisitive tempera-
ment. No one may give to

another save in humbleness of

spirit. And there is not a
millionaire in America who
does not think that he is fit

to perform a delicate duty
which has eluded the wise of

all ages. In this matter Mr
Carnegie is by far the worst
offender. He pretends to take

his " mission
"

very seriously.
He does not tell us who con-

fided the trust of philanthropy
to him, but he is very sure that

he has been singled out for

special service. It is his modest

pleasure to suggest a compari-
son with William Pitt. "He
lived without ostentation and
he died poor." These are the

words which Mr Carnegie
quotes with the greatest relish.

How or where Mr Carnegie
lives is his own affair; and
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even if he die poor, he should

remember that he has devoted
his life, not to the service of

his country, but to the amass-

ing of millions which he cannot

spend. It is obvious, therefore,
that the noble words which

Canning dedicated to the

memory of Pitt can have no

meaning for him, and he would
be wisely guided if he left the

names of patriots out of the

argument.
Mr Carnegie's choice of an

epitaph is easily explained.
He is wont to assert, without

warrant, that "a man who
dies rich dies disgraced." He
does not tell us how the rich

man shall escape disgrace.
Not even the master of mil-

lions, great and good as he
is reputed to be, knows when
his hour comes. There is a

foresight which even money
cannot buy. Death visits the

golden palace of the rich and
the hovel of the poor with

equal and unexpected foot.

The fact that Mr Carnegie is

still distributing libraries with
both hands seems to suggest
that, had he been overtaken

during the last twenty years,
he would not have realised his

ideal. There is, indeed, but
one method by which a rich

man may die poor, and that
is by disencumbering himself of

his wealth the very day that
it is acquired. And he who
is not prepared for this sacri-

fice does but waste his breath
in celebrating the honour of

a pauper's grave.
As there is no merit in living

rich, so there is no virtue in

dying poor. That a millionaire

should desert his money-bags
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at his death is not a reproach
to him if they be honestly
filled. He has small chance of

emptying them while he is on
the earth. But Mr Carnegie
has a reason for his aphorism.
He aspires to be a philosopher
as well as a millionaire, and
he has decided that a posthu-
mous bequest is of no value,
moral or material. " Men
who leave vast sums," says
he, "may fairly be thought
men who would not have left

it at all had they been able

to take it with them." On
such a question as this the

authority of Mr Carnegie is

not absolute. Let the cobbler

stick to his last. The million-

aire, no doubt, is more familiar

with account-books than with
the lessons of history ;

and the

record of a thousand pious
benefactors proves the worth
of wise legacies. Nor, indeed,
need we travel beyond our own
generation to find a splendid

example of wealth honourably
bestowed. The will of Cecil

Rhodes remains a tribute to

the generosity and to the imag-
ination of a great man, and is

enough of itself to brush aside

the quibbles of Mr Carnegie.
The sentiment of "doing

good
" and of controlling great

wealth leads rapidly to me-

galomania, and Mr Carnegie
cannot conceal the pride of

omniscience. He seems to

think that his money - bags
give him the right to express
a definite opinion upon all

things. He has distributed so

many books, that perhaps he
believes himself master of their

contents. Though he has not
devoted himself to politics or
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literature, he is always pre-

pared to advise those who
give themselves to these diffi-

cult arts. He has discovered

that Greek and Latin are of

no more practical use than
Choctaw which is perfectly

true, if the useless money-bag
be our summum bonum. With
the indisputable authority of a

man who keeps a large balance
at his bank, he once dismissed

the wars of the Greeks as

"petty and insignificant skir-

mishes between savages." Poor
Greeks ! They did not pay
their bills in dollars or buy
their steel at Pittsburg. The
chief article in his political
creed is that monarchy is a

crime. In his opinion, it is a

degradation to kiss the King's
hand. "The first man who
feels as he ought to feel,"

says Mr Carnegie,
" will either

smile when the hand is ex-

tended at the suggestion
that he could so demean
himself, and give it a good
hearty shake, or knock his

Royal Highness down." In
the same spirit of sturdy "in-

dependence" he urged the

United States some years since

to tax the products of Canada,
because she "owes allegiance
to a foreign power founded

upon monarchical institutions."

"I should use the rod," says
the money-bag,

" not in anger,
but in love; but I should use

it." Fortunately, it is not his

to use; and his opinions are

only memorable, since the

country which he insults with
his words is insulted also by his

gifts. We may make too great
a sacrifice in self-esteem, even
for the boon of free libraries.

And with a hatred of mon-

archy Mr Carnegie combines a

childlike faith in the political

power of money. Though his

faith by this should be rudely
shaken, he clings to it as best

he may. Time was when he

wished to buy the Philippines,
and present them, a free gift,

to somebody or other. Now
he thinks that he may pur-
chase the peace of the world
for a round sum, and sees not

the absurdity of his offer.

Even his poor attempt to bribe

the English-speaking peoples
to forget their spelling-books
was a happy failure, and he

still cherishes an illusion of

omnipotence. At the opening
of his Institute at Pittsburg
he was bold enough to declare

that his name would be known
to future ages "like the name
of Harvard." He might re-

member that Harvard gave
not of his abundance. He
bequeathed for the use of

scholars a scholar's books and
a scholar's slender savings, and
he won a gracious immortality.
Mr Carnegie, in endowing edu-

cation, is endowing that which
he has publicly condemned.

Desiring to teach the youth of

his country how to become as

wealthy as himself, he poured
contempt upon learning. He
declared that "the college-
made" man had "little chance

against the boy who swept the

office." He was to be found,
this victim of an intellectual

ambition, in the salaried class,

from which the aspiring mil-

lionaire is bidden to escape
as quickly as possible by the

customary methods of bluff and
bounce. Why, then, if Mr
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Carnegie thinks so ill of colleges
and universities does he inflict

his millions upon them? He
has known "few young men
intended for business who were
not injured by a collegiate
education." And yet he has
done his best to drive all the

youth of Scotland within the

gates of the despised univer-

sities, and he has forced upon
his own Pittsburg the gift of

"free education in art and lit-

erature." Is it cynicism, or

vain inconsequence? Cynicism,

probably. The man who, hav-

ing devoted his whole career

to the accumulation of super-
fluous wealth, yet sings a

paean in praise of poverty, is

capable of everything.
" Abol-

ish luxury, if you please," thus
he rhapsodises,

" but leave us

the soil upon which alone the

virtues and all that is precious
in human character grow,
poverty, honest poverty !

"

Has he shed the virtues, I

wonder; or is he a peculiarly
sanctified vessel, which can hold
the poison of wealth without

injury ?

Of all millionaires, Mr
Carnegie is at once the least

picturesque and the most dan-

gerous. He is the least pictur-

esque, because he harbours in

his heart the middle - class

ambition of philanthropy. He
would undertake a task for

which he is manifestly unfit,
in the spirit of provincial cul-

ture. For the same reason he
is the most dangerous. He is

not content to squander his

immense wealth in race-horses
and champagne. He employs
it to interfere with the lives of

others. He confers benefits
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with a ready hand which are

benefits only when they are

acquired by conquest. Of a

very different kind is Mr
Thomas W. Lawson. He, too,
is a millionaire. He, too, has
about him all the appurtenances
of wealth. His fur- coats are

mythical. He once paid 30,000
dollars for a pink.

" He owns
a palace in Boston," says his

panegyrist, "filled with works of

art
; he has a six-hundred acre

farm in Cape Cod, with seven
miles of fences

;
three hundred

horses, each one of whom he
can call by name; a hundred
and fifty dogs ; and a building
for training his animals larger
than Madison Square Garden."
These eloquent lines will prove
to you more clearly than pages
of argument the native heroism
of the man. He was scarce

out of his cradle when he began
to amass vast sums of money,
and he is now, after many
years of adventure, a king
upon Wall Street. He repre-
sents the melodrama of wealth.

He seems to live in an atmo-

sphere of mysterious disguises,
secret letters, and masked
faces. His famous contest

with Mr H. H. Kogers, "the
wonderful Rogers, the master

among pirates, whom you have
to salute even when he has the

point of his cutlass at the

small of your back and you're

walking the plank at his

order," was conducted, on Mr
Lawson's part, in the spirited

style of the old Adelphi.
" Mr

Rogers' eyes snapped just

once," we are told, on a fam-
ous occasion; but Mr Lawson
was not intimidated. "I held

myself together," he says
Q
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proudly, "with closed hands
and clinched teeth." Indeed,
these two warriors never met
without much snapping of

eyes and closing of hands and

clinching of teeth. Why they
did it all is uncertain. To
follow their operations is im-

possible for an outsider, but
Mr Lawson always succeeds in

convincing you that on the

pretence of money-making he
is attacking some lofty enter-

prise. He would persuade you
that he is a knight-errant of

purity.
" Tremendous issues

"

are always at stake. The
heroes of Wall Street are

engaged in never - ending
"battles." They are "fight-

ing
"
for causes, the splendour

of which is not dimmed in Mr
Lawson's lurid prose. They
have Americanised the lan-

guage of ancient chivalry,
until it fits the operations of

the modern market. They talk

of honour and of "
taking each

other's word." But of one

thing you may be sure they
are always "on hand when a

new melon is cut and the juice
runs out."

And, like the knights of old,

they toil not neither do they
spin. They make nothing,

they produce nothing, they in-

vent nothing. They merely
gamble with the savings of

others, and find the business

infinitely profitable. Yet they,

too, must cultivate the jargon
of sentiment. Though the
world is spared the incubus of

their philanthropy, they must

pretend, in phrase at least,

that they are doing good, and
their satisfaction proves that

nothing so swiftly and tran-

quilly lulls the conscience to

sleep as the dollar. But, as

the actor of melodrama falls

far below the finished trage-
dian, the heroes of the Street,

typified by Mr Lawson, are

mere bunglers compared with
the greatest millionaire on
earth John D. Rockefeller.

We would no more give him
the poor title of "Mr" than we
would give it to Shakespeare.
Even "Rockefeller " seems too

formal for his grandeur. Plain
"John D." is better suited to

express the admiration of his

worshippers, the general fame
that shines like a halo about
his head. He is Plutus in

human guise; he is Wealth
itself, essential and concrete.

A sublime unselfishness has
marked his career. He is a

true artist, who pursues his

art for its own sake. Money
has given him nothing. He
asks nothing of her. Yet he

pursues her with the same
devotion which a lover shows
to his mistress. Like other

great men, Rockefeller has
concentrated all his thoughts,
all his energies, upon the single

object of his desire. He has not
chattered of things which he
does not understand, like Mr
Carnegie. He has resolutely
refrained from Mr Lawson's
melodramatic exaggeration.

Money has been the god of his

idolatry, "DeaMoneta, Queen
Money, to whom he daily
offers sacrifice, which steers

his heart, hands, affections

all."

His silence and his concen-
tration give him a picturesque-
ness which his rivals lack. He
stands apart from the human
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race in a chill and solitary

grandeur. He seeks advertise-

ment as little as he hankers
after pleasure. The Sunday-
school is his dissipation. A
suburban villa is his palace.
He seldom speaks to the world,
and when he breaks his habit

of reticence it is to utter

an aphorism, perfect in con-

cision and cynicism. "Avoid
all honorary posts that cost

time" this was one of his

earliest counsels to the young.
"Pay a profit to nobody," is

perhaps his favourite maxim.
"
Nothing is too small, for

small things grow," is another

principle which he formulated
at the outset of his career.
" I have ways of making
money that you know nothing
of," he once told a colleague,
and no one will doubt the

truth of his assertion. It is

said that when he was scarce

out of his teens he would

murmur, with the hope of

almost realised ambition, "I
am bound to be rich, bound
to be rich, bound to be rich."

He imposed upon all those who
served him the imperative duty
of secrecy. He was unwilling
that any one should know the

policy of the trust. "
Congress

and the State legislature are

after us," he once said. "You
may be subpoenaed. If you
know nothing, you can tell

nothing. If you know about
the business, you might tell

something which would ruin
us." The mere presence of a

stranger has always been dis-

tasteful to him. The custom
of espionage has made him
suspect that others are as

watchful as himself. He has

been described erroneously as

a master of complicated vil-

lainy. He is, for evil or for

good, the most single-minded
man alive. He looks for a

profit in all things. Even his

devotion to the Sunday-school
is of a piece with the rest.

"Put something in," says he,

speaking of the work, "and

according as you put some-

thing in, the greater will be

your dividends of salvation."

His triumphant capture of

the oil trade is a twice-told

tale. All the world knows
how he crushed his rivals by
excluding their wares from the

railroads, which gave him re-

bates, and then purchased for

a song their depreciated pro-

perties. At every point he
won the battle. He laid

stealthy hands upon the pipe-
lines, laid to thwart his mono-

poly, as he had previously laid

hands upon the railway lines.

He discovered no new processes,
he invented no new methods of

transport. But he made the

enterprise of others his own.
The small refiner went the way
of the small producer, and the

energy of those who carried

oil over the mountains helped
to fill Rockefeller's pocket.
Thje man himself spared no one
who stood between him and
the realisation of his dream.
Friends and enemies went
down before him. He ruined
the widow and orphan with
the same quiet cheerfulness

wherewith he defeated the

competitors who had a better

chance to fight their own
battle. The Government was,
and is, powerless to stay his

advance. It has instituted
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prosecutions. It has passed
laws directed at the Standard
Oil Company. And all is of

no avail. Before cross-examin-

ing counsel, in the face of the

court, Rockefeller maintains an

impenetrable silence. He ad-

mits nothing. He confesses

nothing. "We do not talk

much," he murmurs sardoni-

cally; "we saw wood." A
year ago it was rumoured that

he would be arrested when he
returned to America from

Europe. He is still at large.
The body of a multi-millionaire

is sacred. Were he not bald,
it might be said with truth

that not a hair of his head
would ever be touched.

He is master of the world's

oil, and of much else beside.

Having won the control of one

market, he makes his imperial
hand felt in many another.

His boast that "
money talks

"

is abundantly justified. The

power of money in making
money is, indeed, the only
secret that the millionaires of

America discover for them-
selves. The man who makes a

vast fortune by the invention

or manufacture of something
which the people thinks it

wants, may easily take a pride
in the fruit of his originality.
The captains of American in-

dustry can seldom boast this

cause of satisfaction. It is

theirs to exploit, not to create.

The great day in Mr Carnegie's
life was that on which "the

mysterious golden visitor
"

came to him, as a dividend

from another's toil. Mr Rocke-
feller remembers with the

greatest pleasure the lesson

which he learned as a boy,

" that he could get as much
interest for $50, loaned at

seven per cent, as he could earn

by digging potatoes ten days."
The lesson of Shylock is not

profound, but its mastery saves

a world of trouble. Com-
bined with a light load of

scruples, it will fill the largest
coffers

;
and it has been suffi-

cient to carry the millionaires

of America to the highest
pinnacle of fame.

In other words, the sole test

of their success is not their

achievement, but their money-
bags. And when, with cynical

egoism, they have collected

their unnumbered dollars, what
do they do with them ? What
pleasures, what privileges, does

their wealth procure? It is

their fond delusion that it

brings them power. What
power ? To make more money
and to defy the laws. In Eng-
land a wealthy man aspires
to found a family, to play his

part upon the stage of politics,

to serve his country as best he

may, and to prepare his sons

for a like honourable service.

The American millionaire does

not share this ambition. Like
Mr Rockefeller, he avoids " hon-

orary posts." If he were fool-

ish enough to accept them, he
would not be loyal to the single
desire of adding to his store.

Perhaps we may best express
his triumph in terms of cham-

pagne and oysters, of marble
halls and hastily gathered col-

lections. But even here the

satisfaction is small The

capacity of the human throat

is limited, and collections, made

by another and partially under-

stood, pall more rapidly than
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orchid - houses and racing
-

stables.

This, then, is the tragedy of

theAmerican multi-millionaires.

They are doomed to carry about
with them a huge load of gold
which they cannot disperse.

They are no wiser than the

savages, who hide and hoard
their little heaps of cowrie-

shells. They might as well

have filled their treasuries with
flint-stones or scraps of iron.

They muster their wealth

merely to become its slave.

They are rich not because they
possess imagination, but be-

cause they lack it. Their
bank-books are the index of

their folly. They waste their

years in a vain pursuit, which

they cannot resist. They ex-

clude from their lives all that
makes life worth living, that

they may acquire innumerable

specimens of a precious metal.
Gold is their end, not the grat-
ification it may bring. Mr
Rockefeller will go out of the
world as limited in intelligence,
as uninstruoted in mind, as he
was when he entered it. The
lessons of history and literature

are lost upon him. The joys
for which wise men strive

have never been his. He is

the richest man on earth, and
his position and influence are
the heaviest indictment of

wealth that can be made. His

power begins and ends at the
curbstone of Wall Street. His

painfully gathered millions he
must leave behind. Even the

simple solace of a quiet con-
science is denied to the most
of his class. Is there one
of them who is not haunted
in hours of depression by the

memory of bloody strikes, of

honest men squeezed out, of

rival works shut down?
In a kind of dread they turn

to philanthropy. They fling
from their chariots bundles of

bank-notes to appease the

wolves of justice. Universities

grow ignobly rich upon their

hush-money. They were ac-

curately described three cen-

turies ago by Robert Burton
as "gouty benefactors, who,
when by fraud and rapine they
have extorted all their lives,

oppressed whole provinces,

societies, &c., give something
to pious uses, build a satisfac-

tory alms-house, school, or

bridge, &c., at their last end,
or before perhaps, which is no
otherwise than to steal a goose
and stick down a feather, rob
a thousand to relieve ten." If

America were wise, she would
not accept even the feather

without the closest scrutiny.

Money never loses the scent of

its origin, and when the very
rich explain how much they
ought to give to their fellows,

they should carry back their

inquiry a stage farther. They
should tell us why they took
so much, why they suppressed
the small factory, why they
intrigued with railways for

rebates to the detriment of

others, why they used their

wealth as an instrument of

oppression. If their explana-
tion be not sufficient, they
should not be permitted to un-
load their gold upon a stricken

country; they should not buy
a cheap reputation for gener-

osity with money that is not
their own.

It may be said that the
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millionaire decrees the pun-
ishment for his own crimes.

That is true enough, but the

esteem in which America holds

him inflicts a wrong upon the

whole community. Where
Rockefeller is a hero, a false

standard of morals is set up.
For many years he has preached
a practical sermon upon the

text, "The end justifies the

means." How great are the

means ! How small the end !

He has defended his harshest

dealings on the ground that

"it is business," and so doing
has thrown a slur upon the

commerce of his country. And,
worse than this, the wonder
and curiosity which cling about
the dollar have created a new
measure of life and character.

A man is judged not by his

attainments, his courage, his

energy, but by his wealth. It

is a simple test, and easily

applied. It is also the poorest

encouragement for the civic

virtues. In England we help
to correct the vulgarity of

wealth by the distribution of

titles, and a better aid than
this could not be devised.

Though the champions of

democracy, who believe in

equality of names as devoutly
as in inequality of wealth,
deem this old-fashioned artifice

a shameful crime, it is not

without its uses. It suggests
that public service is worth a

higher distinction than a mass
of money. And, titles apart, it

is happily not in accord with
the traditions of our life to

regard the rich man and the

poor man as beings of a dif-

ferent clay and a different

destiny. We may still echo
without hypocrisy the words
of Ben Jonson,

"
Money never

made any man rich, but his

mind."
CHARLES WHIBLEY.
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LEAVES FROM AN OLD COUNTRY CRICKETERS DIARY. III.

UNLESS, indeed, he may
chance to be a school coach,
and therefore justified in curb-

ing the impatience of a young
bowler, that umpire is, in my
opinion, a silly goat who vol-

unteers an explanation of a

decision. Qui s'excuse s 'accuse,

applies to an umpire, and
silence is often, in his case,

really golden.
"It just happened to hit his

bat first, sir," said a hoary-
headed sinner in Kent, as he

helped the bowler to resume
his guernsey after an appeal

regarding the last ball of the

over.

"Yes, and I caught it,"

interpolated short-slip, who, as

a matter of fact, had brought
off rather a smart catch off

the batsman's knee.

Curiously enough, a very
similar incident had occurred
in Devonshire only a fortnight
earlier. On that occasion the

umpiring at one end had been

disgracefully partial through-
out the match. In the old-

fashioned village match, when
it was a recognised part of

the umpire's business to give
his own side "in" and the

other side "out," both bats-

men and bowlers had to adapt
themselves to their surround-

ings. But in these more en-

lightened days it is rough luck

upon a touring side which has

gone to the trouble and expense
of securing the services of a

really good umpire, to find in

the stout party officiating at

the other end far and away

the best man on the local side.

A batsman who had owed a

long score in the first innings
to the fact that while he had

managed to keep the crooked
balls on the carpet he had

stopped quite half a dozen

straight balls from one end
with his leg, had commenced a

second innings after the same
fashion.

" How's that ?
" shouted the

bowler, with all the confidence

of a man who, having gone
over the wicket for the last

two balls of the over, really

imagined that at last he had

brought the good thing off.

"Not out."

The bowler simply shrugged
his shoulders, and short- slip,

who had made a neat catch off

the batsman's pad, rolled the

ball up the pitch to him.

"I played that ball," mur-
mured the batsman, anxious to

justify himself, to short-slip.
"Did you really?"
"
Oh, yes !

" rather louder

this time, "I really hit it quite

hard," and the umpire could not

resist the temptation of adding
a triumphant

" There !

"

"
Stop a moment, old chap,"

this to the bowler, and then

short-slip turned his attention

to the umpire.
" And you are quite positive

that you saw the ball hit the

bat?"
" In course I am !

"
very in-

dignantly.
"
Well, then, as I caught it,

I suppose you gave a wrong
decision on purpose ?

"
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"It were Ibw. as the bowler

appealed for."

"You must be an uncom-

monly clever fellow," remarked
the bowler,

" to be able to read

my thoughts. All I said was,
'How's that?"
At this juncture the bats-

man, who felt that he had

given himself away, offered to

go out. But we preferred to

compromise the matter by
letting him go on with his

innings, but insisting upon
changing the umpire. For
once in a way the ungodly
failed to triumph. We liter-

ally pulled what looked like a

hopelessly lost match out of

the fire, our last wicket adding
the forty odd runs required to

convert a defeat into victory.
Also I think that an umpire

is well advised if he omits to

apologise for an unintentional

error of judgment.
Humanum eat errare, and

even the best umpire in the

world cannot hold to compete
with the Pope of Rome.

"Very sorry if I made a

mistake, gemmen all," ex-

claimed the genial arbitrator,
who was smoking a pipe on a

popular ground in Oxfordshire ;

"but just as Mr M was

a-going to play at that there

ball, a puff of 'baoca smoke
blowed straight into my eyes."

It was a bit rough on poor

Pilling, who had brilliantly

stumped a man off a ball that

kept low on the leg side; but

even he joined in the general

laugh.
When an umpire has some

ground for feeling aggrieved at

being called upon to answer
two distinct appeals over a

single ball, it is sometimes a

result of giving reasons for the

first answer. "How's that?"

inquired a stumper, appealing
for a catch at the wicket.

"Not out; it hit his pad."
"How is it for Ibw., then?"

asked the bowler.

"Oh, law, sir! you do be

a-going nigh agin to fluster-

ing me."
I was given out in a match

once for having committed
the unpardonable offence of

throwing my bat at the

short-leg umpire's head. While
I admit that it was apparently
a silly thing to do, let me ex-

plain that an out-of-the-way

slippery handle, rather than
innate viciousness, prompted
the action. In the act of

striking hard at a widish

half -volley on the leg side, I

had let the bat fly in a bee-

line for the umpire's nose,
and he only just managed to

throw himself flat on his back
in time to escape destruction.

What between being flurried

by the flight of the bat and
excited at bringing off a clever

bit of stumping, the wicket-

keeper had appealed loudly
before grasping the fact that

I had never moved my right

leg.
" How's that ? Well,

I'm "

But the umpire's verdict had
been given before the sentence

was complete.
" Out !

"
said the old sinner,

as he gazed at the heavens
above.

" I am that sorry, sir," re-

marked the penitent wicket-

keeper. Yet I am afraid that

the verdict given by the opposi-
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tion captain, who was fielding

point, met with more general
approval.

" Serve you right, you mur-
derous old beast ! You never

get a shot at the umpire when
you are bowling, and so you
thought you'd have one now."
Our stumper, who was rather

fond of flicking off the bails, in

a match played in Bedford-

shire, was not a little annoyed
by the persistent manner in

which the umpire at one end

totally ignored sundry appeals.
" Has your umpire got a

dumb devil ?
" he inquired of

a batsman at the end of an
over.

"
No, old chap, but a deaf

one : he couldn't hear a gun
go off."

Tom Emmett, when in his

later years he was umpiring
in a match near Rugby, very
nearly got his head broken by
a rustic batsman whose wrath
he had excited by sitting down
on the pitch and shouting with

laughter when appealed to for

guard. No man appreciated a

joke more keenly than Tom,
when he had once arrived at

it, but after a cricket luncheon
his perception was sometimes
a trifle hazy. Having been

caught myself in the morning
by a very simple cricket con-

undrum, I had passed it on to

Tom later in the day.
" Why aren't they going to

have the umpire's coats at

Lord's any longer, Tom?"
Tom gave it up.
" Because they are long

enough already."
There was not much in it

after all. Too much, however,
for Tom, and though he af-

fected to laugh at the time, it

was a good hour before en-

lightenment really came. I

had noticed that he was un-

usually silent, and that the

out of his own coat seemed to

interest him quite as much as

the game. But I was almost

as much astonished, though
not so indignant, as the bats-

man himself, when, instead of

giving guard as requested,
Tom suddenly squatted down
on the crease and fairly bel-

lowed with laughter.
" Dost hear, man ? Two leg

I wants," said the batsman.
"What beest thee cackling
at?"

" Ho ! ho ! ho !

" roared Tom.
" Hold on a bit, Mister what-

you-may -call-'em, it is that

foony !

"

"There's summat else as'll

be foony in 'arf a minute, and
that's thy nut," and the bats-

man was already advancing
with hostile intentions up the

pitch when Tom managed
to recover his legs first and
then his voice, and to explain
matters.

Diver, the celebrated Rugby
coach, was of all umpires the

most imperturbable.
" How much is it over that

wall ?
"

inquired a notoriously
hard hitter.

"Six."
"And how much over that

one ?
"
pointing to a still more

impossible boundary.
" Game !

"
said Diver, with-

out moving a muscle of his

countenance.
A batsman who hailed from

B. N. C., Oxford, was dissatis-

fied at some decision which
sent his partner, the last man
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on the side, to the right-about
when two runs were wanted to

win.

"I'll bet you half-a-crown

you were wrong, Diver !

"

"
Umpires can't bet, sir," was

the quiet answer; "but"
here he pocketed the bails,
" now I'll bet you a sovereign,
if you like."

And I think that Elkington,
who, if I mistake not, also hailed

from Rugby, excelled most in

caustic remarks.

Sturdy old David Buchanan,
when in his latter years he

occasionally captained the

Rugby town side or the gentle-
men of Warwickshire, had only
one idea on the subject of

changing the bowling i.e., he
himself used to change ends.

"I think I bowled pretty
well to -

day, Elkington," he
remarked cheerfully, rubbing
his hands at the conclusion of

an innings in which he had

practically bowled away the

match.
" Never bowled but one good

un as I see," growled Elkington.
David's face fell visibly.
"Was that the one that

bowled Mr M out?" he

presently inquired.
"
No, it were one of them as

he hit out of the ground."
A wonderful pair of old

stagers used to be found

umpiring in the 'sixties at

pretty well every match played
in the neighbourhood of North-

ampton. They probably had
Christian names,but Old Plumb
and Old Lines were the names

they commonly went by, Old
Plumb doubtless by way of

distinguishing him from his

son, the well - known wicket-

keeper. Why the old pair

always hunted in couples is

something of a mystery. For
each was as wise as Nestor,
and a shade more garrulous,
and two noteworthy raconteurs

are more inclined as a rule to

fall foul of one another than
to live in harmony. However,
Lines was the first of the

pair to tell me this story.
" I've only given one wrong

decision in my life," he said,
" and this is how it were. A
young chap as were keeping
wicket he'd tooked off his

gloves, he had, and laid 'em

right up agin the bottom of

the stumps. Well, the very
next over that he come down
that end they'd started a-run-

ning, and long-slip he throwed
the ball, he hit they gloves, and
the bails they flied up three

feet or more in the air.
' How's

that?' says he, and I guv the

chap out. And then, danged
if they there bails didn't come
down right back on top o'

stumps same as if they'd never

been off at all !

"

If I accepted the yarn cum

grano salis, I was careful to

offer my condolences to the

narrator over his spoilt record.

But I was considerably amused

when, a few weeks later, Old
Plumb told me, almost word
for word, the same story.

"I say, Plumb, that won't

quite wash. Old Lines told

me that yarn weeks ago."
For one moment the old

fellow was a bit taken aback,
but then he recovered himself.

"
Ah, yes, so 'twere ! Lines

he were a-standing at t'other

end, and he confirmed my de-

cision."
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But enough of umpires. If

I will own to having en-

countered some pretty con-

siderable villains in the course

of more than thirty years'

wanderings, I have met many
most able and intelligent um-

pires, downright good fellows,
who knew both their place and
their business, men whose

judgment I would trust far

more readily than I would trust

either my own or that of my
zealous friend the wicket-

keeper. Taking it all in all,

umpires are perhaps the best

abused class of men in Eng-
land. Their office is assuredly
no sinecure : they have to keep
their heads clear and their eyes
wide open. There are balls to

be avoided, as well as points to

be decided. Yet even under
the most trying circumstances,
when the sun that is is at its

hottest or the east wind at its

coldest, when the batting is

most languid and the fielding
most lifeless, the cricket umpire
may find solid comfort in the

thought that, after all, he is

better off than the modern
football referee. It has never
been my fortune yet to hear an

angry crowd clamouring for

the umpire's blood.

And now about the profes-
sional cricketer, who has not

yet reached those years which

may be said to correspond with
the road-mending stage of the

agricultural labourer's career.

I think I may claim to have

played at some time or another
both with and against every
conceivable grade of profes-
sional cricketer, ranging from
the man whose recognised fee

used to be half-a-crown a-day

and his dinner, to the national

hero who represents the Players

against the Gentlemen or Eng-
land against Australia. Pos-

sibly, in the beginning, both
extremes are recruited from the

same ranks. But quality, given
a certain amount of luck, comes
to the fore as well in cricket as

in the more serious business of

life. And the distinction be-

tween the spick-and-span indi-

vidual who appears at Lord's

shall I say for Middlesex or for

Yorkshire? and the grubby,
ill-washed, and ill-shaven hero

of the village-green, becomes
more widely marked year by
year. Hyperion to a satyr, in-

deed ! And too often what an
ill - conditioned satyr, carping
and cavilling at every adverse

decision, growling and grumb-
ling over every catch that did

not come to hand ! I can re-

member hearing a very fourth-

rate professional, who had been
lent to a friend of mine for a

two-days' match, grumble when
he was offered a sovereign at

the conclusion of the game. He
had had his meals and sundry
drinks paid for him into the

bargain, and the sovereign was
of course an addition to his

weekly wages, moreover, he
was a most indifferent per-
former.

" I say, this ain't right !

"

he exclaimed; "my charge for

matches is a sovereign a-day."
" Do you get a sovereign a-

day when you play in Mr
's matches?"

"No; I'm his servant, I'm
not yours."

" Thank Heaven, no !

"
said

my friend hastily ;

" but as he
lent you to me, it comes to
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much the same thing. Besides,

you'll excuse me for saying
that you didn't do much for

the money. Let me see," and
he consulted the score-book,
which he happened to be carry-

ing,
"
you were twice out for

five runs, and you got three

wickets for about a hundred
and twenty."

"Yes, and I'd ha won the

whole match for you if I'd had
half a man in the slips."
"Thank you; good after-

noon," said my friend, who
had been fielding in the slips
himself.

Of Hyperion, on the con-

trary, it may be said that the

more we see of him the more
we like him. There is no
manner of doubt about it.

Constant association with

gentlemen in the pursuit of

a manly and straightforward
form of exercise converts the

self -
respecting professional,

who knows his place, curbs his

temper, bridles his tongue, and,

generally speaking, makes the

most of his advantages, into

well, if not exactly a gentle-

man, so good an imitation of

the genuine article that it

takes a connoisseur, nay even
a hypercritical connoisseur, to

tell the difference. It gives
me as much genuine pleasure
to shake hands with my old

friend T at Lord's, and to

have a chat with him about
old times, as it does to watch
the best cricket of the day.

Many good stories are told

of Tom Emmett, a good fellow

at heart but never perhaps
attaining to the polish and re-

finement of the more modern

professional. Here is one that

I can guarantee never yet ap-
peared in print. I was play-

ing nearly forty years ago in

a twenty-two against the so-

called "United A. E. Eleven."
" Oh !

"
exclaimed a young

gentleman, who had failed in

a strenuous effort to cut a real

beauty to the off from Tom.
" P !

"
responded the bowler.

The batsman rather took the

reply to heart, and annoyed
Tom later on in the day by
refusing to buy a bat from
him. Showing me a bat
which he had bought from
one of the other pros, he re-

marked
"I liked one that Emmett

wanted me to buy much better.

But I wasn't going to buy a
bat from a beastly fellow who
chose to say

' P '

to my ' O '."

Nor again was Barnes of

Nottingham a highly polished
individual, or perhaps a man
of over-rigid morality. But he
was an infinitely amusing con-

versationalist, and his grin
would have taken first prize

anywhere.
When one day after lunch

in the Scarborough festival a
clever amateur conjurer had
selected Barnes for his victim,
the photographer might have
made his fortune who could

have reproduced the profes-
sional's face of mingled horror

and astonishment. He had

spent a good five minutes in

laboriously tying together the

conjuror's hands with a short

bit of twine, adding knot to

knot in his anxiety to do the

job thoroughly.
"There, now!" he said

triumphantly.
" Put my handkerchief over
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the hands," said the conjuror,
with an inflexion of his head
towards the handkerchief
which was hanging out of his

breast - coat pocket. Barnes
did so, and on the instant a

disengaged hand was offered

to him. If it had not been for

the crowd behind him, Barnes
would have fallen flat on his

back
; as it was, he only trod

on my toe with one foot, and
kicked my shins with the

other. On our way to the

pavilion, when the seance was

over, he opened out his heart
to me.
"A* do think," he said, "as

Muster C be the fooniest

man I iver met. He had me
oop a year or two book, andmade
a fule on me as he did to-day.
' Here ye are, Barnes,' says he,
when he quite a done, 'here's

half -a -croon for ye; go and
have a drink, lad.' Well, I

puts un in my pocket, but I

niver durst look at un. A'

goes on a-fingering on un, and
one time I says to myself,

' You
are half-a-croon, arter all !

' and
next moment I says, 'No, I'm
dommed if you are !

' A'
knows all along as even if

'twere half-a-croon in my
pocket, soon as I comes to pay
for my drink 'twould turn it

into a doomy-like, and I'd have
to pay over again. So A'll tell

what A' does wi' un. A' goes
up to Scotton, and A' says :

'

Scotton, lad, will you gie me
two shillings and sixpence for

half-a-croon?' And," he con-

cluded with a wild burst of

laughter,
" he does, and A' has

me drink."

Off he went, cackling loudly
over his ingenuity, but when a

good hour later a wicket fell,

he came up to me in the field

and whispered in my ear

"And 'twere a half -croon
arter all!"

That had not been too good
a season for Barnes when he
rather astonished the cognosc-
enti by playing an exception-

ally brilliant innings against
the Australians at Lord's.

A friend of mine, no mean
cricketer himself, pleased to

see a good batsman assert him-
self after a long spell of bad

luck, tendered his congratula-
tions.

"
Bravo, Barnes ! You

played a very fine innings
to-day !

"

" Thank ye kindly. A' think

iverybody was vera well satis-

fied."

The same gentleman hap-
pened to be staying at an
Australian sea - port when,
some thirty years back, an

English eleven landed there.

The mayor of the place had
risen to the occasion, and was
down on the quay to welcome
the distinguished visitors.

" Can you tell me who that
is ?

" he inquired, as he stared

with some curiosity at a figure
whose sombre garb and sad-

dened countenance rather sug-
gested a much harassed
undertaker than a light-
hearted cricketer. For in

truth Barnes, if got up in

accordance with his ideas of

the importance of the occasion,
was not looking at his best

that morning. He had been
as sick as a dog during the

greater part of the passage,
and a very white, even to

cadaverous, countenance is
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only too well set off by semi-

funereal attire. Long black

coat, black tie, black pot-hat

only hat-band and black gloves
were missing.

" It is Barnes, the great

Nottinghamshire bowler," was
the answer.
The mayor advanced, and

held out his hand.
" I am very pleased to make

your acquaintance, Mr Barnes.

I hope I see you well ?
"

To him, with a sociable grin
which emphasised the absence

of many grinders, responded
the Notts man.

"Well, thank'ee, Ah'm not

feeling over cliver this morn-

ing."

My own acquaintance with
Barnes dated from a day in

the late 'seventies, when I mis-

took him for a "scout" on the

old Magdalen ground. Few
things used to annoy me more
in those days than the Oxford

"scout," or unemployed loafer,

who would now and again
volunteer to bowl to me when
I was enjoying an hour's prac-
tice at the nets with a pro-
fessional. Selby was bowling
to me at one of the nets on the

higher side of the ground, the

sun was hot, and the wicket

good, and I was thoroughly

enjoying myself, when a tall

young fellow in a long black

coat came up and passed the

time of day to my bowler. For
a minute or two he posed as

spectator, and then suddenly
asked me if I would mind his

"chucking down a few."
" Oh ! certainly, if you like,"

I said, though I really did mind

very much, a "scout's" bowling
having no manner of attrac-

tion for me. Whether the
" scout

"
hit the sticks or not

was a matter of very trivial

importance. The main point
was to hit the ball out of the

ground if possible, and over
the road into the bargain, by
way of staving off the " scout's

"

polite intentions. To the man
who is hitting with no fear of

consequences, a well -pitched
ball answers the purpose better

than most, and the only three

balls sent down by my "scout
"

were despatched into a neigh-

bouring cornfield, and took
some finding. The bowler
himself had to go and assist in

the search on the third occa-

sion, and I noticed to my joy
that he took his coat with him
and that he whispered some-

thing to Selby as he saunt-

ered off.

"
Barney says that he'll try

and find a cheaper bargain
lower down," remarked Selby,
with a broad grin.

"Barney? Who's Barney ?"

"Barnes, our new Notting-
ham bowler," was the reply.

But, after all, each man in

his own class, and it was with
a trio of second-class pro-
fessionals that the recollection

of my cricket prime was most

intimately connected. Let me
say, though, that any one of

the trio had that amount of

cricket really in his composition
which, given good luck and

early advantages, might easily
have carried him to the top of

the tree. But in those days
second - class county cricket

was hardly recognised, and
the professional born and reared
in a second- class county was

heavily handicapped at the
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outset of his career. If the
worse luck for my trio, the
better luck for myself. For
under other circumstances I

might never have had the good
fortune to meet, match after

match and season after season,
three of the best fellows

and cheeriest companions no
matter which side they were

playing on that ever donned
flannels. Alas ! that two of

the three men who represented
the backbone of Herts county
cricket twenty and thirty

years ago have passed away.
The third still looks well and

hearty, and I trust that my
worthy friend, V. A. Titch-

marsh, may go on flourishing
like a green bay-tree, and live

to a ripe old age. V. A. !

Valentine Adolphus ! And
thereby hangs a tale. Many
a long year ago two men were

watching the brilliant hitting
of a young left-handed bats-

man in a match played, by
Herts County against I Zin-

gari on Chippesfield Common.
" WhoYthat young fellow ?

"

inquired one of the other
;

" he's

an uncommonly fine hitter."

"I don't know; let's ask
some one," and they were

moving in the direction of the

scoring-tent, when an answer
to the question came from a

wholly unexpected quarter.
For up from a neighbouring
seat jumped a cheery, jolly-

faced, white-hatted old gentle-
man who had been sitting
there, cheering and clapping
his hands at intervals, brim-
ful of joy and pride over the

young batsman's performances.
" Do you want to know who

that is? Well, then, I'll tell

you. It's my son, V. A. Titch-

marsh Valentine Adolphus.
He's the very best bat in the

whole of England, next to

W. G. Grace." Just then a
roar of applause greeted yet
another smack over the ropes.
"And I'll be d d if I don't

think he's better!" Not a

better batsman than old W. G.,
but a rare good one, all the

same, Titchmarsh showed fair

promise of becoming at that

period. Nerve, staying and

hitting power, a good eye,
were all there. But the irony
of fate had ordained that he
should also be a bit of a bowler.
And yet no bad bowler by any
means under certain condi-

tions. But he who is called

upon to keep one end up day
after day and week after week,
in local cricket and county
matches, is more likely to de-

teriorate than improve. And
the batting must to a certain

extent go to the wall when a
man starts his days with the

knowledge that he is the one
and only reliable bowler on his

side. Yet I have seen Titch-

marsh do yeoman service with
the bat on occasions when runs
were badly wanted. His own
verdict on Herts county cricket

summed up the common situa-

tion to a nicety.
" Herts county cricket well,

it's just this. Bill Hearne,
he'll knock up five-and-thirty,
and Tom Pearce, he'll do the

same. Well, then, perhaps I'll

get my twenty, and then
the panorama begins."

I take it that the most easily
earned money made by Titch-

marsh in his professional career

was won by the simple process
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of sitting in a oomfortable

chair and ejaculating, "Well

hit, sir !

"
at intervals. On

that occasion he was one of

our champions in a sporting
match got up by our host at

Luton by way of supplement
to a two -

days' match which
had come to an untimely con-

clusion before lunch on the

second day. Titchmarsh's

partner was an ex -Oxonian,
a hard nut for two second-

class bowlers to crack on a

fast and good wicket, with no
extra fieldsmen. He won the

toss, went to the wicket, and
then for two hours, under a

hot sun, the Luton men pegged
away at him. They threw up
the sponge at last, and their

backer, our host, handed over

two sovereigns to Titchmarsh

by way of forfeit.
" I wonder you didn't get out

on purpose," said some one to

the batsman.
"Get out! Why?"
"Because you would have

won the match."
" What did I want with the

silly fiver?" was the answer.
" It's not every day in the week
that one gets a real good prac-
tice for nothing."
Titchmarsh was not over and

above complimentary to the

captain of our side in a match
we were playing, but the sequel
showed that his opinion was
worth having.

"Well, what are we to do

now, Titchmarsh?"
Two batsmen of the Barlow

type had been patting the

ball carefully back to the

bowler for two weary hours

by the clock, and the situation

was waxing monotonous.

"Well, Mr Herbert," was
the answer,

"
I'll tell you what

I was thinking. I've done my
best, and I can't bowl them
out; and Mr C

,
he can't

bowl them out, nor yet can
none of us bowlers. Suppose
that you were to go on your-
self, Mr Herbert, and mess
them out."

Our captain a very modest
man consented to have a try,
and took a wicket in each of

his first two overs. He was a

left-handed bowler, quite the

slowest through the air I ever

saw ; and as he threw the ball

very high, it ought never to

have been allowed to pitch.
When it did pitch, however, it

squirmed and wriggled about
like a thing possessed.

Yet I have a bone to pick
on my own account with my
old friend Titchmarsh, for he
it was who gave me a name
which clung to me for many
long years both in and out of

the cricket-field. I think I am
right in saying that he was

playing for the Gentlemen of

Herts on the first occasion that
I met him, although in the fol-

lowing season he joined the

ranks of professional cricket-

ers. I seem to see him coming
in now, bareheaded and defiant,
and presently walking back to

the tent carrying his bat on
his shoulder and now and

again turning round to glare
at me. The ball was dancing
a bit that day, and his innings
was brief and painful three

balls in all : the first played
with the knee, the second with
the thigh, the third caught at

short-slip off the thumb. Alas !

that in the second innings his-
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tory should have so exactly

repeated itself. Three rather

painful balls, and another walk
back to the tent.

" How do you like that sort

of bowling, Titchmarsh ?
"

in-

quired a sympathetic friend.

Then at the last he spoke
with his tongue.

" Call him a bowler, indeed !

I call him a great blooming
wild-cat, as ought to be tied up
with a chain and "

(here he
hurled the pads which he had
taken off to the far end of the

tent)
" never let loose !

"

The denunciation was so far

public property that it was
heard all over the ground.

However, the hatchet be-

tween Titchmarsh and myself
was soon buried, and in many
a good game afterwards we
knocked each other's bowling
about the field to what I may
call our mutual satisfaction.

Tom Pearce quite a good
batsman in his day, though too

fond of playing balls with his

glove, apart from being a

steady and reliable wicket-

keeper, had a very safe pair
of hands for a catch in pretty
well any position in the field.

But one fine day, when stand-

ing at mid-off, he put down a
real "gaper," and that at a

very critical period of the
match. No one said a word
till the over was finished, and
even then it was left to Tom
to utter his own condemnation.
As he crossed over to mid-off

at the othej: end, he was heard
to mutter to himself

"Well, and if I didn't ought
to have three months 1

"

There the sentence ended.

But for the time only. A
VOL. CLXXXIL NO. MCI.

couple of boundary-hits going
to the credit of the batsman
who had profited by his mis-

take seemed to suggest to

a guilty conscience that the

penalty suggested was not ade-

quate to the offence.

"With hard!" he added, as

he changed over again.
Poor Tom Pearce ! What

bad lobs he could bowl at a

pinch ! And what a lot of

wickets he occasionally got
with them !

Good -
looking, civil - spoken

Bill Hearne was in my opinion
the least dangerous cricketer

of a useful trio. But I did not

play with him quite so often

as I did with the other pair,
and probably never happened
to see him at his best. For
most people seemed to regard
him as the best cricketer in

the county.
A match in which I once

played on the Cassiobury Park

ground fairly bristled with inci-

dents. We had looked forward
to a good game, but the affair

finally resolved itself into a

perfect Comedy of Errors. In
the first place, the home-side

on that day consisted of about
half the tail half for choice

of the regular team, and pretty
well any odd -job man who
could be pressed into the ser-

vice. We reached the ground
to find that only six members
of the opposing team were on
the spot.

" I must put myself into

your hands," said their cap-
tain, when he had won the

toss.
" If we go out, we shall

have to ask five of you to field
;

if we go in, we have only five

wickets to fall. Of course,
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we had rather go in, but in

case of accident, would you
mind lunching if we are all

out, and give us a chance
of the other fellows turning
up?"
The proposal being accepted,

they went in, and by way of

enlivening matters Jimmie

Gentle, who was umpiring at

my end, no-balled me fourteen

times in seven overs. As three

of the no-balls hit the sticks,

I wished old Jimmie anywhere.
He was a very fair and con-

scientious umpire, but as after

a bit I was taking especial pains
to bowl from well behind the

crease, I still believe that out

of over-anxiety he was watch-

ing the wrong foot. However,
the batting was very feeble,

and the wicket played queer
tricks, and the opposition cap-
tain, who had been running
about and telegraphing to

various defaulters all the morn-

ing, was a tired and much
worried man when he came
in sixth. Small wonder, then,
that after watching his partner
play the remainder of an over
in which the fourth wicket
had fallen, he took a blind

swipe at the first ball I sent

down to him, and was clean

bowled.
But "No ball!" said

Jimmie Gentle.

However, another blind

swipe at a shooting half-volley
caused his retirement. Then
we waited a few minutes to

see if anybody else was likely
to come in, and presently the

captain, after divesting him-
self of his pads, reappeared.

"I'm awfully sorry, P ,"

he said,
" but what would you

like to do ? The lunch is ready
to a certain extent, but the

potatoes haven't come. Would

you rather wait a bit, or eat

lunch without potatoes, or
"

and he hesitated.
" Or what ?

"

"
Well, I was going to say,

shall we send in our worst men

again? It's not cricket, of

course, but it would serve one
of my lot right if he lost his

innings."
" We'll do whatever you

like."

"Well," after some reflec-

tion, "I really think we had
better send in our worst man
again, if you really don't

mind."
So far, so good. But why,

oh, why need our wicket-

keeper, the cheekiest if the

cheeriest little cricketer in the

whole countryside, have put
his oar in?

"Won't you come in again

yourself, sir," he inquired, with

much insinuating politeness.
If it was impossible for other

people not to laugh, the

captain would have been some-

thing more than human if the

question, coming as it did upon
the top of a whole series of

petty annoyances, had not

thrown him into a boiling

rage.

"Thanks, I will!" he said

grimly, and this time he came
in without pads or gloves.
A furious swipe at the first

ball, with no result. Yet an-

other furious swipe, and the

ball went straight into the

hands of mid-off, who held a

hot catch, but
"No ball!" said Jimmie

Gentle.
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A third yet more furious

swipe was followed by the
usual result when a straight
ball crawls along the carpet.
The next time that I had

the pleasure of bowling to the

same batsman, he hit me out

of a large ground three times

in one over.

We won our match at

Cassiobury Park very easily,
but more than half our score

came off one man's bat. Play-
ing on our side that day was
one of the hardest amateur
hitters of the time. But as

the wicket was slow and

treacherous, he decided to play
himself in after a style essen-

tially his own. Hopping and

dancing all over the place, he

stopped every ball dead, either

with his bat or body, and at

the beginning of his third over

eager fieldsmen were clustering
like flies all round him, and

trying to take the ball off his

bat. It was a perfect miracle

that he did not kill somebody,
for he suddenly opened his

shoulders to two consecutive

balls, and got them fair and

square in the middle of the

bat. Fortunately he lifted

them both, or we must have
had an inquest. The rest of

the afternoon was spent by the

fieldsmen in vain attempts to

catch him off the trees which
surround the ground, and are

not or at any rate were not
in those days accounted as

boundaries.

He who has played cricket

in all parts of the country
may be excused if he does not

always recognise the face of

every cricketer whom he has
met. Five years ago I came
across a batsman who claimed
old acquaintanceship.
"I played against you at

Chiswick twenty years ago,"
he said.

" I think you've made a
mistake. I never played at

Chiswiok in my life."
" Oh ! it must have been

somewhere else, then. I did

play against you anyhow, be-

cause I remember what I said

at the time."

"What was it?"
" That I'd be d d if I ever

played against you again."
"Well, then," I said laugh-

ing,
"
it strikes me that you're

in a bad way 1

"

"Ah, well!" he said, "I

suppose I must take my
chance of that. They do say
that the devil is not quite so

black as he is painted, and

you'll forgive my saying that

you are not quite so diabolical

as you used to be !

"
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THE EGYPTIAN BOOM.

BY SIR B. HAMILTON LANG, K.C.M.G.

IN this article I do not pro-

pose to enlarge upon the suc-

cessful administration of Lord
Cromer in Egypt. It is well

known, and is it not written

better than I oould do in the

brilliant pages of Lord Milner's

'England in Egypt,' and in

the more studgy but thor-

oughly reliable volume of Sir

Auckland Colvin?
I am not the less an admirer

oE the strong, far -
sighted,

patiently persistent adminis-

trator who so recently was

obliged, from motives of health,
to hand over to an experienced
successor his heavy burden.

Lord Cromer may rest from
his labours assured that his

great work in Egypt will fol-

low him work for which his

country will ever be grateful.
I left Egypt in 1897, after

ten years of continuous and
active service there, and re-

visited it in the early months
of this year with the desire to

see with my own eyes, what I

could only vaguely understand
in London, the remarkable
boom of prosperity which has
come over that country during
the past few years. What I

saw, and the impressions left

upon me, may perhaps interest

the many in England who
have only such a dim notion

as I had of what had been

going on in Egypt.
The charming residential

town of Cairo of ten years ago
I found disfigured by huge
blocks of buildings five storeys

high ; enormous hotels built

and building ;
where was then

park is now studded with

villas; tramways everywhere,
even out to Cheops' Pyramid ;

motors careering along, fol-

lowed by clouds of dust and
heralded by the deafening
sounds of horn or hoot. All

the constructions are higgledy-

piggledy without line or order.

Huge ungainly blocks along-
side of unpretentious resid-

ences; buildings being torn

down or foundations being laid.

The conversations overheard
were mostly of the price of

plots of land, or the rise or

fall of shares or of companies
floated or being floated, or of

people who had become million-

aires or expected to become
such. One realised at once
that one was amongst a com-

munity intoxicated with suc-

cess, in the feverish excitement
of speculation. The luxurious

hotel, opened only some seven

years before, was, while I was

staying in it, sold to a com-

pany for 450,000. Its pro-

prietor (the seller), reputed to

be a millionaire, is laying the

foundations of a still grander
hotel, on a site which was once
a prince's palace. Two well-

authenticated transactions will

give a fair conception of the

enormous rise in the value of

property in the best parts of

Cairo. A small villa, erected

some twelve years ago at a
cost of about 3000, found a

purchaser recently at 32,000.
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A property purchased for

17,000 eight years ago was

being treated for while I was
in Cairo at 150,000. In fact,

it is no exaggeration to say
that property, in what was the

residential part of Cairo, has
increased in value, during the

past five or six years, eightfold
to tenfold. The price of land
there may be said to vary
from 46 to 82 per square
metre (3TV yards), equal to the
value of land in the crowded

parts of the city of London.
In Alexandria a nearly similar

appreciation in the value of

town lands has taken place.
Lands towards Gabari, which
a few years ago were only of a
nominal and prospective value,
have recently changed hands at

fabulous rates. The site of the

Victoria College, bought about
ten years ago for 1300, was
sold at the beginning of this

year for 100,000.
The origin or cause of this

boom in the value of urban
lands is traceable to the high
price of cotton during recent

years, and especially since

1903. When I left Egypt in

April 1897 the price of cotton
was 9^ talleris per cantar ;

l in

March 1907 it was worth 21|
talleris. The average monthly
value of cotton in the year
1896-7 2 was 9| talleris ; while

the same average monthly
value from 1st September
1906 to April 1907 was 19
talleris.

The crop of cotton in 1896-7

was 5,875,597 cantars, and its

value 11,163,634; that of

1906-7 is 7,000,000 cantars,
3 of

the value of 26,950,000.
Good cotton land in the

Delta was worth, in 1897,
about 40 per feddan (acre).
Its worth to-day is 200. The

acreage put yearly under cot-

ton is roughly 1,200,000 fed-

dans, the value of which has
risen in the decade fivefold.

The comparisons which we
have made above, refer to a

period of ten years and eight
months, but in reality the

greatest increase in the value

of cotton in Egypt has taken

place since 1902-3, say a period
of four years, as the following
table of the monthly average
prices will show :
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a remark made me by a keen
local observer who said, "In
that year 1904-5 some culti-

vators fell into arrears, but
the good prices of the next

year, when cotton went to 18

talleris, enabled them to clear

themselves." It is therefore

fair to conclude that, with
the present value of land,
were the price of cotton to

fall below 15 talleris, only the

exceptionally favoured culti-

vators would be able to make
two ends meet.
From the preceding facts

and figures we may easily
conceive the extent of the
boom of prosperity which has

been, and is being, enjoyed by
the Egyptians. It is exactly
similar to what would be ex-

perienced in this country by
landed proprietors if the value
of their chief crop was doubled
and the value of their estates

increased fivefold.

Simultaneously with the

boom of prosperity came a
boom of speculation, which
had its origin in the sale of

the Daira Sanieh lands in

1898. Money was required by
the Government to pay off a

reliquat of expenses for the

Sudan campaign, and three

or four millions sterling were
needed for the Assuan and
Assiout Dams. The Caisse de
la Dette refused to advance

money for either purpose. In
this situation a native Jewish

banker, Mr Raphael Suares,

proposed to purchase the Daira
Sanieh lands about 400,000
acres, engaging to pay off

in 1905 the debt upon them,
to make a cash advance of

500,000, and to share the

profits in the enterprise with
the Egyptian Government.
The undertaking being, how-

ever, too large for Mr Suares

alone, he addressed himself to

his co -
religionaire Sir Ernest

Cassel. There was not much
cause for hesitation on the

part of that shrewd financier,

as the administration of the

Daira Sanieh, after paying ex-

penses, taxes, and 5 per cent

interest on its debt, had been

yielding to the Egyptian
Treasury a surplus of over

200,000 a-year, which might
safely be considered to rep-
resent a capital sum of three

or four millions sterling. Sir

Ernest Cassel became associ-

ated with Mr Suares, and the

bargain was concluded with
the Egyptian Government.
Sir Ernest Cassel also inter-

ested himself in finding the

money needed for the dams.
The rise in cotton in 1899

from 9^ talleris to 12| talleris

unexpectedly raised the value

of the Daira lands, and it is

understood that the profits of

the enterprise have exceeded
six millions sterling, half of

which reverts to the Egyptian
Government. Profiting by the

ready demand and enhanced

prices, the new Daira Sanieh
Co. proceeded to sell their

newly acquired lands, payable
in annuities of from ten to

fifteen years. Companies were
formed to purchase them, and
the speculative boom set in.

Cotton continuing to rise,

lands steadily increased in

value, and handsome profits
were made. The purchases
made in 1900, when cotton

was at 124 talleris, left a
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large margin of profit in

1902, when cotton had gone
up to 16 talleris, and there

was a still larger margin when
in 1906 it went to 18 talleris.

In 1907, cotton having reached
an average of 19| talleris, the

acme of the boom seemed to

have been reached, and cotton

lands worth 40 an acre in

1907 gradually rose to 200.

As an example of what took

place, I may cite the case of

a purchaser who bought from
the new Daira Sanieh Co. an
estate for which the purchase
price was 60,000, payable in

annuities. Shortly after he
had paid the first annuity of

6000 he was offered by, and

accepted from, a syndicate the

reimbursement of the 6000
he had paid, plus a bonus of

40,000. The rise in the value

of land was so steady and so

considerable, that speculators
made large profits from one

year to another.

The interesting question for

the future, which I heard dis-

cussed by many competent
authorities in Egypt, is, "Are
the present high prices for

agricultural land justified and

likely to be permanent ?
"

It

was generally admitted that

with cotton at 19^ talleris the

present prices of land seem

justified, but their permanence
entirely depends upon the

future value of cotton. On
this latter point the prospects
are undoubtedly favourable.

The present production of

cotton is not in excess of the

consumption of the world, and
the increase of production
which can be hoped for in the

near future does not exceed the

steady increase of consumption.
The United States of America,
which contribute fully four-

fifths of the cotton supply of

the world, seem to have nearly
reached the maximum of their

productive power in cotton, and
all the laudable efforts to de-

velop the cultivation of cotton
in British colonies have, so far,

yielded very feeble results.

South America and India re-

main the most hopeful centres

for increased supplies, but they
will do little more, for a long
time, than satisfy the con-

stantly increasing consumption.
However, it must not be lost

sight of that the pecuniary
position of a cultivator in

Egypt may be as much affected

by the yield of his crop as by
its price. Atmospheric influ-

ences reducing our four-fifths

supply from America would
find immediate compensation
in enhanced prices; but such
influences reducing the yield in

Egypt, which supplies only
one-seventh of the world's pro-
duction, might not obtain a full

compensation in an enhance-
ment of price. Thus a yield of

only 5 millions of cantars (in
1898 the yield was only 4|
millions, while that of the pre-

ceding and the succeeding year
was 6| millions), instead of 7

millions in the present year,
would temporarily impoverish
the cultivators, and be as det-

rimental to them as a fall in

the price of cotton to 15
talleris.

While, therefore, it may be
admitted that there is a very
fair prospect of the continu-

ance of a high level in the

price of cotton, and conse-
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quently a justification of the

present value of agricultural
land in Egypt, the possibility
of various adverse influences

ought to make speculators in

land cautious and bankers

prudent in making advances

upon mortgage.
As much, I fear, cannot be

said in regard to the very

high prices to which urban

properties have been pushed by
speculators in Cairo and Alex-

andria. There the rise has

relatively far exceeded that in

agricultural lands, and in as

far as it has exceeded it, I am
inclined to think it is fictitious.

Take, for example, the well-

authenticated case in Cairo, to

which I have already alluded,
of a small villa, worth twelve

years ago 3000, being sold

for 32,000. The purchaser, to

secure 5 per cent on his capital,
will require a rental of over

1500 for a villa capable of

accommodating only a small

and modest family. This he
cannot hope to get. He might
pull down the present house

and, taking in the small garden
behind it, build a lofty block
of flats, but even then the

initial cost of the land would
be an excessive burden. What
took place in Buda-Pesth is

likely to be repeated in Cairo.

Some thirty years ago a build-

ing-mania developed in Buda-
Pesth. Magnificent structures

were erected, chiefly with
borrowed money. Over-build-

ing brought about a "krach."

Property fell rapidly in value,
and many were ruined. True,
we rejoice to-day in a hand-

somely built town with very
moderate rents, but we forget

the heavy losses which the

building speculators incurred.

At present, purchases of town
lands in Egypt are mostly pay-
able in annuities extending over
as many as thirty years, and

bearing interest at 5 per cent,
with a mortgage upon the prop-

erty. As in time some of these

mortgages may be foreclosed,
the value of house property
will probably decrease. The

collapse may not be sudden,
indeed it is to be hoped that

the process of depreciation

may be gradual. The first

seller, who thought he had
made a huge profit, may have
to sacrifice a part of that

profit, but will still remain a

gainer. In fact, the colossal

profit of a seller on long
annuities is in great part
only a paper profit, which in

some cases may not be fully
realised.

To resume my impression of

the future prospects of the

present high value of agricul-
tural land and urban land, I

would say that the former,

considering the probability of

a continuance of high prices
for cotton, seems justified, but
that the latter has been pushed
up by speculators to an exag-

gerated level which cannot, in

all likelihood, be maintained.
With the large profits on

cotton since 1902, one might
have expected to find that the
debts upon mortgage in the

country would have dimin-
ished. Quite the contrary has
taken place. From an inter-

esting and able study of

these debts by Dr Alfred Eid,
we learn that they rose

from 6,700,000 in 1901 to
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39,000,000 in 1906; and to-

day they are probably not less

than 42,000,000. The landed

proprietors, with few excep-
tions, squandered their profits,
and in many cases borrowed

money to purchase rural or

urban property. Speculators
largely bought similar prop-

erty, payable in long annuities,
with a view to its re-sale at

a profit. Thus this great
accumulation of debt has
come about.

Dr Alfred Eid divides the
debts of the country against
mortgages, in 1906, into three

categories,

1. Those for land bought
payable in annuities. 11,000,000

2. Those debts due to

banks against mort-

gages . . . 20,000,000
3. Those debts due to

societies and private
individuals . . 8,000,000

Together 39,000,000

The first category, repayable
in annuities extending over a
number of years, presents
only a moderate annual bur-
den ; and the second and
third categories are in hands
which have no interest to

put undue pressure upon their

debtors. The present large

mortgage debt is probably,
in consequence of the higher
value of property, as well

secured as was the smaller
amount in 1901 ; but there are
evidences that its volume is

as much as, if not more than,
the credit and resources of the

country can comfortably carry.
With a wise forbearance on
the part of the creditors of

the second and third categories

towards their debtors there is,

however, no reason to antici-

pate a crisis from that large
indebtedness. "With agricul-

turally prosperous years it will

be gradually reduced.

Money stringency is being
felt in Egypt, but it is chiefly
in connection with the Bourse.

There is no sale for the shares

of a large number of the com-

panies which have been floated

in recent years, and bankers

naturally refuse to continue ad-

vances upon stocks which are

unsaleable. The shares of even
sound concerns had been forced

up too high by speculative, not

investment, buyers, who, un-

able to keep up their margins,
suffer from the effects of forced

sales. The result is individual

losses, but the market will

right itself on a sounder basis.

Egypt possesses few capital-
ists. She is financed from

abroad, and the unpleasant
truth is beginning to be real-

ised that there is a limit to

the European capital avail-

able for investment in Egypt.
That limit has been reached,
and those who were speculat-

ing beyond their means find

themselves necessarily in a

tight corner. Capitalists have
been discouraged in England
by the unsatisfactory results

of a variety of Egyptian min-

ing companies chiefly brought
out in London. An invest-

ment list published in Alex-

andria in July of last year
enumerates seventeen of such

companies, representing a sub-

scribed capital of one and a

half million sterling. All are

quoted in that list at discounts

varying from 25 to 90 per
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cent; and their total value at

the prices quoted in the list

was only 468,000, implying
a loss of fully two-thirds of

the capital subscribed. On
the other hand, it is fair to

admit that many Egyptian
issues, other than mining, have

proved very profitable ; and
this will be remembered, if

capital in England for invest-

ment were to become more

plentiful and money easier.

Meantime in Egypt weak com-

panies and weak holders of

their shares must suffer. It

is only a series of years of

profitable trade which can

bring back monetary ease to

Egypt. The air -bubbles of

speculators will collapse, but
the Nile mud will continue to

enrich Egypt with gold.
A class in Egypt which de-

serves all our sympathy is

that of British functionaries.

Lord Cromer very rightly set

his face against the speculative
mania as soon as it set in,

and, with a very few excep-
tions, it is to the credit of

our countrymen holding posi-
tions under the Egyptian
Government that they followed

their chief in keeping aloof

from the contaminating in-

fluence. They did not, there-

fore, gain as others around
them did ; but they suffer

from the exorbitant rents and

greater cost of living which
now prevail. Something has
been done to increase their

salaries, but not nearly enough.
Rents have doubled, if not

trebled, which is a serious

hardship to the many whose
emoluments do not exceed
500 or 600 a-year. As one

of them put it to me, "We
shall have to go to live in

villages outside the town, and
come out and in every day
to our work." This would

mean, especially for ladies, very
considerable discomfort. The
fact is, only those in highly

paid posts can with any de-

gree of comfort at present
make two ends meet. The
ultimate consequence, if this

state of things continues, is

that positions in Egypt will

be less sought after, and
blanks which occur will with

greater difficulty be filled up.

Egypt requires a good class

of British functionaries, and
it will be regrettable for its

interests that there should be

any difficulty in finding them.
However disagreeable an in-

crease in budgetary expendi-
ture may be, it would be a

false economy not to enable

British functionaries to live

in comfort.

Much has lately been said

about the unrest in Egypt.
This subject naturally engaged
my attention ;

for discontent,
if justified, is a weed of rapid

growth, which may seriously
choke the fruits of industry
and good administration.

When, two years ago, the re-

lations between Turkey and

England were strained in a

dispute connected with the

Sinai frontier, the unrest in

Egypt imported an unwelcome

complication into the situa-

tion, for some there were
who doubted whether, in the

event of the Sultan proclaim-

ing a "Jehad," or Holy War,
the loyalty of the Egyptian
soldiers could be relied upon.
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One of these doubters said to

me, "Although conscious that
their cause was hopeless, these

Mohammedan soldiers would
have embraced the cause of

their Padishah." Fortunately
the Sultan was too wise a
man to allow himself to be
led into such a struggle ;

and

by settling his difference with

England the hopes of the dis-

contented in Egypt were dis-

appointed, and so long as the

prudent Abdul Hamid is

Sultan they are sure to con-

tinue to be disappointed. His

political sagacity, which is

great, may be relied upon as

proof against a policy of

hopeless adventure.

What, then, is the party of

discontent in Egypt? It is

personified in Mustapha Kamel
Pasha, who has been the avowed

enemy of the BritishAdministra-
tion in Egypt during the past

twenty years. When France
and England were at variance

in regard to Egypt, Mustapha
Kamel placed his hopes on
France hopes which were
crushed when France came to

an amicable agreement with

England on Egyptian ques-
tions. When, more recently,

Turkey and England were at

variance on an Egyptian ques-
tion, Mustapha Kamel en-

deavoured, as we have already
said, to make capital out of

the imbroglio; but his efforts

were signally unsuccessful. At
present, therefore, the discon-

tented party in Egypt has no
outside backing which can
render it a serious menace to

our position in Egypt.
All the same, it is important

to ascertain the causes which

have created that discontented

party and the grievances of

which it complains. The causes

are essentially human, and in

some degree natural. The
motto on Mustapha Kamel's

newspaper,
' The Egyptian

Standard,' whose first number
was issued in March last, is

"Egypt for the Egyptians."
This is a catching sentiment,
and indicates that the aim of

the party is to get rid of British

guidance. It is the cry of the

petulant boy against the dis-

cipline of his tutor, and in that

respect is very human, but not

necessarily reasonable. It ig-

nores the fact that British

guidance has delivered Egypt
from a system of autocratic

rule which ruined Egypt for

the Egyptians, has developed
to an undreamed-of extent the

natural resources of the coun-

try, has substituted progress
for stagnation and civilising
influences for barbaric ways.
These results are not denied

by the Nationalist party, but

its contention to-day is that

it is now able to do with-

out its mentor and govern
alone. That this pretension
is unfounded even impar-
tial Egyptians acknowledge.
After an absence from the

country of ten years, I was

rejoiced to observe the marked

progress which the spread of

education is making. I saw
a type of young Egyptians at

the Government offices, at the

railway stations and steam-

boat agencies, well-mannered,

educated, intelligent, which

scarcely existed a decade ago ;

and when I made this remark
to the best-informed education-
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ist in the country, he replied,
"You forget that every year
we have been turning out from
our schools six to seven hundred
such young men, and in ten

years that counts." I noticed

that at important Mudiriets
where ten years ago British

functionaries were in charge,
I found their place occupied,
and most creditably occupied,

by Egyptians. Progress is

evident. Education and in-

oculation from honest sur-

roundings and good example
are showing their fruits on the

Egyptian character. But it

requires more than a decade
for a nation which only began
its education when British

guidance made it possible, to

acquire the qualities which
render it capable of self-govern-
ment. The essential is that

the growth in the acquisition
of these qualities should be

gradual and continuous, and I

had pleasure in being satisfied

that such is the case in Egypt.
The pretension, however, im-

plied in the motto of the

Nationalist party
"
Egypt for

the Egyptians
"

is premature,
and must at present be declared

unreasonable.

Of actual grievances I could

hear of none which justify the

hostile attitude of the National-

ist party to the present regime.
In the second number of

Mustapha Kamel's paper,
" The

Egyptian Standard," there is

a lengthy denunciation of what
is called Lord Cromer's policy,

qualified as anti-Egyptian. It

asserts, in the first place, that

"not all Egyptians have prof-
ited by the apparent state of

prosperity, and that misery is

common among the poorer
classes

"
; in the second place,

that " the Egyptians did not
revolt in 1882 in order to pos-
sess several millions sterling
more in the exchequer, but to

obtain a constitution, just laws,
and a national, honest, and re-

spected government." It is

ridiculous to talk of misery
among the poorer classes when

wages are at least 40 per cent

higher than ever before. Of
the revolt of 1882 the least

said the better. It was its

failure which brought to Egypt
just laws and an honest govern-
ment. The article goes on to

say that "the same policy
struck down the late Menshawi
Pasha, and it did not hesitate

in punishing the poor fellaheen

in the horrible Denshawi case,

simply because they had de-

fended their property and their

wives." This latter is a curious

travesty of punishments in-

flicted for brutally assaulting
British officers. As to Men-
shawi Pasha, rich and influ-

ential, he was justly arrested

and punished by a court of

law for maltreating a poor
subordinate. The article pro-
ceeds to criticise the promotion
of a judge, against whom the

only fault alleged is that he
was a member of the court

which tried the Denshawi

case, and the dismissal of two
other judges "because they
were patriots." The fact is,

serious grievances there are

none. The sole grievance of

the discontented party is that

they are not in power; but
it would be unwise to put
men in power who cry for

parliamentary government be-
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fore the country is educated

up to it, and who declare

themselves hostile to a regime
which has made the country
prosperous, and which ad-

ministers even-handed justice
to small and great. Discon-
tent springing from irrational

ambitions requires only a firm

and just hand to deal with it.

With the freedom, perhaps too

great, allowed to the Press, the

noise of the discontented is out
of all proportion to their im-

portance, but, however irritat-

ing the noise may be, it need
cause no serious alarm. Our
duty is steadfastly to pursue
a firm, just, and strong policy,

having only in view the true

interests, moral and material,
of Egypt. Such, undoubtedly,
was the policy of Lord Cromer,
and it was the secret of his

great success.

It would have been agree-
able to me to describe in detail

the impressions produced upon

my mind by my visit to Khar-
toum. Simply marvellous are

the results which in a few
short years have been achieved

in the Anglo-Egyptian ter-

ritory of the Sudan (in area

equal to a fourth of Europe)
by the able and energetic ad-

ministration of Sir Reginald
Wingate and his coadjutors.
Immense also are the future

prospects of that vast region,
over which, after years of

darkness, the light of civilis-

ation is now dawning. But

my space will not admit of my
entering upon such a large and

interesting field. It is, besides,
unconnected with the subject
of this article "The Egyptian
Boom," a remarkable wave
of prosperity which, although
it may have temporarily in-

toxicated some, has largely

benefited, and will continue to

benefit, a country in whose

destiny England is greatly
interested.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

SIR JAMES GRAHAM LEGENDARY STATESMEN THE FAME OF DISRAELI

AND GLADSTONE DEMOCRACY AND ADVERTISEMENT A MODEL
MINISTER GROUPS OR PARTIES THE VINDICATION OF PAUL
VERLAINE.

THE fact that Sir James
Graham 1 has already passed
from the memory of man is an

eloquent comment upon the

insecurity of political fame.
For thirty years he assisted at

the councils of the nation. He
held high office in many ad-

ministrations. He was warmly
praised by men of all parties,
to most of which he had

belonged in the course of a

long career. He was at once
the friend of Croker and of

Lord John Kussell. For many
years he was the chief support
of Sir Robert Peel. After
Peel's death Disraeli invited

him to take command of the

reunited Conservatives and
Peelites. In 1852 Eoebuck
"looked to him to be the

leader of the Liberal party."
Mr Gladstone often told Sir

Algernon West that "he con-

sidered Sir James the greatest
administrator of his time, and
the only statesman whose
merits never received due

recognition from the Press."

On four occasions Sir James
declined the Governorship -

General of India. " The more
I study that generation," says
Mr Morley, "the more do I

incline to put Sir James
Graham in the very front for

sagacity, pure sense of public

duty, and for moral depth of

character, all in combination."
This chorus of praise might be

infinitely swelled. Yet this

enthusiasm has met with no

popular response. Laudatur
et alget, he is acclaimed, and

grows cold with the coldness of

oblivion. And his career, as

set forth in Mr Parker's well-

edited and impartial volumes,

puts, if it does not answer,
the question : Why is the glory
of statesmen as short - lived

as the glory of actors or of

bishops ?

Oblivion overtakes them be-

cause, in the first place, they
are not of so vast an import-
ance as they appear to their

colleagues and to their genera-
tion. Countries are governed
by accident or by one man.
Secretaries of State and First

Lords play their part in the

public pageant ; they hold too

large a space in the general
esteem while they are alive

;

and posterity takes its custom-

ary revenge, and belittles them
when they are gone. Nor is pos-

terity wholly unfair in taking
this revenge. The compensa-
tion is accurately esteemed, and
in the end a rough justice is

done. But there is a second

1 Life and Letters of Sir James Graham, Second Baronet of Netherby, P.O.,
G.C.B. 1792-1861. By Charles Stuart Parker. London : John Murray.
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reason why the world should
have a short memory for such

public servants as Sir James
Graham. Fame is a sort of

scandal, which does not attach
itself to the merely virtuous,
uninventive man. He who
would catch the public eye
must be consciously or uncon-

sciously something of a his-

trion. The easiest method by
which a politician may acquire

immortality is to create a

legend of himself. When once
this is done the rest is easy.
He assumes a shape and form
which the people comprehends ;

presently he answers to a

familiar nickname
;

and he
dies in the glad conviction

that he has won a lasting

place in the history of his

country.
Some statesmen create their

own legends, some have legends
thrust upon them. But all are

legendary or forgotten. Even
Pitt, the least personal of Min-

isters, survives in the general
esteem as a model of precocity
and devotion. Of Fox, the

pleasure-loving gambler, who,
in Lander's phrase, "to the

principles of a Frenchman
added the habits of a Malay,"
the world has preserved a very
vivid image. His portly figure,
his slovenly clothes, his amaz-

ing hat, are more familiar to

the present age than his lack
of principle and his hatred of

his country. And as we come
down to our own time, the

intensity of this popular por-
traiture increases. The legend
of Disraeli was most carefully

prepared by the artist himself.

He understood the craft of life

well enough to know that

unless he attracted attention

his merits would never be dis-

cussed. He was fighting a

battle, as none recognised more

clearly than he, against a close

order and a suspicious class.

A Jew without wealth, he

aspired to lead the nobles of

England, and success could

never have been his had he
not touched the imagination
and won the support of the

people. For this end the

dandyism of his early years,
the curled locks, the chains in

which he was hanged, were all

nicely calculated. When he
was firmly seated in the throne

of power he contemptuously
threw aside these adjuncts of

frivolity. But he never dis-

dained the common artifices

of glory, and he reached the

summit of his ambition by a

path which he understood

better and despised more

bitterly than most of his col-

leagues could despise or under-

stand it.

Gladstone, never an artist

like his rival, stumbled by
accident upon a legend of uni-

versality. There was nothing
he could not do, save make
himself intelligible. And his

very unintelligibility was a

source of strength. There is

a story told concerning him
in Sir James Graham's 'Life'

so apt to our purpose that we
make no scruple of using it to

interrupt our argument. Once

upon a time it was in 1845
Mr Gladstone was minded to

resign. Accordingly he wrote
to Sir Robert Peel, marked the

letter
"
secret," and by a char-

acteristic perversity sent it

open to the Minister. As Sir
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Robert said, "it might have
been read in every post office

through which it had passed."
Graham's comment upon this

adventure is wisely apposite.
"Gladstone's omission to seal

such a letter," says he, "was
most unfortunate; but the

enigmatical style has its ad-

vantages. I doubt whether
there is a postmaster in Eng-
land who after reading the
letter would understand one
word of it." Thus it was that

Gladstone stood before the

country for fifty years as an
unanswered enigma. The fact

that the enigma had no an-

swer did not lessen its profund-
ity in the public mind. The

great statesman's eye rolled,

his voice trembled, and though
his speech corresponded in no

respect to these expressions of

emotion, his audience confessed

with a frank delight that he
was speaking over its head. The
fact that he had said nothing
which he had not qualified,
that he had made no state-

ment unguarded by "ifs" and

"ans," eluded his perplexed
admirers. They mistook their

candour for his perspicuity,
and believed that their failure

to understand the intelligible
was a clear proof of their

own inferiority.

But, well as the enigmatic
reputation served Mr Glad-

stone, it was the universality
of his genius upon which his

legend was based. He was an
Admirable Crichton, to whom
no enterprise came amiss. The
most industrious man of his

generation, he always sought
leisure in doing something else.

He could cut down trees and

talk about Homer. He could
discuss theology and turn

English hymns into Latin.

He was as many - sided as

Cicero, and as completely im-
bued with the spirit of jour-

nalism, though he was not,
like the Roman orator, a man
of letters. Thus the legend
of Gladstone grew and pros-

pered. He had become the

hero of a fairy story long
before his death to these an

ogre, to those a spirit of

beneficence. His supporters

worshipped him ;
his colleagues

feared him
;
his opponents were

conscious of the danger with
which his legendary magnifi-
cence threatened the country.
And his career illustrates the

peculiar risk to which every

democracy is exposed. The

people adores not a man, but
an idol which represents the

man to its twisted intelli-

gence. Unable to judge aright,
it bows the knee to a nick-

name, an abstraction, or a

bold advertisement. And the

necessity of a legend increases

with the increasing strength
of the populace for it is to

the mob that a politician
must make appeal. The hust-

ings are his stage. His first

business is not to serve his

country, but to present him-
self in a fantastic shape to

the democracy. The news-

papers, which have wisely de-

cided to suppress his speeches,

eagerly chronicle the cut of

his coat, his wife's tea-parties,
and his success or failure at

the sport which he affects.

In other words, they treat

him as they treat the actor :

and it cannot be said that
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any of the demagogues who
now pretend to govern the

destinies of England get any
worse treatment than they
deserve.

These considerations help us

to understand the eclipse of

Sir James Graham. He was

sternly incapable of inventing
a legend or of awaking the

fancy of the people. He ap-

pealed to the world as a plain
man who did his duty, hoping
for no other reward than the

satisfaction of his conscience

and the approval of his col-

leagues. A certain roughness
in controversy was the only
mark which might have dis-

tinguished him, but from the

beginning to the end of a

somewhat complicated career

he rarely called attention to

himself. On one occasion in

1844 he was involved in the

scandal which, as we have said,

comes very near to being fame.

Knowing that Mazzini was the

centre of a conspiracy against
the Italian Government, Sir

James Graham authorised the

opening of his letters. He was

instantly assailed with the
utmost bitterness. It was

proposed to prosecute him for

usurping a power which, it

was said, did not belong to

him. The Press espoused the
cause of Mazzini and his

friends, and Graham was at

last persuaded to submit the

question to secret committees
of the Lords and Commons.
The committees approved the

practice of opening letters

when the public peace de-

manded it, declared that they
would see the authority abol-

ished with the utmost reluct-
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anoe, and placed it on record
that the power had been very
sparingly exercised, and never
from personal or party motives.

Graham, of course, had done
no more than his duty ; but he
did not escape obloquy. The

opinion of the whole Radical

party, which has a natural

sympathy with conspirators,
was inflamed against him

;

and until the end he was
forced to bear a heavy and
undeserved burden of reproach.
Ten years later he again flashed

vividly before the world. At
a dinner given to Sir Charles

Napier in 1854 he made a

speech, as candid as it was in-

discreet, for which he was
called gravely to account.
" My gallant friend Sir Charles

Napier" thus spoke Graham
"says that when he goes

into the Baltic he will declare

war. I, as First Lord of the

Admiralty, give my free con-

sent to do so. I hope that the

war may be short and that it

may be sharp." This incred-

ibly foolish explosion was made
some weeks before the declar-

ation of war, and most men
agreed with Greville in finding
it "marvellous that a man of

mature age, who had been

nearly forty years in public
life, should be so rash and ill-

judged in his speeches."
These are the two bright

spots upon an industrious

and uniform career. From
one point of view Sir James
Graham was a model Min-
ister. None knew better than
he how to transact business,
and to conduct his business

with promptitude and de-

spatch. He filled many offices

I
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with credit, and though we may
well question the wisdom of his

actions, his loyalty and un-

selfishness are above reproach.
A statesman who four times

refused to govern India can-

not be charged with mistak-

ing private ambition for the

service of his country. And
Sir James Graham clearly em-
barked upon politics not for

his own profit, but from a sense

of duty. We have said that
his career was uniform. Uni-
form it was in devotion, not in

party. In the course of thirty

years Sir James made ac-

quaintance, so to say, with

every corner of the House.
He had combined in his single
brain all the opinions. He
helped Lord Grey to pass the

Eeform Bill of 1832. Lord
John Russell's lack of respect
for the Protestant Church drove
him into the arms of Peel,
whose lieutenant he was in the

campaign against the Corn
Laws. When the cry of Pro-
tection was no longer heard,
he might have led the Con-
servatives to victory; and

finally he became a Liberal of

the official kind, though he
distrusted Palmerston, and did

not always look upon affairs

with the eyes of Lord John
Russell As Mr Parker puts
it, "he had been Conservative

Liberal, Liberal Conservative,
Conservative and Liberal."

We need not criticise the illogi-

cality of the succession. After

all, consistency is the least

attractive of the virtues. But
Sir James Graham's progress
from one opinion to another

explains his unpopularity.
Politicians dislike a renegade

far more bitterly than a sed-

ulous foe, and at each change
of party Graham created for

himself a fresh band of ene-

mies. He had sat on both
sides of the House, above and
below both gangways, and he
vacated no seat without leav-

ing behind some rancour and

ill-feeling.
It is a popular superstition

that the system of Parliament-

ary groups is now for the first

time replacing the more stable

system of party government.
It is a superstition, and no
more. Precisely the same

phenomenon may be observed
wherever a revolution has
taken place, or an ancient

party has been shattered.

The Reform Bill of 1832,

changing the government of

the country, was followed by
a period of confusion, during
which the old lines of division

were blurred and new com-
binations were hastily formed.

By a painful effort Peel then
reconstructed the Tory party,
led it to victory, and in 1846

destroyed it suddenly and with-

out warning. Again a series

of hostile groups took the place
of a solid party. Peelites op-

posed Protectionists with a

fiercer rage than either group
could simulate for the oppon-
ents of both. And it needed
the genius of Disraeli to re-

construct the shattered party
out of its divergent elements.

To-day there are groups on
either side the House, and it

is of the best possible augury
that, while the divisions on the

Liberal benches grow wider as

the session progresses, the

Tories are knit together more
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closely day by day in the
bonds of unity.
Thus it is the action and

interaction of Parliamentary
groups that explains the many-
sidedness of Sir James Graham.
There was always something
in every coterie of which he
could approve, and which was
a sufficient excuse for a change.
So he could turn through all

the gradations of from Liberal

to Tory and from Tory to

Liberal without disloyalty or

dishonour. From his own
point of view he was, as has
been said, a useful and high-
minded statesman. From our

point of view he was through-
out the greater part of his

career a malignant influence.

That England to-day is given
over to a noisy demagogy,
that our rulers have forgotten
the duty which they owe to

their country and their country-
men, that the land is deserted

and the city packed with out-

of-works, is largely the fault of

Sir James Graham and of those

to whom he lent his support.
For in whatever camp Sir

James fought, for the moment
he was the constant champion
of what is called "progress"
and "reform." He advocated

change with the carelessness of

one playing at Blind Hookey.
True, he reserved the Constitu-
tion and the Church from at-

tack, therein differing from
his successors, but, with these

reservations, nothing daunted
him. And, like all reformers,
he saw the proximate effect of

his action so clearly that he
overlooked the ultimate. Per-

haps had he understood the

logical conclusion of 1832, he

might have paused before he

gave his help to the schemes of

Lord Grey. Had he foreseen

the death of agriculture and
the depopulation of the country-
side, he might not have urged
Sir Robert Peel so eagerly to

abolish the Corn Laws. But
the reformer is the same all

the world over. He is like

the Chinaman who burned his

house down that he might
taste the delights of roast

pork. To do a little good, he
will cheerfully countenance a

great wrong. After reading
Mr Parker's somewhat austere

volumes, we can praise little

else in Sir James Graham than
his good intentions. And in

politics, of what worth are

good intentions? If politicians

approached the government of

their country the most diffi-

cult of the arts with a tithe

of the preparation which they
devote to law or agriculture, to

sport or cookery, how much
better would it be for us all !

The contemplation of Sir

James Graham's honourable

and dangerous career reminds
us of Burke's prudent warn-

ing, which should be written in

letters of gold above the door

of the House of Commons :

" Men little think how im-

morally they act in rashly
meddling with what they do
not understand. Their de-

lusive good intention is no
sort of excuse for their pre-

sumption. Those who truly
mean well must be fearful of

acting ill."

Sir James Graham falls short

of fame, because his simple per-
formances did not encourage
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the making of a legend. Paul

Verlaine, whose biography has

just been written by his

faithful friend, M. Edmond
Lepelletier,

1 has suffered in the

public esteem from the opposite
cause. The legend which

clings about him has obscured
both his life and his verse, and
it is to the demolition of this

legend that Verlaine's bio-

grapher has addressed him-
self. The fault of misunder-

standing was largely Verlaine's

own. For the mystification of

foolish persons, who thrust
their acquaintanceship upon
him, Verlaine was wont, dur-

ing the last years of his life, to

pose as a brigand. In the
small hours he would boast
of vices which he had never

practised ; and as it was
known that he had spent two

years in prison for a crime

which, as he said, did not
reflect upon his honour, his

idle friends thought, when they
listened to his discourse, that

they could hear the clank
of chains. Of course, they
understood the simplicity of

the poet as little as they under-
stood his love of blague. Once

upon a time Verlaine's portrait
was published in a series of
' Celebrities at Home.' The

poet elected to be photo-

graphed at the Cafe Fra^ois
Premier, with a glass of

absinthe set up on the marble
table before him. The humour
of the choice should have been
obvious. It delighted Verlaine
to contrast his humbler sur-

roundings with the elegant

salon of Bourget or the well-

filled library of Anatole France.
The world translated the whim
into a mere love of drink and

squalor, and too harshly con-

demned or too curiously praised
what was nothing worse than
an amiable jest.

And then, being unable to

explain the beauty of his

poetry by the accidents of

his life, the gossips were con-

tent to reiterate the theory
of the Homo Duplex. They
declared that Verlaine the
man was quite other than
Verlaine the poet. The one

was, as it were, the malign
shadow of the other, who
would have sold it for far

less a price than the devil

paid to Peter Schlemihl. To
Paul Verlaine, who was at

once the shaper of his life

and the author of his poems,
this theory was naturally dis-

tasteful. He alone knew the

experience which was in-

terpreted in his poetry. He
alone was conscious of the

bitter suffering which had
cradled him into song. Was
he not right, then, to be en-

raged against the pedants,
who ingeniously dichotomised

him, separating the horrible

vaurien from the bon ecrivain?

After all, it was Verlaine's

hand which held the pen,
and which celebrated, in ac-

cord with the poet's genius,
the unity of his life and
work. None but a snob
could reproach Verlaine be-

cause his clothes were tattered

and his aspect was plain,

1 Paul Verlaine : Sa Vie Son (Euvre. Par Edmond Lepelletier. Paris :

Soci^te du Mercure de France.
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and the resentment which he
felt at being torn violently
from his work is dignified
and intelligible. The critic

has no right to condemn Ver-
laine's poetry on the ground
that he did not live like a
bon bourgeois. He has just as

little right to pretend that

the man was a changeling,
whose body the poet inhab-
ited at moments only, and

by a sad chance. It is not

surprising, therefore, that Ver-
laine should have hated "all

that savours of literature
"

;

that he should have described

with acrimony the reporter
who called upon him at the

hospital, in the midst of

bitter remedies, cruel opera-
tions, and miseries of every
kind, and then condescended
to praise the poet and de-

nounce the man. And while

they praised the poet, they
cheerfully let the man starve.

They declined to notice his

books in the journals. They
refused virtuously to buy his

books. Why should they pay
a fair price for poetry ? Why
should they not justify Ver-
laine's contempt of glory,
"with its right to hunger,
black poverty, and vermin "

?

M. Lepelletier's biography
will dispel all misunderstand-

ing, and place Paul Verlaine

honestly and clearly before

the world. The task was for

M. Lepelletier a sacred trust.

Many years ago Verlaine,

calumniated, despised, for-

gotten in prison, wrote upon
the margin of a letter: "Let

Lepelletier defend my repu-
tation. I count on him to

make me better known, when

I am no longer there." Wisely
and piously has Lepelletier
defended his friend by telling
the truth. His book is the

life of a poet of genius, writ-

ten by a plain man. Its effect

is thus enormously enhanced.
Its sincerity shines upon every

page. The biographer does

not shelter his subject behind
the commonplaces of appreci-
ation. He conceals nothing
not even the worst from the

knowledge of the reader. And
his method has this advantage :

when we know the worst, it

does not seem so bad after all.

As sketched by M. Lepelle-

tier, Paul Verlaine is at least

a man, not a monster, and he
is revealed to us in human
guise for the first time.

It is a simple, consistent

story which M. Lepelletier has
to tell. Paul Verlaine was but
a sensitive soul in revolt against
his environment. The son of

an officer in the French army,
he received the education which
became his station ;

he obtained

the customary clerkship in a

public office, and he cultivated

the Muses on a small, if suffi-

cient, salary. The marriage
which might have given him

lasting happiness brought him
little else than rancour and

misery. The heroine of that
most touching series of songs,
" La Bonne Chanson," could not
understand the poet's simplic-

ity. She was frightened at

his excesses, and made no at-

tempt to soften his manners.
He blamed her far more bitterly
than she deserved. He had no

right to expect that his genius
should shine to her eyes through
a mist of alcohol. None the
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less it is true that Verlaine

was the most easily managed
of men, and no doubt he would
have responded eagerly to a

proffered sympathy. The sym-
pathy was not proffered, and

Verlaine, having borne himself

gallantly in the siege of Paris,
and being implicated in the

Commune, began a life of

idleness and vagabondage.
With Arthur Rimbaud for his

companion, he beat the pave-
ment of London. He in-

habited Soho, then, as now,
the haunt of the lost and
lawless. He learned English
well enough to read Shake-

speare in the original text, and
to compare him intelligently
with Racine. A sudden affray
in Brussels brought him within
the reach of the law, and he

expiated his violence by spend-

ing two years in the prison at

Mons. On his enlargement he
returned to England, taught
school at Stickney, in Lin-

colnshire, was a professor in a

priestly college at Rethel, in-

dulged his love of the soil by
cultivating a farm of his own,
and then drifted back to Paris,
where he divided his time be-

tween hospitals and inns. It

was not a career to suit every
one, but it was the only career

possible to Verlaine, who solved

the secret, in our modern world,
of living like a beggar of the

Middle Age.
Yet wherever he wandered,

whatever fate overtook him,
to one thing he was always
constant his Muse. He was
from beginning to end a poet
who took a lofty view of

his calling. He degraded it

neither by pose nor by care-

lessness. He was artist first

and vagabond after. What is

most striking in his work is

the sanity of his style and

vocabulary. The decadents
and symbolists lived upon his

reputation. Yet he was never
decadent in any sense, and his

symbolism was the symbolism
which is the characteristic of

all great poetry. When in

the heyday of the movement
a pedant compiled a dictionary
to their works, Verlaine sup-

plied him with scarce a speci-
men. The truth is, he wrote

always within the great
tradition. His was the lang-

uage of the masters. He served

his apprenticeship with the

Parnassiens; he acknowledged
the sovereignty of Leconte de
Lisle and Baudelaire; and in

his 'Poemes Saturniens' he

gave a practical proof of his

submission. With the years
his freedom and his mastery
increased. He sang songs un-

sung before. He threw off the

domination of the ceuplet ;
he

handled the rythme boiteux with
a courageous skill. He brought
a lyric note into French poetry
which a sense of orderliness

had hitherto denied to it. If

you would match his ' Ro-
mances sans Paroles,' you must
look to Heine or to England.
Sometimes, indeed, he crosses

the boundary between poetry
and music. Sometimes his

verse becomes but an arrange-
ment of beautiful sounds,

sweet, inarticulate, vague,
carrying you off to a world
where all things lose their

dogmatic shapes and hard
outlines. In other words, he
is a poet whose ear and eye
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were delicately attuned to

harmonies of sound and vision,

who was the master, not the

slave, of his experience, and
who was more intent upon
interpreting a transient mood
than upon presenting the world
with a reasoned philosophy of

life.

And so it is that, if his life

were not double, his Muse was.

Catholic and sinner, feroce et

dottx, he attempted to fit each
of his works with a parallel.
He thought it no shame, as

in truth it was not, that the

author of '

Sagasse,' as noble
a piece of devotion as modern

poetry can show, should be the

author also of '

Parallelement,'
a hymn to licence. Neither was
a pose, yet both were poses.

Or, to put it in another light,
one was as genuine as the

other. M. Lepelletier thinks
that Verlaine's conversion to

Catholicism was not sincere.

Morally, perhaps, it was not
;

artistically it was. The poet's
motive changed with his mood.
His skill in handling his

material was ever the same.
You must not hold him to this

confession or that, as though he
wrote upon oath. The poet can-

not be expected to feel all the

emotions which he portrays
other than artistically. In the
Middle Ages, when Catholicism
was a necessary part of life, the

mystic might be a sensualist in

his art without reproach. And
a modern poet may essay to

realise the medieval point of

view without being either a

priest or a sinner. Verlaine,
in one of his many fragments
of autobiography, described his

own diversity.
" I believe and

am a good Christian one mo-

ment," he said
;

" I believe and
am a bad Christian the next."

Which is as near to an explana-
tion of an apparent contradic-

tion as we are likely to come.
So much it is necessary to

say, because Verlaine and his

friends have exaggerated the

vices and the virtues of the

poet. For ourselves, we are

content to listen to his music,
and to take no thought of his

frailty. And it is a great
merit of M. Lepelletier's book
that he has laid a proper
stress upon Verlaine's sim-

plicity. Being a great artist,

he was always simple as a
child. He attributed what
some have called the squalor
of his life to his poverty. He
did not like the companions
of his solitude. Had he been

rich, said he, he would never
have strayed from his hearth ;

he would have been content to

turn over his books and to

gossip with his friends. But
he had no hearth

;
he had no

books ;
he had no friends, in

the truest sense. He who has

given, and will give, so much
pleasure to others, was denied

the essentials of an ordered

happiness. Not that he repined
often or for long. He was

hopeful as a child, with the

hopefulness which is born only
of simplicity. A few months
before his death he was in the

highest spirits. "England and
America had discovered him,"
he said,

" and at last he would
touch money." He never
touched it. Even if he had,
the sharks who came about
him would have made it of no
effect. The joy lay in the
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thought of the money that
would never be his. It is

pathetic, but the pathos is

mitigated by the easy joyous-
ness of the poet. His mind
was a kingdom to him. His
last days were spent in cover-

ing the squalid furniture of his

squalid room with gold-paint.
He was happy because he died,
not in a hospital, but dans ses

draps. Yet he saw visions and
dreamed dreams that come to

few, and he lived and died

superior to the pity of an

unfriendly world.

When he died, it was thought
that he accepted the common
view of his life and work with
a shrug of indifference. M.

Lepelletier's book confirms the

view expressed in his own
'Invectives,' that he bitterly
resented the insulting asper-
sions which were cast upon
him. If he did not answer
the baseless charges of his

enemies, it was not because
he accepted their justice, but
because his temperament had
not fitted him for the fray.
As little did he accept the

cosmopolitan heresies of the

foolish youths who in his latter

days called him cher maitre.

He was a Frenchman as well

as a French poet, and he had
no love of those who despised
the virtues of patriotism.

Among the last verses that

he wrote was a denunciation
of the miscreants who culti-

vated anarchy and incidentally
cultivated the acquaintance of

the poet. We quote the lines

here, not as a specimen of

Verlaine's style, of which they
are obviously unworthy, but
as a piece of patriotism and

good sense:

" Je de"teste 1'artisterie,

Qui se moque de la Patrie

Et du grand vieux nom de Francis ;

Et j'abomine 1'Anarchic,

Voulant, front vide et main rougie,
Tous peuples freres et 1'orgie !

Sans autre forme de proces."

In this condemnation he in-

cluded the most of those who
called themselves his friends

;

and he vindicated the right
of Paul Verlaine, a native of

Metz, who of his own free will

became a citizen of France,
to the honourable titles of

poet and patriot.
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THE FALL OF THE ANCESTOR.

OH, grandsire of ours, how
loud and noisy was your de-

scent ! The nerves of your
descendants quiver yet. Two
large nails and a somewhat
slender cord had supported
you all those years, and could

you not have given us warning
that the latter had worn away

"'Neath the burden of an honour,
Unto which it was not born,"

and was now ready to retire

into private life, or less

ceremoniously put into the
dust-bin? Your gilt frame
has always been polished with
tender care, and have we
not always lifted eyes of

admiration and reverence to

you, and in every way treated

you with becoming respect?
Yet you played us this trick !

In the hall you hung in a

place of honour, and to the

inquiring observer we said :

"An ancestor of ours, dead
these hundred years." Yes,

high up there, you were to us
a memory of one from whom
life had long been gone. Still,

when I catch the twinkle in

your merry blue eyes, and
think of the headlong rush
with which you left your place,
I say interrogatively, "Dead
these hundred years?" Oh,
wicked old gentleman, did

you think you were neglected
and forgotten? Did you
chuckle inwardly and say,
" Shan't I startle them now !

"

when you knew the cord had
reached the last limit of en-

durance? You did, I know

you did. When liberty came
at last, and you threw your-
self down in wild abandon,

your merriment mingled with
the protesting roar of the

polished floor which received

you. Face down you lay,

shaking with laughter, while

doors opened, and excited de-

scendants appeared in haste,
who exclaimed, as they beheld

utter confusion, "It's the

ancestor." You were like

Llewellyn's child, in the poem
we all learned at school,

"Nor scratch had he, nor harm, nor

dread,"

but all around lay remains of

the innocent victim of this

escapade. The little carved

table was minus two of its

legs, and lay so wrecked and
mutilated that we all agreed
with Susan, the cook, who
remarked, as she gathered up
the different portions in her

apron,
" It will come in handy

for firewood." Scattered far

were the portraits of relations

that once adorned the table

whose sentence had just been

passed. From among the

cinders on the hearth I rescued

Uncle Ebenezer Marjoribanks,
a pompous, elderly gentleman,
to whom such an undignified

position must have been new
and disturbing. The terrible

shock had moved him strangely
in his silver frame, and he now
rested at a jaunty angle, while

a large black smut, which the

cinders had impressed on his

aristocratic nose, gave our
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respectable uncle a very rakish

appearance. Propping him up
on a chair, I made a hasty
search for his partner in life,

as well as in this calamity.
Amid the ruins of a large
flower -

pot appeared Aunt
Amelia's thin, severe face,

looking dissatisfaction as

usual, though not without

reason, I thought, as I extri-

cated her from the debris. A
large crack on the glass of the

picture crossed her face, and
rendered its expression peculi-

arly sinister. I placed her
beside her afflicted husband,
and turned to learn the reason
of exclamations of delight
which broke from the other

members of the family. The
cause of their joy was the
broken flower-pot. This pot,

very large and ugly, had been

presented, a few days previ-

ously, by our father's cousin,

Bridget, an eccentric lady,
whose taste in dress and in

china was thought by herself

very fine, by her long-suffer-

ing relations grotesque and

appalling ! She had insisted

on its standing in the hall,

saying that its colours har-

monised so well with every-

thing there. We, in horror at

its purple and yellow tints,

mildly suggested other resting-

places of a less conspicuous
nature, where it might shriek

discord unobserved, but in

vain ! As the donor was pay-
ing us a visit of some weeks'

duration, we had to place the

pot as she wished. There, it

drew groans from all who be-

held it. This, then, was the

article which lay in atoms be-

fore us, and a wholly wicked

joy filled us as we gazed on the

wreck of what had been.

Amidst the general rejoic-

ing my eyes met those of the

ancestor, full of merriment.
Some one had raised him from
his lowly position and propped
him against the wall, and there

he was, enjoying the fun as

much as anybody. Sternly I

moved in front of him the

chair on which stood how
strangely altered ! Uncle
Ebenezer and Aunt Amelia.
The others left the flower-pot
ruins and came to watch the

ancestor, thus confronted with
the fruits of his misdeeds.

Would he look terror or shame
when he realised how reck-

lessly, how lightly he had
treated those exalted salt-of-

the-earth beings ? No, neither

of these emotions passed over

his handsome, open counten-

ance. Was it fancy, or was it

the rays of the afternoon sun

gleaming through the hall win-

dows and catching the blue of

his eyes ? That I cannot tell,

but as the ancestor beheld the

smutted nose of Uncle Eben-
ezer and the cracked face of

Aunt Amelia, a gleam of such

wicked, human joy shot into

the merry eyes, that we all

started and smiled. Stories

had come down to us of this

ancestor of his joyous, happy
disposition, that made him
loved by all, and of his upright
and true life which had kept
his memory green through all

the years. For people like

Uncle Ebenezer and Aunt
Amelia he would have little

liking, and, I fancy, that often

looking down on them, self-

satisfied and important in their
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silver frames, he must have

despised them heartily. In

any case, how he smiled there

in the sunshine as he gazed at

the faces opposite, the one so

worldly and pompous, the other

so peevish and discontented,
both presenting such a con-

trast to his own the index of

a healthy, joyous spirit, and

noble, generous mind ! And
we, seeing it all and under-

standing, came to love the

ancestor.

That night we provided our-

selves with new cord, new nails,

and . . . the blue eyes smiled

on us from their accustomed

place. We made sure that no

strange hands would put him
there, and tenderly, almost re-

luctantly, lifted him back to

his place of honour. But no

longer is he only one of our

name who lived long ago and
is no more. Now he lives, is

ours, and is known and loved.

Was he not a boy with us

when we laughed in wicked

glee over Cousin Bridget's

flower-pot, and, turning, found
the same mischievous joy shin-

ing in his face ! Was he not
one of us when we watched
him gaze upon the portraits
and saw that his thoughts of

the worthy pair they repre-
sented were as our thoughts !

How much we owe to him !

Cousin Bridget's flower-pot can

never again flaunt its ugly
purple and yellow before our

eyes. Nor will it have a suc-

cessor. Its giver assured us

mournfully that she would
never try to find another like

it, for she knew that could not

be obtained. The accident was
a great grief to her, though, as

she herself remarked,
" no one

could be blamed, for it was the

ancestor who did it, and it was
useless saying anything to a

man who had been dead for a

hundred years." She does not

know him as we do, you see,

and cannot easily forget the

vanished glories of her flower-

pot. Also, the portraits of

Uncle Ebenezer and Aunt
Amelia were considered too

seriously damaged for public
view, and were consigned to

the lumber-room.

Oh, ancestor of ours I for-

given is the shock to our

nerves. We have but thanks
for you, not only concerning
flower-pots and portraits, but
also for the record of a clean

life left behind. One with you
in name, may we be one with

you in love for all that is good
and true, and be such that

those blue eyes will always
smile back to us in good-fellow-

ship.
Dead these hundred years?

Nay, verily !

M. W. M.
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DRAKE: AN ENGLISH EPIC.

BY ALFRED NOYES.

I.

With the fruit of Aladdin's garden clustering thick in her hold,
With rubies awash in her scuppers and her bilge ablaze with gold,
A world in arms behind her to sever her heart from home,
The Golden Hynde drove onward over the glittering foam.

II.

If we go as we came, by the Southward, we meet wV the fleets of Spain !
' Tis a thousand to one against us : we'll turn to the West again !

We have captured a China pilot, his charts and his golden keys :

We'll sail to the golden Gateway, over the golden seas.

BOOK V.

(On the Pacific Coast.)

OVER the immeasurable molten gold

Wrapped in a golden haze, onward they drew;
And now they saw the tiny purple quay
Grow larger and darker and brighten into brown
Across the swelling sparkle of the waves.
Brown on the quay, a train of tethered mules
Munched at the nose-bags, while a Spaniard drowsed
On guard beside what seemed at first a heap
Of fish, then slowly turned to silver bars

Up-piled and glistering in the enchanted sun.

Nor did that sentry wake as, like a dream,
The Golden Hynde divided the soft sleep
Of warm green lapping water, sidled up,
Sank sail, and moored beside the quay. But Drake,

Lightly leaping ashore and stealing nigh,
Picked up the Spaniard's long gay-ribboned gun
Close to his ear. At once, without a sound,
The watchman opened his dark eyes and stared

As at strange men who suddenly had come,
Borne by some magic carpet, from the stars;

Then, with a courtly bow, his right hand thrust

Within the lace embroideries of his breast,

Politely Drake, with pained apologies
For this disturbance of a cavalier

Copyright in the United States of America, 1907.
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Napping on guard, straightway resolved to make
Complete amends, by now relieving him
Of these which doubtless troubled his repose
These anxious bars of silver. With that word
Two seamen leaped ashore and, gathering up
The bars in a stout old patch of tawny sail,

Slung them aboard. No sooner this was done
Than out o' the valley, like a foolish jest
Out of the mouth of some great John-a-dreams,
In soft procession of buffoonery
A woolly train of llamas proudly came
Stepping by two and two along the quay,
Laden with pack on pack of silver bars
And driven by a Spaniard. His amaze
The seamen greeted with profuser thanks
For his most punctual thought and opportune
Courtesy. None the less they must declare

It shocked them much to see a cavalier

Turned carrier ; and, at once, they must insist

On easing him of that too sordid care.

Then out from Tarapaca once again
They sailed, their hold a glimmering mine of wealth,
Towards Arica and Lima, where they deemed
The prize of prizes waited unaware.
For every year a gorgeous galleon sailed

With all the harvest of Potosi's mines
And precious stones from dead kings' diadems,
Aztecs' and Incas' gem-encrusted crowns,
Pearls from the glimmering Temples of the Moon,
And milky opals with their broken rainbows,
White diamonds from the Temples of the Sun,

Orange and deep soft violet spinels,
Carbuncles flaming scarlet, amethysts,
Rubies, and sapphires; these to Spain she brought
To glut her priestly coffers. Now not far

Ahead they deemed she lay upon that coast,
Crammed with the lustrous Indies, wrung with threat

And torture from the naked Indian slaves.

To him that spied her top-sails first a prize
Drake offered of the wondrous chain he wore;
And every seaman, every ship-boy, watched
Not only for the prize, but for their friends,
If haply these had weathered through the storm.

Nor did they know their friends had homeward turned,

Bearing to England and to England's Queen,
And his heart's queen, the tale that Drake was dead.

Northward they cruised along a warm wild coast
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That like a most luxurious goddess drowsed
Prone to the sky, her arms behind her head,
One knee up-thrust to make a mountain-peak,
Her rosy breasts up-heaving their soft snow
In distant Andes, and her naked side

With one rich curve for half a hundred leagues
Bathed by the creaming foam ; her heavy hair

Fraught with the perfume of a thousand forests

Tossed round about her beauty; and her mouth
A scarlet mystery of distant flower

Up-turned to take the kisses of the sun.

But like a troop of boys let loose from school

The adventurers went by, startling the stillness

Of that voluptuous dream-encumbered shore

With echoing shouts of laughter and alien song.

But as they came to Arica, from afar

They heard the clash of bells upon the breeze,
And knew that Rumour with her thousand wings
Had rushed before them. Horsemen in the night
Had galloped through the white coast-villages
And spread the dreadful cry

" El Draque
" abroad ;

And when the gay adventurers drew nigh
They found the quays deserted, and the ships
All flown, except one little fishing-boat
Wherein an old man like a tortoise moved
A wrinkled head above the rusty net

His crawling hands repaired. He seemed to dwell

Outside the world of war and peace, outside

Everything save his daily task, and cared

No whit who else might win or lose; for all

The pilot asked of him without demur
He answered, scarcely looking from his work.
A galleon laden with eight hundred bars

Of silver, not three hours ago had flown

Northward, he muttered. Ere the words were out,

The will of Drake thrilled through the Golden Hynde
Like one sharp trumpet-call, and ere they knew
What power impelled them, crowding on all sail

They Northward surged, and roaring down the wind
At Chiuli, port of Arequipa, saw
The chase at anchor. Wondering they came
With all the gunners waiting at their guns
Bare-armed and silent nearer, nearer yet,
Close to the enemy. But no sight or sound
Of living creature stirred upon her decks.

Only a great grey cat lay in the sun

Upon a warm smooth cannon-butt. A chill

Ran through the veins of even the boldest there
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At that unnatural silence. Cautiously
Drake neared her in his pinnace : cautiously,
Cutlass in hand, up that mysterious hull

He clomb, and wondered, as he climbed, to breathe
The friendly smell o' the pitch and hear the waves
With their incessant old familiar sound

Crackling and slapping against her windward flank.

A ship of dreams was that ; for when they reached
The silent deck, they saw no crouching forms,

They heard no sound of life. Only the hot
Creak of the cordage whispered in the sun.

The cat stood up and yawned, and slunk away
Slowly, with furtive glances. The great hold
Was empty, and the rich cabin stripped and bare.

Suddenly one of the seamen with a cry
Pointed where, close inshore, a little boat
Stole towards the town; and, with a louder cry,
Drake bade his men aboard the Golden Hynde.
Scarce had they pulled two hundred yards away
When, with a roar that seemed to buffet the heavens
And rip the heart of the sea out, one red flame

Blackened with fragments, the great galleon burst

Asunder ! All the startled waves were strewn
With wreckage ; and Drake laughed

"
My lads, we have diced

With death to-day, and won ! My merry lads,

It seems that Spain is bolting with the stakes!

Now, if I have to stretch the skies for sails

And summon the blasts of God up from the South
To fill my canvas, I will overhaul
Those dusky devils with the treasure-ship
That holds our hard-earned booty. Pull hard all,

Hard for the Golden Hynde."

And so they came
At dead of night on Callao de Lima!

They saw the harbour lights across the waves

Glittering, and the shadowy hulks of ships
Gathered together like a flock of sheep
Within the port. With shouts and clink of chains

A shadowy ship was entering from the North,
And like the shadow of that shadow slipped
The Golden Hynde beside her thro' the gloom ;

And side by side they anchored in the port
Amidst the shipping! Over the dark tide

A small boat from the customs-house drew near.

A sleepy, yawning, gold-laced officer

Boarded the Golden Hynde, and with a cry,

Stumbling against a cannon-butt, he saw
The bare-armed British seamen in the gloom
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All waiting by their guns. Wildly he plunged
Over the side and urged his boat away,
Crying,

" El Draque ! El Draque !

" At that dread word
The darkness filled with clamour, and the ships,

Cutting their cables, drifted here and there

In mad attempts to seek the open sea.

Wild lights burnt hither and thither, and all the port,
One furnace of confusion, heaved and seethed
In terror ; for each shadow of the night,

Nay, the great night itself, was all El Draque.
The Dragon's wings were spread from quay to quay,
The very lights that burnt from mast to mast
And flared across the tide kindled his breath
To fire ; while here and there a British pinnace
Slipped softly thro' the roaring gloom and glare,

Ransacking ship by ship ; for each one thought
A fleet had come upon them. Each gave up
The struggle as each was boarded; while, elsewhere,
Cannon to cannon, friends bombarded friends.

Yet not one ounce of treasure in Callao

They found ; for, fourteen days before they came,
That greatest treasure-ship of Spain, with all

The gorgeous harvest of that year, had sailed

For Panama: her ballast silver bars;
Her cargo rubies, emeralds, and gold.

Out through the clamour and the darkness, out,
Out to the harbour mouth, the Golden Hynde,
Steered by the iron soul of Drake, returned :

And where the way was blocked, her cannon clove

A crimson highway to the midnight sea.

Then Northward, Northward, o'er the jewelled main,
Under the white moon like a storm they drove
In quest of the Cacafuego. Fourteen days
Her start was; and at dawn the fair wind sank,
And chafing lay the Golden Hynde, becalmed ;

While, on the hills, the Viceroy of Peru
Marched down from Lima with two thousand men,
And sent out four huge ships of war to sink

Or capture the fierce Dragon. Loud laughed Drake
To see them creeping nigh, urged with great oars,
Then suddenly pause ; for none would be the first

To close with him. And, ere they had steeled their hearts

To battle, a fair breeze broke out anew,
And Northward sped the little Golden Hynde
In quest of the lordliest treasure-ship of Spain.

Behind her lay a world in arms ; for now
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Wrath and confusion clamoured for revenge
From sea to sea. Spain claimed the pirate's head
From England, and awaited his return

With all her tortures. And where'er he passed
He sowed the dragon's teeth, and everywhere
Cadmean broods of armed men arose

And followed, followed on his fiery trail.

Men toiled at Lima to fit out a fleet

Strong enough to destroy him. All night long
The flare went up from cities on the coast

Where men like naked devils toiled to cast

Cannon that might have overwhelmed the powers
Of Michael when he drave that hideous rout

Through chaos to the livid wastes of hell.

Small hope indeed there seemed of safe return ;

But Northward sped the little Golden Hynde,
The world-watched midget ship of eighteen guns,
Undaunted ;

and upon the second dawn
Sighted a galleon, not indeed the chase,
Yet worth a pause ; for out of her they took
Embossed with emeralds large as pigeon's eggs
A golden crucifix, with eighty pounds
In weight of gold. The rest they left behind;
And onward, onward, to the North they flew

A score of miles, a score of miles, a score,
An hundred miles, an hundred and an hundred,

Eight hundred miles, ransacking as they went

Ship after ship for news o' the chase and gold;

Learning from every capture that they drew
Nearer and nearer. At Truxillo, dim
And dreaming city, a-drowse with purple flowers,
She had paused, ay, paused to take a freight of gold !

At Paita she had passed two days in front,

Only two days, two days ahead ; nay, one !

At Quito, close inshore, a youthful page,

Bright-eyed, ran up the rigging and cried,
" A sail !

A sail ! The Cacafuego ! And the chain
Is mine !

" And by the strange cut of her sails,

Whereof they had been told in Callao,

They knew her !

Heavily laden with her gems,
Lazily drifting with her golden fruitage,
Over the magic seas they saw her hull

Loom as they onward drew; but Drake, for fear

The prey might take alarm and run ashore,
Trailed wine-skins, filled with water, o'er the side

To hold his ship back, till the darkness fell,

And with the night the off-shore wind arose.
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At last the sun sank down, the rosy light
Faded from Andes' peaked and bosomed snow :

The night-wind rose : the wine-skins were up-hauled ;

And, like a hound unleashed, the Golden Hynde
Leapt forward thro' the gloom.

A cable's length
Divided them. The Cacafuego heard
A rough voice in the darkness bidding her
Heave to! She held her course. Drake gave the word.
A broadside shattered the night, and over her side

Her main-yard clattered like a broken wing !

On to her decks the British sea-dogs swarmed,
Cutlass in hand : that fight was at an end.

The ship was cleared, a prize crew placed on board,
Then both ships turned their heads to the open sea.

At dawn, being out of sight of land, they 'gan
Examine the great prize. None ever knew
Save Drake and Gloriana what wild wealth

They had captured there. Thus much at least was known :

An hundredweight of gold, and twenty tons

Of silver bullion
;
thirteen chests of coins ;

Nuggets of gold unnumbered ; countless pearls,

Diamonds, and emeralds; but the worth of these

Was past all reckoning. In the crimson dawn,
Ringed with the lonely pomp of sea and sky,
The naked-footed seamen bathed knee-deep
In gold and gathered up Aladdin's fruit

All-coloured gems and tossed them in the sun.

The hold like one great elfin orchard gleamed
With dusky globes and tawny glories piled,

Hesperian apples, heap on mellow heap,
Rich with the hues of sunset, rich and ripe
And ready for the enchanted cider-press;
An Emperor's ransom in each burning orb ;

A kingdom's purchase in each clustered bough ;

The freedom of all slaves in every chain.
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THE ADMINISTRATION OF INDIA.

WHEN in last February we
had occasion to comment upon
the manner in which the

Government of India were

dealing with the outburst of

sedition in Bengal,
1 we said,

"Sedition is a plant whose
roots spread underground and
will rise with a stronger growth
in other provinces." The out-

break in the Panjab followed

with startling rapidity on the

failure to deal fairly with the

Bengalis. In spite of what Mr
Morley has said in his late

speech on the Indian Budget,
we hold to our opinion that

the Government of India in

the case of Eastern Bengal
showed much weakness and
failed to appreciate the situa-

tion. They have since adopted
the very measures which they
condemned when taken by Sir

Bampfylde Fuller. Mr Morley
says the circumstances are now
different. They are, he declares,

distinctly better. This is cer-

tainly not the view of the

Anglo-Indian journals; nor is

it upheld by the reports of the

events in the province since

the late Lieutenant-Governor
withdrew. It is curious that,
if the conditions have improved,
the Government should find it

necessary to reiterate the con-

demnation of political agita-
tion by students and school-

boys and the threats of dis-

affiliation of offending colleges
which the Government of

Bengal had issued, and which

they forbade Sir Bampfylde

Fuller to enforce. It is strange,
too, that they should have
found it necessary to send
Ghurka military police and
other police forces into Eastern

Bengal.
However, we congratulate

the Government of India on
their change of policy. The
fears which it must be con-

fessed we felt, that the Secretary
of State for India was not
the man for the crisis, have

proved so far unfounded. Mr
Morley has shown himself to

be a man able to learn from
his own mistakes. "When the

wreckage of the present min-

istry has been swept away,
and little remains but an un-

savoury reminiscence of what
it tried to be, Mr Morley's
work may be found alive.

His speech on the 6th of

June was marked by a manly
frankness and determination
which carried conviction. It

was the speech of a statesman
who had thought out his

subject. One note rose loud

and clear above all, a note which

Englishmen serving in India

have desired to hear. When
Lord Cromer, in his farewell

despatch, spoke out to the

Egyptians, men in the Indian
Service wished that a similar

pronouncement might be made
to the Indian agitators. Mr
Morley has spoken. Every one
in India now knows what he
has to do and what he has to

expect "British rule will con-

tinue, ought to continue, and

1 " The Treatment of Sedition in India"' Maga,' February 1907.
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must continue." The Govern-
ment of India must be a per-
sonal and autocratic Govern-
ment. So when Mr La

jpat
Rai and others took action

incompatible with this funda-

mental doctrine, Mr Morley
sanctioned the issue of a
warrant for the seizure and

deportation of those gentle-
men without trial and without

appeal. The effect of this

strong act has been felt at

once throughout India. In
the immediate future there will,

it may be hoped, be no overt

manifestation of disloyalty.
If it could be followed up by
the voluntary departure of

Messrs Cotton, Smeaton,
O'Donnell, and others to the

New Hebrides, there might be

peace for another fifty years.
The state of affairs in the

Panjab was evidently very

grave, how grave probably
no one not in the confidence

of the Government can know.
The attempt of the agitators
to work on some casual griev-
ances of the peasantry and to

tamper with the fidelity of the

Sikh soldiers is quite enough
to show the serious nature of

the danger, and to justify the

measures taken to meet it.

While there is a lull in the

storm the captain naturally
takes the opportunity to look

over his ship and see to any
leaks. Why is there this

political discontent ? What
have the peasantry to do with

it, and by what arguments
have they been excited? The
motives of the agitators are

not far to seek. They belong
to the classes which have
availed themselves of Western
education, and have assimil-

ated, or think that they have

assimilated, Western ideas of

liberty and representative gov-
ernment. They have told us

in plain language what they
want. They desire that the

British should evacuate India,
and allow them to establish

a native government. Those
who do not go this length would
like the British administrators

to depart bag and baggage,
after installing the agitators
and their friends in office.

They would desire, however,
to remain for the present under
the British flag, like the Boer
Government in the Transvaal,
and to retain the services

of the British army, without
which they could not hope to

exist. Mr Morley has answered
these gentlemen once for all.

They cannot have what they
want. So much for them. We
must conciliate them so far as

may be, and in any case pre-
vent them from doing harm.
But what of the millions of

the peoples of India ? Mr
Morley says : "I believe, for

my part, that most of the

people of India are on our

side. I do not say for a mo-
ment that they like us

;
but no

matter: they know that their

whole interest is bound up in

the law and order we preserve."
That is a fair statement of the

case ; but perhaps it is too

superficial a view to be alto-

gether true. No doubt the

majority, the great majority,
of the inhabitants of India ask
for nothing more than permis-
sion to follow their own ways.
If peace is preserved, if prop-

erty and honour are safe from
the ravages of the bandit or

the oppressor, they are satisfied,
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and they will not ask whether
the power that gives them
this protection is in the form
of a Mohammedan or a Hindu
or a Christian Government.
The Secretary of State quoted
a saying of General Gordon :

"To govern men there is but
one way, and it is eternal

truth : get into their skins ;

try to realise their feelings."

Well, if Mr Morley succeeds in

getting into a Hindu's skin,
the first thing he will find is

that his main feeling towards
a European is one of aversion

and contempt. He regards
them as people who constantly
violate every custom and pre-

judice of his religion and his

country, and are utterly de-

filed. Abbe Dubois, writing
of Europeans in India eighty
years ago, said,

" It is certain

that this conduct [namely,
neglect of Hindu customs
and prejudices] estranges
them from all the better

classes of Hindus, who conse-

quently in this respect place
them far below the pariahs."
The Mohammedans of India,
who are more or less infected

by Hindu caste feelings, have

undoubtedly a similar aversion,

though in a less intense form.
How far Indians who have

been educated and have tra-

velled in Europe have freed
themselves from this prejudice
is uncertain, and cannot be
discovered. What we are most
concerned with is the fact that
this is the light in which
the mass of the people regard
the European in the abstract.

When they come into contact
with an Englishman, and let

it be remembered that thou-
sands of them never see a white

face, this instinctive dislike is

their first impression. It will

depend on his character and
conduct whether it is overcome
or confirmed and increased.

No one knows better than the

educated Indian how to work
on the feelings of his ignorant
countrymen. The man who
has freed himself from the

trammels of caste and custom
will not scruple to play on the

superstitions of the people ;

and while he is himself drink-

ing wine and eating beef at

a European hotel, he may be

urging his Hindu brethren
to rise in defence of the

Cow. Under the cover of

"Swadeshi" the people are

being told that through the

sugar and woollen goods im-

ported into India their caste

is being attacked and endan-

gered. In the schools and

colleges the students are in-

structed that the British Gov-
ernment is a rule of robbers

and oppressors. The people,

young and old, are being
taught to hate us at sight.

Hitherto the Englishman has
had to overcome the prejudice

arising from difference in habits

and customs and beliefs. He
will soon have to meet a hatred
that has been built up he
knows not on what lies and
misstatements.
Mr Morley may well say that

it is a tremendous chasm that

we have to bridge, and may
well doubt whether political

machinery will ever bridge it.

For our own part, we are con-

vinced that no machinery of the
kind will ever fill up the breach.

Therefore it is not proposed
here to say much in reference to

the contemplated measures for
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improving the administrative

machinery. In the first place,
the information put before the
House is not sufficient to afford

ground for criticism. There is

nothing very startling in the
outline given by Mr Morley. A
few more members in the legis-
lative councils, always preserv-

ing an official majority; a few
more hours or days for the
fruitless discussion of the Bud-

get in the Governor-General's
Council

;
one or two Indian

gentlemen in the emasculated
Council of India in Whitehall.
If the sketch given above of the
racial feeling that is arising
that has arisen is true, these

are measures which will not go
far. Yet they go quite as far in

the direction of the " bold step
forward "

promised (rashly, we
think) by the Secretary of State
last year, as is prudent.
Much more importance at-

taches, in our opinion, to meas-
ures which may tend to im-

prove the personal relations

between the English adminis-

trators and the people. What
the Eastern desires is personal

government. He wishes for a

man to whom he can make his

complaints on whatever subject,
and from whom he can obtain

redress. A century even half

a century ago the magistrate
of the district had nearly every

department of the government
in his hand. Until lately, in

districts which were called non-

regulation, this was the rule.

The increase of business and
the desire to subdivide work in

the interests of efficiency have
led to the withdrawal of one

department after another from
the district officer's cognisance.
There is a central officer at

headquarters now for nearly
every department. Instead of

being able to act, the man on
the spot is too often obliged to

sit down and write a report.
If he sees anything going
wrong in the civil courts, in the

jails, in the schools, or in the

excise, it is a hundred to one

against his being able to effect

a remedy without a written

discussion
; and perhaps then

he may fail to persuade the

"Head of the Department."
That is where centralisation

has hit both the administrators

and the people. It is not that the

provincial governments have
not sufficient powers, financial

or otherwise. They have nearly
all they need. It is that the

supreme government in the

first instance, and following
their example the provincial

governments, have sought to

gather all the strings into

their own hands. There is

no doubt that Lord Curzon
with his vigorous personality
increased this evil. He in-

sisted on having central offi-

cers of every kind appointed
a Director-General of Edu-

cation for all India
;
an Archi-

tect to the Government of

India; a Sanitary Inspector-

General; and, it may be,

others. Each of these gentle-

men, who for the most part of

the year sit in offices hundreds
of miles away, wants to know
what is going on

;
and each

of them, when he knows,
wants to interfere. It is

easy to see how this multi-

plies the office work, and de-

creases the power of the

officers on the spot. It is

impossible to go back to the

old and simpler form of rule.
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But it is possible to mitigate
the evil and stop its increase.

One thing that has caused,
and is causing, the estrange-
ment between the Government
and the people is the absence
of free intercourse between the

people and the district officers.

India is ruled in the final

result by the district officers.

If their power is taken away,
and their ability to give re-

dress diminished, the people
will not come to them to relate

their grievances. A man,
moreover, who, in the plains
of India, is kept from morning
till night in his office writing,
will have neither the time nor
the temper to listen to those

grievances or to receive visits

of ceremony. These are the

points to which it is hoped
the Royal Commission may
direct their inquiries. But
not to these only. The in-

dependence of the provincial

governments ought also to be
increased. Lord Minto's pre-
decessor began with a firm

pronouncement in favour of

less writing. But did he not
end by largely increasing the
staff of the Home Secretariat?
A viceroy should be able to

keep in touch with his lieu-

tenants without interfering
with them ; and the gover-
nors of provinces in like man-
ner can control their commis-
sioners and district officers

without taking away their ini-

tiative and reducing them to

mere reporting machines. It

is a question of hands.
From a purely financial point

of view there is little to say on
the Indian Budget. There is

a smack of prejudice about
Mr Morley's utterances on the

Salt Tax, which is to be re-

gretted. It does not matter
to a man in what form he is

taxed, but how much he is

taxed. It is possible not to

tax any of the necessaries of

life, and at the same time to

leave nothing to pay for them
withal. Lord Percy is right
in warning the Secretary of

State that the Salt Tax can-

not be reimposed if it is once

removed. At the same time,

money may be sorely needed.

Any new tax to which the

people are not accustomed
would be much more unpopu-
lar. Those who have thought
most about Indian finance

have found it impossible to

discover any tax which would

produce nearly as much revenue
with as little hardship. Lord

Percy's caution to Mr Morley
about the opium revenue also

commends itself. The sincer-

ity of China in this matter
is open to question. And it

may be found that the Indian
revenues and the interests

of the Indian agriculturists
have been sacrificed for noth-

ing. Moreover, even if China
is sincere, the task she is

undertaking is quite beyond
the strength of the Chinese

administration. The plan it

is proposed to adopt is con-

ceived much on the lines of

the measures which the Gov-
ernment of India has put in

force in Burma. With a strong
and, in its upper ranks at any
rate, an honest establishment,
it has not been found possible
to prevent the consumption of

opium by Burmans from in-

creasing. Is it likely that

the Chinese Government will

succeed ?
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THE EMPIRE, THE CONSTITUTION, AND THE LAND.

WE are now within six

weeks of the closing of the

session, and we can guess

pretty nearly at both the best

and the worst which it is

likely to produce for us. As
happened last year, so it has

happened this year. The great
measure of the session has

proved a dead failure, and has
been sullenly withdrawn, amid
the jeers and menaces of the

anti - English faction, whose

support it was intended to

purchase. We now know that

nothing which is only a step
towards a larger measure will

satisfy the Irish demand, and
that the gap between Devolu-
tion and Home Rule must be

jumped at once if the Govern-
ment are to win the support
of England's enemies. They
have offered one bribe, and it

has been thrown back in their

faces. There is only one other

left for them to offer.

We need not ask what is to

be the next step on the part of

the Nationalists
;

nor indeed

was the Manifesto issued by
Mr Redmond required to in-

form us of that. The policy
of intimidation and terrorism

announced in it had already
been adopted in the West of

Ireland. In the language of

one of the Irish judges, one

peculiarly competent to express
an opinion on the subject, "an
audacious conspiracy

"
against

law and order exists in four

or five Irish counties. The
debate in the House of Lords
on Lord Londonderry's motion,
June 5, supplies us with all

the details. The chief form
which this conspiracy assumes
at present is cattle -

driving.
The landlords let out large
stretches of grass land to

graziers, whose cattle are reg-

ularly driven off as soon as

they are turned on, thus par-

alysing one great branch of

Irish industry. The rioters

believe that by rendering the

land useless to its owners they
will compel them to sell it, and
that forced sales will cause it

to be bought cheap, and ulti-

mately to become their own.

Oh, but, says Lord Denman,
what is cattle-driving ? Surely
that is no great crime ! No
great crime, that is, compared
with cattle-maiming. No more
is house-breaking a very great
crime compared with murder.
But are we therefore to look

upon a burglar as the victim

only of a venial economic error,

leading him to believe that he
has a natural right to your
forks and spoons, an error

calling rather for sympathy
than censure?
Mr Birrell, however, caps

the absurdity of the position
into which the Government
have plunged themselves by
taking up quite a new line

of argument. He does not,
like Lord Denman, defend or

excuse cattle-driving. He says
that landlords should know
how to protect their own
property. This assertion is

throwing us very far back
into a different state of society.
Does Mr Birrell mean that

the landlord should arm his
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servants and such other

tenantry as are loyal to him,
drill them, and organise them,
and take the field against the

trespasser? We don't know
what else he can mean. He
talks of " the ordinary means,"
but there are none in existence

at the present day, except such
as exist already in the hands
of the police. But these, by
Mr Birrell's own admission, are

found insufficient in Ireland ;

and what other ordinary means
are open to the landlord whose

property is destroyed in order
to drive him out of the neigh-
bourhood it is difficult to com-

prehend. In his answers to

Mr Lonsdale, Mr Corbett, and
Mr Craig, on the 12th of June,
Mr Birrell was either con-

sciously talking nonsense or

suggesting conduct verging
upon eivil war.
What would be said if only

one English county was in

the condition in which four

or five Irish counties are now
plunged? In a week's time
the perpetrators of these out-

rages would very soon be

painfully convinced that they
were very

" serious
"

crimes
indeed. But in Ireland oh !

it is only pretty Paddy's way.
It is not to be supposed,

however, that Government will

do nothing in the meantime to

disarm the resentment of the
Nationalist Home Rulers

; and
conciliation may not improbably
take the form of connivance
at the outrages with which

they have already shown them-
selves reluctant to interfere.

"A relaxed administration of

the law "
means, of course, that

cattle-driving and the like will

be allowed to proceed, if not

wholly unpunished, at least

practically unsuppressed. And
should this unhappy state of

things be continued, it will not

long be confined within its

present limits. It will spread

through the country ;
and what

the autumn and winter may
have in store for us it is pain-
ful to reflect upon.

If they are in earnest

Government should practise
what they preach. Bold words
break no bones. What is the

good of their declaring that

they are determined to main-
tain the law while they make
no secret of their sympathy
with those who break it ? The
rioters may well say they have
Government "at their back."

Lord Crewe said it was highly
improper of the Opposition to

make this assertion, because it

would encourage the wrong-
doers. It would be highly
improper, no doubt, if it were
not true. But as it is, the

mere repetition of what the

boycotters already know can
make them no worse than they
were before, while it is neces-

sary at the same time to en-

lighten the British public who
are not equally well informed.

And we observe while we are

writing these lines that a

gentleman who is at present
in Sligo gaol undergoing a

term of imprisonment for un-

lawful assembly and intimida-

tion has been elected chairman
of a rural district council in

the county of Roscommon ! 1

If the Government hope to

compensate for their two great
failures by the success of their

two new Land Bills, they may
find themselves mistaken. The
Small Landholders (Scotland)
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Bill was still labouring heavily
in Committee when we finished

this article. There are two

points at least on which the
Bill stands condemned on every
ground of either justice or ex-

pediency. It is, as our readers

know, an extension of the
Crofters Act to the whole of

Scotland. Now for the Crofters

Act there was some colour of

an excuse, by no means amount-

ing to a justification, but some
kind of set-off against its im-

policy. Most of the crofters

had put up their own farm-

buildings and built their

own houses. Some protection
against arbitrary eviction it

was perhaps right, therefore,
to afford them. But no such

justification exists for ex-

tending the measure to the

Lowlands. The Lowland ten-

ants have not put up either

farm-buildings or farm-houses.
The landowners have done it

all, and the Bill is simply a
wanton violation of existing
contracts, which it is sought
to disguise by constant refer-

ence to the Crofters Act,

throwing dust in the eyes of

the public, in hopes of per-

suading them that the cir-

cumstances in each case are

the same.
The second point referred to

is the gross injustice to which
the luckless landowners will

in many cases be exposed.
Take a farm of five hundred

acres, on which the landlord
has erected all suitable build-

ings, and a house as well,
in fact, has got the hold-

ing into first-rate order for

a good tenant. Then in come

the Commissioners to be ap-

pointed under this Bill, and

require the farm to be cut

up into small holdings. The

buildings erected at so much
cost for one large farm are

useless for a dozen small ones,

they cannot be taken into ac-

count in fixing the rent of the

newcomers, and the landlord

practically loses all his money.
Moreover, he has no security
for his rent in return for the

concessions demanded of him.

In the English Bill the County
Council stands between the

landlord and the small holder.

The Council is the landlord's

tenant, so that he has some

security for his rent. The
Scottish landlord has none.

Should this Bill become law
in its present form, the natural

effect of it will be to deter

Scottish landlords from spend-

ing money, as they hitherto

have done most liberally, on
the proper equipment of their

estates. Such a result, hostile

at once to the improvement of

agriculture and the welfare of

the population, is cheerfully

accepted by a party whose
one object, under a variety of

disguises, is to undermine the

position of the landed aristo-

cracy.
1 All these agrarian

measures must be attacked,

defended, or criticised with an

eye on that intention. We
have crafty antagonists to

deal with, who can put very
innocent faces on very nefari-

ous designs. Wherever the

cry of " back to the land
"

is

loudest, the howl of the wolf

in sheep's clothing is largely

mingled with it.

1 See Mr Long's speech, June 12.
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Those who use the Socialists

for their own purposes are not,
of course, in any real agree-
ment with them. But once

set the tide of Socialism flow-

ing, and who shall say where it

will stop. The Ministry must
be perfectly aware of this.

But, like the political gambler,
long ago described by Burke,

they will "chance it," en-

danger the Constitution, bring
into contempt both the rights
of property and the authority
of law, violate all the prescrip-
tions and conventions which
more than any printed statutes

bind society together, and all

for the sake of a party triumph,
which, if followed to the bitter

end, might prove to be a Sam-
son's victory.
The arbitrary, and we must

say dishonest, tactics by which
the two Land Bills have been

pushed forward will be called

to account elsewhere. We will

only at present give a single
instance. When some mem-
bers of the House of Commons
asked for information relative

to the financial clauses of the

Small Landholders Bill, they
were told by Mr Sinclair

that they could only be dis-

cussed in Grand Committee.
When they came on for dis-

cussion in Grand Committee
he closured every one of

the amendments except his

own providing for increased
salaries ! No wonder the Prime
Minister does not wish to see

the Grand Committee re-

ported !

The English Bill is not

quite so bad as the Scottish.

But before considering its

details we must say a few
words on the question which

in reality underlies the whole

controversy, both in England
and Scotland, and that is, the

alleged demand for small hold-

ings. Douglas Jerrold used to

say that, in walking down
the Strand or Fleet Street,

probably every other man you
met wanted a thousand pounds.
The demand for this desirable

sum of money was then, and
no doubt still is, considerable.

And in walking down any
village street in England,
probably every other man you
met, if asked whether he
would like a small farm,
would answer Yes. This, how-

ever, is not exactly the species
of demand which legislation is

usually invoked to satisfy. Yet
we strongly suspect that it is

what Miss Jebb and other

missionaries of the same
calibre principally rely upon.
Demand ! why, of course

there is a demand for land,
and always has been. It is

no new thing. Anybody who
chose might go round the

country and in the course of

a week or two bring back a
sackful of such demands. And
this, in point of fact, is what
the Government propose to

do. Their Commissioners are

to travel about the country in

search of such demands, and
doubtless where they fail to

find them it will be their

business to create them. The
Memorandum prepared for

the Government to prove the

abundance of them is not
worth the paper it is printed
on; to say nothing of the

childishness of hoping to con-

vince either Parliament or the

public by a document com-

posed of selected answers in
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favour of small holdings drawn
from various blue books during
the last twenty years, with-
out giving a single scrap of

evidence on the other side.

We will now supply the

omission. The Memorandum
quotes from the evidence of Mr
Jonas, Lord Carrington's land

agent. The question of demand,
be it noted, cannot altogether
be dissociated from the question
of success or failure.

"7195. You mentioned (and this

seems to me an extremely important
point) that you could let to-day in

North and South Lincolnshire 1500
acres of land if you had it for small

holdings 1 Yes.

"7196. Could you find the men to

take up this land 1 Oh, yes.
"7197. They actually exist 1 They

exist now.
"
7198. Would tney a11 l>e suitable

men ? Decidedly."

Asked whether he thought
the demand was greater in

Lincolnshire than elsewhere, he
said there might perhaps be a

larger demand in South Lin-

colnshire, but there was a very
large demand generally. Was
that the case all over England ?

From what he knew of the

eastern counties, in addition to

Buckinghamshire and Lincoln-

shire, he should say that it was.

Very well. Now hear Mr
Jonas on the other side.

Speaking of a district in Cam-

bridgeshire where the small-

holding system broke down for

two reasons, he says that not

only was the soil unsuitable,
but there was no genuine
demand from suitable men,
except from a few of the

village tradesmen. Thus we
are told that in one of the

eastern counties where there

is a "
very large demand "

for

small holdings, he found dis-

tricts where there was no

genuine demand at all. This

part of Mr Jonas's evidence

relating to Cambridgeshire is

omitted in the Memorandum.

Again, with regard to suit-

able tenants, he is above

quoted as saying that in

North and South Lincolnshire

he could find plenty such. In
that case North and South Lin-

colnshire must be exceptionally
favoured, as we think our
readers will admit when they
see what are the conditions

which Mr Jonas postulates in
" a suitable tenant," evidence

which the Memorandum ig-
nores. The Report summarises
his evidence on this point :

" Mr Jonas laid great stress on the

qualification and suitability of the
tenant. He would let an allotment
to any man, but a small holding
only to one who had proved his

powers of cultivation. . . . Small

holdings, to be economically success-

ful, must originate in a genuine de-

mand by really suitable tenants.

. . . Success is probable on a variety
of soils and under a variety of con-

ditions when special care is taken to

select the right kind of men to work
the land in the manner best suited

to it
;
and unless the man is known

to be skilful in the cultivation of the
land and the sale of its produce, a

period of probation in the working of

an allotment or otherwise is advisable
as a test. . . . When the land is unsuit-

able and the demand artificial, the suc-

cess of small holdings is impossible."

The Memorandum takes no
note of this distinction. Most
of the demands discovered by
the Commissioners will partake
probably of this latter char-

acter. Perhaps Mr Tindal's

evidence, only a part of which
is given in the Memorandum,
will throw further light upon
the subject. He was asked
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whether there was a large de-

mand for small holdings in his

district. He would say there

was "an unlimited demand for

them." This is what appears
in the Memorandum

;
now let

us see what does not appear
there.

" It by no means follows," says the
same witness, "that those who are

asking for small holdings are always
men who are capable of doing justice
to them. On the contrary, many of

those who make these requests are
known to be quite unfit : their

judicious elimination would make
those whose demands remain unsat-

isfied maternally less.

"Most of those who have made
experiments in the subdivision of

land for small holdings, and have
made public their willingness to let

or sell in small plots, had consider-

able difficulty in sifting the applica-
tions, and have had to refuse a large
number of manifestly unfit men, some
of whom, having failed in every other
walk of life, think that any man may
make money out of land. It is against
these that special precautions should,
in our opinion, be taken in any ex-

periments made with public money
or the public credit."

The "
manifestly unfit

" man
who has been refused a small

holding is the man who goes
about abusing the landlords,
and on whom Sir Henry Camp-
bell - Bannerman relies for the
" blank denial

" which is thrown
at the head of every one
who ventures to doubt the
ex parte evidence on which
his present Bills are based !

The Memorandum merely re-

asserts a bare fact which

nobody denies, and omits all

reference to circumstances and
conditions which qualify its

significance. To say simply
that there is a general demand
for small holdings, and to say
nothing more, is of course to

assert a truth ; but it is one of

those truths which, in the ab-

sence of all those reservations

and deductions which make the

difference between the abstract

and the concrete, become some-

thing very like a falsehood.

While the principle of dual

ownership has worked so badly
in Ireland that the Govern-
ment are trying to get rid of

it, they are actually at the
same moment proposing to fix

it upon Scotland. But Ireland's

cast-off clothes will fit neither

Scotland nor England, as

Government, we hope, will

very speedily discover. The

English Bill limits the local

authorities in the assignment
of small holdings to the

principle of tenancy, instead

of enabling the applicants
to become owners of the soil.

There is, we admit, something
to be said on both sides. The
labourer who purchases has
to pay down a deposit which
absorbs the money required for

stocking or equipping his hold-

ing. Were it not for this, it is

believed that the great majority
of the labourers would prefer to

purchase. On the other hand,
if the small holder becomes
owner of his farm, either he
will or he will not be at liberty
to do what he likes with it,

and to sell it if he thinks fit.

If he is so at liberty, then by a
natural process the small hold-

ings will in time be reabsorbed
into the large properties
from which they were origin-

ally taken. If he is not, then in

a generation or two the small

holder will probably sink into a

pauper, and fall into the hands
of the money-lender, as in India.

For it is to be remembered that

if the first occupant is a man
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of exceptional ability and able

to make a small farm answer,
it does not follow that his son

or successor will be so too.

There are counter considera-

tions, however, which seem to

turn the scale in favour of

ownership against tenancy the

plan adopted by the Govern-
ment. In the first place, as Mr
Balfour pointed out, tenancy, as

we have it in the present Bill,

will not keep out the money-
lender. Under the present

regime the small farmer who
rents directly from the pro-

prietor, if he gets into difficul-

ties, can always appeal to his

landlord, and obtain some re-

laxation of his rent or a longer
time for paying it. He will

get no such indulgence from
the middleman in the shape of

a local authority. The latter

cannot allow the tenant to fall

into arrears which the rate-

payers might have to make
good; accordingly, when the

tenant is in difficulties he must
have recourse to Shylock.
There is no alternative.

"The Bill," said Mr Chaplin,

"sought to create a vast army of

tenants and not owners of land,

tenants, remember, who would not

hold direct from landlords, as the

people themselves would greatly pre-

fer, but held from middlemen, which
the experience of Ireland and other

parts of the world had shown was
one of the most pernicious forms of

tenure. Why the Government had
decided to adopt this tenure he could
not conceive, unless they had some
fears the experiment would be a

failure, and they desired that in the

event of its failure the cost should fall

upon the rates instead of upon the

national fund."

Other reasons for their choice

have been suggested. Their
Socialist allies in Parliament

look with great displeasure on

any extension of individual

ownership ;
and for that very

reason all Conservatives and
anti-Socialists should be glad
to see it adopted. A numerous
and fairly prosperous body of

small holders, small yeomen,
that is, farming their own
land, would constitute a very
formidable barrier against de-

signs of which no secret is made

by the party of plunder.
The evil of the dual tenure,

which is the vice of the hir-

ing system as prescribed by
the present Bill, is far greater
in our opinion than the risk

of alienation which is no
doubt involved in the system
of ownership. This difference

is by itself quite sufficient to

justify the preference for

ownership exhibited by the

Opposition speakers ; and they
are strongly supported by the

Report of Lord Onslow's Com-
mittee. No extensive system
of petty culture, whether by
owners or tenants, can be estab-

lished without risk of some
kind. And if we are deter-

mined to have it, we must
choose the system which seems
to possess the most advantages
to compensate for it. If our

object is to reawaken an inter-

est in the land among the

labouring population ; to create

in their minds and their hearts

that feeling of affection for a
rural home which is inde-

pendent of pecuniary consider-

ations
;
to establish on the land

a class of permanent and con-

tented peasantry bound by such
ties as the above to their native

soil, it is very evident that this

object will be gained rather by
ownership than by tenancy.
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As the principle of the Bill

is accepted by the Unionist

party, we are not called upon
in this article to re-examine the

system of petite culture on its

merits. It is sufficient to say
that it can only succeed under

very exceptional conditions,
and that to contemplate its

extension on a large scale, as

if suitable to the average
agricultural labourer, betrays
either gross ignorance of the

subject or a wilful blindness

to facts for which the evid-

ence is overwhelming. But we
have now only to consider the

machinery by which the Gov-
ernment hope to give effect

to this ill-conceived measure

machinery which will have to

be most closely scrutinised, and
in some important points modi-

fied, before it becomes law.

One point to be considered is

how far it may be practicable
to find land for small holdings
without cutting up the large
ones. That this process must

necessarily be injurious to the

regular tenant - farmer, since

it will be slices of his best

land that will be taken from

him, goes without saying.
How far it will benefit the
labourer is doubtful. The
labourers employed on the
Crown lands let to one large
tenant at Burwell, in Essex,
declare that by its conver-

sion into small farms half of

them are thrown out of work
and ruined.

A further question is whether
too much power is not lodged
in the local authorities, and
whether the whole management
of the system should not be in

the hands of the central author-

ity the Board of Agriculture :

a body above all local jealousies
or partialities. While if the
local authorities are still re-

tained, how will they like

their decisions to be overruled,
or how far will the Government

plan for coercing them con-

duce to the wholesome ad-

ministration of the new sys-
tem ? By clause 5 of the

English Bill, if the County
Council decline to carry out

any draft scheme submitted to

them by the Small Holdings
Commissioners (created under
this Bill), these gentlemen may
take the matter into their

own hands and supersede the

County Council altogether. It

is needless to say that the

County Councils are likely to

be much better judges of what
is necessary and what is safe

than the London Commission-
ers. And if they are liable to

be set aside in this manner,
would it not be better to re-

lieve them altogether from
duties for the due discharge
of which their local knowledge
and practical experience are

deemed insufficient guarantees ?

The question of compul-
sion will have to be con-

sidered in connection with
the choice between ownership
and tenancy. Compulsory
leasing should certainly be
struck out. If you take a
man's land, as was said

in the debate, the least you
can do is to pay him for it.

But to compel him to let

land, in which he has sunk

large sums of money, with the

prospect of its being returned
to him on the expiration of

the lease with all its good-
ness taken out of it, is, as

Mr Chaplin said, if not con-
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fiscation, something so like it

that the difference is invisible

to the naked eye.
As the Government refuses

to allow the House of Commons
to discuss the details of the

Bill, a double responsibility
will rest upon the House of

Lords when the Bill comes
before them. What may be

done to it in the Grand Com-
mittee remains to be seen. But
the Lords must take care that

before it is placed on the

statute book it is brought into

accordance with the dictates

of equity and the lessons of

practical experience. As Sir

Henry Campbell-Bannerman's
Resolution prohibiting the

Peers from demanding an

appeal to the people cannot
come into operation immedi-

ately, they may amend the Bill

without any fear of its being
thrust down their throats. The
Resolution is so worded as to be

capable of being turned inside

out with the greatest ease. It

presupposes that every measure
carried through the House of

Commons from first to last

during a period of seven years
must necessarily represent
the will of the people. Were
this so, no General Election

would ever cause a change of

Government. But we know
for a fact that it is not so.

In the case of the Welsh Church,
a measure was passed through
the Commons and rejected by
the Lords to the perfect satis-

faction of the people. Home

Rule was carried through the
Commons and, to the joy of

Great Britain, rejected by the

Lords, who thus saved us from
a measure to which the country
was resolutely opposed. So far

from thwarting the wishes of

the people, the House of Lords
sometimes represents the wishes
of the people much better than
the House of Commons.

If we have said nothing
about Part II. of the Bill

concerning allotments, it is

only because the word allot-

ment has no longer any mean-

ing. Allotments by the Act
of 1887 were placed on the
same footing as small holdings.
The limit of extent is now ex-

tended to five acres ; and as

far as their usefulness to the

peasantry is concerned, it is

neither more nor less than
that of the small holdings,
which there is no reason to

keep distinct from them. They
have now entirely lost the

special value which attached
to them when first introduced,
when they were made de-

pendent on good behaviour,
and when it was never in-

tended that shopkeepers and
other small tradesmen should
be entitled to them. We can

only utter a vain protest

against the expenditure of

public money on providing
allotments for butchers, bakers,
and publicans. But as allot-

ments have lost their original
character, perhaps it does not
so much matter.
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THE ALPINE CLUB.

BY H. PRESTON-THOMAS.

THIS year the Alpine Club
celebrates its jubilee ; and dur-

ing half a century of existence
it has seen its particular pastime
take a prominent place among
athletic pursuits throughout
the world. It is the parent of

at least a score of vigorous
associations of the same kind,

having in the aggregate many
thousands of members

;
and

every season witnesses a con-

stantly increasing number of

ascents of all degrees of diffi-

culty, from the, say, five

thousandth trudge up the

snowfields of Mont Blanc to

the conquest of some previously
unassailed giant of the Hima-

layas or the Rockies.

It is curious that up to the
middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury the mountains had as

little charm for athletes as for

artists. It was Ruskin who
then set himself to show that

the Alps were not, as they
have been called, "ugly ex-

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCII.

crescences on the beautiful face

of nature," and it was a small

band of enthusiasts (of whom
Mr Justice Wills is one of the

few survivors) who at about
the same time invented moun-

taineering. They had to face

an immense amount of ridicule ;

there was much talk of "
greasy

poles
" and of a " suicidal

combination of monomaniacs."
Even classical quotations were
thrown at their heads, the

heaviest missile of this kind

being Juvenal's celebrated

apostrophe to Hannibal,

"I, demens, et ssevas curre per Alpes,
Ut pueria placeas et declamatio fias,"

which a cockneywit translated,
with perhaps undue freedom,
as "Tuppence more, and up
goes the donkey." In the first

edition of '

Murray's Handbook
to Switzerland

' we read that

"the passion for climbing
mountains, so ardent in a

young traveller, soon cools,
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and they who have surmouuted
the Righi, the Faulhorn, and
the Dole may fairly consider any
further ascents a waste of time
and labour." And the third

edition tells us, in reference to

Mont Blanc, that "it is a some-
what remarkable fact that a

large proportion of those who
have made this ascent have
been persons of unsound mind :

those who have succeeded have
for the most part advised no
one to attempt it."

But gradually people found
that the men who devoted
themselves most keenly to

mountaineering were neither

fanatics nor fools ; that al-

though, like most sports, it

involved some risks, the notion

of climbing a peak with its

attendant excitement and ad-

ventures was not necessarily
more insane than that of gal-

loping across country after a

fox; and, as a matter of fact,

the hard-worked barristers, the

men of science, the Cambridge
tutors, who were among the

leaders of the new pastime,
found in it the best possible
recreation for mind and body.

Perhaps Albert Smith con-

tributed a good deal to its

popularity. In August 1851

he joined three Oxford under-

graduates in going up Mont
Blanc; and his story of the

expedition, which appeared in

'Maga' in the following Jan-

uary, set a new fashion in

travellers' tales. It was a

graphic and thrilling piece of

description ; and we cannot
wonder at the marked success

which it attained, although,
with the experience of half a

century, we see that most of

the appalling dangers were

conjured up by fright and ex
haustion working upon a vivid

imagination. Thus Smith says
that on the Grand Plateau

(where one might almost drive

an active cow)
"
every step we

took was gained from the

chances of a horrible death."

At the foot of the Mur de la

Cote he sat on the snow and de-

clared he would go no farther.

But the guides (of whom there

were sixteen
!) dragged him

on
;
and here is his impression

of the Mur: "It is an all but

perpendicular
1

iceberg. . . .

Immediately after you begin
to ascend it obliquely, there is

nothing below but a chasm in

the ice more frightful than

anything yet passed. Should
the foot slip or the baton give
way, there is no chance for

life, you would glide like

lightning from one frozen

crag to another, and finally
be dashed to pieces, hundreds
and hundreds of feet below,
in the horrible depths of the

glacier." As to this, the late

C. E. Mathews (who made the

ascent over a dozen times)

drily remarked that the Mur,
though steep, is quite safe

;

and that if a traveller slipped,
he would be landed on soft

snow at the bottom, and merely
have the trouble of climbing

up again. Still, these ex-

aggerations did no harm to

Smith's story, and a month
or two later he expanded it

into what proved to be the

most successful entertainment
of the early 'Fifties. His
"Ascent of Mont Blanc," with

1
According to a matter-of-fact clinometer, its elope is only 45.
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excellent pictures by William

Beverley, patter songs, and St
Bernard dogs, was produced at

the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly,
on the 15th March 1852; it

attracted all London ;
the run

actually continued for no less

than six years, and brought
Smith a profit of something
like 30,000. The performance
was not one of a high class,

but it undoubtedly had the
effect of making some of the

charms of mountain -climbing
known to the world at large.
If its author was a thorough
cockney, with no claim to be
considered a mountaineer, if his

conceit was overweening (even
the good-natured Dickens said

of him,
" We all have our

Smiths "), if his narrative was
not strictly fettered by fact,
it was decidedly amusing and
dramatic, and it certainly drew
public interest in a new direc-

tion.

The original suggestion for

the formation of a club of

climbers was made on the 1st

February 1857 by Mr William

Mathews, of the Leasowes,
Worcestershire, and appears
in the collected correspondence
of Professor Hort, which was
published a few years ago. It

ran as follows :

" I want you to consider whether it

would not be possible to establish an

Alpine Club, the members of which
might dine together once a year, say,
in London, and give each other what
information they could. Each mem-
ber at the close of any tour in Switzer-

land, or elsewhere, should be required
to furnish to the President a short
account of all the undescribed ex-
cursions he had made, with a view to
the publication of an annual or bi-

ennial volume. "We should thus get
a great deal of useful information in
a form available to the members."

In the autumn of the same

year the project was put into

definite shape, lists were made
of men likely to join the Club,
and a circular was addressed
to them signed by Mr E. S.

Kennedy. The first meeting
was held at "

Ashley's Hotel,"
Henrietta Street, Covent Gar-

den, on the 22ndDecember 1857,
when the Club was definitely

established, and the rules were
settled. It started with 31

"original members," but the

number increased steadily, and

now, after half a century, has
reached nearly 700. Its first

President was John Ball, whose

knowledge of the topography,
the botany, and the geology of

the Alps was amazingly wide,
and who was one of the most
ardent mountaineers of the day.
For a short time the meetings
were held at the chambers of

Mr Hinchliff, the first honorary
secretary, but, at the beginning
of 1859, the Club obtained a

suite of rooms at 8 St Martin's

Place, where they remained
until a dozen years ago, when
they were fortunate enough to

secure the quaint old house
which they now occupy in

Savile Row.
The first volume published

under their auspices was
'Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers,'
which appeared early in 1859,
and went through four edi-

tions in less than twelve

months, while a year or two
later a second series in two

large volumes was also received

with considerable favour. It

is not wonderful that the

public discovered this new
branch of literature to be de-

lightful. Among the writers

were men like Tyndall and
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Leslie Stephen, John Ball and horn, this paper being the pre-
Mr Alfred (now Mr Justice) cursor of many others by one
Wills. They were equally of the most brilliant moun-
skilled with pen and ice-axe, taineers of the early days of

and they had the enormous the Club. The ascents of

advantage of having found a the Dom by the Reverend

perfectly new field for descrip- Llewellyn Davies, of the
tion. Many of the summits Aletschorn by Mr F. F.

which they reached had never Tucket t, of the Grivola by
previously been climbed, and Ormsby, of the Bernina by
it is undeniable that the nar- Hardy and Kennedy, of Mont
ration as well as the achieve- Pelvoux by Mr Edward
ment of a first ascent has Whymper, were among those
a special charm of its own. described in these delightful
Those old stories palpitate volumes ;

and the editor of

with vigorous individuality, the second series even ven-

Some, it is true, are too plenti- tured to assert that " the

fully peppered with adjectives, Matterhorn is now (1862)
some dwell to excess on the nearly the only giant in the

trials of the commissariat, a great central mass of the
few dilate on the dangers and Alps who still remains un-
difnculties of ascents which conquered."
familiarity makes us class as In 1863, however, when the

very simple affairs
; but, on Club started its

'

Alpine Jour-

the whole, those early pieces nal : A Record of Mountain Ad-
of writing about expeditions venture and Scientific Obser-
into the vast unknown are vation,' the preface declared

admirable alike in style and in that the Alps were not nearly
substance. Modern climbers exhausted, that the Him-
of the Finsteraarhorn may alayas and other mountain-
fail to recognise anything like ranges in all parts of the

the "
infinitely narrow ridge globe remained to be climbed,

of rock, with an everlasting and that the new publication
vertical precipice on one side was not likely to starve for

and one longer and steeper want of matter. Certainly
on the other," which Hardy the prophecy has been abun-
found in his celebrated ascent

; dantly fulfilled, for the oper-
nor is it common for them to ations of the Club have been
be accompanied on that moun- world - wide, and its Journal
tain by a guide who, like continues to flourish, having
Hardy's, refuses to use the now reached the twenty-third

rope, on the ground that volume and the 177th quarterly
"
any unfortunate who slipped number.

would certainly drag the It may probably boast with
others down "

; yet the ac- truth that its members have
count of that expedition is climbed every peak in the

one of the most vivid in Central Alps, and it has to

Alpine literature. Still better be admitted that mountaineers
is Leslie Stephen's description whose playground is limited

of his conquest of the Schreck- to Switzerland have now to
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content themselves, if they de-

spise tracks already trodden,
with finding nexv routes, or,

in other words, with substi-

tuting the inconvenient and

perhaps the dangerous for the

obvious and the comparatively
safe. It is curious to think
how many mountains which

long enjoyed a reputation of

being absolutely unclimbable
are now considered as almost

ordinary excursions. For ex-

ample, the Matterhorn for

many years repulsed men who
were among the foremost
mountaineers of the day.
Professor Tyndall was persist-
ent in his attempts, which
had begun as early as 1860,
and Mr Edward Whymper
was foiled on more than a

dozen occasions. But on the

15th July 1865, with Lord
Francis Douglas, Hudson, and

Hadow, Mr Whymper event-

ually reached the summit, and
it was in descending that the
fatal slip occurred which cost

the lives of his three English
companions, as well as of

Michel Croz, one of the most

competent of Swiss guides.

Nowadays the peak which
Ruskin likened to a rearing
horse is constantly ascended

(with the help of well -
paid

guides, be it understood) by
tourists who have no preten-
sions to be mountaineers at

all, and there are certainly a

dozen, if not a score, of other
mountains which exceed it

in difficulty. No doubt it

must always be one on which
it would not be safe to be

caught in a storm, and which
is extremely dangerous when
the snow is in a bad condition.

But when the weather is good

the ordinary route to the top

presents no serious obstacles,
and although it defied many
vigorous assaults in olden

days, it is now a peak up
which novices, old men, and
ladies climb or are dragged
as a matter of course.

Very different from such

performances is the guideless

mountaineering of which the

Rev. A. G. Girdlestone was
a prophet and pioneer some

forty years ago, thereby ex-

citing tremendous denunci-

ations from newspapers which
acted on the principle of the

ancient map-makers, "Where
you know nothing place
terrors." As time went on,
a good many amateurs ac-

quired ability, both in ice-

craft and in rock-scaling, very
nearly approaching that of

professional guides of a high
class ; and many of the tough-
est climbs have of late years
been accomplished by parties
of Alpine clubmen alone. Nor
in their case has the practice
been attended with the terrible

results which used to be pre-
dicted, although it has un-

deniably caused many fatal ac-

cidents among novices (mostly

young foreigners), who, with-
out experience or skill, have

recklessly adventured them-
selves among the snowfields.

It is long since the Alpine
Club began to explore various
mountain - ranges other than
those of Central Europe.
Nearly forty years ago they
attacked the Caucasus, despite
the fact that the ' Standard

Dictionary of Geography,'
published in 1860, had as-

serted that its mountains were
"either flat or cup -shaped,"
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and added that the existence

of glaciers was uncertain. It

is true that the Russian Gov-
ernment were aware that

Elbruz was not "flat," a

flat mountain being indeed
an unusual phenomenon, and
had once organised a military

party for its ascent; but un-

luckily neither the general in

command nor any of his staff

were trained mountaineers, and
their highest point was some
thousands of feet below the

top. However, the general
looked through a telescope,
fancied that he saw a Cossack
in the clouds above, and re-

ported that though he him-
self had stopped somewhat
short of the summit, one of

his followers had been suc-

cessful in reaching it. He
therefore congratulated the

Government on the achieve-

ment. Afterwards, questions
arose as to the cloudy Cos-

sack, and in the year 1868
Mr Douglas Freshfield, then
editor of the '

Alpine Journal
'

;

Mr C. C. Tucker, Fellow of

University College, Oxford ;

and the late A. W. Moore,

Honorary Secretary of the

Club, had the proud distinc-

tion of making what was un-

doubtedly the first ascent of

the easternmost of its twin

pinnacles, and of robbing
Mont Blanc of its reputation
as the highest mountain in

Europe. For Elbruz, which
used to be considered as being
beyond the Asiatic frontier, is

really well within it, and its

height exceeds that of the so-

called Monarch of Mountains

by nearly three thousand feet.

Some six years later Mr F.

C. Grove, Mr Horace Walker,

and Mr F. Gardiner, with a

Zermatt guide, reached the

top of the western peak,
which is rather the higher of

the two, and since that time

the range has been the happy
hunting - ground of many
mountaineers. But a terrible

catastrophe occurred there in

1888, when Mr W. F. Donkin,

Honorary Secretary of the

Club, and Mr H. Fox, one of

its most active members, with

two Swiss guides, were swept
away by an avalanche in

an attempt on Koshtantau

(16,880 feet). This, at any
rate, is the most probable ex-

planation of their disappear-
ance

;
for a party led by Mr

Douglas Freshneld in the fol-

lowing year- was successful

in finding the place of their

last bivouac, at the edge of

some huge snow gulleys, evid-

ently raked often by tremend-
ous downfalls. The account

of the search expedition, in

Mr Freshfield's book, is full

of pathetic interest, and there

is something touching in the

gratitude shown by the native

chiefs for the removal from
their shoulders of certain sus-

picions that the travellers had
been the victims of foul play.

In 1879 - 80 Mr Edward
Whymper made his famous

explorations in the Andes,

ascending Chimborazo (20,475

feet) and Cotopaxi (19,613

feet), as well as seven other

giants of Ecuador, of which
the lowest was about the same

height as Mont Blanc. He
had to suffer a good deal

from the trickiness of the

Ecuadorians, whom he char-

acterised as a particularly
"
promising

"
people ;

and he
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came to the conclusion that
the phrase "my word is my
bond " had to be construed
with a remembrance of the

value of South American
bonds in the money market.
But he certainly succeeded in

investing the country with
more interest than it has
afforded to investors in gen-
eral. In 1897 Mr E. A. Fitz-

Gerald, who had already dis-

tinguished himself in the New
Zealand Alps, successfully at-

tacked the tremendous peak
of Aconcagua (23,080 feet),
and the scarcely less impos-
ing Tupungato ; while in the

following year Sir Martin Con-

way scaled Illemani (21,200

feet), and attempted the still

higher pinnacle of Sorato, in

the Bolivian portion of the

range.
In the Himalayas Mr W. W.

Graham, an active member of

the Club, with two Swiss

guides, made an expedition to

Sikkim as long ago as 1883,
and claimed to have ascended

Kabru, a peak of about 24,000

feet; but considerable doubts
have been thrown on the

authenticity of this achieve-

ment, there being some ground
for STipposing that he was mis-
taken as to the point which
he had attained. However
this may be, a large number
of mountaineering expeditions
in the Himalayas have since

been made by Mr Douglas
Freshfiekl, Sir Martin Con-

way, Dr T. G. Longstaff, and
others. Probably the great-
est height incontestably at-

tained on this earth's surface

before the present summer
1 was

that of 23,394 feet, gained some
four years ago by Dr William
Hunter Workman on the so-

called Pyramid Peak in Balti-

stan
;
and it is worth notice

that Mrs Workman reached
the summit of a mountain only
about a thousand feet short of

that tremendous altitude.

This success suggested the

possibility of the ascent of

Mount Everest itself, and the

Royal Geographical Society
and the Alpine Club recently
combined in promoting an

expedition for the purpose.
It was to consist of Major the

Hon. Charles Bruce, who has
done wonders in training the

Ghurkas of his regiment as

climbers ;
of Dr Longstaff, who

has had much experience of

Himalayan exploration ; and of

Mr Arnold Mumm, late Hon.

Secretary of the Alpine Club.

But although Lord Curzon had

actually initiated the project,
Mr Morley peremptorily pro-
hibited its execution, on the

ground that it would involve

crossing the frontier, and "it

was inexpedient to raise the

question of facilities for travel-

lers in Tibet with the authori-

ties of Lhasa." As Mount
Everest is about four hundred
miles from Lhasa, and in an
almost uninhabited region, it

is difficult to understand why,
despite the opinion of the late

Viceroy, Mr Morley should

have considered it an act of

undue presumption even to

ask the Tibetan Government

1 A Renter's telegram has lately announced that this record has been beaten

by Dr Longstaff's ascent, last June, of Mount Trisul (23,406 feet), in the Kumaon
range. But details are not yet available.
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whether they had any objec-
tion. However, as long as this

diplomatic delicacy prevails, so

long will it be impossible to

solve the problem whether the

29,000 feet of the highest
mountain in the world can be

regarded as practicable for

human thews and sinews, and,
what is more, for human
hearts and lungs.
A very distinguished member

of the Club, namely, the Duke
of the Abruzzi, has succeeded
in two of the greatest moun-

taineering achievements of

recent times. The grandson
of Victor Emmanuel is a

hereditary cragsman. About
a dozen years ago he made the

ascent of the Matterhorn up
the tremendous precipices of

rock which rise from the
Zmutt glacier, and he has ac-

complished various other stiff

climbs in the Alps. In 1897
he led an elaborate expedition
for the conquest of Mount St
Elias. Of this peak little was
known till lately, though it

made a strong impression on

early explorers of the Alaskan
coast as a colossal beacon of

ice visible from the sea at an
enormous distance. It used to

be regarded as an active

volcano, and Mr Douglas
Freshfield was told by Tenny-
son that he had it in his mind
when he drew the picture of

landscape in " The Palace of

Art":

"And one, a foreground black with
stones and slags,

Beyond, a line of heights, and higher
All barr'd with long white cloud the

scornful crags,
And highest, snow and fire."

It towers up to a height of

rather over 18,000 feet, and

its summit is wholly British,

being about two miles east of

the frontier between Canada
and the United States. Pre-
vious assaults had for the most

part failed in consequence of

the vast expanse of snow and
ice which separated it from the
base of supplies. But the Duke
of the Abruzzi, who seems per-

sonally to have made all the

arrangements, and to have

planned each day's route, must
be regarded as the Carnot of

mountaineering, and his success

was complete.
Last year the Duke turned

his attention to Africa,

journeyed through Uganda,
and climbed no less than four-

teen summits of the Ruwenzori

range, including the highest of

all (16,815 feet), to which he

gave the name of the Queen of

Italy, and another, of almost

equal altitude, which he grace-

fully christened after the Queen
of England. The Duke de-

scribed his journey in an ad-

mirable paper which he read
before the Royal Geographical
Society, in the presence of the

King and the Prince of Wales,
at the beginning of this year,
and he was able to show that

geography and science had

largely profited by his expedi-
tion, and that, in the words
of Mr Freshfield (himself a
climber of numberless peaks
in Europe, Asia, and Africa),
"mountaineers had succeeded,
after many experienced travel-

lers who were not mountaineers
had failed, in lifting the veil of

centuries and giving the world
accurate knowledge of a most

interesting and fascinating

region, the snows of the Nile."

Among the other ranges
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which have furnished occupa-
tion for the climber may be

specially mentioned the Rockies,
and the Alps of New Zealand,
as well as those of Japan
which now possesses a vigorous

Alpine Club of its own. And
it is worth remembering that

Mr Bryce, at present H.M.
Ambassador at Washington,
and lately President of the

Alpine Club, was Noah's im-

mediate successor in the ascent

of Mount Ararat from which
he proudly brought down a

piece of wood bearing evident

traces, according to a distin-

guished Admiral, of exposure
to sea water. So at least he
once informed the Club, though
with a suspicious twinkle.

There is, however, one
mountainous portion of the

earth's surface which still

awaits the explorer. New
Guinea is said to possess some

magnificent ranges, but owing
to the presence of various

tribes of particularly aggress-
ive and hungry cannibals, the

traveller's difficulty in procur-

ing food would be supplemented
by the danger of being con-

verted into it. This risk has
not yet been faced.

Some of the most thrilling
narratives of adventure in the
whole range of literature have
been given to the Club at its

monthly meetings. One that

happens to stand out among
my old recollections must have
been read more than thirty
years ago, and described the
first ascent of Monte Rosa
from the Italian side. Every-
body knows that the climb
from the Gorner Glacier pre-
sents no particular difficulty
or danger. But from Macug-

naga the rosy peak is separated

by huge cliffs of ice, which rise

for a sheer height not far

short of nearly 10,000 feet

from the valley, and are per-

haps the most imposing sight
in the Alps. Some of the

boldest guides in Switzerland
were asked to try the ascent,
but when they saw that on
each summer afternoon the

whole mountain-side was raked

by discharges of hundreds of

tons of snow and ice and rocks

they declined to subject them-
selves and their employers to

the prospect, which in their

opinion almost amounted to a

certainty, of being under fire

as dangerous as that of the

most deadly artillery. How-
ever, a local guide named Im-

seng believed he had thought
out a route which would be

fairly free from avalanches,
and three members of the

Alpine Club (one of them a

distinguished Senior Wrangler)
were ready to make the at-

tempt. On the 26th July 1873
the party, consisting of Messrs
W. M. and R. Pendlebury
and the Rev. C. Taylor, with

Gaber, Imseng, and Oberto as

guides, spent the night on
some precipitous rocks just
below the great icefall, and
started at 2 A.M. From five

o'clock onwards their course

was eagerly scanned from the

balcony of the Macugnaga
Hotel. Deviously and slowly

they ascend
; but their guide

has chosen his track with
consummate wisdom, and the

avalanches fall elsewhere.

They are seen to stop for

their morning meal, and a

shudder runs through the

watchers below, who note
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where the halt is made. For

just above the party there is

a huge serac, containing per-

haps 1000 tons of ice, which
is being rapidly loosened by
the summer sun, and is evi-

dently tottering to its fall.

Will they be swept to swift

destruction ? It is a mere

question of time, and with a

feeling of relief the spectators
see them deliberately continue
their course. It is not till

they are far out of the way
of danger so far, indeed,
that they are not aware of

the escape which they have
had that the huge mass

slowly heels over, detaches
itself from the mountain, and

plunges down, breaking into

countless fragments in its de-

scent to the glacier below.

Along narrow ledges of rock
with little resting-place for

foot or hand, over crags so

steep that the first man
seems to wriggle up by en-

joying a special immunity
from the ordinary laws of

gravitation, although by ju-
dicious use of the rope pro-

gress is made possible for his

successors, up couloirs of hard
ice in which each step has to

be laboriously hewn, across

crevasses thinly bridged, and

along ridges of snow with a

yawning gulf on each side,

they make their way, and at

last their boldness is crowned
with success. They attain the

topmost peak of Monte Rosa,
make a tedious passage over
snowfields soft with the after-

noon sun, and finally reach
the Eiffel Hotel in the evening
after one of the most risky
expeditions on record.

It was, indeed, a great deal

too risky. The merits of

mountaineering as a manly
pastime are unquestionable ;

but one must draw the line

somewhere, and most of us

are inclined to draw it

at avalanches. Every moun-
taineer must often be in a

position where, in the old

guide - book phrase, a single

slip would hurl him to de-

struction. On many moun-

tains, one step may lead from
the sublime, not to the ridic-

ulous, but to the tragic. Still,

there is no reason, with ordin-

ary care, why that step should

be taken ;
whereas if you are

clinging for six or eight hours

to the side of an ice-cliff on
the mere chance that the

avalanches which are falling
all around may not happen to

come in your direction, you
are courting a danger against
which you are perfectly help-

less, and are giving your heirs

an undue chance. It is true

that this particular ascent has
since been accomplished on
several occasions once or

twice even without guides.
But the conviction that the

risk was unjustifiable is con-

firmed by the fact that

Ferdinand Imseng, already
mentioned as having planned
the original route and led the

first expedition, perished some

years later in an attempt to

repeat the exploit, being swept
away by an avalanche, which
also engulfed Signer Marinelli

and a Tyrolese guide.
Another ascent to which, if

to anything, the abominable

adjective "sensational" might
well be applied, is that of the

Aiguille du Dru, to all appear-
ance .the most absolutely in-
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accessible of all the gigantic

spires of rock which tower

up near Mont Blanc. It long
defied all assailants, and

although a Chamonix guide
once announced to his credu-

lous village that he had
reached the summit alone and

unaided, and was even allowed

to describe in the 'Annuaire'
of the French Alpine Club
how he had crossed imprac-
ticable crevasses, scaled im-

possible rocks, let himself down
by a rope from crag to crag,
and frequently had to repeat
this last performance (presum-
ably climbing up again each

time to untie the cord), the

mountaineering world unani-

mously pronounced him to be
an inaccurator; and I fancy
that "terminological" was not

precisely the adjective gener-

ally applied to his " inexact-

itude." The Dru was actually
first climbed by Messrs C. T.

Dent and J. W. Hartley, with
two Oberland guides ;

and

nothing could be more de-

lightful than the paper in

which Mr Dent described the

ascent, with its thrilling in-

cidents, and the extraordinary
difficulties which were over-

come only by a splendid com-
bination of boldness and skill.

No more pleasant mixture of

graphic narrative and jovial
humour was ever given to the

Alpine Club.

But more important than
the monthly meetings of the
Club are its annual dinners,
of which, as I have only missed
a couple in a good deal over
a quarter of a century, I may
claim to have considerable

experience. They were first

held at Willis's Rooms
;
then

there was a migration to the

H6tel Metropole; and of late

the large hall of the Hotel
Cecil has been utilised ;

but
the change of the genius loci

has not prevented a high
standard of post

-
prandial

oratory from being habitually
maintained. Leslie Stephen
was always particularly amus-

ing, and used to take delight
in making attacks upon the

wretched people who were
unable to enjoy mountaineer-

ing for its own sake, and must
needs be perpetually trying to

carry inconvenient scientific

instruments into inaccessible

places in order to record in-

accurate results. He deplored
the sadness of seeing a person

sitting painting in a valley
who might otherwise be mak-

ing a magnificent ascent,

although he once congratulated
Sir Robert Collier on being
able to turn from barristers

and solicitors and the dark
side of human nature to depict
the sunlight beauties of the

Alps with an artist's pencil.
At one dinner Mr Grohmann,

who was an early explorer of

the Zermatt Valley, gave a

graphic account of the earth-

quake which wrought such

devastation there many years

ago. He had just crossed the

bridge that spans the torrent,
when there was a trembling
of the ground, the cliffs on
each side seemed to close in,

huge trees torn up by the roots

slithered down the mountain

side, enormous blocks of granite
were detached from the main

mass, and the whole air was
filled with missiles of every
sort and size. This wild scene

was watched by Mr Grohmann
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from the fortunately safe

shelter of an overhanging rock

under which he had crept, and
his description gave his audi-

ence a vivid notion of nature

breaking out into universal

avalanche.

For many years Mr C. E.

Mathews, known in the Mid-
lands as Mr Chamberlain's
chief henchman at Birming-
ham, was pretty sure to enliven

the dinner with a speech full

of humour. Few men were
better qualified to speak on

Alpine subjects. His passage
of the Col de Trelatete, which
involved the climbing, & cheval,

along the crest of an ice-wave

only a few inches wide and
flanked by unfathomable crev-

asses, is still remembered among
mountaineers as a notable ex-

ploit ;
and the account of his

ascent of the Jagerhorn and
the Lyskamm from the Italian

side is a model of graphic nar-

rative. His great delight was
to break a lance with the

Philistines who scoffed at

mountaineering owing to their

invincible ignorance, and he
once told for their benefit the

story of the Oxford undergrad-
uate who,when driven to desper-
ation in a vivd voce examination
on the "Dialogues," at last

declared that he had "a con-

tempt" for Plato. "Sir," re-

joined the examiner, "it is plain
to me that your contempt has
not been engendered by famil-

iarity, and your testamur will

be refused."

Mr F. C. Grove figured

prominently on various occa-

sions among the after-dinner

speakers ;
and once, in describ-

ing some special experiences,
he suggested that if ordinary

mountains do not afford suffic-

ient excitement there are always
the volcanoes. He declared

that his most vivid recollection

of the heavenly feeling "Thank

goodness I am down again
"

was after having been on the

top of a volcano showing signs
of an imminent eruption; and
the thought that, if he were

projected into the air, he would
at least begin his post-mortem
career in the right direction,
had afforded little solace to his

agitated feelings.
Mr C. F. Dent also frequently

enlivened the proceedings, and
it may have been at one of

these dinners that he described

his bed-covering in an Alpine
hut as "a collection of second--

hand holes which they called

a blanket," and that he re-

ferred to the "flea in his ear,"
with which an unwashed and

incompetent guide was dis-

missed, as "an addition which
was probably superfluous."
Mr Edward Whymper, too,

whose mountain exploits have

perhaps been more brilliant and
more varied than those of any
other living man, has often

sketched his adventures with

dry humour for the benefit of

the Alpine Club. A sentence

of his which dwells vividly in

my memory is one in the pre-
lude to the account of his

Greenland journey, when he
told us how a Bishop commis-
sioned to convert the Eskimo
was prevented by a broad belt

of ice from landing. This was

represented as the saddest

possible case of ecclesiastical

disappointment. The Bishop
could see the fat flocks and

herds, but could not tithe them;
he could distinguish the natives,
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but could not preach to them ;

in fact, he could see his See
but could not say his say, and
was thus hindered from expos-

ing himself to the risk of being
converted, like Bishop Colenso,
from the errors of Christianity.

Many celebrities have figured
at the Club dinners. The late

Lord Coleridge once charmed us

by his silver-tongued eloquence,

making, however, the con-

fession (singular in the mouth
of a relative of the poet who
was one of the first to cele-

brate mountain beauty) that

he had never set eyes on a
snow -peak or a glacier. On
the same occasion, Matthew
Arnold made a speech of which
the quaintness and the poetry
more than atoned for the
awkwardness of its delivery.
Mr Birrell, always admirable
as an after-dinner speaker, has
several times elicited much
hearty laughter from lungs
fortified with Swiss air; and
the same may be said of Sir

F. C. Gould, who is as happy
in his verbal witticisms as in

the products of his pencil. Mr
Justice Wills, Lord Justices

Bowen and Stephen, and at

least a dozen other judges,
Professors Tyndall and Hux-

ley, Sir Martin Conway, Mr
Bryce, Mr Stutfield, the Bishop
of Bristol (now President of

the Club), and many other

well-known men quos dicere

longum, have also taken a

large share in contributing to

the joviality of these annual
celebrations.

On one occasion Mr Ruskin
was present as a guest, and
was so well satisfied with his

company that he joined the

Club, and continued a member

(from 1869 to 1882) until his

long illness overcame him. In
1878 he wrote to the Editor of

the Journal proposing to con-

tribute to it a paper on Alpine
Art, his opinion being summed
up in the words that "if an
artist could paint an icicle or

an opal he might in time paint
an Alp [? a snow -peak]; but
if he will first try a branch in

hoar-frost and succeed, I shall

like to see it." Unfortunately
the progress of his malady
prevented him from carrying
out his intention. He had

previously said, "the Alps are

meant to be seen as the stars

and lightning are, not painted."

Against this utterance, how-

ever, may be set the well-

known passage in 'Modern

Painters,' in which he expresses
a hope that Alpine scenery will

not continue to be neglected,
as it contains "a fountain of

feeling yet unopened, a chord
of harmony yet untouched by
art," and although

" we do not

want chalets and three-legged
stools, cow -bells and butter-

milk," yet we are longing to

have "the pure and holy hills

treated as a link between
heaven and earth." In Tur-
ner's time the upper Alps were
not painted, because they were
unknown regions rather than
because they were unpaintable.

Nowadays artists spend long
summers among the glaciers,
and some men of the modern
school of landscape can faith-

fully reproduce even the rosy
flush of the snows at dawn or

the unearthly blue of the great
crevasses.

The Club may fairly claim
an important share in the
marked advance in Alpine
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art which has taken place of

late years. Everybody recol-

lects the old kind of picture
of a Swiss mountain, with

crags which recalled the gin-

gerbread of our youth, snow
which reminded us of the

sugared surface of the wedding-
cake of our maturer years, and

glaciers apparently composed
of wisps of cotton-wool, while

spikes of rock stood up naked
and unabashed, with no more

atmosphere than surrounds

Fujisan on a Japanese tea-

tray. But early in its exist-

ence the Club established

annual exhibitions of Alpine
pictures, and a good many of

the finest landscape
-
painters

of the day were found will-

ing to be represented. It was
not unnatural that a high
standard should prevail, for

these works had to run the

gauntlet of expert criticism.

The painter who evolves a

mountain out of his inner

consciousness, who constructs

conventional clouds in his

studio, and gains his notion

of glaciers at second-hand, will

not pass muster with men who
habitually devote themselves
to making acquaintance with
the strength of the hills, who
are familiar with the broken

crags of the Dolomites, who
have seen wild storms among
the spires of the Oberland,
who know the blue haze of

the icy depths and the sun-

rise tints on the snowy heights.
It was at one of these exhibi-

tions that Watts first showed
his great picture of "Chaos"
as "an example of the place
of mountains in the poetry of

art
"

; and also the highly
imaginative work which he

described as "a reminiscence

of a vision of one of the peaks
of the Mont Blanc range," and
in which the magnificently

painted clouds formed them-
selves into huge brooding
figures reclining on the moun-
tain. Other Academicians like

Professor Herkomer (who has

given some vigorous scenes

in Tyrol), Alfred East, and

Richmond, have been among
the contributors. It is not
too much to say, however, that

M. Loppe, the well - known
Chamonix artist, retains his

long - unrivalled supremacy in

the depiction of snow and ice
;

while Mr Colin Phillip has
often succeeded in the difficult

feat of combining accuracy of

detail with poetical effect in

his rendering of rocks, and Mr
E. T. Compton has shown with
excellent effect the sunny side

of Swiss landscape. Artists

in black and white, too, like

Mr E. Whymper, Mr M'Cor-

mick, and Mr H. Willink, have
found in mountain expeditions

striking subjects for their

pencils.
Of photographs the Club

has also annually brought
together a collection, and this

branch of art is making rapid
strides. Time was when the

brothers Bisson of Paris pos-
sessed almost a monopoly of

Alpine photography, and there

is a marked contrast between
their early works, produced
in spite of the drawback of

having to transport huge ap-

paratus from place to place,
and the really artistic rep-
resentations of all sorts of

mountains, from all kinds of

positions, which are now ob-

tained by anybody who chooses
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to carry a pocket camera. A
comparison between the illus-

trations of the books published

thirty or forty years ago and
those of the present day (such,
for example, as Mummery's
'Climbs,' or Mr Freshfield's

monumental work on the

Caucasus) shows how much
the advance in the so-called
" art-science

" has done for the

literature of travel.

The Club has also had ex-

hibitions of various kinds of

specialities tents, ropes, photo-

graphic appliances, Alpine an-

tiquities, and the like; and
has investigated particular

subjects of practical or scien-

tific importance, such as the

breaking -strain of ropes, the

methods of map -making, the

measurement of heights, and
the effect of rarefaction of the

air. On this last question
much evidence has been ac-

cumulated, but no definite

conclusion seems yet to have
been reached. Sceptics de-

clare that the term is only a

scientific name for want of

training, and that aeronauts
have ascended far higher than

any mountaineers without suf-

fering inconvenience. On the

other hand, wide experience
shows that strenuous exertion

at a height of, say, 20,000 feet *

is at any rate difficult, and is

often attended with nausea,

palpitations, nose-bleeding, and
similar symptoms.

I have left myself no room
to give illustrations of the

very considerable influence

which the Club has exercised

in all sorts of matters relating
to mountaineering ;

nor have
I space to say anything about
the Club-house at the top of

Savile Bow, which was built

by Lord Burlington early in the

eighteenth century, or of its par-

ticularly convenient picture-

gallery (described by Horace

Walpole after going to some
amateur theatricals there), or

the library, which contains a

comprehensive collection of

books and maps, old and new,

relating to mountain - ranges
throughout the world.

Next December will witness
a notable gathering of moun-
taineers. By the kindness of

the Benchers of Lincoln's Inn,
the dinner will be held at their

hall, undoubtedly one of the

finest in London
;
and the com-

mittee have decided to mark
the occasion by inviting a rep-
resentative of each of the lead-

ing foreign Alpine clubs, and
various persons prominent in

art, science, literature, politics,

&c., as special guests. An
exhibition of Alpine pictures
will be held, and the Jubilee

will be worthily celebrated.

Despite the assertion that "a
sorrow's crown of sorrow is

remembering happier things,"
it is scarcely likely that visit-

ors will be unduly depressed

by the memory of the sunlit

glories of the great ice-world,
even when contrasted with the

fogs of a London December.

1 At a far lower altitude, namely the top of Monte Rosa, two of my guides'
noses bled rather copiously. When, however, I mentioned the fact at the Riffel

table d'hdte its scientific significance was unkindly ignored by a lady who asked,
" How many noses had your guide ?

"
I had to explain that she had put the

apostrophe in the wrong place.
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AN UMPIRE AT IRISH MANOEUVRES.

BY COLONEL G. K. SCOTT MONCEIEFF, C.B., C.I.E.

THE mimic warfare of peace too, of a steady, soaking char-

manoeuvres is more dependent acter. Dust, indeed, is usually
than the uninitiated would absent, but the moisture from

imagine on the accidents of the firmament above and the

country and climate. Readers dews of the ground are such
of '

Maga
'

will hardly need to that tents which now in India

be reminded of the graphic are the privilege of the few,

description in a recent num- are at home a necessity for

ber l of a "
Camp of Instruc- even the humblest. In India,

tion
"

in Northern India
;
and too, the country is fairly open,

one might suppose that, with Fields are divided from one

slight modifications, such a another by low mounds, which

description would apply to do not form an obstacle even
similar operations in any fairly for artillery, while village

open country. Yet, though roads, or cart-tracks, are un-
the object is the same, the fenced and open. The chief

directing staff guided by the obstacles in an Indian man-
same rules, and to a certain oeuvre area are irrigation dis-

extent the troops drawn from tributary channels, always
the same sources, a camp of very conspicuous, and ravines

instruction is as different from or nullahs, generally very
the same institution (albeit inconspicuous, and often so

called by a different name) in concealed as to be a source

Ireland as the chase of the of danger to mounted men.

mighty boar differs from fox- In India, also, metalled roads

hunting. Both are of the are few and far between,
nature of a game, both aim Ireland is a country of green
at instruction, both have cer- pastures, small fields which,
tain features in common, but in Leinster at least, are defined

in all details there is every by formidable banks, with a

difference. ditch on each side, locally

Climate, of course, plays a called "doubles." These are

most important part. In sometimes surmounted by a

India, in the glorious cold thick thorn -hedge, the whole

weather, clear and sunny skies forming a formidable obstacle

are the rule, not the exception, even for a trained hunter,

though the nights may be On the other hand, there is

bitterly cold and dust an ever- probably no country in the

present nuisance. In Ireland world so lavishly provided
one is fortunate if a week with metalled roads. The

passes without rain, and that, state of repair of these often

1 March 1906.
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leaves much to be desired, but
at least they intersect the

country in all directions.

They are bordered, as a rule,

with thick straggling hedges,

high enough often to conceal

a mounted man, and always
with a margin of turf between
the hedge and the metalled

part of the road. And where
the metalled roads are not in

evidence there is sure to be a

country track, locally called a

"bohireen," a narrow sunken

lane, wild and picturesque,
secret and hidden as any
Indian nullah, but unlike the
latter in having a sound
bottom and a definite object.

Finally, there is in Ireland a
race of natives who are always
enthusiastic in their interest,
and sometimes willing in their

assistance.

With these preliminaries in

mind, the reader is requested
to imagine himself at the
rendezvous of one of the sides

at the manoeuvres of an Irish

division a few years ago, at a
small county town in the pro-
vince of Leinster. The general
idea is that a "Blue "

force has
invaded Ireland, and its ad-

vanced division has pushed its

way, the point of a wedge, into

the heart of the country. The
" Red "

force has, like Sir John
Moore at Corunna, conducted

(in imagination) a masterly re-

treat, blowing up the bridges
(in imagination) over the river

whereby the county is inter-

sected, and is now (in reality)

occupying another county town
some twenty miles distant.

The manoeuvres are to beginO
on a certain Monday morning,
and on the previous Saturday

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCII.

both sides are to assemble.

Neither side is to make a start

till Sunday midnight ;
but al-

though the actual bridges over

the river are impassable, there

are certain breweries and fac-

tories in the town from which
Blue may be supposed to have
commandeered sufficient mat-
erial to form a floating bridge
over the river. Instead of

actually commandeering such

material, a sufficient amount of

casks, baulks, spars, and ropes
had been collected beforehand,
much to the interest of the

natives, who could not at first

make out why so many empty
casks had been brought to-

gether. Had these been full

of any known potable liquid,
there would have been some
reason for bringing them, and
this would have appealed to

an Irish public. Under the

circumstances there was much
interest displayed in the pro-

ceedings.
The little railway station on

the Saturday was a scene of

continual bustle and activity.
The obliging and capable
stationmaster was nearly
worked off his legs, and the

staff of porters was necessarily

supplemented by relays of

soldiers shifting baggage in

transport waggons to the
Blue headquarter camp, situ-

ated in a field not far off.

Here it must be remarked

parenthetically that the terms
"Blue" and "Ked" had no
reference to the actual colours

worn by the troops. Time
was, not many years ago, when
the autumn manoeuvres in Ire-

land took place mainly on the

rolling downs of the Curragb,
M
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when dragoons in scarlet

fought against hussars in

blue, when guns came openly
into action, scorning to hide

their doings, and when the

day's operations ended (always
in time for dinner) with a pic-

turesque review. We have

changed all that. The oppos-

ing sides are both clothed now-

adays in the ugly, but invisible,

service dress, and the terms
"Blue" and "Red" are ter-

minological inexactitudes, con-

venient, however, for purposes
of nomenclature.

Umpires were gathered to-

gether from all parts of the

country, selected from troops
who were not engaged in this

mimic warfare. The strings
of horse-boxes conveying their

chargers were being deftly
dealt with by the station

officials, accustomed to the

management of such vehicles

on a hunting day in winter,
while the officers themselves,
their servants, and horses were

consigned to a separate um-

pires' camp under charge of a

commandant belonging to the

depot of one of our most famous
Irish regiments. In addition

to his other duties he managed
the mess for the umpires' camp,
thus relieving the officers of

the umpire staff of a detail

which might have been a

matter of some trouble. In

India, by the way, this is less

difficult, with servants trained
to camp work constantly, than
it is at home.

In addition to the umpires,
there were also officers attached
for the special duty of settling
claims for compensation, a duty
which is by no means a sine-

cure. Altogether some dozen
officers gathered round the um-

pires' camp mess-table. They
were mostly strangers to one

another, but all, without ex-

ception, had served either in

South Africa or in some other

of our recent wars, and the

camaraderie of the profession
of arms speedily dispelled for-

mality. Among many amusing
story-tellers the camp com-
mandant held a conspicuous
place. Gifted with excellent

powers of imitating the Irish

brogue, his best stories were
about the men of his own
corps. One of the best of

these is such a charming ex-

ample of an Irish bull that it

will bear repetition.
A private in the regiment,

who had fought with con-

spicuous valour in South

Africa, obtained, after his

return home, a situation in

the service of a lady in his

native county. One day his

mistress was talking to him
about his military career, and
asked him, "In all your ex-

perience in South Africa, what
was it that struck you most ?

"

After some cogitation he an-

swered, "Well, ma'am, the

thing that shtruck me most
was the number of bullets that

missed me."

Sunday, a day of most wel-

come rest to the private
soldiers, most of whom had
done a hard week of marching,
was to the townspeople a day
of much flutter and excitement.

All day long they came troop-

ing in to the camping-ground,
peering into the tents in a

manner somewhat embarrass-

ing to the inmates. At the
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church parade, when the

service was conducted by the

venerable rector of the parish,
with a drum for reading-desk
and pulpit, the congregation
consisted quite as much of the

beauty and fashion of the town
as of the troops. And if gate-

money could have been levied,

the expenses of the manoeuvres
would doubtless have been

substantially reduced. Fortun-

ately the day was beautifully
fine. Motor cars, containing
generals and umpire staff,

whirred through the narrow
streets of the town and scoured

the country round. Groups of

mounted officers rode to ex-

amine the possibilities of the
next day's operations. But,

interesting as these sights were
in the eyes of the people, they
were as nothing compared to the

anticipated bridge -making at

night, and it would be safe to

say that practically the entire

adult population betook them-
selves at an early hour of the

evening to the banks of the
river in order to secure a good
place for viewing the proceed-
ings after midnight.
By ten o'clock the last

trumpets and bugles had an-

nounced "Lights out," and the

retiring to rest of the warrior
host

; but there were two not-

able exceptions. As midnight
drew near a squadron of

hussars mounted and a com-

pany of sappers paraded. The
hussars had to get across the
river as best they could. There
were one or two boats, but the

majority of the officers and
men and all the horses had to

swim. The middle of the night
in autumn is often chilly, and

hardly the time one would
choose to swim a river; but
when a certain cavalry brig-
adier gives an order, no excuse
of discomfort can be admitted.
If that squadron of cavalry had
not got across in time to stop
the Red cavalry and horse

artillery from getting within

artillery range of the proposed
bridge, the whole of the subse-

quent operations would have
been futile. With the squad-
ron went one umpire, while
two others mounted guard over
the actual bridges (supposed to

be destroyed), so as to prevent
any troopers or baggage from

slinking over, contrary to

rules.

At the bridge site, as soon as

midnight chimed, the sappers
set to work. The river was
about fifty yards wide and

fairly deep, with a strong,

steady current. At one side a

tow-path with a low wall, and
a road leading at right angles
to the stream, gave an excellent

site. The opposite bank, how-

ever, had a thick belt of willow
bushes growing in the water
and on the bank, and beyond
this a broad ditch and about

fifty yards of most uncom-

promising bog by far the

most difficult part of the whole

crossing. Beyond this were
stubble fields. The scene was
weird and picturesque. Two
huge torches flared and splut-
tered at each end of the pro-

posed bridge, the red glare
reflected in the eddies of the

stream. Groups of men in

shirt - sleeves pulled rafts of

casks into position, or lashed

together trestles of heavy
timber. Hardly a sound was
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heard except the crashing of

axes cutting through the dense
willow bush, or the dull plunge
of an anchor mooring one of

the rafts. Orders were given

sparingly, for the men knew
their work and each man did

it, and the directing officers

had carefully organised all

duties beforehand. On the

tow-path, at a little distance

from these busy workers, stood

a huge throng of silent, motion-

less spectators, the torch lights

illumining their white faces.

Usually an Irish crowd is full

of conversation and witty com-

ment, but the darkness of the

night and the unusual nature
of the scene had combined to

reduce speech to the lowest of

tones. The night was dark
and cloudy, and the moon had
set some hours before.

About four o'clock the bridge
was practically ready, and the

hard-worked sappers wrapped
their greatcoats round them
and proceeded to cook some
breakfast. Streaks of dawn
were now visible, and day was
ushered in by the blast of bugles
and trumpets sounding the
" rouse." Instantly the sleeping

camp became all alive. Cooks
set to work to get fires lighted
and breakfast ready, baggage
was packed, tents were being
struck, and the tapping of tent

pegs all round the field must
have been even more effectual

than the bugles in awakening
the drowsy. Soon cavalry,

artillery, and infantry are filing
out of the camp and crossing
the bridge, to be followed later

by strings of country carts full

of tents and other baggage, the

whole taking hours to cross, so

that it was not until 9.30 that

the last of all had finally got
over, and the major of sappers
could relax his personal atten-

tion.

Meantime the sun had risen

to usher in a glorious autumn

day. Men and horses were
fresh and fit. The country
was looking lovely. Harvest
had mostly been gathered in,

though the last sheaves were

being brought from some fields.

In connection with this a ludic-

rous incident occurred. An
old woman, driving a donkey-
cart well laden with harvest

store, met the advancing
columns, among whom were
certain field - batteries of artil-

lery. Now the troop-horse is

a pretty knowing
" old soldier,"

and has no notion of allowing

any opportunity to let slip

whereby he can supplement his

daily rations by living on the

produce of the country. Con-

sequently each off- horse of the

battery, as he passed the old

woman's cart, helped himself to

a mouthful of the contents.

The old dame becoming con-

scious of the theft, owing to

sundry tugs at the cart, was

very irate, and determined to

make an example of an offender.

Abuse of the men only met
with laughter, but this laughter
was redoubled when the justly

indignant matron, swinging the

cudgel with which she usually
belaboured her ass, smote with
a sounding whack the broad
back of a sergeant who was

riding in rear of the battery,
and whose horse was innocent

of any petty larceny.
Meantime cavalry scouts had

been in touch with those of the
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other side, and there had been
some skirmishing. But the

position of the Red force was
still unknown, and the undu-

lating nature of the country,
broken into hills and valleys
and with much cover in the

shape of plantations and parks,
made the problem of discovery

by no means easy. The main

body of the force, therefore,
was ordered to halt after march-

ing six or seven miles, in order
that the position and disposi-
tion of Red might be more

definitely ascertained. It was
no unwelcome order this, for

although the distance marched
was trifling, the sun was al-

ready getting hot, and a rest

by a grassy roadside is not dis-

agreeable. The hedgerows, too,
were full of brambles, and
luscious fruit thereon was to

be had for the picking.
It was some time before the

Blue commander was satisfied

as to the Red position, and
then gave orders for his troops
to be again set in motion. It

appeared from a careful study
of the map and of the appear-
ance of the country that a

flanking movement was pos-
sible, and that if only Blue
could reach a certain place
where several roads diverged
before Red could discover him,
the retreat of Red would be

seriously embarrassed, if not

actually imperilled. Accord-

ingly, making as much de-

monstration as possible with

cavalry, artillery, and a small
force of infantry on his left

and centre, the Blue com-
mander sent the main body of

his infantry to accomplish the

turning movement on his right.

A winding road, well provided
with tall hedges and grass

margins, favoured this advance
for some distance ;

then came a

country track leading to some
farm buildings, beyond which
about a mile, across cultivated

land, intervened between the

farm and the point to be
reached.

The Blue infantry reached
the farm buildings in excellent

order, very quietly, and with-

out exposing themselves in the

least. Then the companies
were formed up and the object
in view pointed out. The lead-

ing troops emerged from the

cover of the buildings, spread-

ing out like a pack of hounds

drawing a covert. Across one
field they advanced without

opposition, but as they passed
into the next the crack of rifles

at about 400 yards caused the

umpire to order a halt, which
was reluctantly obeyed. Going
forward to the place whence
the rifle shots proceeded, the

umpire found a company of

the Reds snugly lying behind
the bank of big "double," and

barring the way of the Blue
advance.
"We have been here over

an hour, sir, and have en-

trenched ourselves," sang out

in triumph the young officer

in command.
" Have you got tools ?

"

"No, sir; but we are sup-

posed to have them."
"Then don't talk nonsense

about entrenching yourselves.
However, you have quite a

good enough entrenchment
without any work on your
part, but you are being at-

tacked by about ten times
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your strength, so you can only
hold out for a short time. I'll

give you half an hour, and
after that you must retire. Do
you understand ?

"

So the opposing forces were
halted opposite to each other
for half an hour. But that
half-hour's delay was fatal for

the execution of Blue's little

game. The subaltern whose

company had checked the

turning movement sent word
to the main body, further

alterations in the disposition
of Red forces were made, and
the turning movement was

sufficiently delayed to be prac-

tically frustrated.

A time comes in most
manoeuvres when a deadlock
arises. In actual war the issue

would either be decided by the

valour of one side or other, or

else the battle would be de-

cided by collateral issues. In
mimic warfare the umpires
must allow time for possible
alterations in tactical move-

ments, and in such cases in-

dividual officers may find

opportunity to improve the

chances of their side by skilful

leading, but as a rule nothing
further can be done after both
sides have fully developed their

plans. After due time has
been allowed, the Director of

the whole operations orders

the troops to cease fire, and
officers are summoned to a

conference, known as a "pow-
wow."

Those ignorant critics who
aver that the British officer

does not take his profession

seriously have surely never
been present at a pow-wow.

So serious, indeed, is the mat-
ter that men who in ordinary
life are patterns of courtesy
will, in the exercise of their

professional opinion, not hesi-

tate to give the "counter-check

quarrelsome," if not the actual

"lie circumstantial," to their

most intimate and honoured
friends. Thrice happy is he
who has the rare gift on such

occasions, and in an atmo-

sphere so highly charged with

electricity, of expressing briefly
and intelligibly what he has

seen or what he has intended

to do. Rare, too, is the umpire
who has the gift of entirely

detaching himself from parti-
san feeling with the troops he

has accompanied in their

varied fortunes. Rarest of all

is a Director who can hold the

balance absolutely true, who
can detect and in well-chosen

words expose the defects of

training brought to light, who
can praise without adulation

and rebuke without severity,
unless such is really deserved.

In the manosuvres in ques-
tion there was such a Director

in the person of the General of

the Division, one who, alas !

is now no more, one whose

dignity and courtesy were as

conspicuous as his high mili-

tary capacity and experience.
The pow-wow was over, and

the officers rode off to their

respective camps, fixed by the

Director in accordance with his

views of the day's operations,

whereby Blue had succeeded in

crossing a river and driving
Red back to a certain extent,
far less than Blue and far more
than Red considered was a
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logical sequence from the

morning's work.
It was now well on in the

afternoon, and luncheon was
a necessity for men who had
breakfasted at 5 A.M. The

troops were now peacefully

slumbering, except those on

outposts ;
but the staff and the

umpires were busy, the former
with orders for the next day,
the latter with reports of the
recent operations. The sappers
marched into camp late in the

day, having dismantled and

packed the whole of the bridge
material a matter demanding
some care, for every rope and

spar had to be accounted for,

if an unpleasant "War Office

observation
" on missing stores

was to be avoided.

The compensation officers,

too, were busy all day with

claims, some of them quite

preposterous, from the inhabit-

ants. However, as evening
fell all work was done, and the

usual cheery party gathered
round the mess -table in the

umpires' camp. There was no

sitting up late, for all were

fairly tired, and there was an

early start next day. In the

stillness of the night a voice

was heard, apparently that of

an Irish farmer, inquiring,
" If

ye plase, sor, are you the com-

pensation officer ?
"

"What do you want?" re-

plied that worthy, from inside

his tent and apparently from
his bed, in very gruff tones.

" If ye plase, sor, I want to

see you about some compensa-
tion for me hay."
"Oh, come to-morrow and

I'll settle."

" If ye plase, sor, I'm afther

seeking ye for the whole even-

ing. Me name's Murphy, sor,

and me farm is ten miles dis-

tant," et cetera, et cetera, ad
lib.

"Oh, go away, and don't

bother me now."
"
But, sor, I've a letter from

the officer of the artillery,"
et cetera.

Badgered and worried, the

compensation officer got out of

his bed and unlaced the door
of his tent, emerging into the

moonlight to be greeted with a
view-halloo from the pseudo-
complainant, who turned out to

be that admirable mimic, the

camp commandant.
Then in the moonlight the

sentries saw two flying figures,

pursuing and pursued. The
first was in the ordinary uni-

form of the British officer, and
his countenance was triumph-
ant ; the second was clothed in

pyjamas, and his countenance
indicated a desire for blood.

Bound the tents they ran like

the Greeks and Trojans, till

finally they disappeared into

the mess tent, whence sounds
of laughter arose, followed by
the opening of soda - water
bottles.

On the following day the

operations were much of the

same character as the latter

part of the first day. Red had
retreated into a more difficult

country, while the advance of

Blue was more than ever hind-

ered by thorns and briers.

The operations, indeed, illus-

trated the military advantages
and disadvantages of a "bo-

hireen," and the spectacle of an
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entire battalion of brave men
struggling with adversity.
Red had established himself

in a strong position on the top
of a hill, to which all approach
seemed so open as to render

any attempt to get near im-

possible. The attack had been
intrusted to a battalion of

Highlanders, who had only
succeeded in approaching to

what is known as a "long
range" when an enterprising
subaltern discovered a "bo-

hireen," sunken and invisible,

which led almost to the summit
of the hill in question. Up the

secret path thus conveniently

provided for them the High-
landers advanced; but a time
came when the " bohireen

" had
to be left, and an advance
effected through the thorny
hedges which had hitherto

proved so valuable a screen.

Beyond the hedge was a thick

belt of gorse. Words fail to

depict the difficulties of the

gallant Highlanders, first in

scrambling through an en-

tanglement of thorns and

brambles, and then in execut-

ing an advance, chiefly in

bounds which recall the ad-

vance of the Zulus in bygone
days, through the belt of furze.

All secrecy was wholly at an

end, and the Bed sharpshooters

completed the discomfiture of

the brawny Scots.

One day's manoeuvres, how-
ever, is much like another,

except when some special
feature is practised. We
would therefore omit some of

the other days, and turn to

another separate phase of

manoeuvres with the same

division, and with much the
same personnel, though at a

different time.

The Red force, still on the

defensive, had been driven
back to occupy a position on

ground which had been hired

for digging, and a series of

well - planned entrenchments
were constructed on the edge
of a gorse

- covered plateau
with open fields in front.

These trenches were oc-

cupied by one of the Red
battalions, while another on
their left occupied a rounded
hill surmounted by a pre-
historic Celtic fort. At the
other edge of the plateau
which was about 400 yards
wide, covered with gorse,

bracken, and rabbit-burrows
a trench was being made by
the sappers of the Red force

as the shades of evening fell.

This trench was a reserve to

be occupied if those in front

were taken. Close to it a

battery of artillery had un-
limbered and directed their

guns on a rising ground some
two miles away, which the

Blue guns might be supposed
to occupy, as it was the
best artillery position in the

vicinity.
The Blue force was known

to be in camp about ten miles

off, and it was expected that
a night attack would be made.
The Red outposts occupied a
line of roads in front of the

plateau and Celtic fort, about
half a mile from the camp of

the main body. This camp
was in a hollow behind the

plateau, the commander's tent

being immediately behind a
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steep gravel bank. Along the

ground past this tent lay a
thick red cord. This was the

telephone line to the com-
mander of the outposts, the

receiving end being in a tent

close to the Bed brigade-

major's.
It was a lovely, peaceful

autumn evening. The men
had finished their evening
meal, when the Red com-
mander and umpire staff re-

turned from a tour of the

entrenched position, and the
last orders for the night and
for eventualities next day had
been issued. As darkness fell,

telephone messages kept com-

ing in from the outposts whose
scouts were patrolling the
roads leading towards the

enemy. There were two main
roads leading in his direction.

It seemed probable that he
must come by one or other,
as the country between the
two was difficult, chiefly cul-

tivated land, and intersected

with ditches and banks. But
the outposts were alert, and
it seemed improbable that a

surprise would be effected.

However, the improbable is

the one thing that generally
happens.
As the Red commander and

his brigade-major were smok-

ing their after-dinner pipes
prior to retiring to rest, sud-

denly three figures and a

bicycle came tumbling down
the gravel bank in front of

the tents. By the dim light
of a camp lantern these figures

appeared to be armed men, and
as they extricated themselves
from the ruins of the bicycle

they appeared to be a corporal
and a private leading a some-
what crestfallen representative
of the Blue force.

"Prisoner, sir," says the

corporal; "we captured him
on the road."

" Have you searched him ?
"

"
Yes, sir

"
(with emphasis).

" Find anything ?
"

"No, sir."

The prisoner was a pitiable

object. Streaming with per-

spiration, with knuckles bleed-

ing and clothing torn, he was

evidently determined not "to

give the show away," and
cross -

questioning elicited no

reply from him. The Red
commander ordered refresh-

ment for him, which caused
a more cheerful expression to

come over his stolid counten-

ance, and he was led away.
About midnight a message

came to the Red brigade-major
to say another scout had been

captured with an important
message. He had been riding

along a road when he suddenly
found he had run into a Red

patrol. He turned and tried

to flee, but in doing so fell.

Inside his cap was a message
to say that the orders for

frontal attack had been

changed, and that a flank

movement was in contem-

plation.
" All a plant," murmured the

Red brigade -major; "he did

that rather too well. We
shall see."

About 3 A.M. a message came
to say the outposts had been
rushed in the dark and the

telephone instrument aban-

doned. Further news from
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the front was therefore out off.

Instantly the camp was roused,
tents struck and loaded, and
further developments anxiously
awaited.
The Red outposts had been

completely overwhelmed. The
Blue columns had come straight
across country, achieving in

the dark a wonderful march.

They had rushed en masse on
the Red pickets, who had

scarcely time to fire a shot.

Then silently in the dark a
Blue column had scaled the old

Celtic fort, and after a brief

struggle had, in the umpire's
opinion, gained possession.
Viewed from the main Red

camp only a few flashes of fire

could be seen, but presently a

straggling crowd of defeated

warriors arrived to say they
had been ordered back by the

umpires. They wished to know
whether they could now be
allowed to lie down and have
some sleep ; but this was

sternly refused. They were
ordered to occupy the rear

trenches excavated recently.

Probably daylight would soon
be coming, and then they would
be able to see the enemy com-

ing over the plateau. Mean-
time a fierce fusilade was

going on at the front trenches.

From these also the umpires
decided that a retreat must
be made. The defenders re-

tired by the flanks, and occu-

pied a well -chosen position
farther in rear, to which the

guns and reserve had already
retired.

Just as day was breaking the

victorious Blue troops came

leaping over trenches and

bushes, charging across the

plateau. There was no mis-

taking on which side they
were, for they were in kilts, and
the only Highland battalion in

the division was on the Blue

side. But the fire from the

rear trench checked them.
The umpires decided that, con-

sidering the losses they must

already have sustained, they
could not possibly capture
another entrenched position,
now that daylight enabled the

defenders to shoot with mod-
erate accuracy. Soon the

operations reached the dead-

lock which, as we have seen,

occurs in almost all manoeuvres
sooner or later.

The pow-wow took place at

an hour when most of His

Majesty's subjects are still in

bed. The sun was not far

above the distant hills, and the

morning mists hung about the

hollows. The men were lying
about on the dewy grass,

mostly sound asleep, some of

them having marched about

twenty miles. Officers were

unwashed, unshaven, and

hungry. The conference did

not last long. The umpires

gave their views briefly, and

commanding officers were too

tired to be argumentative.
The Director decided that the

position had been captured,
but that, owing to the stub-

born resistance of Red and his

arrangements for retreat, no
further advance on the part of

Blue could be permitted. And
so the proceedings terminated
for the day.
The next day was the final

wind-up of the operations. Red
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had been driven to his last

resource for the defence of

Ireland viz., the holding of

the main railway from Dublin
to Cork. The position selected

was a long curve on the line,

concave towards the enemy,
with an open rolling country
in front, and impassable ground
on either flank. Behind the

railway the ground rose gently,
crowned by a fox covert, which
seemed an ideal position to

screen artillery. For that very
reason, however, Red did not

put his guns there. He put
instead a row of dummies,
sticks placed at the intervals

of guns in a battery, and con-

cealed behind bushes, &c., and
each having a charge of cordite

tied at the end. The real guns
were cunningly concealed on
the extreme flank, in a position
whence they could sweep the
whole of the ground opposite
the railway and over which the
attack would come.
The attack was long in

coining. Blue had, as usual,
to feel his way carefully, and
to drive back the Red scouts

and outposts. The latter kept
steadily sending information

back, and Red was expecting
them long before any signs of

the advancing hosts appeared.
An army marching to battle

nowadays is not a serried

phalanx with trumpets blow-

ing and colours flying. Far
in the distance one sees lines

of men in extended order scur-

rying across any open spaces
and pausing behind hedges,
rocks, or any form of cover.

But for the regularity of the

intervals between them, and

the rapid motion from point
to point, they would be un-

noticed, such is the adaptation
of colour to the background.
And as for guns, they are rarely
seen till smoke and noise be-

tray their position. Some-
times one may detect their

coming by the dust raised, or

see groups of men "running
up" the guns from behind

cover, but the battery that
now comes into action in full

view of an enemy is deservedly
censured by the umpires.
The warm sunny hours of the

forenoon passed away with the

Red troops in position, basking
in the sunshine. At last, how-
ever, in the far distance signs
of an artillery brigade appeared

twelve little groups of men, in

number equal to two batteries,

running up their guns on the

skyline far away. Red at

once fired his dummies, with
the result that the distant

brigade at once replied. Mean-
time the real Red guns, like

Brer Fox, "lay low."

Supported by the guns, the

Blue infantry next appeared in

waves of skirmishers threaten-

ing the right of the Red posi-
tion. The Red infantry replied
with vigour, and in view of the

numbers attacking, the Red
reserves were ordered to re-

inforce the firing
- line. On

came Blue, however, appar-

ently in immense strength,
and then the Red guns poured
forth imaginary showers of

shrapnel, sweeping the lines

of the Blue attackers.

Red began to think he was

having the best of it, when, to

his discomfiture, on his left
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flank a fresh brigade of Blue
came pouring in. The Blue
commander had skilfully kept
touch with both component
parts of his force by means of

field telephones, and had so

kept one in rear as to be
able to hurl it at the weak-
est part of the Bed line

when the latter was hotly
engaged with the first attack.

Thereupon ensued the usual

deadlock, and after an interval

the " stand fast
" was sounded

and the officers summoned to

the last pow - wow of the
season.

It was soothing to Red, after

his discomfiture, to find that
his ruse of dummy guns had
been entirely successful. The
Blue artillery had never found
out where his guns really were,

and had pegged away at the

dummies all the time.

After the summary of the

day by the Director, a few

kindly criticisms were spoken
by the Commander -in -Chief,
who had been present as a

spectator. He gave his opinion
as to the advance in military
science that had been shown,
and gave directions as to the

outlines of training for the

winter.

Then the troops marched

past him. There were no spec-
tators except the Headquarter
Staff and the umpires, but the

spectacle, though not full of

glitter and colour, was at least

an impressive one for those who
can see below the surface and

judge of the fitness of men and
horses for any eventuality.
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THE HIGH TOPS OF BLACK MOUNT.

BY THE MARCHIONESS OF BREADALBANE.

CHAPTER V. MAKE FOR THE ROCK.

IT is my host at Altcha-

orunn, M'Innes, and I who
make for the top of Corrie

Caolain to-day. To my mind
a perfect combination, for the

first is the very best of com-
rades for such a day's outing,
and the second not a whit
inferior as a stalker.

Slowly we crawled up to the

ridge, those ridges which in

the morning appear so insur-

mountable and endless, but
which are gradually achieved

by steady plodding and dogged
perseverance.

I have long ago discarded

taking a coat or a cape out on
these stiff beats. No matter
how it rains, one cannot be en-

cumbered with anything extra,
and I now find by far the best

thing to take is a woollen

jersey, which slips into the
man's pocket, and is quite as

efficacious as a coat in the
event of sitting about on the

Tops. If it rains you must be

wet, if it freezes you must
shiver and shake

;
but to toil

about in a heavy coat or cape
which blows over your head,
or becomes so sodden with
water that it weighs you to

the very ground, particularly
if you have missed a beast or

made some other humiliating
blunder, is to my mind a great
mistake.

I have often contemplated
with amazement the "lug-

gage
" some inexperienced

sportsmen think necessary to

load on to the unfortunate

ghillie's back, a perfect ward-
robe of comforts, a larder and
cellar of food and drink. I

know one instance where a

shooting-stick was suggested,

though it never transpired
what use it was proposed to

make of it.

How amusing, also, are the

ladies' fashion -
plates which

generally appear before the

shooting season commences,
the garments supposed to be
suitable for "

le sport
"

: the

high-heeled, narrow-toed shoot-

ing
- boots ; the immaculate

tight-fitting gaiters ;
the ab-

surdly short skirt bound with

leather, which of all things in

the world is the most unprac-
tical, leather absorbs water
from the skirt, and in wet
weather hangs like a chain

round the feet ; the faultless

stock and tie, surmounted by
a jaunty Tam-o'-Shanter from
which an eagle's feather courts

disaster at the first pun of wind.
Do our neighbours across the

Channel really believe that this

is our idea of practical, neat,
workmanlike dress for any kind
of outdoor sport ? How very
different is the reality, as it

ought to be. No absurd ex-

tremes are necessary ;
but to

stalk deer, above all things
clothes must be of such sen-
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sible fashion as will enable one
to walk, crawl, and lie about
with ease and comfort, im-

pervious to wear and tear in

a very literal sense.

Grey is the " sealed pattern
"

of cloth at Black Mount. In a

well-made coat and skirt of the

lighter web, with good square-
heeled shooting

- boots, loose

flannel shirt, and grey cap, I

have found myself able to

cope with all the necessary

exigencies of the High Tops.
In very hot weather I have
often worn a grey felt hat,
which adds immensely to

comfort under a scorching

September sky.
In no case is there any

reason for outr6 dress, or that

the love of outdoor life should

necessitate wearing anything
but what is naturally simple,

comfortable, and without ex-

tremes. Due regard to neat-

ness and care is as neces-

sary wearing the plainest
tweed suit as in sumptuous
ball attire. Though one may
not adopt the style of the

Parisian fashion-plate, one can
be just as particular and care-

ful of details in the homely
grey tweed and comfortable

flannel shirt as in the choking
stock -tie and the aggressive

eagle's feather.

On this occasion we were not

hampered by many luxuries : a

piece in our pockets, our tele-

scopes and staffs, and hearts

light as the air we breathed.

We saw nothing till we reached
the very end of the corrie, when,
cautiously peeping over the

edge, M'Innes espied deer in

the rocks right below us, quite
inaccessible unless the men

could be sent round to move
them up. After some discus-

sion it was decided to do this.

The Master went to one pass,
I to another, M'Innes with me.
This is one of the wildest

corries in the forest. Sheer

perpendicular rocks from top
to bottom, in places intersected

by narrow little ledges made
by the deer themselves on their

way up and down. It was
rather a comfortless wait on
a narrow ledge of rock, with

hardly room to move, but if

the stags came below they
would give easy chances string-

ing along in single file.

Considering the distances

they have to traverse some-

times, it is wonderful how
fast the sturdy young ghillies

get round the corries for

these moves. Still, for those

who wait the time seems very
long, particularly if an insinu-

ating wind creeps in at all

the vulnerable corners. This
is the occasion for the woolly
jersey, and I turn up my
collar, crouch as near to the
rocks as possible, try to pass
the time in spying the op-
posite side of the corrie, or

watching for signs of up-
lifted heads or quick move-
ments below us denoting that
the men are coming on.

In due course we see that
the deer are on the alert and

beginning to move slowly,

creeping gradually up the
rocks to the passes below us.

We notice one or two fair-

looking beasts, and keep our

glasses on them to make sure

which will do. To our an-

noyance, when fairly on their

way they take a turn up,
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and it seems likely they will with it in rattling confusion

pass higher before reaching to the very depths of the

us, or at any rate getting corrie. It was a really awful
within shot of the other moment, and we were trans-

rifle, whom we can see a few fixed as we stood, hearing
hundred yards beyond us, the stag crashing down to

a dearly familiar grey figure the limitless depths, shudder-

ensconced in some sheltering ing to think what might have
rocks. been but for that timely

It is now evident the stags shelter.

mean to make for the top by Very quiet were M'Innes
one of the side passes; but and I for the rest of the

they give the chance of a day, and for long after I

long shot before going out used to wake in startled

of sight, and we see one dreams, fancying I was being
drop and disappear. For whirled into space with the

some time the others are lost body of that rolling stag,
to view, when suddenly, right It was my habit in return-

above us, a stag comes walking ing to the lodge to pass by
quietly along. I spring to my the pleasant home and relate

feet and realise what an awk- the day's doings to the gentle
ward position I am in, stand- wife and give my remaining
ing on a narrow plateau piece of lunch - cake to the

with the steep declivity im- children : Johnnie, who as a

mediately behind me, feeling tiny boy would plead to go
the kick of the rifle may just to the hill, and was taken
turn the balance. However, on easy days to hold the
there is no time for such con- dogs ; Mary, flitting about the

siderations, and I take the doors with her long fair hair ;

shot without a moment's and little curly-headed Angus,
hesitation. The stag falls who was born during one

inert, but before we can stalking season, and dubbed

grasp our predicament he the "
little ghillie

" when an
commences to roll over and hour old. Never a day did

over straight for us. For I come home with good news
the first and last time in or bad but I put my head
all my stalking experience I inside the door to tell how
omit to put on the stop of "John" and I had fared. It

the rifle, for M'Innes's breath- was a grave tale I told on
less words are in my ear this occasion, and I was
" Make for the rock." A thankful it was no worse,

large boulder juts out just Since those days the child-

to our left. With one jump ren are motherless, and the
we are both below it

; the kindly genial presence has
next instant the rolling stag passed all too soon from the

comes bounding over our quiet glen, the home of her

heads, dashing down and youth and also of her mar-
down into the abyss below, ried life. The children are

carrying stones and rocks now grown into sturdy lads
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and lasses, but in their

hearts and ours the mother
remains a memory of tender

regret. A year or two before

her death the family moved
to Ardmaddy, on Loch Etive,
which was thought to be a

better place for croft and hay,
also more accessible to school

for the children. But the

happy home was soon clouded

by a great sorrow, for in

giving birth to twins the
mother passed away.
These are the shadows of

pathos and pain which can
be shared in deep sympathy
with our neighbours in the

lonely glens, teaching us

always to remember that
" kindness in another's trouble,

courage in our own," is the

one touch of nature that
makes the whole world kin.

CHAPTER VI. "LET GO CAPTAIN.

We are still at Altchaorunn,
and once more starting up the

face of Aonachmore one bright

September morning. Our-

selves, M'Innes, one or two of

the ghillies, and the two dogs,

Captain and Trimmy. Cap-
tain's home was at Altcha-

orunn. He was fleet of foot,

and sure, too, to "keep" a

beast he once put to bay, a

bold and courageous dog, with-

out so many wiles and cunning
calculations as Trimmy. But
the two were a matchless pair
on the hill, and I am sure

in their own mute language
understood each other in an
almost human way. We went

up the very steep face of Corrie

Ghiubhasan, I as usual speech-

less, with my coat off; B. talk-

ing and laughing under his

breath, and urging me to make
one more effort, and yet an-

other, till we reached the

ridge.
No particular plan had been

made for the day : we were

just to be looking for deer on

any part of the ground. Once
at the top of Aonachmore there

is a good stretch on either side

into two long, steep corries,
which always provide a chance
of finding stags feeding among
the rocks. We walk the whole

way along the top, peering
carefully into all the likely

places on either side, the men
occasionally taking a spy of

the opposite sides of the

corries, where I was almost
inclined to pray no beast might
be found. For is there any
one who, having once reached
the top of one high ridge, does
not sigh at the prospect of

going all the way down, only
to puff and pant and struggle
up again on the other side?

and the second pull is always
so much stiffer than the first !

"The ground is very bare,"

says M'Innes, as we still plod
along and peep over ledges and

ridges in the delightful expect-

ancy and anticipation, so far

not realised, of seeing the tips
of horns or a patch of unmis-
takable red-brown hair in some

unexpected corner. I assent,
but remark, "The day is

young," a stereotyped phrase
which serves to answer such a

palpable truth as M'Innes has
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just given utterance to. Be-
fore the day is old who knows
where we shall have got to?
for my own sad experience is,

if beasts are not seen, at least

on this high ground, fairly

early in the day, it ends in one
of those long, limitless tramps
round ridge after ridge, and

perhaps even then not the
chance of a shot.

We had now come to a jut-

ting rock from which a view
could be got right up and down
Corrie Caolain, a splendid
panorama of rough precipitous
rocks sheer from top to bottom
of the corrie, or grassy slopes
almost as perpendicular, but

shimmering like emerald velvet

in the sun. We can spy the

ground well from this point,
and every glass is now raking
the corrie from end to end in

the dead silence which usually
attends such proceedings. I

think it was B. who suddenly
and laconically remarked, "I
see him." The natural ques-
tion is, "Where?" And then
follows one of those madden-

ingly involved descriptions of

locality which baffle every
attempt to identify :

" In the

deep scars right away to the
left

"
(there are hundreds of

deep scars) ;

" Below three

black rocks underneath the

green patch
"
(there are dozens

of such rocks below such green
patches); "Do you see the
burn with the white stones?

Well, carry your eye down to

the foot of it and you will see

a beast feeding there." You
try to follow all these direc-

tions, and carry your eye and

your glass up and down, round
and round all the scars, the
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black rocks, burns with the
white stones, and yet are no
nearer the object of your
search. It may happen even
that the finder of the beast, in

trying to describe his where-

abouts, suddenly loses his own
bearings, and searches wildly
about to find what he was

anathematising you a moment
ago for being so idiotic as not
to see. These are the little

humiliating incidents which

occasionally give the inexperi-
enced such as I a chance to

smile inwardly at the more

proficient sportsman who is

perhaps found wanting at a
crucial moment.
At last we all find the stag,

and make out two others with

him, far away near the foot of

the corrie, a mile or two be-

hind us. It was impossible at

this distance to see what they
were; the only plan was to

retrace our steps along the

ridge and crawl down the face

of the corrie till we could get a

proper view of their shape and
make. Our course was a bare,

steep, slippery green declivity,

frighteningly perpendicular,
with no sort of foothold or

even tuft of heather which one

might clutch to avoid a head-

long fall. It soon became

necessary to assume a sitting

posture, and this we all did,

dragging the dogs along with
us in docile resignation.
M'Innes went first, I next, B.

and the ghillie behind.

Oh, ye ._
shades of stately

Holyrood, where " His Grace "

is the personification of dig-

nity and ease, could ye but see

him now, sliding along flat on
his back with Trimmy's head

N
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tuoked under one arm, his coat

half up his back, oblivious to

the cares of Church and State,
but withal fitted to represent
both in the very best sense by
his love of the High Tops, his

boyish revelry in sport, and
his simple tastes and pleas-

ures, which make for what is

genuinely dignified and court-

eous without pose or affecta-

tion. But I may be forgiven
for thinking, just in passing,

perhaps the " Lord High Com-
missioner" would not be reo-

ognised by some could they
but glance at him now. We
wriggle and slide our tortuous

way down and down till we
come to a large boulder over-

hanging a rather deep burn.

From this place we are within

150 yards of the deer, and no
nearer can we get. M'Innes
crawls to the stone and cranes

cautiously round the corner of

it.
" Three stags all will do ;

the best is the light one on the

left." It was agreed in the

morning that I should have
the first chance. I devoutly
wished it had not been so ; for

here was a horrible place to

shoot from lying on a slippery
rock with a feeling that you
might topple quietly into the

burn if you lose consciousness

of yourself in concentrating
attention on the shot. How-
ever, there was nothing for it

but to do one's best, and this

time it was luckily successful :

the stag fell at the shot, and
never moved.

I was hardly aware what
was happening behind me
when I heard B. say in an

agitated whisper,
"
Quick,

M'Innes, out with the rifle !

"

and to me,
"
Here, hold the

dogs." I sank down where I

was, with an arm round each

dog and my fingers twisted
in their collars. Off went
B., followed by M'Innes and
the ghillie, and disappeared
in a moment, as happens so

strangely on rough ground,
when figures seem to vanish
like ghosts. From where I

was I could see and hear noth-

ing : I could only conjecture
that the remaining stags had
taken a turn for a possible
chance of a shot lower down.
But instinct of all I had
learned on the hill was too

great to allow me to move. I

sat there with every sense

strained to sight or sound
which could convey knowledge
of the others. The dogs were

shaking, with ears cocked and
noses twitching, alert and

eager as was I. Suddenly
Boom ! a sound which always
sets my heart galloping with
intense excitement, the report
of that unerring rifle which
has waked the echoes a

hundred times and more up
those wild corries, which I

have so often heard and loved

in the hearing. Still I must
not move. Implicit obedience

is the first lesson we are

taught at Altchaorunn, and I

have learnt my lesson well.

If I could only see what is

happening down below; if

only one of them would come
back and wave me on

;
if only

I had not been stuck down in

this hole behind the rock

where vision and even hearing
are impeded ! The moments

passed, and still I sat hugging
the dogs.
"Let go Captain!" I hear

the ringing call come out of
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space and reach me so dis-

tinctly that there is no mis-

taking the voice. " Let go
Captain !

" No use to answer
or call back : I know what to

do now. I crawl to the first

ridge, dragging the dogs with
me. Both have heard the

voice, both are straining every
nerve to get away, but Cap-
tain only is to go. I take off

his collar and say, "Go, good
dog !

" He is off like an arrow.

Trimmy gives way to a de-

spairing yelp, which I quell by
holding her nose. I tie her

firmly to my knee and get out

my glass. Yes, there is the

stag, badly hurt too, going
slowly downhill. The men are

standing out of sight waiting
for the dog. B. is looking up
to see if I have heard the call.

I keep my glass on the dog as

he starts direct for the stag.
It is very misleading to watch
from above a dog making up
on deer. One always feels sure

the dog must be in sight of

the stag long before he really
is so, the inequalities of the

ground keeping him out of

view till almost at the deer's

heels. On goes the good Cap-
tain, faster and faster, the

stag quite unaware of danger,
hirpling feebly down towards
the burn at the foot of the
corrie. Suddenly the stag
leaps in the air and dashes
forward as if unhurt : it is the

dog close to him. The vitality
of the stag seems to revive ; as

the chase continues he goes
harder, and the dog makes up
little on him. The grey figures
below me crawl forward and

anxiously watch the chase. I

can see them through my glass

discussing the situation and

preparing to move on. A bark
from Captain : all glasses are

levelled on him. The stag
has turned down the burn-side

and is distinctly gaining on
the dog.

" Let go Trimmy !

"

I knew this call would come
at the right moment, and

Trimmy knows it too : she has
been watching the whole scene,
and making her wise calcula-

tions through it all. I stand

up and wave assent, and

Trimmy is away, not straight
down after Captain, but along
the face of the oorrie on one of

her dearly-beloved short cuts.

She knows well enough no use

losing time in Captain's wake ;

she will make to head the stag
and save herself a long run.

All this she does, and picks
her dainty way among the

rocks till she is above and
down on him, and holds him
there sure and fast till Cap-
tain comes to keep vigil too,

and at last her master. Then
all is soon over with a shot

through the neck. Two good
beasts there are for the larder

this night. But where am I ?

High up the corrie, realising

suddenly it is drawing to

twilight, with the grey figures
below having quite forgotten
me, and the rifle -covers and
odds and ends thrown off in

the wild chase down the hill.

I gather up all these things
and my own rifle, and start

towards where I see the party
below me. I know of no more
desolate sensation than to find

oneself alone in one of these

wild corries, daylight already
failing and the presence of

man far away. It is in these

moments one learns the value

of self-reliance, the confidence
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in oneself to get out of a

difficulty. It is very steep,
bad walking, and before I

reach the burn it is closing
into gloaming, and we have
still many a mile to cover

before we reach the lodge. I

get scant sympathy as I join
the others : it is assumed as a

matter of course that I shall

take care of myself and turn

up at the right moment,
indeed if it were not so I

should have no right to share
in such a day. We leave the

men to gralloch the stags and
make all fast on the ponies,
and at B.'s suggestion start

along the face of the corrie

homewards. What a walk
that was, across slimy shelv-

ing burns, looking as if one
missed step would precipi-
tate you into space; through
deep peat -

hags, by stony
ridges, and, through all,

such a smell of whisky! Be-
tween saving myself from

heavy falls and trying to

keep within touch of B. in

the gathering darkness, this

strong smell pervades every-

thing. Sometimes, if rather

tired, I have found myself

walking along with thoughts
always lingering in one chan-

nel, incessantly thinking of

one thing, however unim-

portant or trivial, and this

time my mind could not sever

itself from the overpowering
smell of whisky. It could not

come from myself of that I

was convinced, and never in

life had I known my com-

panion emit such an extra-

ordinary essence of spirits as

now seemed to grow stronger
and stronger with every step
we took. At last we reach

the pony-track and the burn
about half a mile from home.
B. stops, strikes a match to

locate the stepping-stones, and

says it is time for a drink of

water with a dash of some-

thing in it. He takes out his

flask, utters an exclamation,
and discovers the bayonet-
catch has come undone and
the whole contents are in his

pocket ! So this is the reason
of the nightmare that has
led me all the way home, and

permeated the evening air

with the odour of so - called

"mountain dew"!
It was with many a joke

and laugh we stumbled the
last bit of the way home,
assured that to all of us, in-

cluding the dogs, was added
another red-letter day to the

annals of Altchaorunn.

CHAPTER VII. A WALK BOUND THE FOREST.

In 1904 I was not for the during the early days of

hill. A long sojourn at Bad September, to see the rifles

Nauheim in the summer tells starting for all the familiar

its own tale, and the tale told beats, and to be always the

me was that I should never one left behind. But I soon

go to the Tops again, though got used to it, and I honestly
I confess of this fact I always believe in a way I enjoyed
retained a sneaking doubt, that season as much as any
It was very strange at first, other, sharing in imagination
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every one's sport, and follow-

ing every hour of days which,

though unable to take part
in by actual presence, I could

enter into and sympathise
with to the full. So in the

pleasures of others I found a

panacea for my own enforced

idleness. Towards the middle
of the month I began to feel

that indescribable longing for

the solitude of the glens and

corries, for the "
awayness

"

from society and sound of

humanity, which becomes at

times a necessity to those

who love best Nature in her
never-changing companionship
and solace. I conceived a plan
to start away by myself, and,

by carefully restricted dis-

tances, to walk round the

whole forest, stopping for a

night or so at a time at the

delightful little lodges and
bothies situated here and
there in Glenetive and Glen-

kinglass. I was not quite
sure how far I could carry
out my project, for I had
walked very little for the last

six or eight months, but for

a week beforehand I gradu-
ally extended my walks on the

flat without much fatigue or

difficulty.
On a certain Thursday morn-

ing, not without some qualms
and misgivings as to how I

should feel once away on my
lonely route, I set out for

Altchaorunn in Glenetive,
which was, as usual, occupied
by B. The van had been in

that day for forage and pro-
visions, and took my kit-bag
back with it. It is a long
piece of lonely road from
Black Mount to Kingshouse
inn, only two solitary cottages

in all the nine miles. About
four miles on the way one gets
a grand view of Coiriche Ba,
the "sanctuary," and Clachlet,
the highest peak in the forest,

3602 feet, rearing a proud
head above all its neighbours.
To the right, below, stretches

the familiar gleam of Loch Ba.

Beyond, and rising on the first

shoulder of Benachallander, ap-

pears the deep purple canopy
of Crannach Wood, one of the

few existing remnants of the

ancient Caledonian Forest. To
lovers of forestry a deep in-

terest is attached to these

grand Scots firs, and I can-

not do better in description
than quote from the pen of the

Rev. A. H. Malan: "The in-

terest lies, first, in this wood

being the sole surviving remains
of a forest which once covered

the whole moor of Rannoch ;

and secondly, in the probable
extreme age of many of the

trees. There is, of course, noth-

ing here in size comparable to

that fine Scots fir in the Lady's
Linn, at Inverary, 125 feet

high, 13 feet 10 inches in girth,
at 5 feet from the ground
(1898), or to those wonderful

great 'bushes,' all branches
and scarcely any stem, one
comes across here and there

in the Abernethy Forest; but
then size has little to do with

age. A root cut, for instance,
from Abernethy Forest, from
a tree known to be over 200

years old, is only about three
inches in diameter, but some of

the rings are as close together
as the leaves of a book. It

would therefore be some indi-

cation of age if sections could

be cut and polished from some
of the Crannach trees as they
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fall, not necessarily the largest
or highest, so that observation

of the closeness of the rings

may be made. Sad it is to

reflect that this remnant of

the ancient Caledonian Forest

is doomed, since, as the vet-

erans succumb one by one
before storm and time, there

will be none to take their place,
unless a portion of the wood
be enclosed as a sanctuary. At
present, as far as can be observed,
not a seedling is to be found
within the wood itself. Yet
there is small doubt that dense
thickets would arise with the

survival of the fittest if only
sheep and deer could be kept
out. This is practically certain,
because seedlings may now be
seen of various heights inside

the railway fence, where sheep
and deer cannot penetrate,

though hares can, showing
that the blue hares are not

the sole or chief depredators.
It is affirmed that one Soots

fir will afforest a moor, if

given time, provided, that is,

the heather has overcome the

grass."
At the top of Crannaoh

Wood, and indeed sprinkled

throughout, are some very
quaint old birches, resembling
ancient olive-trees in growth
and colour. The ground is

delightfully intersected with

glens, hollows, and deep brown
burns, carpeted also with a

wealth of bracken and moss.

On a really fine day, passing
through shady hollows, emerg-
ing again into patches of

brilliant sunshine, all the while

treading a noiseless way on
the soft rich herbage, sheltered

by the gnarled and vigor-
ous branches of these ancient

natives, it is one of the most
romantic and delightful walks
in the forest.

"Pleasant it was, when woods were

green
And winds were soft and low,

To lie amid some sylvan scene,

Where, the long drooping boughs
between,

Shadows dark and sunlight sheen

Alternate come and go ;

Or where the denser grove receives

No sunlight from above,
But the dark foliage interweaves

In one unbroken roof of leaves

Underneath whose sloping eaves

The shadows hardly move."

I can corroborate Mr Malan's

surmise that on ground pro-
tected from deer or sheep these

hoary sires would soon raise up
generations to succeed them.

In Doire Darrach Wood, on
the shores of Loch Tulla, are

trees of similar interest. Here
I have enclosed various suit-

able patches, the result being
that a growth of Scots fir,

birch, and rowan is coming up
and flourishing exceedingly. I

have no doubt but that miles

of ground could be afforested

in this way, if money could be
found to fence, and tenants be

willing to sacrifice the ground.
In parts of Perthshire the

larch is making a noble effort

to reproduce itself. In a few
isolated cases I have already
taken a thinning out of self-

sown plantations, which have

managed to make headway
even against sheep. But this

subject is leading me far away
from my walk to Altohaorunn.

I reach Kingshouse compar-
atively early, and have a long
rest there. I have still five

miles more till I reach the

hospitable lodge. My course
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now lies down Glenetive, with
the rugged heights of Dalness
Forest on my right and the

Black Mount march on my
left. Later in the season this

is a weird walk towards even-

ing, when the stags from each
side come low on the ground
and roar to each other across

the corrie. The tremendous

bellowing echoing among the
rocks above, I confess to a feel-

ing of somewhat uncomfortable

hurry to get home on one or

two such occasions, for cer-

tainly the roar of many stags
in the gloaming is a very
awe-inspiring sound, however
familiar it may be. My heart

rejoices as I see the blue smoke

curling up under the hill, and
the little lodge rises to my
vision. I know so well all the

routine there and exactly what

every one will be doing, and
these thoughts hasten my
weary feet swiftly over the
last mile of the way. I am
soon in the familiar kitchen,

questioning where every one is.

Not home yet ! so I stroll up
the bridle-path, knowing I shall

see a group of grey figures on
their homeward course before

the twilight deepens, if there

have been no mischances by
the way.

It is a cheerful party at Alt-

chaorunn that evening, the best

party in the world, consisting
of two people whose minds are

attune and tastes sympathetic.
Next day I potter about the

doors all day, fishing in the
river for tiny sweet - tasting
brown trout, and spying the
familiar Tops from time to time,

if, perchance, to pick up a stag
on the sky-line, or even one or

more of the grey figures. I

think this was the first time in

my recollection I had spent a

whole day at Altchaorunn with-

out my rifle. I thought the

idea of this would make me
sad, but it did not a bit. I

was so absolutely grateful and

happy to be once more among
the hills, revelling in the soli-

tude and silence, rejoicing in

the sound of the rippling burns
and the sough of the light
winds as they chased each
other down the oorries, and

feeling again close to the ten-

der, mysterious things which
make the hills as living friends.

Next day, Saturday, I was
on the road again to Kinloch-

etive, on the shores of Loch

Etive, passing by Dalness
House and giving a call by
the way to Mrs Stuart, the

proprietrix of Dalness Forest,
as good a neighbour as may

be found anywhere, and the

personification of a hospitable

Highland lady. With a light
heart I swing along the seven

miles, cross the river Etive by
the footbridge, and soon find

myself at the stalker's house,
beneath the shadow of the

majestic Ben Starav, 3541 feet,

rising sheer from the seaboard.

Adjacent to the stalker's house
is a little bothy, replete with

every contrivance for the com-
fort of the belated stalker, or

for such wayside wanderers as

myself. How can I describe

the charm of this secluded

spot, the sea lying within a

few hundred yards, the cry of

the sea-birds floating round all

night as a lullaby, and the

background of the mighty Ben

watching over all like a giant
sentinel. The goodwife from
the neighbouring cottage soon
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brings in a bowl of Scotch

broth, a mutton chop brought
in the lunch-bag from Altcha-

orunn, and a plate of such

potatoes as I verily believe

can be produced from no other

kitchen. Long I sit, when all

is quiet, on the doorstep of the

little bothy, and indulge to the

full the sense of complete rest.

I think David the Psalmist
must have loved the high tops
and solitary places, and under-

stood the wonderful things of

the deep seas, for he tells us
how God "bringeth forth the

clouds from the ends of the

world, . . . bringing the winds
out of His treasures." And
what wonderful treasures are

to be found among the hills,

encircled by the floating mists
and resounding in the boister-

ous winds, if we only seek them
and love them in the finding.
What greater knowledge could

be found of the terrible secrets

of the sea than in Psalm cvii.,
"
They that go down to the sea

in ships ; . . . these men see

the works of the Lord, and His
wonders in the deep

"
? To have

written these things, and many
more, in the praise and concep-
tion of Nature, must have
needed a great understanding
of her sublime poetry. To one
who has never been absolutely
alone in any habitation at

night, it is difficult to describe

the curious sense of deep soli-

tude which it evokes. Person-

ally I delight in it. There is

an independence and self-re-

liant feeling which lifts one far

above any sensation of loneli-

ness, for to be alone in the

right acceptance of the word
is never to be "

lonely." So I

pass the night on the shores of

Loch Etive, with the windows
and door wide open to the

scent of the sea-weed and the

voice of the sea-birds, and in

the careful keeping of the

mountains of my love.

For stalking, probably Ben
Starav is the stiffest walk in

the forest, for the start is

from the very sea -level, and
the ascent to the top takes

very little short of four to

five hours. Once when I was

young, and I suppose very
foolish, I got a stag near the

top, rushed down to the bothy,
ate an enormous tea of eggs,
scones, and jam, and started

to walk back to Altchaorunn,
where I intended to spend the

night, leaving the van with
the men and stag to follow

and catch me up. But it

never did, and I was safely
back at Altchaorunn, in a

spirit of exceedingly uplifted

pride, before the van came

laboriously rattling up with
its burden of men and beast.

The Sabbath dawn broke
calm and lovely, and the earth
was soon warmed with the

rising sun, which swept away
the mists and crowned every
blade of grass with a diamond
diadem. It was pleasant to

loiter round the doors for a
time and gossip with my neigh-
bours, a stalwart family of

sons and daughters, who love

the hill and draw always back
from far afield to the foot of

the great Ben, which has been
to them as a cradle.

By-and-by we start away for

Glenkinglass. Father and son

row me part of the way,
a delicious experience in the

fresh autumn morning, the sea

dancing beside us in its green
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and glancing lights, and the

time made pleasant with anec-

dote and reminiscence. My
destination is Ardmaddy, in

Glenkinglass. The stalker's

place there is now filled by
John M'Innes, the companion
of so many glorious days
on the Altchaorunn ground.

Ardmaddy is one of the most

peacefully lovely spots to be

imagined, a fertile croft close

round the house, and a shelter-

ing hill behind. This end of

Glenkinglass is also warmed
by strips of oak coppice, which
afford great shelter to the deer
in winter, and in summer-time
clothe it with a peculiar charm,
set in the bosom of the rugged
hills. I have often stayed for

a few days at a time in the

bothy at Ardmaddy, which is

similar to the one at Kinloch-

etive, and I recall the early

mornings there as something
almost unreal in their loveli-

ness. Often one would wake
to find the sea and all sur-

roundings enveloped in mist.

Gradually as the sun rose this

would vanish, not all at once,
but in patches here and there,

leaving long streaks of lace-

like garlands between sea and
land, like the girdle on a bride's

wedding-garment.

"A wind came up out of the sea,
And said,

' O mists, make room for me,'
And hurried landward far away
Crying,

' Awake ! it is the day.'"

Nowhere have I seen such won-
derful morning effects as at

Ardmaddy.
Who is there that has been

to Black Mount who has not
heard of Sandy M'Leish? of

whom more quaint tales can
be recounted than probably of

any other man of his class in

Scotland. He lived for years
in this favoured spot. He was
a mighty hunter of the red

deer, a perfect sleuth-hound, a

relentless tracker, and once

he had marked down a beast,
he would pursue it with the

greatest determination and

dogged perseverance till he
secured it. On his own
ground, I suppose few stalkers

did better work. He was no

respecter of persons, and said

exactly what he meant to

every one,
"
putting you in

your place" in a way which
was unanswerable. I remem-
ber on one occasion I got up
to a shot in rather an awkward
spot at the top of the wood
in Glenkinglass. I had crawled
forward to a shelving rock,
whence I expected to get a fair

shot at the beast. I had just
settled into position, unaware
of the proximity of any one,
when a hoarse voice whispered
in my ear,

" Shoot him dead !

"

Such an interruption was

enough to put one off the

shot altogether. As it hap-
pened, I did shoot him dead.

I afterwards asked M'Leish

why on earth he had gone
so near to spoiling my whole
chance ?

"
Weel, ye see, I

didna want to have a lot of

bother with him among the

rocks." However, though he
never moved from where he

fell, we did have a lot of bother
with that stag. He got hope-
lessly fixed up in some very bad

places, and it was all M'Leish,
the ghillie, and I could do to

pull and drag and lower him
to more easy ground. M'Leish
was not very fond of the

drudgery of the hill. On this
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occasion he argued, and talked,
and gave directions in Gaelic,
without exerting himself over-

much to help out the situation.

At last, rather impatiently, I

said, "Pray, do talk English,
M'Leish

;
I cannot understand

a word you say in Gaelic." " It

is a pity you had not learned

such a useful thing before tak-

ing to the hill," was M'Leish's

dry rejoinder. On another
occasion I was crawling after

him to get within shot of some
beasts. To my horror he had

my new rifle out of the cover
and was dragging it through
the rough heather. I anxiously

appealed to him to be careful

with the precious weapon.
"Tak it yersel'," and the rifle

was left on the spot, while
M'Leish crawled swiftly on
without further comment. A
young sportsman, unaware of

Sandy's peculiarities, was

eagerly pressing forward side

by side as they climbed a stiff

pony -track. M'Leish disliked

walking alongside any one,

and, being unable to shake off

his companion, at last turned
round and said, "This path is

meant for one, and I lead the

way." This was certainly a

crushing manner of expressing
his views. With M'Leish's

sayings and doings one could

fill a volume, and, with all, he
was a warm-hearted, kindly,

God-fearing man, bringing up
a large family late in life to

be a help and support to him
and his wife when he got too

stiff for the hill. M'Leish has

migrated to Dalmally now, and
I often go and have a crack
over old times when I am
passing. The last time I was
there he greeted me with, "I

thought yon wumman walked
like Lady Breadalbane."

I could not linger long at

Ardmaddy, as I had still to

make my way to Glenkinglass

Lodge before nightfall, so I

was soon passing along the

almost sylvan path among the

oak coppice, which takes one
some two or three miles up the

glen. As I reached the little

primitive schoolhouse I found
service was being conducted

by a missionary from Taynuilt.
There I paused and shared
with the simple people whom I

love their offering of praise
and prayer, never more sure

to reach the divine ear than
from the glens and hills on
which He has left such special
marks of blessing in their

charm and beauty. It was

good to sit there, with doors
and windows open to the river

and sunshine, and hear the
familiar words, join in the

well-known tunes, and see

around those kindly faces

which have never greeted me
but with a smile, or from
whom I have never parted but
with a warm farewell. All

the rest of the way I carried

with me the memory of that

simple service, feeling that the

day had been in so many ways
a true Sabbath.

Glenkinglass Lodge seemed
like a palace of luxury that

evening, an excellent dinner,
waited on by a most solicitous

abigail, a cheerful fire (there
are only stoves in the bothies,
which cause the temperature
at times to vary between ex-

ceeding cold and melting heat
if the utmost care is not be-

stowed on them), and, later

on, a bed with actually a
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spring mattress ! This lodge
is quite a little mansion in

its way, sitting-room, three

good bedrooms, servants' room,
and kitchen. The two rifles

who go there for the inside

of the week seem to enjoy it

immensely. A homely plain
cook takes charge, and the

other maid is generally a good
valet and waiter, so that both
outer and inner man are well

cared for. A stone's - throw

away is also a good bothy
for the ghillies, and capital
stalker's house. The river Kin-

glass flows in front, and when
in spate splendid baskets of

sea -trout can be got within
a few hundred yards of the

lodge.
I was sorry to feel on Mon-

day that one more walk would

bring my expedition to a close.

It had been singularly success-

ful and fortunate. I had not

experienced a wet day, had

regained so much confidence

in my walking powers, and
was full of gratitude for the

blessings of renewed health

and energy which had enabled
me to enjoy every hour I had

spent on the road. About

half-way to Black Mount I

met H. and O. M. fishing on
Loch Dochart. We joined
forces and made our way
home together. The road to

Glenkinglass will always have

very tender and abiding mem-
ories for me. Only last year,
one glorious September Sun-

day, there being no service

in any of the churches, three

good friends set out to spend
a happy day going to Glen-

kinglass to lunch. Never was
the old adage more belied that

"Two is company and three

is none," for on this occasion

these particular three were of

one mind, one in lightness of

heart and happiness at the

prospect of the outing. What
a 'day of days it was ! bril-

liant sunshine all the way,
the hills touched with the

first change of russet from

green, and just the element
of autumn freshness in the

air which makes one feel

able to walk for ever. Merrily
we sped along the ten miles

down, beguiling the way with
talk both grave and gay ;

at

the lodge a cheerful luncheon,
and then an hour's strolling
about with camera and tele-

scope; the return up the glen

again, with the sun gradually
setting behind us, dusting all

the Tops with lustrous rosy

light. How little did we
think that so soon one of

these three friends would be
snatched from life by the re-

lentless sea ! Genial play-
fellow, true friend, keen sports-

man, in all the charm and

brightness of his personality,
in the midst of a life so full

of usefulness and interest,

taken from us in a moment !

Is it strange, we sometimes

dimly wonder, why these

things are so, that those who
are so beloved, and who so

love life, should be taken

away so long before it seems
time for them to go? To
those who love them best the

comforting answer comes, that

the parting is but for a little

while, and only "till we meet

again."
' ' Far may we search before we find

A heart so manly and so kind."
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IN PURPLE BAY.

I.

THE kind loan of a bungalow
belonging to the Chinese Mari-
time Customs at a place near
the mouth of the Pearl River,

twenty-five miles west of Hong
Kong, and the pleasant change
of climate that it promised,
fitted well with the necessity
of working for a Chinese ex-

amination. Hence the Teacher
hereinafter referred to and

quoted.
From its perch on the side

of a hill our abiding-place over-

looks the sea. As we climb up
the verandah steps we see it is

tied together with rattan, like

a Malay house or the Temple
of Solomon, where neither

hammer, nor axe, nor any tool

of iron was heard in the house
while it was building. It is

held upright against typhoons
by fir-tree poles, which from its

roof -beams and sides slope
down in every direction into

beds of concrete. Its walls

look as if they were made of

thousands of palm -leaf fans,
and indeed they are. The ceil-

ings and party - walls of the

four rooms are lined with

yellow-brown matting, loosely
rounded at the corners. But
for the windows, a fanciful

person here where I write

might imagine himself a fly
in a confectioner's paper-
bag.

Presently up the steps there

march two Customs' braves
on sentry duty. An hour

ago they were coolies carrying

our baggage and bedding on
their shoulders. Now they
carry Winchesters, and wear
conical straw helmets and loose

blue blouses edged with turkey
red. In the middle of these

garments, front and back, is a

badge like a mustard -plaster,

bearing their official numbers
in red characters. They drag
out matting and blankets and
make ready to keep sweet vigil
in the verandah. I would send
them away, but if I did they
might imagine that we thought
ourselves unworthy of protec-
tion, and so we should "lose
face."

To-day being the 15th of

the month, the moon of course
is at the full, and shines upon
a sea alive with fishing-boats
that carry no lights. Tiny
sparks which trail astern of

many of them seem to be some
sort of lure for the fish. Other

boats, anchored in pairs a
cable's -

length apart, are

dragging in their seines, the
nets called sok ku, the very
word and the very thing con-

cerning which Mencius rebuked
his Prince what time Alexander
was king in Macedon :

" Cease
to break in on thy people's

time, and their grain will be
more than they can eat. Keep
thy seines from out their ponds
and waters : then fish and
turtles shall be enough and
to spare."
A howling and singing rises

up through the moonlight from
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the sea
;
but whether this is an

artifice to drive back the fish

from escaping at the bag-mouth
of the net, or whether it is only

rousing the night - owl in a

catch, I have not yet inquired.

The steady cool breeze blows

inland, the thermometer is at

70 Fahrenheit, and there are

no mosquitoes. So the second

kang beaten out at the guard-
house ends the first day.

II.

We have entered upon our
new possession and beaten the

bounds. Below us the guard-
house where live our half-dozen

of braves. Beyond a low but

steep grey hill, all bent grass
and granite outcrop, projects
like a bastion into the sea. To
the left a mile of dune and

yellow foreshore follow the

sweep of the bay to another

scarred headland at its eastern

extremity. From the sea to

where the hills stretch back
from the flat land is perhaps
half a mile. That is the length
and the breadth of it

; and in

the middle there is a wood and
a curved roof of green glazed
tiles shining among the fir-

trees. Now, green tiles indi-

cate a temple ; and this one is

well known as the chosen seat

of the Goddess of Heaven, and
has a great reputation. Our
way there lay by the sea-

shore across the golf-links of

Someday, now abandoned to

myriads of lady's- slipper and
a very pale harebell, a veri-

table Tom Tiddler's ground
when the wind blows, with the
silver dancing to be picked up
first.

The Chinaman always seems
to spoil his ship for a ha'porth
of tar. He buys a magnificent

equipage, and lets himself be
driven by a coachman in a

dirty coat. He spends $100,000
on a temple, goes up to it by
a tumble-down bridge over a

muddy ditch, and builds a dirty

tea-shop against its carved and

gilded front. The temple was
built on the same model as all

the Buddhist and Taoist

temples that I have visited.

In front are two small granite
lions on pedestals, but they
look more like pug-dogs. The

portico is a curious imitation

in white granite of a style of

architecture often carried out
in lacquered wood. Twenty-
feet granite monoliths support
crossbeams also of granite,
from which again other pillars
run up to the angle of the
roof. All this work is very
slight, considering the material,
the pillars not being more than
a foot square. Graven and

gilt upon them are texts :

"Plenteous Grace shall flow,

brought from four seas in

passage-boat of Kindness," and
so forth.

Three high but flimsy wooden
doors open upon the first court-

yard, where a monstrous effigy
of gilded countenance sits on
his throne. Cloistered passages
lead to a second and larger
court. Here are huge censers

of bronze, plaster genii in

garish clothing, palm-trees in

pots, a buzzing sweet - meat
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stall. In one place are twenty
female images facing each

other in niches across an aisle,

like choristers, each with a

naked baby instead of a hymn-
book. Their names are above
their heads, The Gently-smiling
One, or The Sex-Changer. To
these mothers pray. A num-
ber of unkempt persons, who
turned out to be priests,

Temple -
Blessings they call

themselves, were loafing about
in ordinary coolies' costume.

Business was slack, and the

clerk of the Fortune booking-
office was asleep upon his

wooden counter. Finally, we un-

earthed the manager or abbot,
I know not which to call him,

smoking opium in his counting-
house in a wing of the building.
He was a grubby old man, who
told us he had been to Cali-

fornia as a herb -doctor. He
was also kind enough to take

us personally through white-

washed passages and doorways
without doors to a farther

courtyard, where the white
walls were decorated with

mouldings of green banana
leaves and pink lotus lilies.

The roofed-over part of this

courtyard (you must not

think of a temple as an indoor

place) was the bedroom of the

Queen of Heaven. There was
not much privacy, nor furniture

either. There was a plain
table with one of those Chinese

dressing-cases on it, the sort

that opens out into a mirror
and a wonderful number of

little drawers, and folds up
like a conjuring trick into a

small black-wood box inlaid

with mother-of-pearl, bound
and studded out of all propor-

tion with brass fittings. For
women to do their hair at this

table amounts to a religious
rite. The combs supplied are

of the cheapest order and none
too clean. Does this argue
lack of artistic perception, this

contempt of detail ; or does a

brilliant imagination scorn

such outward aids? The
abbot - manager was good
enough to present me with
one of these combs, which of

course I accepted with grati-
tude. An awkward pause, and
then a delicate hint that some
return was needed before the

merits of the comb could be

expected to work. "How
much?" I whispered to the

Teacher with resignation.
"A

dollar, at the least," he magnif-
icently replied. To my amaze-

ment, lucre unadorned was
considered no adequate return

for the gift of good health,

"sprightly body," as the abbot
called it. A few flowers

now, or something of that

nature.

The bed was really beautiful.

I should be sorry to guess what
it must have cost; but it was
carved elaborately, and inlaid

with many sorts of woods of

every shade of yellow and
brown. It was fitted with

mosquito - net and gold - em-
broidered silken coverlets and

splendid hangings. I saw
there also a row of tiny
scarlet shoes for her "golden
lilies." The Queen of Heaven

is, then, another victim to

foot-binding? This furniture,
as well as all the great bells,

drums, models of ships, and
incense bowls, has been pre-
sented to the temple by grati-
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fied worshippers. As a whole,
the scene compares very ill

with the better sort of Buddhist

monastery, where, if there is

great ignorance of tha creed

professed, there is at least a

strong discipline and decency
and order.

III.

The way to Fly Hamlet lies

by Leper Lane. (Neither of

these names is known to the

aborigines, but surely explorers

may call their country as they
please.) The oysters bring the

flies, and the lepers are being
drawn out of the country
places round about, to be at

the Shrine of the Goddess
of Heaven for her Birthday
Felicitations.

Skirting the temple, the
road took us through the

pine wood, up the hill, and
down again into open country
dotted with lychee orchards,
that look as if they are planted
with the orderly trees of a
Dutch toy

- box. And there,
between hedges of quickset
and dog-rose, we met the first

detachment of lepers, an old

woman and a man about forty,
each with a couple of baskets

of rice, fresh vegetables, and

bedding slung on a stick over
their shoulders. They were

trotting along briskly enough,
and seemed little affected. Nor
should I have noticed there

was anything wrong with them
had I not happened to glance
at the Teacher, and observed
that he was holding his head

very high, with his lips very
tightly shut, and looking un-

commonly sick. "Didn't you
see ?

" he said, stretching forth

his hand flat, with the finger-

tips crooked like talons. But

for five miles we passed

through many a group of

them, in all stages of the

disease, mostly resting at the

wayside, for it seems that

they are easily tired. There
must be two types of the

disease. I have seen none
like Naaman, white as snow.

These were a brown people
brown clothes, brown band-

ages, brown swollen faces,

brown hands where hands

they had. " Cumshaw, Tai-

pan, cumshaw !

"
is their

monotonous low cry. Then

they would make as if to

touch us, till the Teacher was
like a pony when it has to

pass an elephant. To give
them charity was out of the

question, as had we done so

it is highly probable that they
would have besieged our mat-

shed, and perhaps carried it

at the crawl ;
nor would our

braves and their Winchesters
have availed anything against
such an army. The Teacher
was disturbed. " I try," he

said,
" to nourish the Mock-at-

Danger Disposition; but there

are two things that I cannot
stand up against. Of insects

the most fearful is a cockroach,
and of diseases it is that" I

agreed as regards the winged
cockroach. Trodden on, he
leaves his softer parts behind,
and rending and discarding
heart and entrails, as the
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Chinese say of a hero, scales

the nearest foeman's leg, mere
shell and valiant spirit. But
a poor leper, I only feel great
pity for him.

The Teacher says I am a

bird who has not yet known
the bow, and tells a long tale

of a friend of his who once

stayed a week with him, hand-

ing himself rice out of the same
bowl. He seemed to have some

slight skin trouble, but said

it was just when the razor

slipped. Then when he went
back to his village the disease

proclaimed itself.
" What then ?

"
I asked.

"What then? I went

straight to the big medicine
house and bought a length
of that electric-wire light they
make in Japan."
"And is that effective?"
" Not to cure : only to diag-

nose. This is no superstition.

Foreign doctors know it.

When at last it was dark

enough I stood before the

looking - glass and lit the

ribbon. O Fortune, I saw my
face was green ! Had it been

red, then Hell at work !

"

I daresay his face was green
enough. "All the same I

meant, what did he do?" I

observed mildly. He, it ap-

peared, had none Above that

is, of an older generation to

object to his presence ;
and from

Below, of course, objections
would be at variance with

Propriety. So he lived on in

the bosom of his family, and
has now been doing so for

several years. His wife is

affected, and probably one of

the children, besides a female
bond-servant. We agreed that

his conduct displayed much
lack of consideration. And
yet, after all, it is easier to

be self-sacrificing when self-

sacrifice is expected of you.
What an angel the first un-
selfish person must have been !

Then the Teacher told me
of a patent medicine which
he had seen advertised, and
had sent to his friend the

leper, who returned his grate-
ful acknowledgments. It had
done all it promised to do, but

only up to a certain point.
After the first day the patient
had indeed found a golden
worm in his mouth, a red one
on the second day, and on the
third a black worm bigger
than the others. So far so

good. But unexpectedly the

thickenings and the sloughings
continued. Now was it not

strange that the Teacher,

knowing what courteous liars

his countrymen are, should
fail to see the poor wretch's

meaning, which was, as I

suppose,
" I took one dose and

flung the rest to the chickens.

And I wish I could force it

down the throat of you, with

your 3 candareen 6 le of

charity." That is my inter-

pretation. But with Chinese

you never know what to

believe. I think the Teacher
is a more than usually truth-

ful Chinaman, and he told me,
as of his own knowledge, a

story more wonderful perhaps
than that of his friend's ver-

micular prodigies. This spring
his old aunt, who lives with

him, had very bad toothache,
and went to one of those street

dentists who have the roof

and side of their stalls fes-
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tooned with strings of teeth

and pull out yours while you
wait. He met his aunt just
after the operation. Within
the four seas all are brothers,
so you know very well what
was his first question. No, it

had been quite painless really
so ; not painless dentistry, but
abstract painlessness all ow-

ing to a white ointment that
had first been smeared on the

gums. These teeth had been

quite firmly set and deeply
enfanged.

Lepers and dentistry, what

sights and subjects for an

April walk among fields of

the springing rice ! To strike

a new vein we turned aside

into a bypath, and straight-

way encountered one whose
face was the face of a rhin-

oceros.

Fly Hamlet is approached
between cairns of oyster-shells.
The method by which these

oysters are grown is rather

curious. The cultivators plant
tiles in the sandy shallows, and
the oysters grow in clusters

about them. After three years

they are ripe to be gathered by
the simple process of picking
up the tiles again. They are

dried and strung on rings of

split bamboo, and have an
enormous sale among the eat-

ing-shops of Canton and Hong-
Kong. The shells are burnt
to make lime to build our
houses.

The village is one long street,

flowing like a river with the

most surprising twists and
bends. "When it meets an
obstacle in the shape of a

temple or the house of a Riches

Lord, it swirls off at right
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCII.

angles to its former course. It

is hardly eight feet wide, and is

banked in by one-storied shops
without fronts, or rather whose
fronts are taken down every
morning like those of a doll's

house
;
and so the everyday

life of the people is being acted
in a series of theatres on each
side of you as you walk along.
Here is a scene of Chinese at

rice, squatting in a ring on the

shop-floor ;
here the shopkeeper

is lying on a plank-bed filling
his opium pipe, or perhaps
lighting incense - sticks before

the tablet, or having his head
shaved. In a village at home
it is the hardest thing for

an inquisitive bycomer to

find out how the people live,

with their shut doors and
little windows blocked with

geraniums.
The street was full of yellow

dogs and children playing
knuckle - bones, that neither

barked nor called names after

us. By this it was clear that

the tidewaiter's station of the

Imperial Maritime Customs
was not far away. "Having
seen much not easily as-

tonished." I noticed one other

curious thing at Fly Hamlet.
In several places the walls were

placarded with what looked

like a Chinese character of

great size and complicated

design, and yet obviously was
not one. This is an incanta-

tion posted on the wall of a

sick man's house. It is called

a " fu
"

(a word that has no

signification), and it represents
no idea to mortal man. There-

fore, to be logical, it must

convey something to the eye
of a devil. But here the ex-
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planation tails off into vague-
ness.

At the Customs station we
borrowed ponies to take us
back. The Teaoher a Chinese
" read - book teacher

"
is cer-

tainly a plucky man. He had
never been on a horse before.

He had absolutely no control

over it : only when my pony
went fast or stopped, his did
the same. When we reached
level ground we made as near

an approach to a gallop as can
be made out of the double-
shuffle of a Cantonese pony.

"And wider still the crevice ran
Betwixt the saddle and the man."

But, clinging on "five-parts
alive and three -parts dead,"
he only urged me to go
faster. This was his way of

nourishing a Mock-at-Danger
Disposition, and a very good
way too.

IV.

'Tis now the witching hour
of 5.30 A.M. An Inferno of

bells and gongs has awakened
me ; so here I sit, like Xerxes,
on a granite crag, looking over
a wide sea, and my fleet.

" He counted them at break of day,
And when the sun set where were

they ?
"

Many of the country boats,

having pre-dated their felicita-

tions, are already on their ways
home, whether along the coast

or up into that inextricable

tangle of water -
ways, the

estuary of the Pearl River.

Sometimes in Malay countries

you may see a bright patch
of colour on the ground in

front of you, resolving at your
approach into a whirl of butter-

flies that skim away lightly in

all directions. These junks
remind me of them, as they
drift from the edges of the

pack in the bay, and flit out of

the crowded harbour. Their
veined sails are set to a

following wind, and glow pink
in the sunrise. Some are

prosaically dragged along arm-

in - arm with steam launches
made fast alongside. But one
of the biggest boats, setting a

bright example against such

commonplace, even dispensed
with sails, and was rowed

away in contempt of the wind
and sheer pride of heart. With
twenty pairs of oars keeping
true time, and a rhythmic Ho,
haw I Ho, haw / she swept
along in true old-world galley

style. Had she been the one
that Marco Polo commanded,
half a mile away and you would
never have known the differ-

ence. A unit of the Viceroy's
fleet is in from Canton, and has

just fired a salute of six guns.
It must be in honour of the

Queen of Heaven, whose birth-

day it is.

Sea and sky alike are blue

and unruffled, with wisps of

pink cloud upon them. The
moon is cut clean in two ;

and
I realise with a sense of

astronomical delight that this

is as it should be, for she was
full when we came here a week

ago. In the verandah the

braves are getting up : I hear
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them clear their throats. But
for them and the junk that

woke me, now faintly tinkling
a mile down wind, there is

nothing to break the stillness.

On the beach directly below
there stands a rock with a
fisher's hut upon it. In front

of this there is a wheel some-

thing like a treadmill, and the

fisherman, steadying himself

on a wooden rest, is working
it round with his feet. There
is something grotesque in the

claw-like action. He reminds
me of a blue-and-tawny spider

spinning in a corner of his web.
From the wheel a gang-plank,
hand-rails, and winding -gear
run twenty yards into the sea

;

where just beyond them, as the

wheel turns round, gradually
emerge the four black corners

of an enormous net. Now it is

swinging clear, except for a
silver O in the middle, where
a mass of living silver flashes

in the sunlight.
Out along the gangway

trips the spider to his web.
His weapon is a twenty-foot

pole with a dipper at the end.

He strikes into the pool, and
the young salmon flounces half

across the net and back again
at the indignity. Why did

you not keep three strokes

farther from shore, good fish?

I have seen you and your
fellows come round that head-
land every morning, jumping
clear out of the sea as you ran
into the streaks of brown fresh

water. And again at closer

quarters I have seen you but
we will not speak of that, for

your death has been tragic and

unsportsmanlike. You are not

pink inside like your English

kin, but white, O salmon !

Others of these webs for fishes,

scattered far out into the
shallow water, are shining
like gossamers on an autumn

morning.
On the hill above the fishing-

net you can see the ruins of a
fort. Another to match it

stands upon the eastern horn
of the bay. I have not been
able to find out anything
certain as to their history.

They were probably built by
pirates, or else by the Cantonese
Government in a spasmodic
attempt to repress pirates, a
few decades ago, and were
knocked abroad by some gun-
boat of ours in '39 or '40.

Their working lives must have
been very short, as even now
the grey bricks are hardly
weather-worn. Now, is it not
curious how you never see an
old thing in hoary China ?

(Except, of course, chinaware,
which our friends collect.

"That means Ming Dynasty,"
they say triumphantly, as they
show you, wrong side up, the

characters upon it. So it

does, sure enough.) There are

a few genuine antiquities on
view at Canton ; and, of course,
the loot of a capital city brings

many heirlooms into circula-

tion. But it is a general rule,

as you go through town and

country, that all you see in-

doors and out is not 200 years
old ;

and but for a few banyan
trees and monasteries and a

city wall or so, little, indeed, is

more antique than the grey
heads of the elders.

I think of a village I know
not twenty miles from London.
There is the Crouch Oak, or
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one of them, in which King
Charles hid. In a church not

far from thence is a postern

gate of sandstone hewn by the

Normans, while the village
stocks seem quite modern.
But a Chinese farmer has

only a modern copy of his

family book to show that he
and his have tilled the soil

for thirty generations, since

they came to Canton from the

north. There are no gar-
ments of the past laid by in

lavender, no family china, no
old books with queer wood-
cuts. The oldest thing upon
the estate is the horseshoe

grave of the ancestor, period-

ically rebuilt in soft brick and

stucco, the chances are that

even the ancestor is a com-

paratively new one. Houses
and household gods serve, and
are intended to serve, but for

a lifetime. So, like children

on the beach, generation after

generation build and rebuild

in sand ;
and time, like the

rising sea, smooths all out

again between sunrise and
sunrise.

This morning we "did" the

festival, for which such pre-

parations have been made.

During the last ten days an
Earl's Court growth of mat
shed has been springing up,
in the shape of a brown cor-

ridor half a mile long, between
the bay and the temple and
a village by the sea - shore.

Purple Bay, as our bay is

called, was still half full of

junks from the country; but
the crowd whose subdued roar

we heard were city visitors.

Six high white steamers, taken
off their proper run to Canton

and Macao, had brought them,
and now occupied the bay as

swans a duck-pond.
The lepers' caravanserai was

the first thing we came upon
little lean-to's of matting just

high enough to crawl into,

with no ends, twenty-seven of

them. I feel I am beginning
to understand the leper now :

his is an absolute abandon-
ment of all that once appealed
to him, and these card-houses

are the concrete expression.
"I used to live under a tiled

roof with my parents and
sons : I worshipped at the

Hills. To those Above I was

respectful, to those Below I

was kindly. Now I live

among reeds and rushes like

a foreigner and a savage."
The lepers themselves were

squatting in a double row by
the entrance to the village,
each with his bowl beside

him. A damsel who was

passing by crossed herself, or

made some equivalent gesture,
and flung a handful of cash

at the nearest bowl, without

deigning to look whether she

had hit or missed. It was

interesting to notice that the

beggars within the range of

her bounty did not snatch

hastily at the coins, as might
have been expected, but

gathered them up one by one
with a listless, indifferent air,

which made us suspect that

they were working on some

co-operative system.
I daresay many pilgrims got

no farther than the village
itself. Here were roods of

the commoner kind of eating

shops, full of square tables

for four, where everything you
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can wish for that is greasy
or fried or sodden, in the way
of flour-puffs, split and dried

ducks, fish maws, and rosaries

of dried oysters from Fly
Hamlet, is slopped about in

pretty earthenware bowls of

five colours. The guests are

not, as a rule, of the five orders

of nobility, though you might
think they were from the

magnificent way in which they
call for the "eight big bowls.'

;

They are, you will observe,

apt to relax under the genial
influence of food. This one
has tucked his lower lip under
the lip of his rice bowl, and
for all his long dress is shovel-

ling in rice like a coolie. That
other shews a tendency to

draw up his feet upon the

bench, to untie his trouser leg
at the ankle, and to roll back
his loose calico socks. He thus
obtains a current of ventila-

tion over his lower limbs : he
is also fanning himself down
the back.

Just beyond the eating
shops are the "

fantan "
rooms,

screened off from the street by
brightly painted paper walls.

Here you put your money on

1, 2, 3, or 4
;
and the croupier,

who is always naked to the
waist and emaciated, flips off

bright brass cash by fours from
a heap on the table with a

chop -stick. He is extremely
deliberate; but at last the re-

maining two or three decide
whether you have won or lost.

People squat all round the
mat -covered board, stoically

entering records of the way
the luck is running. You hear

nothing but "
Buy 3,"

" 2 and
4
"

; and when they are broke

they quietly hop down from
their perches and take them-
selves off.

At the door of the guard-
house a stand of enormous and

grotesque tridents, axes, and

spears represents the insignia
of office. The major's charger,
a miserable little white pony,
is resting hard by on three

legs and his head-stall. Inside,
a few braves girt with band-
oliers are lolling and smoking.
There is, however, little for

them to do, for a more orderly
crowd was never seen.

The corridor takes you dry-
shod across a patch of rice land

to the temple. It is a covered

way with plank flooring, per-

haps twenty feet wide, not

counting the booths that open
upon it for its full length on
either side, after the manner of

a Burlington Arcade. These

shops are full of all sorts of

mementos and useful trifles,

like needles and thread for torn

dresses, packets of medicinal

tea from the mountains, picture-
scrolls of the Holy Mother,
books eulogising the temple

but, above all, paper cocks.

Why paper cocks, I do not

know; but there they were,
in hundreds and hundreds, as

large as life and twice as

natural, festooned outside the

shops in such wise that they
made an orange border to the

dense blue crowd in the road-

way. All heads are clean-

shaved in honour of the occa-

sion ;
and the sunshine drips

through cracks in the roof

down on their " new scoured
cauldrons."

In the courtyard before the

temple the crowd was thicker
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than ever, but within the three

doorways was pandemonium
indescribable. Things were seen

in glimpses, and then a heave
of the crowd or a maxim fusil-

ade of crackers tore away the
attention. In the first court-

yard, by the palm-tree, a sweat-

ing coolie was drawing holy
water from the well, and slop-

ping it out to pilgrims gratis
for dear life. No time for

ritualistic elegancies, which,
besides, we don't value a brass

cash. ... In a cloister by the
model junk a middle - aged
woman of respectable appear-
ance some good wife, no
doubt was arguing with
a dirty Temple -

Blessing
over a bamboo joint, full of

divining spills. "Ten cents

deposit first," he was saying ;

"just now a box was stolen."

The lady (she is plain and
anxious -looking) compromises
by agreeing to say her prayers
on the spot. She tells the
fellow what it is she desires

in two short words, without

troubling to lower her voice,
and then down on her knees in

the thick of us, while we push
back to give her room to knock
her head clear of our toes. She
rattles her box of spills till one
flies out. . . . Bang, clang,

drum, and gong ! We are

pushed and hustled away by
the swaying throng. ... A
crowd of women struggling to

light incense - sticks at the

guttering tapers in a brazen
censer as long as a trough.
... A roar of voices, drifting

smoke, and ashes that flutter

down.

Strange how people know

their own business best. The

gold faces of the images and
their fat red arms, which
looked so garish on the day of

my peaceful first visit, are now
seen through a veil of smoke

effulgent countenances and

rosy limbs. Remember, then,
that these monstrous Chinese
deities were never designed to

be walked round, patted, and

patronised, but to be gazed up
to with the eye of faith amid

soul-stirring accompaniments.
There is a clear space before

the Queen of Heaven, and half

a dozen women are kneeling on
round mats there. They have
all black patches on their fore-

heads from bumping their

heads on the ground. The

ground may be dirty but it is

dry, and the patches are wet
and shiny. I think there is

something artificial about this.

One old lady is setting to work
in a most business-like way.
As soon as she has said her

prayer she kow-tows, and as

soon as she has kow-towed she

shakes out her tally. Her

daughter-in-law standing by
picks up each one as it drops
and takes it to the table where
the clerks are writing. They
enter the numbers on a slip of

paper according to her direc-

tions. "No. 13 for Ah Ling,
Elder Brother-in-law, please,"
and so on, right through the

family. When the tale is com-

plete she will take her list to

the ticket department and ex-

change it for the oracles. It is

all so methodical.

Such was the worship as I

saw it : mercenary, but obvi-

ously sincere. Sincere it must
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be, for there is no public feel-

ing on such a subject. If I

shake or do not shake the
oracle how can that concern

you? If you wish to know
your future why ever should I

approve or deride ? And that
is the sum of it. There is

no communion of saints, no

public prayers : certainly no

general thanksgiving for the

privilege of working in the
world.

The Teacher declined to

learn what was in store for

him. I had no scruples, and

besides, as the proverb says

" Enter Country, follow Customs :

Out by River, follow Bends."

So I paid my three cents and,

having twice ignominiously
shaken out all the tallies in a

heap on the ground, succeeded
at the third attempt in getting
a single one to jump out by
itself. I exchanged it with the

booking-clerk for a scrap of

yellow paper, badly printed
but big with destiny.

V.

The vessel that is to take
us back lies in the bay,
beating time to the ground-
swell with her white spars.
Within the bungalow the

tearing up of newspapers
conveys a melancholy sug-
gestion of packing, change,
and decay. Before my dic-

tionary disappears let me
decipher the oracle of the

Queen of Heaven. Now, my
prayer was after this wise :

"With respect to Birthday
Celebrations, is it or is

it not allowed to enlighten
ignorance of my humble

country?" And this is her

reply :

" TEMPLE OF THE QUEEN OF
HEAVEN.

" The Temple -
Blessings of the

Queen of Heaven respectfully tender
This :

"A MIDDLING DESTINY.

"Graceful Crane on shining pinions

steady,
For ten thousand miles of sky art

ready ?

Ah, beware, the hidden arrow flying

By thynative sedge may lay thee dying."

Graceful Crane. Nay, but

first, let me see, let me see.

Why, that's this article. There
is no obstruction in this. Hid-
den arrow. Hum is this the

editor ? No, for what follows ?

By thy native sedge. Does this

portend that the office coolie,

as he goes to the post, will

lick the stamps from off her

shining pinion, and fling my
Graceful Crane into the har-

bour? It is impossible, I sup-

pose, completely to circumvent

Destiny, but I will block her

out at any rate from that

course of mischief and post
the packet myself.

EDWAKD A. IEVING.

CUSTOMS BUNGALOW, PURPLE BAT.
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A LADY OF THE OLD REBELLION.

BY LYDIA MILLER MACKAY.

CHAPTER I.

WHEN Hugh Campbell came
home from fighting under Marl-

borough in France he found his

father three days in his grave
and himself Chieftain of Loch-
arn. He brought a brilliant

reputation home with him, for,

young as he was, he was an

experienced soldier, and had

fought at Ramilies when he
was but a boy in his teens.

Yet that seemed little to him,
when he found the old grim
castle of his boyhood empty of

the last one of his family. It

seemed strange to him, too,

after eight years' experience
of the world, both in camps
and in courts, to find himself

back in the wild north country,
with its barbarous ways and
the little petty feuds and war-

rings that had been hot before

he went away, so strange, in-

deed, that he was at first like

a foreigner on his own lands

and among his own people.
He had not been two weeks

in Locharn, however, when all

the old fierce clan spirit that

of late years had been some-
what tempered was roused in

him again. The cause of this

was neither more nor less than
a letter from his father's old

enemy, Maclean of Scorry, pro-

posing to patch up the ancient

feud that was between them
and be done with it for ever.

The letter was full of fair

words, too fair and smooth

for one who had bitter memories
of Maclean and his ways ;

and
it ended with the proposal
for it came to no less that the

old disputes should be settled

by a union between the families.
" I have no son," wrote the wily

chief,
" and my lass Isobel will

be my heiress, and I would be

weel content if things were put
to rights as was the fashion of

old time, when there was a

weel-faured, weel-dowered lass

on the one side and a gentle-
man of Sir Hugh Campbell's

distinguished reputation on the

other."

Locharn was amazed at the

impudence of the man. Here
was he scarce home after eight

years' absence, and there were

meeting him on every side tales

of what his clan had suffered

in that time at the hands of

Maclean of Scorry. There was
a township in Locharn hardly
yet done smoking after a raid

his barbarous followers had
made on it, and it was not
six months since the man who
wrote so friendly had taken
the law into his hands, after

the fashion that was lingering

yet in these parts, and hanged
three of the Campbell men to

the Scorry trees for the crows
to pick at. Ay, and if Looh-
arn could have forgiven these

things, there were old bitter

memories of his boyhood of

plottings and schemings Mac-
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lean had made agaiiist his

father that he could not for-

give, and the remembrance of

them made his blood boil when
he looked at the smooth words
on the paper, and thought of

the man who would make an
end of the whole thing with

easy compliments and the offer

of a Maclean bride.

Sir Hugh sent back a short

sharp answer to Scorry's letter.

He said to himself with a grim
smile that he would get no
more such from the same

quarter. Yet he was sure the

thing was not done with alto-

gether, and the more he con-

sidered it the more he was

puzzled by it. He could not
come at the gain that Maclean
of Scorry expected to make by
having himself for a son-in-law,
and yet he knew very well that

some gain must have been in

his mind, though he could not
fathom it, and at last he put
the matter from him, expecting
that time would throw light
on it.

Time and Rumour brought
him tales in plenty of the

Macleans, father and daughter,
how they were hot Jacobites

both of them, and how the

castle of Scorry, high on its

wave - beaten rock, was the

fostering
-
place of half the

plots that were framed against
Queen Anne. The lass, but

newly home from a convent in

France, was already known, it

seemed, for a beauty, and yet
Locharn was not drawn by the
accounts he heard of her, for

she was said to be her father's

right hand, and to have the

temper and the tongue of the

Macleans, which was saying

she would make a stormy wife

for any man. Moreover, she

was rumoured to be as much
at home on a horse's back as

a boy might be, and to be as

skilful with a pistol as other

women would be with a bodkin.

Altogether, it was not a very
likeable picture of a lassie that

all he heard of her left in young
Sir Hugh Campbell's mind, and
it was far indeed from his own

image of what a woman should

be. That, to tell the truth,
came from his never-to-be-for-

gotten memory of the sweet
saint who was his mother. It

was a sad and solemn thing to

the new Chief of Locharn to go
into her chamber after his long
absence, and to find there no

change save the one great

change, that it was empty of

her who had adorned it. For
the rest, the tapestry of her

own embroidery hung still

upon the walls, and her very
chair and footstool and the

table with her Bible and little

books of devotion stood as he

remembered them. He was
not so hardened by the years
that he could look on them

dry-eyed. "God grant," said

he to himself in all honesty,
" that if ever wife of mine
comes to Locharn, she may be

like her that was here before

her."

For two years after Sir

Hugh's home-coming the coun-

try was full of the whisperings
of Jacobite plots. Then Queen
Anne died, and King George
was proclaimed so peacefully
that many were surprised ;

and
the country seemed to be

settling into security at last,

when of a sudden the High-
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lands were all ablaze with the
fire of rebellion, and Locharn
found himself back at his old

work of soldiering, with every
fighting man of his house at

his back. He did good service

for King George in these days ;

but his clan fought not for one

king or the other, but to have
a blow at their old enemies,
and especially at the Macleans
of Scorry, who, indeed, suffered

more than any others at the
battle of Sheriffmuir, so that
when the whole thing was
over, and the blaze put out,
and King Jamie was away
over-seas again, it was but a

broken remnant of Scorry's
men that went back to their

homes.

Scorry himself was counted
so dangerous an enemy to the

Government, that a price was
offered for his person; and it

chanced that it was Sir Hugh
Campbell who was intrusted

with the work of apprehending
him. He was not unwilling to

undertake it, for he had heard
and known enough of the man
since he came home to make
the contempt and distaste of

him that he learned in his boy-
hood ten times stronger. Fair

words that covered a foul in-

tent, smooth appearances that
had a trap beneath them, open
dealings and then a stab in

the dark, these were Mac-
lean's ways, as the Campbells
had learned to their cost time
and again. Locharn thought
grimly in these days of the

letter he had received three

years before, and of the plan
behind it that had come out

at last, and which was just
to win himself and his sword

and his military experience to

the cause of the Pretender,

ay, and if that had failed, to

help Scorry out of such a

difficulty as he had come into

now, when a Whig son-in-law

might have turned out very
advantageous.

It was on an evening in late

autumn that he got news of

Maclean's presence in his own
castle of Scorry, where he was
said to be lying concealed

until such time as he could

get away to France ; and Sir

Hugh lost no time in taking
the road there, with a score

of armed men behind him.

With him rode one who was
unarmed, James Campbell,
called the Preacher, who was
his distant kinsman, and had
been chaplain to his regiment
in France, a shrewd merry
man, with a great scar on his

broad face that he got carry-

ing Locharn off the field at

Malplaquet when he was all

but mortally hurt.

"What about the lassie,

Hugh ?
"

said he as they rode,

picking their way cautiously
because of the badness of the

roads. "Think you she's at

Scorry yet ? I would not wish
to see a woman where there's

fighting. The work is too

rough for them though I've

seen brave ones too in my
day."
The chief laughed. "This

one thinks little of it, by
all accounts," he answered.

"There's not a more danger-
ous Jacobite in the country-
side than herself."

"Well," said the Preacher

dryly,
" that is what she would

not be if she had seen all I
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have. I have known fighting
and warring all my days, God
knows, but I never saw the

murdering of women and
children and unarmed men
that I saw under the last

Stewart. Ah, lad ! the days
of the Persecution are an old

song to you, but to me they
are bitter yet. I can feel the

very cold of the nights in the

kirkyard of Greyfriars, when
there was a musket -shot at

our ears if we as much as

raised our heads above the

level of the tombstones. I

was a strong young man then,
but there were poor souls in

an evil case among us, and
when I think of it I pray
God we have seen the last of

Stewart rule. Ah, they were
bad times."

"Bad times indeed, cousin,"
said Locharn. "I think our
own are better. And for me,
all I ask is a fair field and a

clean fight, and Heaven bless

the winner."
"
And, eh man !

" he cried,

sniffing at the wind, "do you
not get the smell of the sea?
There's some pleasure in a

night ride in the old country."
It was the grey dawn of the

morning when the company
came in sight of the castle of

Scorry and heard the waves

breaking below its walls. It

stood at the far edge of a

rocky promontory, and was
defended on three sides by
the sea and on the fourth by
a steep brae up which the

path went crookedly. On the

top was a considerable space
of level ground, and on one
side of the castle a garden had
been made of recent years.

The building itself was an odd-

shaped pile, and at one time
had been strongly fortified.

At the back was an old round
tower no longer in use, but
connected with the more
modern house by a short

passage or bridge of stone,
which was uncovered at the

top, and left a kind of arch-

way beneath. There was no

sight or sound of any one
when Locharn and his men
rode into the courtyard. If

the chief of the Macleans was
in Scorry, it was clear he did

not expect visitors.

"Open in the king's name,"
cried Sir Hugh, and the Camp-
bells hammered on the great
door till they made noise

enough to waken the dead.

There was no answer from

within, however, and those

outside were weary hammer-

ing, and were about to take

stronger measures to get en-

trance, when at last there

was a great fumbling at the

lock inside, a rattling of chains

and of bolts, and the door was
thrown open.
An old grey-headed serving-

man stood in it shaking with

fright, his wrinkled face the

colour of parchment, and his

eyes blood -shot and blinking
at the dawn.

"Is your master here?"
Locharn called out to him.
"Is Mr Maclean in Scorry?"
The man stammered out

that he was not, and his dis-

turbance seemed so great that

Sir Hugh made sure he was

lying. He called to some one
to keep hold of him, and

pushed past him into the great
hall, that was all dim and
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shadowy yet, because it was
so early. There he found

emptiness and silence, but on
the oaken table were traces

of a recent meal which seemed
to show that the chief was in

the castle. Yet before long
he began to be doubtful of

that, for each passage and
chamber that he entered held

only the same emptiness and

desolation, and except the one,
there was not so much as a
servant man or woman to

be seen anywhere.
The old man who had opened

the door protested that he was
alone in the castle, and that

Scorry had gone away riding
the evening before, and yet
his eyes continually followed
the Campbells with an anxiety
he could not hide, so that
Locharn could not but think
that Scorry was concealed

somewhere, and that the fellow

feared he would be discovered.

He posted men in the court-

yard and at the great door,
so that no one could escape
from the castle without being
seen, and made diligent search

through the great building,
for he was vexed and angry
at the very thought that he

might be baffled in finding
the man he was so hot to lay
hands on. One of the Camp-
bell men had an old story of

a tunnel that ran underground
from one of the ancient dun-

geons, and though Sir Hugh
placed little credit on it, it

made him the more speedy
in the search.

As for the Preacher, he took
no part in the work, but set

the old serving-man to get a
meal for the company, for the

night ride had been long and
the men were in need of food

;

and the man went about his

task white and trembling, and
with such grief and trouble

in his face that Mr James
could not but pity him.

Locharn was alone when he
made the first discovery that
was made. It was in no cellar

or dungeon, but on the third

storey of the castle. He came

upon a locked door, the first

he had met with, and finding
it at the end of a dark passage
and protected by a curtain, he
was hot to have it opened ;

and as it was a slight wooden

thing, he put his shoulders to

it and burst it in. Then in

a moment he stood abashed
within the threshold, for the

small chamber into which he
had come so rudely was a

chamber of death, and on a

bed before him lay the body of

an old worn woman, her hands
still clutching the blanket she

had caught in the death-grip.

Hardly conscious that he did

so, he took the bonnet from
his head and stood a moment

wondering, his eyes travelling
round the room. The place
was empty of any presence,
and yet from the red ashes

in the fire -
place to the

woman's cloak thrown care-

lessly over a chair, everything
had the look of occupation.
Sir Hugh's eyes came to the

window, and he crossed over

to it and looked out, and
there in front of him was the

old round tower that was not

to be seen from the front

entrance, and down below him
was the narrow bridge that

joined it to the building he
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was in. At once his mind

sprang to the thought that

here was a possible hiding-

place for Scorry, and in an-

other minute he had found the

small stone stair that led down
to it, and he gave a whistle

to call his men to him. He
ran down the stair that was
narrow and had little windows
here and there looking out to

the tower, red now in the dawn,
and to the sea washing up to

the rocks at the foot of it, and
at one of these he stopped of

a sudden, for there, quite close

to him now, but across the

bridge, a woman stepped out

from the tower and drew the

heavy door of it behind her.

He saw her put all her

strength to the effort of turn-

ing the key in the lock, and
with some guess of what she

wished to do and her reason

for doing it, Locharn sent the

hilt of his sword smashing at

the window -
glass, and in the

instant he was leaning from
the opening. At the sound
the girl started and turned,

and, drawing the key from
the lock, she looked about her,

holding it in her hand, and
sent a glance to the window
and another over the railing
of the bridge to the sheer rock
and the sea, and quick as

lightning she raised her hand
over her head. Sir Hugh did

then what shamed him after-

wards to remember, and yet
in the hot moment, when his

blood was up, and he was in

full cry, as it were, after his

quarry, what never gave him
a thought. He raised the

pistol that was in his hand and
levelled it at her. "Stop!"

he called out loudly, "or I

shoot." It was then he saw
the kind of lassie he was

speaking to
;
and the memory

of her standing there on the
narrow stone bridge in the
red dawn her dark head out-

lined against the tower, her
wonderful face framed in wind-
blown hair was with him to

his dying day. She turned
full to him looking up, her
hand still raised in the air,

and her eyes ablaze with a
kind of high scorn and defiance

such as he had never seen the
like of.

" Shoot and be damned !

"

she cried out to him, and flung
the key with full force over the
rock.

Hugh's hand dropped, and
he fired out to sea.

" You are

brave," he said, and could not
take his eyes off her. "You
are brave," he cried again.
He saw in the instant that this

could be no other than Isobel

Maclean, Scorry's daughter
for her air and bearing, not
to speak of her extraordinary

beauty, left him no doubt of

that.

"Who are you?" she cried

tauntingly,
" that would

threaten a woman."
The red showed under the

brown of Locharn's skin. He
had the hot temper of his

house, and he did not like

the position in which he found
himself.

"Madam," said he shortly,
"I am Hugh Campbell of

Locharn, if you have heard
the name."
She gave a great start at

that, and her face, that was
white with a long night-watch
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by the bed of death, flamed

suddenly.
"I have heard it to my

cost," she said bitterly, and
came in at the door below
him. He drew back abashed,
and went down the few steps
to meet her.

" Madam !

"
said he, redden-

ing and stammering,
" will you

pardon the foolish threat of a

hasty man ?
"

"That should be neither

asked nor granted between

your house and mine," she

cried proudly, and went by
him up the stair.

Sir Hugh stood a moment
looking after her. Then he
called again on his followers,
and for the next half hour
their work was to break open
the door that the lady had
looked. There was now, they
found, no other way of en-

trance to the tower, and
Looharn chafed at the delay.

They were in at last, but the

place had fallen into such ruins

that it was no easy matter to

walk in it, and they had to go
slowly and cautiously because
of great gaps in the stairs

and in the flooring. All was
silence and emptiness, but
down below at the foundation

Sir Hugh found what he had

begun to suspect he would
find. This was just the secret

tunnel the Campbell man had
heard the rumour of. It was
not now so secret as it was
evident it had once been, for

the entrance to it was quite

open. Locharn and his men
followed it out to the end, and
came to a hole in the rocks

above the sea. The growth
of heather and bracken in the
brae - face was broken down
there, but there was no other

sign of the fugitives. It was
evident that for the mean-

time, at least, Scorry was

escaped.
It was mid-day before Sir

Hugh called a halt in the

search, and when he came
back weary and hungry and
not over-pleased to the castle,

he found the Preacher a little

more hot in admiring Miss
Isobel Maclean than he was

just in the humour for at the

moment. Mr James had seen

the lady herself for a few

moments, and from what he
could piece together of what
she had told him, and from
what the old half-doited serv-

ing-man let out, it appeared
that there was some cause for

admiring her. The woman
who lay dead in the castle

had been her nurse, and some
ten days agone she had fallen

sick of a catching fever, and
the Macleans, who had more
terror of such sickness than
of the most bloody battle, had
fled from the place, man and

woman, save Miss Isobel and
the old bodach l who was hus-

band to the poor stricken

creature, and the girl had
nursed her day and night and
would not leave her till she

died, which was that morning
at the very time the Campbells
were hammering at the door.

"As for Soorry," said Mr
James, "my belief is that he

has another hiding-place on the

estate, and that he only came

1 Old man.
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here last night for a good meal,
and escaped us, as you say, by
the lassie's trick with the key."
"I think that myself," said

Looharn, "from the informa-
tion I had."

" She is a most beautiful

lassie," Mr James added, his

mind running on the subject,
" and there is something about
her very fine and courageous,
but from what I saw of her

I cannot say she is very agree-
able. She wishes to go to-day
to her kinsman, Sir Alexander

Mathieson, at Kintraid, and
I promised I would let you
know of that."

Sir Hugh had reasons to wish
she had chosen to go farther

away, for Kintraid stood on
a high promontory that by
water was not three miles from

Soorry, though by land the

distance might be more than
three times as much because of

the long arm of the sea that

ran in between the two points.
He said nothing of that, how-

ever, but asked Mr James if

he would ride with the lady,
and the Preacher replied that

he would be very willing.
Locharn was in the court-

yard when they started, and

although hardly a remark

passed between himself and
Miss Isobel, and the lady held

her head very high, yet they
behaved with a formal court-

esy, and Sir Hugh stood bare-

headed while she rode awaywith
Mr James. He went immedi-

ately afterwards to the room
where lay the dead woman, and
it surprised and affected him
to see that all there had been
set in order by the girl herself,

the poor worn body being

wrapped decently in a linen

shroud.

The Campbells were now
quartered about Scorry for

nearly a week, scouring every
hill and hollow for the Maclean

chief, and all without success.

Yet Sir Hugh was very sure

he was in the neighbourhood,
and he was confirmed in this

belief when a lad was found in

the hills carrying a creel of

such provisions as would be

necessary for Scorry and who-
ever might be in his company.
A ship also appeared out to

sea that had the look of a
French lugger, and Locharn
set a close watch upon the
shore lest any boat might put
out to it. The weather, how-

ever, was dull, and misty with

rain, so that all traces of the

ship were soon lost, and it was
not easy to make sure that
the man would not get away
after all.

Sir Hugh's mind was some-
what upset in those days. His
distaste of Maclean of Scorry,
and his hot resentment against
him for all the injuries he had
done himself and his clan in

the past, was not less than it

had been; but he had a new
image of the man's daughter
set side by side in his mind
with the old idea he had
formed of her. The circum-
stances in which he had seen

her, and her great beauty and
noble spirit, and the woman's
faith and tenderness she had
shown to a poor dying creat-

ure, so wrought on him that it

was not over-pleasant to him
to think that he could be the
man to bring her father to the

block for a traitor. Yet this
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being so, and the man being a

dangerous man to the Govern-

ment, he felt his honour only
the more engaged not to

slacken his search for him.

Indeed he would have felt it

to be a blot upon his reputa-
tion as a soldier to be moved
from his work by the influence

of any woman, and this one,

moreover, was no more to him
at the most than a fair picture.
The weather continued much

the same for about a week, the

country - side being soaked

through with rain, the roads

very boggy, and rain - mists

covering the hills and hanging
continually over the sea-loch.

Mr James went east on a busi-

ness of his own, and Hugh
Campbell, who was ever hot

for action, began to find it

weary work to be hunting
Scorry, like a partridge on the

mountains. It was in the

darkening of the sixth day
after coming to the place that

he had occasion to go riding
on the road to Kintraid, and
not requiring to go more than
a couple of miles, and being
well armed, he took no one
with him. The evening pro-
mised to be clear. The rain

had ceased, the mist gave
signs of lifting, and the moon,
that had been hidden of late,

showed itself for a moment
now and then, swimming in

clouds. A good breeze was

blowing off the land, and the
wash of the waves on the shore
below the road sounded in his

ears as he rode.

He had not gone a mile

when he came suddenly on a

pony, with a rider on its back,

standing by the side of the

road, and he called out to

know who was there
;
and the

next moment he was off his

horse and standing in the path,
for, dim as the light was, he
made out the face and figure of

Scorry's daughter. He cried

out her name, and she turned
a startled white face to him.
" Locharn !

"
she said, drawing

a sharp breath and looking at

him with dismay in her eyes.
She gathered up the reins of her

beast, and was for passing him,
but checked herself at once.

"Locharn," she said, speak-

ing in a voice with an appeal
in it that moved him as no
voice of young or old had
ever so moved him before,
" I came out to see my father.

He is in hiding. You know
that. It is not telling you
anything to tell you that. I

cannot go on now, since I have
met you, and those that were
with me have left me. Will

you do me the kindness to ride

back with me to Kintraid ?
"

She spoke with such haste
and trouble of eagerness that

Hugh Campbell's mind sprang
to the thought that it was

Scorry himself she waited for,

and that she feared he might
come upon them even while

they were speaking; and he

hesitated, wondering if that

were so, and yet eager to

ride with her. Before he
could speak, she had given
the reins to her pony.

"Well," she said lightly and

proudly, "I am not afraid. I

can ride alone very well," and
she was away, and Locharn's

suspicions were with the winds
and he mounted his horse and
was after her.
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At first she urged her pony
on with the whip, as though
wishful to show the man that

followed that she no longer
desired his company; but the

road was so boggy with the

week's rain, that it was im-

possible to make speed on it,

and when he overtook her she
had a word for him, and the
tones of her voice showed no

displeasure. Indeed, as they
went on she began to speak so

pleasantly that Sir Hugh could
not but wonder at the change
there was in her since he had

spoken with her at the castle

of Scorry six days before. At
first it pleased him greatly,
and he took no thought of past
or future, but only of the

pleasantness of the moment
and of the ride ; but before

very long he began to think
the change in her somewhat
too great for his liking. There
was in her speech such gaiety
and quickness of wit, such

seeming forgetfulness of any
cause of quarrel between them,
that his mind became dis-

tracted by a doubt of her.

Where was now the hatred of

his house that had brought the
flush to her cheek at their last

meeting ? He began to say to

himself that she was her
father's daughter after all;
and his mind harked back to

that old smooth letter Scorry
had sent him, and he asked
himself what part she had in

it, and what might be her

meaning now. A constraint

and silence fell on him, and
such gloom came over his

spirit at the darkening of the

bright image he had formed of

the girl in his mind that he
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCII.

could hardly rally himself to

reply civilly to her remarks.
At last she too was silent, and

they rode for a considerable

time without saying a word.
For the first five or six miles

of their way the road had gone
inland, away from Scorry, but
after they had rounded the
head of the loch they faced
west again, and rode among
birch -woods to the Point of

Kintraid. The sky was now
clear, and the moon had risen

and rode free of the clouds that

had kept the mastery of the

night until now. Locharn
could see the face of his com-

panion very distinctly, and it

was another surprise to him,
for there was no trace in it of

the lightness and gaiety of her

speech, but a look of strain

and anxiety. He was little

used to women and their ways,
and this one puzzled him, for

now the very poise of her head
and the curve of her lips forced

him to think no ill of her, even
as her courage had done when
he saw her on the castle

bridge, and she had used a

word he liked ill to hear from
a woman.

Scorry's daughter broke in

herself upon his thoughts.
"We

are getting near the journey's

end," she said, "and I have a

thing to say to you. I suppose
another woman would not say
it, but I do not care anything
for that." She spoke defiantly
and quickly, and Sir Hugh did

not know what to say, and let

her speak without interrupting
her. "There is an old feud

between us," she said.
" I

have heard of it all my days,
and I will not forget it, but it
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seems my father did that three

years ago, when he wrote a

letter to you that
" She

stopped, and still Hugh could

not help her. "
Oh, I will clear

myself of that, at least," she

went on with some passion and
bitterness. " I knew nothing
of it. He did not know me,
when he thought I would
be a party to such a peace. I

think men are all the same,

they think us of no account

except to move about at their

will, like the pieces on a chess-

board. They did not think of

me. I would not betray them

though I died, but they did not
care though they did that to

me." Her voice faltered sud-

denly, and a swift understand-

ing of the blow Soorry had
dealt his motherless lass came

upon Hugh, and with it a great
heat of admiration.

"I would give ten years of

my life to win you," he cried

out on the impulse.
The girl gave him a look

that accorded ill with the tears

in her eyes, and her words went
behind his thought like the
thrust of steel. " You !

"
she

cried contemptuously.
" Do you

think I gave you a thought ?

What I care for is the honour
of my own house."

Locharn had not a word,
and his thoughts were still in

confusion when they came

suddenly out of the bushes

upon the grassy hill-top over
the cliffs at Kintraid. The
moon shone white and clear

on the water below the rocks,
and they saw, close by the

Point, what affected them very
differently. The girl gave a
little cry.

"
Oh, thank God !

"

she said, a sob in her voice,
" thank God !

" But the man
had a different thing to say,
for there, with the wind full

in her sails, and Maclean of

Scorry, without doubt, on board
of her, was the French ship

making for the open sea.

For about two minutes
Locharn sat motionless on his

horse, looking out over the

rocks, for he saw what had

happened, and how he had
been outwitted by the girl,

taken captive and led out of

the way like a silly sheep with
a rope about its neck.

" I wish you good -
night,

madam," he said, in a choked

voice, when he had recovered

himself a little.
" I think you

have no further need for me."
Miss Isobel sat erect on her

pony, her face very white and

proud.
"
Stay," she said im-

periously.
" When you saw

me at the roadside to-night,

my father was not fifty yards
away, and the boat was waiting
for him on the shore below the

road. I heard his steps coming
when I rode off, and the one

hope I had of saving him was
that you would follow me.
And that is how I asked a

favour of you, Sir Hugh Camp-
bell, and if it has cost you
something that you granted
it, it cost me more when I

asked it."

Sir Hugh turned his horse's

head and took off his bonnet.
" Madam," said he roughly,

"
it

has cost me my honour."
" And me two hours of your

company," she cried, "so I

think we are quits !

"

Locharn put spurs to his

horse and rode away.
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CHAPTER II.

When matters concerning
property came to be settled

up after the Rebellion, a fresh

evidence of Maclean of Scorry's
deceit came to Hugh Campbell's
ears. The estate, it turned out,

was entailed on heirs-male, and
Miss Isobel was heiress only to

certain family heirlooms and
such inconsiderable moneys as

her father might have to leave

to her. As for the lands, they
were now of course forfeit to

the Crown, but the feeling in

the country was so lenient

towards the old families that

had suffered through their

devotion to the House of

Stewart that for the most part
such forfeiture was more in

name than in reality. The
estates of attainted nobles and

gentry were indeed put up to

sale by the Government, but
in most cases they were sold

for a small sum to near rela-

tives of their former owners,
who sent most of the rents

they got from them over-seas

to the exiles.

Things were different, how-

ever, in regard to the lands of

Scorry, for the Macleans had
been so deep in the Rebellion

that the nearest heirs thought
best to betake themselves to

France with their chief, and
thus it came about that the

man to buy the estate was Sir

Hugh Campbell of Locharn.
That he did so was very sur-

prising to his friends, and it

put him before long in a some-

what unpleasant position, for

there was a great outcry made
over the thing by many

families in the West, and

especially by those who had
Jacobite sympathies. It was
a cruel thing, they said, that a

gallant lass, whose beauty and

bravery were the toast of the

country-side, should be turned
out of house and home because
there were none of her name
or kin to buy in the estate for

her, and it was worse than
cruel that Locharn should be
the man to take possession of

it. There was great grumbling
over the thing, and among the

Macleans on the Scorry estate

there was more than grumbling
there was bitter, black hatred

of the new owner.
Sir Hugh thought it best to

go but little to the place at

first, and he left it to be

managed for the most part

by stewards and underlings.
He had not been long in

possession when news came of

the old chief's death. He had
died in France of wounds re-

ceived in a duel. His daughter
was still at Kintraid with
her kinsman Sir Alexander
Mathieson and his lady. They
were an old couple, with none
of their own children living,
and so all the more pleased to

have her company.
When the first rent-collecting

came round Locharn got his

rents safely enough, for the

Scorry people stood in great
fear of him ;

but not long after-

wards he got the information
that a second rent had been
taken up for Miss Isobel

Maclean, and that she had
sent every penny of it over-
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seas to a cousin of hers in

France for the Jacobite cause.

When he heard that, Hugh
knitted his brows in vexation

and perplexity, and he con-

sidered the thing and sent

word to his factor to raise the

rents all over the Scorry
estate. That was done, and if

the hearts of the people were
dark to the new landlord before,

they were now darker.

When the time for the next

collecting came round, Sir

Hugh's agent came to him.

"Looharn," said he, "I hear
that there are men going about

Scorry taking up a rent again
for Miss Isobel Maclean."
The chief required no time

to consider the thing on this

occasion. "Tell the people,"
said he,

" that the rents will be
raised again if that is done."

"When this word came to

Scorry, Locharn was cursed
for a black tyrant, and yet so

great was the love of the people
to their own chief's daughter
that they starved and scraped
and paid the double rent as

before, hoping to keep the thing
so secret that it would not leak

out. It did that, however, and
when Sir Hugh heard of it he
ordered his horse and rode off

straight to Kintraid.

Sir Alexander Mathieson was
from home when he arrived

there, but Locharn was received

courteously enough by his lady,
with whom he had some slight

acquaintance. When he asked
for an interview with Miss

Isobel, however, she was sur-

prised, and told him frankly
that it would be useless to ask
for such a thing. "For you
cannot but know," said she,

" that my cousin has some
cause to feel unfriendly towards

you for what seems to her the

harsh measures you have taken
on the Scorry estate, and also

she took the changes that have
come and gone very ill, as you
may understand."

Sir Hugh sat silent for a few
moments looking out of the

window that was beside him,
and then he turned and spoke
to Lady Mathieson in a way
that greatly astonished her,
and with so much power of

persuasion that she was con-

siderably moved by it, and the

end of it was, that although
the old lady was doubtful and
reluctant enough, she brought
him to a small room furnished

as a drawing-room, where Miss
Maclean sat at her embroidery,
and left him there at the door,
which stood a little ajar. He
pushed it open and took a step
into the room and stopped, for

the sight of the girl engaged
in so peaceful an occupation,
and the difference between her

appearance now and the cir-

cumstances in which he had
seen her before, somewhat
affected and embarrassed him.
Her dress, too, was now so

different as to make a consider-

able change in her, for she

wore a rich gown of a blue

colour, and over her shoulders

a white kerchief, and there was
a gleam of jewels in her hair.

At the sight of the visitor she

had, she let the embroidery
slip from her fingers and stood

up, a hot flush of anger on her

cheeks and a look on her face

that inquired the meaning of

the intrusion.

"Miss Maclean," said Loch-
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arn quickly, "I ask pardon
for disturbing you, but I have
come on a matter of business,
and what I have to say can

only be said to yourself."
He came a few steps farther

into the room as he spoke, and
rested his hand on a small

table that was between the

girl and himself, and that was
covered with the silks used in

her work. She did not ask
him to be seated, but stood

looking at him, and he began
speaking of the tenants on the

Scorry estate and the double
rent they had raised for the
last two years. An indignant
light kindled in the girl's eyes.

"It is strange, Sir Hugh,"
she said hotly,

" that you would
come to me to mention how
hardly you have used them."

" Who else should I mention
it to ?

"
said he. " You are the

only one that can soften the

hardship. I know that for

these two years there has been
a double rent taken up, and I

know where the one that is

given to you has gone, and I

have come to say that I will

have no revenue going from

Scorry to France to support
the cause of Rebellion against
his Majesty's Government, and
I have made up my mind that
if needful I will raise the rents
on the land till there will be
no possibility of such a thing
being done."

Locharn spoke quietly and

courteously, and yet he left no
doubt in the girl's mind that
he meant what he said, and
that he was prepared to carry
it out.

"Those are jealous for their

rights that have small claim

to them," she cried in a hard
voice. "Do you think Scorry
is yours because you paid a
few poor thousands for it?

Yours, forsooth! It has been
ours for centuries, and we gave
men's lives for it, ay, and for

the Stewart cause
; and now it

seems we must stand aside and
see it stolen from us, and its

rents go to a usurper and the

cause of a usurper."
She spoke with a passion of

feeling, and Locharn's face paled
a little.

" Madam !

"
he said

in a low voice, "if you would
believe it, I never wished to

take Scorry from you. There
has been small show of kind-

ness between us, I know, but
when I bought Scorry it was
with the hope that I could give
it back to you."

Isobel looked at him with
the same surprise and inquiry
and resentment with which
she had greeted his entrance.

"What do you mean?" said

she angrily.
"I mean, that if you would

give me the chance I think I

could win you for my wife,"
said Hugh.
"You will never do that,"

cried the girl indignantly.
" It

is trifling to speak of such a

thing."
"It is not that to me,"

Looharn answered her, "and
I think the time will come
when it will not be that to

you."
Isobel gave him no more

than a look of impatient scorn.

"I think you are the loyal man
for George," she cried mock-

ingly. "You would not let

one rent go to King James's

cause, and now it seems you
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would give me all the rents if

I would take them, and where
would I send them all but
where I send them already ?

"

But Hugh cried out that he

thought more of her than that,
and he bowed low and left her,
for he saw that she could stand
no more of his company. And
indeed no sooner was he gone
than she bent her head on the

table and began sobbing like a
child overwrought.

After this Miss Isobel went

riding on her pony among the

people on the Scorry estates,
and told them what Locharn
had said about the rents, and
that it would be useless for

them to impoverish themselves
in the future. "We must have

patience," she said to them
with her brave smile and her

gallant air, "it may be that

our day will come again
"

; and
the people stood looking after

her when she rode away, and

many a man among them had
the mind to put a dirk in

Locharn.
" I will win her for my wife,"

said Hugh to himself in these

days, "if it takes me twenty
years."
Time went by and the West

country was still very un-

settled, so that hardly a month

passed without the rumour of

a new Jacobite plot. By way
of making things more secure,
the Government took to dis-

arming the Highlanders, and
offered a good price to the

people for all the arms they
gave up ; but the clansmen
were wily, and brought old

broken muskets by the score,

and with the money they
received for them bought good

new ones from France, so that
before long they were better

prepared for rebellion than they
had been before. Among others

the story went that Miss Isobel

Maclean kept a correspondence,
in the interests of James, with
a cousin of hers in France,
one CaptainArchibald Maclean,
who should have been heir to

Scorry. It was said she was
so hot a Jacobite as to affect

the loyalty of Sir Alexander
Mathieson himself, who, though
professedly a friend to the

Government, was of so peace-
able a disposition that so long
as he was left undisturbed it

was much the same to him
whether James or George was

king. But indeed there were
so many rumours in these days
that it was difficult to know
which to believe, and Isobel,
with her great beauty and high
spirit and quick wit, as well as

her sufferings for the Stewart

cause, was likely to be spoken
of, for she made a gallant

picture of a lady in the eyes
of the country. Portionless

though she was, she had suitors

in plenty, but would have no-

thing to say to them, seem-

ing to have more love for the

cause of King James than for

any of them. Rumour had
it that she was betrothed to

the cousin in France, and
Locharn heard that report with
the rest, and also that there

was a talk among some of her
friends of buying back Scorry
on her behalf, if the present
owner could be persuaded to

part with it.

Scorry, if the people would
but admit it, was not suffer-

ing under the new proprietor.
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There were improvements here

and improvements there, and
what with new roads and new
houses the Macleans had op-

portunity of earning money
such as they had never the

memory of before. Locharn
was rich, and he had brought
new ideas home with him from
over-seas. But the Macleans
saw no good in any of his

ways, and they hated him the

worse for every improvement
he set agoing. "There was
never the need of these things
in the old times," said they.
"And is it not all done, too,
with Miss Isobel's money?"
Hugh Campbell had set him-

self a hard task when he vowed
to win a Maclean bride, but he

put his mind to it with a good
will. By hook or by crook he
contrived to see the lady more

frequently than might have
seemed possible; and as the
months went past, the appear-
ance of the young Whig laird

ceased to be unfamiliar to her.

Locharn had a fine soldierly
air and bearing, as became a

chieftain, and his face was the
face of an honourable gentle-
man, yet she never saw it

without the old bitter memory
of her father's treachery dark-

ening her mind to the living
and adding something more

painful than sorrow to her
remembrance of the dead.

Often as he saw her, Hugh
never found her twice in the

same mood. At one time she
was carelessly cold, at another

openly hostile, or again she
made him the butt of a wit
that was as graceful as it was

biting. Yet Locharn, who was

proud and kasty-tempered and

inclined to be harsh in his

judgments, had a hundred
excuses for her, and through
all her moods he pursued that
fair image of sweet woman-
hood he was persuaded he had
seen in her. As for Maclean
of Scorry, who was dead and

gone, he found it harder to

forgive him the blow he had
dealt his daughter than all

else beside.

Before long it began to be

rumoured in the country-side
that Sir Hugh Campbell of

Locharn was among the

suitors for Miss Isobel's hand,
and many were the comments
on the idea, which seemed a

strange one, considering all

that had come and gone. If

others had been unsuccessful

in winning the favour of the

lady, no one doubted that

Locharn would fare no better,

and altogether the rumour
seemed an idle tale. Old Sir

Alexander Mathieson was by no
means averse to the idea, how-

ever, for he saw that it might
bring a short and cheap way out

of the difficulty of the Scorry
estate, and, moreover, Isobel

was somewhat too daring a

rebel lass for a peaceable man
like Kintraid to have in his

house. "There's never a day
passes," said he ruefully to his

lady, "but I'm expecting to

see a Jacobite rising at our

doors, what with the clans

being so unsettled, and Isobel

so hot for James, and half the

gallants in the country wild to

do her bidding. Faith, she'd

have myself out to disturb the

peace with my sword, only
that I am getting too old to

dance to a lassie's fiddling."
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There was one who was far

from pleased when he heard
the rumour, and that was Mr
James the Preacher, and he

spoke very plainly about it

to Sir Hugh himself, for he

thought the match would be
most unsuitable even if it

could be brought about. The

lady was Hugh's open enemy,
stirring up bitterness against
him by every look and word

among the Scorry people, and,

moreover, Mr James had such
horror of the Stewart cause

that he feared to see Locharn
drawn into any sympathy with
it. But Hugh, although now
a man over thirty, was as

headstrong as a boy of twenty,
and he would not so much as

listen to him. "I am obliged
for your kindness toward me,"
said he, "for I have good
reason to remember it, but I

think we need not speak of

this again." So the Preacher
held his peace, but he was sad

to see how Locharn's mind
was set on one thing, and that

was to win a Jacobite lady for

his bride.

It was in the spring of the

fourth year after the Rebellion

that Mr James came with the

chief to Scorry, and as the

castle had been unused since

it had changed hands, they

put up, as was their wont,
at the house of Mr William

M'Pherson, Locharn's factor.

Sir Hugh rode the next day to

Kintraid, having business with
Sir Alexander, but Mr James
was so set against anything
that took him there that he
would not keep him company.
So the Chief went alone, and
made a formal proposal to

Kintraid for Miss Maclean's

hand, and Kintraid told him
he had no objections to him in

any way, and at the same time
he had no great authority over

the lady, and he told him to

go to herself and take his good
wishes with him. Hugh felt

he had need of them all when
he came into her presence, for

her manner was cold and dis-

tant, and so far from encourag-
ing that he could not but feel

himself to have come upon a

fool's errand. He conducted
himself with a kind of awk-
ward formality that had no

great warmth in it, and al-

though the lady was now very
composed, and showed no per-
sonal ill-feeling to him, she

told him plainly that she

would have nothing to say
to one she regarded as sup-

porting the cause of a usurper.
" I will marry no time-serving

Whig," she cried,
" but a loyal

gentleman, if ever I marry."
"Am I, then, to under-

stand," said Locharn, "that

you have no objection to my
suit, except that I do not fol-

low James Stewart ?
"

The girl's eyes flashed.

"That is so great a one,"
said she, "that I will put
no other beside it."

Locharn rode back to Scorry
somewhat downcast and dis-

appointed, and yet not alto-

gether discouraged. It seemed
to him more hopeful that she

had not shown the personal

anger and indignation against
himself that she had displayed
to him before. Could it be,

he thought to himself, that

there was no more between
them now than the Stewart
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cause? He rated himself for

the grim, awkward figure of

a lover he had made, and

thought it little wonder she

would have nothing to say to

him; and he called to mind

every look of hers, and every
tone of her voice, till he began
to jeer at himself for the

way he loved her and the

folly of it.

From the cottages by the

way the Macleans glowered
darkly at the man they hated;
but the sun was in his eyes
as he rode, and he took no
note of them. When he came
to the factor's door Mr James
was standing there, speaking
with a certain Sandy Camp-
bell, skipper of a smuggling
vessel that made great trade

among the islands, a wild,
reckless man, but very loyal
to the Chief. The factor came
out to meet him, and from
his face he saw that he had
news.

"Well," said he, dismount-

ing and glancing from one to

the other, "what is it? I see

there is something."
"There is that," Mr Mac-

pherson made answer in a

cautious voice, and giving a

look about him, "and by your
leave, Locharn, Mr James will

tell it to you, for it would not
be wise to let Sandy Camp-
bell be seen speaking to you,

seeing he brought it." Sir

Hugh saw the news was im-

portant and serious, and he
nodded and gave a passing

greeting to the smuggler, who
was known to him, and went
into the house and Mr James
after him. They came into

the living-room which was

empty, and Mr James made
the door fast, and looked
even to the window to make
sure there was no one within

hearing. Hugh appeared
anxious and uneasy.

"Well," he said, standing
before the fire, "what is it?

What is all the precaution
about?"

"It's bad news for the

country," said the other,

speaking low, "if it's true;
and Sandy Campbell has the

thing so circumstantial that

I cannot doubt it. There's

another rising plotted, and so

many ships and men promised
from Spain, and Captain
Archibald Maclean is to land
at Kintraid to-morrow night
with papers and instructions

for a man that could do more
for James, if he chose, than

any other in the country."
" Who is that ?

"
said

Locharn sharply, and very
much staggered by the news.
Mr James came close to

him and said the name below
his breath. The Chief gave
an exclamation " The Mar-

quis !

" he repeated in a

whisper, and stood staring.
" Just himself," said the

other, "so you may judge if

the thing is serious. And his

lordship is to be at the inn
at Kintraid to-morrow night,
and Captain Maclean is to

come to him there."
" Do you say so ?

"
cried

Hugh, and was silent a
moment with astonishment.

"Well," he said, "I have had

my suspicions of him. I
knew all along that he was
no true friend to the Govern-

ment, and yet he is so wily
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that one could not be sure

of him one way or the other.

And yet I am amazed that

he would commit himself. He
is not the man to take any
risk if he can help it, and he
must be very sure of success

if he is going into a rebel-

lion. Man ! this is a serious

business."

"It is a serious business,"
Mr James repeated, with a

grave look on his merry
face.

Sir Hugh leaned his arm
on the mantel-shelf, and stood

staring out of the window.
It was now growing dusk,
and the room was shadowy,
so that Mr James could not
see his face very distinctly,

though he was watching it

with considerable anxiety, for

he knew that Captain Archi-

bald Maclean was cousin to

Isobel, and that on the

mother's side the Marquis
himself was a far-out friend

to her, and he thought it

more than likely that the

lady had a hand in the con-

trivance of this meeting be-

tween them.
"How did Sandy Campbell

come by the information ?
"

Hugh asked abruptly.
The Preacher told him, and

went over every word of the

smuggler's story, and Locharn
could not but admit that the

truth of it seemed plain

enough.
"There is one thing I am

sure of," he said,
" and that is

that the Marquis would be

very slow to commit himself,
unless he saw success very
sure, and it is my belief that

he will keep some loophole of

escape open to the last." He
began pacing back and forward
between the window and the

fireplace, thinking and making
a remark now and again in a

low voice. "This is a very
serious thing," he said again.
" The clans are better armed
now than they were in '15, and
the country is in a dissatisfied

state, and more inclined to the

Stewarts in my belief than it

was then, and if the Marquis
was to head a rising

" He
paused, and continued his pac-

ing without saying more. At
last he stopped beside Mr
James. " I can see only one

way to do," he said,
" and it's

risky enough, but I can make
no better of it. We're here, as

you may say, alone, and al-

though the Marquis will come

very quietly, no doubt, and

bring few with him, yet the

Macleans would be up at a

hint, and I think it would be
useless for us to try force at

the present, even if we had
the power."
The Preacher leaned forward

in his chair till his face came
into the light of the fire, that

was now as strong in the room
as the daylight.
"What way is that?" he

asked.

Locharn told him in a few
words the plan he had made,
and Mr James nodded approval
to it. "As you say, we cannot
do better," he said. But he
was not satisfied, for he had
seen Hugh very merry and

hearty when he had worse
risks to face than this one,

and his voice showed he was
not that now. Indeed his face

came into the light so gloomy
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and dark that the Preacher
was seized with a kind of anger
at the sight of it, for he knew

very well where the trouble

came in.
" Man !

"
said he,

" will you
not take my advice and be done
with it ? The lassie is a rank

Jacobite, and it's my belief

she's at the bottom of this new
mischief, and she's no wife for

a Campbell, Hugh you know
that very well."

He came to a stop, and get-

ting no sign from the other,
went on in more gentle tones.
"
Hugh," said he,

" we've been

through many a thing together,
and you're to me like my own
son, and if it wasn't for that

and the right of my grey hairs

I wouldn't come over it to you,
but where have you been these

last few years but just between

your fancy for this lassie and

your honour to King George;
and where love and honour go
not together, lad, it's a poor

thing for any man."
" I think there is no need to

question my honour," Locharn
said harshly.

u I think you
might be assured of that. I

am as willing to give proof of

it as ever I was, and if you
have a better way of meeting
the Marquis I will be glad to

hear it. As for the other thing,
Mr James, it is my own affair,

and I will not make a martyr
of myself for any man."
He spoke hotly, but seeing

the anxiety and affection that

showed plainly on the elder

man's face, he cooled down of

a sudden. " Mr James," said

he kindly,
" there was no differ-

ence we had that ever came
between us, and I hope this

one will not." He hesitated,

reddening like a girl.
"
For,

to tell you my mind," he said,
" there is no woman for me
but this one, and if I can, I

will win her yet."
The Preacher was deeply

disappointed, for, as he said,

Sir Hugh was as much to him
as if he were his own son.
"
"Well, well," he said, standing

up,
"
you must go your own

way, Locharn, but Providence

may be against you for all

that."

It was between nine and ten

o'clock on the night after this

that a boat, rowed softly by
four oarsmen, came cautiously
in to shore by the Kintraid
rocks. A very spruce fine

gentleman stepped out of it,

and he was so gleeful to be on
Scottish soil again thathe began
humming a snatch of a song,
and stood humming it and ad-

justing his cloak and looking
to his pistols till the boat was

gone out of sight again on the

dim stretch of water that was
lit only by the stars. He knew
the country-side well of old,

and presently he turned and

stepped briskly into the fringe
of birch bushes that lined the

shore. He was caught there

like a rat in a trap, for Sandy
Campbell and the crew of his

vessel were waiting for him,
and they had a plaid over his

head and his arms tied to his

sides before he knew what had

happened to him. He had

plenty of courage, but he

thought his last hour was
come when he was taken up
helpless and carried like a sack

of peats back to the shore and
down over the rocks to the sea.
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After that it was something of

a relief to find himself hoisted,
not into the water, but into a

boat, and he lay in it struggling
with the rope on his hands and

raging at his ill-luck, till after

a few minutes' rowing he was
hoisted up the side of a vessel,

and the plaid was taken off his

head, and he saw light again
in an ill-smelling cabin that he
was to have the opportunity of

becoming very well acquainted
with in the next couple of

weeks.
It was about an hour after-

wards that the skipper of the

vessel came out on the high-
road, near the inn where the

Marquis was having a weary
wait for the man that was
now cooling his heels in the

cabin of the Sea - Gull, and
found Locharn and Mr James

looking for him impatiently.

They were both on horseback,
and wrapped to the eyes in

cloaks, and at the first sight
of Sandy Campbell the Chief

called out in a muffled voice

to know if all were well.

"Yes, indeed, master," an-
swered the smuggler, "we
have him safe and tight on
board the vessel, and no harm
done to himself or any other."

"Where are the papers?"
Sir Hugh asked then, bending
a little from the saddle.

"There's not one at all,

Locharn," answered the other,
and he lifted up to him a
small bundle he was carrying.
" There's everything there that
he had, and not a paper among
it. Look yourself, master."
The two horsemen gave an

exclamation of surprise at that.

"What have we here, then?"

said Locharn, and he opened
the bundle, and in the dim

starlight he saw a queer col-

lection, a couple of pistols, a

dirk, a purse of gold, one thing
and another such as a gentle-
man might carry about with

him, but no vestige of a paper,
no scrap or scrawl even of

such a thing as a letter.

"We have come to an end
of the thing in that case," Mr
James exclaimed, chagrined
and disappointed.
"I would not say that alto-

gether," said the other grimly,
and gathered the things in

front of him together ; and as

he did so his eye fell on a
small miniature, and he peered
at it with a sudden fierce

jealousy, for something told

him the face was Isobel's.

"Here," he said roughly,
"take these baubles back to

their owner, and see that
none goes missing of them."
He pushed them away clum-

sily, and the bundle spilled
over the saddle, and the

smuggler had to go groping
for some of the contents under
the horse's feet. Locharn took
some gold pieces from his spor-
ran and held them out to the
man. "Put Captain Maclean
ashore in France six weeks
from now, safe and well, and
come to me then for the rest,"
he said.

" I will do that, Locharn,"
Sandy Campbell answered, and
he plunged back again into

the bushes.

Hugh turned to the Preacher.
"This is a precaution of the

Marquis," said he. "He is

too wily to trust himself to

paper; but we will go on, for
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I think we have the advantage
of him yet."

It was nearly two hours

past the time that the Mar-

quis had appointed for his

meeting with Captain Maclean
when Locharn and Mr James
rode up to the door of the inn ;

and the landlord, seeing two
men muffled, and having been
warned that some one was
expected, thought only that
here was the man at last,

and went very obsequiously to

take the horses. The house
was small and mean, and had
an evil reputation ; and the
landlord was a Maclean and
hot for James, and Sir Hugh
took some risk on himself

when he threw him the reins

and dismounted and strode in

at the low doorway, leaving
the Preacher sitting still in

the saddle. There were but
two rooms in the inn alto-

gether, one on either side of

the door, and hearing great
noise and laughter from the

one, Locharn pushed open the

other, and, entering, closed it

behind him. The Marquis was

sitting at a table in the middle
of the room, and two gentle-
men with him, and bottles and

glasses before him
; and at the

sight of the visitor, whom he
knew well for a staunch Whig,
he gave a start and looked not
a little taken aback. Hugh
stood just within the door.

"My lord," said he, "Cap-
tain Maclean will be unable
to keep his appointment with

you to-night."
There was a little, fierce,

fiery-faced man on the right
of the Marquis, and he started

to his feet. "My lord," cries

he,
" who is this gentleman ?

Perhaps he can tell us how
the Captain was detained "

and his hand went to the hilt

of his sword.

"Tuts! tuts!" said the

other, in his own easy, in-

dolent voice, with the hint

of authority at the back of

it,
" I know the gentleman

very well. Perhaps Sir Hugh
Campbell will be good enough
to tell us if any misfortune
has happened to my kinsman,
who was maybe unwise to

venture home again at pres-
ent." He addressed himself

courteously to Locharn, who
replied somewhat dryly that

Captain Maclean was safe

enough and, he believed, in

good health.

"I am glad of that," his

lordship continued, very self-

possessed and easy; "and in-

deed, Locharn, it is something
strange that it should be your-
self who comes to bring word
of him, for you are concerned
with part of the business that

we had to discuss. You may
have heard that some of us

were thinking of making you
an offer for Scorry on behalf

of the late chief's daughter.

Captain Maclean, as you know,
was the next heir, and he
had something to say in the

matter. It is late for business,
but perhaps, as you are here,

you would go over the thing
with us, instead of glowering
there, man, like a warlock
behind the door."

He spoke with so much
pleasantness and so graceful
a familiarity that for a mo-
ment Locharn was staggered.
He had kidnapped a man with
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no trace of a treasonable paper
on him, and here was a new
complexion put on his meeting
with the Marquis. It was but
for a moment, however. The
next, he saw how trivial was
the explanation, and remem-

bering the great issues that

were at stake, he determined
to risk something on the truth

of Sandy Campbell's informa-

tion. He came forward to the

table, and the Marquis pointed
to the glasses.

"
Come," he said smiling, "I

can offer you hospitality of a

sort."

There was a full glass poured
out, and Locharn took it up.
" My lord," he said,

" I will be
franker with you. It is on ac-

count of no private business

that Captain Maclean was kept
from coming here to-night, but
to prevent treason against his

Majesty's Government."
The two gentlemen that were

with the Marquis sprang up in

consternation, and the great
man himself changed colour,
for he thought at once that

Sir Hugh must have papers
in his possession incriminating
him. Hugh raised the glass to

his lips and looked the Marquis
in the face. " To his Majesty,

King George," said he, and
drank it off, and set it down,
and left the room and the

house, no one staying him, for

those within never doubted
that he had a company at his

back. But out at the door there

was only the Preacher waiting
for him, and Hugh sprang to

the saddle, and the two were

away before the conspirators
had time to recover themselves.

Locharn found himself pos-
sessed of an unexpected me-
mento of the night's work
when he dismounted between
three and four of the morning
at the factor's door. Some-

thing went ringing down from
the saddle to the cobble-stones,
and when he picked it up and
carried it to the light he saw
the miniature that had been

among Captain Maclean's be-

longings. It was Isobel's face

that looked up at him ;
and

as he stood scanning it his

hot jealousy melted to some-

thing less unworthy, for here
was the picture of the girl he
had sought but never before

seen. It was done when she

was still a child, and was fresh

as a rose, fair as a May morn-

ing. The lips were parted, the

tangled curls seemed blown by
a breeze, and from the eyes
looked so sweet a gravity that

Locharn's own grew moist as

he gazed, and he cried out on
the old ill feud that had lost

him such a playmate.

CHAPTER III.

Mr James was by no means

easy next day to find that

Looharn was not leaving Scorry
at once. Mr Macpherson, the

factor, was most wishful to see

him depart, seeing what had

happened on the night before.
" The Chief could not do better

than to be going at the earliest,"

he said to the Preacher in the

morning, "and I am surprised
he does not see that himself.
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If anything was to come out

about the Captain, and Locharn

here, alone, as you may say,
I would not be surety for his

safety, Mr James, for the people
are hot against him already, as

you know."
But Hugh did not take the

same view of things himself.

He thought his place was in

Scorry until all this breeze

about a new rising was com-

pletely blown over
;
and he sent

a son of the factor's to Locharn
to bring back a company of

Campbell men, fully armed, in

case an emergency might arise.

For himself, he had no sooner

taken breakfast than he ordered
his beast to be saddled, and
asked Mr James if he were
in the mind for a ride. The
Preacher asked where he would
ride to, and the other replied
that it was to Kintraid, and he
told him the reason, and took
the miniature from his breast-

pocket and showed it to him.

Mr James looked at it without
a word. Hugh's appearance
was not very cheerful or happy,
and he was concerned for him.
" This may be my last visit to

the place," he said with a kind
of laugh, and put the picture
back in his pocket. The other

tried to dissuade him from

going, at least for a day or

two. He had a strong pre-
sentiment that trouble was

coming, and he offered to ride

himself to Kintraid with the

packet rather than that Loch-
arn should expose himself

among the Macleans after what
he had done the night before.

But Sir Hugh saw no great

danger, for he considered it to

be the interest of the Marquis

to keep the thing as secret as

he would do himself. "
Hoots,

Mr James," said he, "do you
forget the ride we had before

Malplaquet? There was one
with a spice to it." But the

Preacher shook his head, for he
felt himself getting too old to

relish such spice, and yet he
would not be content to stay
behind, but ordered his horse,

feeling all the while a great
depression and sense of coming
calamity hanging over him.

AtKintraid the two had small

satisfaction for their pains in

going. Miss Isobel Maclean
would see no one, and there

was some coldness and con-

straint in the manner of Sir

Alexander and his lady, so

that Locharn could not but
think they had private know-

ledge of what had happened
the night before. He himself

told as much of it as he

thought right to Sir Alex-

ander, but he found the old

gentleman very incredulous

and indifferent. He would not

believe there was another plot

brewing, and yet he seemed so

irritated and annoyed at the

mention of such a thing that

Hugh could not but think he
had more suspicions than he
admitted. Locharn said noth-

ing to him of the captain or of

the miniature, but he left the

packet with Lady Mathieson,
and a brief letter saying it had
come into his hands accidentally
and that he believed the gentle-
man to whom it belonged to be
safe and well.

It was just before the dark-

ening that he left Kintraid
with his companion. They
rode out of the gate to the
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bold, grassy top above the sea,

where Sir Hugh and Miss Isobel

had caught sight of the French

ship on the night of Scorry's

escape. There was some light

lingering there yet, from the
red glow of the sun setting at

the horizon, and a gleam of it

over the tops of the birch-trees

showed the advances the spring
was making. When the horse-

men rode down the side of the
hill into the bushes, however,
it became very dusky all at

once. Mr James had put aside

his apprehensions altogether,
the ride earlier in the day
having been so quiet, and his

thoughts were now taken up
with the visit to Kintraid and
the half-hearted character of

Sir Alexander's loyalty. Yet,

they were not half a mile from
the house when he had cause
to remember his forebodings.
There was a little crackling in

the bushes on the side of the
road where Locharn was rid-

ing, and then, without more

warning, there were two shots

fired, and the Chief gave a cry
and swayed in the saddle. He
called out something to the

Preacher, but Mr James's horse

had taken fright with the

shots, being a young beast,
and was away down the road
at the gallop. He had great

difficulty in checking him, and
when he got control of him

again and came back to his

companion, Sir Hugh had
fallen forward in the saddle
like one dead, the blood pour-

ing from his face. There was
no sound or sign of those that
had fired the shots, and, indeed,
Mr James had more to do than
to think of them. He stanched

the blood with his silk necker-

chief, and Locharn came to

himself at his touch and

groaned and muttered some
hot word of the cowards that
had lain in wait for him, and
went off again in a swoon.
The Preacher saw there was

nothing for it but to go back
the way they came, and he
turned the horse, with Sir

Hugh lying forward on his

neck, and led him slowly his

heart heavy and bitter up the

brae to Kintraid.

There was great consterna-

tion there when the visitors

returned in such fashion, and
if Sir Alexander and his lady
had been constrained and cold

an hour before, they were now
filled with distress and anxiety
and kindness. Sir Alexander,

indeed, was greatly put about
to think that such a thing
should happen to Locharn so

near his own gates, and in the

state of the country he felt

that it reflected very ill on his

own people, and in a manner
on himself. He sent off post-
haste to Inverara for a sur-

geon, and put his whole house
at the disposal of Mr James,
and was in such a fuss and

agitation that he was of little

use to assist the Preacher. Mr
James was, happily, something
of a surgeon himself, and he
did what he could for the

wounded man, and was very
grave about it, for the two
shots had struck him, one in

the chest and one in the face,

and when he saw the mischief

they had done he had small

hope of his recovery. He lay

raving and muttering in fever,

and the Preacher watched him
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night and day, and at first

would hardly take assistance

from any one, so bitter was his

heart against the Macleans
and all belonging to them for

the work their clan had done.

Especially he was hot against
Isobel, who had fanned the
flame of hate in the country-
side until this had come of it

until Hugh Campbell of Loch-
arn had been shot down by a

cowardly assassin in the dark of

a wood. At first after coming
to Kintraid he saw glimpses of

the lady here and there with-
out having speech of her, or,

indeed, observing her greatly,
so taken up was he with the

Chief. Then one day he came
face to face with her on the

stairs.
" Have you any more hopes

of him?" she asked in a
strained whisper.
"I have not," he answered,

and would have passed, but
she prevented him.
"You will pray for him,"

she said in the same whisper.
" You are a preacher, and God
will hear you."
"Madam," said Mr James in

a stern voice, "I do not need

you to ask me that. He is

dear to me as my own son."

A wave of indignation almost
choked his voice as he thought
who it was that was speaking
in this way. "I think you
have need to pray for your-
self," said he, "to ask for-

giveness. If you had not
stirred up the people, this

would not have happened;
and if he dies, as I think he

will, I wish I could clear you
of the blame!"
The girl was as pale as
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death. "I do not need you
to tell me that either," she

said, her eyes blazing, but
her voice still whispering.
And she let him pass.
When the surgeon came at

first from Inverara, he had no
more hopes of Locharn than
Mr James had. A gloom
hung over the house, and
the Preacher himself could

not complain of any want of

care or anxiety or attention

at Kintraid. Indeed he could

not very well avail himself

of all the attention that was
offered for Sir Hugh, for the

old man had another anxiety
besides that of the Chief's

condition. In his raving
Locharn kept babbling of the

plot and the Marquis, and
Mr James was sore put to

it how he was to keep things
from coming out that should

be kept secret. He would
allow no servant into the

sick chamber, and he sent to

Soorry for Mrs M'Pherson,
Mr William's mother, to help
to nurse him, for she was a

skilly woman, besides being of

his own side and very stanch.

He made the best excuses he
could to Lady Mathieson, and
took as little of her help as

was possible without causing
offence. Of all the household,
it was Isobel he feared most,
for if she came to know of

the Marquis wavering between
two causes and the papers he

supposed Hugh to have, when
there were no such papers,
there was no saying what
mischief might be done yet.
He warned Mrs M'Pherson of

the need of secrecy, and how
she was to let no one into

Q
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the room where the wounded
man lay, and he oould but

hope that his caution might
suffice, for it seemed a risky

thing to hear Locharn calling
aloud what he would most wish
to hide. It was an anxious

time altogether for Mr James,
and there was one day in par-
ticular that he lost all hope
of the chief, the fever ran so

high and had continued so

long. In the evening, being
exhausted, he was forced to

take rest, and he left Mr
William's mother keeping
watch. He had not been

gone long when Locharn be-

came restless and excited, and

began to cry out that he had
broken the back of the con-

spiracy, and that the Marquis
had lost his game. "I have
lost something too," he mut-
tered. "Do you know that,

my lord? I have lost my
love, I have lost Isobel."

He went over this many
times, becoming more and
more wild, and his tones

louder, till the good woman
was at her wits' end what
to do to calm him. Then of

a sudden the door opened, and
Isobel herself came in, her face

white as parchment. She took

no notice of Mrs M'Pherson,
but came straight across the

room, looking neither to right
nor left, and laid her hand on
one of Hugh's.

"
Oh, hush ! hush !

"
she said

in low soft tones, such as she

might use to a fretful child;
" I am here, Isobel is here.

You were calling her, and she
is here."

Sir Hugh's eyes were band-

aged, so that he could not

see, and he did not appear to

understand, yet in some way
the girl's voice calmed him at

once, and he sank back into

the old low mutterings about
the plot and the Marquis.
"Where are the papers?"

he said. "There are none

here, there is nothing here

but a picture. It is mine. I

will not give it back to you."
The woman, watching, was

alarmed and dismayed. She
did not know what to do,
but stood like one pushed
aside, afraid to move or to

speak, or to disturb the quiet
that was falling on Locharn.

The girl did not appear to be

conscious of her presence, but
bent over Hugh and began
to croon a lullaby under her

breath. It was slow and

monotonous, and had but a
few words to it, but she went
over it and over again : it

acted like some charm on the

fever - stricken man, and the

flush died from his face, he
ceased muttering, and before

long his breathing showed
that he was asleep. Then
the girl turned and went

quickly from the room, and
Mr William's mother sat star-

ing after her.

When Mr James returned,
he saw at once the change
that had come to the chief,

and that he slept peacefully
at last

;
and when he heard

Mrs Macpherson's tale he was
divided between some gratitude
and softening towards the lady
on the one hand, and on the

other alarm at what she had

heard, and for the use she

might make of it. Indeed, he

was perplexed and rebuked and
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suspicious all at once. He
knew there was great com-

passion and kindness in the

girl, for he had seen both in

her, when he first saw her at

Scorry alone with the body of

the poor serving
- woman ; yet

he had proofs enough of her

bitter enmity to Locharn, and
between the two he did not
know what to make of her.

On the next morning the

Chief awoke conscious, the fever

gone, and some hope of him
lifted a weight from the

Preacher's mind. Later in the

day he went in search of Miss

Isobel, whom he found taking
a breath of air in the walled

garden on the sheltered side

of the house.

"He is better!" she said,

seeing the old man's altered

air, and Mr James replied that

he was, that he hoped and
believed he was.

"I have to thank you for

your kindness to him," he said,
with a little difficulty. "I
have heard of it, and I believe,
under God, it has been the

saving of him."
There was a stone sun-dial

in the middle of the garden
walk, covered over with ivy
save on the surface, which was

kept clipped, and the girl leaned

against it as if for support.
" I am glad he is better," she

said, her lips trembling. But
the Preacher was intent on his

own thoughts.
"When you saw him," he

went on, "he was not in his

senses, and, as you know, there

is no trust to be put in a sick

man's ravings. Yet there may
be some truth, and I know
Locharn has that on his mind

which he would not wish to be

spoken of at this time, matters
where you and he are on differ-

ent sides. Perhaps you heard
him come over them yesterday,
and seeing his condition, and
how he may not recover, I

would ask you to extend your
kindness so far as to consider

them sacred."

Mr James looked gravely at

the girl as he spoke, and she
flushed hotly.

" Do you think
me a spy ?

"
she cried, and

turning away from him, she
bent her head over the dial and

began weeping wildly. "Oh,
you are hard," she said passion-

ately, "you are hard."
Mr James put his wrinkled

hand on one of her small white
ones. " Poor lassie !

"
he said

in a softened voice, that was
still puzzled and perplexed.
"We have need to be gentle
with one another these days.
I have been more a man of war
than a man of peace all my
days, and I spoke too hardly
when I saw you last. I have
been thinking that. I am sure

you never wished his death,
and now I think God will be

good to us. You will pray for

him as well as I, for there is

none more unworthy to be
heard than myself, Preacher

though I am."
But Miss Isobel did not look

up or speak, and at last Mr
James went away and left her,
vexed with himself for his harsh

thoughts of her, and yet not

understanding her very well
either.

Locharn was hardly re-

covered so far as to be out
of danger when the rumour
came, first of a new Jacobite
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rising, and then, on the top
of that, of how it had come
to naught. The Spanish ships
that Sandy Campbell had

brought news of were reported
to have been sunk or damaged
by a storm in the Bay of

Biscay. Two vessels, indeed,
driven separate from the others,
landed on the ooast to the

north of Scorry, but few of

the clansmen were ready to

join with those on board of

them, and the Marquis had

nothing to say to them, hav-

ing but a few days before their

arrival made choice at last of

his side, and taken office under
the Government. A few regi-
ments dispersed the rebels, and
the whole thing served only
to take the heart out of the

Jacobite party, and show them
the hopelessness of their cause.

The news affected those at

Kintraid very differently. Mr
James rejoiced, thanking the

Almighty for a new deliverance

from the danger of Stewart
rule. Sir Hugh, weak with

illness, heard it apathetically.

Isobel, the only hot Jacobite

in the household, took it

quietly, and yet went abeut
with flushed cheeks and eyes
that held a little spark of

indignant fire in them. The
Preacher took occasion in those

days to assure her of the safety
of her cousin, Captain Archi-

bald, for he had heard the

rumour of her being betrothed

to him. There was now no

great secret to keep in regard
to the plot, seeing it was over

and done with
;
and indeed he

suspected that she had been

acquainted with most of it

from the beginning. To test

her, he mentioned the Marquis,
and she fired up at the word.

" He is a traitor," she cried.

"He has betrayed the cause."
" Madam," the Preacher said

gravely, "it is a bad cause. If

you had the experience I have

had, you would know that."

"Is that the reason he
turned his back on it?" she
said scornfully.

" No but
because it was weak, and he
was afraid; because the other
side had more to offer him;
because it seems men care

more for their own selfish gain
than for anything else. Oh,
I would I were a man, when
I see how everything must be
lost for lack of one !

"

The old man regarded her

with some admiration. "
Nay,

madam," said he, "I think

you have judged the Marquis
rightly; but he is only one.

I know a man who had noth-

ing to gain by opposing the

Marquis, yet he opposed him
because he believed his own
cause to be the right one.

He had no followers with him,
and yet he took the risk of

going to him at the Kintraid
inn and telling him he was
discovered. I believe," he
added with a laugh, "that
he had the folly to drink King
George's health in his presence,
and when he came away there

was no one waiting to back
him but an old Preacher who
should be done with such

things altogether."
" It is good to have courage,"

said the girl, her eyes shining.
"That man had nothing to

gain," Mr James continued.

"I believe he thought he had

something to lose."
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Isobel was silent, turning
away her head.

When Locharn began to re-

cover strength, a new trouble

almost took the heart out of

him. The surgeon told him
that in all likelihood he would
find his sight gone when his

eyes were unbandaged. The
shot in his face had touched
them both, and he had little

hope of anything but blindness

for him. This news was a

great shock to the Chief. To
him, who was hot for life and
action and the stir of events,
such an existence as he saw
before him seemed worse than
death ; and now at last, when
he thought of Miss Isobel,
he believed Providence to be

against him, as the Preacher
had said. He saw that his

love and his will and his per-
severance could not do every-

thing after all, that they
could not do anything, indeed,
in the face of such a calamity
as was likely to befall him.
At first, being weak still, he
did not take the thing very
well, but brooded over it by
the hour, and became so gloomy
and irritable that he would be
ashamed of himself, remem-

bering what kindness he re-

ceived from every one. He
spent much of his time in the
small drawing-room, where he
had once spoken with Miss
Isobel of the Scorry rents, and

sitting there with the bandage
on his eyes, he was served by
all with a willingness that
showed him constantly how
he was become an object for

their pity. And of this noth-

ing reminded him so painfully
as the change in her whom

he had known of old in so

many moods, of anger and
of defiance, for now she had
for him but one unvarying
mood of gentleness.

Spring was now past, and
the summer had come very
warm and sunny and dry.
Mr James went away to

Locharn on the chief's business.

Lady Mathieson was some-

thing of an invalid, and Hugh
was left to the company of

Sir Alexander, and, oddly and

yet naturally, to the care of

Isobel. It was strange indeed

to him to sit by her in peace
and to ask her for this and for

that, and to speak with her of

little trifling things. At times
he did not look beyond the

hour that was passing, but
was more happy and content in

her company than he had ever

been in his life, but again he
was stabbed to the heart by
her level kindness, because it

seemed to set him apart from

others, as one whom it would
be cruelty not to pity. At such

times the very sound of active

life seemed to madden him,
the clatter of horses' hoofs at

the gates, the running of hasty
steps, the noise of a sword
thrust in the sheath. He
was hot to be away from
Kintraid to be away from
Isobel. He was tempted to

anger her, so that she might
answer him hotly like an equal,
and not as the poor broken

thing he had become. As he
was minded to be off, who
should turn up one day but

Captain Archibald Maclean,
back again from France almost
as soon as Sandy Campbell
had landed him there, and
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fuming with rage at Locharn
for what he had done, and

how, as he told his cousin, he
had brought the cause to ruin

by preventing the meeting
with the Marquis, on whom
all had depended. It was no
little surprise to him to find

the very man himself at Kin-

traicl, and, as it seemed, high
in favour there. There was a

stiff enough meeting between
them : had it not been for

Hugh's bandaged head, it

would have been stiffer on the

captain's part, and perhaps
more cordial on Locharn's.

The captain was in a very ill

humour. He was wild over
the lost cause, and the defec-

tion of the Marquis, and the

hardships he had suffered him-
self when he was stranded a

full month in the Lews, while
the Jacobite plot was going to

pieces. And now to see the

very man that had wrought
the mischief receiving kindness
from Miss Isobel was enough
to anger any man. He would
have picked a quarrel with

him, and brought their differ-

ences to the sword's-point, before

he had been a day in Kintraid,
had Locharn been able to meet
him on equal terms. As for

Hugh, he made up his mind
that Isobel was betrothed to

her cousin a thing he had
never taken into consideration

till the time he found the

miniature among the captain's

possessions. He took a great
distaste of the man, for though
he could not see him, there was

something in his laugh and in

the gay flippant tones of his

voice that he did not like.

Captain Maclean remained

at Kintraid only two days, and
he had a fencing

- match of

words with Locharn in that

time. The two chanced to be
left alone together, and at first

they were silent, the captain

playing with the strings of

Miss Isobel's guitar, and Sir

Hugh standing inactive, his

arm on the mantel-shelf, and
no wish to exchangepleasantries
with a man he had no fancy
for. The other seemed to be

of a different mind, however,
for he soon began to speak on

trifling matters, and presently
he came round to Sandy
Campbell and the time he

spent with him in the Lews
his tones touched with a light

mockery that was like a

travesty of Isobel's.

"I trust you were as com-

fortably lodged as could be

expected," said Locharn, coldly

enough.
"
Indeed," the other replied,

" I cannot say much for that.

It was the fortune of war,

however, and I must not com-

plain though I think it was

something unofficial too. One
would not think much of it if

it came after a fair fight."
He spoke with a light insol-

ence, and Hugh was angered.

"Captain Maclean," said he,

"you did not come fighting

you came plotting."
"Have you the proof of

that?" the other returned

coolly. "Have you a scrape
of the pen that would show
it?"

" I have proof enough," said

Hugh, but he knew that, as

far as papers were concerned,
the other was right.
"I should like to see the
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proof, Sir Hugh," cried the

captain. "I should like to

see it. I do not think the

thing was very creditable al-

together, since we are at it,

and it's a strange thing that

what I was robbed of by your
followers was not a treasonable

paper, but something very far

different."

"Bobbed!" said Locharn;
"you have a strong word
there, Captain Maclean."

"It's a true word," replied
the other, "for I was robbed
of the picture of a lady, a
miniature that was of con-

siderable value, and I cannot
think that very creditable to

your clan."

Sir Hugh restrained his

anger with difficulty. "You
use your words very un-

advisedly, Captain," said he,
"for the picture you speak of

is in the possession of your
cousin, Miss Maclean, and has
been since it came by an acci-

dent into mine."
The other was a little taken

aback, for Isobel had not
mentioned the miniature to

him. "I do not know about

that," said he, recovering him-
self. "Whoever has it now, I

should like to know why it

was taken from me. It was
a queer accident that brought
it to you."

Locharn's hand went by the
force of old habit to his side,
where the hilt of his sword
should have been, for in those

days there was only the one
foolish method of settling a

dispute or replying to an insult

among gentlemen. But with
the action came the remem-
brance of his helplessness, and

at the moment Isobel returned
to the room. Her look went
from one to the other, from
Locharn flushed and angry,

standing up very straight by
the fire, to her cousin sitting

playing with the guitar-strings,
a little malicious smile curling
his lip.

"I think, Archibald," she

said, laughing, and her eyes

flashing a little, "you are not
a very good nurse."

"I never had much practice
in the work," said he.

" And I do not need it," Loch-
arn added to that, somewhat

roughly and ungraciously. "I
have been too long a burden
on your kindness, and I must
not trespass on it much
longer."

"It is no trespass," said the

girl quietly.
She went away with her

cousin, and Hugh saw no more
of her that day, and he raged
at himself for his surly rude-

ness and ingratitude. Next

morning the Captain was gone.
It appeared he had business

in another part of the country,
and when that was done it

was his intention to return to

France.
Locharn was all impatience

to be gone also. He only
awaited the return of Mr
James, for blind as he was
it was not easy for him to go
a journey without a friend.

The hope came to him one day
that his sight would not be
lost altogether after all, for

though he suffered pain still

and could not bear the light,

yet if at any time the bandage
was removed for a moment,
he saw no wall of blank dark-
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ness before him, as he had
feared.

He spoke to Miss Isobel

about the miniature after the

Captain left, and asked if she

had received it safely. She

replied that she had, and that

it had been her father's, and
the Captain had brought it

home from France to her.

She spoke with seeming diffi-

culty, and passed at once to

talk of other things, and Hugh
was left to turn over in his

mind the ideas her words
started. The Captain had

spoken as if the picture was
his own, and now it seemed
it had been her father's. It

might be possible she was not
betrothed to her cousin, as he
had thought. Yet again, he
called to mind the Captain's
words and tone, and how he
had been constantly with
Isobel while he was at Kin-

traid, and he said to himself

that if it had been her father's

before, it might be her cousin's

now, and that, whether or no,
it could make little difference

to him.
Locharn could not but see,

since his coming to Kintraid,
what a great gulf he had been

seeking to bridge over, when
he sought to win the love of

Miss Isobel. There was the old

enmity between Soorry and

Locharn, the ancient bitter

tales that had been taught,
like nursery rhymes, to himself

and the girl; there was her
father's black treachery to her
in the matter of the letter;
there was the Kebellion that
had brought them first face to

face in anger; there was the
trouble about Scorry; and,

last of all, there was the

strange fate that made himself

the man to overthrow the last

hope of the Jacobites in the

West. He could not but see

the madness of the suit that

would have crossed so many
streams, assailed so many
barriers; and yet he knew it

was none of these that had put
a stop to it. It was the girl

herself, with her compassionate
kindness; it was the Provid-

ence he could not combat, that

was like to put a dark wall

between him and all the life

Isobel loved, the life of stir

and movement, of brave men
and gallant deeds.

He had one thing to speak
about, however, before he left

Kintraid, and that was the

Scorry estate, and before long
his opportunity came. He
found himself left a long time

alone one evening, and being

weary of his idleness and im-

patient of his helplessness, he
went stumbling out of the

house by himself, trusting to

his staff to guide him. No
one encountered him or spoke
to him, and he went on cau-

tiously over the hill -top and
into the wood, and there threw
himself on the moss under the

birch-trees. The sound of the

waves below the rooks was
loud there, and the scent of

the greenery about him strong
and fresh. In the peace of the

place he began to think with
shame of the poor coward he

had been when he looked out

to the life that was before him.

He saw himself like a petulant

boy, angry and peevish because

he could not get the thing he

wanted, and he called on him-
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self to be a man at least,

though he might be a blind

one. He had been a consider-

able time alone without dis-

turbance, thinking and strug-

gling with himself in this

fashion, when there came the
sound of a voice calling him.
It was Isobel's, not very loud,
and with a little anxious note
in it that was to him so bitter-

sweet that he could not bring
himself to reply to it, but lay
and listened and hoped for it

again. She called several

times, and still he did not

answer, but listened and list-

ened again, and at last he heard
her footsteps come near, and
he shouted out to her. He
heard her give a little cry, for

she saw him at the same
moment.
"You are there," she said,

her breath coming hurriedly,
as if she had been running.
She asked if he had heard her

calling, and he answered

shamefacedly that he had
heard her. "You did not

answer," she said, and he
knew from her voice that she
was angry. "I think you
might have taken the trouble

to answer, Sir Hugh."
" Do not be angry," he said,

stumbling to his feet. He felt

a strange pleasure in having
roused her at last from her

pity to something like his old

knowledge of her. "Forgive
my foolishness, Miss Isobel.

It pleased me to fancy you
called in kindness for me, and I

was fain to hear you call again."
"And I think," she said

hotly, "that you did very un-

kindly. We had some reason
for concern for for any one

coming here to the rocks blind-

fold, and I think you might
have answered, I think at

least you might have an-

swered."

"Forgive me," said he; "it

is always my ill -fortune to

offend you." The girl did not

reply, but he could feel that

she was still disturbed. "I
have something to say to you,"
he went on, "since we have
the opportunity, and if you
will have the kindness to listen.

I have heard there is a pro-

posal to buy back Scorry for

you, and I wish to let you
know, before I go, that I will

put no difficulty in the way of

that. Heaven knows, I would

gladly give it to you if you
would accept it from me ; but
at all events I will be agree-
able to whatever terms your
friends are willing to make
for it."

"I do not want Scorry,"
said the girl petulantly.
"Ah, but I know you do,"

Locharn went on. "Since we
first met, Miss Isobel, circum-

stances have forced us into

disagreement. Now that I

have received so much kind-

ness at your hands, I hope
there will be no more ill-will

between us. When I bought
Scorry, it was not for myself,

it was, as you know, because

I was foolish enough to think
that the day would come when
I could give it back to you.
Well," he added, "it will be

given back now, though not in

the way I hoped."
" What way was that ?

"
said

Isobel.

"Ah, you know that very
well," Hugh answered.
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"I have a bad memory at

times," said the girl.

Locharn thought she was
still angry, and now he

thought it was she who was
unkind. "I thought I could
win you for my wife," he
said in a low tone. " There is

no need to speak of that now."
For a moment Isobel was

silent, and when she spoke
her voice was changed. "I
have something to say too,"
she said tremulously. "I
vowed I would not marry
you. I was angry and wild

against you. I would not

stop to think. I set my people

against you, and they were
all for revenge, and I was for

revenge. Ah," she cried pas-

sionately, "do you know that
if you had died it would have
been my fault?" Hugh cried

out that she was not to say
that, or to blame herself.
" Blame myself !

"
said she,

her voice breaking, "I will

never cease to blame myself."
Locharn began fumbling at

the kerchief that was tied

over his eyes. "If I am to

have my sight," he cried

fiercely, "I will win you yet."
He tore the linen away, and

now the light blinded him,
and he was forced to cover
his eyes with his hands.

"
Oh, what have you done ?

"

said the girl. "Do you want
me, then, after all? Do you
mean that you want me after

all?"

Locharn gave a great cry
and turned towards her, half

blind as he was, but even as

he did so he checked himself.

"You shall not marry a blind

man," he said huskily. "I

was forgetting I am not
sure I will pray God "

But even as he spoke the
cloud began to lift from him.
In the cool green place the

mist was clearing from his

eyes, and he began to see more
and more distinctly the face of

the girl he loved. He felt very
lightsome and happy all of a

sudden, and yet he could hardly
believe he had a reason for it.

" Do you mean," he said in a

whisper, "that I have the

chance to win you still?"

But Isobel cried "No" to

that, and then,
"
Oh, my

dear !

"
she said,

" my dear !

You have all the heart I

have this long time."

And at that Hugh gave a

great sob, and caught her in

his arms, calling her such
names as lovers use.

" So it has come to this after

all," he said. And now he

laughed out like a boy.

So there was the end of the

feud, and once the thing was
settled it was strange to see

how even Mr James took it

with a good grace. And of

all the douce Campbell ladies

who came to Locharn, none,

they say, was so beloved

among her people as the gay,

gallant Jacobite lass who was
Sir Hugh's wife. And even
the clans came to some peace
in time. Yet the rumour

goes that there was a good
Whig house in the West in

those days, and when toasts

were drunk and some one

cried " The King !

"
the master

of it drank to George of Han-

over, but his lady crossed her

glass over the water.
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THE SUNDARBANS.

BY EDMUND CANDLER.

THE great delta of the

Ganges east of the Hughli,
from Diamond Harbour as far

as the Haringhata, is entirely
river and jungle. Four thou-

sand square miles of forest are

intersected by six hundred or

more channels which are big

enough to have names on a
4-inch-to-the-mile survey map,
and perhaps ten times as many
channels which have escaped
nomenclature, and yet are big

enough for a ship's jolly-boat,

though the trees

"
High overarched embower."

The Forest Department have
divided this huge tract into

many thousands of sections,
and each section when it has
been depleted of its timber is

left alone for forty years.
These statistics are more elo-

quent of the stillness and tran-

quillity of the Sundarbans than

any descriptive writing.
There is a sameness about

all great rivers which makes
a few days on a launch more
monotonous than a month in

the open sea, where strange
fellowship and a clean horizon

give one a spurious sense of

freedom, and even of conquest.
But in estuaries the yellow
water and the glare and the

far-away fringe of trees are

always the same, whether in

the Menam, the La Plata, or
the Hughli. Here breadth of

view affects us, not illogically,
with a sense of restraint, and

it is good, if one has command
of the wheel, to escape from
the estuary which makes us

feel confined through its per-

petual vista of limitations and
the suggestion of unexplored
margins, which may or may
not have a character of their

own, into channels where one
can recognise the vegetation on
either bank.

In the Sundarbans these give

place to narrower channels,
which in turn are connected

by creeks barely accessible in a

dinghy, every one of which re-

veals the same feature a low
bank of mud haunted by the

slothful mugger, and overrun

by red and brown crabs and
mud - fish always plying be-

tween one another's burrows
on the same earnest business

of love or hate or greed, and

making assignations as resol-

utely and disastrously as more
evolved creatures. The banks
are slotted with the feet of un-

seen things, tiger and cheetah,
the hunter and hunted, which
move in some mysterious way
through the thick tangle, which
is so congested that the roots

have to send up shoots for air,

brittle, slimy things that

crackle under the feet of the

intruder.

Seeds fall all day long, and

germinate at once in the

mud, and spring up and choke
one another, and writhe and

struggle for light and room.
The banks are thick with the
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fern -like hental palm, whose
leaves turn golden, and the

golpatta, that sends up great

palmate fronds which are

always tumbling over with
their own weight, leaving a
debris of roots broken off and

sticking in the mud like in-

verted clubs glistening red and

yellow in the attenuated sun-

light, until they are lifted out
of their bed of slime by the

rising tide and borne through
a labyrinth of fronds out into

the broad stream seawards.
Could one cut a path through

this teeming forest one would
find there was no truce or

respite in it till the jungle
ends right in the sea, where
the matted red roots of the

goran and mangrove are left

naked by the breakers in a

ruddy tortuous tangle that is

like nothing on earth but the
dwarf rhododendron forests of

Sikkim and Nepal.
Yet in some places on the

coast, known only to t>he
"
Jungly Sahib " and the shell-

gatherers, the forest which

keeps its secret so darkly
opens into more communica-
tive glades. Through the

sunken land, where the dying
and stag-headed sundri puts
out branches covered with

fungi and the green orchid-

like parasites, there penetrates
an unexpected glimmer of sky.
Here the mud ends, and the
sundri and keora trees drop
their seeds in unresponsive
soil.

Along the coast extend the
sand dunes, a line of smooth
breast-like hummocks and soft

depressions, where the tiger
stretches himself and sleeps

after his hunting. The barrier

is grown over with the tall

elephant grass, whose white

crests, always stirring with a

faint breeze from the sea, dance
and glimmer like a mirage.
Between the dunes and the

jungle lies the salt marsh, the

stag's pasture-land, where the

grass stretches in streaks of

colour from citron green to

dull brown according to the

variation of the soil. The
marsh is intersected all over

by a maze of deer tracks, as

beaten as footpaths leading

through homely meadows to

a farm. Here I have watched
the herds step warily into the

glade at dawn.
The features which give the

glade its threefold charm make
it a perilous place for the herd.

Inland, along the definite line

where the sand forbids en-

croachment, stands a resolute

bank of keora trees; towards
the coast stretches the shim-

mering line of dunes, and
between these barriers the

variegated grass land is broken
here and there by natural

dykes fringed by the alder-

like gingwa. When the breeze

is to the land, man or tiger

may stalk along the edge of

the forest; when to the sea,

they may lurk in the cover of

the sand dunes where the

elephant grass and the mur-

muring of the breakers con-

spire with them against the

herd; when it blows along
the coast, they still have the

shelter of the gingwa bushes

which divide the glade into a

hedged pasture-land. So when

my forest friend took me to

the place one still October
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dawn, we got within murder-
ous distance of herd after herd,
but spared them all save a

young buck, for we were a
week or more too late, and
there was not a stag in the

herd out of velvet.

Another morning the glades
were deserted. A slight stir

of wind from the land made us

keep to the sand dunes. The
sun had barely risen, but we
saw by their fresh tracks that
a great herd of cheetah had
been stampeding across the

marsh. Presently we came
across the fresh spoor of a

tiger, which explained the

desolation. Then we learned

in the school of a master
stalker. We followed him up,

keeping stealthily to the hol-

lows as he had done, rounding
every hummock, and only peer-

ing into the glade where the

elephant grass was thickest.

We soon came to the spot
where he had sprung and
missed his kill. The sand was
churned up angrily, and be-

yond the scurrying deer had
left a thin beaten path like a

sheep
- track. My friend, the

Jungly Sahib, whispered to me
a wager that the beast would
break cover where B

,
a

dilettante who had come out
" to eat the air," as Ram Bux
says, was sitting in meditation
a hundred yards from the
Lascar who was carrying his

gun. This was what actually
happened. The two confronted
each other. B stood his

ground, and the tiger turned

contemptuously away with

unnecessary discretion. We
followed him up to the edge of

the sunless goran jungle, which

he entered foiled of his prey
after as fruitless a stalk as ours.

It is only through such
casual encounters that tigers
are shot in this part of

the Sundarbans. The Jungly
Sahib had shot many else-

where, where he had had to

work hard for them, and even
B

,
the Laodicean, had shot

two or three in Burma. But
in this jungle blind chance is

the only shikari. My friend

had been a year in the district,

and many a night he had
beaten silently along the khals

(small channels) in his canoe

watching every chur (silted
sand bed) and promontory
expectantly, but never in the
khals or in the open glades,
which, by the way, were far

from his beat and seldom
visited by him, had the

moment been predestined in

which he and a full-grown
tiger should cross paths. He
had shot one swimming across
a broad channel, but it had
sunk and did not appear again.
And another time he had found
three young tiger -cubs in a
bush near the sand dunes,
which paddled about and
tumbled over one another in

such an innocent and winning
manner that he had not the

heart, even if he had the

opportunity, to leave them
motherless. We saw the bush
and the half-grown tracks that

very morning. There was no

spoor of the mother anywhere
about, so we gathered that

they had come to years of

discretion.

But our turn was to come.
We had bathed in the sea,

breakfasted, and turned into
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our bunks for a deserved rest

after a five-hours' tramp in the

sun, when we were awakened

by the cry of "Bagh." The
launch stopped, and we saw a

dark object pacing among the

keora trees on a spit of land

where a khal ran into the main
channel. A canoe was lowered
at once, and we rowed to shore.

We had no time to put on
boots or any clothing more
elaborate than is generally
worn in a hot-weather siesta in

the Sundarbans. Yet in spite

of, perhaps because of, our
informal costume the tiger
seemed more curious than
alarmed. He walked slowly

away parallel with the tribu-

tary khal, and stopped every
now and then to look behind.

We were nearly level with him
when the Jungly Sahib got
his chance and put in a shot.

The jungle hid the sequel, but
we heard a groan, and landed

cautiously where the tiger was
last seen. We followed him up
on our hands and knees in the

soft mud. The undergrowth be-

came so thick that we could not

see farther in front of us than
a tiger could spring ;

nor could

we move our rifles quickly to

left or right without entan-

gling them, and so leaving our-

selves exposed to a flank at-

tack. It seemed wiser to turn

back, but the blood everywhere,

especially on the brushwood
three feet from the ground,
was profuse and continuous,
and the great likelihood of

finding him dead tempted us a

little farther and a little far-

ther. We had not gone far

when we saw the dull glow of

his coat a few yards ahead. We
covered him simultaneously,
but he was beyond offence, a

bulk of inert strength lying as

still as a stone, and as dead.

The Lascars bound his feet

and carried him laboriously to

the boat. His great head
looked noble and untroubled.

But as they lowered him to

the ground the face rolled over

towards us, and the paws, tied

together with a feeble bit of

string, fell by his jowl in a

helpless and pathetic way,
giving him the air of a suppli-

ant, which he had never worn
in life. A soft paw grazed
one of the Lascars, and he

leapt aside dramatically, then
turned on the beast and struck

him, not savagely, but with a
studied irony and a pretence
of surprise that one who had
fallen so low should be so great-

ly daring. He followed the

blow with a kick and the long-
drawn exclamation, "Ahhyee!
Brother. Would you dare!"

In that forest sixty wood-
cutters of his own faith fall to

the tiger every year.
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A SUBALTERN OP HORSE.

BY THE AUTHOR OF 'ON THE HEELS OF DE WET.'

BOOK I. "THE BITTER END."

CHAPTER XI. FORFEIT.

THE BTJD was looking her

best. Several people were

coming to lunch, and amongst
them Captain John Fox : The
Bud had prepared herself, as

she mentally put it, to be at-

tractive to mankind in general,
and the gallant Captain in

particular. Fox, by arrange-
ment, was early, and leaving
her mother to receive the

others, she had taken the

dashing dragoon into a corner

of the drawing-room.
" I very nearly didn't come,

Miss Woodruff!" Fox volun-

teered by way of opening the

conversation.

"My word, but how was
that? You Britishers are not

given to breaking faith, I

hope?"
" No

;
am I not here ? But

I was nearly caught for a

church parade."
" Church parade ! what's

that ? Anything like the

parade of the Boston Artil-

lery ? That's fine : almost as

great as a pink ball at a

carnival !

"

"
No," answered Fox de-

murely, "I doubt if it much
resembles what I have heard
of the Massachusetts Artillery.
It means that I was in orders

to take 400 hulking dragoons
to church."

" How lovely : and would

you have worn your state

uniform ?
"

"Alas! I should have."

"Red coatee, buttoned right

up here?" intimating her fair

neck.

Fox nodded, amused.
"How chubby; tin hat, long

gloves ?
"

Again Fox nodded, surprised
at the knowledge of detail dis-

played.

"Tight jim-jams, with bully

yellow piping ?
"
continued The

Bud, sweeping her hands down
the sides of her muslin skirt.

Fox nodded, a little confused

by this extreme knowledge.
"How perfectly lovely! and

when would you wear that

cunning little cap, all on one
side of your face, like a wart
on a Senator's temple? I

should just love to see you
then !

"

Fox exploded. The fair San
Franciscan was exploiting him.

" Have you been to a tailor's,

Miss Woodruff, to acquire all

this detail?"

"No; do be serious. I am
not jollying. I am just crazy
to see you in your uniform

;

also to hear about your man-

slaughter !

"

"My what?" asked Fox

aghast.
" Your manslaughter you

can't kid me. I've been around,
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and I've heard all about your
reputation for getting a lift

on Boers in the Transvaal War.

'Say, how many Boers did you
kill, Captain ?

"

Fox disentangled his long

legs from under the chair and
stood up.

" I would give sixpence, Miss

Woodruff," he answered de-

liberately, his eyes sparkling,
" to know where you get your
authority for this information.

It is very inaccurate."

"I guess you think that I

am jollying you, Captain,
that's where you are wrong.
I get my information right
here in the house, and it says
that you are quite a notorious

person in this city for killing

big game and Boers !

"

The tall, handsome dragoon
officer looked down in The
Bud's pale, intent face : there

was no doubt that she was in

earnest was admiring him for

some qualities, either heaven-

sent or reputed to have been

acquired.

"Somebody has been jolly-

ing you, Miss Woodruff."

Then, as the thought flashed

through his mind,
"
By Jove !

I believe it is that confounded

Gasser, I beg your pardon,
Miss Woodruff. But some one
has been taking my name in

vain. I assure you that the

only thing that is bloodthirsty
about me is my profession. I

am a lamb in wolf's clothing."
"Which means that you

and your statements have to

be taken with mint sauce,

Captain, but who is this

Gasser, anyway? there is no
one in this lean - to of that
name."

"Perhaps one of your ser-

vants has been a soldier.

That great lanky footman of

yours who receives us at the

door has the look of an ex-

dragoon about him. I think

I can recognise in him your
instructor, Miss Woodruff.
Don't you believe him : he
has the air of a man dis-

charged from the army with

ignominy. All soldiers are

liars; ex -soldiers are knaves
as well as liars!"

"Well, don't you get tak-

ing our hired man's character

away. Margi over there would
make things rattle for you if

she heard you cussing her

lovely James, and that's a

cinch. She's quite stuck on

him, and thinks there's little

to choose between him and

George Washington."
"Then we are in agree-

ment, Miss Woodruff: I only
suggested that he might be
a liar."

"I like your neck. Here,

Margi, the Captain here in-

sinuates that George Wash-
ington was a liar. That's

pretty fresh from a Britisher,
isn't it ?

"

At this point the conversa-

tion became general, as, all

the guests having arrived,
The Bud was summoned by
her father to manufacture the

pre-lunch dry Manhattan cock-

tail.

At the same moment the

venerable Privit was engaged
in rubbing his spectacles. He
could scarce believe his eyes.

They had overlooked giving
him the letter which the

messenger
-
boy had brought

from Buckingham Gate until
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just as he carried into the

drawing-room the ingredients
for the cocktaiL He laid the

letter down, and wiped his

spectacles, having picked up
the crisp five - pound note

which had fluttered to the

ground.

"DEAR MB PBIVIT," the

letter ran,
" Private affairs

have decided me to give up
domestic service. Will you
kindly inform Mr Woodruff of

this decision, and hand him
the enclosed five-pound note

in lieu of the usual month's

warning ? Before leaving I

must thank you, and all my
colleagues at South Street,
for the very pleasant time I

have spent with you. You
yourself I hope to meet again
at the ' Acorn Club '

or the

'Hearth and Home Society,'
to which you so kindly intro-

duced me. With kind regards,

yours sincerely,
"JAMES SMITH."

"Well, I'm d d!" ejacu-
lated Mr Privit, who had to be
much moved to sink to pro-

fanity. "To go hoff like a

thief in the night, and never
to say good-bye to nobody."
The simile of a thief at

once aroused the cautious
citizen in the butler. He
jammed the flimsy into his

trouser-pocket and went down
to the plate

- room to see if

anything was missing. By
the time that he had satis-

fied himself that the plate
was all right, and that no
one had tampered with the
small cash he kept in his

sitting-room, Mrs Critchins

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCII.

was agitating for the luncheon-

gong to be sounded. He would
have sent Stevens off to in-

quire about the young ladies'

jewellery, but at the moment
it was more important that

the lunch should not be

spoiled. He therefore ac-

quiesced in the cook's de-

mands, ordered the gong, and,
in a very agitated state of

mind, threw open the doors
of the dining-room.
The party of eight trooped

downstairs and settled them-
selves round the table in the

spacious dining-room. Privit,
with an alacrity that would
have been surprising even in

a younger man, served them
all with soup, and the sub-

dued clatter of the spoons
was added to the babel of

light conversation.

But work as cunningly as

he might, with only Hill to

help him, the aged butler

could not bridge the delay
with the next course.

Poppa Woodruff, who was
in the best of spirits, notic-

ing the lacuna in the service,

blurted out
"
Privit, where's James ? We

want more of a move-on."
"James is not coming, sir,"

came the ready answer of the

well-schooled servant.

But the uninstructed host

was not satisfied.
" Not coming ! Why, what's

he for?"

Inadvertently he had driven

the butler into a corner, and
as he persevered, the answer
came bluntly enough

" James has left your service,

sir."
"
High, low, and the Jack !

B
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left my service ! What's that

for?"
" That I cannot say," replied

the aged servitor with quiet

dignity.
" He left without

seeing me. I have just received

a note from him informing me
that he does not desire to re-

main in your service."
" Je-rusalem ! Well, you'd

best hop around and carry on
with this dinner. It won't be

a quick-lunch nohow !

"

It was indeed remarkable
that an event of such a dom-
estic character as the absence

of a man-servant should have
aroused so much interest. But
besides the host, the news of

the sudden desertion came as a

considerable shock to half the

party. Fox, who was really
astonished at the butler's an-

nouncement, made some ex-

clamation of surprise and looked

across the table at the youngest
Miss Woodruff. Marjorie, al-

though the sudden news of the

footman's secession came as a
bolt from the blue, and sent the
hot blood pumping through her

veins, kept her eyes on her

plate. It remained for an un-

interesting, utterly innocent

guest, seated on Mrs Woodruffs
left, to clear the air.

" I hope the trusted hench-
man has not made off with the

spoons !

" he remarked inanely,
as he toyed with a flake of

grilled salmon.

Marjorie, who sat at his side,

having recovered her equan-
imity, turned to him and said

quietly
"That's a poor innuendo

of yours, Mr Lumley. Do
you know, sir, that the man

whom you mock was instru-

mental in saving my life this

very morning?"
"What's that, Margi?" in-

terpolated The Bud, who was
quick to turn the conversa-

tion; "saved your life: how
stunning !

"

Marjorie was at once desired

to relate the story of the inci-

dent
;
and in this recital the

conversation drifted into more
conventional lines than the
discussion of an absconding
man - servant. Maximilian
Woodruff talked about rewards
for gallantry, The Bud began
again to rally Fox, and the
unfortunate Mr Lumley, ment-

ally denning "these Americans
as queer cattle," confined him-
self strictly to the legitimate
business of the meal.

When at last the house was
rid of the guests, The Bud
and her father put old Privit

through a cross-examination.

Marjorie retired at once to her
own room, more or less expect-

ing to find some news in the
form of a written message
awaiting her there. In this

she was disappointed. Herries
had seceded, and for the nonce
had left no trail behind him
that South Street could follow.

Captain Fox, after carefully

handing over the tickets for

Hurlingham for the Semi-Final
of the Inter-Regimental Polo

Tournament, made his way
across St James's Park to

Buckingham Gate. He owed
it to Gallagher that he should
ascertain the reason of the

Gasser's change of front.

Herries was out, but the faith-

ful Jones was about. He
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grinned all over his face as he
touched his cap to Fox.

" Mr Herries is out, sir ;
he's

gone to Wembley Park to prac-
tise a bit, sir. He's been play-

ing hard, mornings or evenings,
near for a week. Yes, sir, he's

left a letter for you which I

was to have sent down to

barracks by messenger this

evening. Here you are, sir.

You will be glad to hear, sir,

that the tomfoolery is all over,
sir

;
and after the tournament,

sir, the master goes down to

Brentley Burnham."
Fox opened the letter and

read its contents, while Jones,

evidently delighted beyond all

bounds, droned on.
"
Very good, Jones. Tell Mr

Herries that I came, and that
I will give Mr Gallagher his

message to-night or to-morrow

morning. How's the new horse

turned out?"
"The black, sir? He's a

clinker ! I've only just been
round to the stables, and the

man that's on him said he

gave him a gallop in the

Park this morning to stop a

runaway. Went like the wind,
sir!"

" Is he going down to New-
market to join the others?"

"I haven't heard that he is.

I hardly think he's a race-

horse, sir. I think the master
wants to hunt him. But it's

a queer man he's got with
him. He says as 'ow the
horse is daft, and sees things,
and never brought anybody
anything but bad luck yet !

"

"I know that kind of man,
Jones: he probably sees more

things than a sober man

should. All right ; give my
message to Mr Herries."

John Fox took himself off to

make some calls, inwardly com-

muning that there would be
one happy man in the Imperial
Dragoon Guards when he
handed over Herries's cheque
in payment of the forfeit.

Below-stairs at South Street

the news of the footman's de-

liberate desertion caused con-

siderable excitement, and was
the sole topic of the Sunday
meal. The benevolent Mrs
Critchins was still as tolerant

as ever; but the younger and
less responsible faculty showed
no mercy to his memory.

Hill, who had just exchanged
from the neat uniform which
suited her brand of ripe beauty
so well into the extravagant
walking - out dress which her

class now affect, had no mercy.
"Of course Vs found out.

I knew it, as soon as I clapped

eyes on him, that he was
one of these 'ere Gentlemen
Jacks. I 'specks he got the

office to quit this morning,
and Mr Privit is just a-cover-

ing of it up. Nasty, stuck-

up feller, with 'is airs an'

graces, an 'is grand way with
the young ladies ! I 'speck
Miss Stevens here could tell

a tale or two about him of

upstairs. I know I could, if

I was put to it."

Miss Stevens looked mys-
terious, and nodded her ap-

proval of the allegation.
"Fie! fie!" cried the fat

housekeeper. "To hear you
girls talk, one would never
think that you had been

making up to him all the
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time. And to take the young
ladies' characters away like

that ! I tell you he was a

nice, civil-spoken young man
;

an' I agrees with Mr Privit

that he will make 'is mark
some day. Like as not,
he's only lef because of

you hussies' unbecoming - like

attentions."
" Me ? Attentions !

"
cried

the handsome Hill, tossing her

much over -hatted head. "I
wouldn't demean myself to

show attentions to the likes

of 'im. Why, when 'e pes-
tered me to walk out with
'im on my evenings, I 'ad to

tell 'im straight that I would
not be seen dead alongside
of 'im. 'E was a wrong 'un.

Miss Stevens and me could

tell a thing or two. Couldn't

we, Bertha?"
"I daresay we might," the

lady's
- maid agreed ;

" but I

discovered who the fellow was
the first day he arrived. Of
course I didn't tell any one

except the mistress and the

young ladies. It doesn't mat-
ter how I found out, either.

But this man Smith which,
of course, wasn't his name
is a detective from Scotland
Yard !

"

An exclamation went round
the table. This was certainly
a development they had not

anticipated. The superior

Stevens, gratified at the sen-

sation her expos6 had caused,
then proceeded to explain.

" You see, here in the West
End, there are so many sharps
and impostors that the police
have to be very careful. They
therefore keep a staff of trained

detectives, whose business is

to watch the households of any
new people who come here
and set up as being rich. I

taxed the .feller with 'it. He
was very upset that I should
have discovered it

; but he
made me promise that I would

say nothing about it until he
left. Of course I told the

mistress; but, knowing the

police, I kept mum down here.

He was just a common detec-

tive, paid to spy on the hand
that nourished 'im !

"

"Well, I never who'd 'ave

thought it !

" and Mrs Critchins

sighed deeply as the lady's-
maid finished.

"Just fancy!" echoed the

saucy Hill, in genuine admira-
tion of the lady's-maid.

" Isn't

Bertha clever ! and to think
that you never said nothink
to me neither."

While little Sally, as she

carried the vegetables down
the table, blushed scarlet up to

the roots of her hair, to think
that she had simpered for at

least a minute on the breast

of a real live detective.

CHAPTER XII. HURLINGHAM.

"Captain, I think your laces, and muslin. She was
colours are too dandy for apostrophising the colours of

words !

'

the Imperial Dragoon Guards,
The Bud was looking her which John Fox sported, and,

best in a mass of chiffons, by way of holding a larger
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circle, she drew her sister's

attention to the neckties which
the officers of the regiment
were wearing.

Marjorie, for the moment,
was too entertained in a con-

versation with the Honour-
able James Gallagher, whom
Fox had just introduced to

her, to do more than make a

passing assent to her sister's

inquiry. Marjorie had been

very miserable the past few

days, but from the moment
she saw Gallagher, when Fox

brought him up, she felt

inclined to laugh. She had
seen many exquisites, both
in her own country and in

Piccadilly, but she had never
before been brought in con-

tact with the particular brand
to which Gallagher belonged.
Like the rest of the world,
she was, at first sight, de-

ceived as to the real char-

acter of the man. His immacu-
late dress, perfectly groomed
yellow hair, highly cultivated

moustaches, vacant and im-

passive expression, all betrayed
the casual observer into the
belief that the British officer

of stageland was not all bur-

lesque.

Gallagher had settled down
beside little Marjorie, with the

grave air of studied boredom
that exactly fitted the effemin-

acy of his toilette.

"It is a most instructive

day, Miss Woodruff."
"Instructive? To me, a

stranger, perhaps, but surely
not to you. You must have a

pile of these shows."
"Instructive to me also,"

said Gallagher, looking gravely
into Marjorie's face. "It has

proved to me the truth of the

couplet

'

Except wind stands as never it stood,

It is an ill wind turns none to good.'

That I call instruction."

"I call that a problem. I

was never very bright at

problems."
" Then I will interpret," and

the Honourable James dropped
into his deliberate inane mono-
tone. "It is this way, Miss

"Woodruff; if I had not won a
bet of 500 I should have been

playing in this match, and
should have been one-eighth of

the principal attraction in this

goodly throng and galaxy of

beauty. But now, having
reached a sudden wealth,
which for me was beyond the

dreams of avarice, I realise

what I have lost."

Marjorie looked at him dubi-

ously. For the first time for

days she felt inclined to burst

out laughing.
" You still talk

in problems. I don't under-

stand in the least what your
mark is. Is it the custom
with you Britishers to jolly a

girl as soon as you get to

know her?"

"No, I assure you it is not.

I never was more serious. But
I will be more explicit. I

noticed you and your sister

walking with Fox down the

line of ponies. I saw at a

glance that you know a horse,
and now that I know you, I

wish that I were playing in

the match. Up to ten days
ago I believed that I should

play for the regiment, because
the man whose place I was

taking had gone away to fulfil

a bet he had made with me.
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He, however, has paid forfeit

and returned and I have
become a spectator instead of

a principal !

"

"But if your friend has paid
forfeit you are the richer."

"True, and that is where
the instruction comes in. I

wanted the money badly
enough, but at the present
moment I am wanting more

badly to play."

"Why?" Marjorie asked

abstractedly.
"Because, Miss Woodruff, I

know what is passing in your
mind. You are unutterably
bored because you are anxious

to participate in the excite-

ment of a really hard -fought

game, and you have judged it

a bore to be engaged at a mo-
ment like this in conversation

with a man who is pleased to

talk only about himself."

Gallagher droned this with-

out even the suspicion of a

smile on his face. The quaint

abnegation in the tone had the

effect of recapturing Marjorie's
attention. She laughed out-

right.

"They do say that a man is

never interesting until he talks

about himself. Mr Gallagher,
I am terribly interested

;
but

I am just crazy to know when

they will begin."
"
Very soon now. They will

ring a bell. But the man who
has taken my place hasn't

arrived yet. There are his

ponies over there."

"Who are your team, Mr
Gallagher?"
"That little man talking to

Fox and your sister is Mr
Prendergast,

' The Seraph,'
we call him, because he looks

so fresh and young. He is

our No. 1. Down there, on
the green, weighing sticks, is

Major Vaughan-Lewes. He is

No. 3 a magnificent player.
Wait till you see him get

away down the ground pres-

ently : he plays equally well

on either side of his pony.
The man over there by the

ponies you see the one with
a sweater muffled round his

neck is our No. 2. That's

'Puck' Chesterton; he's hard
to beat. Our No. 4 is the

man who has taken my place,
'Gasser' Herries. He hasn't

come yet yes, there he is, the

tall fellow coming from the

changing - room. We haven't

seen him for two months.

Why, what the devil's the

matter? I beg your pardon,
Miss Woodruff; but the Gas-
ser's shaved his moustache !

"

There was quite a little

flutter of excitement as Her-
ries joined the men of his

regiment.

"Why, Gasser, where have

you been?"
"What have you done with

your moustache?"
"Are you studying for the

Bar?"
His friends crowded round

him, so that he had no time

to glance upwards to see those

who were seated above. He
barely had time to answer the

first railleries of his brother

officers when the umpire, hav-

ing put some spare balls into

his pockets, mounted his pony.

Immediately the bell rang, and
the eight players went off to

their ponies.
John Fox had not moved

from the side of The Bud, who
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was prattling away for his

benefit and for that of another
man who had just been intro-

duced to her on the "bully
polo" that was played at Los

Angeles. He had watched to

see if either of the sisters

would recognise in Herries
their late footman. The Bud
was far too engrossed in her

immediate vicinity to notice

any one down against the
boards. But Fox saw that
little Marjorie had started

visibly when she caught sight
of the tall, athletic figure of

the Imperials' No. 4
;
but her

self - control was such that

Gallagher, still pattering small
talk at her side, noticed

nothing. Marjorie turned to

him.
" How did you say that tall

man called himself ?
"

"Eh? Which one, Miss
Woodruff? We run tall in

the Imperials."
"The one that is just going

up to that dandy little brown
horse."

"Oh, that's the man who, I

was telling you, has taken my
place."

Marjorie, who felt hot and
cold in turns, could have
shaken the Honourable James
to have made him more ex-

plicit. "But his name?"
"Didn't I tell you? Osborn

Herries. It looks well on a

cheque !

"

A new field of view suddenly
opened up in Marjorie's mind.
She turned to her companion
with a show of interest in his

conversation which hitherto

had been completely lacking.
" I remember. The identical

man you were wagering with.

It's pie to me to hear about

sportive wagers. What was it

all about ?
"

Gallagher was delighted.
He believed that at last this

dainty little American, with
the violet eyes and wild gipsy
hair, was about to take an
interest in him. He answered,
however, gravely enough.

"It was rather a foolish

affair. I was prepared to

wager that a great, handsome,
popular, well-known fellow like

Herries could not efface himself

and remain in the West End
of London without being dis-

covered. For the sake of argu-
ment Herries said it would be

possible, if he went out as a

domestic servant. I laughed
at the proposition, and then the

silly fellow got cussed, and said

he would back himself to prove
me wrong."
"And did he?" It was as

much as Marjorie could do to

keep back the tears which un-

accountably suffused her eyes.
It seemed to her a moment of

triumph.
"No, he lost; hence my

epigram about the cheque."
"You don't follow. Did he

go and hire himself out ?
"

" Yes
;

for two months he's

been blacking boots, and keep-

ing ladies' dresses off hansom
wheels with the best of them."

" And where was this ?
"

Marjorie could hardly restrain

her eagerness. She felt in-

clined to cry and shout in

turn.

"That I don't know. It is

a secret between Captain Fox
and Herries."

The tangle had practically
unravelled itself.
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" Do you intimate that Cap-
tain Fox was wise to his move-
ments all the time?" Marjorie
asked searchingly.

"Yes."
The suspense was ended, the

triumph had oome indeed. A
bright smile lit up the little

oval face.

"It occurs to me, Mr
Gallagher, that it is the most

fascinating story I have ever

heard. I shall be just crazy to

hear how your friend found it.

But I wouldn't wonder that he
found it such a bum time that

he would now be glad to cut it

all out. But, anyhow, he must
be a sport. I'm that interested

that I am just dying for your
side to win this polo game."
Even as she spoke the two

teams had lined up opposite
each other, and the umpire
sent the ball daisy

- cutting
down the space between them.
To those who love a horse a

good game of polo is a most

fascinating event to watch. In
London it is the pastime of the

rich, and consequently the sur-

roundings of a regimental tour-

nament match add an almost
exclusive charm from the spec-
tator's point of view. Given
that the day is fine, the seats

and grounds will be filled with

graceful women in beautiful

attire. On every side one
meets that finish in dress,

pose, and feature which breed-

ing and wealth alone can

supply. Everything seems

thoroughbred : the athletic

players, in snowy breeches and
nut - brown boots

;
the fair

abettors of the sport, who
charmingly mingle with the

booted champions ;
the well-

groomed ponies waiting placid-

ly, or impatiently, as their dis-

position prompts them, for the

ring of the bell that summons
them to the game.
Although the game itself is

fast and furious, often stirring
the blood and the passions to a

remarkable degree, yet the en-

vironment is extraordinarily

peaceful. The soft carpet of

green turf, the heavy summer
foliage of the trees, the length-

ening shadows of approaching
eventide, are sedative in their

influence upon the senses, un-
less one is actually in the throes

of an exciting game.
The game itself is not bois-

terous, unless there should

chance to be an accident.

Perfectly trained ponies and

perfectly trained players elim-

inate that noisy crudeness
which is the measure of the

inexpert. Save for the ringing
echo of the true hit stroke, the

subdued thud of the galloping
hoofs, the directing voices of

the captains, and the sonorous
smack of the ball against the

boards, polo, when played in

deadly earnest, should be a
silent game. For there is no

pastime, search you ever so

closely, that quite equally de-

mands the full attention of the

player. It is a man's game.
If there is aught that is de-

fective in the nerve, or a sus-

picion of the craven in the

heart, it is discovered on the

polo-ground. No matter how
long a man's purse, how per-
fect his ponies, or skilful his

control of the stick, there come

moments, over and over again
in fast games, when the true

character of the player is
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proved. After the stern test

of war, polo proves the man
as no other pastime can pos-

sibly test him.
In the present case great

interest centred round the

game. It was definitely be-

lieved that the ultimate win-
ners of the tournament would
be found in the result of this

semi-final. The prospect of a

stern hard fight between the

teams of the opposing regi-
ments had attracted an ex-

ceptionally large gathering of

spectators. When it was
realised that the Imperials
had been obliged to substi-

tute for their real back, who
had recently met with an

accident, an officer who had
not been playing regularly
with the team, their chances
of success were generally dis-

counted. But as soon as the
ball was in play, and it was
seen how well the substitute

and his ponies were playing,
the Imperials soon came back
into favour.

It was a magnificent game.
When the rivals took the field

for the last chukker, the score

stood at one goal all, and the

spectators were held in a
breathless state of expecta-
tion. Marjorie could not keep
her eyes from the tall, muscular

figure of the man who had
proved a tower of strength to
his side, and who saved the
situation time after time when
the Hussars were pushing the

Imperials hard. Marjorie could
almost have hugged the Hon-
ourable James, when, in his

enthusiasm for some great
effort Herries had made, he
volunteered the information

that mortal man could not

have played better.

For the spectators it was a

supreme moment when, within

thirty seconds of the ball being
thrown in, the Hussars hustled

it down to the Imperials' line.

The shot missed by a yard.
Herries let Puck Chesterton
hit the ball out again. He
got away with a rush, but
the Hussars' No. 4, before

the Seraph could get on to

him, skied it back with a

pretty back - hander. Again
the Hussar No. 2 picked up
its line, and their No. 1,

chipping in on to Herries's

near side, fouled his stroke.

The Hussar No. 2 came on

apace : he took the white ball

fair and true, and it went

skimming over the goal-posts.
A shout went up from the

spectators, and Marjorie, who
had learned to follow the game
in California, felt her heart

sink. The shout died away,
and someone called out, "It
was offside." The players
did not change sides, the

Hussars trotted back thirty

yards, and Herries turned and
took Sherry back to get

impetus for his free hit.

Herries had saved his side

by using his head. By sud-

denly checking, he had put
the Hussars' leech-like No. 1

half a head offside, just as

the No. 2 made his shot. The

umpire had seen it, and again
the spectators settled down
to watch a desperate finish.

Little Sherry bent his strong
little back, and the white
ball simply flew.

" Get back !

"
shouted Herries

to Puck Chesterton, and he
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followed the line of his stroke

with an impetuosity that the

Hussar forwards dared not in-

fringe. It looked as if he
would get a run and shot

all to himself, but the Hussar
back anticipated him, and

cutting in, fed his own for-

wards. Their adroit No. 2

again picked up the line, but
this time he galloped over the
ball and missed his stroke.

Puck Chesterton cleared it to

Vaughan - Lewes, who nimbly
drove it wide of the opposing
back. It looked as if the

Dragoon major must score.

But " there's many a slip
'twixt cup and lip," and as

the major centred up the
ash head of his stick broke,
and he was unable to reap
the advantage of a really

pretty piece of calculation.

Broken stick in hand, he could
do little, and the Hussar back

getting round first, dribbled

the ball on the curve until

it was out of the ruck and
drove it clear, shouting to his

forwards to gallop. It was a

magnificent rally ; the Hussar
No. 3 dropped back and, three

abreast, the light-cavalry men
tore down the ground. Herries,

caught on the turn, was
over -

galloped, without even

causing the Hussar No. 2 to

deviate from the ball. The

game was in the hollow of

the Hussars' hands. No one
could catch their No. 2 : he
steadied his pony for the final

shot, yawed a little just to get
the stroke fair on. People in

the stands rose from their

seats to see the shot, which
would probably be the win-

ning stroke in a game every

second of which had been a

contest. Then, as so often

happens at crucial moments,
the unexpected came to pass.
The Hussar's pony refused the

ball. Just as the rider swung
his arm for the winning hit,

his pony shied off. So in-

tense was the excitement that

a suppressed sigh went up
from the spectators. Keen

partisans, with their watches
in their hands, knew that

there was barely half a

minute more to play. There
were only three Dragoons on
the ground : Vaughan - Lewes
had galloped to the boards
for a new stick.

"Turn," shouted the Hussar
back.

But Herries was round first.

His road was clear for the

whole length of the ground.

Only the Hussar back lay be-

tween him and the white

gleaming goal-posts. Prender-

gast turned even with him.

"Ride him off, ride like

h 1!" yelled Herries, as he
took the ball full and true, as

a ball should be taken.

The whole field was going
again. But these three were

away with a flying start. In
their hands lay the issue of

the day. The silence of deep
suspense held the stand.

The Seraph knew that his

orders were desperate. But
his light weight saved him.

He came in behind the Hussar
back's saddle. His pony re-

sponded to his desperate effort,

and he foiled the back-hander,

leaving the ball clear again for

Herries. Little Sherry knew
the game. Herries drove the

ball. But the pace was such
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that it drove past the Seraph
and the back. Again the

Hussar got fairly on the line.

Now he was ready for the

feather - weight mosquito on
his flank. And he braced
his pony against the Seraph's.
He would clear it. But no ;

divided attention ruined the

stroke. Instead of flying clear

to the forwards, it only slith-

ered a dozen yards across

Herries's front. There was just
a chance. Herries bent Sherry
over. The little hero changed
his feet, Herries reached over

on his near side reached over
until he was just hanging from
the saddle. The pace, which
was appalling, made it possible.
Still on his near, the ball trav-

elled on. Herries recovered

himself, and picking it up on
the move, drove it between
the posts.
The umpire blew his whistle.

The Imperials had won the tie.

A roar of approbation went

up from the spectators. Even
those who were partisans of

the losing side could not re-

strain their appreciation of so

sensational a finish.

The Bud, who had caught
the excitement from her neigh-
bours, was busy congratulating
the little knot of officers of

the Imperials who stood round
her. Marjorie, still attended

by Gallagher, was less demon-
strative. If there was one

thing that she wanted at the

moment, it was to be alone.

Unlike her sister, she had re-

cognised to whom the success
of her new friends was due,
and her heart was full.

As the players dismounted,
a group of their friends sur-

rounded the winning team.

The Bud, who was almost

clinging to Fox's arm, adjured
him to "Fetch that lovely
man up here." With a little

difficulty Fox succeeded in

extricating Herries from his

circle of friends, and brought
him to Gallagher and the two

girls.
"Miss Woodruff, let me in-

troduce Mr Osborn Herries of
' Ours '

to you."
The Bud looked full into

Herries's eyes. In a second the

gush and empress^ in her speech
and manner were stifled.

"Gee!"
Little Marjorie threw herself

into the breach. Stepping
forward, she grasped Herries's

great strong hand.
" I think we have met before,

Mr Herries. We are just crazy
to think that you fetched the

game through. It was stun-

ning !

"

"In that case, Miss Wood-
ruff, the match was indeed

worth winning."
The Bud had recovered her-

self. She gave her hand freely
to the young soldier.

"I've a hunch that this is

the biggest game of spoof I've

officiated in yet, Mr Herries.

You have a nerve, and no
mistake !

" Then as Herries

withdrew she caught sight of

Fox's smiling face. The Bud
turned on him hotly.

" You
were in this too. I like your
neck. You'll have to pitch a

tale to Pop. He's drawn on
a man for less, out West !

Come, Margi, let's get ;
we're

the lobsters this hike. Captain
Fox, will you please escort us

to our carriage ?
"
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"Not until you have had
some tea," the tall Dragoon
Guard captain answered peni-

tently.
" I am sure your sister

wants some tea."

The Bud's attempt at right-
eous indignation could hold

out no longer against Fox's

humble abnegation.
"Gee. You Britishers just

have a neck. That's a

cinch. I've an idea we will

have some tea. Come along,

Margi."
Marjorie joined her cheerily

enough, the world was very
bright to the little Californian

at that moment. It was just
as bright to the big, clean-

limbed Herries, changing out
of his soiled riding kit in the

pavilion. The magnetism of

that first hand-shake remained
with them both.

CHAPTER XIII. THE SETTLEMENT.

It was not often that Evans
favoured John Privit with a

visit. They met almost daily
in the course of their service

and exchanged all the compli-
ments of the day and season.

But for the most part their

intercourse began and finished

with their duties. There was

nothing in common between
the cultured butler and the

simple officiating coachman.
Mr Privit was therefore not
a little astonished when Evans
burst into his sanctum at

South Street, and, without
even a word of apology, threw
himself down into an empty
chair.

"Whatever is the matter
with you, Mr Evans? Have
you seen a ghost, or is the

stable burnt down ?
"

" Strike me pink, Mr Privit,"
answered the little Welshman,
"you could 'ave knocked me
down with a feather. And I

who knows a thing or two to

'ave been taken in like this,

and never to 'ave dreamt
that I was being hokeyed all

the time."

The little man drew in a

long breath, and Mr Privit,
not feeling quite sure of his

ground, gave an anxious look

towards the door. Evans,

quick as a ferret, caught the

sidelong glance, and read its

meaning.
" Oh no, Mr Privit, I'm not

off my bloomin', but I might
be, for just the strangest thing
that ever you thought of 'as

'appened to me to-day."

"Well, out with it," said

the butler, somewhat relieved

by Evans's change to a rational

tone.
"
Well," said the little groom,

planting both elbows on the

table, "to tip you the yarn
right off, it was this way : I

was jest a -doing down the

'arness, when who should put
'is 'ead inside the coach-house

door but a wee bit of a

messenger-boy. 'Is it a Mr
Evans that lives 'ere?' says
'is nibs. 'I am the bloke,'

says I. He stuffs a bloomin'

chittie into my 'and, and 'ere's

the kite read it for yourself,
Mr Privit," and the groom
took a crumpled piece of note-

paper out of his pocket and
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passed it across to the butler.

With great deliberation Mr
Privit placed his spectacles on
his nose, and flattened the

missive out on the table. He
read the contents slowly :

"BUCKINGHAM GATE, S.W.

"Mr O. F. Herries, of the

Imperial Dragoon Guards,
hears that Evans is looking
out for service with hunters
and polo-ponies. If this should
be the case, Mr Herries will

be glad if Evans will give
him a call.

" Mr Herries will be at home
until 12 o'clock."

"Well," said Mr Privit,

looking up at his companion,
"hit seems to me a very
hordinary communication."

"
Hordinary ! you calls it

hordinary, do you, Mr Privit?

Do you know who this bloom-
in' toff is? This Mr 'Erries

of the Imperial Guards is none

other, so help me Bob, than
our old friend Gentleman Jim."
The butler controlled his feel-

ings. It was evident that
some new light was dawning
upon him.

"
By Gentleman Jim, Evans,

I suppose you mean the late

footman, Mr James Smith,
who vacated his employment
in this household under rather

peculiar circumstances yester-

day."
"Of 'hunder peculiar cir-

cumstances' I know nothin',
but this I do know, Mr Privit,
that the man who 'as been

a-sitting on my box, and a-

gargling beer with me at

nights, who I 'ave at times

given lip to as if he wer' no

better nor a nevvie, ain't no
bloomin' footman but a proper
toff, to which the likes of you
and I ain't fit to do more than
touch our 'ats."

"Mr Evans, Mr Evans, you
forget yourself. It is true

that there may be many people
to whom it is necessary for you
to touch your hat, but with
whom I should be able to con-

verse upon terms of perhaps
almost hequality ;

but we will

not argue that point. It

would interest me greatly if

you would recount to me your
interview with Mr Smith.
But you seem a bit distressed ;

will you not have a little some-

thing to drink say a glass of

port ?
" and the butler waved

his hand towards a side-table

on which stood several de-

canters of the alcoholic ad-

juncts to the South Street

dinner-table.

Evans helped himself, and
then returning to his seat

carried on the narrative of his

strange discovery.
"
Well, as there was no

carriage bordered for the

mornin', I just left word that

I was a-goin' hout, and I

nipped across the Park to

Buckingham Gate."

"And had you no suspicion,"

queried the butler,
" as to whom

the writer of this letter might
be?"

"I no more dreamt of the

writer of that letter bein' my
pal of the box than I dreamt of

entering that old fat cow of a

brougham mare for the Derby ;

but I was suspicious like, and I

thought just to do a bit of jaw-
wagging with the guy that

kept the door of the flats. He
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was an old soldier, and it don't

take an old soldier long to get

friendly with the man that puts

up the beer. I just asked 'im

to come round and do a wet,
and 'e told me all 'e knew about
this 'ere Mr 'Erries. 'E said

'e 'ad been livin' in that flat,

No. 18, for about three months ;

no one seemed to know much
about 'im. 'Is man said as 'ow
'e was an officer in the harmy,
but 'is man was a proper grouch,
one of those stiff teetotler kind
of quads : 'e was not givin'
nothin' for nothin', and damned
little for somethin'. The porter

guy said as 'ow the gentleman
was out all day, except twice

a-week, when 'e came 'ome

early to go a-playin' polo ; that

'e was a queer, unsociable sort

of a cuss, that took no interest

in anybody about the place,

except an old fossil of a stable-

man who was a-lookin' after 'is

mokes. This was all I could

get out of this bloomer, who
had been in the Scots Guards,
and was one of them sort noted
rather for the good fit of their

duds than for oil in their wits.

So I climbed up to the third

floor, and seed if I could get a

word with the bloke's man, but
the guy at the door was right :

'e was a proper grouch.
'

Oh,'
ses 'e, 'you are the man as

what my master sent for ?
'

I

ses 'Yes, mister,' and looked

haround, thinkin'that we might
get a bit of a chat in the pass-

age.
'

Well, you come straight
this way,' ses 'e

;
and ignoring,

like, the sign I made, which is

known to every soldier, 'e flew

a door open and shot me clean

into a sitting-room. And there,
so 'elp me, sitting right down

in a lot of cushions on a bloomin'
couch was 'is nibs, the footman.

Blimey ! you could 'ave blown
me down with a cough.
"'Good mornin', Evans,' ses

'e, smiling quite friendly like.
' Take a seat.'

' Good mornin',

sir,' ses I, not quite knowin'
'ow to fix it up ;

'I think, per-

haps, I 'ad better stand.' '

No,
for this once, Evans, sit down.
We have sat together on the
box long enough for you to

continue sitting while we get
to business.'

'

Beg pardon, sir,'

ses I,
' but I should like to know

what it hall means before I

takes any liberties.' 'Well,

Evans, to cut a long story
short,' ses 'e, 'it's this way. I

had a bet with some of my
brother-hofficers. Well, I took

up the bet, Evans, and I have
lost

; and now I want to know
what I can do for you ?

'

I

was that there flabust that I

could not find a word in my
bloomin' phonograph, and all I

could do was to hapologise to

'im for bein' so familiar like,

while all the time I was a-dyin'
to kick myself in the bread-

basket for 'avin' been such a

bloomin' ninny as not to 'ave

spotted it all along."
"Well," said Mr Privit, who

in spite of his studied dignity
could not disguise the interest

which he took in this narrative,
" and what was the hupshot ?

"

"The hupshot is this, Mr
Privit," said Evans, jumping
to his feet and seizing his cap,
"that Gentleman Jim is just
one of those blokes that lives

in the top notch, and I will be

obliged to you if you will tell

the master that it would suit

me, if it would suit 'imself, to
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'ave another hunder coachman
this day month."
Evans was out of the butler's

sanctum almost as quickly as

he entered it.

"What a strange occurrence,"
Privit mumbled to himself as

he carefully folded up the letter

from the late footman and put
it in his pocket.

" Scandalous
"

was his exclamation as he went

straightway to Mr Woodruff's

study to look up in the 'Landed

Gentry
'

the antecedents of his

late subordinate. He met
Stevens on the stairway.
"Have you heard the news,

Mr Privit ?
"
queried the lady's-

maid.
"You mean about Mr

Smith ?
"

"Yes, Mr Privit; wasn't it

mean of him, and to come and

carry on in the house like that,
and all the time to be an officer

in the army ?
"

"
Scandalous, Miss Stevens,

scandalous! I was just going
to the study to look him up
in Burke to see if he really
is anybody. I can hardly
believe that it is true."

" You can save yourself that

trouble, Mr Privit, because
Miss Woodruff has got that
volume in her boudoir."

"Oh! then they have dis-

covered this deception also,

have they?"
"Yes, Mr Privit, and The

Bud is just furious. She

says that they will be the

laughing-stock of the whole
of London."
"You might have told her,

Miss Stevens, that London
that is, the real London will

never hear of the incident.

It only discusses interesting

people. But, by the way, have

they discovered who he is ?
"

"Oh yes, Mr Privit. He is

an officer from Aldershot, is

the proprietor of iron -works
and coal-mines, and I don't

know what else : he has a

place in the Midlands which
is let, a house in St James's

Square, and another place in

Sussex. He is a proper toff."

"H'm," said the butler

grimly, "that's what Evans
said 'a proper toff."

;

The South Street household
was as upset that morning
upstairs as below the salt.

At the very moment when
Stevens was explaining her

knowledge of the situation to

the estimable Privit, Maxi-
milian J. B. Woodruff was ex-

periencing the unusual course of

obeying a summons to appear
before his daughter in her
boudoir.

The Bud was aroused. There
was a fire in her usually listless

eyes and a colour in her cheeks

which suited her admirably,
but at the moment her personal

appearance troubled her no-

thing. She had even forgotten
to pose, and was striding up
and down her room, totally
oblivious to the fact that a

Japanese kimono is quite un-

suited to the irate stride of a

Western wearer. Maximilian
J. B. sat in the arm-chair by
the window-sill and was con-

tent to let his daughter's

indignation evaporate some-
what before he either joined
issue in her grievance or at-

tempted to check the flow of

her vehemence.
"It is just fierce, I tell you,

Pop, to have had that Smith
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dancing round here for the last

three months making public
lobsters of us. To think that

we should have been hoodooed
like that, and all his friends

sizing us up as tenderfeet. I

wouldn't have worried a ten-

dollar bill if it hadn't been
for that game of ball. If you
could have seen the faces of

all his friends and the other

chaps who were playing, you
would understand how bad I

feel about it : just hoodooed

by a whole crowd of people
we've been mud keen to know,
and now they are just tickled

to death at the whole bunch
of us for a lot of American
lobsters. I tell you what it

is, Pop, it's no use for us to

stay round here long; we've

just got to pack our grips
and quit. What with your
turn-up with the Ambassador,
and now this little peep-show,
we're just fit to be hired out

for a Winter Garden, and don't

you be forgetting it. Why ! I

am that mad. Poof ! if I could

see that sleek, pasty
- faced

Smith right here now as he
came up after that game of

ball, I would be into his hair

before he knew it was day-

light," and The Bud threw
herself into a chair opposite
her father, clasping her hands
as if she were about to spring

upon the Druggist from the

West in default for his not

producing his late footman to

have his hair pulled.
This last vehement expression

of feeling aroused Maximilian
J. B. He thrust his hands

deep into his pocket as he
said

" It's bully for you, Bud, but

I guess this ain't the topple over
of the Call building just yet.
It stops just short of an earth-

quake ; and if you will let me
ring for a couple of dry Mar-

tignys you will find, on con-

sideration, the situation is not

quite so tough as you make it.

You've figured it out that we've
been the victims of a put-up job;
that a bunch of these young
soldier bloods have laid them-
selves out to run us as a sort of

society fancy bazaar. That's

where I think you're wrong,
Bud, and a Western gal like

you ought not to be so thin

about the coat as to take it

that we've been hoaxed by
mean whites. Now, I have
had a goodish experience of

Britishers out West, and at

the bottom I never found them

any other colour but white.

Yes ! even the toughest in the

tough old days were white at

bottom. Now, I just tell you,
Bud, what I propose to do. I

am going right away from here

to find out where this fellow

John Smith was raised, and
then as soon as I can find him
I will tackle him and ask him
what his pigeon is. If his

answer is not satisfactory, then

he has got to figure it out

with Maximilian J. B. one way
or the other."

The Bud shook her head de-

spondently.
"It is just like you men,

Pop ; you are not able to figure
it out the same way as we are.

If you think that we are going
to get quit of this story, of how
we had a swell Englishman as

a hired man, either in this

country or out in 'Frisco, you
have handed in the wrong
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check. We're just never going
to find the finish to this trail.

Oh, it is a cruel proposition !

Can't you see the scare-heads

in 'The Chronicle' when we
get back again,

' The London
Lobsters return to Nob Hill

'

?
"

Maximilian J. B. looked at

his daughter gravely.
"
Bud," he said, almost

severely,
" I have a hunch

that there is more in your
feeling on this subject than
meets the eye."
The Bud flushed hotly, but

whatever she was about to say
was cut short by the entry of

her sister. Marjorie, who was
in her habit, evinced surprise
at seeing her father in her
sister's room, and she looked

from him to The Bud to ascer-

tain some clue.as to the reason.

Maximilian J. B. gave her the
clue by saying

" You've just come in time,

Margi ; we were discussing the

situation created by Smith, the

hired man."
"
Oh, is that all?

"
said Mar-

jorie, walking across the room
and leaning against the mantel-

piece.
" From the look of Bud

here I thought at least some-

thing serious had taken place."
For the last month or six

weeks Marjorie had exercised

anything but a soothing influ-

ence upon her sister. Bud
flared up again.
"And don't you call it serious

to have us hoodooed right in

the centre of London town
here ? Don't you care what the
folks will be saying ?

"

Although Marjorie could not

help evincing a certain amount
of surprise at the sudden and
unusual heat in her sister's
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tone, and the, for her, extra-

ordinary vehemence of manner,
yet she was not to be drawn

by this outward expression of

feeling.
" What the folks say about

us, or about our hired men,"

Marjorie answered quietly,
" as

far as I am concerned, doesn't

cut any ice at all."

Bud gripped the two arms of

her chair.

"You, of course, you won't
care. In your present state

any old coil will be non-con-

ducting. But how will you
like it when the folks say, and

say it truly, mind, that a dandy
British captain hired himself

out to Maximilian J. B. Wood-
ruff on purpose to get next
to one of the Woodruff girls.
Would that cut any ice, miss ?

"

The Bud fairly threw the last

words at her sister. Marjorie
looked at her blankly.

"Bud, you forget yourself:
I don't know really what you
mean."

"
Forget myself ! I like your

neck; you can't jolly me," and
here she half turned to her

father. "Why, Pop, Marjorie
here has known all about this

hired man Smith for the last

six weeks. It is simply fierce,

and to think what the reporters
will make of it."

Marjorie drew in her breath,
and then, after a moment's

pause, said with great dignity
"Bud, there is no limit to

your imagination, and I will

leave you to your own un-

savoury thoughts."
" Geewhiz ! but you girls

have dug up the hatchet over

something," and the successful

Californian millionaire showed
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every evidence of the discom-
fort he felt in having been
drawn into the present family
discussion. But the situation

became even more distasteful

to him when, immediately Mar-

jorie had left the room, Bud
covered her face with her hands
and burst into tears.

"My word!" ejaculated
Maximilian J. B.,

" has every-

body on this ranch closed down
on their senses ? Anyway, there

is trouble to burn here with
which I am not familiar.

Cheer up, Bud, old girl I will

send up Stevens to you with
a cocktail. It is bully for the

nerves."

As Maximilian J. B. Wood-
run7 arrived down at his own
study, he met the butler.

" I beg your pardon, sir, but

might I have a few minutes'
conversation with you?"

"
Certainly, Privit, certainly.

Come right in here," and Maxi-
milian J. B. led the way into

his study, and selected a fat

cigar from the box that stood

upon his desk.

"What is the trouble now,
Privit?"

"
Well, sir, it's this way. As

I told you last night, sir,

Smith, the footman, left us
without notice, leaving a Bank
of England note, sir, in lieu of

his services for one month, to

which, as you may know, sir,

by the English law you were

entitled, not having been given
notice."

"
Oh, yes ; a murrain on your

darned English law ! What is

it you are driving at ?
"

"Well, sir, it's this way: I
have made the discovery, sir,

this morning, that this Smith,

as he called himself, was no
such person, but was an officer

in the English Army." Privit,

making this statement with

emphasis, waited a moment
to see the effect of it upon
his master.

Maximilian J. B., although
he was fairly subdued in the

presence of The Bud, was

absolutely in his element when
it came to dealing in the way
of business with his own sex.

He continued munching the

end of his cigar, and did not

even deign to turn round from
the window out of which he
was looking as his factotum
delivered himself of this

weighty statement.

"Waal?" queried the drug
magnate, without turning to-

wards his henchman.

"Well, I thought as you
might not have known the

fact, sir," said Privit, some-

what nettled that his porten-
tous statement should have
fallen so flat, and a little upset

by the business attitude which
his master exhibited.

" You may take it from me,
and straight at that, Mr Butler,
that when I choose to use a

British officer as my hired man,
it is no business of yours to

instruct me further than I

request. Now, I want you to

understand that it is a cinch

that I knew that that flunkey
with the big calves and the

clean-shaved lip was not of the

same class as you. That I

didn't make a smoke about it

is my business. Now, Mr
Butler," and he turned sharply
on his servitor, "who was this

James Smith? I am interro-

gating now."
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This unexpected and alto-

gether novel change of de-

meanour in his master quite
unnerved the pompous and

naturally servile John Privit,
who had been used, for the
last generation, to exercising
a judicious masculine control

over the household of a dear,

old, and confiding English lady.
In the arrival of the new dir-

ectorate in the house in South

Street, over which he had exer-

cised his influence so long, he
had not as yet found any ob-

struction to his mode of carry-

ing on the household. Matters
had remained much the same
as heretofore. The Woodruff

family had been entirely new
to English habits as exercised

in Mayfair. Moreover, Max-
imilian J. B. had not given
his mind to anything beyond
pleasurable retirement : Ameri-

oan-like, when he was doing
business he was a business

man; when he was holiday-

making he was a pleasure-
seeker. But the bomb that
had fallen into the midst of

his family circle, and the scene
he had witnessed in his daugh-
ter's boudoir, had so upset him,
that he immediately reverted
to that mental attitude which,
in his young days, had built for

him the almost fabulous for-

tune which he now enjoyed.
His change of front was so

galvanic that the old butler,

completely unprepared, was
instantly reduced to a cinder :

all he could do was to press
the crumpled paper which
Evans had left on his table
into the millionaire's hand,
while he himself subsided in

the farthest and darkest corner

of the room. Maximilian J. B.

took the paper.
" Geewhiz !

" he ejaculated,
as he read the address. "So
this, Mr Butler, is your late

helpmate ?
"

Privit gurgled an affirma-

tive. Mr Woodruff put the

paper down on his desk and
took two steps towards the

corner in which Privit had
effaced himself.

"Now, Mr Butler, I want

you to stock what I am going
to say right at the back of your
thinking-pan. I am ready to

wager that it would be worth
five pounds to any bum re-

porter to get hold of this story.
Now I am of this way of think-

ing, that if the War Depart-
ment folk were to get hold of

the story that one of their

army officers had been jump-
ing around this hutch doing
buck nigger's work, there would
be trouble to burn for one

Osborn Herries, as he calls

himself. Therefore it doesn't

take a hundred -ton steam
hammer to see that no part
of this story will find its way
into the filthy columns of your
gutter rags through the offi-

cers of the Imperial Dragoon
Guards. Do you follow ? Waal,
then, you take it from me that

the only way that it could be

known would be through this

household. Anyway, that is

the edge that I have got on
this tool of mine, and I want

you to stock it right straight
from me that if a word of this

fake appears in any newspaper
within the next six months, I

will dismiss without characters

the whole of this household,

and, Mr Butler, I will take
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stock of your wine-cellar before

I send you flitting. Good-day."
In the whole experience of

his domestic life John Privit

never remembered experiencing

quite the same sensation as he
felt during that brief interview
with his master which followed

upon the retirement of James
Smith, footman. Of one thing
at least the elderly butler was
certain as he made his way
back to his own room to col-

lect his thoughts, and that

was, if he had ever made a

mistake, it was when for three

months he had led himself to

believe that he was the strong
and moving influence in this

particular residence in South
Street.

" I guess I have banked that

furnace," said Mr Woodruff to

himself as he selected another

cigar, the first one having gone
out during the heat of his in-

terview with his butler, and

lighted it. In the few seconds
which had intervened between
the passage -of-arms betwixt
his daughters and his meeting
with John Privit, Maximilian
J. B., in his own delightful

phraseology, had figured out
the situation. As had been
his custom from his youth up-
wards, when, in the matter of

business, he picked out a line,

he wasted no time in tracing
its course through to the essen-

tials which were relevant to

the objects in hand. Having
lighted his cigar, Maximilian
J. B. put Herries's letter into

his pocket, passed into the

hall, collected his panama hat,
and turned out into the street.

As soon as he reached Park
Lane he summoned a hansom

and directed the cabby to take

him to Buckingham Gate.

The Honourable James Gal-

lagher had dropped into No.

18 Buckingham Gate, as he

drily put it, "to talk over

things." Herries had just
been explaining to him that,

at the Colonel's request, he
was debating whether he

would reconsider his decision

to leave the service and take

back his papers, or whether
he would carry out his orig-
inal design and take up a

political career. The Hon.
James was in the act of ad-

vising his brother officer to

give the country a little

further benefit of his mili-

tary services, when John

opened the door and an-

nounced " Maximilian J. B.

Woodruff."
The bluff grey-headed Cali-

fornian strolled into the centre

of the room.
" I must make my apologies,

gentlemen, for this intrusion."

Then, inclining with courtly

grace to the Hon. James, "My
business is pressing, and it is

with Mr Herries here."

Both the soldiers jumped
to their feet, and Herries had

given Gallagher a knowing
wink as soon as he realised

who his visitor was.

"Delighted, I am sure, to

welcome you here, Mr Wood-
ruff," said Herries, holding
out his hand and dropping at

once easily into the suave un-

ruffled ease of which he was
an adept.
The druggist millionaire put

his hands behind his back.

"Say, now, I am not look-

ing for trouble, young man;
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but up till forty -eight hours
ag 7OU were my hired man.
I should just like to know,
before I take your hand, the
best cue in the gag ; and, Mr
Herries, I should like to see

you alone. If there's to be

any shooting, we will call the

gentleman back."
Herries was not in the least

abashed by the attitude which
his visitor took up.

"
Certainly, my dear sir, you

have every right to demand
an explanation, and I am just
as ready to give it to you ;

but
I should prefer that you would
be seated first."

"That seems plum," an-

swered Woodruff,
" but I have

a hunch that if there's dirty
linen to be washed between

us, it would be better if we
had no witnesses. Perhaps
you would not care for this

gentleman here to know all

that has been happening dur-

ing the past three months."
Herries turned to the Hon.

James, who, at the moment,
was finding a bric-a-brao on
the mantelpiece interesting.
" I say, Jimmy, let me present
you to my good friend and
former master, Mr Woodruff,
of South Street, Park Lane
The Hon. James Gallagher.

It is only fit that you two
gentlemen should know each

other, as you, sir, have been
instrumental in Gallagher
winning 500 from me, while

Gallagher has been the means
by which I have been able to

be a member, however humble,
of your household."
The Californian looked from

one to the other ; Herries was
smiling good -

naturedly, but

the Hon. James's face was as

impassive as ever. With his

hands clasping his panama
hat tightly behind his back,
the millionaire turned again
to Herries. "

Now, sir, I must
insist, this is a matter on
which Maximilian J. B. is

not to be jollied. Just tell

me slick out from the main
sluice. Is this just a game
of spoof, or is it a plum
straight business ?

"

"If you will sit down, Mr
Woodruff, we will cease to

speak in riddles, and I will

do my best to explain to you
why I have thus taken ad-

vantage of your confidence."
" I tell you, young man, that

I will not curve a knee in this

room until you have told me
the story," answered the mil-

lionaire, planting his feet

firmly on the carpet.
"So be it," Herries rejoined

good-naturedly.
" It was only

for your own convenience that
I suggested you should sit : if

you prefer to hear the story

standing, you must not accuse
me of trifling with you."

" My comfort, or discomfort,
cuts no ice anyway," replied
Woodruff. "Now, let's on
with the dance."

Herries then briefly outlined

the whole of the story, and as

he finished up he again held

out his hand to his former
master. " And now, sir, all

that is left for me to do is

to apologise, which I do most

sincerely, for having caused

you any inconvenience through
this unfortunate bet of ours ;

and I feel sure that my good
friend, James Gallagher here,
will join issue with me in
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making the apology. This

we can promise, at least, that,
as far as we are concerned,

only one other officer in our

regiment knows the details of

our bet, and, for reasons which
I need not go into here, but
which I feel, sir, you in your
generosity will understand,
there is not the smallest

chance of any publicity being

given to your name and to

that of your residence."

It was evident that the nar-

ration of the story had touched

the Californian's sporting in-

stinct: his small eyes sparkled
as the story was unfolded, and
at the close of the peroration
he seized his late footman by
the hand and shook it warmly.
"Put your hand right here,

bully, I say. I am right glad
to know you, Mr Herries, and

mighty proud that I am with
a clear conscience able to take

your hand and thank you for

that little episode in the Park,
of which I only heard yester-

day. Right glad am I to meet

you, Mr Gallagher ;
and if you

would ever like to have a bite

of tarrapin, or a corner of

pie, why, turn into our little

lean-to in South Street."

"Talking of lunch," said

Herries, as the air cleared,
"what do you say, Jimmy, to

a stroll down to the Cavalry
and giving Mr Woodruff a
lunch ?

"
Then, turning to

the millionaire, he added, "It
will give me great pleasure,

sir, if you will come and
lunch with me at my
Club."
"I should be very happy.

I knew I was right when I

heard the story from the
kids to-day."
With that lunch Herries

made his peace with the
titular head of the Woodruff

me'nage.

(To be continued.)
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE HILABITY OP LONDON MARK TWAIN's MESSAGE OF MIRTH THE
LIMITATIONS OF HUMOUR AN OBVIOUS INCONGRUITY THE EXAMPLE
OP THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY COTTON AND BRIDGES ' LIFE ON
THE MISSISSIPPI

' THE TALENT OF MARK TWAIN THE SIN OF

EXAGGERATION PAGEANTS AND SPORTS.

FOB the last month London
has suffered from a violent

attack of hilarity. Painfully
she has held her poor sides.

So fiercely has she rocked with

noisy laughter that her public
monuments have been in

danger of destruction. For
Mark Twain has been in her

midst, and has transmitted,

through the voices of obsequi-
ous journalists, his messages of

mirth. And Mark Twain is

a humourist, a simple truth
which nobody is permitted to

forget. He is a humourist
who cannot open his mouth
without provoking the wonder
of the world, and, thanks to the

industry of energetic reporters,
we have not lost one single

pearl of his speech.
It is not Mark's fault, Mark

they call him, to prove their

familiarity, nor the fault of

the reporters, if a word spoken
by the humourist has escaped
us. All the world knows that

the sublime heights of fun were
climbed when Mark Twain re-

ferred happily to his own
funeral. The compositors who
set up this brilliant sally were
so keenly conscious of their

privilege that they fitted the

master's incongruity with a

bold series of misprints. Mark
Twain designing his own funer-

al ! Isn't it funny ? Lives there
a curmudgeon who will refrain

from laughter when he hears

of it? Still gayer was the

phantasy which accused Mark
Twain of stealing the Ascot
Gold Cup. There's imagina-
tion for you ! There's a pretty
invention ! Fleet Street ac-

cepted the joke as one man,
and it will be surprising if the

great man's luggage is not
ransacked for the lost treasure

by the Customs officers of his

free and independent father-

land.

At last the humourist has
left these shores. The echo of

his last joke has died away,
though the throats of his

admirers are still husky with

appreciative laughter. And
so well did London play her

part that if he rang his

bell or asked for a lucifer

match, the neighbourhood of

Dover Street palpitated with
excitement. Unhappily, upon
this enthusiasm, as upon most

others, time has and will have
a chastening effect. Our ex-

hausted capital is beginning
to understand that it can have
too much of a good joke, and
that nothing stales so rapidly
as the thing called "humour."
Humour" as a solid quality

and a lucrative trade is of

modern invention. The an-

cients knew well that its effect

was an effect of light and
shade. They were humorous
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in flashes, and their humour
was infinitely enhanced, be-

cause it was set against a

background of gravity. To be

funny at all hours and in all

places is as vile a sin against
taste as it would be to dissolve

in floods of tears before strang-
ers. The great men who dared
to laugh in an earlier age than
ours laughed in moderation
and with a wise purpose.

Aristophanes and Lucian,
Chaucer and Rabelais, Shake-

speare and Fielding, are the

true humourists of the world.

They did not jest and jibe out

of season. They held up folly
to ridicule, not to amuse the

groundlings, but to reveal, in

a sudden blaze of light, the

eternal truths of wisdom and

justice. Their humour is pre-
cious on account of its parsi-

mony. They do not at every
turn slap their reader on the

back and assure him that there

is nothing congruous in the

visible world. Of the irrever-

ence that turns whatever is

beautiful or noble into a stupid

jest they knew nothing. They
kept their humour in its proper
place ; they used it for a wise

purpose ; they did not degrade
it to catch an easy round of

applause ; and, fortunately for

them, they are to-day refused

the august title of humourist,
which sits so appositely upon
the shoulders of Mark Twain.
The essence of humour is

that it should be unexpected.
The modern humourist is never

unexpected. He beats the

drum from the moment at
which he appears upon the

stage. He does not cease to

beat it until he quits the stage
for the last time. His mouth

is always awry, as though he
fed upon sour apples, and he
demands that his auditors also

should twist their lips. From
morning till night he grins

through a horse-collar, and is

surprised if all the world does

not applaud his grimaces. To
the rash fellow who confesses

that he does not understand
his fun, the professional
humourist has a ready answer.
He tells the wretch, with a

shrug of pity, that he has no
sense of humour, and has no

right to criticise wholesome

ribaldry. The boot, of course,
is on the other leg. The pro-
fessional humourist is the one

person to whom the proper
exercise of humour is forbidden,
and he does but add insult to

injury when he dares to criti-

cise his victim's understanding.
Yet the professional humour-

ist to-day inherits the earth.

He is the most popular of

God's creatures. He has his

own "organs," in which he
makes a desperate attempt to

look at all things from a

ridiculous point of view. He
assures you, with a sentimental

leer, that his fun is always
amiable, as though amiability
were a sufficient atonement for

an imbecile lack of taste. He
is prepared to tickle you with
his jokes from early morn to

nightfall, and he has been so

grossly flattered that he be-

lieves there is a positive virtue

in his antics. He is perfectly
convinced that he is doing
good, and he needs very little

persuasion to believe that he
is the only regenerator of man-
kind. Gradually, too, he is

encroaching upon all the pro-
fessions which are not legiti-
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mately his own. The pulpit
knows him, and the senate.

"Worse still, he has invaded the

Courts of Law, and sits grin-

ning upon the bench at his

own ineptitude, which appears
to the obsequious barristers,
who hope some day to wear
his cap and bells, to sparkle
with the brilliance of true

Attic wit.

The secret of modern humour
is revealed to all. Its basis is

an obvious incongruity. Not
the subtle Trapa 7rpo<ro/ciav of

the ancients, not a whimsical
turn of phrase or twist of

idea, which surprises us in

the masters, but a coarse,
crass confusion of past with

present or of grave with gay.
Its inventors, we regret to

remind our readers, were Eng-
lishmen, aided and abetted by
such Frenchmen as Motteux
and D'Urfey, who were driven
to these shores before or at
the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes, and whose native

gaiety was not wholly ex-

tinguished by the persecutions
endured by their fathers. Tom
Brown the Facetious and the
Inimitable Ned Ward were
characteristic innovators. In-

spired by joyousness and

brandy, they laughed to scorn
life and all its works. They
were as cheerful a pair of

ruffians as ever beat the

pavement of a populous city
since the infamous creatures
of Petronius went splendidly
upon the pad. They knew
London as they knew their

pockets, and they haunted the
taverns with a zeal and an

understanding worthy of their

high purpose and higher spir-
its. They recall the beggar-

students of an earlier age, or

the poets who, in Elizabeth's

time, brought their plays to

the Bankside. Ned Ward,
inn -

keeper though he was,
had still a regard for letters,

and Tom Brown was a real

scholar. His style was flip-

pant ; his muse was ever down
at heel, and wore a dressing-

gown; his prose was alive

with the slang of the gutter
and the quip of the street

corner. But when he took up
his pen his mind went back
to Lucian and to Horace ;

he

kept always in the great
tradition ;

and though he was
determined to laugh at all

things, he had too quick a

sense of his art to be a

humourist and nothing more.

Nevertheless, he sowed the

seeds of the easy incongruity
which has debauched the hum-
our of to-day. He delighted in

such mock-heroic exercises as an
" Oration in praise of Drunken-

ness," and he taught the world
to believe that nothing was

beyond the reach of jocular-

ity. One of the earliest of

our comic reporters, he wore
the cap and bells with a light

indifference, and, Ned Ward
aiding him, he understood that

the journal and pamphlet were
a useful substitute for the gen-

erosity of patrons. Had they
lived under the Tudors or early
Stuarts, Brown andWard would
have been jesters at court or in

a country house. They would
have worn the livery of king
or duke, and repaid the mu-
nificence of their masters with
a licensed effrontery. The lib-

eral age of Anne threw them

upon the people, and they forced

their note to suit the foolish
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rufflers who bought their wares.

Thus they showed the way, and
their descendants in the world
of humour have been only too

ready to follow them.

Humour, in this baser sense,

is a foolish travesty of life
;
and

before Brown split the sides of

Grub Street, Charles Cotton,
fisherman and Cockney, had al-

ready converted travesty into a

form of literature. If the poor
humourists of to-day descend
in one line from Tom Brown,
in another they may trace

their pedigree back to the ad-

mirable Cotton. Now Cotton,
as became a gentleman of his

education and pursuits, founded
his humour upon the classics.

He treated Virgil and Lucian

precisely as the modern Yankee
treats the older civilisation of

Europe. He translated them
into his own lingo, and asked

you to laugh with him at

them. He delighted to trick

out the heroes of antiquity
in his own poor fustian, and
as his knowledge of slang
was as great as his daring,
the result is often ludicrous.

A passage or two in illustra-

tion will make the purpose of

the old travesties as clear as

daylight. Here is Dido's ad-

dress of farewell to ^Eneas in

Cotton's version :

"But I'll waste on thee no more Breath,
For whom theWind, that fumes beneath,
Is far too sweet : Avaunt, thou Slave !

Thou lying coney-catching Knave,
Be moving, do as thou hast told me !

Nobody here intends to hold thee !

Go : seek thy Farm, I hope 'twill be
I' th' very bottom of the Sea :

But shd'st thou 'scape, and not in Dike
lie

Drown'd like a Puppy, as 'tis likely,
Since in the Proverb old 'tis found,
Who's born to hang, will ne'er be

drowned ;

Yet shd'st thou not be much the nigher
I'll haunt thee like a going Fire,

As soon as I can turn to a Ghost,
Which will be in a week at most."

That is a fair specimen of

Cotton's familiar style, and
Cotton had many imitators.

His contempt for grandeur,
which is characteristic of the

Cockney spirit, was emulated

by many ingenious writers.

The example which he set was
followed for a century and

more, and the best of his

pupils handled the style with
an even greater effrontery
than his. Perhaps none of

them, in ease of manner or

bold anachronism, exceeded

Bridges, whose burlesque
translation of Homer is still

ranked among
" curiosities

"
in

the catalogues. It is thus that

in Bridges' version Agamemnon
rates the angry Achilles :

"The general gave him tit for tat,

And answer'd, cocking first his hat,

Go, and be hang'd, you blust'ring

whelp,

Pray, who the murrain wants your
help?

When you are gone, I know there are

Col'nels sufficient for the war,
Militia bucks that know no fears,

Brave fishmongers and auctioneers ;

Besides, great Jove will fight for us,

What need we then this mighty fuss ?

Thou lov'st to quarrel, fratch, and

jangle,
To scold and swear, and fight and

wrangle.
Great strength thou hast, and pray

what then?
Art thou so stupid, canst not ken,
The gods that ev'ry thing can see

Give strength to bears as well as thee ?
"

There in its origin and in its

purpose is the whole of modern
humour. The same flippant

impertinence which distresses

us in the works of popular
Americans is already alive and
alert. The same confusion of
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ancient and modern is already

designed to evoke a hasty
chuckle. We do not mean
that the imitation is conscious ;

we do not suppose that Mark
Twain or his predecessors ever

heard the name of Charles

Cotton ; but when once the

spirit of contempt for grave
and reverend things was

evoked, the worst enormities

of contemporary humour were
obvious and natural.

The end and aim of Mark
Twain, then, are the end and
aim of Cotton and Bridges.
For him the art of Europe and
the chivalry of King Arthur
serve the purpose of Virgil and
Homer. He travesties them
with a kind of malignant joy.
He brings whatever time has
honoured down to the level of

a Yankee drummer. In ' The
Innocents Abroad' he sets a

slur of commonness upon
beauty and splendour. With
the vanity of a crude civilisa-

tion he finds every custom
ridiculous that does not con-

form with the standard of the

United States. The restraints

of honour are food for his

mirth. He holds his sides

when he thinks of the old

masters. They are not brought
down to this our date. Nor
does he understand that there

are certain institutions, certain

manifestations of genius, which
should be sacred even for the

jester. Newness is not the only
virtue known to the world, and
he who laughs at what is old,

merely because it is old, proves
a lack of intelligence which no

whimsicality can excuse.

In other words, Mark Twain
the humourist is a bull in the
china -shop of ideas. He at-

tempts to destroy what he
could never build up, and as-

sumes that his experiment is

eminently meritorious. When,
as in 'A Yankee at the Court
of King Arthur,' he gave full

rein to his fancy, he achieved
such a masterpiece of vulgarity
as the world has never seen.

His book gives you the same
sort of impression which you
might receive from a beautiful

picture over which a poisonous
slug had crawled. The hint

of magnificence is there, piti-

lessly deformed and defaced.

That Mark Twain is in perfect

sympathy with his creature is

perfectly evident. He frankly
prefers Hartford, Conn., to

Camelot. He believes that in

all respects his native land is

superior to the wisest and
noblest society that the eye of

Arthur saw or any other eye
has seen. He is sure that re-

finement and "
gentility

" were
unknown before his own time.

The Knights of the Kound
Table, he declares, used words
which would have made a

Comanche blush. " Indeli-

cacy is too mild a term to

convey the idea." In our own
nineteenth century, he informs

us,
" the earliest samples of the

real lady and real gentleman
discoverable in English history

or in European history, for

that matter may be said to

have made their appearance."
That is what it is to be a

humourist. But even if we per-
mit the humour we must still

question the historical accuracy
of the statement, and regret
that Mark Twain ever thought
it necessary to comment upon
the ancients, against whom he
cherishes a fierce antipathy.
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His verbal humour, if less

reckless than his history, is far

more dismally deplorable. Here
is his comment upon Merlin :

" He is always blethering
around in my way, everywhere
I go ; he makes me tired. He
don't amount to shucks as a

magician." Who can resist

this amazing humour? And
again, who, save a churl, would
refuse the tribute of a laugh to

the following exquisite criticism

of the same wonder-worker?
"Merlin's stock was flat,"

writes Mark Twain,
" the King

wanted to stop his wages : he
even wanted to banish him;
but I interfered. I said he
would be useful to work the

weather, and attend to small

matters like that, and I would

give him a lift now and then
when his poor little parlour-

magic soured on him." Isn't

there a snigger in every word
of it? And before this bril-

liancy must we not confess

that humour, like delicacy and
all the other virtues, made its

first appearance in the nine-

teenth century and in America ?

This monstrous incongruity
demands two qualities for its

indulgence : a perfect self-

esteem, and an exaggerated
common-sense. No one who is

not confident that he engrosses
the graces can affect to find

pleasure in thus insulting the

past. No one whose sense is

not common in all respects
can apply all the resources of a

vulgar logic to the creations of

fancy and emotion. That Mark
Twain is fully equipped for his

purpose is only too clear. His
humour and his talk alike pro-
claim it. And it is the more

pitiful, because he has a talent

which stands in need of no folly
for its embellishment. Had he
never cut a joke, had he re-

frained always from grinning
at grave and beautiful things,
how brilliant a fame would
have been his ! When you are

tired of his irreverence, when
you have deplored his noisy

jibes, when his funeral and his

theft of the cup alike pall

upon your spirit, take down
his 'Life on the Mississippi,'
and see what perfect sincerity
and a fine sympathy can ac-

complish. Mark Twain writes

of the noble river as one who
knows its every change and
chance. Yet he writes of it

with an austere restraint and
without any desire to humanise
it out of its proper character.

And there is humour, too, in

his descriptions, not the tor-

tured humour of a later day,
but humour sufficient to play,
like light upon shade, in the

grave places of his history. As
he says himself, he loved the

pilot's profession far better

than any he has followed

since, and his love and under-

standing shine in every page
of his masterpiece. As the

river kept no secrets from him,
so his quick memory enabled
him to recover the impressions
of his youth. To cite his own
expressive words,

" The face of

the water, in time, became a

wonderful book a book which
was a dead language to the un-

educated passenger, but which
told its mind to me without

reserve, delivering its most
cherished secrets as clearly as

if it uttered them with a voice.

And it was not a book to

be read once and thrown aside,

for it had a new story to tell
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every day. . . . There was
never so wonderful a book
written by man." In this

passage Mark Twain strikes

the real note of his life and ex-

perience. With equal truth he
tells us at what cost he acquired
this deep knowledge of the river

and its moods. " Now, when I

had mastered the language of

this water," says he,
" and had

come to know every trifling
feature that bordered the great
river as familiarly as I knew
the letters of the alphabet, I

had made a valuable acquisi-
tion. But I had lost some-

thing, too. I had lost some-

thing which could never be
restored to me while I lived.

All the grace, the beauty, the

poetry had gone out of the

majestic river. I still keep in

mind a certain wonderful sun-

set which I witnessed when
steam-boating was new to me.
. . . But, as I have said, a day
came when I began to cease

from noting the glories and the

charms which the moon and
the sun and the twilight

wrought upon the river's face :

another day came, when I

ceased altogether to note them."
Yet the very fact that Mark
Twain recognised the change
which had come over his vision

is the best proof that he sub-

mitted willingly to the marvel-

lous spell of the river. His
mental process was the reverse

of Wordsworth's. Wordsworth
learned

"To look on nature, not as in the

hour
Of thoughtless youth ; but hearing

oftentimes

The still, sad music of humanity,
Not harsh nor grating, though of ample

power
To chasten and subdue."

Mark Twain, on the other hand,
heard " the still, sad music of

humanity" when he but half

knew the river. A profounder
knowledge silenced the music,
and persuaded him to own,
with sincerity, that he gazed
upon the sunset scene without

rapture, but with the under-

standing of an intimate.

The author of 'Life on the

Mississippi' was also the crea-

tor of Tom Sawyer and Huck
Finn, two boys who will sur-

vive to cast shame upon all the

humour of America. And it is

for the sake of a genuine talent

that we deplore Mark Twain's
studied antics. It should not

have been for him to light the

thorns which crackle under the

pot. It should not have been
for him to encourage the gross

stupidity of his fellows. The
moderation of one who has
known men and rivers should

have been revealed to all the

world. But Mark Twain, in

submitting to the common
demand, shares the general
love of exaggeration.

" Govern
a great country as you would
cook a small fish," said the

Chinese philosopher; "that is,

do not overdo it." The tend-

ency of to-day is to overdo all

things. Humour, which should

be a relief, and nothing more, is

now an end in itself. No ex-

periment is made in any art or

science but it must become a

custom. Some years since an

ingenious stage - manager in-

vented what he was pleased
to term a pageant. It was an

attempt to reconstruct the life

of an ancient town, to recover

from the past the parti-coloured

trappings and the forgotten

background of history. Then
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every town, every village, must

enjoy the pomp of the Middle

Age. Peasants grow learned

in costume and babble of

"colour - schemes," whatever
those may be. Even an
ancient and honoured univer-

sity has fallen so far beneath
the level of its dignity as to

connive at the creation of a
vast circus, and to provide a
book of the words for a trif-

ling performance. And the

pageant, which might have
served a useful end if handled
with restraint and discretion,
is plainly destined to be killed

by ridicule.

And above all, the folly of

exaggeration may be noted in

our sports. If an English
eight or an English eleven

suffer defeat, it is proclaimed
far and wide that England
is in decay. The newspapers
howl inappositely, and ask
the groaners to explain the
ruin of their country. They
forget that the sports upon
which we pride ourselves are

worth pursuing for their own
sakes, and that it is only the

professional who believes that

victory alone justifies his ex-

ertion. A few weeks ago a

Belgian crew carried off the
Grand Challenge Cup from

Henley. Its most dangerous
opponent was the Leander

Club, whose eight was com-

posed of oarsmen from Oxford
and Cambridge. The race was
as good as conflicting courage
and energy could make it, and
the mere fact that the better

crew won after a closely con-

tested struggle has suggested
to an idle press a mournful

commentary, which is a clear

negation of sportsmanship. In
the first place, it is a regatta
which is held at Henley,
not an international meeting.
The honour and enterprise of

nations are not there put to

a final test. If England and

Belgium are to try conclusions,

they must not meet in a sprint
at Henley ; they must fight it

out, after due training, between

Putney and Mortlake. And if

the course at Henley is ill

fitted for an international

battle, so also are the condi-

tions of the meeting. The

eight men, who represented
not England but the Leander

Club, had so little thought of

their national responsibility
that they rowed for their col-

leges or for themselves both
before and after their race

with the Belgians. They went
to Henley not to defend their

country against all comers, but
to get what enjoyment they
could from the sport of rowing.
But a simple understanding is

not enough for this age. Ex-

aggeration rules in sport, as

it rules in humour. The
amateur is blamed if he
do not cultivate the vices of

the specialist. The American
critic assures us that the sole

object of a game is to win,
and our journals agree with
the American critic. Some
day there will be a reaction,
and then it will be recognised
that pleasure counts in life

as much as success, and that

solid blocks of humour are as

blatant an outrage upon good
sense as a daily pageant, or

as games played with no other

aim than by hook or by crook
to snatch a victory.
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DISAFFECTION IN INDIA.

BY SIR EDWARD FITZGERALD LAW, K. C.S.I., K.C.M.G.

THE spread of disturbance
in India need not cause any
immediate alarm as regards
the possibility of maintaining
order in the affected provinces.
The forces at the disposal of

the Government of India, if

used with discretion and firm-

ness, are fully sufficient to

check anything in the nature
of sporadic risings of a people
among whom but few firearms

are to be found, and whose

grievances, where not purely

imaginary and the invention
of unscrupulous agitators, are

not serious or of a kind to in-

duce men to run personal risks.

The arrest of the principal

agitators and a sufficient dis-

play of force should be suffi-

cient to maintain order in

present circumstances. The

really disquieting feature is

the fact that the widespread
spirit of unrest and discontent
which has been manifested

proves that there must be
certain serious defects in our

system of government ;
whilst

the existence of a large class

of professional agitators, the
wide circulation of an inflam-

matory press, and the devel-

opment of communications,
are all factors which daily in-

crease the facilities for the

spread of sedition.

I propose to discuss what
appear to me to be the more
serious causes 'of disaffection,
and the possibility of apply-
ing suitable remedies. I be-

lieve that a faulty system of

education, the licence ad-

mitted to a gutter press, the

lowering of British prestige

by a series of untoward in-

cidents, and the want of touch

between officials and the people,
have been the principal causes

of the spread and manifesta-

tion of a regrettable spirit of

disaffection.

As regards education, there

is an Educational Department,
one of numerous subordinate

departments under the Indian
Home Department, which is

represented in the Govern-
ment of India by the Member
of Council for the Home De-

partment. This officer, com-

monly called the " Home
Member," is an Indian civilian

selected for his experience and

capacity in provincial adminis-

tration ; and, whilst generally
an excellent administrator, he

rarely has any special interest

in education, or the particular

qualifications desirable in the

man responsible for the educa-

tion of the youth of India.

Under the Indian Home Mem-
ber are the secretary and as-

sistant secretaries in his de-

partment, and all matters to

be dealt with filter through
the usual bureaucratic chan-
nels to the secretary, who
submits them with his own
views to his chief. If the
chief has no particular in-

terest in a question, the

opinion of the secretary pre-

vails, unless a strong and in-

terested Viceroy takes a line

of his own and carries the

other members of the Coun-
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oil with him in a question of

large importance which comes
before the Government of

India in Council. But there

is no guarantee for either the

secretary or the Viceroy being
more interested in educational

matters or better qualified to

deal with them than the Home
Member, and it is certain that
the time and energy of all

high officials are always so

fully taken up with numerous

pressing and responsible duties

that, failing special interest,
educational questions are likely
to be decided by minor officials

from the purely bureaucratic

point of view, which is fre-

quently obstructive to innova-

tion, and displays a deep-
rooted faith in the religious
observance of regulations and

precedents and keeping down
expenditure.
But these are not the only

circumstances which place ob-

stacles in the way of improve-
ment in the educational system.
No part of India is under the

direct authority of the central

government. The country is

divided up into provinces, each
of which is directly adminis-

tered by a local government.
The administrative machinery
of a local government includes

a superior educational officer;
and if, for reasons which have
been pointed out, the central

government is unlikely to be

very keen about educational

questions, such questions are,
as a rule, likely to interest

local governments still less,

with the result that the views

put forward as those of the
local government concerned

may be simply those of the

provincial education officer, and

these may possibly be more
or less biassed by a feeling of

opposition to any intervention

by the central authority. In

any case, the education officers

have, until recently, been re-

cruited from a class which, too

frequently, possessed neither

the scholastic nor other quali-
fications desirable in those who
were to form and guide the

youth of India. And this is

not surprising, considering the

inferiority of the positions they
were invited to fill. Of the

directors of public instruction,
the heads of education in their

respective provinces, only three

can reach a maximum fixed

pay of Bs. 2500 a-month
; whilst

among civilians, a collector of

the first grade receives Us. 2250,
a commissioner Us. 2900, and
a chief secretary to Govern-
ment in Bengal Rs. 3333,
with every possibility for really

superior men to reach much
higher posts and emoluments.
A director of public instruction,
as educational adviser to the

provincial government, fulfils

the same class of duties as the

provincial chief engineer who
advises in the Public Works

Department, or as an inspector-

general of police, but both of

these officials are paid consider-

ably more than the education

officer.

The fact is that the educa-

tion officers have been, with

intent, kept in a distinctly
subordinate position. The di-

rector has no direct access to

the governor of the province,
and can only address the local

government through a chief

secretary who is overburdened
with other business, and who,
as I have already pointed out,
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may feel no personal interest

in educational questions. It is

true that latterly a new system
has been adopted for the re-

cruitment of education officers,

and some very promising young
men have joined the junior

ranks, but, when they realise

their position as regards official

and consequent social standing,
it is to be feared that the echo
of their inevitable disappoint-
ment will deter others of similar

qualifications from joining the

service. I cannot believe in

any permanent improvement
until the directors have direct

access to the chief executive

officer in their respective pro-
vinces and a sensible increase

of salary in the higher ranks.

These are the difficulties in

the situation which affect the
control of education and the

introduction of suitable re-

forms. Lord Curzon, with
characteristic energy, endeav-
oured to forestall the probable
objections of the provincial
governments to proposed
changes by summoning repre-
sentatives from the various

provinces to a great educa-
tional conference in Simla,
and presiding himself over

prolonged meetings, attended

by more than twenty officials

and others connected with edu-

cation. The unavoidable pro-

lixity of the discussions, and
the numerous other urgent
calls on the time of the Vice-

roy, resulted, however, in the

practical abandonment of any
serious attempt to deal with
the all-important branches of

primary and technical educa-

ti.n, and the labours of the

Conference, and of the commit-
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCII.

tee subsequently appointed to

travel through the country and
formulate proposals, led to

nothing more important than
the production of the much-
criticised Universities Bill. I

would not venture a personal

opinion on the merits of this

Bill, but it raised a storm of

opposition among educated
Indians interested in the ques-

tion, and also much local ill-

feeling against what was con-

sidered an unnecessary en-

deavour to force the various

universities in different pro-
vinces to adopt one and the
same system as regards their

governing bodies. One thing
the University Bill did not do

it did not provide for the

selection of youths fitted to

profit by such education as the

universities give ; and, more-

over, it did not provide for the

giving of a practical education

suited to fit the student to earn
his living after leaving the

university. I am strongly of

opinion that the absence of

such provision is a radical defect

in the Indian university system,
and that this defect has in-

duced the gravest and most pre-

judicial political consequences.
The question should be seri-

ously considered whether the

time has not arrived for aban-

doning the policy of imparting
only a liberal education in

favour of the development of

more technical education, which
in present economic circum-

stances would be more useful

than the university course now
followed.

The Indian university system
has been devised and modelled,
and even its latest modifi-

T
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cations have been adopted,
under the guidance of English
university men, sometimes of

great distinction as scholars,
and all deeply convinced of the

merits of the system in which

they have been brought up,
and faithful to the traditions

of their English universities,
of which they are so justly

proud. But there is no re-

semblance between the class

of men who enter Oxford and

Cambridge and the candidates
for admission, say, to the Cal-

cutta University; neither is

there any resemblance between
the motives and aspirations
which respectively induce the

young Indian and the young
Englishman to seek a univer-

sity education. It may safely
be said that the object of the

young Indian, in the great
majority of cases, has been to

qualify for admission to Gov-
ernment service, coupled at

times with an ill-defined though
laudable ambition to acquire
knowledge and to rise superior
to his natural surroundings.
None of these considerations are

likely to influence the ordinary
Oxford or Cambridge under-

graduate. They are, however,
on all fours with those which
send young Russians to their

universities. What is suitable

for the Englishman is not

necessarily suitable for the
Indian or Russian

;
and the sys-

tem devised to meet the require-
ments of the Englishman is in

nearly every respect unsuited
to the Indian and Russian. In
Russia it produced the nihilist

;

in India it has produced his

Indian counterpart, the ill-

informed and dangerously lo-

quacious political agitator.

As in Russia, so in India, the

great employer of educated
labour is the Government, and
the youth who seeks employ-
ment in any but the very
lowest grades of Government
service must have a university

diploma. The Indian Govern-
ment thus not only encourages
but practically forces the

young man who desires to

improve his position to en-

deavour to enter a university ;

and, whilst the university
course can fit him for no other

walk in life than Government

service, in my opinion it fails

to properly prepare him for

even that. In these circum-

stances the disappointed young
man who fails to obtain a

qualifying diploma at the uni-

versity, and the still more

disappointed one who, having
obtained the diploma, is unable

to secure a Government post,
becomes a discontented and
often dangerous member of

society. He considers himself

greatly superior to his fellows,

and attributes to the wrong-
headedness or malevolence of

the Government his failure to

establish that superiority in a

practical t.e., in a lucrative

manner.
The native of India, and par-

ticularly the Bengali Hindoo,
is not trained to reason or

to think for himself. He has

a marvellous memory, he is

industrious in learning any-

thing and everything by heart,
and he has a certain smartness

in preparing himself for an
examination on specially de-

fined and limited subjects ;
but

if he is asked a question which
cannot be answered otherwise

than by a more or less literal
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quotation from a text-book, he
is very frequently nonplussed.
A good story illustrating this

defective training is that of

the teacher who, being asked
how far his pupils were
advanced in Euclid, said with

pride that many of them had
learned several books, and that

the only mistakes they some-

times made were in forgetting
where one problem ended and
the next one began. But this

is not the only kind of defect

in the English education of the

native. At an early stage of

acquaintance with Western

ideas, the Indian generally
breaks away from the tradi-

tions of his forefathers and all

the steadying principles of re-

spect for parents and author-

ity which they inculcate. He
frequently adopts Herbert

Spencer and Stuart Mill as

his prophets, without the

counterpoise of the precepts
of the Christian religion teach-

ing submission to Csesar,

reciprocal obligations to the

neighbour, and the fulfilment

of duty in that state of life to

which God may be pleased
to call him. Without this

counterpoise or that of his

abandoned Indian conservative

tradition, his studies of the

great modern writers disturb

the balance of his untrained

mind, and too often all that he
is capable of learning from his

favourite authors is an ex-

aggerated spirit of individual-

ism and negation of authority
which are the immediate

stepping-stones to Nihilism.

In common justice I must
here state that, notwithstand-

ing my severe criticisms on the

ordinary results of the class of

education now offered to young
Indians desirous of entering
Government service, I have
had the pleasure of finding

among several of the Indian
officials of the Indian Finance

Department excellent solid

brains and capacity. There
are now men, including
Bengalis, serving the Govern-
ment of India who are

thoroughly fitted to take a

high place in any European
administration, and who need
not fear Western competition.
I must, however, add the quali-
fication that nearly all such
men whom I have met have

belonged to old families of recog-
nised standing in the native

community. I am not sure

that men of this class always
receive the full measure of pro-
motion which, in my opinion, is

advisable and is their due.

It is with considerable diffi-

dence that I venture to suggest
some possible remedies for the

unfortunate situation I have
described ;

but it is a barren
labour to confine oneself en-

tirely to criticism. The first

remedy is, I believe, to select

the classes from which univer-

sity students should be drawn.
I think that university educa-
tion can be safely given to all

young men of means, and that

special facilities for obtaining
it should be given to all those

whose intellectual capacity ap-

pears to offer some reasonable

guarantee that they would

profit by higher education, but
who cannot afford the expense.
The social standing of young
men of independent fortune will

as a rule prevent their suffering
from what I may call "uni-

versity intoxication
"

;
that is,
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the idea, readily acquired, that

they are both immensely su-

perior to their non-university
fellow - countrymen, and that

they have fitted themselves to

hold the highest places in the

Administration. Relatively few
of the wealthier classes seek

employment in the Government

service, and they are therefore

not disappointed at the inevit-

able failure of Government to

provide posts answering to

the ambitions of all who are

theoretically qualified. But the

free admission to the univer-

sities of all young men of the

upper classes who may be ready
to pay fees which would prove

prohibitive to the poorer mass
would by no means satisfy all

requirements ;
the universities

should be open to all alike, rich

or poor, if the result of the

education to be received can
make them more useful and
therefore better citizens. I

would deprecate nothing more

strongly than the exclusion of

the struggling but capable

young men. There are excellent

brains in India, and it is an

imperative duty to discover

them and to afford them every

opportunity for useful develop-
ment.
The question is how the

superior intellects are to be

discovered and how utilised, and
this is a difficult problem. I fear

that the first step must neces-

sarily be the selection, on the

special recommendation of their

teachers, of the most promising
lads in the different provinces ;

but as such selection, in spite
of all the instructions which

might be given, would almost

certainly be mainly based on

capacity to pass examinations

of the competitive type, it

would, I think, be necessary to

appoint a very special board,

having larger and more prac-
tical ideas than the ordinary
examiner, who should test as

far as possible the general

qualifications of the candidates

recommended by provincial
authorities. Further, it would
be desirable that those whom
this special board might select

should, under their general

supervision, undergo a year's

probationary course of training
as a further test of their general
fitness, on the understanding
that should they, at any time

during the year, fail to satisfy
their instructors, they would be

dismissed, whilst those who
continued to give satisfaction

would finally enter the uni-

versities at the expense of the

State. I attach the greatest

importance to a probationary
period, because it would permit
of sifting and rejection before

youths had reached an age at

which it becomes difficult to

make an altogether fresh start.

It will probably be objected
to my proposal that the result

of admitting to the univer-

sities, free of charge, all those

who might desire to enter and
be approved as fitted to pro-
fit by higher education, would
be to create a too heavy
charge on Government rev-

enues, and to overcrowd the

universities. I cannot for a

moment admit such objections.
The advantages of a univer-

sity course should be offered

free of charge to all Indians

capable of profiting thereby,
but unable to pay the fees,

and if the universities became
overcrowded they should be
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extended or additional ones

founded. As to the cost to

the State, I would point out
that out of the Indian annual

budget, amounting to ap-

proximately 74,000,000, only
some 2,000,000 are devoted
to education, whilst out of a

budget of about 144,000,000
in the United Kingdom, very
nearly 17,000,000 are spent
on education.

Assuming that a lad recom-

mended from the provinces,
and accepted by the special

board, continued to show

promise throughout his year's

probation, it is of the highest

importance that the university
course provided at the expense
of the State should fully fit

him for a future career, useful

to his fellow-citizens and prof-
itable to himself. To secure

this, it must once for all be

recognised by the educational
authorities that a univer-

sity course is a means to

an end, and not an end in

itself, whilst to-day they ap-
pear to hold an exactly con-

trary opinion. Incredible as

the following story may seem,
I can vouch for its authen-

ticity. Not very long ago, a
member of the Government

having observed that the

young men entering his de-

partment with the usual uni-

versity diplomas appeared to

be very poorly qualified by
their education for the special
work they were called upon
to perform, inquired carefully
into the system of examin-
ation under which they had
been selected for employment,
and discovered that it in-

cluded no test of capacity in

the practical subjects dealt

with in his department; he

therefore, with great care,

elaborated a curriculum for

examination which, in the

opinion of the ehief officers

of the department, would

fairly meet requirements. It

was difficult to suppose that

any other authority could

understand better than the de-

partment concerned what was

required,; but the would-be
reformer found that, accord-

ing to precedent, no such

change as he proposed could

be made without consulting
the education department, and
on the matter being submitted
to these guides of the youth
of India they condemned the

proposed innovation root and

branch, on the ground that

the university course could not

possibly qualify a young man
to pass an examination on the

lines suggested. It would seem
that in the opinion of the edu-

cation authorities, if the univer-

sity course was only adapted to

prepare lawyers, a youth who
desired to become a physician
must study law to prepare
himself to practise medicine.

I cannot insist too strongly
that the first reform required
in the universities is to adapt
the courses of education to the

requirements for such careers

as are likely to be suitable to

young Indians desirous of ad-

vancement and of earning their

livelihood in a useful manner.
I believe that there are many
careers outside Government
service in which young Indians

might excel, and I would in-

stance scientific agriculture,

medicine, the law, engineering,

mining, chemistry, electricity.
As regards botany, forestry,
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and scientific agriculture, there

is an old established and useful

school of forestry at Dehra, and
it may be hoped that the new
Agricultural College at Poosa
and other similar establishments
will soon afford the education
and training necessary to pro-
duce agricultural experts, for

whom there is a great field in

India. In engineering, mining,
chemistry, and electricity, the

field for Indians is not at present

very large, and the Indian com-

munity outside Calcutta and

Bombay is not so far in sufficient

touch with industrial employers
to be able easily to secure em-

ployment. The field in these

branches is steadily increasing,
and for the future there are

excellent prospects ;
but mean-

while it is most desirable that
Government should make an
earnest endeavour to secure

openings for qualified youths
where it controls a demand
for their services.

It seems reasonable that the
course of preparation for each
and every important career
should be thought out and
decided by committees of ex-

perts in the different branches,
and that the care of the Univer-

sity Governing Boards should
be directed towards the prep-
aration of youths to meet the

requirements indicated by the

experience of competent ex-

perts. The loyal acceptance
of this simple principle would,
I believe, prove a most valu-

able reform in the Indian uni-

versity system.
I have dealt in the first

place with education in the

universities, because it is the
universities which, unfortun-

ately I think, occupy the first

place in the attention of both
official and non-official circles

in India, and because it is the

universities and colleges which
are to-day the nurseries of dis-

content and therefore of dis-

loyalty. But important as is

the question of the reform of

the universities on sound lines,

that of primary education is

no less important. The boy
whose education consists in the

development of the faculty of

memory, acquires little worth

having by his schooling ;
never-

theless little else is acquired
in the great majority of Indian
schools where everything is

learned from text - books,
often exceedingly ill - chosen,
and in some cases inculcating

highly undesirable ideas verg-

ing even on disloyalty. I am
glad to admit that there are

certain noteworthy exceptions
to the general rule, and I have

myself seen in the Central

Provinces, where the general
standard of primary education

is higher than elsewhere, a

primary school where boys and
children were not only taught
to think, but where the general
tone of the school seemed ex-

cellent, and the scholars in-

terested in and delighted with
their simple but well -devised

studies. And here I may re-

mark that having noticed the

superiority of the Central Pro-

vinces in this respect, I in-

quired the reason, and was
informed that it was attribut-

able to the relative smallness

of these Provinces, resulting
in the Chief Commissioner and
other high officials being able

to devote more time to such
details as education, and also

probably to the fact that these
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Provinces had been excep-

tionally fortunate in having
a succession of capable and

practical chief commissioners.
I am bound to add that it

was also observed that the

Central Provinces had been
considered so relatively unim-

portant and backward that

they had in great measure

mercifully escaped the atten-

tion of the central educational

authorities. I do not give this

view as my own, but that it

should be seriously held is cer-

tainly a strong indication of the

deficiencies of these authorities.

Although I have only
skimmed the surface of this

great question of education, I

fear that I have already ex-

ceeded the limits of space in a

short article in which so many
important points must be no-

ticed, but before turning to

other subjects I must mention
that Lord Curzon's creation of

the new post of Director of

Education with the Govern-
ment of India gave an opening
for valuable reform. The

gentleman appointed to the

post would appear to have

many excellent qualifications
for his work, but the bureau-
cratic system keeps him in a

very subordinate position, on a
level with the heads of the

veterinary and other similar

minor departments ;
he cannot

take the smallest action except
through the usual bureaucratic
channels of the Home Depart-
ment, and at every step he re-

quires to exercise the greatest
tact to avoid friction with the

local governments. His op-

portunities for usefulness are

therefore in present circum-
stances extremely limited.

I will now turn to the very
difficult question of the native

press and its proper treatment.

It is not easy for people accus-

tomed to the moderation of the

European and particularly of

the English press to realise the

constant wild extravagances of

Indian journalists, and I re-

gret to add the frequent scur-

rilous, vindictive, and disloyal
tendencies of many of their

articles. Nobody was so badly
treated by the Indian press as

Lord Curzon during the latter

part of his Viceroyalty, but I

will not offer to the authors of

the scandalous attacks made
upon the late Viceroy the

pleasure of giving additional

publicity to any of their scur-

rilous paragraphs.
My personal opinion is that

much too little attention is

paid in India to the influence

of the Indian press. It is com-

monly remarked that whilst

so few of the people can read,
the vapourings and vituper-
ations of the press can do but
little harm; it appears not to

be remembered that when a

single journal reaches a village
its contents are read aloud by
some member of the commu-

nity and eagerly devoured
with that astonishing credu-

lity which is a remarkable
feature in the East; when a
whole countryside is prepared
to believe that the Govern-
ment is poisoning the wells

and is responsible for the

spread of the plague, there are

no limits to credulity, and the
fact must be reckoned with,
more especially when a host of

university-bred agitators are

trading thereon to excite hos-

tility to the Government.
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There is no use in allowing the

principles which are the guide
in such matters in Western

Europe to influence decisions

with regard to the proper
course to be pursued in India

;

the moral restraints on journal-
ists in Western Europe are

non-existent in the East, the

public appealed to is a totally
different one, and the journal-
ists themselves are as a rule

men of quite inferior ability, ac-

cording to European standards,
and without the smallest sense

of responsibility to the public.
I am very strongly of opinion

that a constant wholesome
control over the press in India
is an absolute necessity, and a

useful measure would probably
be to prohibit the issue of any
journal the proprietors of

which did not contribute an-

nually to Government a cer-

tain minimum sum under the

head of income-tax. The better

class of journals would not be
affected by a reasonable mini-

mum, as they already pay
income-tax on their profits;
but many of the worst class

would speedily disappear, as

these are generally produced
by impecunious failures in

other careers, and are some-
times printed in backyards by
discharged Government print-

ers, and even, it is said, with

type stolen from Government.
I believe it to be highly desir-

able that the cost of producing
a newspaper should not be
lower than that already in-

curred in the production of the

better class of journals, and in

this view it appears to me a

grievous mistake to tax the

public to pay for the heavy
loss on unremunerative press

telegrams, and to carry news-

papers at rates unremunerative
to the Post Office ;

and yet of

recent years this has been done
without the smallest result as

regards conciliating the press.
It is perhaps not generally

remembered that until 1881
there existed a Press Com-

missionership in India which
worked with excellent results,

and, as far as can be ascer-

tained, with the perfect good-
will of the editors, European
and Indian. The Press Com-
missioner's duty was to estab-

lish confidential relations with

editors, to issue communiques,
and, with a staff of translators,
to watch the Press and to

keep Government closely in-

formed of the tone and tend-

ency of the different journals.
He had no authority to act in

any way without the sanction

of the executive authorities,
but with such authority he
could seize the plant of any
recalcitrant seditious journal.
A remarkable thing is that it

was never found necessary to

resort to this measure. The
existence of the office of the

Commissioner was a sufficient

restraint; and, moreover, the

guidance and help offered to

editors by a tactful Com-
missioner was so much appre-
ciated that, when the abolition

of the office had been decided,
a memorial was presented to

the Viceroy, signed by nearly

every vernacular editor in

India, praying for the re-

tention of the Press Com-

missionership. This fact, be-

sides being very gratifying to

Sir Koper Lethbridge, the

Press Commissioner, showed

clearly that control could be
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exercised without in any way
interfering with the proper
independence of journalists.

I now come to the very
delicate subject which I have
indicated as "the lowering of

British prestige by recent un-
toward incidents." The native
of India appreciates a just

ruler, and he loves a master
who is at once strong, just,
and sympathetic ; but he sees

through all speeches to the

gallery about "our coloured

brothers," and he despises the

man whom he suspects (and he
is a good judge) of insincerity,
and who fails to display the

essential qualities of a ruler

firmness, disinterestedness, and
devotion to the task of seeking
to promote the welfare of those

over whom he rules. Justice

for the native is properly a

popular cry in England, but
it is often used in a mistaken
manner by sincere men who,
from want of experience with

Orientals, fail to understand
their ideas on the subject ; and
it is easy for popularity-
hunters to use the cry with

regrettable disregard to the

consequences of the manner in

which it may be used. Justice

to the British servant of the
Indian public is quite as legit-
imate a cry ; and the fact that
the servant is paid for his

services never deprives him, in

this country at all events, of

his claim to justice at the
hands of those whom he serves.

Nowhere on this globe are the

conditions of service more
strenuous than are those cheer-

fully accepted, at times even
at the cost of life, by the
British official, the servant of

the Indian peoples ; and yet,

in the last few years an un-

comfortable feeling has arisen

in India that should an Eng-
lishman, however unwillingly,
be involved in a disturbance

with natives, he is by no means
sure of justice. The result is

that evilly
- disposed natives,

when not actually violent, as-

sume a truculent and pro-
vocative attitude towards

Europeans, which the latter

are forced to accept, with the

consequent development of

racial antipathy and fatal loss

of prestige to the whole white

population.
Assaults by natives on

Europeans, and particularly on

soldiers, have become of fre-

quent occurrence. But incrim-

inated natives often appear to

be but lightly punished; whilst,
as in the case of Mr Bain, the

tea-planter, when a European
has been acquitted by a local

tribunal, which is generally
the most competent in such

cases, retrial by a superior
court may be, and has been,

executively ordered. In the

case of Mr Bain, the High
Court dismissed the case re-

ferred by the Executive Gov-

ernment, with some very strong
remarks as to the want of evid-

ence against the defendant.

To return to the question of

the constant assaults on Brit-

ish soldiers. Can any one be-

lieve that the soldier of to-day
is rougher or in any way more

likely to ill-treat natives than
the soldier of thirty-five years

ago ? We all know that he is

not ;
and yet, when I served

as a soldier in India thirty-five

years ago, the relations be-

tween the soldiers and natives

were excellent, and complaints
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on the subject were practically
unknown. Tommy Atkins, as

I knew him, was a thoroughly
good - natured if somewhat

rough fellow. He was not

always very gentle with the

natives, and he asserted him-
self as their superior; but
there was no racial antipathy
between him and them. He
was sufficiently kindly in his

general attitude to win their

goodwill, and their apprecia-
tion was fully proved by such
instances as the native cooks

daily carrying Tommy's dinners

under heavy fire on the ridge
at Delhi. I know that it is

said that thirty-five years ago
the native would accept what
he will not to-day, as he has
now conceived more independ-
ent ideas and a greater sense

of personal dignity. In reply
I may, however, point out that

practically all the serious cases

of assault have occurred not
in towns, but in the country,
where the only new ideas have
been derived, not from im-

proved education or moral pro-

gress, but from the reading
aloud of seditious newspapers,
which have related stories of

assaults on white men and the

escape of the assailants with

impunity, and suggested emu-
lation of such exploits. The

spirit of emulation has been

aroused,with the accompanying
result of loss of prestige to the
white man and particularly to

the British soldier. And pres-

tige is everything in the East.

In ordinary circumstances
the prestige and influence of

the better class of Englishmen
who, without talking about

"equality," is genuinely sym-
pathetic in his dealings with

Indians, is perfectly extra-

ordinary; and from such men
the Indian, as a rule, will

accept much which he would

bitterly resent if supposed to

be the outcome of a malev-
olent disposition or racial an-

tipathy. I have known of a

case where a high official, re-

marking the particularly re-

spectful salaam of a prisoner
whom he thought he recog-
nised, asked if he had seen

him before; and the prisoner

replied cheerfully, "Yes, sa-

hib. It was you who con-

demned me, although I was

quite innocent; but you be-

lieved me guilty." That, if

not attributable to a general

spirit of antipathy, occasional

severity of treatment is not

seriously resented, is proved
by the well-known fact that

Indian masters are much
more severe with their serv-

ants than any European now
ventures to be, and yet we
never hear of a native master

being summoned for ill-treat-

ment. This, surely, disposes of

the theory that moral progress
has rendered ordinary Indians

of the present generation so

much more susceptible than the

preceding generation. More-

over, let it be noted that in

the States under Indian rulers

there are no agitators, no
seditious press, and no dis-

content of the nature which
has recently disturbed Bengal
and the Punjab. Is, then,
native rule, with all its short-

comings, better suited after all

to the peoples of India than
the British Raj, with its con-

stant tendency to force West-
ern ideas and systems on an

Oriental population ? I fear
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that in many respects it is
;

and the causes lie in bureau-
cratic methods, centralisation,
and insufficient touch and

sympathy between the ruled
and their Western rulers.

Amusing chapters might be
written on the methods and

proceedings of the bureaucracy
in India, but it is not here de-

sirable to dwell on the sub-

ject more than is necessary.
To account for the extraor-

dinary development of the

bureaucratic system, it must
be remembered that whereas in

nearly every other country the

highest executive authorities

such as Ministers of the Crown
are, as a rule, drawn from

outside the ranks of the official

hierarchy, in India the mem-
bers of the Executive Govern-
ment are, with few exceptions,
selected from among the per-
manent officials, of whom it

has been said that their god is

"precedent," and their sacred

writings, minutes, despatches,
and official notes ; and there

is no counteracting outside

influence. The Indian official

who runs counter to the pre-

vailing sentiment is labelled

dangerous, and seldom ad-
vanced to a position where
his opinions could exercise an

important influence. The few
members of the Government
who may be appointed from
without the ranks of Indian
officialdom are sympathised
with in a kindly spirit for

their unavoidable but unfor-

tunate ignorance of the bless-

ings of a heaven-sent govern-
ment by bureaucracy ;

but their

voices, if raised in protest, are
as of those crying in the wil-

derness. There never will be

any reform from within ; and,
if it is to be secured, it must
be by the. appointment of a

very strong Commission from

England, composed of mem-
bers versed in both official and
business methods, and thus

competent not only to master
the intricacies of the existing

system, but also to suggest
practical reform. Some of the

members should of course have
had Indian experience.

It must be admitted that the

Indian, and particularly the

Bengali, once admitted into

the official hierarchy, speedily

develops a remarkable devo-

tion to bureaucratic procedure,
and his marvellous memory
tempts him to revel in "pre-
cedent

"
; but, from the point of

view of the causes of discontent

in India, the important ques-
tion is, How are the general

public affected by the existing

system, with its necessarily ac-

companying delays and un-

certainties? To answer this

question we must consider the

system adopted by the oriental

if left to himself, and we must
remember that if he will accept
a ten per cent improvement
with satisfaction, he will prob-

ably fail to appreciate twenty
per cent, and if forced to accept
a [complete, radical change, he
will hate its authors. The
oriental system of administra-

tion, in its primitive form, is

represented by the ruler sitting
in the gateway, accessible to

all, and relying on his know-

ledge of mankind of his own
race, to accept or refuse peti-

tions, and to administer justice

summarily and expeditiously.
Can there be a greater contrast

between such a system and the
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bureaucratic one which we
have forced on India ? Indians
marvel at our system, but they
do not begin to understand it

from our point of view, whilst

they take note that it results

in exasperating delays, and
offers a wider scope for intrigue
and greater temptations to the

false witness than their own
more summary methods. It is

not, perhaps, too objectionable
to the rich, for they can gener-
ally afford to wait the law's

delays : their money will pur-
chase either information or

evidence, and they are often
able to adapt their methods to

our system. But for the
masses it often constitutes a
serious grievance. Peter the
Great forced his subjects to

shave, but practically every
Russian peasant to-day wears
a beard. Such is the force of

traditional habits.

To illustrate the unsuitabil-

ity of European procedure in

oriental affairs, I will cite an
incident in recent political

history in Turkey. A certain

Kurdish chief, Moosa, had ac-

quired notoriety by his ruthless

oppression of the Armenians in

his district. The Consuls con-

tinually complained of his mis-
deeds to the Ambassadors in

Constantinople, and these

gentlemen in their turn ad-

dressed their complaints to the
Ottoman Government. At
last the scandal became so

great that the Sultan realised

that some satisfaction must be

given. Moosa had many
friends in the Palace, and
an ingenious suggestion was
made by which Moosa should
be saved and the Ambassadors
at the same time satisfied.

The Ambassadors were in-

formed that, to give them

complete satisfaction, not only
should Moosa be brought to

justice but he should be tried

at Constantinople in the pres-
ence of the representatives of

the Embassies. The trial was

held, and the hostile witnesses,
for the most part Armenians,
were encouraged to speak with
a freedom which they would
not have ventured in the pro-

vinces, and as a result they
swore to the committal of

every kind of possible and im-

possible atrocity, contradicted

one another on what purported
to be statements of fact, and

obliged a Court proceeding on
Western principles to discredit

all their evidence. Moosa was

acquitted. His friends had
known how to protect him.
The Ambassadors' complaints
were silenced. And yet, with-

out the intervention of Western

procedure, Moosa could, and

would, if it had pleased the

Government, have been justly
executed in the provinces with-

out any further trial than a

recitation of well-known facts.

The questions of central-

isation and want of touch
with the native population
are in many ways intimately
connected. Centralisation is

nearly always considered from
the point of view of the re-

lations of the central govern-
ment of India with the various

local governments; and seri-

ous as is this question, it is,

in my opinion, entirely over-

shadowed in importance by
the comparatively unnoticed,

though most prejudicial, cen-

tralisation in every local

government, and also, in a
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lesser degree, in the admin-
istrative machinery of the

central government and in

its relations with the India

Office. "With regard to the

internal working of the central

government, it is sufficient

here to note that it has de-

veloped into a system which
would appear to be based on
a principle of mistrust rather

than on that of devolution of

responsibility; whilst as regards
the relations of the India Office

with the Government of India,
the only fully competent ad-

visers of the Secretary of State,
whose advice must be accepted
in the great majority of im-

portant cases, they cannot

grant a pension exceeding
Us. 10 per mensem without
the express sanction of the

Secretary of State. I will

not pursue this part of the

subject farther, as I am con-

vinced that centralisation in

the local governments is a

much more serious defect.

The development of com-
munications by rail and tele-

graph, which has been the

making of India from the

economic point of view, has

surely been a curse as regards
efficient administration. In

days gone by, when adminis-

trative requirements were of

a much simpler nature, and
when the absence of commun-
ications obliged lieutenant-

governors to repose confidence

in their senior district officers,

and the latter in their turn

to confide in their juniors, there

was a necessary devolution of

responsibility. In all urgent
cases the district official, having
no means of immediate com-
munication with his superiors,

acted according to his own

lights. He generally took

pride in his district as his

own special domain, he re-

mained for years at a time
in the same neighbourhood,
and both circumstances and

policy led him to establish

intimate relations with the

better classes of the natives

who surrounded him. But all

this is changed now. Until
somewhat reduced by the

recent separation of portions
of Eastern Bengal, the Lieu-

tenant - Governor of Bengal
was responsible for the admin-
istration of a province over

150,000 square miles in extent,
inhabited by a population of

approximately eighty-six million

souls. How could the most

energetic of men establish and
maintain during his short five

years of office those personal
relations with his European
officers, and with the leaders of

a native community of eighty-
six millions, which are so essen-

tial in the East ? It may be ad-

mitted that the great majority
of lieutenant - governors have
been men of exceptional ability
and energy, and generally not

wanting in sympathy with the

population under their rule, but

how in the circumstances of

their position could they make
their personal influence and

sympathy duly felt ? The task

is beyond human possibilities.

If this has been the case

with lieutenant - governors,
the situation of district officers

has, if possible, become still

more difficult. The causes are

numerous. The development
of the bureaucratic system now
forces the officer to devote most
of his time to his desk, prepar-
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ing reports and returns, asking
for instructions on questions of

detail which might often be

left to his own discretion, and

giving explanations if he has,
either inadvertently or from

necessity, failed to fulfil the

letter of the law as laid down
in some volume of regulations.
Tied to his desk, he cannot give
the time to that personal inter-

course with the people which is

the necessaryfoundation of close

and sympathetic relations. The
district officer is, moreover,

constantly moved from one
district to another. Under an
unfortunate system, whenever
a senior vacates his post tem-

porarily, the next senior in

an inferior grade, in whatever

part of the province he may be,

replaces him, to the prejudice
of his immediate local junior,

who, by his acquaintance with
the district and with the

ideas of his natural chief, is

(unless exceptionally incom-

petent) best qualified to fill his

place. Further, the great im-

provement of communications
with Europe tempts the civilian

to take leave far more fre-

quently and for shorter periods
than was formerly customary ;

and when he returns to his ser-

vice in India he is very liable

to be posted to a new district.

The result is, that men some-
times change posts even three

or four times in a single year,
and all-important continuity of

method and system is impos-
sible. The official is too often

a stranger to the people, who,
if they knew and trusted him,
would, with the fullest goodwill,

accept his rule as autocrat.

Is it astonishing, in such cir-

cumstances, that a strong agi-

tation has arisen against the
British Raj ? The danger was
foreseen during my last resid-

ence inlndiabymany seriousand

far-sighted officers of Govern-

ment, and still more by British

officers in native regiments, by
petty officials, and bymerchants,
who are necessarily in closer

contact with the people. No
one, I imagine, anticipated an
outburst quite so soon

;
but

after all the wonder is, perhaps,
that it did not come sooner and

stronger. If further and more
serious trouble is to be averted,
drastic reforms must be intro-

duced while there is yet time.

One, which is simple, is the
absolute prohibition of unneces-

sary constant changes of post

amongst district officers, dis-

trict magistrates, and police
officers. Another, much more

complex, is to do away with the

crushing and exasperating cen-

tralisation in unwieldy pro-
vincial governments.
When centralisation is dis-

cussed, the Indian general idea

of an antidote is to augment
the importance and to increase

the prestige of the local gov-
ernments. But this is all

wrong. It is these very gov-
ernments which have become

organised bureaucratic systems
of centralised despotism. Com-

pare the administration of a

large province with that of a

chief commissionership. The

governor or lieutenant-governor
is worked to death, and knows

personally but relatively few of

his officers, and still fewer of

the influential natives in his

province. He can only visit a

limited number of his districts

in any given year, and direct

access to him is almost impos-
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sible, hedged in as he is by
provincial councils, boards of

revenue, and other costly para-

phernalia standing between
him and his charge, and, in

existing circumstances, neces-

sary to give him some relief

and maintain some movement
in the administrative machine.
On the other hand, in a moder-

ately sized chief commissioner-

ship, the chief commissioner
can personally visit each of his

districts, and see all his district

officials at their work, at least

once a -year, and during the

hot weather he can invite each
of them in turn to stay a few

days with him at the provincial

government house. Moreover,
he will with his secretaries

deal directly with every class

of question, without the inter-

vention of councils or boards
of revenue. He can know and
be known by the more im-

portant men of all classes, and
it depends only on his personal
tact and sympathy with the

native community for him to

be in close touch with them.
In my opinion governorships

and lieutenant - governorships,
with all their paraphernalia,
are to-day a huge mistake, a
relic of times when nearly all

conditions and circumstances
were different. What is re-

quired is a large number of

chief commissionerships of

moderate size, and to any one

who knows India there are

some, the desirability of the

creation of which appears

clearly indicated. In the first

rank stand a chief commis-

sionership of Scinde and the

settled parts of Beloochistan, a

chief commissionership of Oudh,
separated from the North-West

Provinces, and a chief commis-

sionership of Orissa and Behar.

Others may be more difficult to

decide, and in all cases great
caution should be exercised in

making changes, and care

should be taken to secure the

concurrence of leading Indian
local opinion. And this can
be secured by frankness, tact,

and sympathy.
The lesson of the agitation,

spurious in the first instance,
over the partition of Bengal
must not be forgotten. It has
shown how necessary measures,
devised solely in the interest of

good administration, and there-

fore in that of the Indian com-

munity, can be successfully

misinterpreted to the masses

by unscrupulous agitators. If

Government is not in suf-

ficiently close touch with the

native community to guide it

aright, through the influence

of its natural leaders, such mis-

understandings and troubles

will be of frequent recurrence.

Respect for authority is

natural to oriental conserv-

atism, but authority must be

presented in a form congenial
to oriental ideas. We have
heard much of the boycotting
of British goods in the bazaars
of Bengal as a serious feature

in the recent anti - partition
movement. The provincial
bazaars are dominated by the

Calcutta bazaar, and the ques-
tion naturally arises, What
has been done to favour the

prestige of the British Raj in

the Calcutta bazaar? Unfor-

tunately, it must be admitted
that less than nothing has
been done. The political im-

portance of the Calcutta

bazaar, with its Indian mer-
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chant princes, was formerly

recognised, but of late years
it appears to have been lost

sight of. The Maharajah Sir

Narenda Krishna Deb, the

Maharajah Durga Churn Law,
and the Maharajah Sir Jot-

endro Mohun Tagore, all mer-

chant princes, were all for-

merly recognised as such, and
consulted by Government au-

thorities ;
and partly as a

result of such recognition, and

partly on account of their

social position, they influenced

and practically controlled pub-
lic opinion in the bazaar. But
the two first-named are dead,
the third has passed the age
of possible activity, and none
of them has been replaced.
Government has lost touch

with the important Calcutta

bazaar, as in many other

directions. Without such lead-

ing as was secured by the tact

of Lord Lansdowne and other

sympathetic chiefs, the Cal-

cutta bazaar was doomed to

fall under the influence of the

agitating seditious journalist

who, ten years ago, would not

have obtained a hearing. And
let it be noted that what has
come to pass has not been
without warning from anxious

Europeans who did know and
understand the situation.

There is much more to say
on this subject, but the limits

of a magazine article have, I

fear, been already exceeded.

I must conclude : in doing so

I would urge before all things
the necessity of reforms, well

thought out in detail, which
should enable and encourage
the British official to live more

among the people and with
the people in sentiment and

sympathy. Well-turned phrases
on justice to the native are of

no avail with Orientals. The

kindly heart and just nature
are perhaps better appreciated
in India than in most lands,
but a fair field must be found
for their influence under favour-

ing conditions. The Indian
civilian of to-day is, as a rule,

unfortunately, but certainly,
less in sympathy with the
natives than was his pre-
decessor. Is this solely the
fault of an unsuitable admin-
istrative system, or is the
result also due to the differ-

ence between the two classes

of men ? It is hard to believe

that the first cause is alone

sufficient to account entirely
for the unfortunate change in

relations between the official

and the people. If it is not
the sole cause, is it not time
to consider whether youthful
proficiency in classics and
mathematics is any guarantee
that the proficient possesses
the essential qualities for suc-

cess as a ruler? In the East

personality is everything. Is

it not possible to nominate to

the Indian Civil Service by
selection from among those

who can prove that they have
attained a required standard
of education? Has any great

empire been founded or main-
tained by scholars alone?
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UNDISCOVERED SWITZERLAND.

" SIND hundert saxig tusend
frank angeboten worden zum
erschten mal !

" A hundred
and sixty thousand francs bid

for less than three -
quarters

of an acre of land ! and the

end is not yet. At least, so

thinks our auctioneer, as he
sinks back on his sofa and

lights a fresh cigar and drinks
another glass of wine. It is

five o'clock of a March after-

noon, and the ancient burgh
of Schwyz lies under a deep
shroud of white, while now
and then there is a flurry of

snow against the windows.
But within all is warmth and
cheer : none of the curt busi-

ness-like brusqueness of English
auction or Scottish roup. The
electric lamps, undimmed by
the reek of a hundred cigars,

light up incongruously enough
the seventeenth-century panel-

ling of the low-roofed L-shaped
room which forms the whole
first floor of the great old

inn where the fight is being
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCIII.

fought. There is a constant

stream, in and out, of de-

canters of wine the crushed-

strawberry coloured Thurgauer
and the golden liquor of the

Pays de Vaud : it helps the

bidding, that. But now in

the great pause which follows

the last portentous announce-

ment, orders are redoubled :

Dutch courage in no ordinary
quantity is needed to face this

crisis. There are two wealthy
syndicates bidding against one
another for the little nook of

land, and in two widely dis-

tant corners grey heads are

bent together in earnest con-

sultation.

No, it is not a site in Grace-
church Street or Cheapside
that is being sold : it is a

marshy bit of land by the

lake of the Four Cantons in

the village of Brunnen, beloved
of English and yet more of

German tourists. But it is a

possible site for another big
hotel, and that the present

U
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innkeepers of Brunnen do not
want. There is a strong com-
bination against them. We
have rioh men, as rich men
go here, in Schwyz (of which
Brunnen is a dependent ham-

let), patricians with their

sixteen quarterings and their

private chapels, inheriting
broad lands from the days of

the old Italian wars, and of

late greatly enriched by the

wellnigh world-wide trade in

the meek - eyed silver - grey
cattle of the heart of mid-
Switzerland. But with their

quarterings they have inherited

the old Swiss hard-headedness
in money matters. " Point

d'argent, point de Suisse
" was

said of their ancestors ; but
where there is money to be
laid out to advantage, trust

the Switzer: they will make
a tough fight of it yet for

that bit of marsh on one of

the world's playgrounds.
Already the reserve price

fixed by the canton (for the

land is State property) has
been doubled, and our auc-

tioneer recognises the gravity
of the situation : he gives us

plenty of time. Indeed his

own interests are doubtless

divided. He is our host of

the "White Horse," but he is

also a high official of the

canton, and every franc that
is bid means something off

local burdens; but what of

the syndicate? Presently he
rises :

" A hundred and sixty
thousand francs for the second
time !

"
surely that will be the

end ! No ! indeed no ! From
some corner comes a murmur
which to him at least means
another five hundred; and

after a rapid cross-fire of five

minutes we are up to a hundred
and eighty thousand seven
thousands pounds and more !

Another long pause, and a

very profitable one for busi-

ness : people who have long ago
ceased to bid are getting ex-

cited and swallowing bumpers
in their eagerness to cele-

brate the end of things: the

"dreyers" and "halbliters"

recommence their monotonous

journey to and fro, but now
in a great silence. Up till

now the flow of conversation

has been fairly general : one
or two world - weary cynics
have even called for cards and
taken a hand at the national

game of " Jas
"

: a few ladies

have been knitting and talking
coffee-scandal. But there are

no cards or chatter now. A
gay old editor -

reporter (the

reporters have been very busy)
turns his white head to the

only Englishman in the room.

"Weel you not parteecipate ?
"

says he. Thanks; with land

going at sixty francs a square
yard it would be unfair to in-

terfere with local speculation.
It is a good deal more than

sixty francs before the end

comes, which it does slowly :

there is a five-minute interval

between the bids; yet every
time the auctioneer announces
"zweite mal," he is caught
up. But "Hundert zwei und

neunzig tausend "
at last brings

no response : it is all over. The

dog in the manger remains in

the manger : he has spent just

upon eight thousand pounds to

prevent the possible establish-

ment of a rival hotel, and we
have drunk one hundred and
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eighty -five litres of wine for

the good of this fine old inn.

It seems as if innkeeping in

Switzerland were a profitable
trade.

But there are innkeepers and

innkeepers. Between the glori-
fied head -waiters of Lucerne
and the Bernese Oberland, half

couriers and half petits-maitres
the " Misters

"
of the great

caravanserais, before whom
the modest pedestrian tourist

quails, and who must in turn

cringe before the motor-clad
millionaire and the possessors
of the great old inns of East

Switzerland, half burgomasters
and half hosts, there is a great
gulf. We are being fast drawn
into the vortex : not English
but German tourists will be
our ruin, those abominably
rich Germans who will per-
sist in flourishing under the

deadly upas-tree of Protec-

tion, and who now swarm
over the South, where thirty

years ago they were unknown.
But we have still men here

who have held their inns for

two hundred years, who can
trace their pedigrees back to

the Burgundian wars, and have

plate and crocks which would
make a collector's mouth water.

Heaven forfend that the col-

lector ever read these lines !

For soon East Switzerland

will, like Norway and the

Tirol, be discovered : the uni-

versal "White Horse" (re-

miniscence of old posting

days) and the " Golden Eagle
"

(even of Austria) will become
the "Palace Hotel" or the
" Court of America," and the

charm of the land will be
lost.

Here in this very inn, on
the night before the ghastly
battle of the Suwarrow Bridge
in 1799, Massena slept. To
that battle no historian has
ever yet done justice. Deep
in the valley of the roaring
Muotta, far below the present
road, one sees the roof of the
frail wooden bridge for which
furious Frank and stubborn
Buss contended for two days.
A mere glance at the almost

perpendicular cliffs fills one
with wonder that human beings
can ever have clung to them,
much less fought along them.
But that they did so, and even

dragged artillery through the

gorge, we know: the muzzles
of a few fallen field-pieces still

jut harmlessly out from the

depths when the water is at

its lowest. Local reminiscence
on the subject is singularly
jejune; but it is said that for

weeks after the fight mutilated

corpses were tumbled down the

rapids into the quiet stream

by which the German tourist

drinks his beer at Brunnen.
Those rapids now perform
the more peaceful function of

furnishing electric light to

Schwyz.* But the inn where
the Jew marshal slept is very
much the same as then : its

modernity ends with its elec-

tricity ; and if you put a
marble in the right corner of

your bedroom it will roll

straight and swift to the
corner diagonally opposite, a
convenient arrangement doubt-
less for the days of the Thirty
Years' War, when men slept
where they fell : you had but
to find the highest corner for

your head, and all would be
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well with you till the lad came
in the early morning to " lowsen
the neckcloths."

No, emphatically we are not
a town of Oberkellners here in

Schwyz. We are small, but
we are aristocratic, a kind of

miniature Edinburgh, scorning
rivalry with that roaring Rad-
ical Glasgow called Zurich, a

place of factories and free-

thinkers. And we have some

right to be proud : are we not
in truth in a manner the an-

cient capital? Did we not

give our names to the whole

country ? Have we not in our

gloomy Archive-tower, with its

dungeon beneath, for we scorn

to gather gain by a mercenary
museum, as do the cantons
which pander to the rich for-

eigner, have we not the

earliest charter of Swiss liber-

ties, with the seal of the pagan
Frederick II. attached, and

granted to us years before

"William Tell was born or in-

vented ? Have we not banners

captured in a hundred fights,
which hung, indeed, in the

great church till they proved
too much for the susceptibil-
ities of vanquished foreigners,
and had to be relegated to the

obscurity of the Archives?
Have we not spent 200,000
francs on the decoration of

that church in the last two

years ? Why, our very moun-
tain is aristocratic in its isola-

tion. The envious burghers of

Lucerne call the Great Mythen
"grotesque," but we know
better : with its sides, almost

perpendicular where they over-

hang the town, swept bare of

trees in one night of fire a
hundred years ago, the lonely

mountain towers high above
its plebeian sister of the Rigi,
with its rowdy beer -gardens,
its German skittle-alleys, and
its alleged sunrises. No !

thank heavens, Mr Clemens
never visited or vulgarised the

Mythen. And at its foot and

along its lower slopes straggles,
in picturesque clusters of houses,
the town of Schwyz.
And such a town ! Here

are the real old patrician
houses of the days when pedi-

gree meant power and (alas!)

plunder. The riches that
flowed into the country in

exchange for Swiss loyalty
and Swiss bravery found their

way to an amazing extent

into the hands of a few great
families. Schwyz, with a con-

stitution completely popular,
furnishes as good an example
as can be found in ancient

Greece or ancient Italy of the

possibility of a self - seeking

oligarchy ruling in a demo-

cracy. The general subsidy
(from France more especially,
of course) was paid to the

cantonal treasury ;
but only

the great houses shared the

real spoils. A French "little

regiment" was in some cases

a family possession and a

hereditary source of income
for the pay was enormous. A
colonel received 2000 a-year
of our money on the peace

footing, and in time of war
the pickings were incalculable.

This wealth was expended on
houses and lands, especially
houses. And they are wonder-
ful houses : not the trim chalets

of the picture - books or the

Gothic town dwellings of the

senators of Berne, but houses
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sui generis, square and unpre-

tending in exterior, save for

the curved gables, which we
have christened Jacobean, and
the wealth of hammered iron-

work which protects the lower
windows. Windows ! of a

surety that vexation of our

Georgian ancestors called the

window-tax was never known
in Schwyz, for a hundred
windows is not an unknown
number in these great blocks
of building. One wonders who
cleans them all ! Here and
there you will find a house
covered with brilliant fresco

ornamentation
;

more often

still a single painting on the

gable wall. But the interi-

ors are magnificent : the ceil-

ings are like the outside archi-

tecture, Jacobean in taste

festoons and escutcheons ; but
the carving on the walls is

more reminiscent of the days
of Kaiser Max. It must be
remembered that Switzerland
never suffered the merciless

ravages of the Thirty Years'

War, nor lost her domestic

treasures, as did so many
free cities of the Empire.
Occasionally we find the old

English arrangement of a

great hall in the middle of the

house, with a raised dais for

the family, and a gallery fac-

ing it for the minstrels; and
here and there also a hideous
reminder of days of plague in

the shape of holes beside the

chamber doors. When the

pestilence which devastated

England in 1625 passed in the

preceding year through Swit-

zerland, a drastic method of

dealing with patients was

adopted : they were locked up,

or even walled up, in their

rooms and left to take their

chance, food and drink being
handed to them through these

holes till they recovered or

died. They mostly died; and
with such treatment one is

not surprised to learn that in

that year Schwyz lost one-half

of its inhabitants.

And nearly all the great
houses have the escutcheons

over their gateways sur-

mounted by coronets. Coronets
in republican Switzerland ! Yes,

truly, and titles of nobility

granted by half the princes
of Europe to their faithful

mercenaries. Even Aloys Red-

ing, the hero of '98, who tried

in vain to replace a dying pat-
riotism by personal bravery in

the struggle against the over-

whelming might of France,
was a titular count. We are

but a few miles from Rothen-

thurm, where, under his com-

mand, the women of Schwyz
harnessed themselves, failing

horses, to the heavy field-pieces,
and dragged them over hill and

valley to the battlefield. He
sleeps yonder under the great
church, and over him is the

noble epitaph, perfect in its

simplicity,
"
Aloysius Reding

comes a Biberegg, cujus women
summa laus" He had earned
his first laurels in Spain. For
France was not the onlycountry
that paid for Swiss blood.

Spain, Naples, Savoy, even

thrifty Holland, bade against
each other for the stalwart
mountaineers. Nor were these

always free agents : the trav-

eller who marvels at the iron

gates and black gratings of

the desolate Castello di Ferro
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at Locarno seldom knows that

it was so built to serve as

a crimping house a depot for

kidnapped lads of the neigh-

bouring lands, where they could

be kept in safety till the Duke
of Savoy was ready to pay for

them as food for powder. But
France always had the pick
of the market. She skilfully

treated, not with the Confed-

eracy butwith separate cantons,

playing off Romanists against
Protestants and democracy
against oligarchy, and paying
each a yearly subsidy, partly
in money and partly in the

salt which Burgundy alone

could supply in quantity large

enough for the needs of Swiss

agriculture. Once on a time,

indeed, Schwyz rebelled and
made war upon the Most
Christian King himself. His

Minister, Choiseul, had insisted

on reforms in the Swiss regi-
ments. He objected to non-

resident colonels aged eleven,
and to Switzers who came from

Bordeaux, whereas Schwyz was
determined to continue on the

old lines, and took the strong

step of forbidding recruiting
for the king. But Elizabeth

Reding, wife of one of the most

distinguished Swiss officers

serving in France, went on,

like another Duchess of Gordon,

raising companies, parading
them through the streets of

Schwyz with their white cock-

ades in evidence, and packing
them over the Rhine with
drums beating and colours

flying. The government of

Schwyz was more than demo-
cratic it was founded on the

rule of the mob pure and simple ;

and the mob was furious. The

"
Softs," as they were called,

the deprecators of quarrel with

France, had literally to hide

their heads before the stalwart
" Hards "

or irreconcilables, and
Elizabeth was summoned to

give an account of her own
works. On December 21, 1763,
she appeared to defend herself

on the balcony of this very inn

where we sit. If the contem-

porary print may be trusted,
the executive sat shivering with

wigs upon its head and its

hands stuffed into huge muffs,

whereas the multitude in the

square below kept its hat on.

Tall and of a fine presence,
dressed in a silken travesty of

a peasant - woman's costume,
Elizabeth pleaded her cause

with such persuasive eloquence
that her opponentswere reduced

to howling her down with cries

of "Silence, Betsy!" They
even, with true democratic

chivalry, pushed their pikes
under her very nose, and in the

end she was condemned to pay a

gulden to every burgher present
a refined method of securing

condemnations which seems
never to have occurred to the

republics of antiquity. But

Betsy was in the right. Louis

XV. promptly sent all the sub-

jects of Schwyz who were in

his service to the right-about,

and, worst of all, stopped the

supply of salt; whereupon,
after the manner of the many-
headed, the people turned upon
their leaders, accused the

"Hards" of turning "Soft,"
beat their Landammann (an-
other Reding, of course) within
an inch of his life, and ended

by fining him so cruelly that he
was ruined and driven to eat
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the bread of charity as a pen-
sioner of the great prince -

abbot of Saint Gall.

Here indeed, as elsewhere, we
find the taint of cold-blooded-

ness which mars the many
noble qualities of the pure-
blooded Switzer. There is, or

rather was, a certain implaca-
bility in the national character
which is found in no other

civilised folk. When Archi-
bald of Hagenbach, the villain

of Scott's 'Anne of Geierstein,'

lay in his tower-prison expect-

ing well-deserved punishment,
he heard the tramp of horses

beneath and asked who it

was. "Big men with beards
and axes," quoth the gaoler.
" Then am I a dead man, for

they are the Switzers," said

Hagenbach, and turned his

face to the wall. The history
of patrician dominion in Berne
and Zurich in the eighteenth
century is simply a record
of merciless putting down of

treasons or suspected treasons,
and every traitor or suspected
traitor was executed. Barely a
hundred and twenty years ago
Zurich, now the home of trades-

unions and freethought, was
only prevented by French re-

monstrances from beheading a
man for presenting a most re-

spectful petition; and when
poor Major Davel, a religious

fanatic, was condemned at

Lausanne, for a crack-brained

rebellion, to have his right
hand cut off (besides his head),
their excellencies the senators

of Berne and tyrants of the

Pays de Vaud "
mitigated

"

the punishment to the cutting
off of his right thumb (besides
his head) ! Nor is this callous-

ness yet entirely unknown.
Next to us here in our inn rises

the four - square bulk of the

Kathhaus, perfect in architect-

ure and in decoration, with
its brilliant fresco paintings of

fights for Swiss freedom.

Above the pictures strange
irony of things ! there is a
row of barred and shuttered

windows, the state prison.

Through these shutters one
could see, until a few years
ago, in the burning summer
days, miserable hands thrust
out to catch a passing gust of

fresh air in the oven-like heat,
a veritable " Sotto i Piombi "

of more than Venetian cruelty
for prisoners, though certainly

only for heinous offenders.

There they passed their years,
frozen in winter and baked in

summer. "Are they never
allowed exercise ?

" one asked
of a high official. "Is it not
ruinous to their health to keep
them so close?" The high
official raises his eyebrows.
"Well," says he tranquilly,
"if they had not done wrong
they would not be there, and
could get all the exercise they
liked." Scarcely humanitarian,

perhaps ; but then our criminals

are cold - blooded also. The
callous local villain (he was a

schoolmaster) who took his

wife to the Axenstrasse, pur-

posing to throw her into the

Lake, and bought a return
ticket for himself and a single
for her (whereby he was be-

wrayed), did not deserve a much
better prison. Such cases are

better dealt with by a cool

Swiss Gerichts-Prasident than

by the heated newspaper-jury
of actors, mules, and barren
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women which we nowadays
allow to decide the destiny of

our assassins. But those

ghastly nickering white hands
dwell in one's memory. We
are not such imbeciles in

Schwyz as to encourage the

murder of empresses by abolish-

ing capital punishment, but
even our way of execution is

cold-blooded. The culprit sits

here with his head under a

falling axe, and a calm official

in Lausanne or Geneva presses
a button : quite the method of

dealing with the Channel

Tunnel, should it turn traitor,
as depicted by its advocates.

Yet mediaeval though we
are in Schwyz, we are abreast,
or rather ahead, of one modern
craze ; for we have had our
historic pageants for fifty

years. And after all 'tis no
new thing : even if it be not
true that the Lord Mayor's
Show contains the germ and
essence of it, yet it was made
in Germany, and has flour-

ished there at sundry times
and in divers places for many
a decade. Only in Britain

to organise a pageant means
to play at hazard with the

weather. Does no one re-

member to have heard of the

Eglinton tournament, with its

forty -eight hours of rain?
Can no one recollect Tenniel's

picture of the drenched knights
with pea-jackets pulled over
their hauberks, quaffing liquid
within to guard against the

persistent flood without? No.
And until some town or city
loses a score of thousand

pounds in betting against
Jupiter Pluvius, no one will

remember. But here stand

we in Schwyz, a touching
monument of vain contention

against the climatic conditions

of this sad year of grace 1907.

We spent twenty - five thou-

sand francs on our pageant ;

we built a huge open - air

auditorium of wood, which
covered the great square; we
got leave from the Lord

Bishop of Coire to erect our

stage on the very terrace

surrounding the church ;
and

we made the centre of the

town impassable for weeks.
Our historic play was perfec-
tion : we had pretty local

actresses and eloquent local

actors : no adventitious pro-
fessionals for us indeed ! We
had prehistoric Schwyz, and
Helvetian Schwyz, and Julius

Caesar his Schwyz (where
the love-making came in), and

Charlemagne's Sehwyz, and
Austrian Schwyz, and so

forth, poor discredited Wil-
liam Tell being entirely left

out of the cast. With all

this, and with a capital top-
ical dialogue a chorus of two

between the acts, and the

Mythen in person pronouncing
the epilogue, we looked for

great results. Now mark
what happened. When morn-

ing broke on our first day of

representation (we were to

have six days, at long inter-

vals) there were fifteen inches

of snow on every seat in our

open-air theatre. Our local

practitioner in despair sug-

gested the lighting of great
fires beneath the seats to

melt the snow. We lit the

fires and nearly burned the

whole structure down, but we
did not melt the snow. In
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a word, out of five days of

performance only two had
been perfectly favourable ;

and

twenty - five thousand francs

take a deal of five - franc

pieces to make the opposite
scale dip. To Whitsuntide at

least we looked forward to

recoup us
; and "Whitsuntide

came such a Whitsuntide !

And when Whit - Monday
dawned we fell to and pulled
down our theatre in disgust,

seeing no hope of better

things, and sent round the

hat. And as far as the
weather was concerned, we
proved in the right. So here
we stand with empty pockets,
as a warning to pageant-
mongers of all ages and climes.

It will be gathered that

this is not one of the marts
of the world where merchants
meet. But we have our
cattle trade, which brings us

week by week the heavy
blackavised Lombard graziers;
and we have also, as a con-

stant customer, our school

the great Mariahilf College,
once a Jesuit seminary,
but now perhaps the one

great public school (in the
British sense) of Switzerland.
And here, at the " White
Horse/' we have every oppor-
tunity of studying the char-

acteristics of the Swiss public

schoolboy. Rollicking papas,
Italian from Milan, French from

Neuchatel, German from Zurich
and Saint Gallen, bring their

youngsters and their young-
sters' friends in batches to our

Saturday and Sunday meals.

And the Swiss public school-

boy is nearer to his British

namesake than any other. The

accident of his place of educa-

tion compels him to speak at

least three languages from his

earliest schooldays, and that

at once makes him a citizen of

the world. He is not in the least

like the German Gymnasiast or

the French Lyceen. He dines

with us here whenever he can

get a relative or a friend's

relative to beg an exeat for

him, and he leaves one with
a favourable impression. He
neither glowers at the guests

through spectacles (he never
wears spectacles) like his Ger-
man cousin, nor tries to make

surreptitious love to the wait-

resses like the French boy, but
he enjoys himself hugely. For
the sickly French worship of
" Maman "

he has, according to

all appearance, substituted the

cult of Papa. By Papa's side

he takes his wine like a man :

with the third half-litre he slaps
the old gentleman metaphor-
ically, and sometimes literally,
on the back

;
and even if they

do not go off to play "Jas"

together at the end of dinner,
the transfer of a roll of dirty
Italian notes signalises the

father's departure and takes the

sting out of it. They are fine

manly lads, well - grown and

well-dressed; they are trying
hard to import skill as well as

muscle into their football play ;

and when they have learned

not to eat peas with a knife,
there will be little difference

between them and the young
Briton of the same class, save
that they get as good an educa-
tion as he does for half the cost.

Yet our rose - leaves are

crumpled here and there. In
common with Glarus, Altorf,
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and the valley through which
the Saint Gotthard railway
passes, we possess the unenvi-
able monopoly of the " Fohn."
To the student of guide-books
this is known as a very fearful

phenomenon.
" Its approach,"

we are told, "is heralded by
blasts of the Alpine horns,
and all fires have immediately
to be extinguished lest the
wind should blow the flames
about and set the houses on
fire." Much of this was no
doubt true forty years ago, or

even less. The Fohn is a hot
south wind, a kind of Swiss

Khamseen, which was long
supposed to originate in the
Sahara and to cross the Medi-

terranean, finding no height to

break upon till it came to the
Saint Gotthard, where it was
forced through the pass with
concentrated violence. What
really causes it is still a matter
of doubt

;
but it can do great

mischief still, and could do
more in the days of wooden
houses. On a winter's night
of 1861 half the town of Glarus
went roaring up in flame to

heaven, while the pitiless Fohn
raged and raged and mocked
at the efforts of salvors sum-
moned from half the cantons
of Switzerland, and the glow
of the burning town was seen
a hundred miles away in the
Black Forest. The bells were

rung for help till the ropes
were burned away, and, most

gruesome of all, the countless

wooden crosses of the church-

yard graves furnished almost
the last fuel to revive the

dying flames. The danger is

no longer so great, but still the
Fohn can play its tricks. Last

year our Lenten fair began in

peace and quiet at eight o'clock

of a sunny March morning in

the town square. At eleven

the stallkeepers were holding
on to their boards for dear life,

while their canvasses plastered
themselves against the church
tower sixty feet above, and

driving snows from the Saint
Gotthard swept across the

square. The Fohn increases

its mystery by coming only in

spring and autumn, and so

evades the summer tourist.

But if he found it, or it him, he
would look in vain for the ten-

foot Alpine horn supposed to

herald its approach : in place
of that we have a key-bugle,

lamentably played at street

corners by a youthful telegraph
clerk, whenever there is a fire ;

and, spite of plentiful hydrants
and perfect telegraphic and

telephonic communication, a

fire in the remote valley-vil-

lages, built almost entirely of

wood, can still be a very
serious affair indeed.

Our universal telephones, by
the way, furnish us with a

ready means of dealing with
the motor-fiend : without them
we should be very helpless ;

for we have not here the pro-
tection of your four surround-

ing seas. Our frontiers are but

lines on a map or stones on
a level road ;

and the car

which flattens out our fowls

or breaks our burghers' legs
in Sehwyz to-day may be in

Lyons or Vienna to - morrow.
But we have only some score

of main roads in canton

Sehwyz, and when the "acci-

dent" happens we have but

to telephone to as many post-
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offices, and a couple of waggons
swung across the road here

and there will soon do the

business. "We are accused
of inhuman treatment of the
" shover

"
by barring our most

picturesque roads to him
;
but

whoso has seen that very
fearful fowl, the Continental

motor, in its might, with
its starry - pointing pyramid
of luggage on top, will not

wonder. To meet that kind
of caisson travelling at thirty
miles an hour, with a pair of

fresh horses under your hand
and a drop of a hundred feet

into the lake on your right

(remember that abroad we

pass to the right, and the

driver cannot see the danger-
ous wheel), makes you wonder
that more roads are not closed

to the monsters as indeed

they would be if it were not
for the selfish policy of the

tourist-ridden cantons.

One other shadow flits

across the bright peacefulness
of our little capital. It takes
the form of bells. A well-

known novelist has stated as

his opinion that Lucerne is the

most bell - ridden town in

Europe. He had assuredly
never been to Schwyz. To

begin with, the countless cattle

that pass through our streets

in the small hours of the

morning on their way to or

from the upland pastures wear
bells as big as buckets. And
there are church -bells too : a

fine peal they are, no doubt,
but the noble art of bell-ringing
either never existed or has

been lost here. The bells are

rung by being smitten or

banged together by two small

boys, whose legs are plainly
visible an alluring mark for

an air-gun through the open
louvres of the church - tower,
the sounds produced being
about as edifying as the music
of a donkey-engine in full play.
The performance begins at

4.30 A.M. and continues until

early service at 5.0; and if

there is a funeral which is

every other day or so there

will be another sustained burst

of melody from 6. to 7.0. Dur-

ing the remainder of the day
the ringing is varied and per-

sistent, but it lacks the irritat-

ing power of the early morning
exercises. Sooner or later

public opinion will be aroused :

those boys will be dragged from
their perch, figuratively if not

literally, and peace and quiet
will reign in the eponymous
capital of the Confederacy.
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DANTE S PAOLO AND FRANCESCA.

BY SIR THEODORE MARTIN, K.C.B., K.C.V.O.

As the myriad shades passed
before Dante of those whom
Love had severed from earthly
life (che Amor di nostra vita

dispartille), and whom inexor-

able Minos had condemned to

imprisonment in the murky
and very mephitic winds of

the Second Circle of the In-

ferno, there to be " blown about
with restless violence

"
ever-

lastingly, he was, he tells us,

not only overcome with pity,
but perplexed in the extreme

(Pieta mi vinci, e' fui quasi

smarrito). Perplexed he might
well be by the lack of discrim-

ination in Minos, in consigning
Dido and the great Achilles to

the same doom as such shame-
less wantons as Semiramis and

Cleopatra, Dido, who in her

conjugal relations with JEneas
was no more untrue to the
ashes of Sichseus than any
ordinary widow is to those of a
former husband

;
and Achilles,

who was slain on his way to be
wedded to Polyxena in regu-
lar form. Virgil, too, Dante's
teacher and guide through the
infernal regions, must have
been not a little bewildered to

see his heroine Dido, whom he
had sympathetically placed in
" the Mournful Groves "

of his

Avernus, moving in such very
equivocal company as Helen of

Troy, Paris, and such like.

But still more bewildered

(smarrito) must Dante himself
have been, when in the same

group of shades with Dido he

descried Francesca of Rimini
and her lover, both of whom he
had personally known. From
his intimate relations with
other members of Francesca's

family, not long after her

death, he was sure to have
learned the true story of a

tragedy so comparatively re-

cent, and believed it to have
been due to the momentary
frenzy of a husband not un-

naturally jealous of an affec-

tion of which he could scarcely
fail to have seen previous
indications, and roused to

madness by coming upon the

lovers at the very time when
the fatal kiss, of which Dante

speaks, was given by Paolo to

Francesca. At such an inci-

dent Dante was, of course,

deeply grieved ;
but why

should he have been perplexed,
unless it was at finding the

two lovers classified with the

slaves of gross, sensual, and
adulterous passion? If this

were not his feeling, why
should he have used his

finest skill in bringing
into prominence a domestic

tragedy which had hitherto

been so carefully hushed up
that no official report of it

was ever made, and in invok-

ing the sympathy of the world
for the hapless victims of a

love which he surely did not
intend his readers to regard
as ignoble? Is it not by his

poem suggested rather as a

"marriage of true minds," a
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love " which never found its

earthly close," but so spiritual,
so sincere, that it remained
unshaken through an eternity
of pain ?

"Why the poet was "per-

plexed
" we can only con-

jecture ;
but he undoubtedly

has sorely perplexed posterity

by placing the victims of the

tragedy in his Second Circle

of the Inferno, and then doing
his utmost to engage the pity
and sympathy of his readers

for them. This seeming in-

consistency has given scope
for chroniclers and commen-
tators to put the worst con-

struction upon the conduct of

the lovers, and encouraged
dramatists to degrade what
was meant for a picture of

ideal love to the level of a

scandal of the Divorce Court.

The date of the tragedy was,
as nearly as can be ascertained,
1285. It was followed by no

public inquiry, and in the in-

terests of two families of such

importance as those of Ravenna
and Rimini it was carefully
hushed up no authentic record

of it made. "What brought
it about was left to the con-

jecture of local gossip and
surmise. But the fact that

Paolo and Francesca died, slain

by Gianciotto, his brother, could

not be concealed, and upon
that fact only one construction

was sure to be placed through-
out the Romagna. So com-

pletely had the sad story died

into oblivion that it was not

till 1552 that any public
mention of it was made, and
the chronicle in which it then

appeared adopted the prevail-

ing construction without proof

of any kind. The incident was
restated and enlarged upon,
as such things are sure to be,

by subsequent chroniclers, and
sometimes with an embroidery
of details equal to the achieve-

ments of the modern journalist.
But neither by them nor by
writers of a later date has any
real light been thrown upon
the case.

Leaving the region of mere

conjecture for that of fact, let

us deal with what is authori-

tatively known of the history
of the actors in this unhappy
story.

Giovanni Malatesta da Ver-

rucchio, born in 1212, had by
his second wife, called Con-

cordia, three sons Giovanni,
Paolo, and Malatestino. Gio-

vanni, the eldest, was uncouth
in person, rough and ungra-
cious in manner. He appears
in history as Gianciotto

Lanciotto, and owing to a

congenital halt in his gait,
as Giovanni il Sciancato. Of
dauntless courage, resolute in

will, hasty and implacable in

temper, he was, however un-

acceptable in a lady's chamber,
a man well fitted to take the
lead in the troubles and violent

local feuds of the time. At
an early age he became dis-

tinguished for his military
successes, and also rose to im-

portant administrative posi-

tions, as Podesta successively
in Forli, Faenza, and Pesaro.
He was at least thirty when,
in 1275, he married Francesca.
For what reason a young and
beautiful girl of seventeen was
given in marriage to a bride-

groom so unattractive by her
father Guido di Lanberto da
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Polenta, II Minore, is not

certainly known ;
but most

probably it was in requital
for valuable assistance ren-

dered by Gianoiotto to Guido
in expelling his adversariesfrom
Ravenna. However ill-assorted

their marriage, Francesca, it is

certain, bore Gianciotto a son

called Francesco, who died in

infancy, and a daughter who
was named Concordia, after

her husband's mother. Con-
cordia survived her mother

many years, and is heard of

in the will of her grandfather,
Guido il Minore, then over a

hundred years old. In this

will he advises his grand-
children not to trouble Gian-
ciotto about the dowry of

Francesca, which they seem
to have thought they were
entitled to reclaim from the

husband who had killed her

a thing they could hardly
have dreamt of doing if she

had been a proved adulteress.

In 1287, less than two years
after the slaughter of Paolo
and Francesca, Gianciotto mar-
ried Zambrasina, the daughter
of Tilibaldo da Zambresi,
widow of Tino d'Ugolino
Fantolino, by whom he had
three sons and two daughters.
In 1295 he succeeded his

father as Lord of Rimini.

There he lived till 1304, when
he departed to Caina, the

Ninth Circle of the Inferno,

which, according to Francesca,
" was waiting for him "

' ' Caina attende chi vita ci spense
"

("Caina waits for him who quench'd
our life").

Unlike his elder brother,
Paolo was amiable, and per-

sonally so attractive that he
was known as Paolo, II Bello.

In 1269, when only seventeen,
he married Orabile Beatrice,

daughter and heiress of Uberto,
Count of Chiaocinolo. She was

only fifteen when she married.

The date of her death is un-

certain, but she was probably
dead before the marriage of

Franoesca. She bore her hus-

band two children one of them
a son, Uberto, a spirited youth
who grew up to manhood,
and unwisely let it be known
that he intended to avenge
his father's murder. This, of

course, reached Gianciotto's

ears, who naturally took care-

ful order for securing his

"removal," which he is re-

ported to have succeeded in

effecting, and effecting in a
manner peculiarly horrible.

Uberto was beguiled to a

banquet, and there despatched
by the daggers of two of

Gianciotto's bastard sons. Ob-

viously Uberto did not believe

in his father having wronged
Gianciotto by more than the

fatal kiss.

It was left to Boccaccio, very
many years after Francesca's

death, to give a detailed version

of the circumstances which led

up to it, and this has since

passed current among the bulk
of Dante's readers as present-

ing a correct statement of the

facts on which the poet based
the exquisite episode which
stands in " The Inferno," as

Leigh Hunt said,
" like a lily

in the mouth of Tartarus."

In 1373, when Boccaccio's
'

Commentary
'

first appeared,
Francesca and Paolo had been
dead eighty-eight years, Gian-
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oiotto sixty -nine, and Dante

fifty-two. From what source

he drew his facts Boccaccio
does not say; but he at once
shows how little pains he took
to test their accuracy by an
inexcusable mistake at the

very outset of his narrative.

Francesca, he says, was the

daughter of Messer Guide da
Polenta the elder, II Vecohio,
her grandfather, instead of his

son Guido il Minore. He then
launches into a narrative, in

which the hand is conspicuous,
not of the scrupulous, careful

chronicler, but rather of the
romantic writer of the 'De-
cameron.' For reasons which

may be true, but which, to

judge by well-known facts in

the history of the time, are

at least improbable, he says
that Guido da Polenta, in

order to conciliate the friend-

ship and support of the elder

Malatesta, had agreed to give
his eldest daughter to Mala-
testa 's eldest son. Some of

Guido's friends hearing of this,

came to him and urged him
not to let his daughter see

Gianciotto before the marriage.
She was a high-spirited girl,

they urged, and would never
consent to wed so ugly and un-
lovable a fellow as Gianciotto.

Let the handsome Paolo be
sent to Ravenna, and wed her
as proxy for his brother ! The
advice was taken, and Paolo
sent to Ravenna to carry out

the fraud. As he was passing
through the courtyard of her
father's palace, a damsel from
a casement pointed him out to

Francesca as her future hus-

band. Believing this, Francesca

"incontinently placed in him

her whole affection." Then
follows this most extraordin-

ary statement :

" The ceremony of marriage having
been thus brought about, and the

lady conveyed to Rimini, she became
not aware of the deceit till the morn-

ing ensuing the marriage, when she

beheld Gianciotto rise from her side,

the which discovery moved her to

such disdain, that she became not less

rooted in her love to Paolo. Never-
theless that it grew to be unlawful I
never heard, except what is written

by this author [Dante] ; and possibly
it might have so become."

Was ever draft more pre-

posterous than this made upon
human credulity? Francesoa
must have frequently seen and
talked with Paolo before her
betrothal in Ravenna, and
also on her way with him to

Rimini. She spends her bridal

night in the arms of the gruff
and uncouth Gianciotto, and

only when he rises from her
side next morning does she
become aware of the deceit

that has been practised upon
her! Commentary would be
wasted on such fantastic non-
sense. It is the clumsiest of

fictions; but the rest of the

passage is valuable for Boc-
caccio's admission, that he had
never heard that the victim's

love grew unlawful, and that
he only concluded that it was
so from what he found in
Dante's poem. Of course a
demonstration of attachment
such as Paolo's kiss, passion-
ately accepted, might have
become so. The opportunity
was there, and as Shakespeare
has written in his " Lucrece "

" Oh opportunity ! thy guilt is great,
And plan the sin who may, thou

point'st the season !

"
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But was the opportunity
taken, or was it arrested by
the sudden rush of Gianciotto

on the unsuspecting lovers

during this, their first, and

probably their last, caress?

Common- sense should have

prompted Boccaccio to stop
with the passage just quoted.
He had acknowledged that he
never heard that the love of

Paolo and Francesca became
unlawful. But his habit as

romancer gets the better of

him, and he goes on to state

circumstances which, if true,
would have proved them guilty

beyond all doubt. Roused to

jealousy by the reports of some
domestic lago, Gianciotto, ac-

cording to him, returns home

suddenly, and finds Paolo in his

wife's chamber with the door

looked. While he is clamour-

ing at it for admittance, Paolo
tries to escape by another

door. Francesca, thinking him

gone, admits her husband
; but

Paolo, whose cloak has been

caught by a nail, is still

struggling in the doorway.
Gianciotto sees him, and,

dagger in hand, makes for

him. Francesca rushes be-

tween her husband and her

lover, and receives a thrust,

given with such vehemence
that it passes through her

body into Paolo's with fatal

effect. Boccaccio gives a finish-

ing touch to his recital.
" Then

Gianciotto, leaving them both

dead, hastily went his way and
betook himself to his wonted

affairs; and the two lovers

with many tears were buried

together in the same grave."
This is the story, palpably

apocryphal, which has been

through the intervening cen-

turies accepted upon the au-

thority of Boccaccio, because
it was promulgated by him
from the Cathedra Dantesca
in Florence, in the first year
of his office there as the public
lecturer on Dante. And upon
the strength of it such writers

of our own time as d'Annunzio
and Stephen Phillips have
robbed Dante's pathetic epi-
sode of its mysterious and

pathetic charm, and converted
those whom the poet appar-
ently intended to present as

ideal lovers into commonplace
violators of the Seventh Com-
mandment.

Let us now turn to Dante's
text and see if anything can
be found in it to justify such
desecration.

And after I had heard my Teacher name
These ladies of old time and cavaliers,

I was in pity lost, and sore perplex'd.

Then I began, "Oh, Poet, fain would I

Speak to those two, that go together link'd,

And seem to move so lightly on the wind."

And he to me, "Mark, when anear they come,
And pray them, by the love that leadeth them,
To list to thee awhile, and they will come."

Soon as the wind more nearly wafted them,

My voice found utterance, "Oh, ye o'er-wearied souls,
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Come, speak to me, if no one this forbid !

"

Then, even as doves, by strong affection sway'd,
With wings widespread, unswerving in their course,

Speed through the air to their accustomed nest,

So from the spirit band, where Dido is,

Through the empoison'd air to me they came,
Such power had my affectionate appeal.

"Oh, living creature, gracious and benign,
Who through the swart air comest to visit us,

That with our blood dis-stained have the world,

Were He who rules the Universe our friend,

We would implore of Him to give thee peace,

Since thou hast pity for our dire mishap,
Of which, so please thee or to hear or speak,
We or will listen, or will speak to thee,

While silent is the wind, as it is now.

"The land where I was born is seated on

The beached sea, whereto the Po descends,

There with its tributary streams to rest.

Love, that on gentle heart lays quickly hold,

Seized this man for the beauteous form was reft

From me; and still the world it does me wrong.
Love, who in turn makes the beloved to love,

Roused in me for this man delight so strong

That, as you see, even now it leaves me not.

Love to one death together led us twain.

Caina waits for him who quench'd our life."

These words were borne upon the air to me.

Then, when I heard these agonised souls,

I droop'd my head, and held it down so long,

That the bard said to me, "What musest thou?"
When I made answer,

"
Oh, alas !

"
I said,

"What sweetest thoughts, what burden of desire

Brought these two beings to this woful pass ?
"

Then unto them I turned, and thus I spake.

"Francesca," I began, "these pains of thine,

For sadness and for pity make me weep.
But tell me, in that season of sweet sighs,

By what, and in what wise, did love vouchsafe

To you the knowledge of these vague desires?"

Then she to me, "There is no greater pang
Than in our misery to recall our days
Of happiness, and this thy Teacher knows.

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCIII. X
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But if thou hast so great desire to learn

The source wherefrom our love sprang into life,

I'll do thy will, and tell thee through my tears

Reading we were one day for our delight
Of Lancelot, how love did him enthrall.

We were alone, and no suspicion had.

At many a pause that reading made our eyes
To meet, and took the colour from our cheeks,

But 'twas one point alone that vanquish'd us.

When of the yearned-for smile we read, that sought
To be by one who loved so nobly kiss'd,

He, that from me shall ne'er be parted now,

Trembling all over kiss'd me on the mouth.

Galeotto was the book, and he who wrote it :

That day we read in it no farther on."

While thus to me one of these spirits spake,
The other made such doleful moan, I felt

As if for utter pity I should die,

And I fell down, as a dead body falls.

Where in all this is there to the heart of Francesca,
a suggestion that the relations even as Dante's silent love

between Paolo and Francesca found its way to the heart

were those of a continuous of Beatrice. Paolo's handsome
and commonplace intrigue? presence, the chivalrous rever-

For one thing, it gives a ential homage of his " cor

deathblow to Boccaccio's gentil," in contrast to the
statement that Francesca was ungainly person, the churlish

the first to fall in love with roughness, and probable ne-

Paolo, and that she did so gleet of Gianciotto, could not

on merely seeing him cross fail to arrest the attention and
the courtyard of her father's awaken chords of sympathy
palace. Her love was awak- in Francesca's kindred nature,

ened, as it commonly is She says as much in the lines

awakened in the woman, in

response to that of the man. "**%*
a null amat amor per

'

Observe the words Mi prese del costui piacer si forte,

"Amor che al cor gentil ratto s'ap-
Che > come

;

vedi > *ncor non m'abban-

prende,

bellaper8ona A love of this kind is not of

sudden growth. Paolo was
Paolo's love, possibly long un- thirty-seven years old, Fran-

spoken, and at first probably cesca twenty-seven, a period
less love than a sympathetic of life when, if a passion
pity for her situation, was of comes, it comes with perilous
a kind which soon told its tale intensity. Dante, speaking
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out of his own experience,
exclaims to Virgil,

"
Quanti

dolci pensieri, quanto disio,"

brought these lovers to the

catastrophe of their death !

And again he speaks of the
"
tempo de' dolci sospiri,"

when, with a love still un-

avowed, they were suffering
the sweet strain of what

Coleridge calls

"Gentle feelings long subdued,
Subdued and cherished long,"

the delight in each other's

society, the inward conscious-

ness that they loved and were
beloved. It was these things,
not the remembrance of un-
fettered passion, that consti-

tuted the tempo felice which
Francesoa in her misery recalls.

But the sweetness of that time
could not have been without
an alloy of dread, which must
have continually reminded
them of the necessity of reso-

lute self-restraint. It was in

an evil hour that they be-

thought them of reading the

romance of ' Lancelot du Lac '

for their delight. It was court-

ing the opportunity for evil,

if they were at all aware of

its contents. The reading of

the old love-story not, it must
be owned, of the most edify-

ing kind, though held, says

Chaucer, by women in "full

great reverence" acted as an
incentive to their desires, as

Gallehaut (the Galeotto) of the

original had acted as a kind
of Pandarus. 1 Excited by the

love-making of Queen Guine-

vere and Lancelot, as there told,

Paolo yields to an uncontroll-

able impulse and plants the

fatal kiss upon Francesca's lips.

"That day they read no more."
Dante does not say why. But
is it too much to suppose that

at the time while that kiss

still lingered on their lips, the

husband, brought to the spot

by some household spy, broke
in upon the unsuspecting lovers

and there and then ended their

lives "la vita ci spense
"

?

One asks, How came Dante

1 In the ' Lancelot du Lac,' it is the Queen, and not Sir Lancelot, who makes
the first advance. Lancelot is too shy for her Majesty's taste, and she has to

coax him to kiss her. The story is told with a naivete" exceptionally graphic.
The knight is introduced to the Queen by Gallehaut (Dante's Galeotto), he all

reverence and timidity, she full of coquetry and latent passion.
" It is fit," she

says to Gallehaut, in answer to his plea that her Majesty should show some

sign of favour to her admirer. "I will do what you will," she replies, "but he
asks for nothing." "That," says Gallehaut, "is because he has not the power,

all lovers are full of awe." The Queen rejoins,
" I will do what you bid me

do." "Then kiss him," says Gallehaut, "as a beginning of true love" (done le

baisez par commencement de vrai amour). "For a kiss," Guinevere suggests, "I
see now neither time nor place, but indeed I am quite as much inclined for one

as he." Her ladies-in-waiting would be sure to see.
"
Nevertheless, if he wishes

it, I will kiss him right willingly." Lancelot is astounded, and so completely
taken aback that he can but faintly mutter, "Lady, a thousand thanks !

"
Upon

this Gallehaut suggests that Lancelot himself and Mallehant, the Queen's
dame d'honneur, should gather round the Queen, as if taking counsel together.
Lancelot was apparently in no haste to avail himself of the dangerous privilege
which her Majesty was so eager to concede. Then the romance proceeds :

' ' La Reine voit bien que li chevaliers non ose plus faire, si le prent par le

menton et le baise, voiant Gallehaut, assez longuement, si que la dame de
Mallehant sot de voir que il la baisait."
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to hear of the Lancelot book ?

The incident could never have
been told by the parties to it,

for they were summarily slain.

But the book, open at the fatal

passage, may have been found

lying beside their bodies. Of
this he might have heard from
some of the Da Polenta family,
and if so, he would be sure to

seize upon the incident as pro-

bably leading to the tragic
result.

The interpretation of the

story above given is surely
confirmed by Francesca's

words :

" Caina attende chi vita ci spense
"

(" Caina waits for him who quench'd
our life ").

Would Francesca say this, or

would Dante have said it for

her, if she were the guilty

thing Boccaccio and others

have called her? Surely not.

Gianciotto, in the opinion of

that age, was within his rights
in killing an adulterous wife

and her paramour. But is it

conceivable that she should

say that her husband was
waited for in the nethermost

pit of hell, unless the utmost
of her transgression was the

receiving of Paolo's kiss, and
that for this, and this only,

they had been sent to their

account,

"
Unhousel'd, disappointed, unaneled,
No reckoning made "

?

Still further light is thrown

upon the presumption of Fran-
cesca's innocence by her words
after saying how she was be-

reft of her "bella persona."
That was bad enough ; still the
murderous incident was closed,

complaint useless. But she
feels she had a just complaint
to make against the ignorant
gossip of the world, which had

put the worst possible con-

struction upon her conduct.

The grievous slander wounds
and stings her, even amid the

agonies of her doom. The
common reading of the text

makes her complain only of

the manner of her death :

" E il modo ancor m' offende."

This is, no doubt, the reading
of the larger proportion of the

ancient manuscripts of the

poem, but a very considerable

proportion of the best of these

have the reading mondo. To

complain of the manner of

death was manifestly futile.

That caused a transitory pain,
but an innocent woman might
very well writhe, even after

death, at having her name
branded and received among
her countrymen as that of an
adulteress when she was con-

scious of her innocence.

And now, what of Paolo?
One constantly hears it said

of him that he was a poor

unmanly creature, all tears,

without a word to say while

Francesca tells her piteous

story. If Dante had thought
his grief unmanly and out of

place, would he have been

moved by it as he was ?

Paolo appears in the story
of his time to have been a

brave man, a gallant soldier;
and if he had lived with
Francesca as his paramour,
he would have taken his

punishment like a man, pa-

tiently and in silence. But
the cor gentil being, as Dante
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says, predominant in him,
Francesca's recital could not
fail to intensify his natural

agony of pity and self-re-

proach, that his want of self-

control had brought upon her
the cruel and sudden doom
which she, like a woman true

to her love, was content to

bear, if only it was shared
with him. Viewed in this

light, we can understand why
Dante was so deeply affected

by Paolo's passion of grief
that he wrote that, while
Francesca spoke

" L'altro piangeva si, che di pietade
lo venni men cosi com 'io morisse "

("The other made such doleful moan,
I felt

As if for utter pity I should die ").

The question still remains,

Why did Dante approve of the
doom assigned by Minos to the

unhappy lovers ? He would
be indeed a bold critic who
should attempt to divine the
reason for the choice of such
a merciless judgment by a

poet who revelled in dealing
out everlasting penalties of

almost unimaginable torture to

so many of his fellow-creatures

as Dante a so-called Christian

man has done. He wanted
to tell a piteous story that

had moved him so deeply that,

coming in contact with the

sufferers, he was so shaken
that he

"
Caddi, come un corpo morto cade ;

"

and he no doubt put it in the

place he found most conven-
ient for it. If they were
where in his vision he saw
them, the fault lay with Minos
and not with him.

If he was perplexed, his

readers may justly complain
of the way he has perplexed
them. Many of them, at least,
like the present writer, cannot
believe that he deliberately
asked them to sympathise, to

shed the many tears that have
been shed over his story of

Francesca, to admire the con-

stancy of her devotion to

Paolo, if hers had been a

vulgar amour, culminating in

the breach of her marriage
vows, and divested of every
element of nobleness and spirit-

uality.
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TO MADRID IN A MOTOR-CAB.

BY H. B. MONEY-COUTTS.

WHEN I first began to

question people as to the

possibility of comfortable road

travelling in Spain, the re-

sult was disheartening. "The
roads are awful,"

"
Spanish

hotels are the worst in

Europe," "The food is uneat-

able," &c., &c. Close inquiry,

however, usually revealed the
fact that my informant had
not been in the country for a

good many years. At last I

found some one in possession
of really reliable and up-to-
date information, who was
much more encouraging, yet
even he seemed to fancy that
sometimes we might find things

pretty bad.

The Touring Department of

the K.A.C.G.B.L (which any
motorist will interpret to the

ignorant) were, as usual, eK-

ceedingly civil and painstaking
in supplying any information
at their disposal ; but even

they could not speak positively
as to the certainty of always
finding petrol, or as to the
state of the roads in May,
and the things they tried to

persuade me were road maps
looked as if an apoplectic

spider had been drying him-
self on a sheet of foolscap
after a bath in a bottle of

red ink. The best one, they
candidly confessed, had been
made by the Duke's officers

during the Peninsular War !

At last I discovered that
there was a road map of Spain

worthy of the name, compiled

by a French Capitaine de

Genie, Prudent by name, some

twenty years ago, and of this

the Club people managed to

obtain the necessary sheets for

me from Paris. It is on too

small a scale to compare very

favourably with Taride or

other well-known road maps,
but is (so far as we tested it)

quite accurate, and marks the

roads clearly enough. At any
rate, it is many times better

than nothing ;
for although

there are not many roads in

Spain, it is occasionally quite

possible to take the wrong
one.

Our car was a new one,
a "forty," christened Bianca.

Good old Clementina, faithful

companion of our excursions

into Holland, Germany, Switz-

erland, and France, has been
fitted with a new body and

relegated to street life. Her
soul is as indomitable as ever

;

the life of a well-made car,

properly looked after, is going
to be much longer than people

imagined possible a few years

ago, and Clementina bears her
four years of active service as

if she were fresh from the

testing shop.
There are few joys so great

as the first few drives on a

spick-and-span new car of

considerably greater horse-

power than the old one.

How she leaps to a touch of

the throttle pedal, how quiet
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she is, and how she slides

uphill as if pushed on by
an invisible hand ! Then the
side entrance : with what pride
does the owner hand in his

ladies, as if he had never
seen them squeezing into an
uncomfortable tonneau in his

life ! The push pedals, the

gate change, the knowing rake

of the steering pillar (strongly

suggestive of more than a
touch of speed), all such little

novelties delight the heart of

the owner-driver, even though
he knows that for stark re-

liability it will be impossible
ever to beat the trusty old

slave now left disconsolate in

the coach-house.
Bianca was new, yet not too

new. Several hundred miles

of crowded England had been
covered in all sorts of weather,
but how we longed all the
while for the time to come
when we should really be able

to let her out on these mag-
nificent French highways.
We swung out of London

one fine afternoon towards
the end of April, bound for

Southampton and the mid-

night boat. At Winchester
an annoying thing happened.
One of the foot -brakes was
not biting well (Bianca has

two, as well as the ordinary
hand-brake), so while we drank
tea Frederick was directed to

take it up a couple of turns.

In doing so he let the swivel-

bolt drop behind the drum into

a kind of pocket formed by the

back of the drum with the

gear-box. Half an hour's fish-

ing with copper - wire loops

failing to retrieve the bolt,
we turned over our stock of

spare parts, and to our joy
discovered a thick square-
headed steel pin, with a

thread at its other end which
would take the nut of the

vanished bolt. This made a

perfectly good job of it, which

gave no trouble, though it

seemed safer to dismantle the

brake when opportunity offered

and to replace the proper
part.
Nextmorning found us steam-

ing into Havre, after a troubled

night. It was foggy, and the

siren wailed over our heads at

frequent intervals, sleep-dispel-

ling and uncomfortable. We
were delighted to find it high
tide (cars can only be landed
at high water), and before noon

had, with Mr Burton's ever-

ready assistance, disposed of

all the formalities and a good
breakfast, and were bumping
over the granite setts through
the suburbs of Havre en route

for Wonderland, which is a

happy country only to be
reached by road, no trains

are allowed to cross its

frontier.

At Harfleur we turned off

sharp to the right, and pres-

ently crossed the Seine by
the steam ferry at Quillebceuf,
which has a most precipitous
entrance and exit, only to

be tackled easily by oars of

a good hill - climbing breed.

Thence by pleasant lanes to

Pont Audemer, on by Bernay
and Alen9on over a beautiful

highway to Le Mans. For
the first time we could see

what our "
forty

" would really
do, though not for any gold
would I confide to an unsym-
pathetic world the secrets
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which the speedometer re-

vealed. A back tube burst

like a clap of thunder a few
miles before Le Mans, and
within two hundred yards of

our hotel we ran out of petrol
two sufficiently annoying

little incidents at the end of

the day. Next morning we
saw the beautiful cathedral,
which with its clustering

chapels looks like an old

grey hen brooding over her

chickens, and the church of

Notre Dame de la Couture.
Our stay that night was at

Poitiers an old friend which
we revisited with joy, and
the next day we went on

leisurely to Angoul^me, an

easy run. Here it was hot,
and we began to feel as if

we were getting south, though
we were disillusioned next day.
Few towns stand more beauti-

fully than Angoul^me, on its

cliffs above the wide Charente
and the little gleaming Au-

guienne. The cathedral is a

fascinating Romanesque build-

ing, which suffered a good
deal at the hands of icono-

clastic Calvinists. If only the

breakers of beautiful things
could be made to realise the
sum of pleasure which they
take away from those who
come after them!
We started next morning

about the same time as a big
red Mercedes. A wrong turn-

ing before we were quit of

the town gave them a lead,
and after that they plainly
did not mean to be caught.
Their dust was amazing, so

we did not hurry. It was
over this road that the fatal

Paris-Madrid race (stopped at

Bordeaux) took place, in which
so many drivers and spectators
lost their lives, largely be-

cause of the blinding dust,
which obscured everything but
the tree-tops.
At Libourne we left the

Bordeaux road and went across

country by Sauveterre and La
Reole, till we hit the Bayonne
road at Grignols. The nearest

way between Bordeaux and

Bayonne is, of course, over

the Landes country ;
but Taride

marks all the Landes roads as
"
pave

"
or " mauvais etat," so

we went round. It was four

o'clock by the time we got to

Mont-de-Marsan, and had been

raining steadily for the last

two hours
; also the wind was

icy, and although a glass-screen
and properly built hood keep
one as dry as need be, they
are draughty contrivances,

especially when a strong side-

wind blows. So we shirked

the remaining 100 kilometres

to Biarritz, and stayed in

comfort at Mont-de-Marsan for

the night.
Next morning being the

Sabbath, we were wakened

up at a smallish hour by the

chatter of an animated fruit

and vegetable market in the

street outside our hotel. The
run to Biarritz was cold and

uneventful, with more rain,
wonderful stretches of straight
road through the forest, but a

very indifferent surface, with
some awful bumps now and

again. Biarritz we found
fast emptying of its spring
visitors the principal local

feature both there and at

Bayonne being some huge red

advertisement posters of an
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enterprising tailor, depicting

King Edward in a fancy
hunting costume.
We tarried a day or two

in the hopes that the weather
would mend ; but it remained

cold, wet, and miserable. The

morning of our departure was

particularly gloomy, and the

Pyrenees were shrouded by
heavy storm-clouds which broke

upon us before we reached
St Jean de Luz. I should
here mention that there is a

particularly vile level-crossing
between Bidart and St Jean.

It is marked : but the notice-

board is not easily seen, with
the result that we bumped
over it at perhaps eight miles

an hour with terrific leaps
and bounds. However, nothing
carried away ;

but it should be
taken at an absolute crawl.

At Behobie I obtained the
French douanier's signature
to my "Triptyque," and we
rolled across the long bridge
over the Bidassoa into Spain.

Everything is quite easy at
the Irun custom-house if one
is armed with a pass from
Monsieur Lafitte, the Club

agent at Biarritz. The Span-
ish douaniers, though they
carried out a rigorous exam-
ination of car and luggage,
were tolerably civil, if gruff;
the chief annoyance being the

huge import duty it was

necessary to pay on the 50
litres or so of petrol in the

tank, which worked out at

over a half peseta per litre.

Here it may be said that

everything connected with

motoring in Spain is abom-

inably dear : petrol, which
was often of a very poor

quality, to judge by the way
the car ran on it, cost from
five to six pesetas for the
5 -litre can i.e., about 3s. 6d.

a gallon. Seven pesetas were
often asked, but the price could

be got down by bargaining,
as a rule, though I could

never bring it below five

pesetas. Oil cost about three

times as much as in France,
and four times as much as

in England, and any acces-

sories were at least double
their proper price.
The road between Irun and

San Sebastian is very beauti-

ful
; and the latter place,

even in the rain, looked most
attractive as we sped through.
The way runs along the river

Oria, a turbulent stream,

through Tolosa to the village
of Beasain, where we left the
Oria. By a curious optical

delusion, although we were

running steadily uphill all the

while, meeting the rushing
torrent, the road appeared to

be a downhill one : the reason
I cannot give, but so it was,
and on the reverse journey,

although from the running of

the car one was obviously

going down quite a consider-

able gradient, the road looked

level. Of course every motor-
ist or cyclist knows well how
very deceptive some hills are :

quite a steep hill to look at

may give much too flattering
an idea of the power of one's

motor or of one's legs ; and
another again, which looks so

gentle, will take considerably
more out of either form of

engine than one supposed
possible. The "tilt" of the

surrounding country probably
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has something to do with it,

and the phenomenon occurs

oftenest, I think, as one ap-

proaches a range of hills

or mountains. It was so

strongly marked in this case

that at times the Oria looked

as if it was running uphill !

Passing through the nar-

row street of Idiazabal, we
began to climb in earnest,
and for the next six or seven

miles it was a case of second

speed, with an occasional

touch of the third.

At the top of the pass
there is a toll-house, and we
were mulcted of six pesetas

by a most surly person, who
had a scowl worth a fortune

to a melodramatic villain. It

is almost a misnomer to call

this road into Spain a pass :

one goes down for perhaps
half a mile and no more on
the south side, and finds one-

self in a hilly upland country,
some 2500 feet above the sea,

thickly grown with beech
woods as far as the little

town of Alsasua, open and
treeless beyond it. The road,
which so far had been excel-

lent, began to deteriorate, and
was scored deeply with nar-

row ruts, made by the knife-

like edges of the thin wheels
of the local carts. These
wheels look like the cover of

a well with a small strip of

metal round the rim, and are

admirable road-destroyers.
The day was as wet and

cold as could be; the road,
after Alsasua, made travel-

ling at anything over twenty-
five miles an hour or so an

impossibility, if one would
avoid being shaken out of

one's seat ; the delays at the
frontier had eaten into the

forenoon ;
so when we arrived

at Vittoria at about four

o'clock, it was put and car-

ried nem. con. that we stay
there the night, though it

had been our intention to

push on to Burgos.
Vittoria is an uninterest-

ing town, and the inn there

reeks of rancid oil. How-
ever, the rooms were tolerable

and the food quite good, and
when next morning broke
clear and sunny we were glad
that we had stayed. Bianca
had spent the night in a

huge tumble - down empty
shed, which, however, had
the merit of being able to be
locked up.
The petrol we obtained from

mine host was cheapened from
6 pesetas to 5.50 the litre: it

had a queer smell, but the car
ran on it, though none too

well. One of our perpetual
troubles was the bargaining
necessary over every and any
expenditure : a Spaniard, and

particularly a Spanish inn-

keeper, always asks more
than he will take. Some
people appear callous to this

method of dealing, or even
rather like it

;
for ourselves

it was a constant irritation,

even if a minor one. Occas-

ionally, if hurried or forget-

ful, one neglected the cheapen-
ing process, and then had the

uncomfortable certainty that

one had been done !

Vittoria seemed to have
a biggish infantry garrison.

They were undersized, unin-

telligent-looking little brown
men for the most part, and in
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their ugly caped greatcoats
looked like badly trussed

chickens. Their white gloves
were dirty and in holes, their

general appearance most un-

prepossessing. Some cavalry
men and gunners that we
saw later were a much more

soldierly-looking lot.

A few miles from the town
we tried to make out the

principal features of the battle-

field, where the Duke won what
was perhaps his oompletest

victory in the Peninsular War.
It was stirring to think that

this odd-looking bizarre country-
side had been traversed by a

victorious British army only a

hundred years ago : one realised

on a sudden that thousands of

men of one's own blood must
have had this self-same scene

burnt indelibly on their brain.

That chocolate - coloured hill

there must have been on the

extreme left of the French line

of battle ;
this ridge of slate-

grey limestone bluffs, into

which the road sinks in a

shallow cutting, their main

position ;
that little mud-

coloured village, Ariuez, taken
and retaken and taken again
by Picton's division and

Kempt's gallant Rifles, was
the place where King Joseph's
centre made their last stand.

Save for the railway, which is

for the most part out of sight
in the ravine of the Zadorra,
the scene can have altered

little since that warm June

day, wellnigh a hundred years

ago. Strangely enough, more-

over, local tradition says that

it was on this self-same spot that

Edward the Black Prince, fight-

ing with his adventurous army

in a quarrel that concerned him
not one whit, lost a part of

his cavalry under Sir William

Felton, who was utterly routed

by Don Enrique's brother, Don
Tello. The Duke, writing
home after his victory to Lord

Wellesley, mentioned in his

letter that " the battle was

fought yesterday on the ground
called in the country The Eng-
lish Hills, on which the Black
Prince fought a battle against
the French." The Duke was

wrong, however: the big battle

in which the Black Prince,

fighting on behalf of Pedro the

Cruel, defeated Don Enrique
and his French adherents, took

place at Navarrete, some miles

away, and it was almost cer-

tainly Felton's disastrous action

which was fought near the steep
banks of the Zadorra.
The Black Prince's most not-

able prisoner at Navarrete was
Bertrand du Guesclin, and at

the risk of irrelevancy I cannot
refrain from recounting the

consequences of the downfall
of that perfect knight. (This
is not meant sarcastic : he was
a perfect knight, according to

the old code of chivalry.) Ed-
ward sent a letter to his captive,

saying that he rated him so

high that no ransom was ade-

quate : du Guesclin must there-

fore consider himself a prisoner
till the war was over. The
Frenchman replied that never
had so splendid a compliment
been paid him in his life before,
and that his captivity was in-

deed an honourable one. The
Prince, delighted with the
answer (also, possibly, disgusted
with the vile Pedro), then said

that he would give du Guesclin
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his freedom if he would name
his own ransom. "

Then, when
all supposed that the Constable
would name some small sum
for his ransom so that he might
gain his freedom at once, Ber-

trand replied, that though a

poor knight, without gold or

money, he would name a hun-
dred thousand gold francs for

himself, and give good security
for the payment. At which
all marvelled, the Prince at

Sir Bertrand's greatness of

heart, and they at the confid-

ence the prisoner had in his

king and fellow-nobles.
" l The

ransom was paid.
The road by the river was

excellent, and continued so as

far as Miranda de Ebro.
Between the Ebro and the

Obarenes Mountains it was

unaffectedly bad, a bumpy
surface covered with loose

flints, but it began to improve
again as soon as we got into

the hills, and in the beautiful

Pancorbo gorge was very good.
The limestone rocks are here

tortured and twisted into a
Dolomitic grotesqueness, and
the river Oroncillo, the road,
and the railway fight for the

possession of the narrow pas-

sage between the sharp grey
cliffs.

A refractory mule wanted
the whole village of Pancorbo
to himself, and was so excited

that his owner had to take him
into the front parlour before

we could pass along the narrow
street. The dogs and the mules
in Spain need a deal of watch-

ing. The principal rural in-

terest seems to be that of

leading strings of unladen
mules from one village to an-

other
;
and as soon as you try

to pass they all with one accord

proceed to take refuge in the

adjoining fields. Sometimes
their conductor solves the diffi-

culty by taking them there

himself, and he is usually quite
civil and cheery about it all.

The dogs are all possessed of a
suicidal devil ; and as they are

usually very large, and live by
whole companies, even in the

tiniest villages, one's work is

cut out if one would avoid a
wholesale slaughter. After a
while I made Frederick arm
himself with small stones,
which sometimes quelled their

ardour, and convinced them
that the proper station in life

of a self-respecting cur dog
is not immediately under the

radiator of a moving motor-
car.

We stopped at Burgos for

lunch, leaving the car perforce
in the street outside the hotel,
as the coach-house was full.

On coming out again we found
Frederick and Bianca the

centre of a large and admiring
crowd, whose excitement, when
we poured a few cans of petrol
into the tank, knew no bounds.
Two elderly beadles I beg
their pardon, "guardias de
orden publico" were trying
vainly to keep the children

back with their staves, calling
out angrily,

" Ninos ! ninos !

"
;

but the " ninos
" took little

notice. The "watch" of the

old Spanish towns is about as

useful as it was in England in

Shakespeare's time. Very dif-

1
Hobbs, from Old Spanish Chronicler.
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ferent is the "guardua civile,"

or country constabulary fine-

looking fellows, with a first-

class reputation for efficiency.

They always hunt in couples,
and one would sometimes meet

eight or ten pairs of them in

the course of a day's run, big
men, in a smart uniform, on

good horses, armed with a

carbine and sword. Some folk

will tell you that they are

the only efficient body in all

Spain.

Leaving Burgos behind us,

with the full intention of stay-

ing there on our return jour-

ney, we proceeded gaily for

some five miles over an excel-

lent road before we discovered

that we were heading towards
not Valladolid, but Soria. An
urchin from the hotel, whom
we had seated on the step to

guide us out of the town, had
set us wrong. Never accept

any local information about

anything, is a good rule in

Spain. Great is the ignorance
of the lower-class Spaniard
about all things two yards
away from his nose. The
children are more to be relied

on than their parents, which
is saying little. We had to

turn back almost into Burgos
again, but then had no trouble

in finding the right road, with
the help of Baedeker and
Prudent.
A large car overtook us that

afternoon, rather to our dis-

gust. One does not like to be

passed in a "forty." Bianca
had a fit of the slows though,
and was not pulling well

;
the

petrol we had bought at

Burgos was dreadfully dirty,
and the gauze in the petrol

pipe was nearly choked up by
the time we reached Valladolid.

Two or three of the villages

along this stretch of road
are very curious, in that the

houses are hollowed out of the

ground. One had imagined
that troglodytes and cave

dwellings belonged to a far

distant past ; yet at Tariego,
and at another village whose
name I forget, quite half the

houses are merely excavations
in the side of the hill.

The last twenty miles or so

before Valladolid were dread-

ful : the road became a sort of

shingle beach in places, studded
with hillocks, and we groaned
for our springs and tyres.
Even in the town itself the

surface is execrable; and the

Calle Doiia Maria de Molina,
in which the Siglo hotel stands,

is, I should think, the worst in

Europe !

Next day we roamed about
the town, wondering at the

inchoate cathedral, an unfin-

ished and melancholy building,

admiring the beautiful patio
of the Collegio de San Gre-

gorio, with its slender columns
and gorgeous richness of de-

sign, inquisitively inspecting
the lecture - rooms of the old

university under the guidance
of a civil porter. The univers-

ity is obviously and wofully

poor : the science school and

laboratory would be no credit

to a second - rate provincial

grammar-school; and all the

rooms and buildings are small,

grimy, and badly furnished.

Yet one could not but feel that

here was one of the few centres

of light and leading in Spain
proud, stupid Spain, that the
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work being done was of incal-

culable value, and that in

these seedy-looking boys and
their professors lay the chief

hope the country has of getting
out of the hopeless slough of

ignorance in which she is so

firmly fixed.

We left Valladolid on a

bright sunny morning for our

last stage to Madrid. The
road was very bumpy for

twenty-five kilometres or so,

then suddenly improved, and
for fifty or sixty miles was as

good as any highway in

Europe, making forty miles

an hour possible for the first

time since we had crossed the

frontier. It is a straight,

uninteresting road this, across

the great plain of Castile ;

here and there appears the

stump of a ruined windmill;
and the infrequent, closely

clustering villages serve but
to accentuate the dreary lone-

liness of the land. Then the

Guadarrama range comes slow-

ly into view, till you cross a

little river (the Voltova, I

think), and turn up into the

foot-hills of the great barrier

between Old and New Cas-
tile.

In the last village before we
left the plain, to us, proceed-

ing warily on the look-out
for "

caniveaux," suddenly ap-

peared a distraught and grimy
Frenchman; two more followed
him from out an unsavoury-
looking inn. Their car, they
said, almost in tears with agi-

tation, was in that shed. Here

they had been for six hours,
run out of petrol twenty
kilometres from the telegraph
even

;
and here they might

have to stay the night if I

could not give them some
"essence." Happily I had

twenty litres on board, as well

as a fairly full tank, so was
able to let them have enough
to take them on. Their grati-
tude was profound, and even

embarrassing ; but certainly
the prospect of a night in that

unattractive spot was not allur-

ing. There are not many cars

on the road in Spain, and they
might have had to wait some
time for more "essence."

We met No. 1 Frenchman
afterwards in Madrid (he
looked a very different person
when he was washed and

shaved), and he told me that

they had reached Guadarrama
town safely, and had there

been able to buy enough petrol
to take them on to Madrid.
The top of the pass over the

Sierra de Guadarrama is close

upon 5300 feet above the sea,

and as the weather had been
cold we did not know but what
we might find snow. But
there was nothing more for-

midable to surmount than
acres of unrolled granite, and
the ascent from the north side

is neither so long nor so for-

midable as from the south.

There are some five miles of

hill between the stone lions

which mark the summit of the

pass and the village of Gua-
darrama at the foot on the

Madrid side, and the average
gradient is about one in six.

It is as severe a hill-climb as

can possibly be imagined, and
let no one whose brakes are

not just the thing run down
it. The mountains were clad

in snow but a few hundred feet
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above us, and the view was

very wonderful. The Sierra

has a different colouring to

any other range I have seen,
a greener tint, and a character
that is all its own.
We did not pass by the

Escorial, but took the direct

road to Madrid through Tor-

relodones, over quite a fair

road, and by five o'clock were

entering Madrid, under the

shadow of the stately palace.
Hitherto we had followed the

French rule of the road, and
all had been well ; but now, to

our astonishment, we found
that the English rule held

good, a fact borne in upon us

by a narrow escape from col-

lision with a large car, on what
we supposed was its wrong
side, at the corner by the

palace.

Very beautiful is the palace :

surely the best situated in

Europe. Standing at the edge
of the hill, it faces the open
country (Madrid has no sub-

urbs), with the blue -green
Guadarrama mountains in the
distance. "Vous etes mieux

loge que moi, mon frere," was
Napoleon's remark to Joseph
when he arrived before Madrid
at the head of his victorious

troops early in December 1808 :

a few days later he left the

place for ever upon his frantic

but vain endeavour to capture
Sir John Moore and a British

army.
We found ourselves in com-

fortable quarters on the Puerta
del Sol busiest square of

Spain's cheerful capital. Bi-

anca was lodged in a well-

found garage some distance

away; for the first two days

of our stay Frederick occupied
himself with her wheels and

tyres. The former, ball-races

and all, had stood the hammer-

ing without a sign ; the latter

were sadly cut about by the
loose flints, and it was neces-

sary to change those on the
back wheels brand-new stud-

ded non-skids though they
were when we left London.

Fortunately we had three new
non - skids as spares, fortu-

nately, because of the huge
price of tyres in Spain.
We saw the usual sights :

the wonderful Prado galleries
where every picture almost is

by a master, with Velasquez's
great genius towering over
them all; other galleries, mu-
seums, the palace, the Armeria.
We went to a bull-fight, and
wished we had stayed away.
It is quite as unpleasant as

people say, and the cruelty to

the horses turns one sick. If

it was merely an affair between
the men, who are undoubtedly
very skilful, and the bull, who
is probably so mad with rage
as to be past feeling much
pain, one could shrug one's

shoulders at the queer game
and find some excuse ; but for

the torture of those poor, old,

blindfolded screws there can
be no shadow of palliation.
After three bulls had been
killed we had seen more than

enough, especially as the horses
in the third encounter had

already been badly gored in

the second, and the third bull

was not killed neatly, but ran
about bellowing for a while
with the espada's sword stick-

ing out of his shoulders.

More to our taste was the
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first motor-car show ever held

in Madrid, which had been

opened by the King, who is, as

everyone knows, an affection-

ate lover of the gentle art of

motoring, and a most accom-

plished chauffeur. The build-

ing was a spacious one, well

decorated, and the show very

fairly representative of the

French and Italian industry.
Save for three or four Daim-

lers, mounted on a most at-

tractive stand, where you were
handed a well-got-up catalogue
in Spanish, an Austin or two,
a six-cylinder Iris which had
come through by road, and
two Humbers, tucked away in

an annexe, England was un-

represented. I suppose many
of our makers are so full up
with orders at home that they
can afford to neglect such a

comparatively limited market
as Spain can offer; but the

poor show England made was
a little galling to one's national

pride. Motoring in Spain is

too expensive to be very
popular, and those Spaniards
who do own cars and there

were quite a lot about in

Madrid seem to use them
more for slowly trundling up
and down the Paseo de Castel-

lana or for a drive in the Royal
park than for anything like

touring.
One day we ran over to

Toledo, and spent several happy
hours in that fascinating
ancient city of Moors and

Visigoths. It is impossible to

realise the lengths to which
richness of ornamentation can
be pushed till one has seen

Toledo and Burgos cathedrals.

The effect is very wonderful,

but most Anglo
- Saxons will

prefer the grand simplicity of

Canterbury or Winchester No
doubt it is only a matter of

temperament, however. We
made a half-circuit of the city,
after crossing to the other side

of the Tagus in order to get a

good view of the old walls : the
track was a narrow one, and
our little guide, a Dutchman
from Madrid, became very un-

happy, thinking his last hour
had come. A guide ia a sheer

necessity in Toledo : the wind-

ing alleys twist and double
like the paths of a maze, with-

out a single main street whereby
to fix one's bearings. The
road between Madrid and
Toledo is a bad one, but

nothing, I believe, to what

you find farther south.

The morning for beginning
our return journey came all too

soon. We took the road that

goes by the Escorial, and paid
a short visit to that gloomy
monument of Spain's dead

kings. A more depressing

place cannot be imagined. It

stands in wild country, under
the shadow of the Sierra ;

sombre and forbidding, it

frowns out over the lowlands
to the south, showing a
more sympathetic face to the

abrupt northern mountains.
The great gloomy church is

haunted by the tortured ghost
of its dying founder, Philip
II., whose last agonising

gaze turned to the high altar,

under which he rests in solemn

splendour with his fellow-kings.

Very silent and thoughtful one
becomes on leaving the sepul-
chral chamber beneath the

great church. Here lie the
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kings whose names were names
of authority and terror through-
out the old world and the new ;

who ruled an empire huge in

extent, powerful, wealthy, all-

conquering. Now their dry
bones lie here ; their empire is

vanished like a dream, ovap
(ricia(r/j,ost

the shadow of a

shade. Their country no more
controls the destiny of others,

can barely control her own.
And more lies buried here than
the mere dust of men. The

hopes of a nation, the enthu-
siasm of armies, the passion of

a fierce religion, are interred in

that sepulchre. The pomp and
the pride, the splendour and
the achievements of ancient

Spain are turned to stone, and

Philip in the fashioning of his

tomb has raised up a monu-
ment to the departed glory of

his race and lineage.
It was late that evening ere

we reached Valladolid. The
sun set ominously in a bank of

clouds, and our next day's run
to Burgos was a wet one.

Here we stayed over Sunday,
enchanted by the beautiful

cathedral. We had walked in

the morning up to the old

citadel behind the town, which
even Wellington's army could
not take by storm, when we
heard a noise of firing in the
town below us. Hastily de-

scending, we found a review in

progress, in honour of the baby
prince : the firing was a feu de

joie, not the revolution we had

pictured to ourselves !

On the Monday we ran right

through to Biarritz, stopping
to see a little of San Sebastian
before crossing the frontier.

Here again are many memories
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCIII.

of British soldiers, not only
from Peninsular War times, but
from the Carlist struggles of

the "thirties," in which a

British legion took an honour-

able part.
A night at Biarritz, then to

Pau. The line runs parallel
with the road, and we had a

most sporting race with a

train, a slow train be it

said, not an express I In the

open country we more than
held them, but of course they
gained on us when we came
to a village. The passen-

gers grew quite excited, and
the stoker shovelled coal on
till smoke blotted them out !

It took us each about the

same time to get through
the bigger places, such as

Orthez ; and the level cross-

ings, where we had to wait for

them, were a severe handicap.

Finally, we made a dead heat

of it into Pau, after a neck-

and-neck race for some fifty

miles.

From Pau to Toulouse, then

to Carcassonne with its won-
drous Cite, amazing monument
of Roman, Visigothic, and
medieval fortification ;

next

Nimes, then Avignon, where
we found an Agricultural and
Viticultural Exhibition in full

swing within the palace of the

Popes.
Of all parts of France per-

haps the Nimes country is the
most interesting. Nimes itself,

with its Roman amphitheatre,
still used for circus shows and
bull-fights (query, why do the
French allow bull-fights ?), its

"Maison carree," otherwise a

perfectly preserved second cen-

tury temple, and its beautiful
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gardens, is a charming place
to stay in, though dusty when
the mistral blows.

But our time was all too

short, and with regret we bade
farewell to the south country,

following the Rhone to Lyons,
thence to Moulins, Paris,

and home.
Our journeyings emphasised

what really by this time re-

quires no further proof,

namely, the exceeding reli-

ability of the modern touring
oar. For five weeks Bianca
had been in constant use,
two days' rest was the longest
interval of repose, and dur-

ing that time she required
no attention beyond filling up
with oil, grease, and petrol,
and trifling adjustments to

brakes and chains. She swal-

lowed the dirty petrol in Spain
with hardly a protest ; bumped
over "caniveaux" and uneven
surfaces without feeling it ;

and on the good French roads

devoured the miles with an

unfaltering appetite.
You can get to close quar-

ters with a country if you
travel by road, in a way that

is quite impossible in that

archaic monstrosity the train.

The railway takes you from
one point to another, leaving
a very imperfect impression on
the mind of all that lies in

between. With a motor-car

your journey is remembered as

a connected whole : the days
on the road, how delightful ;

the days spent in the train,

how irksome and unprofitable.
If you would understand any-

thing of a country, you must
see its highways and its vil-

lages : the railway is a cosmo-

politan intruder, a barrier be-

tween the natives and the

stranger within their gates.
If you cannot go in a motor-

car, drive ;
if you cannot drive,

bicycle; if you cannot bicycle,
walk !
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AN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY WOOING.

Two of the most celebrated alas ! to wish that her elder

women of the eighteenth oen- child and only son had never

tury were kinswomen who been born. Disappointed in

shared the name of Montagu, marriage, both women, un-

Between them they furnish a broken but soured in spirit,

biographical background to eagerly endeavoured to find

the literature of the whole cen- satisfaction in life from social

tury, for Lady Mary Wortley and literary ambition. In this

Montagu was born in 1689, respect Lady Mary was less

and Elizabeth, Queen of the fortunate than her cousin by
Blue -

Stockings, died in 1800. marriage. The victim of mal-

There are many interesting icious libel, she spent more

parallels between the two than twenty years of her life

lives. In point of happiness in lonely exile, and returned

both were failures. Lady to the scene of her former

Mary Wortley and Elizabeth triumphs only in time to die.

Robinson were alike celebrated To Elizabeth Robinson, in her
in their youth for their vivacity widowhood, there fell every
and talents, and for an inde- satisfaction that great wealth

pendence of spirit that chafed could bring, including a liter-

against the conventional atti- ary reputation, the genuine-
tude of their century towards ness of which she had too

the freedom of women. And much complacency to doubt,

it was the fate of both to Yet another point in common
marry wealthy men, much between these two pioneers of

older than themselves, who women's rights is the endur-
are worthy to rank as the very ance of their names and the

finest patterns of eighteenth- oblivion into which their works

century prudence and priggish- have fallen. That the latter is

ness and dulness. That either merited equally by both cannot

marriage could have been for a moment be admitted, and

happy seems impossible on a this suggests the great differ-

priori grounds. It was not ence which emerges from be-

only a case of the familiar neath so many similarities,

tragedy of the mating of Jan- The Queen of the Blues bought
uary and May, it was the her reputation : Lady Mary
profounder disparity between earned it. Johnson and Fanny
wit and dulness. To neither Burney were under no de-

of the two women was granted lusions as to the ludicrous

the solace of maternal happi- pretensions of Mrs Montagu
ness. The "Queen's" only and her egregious following
child died in infancy. Lady of the tribe of Jellaby. But

Mary lived to see her daughter Lady Mary's letters still

achieve a happy and a splen- sparkle with the best in our
did alliance, but she lived, literature, and in all the
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malice of Pope and Walpole
there is no attempt to decry
her signal ability.

Lady Mary Pierrepont was
the eldest child of Evelyn
Pierrepont, who unexpectedly
succeeded in 1790 to the earl-

dom of Kingston, and was
created later Marquis of Dor-
chester and Duke of Kingston.
When she was eight years old

she lost her mother, a fact

which she records in a frag-
ment of autobiography cast in

the form of fiction.

" I need say nothing of the Pede-
ree of the unfortunate Lady, whose
ife I have undertaken to write.

Tis enough to say she was the

daughter of the Duke of Regiavilla,
to inform my reader there is no
nobler descent in Portugal. Her
first misfortune happened in a time
of life when she could not be sensible

of it, though she was sufficiently so in

the course of it ; I mean the death of

a noble Mother, whose virtue and

good sense might have supported and
instructed her youth, which was left

to the care of a young Father, who,
tho' naturally an honest man, was
abandoned to his pleasures, and (like
most of those of his quality) did not
think himself obliged to be very
attentive to his children's education.

Thus was the unfortunate left to the
care of an old governess who, though
perfectly good and pious, wanted a

capacity for so great a trust."

But fortune supplied the
best means of a liberal educa-
tion in a well-equipped library
in which the little Lady Mary
browsed at will, reading doubt-
less many romances forbidden
in well -

regulated eighteenth-
century homes. Many years
later she confessed herself "a
rake at reading

"
; and when

her daughter, Lady Bute,
remonstrated with her over
the nature of the books she

wished to be sent to her in

Italy, she humorously retali-

ated :

"
Daughter ! daughter ! don't call

names ; you are always abusing my
pleasures, which is what no mortal
will bear. Trash, lumber, sad stuff,
are the titles you give to my favourite

amusement. If I called a white staff

a stick of wood, a gold key gilded
brass, and the ensigns of illustrious

orders coloured strings, this may be

philosophically true, but would be

very ill received. We have all our

playthings ; happy are they that can
be contented with those they obtain."

Lady Mary's father was a

leader of fashion, and is well

described in Macky's
' Secret

Services' (1733) as "a very fine

gentleman, of good sense, well-

bred, and a lover of the ladies ;

is entirely in the interests of

his country, makes a good
figure, is of a black complexion,
well-made, not forty years old."

In his attitude to his children he
observed the orthodox conven-
tion of his day, that is to say,
he regarded them but as pawns
which it was his right to move
at will for the promotion of

the family fortunes. When a

girl of eight or fourteen (the
records are not conclusive as

regards her age), Lord King-
ston proposed his daughter as

one of the "toasts" for the

year at the Kit-Cat Club.

"In the gaiety of the moment,"
says Lady Mary's granddaughter, her

father "sent orders home to have
her finely dressed, and brought to

him at the Tavern, where she was
received with acclamations, her health

drunk by every one present, and her

name engraved upon a drinking-

glass. The company consisting of

some of the most eminent men in

England, she went from the lap of

one poet, patriot, or statesman to

the arms of another, was feasted

with sweetmeats, overwhelmed with
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caresses, and, what perhaps pleased
her better than either, heard her
wit and beauty loudly extolled on

every side. Pleasure, she said, was
too poor a word to express her sensa-

tions
; they amounted to ecstasy ;

never again throughout her whole
life did she pass so happy a day. . . .

Her father carried on the frolic by
having her picture painted for the

club-house that she might be enrolled

as a regular toast."

In this well-known incident

we find Lord Kingston truly
revealed. He had scarcely re-

membered the child's existence,
but when he became aware of

her beauty and precocious wit,
he was the very man to boast
of them and parade them.

Lady Mary's youth was spent
between Thoresby House in

Sherwood Forest and her
father's town house in Ar-

lington Street. The famous

Bishop Burnet directed her

early studies, which besides

the desultory reading which
counted for most included an
excellent grounding in Latin.

Domestic learning had also its

place. Long afterwards, in

Italy, the exiled beauty earned
the gratitude of the peasants
by teaching them how to make
bread and butter and mince-

pies, and how to manage a

dairy and a garden and a

poultry-farm. Like Chaucer's

Squire, Lady Mary could

" Carf biforn hir fader at the table,"

and the tremendous serious-

ness of eighteenth -century re-

pasts may be inferred from the

fact that she had to take
lessons three times a-week so

as to be perfect for "public
days," and that "in order to

perform her functions without

interruptions, she was forced

to eat her own dinner alone an
hour or two beforehand."

Lady Mary's published cor-

respondence begins in her

twentieth year, and represents
her in the character of

an "agreeable rattle," very
sprightly and vivacious and

entertaining, and sometimes

(owing, no doubt, to that early

reading of romances) a trifle

"free," to use a good old

euphemism. Her letters take
us right into the centre of the

literary gossip of the age of

Anne. We are told that Addi-
son is the very best of com-

pany, that Congreve has more
wit than anybody else, and
that Steele is a very good-
natured man. We hear of a

portionless old maid married
to "7000 per annum and

40,000 in ready money," but
that no one envies the bride,
because "the dear beast of a
man is so filthy, frightful,

odious, and detestable." And
we hear of the Duke of Grafton

running a two hundred yards'
race in the Mall with the ex-

cellent Dr Garth, author of

'The Dispensary.' "The lat-

ter," says Lady Mary,
" to his

immortal glory, beat. I pray
God you mayn't have heard
this already. I am promised
a cargo of lampoons from Bath,
and if they come you shall

share them with me." At the

present time, when the London

press is discussing the question
of the ethics of fiction as
written and read by women, it

is interesting to recall the fact

that Lady Mary's age witnessed
the first efforts of professional
women writers. Mrs Behn, Mrs
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Manley, and Mrs Centilevre

were quite untroubled by any
scruples or qualms. They were

"plain-dealers," and, like some
of their descendants of to-day,

displayed a more than mascu-
line courage in the violation

of decency. Codes of ethics

change like fashions, and it

must be remembered that

Prior's masterpieces were
accounted boudoir literature.

Lady Mary was all impatience
to see the second part of Mrs

Manley's scandalous ' New
Atlantis,' and laments the fact

that presently "we shall be
teased with nothing but heroic

poems, with names at length,
and false characters so daubed
with flattery that they are the

severest kind of lampoons, for

they both scandalise the writer

and the subject, like that vile

paper 'The Tatler.'" This is

an unmerited jibe at the good-
natured Steele, whom we find

presently officiating as the kind

go-between in the strange woo-

ing of Lady Mary by the very
solemn Mr Wortley Montagu.

In one of the most delightful
of his poems on the eighteenth

century, Mr Austin Dobson has

described the pathos attending
the discovery of a long - for-

gotten love-letter :

" I drew it from its china tomb ;

It came out feebly scented

With some thin ghost of past perfume
That dust and days had lent it.

An old, old letter, folded still !

To read with due composure,
I sought the sun-lit window-sill,
Above the gray enclosure.

Ah, heart that wrote ! ah, life that

kissed !

You had no thought or presage
Into what keeping you dismissed

Your simple old-world message !"

Lady Mary's latest biographer
1

has had the good fortune to

discover some hundreds of un-

published letters, many of

which record the progress of

her strange courtship. They
have the "past perfume" of

two centuries ago, and though,
unless they were labelled as

such, we should not readily
mistake them for love-letters,

they are full of interest and

pathos, as revealing a girl's
heart ready to flower into

love in response to the slight-
est offering of sympathy and
affection which, alas ! was
never offered it. That Lady
Mary ever was in love with
the man she married is incred-

ible. And yet she braved her

father's wrath and sacrificed a

fortune by eloping with him.

These things are at first sight

contradictory, but not so on a

little reflection. For we must
remember the unusual nature
of her training and attain-

ments. All her life she could

never suffer a fool gladly, so

that marriage with a Squire
Booby or a Beau Didapper was
for her impossible. Edward

Wortley Montagu appealed to

her intellect. He admired her

wit and learning, and beside

most of his contemporaries
whom she knew he was eminent
for his attainments and solid

common - sense. And Lady
Mary's decision was precipit-

1 Lady Mary Wortley Montagu and Her Times.

Methuen & Co.
By George Paston. 1 5s. net.
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ated by the fact that her

father, in the time - honoured

way, had arranged for her a

marriage with an Irishman of

many acres and no attractions.

In this dilemma shall we
wonder at Lady Mary's de-

cision? There are many
strange episodes in her life

and some incidents that have
never been explained, but to

the last she never alluded

to her husband without the

deepest respect for his many
excellent qualities. The mis-

fortune of her life lay in the

fact that she married a man
whom she respected but did

not love, and that she com-

pletely failed, as she had

hoped, to gain his love as well

as his esteem. This cannot be

attributed as a fault to Lady
Mary. Mr Montagu (a mon-
ster of selfish rectitude whom
it is impossible to think of

without the banal prefix) was

incapable of any love but for

his bank-account. The black-

est page in Pope's smutted
record is his foul attack on the

woman on whom he had lav-

ished the most fulsome com-

pliments. If anything could

atone for that, it is the whole-

some vigour with which he

applied the lash to the back of

the excellent Mr Montagu, and
left him standing for ever in

the stocks of his venomous
satire as Avidienus and Gripus.
The correspondence began

characteristically through the

medium of Mr Montagu's
sister, Anne. It was a clumsy
enough contrivance, and the

stilted style of the suitor

himself is plainly discernible

through his sister's handwrit-

ing. Doubtless Mr Montagu
prided himself on this ingenious
method for discovering Lady
Mary's mind without commit-

ting himself. The obliging

sister, however, died in 1709,
and in the following year the

hesitating lover had the spirit
to lay his suit before Lord
Dorchester. The easy - going
father had no objection to so

eligible a son-in-law, but they

quarrelled over the settlements,
Mr Montagu, who to his other

accomplishments added the

obstinacy of a mule, strenu-

ously objecting to make any
settlement on his possible son

and heir (a strange prevision
in the light of that gentleman's
subsequent career). The cor-

respondence of the next two

years was consequently a clan-

destine one, carried on with
the utmost difficulty, and large-

ly through the kind offices of

Dick Steele and "Prue." How
quaintly read the superscrip-
tions now :

"MR WORTLEY,
AT HIS LODGINGS

OVER AGAINST THE TAVERN

IN GREAT QUEEN STREET

(A LOOKING-GLASS SHOP) ;

"

and

" THE LADY MARY PIERREPONT,
WITH CARE AND SPEED."

The latter seems to breathe

out an air of gallantry be-

fitting an impassioned letter.

But the probability is that

Lady Mary found all the love

in the cover. It was not un-

likely to contain words such

as the following :

" If I guess right, I am unhappy
in having so little time for so weighty
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an affair, but it is not my fault. I

beg you will alter nothing upon what
I write now, but let your treaty go
on till I say more. If nothing hin-

ders my return before the winter, I

shall be fully disposed to close with

you if the terms can be agreed be-

tween us, and I have no fresh grounds
for complaint. But I don't know
whether I can say anything to be

depended on before I go. I will not
excuse the plain-dealing of this letter.

I am mistaken if you don'k find a

good deal of passion, tho' I avoided
to mention it."

The letters newly discovered

by Mr Paston, and printed in

his interesting and well-propor-
tioned memoir, show that Mr
Montagu had a fine skill in

leaving his passion to be in-

ferred. His love-letters are

seldom more amorous than
those which prudent men ad-

dress to a house - agent who
makes them the offer of a

highly desirable residence.

Lady Mary, never so in-

fatuated as not to admire the

prudence of her lover, would

reply with shrewd thrusts that

occasionally pierced even his

pachydermatous armour.

" I never knew a lover that would
not willingly secure his interest as
well as his mistress

;
or if one must

be abandoned, had not the prudence
(among all his distractions) to con-
sider a woman was but a woman,
and money was a thing of more real

merit than the whole sex put to-

gether. Your letter is to tell me
you should think yourself undone if

you married me ; but if I would be
so tender as to confess I should break

my heart if I did not, then you'd con-
sider whether you would or no

; but
yet you hoped yon should not."

On one occasion Lady Mary
writes six letters without re-

ceiving an answer.

" I cannot imagine," she complains,
"the reason of your silence, and I

am perpetually thinking of it without

being able to guess whence it should

probably proceed. You must think
I am uneasy concerning the success

of my letters, and I cannot persuade
myself you are ill-natured enough to

delight in it. You ordered me to

direct to Mr Godwin
;
he must know

where to send them. Who should

stop them ? I use all imaginable care

they should go safe from here, and
I am sure they do. Am I to say you
use me

ill,
or to be sorry for your

illness 1 or have you forgot me so

entirely you no longer remember
there is such a creature in the world ?

I am torn with a variety of imagin-
ations, and not one pleasing one. I

conjure you to write, I beg it of you,
and promise to tease you no longer
upon the least intimation of being
troublesome. 'Tis impossible to ex-

plain the pain I write in, when I

neither know whether you received

my letter, or into whose hands it

may fall."

To this, after the lapse of a

fortnight, came a reply of in-

credible boorishness :

" I was no sooner got into Holland
than I resolved to have a truce (if it

were possible) with business, politicks,
and love, and therefore desired Mr
Steele, who took care of all my letters,
to keep 'em till I sent for 'em. Four
of yours I found in his hands

; two
that, he takes it, have been of the
same hand (by what mistake I cannot

guess) he sent beyond sea, and I must
wait for 'em. It is a misfortune that
I want 'em, for they might have

explained or confirmed one of these
;

no two of 'em seem to have been writ
while you was of the same mind. . . .

I can assure you it is the most rash

thing you can do to meddle with me
unless you are pretty secure we shall

live as well together as it is possible.
I am one of those that could not bear
to live with you unless I were treated
as well as any man was. I should
choose to let our disagreeing to be
made publick rather than feel the
burden of it at home. ... I am very
sure I can't promise to live in town,
tho' I have taken no resolution against
it, for I am afraid my occasions will

force me to be there sometimes. I
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know but one that has engaged to

be there every year. Such another

you will easily find if you desire it.

As to Settlements, I thought the

Propositions made were far from

being equal, tho' they would be fit

to be complied with by one that has

a bigger estate than mine. You think

something new has happened in your
family since, that may make an
alteration. I have some reason to

believe you are under a mistake."

Poor Lady Mary ! If it had
been possible for Gripus to

blush, he might have reddened
over her answer to this singu-

larly cool effusion :

"I beg you not to send me such
another letter ;

'tis full enough o'

conscience. I understand every word
of it, and am perfectly sensible that

in writing this I prove myself a
most extremely contemptible and
ridiculous creature. But there is no

necessity for your telling me so. I

am certainly very humble I have
finished your letter."

With good reason Lady Mary
commended to her lover the

epistolary style of his friend,
Mr Steele. " Prue " had many
vicissitudes to encounter, but
she had a golden treasury of

loving letters from her lord.

Nobody had ever such a genius
for repentance as Steele. He
sometimes stayed too long at

the tavern, and sometimes the
bailiffs insisted on his accom-

panying them to the spunging-
house ;

but he always found

the time and the way to send

a pretty message to Prue,
and a little gift, if it were

only a pennyworth of cherries.

Prue had good reason to

be proud rather than jealous
that it was of another woman
that her sweetheart-husband
declared that "to love her is

a liberal education." It was
the finest compliment that

had yet been paid to English
womanhood, and she could well

afford to be magnanimous. It

is amusing to read of Dick and
Prue helping less happy lovers.

Lady Mary, when she sought
for a secret meeting-place with
her lover, realised for the first

time how small a place is

London. The fashionable place
for such assignations in her

time was the back-rooms of

the "India" merchants' shops
in the City. Mr Montagu,
who, for reasons rather diffi-

cult to ascertain, enjoyed the

friendship both of Addison and
of Steele, and was honoured

by the dedication of the second

volume of 'The Tatler,'
l
sug-

gested as a meeting-place the

parlour of Steele's house. It

was with some misgivings that

the patrician Lady Mary con-

sented to accept this favour
from a commoner, but Prue
was kind, and Mr Steele did

his very best, although, as we

1 Mr Montagu, though singularly unattractive in the rdle of a lover, was a man
of undoubted ability and integrity. He met Addison during the latter's tour on the

Continent, and later enjoyed his friendship as well as that of Steele and Swift.

He was godfather to one of Steele's children, and supplied the raw material for

at least one number of ' The Tatler.' Steele's dedication is couched in flattering
terms : "I am very proud that there are some things in these Papers which I

know you pardon ; and it is no small pleasure to have one's labours suffered by
the judgment of a man who so well understands the charms of eloquence and

poesy. But I direct this address to you ; not that I think I can entertain you
with my writings, but to thank you for the new delight I have, from your con-

versation, in those of other men.'
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have seen, he once inadvert-

ently sent two of Lady Mary's
love-letters "beyond sea." This

was Dick Steele's pretty way
of forwarding them to Mr
Montagu :

" This is left here to-night with me
to send to you. I send you no news,
because I believe this will employ
you better. Your most obedient

Servant, RICHD. STEELE."

There is little doubt that

Steele would have returned to

his tavern, "resolved to be

sorrowful," had he guessed the

contents of the letters he was

forwarding.
The brief examples we have

quoted are typical of all the
" love - letters

" which Mr
Paston has discovered. He
calls them "wrangle -letters,"

and we do not call in question
the justice of the name. But
we have read them quite
amiss if we are wrong in

discerning in them, on Lady
Mary's part, a willingness
and a great capacity to for-

give and to love. Her timid

advances were greeted with

jibes at her insincerity : when
she replied to her lover in his

own style, she was taunted
with her want of feeling. The

wrangling might have gone on

for years had Mr Montagu's
hand not been forced by the

arrival on the scene of "Mr
K.," the suitor favoured by
Lord Dorchester. When Lady
Mary perceived the net closing
round her, she appealed to her

lover to come to her rescue;
and from his laboured letters,

most of them fair copies based
on numerous drafts, we can
see how alarmed he was now

that the time had come for

him to decide. Much as he

hesitated, his vanity could not
brook the idea of being de-

feated by a rival; and when
Lady Mary proposed an elope-

ment, he gave a surly con-

sent. Twice the plans fell

through, owing to the father's

vigilance; but at last, in the

summer of 1712, Lady Mary,
on her way to exile at West
Dean, succeeded in escaping
from an inn, and put an
end at once to Mr Montagu's
doubts and, as it proved, to

her own happiness.
The disillusionment was not

long in coming. The wrangle-
letters did not cease with

marriage, but they were

mostly written by Lady Mary
from her solitary lodgings in

Yorkshire. Her husband, who
had not proved himself an

eager correspondent before,
allowed weeks and sometimes
months now to pass before

he replied to her entreaties

to write. The birth of their

son did nothing to draw
this ill-assorted pair together.
"Your child," writes Lady
Mary, "I thank God, is very
well, which I can't omit

speaking of, tho' you never

ask after him;" and again
and again there are letters

to the same effect.

" You made me cry two hours last

night. I cannot imagine why you
use me so ill, for what reason you
continue silent when you know that

your silence cannot fail of giving me
a great deal of pain ;

and now to a

higher degree because of the per-

plexity that I am in, without know-

ing where you are, what you are

doing, or what to do with myself
and my dear little boy."
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Mr Montagu was at this

time immersed in politics, and

looking out for a seat. Had
his conceit permitted him to

take the counsel of his clever

wife, there is little doubt that
a considerable political career

would have been within his

grasp.
" I am glad," she

wrote, forgetting her own
neglect in her ambition for

her husband, "you think of

serving your friends. I hope
it will put you in mind of

serving yourself."
In 1715 Mr Montagu was

returned for Westminster, and
was immediately afterwards
made a Commissioner by his

friends in the new "Whig
Government. Lady Mary's
exile in the country was thus
at an end, and there now
began for her the brilliant

period of her life in London,
where for more than twenty
years she was the acknow-

ledged queen of wit and

beauty. Her comments on
the Royal leaders of the so-

ciety she now entered are
marked by her wonted shrewd-
ness and perspicacity. The

King is hit off in a sentence :

" In private life he would have
been called an honest block-

head; and Fortune, that made
him a King, added nothing to

his happiness, only prejudiced
his honesty and shortened his

days." The Prince of Wales

appeared to her to have a

fiery temper, "unhappily under
the direction of a small under-

standing
"

; and the Princess
" had that genius which quali-
fied her for the government of

a fool, ... a low cunning."
This candour, which amuses

now, was not of a kind to

make for contemporary popu-
larity or political advance-
ment

;
while its effect on Mr

Montagu must have resembled
the pained astonishment of the

Grand Seignior had he met
with a candid critic in his

seraglio. Lady Mary's candour
and wit were never tempered
by prudence, and it is prob-

ably in this failing chiefly
that we must look for the

explanation of the mystery of

her later life. The conditions

of the time required, both for

literary and for political suc-

cess, the extremest skill in

walking on very thin ice. It

was certain that one day the

brilliant Lady Mary would

put her foot through it.

At the time of his first

acquaintance with Lady Mary,
Pope was at the height of his

fame, already the unavowed
rival of Addison for the literary

dictatorship. That he was flat-

tered by her friendship is ap-

parent from the earliest of their

correspondence, and it has been
inferred that his admiration
went beyond the bounds of

friendship. In later years he
wrote

"Once, and but once, this heedless

youth was bit,

And liked that dangerous thing, a

female wit."

And to her he applied the

concluding lines of Eloisa

"And sure if fate some future bard
shall join

In sad similitude of griefs to mine,
Condemned whole years in absence to

deplore,
And image charms he must behold no

more ;

Such if there be, who loves so long, so

well,
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Let him our sad, our tender story tell !

The well -sung woes will soothe my
pensive ghost ;

He best can paint them who can feel

them most."

But it is ever a dangerous
proceeding to gauge Pope's

sincerity by the warmth of

his compliments. His corre-

spondence is the ne plus ultra

of artifice, the most astounding
chapter in the history of literary
fraud. And when women are

concerned, the difficulty of

reading his letters aright is

increased by the convention of

the day, which required that

the " fair sex
"

should be ad-

dressed in extravagant and
fantastic hyperbole. When she

went abroad he wrote to her in

such a style as this :

" Till now I had some small hopes
in God and fortune ;

I waited for ac-

cidents, and had at least the faint com-
fort of a wish when I thought of you :

I am now I can't tell what I won't
tell what, for it would grieve you.
This letter is a piece of madness
which throws me after you in a
distracted manner. I don't know
which way to write, which way to

send it, or if ever it will reach your
hands. If it does, what can you infer

from it but what I am half afraid and
half willing you should know, how
very much I was yours, how unfor-

tunately well I know you, and with
what a miserable constancy I shall

ever remember you."

"No man," says Professor

Courthope justly, "ever ex-

celled him in paying a com-

pliment to a man; but when he
seeks to make himself agreeable
to a woman his style is detest-

able." One thing at least seems

quite certain : Pope never for

a moment deluded Lady Mary.
She knew exactly what the

flattery was worth. " I won't

trouble you," she wrote to him,
" with farewell compliments,
which I think generally as

impertinent as curtseys at

leaving the room when the

visit has been already too

long." She had divined also

Pope's impish love of literary

trickery, and met his offer to

touch up her verses with the

remark, "No, Pope, no touch-

ing, for then whatever is good
for anything will pass for yours,
and the rest for mine." Pope
altered his verses as other

people alter a will, and when
the time came when he saw
no beauty in "Wortley's
eyes," he transferred the com-

pliments to "Worsley's." It

was all the same as regards
scansion and sincerity.

In 1716 Mr Montagu, pro-

bably because of his attain-

ments as a linguist, was ap-

pointed Ambassador to the

Porte, an office which proved
to be his last official prefer-
ment. He was accompanied
abroad by his wife and child.

Lady Mary had always had a

passion for travel, and her

enthusiasm is reflected in the

letters which she sent home to

her numerous correspondents,
of whom the chief was Pope.
Her letters are sometimes too

obviously compositions based
on the famous diary which was
burned by her daughter, Lady
Bute, in 1794

;
but the best of

them are models of a lively

epistolary style. She was a

keen observer of men and

manners, and had ever a fine

relish for a piquant story. In

Turkey she found it was ac-

counted a disgrace not to

have many children ;
but her
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reputation was saved by the

birth of her daughter, Lady
Bute.

"I don't mention this," she says,
" as one of my diverting adventures ;

tho' I must own it is not half so

mortifying here as in England, there

being as much difference as there is

between a little cold in the head
which sometimes happens here and
the consumption coughs so common
in London. Nobody keeps their

house a month for lying-in, and I

am not so fond of any of our customs
as to retain them when they are not

necessary."

Pope, who had besought her
to send him a "fair Circassian,"

professed to be willing to meet
her in Italy on her way home.
" Allow me but to sneak after

you in your train, to fill my
pockets with coins, or to lug
an old busto behind you, and
I shall be proud beyond ex-

pression." The most famous
of all her letters from the East
is that in which she described

the process of "
ingrafting

"

for smallpox, and announced
her intention of introducing it

into England.

"I am patriot enough to take

pains to bring this useful invention
into fashion in England ; and I
should not fail to write to some of

our doctors very particularly about

it, if I knew any one of them that I

thought had virtue enough to destroy
such a considerable branch of their

revenue for the good of mankind.
But that distemper is too beneficial

to them not to expose to all their

resentment the hardy wight that
should undertake to put an end to it.

Perhaps, if I live to return, I may,
however, have courage to war with
them."

She kept her promise nobly,
and her prophecy was fulfilled,

for medical and religious opin-

ion fought bitterly, though
happily unsuccessfully, against
the innovation.

In less than a year Mr Mon-

tagu was superseded. Mr
Secretary Addison did his ut-

most to sweeten the pill with
assurances of many better

offices to follow. But it is

plain that the Ambassador
was a failure ;

and his letters

certainly are not indicative of

diplomatic urbanity or tact.

For the rest of his parlia-

mentary career he belonged to

the rank and file of the Whig
party. His failure was un-

fortunate for Lady Mary in a

double sense, for it denied her

the scope of a political am-
bition and brought her back
to a London society seething
with intrigue. Her first blaz-

ing indiscretion arose out of

the South Sea Bubble mad-

ness, over which she lost not

only her own money but that

of a blackguardly Frenchman
with whom she had carried

on a sentimental correspond-
ence. No sooner was his

money gone than Remond
turned blackmailer, threaten-

ing to publish her letters un-

less he received 2000. In
her despair Lady Mary, who
stood in some fear of her

husband, consulted many of

her friends, including the

treacherous Pope, who was
still talking of his "passion."
The matter was hushed up,
but not, apparently, without
Mr Montagu having been fully
informed of the whole story,
and years afterwards it was
revived with much scandalous
detail. That Lady Mary's
conduct ever justified the at-
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tacks of her traducers there

is no evidence to show. There
are references in her own
letters which are not easily
reconciled with innocence

;
but

if allowance is made for the

contemporary language of

"gallantry," there is nothing
that demands a harsher name
than indiscretion. Unfortun-

ately for herself, Lady Mary
was attracted into the society
of many of the least reputable
of the wits of the day, and
her letters for the next twenty
years are largely a chronique
scandaleuse of a society which

only too successfully imitated
the example of the Court.

Among her friends was the
Duke of Wharton, president
of the Hell-Fire Club.

" In general gallantry never was in

so elevated a figure as it is at pres-
ent. Twenty pretty fellows (the
Duke of Wharton being president
and chief director) have formed them-
selves into a committee of gallantry.
They call themselves Schemers, and
meet regularly three times a-week
to consult on gallant schemes for the

advantage and advancement of that
branch of happiness. . . . For my
own part, I have some coteries where
wit and pleasure reign, and I should
not fail to amuse myself tolerably
enough, but for the d d d d qual-
ity of growing older and older

every day, and my present joys
are made imperfect by fears of the
future."

Again, there are plentiful
materials for unkind deduc-
tions in such passages as the

following, written when Lady
Mary was thirty-six:

"I have such complications of

things both in my head and heart
that I do not very well know what I

do, and if I can't settle my brains,
your next news of me will be that I
am locked up by my relations. In

the meantime I lock myself up, and

keep my distraction as private as

possible. The most facetious part of

the history is, that my distemper is

of such a nature I know not whether
to laugh or cry at it : I am glad or

sorry, smiling or sad."

The quarrel between Lady
Mary and Pope has never been

fully unravelled. Where Pope
is one of the combatants, this

is impossible. All we know is

that Pope fired the first shot,
that Lady Mary replied briskly,
and that the poet resorted to

the use of every kind of missile

proscribed in civilised warfare.

His fury is best accounted for

by the story that Lady Mary
wounded his self-esteem by
making him ridiculous in the
course of his protestations of

gallantry. A contemporary
biographer declares that Pope
offended Lady Mary by spread-

ing a ridiculous and scandalous

story of an adventure of hers
in the Sultan's seraglio. The
incident is a regrettable one in

literary history. Pope's con-

duct is without palliation of

any kind ; his coarseness would
make a bargee blush. Nor was
Lady Mary free from blame.
She had taken her share in the

writing of lampoons, which in

such a coterie was like playing
with matches among gun-
powder. She burned her

fingers badly and involved her
husband in the same disaster.

In 1739 she left England for

Italy, never to return until

after her husband's death more
than twenty years later. There
is no absolute proof that there
is any causal connection be-

tween this surprising event
and the rupture with Pope.
The newly discovered letters
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throw no light on this well-

concealed scandal. Though
she never saw her husband

again, they continued to write
at long intervals, and on Lady
Mary's side at least the letters

were not more unloving than

they had been before. It is

remarkable, however, that they
had all to be addressed to her
husband's bankers. The affair

is best explained as a voluntary
separation. Mr Montagu's feel-

ings are easily guessed at.

This cold - blooded prig and

pattern of propriety suddenly
found himself in the midst of

a literary Donnybrook, and to

his horror awoke to find him-
self famous as Gripus. Affec-

tion he had none to overcome,
and now it seems conceivable
that his ill-concealed toleration

of his wife's imprudence and

extravagance was exchanged
for a cold fury that made life

together any longer impossible.
So Lady Mary went forth into

her exile, and never fluttered

London again except for a
few months when she returned
to die.

To her lonely years on the

Continent we owe the best

known and most fascinating
portion of her correspondence.
Her allowance was sufficient

for every comfort, and there
is no doubt that Lady Mary
never lost her zest for life.

She suited herself to every
new environment, and devel-

oped a pride in becoming a

"notable manager." Her re-

corded eccentricities are legion,
and many travellers who en-

countered her sent home highly
picturesque accounts, though
none, of course, so highly

coloured and malicious as

Horace Walpole's.

" She is laughed at by the whole
town [Venice]. Her dress, her

avarice, and her impudence must
amaze any one that never heard her
name. She wears a foul mob that

does not cover her greasy black locks,
that hang loose, never combed or

curled
;
an old mazarin blue wrapper

that gapes open and discovers a

canvas petticoat."

During all the time she was

abroad, Lady Mary kept in

touch with English life and
letters both of which she

relished most when "high."
With her daughter she re-

sumed a cordial relationship
and correspondence; and, as

we have seen, it was Lady
Bute who furnished her mother
with books. Her comments
on contemporary literature are

always piquant and shrewd,
and if not exactly critical,

they are valuable for their

point of view. Richardson,
it is well known, she despised
and wept over, Fielding she

enjoyed with gusto, but her
most characteristic pronounce-
ment is concerning the Memoirs
of Lady Vane incorporated in

'Peregrine Pickle.'

"Her history rightly considered

would be more instructive to young
women than any sermon I know.

They may see there what mortifica-

tion and variety of misery are the
unavoidable consequences of gal-

lantry. I think there is no rational

creature that would not prefer the
life of the strictest Carmelite to the

round of hurry and misfortune she
has gone through."

On one other subject Lady
Mary speaks with unrivalled

authority namely, regarding
the novel of the time that
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best described the London of

her own day. This she asserts

without hesitation to be the

forgotten novel 'Pompey the

Little,' one of the most popular
of mid -

eighteenth century
books, written by a young
curate named Francis Coven-

try. The book is otherwise

memorable as having probably
afforded ideas to Goldsmith for

the character of Beau Tibbs.

The pleasure and pride which

Lady Mary Montagu came to

have in her daughter's happy
marriage with Lord Bute, the

Prime Minister of a year,
whose record unpopularity was
attributed to the three causes,
that he was a friend of the

King, a Scotsman, and an
honest man, was for many
years, and up to her death, viti-

ated by the misconduct of her

son. This youth, of whom as

a child his mother wrote to

Mr Montagu, "If you have

twenty children you may
never have one like him, for

he is very pretty, and has
more intelligence than is

usual at his age," ran the

whole course of vicious de-

pravity. After years spent
on the Continent in charge
of a keeper, he joined the

army in Flanders, where he

performed miracles of valour,
which proved him to have
an imagination of Falstaffian

brilliancy. His mother bluntly
told him he was a boastful

liar. Jobbed into Parliament,
he was soon the hero of a

gambling scandal, and achieved
his masterpiece by forging the
names of his mother and his

newly dead father. One of

the recently discovered letters,

and one of the last she ever

wrote, is addressed to the

reprobate, and is a pathetic

sequel to the one of long ago
in which the young mother
tells of her joy and pride in

her first-born. The letter is

addressed merely
"
Son," and

ends with the bitter cry,
"You have shortened your
Father's days, and will per-

haps have the glory to break

your Mother's heart. I will

not curse you God give you
a real, not an affected repent-
ance." Nemesis did not fail

to visit him, and that in a
ludicrous form. On the death,
in 1776, of the childless wife of

an early mesalliance, he was

hastening back to London
from the East in hopes to

marry and have an heir to

succeed to the enormous

Wortley estates, when he died

in Padua by choking on a

chicken-bone.

Mr Montagu died in 1761,

leaving, as became Gripus, a

fortune of one and a half

million pounds. Lady Mary
immediately prepared to set

out for England, and arrived

in January of the following

year, taking up her residence

in a small furnished house in

Great George Street. Two of

her earliest visitors were her
constant traducer, Horace

"Walpole, and her kinswoman,
the Queen of the Blues. Both
described the visit pictur-

esquely, and the two accounts
are the last glimpses we have
of this remarkable woman.

"I went," says Walpole, "last

night to visit her [Lady Mary]. . . .

I found her in a little miserable bed-

chamber of a ready-furnished house,
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with two tallow candles, and a
bureau covered with pots and pans.
On her head, in full of all accounts,
she had an old black - laced hood,

wrapped entirely round, so as to con-

ceal all hair or want of hair. No
handkerchief, but up to her chin a
kind of horseman's riding-coat, call-

ing itself a pet en I'air, made of a
dark -

green (green I think it had

been) brocade, with coloured and
silver flowers, and lined with furs ;

boddice laced, a foul dimity petti-
coat sprig'd, velvet muffeteens on her

arms, grey stockings and slippers.
Her face less changed in twenty
years than I could have imagined ;

I told her so, and she was not so

tolerable twenty years ago that she
need have taken it for flattery, but
she did, and literally gave me a box
on the ear. She is very lively, all

her senses perfect, her languages as

imperfect as ever, her avarice greater.
She entertained me at first with noth-

ing but the dearness of provisions
at Helvoet. With nothing but an

Italian, a French, and a Prussian, all

men -
servants, and something she

calls an old secretary, but whose age,
till he appears, will be doubtful, she
receives all the world, who go to

homage her as Queen Mother, and
crams them into this kennel."

Mrs Montagu describes it

thus :

" She does not look older than when
she went abroad, has more than the

vivacity of fifteen, and a memory
which perhaps is unique. Several

people visited her out of curiosity,
which she did not like. I visited
her because her cousin and mine
were cousins-german. Tho' she had
not any foolish partiality for her hus-
band or his relations, I was very
graciously received, and you may
imagine entertained by one who
neither thinks, speaks, acts, nor
dresses like anybody else. Her
domestick is made up of all nations,
and when you get into her drawing-
room you imagine you are in the first

storey of the Tower of Babel. An
Hungarian servant takes your name
at the door : he gives it to an Italian,

who delivers it to a Frenchman, the

Frenchman to a Swiss, and the Swiss
to a Polander ;

so that by the time

you get to your ladyship's presence
you have changed your name five

times without an Act of Parlia-

ment."

In July of the same year
Lady Mary wrote her last

letter. For a long time she

had suffered from cancer, and
concealed her illness, but the

malady made rapid progress,
and in another month " all the

care was over." A week after

her death it gave pleasure to

the manly Walpole to report to

his gossip, Mann, that Lady
Mary was dead,

" and with her
usual maternal tenderness and
usual generosity, she has left

her son one guinea." The
incident is trivial, but it is

characteristic of the manner in

which malice pursued Lady
Mary the greater part of her

life, and by the suppression of

the truth magnified all her
weaknesses. It is a curious

and unjust fate that, like every
hireling of Grub Street, she

should be best remembered now
as the victim of Pope. Her

ability cannot be questioned.
Her letters deserve the eulogy
of Leigh Hunt :

"
Admirable,

better than acute, idiomatical,

off-hand, conversational with-
out inelegance, fresh as the

laugh on the young cheek, and
full of brain." Her own jest-

ing prophecy has been ful-

filled, when she advised a

correspondent to preserve all

her letters, as they were worthy
to rank with those of Madame
de Sevigne.

J. H. LOBBAN.
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THE WISE WOMAN OF OUR PARISH.

I HAVE chosen this title for

my old acquaintance Goody
Barker because, the more I

think of her the more firmly
convinced I am that she was a

good deal wiser than most, if

not any, of her fair neighbours.
Fair, I should say, is to be

taken as an ornamental or

complimentary epithet applic-
able to the sex rather than to

individual members of it. We
did not run much to good looks

in our little village. Nor were
we saddled with a superfluity
of brain-power. Rather were
we homely in word and deed
and personal appearance.
Yet "

knowledge is power,"
that unmitigated scoundrel

Master Randall Leslie was
fond of saying to himself.

Probably he was right, even

though too much knowledge
of "ways that were dark"

upset his own coach at last.

The converse of the proposition

suggests, if my logic be sound,
that some power is knowledge.
And so I seem to arrive at

the conclusion that the power
displayed by Goody Barker of

living on the fat of the land at

her neighbours' expense for

several years, and finally secur-

ing and maintaining to the end
of the chapter a position, from
which a good many people
seemed anxious to oust her,

stamped her as a wise woman.

Considering, too, her age and

personal infirmities for she
could be deaf, dumb, and blind

on convenient occasions, not to

say both asthmatic and rheu-

matic, and afflicted with a

chronic cough which ran up
the gamut and ended with a

crow, she had, moreover, a

truly remarkable power of

grabbing a grandchild who
chanced to tread on her toe

or otherwise annoyed her, and
of getting it properly spanked
and turned right side up again
before he or she could say
Jack Robinson. The asthma,
let me explain, was a spirit
that could be only exorcised

by the persuasions of a par-
ticular brand of virulent shag
tobacco

; the rheumatic at-

tacks were especially reserved

for those Sundays when there

was nothing material to be

gained by going to church ;

the cough was utilised as a

species of defensive armour to

ward off the assaults of strong-
minded curates who were in-

clined to offer spiritual con-

solation only, and of district

visitors who were apt to ask
almost impertinent questions.
" Jack Robinson "

also must

only be regarded as a euphem-
ism for what was really said

later on by the victim of the

strong hand. Imitation is the

best form of flattery, and out
of the mouths of even babes
and sucklings in a labouring

community are apt to issue

forms of expression which

might shock the ears of the

uninitiated, though the mean-

ing is probably more innocent

than the form. There were
not wanting, both in the fore-

ground and the background,
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crumbs of consolation for the

sufferer. For Grannie con-

trived, for all her quickness
of temper, to retain some hold
on the affections of the third

generation by being even lavish

in her distribution of lozenges
of various types, proffered to

her by district and other visi-

tors who had the feminine
craze for popularising their

own pet nostrums. And in

the background there was ever

the enchanting prospect held
out by a mother, who perhaps
in her heart of hearts resented

the interference with her own
privileges in the way of spank-
ing more keenly than she cared
to show, that at no very dis-

tant date Grannie's burying
should be celebrated on a scale

of unprecedented magnificence.
And on the strength of the

assurance of good things to

come, the children allowed the

spankings to pass as so many
regrettable but natural occur-

rences in the course of every-
day life, and regarded their

grandmother as a sort of goose
that was likely to lay golden
eggs when the time appointed
came.

Cherished illusions die hard,

especially in a simple-minded
community those cherished il-

lusions which have to do with
other people's worldly posses-
sions. And the baker's wife
was not the only woman in

the parish who for many days
nursed to her soul the con-
viction that somewhere or

other Goody Barker was

keeping secreted a private
hoard, either in the form of

bank-notes or perhaps a stock-

ing full of gold. To be sure,

the village sage was among
those who held a contrary
opinion. But the sage is wont
to share Cassandra's fate, and
to be discredited, out of that

spirit of sheer perversity which
is an attribute of woman-
kind. Tom Barker, or " Muster
Tummas "

as he was commonly
called, Goody's deceased hus-

band, had been a small farmer
and miller who, if he had not

exactly lived in the odour of

sanctity, for he was not over-

particular about cleaning out

his pig-stye, may to a certain

extent be said to have died in

it. For was it not prophesied
by old John Ball that "f owd
chap, he'll best Fetter one way
or t' other, and '11 worm his-

self in at t' back door while
Fetter's rummaging around i'

t' front."
" You mark my words if he

don't," was the conclusion
; and

in the absence of proof positive
to the contrary, a good many
of our villagers thought old

John was quite as likely as

not to be right. I suppose
that I must have shown my-
self sceptical on the point,
for the oracle seemed to take

especial care to try to con-

vince me.

"Now, look-ee here, Master

Garge. Was there ever a
woundier old varmint than
Muster Tummas hatched ? He
were the woundiest, leastways,
as ever I clapped eyes on in

this world, and I reckons

they'll find it hard to match
him in t' kingdom come.
T' Keverend, he reads out of

prayer - book as folks don't

bring nothing into this world,
and ain't a-going to take nout
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out o't. Now I ain't a-saying,
mind-ee, as Muster Tummas
brought much wi' him, barring
his woundiness, but all as he
had he took along wi' him.

Leastways, he've not left none
of it behind. 'oept his missis,

and t' owd tom-cat as nobody
didn't seem to hanker arter.

He've done them fair in this

world as knowed him best,

and you mark my words if

he ain't done old Fetter, as

hadn't had no 'sperienoe of

his artfulness."

"Whatever might be the

value of the prognostication
of Muster Tummas's future

career, the point which John
Ball had touched upon, as to

the wholesale disappearance of

his worldly goods, remained a

mystery for many a long day.
The quondam miller had

been esteemed a warm man
in our village, when he finally
sold his stock-in-trade, retired

from business, and, exchanging
the mill-house for a six-roomed

cottage, settled down to keep
his servant-girl, his breeding-
sow, and his poultry-yard, and
to smoke his pipe like any
other independent gentleman.
He had taken plenty of good
money in his time, had lived

comfortably indeed, but to

all outward appearance well

within his means, and had
never joined in the general
plaint of the hardness of the

times. And yet when his

affairs came to be wound up,
it was discovered that after

the furniture had been sold

there might be just sufficient

money to discharge his liabil-

ities to his son the baker, his

son-in-law the butcher, and a

matter of two or three pounds
to the proprietor of the village

shop. Visible surplus there

was none, unless that may be
called a surplus which consists

of a multiplicity of potential
heirs and heiresses. Of these,

indeed, in our village there

were enough and to spare ;

for the Barkers, one way with

another, were a highly prolific

family. One son had died in

his infancy, but two other sons

and six daughters had grown
up to marry, settle in the

parish, and sensibly increase

the population. If rumour
asserted that the young ladies

had brought their husbands
little in the way of tocher

beyond the clothes they wore
on their backs, they had one
and all made fair matches, as

things go in a quiet country
village, on the strength of

their expectations.

During Muster Tummas's
lifetime the will itself had been
a very valuable asset, almost
as much so as the ace of

trumps which is held up in

terrorem by a lady whist-

player. It is not often, per-

haps, that a householder keeps
the whole pot boiling for self

and family, sow and chickens

included, for a full year before

his decease on the strength of

good things to come after that

event. Yet this, so Butcher
Haines informed me with tears

in his eyes, as he was rather

a beery man tears came pretty

easily, is what Muster Tum-
mas had apparently done.

" Tell me this, Master Garge,"
said the tear -laden butcher,
" what were I to do ? T' owd
man he were that artful as
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there weren't no holding of

him, and I dunno as t' owd
woman weren't artfuller. This
is how it were time after time.

Whiles I'd go to him, seeing as

he'd give me an order for a leg
of mutton or a line of pork,
and I'd take it up in a basket,
and I'd say, 'Well, fearther'

we all on us called him
fearther, you see, Master

Garge, just so as he'd no cause
to forget that my missis was
his darter '

Well, fearther,'
I'd say,

' and about that there

little bit of money as was

owing to me? I've got it all

wrote out on paper, so as you
mayn't lose count on it. I

ain't 'xactly what you'll call

druv, not just to-day, I ain't,

but '"

" ' Put down the pork, my
lad, and let's look at un,' he'd

say ; and then he'd weigh un in

his hand, and he'd smell un,
and he'd poke his finger into

un, and then he'd up and say
quite smart -like, 'And whose
d d fule of a pig did-ee get
that jint off, Enoch ?

'

he'd say.
' You never was no jedge of

pork, and no more you'll never

be, not if you live so long
as 'Thuselah.' Well, Master

Garge, no man don't like his

trade run down afore his face,
and mebbe we'd start argy-
fying about pigs and suchlike.

And t' owd woman she'd sot

and smoke her pipe in t' chim-

bly- corner, and wouldn't say
nothing till all of a sudden
she'd scretch out :

' Ha done

wi't, I say. That there

Enoch, he'd argyfy a dog's
hind leg off. And you'm be

just so bad, master. Just you
take and leave t' pork on

t' table, Enoch. It aren't worth

eightpence, no, nor yet tup-

pence a-pound ; but seeing as

you married my darter as

might have done better for

herself, and you says as you
be druv, we'll make shift wi't,

some ways. And leave the

paper and all, what's wrote
out that bad that as nobbudy
wouldn't think as no gal of

mine would ever have married
so uneddicated a man. And,
Tummas, you'll go into t' town

to-morrow, and you'll draw out

money at t' bank, and you'll

pay Enoch, and you'll bring
back t' will and all, so as me
and you can look un over agin.
You ain't got 'arf an ounce of

'bacca in your pocket, Enoch?
'Tain't likely, is it?' Well,
what were a chap to do,
Master Garge? I'd pull out

my pouch, and she'd empty
that, and in course I'd say as

fearther weren't to trouble his-

self to go to t' bank, seeing as

I could make shift somehow.
And fearther he'd grumble
and growl to hisself

,
and mebbe

fetch down t' Bible and gie I

a nasty jar out o' Proverbs to

take home along wi' me. But
t' owd woman she'd be for

smoothing on him down, and
she'd walk down to garden
gate wi' me. ' Good e'en to

you, Enoch,' she'd say, 'and
don't you be taking on too

much of what the master says.
His bark is wuss nor his bite,'

she'd say,
' and I'll see as

there's no altering of wills,

and suchlike fullishness. Mary-
Hann she were allers my fav-

ourite darter, and you'll gie
her my respecks, and you'll
take two-pennorth of goodies
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home wi' you, and gie it to

the childer wi' a kiss from
Grannie. I ain't got tuppence
in my pocket, but you can put
it on to t' paper. Tuppence for

sweetbreads, eh, Enoch?' And
home I'd go'wi'out my money,
and wi'out my pork, and wi'out

my 'bacca, and wi'out my tup-

pence. For I'd have to go to

t' shop on way home to buy
some more bacca, and I'd buy
the goodies and alL"

True tale, I am afraid, and
doubtless the baker could have
corroborated it.

The will, when it was found

necessary to produce it, was
not a lengthy document :

" I leave my property to my
wife, the care of my wife and
the old tom-cat to my children,
and I appoint Mr Thomas
Campion, whom I believe to be

honest, as my executor."

Had the original apple of

discord itself been thrown into

the middle of the assembly, it

could hardly have created a

greater commotion. The con-

tention, indeed, for the pos-
session of the presumed heiress

waxed so sharp among her

children, that the baker was

challenged by his younger
brother to have a quiet round
outside the back door, while
the female mourners bandied
to and fro between each other

the most highly personal and

highly uncomplimentary re-

marks.
"
They called one the t'other

all t' old cats i' t' place, and

danged if I don't think as

if Muster Campion hadn't
a-chanced to be there, they'd
have set to clawing. That

spiteful they was !

"

My informant was John Ball,
who was generally to be found
to the fore at either a meeting
of the foxhounds or a funeral,
and was, taking all in all, a

reliable and accurate reporter.

Fortunately old Tom Campion,
who, having apparently had
some inkling of the honour in

store for him, had for once in a

way donned a black coat and

put in an appearance at the

funeral, acted as peacemaker.
If it could be said of any man
in our parish at that time that

his word was law, the man was
Tom Campion. He, who is

known to be essentially a man
of his word, and is reported of

as being both ready and able,

for all his years, to take on the

cleverest man with his fists

in the country-side, is, in his

own village at least, a veritable

"king of men." Tom at once

allayed the warlike ardour of

the chief belligerent by the

remark that " we ain't a-going
to have no fighting over a job
like this, and if Bill Barker
can't keep a civil tongue in his

head, I'll take and stand him

wrong end up in t' water-butt
in t' back -

yard. And when

you wimmen-folk have given
over your skirling, I'll see if

us can't put two and two

together."
And having thus secured

comparative silence, he then,
in his capacity of executor,

proceeded to issue his judg-
ment, wisely standing up for

the right of primogeniture.
"First come, first served,"

he said. "That's law all the

world over. Sons come afore

daughters, and that's law too.

So as Abe Barker corned into
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the world afore Bill, he be the

rightful man to have charge
of t' owd lady, being if she's

willing to bide along wi' him.
And "

for Tom Campion had
ever a dry sense of humour
"
seeing as Bill be so set on

being hospittable, so as he
shan't have nothing to grumble
about, he shall have t' owd tom-
cat. And" after a pause
"
they can shift about arter a

while, if so be as a change of

air and of lodgers be agreeable
to all parties. But the way as

I said is the way as we'll start

t' business. T' owd lady, she'll

go along o' Abe, and Bill, he
can take t' owd cat home along
o' him. If" no man of my
acquaintance, with the excep-
tion of perhaps here and there

a semi-blind parson, ever had
a better knowledge of the

Prayer-Book phraseology than
Tom Campion

"
anybody can

show just cause or impediment
agin all this, let him now
speak, or for ever hold his peace.
You'd best hold your peace
quick-stick, Bill Barker, or, as

I said afore, you'll find your-
self stood wrong end up in

t' water-butt."

This rather hastily added

corollary to the original pro-

position was provoked by a
sotto - voce remark emanating
from the wholly dissatisfied

Bill, which promised a short

shrift and a watery grave for

his new lodger.
For a moment a dead silence

followed Tom Campion's an-

nouncement, even Bill thinking
it better to reserve his com-
ments till the executor was
well out of hearing.
And then, in shrill, indignant

protest, uprose the voice of the

widow, who up to this point
in the proceedings had main-
tained what might be called

the masterly silence of gratified

inactivity. She had not been
so far bowed down with grief
as to prevent her listening
with a grim smile "

grinning
like a dog showing his teeth,

though she hain't got none to

speak of," was John Ball's

version to the none too

seemly competition for the

possession of her body, and

nodding approvingly at inter-

vals when some more than

usually high-spiced compliment
or ornamental epithet had been

applied by one daughter to

another.

"Bolt upright in her chair

she sat," said John Ball, "and
took and gied tongue, and
dressed 'em all down proper.
I dunno as Muster Campion
he weren't the worst on the

whole biling ;
but all on us was

bad, and by the time she were
done there weren't a man nor

yet a ooman in the room as

were left wi' a shred of char-

acter. She weren't a-going to

be ordered about by no Tom
Campion; she reckoned she

could tell a thing or two
about him if she'd a mind.

No, she weren't a-going to do
as she were bid by him, nor

by nobbudy else neither. She
weren't no parish constable,
nor a pore-sperited farm gal.
'Tweren't likely as she were

going to be chucked about
from one side o' t' street to

t' ither. She weren't neither a

shittlecock nor yet a ingey-

rubbey ball. Where she went,
there she'd bide, and she'd take
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old tom-cat along wi' her. She
didn't know as she wouldn't as

lief go to Abe Barker as ony
o' the rest on 'em, seeing as

how he'd got a back parlour
where she could sit and do her
bit o' knitting wi'out being
mullocked up wi' dough and

childer, which one was well

anigh as bad as t'other. I

can't tell you one-half as she

said, Master Garge, nor yet
one-quarter. Seemed as though
she were wound up like a

hingin, and couldn't stop till

she were run down."
The end of the matter was

that, Bill Barker gladly waiving
his claim to the cat, the baker
carried off the honours of the

day by consenting to give up
the back parlour and one bed-
room in his house to the two
new lodgers.
"And what be I to get wi't,

Master Campion ?
"
he inquired,

being thereto instigated by his

wife.
" Can't say, my lad, till I'm

through wi' the execciting," and
with this enigmatical answer
the baker, who scratched his

head rather sadly, had to rest

content.

So far as I was concerned,
the first enlightenment came
from Tom Campion, with whom
I forgathered on the following
afternoon as he was feeding his

collection of waterfowl in the
Park meadow. I could not

help noticing that our squire
for our squire he really was,

though he never claimed the
title was looking rather pre-

occupied.
"Good afternoon, Mr Cam-

pion. You had rather a busy
day yesterday, hadn't you ?

"

"Ah !

"
he said rather gloom-

ily; "then you've heard tell,

and all?
" Then after a pause,

" I reckon as you knows a mort
o' things, don't you ?

"

"
Well, I suppose most of us

know something."
"You knows, then, I suppose,

as there's no fool like an old

fool. And now I'll tell you
summat as you don't know,
p'r'aps. There never was a
man yet as were made such
an old fool as this here Tom
Campion. Now we've got
straight, ain't we?"

"
Well, yes, perhaps ! But

what's gone wrong, Mr
Campion ?

"

"Well, seeing as you're a

man, and not a woman, as

never can keep their tongues
from wagging, I'll tell you.
Tom Barker made his will a

goodish time back, and it have
been locked up in my burro-

drawer five years come Christ-

mas, seeing as I'd promised to

be his execciter. Well, there

was just four things in't.

There were the will itself, and
that were short and sweet

;

and there were t' owd woman,
who've got a temper as is more
short nor sweet

;
and tom-cat,

whose tail ain't neither short

nor sweet ; and then there be
the property. Do you follow

me, Master George?"
I nodded my head.

"Well, the property, that

ain't 'xactly what you'd call

short nor yet sweet neither.

For barrin' tom-cat and t' owd
sow, and what be in t' house
and yard, there ain't nothing
left to execcite. Tom-cat, he'll

be execitted double-quick time

if I catch him prowling round
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my coops again ;
but 'twould

be waste of money t' execcite

t' owd sow, seeing as she's in

Pig-"
" But surely there's money

in the bank, Mr Campion ?
"

" Drawed it all out, t' miller

did, years ago. Took it in

notes, he did, so as nobbudy
shouldn't know what he'd done
wi' it."

"Well, what are you going
to do, Mr Campion?"

" Sell the stuff and pay the

bills. Mind you," he added
as an after-thought, "I ain't

a-going to say that one way
or another there won't be

something just enough to keep
t' owd lass going, but that's

between ourselves, Master

George."
And that was the last word I

ever heard from Tom Campion
on the subject.
What with the executor

himself paying a rare high
price for the old sow, and
some of the furniture selling
almost suspiciously well, the

miller's creditors were paid off

in full. And as for the space
of a year and a half the widow
received a weekly dole of six

shillings from Tom Campion,
of which sum all but sixpence
went straight into the baker's

pocket, the latter, what with
the bed -

clothing and other

garnishments which he had

annexed, may be held to have
so far come pretty well out

of the transaction. To be sure,
five shillings a -week for the

old lady's and sixpence for the

cat's board did not suggest a

large surplus. But when a
widow's trustee keeps his

mouth religiously closed on

the subject of the sources of

her income, there is always
some ground for speculation.
And the mere fact that Goody
Barker was known to be a

close - fisted woman, and one

capable of driving a hard bar-

gain, intensified the general

impression in our village that

she had got a good deal more

up her sleeve than she cared to

show, and that one fine day
there would be some fair pick-

ings for the family. Many a

crumb of bread, then, was cast

upon the waters, and according
to John Ball, whose tiny cot-

tage lay almost within earshot

of the baker's more pretentious

dwelling, grandchildren from
all parts of the parish spent
half their play-time in trotting
to and fro, bearing tribute in

kind, or armed with inquiries
for " Grannie." It was ever

the old cobbler's custom to do

his work, when the weather

permitted, sitting in his open
doorway, so that few things
that went on in the main street

escaped his observation. And
as most of the small messengers
stopped on their errands to

pass the time of day to him, he
was well posted with the con-

tents of pretty nearly every
dish and parcel, and the pur-

port of every message, that

went to the baker's house.
" 'Twere t' carrier's lad this

morning ; he was wanting to

know if Grannie 'd like a airing
this arternoon in fearther's

cart. ' Grannie she don't want
no airings,' says Mrs Abe ;

' and

you go home and tell your
mither, as if she did happen
to want one, we've gotten a

cart o' our own as carries good
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wholesome bread in it, and
isn't mullocked up wi' dead

things and suchlike.'
" Or

again,
" 'Twere butcher's lass

this morning, and she'd

brought a dish of sossages
as corned 'off fearther's own
pig.

'

Well, I dunno,' says
Mrs Abe,

' as his pig is no
better nor any one else's, seeing
as it's like to be fed on offal

and suchlike. But you can
thank your mither kindly, Meg,
and tell her as Grannie is that

set on sossages.' One way or

t' ither, Master Garge, I do
reckon as t' baker and his wife

they've gotten a softish job o'

Grannie and t' cat and all. Not
as t' owd lady she aren't got a

tongue in her head, and sorts

'em proper betimes. But 'ard

words breaks no bones, and
best make hay while t' sun

shines, is two good motters, all

said and done. But you mark

my words, Master Garge, when
t' owd critter be dead and
buried there'll be some wail-

ings and gnashings o' teeth,
arter if not afore, mind-ee !

"

I had, to be sure, some

grounds for fancying that John
Ball was in this, as in many
other matters, at least as wise

as his neighbours ; but neither

of us had solid excuse for be-

lieving that Goody Barker's

weekly income actually came
out of Tom Campion's pocket.

For eighteen months or more
the baker's wife sustained what
she was pleased to speak of in

private conversation as her
"cross" with tolerable com-

placency. For five shillings
and sixpence a-week, supple-
mented by a chronic if not
continuous flow of sausages,

pigs' trotters, black puddings,
fresh eggs, and other seasonable

delicacies, could be accounted
as a fairly good set-off against
the widow's occupation of the

back parlour, a few extra howl-

ings on the part of the children,
and the acquisitive talents of

the tom-cat. Yet the landlady
would hardly have been a
mortal woman if she had not

occasionally grumbled to her

neighbours, and declared that

what between her mother-in-

law's requirements and the

thieving propensities of the

cat she was being "druv to

death," if she had not once

in a way donned her armour
of offence and embarked upon
a wordy altercation with her

permanent lodger. To pro-
voke an encounter when the

odds are largely in the other

party's favour, argues more
rashness than wisdom. The
satisfaction of getting the last

word is commonly the end
in view when woman meets
woman in a battle of tongues ;

and the most soundly logi-
cal syllogisms and carefully
matured personalities are, as

accessories to the meed of

victory, but chaff before the

wind in comparison with

alternating puffs of smoke
from an evil - smelling pipe
and the noisy barkings of a

well-manipulated cough.
With poor Tom Campion's

rather unexpected death came
the bursting of the bubble

and the end of the illusion.

That which I had only guessed
at, and shrewd old John Ball

had foretold, became the com-
mon property of the parish.
Tom Campion had paid Goody
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Barker's allowance from start

to finish entirely out of his

own pocket.
"I'm not at all surprised,

George," remarked the rector,
inclined perhaps to be wise
after the event. " It was just
the sort of thing Tom Campion
would have done. His right
hand often gave without his

left hand knowing it."

Under the circumstances it

was not unnatural, perhaps,
that the contributions in kind
to the widow's support also

came to an untimely end,
and that the interest taken in

Grannie's health and Grannie's

proceedings wholly evaporated.
Not unnatural either that a
week after Tom Campion's
decease Mrs Abe Barker found
her way to the rectory and
there poured out her soul.

" Couldn't the rector do

nothing? Trade was as bad
as bad, and what between
mother-in-law and the cat they
were being fairly eaten out of

home. Mother-in-law's temper
was that short, and the cat

the rombustiest animal as ever
were. What with one smack-

ing of the childer and the
other scratching of them, there

weren't a moment's peace in

the house. And now, as times
was hard, mother-in-law had
took to going over to the

baking-house, helping herself

and the oat to whatever they
fancied, and puffing 'bacca-

smoke over the dough so as

the bread tasted of it. What
were ' The House '

intended for

if it weren't for such as she,
who hadn't got no money
nor conscience neither ? And,"
wound up the plaintiff, "she

ain't one as will take no
'ints. 'Twere only yester-

day as I said to her, 'If you
won't go out quiet, you'll be

put out !

'

I says. That were
a 'int, weren't it, sir?"

"Well, yes," said the rec-

tor with judicial gravity; "I
should say that it partook of

the nature of a hint, or at

least a suggestion."
" ' And who's a-going to do

the putting?' says she. Who
indeed !

"

I was lunching at the rectory
that day, having promised to

go there to meet the curate, a

young gentleman who was apt
to get rather upon the rector's

nerves in a tete-a-tte conversa-

tion. As I had met Mrs
Barker coming down the rec-

tory drive, I was not altogether

surprised when, pending the

curate's arrival, my host at

once commenced to talk about
old Goody.
But a word about our curate,

the Reverend Edward Stroud.

He had only been in the parish
for about a month, but had

already begun to teach us how

things really ought to be done,

being indeed a young man
with very good points, and
that modest amount of self-

assurance which might have

tempted him to offer to com-
mand the royal yacht, or to

play the part of Hamlet at the

Lyceum. It was a strong

point in his favour that he was
brimful of energy ;

a weakness
that in conversation he as-

sumed a truly remarkable
amount of all-round knowledge
on the part of the person to

whom he happened to be talk-

ing. As well attempt to divert
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the stars from their courses as

to prevent the Rev. Edward
Stroud from tacking on "you
know" to the tail of each

proposition. Ours was, un-

fortunately, one of those

parishes in which there is

obviously rather too much
work for one parson, and not

quite enough for two. And
we were predestined to be sub-

jected to the ministrations of

a succession of young curates,

because, on the one hand, the

rector declined to entertain

applications from those whom
he was wont to denominate

"elderly failures," and on the
other hand, an active-minded

young man soon began to pine
for a larger sphere of work.
"There is something in what

the woman says after all,

George," concluded the rector.

"A growing family and an
old woman who keeps pos-
session of the two best rooms
in the house are two incom-

patible quantities, and, between

ourselves, I should fancy that
old Goody is not a very com-
fortable lodger. She would be

quite well looked after in the

workhouse, though she might
have to leave her pipe and her
cat behind her. I think I will

ask Stroud to go and have a

quiet talk with her. He has

got quite what you might call

a persuasive manner with the
fair sex, eh, George?"

" He's got plenty of ch
but at that moment the door

opened, and the gentleman
himself was ushered in.

Never did a man tumble
more readily to a suggestion
than did our curate that day.
He simply jumped at the pros-

pect of bringing Goody Barker
to an amenable frame of mind.

"
I'll make a point of going

this very afternoon, you know.
I've promised to look in at

the school, you know. And
I must see the clerk about
the vestry door, you know.
And I've got one or two

people to visit at the other end
of the village, you know. But
I can work my way round to

the baker's by about four

o'clock, you know. And I'll

soon talk the old lady round,

you know."
"
Well, I won't say that I do

know, exactly," said the rector

rather drily,
" but I hope that

you'll eh succeed in your
mission."

Our curate had so far accur-

ately timed his visit to the

baker's house that it was some-
where between four and half-

past when I found him hover-

ing round the neighbourhood
of the Red Lion with a hunted
look on his face, an empty
medicine - bottle in one hand,
and a small newspaper parcel
in the other.

"I say," he began, coming
up to me at once,

" can you
tell me how much gin I ought
to get for fourpence? And
where can I borrow a cork?
I don't want them exactly for

myself, you know. But I have
to get them somehow. It's

the right sort of place to buy
gin, isn't it? I'm rather

ignorant about those matters,

you know. And about the

cork?"
"If you pay for the gin, I

expect they'll give you a cork,"
I replied.

" But isn't it a little

derogatory to the dignity of
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the cloth for the parson to buy
four pennyworth of gin in the

middle of the afternoon? As
you don't want the gin your-
self, I suppose you want it for

Goody Barker ?
"

"Yes, to rub on her joints,

you know."

"Well, I don't know, and
don't think either. But as I

have no particular character

to keep up, suppose you hand
over the fourpence, and I'll

manage the gin business for

you. And you go on to my
house, and we'll have a cup of

tea presently. Hulloa !

"
as he

hastily thrust parcel, medicine-

bottle, and four coppers into

my hand, "is the parcel Mrs
Barker's property too ?

"

" Oh yes, it's all hers ! But,
I say, thanks awfully, you
know. If you really don't

mind, it's awfully kind of you,

you know. And I'll have a

cup of tea with pleasure."
I duly discharged my com-

mission, or rather the curate's

commission, and carried the

spoil to Goody Barker.
"
Why, it's you, is it, Master

George ? Well, I never, now !

I quite thought it would a

been the curick. Nice civil-

spoken young gemman he is,

and all. If you was to see

him, by any chance, Master

George, tell him as I hopes
he'll call again next week."

" Over gods forbode !

"
ejacu-

lated the curate, when I de-

livered my message. "What
a terrible old woman is that,

you know ! She's got a way
of taking you up and ordering

you about, you know, that is

downright startling and per-

emptory, you know. Puts a

fellow quite off his balance,

you know."
And then, over a cup of tea,

he expounded to me the story of

his interview. Here it is, word
for word as he gave it to me.
"Good afternoon to you,

Mrs Barker
;
I am very glad to

make your acquaintance. This
is almost the first time I've

had the pleasure of seeing you,

you know."
"Them as wants to see me

knows where to find me."

"Well, I hoped I might
have seen you in church, you
know. But I haven't seen you
there the last two Sundays."
"And I ain't seed you,

nuther."

"Well, but you know I was
there, and you were not there,

you know."
"You'm paid to go, and I

beant,"

Here the curate rather ab-

ruptly changed the subject.
"Your poor old neighbour,

Mrs Brown, was only buried

last week."
"Good job too, as she were

took
;
she were a bad un !

"

"
Oh, I say, Mrs Barker, that

won't do at all ! Charity, you
know ! And, besides,

' de

mortuis,' you know !

"

" Don't know him never
heard tell of him, nuther,"
retorted the widow. "But
charity ! Talk of charity, you
ain't got such a thing as a

shilling in your pocket, has you ?

Ah, then," as he rather weakly
produced the coin, "I reckons
as your legs be younger than
mine. So just step down t'

street, my lad, and buy me two
ounces o' 'bacca, same as I

allers has, at t' shop, a ha'p'orth
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o' cough lozenges, and two

bull's-eyes. And then I'll have
four penn'orth o' gin, my jints
is that bad. There's bottle on

mantelpiece, and you'll ha' to

borrer a cork. I ain't got one

just now.".
And before the curate quite

knew where he was, he found
himself standing in the street

with a medicine-bottle in his

hand, and, I may add, with
a little of his self-confidence

abated.

The curate having proved
a broken reed, the rector next
entrusted that which was an

essentially delicate mission to

the able hands and willing
heart, of his well-proved lieu-

tenant, Miss Sarah Tuggs, the

grimmest and gauntest of our
trio of district visitors. Grim
of appearance only, for I be-

lieve that each one of those

self - denying and ever - busy
ladies was really and truly

overflowing with the milk of

human kindness. They were

spinsters all, though I have no
occasion to believe that they
had taken vows of celibacy,
such an action in their cases

being indeed liable to be ac-

counted as partaking of the
nature of a work of super-

erogation. Now and again,

perhaps, a too fervid zeal out-

ran a less conspicuous discre-

tion; but taking it all in all,

they did good work in the

parish, ferreting out impos-
tures and grievances that

might otherwise have escaped
detection. Miss Tuggs may
be said to have looked her

part better than either of her
sisters in office. She stood, at

a modest calculation, some five

feet ten inches in her stocking-
feet, and was bony and flat in

wrong places. Moreover, she

was in the habit of concealing
what I think in Leah's case

was called a weakness of eyes
with Miss Tuggs it took the

form of a squint by a pair of

huge blue goggles, which im-

parted mingled dignity and

ferocity to her countenance.

An unfortunate inclination to

stutter, especially in the pres-
ence of the dreaded men-tribe,
had a truly disastrous effect,

inasmuch as it caused two
most worthy and kind-hearted

individuals to go to their graves
not indeed at enmity, but yet
not altogether at peace with
one another.

Miss Tuggs, as it happened,
carrying in her hand a slipper
which needed a few stitches,

had made her way to John
Ball's cottage, there to find

the old cobbler sitting, as his

custom was, in the open door-

way, and discoursing with Tom
Campion. Poor, dear lady !

She had never interchanged a

word with Tom Campion in

her life before, and yet well,

it seemed hardly neighbourly
not to pass the time of day to

him. But why, oh, most un-

fortunate of women, having
once got safely over the all-

sufficient
" Good afternoon, Mr

Campion," essay quite a super-
fluous remark about the

weather, and pick out a B to

begin it with?
" Good afternoon, Mr Cam-

pion. Isn't it a bub bub
bub bub "

Small wonder, then, that

worthy old Tom, what with

innate bashfulness, sympa-
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thetio nervousness, and laud-

able anxiety to spare the lady
further contortions of coun-

tenance, was so far thrown
off his balance that for the

second recorded time in his life

he employed a really strong
swear-word.

"Yes, miss, I'm d d if it

ain't !

" he blurted out heartily.
"And miss," said John Ball,

" she guv one scretch, and then
off she run up t' lane same as if

a tin kettle were tied to her

tail."

Nothing after that could

ever have persuaded the lady
that Tom Campion was not a

profane and vulgar swearer;
while Tom himself, having had
one sample of her facial and
conversational powers, from
that day forth avoided her

like poison.

Such, then, was our second

ambassador, and, to do her

justice, she seemed to have

got somewhere nearer the right
mark than the Rev. Edward
Stroud had done. At least,

she may be said to have worked
the conversation round to the

legitimate order of the day, or,

in other words, to that which
our euphemists generally spoke
of as "The House."
But then ? The rector, after

hearing the outraged spinster's
tale of woe, came down to my
house on purpose to have the

pleasure of repeating it. Never
mind either the preliminaries
or the stammerings, except
that one all-important "de
de de ," to be pronounced
French-wise.

"You've no idea how com-
fortable the old women are

there, Mrs Barker."

"P'r'apsI ain't."
" Such nice warm fires, and

such cosy rooms !

"

"Are 'em?"
"And so bright and happy

they all looked !

"

"Well, miss," very politely,
"
seeing as it's all that nice and

that conformable, why don't

you go there yourself? We'd

try to make shift to get along
wi'out you. 'Twould 'be 'ard,

no doubt !

"

"Oh! but you see, Mrs
Barker, I'm quite young and

active, and "

"And that took up wi'

t' young men and all !

"
inter-

rupted the widow. " 'Twere

'Arry Webb, weren't it,
- as I

see you winking at i' t' church,
three weeks ago come Sun-

day?"
In an instant the spinster

was ablaze, indignation at the

accusation fairly mastering her

utterance.
" De de de de

"

And she got no further,
for

"We don't want no swear-

ing here, miss!" quoth the

widow. " You'd pop out '

Yes,'
wi'out no stuttering, if 'Arry
Webb was to arst t' question."

Miss Sarah Tuggs's retreat

was even more rapidly accom-

plished than the curate's.

"But hark ! the cry is Astur."

As the great Clusian lord at

last assailed that pass which
had baffled less renowned war-

riors, so now our rector girded

up his loins for the fray, and
marched down to the baker's

house in all the grandeur of

frock-coat and tall hat, and
armed with "such divinity"
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as possibly to this day
"
hedges

a king," and used in a more

primitive age to hedge a rector

of an outlying country parish.
" '

Veni, vidi, vici !

'

is that

what you're going to tell

me?" I inquired, as he looked

into my house on the return

journey.
"Well, not that exactly,

George," he said very quietly.
"Let me see, by the way. It

was a shilling, wasn't it, that

Stroud was charged for his

eh parochial visit ?
"

"Yes."
"Ah !

"
rather pensively,

"mine cost me half-a-crown.

I did only mean to pay a

shilling, but unfortunately I

had not got one in my pdcket.
I'm afraid there'll be more to

follow. However, I suppose
the rector ought to pay a bit

more than the curate. A funny
world this, George! Come, I

suppose you're dying to know
what happened?"

"
Well, yes," I admitted.

"
Well, that half - crown,

which I really did mean to

be a shilling till I found that

I had not got one, I think

we must regard as entrance-

money. I really couldn't sit

down in that atmosphere of

bad old woman and bad to-

bacco. Now don't put down

your pipe, my dear fellow ;
I

never mind your tobacco.

Stroud, I suppose, paid for

her stuff, and I paid half-a-

crown for an open window and
a temporary cessation of smok-

ing ;
and I may have com-

mitted myself for something
in the future. However, I did

not come away quite empty-
handed, as I've got more home-

truths in my pocket than I

have had for many a long day.
For once in a way I had to

listen to a sermon from one of

my congregation instead of

preaching one. I supplied the

text myself at least, I read it,

and she pointed out the place
in the Bible. I had only got
through two verses when she

pulled me up short. 'That's

you !

'

she said
;

'

you'm the
Pharisee what devours widders'
houses and makes long prayers.

Leastways, you offers to pray
for folks, and then tries to turn
'em out o' their houses !

'

I

wanted to argue the point,
but she cut me short with,
' It's me as is pretching !

'

Then, George, I'm afraid that
I make the blind to go out of

the way,
'

leastways, out o'

t' house,' and so forth. Finally,
to cut a long story short, I am
' that meddlesome,' and to tell

you the honest truth, I'm not
so sure that she isn't in her

rights there. Who am I, after

all, George, to try and make
laws for my neighbours, and
to do Mrs Barker, junior's,

dirty work for her? It is

dirty work, if you look at it

the right way, George, to de-

prive an old woman of that

age of the only two things
she really finds comfort in

her old cat and her, or rather

Stroud's, tobacco. I'm afraid

they wouldn't put up with
either in the workhouse. And
so, George, the long and short

of it is, that I had a talk

with the baker's wife after-

wards, and we agreed to revert

to the old arrangement the

mother-in-law to stop where
she is, and six shillings a-week
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to go into the house. I can

probably get a half-crown a

week, and perhaps a couple of

loaves of bread to go against
that sixpence for tobacco, out
of the Board of Guardians,
and the deficiency I'll make up
myself."
The new arrangement did

not last long. In the course

of the winter the curate read
the Burial Service over the old

woman's grave, and on the

very day after the funeral
for it's a poor heart that knows
no rejoicing the baker's child-

ren celebrated the tom-cat's

obsequies in the baker's gar-
den, and the baker himself

baked a special cake for the

occasion.
" Curious fancies old folk

does get into their heads,
Master George," remarked the

baker, by no means a bad-

hearted fellow, to me about a

year later.
" The very last

words as my old mother said

when, she were a -dying was,
' 'T had ought to ha' been a

jint,' says she, and half an
hour later she was dead. Nob-

budy never would ha' thought
as she'd been a-wanting a jint

just then, would-ee, Master

George ? She'd had beef-tea

and grule, and sichlike. But
if I'd knowed as she were

'ankering arter a jint, a jint
she should 'ave 'ad. Not "

after a momentary reflection
" as there'd ha' been time to

cook it."

And again
" Curious fancies old folk do

get into their heads, George,"
said to me dear old Mr Honey-

wood, the kindest and cheeriest

of solicitors, when three years

ago, at his urgent invitation, I

ran down to spend a night in

the old country.
" Mine was

to see you once again, my boy.
But I think the most curious

of all was an old fellow's years

ago. He had made up his

mind, when he was going on
for seventy, that he'd got just
seven years longer to live, and
he sank all his money in a
seven years' annuity on the

strength of it. He had got a
wife too, and I tried to per-
suade the old couple that, as

one was pretty sure to outlive

the other, they would both feel

more comfortable if they bought
a joint annuity for their lives.

They took a night to think it

over, and then they came back
to say that they had talked it

out together, and had come to

the conclusion that the plan I

suggested would not give them

enough to live upon
' conform-

ably,' as they called it
;
that

the old man was a year or so

younger than his wife, and
that seven years were their

limit of expected life. So they
got a few pounds more each

year for their money, and the

old man lived out his time and
a few months to spare. I never
heard what became of the old

woman. "

" Was the name Barker, by
any chance, Mr Honeywood ?

"

" Bless my heart !

" he ex-

claimed,
" Barker was the

name. Why, to be sure,

George, now I come to think
of it, they lived in your old

parish !

"
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AMONG THE CARIBOU OF NEWFOUNDLAND.

THE island of Newfoundland,

although she occupies the

proud position of doyen of all

the British colonies, still pre-
sents to the sportsman of to-

day certain special opportuni-
ties which are at this stage of

the world's history growing
with every lustrum more and
more difficult to obtain.

In the interior, vast forests

of spruce and birch give sanc-

tuary to large herds of wood-
land caribou. The caribou of

Newfoundland carries, with
the exception of the black
mountain caribou of Alaska,
the finest antlers of any local

variety of the widely distri-

buted reindeer race. These

antlers, while they lack the

beautiful length and curve of

the barren-land divisions that

inhabit the high fjelds of

Norway or the uplands of

Labrador, are remarkable for

a weight and density of horn
which places them among the

most desirable trophies which
can still fall to the hunter.

Nor can any set-up specimen
do more than indicate the

beauty of the animal as he

appears when seen in his

native wilds. The symmetry
of his mighty body and limbs,
the dark face contrasting with
the white - maned neck, the
broad brow antlers clasped

together like hands in prayer,
the palmated bays and lofty

tops, must be seen in their

proper environment to be ap-
preciated. This is no doubt
true of all the deer family,

but it applies rather specially
to the caribou, if only for the

reason that the dust of cities

quickly tarnishes the sheen of

these white-throated stags.
The game laws of Newfound-

land, which are administered

by the Ministry of Fisheries

and Marine at St John's, allow

two seasons to the sportsman.
The first covers the whole
month of September ;

the

second opens on the 21st of

October and extends to the

end of the year. To any one
in search of a trophy, how-

ever, the last six or seven

weeks of this second season

are valueless, as the stags

begin to drop their horns about

the 10th of November, and it

is always the monarchs of the

herds who are the first to

lose them, just as they are

the first to rub away the

velvet from them in the early

days of September.
The hunter should therefore

choose the latter half of Sept-
ember or the first three weeks
of the October season for his

campaign into the interior of

the island. There are, it may
be mentioned, a certain number
of individuals who never at-

tempt to reach the interior,

whose ambition is satisfied by
what may be called the " rail-

way-sport," and who possibly
deserve any disappointments
that may fall to their lot.

The term "
railway - sport

"

needs elucidation. Twice a-

year the caribou in New-
foundland migrate: in the
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spring they move from south
to north, and in the autumn
travel back from the north to

their winter feeding -grounds.
It happens that the railroad

from St John's to Port-au-

Basque intersects a main route
of migration, and immense
numbers of deer cross the line,

the bulk of them reaching it

near a station called Howley.
This is the spot haunted dur-

ing the earlier part of the

shooting-season by the "rail-

way-sports," for it is often

possible to shoot the three

stags allowed by law without

walking out of sight of the

metals. Yearly, as might be

expected, a quantity of im-
mature stags are slaughtered
by this method, and the ears

of passengers in the passing
train may be filled with the

report of guns as if a small
skirmish were taking place !

From this form of shooting
all the chief elements of true

sport are eliminated. The
numbers of the hunters (who
camp in groups), their method
of sitting down until the deer

come to them, and the in-

eradicable spirit of competi-
tion which leads each man to

shoot everything he sees with-
out discrimination, are all

against the real interests of

sport. Besides which, this

volley
-
firing has been going

on every September and Oc-
tober for some years, and it

cannot be doubted but that

these great herds have suffered

in consequence. In addition

to the "railway -sports," the
Newfoundland settlers often

resort to Howley to obtain

the winter supply of "meat,"

with the result that many does

and two-year-old stags are

killed. The settlers' reason for

going to Howley is, of course,

obvious, as all the " meat "

secured can be placed upon
the train and transported with
ease and comfort along the

line to the men's homes.
But to the sportsman who

takes the trouble to voyage
some thousands of miles, the

"railway-sport" is unlikely to

offer great attractions. Prob-

ably he may be inclined to

echo the saying ascribed to a

very famous hunter, "I have
come all this way to hunt

caribou, not to allow caribou

to hunt me !

"

Until quite recently the

opinion was commonly held

that all the caribou in the
island crossed the line during
their migrations. This, how-

ever, is now generally believed

not to be the case. In the
vast interior of the country
are thousands of deer which
have never been within very
many miles of the railroad,
and it is towards these herds

that one would wish to make
one's way. Here is a wild and

empty land, inhabited only by
a few hundred Indians and
uncounted caribou : for the

rest, there are beaver, a few
black bears, many lynx, some

otters, foxes, and other of the

smaller fur - bearing animals,
with few and far between the

dying remnant of the wolf-

packs for whose slaughter a

heavy Government bounty is

offered.

Travelling through the in-

terior of Newfoundland is not
arduous work. Many good
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hunting-groundsmay be reached

by canoe, and in any case some
lake or river can always be

chosen as the first stage to

the central wilderness. When,
however, the waterway comes
to an end, a couple of men can

easily carry all that is needed
for an extended trip. By this

means it is possible to seek

out a hunting-ground which
is not only undisturbed, but
which in all probability never
has been disturbed. There, on
the roof of the country, a
hunter with a couple of guides
may taste the highest pleasures
of the chase and never see sign
of other human presence, past
or present.

Early in the November of

1903 I found myself in such
a spot, to gain which we had
carried our tent and gear
through woods and over

marshes for some seven days'

journey. We had reached the
farthest point of the year's

trip, and on that last evening
I shot a stag of thirty points,
and before removing the head
and head skin, accompanied by
Wells, my guide, I climbed to

the summit of the highest

ground in sight, and looked

out towards the west. A large
lake lay at our feet, surrounded

by thick woods of spruce and
birch. This lake seemed to

wind away into the very heart
of the island. As we were

standing there, an enormous

stag emerged from the trees

below us. He carried but a

single horn, a splendid one,
and I made no doubt but that
he had dropped the other, for

it was growing late in the year.

Owing to the direction of the

wind, it was impossible to ap-

proach any closer, but the big
yellow body and the one

gigantic horn were perfectly

plain to me. "If he had two
of them !

"
whispered Wells ;

then as an after-thought,
" He

comes from Middle Ridge," and
he glanced beyond the lake to

where a bold yet flowing out-

line rose blue in the distance.

Meanwhile the stag must have
received some notice of our

presence, owing to an eddying
gust, for he turned and dashed
off along the edge of the woods.
For some time he remained

visible, galloping along the top
of a ridge. As we watched

him, I think the same thought
rose in both our minds. I had
been very lucky, having a week
earlier killed a stag with forty

-

three tines or points as they
are called in Newfoundland,
and the idea came to us that

if we crossed this lake we
should reach an unspoiled
district, in which the deer

had been left in peace, and
where perhaps we might
chance to secure an even better

trophy.
All the way back to camp

we discussed ways and means,
with the result that in October
1904 we reached the foot of

the lake with a couple of

canoes, after a portage of some

twenty miles. We crossed

the lake, and taking with us

blankets, tents, and provisions,
we packed through the woods
until we drew near to "the

kingdom of our desire," the

backbone of the country, which
is known as Middle Ridge.
This Middle Ridge is not so

much a single low range of
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hills as a series of undulating
uplands covered with trees.

At that time, to the best of my
belief, no white man had ever

set foot upon Middle Ridge,

though many had seen it, for

it is visible for a great number
of miles, forming as it does

almost the only recognisable
feature in a broad landscape.
We were not now a day's

journey from this great central

landmark. It was snowy
weather, with a heavy wind
from the north, when we put
up our camp among an isolated

group of spruces in the middle
of a wide marsh. By the time
this was done there still re-

mained a couple of hours of

daylight. The next day
would, of course, see us enter

upon our kingdom, but there

was time enough left that night
to permit us to tread its

outer marches. I must explain
that at this period we had been

hunting for ten days, and had
visited all our "fortunate
vales

"
of the year before

; we
had seen a number of stags,
but not one on which I had
cared to draw trigger. The

previous winter and spring had
been cold and severe, and the

horns of the deer did not grow,
in most cases, to their usual

dimensions. But even in these

"lean years," of which 1904
and 1905 are good examples,
there are always a certain

small proportion of stags whose
antlers are so massive that

they seem, in some degree at

any rate, to defy the adversity
of their environment. Such

stags are rare, one in a hun-
dred is, in my experience,
about the proportion, and up

to that time we had failed to

come across one of them. We
had not, in fact, seen a quarter
of the number of deer which
we had observed the year be-

fore, and already the season
was drawing perilously near a

close.

We began by making a

circle, with a view to getting
the wind in our favour, and as

we passed out from behind

just such another clump of

spruce trees as that in which
our camp was set, we saw
before us an undulating upland,
covered with snow which had
drifted among a dwarf growth
of juniper. Just upon the
hither side of the skyline a
little band of caribou were

lying down. There were seven
of them in all, and two ap-
peared to be mature stags.

Up to that time, in my ex-

perience, the necks of the stags
had showed white against the

yellow of the marshes or the
claret-coloured moss and leaf-

age of the barrens, but the
animals we were now looking
at appeared of a dirty ivory
against the pure background
of snow. It was not until we
had approached within shot
that I saw that neither animal
carried antlers of any great
size. We were about to turn

aside, meaning to leave the
animals undisturbed, when the

tops of the horns of another

stag rose over the skyline at

no great distance. Soon the

stag himself appeared, and,

standing there for a moment,
gave out his hoarse challenge.
Almost immediately he began
walking down towards us.

Lying as we were in a patch
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of spruces, none of which were
more than two feet high, we
were nevertheless quite in-

visible to the stag, so that long
before he was opposite to us

the telescope had been levelled

upon his horns. They were

very long and thin, rather like

those of a reindeer than of a

caribou. There was some

temptation to shoot, as the

head was more than a fair one,
but the uncertainty as to

whether the left horn, which
was the farther from us, was
as good as the right, made me
hold my hand. In time the

stag returned on his course,
and presently crossed within
a hundred yards. It was now
perfectly clear that he was not
more than a five- or six-year
old, so, giving up all thoughts
of a shot, we spent the gloam-
ing within a few yards of

this beautiful creature, finally

slipping away unnoticed, and

returning to our camp full

of hopes for the morrow.

Up to this time we had been
the victims of a kind of weather
which more than any other

causes the hunter to lament
his lot. The days had been,
almost without exception,
darkened by successive squalls
of rain or melting snow, yet
each evening it had blown

clear, and the nights been

frosty and starlit. In these

circumstances we rejoiced to

hear wind roaring in the trees,
and shower after shower of

sleet beating upon our lean-to

throughout the entire night,
for we made sure that morning
would bring a change for the
better.

This, indeed, was exactly

what happened : the sun rose

unclouded and bright, and

stepping out of camp, the

first sight that greeted us

was the three stags which
we had seen upon the pre-
vious evening. They were

easily recognisable through
the telescope, so we wasted
no time in stalking them,
but taking a long cast to

the northward were soon able

to see over a large extent of

country, upon which, how-

ever, nothing seemed to be

moving. The early hours of

the morning brought no good
fortune, and it must have
been nearly midday when, in

the hollow between two roll-

ing hummocks, we came upon
a large flat stone. The top
of this stone formed a slight

depression filled with shallow

soil, where grass and low
shrubs were growing. To
the north - west lay a huge
marsh, in the centre of which
a doe caribou with a com-

paratively large pair of horns
was feeding. The sun had
come out very warm, so that
Wells and I lay down upon
the top of the stone and gave
ourselves up to a desultory
consideration of the big doe's

movements. We must have
been there quite half-an-hour

before Wells suddenly said,
"Look at the big stag, that
is a brute!" This is the top
note of Wells' vocabulary of

appreciation, so I looked up
eagerly, just in time to see a

large stag slowly rising from
a dip of the barrens fringed
with a growth of young
spruce. The nature of the

ground had hidden him from
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us completely. There was no limit of the little bank of

need to take the telescope, moss, and found ourselves

as, even at the distance which confronted by a large bog-
divided us, it was plain that hole that lay almost flush

his horns were broad and with the surface of the marsh,

heavy. Whether we should As we paused here, the stag
ever have a much closer view approached the doe and
of him was a question open prodded her a couple of times
to doubt, as he was standing with his horns. She at once
in the very middle of the marsh, rose and ran about a hundred
and the wind was unfavour- yards in our direction, when
able. There was but one she slowed to a walk. It

thing for it, and that was to was perfectly clear that if

approach him from the further she held upon her course she

side. must soon be able to find

The surface of the country our tracks, when she would
in most parts of Newfound- at once make off, taking the

land, and more particularly stag with her. We were

among the bogs and marshes, therefore obliged to attempt
is peculiarly ill - adapted to the open stalk. During its

running, but as both deer course the rifle as well as

seemed uneasy we endeavoured ourselves became covered with
to make our circle at the black slime, and I much re-

highest speed possible. Cer- gretted that I had not that

tainly we covered our two morning brought the case; but
miles round in fair time, and, in a country much broken up
reaching the other side of the by woods like Newfoundland,
marsh, we flung ourselves it is impossible to carry the
down for a moment's rest, rifle in its cover without
On rising we found to our risking the loss of an occa-

disgust that the wind had sional quick shot. So by
veered, and in order to make dint of tying up the Mann-
our approach were forced to licher's action in a coloured
retrace our steps almost to pocket - handkerchief, I at-

the point from which we had tempted to prevent any im-
started. Meantime, however, toward jamming. Luckily I

the doe had lain down, and was clad in brown clothes,
the stag was feeding some which harmonised with the
two hundred yards behind colour of the marsh

; but
her. Fortunately, from the Wells' dark coat was at

top of the marsh, the two times so much in evidence
were nearly in a line with a that I was about to continue

long low bank of moss which the stalk alone, when the doe

gave us a little shelter. The obviously made us out and
distance to the deer was sounded a warning. The
fully half a mile, every inch stag ran up beside her and
of which would have to be stared in our direction, then,
covered by crawling. At as caribou sometimes will, he

length we arrived at the very circled round at a trot in
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order to get our wind. This Ridge, as well as the burnt

brought him at one point lands to the west of it, form
within two hundred and fifty the chief hunting-ground of

yards, on which I threw the the Mic-mac Indians
;
indeed

foresight upon his chest as the Ridge itself is parcelled
he turned, and fired. He out into individual preserves,

gave a couple of bounds and and rigorously hunted. The
went off in a cloud of marsh- Chief of the Mic-macs told me
water. Although I had heard that 300 of his people were
the first bullet strike, I was camped to the southward, in

about to give him a second the Partridgeberry Hills, in

shot to make sure, when he September 1906.

fell head over heels into a During the autumn months

bog-hole, where little but his the Mic-macs migrate to their

antlers and one hind hoof hunting - grounds, where they
were showing above the mud trap a good number of beaver

by the time we ran up. It and lynx. They are a most
was necessary to make a cheerful and improvident race,

little bridge of logs to the (Why is it that the enchant-

body before we were able to ing quality of cheerfulness is

touch the trophy, which so often the consort of this

turned out to be rather past unworthy mate?) With their

its prime. Nevertheless the old muzzle -
loading rifles, an

weight of the head made up axe, a blanket, a box of

for its irregularities, and we matches, and a packet of tea,

were glad to think that we they habitually make long
had at last killed a stag journeys, often crossing the

upon those ridges, of which island from the south coast

both of us had been thinking to the railway. Although
for so many months. popularly supposed to "kill

After the day just described all they can come up with,"
the wet weather resumed its I am inclined to think they
sway, the winds blew more are far more economical of

violently than ever, and, worst animal life than their white
of all, rain took the place of brethren. Among them some
snow. For the following week interesting customs still ob-

we were never dry, and were tain. For instance, no Indian
forced to run back over the hunter will ever kill a caribou

lake at night, when the wind stag without first whispering
invariably died away. The a short speech or prayer ad-

deer upon the Middle Ridge dressed to it, in which he

country proved to be exceed- regrets the hard necessity that

ingly wild, a fact which we, compels him to fire the death -

at the time, accounted for by shot, and adds his good wishes

concluding that they had been for the welfare of the caribou
harried by wolves. This in that land to which it is

opinion was, however, later about to travel. This, at least,

proved to be erroneous. The does not suggest the spirit of

true reason is that Middle the reckless slaughterer.
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Having left the high ground
near Middle Ridge, we turned
east and south, seeing stags
almost every day, and always
stalking or attempting to stalk

those we saw. None of them,

however, carried a head to

compare with the one I had

already secured, so that night
after night we tramped back
to camp tired and disappointed.
One day, at last, when we were

carrying our outfit over the

barrens, we came to a high,
bald knoll, from the top of

which we saw three does pass-

ing through a wood about a
mile off. As it seemed likely
that they would be accom-

panied by a stag, we put down
our packs, and leaving them
with Dewey, a young fellow

who acted as cook, Wells and
I started in pursuit. As when
we sighted them the does were

moving at a fast walk, we
made a long round behind a

ridge in order to head them
off. As soon as we turned up
wind and ascended the ridge,
we saw the white stern of one
of the does in a thick wood,
and presently I thought I

caught a glimpse of the top
of an antler, but could not
make quite sure. All the
animals were moving, and as

it was impossible to see more
than ten yards in the thick

growth, we set off as rapidly
and silently as might be to

a spot ahead of the deer,
where the wood seemed to be
less dense.

Owing to the nature of the

country and the continual

necessity of fording streams
and crossing flooded marshes,
we were both hunting in seal-

skin boots, which are made by
the Eskimo of the Labrador
Peninsula. The soles of these

boots, being made of a single

layer of skin, are as noiseless

as moccasins ; but the legs,
which tie below the knee, be-

ing very full and baggy, act

like a sort of drum upon which
the lower stems and leaves

play a tattoo as one passes

through them. I had, by ill-

fortune, put on a new pair of

these boots that very morning,
my old ones having been burnt

by being placed too near the

fire. Now, as we moved along
the edge of a wood, these hard
new boots set up a disastrous

tapping with the touch of

every twig. There was noth-

ing for it but to stop and to

pull one pair of my stockings
over the boots; this done, we
were able to resume our stalk

in adequate silence.

As we were hurrying along,
the top of a stag's antlers

suddenly showed in a gap
among the spruces. He had
heard something and was evi-

dently suspicious, as the ant-

lers remained perfectly still,

and by their angle the animal
had raised his head to listen.

From our position it was only

possible to see that the left

horn carried five points on the

top. I was debating with my-
self whether I should shoot,
when the stag took a step
forward preparatory to flight.
This movement disclosed more
of the horn, and as the view
was highly satisfactory I fired.

The Mannlicher bullet broke
his neck. The stag which
had the smallest body of any I

ever shot proved to possess a
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most symmetrical and beauti-

ful head of 35 points, the

brow antlers being perfectly

equal, and fulfilling exactly the

description of "hands clasped
in prayer." It is singular how
few caribou grow the brows

evenly. There is no single

specimen in the British Mus-
eum from Siberia, Canada, or

Norway which displays this

distinctive beauty. Nearly all

Newfoundland stags carry two
brow antlers, but one is almost

invariably inferior to the

other, that on the left being
usually the finer.

I sent off Wells to bring up
Dewey and the packs, and on
their return I camped in a

"droke" (Newfoundland term
for grove of trees) of birches,
not very far from the body of

the caribou. While we were

fixing up our lean-to the rain

began again, but as we had
been walking up-wind we were
able to light a fire without

spoiling any more ground for

hunting.
It is astonishing how quickly

one can light a good fire in

Newfoundland, for quantities
of inflammable birch-bark are

to be found everywhere. In
a few minutes we had boiled

a kettle for tea, and were as

comfortable as our soaking
garments would allow us to

be. The tea was hardly drunk
before the wind shifted several

points to the west, and, guess-

ing that this change would
have its effect upon the

weather, Wells and I started

again, leaving Dewey to his

duties in camp.
By the time we had crossed

a little river and come out

upon a wide marsh we could

hear Dewey's axe-strokes from

among the birches, and as we
walked over a rise we saw to

our disgust that two stags,
which must have been lying
down upon the marsh, had
heard them also : we watched
them trotting away over a

ridge, and soon afterwards we
came upon their fresh tracks.

Owing to the fact that we
only saw them as they passed*/ v L

over the skyline, we were,
neither of us, able to get more
than a momentary glimpse of

the stags, which, however, was

enough to tell us that one was
a very large animal. His track

also was huge. A caribou

differs from either elk or moose
in that when once he is fright-
ened it is hopeless to expect to

see him again. A Norwegian
elk will often travel ten miles,

yet, if you are determined to

do so, you can generally come

upon terms with him later.

But a caribou in a similar case

will altogether abandon the

part of the country in which
he has been jumped. Thus we
were aware that if the two
animals ahead had winded us

or our tracks, to follow them
would have been worse than

useless, but as matters stood I

did not believe that they had
been much frightened. There-

fore, as one of them appeared
to be a particularly big fellow,

we pushed upon their trail not

without hopes.
For the first couple of miles

the big slots were very plain,
but after this the nature of the

ground changed and hard bald

barrens took the place of

marshes. From each of these
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we spied the country ahead,
but for two hours we saw

nothing of the caribou, and
I was thinking of giving them

up, as we could not tell in

which direction they had gone,
when we suddenly perceived
them sparring together upon
a sloping barren about a mile

distant. I took out the tele-

scope, only to find that the

damp had clouded the lenses,

and that without a thorough
cleaning it was practically
useless. Fortunately, however,
the stags were in full view,
the wind absolutely in our

favour, and the country was
broken up by boulders which
afforded good cover. In these

circumstances we were able to

go forward at a good pace ; but
to our vexation, long before we
came within range, we saw the

smaller of the two stags walk

away over the hill, followed

immediately by his companion.
We lost little time in reach-

ing the hummock over which

they had vanished, and crawl-

ing cautiously round the base
of it, we found ourselves quite
close to the smaller stag, which
stood with its head up, looking
out over the country like a
sentinel. For a moment we
failed to sight the big stag,
but soon we perceived him

feeding just over the top of

the next rise. Half of the

great yellow body was visible,

but his head was down, and in

that position two or three steps
took him completely out of

view. We were expecting No.
2 to follow him, when, to my
mortification, he quietly lay
down. To go farther was im-

possible without alarming him,

so we also lay down and passed
the time in cleaning the tele-

scope. When it was ready we
had a good look at the sentinel

stag, and I was delighted to

find that he carried a very
tolerable pair of horns and
was in all ways a mature stag.
Beside his comrade he had
looked "nothing at all," as

Wells put it.

Our only fear now was that

the giant would travel away
while we were forced to wait :

still the chances were in favour
of the stags remaining together,
and as the one which was close

to us showed no sign of un-

easiness, I concluded that the

other had lain down on the

farther side of the ridge and
at no great distance. We
remained where we were, as

patiently as we could, for the

best part of two hours, before

the inconvenient smaller cari-

bou at last rose, and, stretching
himself like a dog, walked off

at right angles in an aimless

kind of way. By this time our

coats, which had been very wet,
were frozen quite hard, so that

they crackled with our first

movements. Before very long
we were peering over the ridge
across which the big yellow

stag had disappeared. My
supposition had been correct,
for I soon made him out, lying
down about two hundred yards
away, on the opposite slope,

directly in front of us. I looked
at the horn that was nearest
to us ;

a glance was enough
to settle all doubts, a more
massive antler no hunter could

desire. Then with the tele-

scope I tried to discover its

fellow, but in vain, for the stag
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carried only one antler. With-
out a word I handed the glass
to Wells. "That's the stag
we saw last year; don't you
think so?" he said at once.

In fact there was no room for

a mistake, for besides its extra-

ordinary weight, the horn was
of a peculiar shape, and a long
sharp spike protruded some

eighteen inches from the beam
between the brow and the

bay.
It seemed probable that this

stag had never possessed two
antlers. On the other hand,
it was possible that he had
thrice, and in consecutive years,
knocked off the second horn

fighting or when running
through the woods when it

was in velvet. We could talk

with perfect safety in the wind
that was whistling off the
frozen barrens. "If he is one-

horned, will you shoot him?"
asked Wells. "I think so," I

said. The ground between us
and the stag was ideal for

stalking, covered with boulders

and hummocks of moss. The

spot was obviously a favourite

feeding -place of caribou, for

the cream - coloured reindeer

moss was cropped as close as

if it had been cut with a lawn-
mower. By using a little care,
we were able to get within sixty

yards of the big stag, and we
waited, watching him. Pre-

sently he faced us, and neither
with the naked eye nor with
the telescope could I make
out any sign of the missing
horn. Unquestionably he was
one-horned.

After a while he got on his

feet and began feeding straight
towards us, until at last I could

see the colour of his eyes, and

even, as I fancied, the rumina-
tive expression in them. At

length he stopped feeding and
raised his head. We were

directly below him, and only
some fifteen or twenty paces

away. He must, I imagine,
have seen his companion upon
some neighbouring barren.

This was the moment to shoot,
for in another he would pass
over the brow of the rise ;

but

instead, I do not know why
even now, I took up a small

pebble and tossed it at him.

It did not hit him, but in that
second he became another

creature; his head went up into

the inimitable stately pose of a

startled deer. He stood thus
for a moment, then galloped

ponderously over the hill. And
so ended my personal experi-
ence with the great one-horned

stag.
But in the following year he

had a third escape, for it hap-
pened that my good friend

Bob Saunders was guiding a

sportsman over the same coun-

try, when they fell in with
and stalked an enormous one-

horned stag. Saunders wanted
his sportsman to shoot it, as

he suggested that it had only

recently dropped the second

horn, and by following the

animal's tracks backwards

they might find it. The

sportsman, however, did not

see the matter in the same

light, and so the one-horned

stag was once again spared.
From Saunders' description of

its single antler, I am sure it

was the same animal.

This incident is interesting
from one point of view, as it
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goes some way towards prov-

ing that the caribou migrates
in more or less the same dir-

ection every year, and returns

again and again to the same
autumn haunts. A further

proof is afforded by the fact

that the track of an immense
caribou has been seen inter-

mittently for several seasons

near, I believe, Lake Molly-

gojack, or at any rate in that

district of the island. These
tracks are so remarkable that

they have been photographed.
The size of a track does not,

however, bear any relation to

the size of the antlers of the

stag that makes it. Stags of

43 and 35 points, and another
of 36, shot by me, all made
tracks much smaller than
animals carrying far inferior

heads. To give a case in point.
The very day after seeing the

one-horned monster, we struck

the tracks of a band of some

eight or ten caribou, amongst
them a stag which gave us a

splendid day. We found the

trail quite fresh in the snow in

the early morning, and in due
time came upon the stag lying
down among some boulders.

A number of does kept such

good watch, however, that it

was late afternoon before we
"got in," when I shot the stag
through the neck. The head
was disappointing, although
the animal himself was one of

the heaviest I have ever seen.

The question of the weight
of Newfoundland caribou has

always been a moot -
point.

But several experienced judges
place it at between 400 and
500 Ib. Personally I think it

nearer the four than the five.

The fashion of apprising heads

by the number of points upon
the antlers, which obtains in

Newfoundland as elsewhere,

appears to me to afford a very
doubtful test of the real value

of a trophy. The antlers of

almost any kind of deer have
to be seen to be appreciated ;

but this is specially true of the

caribou, owing to the fact that

the shovel-shaped brow-antlers

are sometimes covered with
little serrated knobs, every one
of which is included in reckon-

ing the number of points. On
the other hand, a magnificent
pair of brows, measuring per-

haps twelve or more inches

horizontally, may carry but

eight or ten long spikes. This

peculiarity was well illustrated

in the case of a cast horn
which we picked up during our

journey towards Middle Ridge.
The single side showed no less

than 23 points, and yet the

horn was so poor and weakly
grown that one would not have
dreamt of shooting the deer

that carried it. The most im-

portant measurements are

length, circumference, and

span ;
but here again the ex-

ceedingly erratic growth of

caribou horns is apt to lead

even the expert astray. How-
ever these things may be, the

head of a living caribou is one

of the hardest trophies in the

world to judge, just as it may
be one of the finest a man can

possess. The average well-

grown horns show about 25

points, after which about one

stag in ten carries 30. As to

stags of 40 points, the propor-
tion is, as far as my experience

goes, about one in 100, or
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possibly one in 80. The nob-

lest caribou head I have ever

seen, which has been taken
from the deer, is a 47-point
head owned by Mr Reid of the

Newfoundland Railway Com-

pany. But in 1906 I picked

up a pair of cast antlers which
are even more massive, and
which carry 49 points.
The difficulty of judging a

caribou head was brought
home to me on one occasion

when Wells and I had spied
what we both thought to be a

magnificent trophy. We had
first seen it ata distance of about
a quarter of a mile, when it

appeared to be so generously
palmated that we were unable
to see daylight between brows
and tops. Our stalk, not a
difficult one, brought us to

about within 100 yards of the

animal, which was lying down
facing us. At this angle the

horns looked to be nothing out

of the common, and we were

trying to crawl away in order

not to disturb him when the

stag sprang to his feet and

began to make off. Wells now
whispered,

" He's a great brute,
after all !

" which was only an
echo of my own opinion, for

the horns seen broadside looked

better than ever. I had put
the rifle over at safety, so that

it took a moment or two to

rectify this as well as to find a

clear place through which to

shoot. By this time the stag
was some 200 yards away,
splashing across a marsh with
the water flying all round him.

At the shot, however, to my
delight he slowed to a walk,
and presently stopped alto-

gether. As I was sure that he

was mortally hit, I very fool-

ishly attempted to approach
closer, for I had but a couple
of cartridges, with the result

that he began to move off

again, and in doing this crossed

our wind, whereupon his fresh

alarm seemed to give him a

new access of strength. By
good luck he passed behind a

long tongue of woods, and by
dint of running we were able

to arrive just in time to salute

him with another bullet as he
came clear. This shot broke
his back, and we were soon
beside him. We now found
that there was but one bullet

in the stag, the first having
struck his horn and stunned
him. The peculiar shape of his

antlers, which curved forwards
and downwards in a very un-

usual fashion, bringing the

whole mass of horn together,

explained the impression of ex-

cessive palmation that we had
at first sight observed. The

trophy, however, was a very
beautiful one, so that the

chance shot was after all a

matter for congratulation.
In conclusion, a word must

be said upon the arbitrary
character of the movements of

the caribou herds. In the

language of the guides, they
"are very apt to take a shift,"

which means that a district

that may be covered with them
one year is often almost de-

serted the next. Still, although
it is well known that of all

animals the caribou is the most

capricious in its wanderings, in

Newfoundland, at any rate, its

range is limited by the never

very distant ocean.

HESKETH PEICHARD.
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A SUBALTERN OF HORSE.

BY THE AUTHOK OF 'ON THE HEELS OF DE WET.'

BOOK II. BLACK BALL.

CHAPTER I. MOUNT VERNON.

Miss WOODRUFF was in one
of her despondent moods. In

ordinary circumstances her

room at Mount Vernon looked

out upon one of the fairest

prospects to be found in the

whole length and breadth of

beautiful Sussex; but on this

particular day the grey mist

of the Channel, rolling up
from the south, had veiled in

a dull monotonous monochrome
the middle distance, which was
the glory of the Mount Vernon

prospect. As The Bud watched
the rain-drops gusted against
the window-pane, she felt to

the full that dreary home-
sickness which comes to all

who have known the blue

skies of a warmer clime when

they are first introduced to

the worst of an English
autumn.
The Woodruff family had

now been established at Mount
Vernon for nearly three weeks.

During the last weeks of the

summer the workmen belong-

ing to a respectable firm of

contractors had been slaving
at the renovations which were

necessary ;
and when at last

the new occupants had been

ready to take possession of

the old Sussex country resi-

dence, it had been brought
into line by efforts of mason,
upholsterer, and horticultur-

ist, with the modern concep-
tion of a millionaire's country
residence.

But although the Woodruff

family had officially been in

residence at Mount Vernon
from the close of the London
season, yet The Bud had

sought elsewhere the pleasures
after her own heart. She
had taken her complacent
mother to taste the late sum-
mer glories of Brighton and
Bournemouth, leaving her

father and Marjorie to work
out their own salvation in

the rustic dominion that was
theirs by purchase. She had

only just returned to Mount
Vernon, and found the meteor-

ological conditions which co-

incided with her advent any-
thing but exhilarating. If it

had not been that the first

batch selected from the newly
found circle of London guests
were due to arrive that day,
she would have felt inclined

to have packed her boxes and
to have returned to the giddy
emptiness of Brighton hotel

life, with its galaxy of

callow, affected youths, and

purse-proud City heroes. But
there was another rift in the
lute. It would have taken a

conception less keen than that
of Miss Woodruff's to have
discovered that the general
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evenness of intercourse which
hitherto had existed in the

Woodruff family had of late

become somewhat ruffled. But,
to do The Bud justice, she

could not at this moment
have even told herself what
was the real cause of the

estrangement. That it had
found its origin in her re-

lations with her younger sister

over the unfortunate incident

of Osborn Herries they all

knew
;
but the tall, lean-limbed

dragoon guard had practi-

cally passed out of their ex-

istence. In the first place,
he had rejoined his regiment
and gone with them to the

manoeuvres
;

the manoeuvres

finished, he had disappeared
in the direction of the mag-
netic North, which seemed to

claim all rich young English
sportsmen at this season of

the year. All this the Wood-
ruffs had learnt from Captain
John Fox, who, not being an
enthusiast after grouse and

partridges himself, had found
time not only to pay a week-
end visit to Mount Vernon,
but also to bask in the sun
on the Marine Parade at

Brighton. Although The Bud
found John Fox a most enter-

taining companion, and loved

being seen in public with such
a fine specimen of athletic

manhood, yet she knew her-

self well enough to realise

that he was not in any way
concerned with her present
state of mental depression. If

he had been, even the swish
of the rain-drops against the

window-panes need not have

depressed her that day, since

the gallant Captain was among

the guests due at Mount
Vernon that afternoon. Alto-

gether, Miss Woodruff was fast

coming to the conclusion that

the climate of England did

not suit her, and was form-

ulating a scheme in her mind
which had as its foundation
the prospect of an Atlantic

liner and a five-days' railway

journey back to the queen
state amongst the United
States of America.

Maximilian J. B., who was
a shrewd observer of human
nature, was much disturbed

at the change of disposition
which he clearly detected in

both his daughters, and on
one or two occasions he had
even taxed his comfortable

helpmate upon the subject.

But, shrewd observer as he

was, the great manipulator of

patent medicine had failed in

this instance to diagnose either

of the complaints aright. The
cause of the estrangement be-

tween his two daughters he
failed to understand, and failed

chiefly because his secret sym-
pathy, although he would have
been the last man to have
allowed it even to himself,
went out towards the younger.
As far as he could see, Mar-

jorie should have been per-

fectly happy in her present
environment. He could under-

stand that The Bud might find

Mount Vernon dull
;

but to

Marjorie, whose heart had ever

been in the stables, the life

on the Sussex Downs provided
the pastimes that she loved

above all others. The delights
of cub -hunting had already

opened up the fascinations of

the chase, and it was evident
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that she would find at Mount
Vernon an out-of-door exist-

ence bringing greater allure-

ment even than the life she

had ever loved on her father's

ranohes in the West.
But in spite of this a change

seemed to have come over the

girl, a change for which her
father could not yet account,
and which at times troubled
him sorely. Her mother, who
was not given to probe deeply
into any subject, dismissed the
father's queries with the sug-
gestion that the girl was doing
too much, and that her change
of attitude, if there were any
change, was due to her being
over - tired. But Maximilian
J. B. thought otherwise. He
had turned the proposition of

a love-affair over in his mind ;

but as far as he could see, or

knew, the only man that had
in any way showed her marked
attention was Count Eric von

Meyer, the German attache.

Maximilian J. B., on general
grounds, was prepared to en-

courage the addresses to his

daughter on the part of the

Oldenburg dragoon that is

to say, if his daughter should
show any inclination or prefer-
ence for the German. Con-

sequently the Count was a
constant visitor to Mount
Vernon. He had also wel-

comed with pleasure the visits

of Captain John Fox. Apart
from any possible results which

might follow from the gallant

Captain and The Bud being
thrown into each other's so-

ciety, Maximilian J. B. had
formed an honest affection for

the cynical senior Captain of

the Imperials. In short, after
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his lunch at the Cavalry Club
with Herries and the Hon.
James Gallagher, Maximilian
J. B. had formed a very high
estimate of the British officer ;

and he never ceased expressing
to John Fox his regret that
the young officers of the Im-

perials had none of them so

far taken advantage of the

offers of hospitality which he
held out to them. John Fox
had explained the reason, that

young officers cannot get away
from manoeuvres, and also that

September usually claims them
somewhere in the North.

" More's the pity," the genial

Druggist had exclaimed. "I
tell you I am quite struck
on that broad-shouldered hired

man of mine. It was a bully
bluff he put up, and the whole

thing has been carried off on
a white man's basis. I don't

know when I spent a more

gorgeous afternoon than I

did with those boys at that

Piccadilly club. The entire

institution was full of sports,
and when a sporting bluff is

put up on sporting terms to

Maximilian J. B., why, he is

not the man to show cold

feet. I left that institution

that afternoon as near jagged
as I have been for the last

fifteen years, and with a bully

impression as to army officers

over here. Army officers with
us out West don't cut much
ice

; but over here it seems to

be different, and I like the

samples of the breed that I

met in that dinky little club-

house."

Count von Meyer and Cap-
tain John Fox arrived together
from London that afternoon.

2B
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The Woodruffs received their

guests in the library, which,
in its old-fashioned grandeur,
made a delightful unofficial

reception-room. The Bud, who
had quickly assimilated the

customs of the English hostess,

did the honours of the tea-

table. Duly announced by
Privit, the guests soon sorted

themselves out two Western

globe-trotters, cronies of Maxi-
milian J. B.'s, gathered round
their host ; Mrs Woodruff sat

in one corner of the open fire-

place and smiled benignly upon
the little gathering ; the Count

speedily found his way to Mar-

jorie's side; and John Fox
busied himself in helping The
Bud at the tea-table.

"Well, Miss Woodruff, what
is the news in Sussex to-day ?

"

asked the gallant Captain, by
way of opening a conversation.

"A man was executed in

Lewes gaol yesterday, that I

know, because it was in the

local newspaper, which, it has
occurred to me, is the dullest

newspaper ever printed, and
hasn't a headline worth a cent.

But say, Captain, what have

you been doing with yourself
since we last met?"

"Pining to be back in

Brighton."

"Why, the way is open to

you to go back there."

"Yes, Miss Woodruff, but
the attraction has flit."

"Don't you jolly me, Cap-
tain Fox

; we San Franciscans
don't ask for your empty com-

pliments."
" Well ! well ! have it your

way, Miss Woodruff, but I have
come to this part of Sussex
this week because it is fashion-

able in the regiment just
now."

" Which is a conundrum,
Captain ;

what is the mark ?
"

"Well, it's this way: three

of our fellows are down here

this week."
" How's that ? I thought Pop

had wearied a bit of asking
them here. We don't call it

over-polite of you Britishers ;

you have always got an excuse

when you are asked to come
here."

'

"Oh, it's not here that the

fellows have come ; but haven't

you found out who your neigh-
bours are yet, Miss Woodruff?"

" Me ! shucks no. I only
came over here yesterday, but
I expect Marjorie has stirred

them all out ;
she is always

rubbering around horse - back

riding. Say, Marjorie, do you
know who any of the neigh-
bours are down here ?

"

"Can't say I do," answered

Marjorie, breaking off in her

conversation with the Count.
"I hardly know anybody yet
to speak to ; besides, I am told

very few people have come
back yet."

"That's quite true," agreed
Fox, "but Osborn Herries of

'Ours' has a big place about

five miles from here at Brentley
Burnham, and Jimmy Gal-

lagher and Puck Chesterton
are staying there ;

we all came
down together in the train to

your station here; his place,
of course, is on the other side

of the railway."
The Bud looked at John Fox

with startled amazement.
" Do you mean the Mr

Herries that played in the

polo match?"
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"The very same," acquiesced
Fox.

"
Say, Captain, you do sur-

prise me. Had you tumbled
to that, Marjorie, that this

Mr Herries lived down this

side ?
"

"
Yes, Bud, I had heard that

Mr Herries lived down here,
but everybody said he was

very little here."

"That," answered Fox, who
was not unobservant of the

impression that this informa-
tion had made upon Miss

Woodruff,
"

is because he is

an honourable servant of the

State, and prefers to do his

duty by his fellow - citizens

rather than waste his time in

idleness and everlasting re-

creation."

"Which," cut in Maximilian
J. B., "is tantamount to saying
that your friend is a durned
fool. He would stand con-

demned on that one action

alone, even if some of ua

hadn't heard of other fakes he
instituted for the purpose of

charitable benevolences."

"Of whom are you speak-
ing ?

"
queried von Meyer.

" Is

it of Mr Herries belonging to

Captain Fox's regiment? So
he has come back, has he? I

did understand that he had
been away big-game shooting
somewhere abroad in Africa,
I think they said. I am glad
to hear that he is back, because
I do owe him one," and the

German dragoon tapped his

wrist, round which he wore a
leather strap.
"Owe him one, how is

that?" asked The Bud quite

eagerly. "You have not be-

fore intimated that you had

acquaintance with the gentle-
man."

"Alas ! my dear Miss Wood-
ruff, my acquaintance has been

small; but even in the short

time that Mr Herries did

honour me with his acquaint-
ance, he succeeded in breaking
my arm."

"Breaking your arm ! How
lovely. I do believe there is a

story in this. Is it respect-
able ?

"

"It is quite respectable, Miss

Woodruff, it was an accident."
" You had better let me tell

the story," said John Fox,
" as

I feel that to a large extent

I was responsible, as I was
the Count's host at the time.

The story can be told in ten

words, Miss Woodruff. As

you can see, the Count is a

very strong man, and my good
friend Herries, whom you only
know as the expert polo-player
that he is, is also a very power-
ful man. One night, after

dinner, our two friends had a

trial of strength in wrist

bending ; unfortunately the

Count's elbow slipped, and
that is how he got the broken
arm that you have all observed

since you have known him."
There was a general round

of sympathy for the Count, who
answered frankly enough
"My friend, Captain Fox,

has told you the story as he
wishes you all to understand
it. He is very kind to me, in

that he sympathises with my
misfortune to have my arm
broken, but if my elbow had

slipped I should not have said

that I owed his friend one for

the damage he effected ;
but

in future I shall remember
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our German proverb which Count has misquoted ;
the

says :
' Never attempt to kill German proverb used to run,

Englishman by brutean

strength.'
To the general laugh at Fox

which followed this statement,

when I was a boy at school

in Germany :
' Never attempt

to kill a brute by brute

strength.' Of course, how
the Dragoon Guard Captain such a proverb could become

replied applicable to an Englishman
"I think that my friend the is for von Meyer to explain."

CHAPTER II. THE COUNT'S PROGRESS.

The following morning was

quite sufficient to compensate
for the storm which had swept
across the south of England
for the last three days. It

was a brilliant autumn morn-

ing, and Marjorie, as was her

wont, arrived early in the
breakfast-room to be able to

take full advantage of the wel-

come change in the weather.

Early as she was, she found
Count Eric von Meyer before

her. Moreover, he was in

breeches and gaiters, and it

flashed across Marjorie's mind
as she bade him good-morning
that he wore the look of a man
who had some fixed purpose
to perform, and who had spent
some little time in calculating
out the course he was about
to pursue. To some extent
this was true, for von Meyer,
on the previous evening, had
been at considerable pains to

discover, through his valet,
whether Marjorie was in the
custom of going out unat-
tended during her rides, and
also whether there were horses
in the stable sufficiently broken
and docile to suit the require-
ments of a German dragoon
officer. His valet having
ascertained all the informa-

tion required, von Meyer cal-

culated that if he arrived in

the breakfast-room to meet the

daughter of his host, she would
be only too glad to offer him
a mount in order to avail

herself of his company. In
that case he hoped to bring
about the development of

another scheme designed to

ingratiate himself more closely
into the Woodruff family.

" Good - morning, Count,"

Marjorie greeted him cordially

enough ;

" I hadn't expected
that anybody else would be
down."
"Good - morning,

"
answered

the Count, taking the small
hand which Marjorie offered

him, and saluting it with true

Continental finish and etiquette.
"It was such a perfect morn-

ing, and thinking that you
would probably be going for

a ride, I have presumed to be

prepared to accompany you,
if you will permit me, and if

your father's stables will pro-
vide me with a mount."

" That was real nice of you,
Count. Of course the stables

can. I will tell them to have
Bourbon for you : he wants
exercise."

Marjorie turned to Privit,
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who was arranging the tea and

coffee, and gave him her in-

structions. As she took her

place at the table she said :

" What did you do last night
after we went to bed, Count ?

Did you settle any plans for

to-day ?
"

"
Yes, they have settled to

go over by motor-car to Brent-

ley Burnham. It seems that
Mr Herries has some part-

ridges to be shot. Captain
Fox was talking to him last

night through the telephone,
and he has asked everybody
here to go over and shoot."

" And are they going ?
"
said

Marjorie, showing more inter-

est in the conversation.
"
Well, you see," said the

Count,
" there are not many

people here who do shooting,
so I think that only Captain
Fox and your father said they
would go. Your father seems
to have taken a great liking to

this Mr Herries."
"
Oh, Pop, he likes most any

one who is a good fellow. But

say, Count, why don't you go
and shoot too ?

"

"
Well, Miss Woodruff, to be

quite frank, there is other game
in the world than poor little

partridges for a man to hunt,
and, to tell you the truth, I

don't like this Mr Herries. Is

it nothing that my right arm
should sometimes be so painful
that I cannot sleep at all at

night ? No. I owe him one."
" Fie ! Count, you should not

be so revengeful; it was only
an accident."

"
Anyway, Miss Woodruff, I

am bent on a pastime which to

me is far more interesting."
"
Which, my dear Count, is

a mixed compliment to me. I

am not sure that we girls like

to be sized up as pastimes."
"Pardon me; it is because

I don't know well enough
this very distasteful language.
You must pardon me if I say
this, but I know that you are

an American."
" But I speak the same

language."
" Ah ! you are determined to

misunderstand me. I mean
that altogether I find more

pleasure in the society of one
fair American than in consort-

ing with all these Englishmen."
"Again I must protest, Count.

We that is, the Woodruffs
are English by choice, Ameri-
can citizens by accident."

"
True, but it is often an

accident that makes the turn-

ing-point in our lives; there

is such a thing as a fortunate

accident."

"But why this sudden out-

burst against the British ? You
who live in their midst, and
are a member of the diplo-
matic body, should be more
discreet."

"Ah! Miss Woodruff, it is

perhaps because my arm has

given me great pain during the

night ;
in fact, I have slept

hardly at all, and you will

forgive me, I feel sure. After
half an hour in the saddle in

your company I shall be all

right again. Forget what I

have said about the English,
and remember only that I have
used them as the instrument to

bring me into contact with one
American."
The Count put so much feel-

ing into this last sentence that

Marjorie jumped to her feet
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saying,
"
Well, if you are ready,

let's go at once, for the sooner

you get the cobwebs wiped
clean out of your brain the

better company you will be."
" But the horses have not

yet come. What?"
"I always go down to the

stables and mount there.

Surely you don't mind ?
"

"
Certainly not ; why should

I mind, Miss Woodruff? "

There is a Persian proverb
which defines Paradise as being
found " in the heart of a woman
and on the back of a horse."

Oriental fancy being less gal-
lant than ours in the West,
places the saddle first

;
in fact

the couplet conveys the feel-

ing that " in the heart of a
woman" had been added as

a second thought. Now, the

sense of pleasure experienced
on horseback is generally one
of environment, as apart from
the sense of gratification in

rapid motion as experienced in

a motor car. It is the bound-
less steppes of Central Asia
that form the nomadic char-

acter of Turcoman and Tartar ;

it is the sense of infinity of the

desert and its rarefied atmo-

sphere that is responsible for

the Arab
;
in a like degree the

rolling veldt of South Africa,

many hundreds of feet above

sea-level, has fashioned the in-

dependent spirit of the Boer ;

it was the plains of Central
India that schooled the Mah-
ratta horseman, and so on

through the long list of peoples
whose natures have been de-

veloped through association

with the horse. If, then, it

be accepted that environment
is responsible for most of the

pleasure in association with

horses, it is easy to under-
stand the fascination to man
and beast alike when fortune

turns them out together upon
the downs of England. For
what does the horseman crave ?

Is it variety ? No. All he
asks is a clean atmosphere, a

good horse, and sound, soft

going. What, then, can equal
the South Downs of England,
swept by the balmy breezes of

the Channel, and sown with
the softest, springiest turf to

be found in either hemisphere ?

If the Persian poet who framed
the proverb we have quoted
had learned his love of the

saddle on the South Downs, he
would have forgotten the after-

thought that he couples with
his estimate of a happy hunt-

ing-ground. We defy any one
who loves a horse to name a

sensation more conducive to

pleasure, health, and morale
than an autumn or spring
morning in the saddle in

Sussex.

It was feelings much as

these, together with the healthy

glow of moderate exercise,
which sent the blood pulsing

through the veins of Marjorie
Woodruff, as she and the Count

pulled up after their first gallop

along the downs.
"Isn't it just fine?" said

Marjorie, turning upon von

Meyer a face which had be-

come radiant in its youthful

beauty. The German, less sen-

sitive, perhaps, to the general
beauties of environment, was
stirred by the picture before

him, for, with her mare, Mar-

jorie was a picture of sym-
metry. Von Meyer thought he
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had never seen anything that
so appealed to him. He was

riding on her near side, and as

the stable-companions climbed
the rise that had brought them

up together they closed in-

wards, so that von Meyer's
gaitered leg touched his com-

panion's foot.

"It is just lovely," said

Marjorie.
"You are just lovely," an-

swered the German curtly.

Marjorie looked at him, and
said smilingly :

" You are quite
British in your compliments,
anyway, Count."

"It is no compliment, it is

the truth."
" Thank you kindly, sir ; but

we don't ask for these compli-
ments out West."

They had now reached the

top of the rise, and the climb

having been steep their horses

stopped a moment to get their

breath. Von Meyer wasted no

time; he dismounted and

stepped to Marjorie's side.

"Miss Woodruff," he said,

placing his hand on the withers
of her mare and looking at her
from under his heavy eyebrows,
" I have come down to Mount
Vernon for a particular pur-
pose : it is to ask you to marry
me. For the last month I

have been seeking an oppor-
tunity to say this to you alone.

I am, as you know, considered
in Germany a very desirable

husband. I belong to a family
than which there is no better
in Silesia. My father has a

big estate at Kreuzkirchen,
and I am in one of the best

Prussian regiments."
What further appreciation

of himself as a husband von

Meyer might have been led to

announce it is impossible to

say, for just at that moment a

horseman, who had been gallop-

ing on the far edge of the planta-
tion by the side of which they
were standing, turned the

corner sharply and almost gal-

loped into them. Von Meyer
jumped back from Marjorie's
mare, and the stranger, who
was riding a big black horse,

stopped it with difficulty and
took off his hat.

"I beg your pardon, I am
sure. I had not the slightest
idea that anybody was

Why! it's Miss Woodruff. I

beg your pardon, Miss Wood-
ruff, but this black is a bit of

a handful, stand still, Bitter."

Marjorie had turned hot and
cold as she recognised both the

horse and its rider.

"Why, Mr Herries, who
would have thought to see

you here ? I thought you were
out after small birds. Let me
see, do you know Count von

Meyer? Let me introduce

you."
Herries took off his hat as he

answered, "How very surpris-

ing. Yes, I have had the

pleasure of meeting Count von

Meyer ; but I have not had an

opportunity of sufficiently ex-

pressing my regrets for what
occurred at our last meeting.
I hope that this hand-shake

may be more fortunate," and
Herries held out his hand.
Von Meyer, who looked any-

thing but pleased at the inter-

ruption, bowed stiffly, but made
no suggestion to take the

proffered hand. Marjorie was

quick to notice the expression
with which Herries received
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this indication of the German's

feelings. She herself, owing to

the absolute surprise of the

meeting and the relief which it

had given her from a situation

which was neither anticipated
nor desired, had greeted Herries

in a manner quite different to

that into which for the last

fortnight she had fondly hoped
she was schooling herself.

Taking no notice of the

German's churlish reception
and feeling that he was de trop,
Herries mumbled something
about The Bitter End not being
able to stand, and after the

usual salutations, pressing his

legs to the black's flanks, with-

drew from the tSte-a-tSte and

galloped away across the
downs. Marjorie and the
German watched him until

he was out of sight : they
were both following him with
their thoughts, but these

thoughts ran in very different

channels. Marjorie was lost

in admiration of the movement
of the black and the easy grace
with which Herries sat him :

in the disappointment which
she felt that this their first

meeting since the polo match
had been so short, she forgot
her inward annoyance that
Herries had made no attempt
to see her in the interval. Von
Meyer, on the other hand, felt

that the interruption had come
at a most inopportune moment :

it added another grievance to

the score he was mentally piling
up against the man who had
broken his arm in the mess of

the Imperial Dragoon Guards.

During the recital of his

personal advantages he had
been observant enough to see

that they had not produced
the effect that he had hoped
would have resulted from his

first confession of affection : it

is true that she had listened

without attempting to stem the

torrent of his self-sufficiency.
Of the two he was the first to

bring his mind back to the
situation which had been in-

terrupted; Marjorie was still

with the mounted figure fast

becoming a speck in the dis-

tance. When von Meyer at-

tempted to take her hand and

reopen the confession, Marjorie
withdrew her hand, saying
gently: "I guess, Count, we
had better be going. Just

get up into your saddle and
we will go right home, we
can have a daisy of a canter
almost to the lodge gates."

"But, Miss Woodruff Mar-

jorie, one minute. I have

something to say."
"It's no good, Count; keep

it all for somebody else. I

am not taking any philander-

ing just now; don't think I

am ungrateful, I am not, and
I am sure that your place in,

wherever you said it was, is

bully, but I am not in the

marriage line just now. Come
up, mare," and in silence they
cantered home.
When Herries had left

Brentley Burnham and his

guests under the belief that

it was absolutely necessary to

give the black some exercise,
as he was going to ride him
to hounds on the following day,
he had taken the direction of

the downs in the hope that

some lucky chance might bring
him across Marjorie Woodruff.

Although Herries had not been
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interrogating his servants as

to the movements of the in-

mates of Mount Vernon, yet
he had accidentally arrived at

the information from Dotty
Jim that Miss Woodruff was
to be constantly met on the

downs.

Dotty Jim had settled down
at Brentley Burnham with The
Bitter End, and had already
come to be looked upon by the

servants as an integral part
of the household : his peculiar
relations with his master, and
the fact that he had been

pensioned for life for some
service of which they all were

ignorant, and which the queer
caricature of a stableman never

mentioned, docketed him as

a henchman somewhat apart
from his fellows. That is, he
showed no allegiance to the

recognised head of the stables,

and he wearied no one except
the habitue's of the Plough and
Harrow in the village, who
were very soon tired out with

Dotty Jim's constant recital

of the virtues of the black
horse that was his special

charge.

Dotty Jim, on his master's
return to Brentley Burnham,
had officially reported the pro-

gress with regard to The Bitter

End, and in doing so, had

casually intimated that he had
been exercising the black on
a particular portion of the

downs, and had constantly
seen the young lady as was
run away with in the Park
that mornin'. But if Herries
had not been surprised in

meeting with Marjorie, he

certainly had not anticipated

finding her in the company of

von Meyer in the particular

pose of familiarity in which
he had discovered them. He
knew that von Meyer was at

Mount Vernon, as he had seen

him in the train on the previous

day; but, although he had
noticed while in service in

South Street that von Meyer
had been a very constant

admirer of Maximilian J. B.'s

youngest daughter, it had
never occurred to him that

his suit could have prospered
to the extent that he read in

it during the brief meeting on

the downs.
It would not be just to say

that Herries's feelings as the

result of this meeting were as

ugly as the German's, but as

he galloped away he called

himself a fool for having shown,
as he thought, a nice appre-
ciation of the altered circum-

stances between himself and
the Woodruffs in allowing a

decent interval to elapse before

he returned with a more definite

mission. It had never occurred

to him that the month he had
taken off, primarily out of con-

sideration for Marjorie's feel-

ings, and secondarily that he

might learn to know himself,

might be used to advance the

suit of a rival. Somehow he
had imagined that the un-

spoken understanding which
had existed during his last few
weeks in South Street should

have been strong enough to

have prevented so early a sur-

render to another. Thus it

was when he returned to his

own lodge he was thinking
hard thoughts about himself

for his want of foresight, and
was even inclined in a general
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sense to think disrespectfully
of the opposite sex.

" This

comes," he said to himself as

he cantered up the turf of his

park, "of making silly bets,

and not sticking to home-grown
produce."
The very moment thatHerries

handed over the reins of The
Bitter End to Dotty Jim, with
his mind full of the theory of

another German success, little

Marjorie was distracted by
similar theories with regard to

the master of Brentley Burn-
ham. She had come home in-

tending to exercise another of

her animals before lunch, but
she was afraid if she continued
in her purpose that von Meyer
would make a further effort to

thrust his utterances upon her.

She wished to be alone, so she

instructed the groom to exercise

her other particular favourite,
and slipped away from the

Count before he could suggest
any move that would leave

them together. Once in her
own room, she threw her gloves
and crop in a corner, and sat

down moodily in front of the

fire. Reluctantly she was be-

ginning to bring herself to

believe in the heresy which
The Bud had been so anxious
to impress upon her. After all,

this great, handsome English-
man was no better, except pos-

sibly in looks, than the majority
of men who had swarmed
around the Woodruffs' hospit-

ality at Nob Hill : if anything
he was worse, because the
American gallants had all of

them the one virtue that they
meant matrimony, even if it

was only on account of the
Woodruff dollars. But here in

England it had not been the

same. What she had learnt of

Osborn Herries showed her
that the greed for dollars was
beside the mark

; the acquaint-
ance had been made just with
the object of satisfying some

vulgar, perhaps drunken, boast.

Without a thought of the con-

sequences, he had not only
placed her family within reach
of the most galling ridicule,
but had subtilely made sport of

her affections. No ! this latter

charge was not quite just, in

this she found some balm to her
wounded pride. But and here
the bitter part came in she
knew that he knew what it all

meant
;
and yet, as soon as his

bet was lost and won, he took
no further notice of her.

Though their properties were

adjoining, he had not even
troubled to practise the most
common civilities. What did

it matter ? They were just a

family of Americans, uncon-
ventional from the English
standpoint : though furnishing
a sport for the moment, the

satiated players in the game
could withdraw without any
harm being done.

There is a point in the Amer-
ican constitution which it is

very difficult for the Britisher

to understand. Apparently
there is a belief firmly in-

grained, from Buffalo in the

north to New Orleans in the

south, that the Britisher en-

tertains a prejudice against his

American cousin. The infer-

ence would seem to be that

this prejudice is the outcome
of a species of contempt. No
Britisher who is travelling in

the States will have failed to
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have felt the influences which
are stirred through this pecu-
liar and indefinable feeling.
" You hold us in contempt ;

you will not trouble to learn

our history or our geography ;

we are of no interest to you
except as would-be specimens
behind the barred cages of a

menagerie." It is this feeling
that raises the bitterest hostil-

ity to the mother-country. To
the writer it is inexplicable
that nothing apparently will

satisfactorily allay the feeling.
It is no use to point out to

them that they have defeated
the mother - country in war,
that they have defeated her in

games, and even that they
have divided honours with her
in letters, and, when they have
set their minds to do it, in

almost every walk of life.

This statement of fact even
will not allay the rancour
which is immediately aroused
at the merest suggestion of

patronage in the British atti-

tude. It was this thought
that made Marjorie hot all

over.

"Herries had just played

with them because they were

Americans," she broke off from
her reverie, pushed back her

chair, and went across the

landing to The Bud's room.

The Bud was not there, having
gone with the motor party to

Brentley Burnham ;
but Mrs

Woodruff was dozing in

her daughter's boudoir. She

greeted Marjorie with a smile.
" What is it, Margi ? I thought
you were out horse - back

riding ?
"

" So I have been, Mum. I

came in to find Bud."
"Bud's away in the motor-

car. She has gone over with
the others to this rich young
neighbour of ours."

Now Marjorie had come over

to find her sister to tell her
that she had a fit of home-
sickness for the Golden Gate,
and that she was prepared to

sacrifice the hunting, and fall

in with The Bud's desire to

hie back across the ocean ;
but

when she heard that The Bud
had gone over to Brentley
Burnham, she simply said

"Geewhiz!" and returned to

her room.

CHAPTER III. DOTTY JIM'S ESTIMATE.

As Herries dismounted under
his own portico and stayed a
second to pat The Bitter End's

neck, Dotty Jim, with a famili-

arity which Herries would not
have brooked in another of his

servants, detained him in con-

versation.
" 'Ow do you find the black

'orse, sir ?
"
queried the comical

little henchman.
" He goes very nicely indeed,

Jim," answered his master,
u and doesn't seem to feel the

ups and downs of the Downs in

the slightest. You must have
been working him fairly hard,
haven't you ?

"

"Yes, sir, a 'orse like that

needs a bit of work."
"
Yes, he's hardened up a

lot since we got him down from
London."

"This ain't no park 'ack,
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and I'se often said to myself
as 'ow there was goin' to be
some bloomin' haocident if this

'ere Bitter End started a-seein'

things again."
Herries laughed. "Haven't

you got over that wheeze yet,
Jim? you don't mean to say
that you really believe the

horse sees anything ?
"

"It tain't nothin' what I

believe, sir, it's what I knows,
and I teli you straight, sir,

that there is the very devil

behind those black starin' eyes ;

but 'e's been wonderful kind-

like since 'e's been 'ere, 'e

ain't seen nothin'. I should
'ave known quick enough if

'e 'ad."
" Shall we be able to sell

him as a lady's hack, Jim ?
"

"
Lidy's 'ack, my helbow !

sir, this ain't no lidy's 'ack;
'e's more fit for the racecourse,
and 'e ought to be put hup
with the other 'orses at New-
market. Why, that young
Yankee woman was a-askiu'
me the other day if 'e would
make a lidy's 'ack, and whether
'e would be for sale."

"Who do you mean by
Yankee lady, Jim?"
The groom turned his little

old wizened face with a know-

ing leer up to his master. " I

guessed, sir, you'd be showin'
some signs of hanxiety on that

score. Why, them folk as you
were so struck on in London
Town is down this way now.

Blimey ! if they 'aven't bought
the next crib to you, sir, and I

sees that young lidy, as 'ow

you used to hescort in the Park,
sir, out most mornin's on the
Downs. She's a nice cut of a

figure on a 'orse, and seems to

'ave as good 'ands as she 'as

seat."
" Have you seen her often ?

"

" Most days, sir, and she

usually stops and 'as a look at

the black. This I will say, sir,

she 'as a good eye for an 'orse :

the very first time she sees me
she stops me and ses, 'Ain't

you the same man as did me a

trifle of a service in the Park
about six weeks ago, and isn't

that the same black?' To
which I answers,

'

Yes, my
lidy, I am the very same,' and
there was no disguisin' of the

fact that she were pleased to

see me and the black
;
and she

asked me a bucketful of ques-
tions about this place and you,
sir, until I got sick of tellin' 'er

all about this crib."

"Well, Jim," said Herries,
determined not to let his man
profit by any semblance of

interest that he might have
shown in his recital, "did she

name a price for the horse ?
"

" Name a price, was it likely,

no, sir? She rode one day
with me as far as the park
gates 'ere just to 'ave a look at

the place, and I told 'er this

straight, that money was not in

the country for that 'orse for

'is proper figure."
"Did you tell her that the

horse had a history ?
"

"
Yes, sir, I tells 'er all that

I knows about this 'orse's

'istory, and she shows the

most keen hinterest in the

black, and I am sure she's most
hanxious to 'ave a ride on 'im :

they would look well together
that pair."

" But did you tell her about
the bee in the black's bonnet ?"

"Yes, sir, I tells the young
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lidy the whole story, and in-

stead of chokin' 'er off it seemed
to make 'er itchful to ride the

"
H'm," grunted Herries,

" do

you think he has got over

that, Jim?"
" As likes as not 'e 'as, sir,

at least for your sake I 'opes
as 'ow 'e 'as."

"All right, Jim; the black
does you credit I will ride him

again to-morrow morning."
Jim, having loosened the

girth, threw a rug over the

saddle, and then led the black

away to the stables, soliloquis-

ing to himself,
" And so yer

thinks to put old Dotty Jim
hoff like that, does yer ? shows
no hinterest in the young female

ah ! I knows your kind. You
are not givin' much away, are

you, but you are givin' just

enough, and what you 'aven't

given away the girl's given for

you. I wonder what you would
think if I 'ad told you all that
I 'ad told the young lidy ; that
would 'ave started the gime, I

bet. I should like to 'ave seen

yer face if I 'ad told you that
when the young lidy asked me if

the 'orse was for sale, that I told

'er that it would be 'era quite

easily as a gift, as would ever-

thin' else both in Brentley
Burnham and the coal-pits, if

she played 'er cards all right.
I guess your face would 'ave

gone just as scarlet as did 'era.

What ho ! why didn't you go
out shootin' this mornin' ? I

never 'eard of a young gentle-
man as keen on shootin' as you
are that would 'ave given up a

day like this just to exercise a

black 'orse that you could ride

ievery day of the year. I bet

a bob that you found what you
were lookin' for on the Downs
this mornin', or went durned
near it, just as I raise a bet of

a bob that it won't be long
before we 'as a mistress at the

'ouse. Na' then, stand still,

Bitter; never seen a bloomin'

motor-car before ? One would
think you 'ad never been inside

London."
As Dotty Jim passed into

the stables he met a little clean-

shaved man with a billycock
set jauntily over his right eye.
This jockeykin had all the ap-
pearance of having just arrived
from a journey with the inten-

tion of making a stay. Dotty
Jim, whose memory was weird
in its accuracy, at once spotted
the newcomer as the man who
had been acting coachman in

South Street.
" Hallo ! young feller, and

what may be bringing you
down here? Is it change of

air you want for your consti-

tootion, or maybe it's black-

mail you're after ? If it's the

latter, my pert friend, its join-

ing that ornamental duck you
will be, out there on the lake."

The worthy Evans, for it was
none other, looked the little

stableman up and down with
that air of self-sufficient dis-

dain which is characteristic in

those of small origin suddenly
promoted to power.

" It's to clap a curb on your
lip you will have to, mister, or

I'll learn you quite a different

song to the one you are sing-

ing. It's to look after the
master's 'unters that I 'ave

come, after 'aving been on my
weddin' trip, and if that there

black 'appens to be in the
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string of 'unters, why, it's a

civil tongue you 'ave got to

keep in yer 'ead, or it's out-

side you'll be."
" Oh ! it's your wedding trip

you 'ave been on, is it, eh ?

Well, I should like yer to

hunderstand, if you are the

man that's come to look after

the master's 'unters, though
from the look of you I should

think the governess -cart was
about your style, that Dotty
Jim takes no orders from no

one, and you can put that in

your bloomin' pipe and give it

to your bride for to smoke,"
with which sally Dotty Jim

disappeared with his charge
into the stable door, and left

Evans to discover from the

rest of the stable hands that

Dotty Jim was a privileged
servant in Herries's household.

It was quite true that Evans
had come down to look after

Herries's hunters, but before

entering upon his new services

he had taken the opportunity
of revisiting the village of his

childhood in the newly found

capacity of a married man.
The explosion of the footman
bomb in South Street had not

been without its effect upon
Sally, the pretty little kitchen-

maid, and the knowledge that
Evans was permanently pro-
vided for if he behaved him-
self had inspired her with
the necessary confidence in his

newly found dignity to name
the day : thus it was the light-
headed little cockney wench

accompanied Evans in his

triumphal return to the home
of his childhood. But Evans
had come back to duty in

anything but an even frame
of mind. He had discovered,
with that faculty for acquiring
information which is innate in

every servant, that in the past
his master had always hunted
in Leicestershire, and Evans
could not for the life of him
understand why an officer who
was always able to get hunting
leave, and who had hitherto

hunted in Leicester, should
choose this season to partici-

pate in the second-class sport
to be found in Sussex. If at

the outset he had been more

friendly with Dotty Jim it is

probable that that worthy
would have speedily explained
the reason to him.

CHAPTEK IV. MAKJOKY SURRENDERS.

It often happens, when hu-
man affairs appear to have
reached a point in misconcep-
tion which has woven them
into a hopeless tangle, that

Providence intervenes and, by
the simplest office of chance,

straightens out the various

issues that appear to have
become so hopelessly cross-

mingled. There can be no

doubt in the reader's mind
that both Marjorie Woodruff
and Osborn Herries were

simply, through misconcep-
tion of the true motives of

each other's actions, working
on a heel trail, when the
natural impulses of both
should have carried them in

the opposite direction. At this

point Providence intervened,
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and took the opportunity of

the opening meet of the South
Weald Fox-hounds to straighten
out the trivialities narrated in

the previous chapters.
The day was perfect, and

having killed once, after a

short but interesting run

early in the afternoon, hounds
set on foot a stout-necked fox,

which led them out of the en-

closed country in the Weald
on to the Downs. It was
a fine scenting day, and
hounds went very fast, with
the result that always happens
in the tricky portions of the

Sussex country, that by the

time they were stringing out

on the slopes of the Downs
the field had been reduced to

about fifteen per cent of the

original muster.

Marjorie Woodruff, together
with von Meyer and Captain
Fox, were out from Mount
Vernon, while Herries had
mounted both of his brother

officers of the Imperial Dragoon
Guards. When finally the dog-
fox was lost, by his going to

ground in an earth on one of

the steep slopes of the Downs,
Herries found that of his own
party neither Chesterton nor

Gallagher were in sight ;
while

of the; Mount Vernon posse

Marjorie Woodruff's little mare
was the only mount that had
stood it out. Herries looked

at his watch. It was past
three, and they were at least

nine miles from Mount Vernon.
As the Master had intimated
his intention of taking hounds

home, and as Herries knew
that Miss Woodruff could

hardly be expected to know
the way back, it was only

natural that he should offer to

escort her on the road home.
Herries had dismounted to

rest The Bitter End, who had
carried him perfectly through-
out the day. He stepped over

to where Marjorie, likewise

dismounted, was giving her
mare a breathe.

" We're about six miles from

home, Miss Woodruff at least

six miles from your home.
You must let me escort you
back."

"
Oh, it is too good of you,

Mr Herries. I will not trouble

you : I shall find my way back
all right. Hasn't it been a

perfectly dandy day ? And as

for this dinky little mare, why,
she's just a peach !

"

As Marjorie caressed the

mare's neck, Herries thought
he had never before seen quite
such a pretty picture. The

healthy exercise had heightened
the colour in Marjorie's cheeks,
had brightened her violet eyes,
and loosened the restraint upon
her unruly hair. In a perfect

fitting habit, herself aglow
with the pleasure of the chase,
she was beautiful as no art of

dressmaker or artificial light of

ballroom could make her.

"It's not been a bad day,
Miss Woodruff; but it's not
much of a country. It's small
and cramped down below

;
and

I cannot say that I have yet

got into this up and down
galloping over the hills. It is

very rough on one's mount."

"Oh, don't say that, Mr
Herries ;

I think it is just per-

fectly dandy. I have not
known such air, such country,
or such excitement before. I

never saw anything over the
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water like it : it is a revelation

to me. Don't tell me that

there is anything better."

"You should come up and

try Leicestershire. But I quite

agree with you, Miss Wood-
ruff: it has been a very good
day, and I am awfully pleased
with this black here."

"Oh, it's the dear Bitter

End. To be perfectly frank
with you, Mr Herries, I have
been on your trail ever since

we started this last fox, be-

cause I missed the Captain
somewhere; and I think The
Bitter End is just perfectly

lovely. If I were staying over

here, I would ask you to let

me ride him once."

"Staying over here, Miss
Woodruff ? What do you
mean ?

"

"Haven't you heard? No,
of course you can't have, be-

cause you are so careful not to

come near us, Mr Herries. But

my sister and I have become
so homesick that we are going
back to California for the

winter."

This indeed was a piece of

news to Herries.
" That's a pity, Miss Wood-

ruff. I quite understand your
sister, who doesn't hunt, being
bored with England in the

winter; but by going away
now you will miss absolutely
the best of our English
sports."

"Yes, I must admit, Mr
Herries, that I do feel a bit

bad about going, now that I

have been out this morning;
but we will see. Hadn't we
better be going now? Would
you help me to mount, Mr
Herries?"

Herries aided Miss Woodruff
into the saddle, and then

mounting himself, they started

to retrace their steps. The
finish of the run had been

right on the edge of the Downs,
and it was not a long distance

before they reached the level.

Herries at once advised a trot,

saying it was always better

after a long day to trot the

animals home and get them
into their stalls as soon as

possible. So they trotted for

three miles, making but little

conversation as they went.
When at last Herries called a

walk, Marjorie turned upon
him with that charming di-

rectness which is a character-

istic of the Californian girl,
and said

"'Say, Mr Herries, you are

awfully nice whenever we can

get hold of you. How is it

that you have boycotted us
ever since the polo match ? I,

at least, thought that you were
not the kind who would make

sport of us and then ride

away."
The directness of the ques-

tion took Herries somewhat
unawares.

"Keally, Miss Woodruff," he

answered, "although I don't

deserve the qualification you
have given me, yet you cannot

really mean that you think

that I entered into that un-

fortunate wager for the pur-

pose of making you a laughing-
stock"

"Why didn't you make a

clean bill of it to me, instead

of letting me think you were
an out-of-elbows gentleman?"

" You mean, I presume, Miss

Woodruff, when, in a moment
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of weakness, I admitted to

you that I did not belong to

the servant class ?
"

"Precisely, Mr Herries."

"Well, at that time, under
the guarantee of the wager, I

had no right to make any dis-

closures at all. Besides, Miss

Woodruff, I was not feeling as

sure of myself as I do now."
Herries had said this with

some earnestness, and Marjorie
looked up at him quickly.
"Not feeling so sure of your-
self, Mr Herries? I don't

tumble. All I can see in it is

that, in spite of Pop's invit-

ations, in spite of The Bud's

invitations, and in spite of my
own wishes which, of course,
I don't figure up as counting
any with you you have stayed
away from us, when we at

least expected you to come and
make some explanation."

" My dear Miss Woodruff, I

made all the explanation that
I thought necessary to your
father, and the reasons why I

have stayed away so long are

easily given. In the first

place, I had my military duties

to attend to; and in the second,
as I said before, I did not feel

sure of myself."
"Sure of yourself, Mr Her-

ries ? You seemed to have had
assurance enough to burn when
you were moving around in

South Street."
" I had then, Miss Woodruff,

and I don't mind telling you
that I came back to Brentley
Burnham with the intention of

atoning for my misdeeds; but
I thought that you at least,

Miss Woodruff, would have
been pleased that I should act

thus."

VOL. CLXXXIL NO. MCIII.

" Me pleased ! Mr Herries,
is it usual for a girl to be

pleased when the man who
has just been instrumental in

saving her life shows by his

actions that he is bored stiff

with her company? That is

not our way out West. I call

your gait mean."
"I assure you, Miss Wood-

ruff, that my motives were

anything but mean
;

but the

truth is that I was not sure

of myself."
Herries turned round so sud-

denly on making this statement
that he surprised a look in

Marjorie's eyes which caused
her to turn her head away
quickly, and instantly opened
a new train of thought in his

mind. They rode on in silence

for a few seconds, and then

Marjorie answered in a voice

which had lost much of its

feminine defiance

"Are you sure of yourself
now, Mr Herries?"
"I am, since yesterday, Miss

Woodruff?"
" Since yesterday ? What's

yesterday got to do with it,

anyway? You only added to

your groochiness by riding

away from me as if you were
scared to death by me and
the Count."

" Scared ? Not by you,
Miss Woodruff; possibly by
the Count."

Marjorie stopped her mare
dead in the roadway.
"The Count, Mr Herries?

Oh ! I think I follow. Let me
tell you straight away here,
Mr Herries, that the Count
doesn't cut any ice, anyway ;

and now I think we had better

trot."

2c
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They had not trotted more
than a hundred yards when
Herries suggested that they
should walk again.
"But you were saying just

now that we should get the

horses back into their stables

as soon as possible."
"There is something just

now on my mind more im-

portant than the horses' com-

fort, Miss Woodruff. Am I to

understand that mine was not
an unwelcome arrival yester-

day on the Downs?"
Marjorie looked up quickly

at her companion
" I can only speak for my-

self, sir. I am not under-

taking any responsibilities for

the Count's feelings, but I

should not advise you to ask
him."

"Which, I take it, Marjorie,
is an intimation that I have
been a fool for the last six

weeks."
" I think we had better trot

again, Mr Herries."
"
Stop one moment, please,

Miss Woodruff Marjorie, I

should say. Do you mean
that you are reproaching me
for not fulfilling a moral
contract ?

"

Marjorie's face was a study
of maidenly anticipation.

"I am not reproaching you
with anything, Mr Herries ;

I am only suggesting that we
should trot the horses home.
If you want to ask me any
favour, you must come and
dine with us to-night to show

well, let's trot."

"I have but one favour to

ask, Marjorie ; you know well

enough what it is !

"

"Come and dine, and you

shall have your answer, sir.

Now let us trot."

This time Herries was obed-

ient, and in silence, except
for one or two commonplaces
with regard to the horses,

they trotted on for the rest

of the distance. When they
reached the park gates Herries

pulled up saying
"I will go home now."
"Won't you come in first,

Mr Herries ? I have taken

you a long way out of your
road."

"It is the most delightful

journey that I have ever made
by road, Marjorie; but if I

am to get my answer to-night,
I must go straight home now.
I will come over in the car."

"Yes, and you must bring
your two friends with you."

"I am afraid I cannot do

that; they are both going
back to-night. I expect that

they have started already;
that is why they disappeared
so early in the run."

"It's a pity," answered Mar-

jorie simply ;

" but it really
doesn't matter. But mind you
will come."

"I have said it, Marjorie;
and I will come now that you
bid me, even if I had six rivers

to swim !

"

"And you will let me ride

The Bitter End?"
"What? Do you want to

take him over to California ?
"

Marjorie gave Herries a quick
arch look.

"I have a hunch that Cali-

fornia may be off, but I should
like to ride that horse. But

why do you still call him The
Bitter End? It has such a

sinister ring."
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"I bought him as such, but

you shall re -christen him if

you like, Marjorie. What
shall we call you, eh ! old

boy ?
"
patting his neck. "

See,

your future mistress is talking
about you."

"Say, Mr Herries, but that
is coming along rather swiftly.
I am nobody's future mistress,
sir. Call him Black Ball; he
looks like a black ball when
he rounds his back like that."

"All right, Marjorie; Black
Ball he shall be, though there
seems a sinister ring about
that too. But you must be

getting your mare into the

stables, and I have to dress.

Au revoir, Marjorie."
" Au revoir, Mr Herries."

Marjorie looked fine as she
stood in the portico giving
orders for special treatment
for her mare : added to the

splendid colour which the ex-

ercise had given her, and
which suited her so well, her

eyes contained that indescrib-

able look of modest triumph
which is the crowning beauty
in a woman's face. The new
footman was in attendance,
and as she walked into the
house she sent him to fetch

Privit the butler.

"Yes, miss," said the butler,
who was attending to a late

afternoon tea, "what would

you like some poached eggs
or something, miss ? You
must be tired and hungry
after such a long day."

"
No, thank you, Privit

; it's

too late for me to have any-
thing now. You may just
tell George to send a cup of

coffee and a biscuit to my
room. What I wanted to tell

you is to lay an extra place
at dinner to-night : our neigh-
bour, Mr Herries, is dining
here."

Privit showed on his coun-
tenance no evidence of the

feelings which this announce-
ment stirred within him.

"Very good, miss," he re-

plied with dignity, and Marjorie
went upstairs.

It was now so late that a

bath, a cup of coffee, and a
short rest was all that Mar-

jorie could expect in the way of

refreshment before dinner. It

was a momentous rest all the

same; and Marjorie in years
to come, when she returned
from a similarly long day with

hounds, was destined often to

look back on this occasion as

one of the sweetest memories
of her life.

In many ways she was a

strange girl ; and although she

might have had a retinue of

tire-women if it had been her

wish, yet she preferred to dis-

pense with the services of a
maid devoted entirely to her

personal attendance. Her elder

sister, who would do nothing
for herself, was ready to go
down to the drawing - room.
As The Bud was starting to

go downstairs, she stopped
outside her younger sister's

room, knocked at the door,
and went in, to find Marjorie,
not yet half dressed,

%

struggling
in front of the glass with her

unruly hair.

"Why, Marjorie, you will

never be in time for dinner!
What has happened to you
all day? you never came in

to tea."
" I have had a perfectly
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dandy day, Bud," answered

Marjorie, without turning her

head, looking at her sister's

reflection in the glass "the
most dandy day that I can
recall."

"That's bully," answered
The Bud, languidly looking
herself up and down in a

big cheval glass that was con-

venient for this examination.
"Did you kill a lot of the

poor little foxes?"

Marjorie smiled. "
No, we

only killed one ; but we had

heaps of fun."

"Well, I must say it bores

me stiff, all this smoke that

you make about dogs and
horses and hunts and what
not. But what I want to

talk to you about, honey, is

this : You know I went over
to Brentley Burnham yester-

day. I didn't see our nervey
hired man. But he has got
a fine old place, Marjorie ; and
from what Captain John Fox
has been opening out, he is a

lovely boy to boot."

"Well?" said Marjorie, in a
tone of encouragement, to in-

duce her sister to proceed with
a conversation she didn't seem

quite at home in. The Bud
was looking intently into the
reflection of her sister's face

in the glass.

"Really, Marjorie, I don't
know what I mean. But for

goodness' sake let me send
Stevens in to do your hair,

you're screwing it all into
knots."

"My hair will stand for

itself, Bud. What is it about
Osborn Herries?"

"Well, Marjorie, if you will
' see

'

my hand, it's this way :

it's about 'two pairs' with
me at the present moment
with Herries, and it might
go up to 'a flush

'

if I saw
more of him. Can your hand
show anything better than
that?"

Marjorie put the last hair-

pin into place, and then turned
round and faced her sister.

Leaning over the back of her

chair, she smiled as she
answered
"Are we playing with a

joker, Bud?"
"Why, no, Marjorie. What

do you mean? I don't fol-

low."

"Well, you just go down to

the drawing - room to receive

the guests, you will be late

if you don't watch it, and I

will tell you the strength of

my hand to - morrow, when

you shall tell me how the

game is to end. That is the

present conundrum."

"Marjorie, you are always a

conundrum to me," said The
Bud, rising. "Anyway, we
will be off our little gamble
till to-morrow."
As the door closed behind

her sister, Marjorie smiled

triumphantly to herself.
"
It's

a cinch The Bud will not be
'

coming in
'

this time to-

morrow," was her mental com-
ment. In seven minutes' time

Marjorie was dressed. Having
effected the final touches, she

rustled across to her writing-
table, and taking out a slip
of paper wrote a short sen-

tence : blotting and folding the

paper, she left the room and
went down the passage to her

father's dressing-room. She
was almost sure that he would
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not be ready yet, as he was

nearly always late in dressing
for dinner. She had divined

right : he was still in the room.
She knocked.

"Hullo, Marjorie, my girl!
what is it you want ?

"
said

Maximilian J. B. as Marjorie
came in.

For answer Marjorie turned
to his valet and said

"I wish to see my father

alone for five minutes, George.
Do you mind leaving the

room ?
"

"Why, Marjorie, nothing
wrong, I hope ?

"
said her

father, when the door closed

behind the servant. One look
at his daughter was sufficient

to show Maximilian J. B. that

nothing was wrong. "What
is it, little woman?" said the

millionaire, putting his arm
round his girl's waist.

"I want you to do some-

thing for me, Pop."
" What is it a new

hunter?"
"
No, Pop ; something I want

you to do for me which, if you
do now, I shall never want you
to do again. I want you to

make an announcement at

dinner to-night."
"An announcement? What

is the game, Marjorie?"
For answer she handed him

the slip of paper. He read it

aloud : "I have much pleasure
in rising to make an announce-
ment of the engagement of my
daughter Marjorie to Osborn
Felix Herries."

Maximilian J. B. whistled,
and then said,

" Geewhiz !

Marjorie, do you mean it ?
"

For answer she instinctively
rested her head on his shoulder

to hide the sudden rush of

colour which diffused her face.

"You don't mind, Pop, do

you?"
"
Mind, my honey ! I am

delighted. He is a bully

young fellow, and the way he
carried himself over that wager
business was tip

-
top. I am

just for him, Marjorie," and
Maximilian J. B. caressed his

daughter. "But, say, Margi,
why make the announcement

to-night ? He will not be
here."

"Yes, he will, Pop, I have
asked him ;

he will be here."
"Haveyou toldyourmother?"
" Not yet, Pop, I am going

to tell her now
;
but don't say

a word. I am just crazy that

no one should know until

time's up."
" But how about the Count,

Marjorie ? he will take it pretty
bad."

"Count von Meyer doesn't

cut any ice as far as I am con-

cerned, Pop."
"Well, you are the most

cunning little piece of goods
that I have ever traded with :

you go in and get the right
side of your mother."

Although the announcement
came to Maximilian J. B. as a

very considerable surprise, yet
it met with his entire approval :

it may be said that anything
that Marjorie might elect to do
would have met with his ap-

proval, but it also set him

thinking, and it cleared up in

his mind much of the mystery
which had somewhat troubled
him regarding The Bud's

cryptic insinuations. " And
to think," he mused to himself,
as he finished dressing,

" that
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I, who can generally see plum
through six blocks, should not
have been wise as to what
was taking place in my own
house, and under my very nose.

Geewhiz! Maximilian J. B.,

you have struck a clean lode

by shifting your wigwam to

London. I wonder what they
will say in 'Frisco ! I am main

pleased it is no titled swindler :

he is a rare nice young fellow."

Maximilian J. B. came into

his drawing-room five minutes
later : Marjorie ran up to him
and whispered in his ear,
"
Mind, not a word to any one

until you make the announce-

ment, sir not even to Osborn
Herries : no sign."

It was certainly a surprise
when, the whole of the house-

party being assembled in the

drawing - room, Privit threw

open the door and announced,
"Mr Herries."

Maximilian J. B. filled in the

situation, which might other-

wise have been a little awk-
ward, cleverly. "So here you
are at last, Mr Herries ! Come
right in. I think you know
everybody here. Well, you've
been mighty sticky in finding

your way over here."

The two people in the room
who were most astonished by
Herries's appearance were Miss
Woodruff and Count von

Meyer. As The Bud graciously
took the newcomer's hand she

said, "My word, Mr Herries,
it has taken you a long time to

thaw !

"

Dinner was announced at this

moment, and Maximilian J. B.,

knowing his part, paired the
Count off with his ample wife,
and Marjorie with Herries. As

they proceeded into the passage
on their way to the dining-
room Marjorie whispered in

Herries's ear,
"
Osborn, the

answer to your favour is

yes."
A pressure of his arm was

all the situation at that
moment would allow. It was
a round table, and as the meal
was going gaily enough Maxi-
milian J. B. waited until the

third course had been cleared

before he rapped on the table

and then rose to his feet.

"Friends," he said, "we are

all intimates here, and I have
a most interesting and pleas-
ant pronouncement to make."
Privit and the footman, who
were about to serve a new
course, stood stock-still, while
all the guests were reduced to

silence at the rather, to the

English idea, unconventional
attitude of their host. "My
pronouncement is this : my
daughter Marjorie here has

agreed to marry, at some
future date, our good friend

Mr Osborn Herries. I need
not say that this pronounce-
ment has the entire approval
of the old folks. I ask you to

drink to their long life and

happiness."
It was certainly a bomb-

shell. There were few in the

room who were not affected :

the immaculate Privit actually
let the carving-fork fall from
his hand

;
The Bud looked from

father to sister in amazement
;

the Count bit his lip. The
first to appreciate the situation

was John Fox, who, rising to

his feet, said :
" Miss Marjorie,

Herries, old boy, the best of

luck." The rest of the guests
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then rose and drank their

healths, while the majority left

their places and moved round
to shake hands with the young
couple. But perhaps the most

touching incident was when
The Bud bent gracefully over

her sister and kissed her. Put-

ting both hands on Marjorie's

shoulders, she said, "Marjorie,
old girl, I am not '

coming in
'

;

I can't face 'the show down.'
"

The only member of the party
who had no congratulations to

offer was the German military
attache.

CHAPTER V. ON THE DOWNS.

The engagement at Mount
Vernon had been in force a

fortnight. It made a very
direct change in several of the

plans which had been maturing
in the Woodruff family. In
the first place, it decided both

daughters of the house to spend
the whole of the winter in

England, and it opened up a

spirit of sociability in the

neighbourhood which made
life in England, for the Wood-
ruffs, totally different to any-
thing they had been led to

anticipate from their first

experience in London. Ap-
parently there was only one
dissentient from the Woodruff-
Herries contract. This was
the German attache, who, with-

out taking the trouble to

tender his congratulations, dis-

appeared from Mount Vernon

by the earliest possible train

on the day following the

momentous dinner-party, and
in an equally churlish spirit
resisted all future invitations to

share in the hospitality he had
made use of so long. The Bud,
who was as erratic in tempera-
ment as she was variable in

her affections, when she found
that Herries and her sister

had come to a fixed agree-

ment, without laying bare a

scandal tending to make them
a laughing-stock both in their

present abode and in San
Francisco, accepted the situa-

tion without any show of that

petulance which had marked
her previous appreciation of

the Herries entanglement. At
that period it was doubtful if

her action had been disin-

terested, but with that delight-
ful spirit of irresponsibility
which is so often discovered
in our fair cousins from the

Pacific Slope, she faced the

situation without the slightest

suggestion by word or manner
that she had ever looked upon
Herries as being worth even a
" two pair

"
thought. All this

was delightful, and Herries

and Marjorie, through the

medium of the hunting - field

and a season that favoured

them, found the time pass

pleasantly enough. After con-

siderable persuasion Herries

permitted Marjorie to ride the
black to hounds, and on the

particular morning that the

granting of this request was
to be favoured Marjorie was in

the highest spirits. Herries,

having slept the night at

Mount Vernon, took her to

the meet in his car. They
had had a spell of very mild
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weather, but during the night
there had been a change, and
as the car carried them to the

most popular meet of the

season there was every indica-

tion that a change for the

worse was imminent.
Hounds met that morning

at the seat of a very old

friend of Herries's family. It

was with great pride that

Herries introduced his future

bride to the grey-headed old

statesman who had been his

father's friend and contem-

porary. As soon as Herries
had placed Marjorie under
the wing of the hostess, he
went down to the stables to

see if the horses had arrived :

the evening before he had

telephoned to Dotty Jim to

bring over the black with
a lady's saddle. He found

Dotty Jim in the worst of

tempers in fact, the wizened
little stableman was so

crabbed -
looking that his

master, out of sheer amuse-

ment, was fain to ask him
what ailed him.

" What ails me ? more like

you will be askin' to -
night

what ails yourself, sir."

"Why, what's wrong now?"
"Well, sir, I tells yer as 'ow

this Bitter, or Black Ball as

yer now calls 'im, ain't 'isself

at all to-day, and at no time
is 'e fit to carry a lidy."
"Ah, come now, Jim, you

are a bit off colour yourself;
you are seeing yellow to-day."

" It ain't, sir, what I am a-

seein', I sees all right. But
it is what the 'orse sees : that
'ere 'orse 'as been seein' things
all night. I tells yer, sir, as
I told yer before, that this

'orse is queer, just as queer as

'is mother was before 'im. 'E

won't do you no good, sir, if

you takes 'im out to-day."
"
Come, come, Jim, cheer up ;

it is the change in the weather
that is upsetting you."

"It's more than that, sir,

and I tells yer, although you
won't believe the likes of me,
that this 'orse 'as just behaved

to-night as 'e did the day
before 'e killed Mr James
Beckwith : 'e won't bring no-

body any luck to-day."
"
Well, Jim, I am sorry that

you are so down about it, but
I am afraid that Miss Wood-
ruff is so set upon riding the
black that all your cant will

not make her change her
mind : certainly the horse has
been perfectly quiet and fit

with me, a child could ride

him."
"So be it, as you wish it,

sir, it's no business of mine ;

but after to-day don't come
round and say as 'ow I didn't

tell you that the 'orse was

queer."
" All right, Jim

;
I hope you

have seen that the saddle

fits ?
"

"Wish it didn't, sir, but as

it stands it might have been
made for the 'orse."

With this assurance Herries

returned to the house, to find

that the Master, having fin-

ished his stirrup
-
cup, had

ordered the huntsmen to move
off.

By that vein of perversity
which regulates the law of

chances the huntsmen drew
covert after covert, which usu-

ally held foxes, without suc-

cess. Although word came in
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from two or three sources that

foxes had been seen the pre-

ceding evening, and even the

same morning, adjacent to

several well - known spinneys,

yet it was not until half-past
two that David the huntsman
was able to get out of them
a single whimper that signi-
fied business. As is usually
the case when hounds are

slow to find, the field had

considerably thinned by the

time there was anything
really on foot.

Herries had told Marjorie
of Dotty Jim's sinister fore-

boding with regard to Black
Ball that day, but the horse
had shown himself to be

perfectly satisfied with the

change to a side - saddle.

Herries was surprised he had
never before seen the horse
show such good manners. At
last, about half -past two, a

whimper went up from the
end of a long strip of wood-
land. Herries and Marjorie
were waiting in one of the

grass rides in the wood when
they first heard the welcome
music : it was lost for a second,
then every hound it attracted

picked up the line, until, in a
few minutes, the whole pack
within reach were moving
strong. There was a crack-

ling of underwood and the
swish of hazel boughs as

hounds and horses pushed
through, and then presently,
clear above all other pleasant
noises, from outside came a
view - holloa. Luck, rather
than the knowledge of local-

ity, and the habits of the
Sussex fox, found Herries and

Marjorie well placed. Both

huntsmen and Master selected

the ride in which they were,
as the shortest way to keep
with hounds on the line which
the view-holloa indicated. By
the way that hounds came out

of cover there was no doubt
that scent was good : the

country, however, was very
enclosed, and although the

fences were of such a nature
that both the black and
Herries's horse could easily

jump them, yet they were so

frequent and so tricky that

the country offered very few

possibilities of really going.
But though the country was
not one to suit the real merits

of Herries's stable, yet the pace
was quick enough to speedily
reduce the field. For ten

minutes Marjorie and Herries

were going fast enough, though
their horses constantly required
to change, to enable them to

negotiate heavegate rails and

withy-bound hedges : ten min-

utes brought a momentary
check in a rather big wood,
but hounds were soon on the

line again, and when Herries,

Marjorie, and the Master
reached the corner of this

wood, the pack was swarming
up the far slope of a valley
in front of them. The Master
looked over his shoulder and
shouted to Herries :

" He is

making for the Downs we're

in for something good ; they
will just fly on the far side

of that incline." Then, as

an afterthought, he added,
" There is a brook at the

bottom here, you will have
to go fast."

It was a gentle decline into

the valley, and Herries, not
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knowing the country, thought
it wise to select the same gap
in the willows as the Master
was heading for. For the first

time in his life Herries had a

momentary twinge of nervous-

ness in the hunting-field: it

was not on his own account,
but for the precious little body
so close behind him on the

black horse. But as he looked

back and saw the "
gallop

"

light in Marjorie's eyes, the

bright glow on her cheeks, her

unruly hair, also the honest
stride of the black, this mo-

mentary qualm vanished. With
an exhortation to Marjorie to

let the black do his best, he sat

down and drove his own horse
at the obstacle. Indeed it was
a jump, but the Master went
over like a bird, and Herries,

correcting his own horse's

momentary quaver as it saw
the gleam of the water, raised

his arm to help him to " take
off." As he did so he was
aware of a black horse over-

taking him : both horses rose

together, and side by side they
landed, with that sob of success

which is the sign of a big jump
safely negotiated.

" Isn't it stunning ?
"
Herries

heard, as Marjorie, scorning a

lead, flashed past him : they
slackened a little going up the

incline, and Herries, looking
back, saw that with the ex-

ception of the whip and hunts-
men there were no others tak-

ing the brook.
It was no time for bridges.

Hounds were travelling too

fast, and each thirty seconds
was taking them into more

open country. Once lost, the
field would be out of it for the

rest of the day. Going up the

incline, Herries had to ease his

mare a little, but the black
carried Marjorie as if she were
a feather, so that she strength-
ened her lead. As Herries
reached the top of the rise he
saw hounds streaming away
over the meadow-waste which
lies at the foot of the Downs ;

he saw that they looked peculi-

arly white against a winter
haze that mingled with the

green of the turf; he also

noticed that there was a cold

sting in the air, and that

peculiar crackle in the going
which suggests a change in

temperature.
" We are going to have a

touch of winter," he mused to

himself, as he allowed his mare
to decrease a little the distance

between him and the black.

Hounds were going fine. It

was evident the fox knew of

some haven on the Downs, and
was making a great bid to

reach it
;
but he had already

come far and was scenting

admirably, so that hounds just
now were able to race. Mar-

jorie glanced back, and seeing
Herries close behind her, eased

the black a little to allow him
to come up level.

" Isn't it stunning ?
" she

again exclaimed.
"
Yes, Marjorie, this is better

than anything I expected, but
we will have to ease them a

bit here through this heavy
going. We have climbing in

front of us. If we don't ease

them here we shall never get

up those hills. Anyway, old

girl, we have cut them all

down. Bar the Master and
huntsmen and one of the
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whips, there seems to be none
of them left in."

"
Stunning !

" was all that

Marjorie could exclaim, as she

had to sit the black to take
one of the marsh watercourses.

Again Herries fell back, because,

good half-bred mare that she

was, his mount could not gallop
stride for stride with Black
Ball now that the spirit of the

hunt had entered into his soul.

Up and over the first spur; a
little bit of copse land

;
a patch

of roots
;
a nasty fence out, and

they were on the moor again ;

a hard gallop round an under-
feature ; and then they saw the

pretty sight of hounds climb-

ing a forest of waving sterns

slanting up the incline. For a
moment they saw them, and
then they suddenly disappeared :

it looked almost as if a curtain

had been dropped across the

panorama. A grey Channel
mist was rolling over the low

hills, and, encouraged by the
haze of a winter's day, promised
to envelop the whole summit
of the Downs. The huntsman
knew, unless he would lose his

pack, that he must follow by
ear as best he could. The
Master, aged in Downs lore,

hoped that the bank of sea-

cloud might be only partial.

Marjorie, with the fire of

the chase pulsing through her

veins, knew nothing of moun-
tain -

fog lore, while Herries,

making an effort behind her,
was only just able to catch up
to her as she and the black
dived into a belt of mist. It

was a curious sensation. In a

second they were enveloped
with the cold fleecy cloud

spume : except for half a dozen

yards the whole vision was
obscured.

"Stop, Marjorie, stop; you
cannot gallop on in this,"

shouted Herries. He had just

managed to catch up with her.

With difficulty Marjorie pulled
in the black, who, like his mis-

tress, still hearing the music of

the horn sounding weird and

distant, reckless of the terrors

that might lie within the mist-

drift, was anxious to follow by
ear, if not by eye. But Herries,
who had known the deceptions
of the Downs from childhood,
knew that it would be mad-
ness for them to attempt to

continue in the run unless the

mist should prove patchy and

they should again strike a

clear atmosphere.
" We had far better go

back, Margi," he said, pulling
out his watch. " You see, we
have been running for forty-
five minutes, and as I don't

recognise the particular place
we came in at, we may, if we
are not careful, gallop over a

chalk -pit, or something else

equally disagreeable. Besides,
feel how cold this mist is.

It's travelling devilish fast.

I assure you, my girl, it's no
fun to be lost on these Downs
in a mist. Once, when I was
a youngster, I got caught in

a mist on the Downs, and I

rode round in a circle for

three hours. I should not
have got out then had it not
lifted a bit."

At the present moment it

certainly did not look like lift-

ing, and with the prospect of

the winter's evening closing in

rapidly, it promised to be dark
almost immediately.
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Herries had dismounted,
because he had really been

obliged to push his mare up
the incline so that Marjorie
should not escape him. He
stood by Marjorie's saddle

lighting a cigarette, and to-

gether they heard the voice

of the pack growing fainter

and fainter from the mysteri-
ous depths of the fog -belt.

Presently it ceased altogether.
"Old girl, you are a good

'un," said Herries, patting his

mare, and loosening the girth
a couple of holes. "How do

you like the black, Marjorie?
"

Marjorie leaned down and

placed her hand on Herries's

shoulder, "He is just a daisy,
Osborn

;
I never had such a

lovely day before. Nothing
would stop you, old man, would
it?" said she, transferring her

mark of affection from the man
to the horse; "and the way he
took that dinky little river

was just superlative. Osborn,
I shall always ride Black Ball

now."
" So you may, Margi ;

he

certainly carried you splen-

didly to-day : it was topping
until this beastly cloud came
down on to us."

" It was perfectly lovely,
Osborn. Don't you talk to

me about your Leicestershire.

I cannot figure out anything
more stunning than the gallop
we have had to-day."

"Well, it was a good burst,
I allow, Marjorie; but wait
till you see Leicestershire next

year. Anyway, we must be

jogging home now; it's get-

ting on for four, and it's very
nearly dark already."

Herries remounted, and they

started off, as Herries thought,
in the direction from which

they had arrived; but they
had got well over the brow
of the particular shoulder of

the Downs at which the fox

had led them before Marjorie
had pulled the black in, and
after they had moved forward
about a quarter of an hour
Herries found that instead of

reaching the level of the

marshes, as he had expected,

they were breasting another

slope of turf. The fog, if

anything, had now become
more opaque, and as darkness
was closing down there was

nothing left for them to do
but to change their direction

a little, in the hope that they
might strike the plains again.
For another five minutes they
moved on in the new direc-

tion, and still found that they
had a hill in front of them.
It was then evident to Herries

that they were lost especially
as by this time it was prac-

tically dark.

Anybody who has hunted
on the South Downs will know
that if a stranger who is

ignorant of the landmarks be-

comes benighted, the chances
are that he will have consider-

able trouble to find his way
home. On a dark night it is

possible to wander about on
this great expanse of common-
land for hours, and miles, with-

out stumbling upon any habi-

tation : this could happen even
when the atmosphere is clear,

but once a Channel fog ob-

scures all landmarks, the op-

portunities of finding some one

to direct you to a road are

reduced to a minimum. By
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half -
past four Herries and

Marjorie were totally lost,

and a quarter of an hour
later night had settled down
with such a black pall all

over the Downs that it was

impossible for them to see

through the mist three feet

in front of their horses' heads :

it also began to be very cold.

"What's to be done?" said

Marjorie, when Herries an-

nounced the fact that they
were quite lost.

" There is only one thing to

be done," said her companion,
" and that is to give the horses

their heads, and trust that

we may either strike a trail

that will lead somewhere, or

stumble upon a village or farm-
house.

"

So they gave the horses

their heads and plodded on.

The fog seemed to get thicker

and thicker, and as the heat

of the gallop died out of the

wanderers' bones, the cold bite

of the mist seemed to pierce
them through and through.
For three solid hours they
plodded up hill and down
dale

;
once they struck a track

which felt as if it would lead

them somewhere, but they lost

it on a hill - crest and were
never able to find it again.
Twice Herries, who insisted

in riding a little in front,
breasted his mare up against

railings, which might have
been protecting cliffs with a

sheer drop of many hundred
feet. On one of these occa-

sions they could distinctly hear
the moaning movement of a
sullen sea. Herries immedi-

ately turned their horses' tails

to the direction of that sinister

sound
;
the echo of the waves

conjured up the horrible pos-
sibilities of the Downs. Ex-

cept the fences and a solitary

stack, they could discover no
other sign of human handi-

craft. Herries had suggested
that if Marjorie were too cold

and tired to continue, they
should make a hole in the

stack and shelter in it
; but

Marjorie was for another

effort, and they left the stack

behind them, hoping that it

might mean a farm in the

vicinity. About eight o'clock

they felt themselves descend-

ing into a little valley, and
at the bottom of this valley

they discovered a track that

had almost been worn into the

dignity of a roadway. Herries

immediately became cheerful.
" If we follow this, Marjorie,"

he said, "we are safe to come
somewhere, either to barn,

castle, or church : there must
be something at the end of

this road." The way grew
darker and darker, and they
found they were passing
through a little under-wood.
Herries's mare stumbled over

something. He jumped off.

"Hooray, Margi, all our
troubles are finished ! here

is a gate."

Marjorie, who was really

becoming very tired, gave a

sigh of relief. Herries swung
the gate back, and another
fifteen yards brought them up
in front of a farmhouse.

"This looks better," said

Herries, "but there don't seem
to be many people about, the

whole place is shut up."
"Never mind, it's a place,"

answered Marjorie ;

" I guess
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I am too tired to go on any
farther."

"I don't care whether it's

shut up or not," said Herries,

"we will stay here anyway,
oven if I have to burst the door

in. By Jove ! the door is open."
Herries lifted the latch and

pushed the door inwards. "Hie,
there !

" he shouted,
"

is any-

body in there ? Hello, there !

"

His voice reverberated through
the passage, but there was no

reply.
" It seems to be deserted."

He went back to Marjorie.
" Just hold the mare a second,
will you, while I light a

match?"
He handed the reins to

Marjorie, and then going in-

side the door lit a match.
"
By George !

"
she heard

him say in muffled tones, "it's

a nice old place ;
it's inhabited

all right. Here is a lamp."
Marjorie saw him disappear

into the interior, and presently
heard his voice calling out to

ask whether there was any-
body in residence. In about
three minutes he was back

again holding a lamp in his

hand.
"I say, Margi, it's rather a

nice little place ; it's an old

farmhouse, and the people
who live here must be pretty
well - to - do. Everything is

awfully nice
; they must have

been caught in the mist and

kept from coming home. There
is a fire laid in the sitting-
room. Now, look here, old

girl, you just get down, and
we will light the fire, and you
will sit by that while I find the
stables or some barn or place
where we can put the gees;

possibly I may find some one
there."

Herries helped Marjorie out
of her saddle. For the moment
she was so stiff" that she could

scarcely move, but by the time
that Herries had tied the two
horses to the stem of a creeper
that stood outside the house
she was able with his help to

walk into the hall sitting-room,
into which the front door

opened. Here Herries had lit

a lamp that stood on the table.

Its dim light showed the room
to be oak-panelled and full of

the heavy oak furniture that it

is still possible to find in many
Sussex farmhouses. Although
not luxuriously furnished, the

room gave the impression of

having been arranged for the

comfort of some person, or

persons, of means. A fire had

already been laid in the open
fireplace, evidently in anticipa-
tion of some arrival ; moreover,
on the round table, in the centre

of the room, there was both
food and drink.

"This is devilish funny,"
said Herries, as he knelt down
and lit the fire. "It looks like

some bachelor establishment,
and the owners have evidently
been visiting some neighbour-

ing village and got caught in

this fog, which I would not

be surprised turned to snow
before morning, it's mighty
cold now."

Marjorie shivered,and nestled

down to catch the first heat of

the wood-fire.

"Well, you make yourself

comfy here, Margi, while I go
and look to the horses

;
but I

think I will just annex these

matches and the candle, my
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matches are giving out : it's

lucky I had enough to see me
through the day and for our
arrival here."

" Don't be away longer than

you can help, Osborn," said

Marjorie ;

" this is a creepy
sort of place."

"
Yes, it's pretty old - fash-

ioned, isn't it? It ought to

be able to tell a history, I

should think, with these old

ceilings and heavily-shuttered
windows."

Herries went out, and Mar-

jorie heard him take away
the horses. Marjorie was

thoroughly tired, and although
she would not have owned it to

a soul, she felt terrified in that

deep - shadowed room as she

heard the hoof-strokes of the

horses growing fainter and
fainter. Save for the crack-

ling of the fire, a desperate
silence possessed the cottage.
Herries had been right, every-

thing in the room seemed to

bespeak a history of the past,
from the high wainscotting

round the walls to the dismal

shiny
- faced clock standing

silently in the corner. The
silence was depressing. Each
feature, in the half-light, stimu-
lated the imagination. This
was some smuggler's haunt or

highwayman's rest ; her mind
went back to all the legends of

English outlawdom that she
could remember. "Wreckers,

sheep-stealers, high tobies, as

they danced before her imag-
ination, seemed to fit in with
her present surroundings. The
black rafters over her head
seemed to creak with the
burdensome histories they had
to support, the stone flags

under her feet, the metal fire-

dogs in the chimney corner.

She heard a shout. Involun-

tarily she jumped to her feet,

and her heart almost stopped :

some one was murdering
Osborn. Then she heard the

shout again, and recognised
the voice. It was only the

man she loved trying to dis-

cover a human being in the

stables : he had shouted twice,
she heard no more. For ten

minutes she heard no sound
save the crackling of the fire

and an occasional creak in the

joists above her head. Then
the silence began to oppress her.

Perhaps she had been mistaken,
Herries had been calling for

help, smugglers had attacked

him, they were now rifling his

pockets. Then she heard a

step. Was it two steps ? She
was so tired and overstrung
that she could almost have
shrieked aloud. Then a shadow
in the door dissolved into a

figure : it was Herries, and he
burst into the room with his

wonted good-humour.
"I cannot find a soul, Mar-

gi : it's a most extraordinary
place. There is quite a nice

stable behind, and I have found
both hay and straw ; yet there

is nothing in the stable, not
even a cart, no sign of harness
or anything. There is, how-

ever, corn in the bin and hay
in the rack. I cannot find

anybody. I have shouted my-
self hoarse. It's quite mys-
terious : it's like what one has
read of in books of the sea a

deserted ship."
"It's awfully creepy here,"

answered Marjorie. "I am
glad you have come back: I
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was getting just terrified. If

it hadn't been for this tire, I

should be dead."

"Well, look here, there's

plenty of wood," said Herries,
who was far too utilitarian to

think of spooks when there

was good food on the table.

The fare was simple : there

was a cut of cheese, a piece of

German sausage, and some
bread and butter; and in a
corner stood three bottles of

beer.

"Whoever they are," said

Herries, as he examined the

beer, "they are simple folk.

I tell you what, Marjorie, I

am just going to look through
the house before we have our
meal. It occurred to me when
I could find no one in the

stables that it might be that

someone had died suddenly,
and that they had gone off in

a hurry to get a doctor, or

something like that, and then
been blocked by the fog."

" Oh ! don't suggest such a

horrid thing," said Marjorie.
"And I am going with you.
I couldn't stay down here by
myself again if I thought there

was a corpse in the house."

Herries lighted the candle.

Then, hand in hand, these two
made a survey of the house.

There were two other rooms
on the ground-floor, besides a

spacious kitchen, with a dairy
attached. The dairy was in

disuse, but the kitchen still

had the wreck of a fire in it.

The other room was a sitting-
room of some kind, and appar-
ently was not much used.

Herries remarked that there
was not a single scrap of paper
in the house, and no evidence

of any writing having been

done; neither in the sitting-
room was there any piece of

furniture that would pass for

a desk.

"This is rather quaint," he
said to Marjorie, as they
started for the low stairway.
" I wonder what we shall find

up above."

Marjorie clung to his arm.
" But I am glad we are going
to see over the house before

we settle down for food. It's

a creepy sort of place."
The stairs certainly gave

tone to Marjorie's apprehen-
sions.

"Hullo! what havewe here?"
said Herries, as he threw open
the first door. They were in a

big low-ceilinged room ;
in one

corner stood a huge four-posted
bed with the curtains drawn

;

near it was a round table, also

spread as if in anticipation of

a meal.
"
By Jove ! the people who

use this room, when they do
use it, are epicures. There's

quite a feast here," said

Herries, as he threw the light
over the oak table. No cloth

was laid on the surface, and
the table was magnificently

polished. It was laid for four

places, and there was a variety
of cold viands on the table,

chickens, a ham, a tongue,
various tinned additions, and
a supply of fruit. On the

polished floor by the fire, which
was also ready for lighting,
were bottles of hock and claret.

"
By Jove, it's a feast ! I

wonder who these Sybarites
are."

As they threw the light into

the corners, Herries and Mar-
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jorie saw at once that the

table and the food were hardly
in keeping with the rest of the

room. Marjorie walked across

to the bed and pulled the cur-

tain aside. She had almost

expected to see the corpse
which Herries had suggested
lying there

;
but it was evident

from her inspection that the

bed was not in use, although
there were a couple of rugs
piled up at the foot. In fact,

the whole room had the ap-

pearance of being a state-room,
which had not been used as a

sleeping apartment for some
time. There was a heavy
wardrobe by one wall ; a wash-

ing-stand, without a complete
set of crockery, in a corner;
and two rather antiquated
chests of drawers, placed side

by side, in another space.
Further inspection of the house
showed that there were four

other bedrooms, two of which
were in much the same state

of disuse as the big room, and
two which showed signs of

more recent occupation. That

is, one had a man's suit of

clothes thrown on a horse-hair

couch, also two pairs of boots

of foreign make ; while the last

and smallest room had all the

appearance of being still in

use as the private apartment
of a domestic.

"Well," said Herries, when

they had finally inspected

every nook and cranny up-
stairs, "there is no trap about
it as far as we can see, and we
can go down and have our

meal in the hall with a clear

conscience, Marjorie. I tell

you what, we will go back
to that room where the feast
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is, and annex a delicacy or

two. They won't miss it, be-

cause, whoever they are, they
evidently have no use for that

supper this evening."

Having taken a bottle of

claret, some biscuits, and sar-

dines from the table upstairs,

they returned to the fire in the

hall; and without troubling
themselves further, fell to on
a wholesome, if simple, meal.

Marjorie curled herself up
in a big chair by the fire,

while Herries lighted another

cigarette and went to have a
last look at the horses.

"Don't be long," said Mar-

jorie. "Suppose the rightful
owners should come back before

you are here ?
"

"I will not be far away,"
said Herries.

In five minutes he was back
with the report that the horses

were perfectly happy, that the

mist was if anything thicker,
and that it was bitterly cold

out. "I am afraid we shall

have snow before morning,
little woman," he said, as he
came and warmed his hands

against the log fire that was
now roaring up the chimney.
Then he sat down in a big
chair. Marjorie was dead

tired, and was almost asleep.
"Look here," said Herries,

waking up ;
"I think, old girl,

you had better go upstairs and
lie down. You will be far

more comfortable, and, what
is more, if these people come
in you won't be disturbed.

Personally, I don't think any-
body could get here to-night 5

anyway, let's have a sleep,
I'm dead tired too."

"It's all right; I am quite
2D
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comfortable here," said Mar-

jorie.
"I very much doubt it,"

answered Herries. " Why not

go and lie down on that big
bed in the supper-room ? I will

keep watch in the little room
next to you : we're safe to hear

anybody if they come up."

Marjorie demurred at this

suggestion for some time, but

at last Herries persuaded her,

so they went upstairs. Giving
her a candle, he left her at

the door of the big room, tell-

ing her to knock on the wall

if she wanted anything. He,
himself, sat down in the next

room, the unsheeted bed of

which smelt as if it had not
been used for years.

Marjorie having taken the

candle, pushed the door to :

she could not have locked it

if she would, for there was no

key. She just walked over to

the big four-poster, and put
the candle down upon the edge
of one of the quaint chests of

drawers. Leaning on the corner
of this piece of oak furniture

in order to pull off her long
riding-boots, she was startled

to find the side of the chest

spring open. It so startled her
that she almost screamed;
then recovering herself, she
took the candle and examined
the open trap. Inadvertently
she had placed her hand and

weight upon a piece of beading
which covered a spring ;

this

discovered a secret cache in the

side of the oak chest. Marjorie
peered into it

;
it was quite

empty, except for a deposit
of dust. She shut the trap ;

it

went in with a snap, and closed

so cunningly that it took the

closest scrutiny to discover its

design. Marjorie pressed the

beading a second time, and
obedient to her touch the trap

again opened. "How fascin-

ating !

"
she said to herself as

she shut it and drew back the

curtains. Having divested her-

self of her boots and thrown
them into a corner, she climbed

up into the high bed and pulled
the musty old rugs over her.

She had forgotten the candle,

standing on the edge of the

chest : there was a rent in the

bed-hanging which enabled her

to blow out the candle without

again redrawing the curtains.

She lay back on the hard

ticking of the pillow, and in

spite of the strangeness of her

surroundings was so over-

powered by the day's exertion

and excitement that she was

asleep almost immediately.
Even before this, her com-

panion in the next room, who
had promised to watch all

night, was overcome by a wear-
iness which, in spite of his best

intentions, overpowered him.

(To be continued.)
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AN ECHO FROM OLD BENGAL.

IT may be the sad truth,
as Sir William Hunter once

lamented, that the English
drama in India is played amid
a bustle of exits and entrances

and a hurried scene -
shifting

which allow time for nothing
but the present. Yet now and

again the memories of the past
will not be denied their due.

Lord Curzon's appeal for some

adequate commemoration of

the work of Clive in India has
awakened a flicker of interest

in " the man who at the age
of thirty-one laid the founda-
tions of an empire more endur-

ing than Alexander's, more

splendid than Caesar's." May
not advantage be taken to

grasp yet another opportunity
that has offered itself (as it

would seem in vain) of an
excursion into that land of

dreams, in which Englishmen
pulled at hookahs and lived in

Oriental state, and fortunes
were still to be made by shak-

ing the pagoda-tree ?

In all the biographical notices

which appeared upon the occa-

sion of the death in April last

of the Earl of Liverpool, Lord
Steward of his Majesty's
household, mention was duly
made of his close connec-
tion with the second earl of

the first creation, who was
Prime Minister of England for

fifteen years in days when the
" First Gentleman in Europe

"

was regent and king. But in

not one case was a step taken

beyond. And yet that step
would have landed us at once

in the midst of the " troubles
"

in Bengal of the year 1756,
and have brought us into the

company of one who, as a child,

had looked upon the face of

Seraj-ud-dowlah of Black Hole

infamy, and could remember
the day when the English in

Bengal were "never mentioned

except with pity and con-

tempt." For the mother of

the Prime Minister was the

daughter of William Watts,
who was second of Council at

Fort William and chief of the

factory at Cossimbazar, hard

by the Nabob's Court at Moor-

shedabad, during that time of

humiliation and defeat. Watts
was no courtier, as Jean Law,
the chief of the neighbouring
factory at Saidabad and

nephew of the famous fin-

ancier, was. Instead of cul-

tivating the young Nabob's

friendship, he was unwise

enough to return a bold and

uncompromising reply to the

demand made upon him to

demolish his newly made forti-

fications. An immediate ad-

vance on Cossimbazar was the

Nabob's rejoinder, and it was

quickly followed by the sur-

render of the English without
the firing of a shot, and the

dramatic suicide of John Elliot,

the lieutenant in command of

the garrison. Watts, who was
in the palace at Moorshedabad
at the time, and his wife and
three children, were at once
made prisoners. The mother
of Seraj-ud-dowlah befriended

them, however, and, it is said,
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took Mrs Watts and her

little ones into the zenana.

Amelia, the future mother of

the Prime Minister, was some
six years old at the time ;

Edward, her brother, was
about four; and Sophia, the

youngest, was a baby of twelve

months. After the lapse of

thirty
- seven days, while the

Nabob was pursuing his vic-

torious career at Calcutta, the

Begum contrived to send her

unwilling guests under escort

to the French factory; and
here they were most hospitably
entertained by M. Law until

they could be sent down the

river. The surrender of Fort
William and the Black Hole

tragedy completed the discom-

fiture of the English in Bengal.
On Seraj-ud-dowlah's return
to Moorshedabad, after his

triumphant entry into Cal-

cutta, he was prevailed upon
to allow Watts to join his

family, and the French chief

soon found himself sheltering
not only the fugitives from

Cossimbazar, but Holwell and
the three others who had

"escaped the hell in minia-

ture" of the Black Hole. A
few months later, the news
of the doings of Clive and
Watson changed Seraj - ud-
dowlah's hostility to indecision

and alarm. Thinking Watts
a weak, simple person, he re-

admitted him to his counsels,
with the result that the Eng-
lish factor found it an easy
task to hoodwink him dur-

ing the intrigues which pre-
ceded the "crowning merey"
of Plassey.

In 1760 Watts retired from
the Company's service, and
with his family returned to

England, where he died in

1764. Of his three children,
none revisited the East.

Amelia, the eldest, "a girl
of great beauty and accom-

plishments," married in 1769
Charles Jenkinson, eldest son
of Colonel Charles Jenkinson,
who was second in command
of the Blues at Dettingen.
He occupied a prominent place
in the public life of the day,
and was Secretary at War
in 1778, and President of the

Board of Trade from 1786 to

1804. In 1786 he was created

Baron Hawkesbury, and, ten

years later, Earl of Liverpool ;

and on his death in 1808 was
succeeded by his eldest son,
Robert Banks Jenkinson, who
had already, in 1803, been
called up to the House of

Lords in his father's barony.
From 1812 to 1827 the second

earl filled the office of Prime

Minister, and died in 1828
without issue, when there was
a failure of the direct line of

AmeliaWatts. The title passed
to a half-brother, who, as third

earl, acted in the capacity of

Lord Steward from 1841 to

1846, and died in 1851, leav-

ing no male heirs, but two

daughters and co - heirs, of

whom the eldest to leave

issue was the mother of the

late Earl of Liverpool, the

first peer of the new crea-

tion. Amelia's brother, Edward
Watts of Hanslope Park in the

county of Bucks, is still repre-
sented by direct descendants,
in whose possession are por-
traits both of William Watts
and his wife. The arms of the

family recall their association

with India : azure, three arrows

or, feathered and headed argent,
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on a chief of the second as

many Moor's heads couped and
sidefaced sable : as does the

motto, Non eget Mauri jaculis

neque arcu. The youngest
child, Sophia, married George
Poyntz Ricketts, once Gover-
nor of Barbadoes.
But although the children

of Watts remained in Eng-
land and nourished there, his

widow elected, immediately
after her eldest daughter's

marriage in 1769, to return
to Bengal. For the next

forty-three years she resided

continuously in Calcutta,
where she became one of the

"institutions" of the city.
Her fame was threefold : she

was remarkable for her lon-

gevity, her influence and pop-
ularity in Calcutta society,
and her four weddings. She
had already had two hus-
bands when she married
Watts in 1749

; but, nothing
deterred, essayed a fourth
matrimonial venture in 1774,

when, being in her fiftieth

year, she "intermarried with
the Keverend William Johnson,
then principle [sic] chaplain
of the Presidency of Fort
William." It is to Johnson
that Calcutta owes the build-

ing of the old cathedral,

which, like some city church
in modern London, lives and
broods upon its past glories
in the midst of what is now
the business quarter of Char-
nock's modest settlement

among the marshes. No
picture of eighteenth -century
Calcutta is complete without
a vision of portly, self-satis-

fied "Padra" Johnson, rolling
in his pocket the gold mohurs
he has earned by celebrating

a great man's wedding at his

private house, and stopping,
it may be, to hobnob with

Hicky, the "true-born Eng-
lishman," father of the Cal-

cutta P -ess, as he hurries to

the cof ee-house to catch the

latest scandal concerning the
"
dignities

"
for to - morrow's

'Gazette.' A popular man
was the good parson in old

Calcutta ; but he does not

seem somehow to have "hit

it off" with his wife for she

refused to accompany him to

England in 1788, and he was
left to console himself as best

he could with the thirty-five
thousand pounds he is said

to have carried home by way
of a competence.
"Begum" Johnson, to give

her the title by which she was

universally known, preferred
the certainty of a reign in

Calcutta to the possibilities of

a life in England, which she

had already tasted and not

relished. The owner of an

ample fortune, she lived "in a

style of dignified and generous
hospitality," and her house
was for the next quarter of a

century the rendezvous of the

fashionable world of Calcutta.

" Her manners were cheerful,

polished, and highly pleasing. She
abounded in anecdote : and possess-

ing ease and affability of communica-

tion, her conversation was always
interesting, without any tendency to

fatigue the hearer. Her views of

life were correct, and the benevolence
of her heart and the warmth of her
affections continued unimpaired to
the latest period of her life."

Migratory Calcutta is de-

clared to plead guilty to the

charge of taking knowledge
only of the people with whom
it dances and dines. Yet even
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the most careless of a later

generation may fairly imagine
the charm which intercourse

must have had with one who
had been the prisoner of Seraj-

ud-dowlah, and had been in-

deed, as she would tell her

visitors, saved from his harem

only by the intercession of his

mother Amina Begum, who
had been the wife of a wor-

shipful member of Council in

the days of Colonel Clive and
the Black Hole, who could

remember the hurried digging
of the Mahratta Ditch, and

yet who lived to see John

Company dictating terms to

Holkar and Scindia and the

very Mahrattas whose on-

slaught on the settlement she

had once so much dreaded.
When the first Lord Minto
landed in India in 1807,

fifty years exactly had elapsed
since the sovereignty of Bengal
had passed into the hands of

the English merchants at

Calcutta, whose president had
not long before deemed it no
shame to address the Emperor
Furruckseer, "the lord of the
world and the present age,"
with phrases of the utmost

self-abasement, and to proffer
his request as "the smallest

particle of sand," with his

"forehead at command rub'd
on the ground, and reverence
due from a slave among those

that make their request to

your Throne, which is the Seat
of Miracles." But there had
come between Lord Minto and
the past a "glorious little

man "
: and those who desire

to realise how full and com-

plete was the development and
fulfilment of Wellesley's policy

have but to unroll the map of

India of the day of Hastings
and compare it with the map
as it stood at the dawn of the
nineteenth century, only twenty
years later.

Calcutta seems to have

agreed with Begum Johnson,
in spite of the execrable repu-
tation it enjoyed in her day
and for many a long year
afterwards. It was openly
said that "men's lives ad-

vanced to or nigh the age
of forty are very precarious
in such a change of climate

from their native country."
But she lived on to see first

Hastings, and then Cornwallis
and Wellesley, out of the

saddle, and witnessed almost
the end of Lord Minto's

Governor - Generalship. She

prided herself to the last

upon keeping up the old

usages of Calcutta society.
The afternoon dinner at two
or three o'clock was relig-

iously followed by the siesta ;

and then would come the air-

ing in her carriage on the

"course," or drive across the

great plain or Maidan which

separates the city from the

river bank. It was the soli-

tary evening resort of Calcutta

fashion, although, by all ac-

counts, it was very dusty and

very crowded. According to

the old poem, ten mouthfuls
of dust were swallowed in

the attempt to secure one of

fresh air
;

but it was the

place, nevertheless, to which

every one flocked of an even-

ing, and was the "scene," we
are assured, "of various grad-
ations of equestrian skill and

charioteering excellence the
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very Rotten Row of our
Eastern emporium." Each

carriage was met, as night
fell, by mussalchees, or torch-

bearers, who ran before the

horses "at the rate of full

eight miles an hour," and
"the numerous lights moving
along the esplanade produced
a singular and pleasing effect."

After her return from the

course the Begum would order

her house in Clive Street to

be lit up and thrown open
for the reception of visitors

until ten o'clock at night. All

who were on visiting terms
were expected to call to offer

their respects ; and if a gentle-
man was asked to put down
his hat, it was considered as

an invitation to supper.

By reason both of her own
remarkable force of character

and of the close relationship
in which she stood to Lord

Liverpool, the Begum con-

tinued for many years to be
the acknowledged leader of

Calcutta society. Her house,
Colonel Sleeman has left it

on record, was the resort of

all the gentry from the

Governor-General downwards ;

and when she died on the

3rd February 1812, having
nearly completed her eighty-
seventh year,

" the oldest

British resident in Bengal,
universally beloved, respected,
and revered," she was ac-

corded the distinction of a

public funeral. The old bury-

ing - ground, which adjoins
the old cathedral, and had
been then closed for forty

years, was reopened in her
honour. During the govern-
ment of Lord Wellesley she

had been allowed the special

privilege of selecting her last

resting-place to the northward
of the monument erected over

the grave of Admiral Watson
at the north-west angle of the

churchyard ;
and there she was

interred. "The funeral," we
read,

" was attended by a
numerous company, among
whom were the Right Honour-
able the Governor - General

(Lord Minto) in the state

coach with six horses, and a

detachment of the body-
guard

"
;

the Honourable Sir

Henry Russell, Chief Justice

of the Supreme Court, and
uncle of the ill - fated Rose

Aylmer, whose fame is

"carved as it were in ivory
or in gems

"
in Landor's

touching elegy; "the Honour-
able John Lumsden, Esq. (Mem-
ber of Council), and other high
officials of the Settlement."

Her tomb, which is built in

the form of a Greek shrine, is

still extant in the old church-

yard, and the inscription which
it bears sets out her life's

history amply, if not always
correctly. She sleeps in goodly
fellowship with many a man
who has given his life to build

up England's empire in the

East. Opposite stands the

massive octagonal mausoleum
of old Job Charnock,

"
always a

faithful man to his Company,"
who rests undisturbed amid
the dust and din of the great
town he called into existence.

To her right lies one whose
fate it was to die in the full

tide of success, but whose
name is imperishably written

upon the annals of old Cal-

cutta. Let the simple yet elo-
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quent inscription speak for

itself :

"Here lies interred the Body of

CHARLES WATSON, Esq., Vice-Admiral
of the White, Commander-in-Chief of

His Majesty's Naval Forces in the

East Indies, who departed this life

the 16th day of August 1757, in the

44th year of his age. Geriah taken,

February 13, 1756 ; Calcutta freed,

January llth, 1757 ; Chandernagore
taken, March 23rd, 1757. Exegit
monumentum cere perennius."

Ay, indeed ! Exegit monu-
mentum cere perennius. And
yet how many Englishmen
who visit his tomb in Calcutta,
or hurry past it on their way
to counting-house and bank-

parlour, realise what a debt

they owe to him ? How many
Englishmen can tell the tale

of his glorious achievements,
of those who gaze upon the

memorial erected in his honour
in the north transept of West-
minster Abbey, hard by the

graves of Gladstone and Pitt

and Fox and Grattan? In
these breathless days forecasts

of the future are all the

fashion, and memories of by-
gone days are thrust into the

background. And even in the

unchanging East, the glare of

the present conies swiftly to

blind us to the glamour of the

past. A new Calcutta is aris-

ing which would puzzle not

only Admiral Watson and

Begum Johnson, but the man
and woman of only a gener-
ation ago. The talk is all of

the Anglo-Indian Haussmann,
who is coming to transform
the teeming native quarter,
and make of it a model city
of broad roads and sanitary
dwellings. On every side the
electric car and the electric fan

tell of the advent of a new
era. Captains of ships at

anchor in the Hooghly no

longer send one of the crew

every morning to clear the

cables of their encumbrance
of corpses. The goodwill of a

rainy season has ceased to be

worth five thousand pounds to

an undertaker. Naked faquirs
have given over parading the

streets ;
nor may human sacri-

fices be witnessed at Kali's

historic temple. But with all

the change that is coming over

her, Calcutta is still a queen
of two faces. Here and there

a familiar object will greet the

ghost from a forgotten world.

The long stream of pilgrims on
their way to bathe in the

sacred river, and the Mussal-

man shouting his "Huson-
Hawson "

at Mohurrum time,
serve to remind us of to-day
that Calcutta is still at the

parting of the ways. She is

the creation of the West. The
ideals and the civilisation of

the West are luring her on,
and the spirit of advancement
is abroad. But the prejudices
and customs of a religion half

as old as time are not to be dis-

carded in the twinkling of an

eye. The marvel in modern Cal-

cutta is not what remains to be

done, but what has been done.

And he that would appreciate
the truth of the aphorism has

only to transport himself for a

little while, as we have striven

to do, into the vanished world
not yet a hundred years old

that acknowledged Wellesley
and Minto as its king in turn,
and Begum Johnson as its un-

disputed queen.
H. E. A. COTTON.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE EDUCATION OP YOUTH ANCIENT AUTHORITIES PLATO AND TULLT

THE EXAMPLE OP POLONIUS BOOKS OP COURTESY THEIR FAILURE

AND QUALITY PEACHAM's ' COMPLEAT GENTLEMAN '

SIR FRANCIS

OSBORN AND LORD BURLEIGH THE STANDARDS OF TO-DAY.

FOB many centuries, even
from the beginning of time, the

education of ingenuous youth
has been a favourite pastime
of the philosopher, the ped-
agogue, and the statesman.

Practice has been fitted to

theory; aspiration has been
followed by experiment ;

and
there is no generation that
has not had its own system
of training the body and
the mind. The theorists, of

course, have borrowed patiently
from one another. Their
treatises are held together by
a firm thread of argument,
even though their methods are

shaped and coloured by the
accidents of time and place.
One fervent pedagogue of the

early seventeenth century cites,

as his predecessors in the art

of instruction, "Plutarch, Eras-

mus, Vives, Sadolet, Sturmius,
Osorius, Sir Thomas Eliot, M.
Askham, with sundry others."

The list is long, and yetomits the

principal authorities. Where
is Xenophon, whose education
of a prince might still have a

practical application? Where
is Seneca, whose works are

a perfect arsenal of sound
morals ? Where, above all, are
Plato and Cicero, who have
done more than any of their

rivals to mitigate the asperity
and to correct the opinions of

the world ?

Consciously or unconscious-

ly, we bow the knee to these

masters. The influence of

Plato needs no elaborate proof.
His works were the potent, if

indirect, inspiration of Eliza-

bethan romance, and his teach-

ing, interpreted by Castiglione
in his '

Courtier,' was aimed to

fashion the imperious gentle-
man of the sixteenth century.
To the generation which suc-

ceeded the golden age of

Shakespeare and Leicester, of

Spenser and Drake, Cicero

appeared the father of all wis-

dom, and his splendour shone
undimmed for two centuries.

Wherever you look, you find

Tully's
' Offices

'

acclaimed the

bible of the worldly wise and
the politely learned. Peacham
in his 'Compleat Gentleman'

(1622) adjured his readers "not
to let it seem contemptible to

them, because it lyeth tossed

and torn in every school," and

appealed with confidence to

an authority than which none
stood higher in England.

" The
old Lord Burghley, Lord High
Treasurer of England," we are

told by Peacham,
" to his dying

day would always carry Tully's
'Offices' about him, either in his

bosom or pocket, being suffic-

ient to make both a scholar

and an honest man." One
other example, out of many,
will suffice to illustrate the
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general veneration in which
the book was held. "I will

commend one book to you,"
wrote the Earl of Bedford to

his sons, when Charles I. was
on the throne ;

"we begin
with it when we are boys, yet
it will become the oldest and

gravest man's hand, it is

Tully's
' Offices

'

: a most wise

and useful book, where you
shall have excellent philosophy
excellently dressed. And those

that are skilful in the language
say, that the whole Latin

tongue is there with all its

purity and propriety." Thus
it was that Cicero governed
the morals and style of Europe
for some hundreds of years ;

nor are we free from his dom-
ination even in these days of

progress and democracy.
From the patient study of

the past there was evolved in

the England of the sixteenth

century a form of literature

now known as the Book of

Courtesy. The habit of chiv-

alry had some effect in shaping
its style and directing its ad-

monition. But its material was

freshly gathered. Plutarch and
Machiavelli provided it with
historical examples. Its morals

often obvious enough were

drawn, as we have said, from

Plato, Cicero, and the rest. Its

purpose, to make a gentleman
in a sense that then was
modern, was all its own.
Sometimes it took the form
of an elaborate treatise, with
divisions and subdivisions.

More often it was composed
by an anxious father, and
addressed in a spirit of warn-

ing to a son. In every case
its interest for us is greater

than was its value for those

to whom it was addressed, and
we may read it without any
of the suspicion naturally
evoked by the efforts of those

who would do us good.
The Books of Courtesy were,

at their worst, masterpieces of

trite instruction. They were
deliberate attempts to incul-

cate the obvious. When Shake-

speare permitted Polonius to

teach Laertes the elementary
lessons of virtue and happiness
at the most inopportune mo-

ment, when the wind sat in

the shoulder of his sail, he
was surely pouring contempt
upon the popular habit of ad-

monition. " Give thy thoughts
no tongue," "be thou familiar

but not vulgar," "beware of

entrance to a quarrel," "costly

thy habit as thy purse can

buy, but not express'd in

fancy," "neither a lender nor
a borrower be," "to thine own
self be true," &c., &c., here are

headings for every sermon.

Expand them with appropriate
illustrations and you get a

veritable Book of Courtesy.
But when we look at the

Books themselves, it is not

only their timid similarity, one
to another, which strikes us,

but also their practical useless-

ness. As you read them, you
are sure that they did not
mould manners. From Peach-
am's '

Compleat Gentleman '

down to ' Sandford and Merton '

and the books of etiquette,

they have missed their mark.
Some have been designed to

make a gentleman ; others, had

they not failed, would have

produced a prig or a lackey.
But for good or for ill they
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were all doomed to failure.

Words cannot take the place
of deeds. Precept is powerless
before example. Nature can-

not be expelled by a honeyed
argument. And while first

principles would indicate that

the Books of Courtesy did not
fulfil the purpose for which

they were designed, it is easy
to test their insufficiency by
known examples. In one of

the two reprints
l which have

suggested our argument, we
are presented with Sir Walter

Raleigh's 'Instructions to his

Son,' who is exhorted after the

best manner to be gentle,

sober, and unassuming ;
and

as we read these instructions

we can remember only Aubrey's
anecdote of the younger
Raleigh. Being once in com-

pany, he gave way to infam-
ous boastings and denied God,
for which his affronted father

struck him. Whereupon the

younger Raleigh hit his neigh-
bour a violent blow, saying,
" Box about ; it will reach the
old man anon." From which
we may assume that the
father's lessons were of small

effect, and that the wilful son
went his own way in spite of

excellent counsel most amiably
administered.
A far more conspicuous

failure was Lord Chesterfield's.

In his ' Letters to his Son '

the art of courtesy found its

culmination. All the courtly
works which were composed
before his time were but a

preparation for his master-

piece. The zeal wherewith
he admonished his son was

equalled by the wisdom and

justice of the lessons which
he taught. And his son so

ill repaid the debt of nurture

that he grew up a well-mean-

ing oaf. The failure was not
the fault of the father nor of

the son. It is the fault of

nature. The old will instruct,

and the young will neglect

instruction, to the end of time.

The impulse to teach is as

imperious as the resolution not

to learn. Even where acqui-
escence seems obvious, it is

commonly inherited instinct,

not a patient submission, which
has reached the end.

But when we have admitted
that the Books of Courtesy did

not achieve the impossible, we
have said the last word in

their dispraise. If in their

own age they failed of their

purpose, they are of the utmost

importance to ours. They are,

in brief, the most valuable

documents for the history of

manners which have come down
to us. Though their authors
could not purvey good morals

by the pound, they could at

least liberate their own souls.

If they could not exhort to

virtue with any chance of a
successful conversion, they
could at least express the

virtue which prevailed in their

time. They still point with
immortal finger to the standard
which their aspiration set up.
In other words, the Books of

Courtesy are based less upon

1 Peacham's Compleat Gentleman, with an Introduction by G. S. Gordon.
Oxford : At the Clarendon Press.

Practical Wisdom. London : A. L. Humphreys.
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hope than upon observation.

Their method is inductive.

They collect within their covers

all the facts which shall throw

light upon the conduct and
manners which in their time

were thought of good report.
Even though Peacham had no

disciples, we should still know
from his treatise the ideal of

life cherished by the cavaliers.

Though Chesterfield could not

persuade his son to engross the

graces, as the Duke of Marl-

borough engrossed them, he has
left us an imperishable record
of his ambition. And we read
his book, in perfect indifference

to its result, because incident-

ally it gives us a vivid picture
of a dead age, and paints those

very traits which are always
omitted by the hand of the

palatial historian.

Henry Peacham's ' Compleat
Gentleman '

stands aloof and

apart from the other Books
of Courtesy we shall presently
mention. It was composed
not by a careful father for

his son, but by an amiable
and travelled pedagogue, who
confidently addressed those who
aspired to grow up into fearless,
well-mannered cavaliers. His
ambition was the ambition, now
wholly dismoded, to make
scholars and gentlemen. The
definition of nobility which is

the basis of his treatise is

neither narrow nor informed

by the prejudices of rank and

place. In his eyes it is "in-
herent and natural," and "can
have (as the Diamond) the
lustre but only from itself:

Honours and Titles externally
conferred are but attendant

upon desert, and are but as

apparell, and the Drapery to

a beautiful body." Firmly
convinced that a career was
open to all the talents, he
takes pleasure in recording
that Diocletian was the son
of a scrivener, Valentinian of

a rope-maker, Maximinus of a

smith, and Pertinax of a wood-

monger; and declares without
doubt and without patronage
that " the truly valorous or

any way vertuous are never
ashamed of their so meane

Parentage, but rather glory
in themselves that their merit
hath advanced them above so

many thousands farre better

descended." Though Peacham
wrote before the days of adver-

tised democracy, he understood
the proper structure of society
far better than the noisy
clamourers of to-day, who be-

lieve that virtue resides in

ignominy and incompetence,
merely because the ignomini-
ous and incompetent outnum-
ber the wise and brave.

But nobility, in Peacham's

view, is not enough. Being
inherent, it yet needs culti-

vating, as the diamond needs

cutting into facets before it

reveals its perfect brilliance.

It is well for a man to be a

gentleman ;
but he must be

a scholar also. In other

words, "the Fountaine of all

Counsell and Instruction is the

knowledge of good Learning."
And herein Peacham found his

contemporaries sadly careless.
" Most gentlemen," says he,

"will give better wages and
deale more bountifully with
a fellow who can but teach a

Dogge, or reclaime an Hawke,
than upon an honest, learned,
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and well-qualified man to bring

up their children." And the

importance of early instruction

was great in the days when,
as Peacham confesses, a boy
was sent to the university
before he had forgotten the

follies of childhood. "
Many

parents," says he,
" take

their Children from Schoole, as

Birds out of the nest, ere they
bee flidge, and send them so

young to the Universitie, that

scarce one among twentie

prooveth ought. For as ten-

der plants, too soone or often

remooved, begin to decay and
die at the roote ; so these young
things, of twelve, thirteene, or

foureteene, that have no more
care than to expect the next

Carrier, and where to sup on

Fridayes and Fasting nights :

no further thought of study,
than to trimme up their studies

with Pictures, and place the

fairest Bookes in openest view,

which, poore Lads, they scarce

ever opened, or understand
not

;
that when they came to

Logicke, and the crabbed

grounds of Arts, there is such
a disproportion betweene Aris-

totle's '

Categories
' and their

childish capacities, that what

together with the sweetnesse
of libertie, varietie of companie,
and so many kinds of recre-

ation in Toune and Fields

abroad, (being like young Lap-
wings apt to bee snatched up
by every Buzzard) they
proove with Homer's Willow

eoXecrt/capTTot, and as good goe
gather cockles with Caligula's

people on the Sand, as yet
to attempt the difficulties of

so rough and terrible a

passage." Thus, after his own

picturesque fashion, Peacham
describes the worst folly of the

Universities in the seventeenth

century, a folly which was

presently removed, and which
the reckless greed of those who
would turn Cambridge and
Oxford into secondary schools

for what is called "the People"
are doing their best to restore.

However, the honest Peacham
did his best to provide in print
the instruction which idle par-
ents too often declined to

afford
; and if he failed, as all

fail who pin their faith to pre-

cept, he has set before us in the

clearest light the ideal of his

time. To him nothing came
amiss. He would have his

countrymen adept both in arts

and arms. Sport was as near

to his pride as learning. He
agreed with Mr Jorrocks in

holding that hunting was at

once the image of, and the best

preparation for, war. But the

exercises of the field did not

persuade him to forget Paint-

ing and Poetry, while the

Practice of Blazonry was per-

haps the very keenest of his

hobbies. His anecdotes of

painters are composed after the

manner of Pliny, and display a

finer intelligence than you ex-

pect of the time. His criticism

of poetry surprises now by its

justice, now by its omissions.

His admiration of " Sir Jeoffrey

Chaucer, of English Poets of

our owne Nation the father,"
does him infinite credit. But
what shall we say of a scholar

who grew up in the splendid

reign of Elizabeth and does not
mention the drama ? It was
his, if he chose, to witness the

masterpieces of Shakespeare
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and Jonson at their first ap-

pearance. He might have mar-

velled at the poetical romance
of Beaumont and Fletcher,

at the English homeliness of

Tom Heywood. If he did, he

was not prompted thereby to

enthusiasm. His reference to

contemporary literature is

meagre and foolish.
" In the

time of our late Queene Eliz-

abeth," he writes, "which was

truly a golden Age (for such a

world of refined wits and ex-

cellent spirits it produced,
whose like are hardly to be

hoped for in any succeeding

Age) above others, who hon-

oured Poesie with their pennes
and practise (to omit her

Majesty, who had a singular

gift therein), were Edward,
Earle of Oxford, the Lord

Buckhurst, Henry Lord Paget;
our Phoenix, the noble Sir

Philip Sidney, M. Edward
Dyer, M. Edmund Spenser,
Master Samuel Daniel, with

sundry others
;
whom (together

with those admirable wits, yet
living and so well knowne) not
out of Envy, but to avoid

tediousnesse, I overpasse." He
omits the Queen ; he also omits

Shakespeare; and his prefer-

ences, like his exclusions, are

an eloquent sermon upon the

vanity of contemporary esteem,
which our popular novelists

would do well to take to

heart.

Henry Peacham, by the

variety of his interests and
the breadth of his views, raised

his book high above the stand-
ard of Polonius. The eminent

gentlemen whose works are
collected in the little book

entitled 'Practical Wisdom'
obeyed a more modest impulse.
It was their object to provide
their children with moral in-

struction, and it is not wholly
surprising that their dis-

courses are always resemblant
and sometimes identical. They
play the tune of Polonius
with such variations of style
and thought as proceed from
the character and situation of

each one. "Be virtuous, and

you will be happy," they say,
with simple conviction and
various eloquence. Most of

them offer to their sons the

fruits of their experience. Sir

George Savile, more greatly

daring, would prove a mentor
to his daughter, and in his

advice as to the management
of a husband he displays a

kindly cynicism which assures

us that he interpreted his

parental duties in a liberal

spirit. He was no praiser of

what is known to-day as the

"modern woman." He did

not believe that the world
was to be saved by a rash

confusion of the sexes. He
admitted that, if to man were

given strength, to woman was

given cunning, and he paid a

vast compliment to woman's

proper armoury. "You have
more strength in your looks,"
said he,

" than we have in our

laws, and more power in your
tears than we have by our

arguments." And thus it will

remain unto the end, despite
the clamour of the disappointed
ones, who gather together at

the street corners and make
foolish speeches in the market-

place.
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Sir George Savile's admoni-
tion is an interlude. The rest

of the sermons have the same

end, and they would reach it

by the same road. They may
all evoke in our minds the

same regret that they were

preached to unwilling ears,

and fill us with the same
satisfaction that they reveal,
as we have said, old and dead
ideals. But, above all, as has
been said, they closely re-

semble one another. They are

the very folk-lore of virtue.

It seems as though moral

maxims, like fairy-tales or the

patterns upon pottery, were
the common possession of the

human race. Francis Osborn
did not steal from Lord

Burleigh. Sir Matthew Hale
levied no toll upon Osborn.
And we are driven to assume
the existence of a brain and a

morality which, like a style of

ornament, belong not to this

or that, but are merely human.
That they should one and all

urge their offspring to fear God
and honour the king, to love

their parents and obey their

pastors and masters, is natural.

It is not so clearly expected
that they should elaborate,
as they do, the precepts of

Polonius in the same spirit
and in the same order. The
choice of friends, the treatment
of servants, the restraint of a
too hasty temper, engage them
all. Each one of them in-

veighs with an eloquent energy
against drunkenness. "

Drink,
during the operation of the dis-

temper," says Francis Osborn,
" will act all the humours
habitual in madmen." Sir

Walter Raleigh is of a like

mind. " Take especial care,"
he writes,

" that thou delight
not in wine, . . . for it trans -

formeth a man into a beast,

deoayeth health, poisoneth the

breath, destroyeth natural

heat, deformeth the face,

rotteth the teeth, and, to

conclude, maketh a man con-

temptible, soon old, and de-

spised of all wise and worthy
men." Lord Burleigh con-

demns this eminent vice with
a pioturesqueness that is all

his own. " Banish swinish

drunkards out of thine house,"
he commands his son, "which
is a vice impairing health, con-

suming much, and makes no
show. I never heard praise
ascribed to the drunkard, but
the well -bearing his drink;
which is a better commenda-
tion for a brewer's horse or a

drayman than for either a

gentleman or a serving-man."
But it is Sir Matthew Hale
who condemns the bottle with
the weightiest eloquence; and
his vast experience gave him a

better right to be heard than
the fadmongers who have ever

since been attempting hastily
to sum up a half-argued case.
"
By a due observation," says

Sir Matthew, one of the wisest

judges that ever sat on a bench,
" I have found that if the mur-
ders and manslaughters, the

burglaries and robberies, the
riots and tumults, the adult-

eries, fornications, rapes, and
other great enormities that
have happened during my judi-

cature, were divided into five

parts, four of them have been
the issues and products of ex-
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cessive drinking at taverns or

ale-house meetings." Thus
with a perfect unanimity the

wiseacres of the seventeenth

century pronounced the doom
of drunkenness. They pro-
nounced it in vain. The vice

remains to plague alternate

generations with violence and

gout.
As regards dress, too, the

most of them are of a like

mind. They adopt as their

own the motto of Polonius
"
rich, not gaudy." Says

Francis Osborn, in his best

manner,
" Wear your clothes

neat, exceeding rather than

coming short of others of like

fortune ;
a charge borne out

by acceptance wherever you
come

; therefore spare all other

ways rather than prove de-

fective in this." The Earl of

Bedford is in perfect agree-
ment with Francis Osborn.
"A garment," he thinks,
"must be fit, plain, and rich,

useful and fashionable. I

should not have advised you
to such a regard of your out-

side, the most trifling part of

man, did I not know how much
the greatest part of the world
is guided by it, and what not-

able advantages are gained
thereby, even upon some very
wise men." Sir Walter Raleigh,
being an idealist, and prizing

chiefly adventure and the

things of the spirit, is of a

contrary opinion. He indeed
set small store by clothes, and

poured his fiercest scorn upon
the pageants and shows of life.
" Exceed not," he adjures his

son, "in the humour of rags
and bravery, for these will soon

wear out of fashion
;
but money

in thy purse will ever be in

fashion
;

and no man is es-

teemed for gay garments but

by fools and women." This is

a hard saying, and experience
gives it the lie. If they are

fools who judge by the outside,

they are still in a vast majority,
and man is callously unmind-
ful of his destiny when he for-

gets that he is a clothes-peg as

well as a philosopher.
Zealous as our moralists are

in the pursuit of good manners
and in the praise of virtue,

they keep their eye fixed firmly

upon the main chance. There
is a worldliness in their wisdom
which reminds us pleasantly
that honour and policy are

closely related. It is not for

its own sake that they love

virtue. They see as well as

another that it is a valuable

asset. Their cynicism neither

sleeps nor forgets. They are

the Machiavellis of the home.
If they do not expect their sons

to govern states, they urge
them to win the favour of those

that do. " Be sure to keep
some great man thy friend,"

says Burleigh, "but trouble

him not for trifles. Compli-
ment him often with many yet
small gifts, and of little charge."
Even Hale is curious concern-

ing the gifts which men might
make to him whose protection

they hope to gain. The present,
he says, should "be not too

costly, nor such as is in danger
to be quickly forgotten ; but

the present to be small, and
such as may have continuance
and be always in view, as some

slight picture, or a staff, or a
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book." This comes very near
to cunning, and he who fol-

lowed all the injunctions of

all the worldly fathers whose

practical wisdom is set before

us, would certainly not fail of

prosperity. Francis Osborn
would have his son waste

nothing, not even his blood in

his country's cause. " Nurse
not ambition with your own
blood

"
this is one of his

maxims. And Lord Burleigh
travels yet farther on the road
which leads from patriotism.
"
Neither, by my consent," he

declares,
" shalt thou train up

thy sons in war; for he that
sets up his rest to live by that

profession can hardly be an
honest man or a good Christian.

Besides, it is a science no longer
in request than use. For soldiers

in peace are like chimneys in

summer."
So with a consistent hope of

self-interest, the Earl of Bed-

ford, perhaps the wisest of the

counsellors, persuades his son,
if he has a mind to oblige

any person, to propose to

him in conversation " such
a subject as you know he
is skilled in." And Francis

Osborn, with a spice of mean-
ness, urges his son to extend
his liberality at the first

coming, where he never means
to return. " For what you
give at parting," says he, "is

quite lost." It is not in these

words that we shall find the
secret of open-hearted gener-

osity; and we do not believe

that the honest Peacham
would have written them.
But they are characteristic of

their writer and their century,
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCIII.

and their constant recurrence

vividly illustrates the swift

decline of the romantic spirit.

Success was worshipped as

devoutly under the Stuarts as

it is worshipped to-day, and
the common ambition was to

arrive at eminence by the

briefest route. " Strive to be

a scholar and a gentleman,"
said Peacham, who was a

belated Elizabethan. " Follow
not the tedious practice of such
as seek wisdom only in learn-

ing," wrote Osborn, and be-

tween these two utterances lies

the great gulf which separates

prudence from greatness.
In many respects these

masters of courtesy and wis-

dom resemble the pedagogues
of to-day. In two points the

difference is complete. The
favourite pastimes of modern
times are sport and travel.

The Englishman is at home
on his moor as the Frenchman
in his co/& Take a journey
to the very confines of the

earth and you shall not escape
the English traveller. But
in earlier times both sport
and travel lay under the ban
of contempt. Francis Osborn

speaks with absolute certitude.

Quoting Sir Philip Sidney,
who said that "next hunting
he liked hawking worst,"
Osborn adds this comment of

his own :
"
However, though

Sidney may have fallen into as

hyperbolical an extreme, yet
who can put too great a scorn

upon their folly that to bring
home a rascal deer, or a few
rotten coneys, submit their

lives to the will or passion of

such as may take them."
2 E
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"Rascal deer" and "rotten

coneys
"

are the clearest proof
of prejudice. But it may be

remembered that Osborn's

view of sport is also Chester-

field's, who told his son to eat

game, but not to be his own
butcher and kill it; and that

our modern passion is but a

wholesome revival, after two
hundred years, of the worthy
practice of our remoter ancest-

ors. Strange as this view of

sport appears, still stranger is

the picture of travel presented
to us by Osborn and Burleigh.
To them foreign countries were
but forcing-houses of sedition

and infamy. Though they
were not sufficiently patriotic
to take up arms and die in

England's defence, they still

supported England against the

world as the home of beauty
and good counsel. It was a

man's first duty, they thought,
to explore his native land.

They did not ask,
" What shall

he know of England who only
England knows ?

" For them

England did not need a stand-

ard of comparison. She stood

alone, and by herself. The rest

of Europe was inhabited by
barbarians, with whom the
smallest contact was a danger
if not a disgrace. Here are
the terms of Osborn's indict-

ment, which is oddly suited

to our modern ears: "Some
to starch a more serious face

upon wanton, impertinent, and
dear - bought vanity, cry up
travel as the best accomplisher
of youth and gentry, though
detected by experience in the

generality, for the greatest de-

baucher
; adding affectation

to folly, and atheism to the

curiosity of many not well

principled by education : such
wanderers imitating those fac-

tors of Solomon, that, together
with gold, returned apes and

peacocks." Burleigh's con-

demnation is briefer and yet
more violent. " And suffer not

thy sons," says he, "to pass
the Alps, for they shall learn

nothing there but pride, blas-

phemy, and atheism. And if

by travel they get a few
broken languages, that shall

profit them nothing more than
to have one meat served in

divers dishes." In this matter
of foreign travel there is a def-

inite cleavage between ancient

and modern, and for once the

moderns are in the right of

it. To travel with intelligence
is to double experience. To
know a foreign country as you
know your own is to live twice.

The old fear that the passage
of the Alps provokes to blas-

phemy has died an unlamented
death. The lessons of history
and letters which every coun-

try has to teach are at last

esteemed at their proper worth.

Better still, a general inter-

course has persuaded us and

foreign countries too that vari-

ations from our (and their)
norm of life are not ridiculous.

Even the vanity of the youth
who, two centuries ago, was
marked out from his fellows

because he had made the grand
tour, has been laughed almost

out of existence. He very
seldom returns to England
wearing a French hat and
an Italian coat. If he does,

he is brushed aside as very
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young or very foolish. At
the same time, the habit of

travel has bred one monster
the tourist of which the seven-

teenth century was happily

ignorant. The hasty tripper,
who spends so many weeks

every year in steamer or train,

oaring not whither they carry

him, who "does" Rome in a

day and Italy in a week, is

all our own. But he and his

antics mean no more than
that in every excellent way
there is some defect, and after

all he is a small price to pay
for the greatest pleasure which
this poor world can afford.

For the most part, however,
the Books of Courtesy teach

no lessons that are not comely
and urbane. And as we read

them we cannot but wonder
what methods of instruction

we shall reveal to future

generations. None, we fear,

in which our descendants
can take any pride. To-day
courtesy is out of fashion and
education means disgrace or

fanaticism. Our elementary
schools are but pits in which
Mr Stiggins may disport him-
self and exhibit the strength
of his muscles. Our univers-

ities are under a cloud, because

they still dare to fulfil the

purpose for which they were
established and endowed. But

they also may very soon suffer

a rude awakening. As the

Bishop of Birmingham re-

minded us the other day,
" the

working classes are now the

governing classes." That is

the sorrowful truth
;

but it

does not yet follow, in spite of

a hundred bishops, that there-

fore Oxford and Cambridge
should be the playground of

the working classes. The fact

that the working classes are

the governing classes is due to

the cowardice and acquiescence
of those who should know
better. England has accepted
the baleful principle of dem-

ocracy in the same way in

which the stupid gambler,
ignorant of public form and
horseflesh, decides which ani-

mal he shall back : she has
tossed up. Unable by her
wisdom to choose proper gov-
ernors, she has resorted to the

hazardous principle of counting
heads. But because heads now
stand for more than the brains,
which the best of them con-

tain, that is no reason why we
should follow the Bishop of

Birmingham in surrendering
our universities. We have re-

nounced our freedom. Shall we
renounce our learning also ?

In the argument of the

Bishop of Birmingham there

is a double confusion. In the

first place, unless these zealots

of democracy desire to level

down the whole fabric of Eng-
lish society, they are noisily

clamouring for that which is

already theirs. The univers-

ities of England are, and have

always been, the property of

the people. When anxious

prelates speak of making Ox-
ford and Cambridge "centres
of the intellectual aspirations
of every class," they are talking
nonsense. That is precisely
what Oxford and Cambridge
have been made from the very
day of their foundation. No
genuine scholar has ever been
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excluded by the circumstances

of his birth or fortune from
the privileges of our univers-

ities. We do not wish to

follow the Radicals, who are

the true snobs, into the pedi-

grees of our eminent professors;
but a very little research into

the history of Oxford and

Cambridge should convince the

most obstinate champion (or

toady) of the people that

learning is the sole standard

by which candidates are meas-
ured and preferment given.
But in the recent agitation

which has been directed against
the universities justice is not
the plea. Revenge is what
our popular champions are

asking for. They are doing
their best to stir up strife.

Not only are the working
classes to be freely admitted
into Oxford and Cambridge,
but all other classes are to be
excluded. The idle -rich, we
are told, have no right to the
education afforded by the uni-

versities, even though they do
not disturb the honest work-

ing man, and though they
make his passage to a degree
easier by the money which

they bring to the university
chest. And if the idle -rich

are in disgrace, the indus-

trious-rich are not more highly
esteemed. They are to be ex-

cluded from the honours and

privileges of Oxford and Cam-
bridge because they can afford

to do without them. The only
conclusion, then, at which we
can arrive, is that the modern
democrat pleads not for the
admission of the industrious
son of the working class into

the university, for he has never
been excluded, but for the ad-

mission of him who is both
idle and stupid. The one

qualification necessary for a
scholar seems to be poverty.
And the argument upon which
the claim is based is more
absurd even than the quali-
fication. We are to give the

working classes a free and

ample education, because they
govern us. And it is the first

article in the creed of democ-

racy that ignorance is the one
and only efficient weapon of

government.
And this brings us to the

second confusion which under-

lies the argument of the Bishop
of Birmingham. He would
send his governors to Oxford
and Cambridge, and he does

not appear to understand that

the very act of sending them
thither deposes them from their

throne of tyranny. They
would not use the education

of a university to strengthen
their class, but to get out of

it. Nothing is more certain

than that the working man
who takes a degree in arts or

science ceases to be a working
man. The atmosphere of the

place, the acquired knowledge,
the liberal interchange of ideas,

make him dissatisfied with the

fustian which is accepted by
such persons as Mr Grayson
(to whom, by the way, we owe
a debt of profound gratitude),
and inculcate a humility alto-

gether dissonant from the vul-

gar pretence of government.
And even if the universities

are brought down to the level

of secondary schools, their
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curriculum, we imagine, must
still be literary or scientific.

They are not equipped for the

proper training of the work-

ing class. They have not yet
professors of masonry or shoe-

making. And it is certain

that, for good or evil, a dis-

cursive education instantly and

always converts the arrogant
proletarian into a reasonable,
and even into a modest, citizen,

who would be obviously dis-

qualified from sending his son
to a working class university.
In other words, we are reduced
to this absurdity, that no man
who has ever passed the ex-

aminers of Oxford and Cam-

bridge shall be permitted to

urge his son along the path
which he has travelled him-
self. Education, therefore, in

the democratic sense, must be

an affair of a single generation.
It is not an amiable prospect.

The dog does not look his best

when he growls in the manger.
It is not a serious prospect.
The return of one Socialist to

Parliament need not dislocate

the intelligence of the world.

England has not lost her

power of reaction, and a happy
fate is fast driving her gov-
ernors on to the rocks of ruin.

It is not, then, the moment
to forget that an extended
franchise long ago divided

wisdom and government, and

that, even though the destinies

of our country depend upon the

hazard of an empty head, pol-
itics touches only the fringe of

life. Despite the Bishop of

Birmingham and Mr Grayson,
we may still cultivate our

garden, and reflect that the

revived traditions of another
and an urbaner age will outlive

the strife of warring classes

and jealous demagogues
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THE HOUSE OF LOEDS AND MINISTERIAL TACTICS.

As nobody ever believed that

Parliament would be pro-

rogued on the 24th of August,
so probably none will be sur-

prised to hear that it was sit-

ting on the 28th. If its linger-

ing agonies were painful to

behold, they were nevertheless

highly instructive, as witness-

ing the consummation to which
the course of events has been

tending throughout the session.

The discussion of important
measures which was refused by
the Government in the House
of Commons has now devolved

upon the House of Lords, to

whom it appears we must look

in future for that freedom of

debate to which the popular
Chamber seems to be wholly
indifferent if not actually
hostile.

By the middle of the second
week in August the leaders of

the Opposition had decided on
the course to be adopted with

regard to the three great
measures to which the Govern-
ment stood pledged. The
Evicted Tenants Bill should
be allowed to pass, with im-

portant amendments, but not

such, it was hoped, as would
cause the loss of the Bill.

The English Small Holdings
Bill should also be passed, with
amendments of a slighter
character. But the Scottish
Small Landholders Bill must

undergo such drastic treat-

ment as to make it more than
doubtful whether it could
survive the operation.
The Evicted Tenants Bill

was read a third time in the

House of Lords on the 16th

of August, and the English
Small Holdings Bill in the

House of Commons on the

same day. The t'wo most im-

portant amendments in the

former were directed, the one

to placing some check on the

arbitrary and unlimited power
intrusted to the Estates Com-
missioners created by the Bill,

the other to the protection
of the "new tenants," some-

times called the planter
tenants, whom it was abso-

lutely necessary to rescue from
the dangerous position in

which they were placed by
the Government. As the Bill

stood, Commissioners were em-

powered to seize any land they
chose, to fix their own price
for it, and to turn out the

sitting tenants at their own
goodwill and pleasure. Lord
Atkinson's amendment, to

which Lord Crewe assented

with very ill grace, gave
an appeal from the Estates

Commissioners to the Court
of King's Bench or to the

judge of assize in that county.
The new tenants are those

settled on the farms vacated

by the evicted tenants. Many
of them are eminently respect-
able farmers, who have occupied
their holdings for twelve or

fifteen years, who have paid
their rent punctually, and who
came forward at a very serious

crisis, and at some danger to

themselves, to serve the cause

of law and order. These men
were now to be turned out to

make way for the members of
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a conspiracy which had tried

to make Ireland a desert. The
farms were to be given back
to the evicted tenants, mem-
bers of a seditious conspiracy,
and loyalty was to be punished
in order to reward treason.

Lord Kobertson's admirable

speech secured for his amend-
ment exempting these new
tenants from the operation of

the Act a majority of 115.

Lord Lansdowne, in a very
earnest and dignified speech on
the third reading, hoped that
the Government would recog-
nise the claims which these men
had upon them in the names
of both justice and honour.
Lord Robertson warned the
House that the expropriation
of the new tenants savoured

strongly of a vindictive measure
forced upon the Government
by the Nationalists.

The Scottish Small Land-
holders Bill came up for second

reading in the Lords on the
13th. The Scottish Peers had
been in consultation on the
Bill for some days previously.

Many of them were in favour
of its summary rejection; but
in deference to the advice of

Lord Lansdowne, they agreed
on the alternative which on
the second night of the debate

completely took the Govern-
ment by surprise. The secret

had been well kept. Though
seventy or eighty Peers were
in it, not a hint of it had
leaked out

;
and when Lord

Lansdowne moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate till after

the English Small Holdings
Bill had been considered by
their lordships, the Ministerial

leaders were thunderstruck.
This was not what they

wanted at all. They were in

hopes that the Opposition
would throw out the Bill, and
after the powerful and brilliant

speeches of Lord Balfour of

Burleigh and Lord Rosebery
they might have been excused
for expecting it. But more of

this presently. There were
reasons for the course pursued
which were not without their

weight. The Lords were in

favour, with some slight amend-
ments perhaps, of those clauses

which benefited the crofters

in the crofter counties, and
should the Bill be thrown out
these clauses must go with it.

In the second place, it was

thought that what might ap-

pear to be a conciliatory atti-

tude on the part of the Peers
would have a good effect on

public opinion, and that if the

Bill did ultimately perish it

would be seen that the Peers

had done all that they hon-

estly could do to avert such

a catastrophe.
In the July 'Maga' we ex-

amined the Scottish Bill with
some care, and we need not go
over the whole ground again,
or specify in detail all the

flagrant instances of injustice
and dishonesty with which it

teems. But to the speeches in

which these were exposed in

all their naked deformity, with
a power and an eloquence sel-

dom surpassed in either House
of Parliament, we must devote
a little more space. The two

nights' debate of August 13
and 14 was indeed worthy of

the palmiest days of the House
of Lords, and proves to the

public what material we still

have to rely upon in any great
national emergency. Lord Bal-
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four of Burleigh moved a res-

olution which, if not exactly
tantamount to a declaration

against the second reading,
had that issue practically

wrapped up in it. His two

points of attack were the

Land Court proposed by the

present Bill and the dual

ownership created by it. The
Land Court sitting in Edin-

burgh was to be the supreme
tribunal : under this were the

Agricultural Commissioners,
one of whom was to be a
" Commissioner for Small

Holdings," and his business

was to ferret out, or manu-
facture, demands, and report
them to his colleagues, who
will then make the necessary
application to the Land Court.
This Paul Pry system, it seems
to us, is one of the worst feat-

ures of the Bill : actually em-

ploying a Government official

to act as a kind of spy over

every estate in the kingdom,
and create discontent when he
does not find it already exist-

ing ! The necessity for some
such assistance is evident in

order to bolster up the Gov-
ernment case. Lord Balfour
said of the Lowlands of Scot-

land, what we are convinced
is to a large extent true of

England, that there was no
real or extensive demand for

small holdings. If that is

true, the Government, of

course, have to make one.

Evidence of such a want must
be forthcoming, however it is

obtained, or whatever its

value. "Hope I don't in-

trude," says the Commissioner
of Small Holdings to the in-

dignant landlord, and forth-
with proceeds to concoct the

grievances required. This is

the way in which litigation is

promoted by the lowest class

of attorneys, from whom Gov-
ernment seem to have taken a

lesson. As a remedy for town

congestion, said Lord Balfour,
it was "a pill for an earth-

quake." And Lord Rosebery,
Mr Balfour, and Mr Master-

man, the last a known author-

ity on the subject, said prac-

tically the same thing.
Lord Balfour concluded a

very able and powerful address

by declaring that unless the

Land Court and dual owner-

ship were abandoned, the Bill

would have his "
undying

and relentless hostility." Dual

ownership is in itself a bar to

all agricultural improvement,
for neither tenant nor landlord

is likely to spend money on im-

proving what is not his own
or what is liable to be taken

away from him at any given
moment. The existing Scot-

tish system had made, he said,

Scottish agriculture the ad-

miration of the world
; it held

the highest place in the estima-

tion of all scientific men, while
the crofter system held the

lowest, and it was now pro-

posed that the best should

be supplanted by the worst.

Lord Balfour brought out

this point very strongly.
Another objection, too, which

has been less generally observed,
and to which he called pointed
attention, is the intolerable state

of uncertainty and suspense in

which it would keep every
landlord in Scotland. "No-

body would know from day to

day when applications would
be made, and to what extent

slices would be taken off a
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farm; confidence would be de-

stroyed; and, what is of the
utmost importance, the rota-

tion of crops would be thrown
out of gear for years by the
reduction of the holding."
Imagine a state of things in

which a landed proprietor
holds an estate subject to the
demands of an absolute and

irresponsible tribunal which

may at any time, and appar-
ently on very short notice,
seize some of the best parts
of it, enter on possession, and
send workmen to adapt it for

the occupation of a new
tenant of whom the owner
knows nothing whatever !

Lord K/osebery commenced
by saying, what is undoubtedly
quite true, that the House of

Lords know much more about
land than the House of Com-
mons. Yet that very know-

ledge is imputed to them as
a crime : they are " children
of wrath," and both as Peers
and Landlords they are re-

garded with suspicion, and
excite the irritation of a large
number of "our otherwise

well-meaning fellow-creatures."
The House of Lords, indeed !

What good thing can come
out of it? His Lordship said

very justly that the changes
proposed in this Bill extend
far beyond the dimensions of

a landlord question, by rais-

ing imperial issues of the

highest importance : and the
Socialists themselves might
have taught us this. Their

programme is prompted by no

hostility to landlords as such,
but only to the system of land
tenure which they represent,
and this is decidedly an im-

perial question. Our national

greatness and prosperity have
hitherto gone hand-in-handwith
that system, and are supposed,

rightly or wrongly, to have
been largely indebted to it.

Whether this system shall be

maintained or subverted is no
mere class question. It con-

cerns the whole nation. But
the Radical party in their

present humour will only use

it as a stone wherewith to

pelt the Lords. And of that

Lord Rosebery was probably
aware, as he did not spend
much time on this particular

topic.

He, like Lord Balfour, ques-
tioned the existence of any
genuine demand for the pres-
ent Bill, and a large per-

centage of Scottish farmers,
in answer to questions ad-

dressed to them, replied that

they would much rather be
under the English Board of

Agriculture than under the

proposed Land Court. But he
looked at the whole question
more from a detached point of

view than Lord Balfour did.

How did the small -
holding

system answer in Denmark ?

How in America? How had
it formerly answered in Scot-

land itself ? He quoted against

Captain Sinclair the report of

his own Commissioners, who

brought back from their in-

quiries in Denmark an opinion

highly unfavourable to the

Scottish Bill. He showed
what a disastrous failure had
overtaken the system in New
York ;

and he reminded his

hearers that formerly in Scot-

land small holdings had been

rather the rule than the excep-

tion, and that they had only

disappeared before the advance
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of agricultural science and the

inexorable laws of political

economy.
He imagined to himself some

malignant angel contemplat-

ing in wrath "the prosperity
of Scotland, its spacious and
well-tilled fields, its magnificent
manufactures, and its general
contentment," and asking him-
self how was all this to be

destroyed ?

"Oh Hell ! what do mine eyes with

grief behold?"

and in search of some fitting
instrument for the purpose,
like Satan in Paradise, sud-

denly lighting on the Crofter

system. Ah, he is supposed to

say to himself, if we could only
spread this system all over

Scotland, we might in time
make it another Ireland.

Captain Sinclair's intentions

may be better than Satan's.

"But there is a place which
we are told is paved with good
intentions, and I do not pro-

pose that that place shall be

my native country of Scot-
land." His lordship drew an

indignant comparison between
the treatment of Scotland and
the treatment of England by
the Government. In England
the local authorities were re-

spected and trusted, and were

charged with the administra-
tion of the law. In Scotland

they were treated as unworthy
of any confidence whatever,
were excluded from all share
in the management of agri-
cultural transactions, and were
thrust on one side that Scot-
land might be treated "like a
Crown colony, and despotically
governed by an Edinburgh
Board." His lordship con-

cluded a speech of humorous

irony, and bristling with

points, by saying,
" I will not

be a party in any way, direct

or indirect, to the introduction

into the healthy body of Scot-

land of the poisonous bacillus

of the Irish agrarian system."
When the debate was re-

sumed on Wednesday, Lord
Lansdowne summed up the

Opposition case with a clear-

ness and conciseness from
which the public at large may
learn all they require to know
of the general character of the

Bill. We have already stated

why the adjournment of the

debate was thought preferable
to rejecting it on the spot,
the Opposition would give the

Government another chance.

When the English Small Hold-

ings Bill had been disposed of

by the Peers, they would re-

sume consideration of the Scot-

tish Bill, better prepared to

make their final proposals for

the amendment of the latter

on the model of the former.

When Lord Lansdowne con-

cluded by moving the adjourn-
ment of the debate for this

purpose, the consternation of

the Government may be

imagined. But the motion
was carried by a majority of

162 to 39. The Opposition
Peers were doubtless in a posi-
tion to know whether it was
or was not absolutely hopeless
that the Government would

accept their amendments. Lord
Balfour admitted that the

hope was a very faint one, but

he would not abandon it till

the eleventh hour had passed.
The Ministerial Peers were
full of wrath. Lord Tweed-
mouth relieved his feelings by
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a short but passionate declam-

ation, in which he gave an

opening to his adversary, as

people in a passion often do,
for pricking him, with a telling
taunt not calculated to allay
his irritation. He said the

course adopted by the Opposi-
tion was unprecedented. Lord

Rosebery thought that the

Government lived by the viola-

tion of precedents. And on
the following day in the House
of Commons, speaking on the

English Bill, Sir H. Campbell-
Bannerman made a boast of it.

We are about, he said, to pass
" the most ambitious and the

greatest change in the agri-
cultural system of this country
that any country has put for-

ward in recent times." Most

people would say that this

could hardly be done without
some violation of precedent.
But a few sentences farther
down he gave himself away.
The precedent afforded by the

existing British land system he

studiously ignores. "It is almost

unique," he says, "on the face
of the earth." He omits the

important fact that it is also

the most productive on the
face of the earth. He like-

wise totally ignores the fact

that the British agricultural

peasantry are in all material

points as well off as any other

peasantry in the world, if not
indeed much better.

We must now call attention
to a statement which, in speak-
ing of the Scottish Bill, Sir

Henry Campbell - Bannerman
let fall, we should think, rather

inadvertently, since it implies
a contempt for one of the most

important principles which
holds society together, and has

been upheld by all writers on

political philosophy or social

progress. We mean, the selec-

tion of the fittest. The Prime
Minister thinks it one great
merit of the Bill that it will

deprive the landlord of all

power of selection. He is

neither to promote the best

men nor to get rid of the

worst. And this is what Sir

Henry calls "security" for the

tenant ! We like not such

security. It means security
for indolence, incompetence,
and self-indulgence, and no

premium on industry, skill,

and self-denial. The Bill, in

fact, strikes at the root of all

moral relations between land-

lord and tenant, and, by a

strange corruption of Liberal-

ism, eliminates from among
the conditions which should

determine a man's rise in life

perhaps the most important
of all, namely, character.

Sir Henry said he did not

wish to threaten the House of

Lords, and it would not matter
much if he did. But it was

amusing to find him dilating
on the responsibility which the

House of Lords would incur if

they made substantial altera-

tions in so delicate a piece of

machinery as the English Small

Holdings Bill. It is singular
how blind some men can be

to the mote in their own eye.
Was no responsibility incurred

.by the authors of the Bill

themselves ? Is it nothing to

introduce " the greatest and
most ambitious change" in a

great national industry that

any country has recently put
forward, in the light-hearted
manner that the present Gov-
ernment has deemed not un-
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worthy of it ? Does no re-

sponsibility rest on the heads
of those who introduce so

sweeping a change as this into

a long -settled system, under
which British agriculture has

outstripped in productiveness

every nation in the world, in

order only to gratify a par-
ticular clique of supporters,
without any sufficient evidence
of its real necessity ?

Immediately after the div-

ision in the House of Lords
on the second reading of the
Scottish Bill, it was asked
whether Government would

drop it. The amendments
sketched out by Lord Lans-
downe were likely, it was
thought, to have practically
the same effect

;
and some said,

If we know that the Govern-
ment will not accept our amend-
ments, what is the use of

wasting time over them ? The
Bill as originally introduced
was practically dead after the
Lords' debate on the second

reading. But as there were
those who thought that there

might be some sparks of life

still left in it, and that it would
be a pity to bury it alive, the

following amendments were

adopted : The Land Court to

be struck out
;
no separate

Agricultural Department for

Scotland
; dual ownership to

be abolished
;
and the acquisi-

tion of land to be placed on the
same footing as in the English
Bill. If these amendments
were accepted, the English Bill

might be so altered as to make
it applicable to Scotland, and
the crofter clauses in the Scot-
tish Bill would form a separate
Act by themselves.
The Government, however,

declined the compromise, and
on the 21st, just a week after

the debate on Lord Balfour of

Burleigh's motion, the Marquis
of Eipon announced in the

House of Lords that the Bill

would not be proceeded with.

The Opposition regretted the

loss of the crofter clauses.

But it was absolutely neces-

sary to arrest the further

spread of the Irish system
which the agrarian revolution

would fain extend to all parts
of Great Britain, and to oppose
a firm front to the doctrine of

land nationalisation which the

Socialists at the back of the

Government are bent upon
establishing. The Government
was compelled to bow to them,
and a measure containing many
salutary provisions was sacri-

ficed to the inexorable demands
of the Destructive group who
hold its fate in their hands.

Of course the Government
will try to shift the responsi-

bility on to the House of Lords.

But they will find that very
difficult, for more reasons than
one. In the first place, the

Marquis of Bipon was evi-

dently prepared to go into

Committee on the Bill after

the second reading had been

passed. This he announced
after hearing Lord Lansdowne's
statement at 4.30 on Thursday
afternoon, the 22nd. At 11.30

the same evening he was

obliged to retire from this

engagement, and to inform
their lordships that the Bill

was now withdrawn. Had the

House gone into Committee the

crofter clauses might have
been saved, and a much coveted

and oft - promised boon con-

ferred upon the Highlands.
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Why was this not done ? Re-

ferring to the speeches of Sir

H. Campbell-Bannerman and
Mr Balfour on the following

day, we find only one reason

for it, which was rightly de-

scribed by Mr Balfour as

ridiculous. The Prime Minister

said there was no time to

settle which were crofter

counties and which were not.

Considering, as Mr Balfour

pointed out, the pace at which

equally important measures
have been hurried through
Parliament this session, we
must look elsewhere for the

real explanation.
But even supposing that

this was the true one, what a

confession to make ! Because
there was no time to distinguish
between patients who were suf-

fering from one disorder and
those who were suffering from

another, therefore the same
medicine was to be given indis-

criminately to all of them. Mr
Bob Sawyer, under the press-
ure of difficulties, abandoned
his practice because, being
short of drugs, he would have
been obliged to give his patients
calomel all round, and it would
have been sure to disagree
with some of them. Now this

is just exactly what the Prime
Minister has done. Having no
time to apply special remedies
to a particular disease, he has

lumped it up with others call-

ing for quite a different treat-

ment, and dozed them all

alike. He gave calomel all

round, and it has disagreed
with some of them.
That he need not have done

it is evident. It is quite un-

true that the crofter members
in general wanted the whole

Bill, and would not have wel-

comed a separate measure for

themselves. When the Prime
Minister talks about "honesty,"
he should look at home. Be-
fore the session began, a letter

was written by Mr Weir,

speaking for other crofter

members besides himself, to

the Secretary for Scotland

apropos of the late Bill, which
concludes with these words :

"I feel that, although the Bill

might be passed without difficulty if

applied to the Highlands only, the
different conditions which prevail
between Highlands and Lowlands

open such wide opportunities for dis-

cussion that I fear considerable diffi-

culty will be experienced in passing
it without amendments such as would

seriously minimise its value to the

Highland crofting counties. Having
carefully considered all the circum-

stances, I am constrained to suggest
that the Highland crofting counties,
where the needs are so urgent, should
be dealt with without further delay,
and that the rest of Scotland should
be made subject to a separate
measure."

Another letter has quite re-

cently been written to the same
effect. Thus it is perfectly
certain that a number of the

crofter members saw no par-
ticular good in extending the

crofter system to the rest of

Scotland, nor any great harm
to the rest of Scotland in being
made " the subject of a separ-
ate measure." Now that Mr
Weir's forecast has been justi-
fied by events, Sir H. Campbell-
Bannerman can still come down
to the House of Commons and

praise the disinterested mag-
nanimity of the crofter mem-
bers "who are not desirous of

receiving any advantage for

themselves at the cost of the

rest of their countrymen."
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They were perfectly willing
to do so before the session

began, knowing, of course, that
" the cost

" was nothing at

all, and that the rest of their

countrymen would be none the

worse for a separate Bill deal-

ing with them on different

lines. But the Prime Minister,

by an adroit appeal to their

feelings, makes it appear that

they are of one mind with

himself, and compels them,

though grievously disappointed
with the result, to declare that

they prefer it. To take this

mean and ungenerous advan-

tage of party loyalty is to

strain it to the very utmost,
and we should doubt if even
the personal popularity of Sir

Henry Campbell - Bannerman
will altogether shield him from
the consequences. However, he
has had his way for the mo-
ment. The object of the

Government, as Mr Balfour

said, and as everybody knows,
was to pick a quarrel with
the House of Lords ; and

though, thanks to Lord Lans-

downe, it has been somewhat

spoiled in the picking, still

there it stands. And though
the Government have been un-
able to conceal its real char-

acter from Parliament and the
more educated section of the

public, it will probably serve

its purpose during the autumn

campaign, when Ministerial

speakers are likely to be short

of topics.
We now come to the last

Bill upon our list, the English
Small Holdings Bill, which was
read a second time in the House
of Lords on the 19th August,
amid many expressions of good-
will, though the Government

were warned at the same time
that they were not going to

have a walk over. Accordingly,
when the House went into

Committee amendments were
carried enlarging the powers
of the County Councils, con-

fining the reports of the

inquiry officers to actual de-

mands for small holdings,

striking out the words "pros-
pective" or probable, guard-
ing against payment of these

officials, providing that draft

schemes approved by the Board
of Agriculture should be laid

before Parliament, and em-

powering local authorities to

create owners as well as

tenants. The Government ap-
pear to have quite thrown
over the old Liberal shibbo-

leth, the "magic of property,"
which was to " make the desert

blossom as the rose," and
treat it as an antiquated
superstition. Lord Carrington
made a great show of author-
ities in favour of tenancy as

against ownership. But he
omitted to mention that where
the labourers prefer tenancy it

is because they dislike paying
down the deposit that would
be required of them if they
bought their holdings, but that

otherwise the majority of them
would much rather become
owners than tenants. Lord
Onslow's Report fully bears

out this view, and decides in

favour of it. Lord Onslow

thought, perhaps, that Govern-
ment were afraid of peasant
proprietors turning out strong
Tories and Tariff Reformers,
and indeed less likely things
have happened. Sir E.

Strachey said that the Bill

gave an opportunity for^J
both
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ownership and hiring. But
Lord Onslow, who is perhaps
the greatest authority on the

subject in the House, said

he could see nothing whatever
in the Bill to favour the crea-

tion of ownerships. The Gov-
ernment dared not do any-

thing to favour the principle
of property. The Bill, in this

respect, is simply a sop to

Socialism.

The Prime Minister claims

for his Bill that it combines
boldness and breadth with so

much delicacy and complexity,
that the slightest touch would

disorganise it. We do not very
well understand how he can
reconcile these attributes with
each other. A measure that

is bold and broad ought not to

be so sensitive to criticism as

to collapse at the first breath of

censure. However, Sir Henry
will probably find that he has
overrated the tenderness of his

offspring, and that it can bear
a few excisions without bleed-

ing to death.

The Lords introduced some

very salutary amendments into

the English Small Holdings
Bill. Draft schemes were to

be laid before Parliament
; the

option of selling instead of

leasing was given to land-

lords; fuller powers were
accorded to the local author-
ities. And with regard to

allotments, we were glad to

see the tardy recognition of the
difference between allotments
and small holdings. How the
confusion between the two,
noticed by Lord Lansdowne,
could ever have arisen in the
mind of any one only moder-

ately acquainted with the sub-

ject it is difficult to understand.

But Lord St Aldwyn's pro-

posal to reduce the size of an
allotment from five acres, as

proposed in the present Bill, to

one acre, the original limit, and
Lord Galway's amendment to

prevent the erection of build-

ings on allotments, are both in

the right direction. ' Maga
'

has never ceased from trying
to impress upon the public the

essential difference between the

two things. We pointed out

last July that by the present
Bill allotments were turned
into small holdings, and now
at last the House of Lords has
come to the same conclusion.

Lord Robertson's amendment
gave an appeal from the Board
of Agriculture to a court of

law in case the Board should
take land in violation of the

Act. By another amendment
"the home farm" was in-

cluded among the exempted
lands ; and we could wish that
some similar exemption had
been accorded to the "home
close," which is much coveted
for allotments by some agrar-
ian zealots whose clamour im-

poses too often on people as

ignorant as themselves.

The amendments to both the
Evicted Tenants Bill and the

English Small Holdings Bill

were to be discussed in the
House of Commons on Mon-

day, the 26th, and the Scottish
Land Values Bill in the Lords
on same date, but too late for

the result to be considered in

the present article.

It remains only to notice the

parting shots fired off by Mr
Asquith and Mr Haldane, who
apparently thought anything
good enough for a garden-
party, and did not hesitate to
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pour forth again the stale, old,

stupid trash of which even the

present House of Commons has

almost grown ashamed. That
the will of the people must

ultimately prevail nobody has

ever denied. Only one thing
is necessary, that we should

first know what it is. This

is what the House of Lords
enables us to learn

;
and when

it is not known already, en-

sures our recognition of it by
an appeal to the people them-
selves. If Mr Haldane will

kindly tell us where in the

depths of his constitutional

learning he has found any
great "constitutionalist" who
will contradict this statement,
the sooner he does so the

better, both for his own sake
and that of his party. It is

difficult to say which was the

sillier of the two, Mr Haldane
or Mr Asquith ;

or rather, per-

haps, which insulted his aud-

ience the more grossly by pre-

suming them ignorant of such
familiar truths. As for Mr
Winston Churchill and the

battle of Bannockburn, he
seems to have taken up the

mantle of " the inspired school-

boy."
The Session of 1907 was to

close on Wednesday the 28th,
and Ministers might be all the

happier could they forget that
it had ever existed. Their
three principal measures have
been failures, partial or com-

plete. Their Irish Bill has
not satisfied the Nationalists

;

their English Bill has not satis-

fied the Socialists
;
and their

Scottish Bill has satisfied no-

body. But if Ministers have not
succeeded in legislation, they
may flatter themselves that

they have turned their reverses
to good account ; and that in

the effect of their " tactics
"

they may find compensation for

the defeat or mutilation of their

measures. They will be dis-

appointed. But it is very likely
that Sir H. Campbell-Banner-
man consoles himself with this

reflection. He must win, he

may have thought, either way.
If he carried his Bills, he could

point to them as evidence of

his ability and sincerity. If

the Lords threw them out, he
could make capital out of a

quarrel with the Peers. And
it is commonly believed that

he thought more of this result

than of the other. But what
are we to say of a Minister

who can play such a game as

this, and affect righteous in-

dignation at the rejection of

measures which were framed
on purpose to provoke it ? It

is quite clear now that he has
made a compact with the

Radicals and Socialists, and
that in one way or another he
must pay the price for their

support. How can any think-

ing man believe the country
to be safe under such a Min-
ister as this? And is it not

time for all such men as

prefer the welfare of the

nation to the triumph of a

party, to combine against a

movement of which the Prime
Minister is not ashamed to be

the leader, and save Society
from ruin, as twenty years

ago they saved the Empire?
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CHAPTER I.

IT was an April morning in

the Irish town of Waterford;
beyond the suburbs, the grass

lay thick and green upon the

country - side in the virgin
freshness of the spring, and
the chestnuts glinted with the

delicate sheen of bursting
leaves ;

but in the streets, the

dust of March was whirling to

the April breeze, powdering
the narrow byways with a

cloak of grey, eddying in a
mad dance along the open
spaces.

Portion of this dusty, char-

acteristic, sparsely - populated
town is dedicated to business

the business of the shops;
a second and more important

portion of it is given over to

the quays, from whence a

constant traffic is carried on
with the hereditary enemy,
England ;

while a third part,
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCIV.

that holds itself aloof from

commerce, is to be reckoned
as half residential, half pro-
fessional. It is to this third

quarter that the eye of the

story-seeker must turn on this

April morning ;
for it is here,

in Lady Lane, a thorough-
fare as long and narrow as

a Continental street, composed
of tall old houses with square-

paned windows and mysterious
hall doors giving entry to vast
and rambling interiors, that

the story, comedy or tragedy,
is to find its stage; here, in

the dining-room of one of the
flat -fronted houses, that the
student of human nature is

to take his first glance at

Stephen Carey hero, so far

as middle-class Irish life pro-
duces heroes, of the anticipated
romance.
A man's room, one would

2F
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have said at half a glance,

moreover, the room of a man
self-made ! There was no art,

no beauty suggested or dis-

played ;
but there was comfort

of a solid kind in the fire that

burned ruddily in the grate,
and in the breakfast-table that

stood awaiting occupation. A
man's room, although a closed

workbasket stood on the side-

board, and the china on the

table indicated breakfast for

two !

And this first impression was
correct

;
for if the title of man

be won by work, by patience,

by a spirit that holds firm in

face of great odds, then Carey's
room was unquestionably the

property of a man
;
for he had

carved his own path to worldly
success, hewing it from the

rough material by days of toil

and nights of thought.

Carey was a type, a type
of that middle class which by
right of strength has formed
its huge republic, and spread
like a net over civilisation

invincible, indispensable as the

vast machines from which it

has sucked its power. It is as

parent of this new republic that

the nineteenth century will go
down to futurity ; and it is from
the core of this new republic,
virile in its ambition, tyrannical
in its moral code, jealous of its

hard-won supremacy, that we
have garnered such men as

Carey the men of steel drawn
from the great workshops, tem-

pered, filed, polished to fit the

appointed place ; helping to

move the mighty engine of

which they are the atoms,
useless if cast out from its

mechanism.

There is no corner of the
civilised world over which the

ubiquitous army of this repub-
lic has not marched. Even in

countries where advance is

slowest and change most subtle

in its inroads even in Ireland,
where the people still instinct-

ively bend the knee to the

fetish of old name, and the

aristocrats, dwindling year by
year, hug their pride the closer

for decay this invasion of the

middle classes has become a

fact raised above denial. A
century ago the rich Irish

trader, the manufacturer, even
the lawyer or the doctor un-

less by chance he could produce
a pedigree held little place in

the social scheme ; but to-day
his grand-daughters flaunt it

with the best in the world of

sport and the vaster world of

education. True, the entry to

these new pastures is through
a gate that still stands barely

ajar and hangs upon rusty

hinges, but there is incentive

in the thought of a forced

passage, and the constant sight
of a social Mecca stirs this

section of a naturally indolent

community to unprecedented
action. For this, the well-to-

do shopkeeper gives his son a

profession; for this, the suc-

cessful doctor sends his boys
to an English university; for

this, the mother of a large

family stints and saves to edu-

cate her daughters abroad.

It is not an exalted class : it

is a class held together by
material ambitions and com-
mon ideals. But it is a section

of society strong in its own
narrow purpose an outpost in

the great progress.
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From this class Stephen
Carey had come, as the new,

strong grass shoots up between
the cobble-stones of an ancient

street. His story was that of

many another Irishman the

story of a boyhood bred upon
false conceptions, and a youth
called upon before its time to

grapple with realities. The
eldest of seven brothers, he
was the son of a builder, a

man of dogged, taciturn

nature who had risen from

obscurity to a position of con-

sideration. Forty years ago
Barny Carey had been a well-

known figure in Waterford
commercial life, and there were
few of the older business men
who could not still recall his

large, pale face, his shock of

sandy hair, and his short, thick-

set figure invariably clothed

in an ill -
fitting frock - coat.

But despite the fact of a large

acquaintance, not one among
his fellow-townsmen could re-

call an intimacy with Barny :

there had been something
daunting in the man's reserve,

something deterring in his

proud, silent stubbornness that

had precluded friendship; and
not even the workmen by whose
toil he had mounted the ladder

of success, or the sons in whom
the very core of his heart cen-

tred, had known what it was
to hold him in affection.

Yet it was these sons these

seven sons on whom his whole
inarticulate nature had bent
and spent itself. There are

always these chinks in the

hard man's armour, and it is

the business of Fate to search

them out with cunning shafts.

For himself, Barny Carey had

madenosecret of the fact that he
was a common man, the son of

a mason, trained in his youth
to the mason's trade; he had

accepted it as a thing defined,

and had made no move to alter

or ignore it. But with his

sons it was to be a different

matter. His sons were to be

gentlemen !

This was his dream his

dream as he had worked in

his office, his dream as he had
watched his buildings rising

storey upon storey, monuments
to his success. Stephen
Stephen, the first-born was
to be a lawyer; the law had

always appealed to Barny as

something impressive and for-

midable, and his soul yearned
to see Stephen deal in justice
as he himself had once dabbled
in mortar and bricks ; Joseph,
the second son, was to be a

priest, for God had been gen-
erous to him, and he must
not grudge his offering to the

church; Tom, the third, was
to be an architect ; Barny, his

namesake, was to be a civil

engineer; Maurice was to go
into a bank, and Patrick to

sea
;

while for Frank, the

youngest, and the only one
who resembled his dead mother,
there was but one possible

career, being a seventh son,
he must, in pursuance of time-

honoured superstition, become
a doctor. So he had lived in

his schemes, taciturn and un-

loved, meting out education
with a liberal hand; and in

due time Stephen had been
articled to a solicitor, Joseph
had been sent to Maynooth,
and Tom had gone to Dublin
to study for his profession.
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Then it had been in the

very weaving of the plot
that the threads had tangled.
The tale of how a business,

apparently impregnable, can

be undermined by any one of

the contingencies that arise in

commerce is too long and too

immaterial to the story in

hand to be followed here. It

must suffice that one bad year
followed another, that money
had become scarcer, that Barny
Carey had been forced to draw

upon his reserves. At first his

dogged nature had refused to

see facts as they really were ;

then the gravity of the situa-

tion had gradually forced itself

home, and common-sense had

whispered that it would be

wiser to recall Tom and put
new blood into the business;
but the old narrow pride that

had become as the breath of

Barny's life had risen to scout

the suggestion and so had
come the beginning of the end.

Money had been needed
and still more money : he

might have borrowed, for his

credit in Waterford was good,
but here again the stubbornness
had been tyrannical. He had
never gone into debt, and he
would not begin in his old age !

So in pride and silence he had
taken the infinitely more risky
course, he had departed from
his previous scheme of safe

investment, and had begun to

speculate.
There is no need to describe

the first plunge and the first

failure
; the second plunge,

necessitated by the first, and
in turn the second failure : it

is depressing in its very com-

monness. All that really con-

cerns is that within two years

Barny Carey died, broken by
secret anxieties; and that

Stephen, just crossing the

threshold of life, woke from
the imaginary position of a

rich man's heir to the reality
of finding himself guardian to

six brothers, only one of whom
was self-supporting.
What Stephen did in that

tremendous crisis, rather what
he did in the long toilsome

years, when the actual crisis

was passed and the daily
burden was still to be carried,
is among the unwritten records

of heroism. In plain words, he
worked as men only work in

such circumstances as this,

garnering the spoils saved from
the wreck with a hand almost

miserly in its rigid severity,

stinting himself to the point of

penury that his brothers might
not turn back from their al-

lotted paths ;
and in his own

career struggling, struggling

unceasingly, turning an im-

passive face to the slaps
of fortune, grasping unques-
tioningly at every helping
hand.

Until now the story-seeker,

looking into his room at Lady
Lane, finds a man of thirty-

eight a citizen with a wife

and three children a solicitor

with a growing practice a

matured, controlled, successful

Stephen Carey, possessing but
one responsibility remaining
from the past Frank, the

youngest brother, the seventh

son, still studying medicine in

Paris in fulfilment of Barny
Carey's dream.
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CHAPTER II.

[The hour of nine was pro-
claimed by a clock somewhere
in the town

;
and a moment

after, the announcement was
made further patent by the

cessation of a dozen mass bells

that, for a quarter of an hour,
had been chiming from north
and south, east and west. In
this newly made silence the

door of the empty dining-room
in Lady Lane opened slowly,
to admit a servant carrying
a tray of eatables for the

prospective breakfast. She
entered the room in a leisurely,

easy fashion, moved forward to

the table, and, still holding
the tray, allowed her eyes to

wander to the window and
become riveted upon two

errand-boys, who had deliber-

ately set down their baskets
to play a game of marbles in

the narrow roadway. With
the calm absorption of the
born idler, she would have
remained indefinitely rooted to

the spot, regardless of the
boiled eggs and bacon that
were fast growing cold, but
that the sound of steps in

the hall outside brought her

forcibly back to the realisation

of duty. In obvious perturba-
tion she twisted round, almost

overbalancing the tray ; then,
with equal suddenness, she

gave a little gasp of relief.
"
Gracious, ma'am, I thought

you were the master !

"
she

explained. "I was just seein'

how them boys of Clery's do
be idlin' their time. Tis a

fright, surely !

"

The person addressed was

Mrs Stephen Carey Daisy
Carey, still possessed of the

pretty blue eyes and the pretty
fair hair that had found her a

bidder in the days when her

charms had been displayed in

the open market. She was
still attractive, still girlish in

face and figure, despite the five

years of domesticity and the

three babies in the nursery
upstairs ;

but it was a passive
attractiveness the sleek, un-

inspiring attractiveness of one
whose days are full of small

concerns, and who is obviously
content to shape the future on
the pattern of the past. Mov-

ing forward to the breakfast-

table, she seated herself in her
accustomed place, and picked

up two envelopes that lay upon
her plate.
"Are these all the letters,

Julia ?
"
she said. " I thought

I'd have got three."
" Them are all this mornin',

ma'am, except the master's.

I took him up seven with his

tea."
"
Oh, well, put the things on

the table ! And, Julia
"

"
What, ma'am ?"

" See that nurse gets her
breakfast soon, will you ?

Baby cried a lot last night,
and she didn't get much sleep.
She must want a cup of tea."

"All right, ma'am ! She can
come down now

;
I'll stop

above with the children."

"Oh, will you? That would
be awfully good of you !

Thanks very much !
"

"Not at all, ma'am! Why
wouldn't I?" Julia set down
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the breakfast things, paused
to straighten her cap, which

always drooped a little to one

side or the other, and departed,

closing the door behind her.

Left to herself, Daisy began
to open her letters. The action

was not very enthusiastic, for

she knew by the envelopes

exactly where they came from,
and could even have hazarded
a very shrewd guess as to what
each contained. One was from
her aunt, the Reverend Mother
of a convent in the County
Clare ;

the other was a bill

from a local dressmaker. She

opened the former first, and,

propping it against the sugar-
bowl, began to skim the thin

sheets covered with close writ-

ing, while she mechanically
poured herself out a cup of

tea and took an egg from the

stand in the middle of the

table. But presently her at-

tention wandered, and her

gaze, as Julia's had previously
done, strayed to the window,
through which the shrill voices

of the boys came raised in dis-

pute over their game. She sat

for a minute or two in idle, un-

interested contemplation ; then,
as in the servant's case, her
truant wits were recalled by
the sound of a step, and, turn-

ing sharply round, she bent
forward in a listening attitude.

The steps drew nearer, and
with the confirmation of their

sound she rose from her seat,

moving so hastily that the
nun's letter fluttered down
from its upright position, and

picking up a cover-dish that
stood upon the table, carried it

across the room and set it in

the fender.

She was seated again, and

apparently absorbed in the
dressmaker's bill, when the
door opened and her husband
walked into the room.

There was nothing dramatic
in Stephen Carey's entrance,
nor was the man himself

arresting by right of mere

personal appearance. In figure
he was tall beyond the aver-

age, but lean and a trifle

ungainly; and his face hard,

strong, and clean-shaven was
too obviously the lawyer's face

to lend itself to expression.
His mouth alone of all the

features gave promise of hid-

den emotions in its wide, thin-

lipped flexibility, though the

shrewd, observant eyes seemed
to belie the weakness

;
for the

rest, a well-shaped nose that

broadened at the nostrils, a

square jaw, and a crown of

rough red hair made up a
rather commonplace exterior.

Yet, despite the lack of physi-
cal attractions, the man was a

personality. You felt it in-

stantly he came into a room,
and, moreover, you felt that

others felt it. He was one of

those beings to whom it is

given to claim consideration

by a frown service by a single
word. As he came forward

now, carrying a bundle of open
letters in his hand, his wife

knew without looking up that,
for some unknown reason, his

anger had been roused; and
with a sense of uneasiness, her
mind sped over the possible
household incidents that might
have annoyed him. The

baby's crying last night!
Julia's habitual lateness in the

filling of his morning bath and
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the making of his morning
tea!

This dread of having dis-

pleased him was subtly most

subtly indicative of Carey's
position in his own house ;

for

though he rarely lost his tem-

per, and still more rarely gave
proof of its loss, the whole house-

hold from Daisy herself to the

little four-year-old Teddy, just

beginning to form conclusions

as to those about him each
and all were imbued with the

dislike of irritating him.
Five years ago, with the

taking of this high -
ceiled,

many - roomed house, Carey
had faced the problem of his

marriage, for in middle-class

Ireland the choosing of a wife

follows the making of a home

by a natural sequence of

events. It has been illustrated

that he was by necessity a

practical man ; he was also

a man self-satisfying, and to a

great extent self-centred; and
when it came to a question of

marriage, it was scarcely to be

expected that he would have
lost his head, or even his heart

though neither was it to be

expected that he would choose

carelessly. His idea of a wife

had the faint savour of Orient-

alism so frequently to be found
in his country and his class.

A wife, in his opinion, was
useful possibly attractive as

well, but fundamentally use-

ful ;
a chattel, a being to be

clothed and fed and housed to

the best of man's ability, but

beyond that hardly to be con-

sidered ;
and he had looked

round his little world much as

the Eastern might have studied

the slave-market.

Age and ugliness, even when

compensated for by money, he
had dismissed from his con-

sideration with the contempt
of his race for physical dis-

ability, and when at last his

eye and his choice had fallen

upon Daisy Norris, the

daughter of one of the richest

men in Waterford, it was not,
as gossip had unanimously
held, entirely an affair of

ducats; there had been pride
in the matter, too, and a sub-

conscious self -
approbation

for Daisy had pretty blue eyes,

pretty fair hair, and was barely
turned twenty.
The fruit of that attitude

was visible now on this spring

morning, as he seated himself

at breakfast ; for Daisy, with-

out a word, poured out his tea

and pushed the cup across the

table, then rose again and
carried the cover - dish back
from the fire.

" Will you have some
bacon?" she asked in a low,

pretty, rather mincing voice.
" I was keeping it hot for

you!"
Carey looked up, as if seeing

her for the first time ; and in

the light from the window the

strong line of his jaw showed

prominently.
" No !

" he
answered shortly; then his

glance fell again to the letters

in his hand, and he burst sud-

denly into speech.
" I declare

I'm sorry the children aren't

girls, if this is the return boys
make you !

"

" Is that from Paris ? Is it

from Frank?"
" Yes ! It is from Frank !

"

He answered her question

abruptly, in the deep master-
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ful voice from which he had
never troubled to expel the

native intonation.
" And what is it about ?

"

He ignored the words, and,
with abrupt irrelevance, rapped
out a query of his own.

" How much did old Dan
Costello leave his daughter?"

Surprise and behind the

surprise, extreme curiosity

gleamed in Daisy's eyes, but
she answered in the native

roundabout way. "Why, noth-

ing, of course ! What would an
accountant in a bank have to

leave ? Don't we all know her
aunt is supporting her ?

"

"And where is she now?
The girl, I mean."

"Why here, in Waterford.
She and the aunt came back
from France on Monday. I

know, because Mary saw them
both at the ten o'clock mass

yesterday."

Carey gave a short sarcastic

laugh. "Oh! "he said. "Then
I expect there isn't much we
couldn't find out about Miss
Isabel Costello ! I suppose
Mary could tell us the price
of her gloves and the size of

her shoes."

Daisy said nothing; for it

was a fact, testified to by many
a characteristic scene, that her

unmarried sister Mary and

Stephen were actively antag-
onistic. She felt no impulse
to defend her absent relative;

incidentally, because Mary
Norris was so exceedingly
capable of defending herself,
but particularly because her

curiosity was still aflame and

prompting conciliatory action.

For a while she remained
silent, in the hope that Carey

would unburden himself with-

out prompting ;
and at last, as

the hope faded, she delicately

approached the subject.
" I wonder if Frank saw the

Costellos at all, while Miss
Costello was taking Isabel

away from school ! 'Twas

funny, their all being in Paris

at the same time !

"

"
Funny ! I don't think I'd

call it funny ! Listen to this !

"

Carey caught up the letter

that he had been brooding
upon, and, without comment
or explanation, began to read

aloud :

" DEAR STEPHEN, I write

this because it's only fair to

tell you that, since you heard
from me last, something very
important has happened to me.

I am engaged to be married !

I suppose you know that old

Miss Costello of Waterford
came over to Paris a fort-

night ago to take her niece

home from a convent school.

Well, I came across her by the

merest chance the first day she

was here ; and as she seemed
rather out of it with the lang-

uage and one thing or another,
and as 'twas nice to see any
familiar face I made myself
civil. The end of it all is that

I've been going about with her
and her niece for the last ten

days; and that Isabel and I

have fallen in love with each

other, and have decided to get
married as soon as ever I can
make a way for myself. Of
course I expect you will be

awfully upset when first you
read this, and will think me
an awful fool

;
but don't answer

too soon, for I don't mean to
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spring it on you and I think

you'll understand when you see

Isabel. Any way, as I say,
take time to think it over !

And don't imagine I'm for-

getting how much I'm in your
debt and always will be.

Your affectionate brother,
" FRANK.

" P.S. Give my love to

Daisy and the boys. I hope
she will be nice to Isabel ;

it's

dull for her living with Miss
Costello.

"P.P.S. Of course all this

is strictly private.
"F. J. C."

Carey read the letter to the
end without comment

;
then

he rolled it into a ball and

flung it across the room into

the fire.
" In love !

" he ejaculated
with biting contempt.

" In
love !

"

Daisy's eyes had remained
wide open in the effort to

grasp, whole and entire, this

astounding news
; now her

pretty mouth opened as well.

"What are you going to

do?"

Carey glanced at her. " Do ?

Break the whole thing off, like

you'd lop a dead branch from
a tree !

" He drew his cup
towards him, swallowed some
of his tea, and, with absent-

minded annoyance, helped him-
self to some of the bacon he

previously refused.
" Do you think it's for this

I'm making a doctor of him ?
"

he demanded after a moment,
not especially of his wife, but
of the world in general.

" Do
you think it's for this that I've

saved him from sweating in

some Waterford office per-

haps even standing behind a

counter ?
"

He was very angry when he

alluded thus openly to the

monetary straits from which
he had emerged ;

and out-

bursts of passion had not been

frequent enough in the five

years of marriage to eliminate

the slight, fastidious shudder

with which Daisy met the

revelations. She drew herself

up now with a faintly affected

movement, indicative of her

own superior refinement.

Carey caught the action.

"Oh, it's all very well for

you !

" he said,
" but I can

tell you, people like Frank,
who are dependent on others

for their bread and butter, had
best see which side the butter

is put on at. A man with a

position to make has nothing
to do with love. Love ! Hot !

"

As the last expressive word
left his lips, the door of the

dining-room opened again, this

time to admit a small, fair-

haired girl in a neat tailor-

made dress, wearing a straw

hat, and carrying a prayer-
book under her arm.

"Good-morrow, Daisy! Good-

morrow, Stephen ! How awfully
late you are !

" With an ab-

solute lack of ceremony she

came forward, threw her

prayer-book on the table, and

began to pull off her gloves.
"I'm too early for the ten

mass," she announced, "so I

thought I'd come in for a

minute."

Daisy looked up. "How is

father's cold?"

"Oh, gone, or as good as
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gone. He had a Turkish bath
last night."

Carey raised his head.

"Frightfully dangerous for a

man with your father's weak
heart."

Mary Norris sniffed disdain-

fully. "We'd all have weak
hearts if we had time for them.
I'd have one myself if I hadn't
to do the housekeeping. Daisy,
do you know who I met while

ago?"
" No. Who ?

"

"The Costello girl and the
aunt !

"

Daisy almost started. "
Oh,

Mary ! And did you speak to

them?"
"
Speak to them ? Of course

I did. I was simply dying to

see her properly."
"Well, and what is she like?

Do tell us !

" In the keenness
of her interest Daisy pushed
back her chair, leaving her tea

unfinished.

Mary waited a moment, with
the lingering enjoyment of the

adept in relating a piece of

gossip. "Well," she said judi-

ciously, "to begin with, she's

as different as anything from
the lanky little thing she used
to be before she went to school.

She's awfully curious-looking,
and yet she's awfully taking.
She has lovely teeth, and a

queer sort of light in her eyes,
different from other people.
Oh, and do you know what ?

"

"No."
"She's asked to the Fair

Hill dance and she's going to

come out at it ! I believe Mrs
Burke knew her father long
ago : the Costellos were a good
family in Wexford, you know,
though they were as poor as

church mice. I wonder if

she'll give Isabel a dress.

'Twould be a charity if she

did, for I'm sure she has to

wear her aunt's old clothes."

Before she had finished,

Daisy turned impulsively to

Carey. "Oh, Stephen, isn't

that lovely ! I'll see her

splendidly at Fair Hill."

Mary's sharp green eyes fol-

lowed her sister's.
"
Surely

Stephen isn't interested in the

dance ?
"

"No, Stephen is not inter-

ested," Carey replied, rising
from the table and walking
across the room. At the door
he looked back. "Daisy, re-

member that that letter is

private."

Daisy said nothing; and as

soon as he had disappeared
into the hall, Mary came

quickly round the table and

perched herself on the arm of

her chair.

"What on earth is the

matter with him?" she asked.

Daisy looked behind her with

a certain furtiveness. "Wait
a second and I'll tell you."

"It's all right. He'll be

ages getting his coat."

"Well, you'll be most fear-

fully surprised !

"

"What at? Do tell me!"
"Am not I telling you ? Oh,

you will be surprised !

"

" Go on, go on !

"

"Stephen has had a letter

from Frank, saying that he

met the Costellos in Paris."
" Good gracious ! And they

never said a word about him,

though I told them I was com-

ing in here !

"

"Didn't they, now? That
was deep !

"
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"Why deep?"
" Because Frank says

"

"Oh, do hurry!"
" I am hurrying ! It's you

that keep on interrupting.
Frank met them ten days ago
in Paris, and ever since he's

been with them morning, noon,
and night; until the end of

the whole thing is that he
has fallen head over ears in

love with Isabel Costello and

actually wants to marry her !

Now, what do you say to

that ?
"

Mary stared at her sister.

"I never in all my life heard

anything to equal it !

" She

gave each word its full and

separate value. "Why, she

hasn't a penny to bless herself

with !

"

"Not a farthing."

"Stephen must be sim-

piy-
"Ssh! I hear him. Don't

for your life pretend that I

told you."

Mary gave her a withering
glance.

" Do you think I'm a

fool, Daisy?" She picked up
her gloves and prayer-book,
and was sauntering slowly
towards the door when Carey
entered.

" Hallo ! Going ?
" he said.

"Only up to the nursery."
She swung out of the room,
and they heard her run up-
stairs.

Carey advanced a few paces.

His overcoat was on, and he
was carrying his hat in his

hand. "
Daisy," he said rather

abruptly,
" have you answered

that invitation of the Burkes'

yet?"
Daisy raised her eyebrows,

for all social matters usually

lay within her undisputed
demesne. " No. Why ?

"

"I suppose I'm included in

it?"
" Of course ! But they know

you never go to dances."

Carey slowly buttoned up
his coat. " I have been think-

ing," he said; "and it seems
to me that it's very little good
tackling Frank until I've seen

the girl. It's the girl who
must be squared first of all.

I've thought it out, and you
may as well accept this invi-

tation for me as well as for

yourself."
Once again in this morn-

ing of surprises Daisy's blue

eyes opened widely. "But,

Stephen
" she exclaimed.

No answer was vouchsafed

by Carey. Having given his

commands, it was not his way
to justify them by reasons.

Without looking again at his

wife, he passed out of the room
and down the hall ;

and a mo-
ment after, the closing of the

outer door announced to all

whom it might concern that

the master spirit had left the

house.

CHAPTER III.

A matter of small signifi- But we are dealing with a

cance, one would say, that a small world. To the ant a

man should announce his in- grain of sand represents an
tention of going to a dance ! appreciable portion of its own
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environment ;
and in his family

circle Carey's acceptance of

Mrs Michael Burke's invita-

tion made a definite stir of

excitement.

The hall door had barely
closed upon him when Daisy
had flown up the stairs to im-

part the news to her sister;
and Mary, in the intervals of

swinging the second child,

Francis, to and fro on the rock-

ing-horse in the nursery, had

replied with the terse comment,
"You take my word for it,

Daisy, he's got his back up !

"

There had been a good deal

of unvarnished truth in this

blunt sentence, for in her way
Mary Norris was a person of

discernment. She shared with

Daisy indeed, with the whole
female section of her set an

extraordinary and far-reaching

curiosity ; but with her, in-

quisitiveness was supported by
a moral courage and an instinct

for a secret so marked that

mere love of scandal was raised

to a fine art. Women feared

her, and yet leaned upon her
;

but men feared her and fought
shy of her, for there was a

satirical humour in her smile

and a sharpness in her eye that

made her a very lively com-

panion, but left you with an
uncomfortable suspicion that,

having amused you at the

expense of your neighbours,
she only awaited your de-

parture to pillory you for the

benefit of others. For all

things are grist to the mill of

such professed gossips the

meanness of so-and-so's hus-

band, the neglected condition
of so - and - so's children, the
terrible stories that so-and-so's

servants have told in their

new situations. Petty and con-

temptible, perhaps ! And yet
for the class in which it thrives,
this network of scandal has a

meaning and a result. Life

carried on under the micro-

scope has a curiously restrain-

ing effect upon the units that

compose it : by a high moral
standard you may influence the

man whose aims and ideals are

already elevated, but by the

wholesome tonic of his fellow-

man's criticism you touch every
class of human being. This

knowledge that other eyes are

for ever peering into his holy
of holies is a factor to be reck-

oned with in the life of the

Irish townsman ;
and it may

be a question for the sceptic
whether his indisputable moral

integrity would flourish as

notably elsewhere as it does

in its present restricted atmo-

sphere.
A fortnight went by, during

which Stephen Carey never
once alluded to the coming
festivity, and Daisy lived in a

ferment of excitement concern-

ing her new dress ;
the question

of whether she would have her

hair done at the hairdresser's

or at home ; the continuous

speculations as to who had, or

had not, been included in the

Burkes' invitation list. The
actual moment of fruition

when all doubts were to be set

at rest, all conjectures dissolved

into certainty found the Lady
Lane household in the usual

excitement that such an event

provokes. Mary Norris, who
was to accompany the Careys
to the dance, arrived with her

portmanteau at five o'clock,
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and retired at once to the

large back bedroom that was
to be her property for the

night, and in which Daisy's
new red dress was already laid

out upon the bed, flanked by a

pair of high - heeled slippers,

open-work stockings, and a

fan, for the sisters still re-

tained the habit, borrowed
from their childish days, of

dressing together for any note-

worthy entertainment.

Mary entered the room fol-

lowed by Julia, and paused at

once to examine the finery.
"It's lovely, Miss Mary,

isn't it?" Julia hazarded, set-

ting down the portmanteau.

Mary said nothing.
"The mistress is afraid 'tis

the way 'twill be too bright.
But sure, as I was sayin',
there's no tellin' colours by
gaslight !

"

"No!" Mary agreed, men-

tally considering the effect of

the red next her own forget-
me-not blue dress.

"Will you be havin' a cup
of tea, Miss Mary? And will

I put a match to the fire ?
"

" Oh yes, do, Julia. I have
to crimp my hair ! But I don't

know about tea. What time
will the mistress be in?"

She took off her gloves,
threw them on the table, and

began in a businesslike way to

unpack her things.
"
Oh, she can't be long now,

miss. She's gone this good
while."

Julia knelt down before the

fireplace, applied a match to

the sticks and blew vigorously

upon the flame. "'Tis the

way this kindlin' is damp !

"

she added to herself. "And

sure I'm tired of tellin' Bridget
to put it over the range. Miss

Mary, I suppose 'twill be a

grand ball?"
"
Oh, yes, 'twill be a splendid

dance. There are over a
hundred asked, and there's to

be a band and a sit-down

supper. I hope 'twon't rain,

though !

"
Mary glanced

anxiously towards the window
as she drew her dress from its

wrappings.
"I suppose 'tis the garden

you're thinkin' of? There's a

grand garden at Mr Burke's."

Mary reddened. "
Nonsense,

Julia !

"

But Julia had the privileges
of eight years' service in the
Norris family, so she looked
back over her shoulder without

perturbation. "Ah, go on,
Miss Mary ! Sure, 'tisn't

dancin' the whole time you'd
be on a fine spring night like

this!"

"Indeed, I -hope it is, if I

have partners."
Julia smiled knowingly to

herself as she rose, previous
to departing; then she made
a sudden gesture of delighted
admiration, as she caught
sight of the glories of the blue

dress.
"
Oh, Miss Mary ! But that's

somethin' like ! And the lovely
little silver bow-knots on the

blue silk ! 'Tis like a blessed

virgin's altar, it is !

"

"Yes, I think it's nice,"

Mary agreed, not quite certain

that the simile was flattering ;

then she looked quickly round
as the door behind her opened.
"
Oh, here's the mistress ! Well,

Daisy, I'm waiting ages !

"

Daisy came into the room
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laden with little tissue-paper

parcels, which she deposited on
a ohair before kissing her

sister. "I'm just dead!" she

announced. " I tried five shops
for a black aigrette for my
hair, and had to get a bit of

tulle in the end. Waterford
is a terrible place ! But what
do you think of the dress?

Is it fearfully bright?" She
twisted round eagerly towards
the bed.

"N-no."
" You think it looks brighter

than it did at Mrs Walsh's

yesterday ?
"

"Well, you can't even see

yourself properly at Walsh's,
to say nothing about colours!

I don't know why you go to

such a dingy old hole."
" She cuts very well !

"

"Not at all! That's your
imagination."

"
Indeed, it isn't ! You said

yourself my brown was the

nicest dress I ever had. And
anyway, Mary, I think it's

rather mean of you now, when
it's too late, to be making me
dissatisfied. I suppose the

dress is awful !

" Her voice

trembled a little with a

mingling of disappointment,

annoyance, and exhaustion.

"Perhaps I'd better wear my
old pink!"

"Don't be silly, Daisy !

"

"I'm not silly! You'd be
sillier if you were in my
place! I don't think I'll go
at all!"

Silence reigned after this an-

nouncement, while Mary began
to take down her long fair

hair.
"
Lilly O'Farrell has a dress

exactly the same colour as

your's !

"
Daisy announced at

last. "I saw it yesterday at

Walsh's."

Mary looked round, her

mouth full of hairpins. "I'm
sure I don't care how many
people have the same coloured

dress !

"
she said indistinctly.

" I hate to be remarkable !

"

Daisy coloured at the

thrust. " It's better to be re-

markable than dowdy. Julia,

what are you waiting for ?
"

She turned suddenly on the

servant.
"
Nothin', ma'am ! Only to

hear when you'll be takin'

your tea."

"Oh, bother tea! I don't

want any."
Mary hurriedly took the

hairpins out of her mouth.

"Nonsense, Daisy! Don't be

silly ! You know we'd like

tea unless, of course, you
want to have dinner with

Stephen !

"

"You know very well I'd

hate to have dinner with

Stephen !

"

"Well, for goodness' sake
let us have the tea !

"

Daisy's attitude relaxed a

little. "All right! Very
well!"
"And what'll we have?"

"Well, we could have some
ham and there are cakes

"

"That would be lovely ! Ham,
Julia and cakes and, Julia,

don't forget the mustard !

"

" All right, Miss Mary !

And when will you be wantin'

it, ma'am ?
"

Daisy looked at her sister.

"In half an hour?" she sug-
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"Or now?
The expressions on both their

faces wavered, until finally they

laughed.
"
Very well !

"
Daisy

said.
" Now, Julia, please !

"

In silence they watched her

go; then Mary shook out her

long mane of hair and, taking
up a crimping-tongs, carried it

to the fire and placed it between
the bars.

" I wonder who'll be there ?
"

she said for the fiftieth time.
" Owen Power will, any-

way !

"

Mary bent forward, and
busied herself rather unneces-

sarily over the position of the

tongs.
" How do you know ?

"

"I met Josephine Power
when I was trying Sheehy's
for the aigrette, and she told

me Owen and Jim are both

going."

Mary took out the smoking
tongs and, carrying it to the

dressing-table, began to pass it

through her hair. "A great
condescension on Owen's part,
I'm sure ! Oh, bother ! I've

singed my hair."

For a while Daisy remained

silent, watching her sister as

she made a succession of jour-

neys between the table and the

fire; then at last, as Mary
knelt down once more before

the hearth, she walked across

the room and suddenly put her
arm about her shoulder.

"Polly, do you like him
still?"

Mary turned and looked up
at her, her face flushed and half

aggressive. "I'd be very sorry
to trouble myself about any
man!"

" I know ! But, still
"

"What?"
"
Well, you know he likes

you."
" Indeed I don't !

"

" Nonsense ! You know it

right well. What about the

picnic at Woodstown in Octo-

ber? 'Twas ten o'clock when

you and he got back."

"Well, I had a puncture
and we had to mend it."

They both laughed, but al-

most immediately Mary became
serious again. "I wonder if

he'll ask me for a dance, Daisy ?

'Twill be so horrible if he
doesn't."

Daisy's more malleable

nature bent instantly to the

softer tone. "As if hewouldn't !

' '

she said.

"Oh, it's never safe to be
sure."

"Nonsense !

"

Mary stared hard into the

fire, as though the riddle of her
future was open and readable
in the heart of the coals. " Men
are awfully queer, Daisy," she
said at length. "You can
never be sure of a man."

" Nonsense ! All men marry,
if they can afford to; and
and if they like any one."

A frown of impatience
crossed Mary's white forehead,
and a little tinge of contempt
lifted the corner of her mouth.
She shook back her hair, as if

about to retort with some scrap
of the worldly wisdom she had

acquired, no one knew where
;

but on the spur of the moment
her impulse changed.

"Ah, well !

"
she said.

" 'Twill

be all the same in a hundred

years ! Here's Julia and the
tea !

"
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CHAPTER IV.

The danoe was to begin at

nine an hour unusually late

and fashionable for an Irish

town ;
and at half -

past eight
the hired oar that was to

convey the Careys to Fair

Hill was already drawn up in

Lady Lane.

It is a peculiarity of the town
of Waterford that no closed

vehicle plies for hire in the

streets ;
so when those of its

inhabitants who are not blessed

with carriages fare forth after

dark on duty or on pleasure,

they resort by necessity to the

livery stables, from which issue

vehicles that for the most

cogent of reasons avoid the

searching eye of day. It may
be a brougham that answers to

the demand a relic of former

glory, moth-eaten and tottering
to its fall, or a hansom-cab that

has drifted like a piece of flot-

sam from the sea of London

life, or perhaps it may be a
" covered

" car that can trace its

antecedents to Limerick or to

Cork. To those who have not

actually travelled in such a

vehicle, the name " covered "

oar is a mere figure of speech,

conveying nothing, and de-

manding definition : outwardly,
it has the appearance of a large

square box, one end of which
has been knocked out and re-

placed by a low door, a step,
and a pair of funeral curtains

j

inwardly, it is possessed of two
seats,uponwhich the passengers
sit vis-b-vis, clinging to straps
that depend from the small
windows that are set like port-
holes on either side of the

driver's seat. A drive in a

covered car is never likely to

be forgotten, for a haphazard
abandonment of life and limb
marks it from the first moment
to the last, when by an in-

genious movement of the jarvey
the horse is pulled round, vigor-

ously backed, and the wheels
of the car collide with fearful

violence against the kerb.

Such a conveyance Daisy
and Mary found awaiting them
when they emerged from the

house at a quarter to nine,

arrayed in long, light dust-

coats and wearing woollen

wraps over their heads ; and

immediately the hall door was

opened, the driver a dis-

reputable individual in a tall

hat several sizes too large and
a coachman's coat from which
most of the silver buttons had

disappeared hurried forward,

thrusting a lighted pipe into

his pocket.
" Wait a minute, ma'am !

Wait a minute ! I'll back
her !

"

"Oh, don't!" Mary cried.

"Don't back at all! We'll

get in as it is."

"Oh, sure, whatever you
like, Miss Norris ! 'Tis equal
to me. I'm on'y thinkin' of

ye'er feet on the muddy road

though, after all, 'tis more
dust than mud it is."

Neither answered this mixed

statement, but as hastily as

possible beat past his dirty

assisting hand, and seated

themselves high up under the

windows of the car, to protect
their skirts as far as might
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be from subsequent contact

with Carey's feet.
" I feel awfully nervous !

"

Daisy announced, when at last

the driver had reluctantly re-

turned to his horse's head, to

tie up a broken piece of

harness. "I wonder if my
hair is straight? I wish to

goodness I had gone to

Davitt's after all. I'm sure

it's hideous."

"Not at all! It's all right !"

Mary said without looking at

her.

"I wonder if I'll have any
partners ?

"

" You will, of course ! Any-
way, it doesn't matter to you.
You're married."

Daisy turned round indig-

nantly. "Oh, indeed, doesn't

it ?
" Then she paused, as Carey

appeared in the open door-

way, and in the diversion of

interest her anger died. " How
awfully well Stephen looks in

evening dress !

"
she exclaimed

involuntarily.
"That's a matter of taste."

Mary stooped to gather in her

frills; and as she raised her

head, she added in a louder

voice,
" For goodness' sake,

Stephen, hurry ! We won't

get a single partner."

Carey came slowly across

the pavement, buttoning up
his coat. " All right ! Go on
now !

" he called to the

driver, as he placed his foot

on the step.
With his added weight, the

shafts rose and the car dropped
back to what was its typical

angle.
" Good heavens !

"
Mary ex-

claimed. "You're a frightful

weight !

"
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" Twelve stone ! Why aren't

you sitting at the same side ?
"

She looked at him with
scorn. "On account of our

dresses, of course!"
Further controversy was cut

short by the starting of the

car, which was accomplished by
much noisy admonition from
the driver and sundry backings
and false starts on the part of

the horse, before they could

pass triumphantly down the

street at a respectable trot.

For the first ten minutes a

cramped and uncomfortable
silence reigned; then at last,

as they came within appreci-
able distance of the steep
ascent that led to Fair Hill,

Carey spoke again, moving his

legs painfully.
" Of all the abominable tor-

tures man ever invented," he

said, "covered cars are the

worst ! This decides me. I'll

have that motor of Leader's."

At the tremendous announce-
ment Daisy jumped round in

her seat, forgetful even of her
dres. "

Oh, Stephen, you
don't mean it ? Will you
really ? How lovely ! How
perfectly lovely ! I don't know
how I'll sit in it, the first day
we go out ; I'll be so terribly

proud !

"

Mary lifted her chin. "
They

say it nearly beggared Leader!"
" So much the better for me!

He paid a thousand for the

car, and now he'll be glad to

get four hundred for it."

"Oh, but the buying isn't

all! Old Mr Hayse told me
the other day, as a dead secret,

that it costs him five hundred

a-year, with petrol and repairs
and things."

2G
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"
Well, old Hayse is as blind

as a bat and drives at fifty

miles an hour. If you knew
the compensation oases I've

settled for him out of court,

you'd say five hundred was

doing it rather cheap. Here
we are at the hill! I'll walk

up, Daisy !

" He opened the

door of the car without calling
to the driver, and let himself

out.

As the horse started forward
in appreciation of the lightened

weight, Daisy thrust her head
out of the car.

"
Stephen ! Stephen !

"

"Yes! What?"
"You'll wait for us at the

door of the dancing-room ?
"

He assented, and stepped
back to the side of the road,
as a large one-horse carriage,
crowded to its fullest extent,
dashed proudly past the hired

car
; and, at the same moment,

Mary caught Daisy's arm
and drew her back into the

shadows.
" Don't hang out like that,

Daisy ! It looks so badly !

"

"Why? Whose car was
it?"

" The Powers', of course !

Didn't you see?"

When Carey's foot dropped
from the step of the car to the

hard roadway, he drew a breath

unmistakably pregnant with
relief. Whether the relief de-

pended entirely upon a release

from a cramped position, or

whether it had for inspiration a

subtler sense of loosened bonds,
it is for the psychologist to say.
Certain it is that he felt more
free of outlook and more in-

dividually independent after

Daisy's appeal had melted into

silence and Daisy's pretty
anxious face had been merged
in the darkness of the car.

Not that he cherished an

opinion of himself as a man
shackled by matrimony ; nor
that we, who would follow his

story, must think of him as

such! Love, and the condi-

tions engendered by love, had
never loomed large enough
upon his horizon to be considered

as factors capable of mending
or marring his existence. His

feelings, as he stiffened his

shoulders to the ascent of the

hill, were simply the feelings of

a man who has been freed from
a position that wearied him,
and who, as a matter of reac-

tion, turns with zest to his per-
sonal concerns. A task awaited
him to-night, a task self-set

and therefore acceptable ;
and

all action even action so tame
as that which he anticipated
had its own incentive power.
He reached the summit of the
hill almost as soon as the covered

car
; but, jealous of his stolen

solitude, he did not follow it up
the avenue of chestnuts that

glinted a faint green against
the April night sky, but paused
outside the gates to look back
over Waterford, lying half-

veiled in vaporous fog.
The scene was eloquent, as are

all Irish scenes touched with
an unnamed pathos, wrapped
in that mystery from which

memory can draw such innum-
erable and binding threads;
and as he looked down upon
the clustering roofs and point-

ing spires, he stepped unthink-

ingly into that region of senti-

ment to which, by right of
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birth, every Irishman holds a

key, and into which his feet turn

instinctively the moment the
rein of self-restraint is loosed.

As in the windings of a

dream, his mind sped back over
the years of his youth and man-
hood to the days when, as a
little red-haired boy, he had
followed his father's workmen
up their scaffoldings, and had
looked out over this same city of

roofs and spires, weaving with
a child's imagination picture

upon picture of the world be-

yond the confines that formed
his home. The subject of these

pictures had always been the

same, always the wonderful,
fabled world where name and
fortune awaited the advent-
urous.

But Fate and Time between
them had clipped the wings of

the soaring dreams
;
the boy,

with his ugly, clever little face,
and preternaturally observant

eyes, had slowly grown to

manhood without sight of

that great Beyond : had slowly
grown to manhood, and to

the conscious compromise with
ambition that men of his

country and of his class are

daily and yearly driven to make.
In Ireland, the bread of exped-
iency is the staff of life,

and Stephen Carey had early
seated himself at the frugal
board. If now, in these later

days, a ghost of the lost ambi-
tion ever glided behind his

chair, pointing a wavering
hand towards the great market-

place of life, where the foun-

tains flow to quench all thirsts,

only his eyes saw the passing
of the shade : none guessed that

for a moment his achievements

shrank to their true proportion,
and the good substantial bread
became as ashes in his mouth.
Out of the vaporous mist the

phantom rose with its train

of stifled hopes pressing up
against him, whispering inaud-

ible words, proffering intang-
ible embraces. But his mood

to-night was aggressive rather

than depressed ;
he shook off

the clinging presence, and set

his face towards reality pictured

by the long line of budding trees

and beyond them, by the large

square house ablaze with light.
The hall door of Fair Hill

was hospitably open as he
drew level with the house, and
he saw as on a stage the

lighted interior the fine square
hall, built within the last five

years, and possessing not a

fragment of romance ; the rugs
of expensive texture and vivid

colouring ;
the palms standing

upon ugly pedestals of glazed

pottery, each detail significant,
each betraying in its own pro-

portion the taste and the social

standing of Michael Burke, suc-

cessful dealer in butter, justice
of the peace under the new
regime, kindliest, most honest,
least intellectual of men.

Burke himself passed across

the lighted hall as Carey
mounted the steps, and paused
to greet him.

" You're very fashionable,

Stephen," he cried,
" but better

late than never ! Where are

the ladies?"
"
Oh, they're here ! I walked

up the hill. How does this

sort of thing suit you ?
"

Michael Burke made a comi-

cal face. "Well, to tell the

truth," he said,
" there's great
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temptation in the thought of

my old pipe upstairs. But
when the young people begin
to grow up, Stephen, faith,

pipes and the rest must go
empty I You'll be in the same
boat yourself some day, when

you've three young men wait-

ing to be settled."

Carey laughed indulgently,
for he liked Michael Burke,
with his odd turns of speech,
his homely ways, and sterling
character. "I suppose so!"
he agreed,

" I suppose so, in-

deed 1 Where am I to leave

my coat?"
"
Oh, upstairs ! Upstairs !

My little snuggery has been
turned inside-out for a dress-

ing-room. Up with you I You
know the way. There's the
first dance beginning, and
Ellen will be wanting me !

Don't be long, though 1

" With
a nod and a friendly smile, the

little man disappeared through
a velvet-draped doorway into

a room from which the first

bars of a waltz were floating
out into the hall.

A very few minutes sufficed

to relieve Carey of his hat and
coat, and presently he was
back again in the hall, follow-

ing the direction his host had
taken. The dancing-room was
already full of whirling
couples when he made his

appearance; and, pausing in-

side the door, he was compelled
to make one of a little group of

young men and girls who
had hurried down from the

dressing
- rooms at the first

sound of the music, but who
were reserving themselves for
the second dance, while they
criticised their fellow-guests.

One or two heads were
turned as he appeared, and a

couple of youths muttered a

diffident " Good -
night, Mr

Carey !

" but the girls of the

group scarcely noticed him.

In their world, the married
man hardly exists as an inde-

pendent being, for he is a

thing appropriated, labelled,
laid irrevocably on the shelf.

For the first few moments his

presence had a damping effect,

but very soon the animal

spirits of the party rose above
the shy silence, and set them

chattering again like a band of

sparrows.
"I tell you what, though,

she's awfully pretty !

" The
man who spoke was Owen
Power, a young barrister of

handsome face and consequen-
tial manners, who paid peri-
odical visits to his people in

Waterford, and was supposed
to bring with him from Dublin
an air of fashion and ad-

vancement not locally to be

acquired.
" Owen is struck !

"
put in a

heavy youth, in a dull, drawl-

ing voice.
" What'll somebody else

say ?
"
cried a girl of seventeen,

with a dazzling complexion,
and bright, impertinent eyes.
"Shut up, Amy!" The

heavy youth had a brother's

privileges, and used them un-

gallantly.

Amy laughed and tossed her

head. "All right, Jack! I

won't mention names. But
we all know why you're so

interested."

Jack growled something un-

intelligible but threatening,
and at the same time Power
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adjusted his pince
- nez and

leant forward.
" Here she is ! And, I say,

doesn't she dance !

"

"Who is she dancing with?"
"I can't see."

"It's Willie Neville!"

"No, it isn't!"

"Yes it is, though!" The

girls peered over each other's

shoulders in a fever of

curiosity.
"I say!" Power cried again,
" I say, doesn't she dance !

She puts me in mind of the

Spanish dancer we had in

Dublin for a week last year."
"
Oh, well, she's nearly

foreign as it is !

"
Amy put in.

"Half the Wexford people
have Spanish blood. Here
she is !

"

The word "
foreign

"
at-

tracted Carey, who had been

absently trying to single out
his wife's red dress in the
crowded room. It touched him
to interest, and instinctively
he turned to find the object of

the description.
Out of the heterogeneous

crowd that twisted and re-

versed and backed in a frenzy
of energetic joy, his eyes
alighted upon one figure and
remained arrested, while in his

mind Power's words found a
sudden and strenuous echo.

She could dance ! She cer-

tainly could dance !

By ordinary judgment, she

was merely a girl of twenty ;

but in that moment she might
have been a flower swaying in

the wind, a young animal

stretching itself to the sun, a
bird in its first flight, any-

thing fresh from Nature's

hand, pulsing with the delight
of living and knowing itself

alive. She skimmed down the

room, unconscious of the

partner whose arm encircled

her; she saw nothing beyond
the stirring perspective of light
and colour, heard nothing but
the swaying music of the waltz
that swelled and faded in

waves of sound. She swept
past the little group in the

doorway, totally unaware of

its existence, and for one in-

stant Carey looked down into

her face. But it was only for

an instant : immediately he
drew back against the wall,
with a curious, half-shamed
sense of having looked upon
something not meant for his

gaze. For the essence of

womanhood, intimate and un-

guarded, lay in the flushed

cheeks, the half-closed eyes and

parted lips.

To rid himself of the sensa-

tion, he turned abruptly to

Power. "Who is that,
Power ?

" he asked. " The girl
in white?"
Power answered with his

eyes upon the retreating

couple. "That's old Miss
Costello's niece just back
from school."

The last bars of the waltz
crashed out, and a laughing,
excited crowd made a rush for

the door. Carey stepped aside

to let it pass ; and then slowly,
as though acting upon some
half-formed thought, he walked
down the ballroom to where
Mrs Michael Burke was hold-

ing a little court.

(To be continued.)
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AKHNATON, PHARAOH OF EGYPT.

BY ARTHUR E. P. WEIGALL

(CHIEF INSPECTOR, DEPARTMENT OP ANTIQUITIES, EGYPT).

IN January 1907 the ex- before we were able to enter

cavations in the Valley of the the tomb. A rough stairway
Tombs of the Kings at Thebes, led down into the hillside,

which were being conducted by bringing us to the mouth of

Mr E. R. Ayrton at the ex- a passage which was entirely

pense and under the super- blocked by a wall of built

vision of Mr Theodore M. Davis stones. On removing this wall

of Newport, U.S.A., on behalf we found ourselves in a small

of the Egyptian Government, passage, descending at a sharp

brought to light the entrance incline to a chamber which
of a tomb which, by its style, could be seen a few yards
appeared to be that of a royal farther on. Instead of this

personage of the XVIIIth passage being free from debris,

dynasty. The Valley lies be- however, as we had expected
hind the cliffs which form the on finding the entrance -wall

western boundary of Thebes, intact, it was partly filled with
and is approached by a long fallen stones which seemed to

winding road running between be the ruins of an earlier

the rocks and rugged hills of entrance - wall. On top of

the Lybian desert. Here the this heap of stones lay
Pharaohs of the XVIIIth to the one of the sides of a large
XXth dynasties were buried in funeral shrine, almost entirely

large sepulchres cut into the blocking the passage. This
sides of the hills; and the shrine, as we later saw, was

present excavations have for in the form of a great box-
their object the removal of like sarcophagus, made of

the debris which has collected cedar-wood covered with gold,
at the foot of these hills, in and it had been intended as
order that the tombs hidden an outer covering for the
beneath may be revealed, coffin of the deceased person.
About forty tombs are now It was, however, not put to-

open, some of which were al- gether : three sides of it were

ready known to Greek and leaning against the walls of

Roman travellers
;
and there the burial - chamber, and the

are probably not more than fourth was here in the pass-
two or three still to be dis- age. Either it was never built

covered. up, or else it was in process
When this new tomb - en- of being taken out of the

trance was uncovered I was tomb again when the work
at once notified, and proceeded was abandoned,
with all despatch to the To pass this portion of the

Valley. It was not long shrine which lay in the pass-
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age without doing it damage
was no easy matter. We could

not venture to move it, as

the wood was rotten ;
and in-

deed, at the time of writing,
it still remains in its original

position. We therefore made
a bridge of planks within a

few inches of the low roof,
and on this we wriggled our-

selves across into the un-
encumbered passage beyond.
In the funeral - chamber, be-

sides the other portions of the

shrine, we found at one corner
a splendid coffin, in the usual
form of a recumbent figure,
inlaid in a dazzling manner
with rare stones and coloured

glass. The coffin had origin-

ally lain upon a wooden bier,
in the form of a lion-legged
couch ; but this had collapsed
and the mummy had fallen

to the ground, the lid of the

coffin being partly thrown off

by the. fall, thus exposing the
head and feet of the body,
from which the bandages had

decayed and fallen off. In
the powerful glare of the
electric light which we carried,
the bare skull, with its golden
crown awry, could be seen

protruding from the remains
of the linen bandages and from
the sheets of flexible gold-foil
in which, as we afterwards

found, the whole body was

wrapped. The inscription on
the coffin,

1 the letters of which
were made of rare stones, gave
the titles of Akhnaton, "the
beautiful child of the Sun "

;

but turning to the shrine we
found other inscriptions stat-

ing that King Akhnaton had
made it for his mother, Queen
Thiy, and thus no immediate

reply could be given to those

at the mouth of the tomb
who called to us to know
which of the Pharaohs of

Egypt had been found.

In a recess in the wall above
the body there stood four

alabaster "canopic" jars, each
with a lid exquisitely sculp-
tured in the form of a human
head. In another corner there

was a box containing many
little toilet vases and utensils

of porcelain. A few alabaster

vases and other objects were

lying in various parts of the

chamber, arranged in some
sort of rough order.

Nothing, of course, could yet
be touched, and for several

days, during the lengthy pro-
cess of photographing and re-

cording the contents of the

tomb in situ, no further in-

formation could be obtained

as to the identity of the owner
of the tomb. The shrine was

certainly made for Queen Thiy,
and so too were the toilet

utensils, judging by an in-

scription upon one of them
which gave the names of

Thiy and her husband, King
Amonhotep III., the parents
of Akhnaton. Moreover, the

feminine type of the heads of

the canopic jars was pro-
nounced. It was, therefore,
not a surprise when a passing
doctor declared the much
broken bones to be those of a
woman that is to say, those
of Queen Thiy. For reasons

1 The erased name of Akhnaton was later found on the bands of gold-foil upon
the mummy.
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which will presently become

apparent, it had been difficult

to believe that Akhnaton could

have been buried in this Valley,
and one was very ready to

suppose that the coffin bearing
his name had but been given

by him to his mother.

The important discovery was
now announced, and caused

considerable interest and ex-

citement. Professor Maspero,
Professor Sayce, Mr H. R.

Hall, Mr Ayrton, and myself,
wrote articles describing the

discovery, and speaking of the

body as being that of the

great Queen. At the end of

the winter the various archae-

ologists departed to their

several countries, and it fell

to me to despatch the an-

tiquities to the Cairo Museum,
and to send the bones, soaked
in wax to prevent their break-

age, to Dr Elliot Smith, to be

examined by that eminent

authority. It may be imagined
that my surprise was consider-

able when I received a letter

from him reading "Are you
sure that the bones you sent

me are those which were found
in the tomb? Instead of the

bones of an old woman, you
have sent me those of a young
man. Surely there is some
mistake."

There was, however, no mis-

take. Dr Elliot Smith later

informed me that the bones
were those of a powerfully
built man of about twenty-five

years of age, and at first this

description did not seem to

tally with that of Akhnaton,
who was always thought to

have been an unhealthy and

fragile man. But I hope the

following pages will show that
there is no possibility of doubt
that the coffin and mummy
were those of this extraordin-

ary Pharaoh, although the
tomb and funeral furniture

belonged to Queen Thiy. Dr
Elliot Smith's decision was, of

course, somewhat disconcerting
to those who, like myself, had
written of the mortal remains
of the great Queen ;

l but it

is difficult to speak of Thiy-t V

without also referring to her
famous son Akhnaton, and in

these articles he had received

full mention. I should like

here, however, to speak still

further of this wonderful man,
and to introduce the general
reader to a character which
has always been to Egyptol-
ogists one of extreme interest,
and which, now that his body
has been found, may appeal
to a larger audience.

About the year B.C. 1500
the throne of Egypt fell to

the young brother of Queen
Hatshepsut, Thothmes III., and
under his vigorous rule the

country rose to a height of

power never again equalled.

Amonhotep II. succeeded to

an empire which extended
from the Sudan to the

Euphrates and to the Greek

Islands; and when he died

he left these great posses-
sions almost intact to his

son, Thothmes IV., the grand-
father of Akhnaton. It is

important to notice the chron-

ology of this period. The

mummy of Thothmes IV. has

The Century Magazine, September 1907.
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been shown by Dr Elliot Smith
to be that of a man of not

more than twenty-six years of

age; but we know that his

son Amonhotep III. was old

enough to hunt lions at about
the time of his father's death,
and that he was already
married to Queen Thiy a year
later. Thus one must suppose
that Thothmes IV. was a
father at the age of thirteen

or fourteen, and that Amon-
hotep III. was married to Thiy
at about the same age. The
wife of Thothmes IV. was

probably a Syrian princess,
and it must have been during
her regency that Amonhotep
III. married Thiy, who was
not of royal blood. Amon-
hotep and Thiy introduced
into Egypt the luxuries of

Asia ;
and during their bril-

liant reign the Nile Valley
was more open to Syrian in-

fluence than it had ever
been before. The language
of Babylon was the Court

tongue, and the correspond-
ence was written in cunei-

form instead of in the hieratic

script of Egypt. Amonhotep
III., as has been said, was
probably partly Asiatic; and
there is, perhaps, some reason
to suppose that Yuaa, the
father of Queen Thiy, was also

a Syrian. One has, therefore,
to picture the Egyptian Court
at this time as being satur-

ated with foreign ideas, which
clashed with those of the
orthodox Egyptians.
Queen Thiy bore several

children to the King ; but it

was not until they had reigned
over twenty years that a son
and heir was born, whom they

named Amonhotep, that being

changed later to Akhnaton.
It is probable that he first

saw the light in the royal

palace at Thebes, which was
situated on the edge of the

desert at the foot of the west-

ern hills. It was an extensive

and roomy structure, lightly
built and gaily decorated.

The ceiling and pavements of

its halls were fantastically

painted with scenes of animal
life : wild cattle ran through
reedy swamps beneath one's

feet, and many - coloured fish

swam in the water ;
while

overhead nights of pigeons,
white against a blue sky,

passed across the hall, and
the wild duck hastened to-

wards the open casements.

Through curtained doorways
one might obtain glimpses of

a garden planted with flowers

foreign to Egypt ; and on the

east of the palace the King had
made a great pleasure-lake for

the Queen, surrounded by the

trees of Asia. Here, floating
in her golden barge, which
was named Aton -

gleams, the

Queen might look westwards
over the tree-tops to the splen-
did Theban hills towering
above the palace, and east-

wards to the green valley of

the Nile and the three great
limestone hills beyond. Amon-
hotep III. has been rightly
called the "Magnificent," and
one may well believe that his

son Akhnaton was born to

the sound of music and to

the clink of golden wine-cups.

Fragments of countless thou-

sands of wine -jars and blue

fayence drinking -vessels have
been found in the ruins of
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the palace; and contemporary
paintings show us some of the

exquisitely wrought bowls of

gold and silver which must
have graced the royal tables.

While the luxurious Court

rejoiced at the birth of this

Egypto - Asiatic prince, one
feels that the ancient priest-
hood of Amon-Ka must have
stood aloof, and must have
looked askance at the baby
who was destined one day to

be their master. This priest-
hood was perhaps the proudest
and most conservative com-

munity which conservative

Egypt ever produced. It de-

manded implicit obedience to

its stiff and ancient conven-

tions, and it refused to recog-
nise the growing tendency
towards religious speculation.
One of the great gods of

Syria was Aton, the god of

the sun ; and his recognition
at the Theban Court was a
source of constant irritation

to the ministers of Amon-Ra.

Probably they would have
taken stronger measures to

resist this foreign god had it

not been for the fact that

Atum of Heliopolis, an ancient

god of Egypt, was on the one
hand closely akin to Ra, the

associated deity with Amon,
and on the other hand to

Aton of Syria. Thus Aton
might be regarded merely as

another name for Ra or

Amon-Ra; but the danger to

the old regime lay in the fact

that with the worship of Aton
there went a certain amount
of freethought. The sun and
its warm rays were the herit-

age of all mankind; and the

speculative mind of the Asiatic,

always in advance of the less

imaginative Egyptian, had not
failed to collect to the Aton-

worship a number of semi-

philosophical teachings far

broader than the strict doc-

trines of Amon - Ra could

tolerate.

There is much reason to

suppose that Queen Thiy was
the prime factor in the new
movement. It may, perhaps,
be worth noting that her
father was a priest of the

Egyptian god Min, who cor-

responded to the North Syrian
Aton in his capacity as a god
of vegetation ; and she may
have imbibed something of the

broader doctrines from him.

It is the barge upon her

pleasure
- lake which is called

Aton -
gleams, and it is her

private artist who is respons-
ible for one of the first ex-

amples of the new style of

art which begins to appear
at this period. Egyptian art

was bound down by conven-

tions jealously guarded by
the priesthood, and the slight

tendency to break away from

these, which now becomes

apparent, is another sign of

the broadening of thought
under the reign of Amon-
hotep III. and Thiy.

King Amonhotep III. does

not seem to have been a man
of strong character, and in

the changes which took place
at this time he does not appear
to have taken so very large a

part. He always showed the

most profound respect for, and
devotion to, his Queen ; and
one is inclined to regard him
as a tool in her hands.

According to some accounts
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he reigned only thirty years,
but there are contemporary
monuments dated in his thirty-
sixth year, and it seems prob-
able that for the last six years
he was reigning only in name,
and that in reality his son

Akhnaton, under the regency
of Queen Thiy, governed the
land. Amonhotep III. was

perhaps during these years
insane or stricken with some

paralytic disease, for we read
of an Asiatic monarch send-

ing a miracle-working image
to Egypt, apparently for the

purpose of attempting to cure

him. It must have been dur-

ing these six years of absolute

power, while Akhnaton was
from eight to fourteen years
of age, that the Queen pushed
forward her reforms and en-

couraged the breaking down
of the old traditions, especially
those relating to the worship
of Amon-Ra.

Amonhotep III. died in about
the forty-ninth year of his age,
after a total reign of thirty-
six years ;

and Akhnaton, who
still bore the name of Amon-
hotep, at once assumed vigor-
ous control, although he was
but fourteen years of age. One
must picture him now as a

strong, healthy, enthusiastic

boy, filled with the new
thought of the age, and

burning to assert the broad
doctrines which he had learnt

from his mother and her

friends, in defiance of the

priests of Amon-Ra. He was

already married to a Syrian
princess named Nefertiti, and

certainly before he was fifteen

years of age he was the father

of two daughters a fact which

one would be inclined to dis-

pute did one not remember
that Thothmes IV. was a

father at thirteen, and that

Amonhotep III. was married
at that age to Thiy.
The new Pharaoh's first

move was to proclaim Aton
the only true god, and to name
himself high priest of that

deity. He then began to build

a temple dedicated to Aton at

Karnak; but it must have
been distasteful to him to ob-

serve how overshadowed and
dwarfed was this new temple
by the mighty buildings in

honour of the older gods which
stood there. Moreover, there

must have been very serious

opposition to the new religion
in Thebes, where Amon had
ruled for so many centuries

unchallenged. In whatever
direction he looked he was
confronted with some evidence

of the worship of Amon-Ra :

he might proclaim Aton to be

the only god, but Amon and
a hundred other deities stared

down at him from every tem-

ple wall. He and his advisers,

therefore, decided to abandon
Thebes altogether and to found
a new capital elsewhere.

Akhnaton selected a site for

the new city on the west bank
of the river, at a point now
named El Amarna, about 160
miles above Cairo. Here the

hills recede from the river,

forming a bay about three

miles deep and five long ;

and in this bay the young
Pharaoh decided to build his

capital, which was named
"Horizon of Aton." With
feverish speed the new build-

ings were erected. A palace
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even more beautiful than that

of his parents at Thebes was

prepared for him; a splendid

temple dedicated to Aton was
set up amidst a garden of rare

trees and brilliant flowers
;

villas for his nobles were

erected, and streets were laid

out. Queen Thiy, who seems
to have continued to live at

Thebes, often came down to

El Amarna to visit her son;
but it seems to have been at

his own wish rather than at

her advice that he now took
the important step which set

the seal of his religion upon
his life.

Around the bay of El

Amarna, on the cliffs which
shut it off so securely, the

King caused landmarks to be
made at intervals, and on these

he inscribed an oath that he
would never again leave his

new city. He would remain,
like the Pope in the Vatican,
for the rest of his days within
the limits of this bay; and,
rather than be distracted by
the cares of state and the

worries of empire, he would
shut himself up with his god
and would devote his life to

his religion. He was but four-

teen years of age, and, to his

inexperienced mind, this oath
seemed nothing; nor in his

brief life did he break it,

though at times he must have

longed to visit his domains.
The religion which this boy,

who now called himself Akh-
naton, "the Glory of Aton,"
taught was by no means the

simple worship of the sun. It

was, without question, the most

enlightened religion which the
world at that time had ever

known. The young priest-

king called upon mankind to

worship the unknown power
which is behind the sun, that

power of which the brilliant

sun was the visible symbol, and
which might be discerned in

the fertilising warmth of the
sun's rays. Aton was origin-

ally the actual sun's disk
; but

Akhnaton called his god
" Heat

which is in Aton," and thus
drew the eyes of his followers

towards a Force far more in-

tangible and distant than the

dazzling orb to which they
bowed down. Akhnaton's god
was the force which created
the sun, the something which

penetrated to this earth in the
sun's heat and caused the veg-
etation to grow.
Amon-Ra and the gods of

Egypt were for the most part
but deified mortals, endued
with monstrous, though lim-

ited, power, and still hav-

ing around them traditions of

exaggerated human deeds.

Others had their origin in

natural phenomena the wind,
the Nile, the sky, and so on.

All were terrific, revengeful,
and able to be moved by
human emotions. But Akh-
naton's god was the intangible
and yet ever-present Father
of mankind, made manifest in

sunshine. The youthful High
Priest called upon his followers

to search for their god not in

the confusion of battle or be-

hind the smoke of human
sacrifices, but amidst the
flowers and trees, amidst the

wild duck and the fishes.

He preached an enlightened

nature-study: he was perhaps
the first apostle of the Simple
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Life. He strove to break
down conventional religion,
and ceaselessly urged his peo-

ple to worship in Truth, sim-

ply, without an excess of

ceremonial. While the elder

gods had been manifest in

natural convulsions and in the
more awful incidents of life,

Akhnaton's kindly god could
be seen in the chick which
broke out of its egg, in the
wind which filled the sails of

the ships, in the fish which

leapt from the water. Aton
was the joy which caused the

young sheep "to dance upon
their feet," and the birds to

"nutter in their marshes." He
was the god of the simple
pleasures of life, and Truth
was the watchword of his fol-

lowers.

It may be understood how
the boy longed for truth in all

things when one remembers
the thousand exaggerated con-
ventions of Egyptian life at

this time. Court etiquette had

developed to a degree which
rendered life to the Pharaoh
an endless round of unnatural

poses of mind and body. In
the preaching of his doctrine
of truth and simplicity, Akh-
naton did not fail to call upon
his subjects to regard their

Pharaoh not as a god but as

a man. It was usual for the

Pharaoh to keep aloof from
his people : Akhnaton was to

be found in their midst. The
Court demanded that their lord

should drive in solitary state

through the city : Akhnaton
sat in his chariot with his

wife and children, and allowed
the artist to represent him jok-

ing with his little daughter,

who has mischievously poked
the horses with a stick. In

representing the Pharaoh, the

artist was expected to draw
him in some conventional atti-

tude of dignity: Akhnaton
insisted upon being shown in

all manner of natural attitudes

now leaning languidly upon
a staff, now nursing his child-

ren, and now caressing his

wife.

As has been said, one of the

first artists to break away from
the ancient conventions was in

the service of Queen Thiy, and
was probably under her in-

fluence. But in the radical

change in the art which now
took place, Akhnaton is defin-

itely stated to have been the

leader, and the new school

acknowledge that they were

taught by the king. The new
art is extraordinary, and it

must be owned that its merit

lies rather in its originality
than in its beauty. An at-

tempt is made to do away with
the prescribed attitudes and
the strict proportions, and to

portray any one individual with

his natural defects. Some of

the sculptured heads, however,
which have come down to us,

and notably the four "canopio"
heads found in this tomb, are

of wonderful beauty, and have
no trace of traditional manner-

isms, though they are highly
idealised. The king's desire

for light-heartedness led him
to encourage the use of bright
colours and gay decorations in

the palace. Some of the ceil-

ing and pavement paintings
are of great beauty, while the

walls and pillars inlaid with
coloured stones must have
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given a brilliancy to the halls

unequalled in Egypt at any
previous time.

The group of nobles who
formed the King's Court had
all sacrificed much in coming
to the new capital. Their

estates around Thebes had
been left, their houses aband-

oned, and the tombs which
were in process of being made
for them in the Theban hills

had been rendered useless.

The King, therefore, showered
favours upon them, and at his

expense built their houses and
constructed sepulchres forthem.
It is on the walls of these tombs
that one obtains the main por-
tion of one's information re-

garding the teachings of this

wonderful youth, who was now
growing into manhood. Here
are inscribed those beautiful

hymns to Aton which rank so

high in ancient literature. It

is unfortunate that space does
not allow more than a few ex-

tracts from the hymns to be

quoted here ; but something of

their beauty may be realised

from these. (Professor Breas-
ted's Translation.)

"
Thy dawning is beautiful in the

horizon of heaven,
O living Aton, Beginning of life !

When thou risest in the eastern horizon
of heaven

Thou fillest every land with thy beauty."

"
Though thou art afar, thy rays are on

earth ;

Though thou art on high, thy foot-

prints are the day."

"When thou settest in the western
horizon of heaven

The world is in darkness like the dead.
Men sleep in their chambers, their

heads are wrapt up.
Every lion cometh forth from his den.
The ierpents, they sting.

Darkness reigns, the world is in silence :

He that made them has gone to rest in

his horizon."

"Bright is the earth when thou risest

in the horizon . . .

When thou sendest forth thy rays
The two lauds of Egypt are in daily

festivity,
Awake and standing upon their feet,

For thou hast raised them up.
Their limbs bathed, they take their

clothing,
Their arms uplifted in adoration to thy

dawning.
Then in all the world they do their

work. "

" All cattle rest upon their herbage, all

trees and plants flourish.

The birds flutter in their marshes, their

wings uplifted in adoration tothee.

All the sheep dance upon their feet,
All winged things fly ; they live when

thou hast shone upon them."

"The barques sail up-stream and down-
stream alike, . . .

The fish in the river leap up before

thee,
And thy rays are in the midst of the

great sea."

"Thou art he who Greatest the man-
child in woman . . .

Who giveth life to the sun in the body
of his mother ;

Who soothest him that he may not

weep,
A nurse even in the womb."

" When the chicklet crieth in the egg-

shell,
Thou givest him breath therein to

preserve him alive . . .

He cometh forth from the egg, to chirp
with all his might.

He runneth about upon his two feet."

" How manifold are all thy works !

They are hidden from before us."

" Thou makest the beauty of form,

through thyself alone.

Cities, towns and settlements, on high-

way or on river,
All eyes see thee before them."

There are several verses of

this hymn which are almost
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identical with Psalm oiv., and
those who study it close-

ly will be forced to one of

two conclusions : either that
Psalm civ. is derived from
this hymn of the young
Pharaoh, or that both are

derived from some early Syrian
hymn to the sun. Akhnaton

may have only adapted this

early psalm to local conditions ;

though, on the other hand, a
man capable of bringing to

pass so great a religious revo-

lution in Egypt may well be
credited with the authorship
of this splendid song. There
is no evidence to show that it

was written before the King
had reached manhood.

Meanwhile, although preach-
ing this gentle creed of love and

simple truth, Akhnaton was

waging a bitter and stern war
against the priesthoods of the
old gods. It may be that the

priesthoods of Amon had again
attempted to overthrow the
new doctrines, or had in some
manner called down the par-
ticular wrath of the Pharaoh.
He issued an order that the
name of Amon was to be erased
and obliterated wherever it was
found, and his agents proceeded
to hack it out on all the temple
walls. The names also of other

gods were erased
;
and it is

noticeable in this tomb that the

word mut, meaning
"
mother,"

was carefully spelt in hiero-

glyphs which would have no

similarity to those used in the
word Mut, the goddess-consort
of Amon. The name of Amon-
hotep III., his own father, did
not escape the King's wrath,
and the first syllables were

everywhere erased.

One supposes that these

vigorous measures must have
been something of a grief to

Queen Thiy, who probably did

not now take any further part
in a movement which had got
so far out of her hands. She
was now nearly sixty years
old, and this, to one who had
been a mother so early in life,

was a considerable age. It

seems that she sometimes paid
visits to her son at El Amarna,
but her interest lay in Thebes,
where she had once held so

brilliant a Court. When at

last she died, therefore, it

is not surprising to find

that she was buried in the

Valley of the Tombs of the

Kings. The tomb which has
been described above is most

probably her original sepulchre,
and here her body was placed
in the golden shrine made for

her by Akhnaton, surrounded

by the usual funeral furniture.

She thus lay no more than a

stone's throw from her parents,
whose tomb was discovered two

years ago, and which was of

very similar size and shape.
As the years went by Akh-

naton seems to have given
himself more and more com-

pletely to his new religion. He
had now so trained one of his

nobles, named Merira, in the

teachings of Aton that he was
able to hand over to him the

high priesthood of that god,
and to turn his attention to

the many other duties which
he had imposed upon himself.

In rewarding Merira, the king
is related to have said,

"
Hang

gold at his neck before and

behind, and gold on his legs,
because of his hearing the
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teaching of Pharaoh concern-

ing every saying in these

beautiful places." Another
official whom Akhnaton greatly
advanced says: "My lord ad-

vanced me because I have
carried out his teaching, and
I hear his word without ceas-

ing." The King's doctrines

were thus beginning to take

hold; but one feels, neverthe-

less, that the nobles followed

their King rather for the sake
of their material gains than for

the spiritual comforts of the

Aton-worship. There is reason

to suppose that at least one of

these nobles was degraded and
banished from the city.
But while Akhnaton was

preaching peace and goodwill
amidst the flowers of the temple
of Aton, his generals in Asia
Minor were vainly struggling
to hold together the great em-

pire created by Thothmes III.

Akhnaton had caused a temple
of Aton to be erected at one

point in Syria at least, but in

other respects he took little or

no interest in the welfare of his

foreign dominions. War was
not tolerated in his doctrine :

it was a sin to take away life

which the good Father had

given. One pictures the hard-
ened soldiers of the empire
striving desperately to hold
the nations of Asia faithful to

the Pharaoh whom they never
saw. The small garrisons were
scattered far and wide over

Syria, and constantly they sent

messengers to the Pharaoh ask-

ing at least for some sign that
he held them in mind.

There is no more pathetic
page of ancient history than
that which teUs of the fall of

the Egyptian Empire. The
Amorites, advancing along the

sea-coast, took city after city
from the Egyptians almost

without a struggle. The chiefs

of Tunip wrote an appeal for

help to the King: "To the

King of Egypt, my lord, The
inhabitants of Tunip, thy serv-

ant." The plight of the city
is described and reinforcements
are asked for. "And now,"
it continues, "Tunip thy city

weeps, and her tears are flow-

ing, and there is no help for us.

For twenty years we have been

sending to our lord the King,
the King of Egypt, but there

has not come a word to us, no,

not one." The messengers of

the beleaguered city must have
found the King absorbed in his

religion, and must have seen

only priests of the sun where

they had hoped to find the

soldiers of former days. The

Egyptian governor of Jeru-

salem, attacked by Aramaeans,
writes to the Pharaoh, saying :

" Let the King take care of his

land, and ... let him send

troops. . . . For if no troops
come in this year, the whole

territory of my lord the King
will perish." To this letter is

added a note to the King's

secretary, which reads,
"
Bring

these words plainly before my
lord the King : the whole land

of my lord the King is going
to ruin."

So city after city fell, and
the empire, won at such cost,

was gradually lost to the

Egyptians. It is probable that

Akhnaton had not realised how
serious was the situation in

Asia Minor. A few of the

chieftains who were not actu-
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ally in arms against him had
written to him every now and
then assuring him that all was
well in his dominions; and,

strange to relate, the tribute

of many of the cities had been

regularly paid. The Asiatic

princes, in fact, had completely
fooled the Pharaoh, and had led

him to believe that the nations

were loyal while they them-
selves prepared for rebellion.

Akhnaton, hating violence, had
been only too ready to believe

that the despatches from Tunip
and elsewhere were unjustifi-

ably pessimistic. He had hoped
to bind together the many
countries under his rule, by
giving them a single religion.
He had hoped that when
Aton should be worshipped
in all parts of his empire,
and when his simple doctrines

of love, truth, and peace
should be preached from

every temple throughout the

length and breadth of his

dominions, then war would
cease and a unity of faith

would hold the lands in har-

mony one with the other.

When, therefore, the tribute

suddenly ceased, and the few

refugees came staggering home
to tell of the perfidy of the

Asiatic princes and the fall of

the empire, Akhnaton seems to

have received his deathblow.
He was now not more than

twenty-five years of age; and

though his portraits show that

his face was already lined with

care, and that his body was
thinner than it should have

been, he was a powerfully-built

man, having plenty of reserve

strength. He was the father
of several daughters, but his
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queen had borne him no son
to succeed him; and thus he
must have felt that his religion
could not outlive him. With
his empire lost, with Thebes
his enemy, and with his

treasury wellnigh empty, one
feels that Akhnaton must have
sunk to the very depths
of despondency. His religious
revolution had ruined Egypt,
and had failed : did he, one

wonders, find consolation in

the sunshine and amidst the

flowers ?

His death followed speedily ;

and, resting in the splendid
coffin in which we found him,
he was laid in the tomb pre-

pared for him in the hills

behind his new capital. The
throne fell to the husband of

one of his daughters, Sakara,

who, after an ephemeral reign,

gave place to another of the

sons-in-law of Akhnaton, named
Tutankhaton. This king was

speedily persuaded to change
his name to Tutankhamen, to

abandon the worship of Aton,
and to return to Thebes. Akh-
naton's city fell into ruins, and
soon the temples and palaces
had become the haunt of jackals
and the home of owls. The
nobles returned with their new

King to Thebes, and not one

remained faithful to those
"
teachings

"
to which they

had once pretended to be such

earnest listeners.

The fact that the body in

the new tomb was that of

Akhnaton, and not of Queen
Thiy, gives a new reading to

the history of the burial.

When Tutankhamen returned

to Thebes, Akhnaton 's memory
was still, it appears, regarded

2H
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with reverence, and it seems

that there was no question of

leaving his body in the neigh-
bourhood of his deserted palace,

where, until the discovery of

this tomb, Egyptologists had

expected to find it. It was
carried to Thebes, together
with some of the funeral furni-

ture, and was placed in the

tomb of Queen Thiy, which had
been reopened for the purpose.
But after a year or so had

passed and the priesthood of

Amon-Ra had again asserted

itself, Akhnaton began to be

regarded as a heretic and as

the cause of the loss of Egypt's
Asiatic dominions. These
sentiments were vigorously

encouraged by the priesthood,
and soon Akhnaton came to be

spoken of as "that criminal,"
and his name was obliterated

from his monuments. It was
now felt that his body could
no longer lie in state together
with that of Queen Thiy in the

Valley of the Tombs of the

Kings. The sepulchre was
therefore opened once more,
and the name Akhnaton was

everywhere erased from the

inscriptions. The tomb, pol-
luted by the presence of the

heretic, was no longer fit for

Thiy, and the body of the

Queen was therefore carried

elsewhere, perhaps to the tomb
of her husband Amonhotep
III. The shrine in which her

mummy had lain was pulled
to pieces and an attempt was
made to carry it out of the

tomb; but this arduous task
was presently abandoned, and
one portion of the shrine was

left in the passage, where we
found it. The body of Akhna-

ton, his name erased, was now
the sole occupant of the tomb.

The entrance was blocked with

stones, and sealed with the

seal of Tutankhamen, a frag-
ment of which was found

;
and

it was in this condition that

it was discovered last January.
Those who wish to read

with more detail the life of

Akhnaton will find an admir-
able account of his reign in

Professor Breasted's '

History
of Egypt'; and although this

new discovery of the sex and

age of the body has altered

the chronological aspect of the

reign, the main features still

hold good. The fact that

Akhnaton died at the age of

twenty-five, instead of in his

thirty
- second to thirty

- fifth

year, as had been thought, but
enhances our respect for the

youthful mind which in ten

years led all Egypt to bow the

knee to Aton.
The bones of this extraordin-

ary Pharaoh are, at the time
of writing, still in the Cairo

Museum ; but, in deference to

the sentiments of many worthy
persons, I have received in-

structions to place them once

more in the tomb of Queen
Thiy. The visitor to that

museum, however, may now
see the coffin, the "

canopic
"

jars, the alabaster vases, the

gold crown, the gold necklace,
the sheets of gold in which
the body was wrapped, the

toilet utensils, and parts of

the shrine, all of which we
found in the burial-chamber.
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NEEDS EXPLAINING.

BY SIK J. GEORGE SCOTT, K.C.I.E.

THERE was a British column
summoned out on a punitive

expedition, another little war
in a practically unknown
country. A civil officer had
been murdered while on a

tour in some troublesome
native states, and the local

government wired to say that

the punishment of the perpe-
trators was imperative and

urgent. There were some

people who thought the crime
was a purely personal and

private matter, and that the

less said about it the better,
but that was not the official

view.

The telegram was sent, and
then the wire broke. The

superior government, which

got the message and the de-

mand for troops, knew nothing
whatever of the country, and
there were references to sultans

and maharajahs and others

with high - sounding titles.

The secretaries and under-
secretaries consulted maps, but
the places referred to were not
to be found on them, and no
Gazetteer took any notice of

the states or of the potentates
whose names sounded so im-

posing. It was only the most

junior of the Staff, not long
away from school, who dis-

covered that in the days of

Hakluyt's Voyagers the tribes-

men were quite notorious, and

proved dangerous enemies to

the most intrepid travellers.

At that time they were greatly

feared. They attacked with the

most pronounced ferocity, and

displayed as little of the quality
of mercy as a cat or a Radical

majority.
After Hakluyt's time they

had in a way dropped out of

notice. At any rate, they were
not so conspicuous, and had
come to be looked on as mere
vermin : not the vermin of the
Muscovite magnate, who sheds
them along with seed pearls,
but the vermin of the game-
keeper, such as the corbie or

the stoat, the wild-dog or the

hamadryad, the sort of thing
to be destroyed at sight and to

be given no chances.

So the civil side had to give

way to the military, which sees

stars in "
big shows," and quite

a considerable column was got

ready, and before telegraphic
communication could be re-

stored it had sailed. They
manage these things every-
where better than in England.
Every one and every thing
needful are ready, and there

are quite often enough of them
for whatever is on hand.

There were not only a British

regiment and a battery, but
there were also a native regi-
ment and a native battery,
which it was proposed to limber

up on buffaloes, since the ele-

phants which usually carried

the guns could not be got to

the coast and shipped at short

notice. Finally, because a large
river was mentioned in the
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telegram, a Naval Brigade
was added. As a further pre-

caution, arrangements were
made for the despatch of

another column in case it

should be wanted.

This was a degree of zeal and
a display of energy on which
the local government had by
no means counted, and for

which they were far from

being prepared. The mere

fitting out of transports, they
had thought, would have taken

ten days longer. So the first

use they made of the re-estab-

lished telegraph wire was to

intimate that the strength of

the force despatched was ample
to the point of generosity, and
that no more troops were
wanted on any account.

Then they set about making
arrangements for landing the

column, so as to get it out of

the way as soon as possible.
This was not a particularly

easy matter, for large trans-

ports could get nowhere near

the coast at the scene of the

disturbances, and the river,

though quite an imposing one
to look at, was not navigable,
even near its mouth, by any
but light

- draught steamers,
and farther up was only pass-
able by shallow steam-launches.

However, it was eventually

managed, and the troops were

got on shore, only instead of

going up the river they were
landed at a point on the coast

and set to march forty miles

or so across country to the
middle reaches of the river.

Most of the Naval Brigade
went up the same way, but a
few were left behind to see if

a steam cutter or two could

be got over the mudbanks and

brought to the scene of opera-
tions. The land party, who
on their last cruise had been
out after slavers, took a bat-

tery of rocket - troughs with

them, having an enthusiastic-

ally expressed conviction that

war -rockets were, above all

things, calculated to disconcert

the most stubborn and reckless

enemy.
The road was a bridle-track

of a very incomplete description,

through a most desperately

jungly country, full of cane
brake and wait-a-bit thorns

and creepers scores of yards
long, ankle -high above the

ground, and all twisted into

knots, an abattis constructed

by nature, with plenty of time
on its hands. Everything, too,

seemed to be festooned with

leeches, suffering from abnor-
mal thirst, and with the expand-
ing capacity of a toy balloon.

Scouting was therefore by
no means easy work. It was

practically abandoned after the

first day, when the men were
under arms for about ten hours,
and when the camp was pitched
it was found that they had
covered about three miles from
their starting

-
point. Small

reconnoitring bodies sent on
ahead took the place of flank-

ing parties after this, but even
in this way progress was des-

perately slow, for all the rations

had to be carried by coolies,

and there were not many of

these available. A great
number were mere amateurs,
and the rest very soon found
it to their advantage to pre-
tend to be amateurs also.

It was therefore about ten
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days before they got to their

destination, where the camp
was pitched on a high bank

overlooking the river. Absol-

utely nobody, hostile or other-

wise, had been seen the whole

way up, though there were
constant rumours that the

"Maharajah," with ten fol-

lowers, who had committed
the murder, was somewhere in

the immediate neighbourhood.
There was a small village on

a bit of low ground below the
bluff of the camp. On the
other side of the river, here
about two hundred yards wide,
there was another larger vil-

lage ; and farther up, at the top
of a long reach, over which the

camp looked, there was a settle-

ment reported to be of very
considerable size, but absolutely
hidden from view by cocoanut
and plantain and mango and
other trees. Dense jungle
everywhere grew down to the
water's edge, and the channel,
when you could find it, had a

depth of from ten to twelve feet.

The upper village, called

Lota Kanna, had a very bad

reputation. This did not seem
to rest on any very definite

details. They stole cattle, but
so did all their neighbours when
they got the chance. They
forced all boats passing on the
river to pay blackmail, but so

did all the other villages when
they were strong enough to

enforce their demands. Bands
of spearmen occasionally went
out and robbed and plundered
at a distance, but that was
believed to be the national

custom of the whole race. The
only definite and distinctive

crime that seemed to differ-

entiate Lota Kanna from all

the other villages was that it

was very big, and that it

seemed almost certain that the

"Murdering Maharajah" had

stayed there for some consider-

able number of nights, and that

a man who had committed
several murders in civilised

parts, and had escaped from

jail, was a cousin of the head-

man, who had the resounding
title of Senapati.
The General commanding the

Expeditionary Force was a

short, choleric, round little ball

of a man, who had seen service

in Afghanistan, and hated a

jungly country. He was very
wroth at the falsification of

his hopes of a campaign, with
stars and promotion at the

end of it, and declared every

day, with a conviction which
at first was amusing, and then

became tiresome, and then be-

came amusing again, that they
had all been sent out on police-
men's work, and that it was
an insult to The Service. He
was so preoccupied with this

view of the operations that

he thought of nothing else.

Moreover, it was necessary to

get up a supply of rations and
warlike stores to form a base,
or an advanced base, in view
of possible farther excursions.

The coolies brought these up
in an anaemic sort of a way a

few pounds at a time, and the

General's favourite subject was,
that all this should have been
done by the local government
before ever the column arrived.

In this way several weeks

passed, and the camp remained
as open and undefended as it

did on the day when it was
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pitched, far more so than if

army manoeuvres were being
held for the benefit of the even-

ing papers. Nothing happened,
and nothing seemed likely to

happen. There was no possible

place where any one could take

exercise except on the road by
which they had come up, and
that was a bridle-track capable
of limitless improvement. A
few friendly villagers came in,

and sold fowls and eggs, and

weapons designed by primitive
man, and supplied the Com-
missariat department with
buffaloes in the absence of

slaughter cattle, and so still

further irritated the plump
general, for buffalo sirloin is

not good to eat, and soup made
of buffalo flesh tastes as if the

cook had used sugar instead of

salt.

The friendly villagers had
not much information to give,
but they were quite unanimous
in declaring that Lota Kanna
was a very wicked place, and
that all its inhabitants were

hereditary, natural - born, in-

stinctive, confirmed, and un-

blushing criminals.

After a time some of the

sepoys were allowed to go out

shooting, in the hope that they
might get pig, or deer, or jungle
fowl, or anything to relieve the

monotony of buffalo - steaks.

But the jungle defeated them

completely. They could not

get through it anywhere, and
out of chagrin, or mischief, or

sheer desperation, mistook some

friendly village fowls for wild

ones, and shot quite a lot of

them.
After this the friendly vil-

lagerswere not quite so friendly,

and greatly raised the price of

tame villatic fowl. They were
also very sedulous in supplying
information that the " Murder-

ing Maharajah was many miles

away down the river, and was

getting farther away every
day." But there were still not

enough stores to form a base,
and the camp remained as it

was and where it was.
Then suddenly one morning,

just at the point of dawn, a
brisk fusilade was opened on it

from the village on the oppo-
site bank of the river. There
were not perhaps more than a

score of men firing, but the

round bullets and slugs buzzed
about all over the camp. No
one was harmed, but one bullet

facetiously plumped into the

General's wash-hand basin, and
made a large hole in it. This
basin was a thing made of

brass with a leather lid to it,

so that it could be packed with

everything necessary in a small

and handy compass. It had

accompanied the General for

many years, and he had quite
an affection for it.

Troops of course turned out

immediately and fired volleys
into the green jungle, for not a
soul could be seen. The blue-

jackets got out their rocket-

trough and sent some 24-pound
war-rockets at a venture, but

mostly in the direction of Lota

Kanna, on which place the

enemy was supposed to be re-

treating. These cannoned off

from tree to tree, and went
about like lunatic dogs quarter-

ing the ground, or howling
dervishes in the last stage of

their ecstasy, and every one
was very pleased with their
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antics. Suddenly, however, one
of them fell short, plumped into

the water, turned a complete
somersault and came back into

camp. Its mad proceedings
there created so much excite-

ment that everything else

ceased. It went straight

through the General's mess-
and office-tent, and set it on

fire, and very nearly did the

same with the Commissariat

go-down.
Just at this moment a steam-

launch came up the river.

The bluejackets had got up
somehow or other over shoals

and sandbanks and rapids, and
as soon as they realised the

situation, which was not at all

the sort of thing they were pre-

pared for, they steamed along-
side the bank opposite the

camp. Half a dozen men
landed and made for the

village, but found not a soul

there, and they were recalled

by the bugles of the encamp-
ment.

After this the General said

not a word more about police
work. He was inflamed with
an intense desire to destroy
Lota Kanna. It did not
matter that the civil officer

told him that all the informa-
tion he had received pointed
to the fact that the scandalous
and audacious outrage of the

attack was the work, not of

Lota Kanna men at all, but
of casual enterprising spirits,
who were not impossibly prac-
tical jokers.

This insinuation made the

General still more indignant,
but he was persuaded by the

non-combatant officers and by
twenty - four hours' reflection

that it would be wiser to pro-
tect the camp, in a neighbour-
hood with so much excellent

cover, before beginning offens-

ive operations, and so a palis-
ade of tree-trunks was run

up all round the position to

prevent sudden attacks and

discourage practical joking.
This took a matter of two
weeks or more, for there were
not many axes available, and
then arrangements were made
for the attack. The villagers
were known to have large
numbers of small dug-outs,

light canoes made out of

hollowed trees, and capable of

holding five or six people each.

Every householder had at least

one, and some had more, so

that it was clear that if they
did not want to stand they
could paddle across to the

other side. It was therefore

determined that one force

should cross the river and
march up the opposite bank ;

another was to keep parallel
on the camp side of the river;
while the steam-launch was to

ascend the stream itself and

keep up communication be-

tween the two columns.

Meanwhile all the modified

comfort of the camp was at

an end. No one was allowed

to go out for a walk, much
less to shoot. Sentries chal-

lenged the friendly villagers
so vigorously and pertinaci-

ously that they gave up coming
altogether; and the bluejackets
hailed every passing craft on
the river with a "boat ahoy,"
and paddled off after them
when they failed to reply com-

prehensibly, as was naturally

invariably the case when they
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replied at all. The naval

officer in command had some
sense of humour, and gave his

men imperative orders not to

fire unless they were fired on.

They never caught the startled

native paddlers, but they had

plenty of exercise and fur-

nished quite a lot of diversion

to the camp, which was all,

their officer said, that was

necessary.
At last everything was

ready. At dawn the British

soldiers were towed across the
river in sections, on bamboo
rafts, and landed on the far

bank. The skirmishing party
found the village absolutely

empty, and the houses and

vegetable gardens cleared of

everything portable. The
troops then extended as far
as possible at right angles to

the river and marched on Lota
Kanna. There were no thorns
and prickly bushes, or at any
rate not very many, but the

growth was so thick that the
men could only keep touch with
one another by going at inter-

vals of two yards, and then as

often as not a man could not
see his neighbour. Occasional
ditches and the fences round
houses made even this modified
form of envelopment rather

sketchy and unsatisfactory,
but Lota Kanna was reached
without anything whatever

having happened, and without
a single native having been
seen.

Here at last they found

patches of open ground and
reasonably defined footpaths,
but the place was very far from
being like the ordinary Europ-
ean, or even the ordinary

Indian, village. The houses,
all of them raised high off the

ground on piles, stood well

spaced away from one another,
in groves of cocoanut and areca

and toddy palms. There were

clumps and rows and isolated

patches of plantains, pome-
granate bushes, limes, guavas,

papayas, and other growths of

what the babu calls the ver-

nacular varieties. Plots of

tobacco plants, and yams and
sweet potatoes and wild mus-
tard and other vegetables, were
almost the only spaces that

were not like the outskirt of

a forest or the interior of a

shrubbery. There was no

knowing how far the village
extended. It seemed to cover

miles, and to have been laid

out without any plan except
the individual squatter's fancy,
and his inclination for a large
or a small enclosure. It might
have been represented by a

chess-board drawn by a person
who had had very much too

much to drink, or by some one
afflicted with palsy.
The Colonel was senior in

the Army to the General. This
added heat to a naturally
choleric disposition. Since the

campaign began he had left

off shaving, and the result

was to make him look absol-

utely ferocious. The hair

which grew round his face

was of a fiery red, and stood

out like an aureole, or the

flames of the bottomless pit ;

and the sounds that came out

of the middle of it were vol-

canic, and seemed to induce a
smell of sulphur. He was very
much annoyed, and was at no

pains to conceal it. He made
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bitter remarks about the coun-

try, and the village and the

inhabitants of it, and the in-

capacity of everybody in gen-
eral who might have been sup-

posed likely to be able to give
some idea of the character of

the place, or whose duty it

was to supply any intelligence
available. The senior officers,

who knew him of old, listened

stolidly or deferentially, and
some of them tried to look

sympathetic, but not one of

them said a word. The
Tommies grinned behind their

hands and whispered, "Ain't
he rippin' ! Ain't he a cough
drop !

" One zealous and
enthusiastic young subaltern,

newly joined, saluted and said,
" Shall I fix bayonets, sir, and
march through, and make a
sketch - map of the place ?

"

"Fix yourself in that bush,
sir, and wait till somebody
pulls you out," stormed the
Colonel.

The Adjutant had mean-
while passed word down the
line to the river, and it was
reported that the Garhwalis,
the native regiment on the
other side, were keeping
abreast, and that they had
seen nothing whatever either
in front of them or on the
water or on the bank farther

up. The steam cutter was
seen half a mile down-stream
slowly coming up with the
General and his staff.

A few houses also had been

entered, and were found to be

practically empty. That is

the normal state of Oriental
houses to the unaccustomed
view. There were paddles and

fishing-nets in the rafters, hoes

and miscellaneous tools under
the floor, two or three baskets

and bins of grains or other

food-stuffs, and a casual box
or two. But the sleeping-
mats and some stray clothes

and blankets, and particularly
the smouldering ashes in the

square frames full of earth that

did duty for fireplaces, showed
that the villagers had only
fled that morning.

"Rotten lot they are," said

the Colonel. "No fight, no

loot, no curios, not a cursed

thing. And I gave up three

months' shooting leave to come
here ! Who was it said these

people were brigands by nat-

ure, sea -pirates by tradition,

reckless of their own lives and

thirsting for other people's?
Some cherubic curate or a

Brummagem civilian, I sup-

pose. You have a signaller
on the bank, haven't you, Mr
Somers-Vine ? Just flagwag
the General that the blighters
have scooted to Sheol. We'll

beat through and burn the

whole shoot on the way back.

There isn't even a cat in the

blessed place. Tell him that,

but you needn't use the

exact words."

So the Adjutant signalled
to the General :

" Have pene-
trated to centre of village
without opposition. Head-
man's house empty, and this

and court round religious

building only open spots. Pro-

pose skirmishing through to

northern limits of village,
which seems very large and

straggling. Enemy, however,

appears to have fled to hills."

The General replied :

" Do
so, and destroy village as pro-
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posed." So the advance was
sounded and the troops went on,

breaking through fences more

freely than before, and slash-

ing down plantain-trees with
the choppers some of them
had found about the houses.

All hope of a fight was

given up now, and struggling
through brushwood was not

soothing to any one. It took
them about half an hour to

get through Lota Kanna, and
then word was passed up from
the river that another village
could be seen round a bend, a

quarter of a mile or so farther

on. They marched as far as

this, but it proved to be quite
as empty as Lota Kanna itself.

"What are we to do here,
sir?" asked the Adjutant.

"
Oh, set it a-light. Burn

every mortal thing that will

burn," said the Colonel.

"We've got to punish some-

body for this tomfoolery. I

wish some of these secretary
people had a turn at the
thorns. I tripped and sat

down on some of them just
now. I can't imagine why
they wanted British troops for

a show like this."

So the houses were set fire

to. There were about twenty
or thirty of them, mostly built

of bamboo. They flared up
like tinder, and the bamboos
were soon exploding in a

regular fusilade. After a
matter of twenty minutes the
column began to retire. The
setting fire to the houses was
naturally left to a fatigue-

party with the rearguard,
and the main body marched
straight to the centre of Lota
Kanna, where the headman's

house was. They had not been
there more than a few minutes
when there was a bang, a

singing in the air, and then a

crash. Every one stared up
at the sky. There was not

much of it to be seen, on
account of the trees, but al-

most immediately another bang
and an explosion left no doubt
in any one's mind as to what
was happening.

"I suppose they are firing
to celebrate the burning of the

village, sir," said the Adjutant,

lighting a cigarette; "but I

don't see why they should do

it with live shell, and it seems

a little bit rash and incon-

siderate to do it in this direc-

tion."

"It's that pestilential Faw-

donsyde," said the Colonel.

"He's a raving maniac. I

knew him at the Shop. He
used to stack the mess waiters

against the wall on guest-

nights, of course and throw
the table-knives and forks at

them, South American fashion,

underhand, you know. He
never did much damage, be-

cause they were all round-

headed, no carving
- knives

naturally ;
but I remember

he got old Bulpett, the man
with the balloon waistcoat,
I daresay you remember him,

in the middle. The knife

jumped off him like a racket

ball and caught Faw
Hullo ! there's another one."

"Well, sir, I suppose it is

good for the men's nerves ;

but supposing the bluejackets

begin with their rockets?"
"
Gad, yes ! Good thing

you thought of it. Send an

orderly down : My compli-
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ments to Major Fawdonsyde,
and this is no time for firing

quarterly ammunition. The
sailors will know what I

mean."
So an orderly was sent off

by a path which led from the

headman's house straight to

the river. He came running
back in a couple of minutes
and saluted :

" The Brigade-
Major's lying dead in a clear-

ing two hundred yards down
by, sir."

" The Brigade-Major ! What
on earth was he doing here?
Extend the men on the front

and right and left flanks, Mr
Somers-Vine, and tell them to

fire on any one they see. How
was Colonel D'Eath killed,

Clarke?"
" I didn't right see, sir. He

was lying a little off the path
in a pool of blood, sir. I came

right back to report, sir; an'

I told Captain Hurly, and he's

gone on with five men to the
river bank, sir."

" Go with him to the place,
Somers-Vine. I'll stay here.

What a cursed place it is to

fight in ! Can't double a yard
and can't see three, and I

shouldn't be a bit better off

if I shinned up one of these

palms."
The Colonel paced angrily

up and down, determined to

do something, but absolutely
uncertain where he should go
and do it. In a very few

minutes, however, there was a
brisk outburst of firing, and
then some confused shouts,
and a hurried sounding of the

"cease fire" from two bugles.
The British troops skirmish-

ing down towards the river

had come upon a party of

Garhwalis skirmishing up from
it. Fortunately the two

parties were so close to one
another that the bullets all

flew high, and nobody was
touched on either side. The
Garhwali officers came in, and
were promptly called up by
the Colonel.

"Well, gentlemen, what is

the meaning of this? First

of all, the battery tries to find

our range, and then you come

firing into my skirmishers. I

don't know that either of you
are to be complimented on your
firing, but that is a matter of

detail. What I should like to

know is what it all means.
And how did the Brigade-
Major come to be killed? He
wasn't killed by the guns,
and I don't suppose he killed

himself."

The senior Garhwali officer

was an exceedingly long, lanky
man, who wore an eyeglass
which he had a nervous habit

of shifting from one eye to the

other every few minutes, as if

it helped him to collect his

thoughts. He grimaced and
said :

" I think, sir, it was your
men who opened the firing, but

in any case we were hurried

off as soon as we landed, with

orders to shoot on any one we
saw." (" Most considerate !" in-

terjected the Colonel.) "There
is a good deal of excitement

down at the river bank there,

ever since the General came

running in."

"Oh, he came running in,

did he? Shouldn't have

thought ahem ! Would you
mind being so devilishly oblig-

ing as to explain matters a
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little bit? Except that we
are made a cockshy of, we
have realised nothing so far."

""Well, sir, they shouted to

us to send over a couple of

companies immediately. That
took a little time in these log
cockle-shells, and I came over

in the first boat. I don't

know that I've got the hang
of the thing yet, but I gather
that it was something like this.

As soon as the launch got
abreast of the place where you
signalled from, the General and
all his staff landed and went

up to see the village here. I

think they proposed to lunch
on shore. Anyhow they went,
and we sent over five sepoys to

do guard for them. They went

straight up to the house of the

headman, and went in to have
a look at it."

" What ! this house here ?

This is the headman's house."
"
Indeed, sir. Most inter-

esting," and the Garhwali
officer turned round and scrut-

inised the house, first with the
one eye and then with the
other.

" You can examine the place
later, if you please. What I

want to know is what on earth
all this means."

"
Quite so, sir. I can't

understand it : extraordinary
affair altogether. When they
got inside, they found a room
full of women."

"A room full of women !

Why, some of my men searched
the house and found nothing.
They're not usually backward

hum."
"I don't know about that.

They must have missed some

wing room, I suppose. Some

men have less luck than
others. Anyhow, they found
the women, and the ladies

squealed for all they were
worth. Then the civil officer,

old Carbolton, spoke soothing
words to them. He is good
at the vernacular, I believe."

"Yes, he has told me that

heaps of times, and he is great
on what he calls 'a few judic-
ious words and a tranquillis-

ing manner.' I don't know
how often I have heard him

say that a kindly address is

worth far more than what he
calls indiscriminate killing.

Says there never should be

any fighting, if the right way
is taken."

"Yes, I've heard him say
that in a long chair, with a

whisky-and-soda, but it does

not seem to work so well in

practice not with the women,
anyhow. The more he talked

sympathetically and dispas-

sionately to them, the more

they shrieked. The staff gal-

lopers grinned, and the General
threatened to tell the Mem-
Sahib, and then, all of a sud-

den, there was the dickens of

a harush outside, yelling and

loosing-off guns. They rushed
out of the house, and found
one of our men laid out with
a spear through the neck," he
looked about him and said,

"There's a stain on the grass
there, I suppose that's the

place. The other four were

firing for all they were worth
into the jungle somewhere
over there, I suppose. The
natives' volley did not seem
to have done anybody any
harm apparently, but as soon

as the General's party came
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out there was a regular volley
of spears, thrown javelin-fash-
ion, buzzing about their ears.

Well, it appears they were so

certain that you had cleared

out the enemy, that nobody
but the Brigade-Major had any
arms with him, and he had no-

thing better than his sword."
" Cleared out the enemy !

"

growled the Colonel. "We
cleared them out as effectually
as anybody could. I don't
know what more we could
have done. The men went

through the place not far

off touching one another. You
can't put that jungle through
a sieve, or a milk-strainer, or

even a gravel-screen. If they
were there at all, they must
have been in some of these

ditches, or clumps of bushes,
or underground altogether. I

expect they were brought in

by old Carbolton and his

shrieking hussies."

"No doubt you are correct,
sir. I expect the party came
back specially to fetch the

women, when they saw you
were burning the village
farther up. It was just the
luck of Carbolton's speechify-

ing that gave them a line

where they were to be found.

Anyhow they were there, and
the General's party came to

the conclusion, without much
hesitation, that it was no
manner of use staying there

out in the open to be shied at,

so they retired on the river."
"
Ran, I think you said ?

"

"
Well, the General certainly

came in perhaps a little bit

hurriedly, and Carbolton was
close beside him. The General
of course wanted to issue orders

as soon as possible to have some
of our men brought across the

river to have a shy at the

enemy. We did not waste any
time, I can assure you. We
had been there the best part
of two hours doing nothing.
We scrambled into the dug-
outs, there are hundreds of

them got together now, and
then we skirmished up, hacking
our way through the brush
with kookries, as you perceive,
sir."

" But how did the Brigade-
Major get killed?"

"I have only just heard that

he is killed. The Staff knew
nothing of it."

The Adjutant had come in

while they were talking, and
now said,

" I was just going to

tell you, sir. I fancy he must
have stayed to command the

Garhwali regiment. The sur-

geon has been down, and says
he was undoubtedly killed by
a spear -thrust through the

heart and the lungs. He says it

must have been a stab, probably
from the front. The spear
can't have been thrown. The

Major's sword is gone, but he
is wearing his scabbard, and

nothing has been taken from
the body except his helmet.

We have found all the Garhwali

guard, too. Three of them are

dead. They seem to have been
killed returning, for they were
at intervals down the path.
One of them is not likely to

get back to camp alive, and the
fifth is so badly wounded that
I did not like to question him
much. Apparently the spear-
men rushed in on them and
hacked some of them, at any
rate, down with their knives.
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I sent the two wounded men
and the dead bodies down to

the river with the bluejackets."

"Bluejackets! What were

they doing up here?"
" I fancy they were looting,

sir. They said they came on

shore to stretch their legs, and
ran up when they heard the

noise. They got in for the last

of the fight, anyhow, and saved

the last two Garhwalis. They
say so, anyhow, and I daresay

they are right. They saw a

lot of natives hacking at the

sepoys, and shot two of them,
and the rest ran away. There
were no natives' bodies, but I

daresay they carried off their

dead."'

"Where are the bluejackets?"
"I sent them back to the

river with the stretcher-party.

Probably the launch will take

the wounded men straight back
to the camp hospital."
At this moment another

party of Garhwalis came in.

The officer came up and said,

"We are sent in support, sir.

Have you any orders?"
" No orders," said the Colonel.

"We have about five times as

many men as we need, and
there isn't room in this ravel-

ment for any more knots. We
have skirmishers out all round,
and the party burning the

village will soon be in. Does
the General know we are here ?

I see he has stopped the gun.
That's one complication the

less, thank goodness !

"

" He must know you are here

by this time, sir. We met a

bluejacket helping Colclough
down to the river."

" Another bluejacket ! and

Cololough ! It seems to me

that everybody has been having
an afternoon walk over here.

And what did Colclough need

helping for?"
" He had lost a lot of blood,

sir. He was jabbed all over

like a pincushion. He had a

rooster under his arm, but he
hadn't got that revolver of his."

" What ! that twenty-cham-
ber, double-storey, half-a-stone-

weight thing ? I thought he

slept with it, and had it put
beside his coffee for chota hazri,
and weighted his papers in the

office with it, and always had
it loaded. I believe everybody
has clean gone off his head,
stark staring mad. They send
me with my whole regiment
here, and that does not mean
that it is a place for girls'
seminaries to take walks in.

Then they open fire on me
with the guns, and then your
skirmishers come and blaze

into my men. As if that

was not enough, people who
have no business here at all,

and who are supposed to be
able to defend themselves at

any rate, come strolling here

as if they were going to a

christening or a wedding, or

as if this were the place to

study the minute forms of

the vegetable kingdom. And
what, may I ask, was Quarter-
master Colclough doing there ?

I didn't even know that he

had left camp."
" I fancy he came simply on

the off-chance of picking up
some loot, but he didn't leave

his revolver behind. He did

not explain how he got there,

or what he had come for, in

fact, he was in a pretty bad

way from loss of blood, though
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the bluejacket had bandaged
him as well as he could. All

he said was, that as he was

going along a path he heard
some firing, and went to see

what was the matter. At the

first turn in the path three

natives, with spears, ran

straight at him. He blazed
off right into the face of the
centre one, a big long fellow.

The man was killed on the

spot, stumbled on to Colclough,
knocked him over, and fell flat

on his chest. The other two
could not get at Colclough
except at the sides. They
gave him some nasty gashes
on the ribs and in the arms,
but nothing vital. No doubt

they would have settled him
if they had had the time ; but
the bluejacket heard the re-

volver shot, and came up and
shot one with his carbine, and
the other bolted."

"It seems to me the blue-

jackets had the best of it all

round. And what was this

one doing there ? He was

stretching his legs too, I sup-

pose, and needed his carbine
to help him to do it. Gentle-

men," said the Colonel, "I've
seen a good deal of service,
and I have never thought it

advisable to go without arms
in an enemy's country, and I

don't see any reason to change
my mind now. You need not,
of course, necessarily arm your-
selves if you are going to a

swimming-bath or for a lawn-
tennis tournament or fielding-
out at cricket, but when you
are on business do try and be
business-like."

"Yes, sir; quite so, sir. I

shan't forget it," said the

Garhwali subaltern. " The

bluejacket told us a little

more about it. Colclough was
for following the third man,
and started off in such a hurry
that he forgot all about his

double - decked revolver. He
hadn't gone ten paces when
he tumbled into a buffalo-

wallow or a grassy ditch or

something of the kind. The

funny thing was that he stuck
to the rooster all through.
He kept it under his arm all

the time, and still had it when
we met him. The bluejacket

dragged him out and said,

'Beg pardon, sir, but I ain't

got my bandoliers, and I don't

rightly think as how we could

ketch that nigger ;
and if

you'll excuse my mentionin'

it, sir, but you're bleedin'

horrid.' ' What's it all about ?
'

said Colclough. 'That's more
than I can tell ye, sir,' said

the bluejacket. 'Me and Bill

Christmas and Jack Sunshine
was havin' a walk admirin' the

palms and the cucumbers, sir,

when we hears firin' and

shoutin', and right fornenst

us we sees them black devils

spearin' the Ghariwallies.

There's most of them dead,

sir; but the blacks ran away,
and I heard you, sir, and came

here, and that's all I know
about it.'

'

Captain Colclough,'
said the bluejacket, 'was for

looking for the General, but
he lost such a lot of blood that

I tied him up with bits of my
coat, and I was takin' him to

the boat when I met you, sir.'
"

At this moment an A.D.C.
came to explain that the

guns had been fired to warn
the British party. He also
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brought orders from the Gen-
eral to skirmish as far as

possible towards the hills, and
confirmed the instructions to

burn everything inflammable

and destroy everything that

could be destroyed.
The Tommies and Garhwalis

had already expanded from
the headman's house as a

centre, like the circles in a

pool of water when a stone

is thrown in. They now got
orders to continue the advance

;

but they saw nothing, and got
worse and worse hung up in

the jungle. So they were re-

called in a couple of hours,
and it was far on in the

afternoon before they were got
together again.

Late at night the two
columns got back to camp.
Nobody had much to say
about the affair that night
or for days afterwards. The
whole thing needed too much
explaining, and it was too

much like a four-move prob-
lem at chess or a left declara-

tion at bridge from four threes

and a four with three micro-

scopic spades.

The General, indeed, in his

despatch explained it so ad-

mirably that none of the force

recognised the affair, and he

got a C.B. and was commended
for his action under trying
circumstances.

Somehow or other the civil

officer, who was extremely bald
and had grown-up daughters,
acquired the reputation of

being a wild profligate. He
afterwards published a book
about the country, and dis-

played so much knowledge of

the family life and customs of

the tribesmen that some ladies

called him a hardened monster.
But he never could be got to

talk of the Lota Kanna affair,

nor, for the matter of that,
could any one who had had

anything to do with it.

The Expeditionary Force re-

mained there for the best part
of a year, but they had no

fighting, and the "
Murdering

Maharajah
" was eventually

caught by a small party of

rural police miles away on the

sea - coast. He was hanged,
and the force went back to

India.
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FIRE-FISHING.

BY "BEN KENDIM.

IT has been said, more or
less truthfully, that the nearest
road to the knowledge of an

Englishman of a certain class

is Sport. In the same way
a real comprehension of the
Italian peasant can only be
achieved by entering into the

gaining of his livelihood. There
are many ways, with perhaps
not much to choose between

them, of doing this. The
North Italian is not an idle

man, much as he occasionally

enjoys loafing, and his heart
is wholly in his work. The

foreigner whose desire lies in

that direction can learn much
of the character of the Ligurian
if he helps to shake the olives

down, or deigns to assist the
women in the far more arduous
task of picking them up. The

theory may seem far-fetched,
but the very scenery alters, to

become more delightful, with
a knowledge of the people.
Artists are usually the quickest
to gain the sympathy of the

peasant. There are many
things less desirable than on
a still autumn evening to

watch from the crest of a
hill the light fading gradually,
terrace by terrace, till the last

bronze of the afterglow is lost

below the grey of the olives in

a quiet sea, while the final

quiver of light passes to dark-

ness, and silence takes the

place of the dry rattle of the

canes that shakes the olives

down. The women balance
VOL. CLXXX1I. NO. MCIV.

baskets on the red handker-
chiefs that bind their hair,

and melt into the dusk by
torrent-ways or steps up the

hillsides that the ages have
turned to every angle; while

the lords of creation, free from

any burden, cheer their way
with a high-sung patois ballad.

There are other occupations,
too, less pleasant than lending
the hand of an amateur at the

golden end of summer to the

harvest of the vintage. Often
the path that leads to the vine-

yard threads a pine-wood, fit-

ting its line to the lip of the

cliff till it seems the merest
accidental shadow on a preci-

pice. The land that holds the

vines may be no more than a

few square yards of earth that

plaster a projecting rock. To
a stranger, at any rate, the

heat and labour of the work is

paid for by the surroundings.
Below the eyrie, where the

grapes are nursed, perhaps two
hundred feet below, the sea is

a rival of the sky in a duel of

absolute blueness ;
the scent of

the wild lavender and thyme,
crushed by bare feet on the

rocky path, is mixed with the

hot smell of the pines, that

feeds violence of spirit and

body. Perhaps the only visible

cloud is a column of smoke

rising straight into the air

from some contadino's cottage.
In this work there is heat
and sweat, much laughter and
an infinity of colour. The

2i
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life of the maritime Italian

may be hard, but he finds a

relief in a philosophy drawn
in strong draughts from the

sunlight, in an absence of all

acrimony, and in moods as

varying but as vital as his

own climate.

If a traveller is anxious to

tread outside the beaten road,
and to see something of the

real life of the people, he can

hardly do better than to make
a fisherman his friend and join
in the pesca al fugo, as the

Genoese call fire-fishing. Here
he will see a serious way of

earning bread, and combine it

with a sport not easily sur-

passed in picturesqueness.
Zest is lent to this industry,
if such it can be called, by the

uncertainty that attends it.

The work goes for something,
the wood for the fire again
means trouble to collect or

money to buy oil to give the
water an artificial calmness,
and, perhaps not the least

part of the price to an Italian

peasant, sleep. If you put
the question to an Italian, as
I have often done, he will

answer, "Eh per la pesca
basta prendere dei pesoi !

"
(It's

enough to catch fish !
), but he

will go on to explain that while
the fire-fishing gives the most
incident, it requires more cost.

The essentials and prelimin-
aries are easy to describe. The
night must be dark and the
sea quiet so quiet that a hun-
dred feet above the water the

lapping of the waves is barely
heard. In the boat, which is

slouching and heavily built,
meant as she is for the con-

veyance of German tourists in

the day-time, is fixed a strong
iron cage. This framework

projects beyond the bows and

supports the resinous pinewood,
which burns fiercely if there

is the slightest breath of air;
while directly behind it the

fiociniere takes his stand,
armed with a formidable har-

poon, varying from about ten

to twelve feet in length. When
all is ready, the gussu or

boat draws slowly away from
the quay, rowed in accord-

ance with instructions delivered

in an inharmonious monotone
of patois, aranca (row hard),

chaning owa (now gently), arezi

di feuia (go outside), drento dal

scheuigio (among the rocks),
or with tremendous excitement
and a greater hiss than the

oar makes in the water, Sshiiya

shiya (backwater). This jargon
is not taught in the Berlitz

school, and is indeed odious to

Italians. It is perhaps as well

to warn the foreigner that

unless Genoese comes naturally
to him, as the first form of

Italian which he has learnt, he
had much better not attempt it.

A Cockney grocer could hardly
be less tepid to a candidate for

the L.C.C. who accosted him
with a cordial " Hare you
feeling 'arty to-day ?

" than a
Genoese to a foreigner who
chose this manner of ingrati-
ation. Except in the remote

places of the hills, where noth-

ing but the dialect is talked,
the language of the grammars
is best. The Italians gener-

ally are not competitive. They
will teach the foreigner to bind
the vine, to shorten sail, to pull
in the nets, but, as in the case

of the writer, the incompetent
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with the harpoon had best

resign himself to watch, ap-

plaud, and provide the workers
with cigarettes. By these

means he may attain at any
rate a temporary popularity.
For though the fire-fisher will

make his commission out of

the forestiere on his wood,
time, and labour, his craft is

sacred, and affection even more
than money is required to make
him resign his strike to a

bungler.
As the boat moves across

the water to its destination

among the rocks, the dark sea

foams into light, and a shining
line on the right and on the
left of the bows merges into

one dim radiance behind the

stern. Generally it is the
shallows below the cliffs that
are explored, and if you turn

your face towards the helm

(which is not used) and your
back to the bonfire, the only
points of light in the world are

where a few steady stars find

their way through a break in

the pine branches, or the un-
certain sparkle of phosphor-
escent ripples.
No one, I think, ever for-

gets his first impressions of

this sport, and though a de-

tailed description is difficult, I

will attempt a rough sketch.

The first effect is dazzling, and

eyes that are half blinded by
the flaring crimson in the end
of the boat fail at the begin-
ning to penetrate the green
stillness of the water. Then

gradually, as one's sight be-

comes accustomed to new
conditions, curious sea crea-

tures appear below the ripple
and refraction of the near

surface and stare up from the

chasms of the rocks or from
the indeterminate twilight,
where pine -torch and shifting
seaweed struggle for mastery.
Fish seem to lie like shadows

congealed between two un-
certainties almost, one would

say, a part of the darkness of

some fissure, detached, and
thrown up tentatively towards
the inquisitive fire. Before the

dim shapelessness has time to

melt in the depths, or to be-

come more definite, the har-

pooner proves the reality of

the hanging shadow. There
is a splash as the spear with
its ten teeth drives down to

the fish, and a thread of light
rises from every prong. With
the same suddenness the spear
returns through a turmoil of

the waters; dripping phos-

phorus answers the phosphorus
of the sea, and a sickly illum-

ination, which drowns the re-

flection of the stars, marks the

place of the blow. A burst of

execration or jubilant voices

proclaim the failure or success

of the strike. The dark Italian

faces, sombre in the firelight,
are intent upon their business,
and eager eyes read the quiet
water as a scholar reads a

page. The brunt of the work
and responsibility fall upon the

spearsman in the bows, for

other duties besides that of

striking devolve on him. His
hand must be quick with the

oil -can, to soothe the ripple
at the moment of its birth

back to a perfect transparency,
while his eyes are not only
strained in a perpetual ex-

amination of the sea, but meet
the continual glare of the light,
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which on the open water and in

a faint breeze sometimes breaks

into a cloud of sparks that

make a halo round his head.

Hugging the rocks is not,

however, or at certain seasons

may not be, the whole work
of the night : sometimes fish-

ing in the open is possible.
Amusement here, if any is to

be had, is of a more boisterous

kind. The object is a species of

eel which I can only call by
the Genoese name of "agu-
ing." The boat is rowed fast

with the strength that two
men can put into pushing the
oars. Occasionally, if one is in

luck, lithe creatures, varying
from eight to eighteen inches,
flash like a sword thrust into

the light. These "aguing" are

worth describing. They re-

semble eels more than any
other fish, but are distinguished

by a fairly long beak, like that
of a bird, and, when cooked,

green bones. In the estima-

tion of the fisherman they are

"fing," of delicate flesh, and
a good deal coveted. Their

capture requires a very good
eye, since they swim furiously,

plunging suddenly into visibil-

ity, and then, with a wake of

phosphorus, shooting back into

the night. More than any
other fish, except perhaps their

antitype the sluggish octopus,

they are attracted by the light,
which the fishermen say they
mistake for " the early light of

heaven "
i.e., the rising moon.

Their fury for the light is so

great that I have known them
to jump into the boat. Busi-
ness gives way to pure sport in

this form of fishing, and the
scene is as vivid as anything

one could well wish to see.

The amateur is patronisingly
given a hand-net and a back

seat, but the expert, with

sparks that volley round his

head as the wood crackles with
the rush of the boat, and
oaths as sonorous and regular
as the beat of the Mediter-

ranean, drives his harpoon a

couple of feet ahead of every
flash in the sea. Here a suc-

cessful stroke is a great achieve-

ment. Voices are raised, eyes
and teeth flash in the bronzed
faces under the firelight, and
the harpooner congratulates
himself with a vanity as naive
as that of a child. The other

side to this picture, and it is a

side which is by no means rare,
is less cheerful. If no eels or

sardines appear, a thousand
reasons for their absence are

given, not one of which dispels
the gloom. The strenuous
climate makes a strenuous

fishing, and I lack the courage
to transcribe the words I have
heard used as a welcome to

one small sardine which con-

stituted the sole result of an
hour's pesca. On these occa-

sions the fate of a little fish is

often dramatic, since with ob-

jurgations and sea- water for

its sauce it is eaten raw by the

aggravated fisherman.

The least practised because
least lucrative form of fire-

fishing is the most picturesque :

its "game" is the disgusting

octopus, and its mise en scene a

cavern where a boat cannot

penetrate. It is usually found
in the shallows of the rocks,

and cannot resist the spell of

the light. One must frankly
admit that the capture of one
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of the beasts is a revolting
incident in an enchanting
night. The "polpo" (an ono-

matopoetio word if ever there
was one) is a cheap and
common food in maritime Italy.
In a village which I have in

mind I knew an ancient man
who had the audacity to set

up an hotel whose menu
consisted entirely of octopus.
His excuse was that he was
deaf and dumb, and also prob-

ably a little mad, though
from his other deficiencies the

degree of this last failing was
not easily arrived at. His

occupation was simple in the

extreme, and consisted only in

paddling round the rocks with
a red rag in tow. This colour

attracts the octopus, which,
once it has seized upon an

object, never willingly relin-

quishes it. Who, I once asked
another fisherman, ever goes to

that hotel, and why? "Eh
poveretto ci vanno per carita,"
he said. (Poor man, they
go for the sake of charity.)

Charity in this form, however,
had its limits, and the mute
was obliged to give up his

experiment. The life of this

man's brother is an instance
of the kindness of Italians gen-
erally and of individual wrong-
headedness. This peasant
lived fourteen years as an
outlaw in the mountain to

escape his military service.

During this period he was kept
by the contadini, his hiding-
place was never betrayed, and

every now and then, when it

was certain that the cara-

binieri would not be present,
he attended a festa. This is,

however, a digression.

One's first experience in fire-

fishing is not improved by the

capture of totano or polpo, or

even sepia, which squirts ink on

everything in its vicinity. In
the clean water itself the oc-

topus is a pink indecency, and,
if struck, comes an abominable

writhing nakedness into the

boat. The subsequent career

of the animal is kind in its

quickness and simplicity, but
most unsavoury, and better

left free from investigation.
The real home of these fish is

the cave. Ridiculous as it may
appear, even in the day-time
there is something almost

gruesome in leaving the sun-

shine and penetrating to a

place that seems a dim autoch-

thony of shadows. A greater
contrast can hardly be con-

ceived than that which exists

between the exhilaration of the
violent outer air where perhaps
one has been perspiring at an

oar, and the dank lifelessness

of the vault. The blaze and
revel of the sea are exchanged
for an illumination, pale as a

disease, that haunts the sides

and angles of the cavern ; and
the shade, so welcome on the

mountain against the strong
sun, is very different to the

moist darkness of the "caii."

It is a pleasure all the after-

noon to listen to the whisper of

the wind among the pine-trees,
but the lisp of stagnant waters

intruding into the hollow places
of the earth becomes sickening
in five minutes. Yet the ante-
chambers are delightful. Clear

pools, enamelled with coralline

and shells, shine tranquilly

among the rocks. Here, though
naturally there is none of the
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exuberance of the ocean, the

sea-water is not entirely starved

of life by the barrier of

stone, but keeps and wears its

memory. Above the anemones
that splash these pools with red,

the water looks like air, faintly
coloured and made visible,

while at intervals the quiver of

some outer current sends an
influence of light flickering up
the rooks. It is only beyond
the first or second arch, where

day is utterly extinguished
and the space about one be-

comes a hall of audience for

shadows, that the place grows
horrible. Pallid colours, like

the dreams of a madman,
creep through a shuddering
twilight up rocks whose gaunt-
ness is scarred with red lichen,
lurid above and sallow below

by the margin of the water,
where the stones are slimy
with the stagnation of ages.
The only sound is the stale

wash that sucks at the lip of

the boulders in distant corners.

The pine-torch may show some
remnant of life in scarlet sea-

fruit, glowing like a bloated

rose just under a greasy film

of foam, or clinging like Dead
Sea apples at its edge. This

description is, however, hardly
alluring, and I prefer to en-

courage the persevering reader
with other sides of the picture.
Not the least interesting

part of the sport is the con-

versation of the natives, for

the Italian of the rural dis-

tricts combines a picturesque-
ness of diction and a bonne
camaraderie that are not

easily rivalled. Everything in

heaven or on earth is at once
and fluently accounted for by

a reason ;
but to the searcher

after knowledge, the reason it-

self often requires a long ex-

planation. For instance, when
the sport has been unusually
bad, I have heard the Church

acrimoniously attacked, and
traced the origin of the venom
to a supposed scomunica (ex-

communication), unquestion-

ably the result of a meeting
on the quay with the parish

priest ! The weather prophet
is every man's trade where life

depends in any form upon the

sea, and if the pupil is willing,
there are always many masters

ready to teach him infallible

ways of predicting storm or

sunshine. If, for instance, the

dolphins go northwards, good
weather is certain, but if their

way is to the east, wind may
be expected. The dolphins go
to the south and west for the

inadequate reason that it is

merely "the will of the beast."

And the old fishermen will

sometimes speak of the ancient

superstition that says these

creatures when they die change
to all the colours of the rainbow.

Two odd facts which one
would not be likely to credit

if they had not been often

proved, concern a fish known
locally as the bajella, and
the octopus. The first, for a

fish, exhibits an astonishing

originality of which the Geno-
ese seem proud. It has the

habit of leaving the water
and lying on the rocks some
inches above its level not by
accident, as so often happens
with other fishes, but on pur-

pose : after a certain time it

returns to its own element.

The octopus, however, is sup-
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posed occasionally to surpass
this feat, since it leaves the
water in search of prey ! I

have never seen either of these

eccentricities of sea -life, but
that both occur is certain. The

octopus can live a long time,
without apparent discomfort,
out of water, and is able to

climb with his tentacles, so

that the erratic behaviour
above described is not as start-

ling as it at first appears.
Other fish that are frequently

taken are sardines (lupo di

mare, supposed to be the best

of Mediterranean creatures)
and conger eels, which last

are an unpleasant catch for

those who follow the sport
for the sake of the scenery.
Of all the results of this fish-

ing there is none more beau-
tiful than the small mincia
del re (plate of the king) a

tiny creature that looks like

a filigree of green, gold, and

silver, and seems to emulate

every colour of the rainbow.
To achievepopularityamongst

the fishermen, it is almost essen-

tial occasionally to show, how-
ever little one may feel it,

an intense excitement. Good
and cheering though his inten-

tions might be, an Englishman
would be convicted of the
worst kind of bad faith if

on a blank drizzling day he
"viewed" an imaginary fox
as a tonic for a depressed
field. This deception is prac-
tised openly, and with what
amounts to public approval,

by the best fiociniere whom
I know. An Italian must
have his audience and his

emotion
; and though this par-

ticular man has fished all his

life with his brothers, he can-

not be engaged in his trade
for half an hour without a

sensation. Although the same
farce has been played for many
nights in the year, his family
respond not from a sense of

loyalty, or even deceiving
itself, but because the South
is attracted by any form of

enthusiasm whatever its origin

may be. When the long call

of a peasant on his homeward
road comes down from the

pines above the cliff
" A-a

pijau-u?" (Have you taken?)
it is the recognised orator

of the crew who answers,
often so exuberantly that one
fails to connect his reply with
the uninspiriting night one has

just passed.
There are other aspects of

this form of winning bread
that have an equal charm,
but on which space does not

allow me to dwell. With the

final cigarette during the row

home, the chorus of good
wishes at the end, with fire-

flies dancing round one, and
the continual accompaniment
of the incense of the night,
I will leave fire -

fishing for

another form of the same

sport.
The maritime village of

North Italy lives as much

by its fishing as by the

vineyard or the oliveyard ; and

though the harvest of the sea

is most appreciated by fire-

light, other ways by which
tribute is taken from it have
also their interest. If a

stranger wishes to see " occhi-

ate
"

(so-called from the mark-

ing of their scales, those with

eyes) caught, he must have a
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fairly good head and india-

rubber shoes.

Climbing is a serious part of

the fisherman's life, though not

one that he takes into account

as the Alpine guide. The rocks

are his ladder to the fish,

and on them he seems almost
in a different element. From
childhood upwards, by force of

circumstances, the rocks are

his friends; and generally, by
the touch of the cliff, an Italian

can tell its quality where
the pudding - stone is rotten

(marcid), and where the hand-
holds that the wind and mor-
dant salt have worn are

reliable. The peasant, with a

fishing
- rod and a bucket of

bait, swinging his way down
a precipice apparently perpen-
dicular, though often easy to

descend from its great rough-
ness, is a fine sight, though
not to be compared with the

grace and ease of a native on
his mettle and who has served

his time in the navy. To some
of these people equilibrium
seems a sixth sense, and the

perpendicular an unconsidered
incident in their progress. The

Japanese in their wrestling, as

the ancient Persians in their

equestrianism, believe that the
intellect of strength lies in

acquiescing in, rather than re-

sisting, other forces; and the

Ligurian is apparently of the
same mind. There seems al-

most a give and take between
man and stone, a communion
that forces into existence a

way where before there was
nothing but naked sheerness.

Though he is working with
his whole body from his hands
to his bare feet, there is no

obvious strain or effort on
the climber's part. His anat-

omy lends itself to the rock,
and every muscle of his body
seems to indulge each curve
and slab of stone, which in

their turn give an incompre-
hensible support.

Though no native of these

parts would think of calling
himself a guide, the risks they
are ready to incur in conduct-

ing foreigners are not light, and
their energy and loyalty are

unbounded. Once, it is true, I

remember an instance when a

foreigner was standing pre-

cariously upon the back of a

native, on a ledge barely big

enough to give him security:
the shelf to be climbed pro-

jected rather outwards, and a

failure to achieve it led to a

drop which meant the end.

The Englishman, not unnatur-

ally, was anxious, and, stand-

ing on the Italian's shoulders,

postponed the evil moment.
The latter finally asked me to

translate this lugubrious sen-

tence to the signore :
" It is

better for one to die than
two. If you cannot go up,
I will say good-bye and climb

down," which, as a goad,
was perfectly successful. But
another case is more typical of

the behaviour of the Ligurian
under difficulties. A friend of

mine, with nerves that were

inadequate to the occasion, in

climbing a cliff, contrived so

badly that he had to rely on a

slightly jutting rock for the

support of one knee, and for

sole hand-hold the ankle of an
Italian above him. The Ligur-
ian, his own strength nearly
exhausted, said simply, "I can
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hold on for one more minute
;

after that we shall fall." Yet
in climbing, as in other things,
the Italian is not made of un-

alloyed gold. He will take
risks without thinking, as an

Englishman would not ;
but if

his little finger is broken
;

"guai al mondo," woe to the

world, and the scene of his

misadventure echoes with loud

complaints of his pain and dis-

appointment.
The Italian, however, climbs

with a definite object, as has
been said, to fish, and the
" occhiate

" can only be reason-

ably looked for in certain

weather. In stormy weather

they are most easily caught.
They may be tempted with
different bait, pills of bread

upon the hook, or the floating
nautilus which occasionally
makes the sea purple, called

by the Italians "barchetta di

san Pietro," or in the dialect

"rusu."
In rough weather the " occhi-

ate" come to the shore for

shelter, and in the broken
water of the rocks take the
bait. The best position is

usually one that lies behind a
buttress of the cliff, which
affords a measure of protec-
tion against the full assault

of the storm. The strength
of the wave is broken upon
the surface outside, and the

tongues of foam which pene-
trate into these passages suffi-

ciently obscure the water.

Many, the writer included,
lack the necessary patience for

this pursuit, but pass their

time happily, if unprofitably,

in watching the storm. A
curious fascination grows so

constantly, that after a few

minutes it is difficult to tear

oneself away. The sea is per-

haps most magnificent at sun-

set, when every reverberation

of its thunder on the cliff is

accompanied with a glory of

coloured spray. There are

some places where, by taking

advantage of a column of rock

that leans outward from the

face of the mountain, one can

safely descend to the level of

the water. From such an

asylum one can see a wall of

blue sea, embroidered with

bubbles of light like tiny stars,

surge and crash against the

wall of stone, whose touch

turns the blue to white. The

strength of the wave that

seemed a tower of blue is

suddenly changed to a passion
of snow that flashes up to

absorb all the redness of the

sunset, and from pinnacles and
arches of light which are

bridged by rainbows, falls back

into a cauldron of hissing sea,

adding another note to the

music of its echoes. So till the

sunset fades, one can watch

blue, reincarnated in silver,

and silver conquered by gold,

through a veil of spray that

looks like a shower of jewels.
Those who care to try the

experiment by making friends

with Ligurian fishermen will

find that the old proverb, which

says of the country and the

people, "Mare senza pesci,
donne senza vergogna, uomini
senza fede," is at any rate not

wholly true.
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THE LAND OF THE GIRVII.

BY A FELLOW OF KING'S.

IF you go into the lodge of

the porter at Trinity you shall

find in it a room adorned with

photographs, and these one and
all representations ofthe chapel,

courts, and avenues of no other

College than Trinity itself.

Now some might say that this

porter was but a silly fellow,
because he was at the pains to

surround himself with pictures
of what he could not choose
but see each time he put his

head outside the porter's lodge.
It may be so ; but I shall not
insist on this view of his con-

duct, because I am about to do

something of very much the
same kind myself. I am going
to make some observations on
the aspect of Cambridge and
the surrounding country, sup-

plementing them with remarks
on the impression made by
each on the minds of men of

eminence and perception who
have preceded us here.

It seems that we, the resid-

ent members of the University
of Cambridge, are much to be

pitied by reason of the climate
in which it is our lot to dwell.

I remember having seen a pass-

age in an old topographical
work in which the writer

Leland, if I am not mistaken
describes how he stood on the
summit of Gogmagog Hills, and

how, as he looked towards the

fenny districts towards the

north-east, his "spirit bled"

to think of the poor folks who
were condemned to pass their

lives in "so thick and unwhole-
some an atmosphere." And it

is thus that Camden writes

of Cambridge in the 'Britan-
nia

'

:

" Nor is there anything wanting
that is required in a most flourishing

university, were not the air a little

too gross, by reason of its fenny
situation. But perhaps the first

founders of it in this place were of

Plato's opinion, who, being of a strong
constitution himself, made choice of

the Academy for his studies, a very
unwholesome place in Attica, the
better to keep under the stubbornness
of the body, that it might not too
much clog the brain. However, our

ancestors, men of singular wisdom,
have dedicated this place to their

learned studies, not without divine

direction, and have adorned it with

many noble buildings."

And on some accounts it is

indubitably a poor place. When
the damp streams down the

staircase wall, or the white
mist rises mist 1 like that of

which Tregarva, the keeper in

Kingsley's
'

Yeast,' observes,
that it is followed by the fever

wherever it spreads, and that,
he gloomily adds, is everywhere

or when in the spring-time
the north-east winds blow by
the week together, it is a poor
place.

Yet some whose opinion is

worth having have spoken not

ill of it.

It was a new idea to me,

Only in appearance. There is no fever at Cambridge.
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though perhaps familiar enough
to most, which is suggested by
Mr Myers in his sketch of

Wordsworth's life, that Milton,
when he wrote the "Penseroso,"
was thinking of Cambridge
which he had just left, while
the "Allegro" reflected the
cheerful rusticity of the Buck-

inghamshire village which had
now become his home; that

the
"
high embowed roof,

With antic pillars massy -proof,
And storied windows richly dight,

Casting a dim religious light,"

was that of our chapel, and the
"
pealing organ

"
our organ.

It is thus, Myers adds, the
" Penseroso

" was understood

by Gray, who, in his In-

stallation Ode, introduces Mil-

ton among the bards and sages
who lean from heaven

" To bless the place where on their

opening soul

First the genuine ardour stole."

It was then the " Backs of the

Colleges"
1 that Milton had

before his mind's eyes when he
" struck the deep-toned shell

"

and invoked

" Ye brown o'er-arching groves
That Contemplation loves,

Where willowy Camus lingers with

delight !

Oft at the blush of dawn
I trod your level lawn."

And, if we are to take his words

literally, the poet would seem
to have invaded the privileges
of the Fellows of King's at an
hour when they, poor men,

were in no condition to protest.
It was not without emotion
that Wordsworth, approaching
Cambridge for the first time, I

suppose by the road from the

North, saw upon
" a dreary morning when the

wheels
Rolled over a wide plain o'erhung with

clouds, . . .

The long-roofed chapel of King's Col-

lege lift

Turrets and pinnacles in answering
files,

Extended high above a dusky grove."
2

From those shadowy seats

whence Milton heard " the

pealing organ blow to the full-

voiced choir below," Words-
worth too gazed upon

" that branching roof

Self-poised, and scooped into ten
thousand cells,

Where light and shade repose, where
music dwells

Lingering and wandering on as loath

to die."

To turn from poetry to prose,
the Cambridge of some three

centuries earlier had roused

feelings less exalted than these

in the breast of the great
Erasmus. Appreciative as he
was of England in general,
and of Oxford in particular,
Erasmus did not care for Cam-
bridge, as a late professor of

history at the former university
did not fail to remark. The
letter to Ammonius,3 in which
he oasts aspersions on the

Cambridge liquor, is quoted
by Froude

(' Erasmus,' p. 106).
" The beer of this place I can't

1 Wordsworth, by F. W. H. Myers, p. 7. "English Men of Letters,"

published by Macmillan & Co.
2
Prelude, III., beginning.

3
Ep. cxviii. The original is followed rather more closely than by Froude,

who, as he says, paraphrases rather than translates.
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abide, and don't much care for

the wine. If you can contrive

to get a barrel of Greek wine

conveyed here, you will be

doing your friend Erasmus a

really good turn. But mind
it isn't sweet." In another
letter 1 to the same correspond-
ent, which comes later in the

collection, he does indeed speak
in terms of toleration of the

place; but it is evident that

the climate does not suit him.
"I shall come back to where

you are early in January, in

order that we may at any rate

keep each other warm a little.

I would rather spend the sum-
mer here than the winter. . . .

And yet I don't altogether dis-

like the place (Quanquam hie

locus non omnino milii dis-

plicet).
" These remarks receive

illustration from the closing
words of the same letter :

" I

have to carry on conversation

by signs, I am so hoarse." 2

And from yet another letter

it would seem that he does not

like the company better than
the climate. " This place is an
absolute desert ; every one is

away, for fear of the plague.

However, even when they are

all here it is still a desert."

Yet if Erasmus found little to

please him in the company, or

the drink, or the limited pros-

pects of gain which Cambridge
had to offer, the faint approval
with which, in one of the letters

just quoted, he refers to the

place, may have been due to

the impression made upon him

by its aspect. The rooms occu-

pied by Erasmus at Queen's
College during his sojourn at

Cambridge are still pointed out.

Tradition places them in a
tower at one corner of the
second court of that college,
and a Fellow of Queen's, writ-

ing about the middle of the

seventeenth century, has thus
referred to the tradition and
described the rooms :

3

"The stairs which rise up to his

study at Queen's College in Camb.
doe bring into two of the fairest

chambers in the ancient building ;

in one of them which looks into the
hall and chief court, the Vice-Presi-

dent kept in my time
;
in that ad-

joining it was my fortune to be, when
fellow. The chambers over are good
lodging rooms ; and to one of them
is a square turret adjoyning, in the

upper part of which is the study of

Erasmus
; and over it leads. To that

part belongs the best prospect about
the colledge, viz., upon the river, into

the corne-fields, and country adjoyn-
ing. So y* it might very well con-

sist with the civility of the House to

that great man (who was no fellow,
and I think stayed not long there) to

let him have that study. His sleep-

ing room might be either the Vice-

President's, or, to be neer to him, the

next. The room for his servitor that

above it, and through it he might goe
to that studie, which for the height,
and neatnesse and prospect, might
easily take his phancy."

A hasty
"
impression

"
of

Cambridge appears in the
' Life and Letters of Cole-

ridge.' "In Cambridge there

are sixteen colleges that look

like workhouses, and fourteen

churches that look like little

houses. The town is very
fertile in alleys, and mud, and

cats, and dogs, beside men,

1
Ep. cxxvi. 2

Ibid., cxxxi.
3 Brief Historical and Descriptive Notes, quoted from '

Cambridge,' by Dr
J. W. Clark, Registrary of the University of Cambridge. Seeley & Co.
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women, ravens, clergy, proc-
tors, tutors, owls, and other

two-legged cattle." But this

was written in a flippant and

perhaps even splenetic mood,
and there is not much in it.

It represents not the place
but the writer's temper at the

moment of writing, and is no
more a description of Cam-
bridge than Contarini Flem-

ing's epigram,
" A city whose

churches are barns and whose

palaces prisons," is a descrip-
tion of Florence. Coleridge, a

Cambridge man, should have
written more worthily than
this of Cambridge. More in-

teresting, perhaps, are the first

impressions of one who might
have been expected to be
little disposed to overrate the

beauties of the sister uni-

versity. It was with surprise
and satisfaction that I read
in Newman's ' Letters

'

the

following :
1

"Having come to this place with
no anticipations, I am quite taken by
surprise and overcome with delight.
. . . Keally when I saw, at the dist-

ance of four miles, on an extended

plain, wider than the Oxford, amid
thicker and greener groves, the Alma
Mater Cantabrigiensis lying before

me, I thought that I should not be
able to contain myself, and in spite
of my regret at her present defects

and past history, and all that is wrong
about her, I seemed about to cry
floreat ceternum. Surely there is a

genius loci here as in my own dear
home. And the nearer I came to it

the more I felt its power. I do really
think the place finer than Oxford,

though I suppose it isn't, for every
one says so. I like the narrow streets :

they have a character, and they make
the University buildings look larger

by contrast. I cannot believe that

King's College is not far grander than

anything with us ; the stone, too, is

richer, and the foliage more thick

and encompassing."

The close of this passage

may be illustrated by words of

a writer already quoted, which
will describe the character-

istic charm of the Cambridge
"Backs": 2

"Those groves of forest trees

among which Philomel still deigns a

song, and the spirit of contemplation

lingers still, whether the silent

avenues stand in the summer twilight
filled with the fragrance of the lime,

or the long rows of chestnut engirdle
the autumn river lawns with walls of

golden glow, or the tall elms cluster

in garden or wilderness into tower-

ing citadels of green."

In point of fact, any man of

perception would admire Cam-

bridge. It is the beauties and
features of interest in the

country surrounding Cam-

bridge that I wish more par-

ticularly to point out, and
these are not perhaps quite
so obvious.

Dr Arnold said that there

were only three counties in

England in which he could not

endure to live. Of these Cam-

bridgeshire was one. However,
he goes on to say, if I am not

mistaken in the same passage,
that he found that "erosion"

was necessary to his nature,
and this would seem to show
that he must be regarded as

rather an exacting critic of

English scenery. A far more

appreciative observer was

Kingsley, who, on one occasion,
when asked what was his

favourite kind of scenery, re-

1 Letters and Correspondence, vol. i. p. 265.
2 Wordsworth, by F. W. H. Myers, p. 8.
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plied, rather paradoxically,
" The sea or wide flats." Still

Kingsley was quite genuine in

his fondness for the fenland;
and if we are to regard any one
as the poet of the Cambridge-
shire country, it is he. We
have no one who has written
of Grantchester and Madingley
as Matthew Arnold of the
"two Hinkseys" or "Bablock

Hythe," or, seen by the wan-
derer from the windy ridge at

nightfall, "the line of festal

light in Christchurch HalL"

Tennyson, who might have
done this, has left but one

allusion, where he tells us 1

how he
"
paced the shores

And many a bridge, and all about
The same grey flats again."

But in his Essay on the Fen-

land, and in one or two pass-

ages in ' Hereward the Wake,'
Kingsley has written descrip-
tions as poetical as any pict-
ures of scenery to be found in

verse.

To be accurate, though every
one talks of the fens in connec-
tion with Cambridge, Cam-
bridge and half the country
round it is not in the fens.

The point of Cambridge is, that
it is not in the fens, but on the

edge of them. If you took a
horse-shoe in your hand, and
held it with the heels away
from you, and faced towards
the north-east, the space en-

closed by the shoe would repre-
sent at once the shape and the

general lie of the fenland, and
the place where your thumb
would be, if you held the shoe

as a reasonable man would hold

it, would correspond with the

position of Cambridge, not in,

but on the edge of, the fenland.

Cambridge stands on the edge
of a precipice let no one be

alarmed, a precipice six feet

high. Between King's Bridge
and Lynn there is, I am told,

a fall of only thirteen feet in

the level of the river, while
there is a fall of six feet im-

mediately below Cambridge.
The town is situated just where
the waters from the west and

south, cutting their way
through the boulder -clay of

Madingley hill on one side and
the chalk of the Gogmagog
downs on the other, say good-
bye to the uplands, and descend
into the peat. These waters
are the Bourne brook coming
from the west, the Cam coming
from the south-east, and the

Granta coming from the south
its main stream flowing from

Audley End, and its tributary

descending from Linton, having
united at Shelford. The most

important of these waters is

the Rhee or Cam itself, which
rises full-grown from thirty-
nine springs overshadowed by
ash trees at Ashwell in Herts. 2

The courses of these streams

1 In Memoriam, Ixxxvii.
2 No one has yet considered the sources of the Cam worthy of such a descrip-

tion as that which the younger Pliny gives of the source of the Clitumuus ; but

Camden's words ('Britannia,' p. 290, ed. 1608) are graphic: "Ashwell, id est

fons inter fraxinos, vicus rusticus, amplus, et sedificiis frequens . . . ubi cele-

berrima est fontium scaturigo e saxo abrupto sive crepidine, quae proceris frax-

inis undique umbrosa, unde tan to, vis aquarum perennibus venis emanat, ut statim

inter ripas collecta rotandse mola- sufficiat, et quasi subito in iustum Uunien

convalescat."
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are followed, as long since by
roads, so now also by lines of

railway : the Bourne brook by
the L. & N.W.R. branch from

Bletchley, the Cam by the

Cambridge branch of the

G.N.R., and the Granta by the

G.E.E., its tributary, the

Linton brook, being followed

by the line from Colchester

past Linton to Cambridge. To
the south and west lived the

upland men, while to the north
and east lay the home of the

horrid Girvit, or men of the

fens. From Madingley hill, as

from Newmarket Heath, the

eye ranges unchecked by any
elevation to where the outline

of Ely Cathedral rises, for

all the world like that of a

huge engine motionless on the

horizon.

From a geographical point
of view, then, the situation of

Cambridge is an important
one, and those of earlier days
were not slow to perceive this.

Two great Roman roads inter-

sect each other at or near

Cambridge the Via Devana,
from Colchester to Chester,
and the Akeman Street, from
London to Brancaster, on the

Norfolk coast. The line of the

former is to be traced along
the ridge of the Gogmagog
Hills to within sight of Cam-

bridge, while to the north-

west of the town it is repre-
sented by the present line of

the Huntingdon road. The
latter is represented by the

road which crosses the hills

beneath which Haslingfield is

situated, a little to the west of

Harlton. One strikes its pro-

longation, now a grass lane or

driftway, as one passes from
Milton to Impington. Farther
to the south lies the Icknield

Way, an ancient British road,
1

the name of which is connected

by some antiquaries with that

of the Iceni, and the direction

of which is indicated by names
of similar sound Ickleford in

Herts, Ickleton in Cambridge-
shire, Icklingham in Norfolk.

Unlike the Romans, the Britons

were no engineers : they could

not make causeways across the

marshes, and so their roads

cling to the ridges of the chalk
downs. The Icknield Way,
which may be traced uncer-

tainly under the name of

Ickleton Street or the Ridge-
way in Berkshire, crosses the

Thames at Wallingford, and
thence may be followed all

along the line of the Chilterns

past Watlington in Oxon, Elles-

borough in Bucks, Dunstable
in Bedfordshire, and Tring,
Baldock, and Royston in Herts.

Then in Cambridgeshire it

passes Thriplow, Ickleton,

Pampisford, and Six Mile

Bottom to Newmarket. From
Newmarket it may be indis-

tinctly traced by Thetford
and Wymondham to Norwich.
Besides these three roads may
be mentioned Ermine Street ;

but this passes through Roy-
ston to the north, and so

lies some ten miles west of

Cambridge.
While I am referring to the

subject of ancient remains, I

should say something of the

four lines of earthwork to the

east and south-east of Cam-

1 The Icknield Way was made into a Roman road ; but it is likely that it was
used as a road before the Roman occupation.
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bridge which have been suoh a

puzzle to antiquaries. These
are the Heydon Ditch, the

Brent Ditch, the Fleam or

Balsham Dyke, and the Devil's

Dyke. These earthworks,
which consist of a rampart
and a fosse, lie one behind
the other, following a direction

roughly parallel: all are crossed

in the order in which they are

enumerated as one proceeds
from south-west to north-east.

From the first to the fourth

there is a distance of eighteen
miles in a straight line. They
have this in common, they
all extend from points in

the chalk downs, which run
in a north-easterly direction

parallel to the course of the

Cam, across what is now, and

probably long has been, open
country, towards the lower

ground along the river itself.

They were not designed to keep
out floods, for each occupies
different levels at different

points in its length. There is

no doubt that they were erected

for purposes of defence, and for

defence against danger from
the south-west, for (with the

exception of the Brent Ditch,
as to which there is some un-

certainty) the fosses of all these

dykes are on the south-west
side. It seems likely that they
were intended, as is generally
held, to prevent an enemy from

making his way along the inter-

val of open country between the
forest tract east of Cambridge

on one side and the Cam and
its marshes on the other into

Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, and
Suffolk. This theory receives

some illustration from the

names of villages in the neigh-
bourhood of the earthworks in

question. One of them, the

Devil's Dyke, runs from Wood
Ditton (Ditchtown) to Reach
in the fens

; another, the Fleam

Dyke, from Balsham to Fen
Ditton on the Cam ;

and a third

from Heydon, high on the

Herts and Essex border, to

Foulmire (originally Fowlmere),
which, as its name implies, was
in earlier days a marshy place.

Professor Bidgeway
1 would

place among these dykes the

scene of the victory gained by
Ostorius Scapula over the Iceni

in 50 A.D., which is recorded
in the Annals of Tacitus. 2

Tacitus is so vague in his

topographical descriptions that

identifications of this kind can

hardly be established with cer-

tainty. Still, the arguments
used by Professor Kidgeway
make it seem at least more
than probable that he is right.
Ostorius Scapula, last men-
tioned by Tacitus as preparing
to establish a line of forts be-

tween the Severn and another
river of uncertain name, was
forced to give his attention to

the Iceni, who refused to sub-

mit to the disarmament which
he was endeavouring to bring
about. The only way

3 into the

territory of the Iceni was along

1
Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, No. xxxiii.

2
Tacitus, Annals, xii. 31.

3 This seems a bold assumption ; but to enter the country of the Iceni from
the south Ostorius Scapula would have had to traverse the forest of Essex, and as

Camalodunum was not founded as a colony till after this battle, it is unlikely
that there was yet a Roman Road from Londinium and that place.
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the narrow strip of chalk

country between the fens and
the woods of Essex. Along
this there already passed a

British road, the Icknield Way.
It is likely that the Roman
general preferred following this

road to plunging through fen

or forest. And Tacitus says
the Iceni chose as the scene of

the battle a place
" fenced by a

rude rampart" ("saeptum ag-
resti aggere"). His words

imply that they utilised an

already existing earthwork.
But the line of the Icknield

Way cuts through these dykes.
It is possible that all four

dykes were older than the
Icknield Way; that one of

them, the Brent Ditch, was so

is certain that is, if the state-

ment of Stukely and Mason 1

that "the fosse has evidently
been filled up to admit the

road" is correct. Tradition

says the same of Balsham

Dyke. Further, the expression

(" agrestis agger ") used of the

rampart behind which the

Britons took up their position
would apply better to such

dykes as those in question than
to the rampart or palisade of a
fortified camp. To indicate the

latter, in describing a position
fortified by Caraotaous, Tacitus
uses the word vallum. Further,
the words employed to explain
its object ("ne locus pervius

equitatui foret ") would be in-

telligible with reference to a

long line of earthwork covering
a considerable tract of country,
and ridiculous with reference

to a fortified position. Lastly,
the difficulties in which the

Britons are described as finding
themselves when they had been

dislodged from the rampart
which they had occupied ("ob-

sseptis effugiis ") are intelligible

enough if we think of them as

penned in between fens and

wood, and with another dyke,
its fosse on the side from which

they must approach it, in their

rear. But these archaeological

disquisitions must be tedious if

one is not familiar with the

country. To those who know
these strange earthworks well,
who have picked the violet

anemone 2 beside them, or stood

beneath them, map in hand,

making out their direction,
their horses cropping the short

grass in the fosse, and the wind

whistling shrilly among the

dry leaves on the rampart high
above their heads, anything
that may be gathered as to

their past is full of interest.

Such, then, are some of the

features of the country over

which we walk or ride or speed
on bicycle, the upland and the

fenland, as some think, both

ugly. And truly here is no

beauty to take the mind by
storm. "The repose of medi-

tation and the mystery of

dreams haunt our massive

English bowers." So wrote
J. A. Symonds, with curious

insight into the charm of

English woodland scenery.
But here are no waving woods,
if one should except the fair

prospect one gains from the

1 Ancient Cambridgeshire : Professor Babington. Publications of the Cam-

bridge Antiquarian Society, No. iii.

2 Anemone pulsatilla.

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCIV. 2 K
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Gogmagog Hills towards Linton

and Babraham. Here are no

rippling streams, no craggy
summits, no green and lawn-

like meadows. Yet year by
year, as one returns from the

lakes of Northern Italy, the

Dolomitio Alps, or the blue

ridges of the Knockmeledown
mountains, the spell of Cam-

bridgeshire scenery asserts

itself once more. In what
does this charm consist? The
lowlands of Cambridgeshire
have, as Kingsley has pointed
out, "a beauty as of the sea,

of boundless expanse and free-

dom." 1
Then, too, there is

the charm of loneliness, soli-

tudo ingens, to borrow the

phrase used by William of

Malmesbury in his eulogy of

the monastery of Thorney.
2

Lonely enough are parts of

the fen country, too lonely for

some that live there. I re-

member how one day as I was

riding near Aldreth Cause-

way, the scene of William the

Conqueror's operations against
the isle of Ely, a man came

running along a drove from
a quarter of a mile away.
He came up with me, and I

discovered that his purpose
was to remark that it was a

fine day ! Then, too, there

are the sunsets, nowhere to

be seen in such perfection as

across the East Anglian flats.

I have a vivid recollection of

how, in the year of the Kra-
katoa eruption (though the
series of gorgeous sunsets

which then occurred attracted
attention throughout the coun-

try, and not at Cambridge
alone), while we were in chapel
in the afternoon, the building
became penetrated by a glow
as from some vast conflagra-

tion, and how, after service

was over, we stood at the

west door and saw the sky fired

to the zenith and beyond with
a splendour almost oppressive
in its intensity.

Those who abuse Cambridge-
shire often admit that the

villages are not so bad. And
rightly. What trees there

are mostly congregate in the

neighbourhood of the villages.
The churches, as is the case

to a large extent throughout
East Anglia, are not without
interest. The houses, if want-

ing those gardens which make
a Hertfordshire village in June
a paradise of roses, if less

picturesque than the brick-

built homesteads of Kent, or

the grey -roofed, grey -walled

cottages of the oolitic escarp-
ment, have, with their high
thatched roofs, and white or

yellow mud walls, a character
all their own. The villages,

too, have most of them some

distinguishing characteristic :

Comberton, from the low
eminence on which it stands,

staring across the plain to-

wards King's College Chapel ;

Barrington, with its ample
green, looking snug enough as

one descends upon it from Has-

lingfield hill, which, crowned
with sparse misshapen trees,

suggests nothing so much as

an ill-shaven chin; Hasling-
field itself, a straggling village,

1 Hereward the Wake, p. 16. 2 Quoted by Camden, ed. cit., p. 363.
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with a fine perpendicular
church tower at its centre,
and hard by the red -brick

moated manor - house where

Queen Elizabeth spent the

night before she came to

Cambridge and saw a play
of Plautus acted in King's
College Chapel. All these

villages have churches with

towers, not towers with tur-

rets at the corner as in Kent,
nor towers with extinguishers
at the top as in Hertfordshire,
but plain square towers, if we
except Haslingfield, which is

ambitious to rival St Mary's,
and Cottenham, which has a

fancy tower. Spires are but
few. There is one on the little

church on the castle hill, which
seems to have been imitated

by Coton, as Coton by Hard-
wicke. To the north there is

Chesterton, the graceful spire
mentioned in the description
of the May Races in 'Alton

Locke,' and beyond it Land-
beach and Stretham.
The majority of these places

are in the upland ;
and though

I would gladly say something
of the Gogmagog Hills,

" the

fair hills of Balsham," as Henry
of Huntingdon calls them, it

is time that I moved farther

to the north and east, and
made some allusion to those

to whom this paper owes its

title. The fenland is un-

doubtedly the most distinctive

and interesting part of Cam-
bridgeshire, and he who would
see the best part of it should

go to Wicken fen. Here he
shall hear the cry of strange
birds, and look on such a scene

as pleased me well one autumn

afternoon not long ago. Be-

fore me was Burwell church
an imposing structure enough,
despite its makeshift wooden

spire, backed by the low blue

slopes of Newmarket Heath
;

before me the long shining line

of Burwell Lode a mile of

waving reeds
; beyond, a mo-

tionless trail of steam, marking
where the express had passed
from Cambridge to Ely ;

and

away to the right, distinctly

seen, the great sanctuary of

the fenland, the church of St
Etheldreda. There, too, if he
is so unfortunate as I, he shall

have some experience of fen-

land roads, or droves as they
are called in that country. I

remember well one evening,
after having walked and waded
after snipe most of the day,

starting from Reach at dark
to drive to Upware. The road
was black. Hedges there were

none, but ditches, of which one
could for a time perceive the

whereabouts by an uncertain

glimmer of light upon the

water. After a time it began
to rain, and then we could

but guess which way the

ditches lay. The cart rose and
fell in the ruts like a ship at

sea. At last it seemed as

though we were really going
to sink. Our horse plunged
far down in front of us, and
did not rise. We must get
out, light matches, and en-

courage the animal to leave

the pit luckily it was not a
ditch into which he had de-

scended. From that time for-

ward our driver went on foot

before the horse to lead him,
and my companion and I, not
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willing to be precipitated into

a dyke, walked behind, hold-

ing on to the back of the

cart, which now rose almost

out of our reachj now sank
far below us. In brief, we
made our way forward in very
poor case, till met by men with

lights from Upware, who took
us in.

But to our Girvii. Camden
in his ' Britannia

'

describes

them as follows :

" Those who dwell in this and the
rest of the fen country, from the
borders of Suffolk to Wayneflet in

Lincolnshire, . . . were called in

Saxon times Oirvii that is to say,
as some rendered it, fen men. They
are, as one would expect from the
character of the country, a fierce,

rude race of men, ill-disposed towards
the rest of the world, whom they
call Uplandmen. They walk high
in air on stilts, and are all of them

engaged in grazing, fishing, and

fowling."
*

From these were descended, I

take it, the amphibious pop-
ulation of the fen, of whom
the Registrary, in his book on

[Oct.

already quoted,
2Cambridge

says that

"their neighbours of terra forma con-

temptuously styled them 'yellow-
bellies,'" but that "they have since

become opulent and portly farmers,
so portly indeed that a big hole in

a dyke, through which the water was

pouring in a storm, defying all efforts

to restrain it, is said to have been

effectually stopped by the simple ex-

pedient of a farmer sitting down
in it."

The Girvii were lean men,
and carried leaping-poles, like

Elfric the novice in ' The Camp
of Refuge,' or the lean man
Martin in 'Hereward theWake. '

If you ask me whether I have
ever seen a Girvian, I must

reply that I do not know. I

have seen a man with a leap-

ing -pole, and one that could
use it cleverly too, and that
was the landlord of the
Inn at . But he was far

from lean
;
and as for the

yellowness of other parts of

his person I cannot say, but
his face was as red as that of

any man it has been my for-

tune to see.

1 Camden, ed. cit., p. 360. Saxonico seculo Girvii dicebantur, id est, ut

quidam interpretabantur, Paludicolse. Genus hominum pro loci ingenio asperum,
incultum, reliquis quos, Uplandmen vocant invidum, qui grallis sublime ut

gigantes spatiantes rei pecuariae, piscaturse, et aucupio omnes incumbunt.
2
Above, p. 508.
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A SUBALTERN OF HORSE.

BY THE AUTHOR OP 'ON THE HEELS OF DE WET.'

BOOK II. BLACK BALL.

CHAPTEE VI. GONE AWAY.

HEREIES awoke with a start.

It was daylight. Shaking
himself, and feeling somewhat
ashamed that he had slept

soundly when he had promised
to keep a vigil, he went at once
to the little window to see if

the mist had cleared. To
his astonishment the whole

countryside was covered with
a layer of snow. The fog had

entirely disappeared, and the

winter sun was trying to work

upwards through a haze which

promised that the fall of snow
would be shortly followed by
frost.

"By Jove!" said Herries,
" I knew there was going to be
a change, but I didn't expect

anything as rapid as this : to

think that I should have slept
in this beastly cold all this

time ! I wonder what Marjorie
is doing." He opened his own
door and stepped into the

passage. Marjorie's door was
still closed, and Herries could

hear no sign of movement.
" She must be real tired, poor
little thing," he said to himself.

"I will go down and see to

the horses, and try and dis-

cover if daylight will produce
any of the inhabitants of this

place." When Herries came
down into the hall sitting-room
he was astonished to find the

log -fire still burning. "By

George !

" he said to himself,
"there has been some one in

this house after we went to

bed. I suppose after the fog
cleared the rightful owners,
or their servants, came back

again: there were not enough
logs on that fire last night
when we went upstairs to have

kept burning until this hour,

and, by Jove !

"
said he, turning

to the table, "they have had

food, too." It was quite evid-

ent that some one had had a

meal, for most of the sausage
and bread had disappeared;
there were the marks of broken

meats on the table, and all

the beer bottles were empty.
"Well, I'm blowed !

"
said Her-

ries, "a pretty sort of fellow

I am to sit up and keep watch ;

but no one could have been in

Marjorie's room, or I should

have been awakened. I wonder
where this place is, anyhow."
He went out and opened the

front door; the keen air blew
into his face with wintry force.

Herries stepped out, but the

snow-wrap was right up to the

portico. "It can only have

just stopped snowing," said

Herries, as he saw that in the

little drive that led up to the

cottage there was not a single
mark to witness recent move-
ment. "Whoever has eaten

that supper, and piled up that
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fire, must either be in the

house or must have moved
off before that snowstorm
came. I hope they haven't

stolen the horsen," he con-

tinued to himself as he strode

out into the snow. He found
the horses were all right, and
there was no sign of anybody
having visited the stables.

Herries tended his nags, and
returned to the house to

warm himself by the fire.

He tried to locate the position
of the little house. It was

quite a small establishment,

standing in the middle of a
short plantation that lay in a

horse-shoe between two spurs
of the Downs. Herries never
remembered having noticed it

before, and as he could see

no other habitation, and could

make out nothing from the

Downs outline above him, he
was just as wise as to where

they were as he had been
the previous evening. Com-

ing back to the hall sitting-

room, he could find no single

newspaper or envelope
- cover

to indicate the name of the

place. Thoroughly mystified,
he went through the kitchen

and the other rooms to see

if he could find any further

evidence of the nocturnal vis-

itors who had regaled them-
selves after he and Marjorie
went upstairs. Finding no

evidence, he withdrew to the
rooms upstairs, and again list-

ened outside Marjorie's door.

His action added nothing to

his information
; and with a

further comment to the manner
in which the girl was sleeping,
he oame downstairs just in

time to meet a middle-aged

woman who had come plodding
in through the snow.
"Good morning," said Her-

ries.

"Good morning," said the

woman
;

" who may you be,

sir?"

"It's the same question I

should like to ask you, good
woman. Who are you? and
what is this place, anyway,
that has been deserted?"

"It ain't deserted, sir," said

the woman, coming inside, and

following Herries into the hall

sitting-room.
" From the looks

of it they 'ad their party 'ere

all right last night."
Herries sat down in one of

the chairs. "Now then, good
woman, what is the name of

this farm?"
"This, sir, is Pinkerdale

farm."
"What is the nearest vil-

lage?"
" East Blatchington is about

four miles away," said the

woman, kicking the fire and

warming her foot at the

flame.
" And where do you live ?

"

"Well, my home is in Sea-
ford ;

but since I was a married
woman I've lived a bit in

Brighton."
"Then who lives here, in

this house?"

"Why, I do mostly; I 'ave

been 'ere now a matter of nigh
three months."

" What do you do here ? Is

it your place ?
"

"Lor' a mussey! no; I am
only the 'ousekeeper.

"

"Then who do you keep
house for?"

"Well, now, if that isn't a

funny one to ask ! why, for Mr
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Kosenbaum, of course. Isn't

he here?"
" If he is," answered Herries,

smiling, "he has been very
careful to make himself scarce

for the night."
" But ain't you one of Mr

Rosenbaum's party that was
comin' 'ere last night?"

" Not exactly, good lady :

but where were you last

night ?
"

"It was this way. Mr
Rosenbaum was 'avin' what
'e called an American party
'ere last night a kind of sur-

prise party. Folks was to come

along 'ere from Brighton or

somewheres in motor-cars and
'ave a supper. Why, I 'ad

arranged all the supper last

night, everything proper, when
I found I 'ad forgotten some-

thing that Mr Kosenbaum 'ad

specially ordered me to get;
so what with Alf bein' sent

away two days ago with the

'orses to Brighton and not
'avin' come back, there was
nothin' for it but for me to

go into Seaford to get it.

Well, I got to Seaford; but
such a fog came on just as I

arrived that it were no use,
I couldn't get back no 'ow."

"Yes, I know that fog," said

Herries.

"It's true, so 'elp me," said

the woman.
"Yes, I know it's true," said

Herries ;

"
it's owing to the

fog that I am here. But tell

me about this party : I don't

think they held it here."
" Why not, sir ? do you mean

to say that you alone 'ave

eaten all the food that was

upstairs and down 'ere?"

"No one has been upstairs."

"And who may you be, sir,"

said the woman, turning from
the fire, "if you don't belong
to Mr Rosenbaum's party,
who may you be, if I may
make so bold as to ask?"

"Well, I should have thought
my clothes would have told

you who I am. I was out

hunting on the Downs yester-

day, and, like yourself, I got
lost in the fog. I and my
friend wandered about half

the night until we struck this

place in the dark, and there

has been no one here that we
know about."

The woman whistled. "You
never did ! I thought to my-
self there would 'ave been no

party when I sees that fog.

Well, I never ! and where's

your friend?"
"She is upstairs. It's a

lady."
"Your wife, sir?"
"
No, not my wife ;

the lady
I was escorting home."

"Oh, I sees, sir; where is

she now, do you say?"
"She is upstairs in the big

room where the supper was

set, still sleeping, I fancy."
"H'm," said the woman;

"then I was not wrong when
I thought there would be no

party last night."
"No, you were quite right.

I wish you would now go and
knock at the lady's door and
see if she is awake. You
might tell her that when she

is ready we will have some
more of your excellent supper,
and then start on our way,
good woman."
The good woman, without

demur, went upstairs, and

presently Herries heard her
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knock at the door. She
knocked quite softly the first

time; after an interval there

was a more imperative de-

mand for admittance. Still

there was no answer, until

Herries was startled to his

feet by the woman shouting
over the bannisters, "Look
'ere, young feller, there ain't

no one up 'ere; and it looks

to me as if there 'ad been a

party all right, followed by a

bit of bull-baitin'. The whole

place is wrecked."
In two seconds Herries was

up by the woman's side. It

was perfectly true, there was
no sign of Marjorie in the

room. Moreover, everything
was topsy-turvy the curtains

had been torn down from the

bed, the mattress and pillows
had been hurled off and thrown
into a corner, all the movable
furniture was shifted away
from the walls, the drawers
were all open. The house-

keeper - woman stood in the

middle of this wreckage with
her arms akimbo, and greeted
Herries's genuine exclamation
of surprise with the following

" I tell yer, young gentleman,
whoever you may be, that there

'as been a party, and I don't

believe a word of your lady
story. If you come 'ere

with a lady, well, where is

she?"
For answer Herries, who had

turned quite white, picked out
from beneath the bed a lady's

riding
- boot. "

Perhaps this

will convince you, good woman
that little boot was never

made for a man."
"That may be true, sir, but

look at the state the room is

in. Is it fair to treat a gentle-
man's 'ouse like this ?

"

" I tell you, my good woman,
that I am just as astonished as

you are."

"And where was you when
all this was takin' place ?

"
said

the woman, indicating the dis-

order in the room.
"I must have slept all through

this : I slept in the next room.

But, look here, they've had
their meal !

"

"In course they 'ave," said

the woman,
" and a good 'earty

one too."

Herries looked at the table,
and saw at once the inroad
that had been made in the
viands. "Great Scott!" he

said, "Marjorie has been ab-

ducted. Woman, where is the
nearest telegraph office ?

"

"EastBlatchington."
"And the nearest police

station ?
"

"The nearest policeman is

there too, feut you are not

going to 'ave the police out,
are you, sir ?

"
said the woman,

sobered at once in her rustic

fear of the law.

"That is my business,"
answered Herries. "My first

duty is a telegraph office."

Like a man in a dream
Herries went down to the

stable and saddled up his

mare. As he looked at Black
Ball the words of Dotty Jim
came back to him :

" 'E won't
do you no good, sir, if you
takes 'im out to-day."

Herries mounted his mare,
and, taking the direction from
the woman, started for the

nearest telegraph office. As
he rode through the snow he
tried to collect his thoughts,
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and figure out some consecutive

reason for Marjorie's most mys-
terious disappearance. For a

second he built his hopes upon
a practical joke : a search party
had stumbled across them in

the night, and finding him

asleep she had gone home with
her rescuers without waking
him. Reassuring as this theory
was, yet the presence of her

hunting boots in the room

gave it the lie. Murder ? The
room at first sight certainly
looked as if murder had been
done in it, but Herries in his

glance round had noticed that

the disorder was rather of the

character which follows a ruth-

less search for some lost object
than a desperate struggle to

save life. Besides, who could

find it in them to destroy little

Marjorie. But she had dis-

appeared; it was certain she

could not have gone off by her-

self, as she would not have faced

the open without her boots
;

besides, Herries knew perfect-

ly well that she would not
have gone out into the night
without waking him. Things
clearly pointed to a case of

forcible abduction. Then the

reason? Who had anything
to gain by abducting Marjorie
Woodruff? A ransom? That
would have been a possible

theory in Asia Minor, Morocco,
the Balkans, or, possibly, in

the States
;
but here, in Eng-

land, besides, no one could

have known who she was, cer-

tainly not the American associ-

ates of the Jewish gentleman
who, curiously enough, elected

to live as an English farmer.

It was a cruel mystery as far

as Herries was concerned.

Wavering between the hope
that it might be a practical

joke and the fear that it was
a forcible abduction, for some
reason unexplained, Herries

came to the telegraph office.

There was a village telegraph
office, but no telephone, at East

Blatchington. "By going on
to Seaford, which is quite close,"

they told him, he could reach a

telephone. In this particular
case of urgency a telephone
was far superior to a telegram.
When at last he succeeded in

getting a connection with
Mount Vernon his best hopes
were shattered by the informa-
tion that they had no news of

Marjorie. They had been in

a terrible state all night, fear-

ing that something awful had

happened, since communication
with Brentley Burnham had
disclosed the fact that Herries

was also absent. Like a man
possessed Herries clung to

the machine, and poured into

Maximilian J. B.'s ears the

outline of the extraordinary

story which had unfolded itself

to him that morning. Maxi-
milian J. B. and Captain John
Fox agreed to drive over in the

dog-cart, as the weather was

impossible for the car. In

the meantime Herries said he
would put himself in com-
munication with the Seaford

police.
On second thoughts Herries

considered it inadvisable to

inform the police at this early

period : he still maintained a

faint hope that the midnight
supper-party might have con-

tained some American friends

of Marjorie's who, in a spirit
of rather cruel jest, had carried
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her off to return her safe and
sound to Mount Vernon. He
accordingly telephoned to his

own house instructing Dotty
Jim and another boy to ride

spare horses over to Pinker-

dale Farm, while the trusted

Jones was to come over in the

dog-cart bringing the neces-

sary change of raiment that
Herries was now anxious to

secure. Having completed
these arrangements and eaten
a couple of sandwiches at the

hotel, Herries remounted his

mare and hacked back through
the snow to Pinkerdale.

The housekeeper had no
further news to give him :

her investigations showed that
there was no sign of Marjorie
in the cottage. Although
Herries was certain that this

lady had more to conceal than
she suggested by her innocent

mien, yet he felt positive that
his and Marjorie's presence
in the farm had taken her by
complete surprise. She, he
felt positive, had had nothing
to do with the abduction; for

as yet the suggestion of foul

play had never seriously en-

tered his head. The house-

keeper was but a common
village woman, and could not
have sufficiently well dis-

sembled if she had been a

party to whatever had hap-
pened to Marjorie.

Herries found that although
she had cleared up the remains
of the supper in the hall

sitting-room, yet she had sense

enough to leave the bedroom

exactly as they had found it

that morning. Herries set

himself to interrogate her as
to the antecedents of the man

in whose service she was at

present. All he was able to

elicit, however, was to the

effect that this Mr Rosenbaum
lived somewhere in London,
where, she was not sure, as

he never brought any servants

down with him when he came
to stay. He had come down
and seen Pinkerdale about
three months previously; it

was then in a state of mouldy
disrepair, as it had stood

empty and unoccupied for the

previous three years. Mr
Rosenbaum had had it cleaned

up to some extent; he had

appointed the good lady her-

self as housekeeper, having
secured her through an agency
in Seaford. The only other

servant was the man Alf, who
also came from Seaford, and
who had had handed over to

him in Eastbourne a trap and
two ponies which Mr Rosen-
baum had bought from the

local livery stable there. The
whole time that they had been
in possession, Mr Rosenbaum
had stayed at Pinkerdale per-

haps a dozen times : he had
never been there for two con-

secutive nights, but had always
arrived on his motor-car, and
had put the motor-car up in

one of the barns : his chauffeur

was a foreigner, who could

hardly speak two words of

English, this man had slept
in the room over the dairy,
which was also used by Alf.

Mr Rosenbaum had once or

twice brought a friend with
him in the motor-car, and had

always announced his coming
by telegram, stating what he
wanted in the way of food.

Herries's anxiety had made his
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wits very keen, and he tackled
the housekeeper with the

shrewdness of a trained de-

tective. He asked the woman
if she had any of the tele-

grams. She admitted that
she had in her possession some
of them, and the one that had
been sent two days before,

ordering the supper: after a
little delay she produced it

from her bedroom. It ran as

follows :

"Mrs TICKNER, Pinkerdale Farm,
vid Seaford, per bicycle.

" Am giving a surprise

supper to some American
friends late on Friday night.
Will arrive in motor-cars about
11 P.M. Gaston will make
arrangements to-morrow."

Herries read this through
and then turned sharply on
the housekeeper :

" Who is

Gaston? You said just now
there were no other servants."

"I thought you meant 'ere,

sir," said the woman. " I

don't know precisely what
this Gaston is, but 'e comes
over very often from Seaford,
and 'e made all the arrange-
ments for the food yesterday."

" He was here yesterday,
was he?" queried Herries,

putting the telegram into his

pocket.

"Yes, sir, 'e was 'ere

yesterday : 'e arranged the
tables and things, and brought
all the food that you see in

the 'ouse over from Seaford
in a motor-car : 'e went away
again in the afternoon."

" Did he say he was coming
back?"
"I am not sure, sir, what

'is intentions were, but I ex-

pect 'e also was stopped by
the fog."
"But has he never slept

here?"
"I disremember 'is ever

'avin' slept 'ere?"

"Was he a servant?"

"Well, sir, 'e was 'ardly a

servant, and yet 'e was not

quite the same as the other

gentry."
" Was he an Englishman ?

"

"As far as I could tell, sir,

by 'is talk, 'e was quite

English ;
but certainly 'e was

a foreign-lookin' chap : I think
'e called 'imself Mr Rosen-
baum's secretary."

"H'm, Mrs what is your
name?"

"Tickner, sir."

"Well, Mrs Tickner, you
had better see to getting the

house straight ; but mind, that

bedroom is not to be touched.

I am just going to look round
the place myself."

Herries filled in the time
until the arrival of Mr Wood-
ruff and Captain Fox in trying
to make discoveries that would

give them some line upon
which to work, provided the

theory that was uppermost in

his mind namely, that of

abduction should hold good.
Not liking to allow the thought
of foul play to enter his head,

yet feeling that there might
be possibilities in such a se-

cluded spot, he walked out

into the snow to see if he
could find any traces in the

plantation, out-houses, barns,
or deserted pig-sties that might
help them in their search. But
there was no sign of a thaw,
in fact in the shade it was
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already freezing hard, and his

search showed no displace-
ment of the inch of white

mantle which hung over every-

thing.
A little before mid-day the

trap from Mount Vernon
arrived. Herries was there

to meet the newcomers in the

porch, and after a mutual re-

quest from both parties as

to any further developments
Herries took them inside, and
told the whole story of the
last twenty-four hours. Max-
imilian J. B. was immediately
the alert man of business.

"You say that Marjorie's
boots are here?"

"
Yes," answered Herries,

"that is the only trace we
can find of her."

"And where did you last

see her?"
"When she shut the door

in the room upstairs to go
and lie down."
"And where did you sleep ?"

said Maximilian J. B. quickly.
"I intended sitting up all

night; I came down to the

fire here, smoked a cigarette,
then went upstairs to the

small room that adjoins the

room in which Marjorie slept,
lit a candle, and lay down on
the bed to think, and well,
I fell asleep, and I didn't

wake until this morning."
"And the candle?"
Herries had never thought

about the candle, and said so.

"Well, I guess," said Max-
imilian J. B., "we had better

go and have a second's squint
round that chamber. We will

see your room first. Well,

young man, it is just as well

you had us in before the

sleuths ; you must have blown
that candle out."

"I will swear I didn't."

"Well, young feller, some
one has blown it out for you,
for that candle never burned as

much as twelve hours, or my
name's not Maximilian J. B.

Woodruff. Now let us see the

girl's room."

They walked into the big
room. Maximilian J. B. first

overhauled the remains of the

supper, and then looked round
the room. "It strikes me,"
he said, turning to Captain
Fox, "that this is going to

be a job for the British police.
You don't mean to tell me
that my little Marjorie ate

all that out of that ham last

night, or that she drank one
two three four bottles of

claret, nor, mind you, that she

slept in this bed while they
were drawing the corks out
of those four bottles of claret

and eating the best part of a

Missouri ham. No, Osborn,

my boy, unless you can pitch
me a better story than that,
we have got to take it that

there has either been foul

play while you were asleep,
or that you are a wiser man
than you care to own. Now,
what is it?"

Maximilian J. B. said this

almost roughly. In any other

circumstances, and in any
other presence, it is probable
that Herries would have re-

sented the tone; as it was,
he set his teeth and said

"Mr Woodruff, every word
that I have said is gospel
truth, so help me."
Fox here chipped in, and,

placing his hand on Herries's
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shoulder, said :
" Mr Woodruff, round the room, and, putting

I have known Osborn Herries his hands behind him, said :

for close on ten years. I am "Well, I guess then we have

positive that you know every got to put the sleuths on her
word of this strange occur- track. We will go straight
rence that it is possible for up to London, and if money
Herries to tell you." can buy a good service, by

Maximilian J. B. looked Gosh ! we'll have it."

CHAPTER VII. "AT FAULT.'

The mysterious disappear-
ance of Marjorie Woodruff
became for a few days the

cause cdlebre of the winter
season. The fact that a girl
of her position and temper-
ament could, in a single

night, disappear completely,

appealed to the morbid im-

agination which has been
cultivated in this country by
the increasing extravagance
of the daily press. That

Marjorie was the daughter of

a millionaire, and that this

millionaire was prepared to

pay, as a reward, any sum
for the merest clue concern-

ing the whereabouts of his

daughter, were facts which
focussed the attention of the

press. Some of the most pro-

gressive of the daily journals
entered upon the chase itself

with an assiduity which, for

the proverbial "nine days,"

put the efforts of Scotland
Yard and the private agencies
to shame. But in spite of

the united efforts of press and

police, the disappearance was

complete, and beyond the fact

that Marjorie Woodruff was
last seen by Lieutenant Osborn

Herries, her affianced husband,
not a scrap of evidence was

forthcoming that was, in the

missing girl's father's pictur-

esque language,
" worth a

cent."

In order that the reader

may readily follow the train

of this astounding sequence of

events, it will serve our pur-

pose to quote verbatim the

report which appeared in ' The

Daily Mail ' on the second

morning after the story be-

came public property :

"MYSTERY OF
MILLIONAIRE'S DAUGHTER.

'DAILY MAIL' DISCOVERS
THE ONLY CLUE.

INTERVIEW WITH THE BEREAVED
FATHER.

WHO IS ROSENBAUM?

THE MYSTERIOUS MOTOR-CAR
AT SEAFORD.

"During the last twenty - four

hours our Special Correspondents in

Sussex have been diligent in their

attempts to unravel the Woodruff

mystery. They have in turn inter-

viewed Maximilian J. B. Woodruff,
the millionaire father of the missing
lady ; they have had speech with the

girl's distracted fiance" ; and have
handed in their notes to Inspector
Williamson, the sphinx-faced detect-

ive, who is watching the case in the

interests of Scotland Yard. Beyond
the fact that the Sussex Police,

through the agency of our adroit

correspondent, have discovered a
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mysterious motor-car in a stable at

Seaford, which fits in with the evid-

ence of the woman Tickner as being
that used by Gaston, and futile

efforts to trace the other chief actor

in the drama Rosenbaum there is

nothing new to relate.

"(From our Special Correspondent.}

"
SEAFORD, 6 P.M.

" After an exhausting day we have,
if we have not found any real trace

of the missing Miss "Woodruff, at

least lighted upon something in the

nature of a clue. I was fortunate

enough yesterday to overhear some
fishermen discussing the theories set

out in the issue of
' The Daily Mail '

yesterday. One of these weather-
beaten salts mentioned that 'a for-

eign-looking bloke used to keep his

motor-car in Mrs Harris's stable.' I

lost no time in interrogating this

shell-back, who, after he realised that

I had nothing to do with the police,
told me that he had seen a foreign-

looking gentleman driving a car in

the direction of Blatchington on two
or three occasions, and he knew that

this gentleman kept his car in Mrs
Harris's stable. I induced him to

direct me to Mrs Harris's house, and
I found the motor-car a two-seated
8 h.-p. Rover in the stable. I at

once communicated the find by tele-

phone to Inspector "Williamson, who
came down and looked the car over,
and interrogated Mrs Harris, who is

confined to her room with influenza.

The car, which has not been out of

the stables for five or six days, does

not appear to have had much clean-

ing. It is in a filthy state, and was

evidently driven hard the last day it

was in use. The number is found to

be fictitious. The car is the property
of Mr Gaston Noble, a gentleman
who has been staying for the last two
months in a boarding-house here, and
whom the police believe to be iden-

tical with the man Gaston spoken of

by Mrs Tickner as Mr Rosenbaum's

secretary. Little is known about
Mr Gaston here, as although he

kept his rooms he was constantly
in London. The car was imported
to Seaford quite recently.*

" * On receipt of this telegram we

communicated with the Rover Com-
pany in New Oxford Street, and dis-

covered from them that they had
sold a car similar to the description
furnished by our correspondent to

Mr Francis Rosenbaum in Novem-
ber. The car had been paid for by
a cheque drawn by Mr Rosenbaum
on his account with the London
branch of the Credit Lyonnais. This,
of course, tallies with the inform-
ation regarding the mysterious Mr
Rosenbaum which we published yes-

terday. The Credit Lyonnais have
no knowledge of their client be-

yond the fact that he opened an
account with them three months ago
with a cash deposit of 3000 in Bank
of England notes. (Editor, 'Daily
Mail.

3

)

"Interviewing one of the guests
at the boarding - house Mr Gaston
Noble frequented, he was stated to

have been a quiet, unassuming, re-

served foreigner, who spoke English
perfectly, and was quite ready to

discuss ordinary topics at the common
table, but who showed no inclination

to particular friendliness with any of

the inmates of the establishment.

"Inspector Williamson has thanked
me warmly for the service ' The Daily
Mail ' has rendered the police in-

vestigations, and has promised to let

me have any developments that may
be forthcoming from the undoubted
line which the discovery of the car

has uncovered.

"INTERVIEW WITH MR WOODRUFF.

"Our Special Correspondent tele-

graphs as follows from Lewes :

"I have been fortunate enough
to-day to interview Mr Maximilian
J. B. Woodruff, the great Californian

magnate, who, at the moment when
his grey hairs are bowed down in

sorrow over the disappearance of his

daughter, is one of the most interest-

ing personalities in England. Mr
Woodruff received me in his library.
His fine features showed every evid-

ence of the terrible anxieties of the

last five days. Up to the moment of

telegraphing there has been no fur-

ther clue than that of the motor-car
in Seaford known at Mount Vernon.

Although the telephone is working
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all day, and Mr "Woodruff has pub-
licly announced that he will set up
for life any one who will furnish
definite news of his daughter, yet
they are as ignorant at this moment
as they were when they first heard
the news of the lady's disappearance.
Mr Woodruff, who in his youth must
have been a man of fine physique,
and whose character has been formed
in the amassing of a fortune that
would be sufficient for the whole of

a London suburb to end its days in

peace and otium, bears up wonder-

fully under his trouble. He scouts

the idea of foul play. To quote his

own words :

'

Who,' he said,
' Mr

newspaper man, could find it in his

heart to hurt a hair of my poor little

Marjorie. She was just the 'cutest,

cunningest little girl that we ever
bred out West, and if it should be
discovered that any one has done her
the slightest injury, why, the last

dollar of the Woodruff millions will

be spent in bringing the culprits to

their deserts. Already the news has
been published in San Francisco, and
I have a cable here that two of our
best sleuths have boarded the Limited
in order to worry out this mystery.
No, sir, I don't cotton to any foul

play theory. Abduction for the pur-
pose of ransom, perhaps ! But if it

should prove to be so, I will not
knuckle under until those responsible
are brought to justice.' To the sug-
gestion that I made tentatively that

perhaps his proposed son-in-law might
know more than was already given
to the public, Mr Woodruff made a
decided response to the effect that no

suspicion whatsoever could attach to

Mr Herries, who since the unfor-
tunate occurrence had been a broken
man. It is evident, therefore, that
the suspicions which the local police
first had against Mr Herries have
now been dissipated. It is difficult

to understand how any intelligent

body could have entertained the idea
that a gentleman and officer of Mr
Herries's known integrity and wealth,
who had only been engaged to the

lady quite a short time, should in

any way have been responsible for a

disappearancewhich so nearly affected

him
; but the police, I understand,

based their original suspicions upon
the fact that Mr Herries could not

satisfactorily explain his recent leave

of absence from his regiment. How-
ever, Inspector Wetherburn, of the

Sussex Police, informs me to - day
that the above theory was but idle

rumour, and that Mr Herries and
his friends have accounted satisfac-

torily for his movements during the

last three months.
" After duly weighing all the evid-

ence, and after long conversations

both with the bereaved parent and
with the representative of the leading
firm of detectives who have been

employed by Mr Woodruff, I likewise

have come to the conclusion that a

very clever and premeditated abduc-
tion has taken place for the purpose
of mulcting a well-known millionaire

of a large sum in the way of ransom.

"PINKERDALE FARM.

"To-day has been a busy day at

Pinkerdale Farm. Your readers may
dismiss from their minds the sugges-
tion that the missing lady committed
suicide in the vicinity of Pinkerdale.

Yesterday's thaw has enabled the

agents of Messrs Koage & Divine,
the eminent firm of private investiga-

tors, to make an absolute and com-

plete search of any place that might
enlighten the theory of suicide. Also,
the search they have made to-day
renders it improbable that the young
lady has come to any untoward end.

There is no place within the precincts
of the farm that has recently concealed,
or could conceal definitely, a body
from the search which has been made

to-day. Shortly before mid - day a

report came in to the effect that a

young lady answering the description

published yesterday, and the day be-

fore, in 'The Daily Mail,' was in

residence in a farm the other side of

Lewes ; but, later in the afternoon,
the private investigator kindly sent

me a telegram that this report was
but idle village gossip. What, how-

ever, is more important, is the dis-

covery to-day by Mrs Tickner, the

housekeeper employed by the shadowy
Eosenbaum, that her best Sunday
pair of boots are missing. It will be
remembered that Miss Woodruffs

hunting-boots were left in the farm
at Pinkerdale on the night of her

disappearance. This statement by
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the more or less vague Mrs Tickner

is considered by Mr Divine, who is

personally conducting the research

on the part of his firm, as of the

greatest importance. The fact that

the young lady was without her boots

had been a great stumbling-block in

the detectives' attempt to raise a clue.

If, now, it can be shown that Mrs
Tickner's boots are really missing, it

is probable that the young lady, for

reasons of her own, which, of course,
at present it is impossible to define,

has disappeared of her own free will.

Mr Divine is positive that the dis-

arrangement of the room is such that

could have been easily, and almost

silently, effected by a woman. It is

just a red-herring on the trail. As
to the consumption of food which
took place in the bedroom, as de-

scribed by me in my telegram yester-

day, the eminent detective is of the

opinion that, as they have only the

evidence of Mr Herries that the

viands were untouched when Miss
"Woodruff retired to rest, and as very
naturally that gentleman would not
have made a close study of the room
which the lady chose as her sleeping

apartment, it is possible that the

food had already been eaten before

she took possession, and that the

claret bottles were empty. It is

possible, therefore, that Miss Wood-
ruff, for reasons of her own, may
have disappeared, and, owing to the

snowstorm, has been able to baffle all

attempts to follow her trail. Local

reports speak of her as a young lady
of high spirit, addicted to the chase.

Is it, therefore, outrageous to imagine
that she may possibly, in a spirit of

sport, have undertaken some wager,
which, as soon as it is fulfilled, will

prove that she effected her ruse by
wearing a pair of boots which, from
all accounts, must undoubtedly have
been three sizes too big for her?

"
Special inquiry made at the Credit

Lyonnais elicited from the manager a

statement that it was contrary to the

custom of that institution to furnish

any report with regard to the accounts

and balances of clients. But it is

understood that they have informed
the authorities that Mr Eosenbaum
has not operated the small balance

remaining at his credit in the bank
for ten days. Inquiries at the

various shipping offices furnisk no
detail that can be taken as con-
clusive evidence that passengers
answering either the descriptions of

Mr Rosenbaum or Mr Gaston have

applied for tickets for abroad. The
address with which Mr Rosenbaum
furnished the Credit Lyonnais is

found to be that of a barber's shop
in Bloomsbury : this shop is the pro-

perty of a German who receives letters

for his clients, charging a small fee

for each packet. The assistants in

the shop have a distinct memory of a

foreign gentleman who took the letters

in the name of Rosenbaum, but could
furnish no further detail beyond that
of personal appearance. These de-

scriptions more or less tally with
those given by Mrs Tickner, and the

farm-hand, Alfred Killick, both of

which were published in ' The Daily
Mail' yesterday."

This was about the full limit

of the information which at

this period found its way into

the daily press.
' The Daily

Mail' and the other journals,
with that persistency which is

a marked feature of modern

journalism, kept their several

special correspondents in Sus-
sex for two or three days
longer. Although these ex-

perts added many theories,
and suggested countless clues

which proved unworkable, by
the time that the limit of

public interest was reached,
which was about the tenth

day, they had succeeded in

unravelling the mystery no
further than is contained in

the above extract, which has

been chosen from among many.
The following up of the same
old trails ceased to have at-

tractions for the public reader ;

from three columns and staring
leaded headlines the accounts

receded to a column, then to

half columns, and finally faded
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away into obscure paragraphs
in the outer sheets of the

papers, as the whole interest

of the country centred in the

foreshadowed downfall of the

Government. At the moment a

great national emergency was
at hand. The last ounce of

vitality had been squeezed
out of the Liberal Government.
But it had hung on to the

rickety fabric of its Cabinet

long enough to enable the new
force which had grown up out
of its existence to thoroughly
organise for the coming fray.
The leaders of the Labour
movement were so sure of their

ground, that for weeks past
they had been openly naming
the members destined to form
the first Labour Cabinet. In
vain the more open-minded of

the Liberals endeavoured to

rally round the standard of

effete Tory leaders, prepared
even to perjure themselves in

a last desperate effort to save

their country from the social-

istic whirlwind which threat-

ened to devastate it. At last

the moment had come. The
Liberal Government could

stand no further defeat, and
the papers were busy, seeing
that they had no power to

stem the torrent, in divining
how they could save their face

in view of the terrors to come.

Is it to be wondered that, in

view of events as epoch-mak-
ing as these, the nine days'

mystery of a missing American

girl faded into the obscurity
of small type, and that the

troubles and adversities of the

Woodruff family, and the de-

feat of professional and ama-
teur detectives alike, were

relegated to obscurity?

CHAPTER VIII. A CLUE.

Osborn Herries sat in his

study at Brentley Burnham.
It was now three weeks since

the mysterious disappearance
of Marjorie, and yet there had
not been the slightest sign, or

the vestige of a clue, to disclose

the causes which had led to,

and accomplished, Marjorie's

disappearance.
Herries had lived through

the last twenty days as a man
in a dream. At a total loss

to understand the meaning of

it all, he had now brought
himself to believe that the un-

fortunate girl had been the
victim of foul play, as he

argued, with the logic of a

distracted lover, that if it
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were otherwise, in this country
of modern communications,

Marjorie must have found

some means of communicating
with him. Total obliteration,

except of her own free will,

would have been impossible;
that she had not been a free

agent in leaving the farm
Herries was certain; and as

day after day followed show-

ing no light on the dark pall
of uncertainty, his despond-

ency caused him to take the

gloomiest view possible. He
was of course able to laugh
at the rumours which had

circulated, and which at one
time had possessed the heavy-
headed Sussex police, that he

2L
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himself had made away with
the girl A olear conscience is

not worried by the specula-
tions of an irresponsible press,

though he hated to think that

so much of his and his

Marjorie's private history had
found its way into the market
of public curiosity. From his

friends in his regiment, and
from the Woodruffs them-

selves, Herries had received

every token of sympathy.
The Bud, who in the emerg-
ency had aroused herself from
her usual lethargy and proved
a host in herself in organising
the various searches which
were instituted, behaved most

loyally to Herries, and when-
ever he was inclined to mope
in solitude at Brentley Burn-
ham she would come over and
insist upon his returning to

Mount Vernon. " Centralise
the trouble," she would say;
" what is the good of spreading
it all over the country-side?
Mount Vernon is the plumb-
centre of both grief and news :

centralise, Osborn, and come
over and dine." But all the

centralisation in the world
seemed to be of no avail, and
at the end of three weeks, as

the reader finds Herries sitting
in his study, the search was

slowly petering out as a hope-
less venture.

There was a knock at

Herries's door.
" Come in," he said laconi-

cally, and the mean figure of

Dotty Jim squeezed in from
behind the curtain.

"
Beg pardon, sir, I thought

as 'ow I must come and tell

you."
"What is it, Jim?" said

Herries, without showing any
interest.

"Well, sir, it's that there

Bitter End."
"What is wrong with the

horse? I am tired of your
confounded spook preaching.
What is the matter with the
horse?"

" Now it's no use your bein'

'ufly, sir; you an' me, though
we may be so very different,
'as to face things alike. That
there 'orse 'as brought you no

luck, as I sez 'e wouldn't. If

it 'adn't been for the young
lady ridin' 'im, as I told you
that mornin', there would 'ave

been no mysterious disappear-
ance. That there 'orse is be-

witched, and them that be-

witches 'im 'as sperited the

young lady away."
Herries turned in his chair.

"Now look here, Jim; I tell

you once and for all, I will

not have any of your super-
natural humbug. The horse is

all right,"
" I tell you 'as 'ow 'e is not,

sir that 'orse is devilish queer ;

'e's been queer all the last fort-

night, and to-day 'e sees 'em

again."
" Sees what ?

"
rejoined

Herries testily.
"Lor' ! sir, 'ow should I know

what 'e sees, but 'e sees some-
thin' straight enuf, and when
'e sees somethin', somethin' is

goin' to 'appen."
"All right," said Herries;

" take the horse up to Tatter-

sail's and sell him."
"Do you mean that, sir?"

said Dotty Jim, somewhat rue-

fully.
" It's either that or we will

have him shot in the yard. I
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am not sick of the horse, but I

am siok of your everlasting

prate about him."
" Lor' ! sir, I did not think

you'd take it as bad as that.

I wouldn't 'ave 'im shot, sir."

"All right; send him up to

Tattersall's."

"And me, sir?"
" You can go to the devil."
" And my pension, sir ?

"

"Take your pension with

you."
"
Very good, sir

;
but 'adn't I

better send for the Vet. first ?
"

" Do what you like, Jim, but
that horse is going to leave my
stables unless you promise me
faithfully to stop prating about
him."

"
Very good, sir, beg pardon,

sir, didn't mean no 'arm," and
the little man shuffled out of

the room.
"Lor'!" he said, as he met

the butler in the hall,
"
if the

master ain't got it badly this

time my name's not Dotty Jim.
Don't you go in there," indi-

cating the study door with a
nod of his head,

" unless you're
a 'andy man with your dukes ?

The guvnor's fair fire and

brimstone, and you will get it

over your feather-bed before

you know what's dropped on

you," and with this injunction

Dotty Jim passed out back to

the stables.

He had not been gone five

minutes before Herries was
disturbed by a second knock.
The visitor on this occasion
was Evans, the coachman. He
knocked briskly, in fact his

whole air was that of a man
possessed of a mission of im-

perative importance.
"Come in," said Herries,

anticipating that it was a

second visit from Dotty Jim.
" Oh ! it's you, Evans," he said.
" What has brought you back ?

I thought you were in town
for a week."

"If you please, sir," said

Evans, touching his forelock

rapidly, "I should like to see

you on a very important
matter."

" Here you are," said Herries.

"Well, sir, I will first close

the door." Evans shut the

door and pulled the curtain
;

while Herries, rather impressed
at Evans's business - like de-

meanour, turned round in his

chair.

"Fire away, Evans. What
have you got to say?"

" If you please, sir, if I may
be so bold, I think as 'ow I

can tell you where the young
lady is."

Herries clutched at the leaf

of his desk.

"What do you mean, Evans?"
he said imperatively.

" Do you
mean Miss Marjorie Wood-
ruff?"

"Yes, sir," said Evans, look-

ing him full in the face.
" Is she alive ?

" and Herries

was instantly on his feet, al-

most quivering in his excite-

ment.

"Yes, sir."
" In danger ?

"

"That I couldn't say, sir;

but I shouldn't think so." And
Herries, who was noted for his

self -
possession, recovered his

equanimity at once. He sat

down again in his chair.

"Very well, Evans; you had
better tell me your story in

your own way, from the very
beginning. If you have true
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information that Miss Wood-
ruff is well, and in no danger,

you have added the strongest
bond to our friendship. Sit

down, Evans."

"Beg pardon, sir, but I

should prefer to stand. It's

this way, sir. As you will

remember, sir, I didn't bring

my wife little Sally as is,

sir down here. Well, sir,

two days ago I 'ad a letter

from Sally, sayin' as 'ow she

wanted to see me most par-
tickler like, and that I must
not stay away, but come right

away up to London. That is

'ow I come to ask you for

leave, sir. Well, sir, I was
anxious - like to get such a

letter, and I thought some-
thin' was goin' wrong with the

little woman
;

but 'er news,
sir, was not on 'er own or

my account, sir, it was all

along of your'n."
"Well," said Herries quietly,

drinking in every word of this

preamble.
"
Well, sir, of course you don't

know, but Sally's mother does

a bit of charing."
"Of what?" interrogated

Herries.

"Well, sir, she is a char-

woman, makes a bit by goin'
out and doin' work in 'ouses."

"Oh, Iunderstand," answered
Herries. ' ' Proceed.

' '

"Well, sir. Sally's mother

my mother-in-law, that is

does a bit of charin', and 'as

a very good connection. She
don't just char anywhere.
Her locality is mostly Carlton
House Terrace, and she goes
twice a-week to do business in

the German Embassy.
"Well," said Herries, "and

what has the German Embassy
to do with me ?

"

"
Why, everythink, sir.

Sally's mother my mother-
in - law, that is is almost

ready to swear that Miss
Woodruff is in the German
Embassy."
"What!" said Herries, jump-

ing to his feet. "What wild-

cat story have you got hold
of?"

Evans, though he knew
his master fairly well, moved
back to the wall : he had
never seen Herries so roused

before.

"'Tain't no cock-and-bull

story, sir, so 'elp me. It's

what my ma-in-law says ;
and

she and Sally 'ave been puttin'
their 'eads together, and they
are pretty certain as 'ow they
is right."
"How the devil could she

be -there? But where is your
mother-in-law?"

"She's 'ere, sir, and so is

Sally. May I bring her in,

sir?"
" Yes ; go and bring her at

once. Mind, Evans, this is not
a subject over which I am to

be trifled with."

"I knows that, sir. Do I

look as though I was triflin',

sir? 'Aven't I brought my
whole family down 'ere to

do my best for you?"
Herries instantly brought his

feelings under control "
Yes,

my dear Evans, I feel sure

you have got some informa-

tion. We have been pals too

long for me to doubt your
sincerity. Kindly bring your
mother-in-law.

' '

In five minutes Evans pro-
duced his mother-in-law and
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the simpering Sally. Herries

shook them both by the hand,
and, having settled the ladies

in the two arm-chairs by the

fire, he listened to the follow-

ing narrative.

Mrs Shrub, Evans's mother-

in-law, was engaged twice a-

week to visit the German

Embassy for the purpose of

carrying out her duties as a

charwoman. Ten days ago,
while engaged in scrubbing
out the passage on the top
floor, which, as a rule, was
reserved for the accommoda-
tion of servants, she dis-

covered that some one was

kept under lock and key in

a room at the back of the

Embassy which faced the St
James's Park. The servants,
who were all German, were

very uncommunicative on the

subject. First they told her

that the housekeeperwas ill, and
for the first week she was paci-
fied with this information ; but
about a week ago, when she

was washing the floor in the

next room, she was astonished

to see one of the gentlemen
of the Embassy on the serv-

ants' landing. He went to

the room in which the sup-

posed invalid was. Mrs Shrub
heard him unlock the door,
and then, after letting himself

in, she distinctly heard him
turn the key again. She now
had occasion to wash down
the passage ;

she went to the

door which was locked, with
the intention of beginning her

work from that end of the

landing. The rest of the

story is best told in Mrs
Shrub's own language.

" I was a'most struck dumb

by what I 'eard through that

there door. What hattracted

my hattention was 'earing a

lady [sayin
5

,

' You're a miser-

able, despicable blackmailer.

Do you think that any girl
with any grit in her, after she
had been treated as I have been

treated, would consent to marry
you under any conditions ? Not

by a long stretch, Mr Captain.
I would sooner be seen dead in

China Town than willingly as-

sociated with you.'
"

" And what makes you
connect this lady with Miss
"Woodruff ?

"
asked Herries, his

eyes glowing with a strange
light.

"
Well, sir, you see the papers

were full of the story of the
abduction of an American gurl,
and there was no mistakin' the

lady's haccent."
" Did you hear any more ?

"

"
Well, sir, the man said

somethin' about she'd 'ave to

change 'er mind soon, and kind
of threatened 'er, with what I

couldn't make out, sir, as I

'ad to move off as the 'ouse-

keeper 'erself happeared on the

landin'."

"But have you not been

there since ?
" asked Herries.

"No, sir; I'm afraid the

'ousekeeper saw me at the

door, because I was dismissed

without any warning, and told

I need not come again, the like

of which 'as never 'appened to

me before, and I am known
in most respectable 'ouses in

town."
" I am sorry to hear that,

my good woman, but if your
story which is impossible :

however could she have got to

the German Embassy ? should
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prove to be true, you need

not worry about further

service."
" Thank you kindly, sir, but

there's somethin' more we seed

in the papers, that is, Sally
here and me, that the young
lady left 'er boots be'ind down
in Sussex way, and that a pair
of boots was missin' from the

farm. Well, sir, it was part of

my duty at the German Em-
bassy to clean up downstairs,
and I found this pair of boots

in the dustbin. They seemed
in good repair, and so I brought
them away. It then occurred

to Sal 'ere that they weren't

the kind of boots that would
be worn by people in London,
and puttin' this and that to-

gether we thought as 'ow we
would send for our boy Evans
and put the whole case straight
before

5

im."

"With this the good lady pro-
duced from under her ample
cloak a pair of broad - toed

heavy-soled Jemimas. Herries

took one of them and examined
it carefully : it bore no maker's

name, and it certainly didn't

look a boot that would be worn

by any one except a well-

developed woman who had

country roads to face. Herries

stood the boots on his desk
and looked at them contem-

platively; he then turned to

his visitors,
" I don't wish a

word to be said about what
has been passing in your
minds. Mind, not a single
word. Though I cannot for

the life of me make your story
coincide with anything that

seems rational or reasonable,

yet it is strange that Mrs
Shrub here should find an
American lady under lock and

key in a house in London, when
the whole of England has been

ringing with the efforts to find

Miss Woodruff. If these boots

are of German manufacture,

they mean nothing ;
but if they

should prove to be those which
were missing from Pinkerdale

Farm, then their presence,
added to the information of

Mrs Shrub, is almost con-

clusive. Mind, not a word,
and, Evans, I want the car

sent round at once."

(To be continued.}
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WORKING TERRIERS PAST AND PRESENT.

THE man who loves hounds
is sure to be interested in

terriers. The foxhound and
the terrier are connected in

our minds by their common
enmity to the fox.

Indeed, in the warfare

against the fox the terrier

has been the ally of man for

a much longer period than the
hound. When stag

-
hunting

was the sport of kings, and
before the idea of the fox as

a beast of chase had dawned
on the nobles and gentry of

England and Scotland, the

peasants and the terriers were

harrying the fox even in his

stronghold of Malepartus, as

they do to this day in Scot-

land or Wales, and the moun-
tainous districts of Westmore-
land and Cumberland.

It was no doubt in their

warfare against vermin that

the terriers acquired the char-

acteristics of gameness, hardi-

hood, and intelligence which
their successors have inherited.

Their evolution has followed

the same course as that of all

modern breeds of sporting dogs.
Chosen at first for working
qualities only, it is later refine-

ment which has grafted beauty
on to ability. The division of

terriers into breeds and their

classification at the dog-shows
is quite a modern development.
Terrier was the name given to

any hardy, active little dog
that would face a badger or a
fox in its earth, or sometimes
a cat in a corner, the last-

named being by no means the
least formidable antagonist of

the three. There was no ex-

clusiveness in the breeding of

a terrier, and he was crossed

with the bull-dog to give him

courage, with the beagle to

improve his nose, and in later

days with the greyhound to

give him speed. This cross-

ing was limited only by the

necessities of his work, for

the terrier needed to be com-

paratively small, since a dog
over sixteen pounds is too

large, and below twelve pounds
too small, to be of use for

going to ground. I know of

course that weight has more
to do with make and muscular

development than with size,

yet nevertheless these weights
give a rough method of estim-

ating the limits of serviceable

size for the working terrier.

Looking back into the past

history of the terrier, I seem
to find two different types,
which have nevertheless cer-

tain common characteristics.

The one an active fairly speedy
little dog, with pricked ears,
and an obvious dash of bull.

These were the dogs which in

small packs were used for

work above ground, and this

type is well depicted in a

beautiful plate, after a paint-

ing of Reinagle, in the Sports-
man's Cabinet (1805), where the

terriers are represented in the

chase of the foumart, or in one
of the early volumes of 'The

Sporting Magazine,' engaged
in a most spirited combat with
a wild cat. Sharpness, ac-

tivity, and courage are the

characteristics written all over
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these terriers. Then there

were the long low dogs with

drop ears, of the type endeared

to us by the faithful memories
of friends and companions the

Skye, the Dandie Dinmont, the

Poltalloch. These were essen-

tially dogs to go to ground,
and were protected by their

coats from their enemies, while

the drop ears were a shield to

the auditory organs from fall-

ing earth and sand. But if

we look closely at these pic-
tures (and the terrier of the

late eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries has been for-

tunate both in his chroniclers

and the artists who have

painted him), we shall see that

they have certain character-

istics in common. They are

all of strongly built dogs, com-

pact and well knit, with rather
short necks and powerful jaws.
The modern fox-terrier, with
his long graceful neck and
narrow snipy jaw, is quite a
recent manufacture. The short

neck is a great point, since it

is necessary for the terrier to

be near his work if he is to

have the full advantage of his

immense muscular develop-
ment of neck, shoulders, and

forearms, in conflict with the

fox and badger.
Then there are the mental

characteristics which are com-
mon to all terriers : the high-

strung nerves, the excitable

temperament, a reckless dis-

regard of danger, coupled with

(perhaps in part occasioned

by) a peculiarly faithful de-

votion to the chosen master,
and, I must add, a certain

pugnacity. The Skye terrier

is in disposition the most

typical, for he is a strange

hairy bundle of nerves, cour-

age, shyness, boldness, mis-

chief, and intense devotion,
so that of all the dogs I have
known it is the Skyes that

carried with them, when their

too short span was ended, a

part of my life.

It is interesting to note how
highly Scotland was accounted
of for its terriers, for of the

many old pictures I have

studied, nearly all the best

dogs were said to come from
Scotland.

But of all our dogs there

is none so versatile in mind
and body as the terrier. There
is no service that a dog can
do for us in sport or as a

companion that he is not

capable of. Let us note some

examples, old and new, of the

many duties which the terrier

can fulfil.

There lies before me as I

write an engraving published
in 'The New Sporting Maga-
zine' for 1833 (p. 348). Two
terriers, Shivers and Pincher,
are depicted listening at a

box in which a badger is sup-

posed to be confined. The
most notable of the two is
"
Shivers," described as a

Scotch terrier. The portrait
is that of a small white dog
with a wiry coat, so thick

about the neck and shoulders
as to be almost like a mane.
He has great depth of body,
excellent legs and feet, and

prick ears, a broad head,
and rather a short but very
powerful jaw. He was the

property of Mr Surtees, of

Hamsterley Hall, Durham, and
is described as being

" the

best dog of the breed in that

part of the North of England ;
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and though little, and by no
means a heavy animal, there

was never a fox or badger
found too large or savage for

him to grapple with and draw.
His pluck exceeded all belief,

and he actually once followed a

cat up a chimney, passing over
a burning fire in the grate
below." The shortness of neck
is notable, and it is certain

that when he had hold of a
fox or badger he could use
all his strength, and that
muscular development which
is well shown by the artist.

But it is not only the dogs
of old times that could draw
a fox. When Mr Chandos
Pole was master of the Cat-

tistock, he had a terrier from
the kennels of Miss Alys
Serrell, of Haddon Lodge
(author of 'With Hound and
Terrier in the Field' 1

).
This

dog, named Veto, could draw
a fox from any drain. He
would go straight up to his

fox and close with him in-

stantly. Thus he took the
foe by surprise. He would
fix his hold on the side of

the head at the end of the

jaw. A fox so gripped by a

good dog is powerless, and
can be easily drawn. Miss
Serrell had another dog,
Racer, that went with such a
dash at a fox in a drain that
he invariably made the fox
back out, fighting him face

to face to the other end.

When Racer was in, the

whipper-in would simply wait
till the fox's brush appeared
and then pull him out.

This is the terrier's legiti-
mate work, but it is difficult

to restrain a terrier from at-

tacking any sort of vermin.
I knew one terrier in India
who devoted herself to the

dangerous and exciting sport
of snake-killing. Her method
was to irritate the snake into

sitting up. She would dance
round it, sparring for an

opening as it were. Then
with incredible swiftness she

darted at the reptile and

gripped it close behind the

head, a sharp bite and the
snake was dead. She was

marvellously successful, until

on an unlucky day, when one
of her puppies was with her,
she found a snake ; the puppy
got in her way at the critical

moment, and the snake struck

Nettle on the nose. The
wound was slight, it was
cauterised at once, and a

strong dose of whisky admin-
istered. Apparently Nettle was

quite well the next morning,
but as she was playing with
the puppy she suddenly turned

head over heels, and when we
reached her she was stone dead.

If we look over the records

of past sport we shall find

that there is almost nothing
terriers have not been used

for. There is, in fact, no limit

to the sporting uses of the

fox - terrier. I have known
one that was an excellent

retriever, and in 'The Sport-
ing Magazine

'

for October
1831 there is a picture of a
little wire-haired, prick-eared
terrier that is bringing a part-

1 With Hound and Terrier in the Field : Hunting Reminiscences. By Alys
P. Serrell. Edited by Frances Slaughter. William Blackwood & Sons, Edin-

burgh and London. 1904.
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ridge in its mouth. I know
of two working packs of fox-

terriers that hunt rabbits in

Dorsetshire, beating the thick

hedgerows and driving out

the rabbits to the gun. One
of these packs, with which I

have often been out, is very
handy, and the terriers pack
well without losing their in-

dividuality. What struck me
as much as anything is the

control to which they submit.
If a terrier has marked a rabbit

to ground, he will at once
come away from the earth to

the whistle, although, as we
know, in the case of less well-

broken dogs, a terrier will

return again and again to

dig at a bury, and, indeed,
unless dragged away by force,

spend half the day there.

In this pack, which has been
bred for hunting for many
years, there is an interesting

example of the inheritance of

acquired characteristics, for the

dogs bred from those which
have been hunting with the

pack take to the work far more

readily than those bought from
the outside. Indeed I was

watching, onlya few days before

writing this, the early efforts

of a puppy whose father has

long been a noted member of

the pack. This puppy put his

nose down and hunted like a

hound, and was never far from
the others. On the other hand,
a bitch from another kennel
had an excellent nose, worked
hard, faced the briers and
thick undergrowth of the
Dorsetshire doubles, but was
notably independent in her

work, constantly being wide
of the pack. One terrier, a

leggy black-headed bitch of the

modern type, has the curious

habit of standing like a pointer
when she winds a rabbit lying
out in the open. In other re-

spects she works well. I have
heard it said that terriers ac-

customed to work above ground
will not go underground to a

fox, but this is certainly not
the case with these terriers,

nor was it so with my own two
mentioned elsewhere. Sport to

them was sport, whether above
or below ground, and they al-

ways seemed to me to know
quite clearly what was ex-

pected of them. The pack of

terriers I have mentioned

above, until a regular pack
of otter - hounds worked the

streams in their neighbour-
hood, were able to hunt and
kill otters without any assist-

ance from hounds. I may say
that the training and discip-
line of these dogs is carried on
without a whip at all, and, if I

may put it so, by an appeal to

their intelligence and a con-

sideration of their character-

istics and dispositions. But
their owner feeds them, hunts

them, exercises them, and of

course enters the puppies so

that they have every chance
of turning out well.

The best working terriers I

ever owned were Vanity and
Vixen. They were given to me
when I was stationed at Simla.

The latter I gave to a friend,

but she was often lent me on

hunting days.

Vanity was a small terrier,

very neat and compact, with
excellent legs and feet, but
rather light and elegant. To
look at and in manners she

was quite a lady's pet, and

altogether the most faithful,
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affectionate, and intelligent
little dog any one could wish
to own. But in spite of ap-
pearances she was as game a
terrier as I have ever known.
At first I only knew that she
had a marvellous gift for hunt-

ing and killing rats, and I re-

collect a most interesting hunt
from the stables at Christ-

church Lodge, Simla, with a

kill just outside the west door
of the church. Circumstances,
however, subsequently revealed
the full value of my little dog.
When I went to Sialkote I

found that the Queen's Bays
had bought a pack of hounds,
and they, knowing my en-

thusiasm for hunting, kindly
appointed me whipper-in, and

Major Henry Clerk, the Master,
allowed me to help in the exer-

cising of hounds. I was able

to be useful, because I was my
own master in the early morn-

ing, whereas soldiers in India
are often on parade at that
time. So I used to go out

exercising with hounds, and
took the terriers with me, as

in this way they learned to run
with the pack.

It occurred to me that on

drawing some sugar - cane

coverts, which are very thick,
the terriers would be helpful.

Vanity proved very useful.

She had the gift, which I

think some hounds possess, of

knowing when there was a

"Jack" in the covert. She
would trot round at my horse's

heels. If she left me and
dived into the covert, her

sharp little bark soon declared

a find. If she did not go in,

I knew it was no use. After

a week or two the hounds flew

to her as to one of themselves.

She had an excellent nose and
would use it patiently. I have
seen her carry the line along
the path when not even Sultan,
the tender-nosed, could own it.

It was funny to see this little

terrier hunting along, and the

big black - and - tan hound in

attendance waiting till he could

be sure enough to speak.
It was a very difficult coun-

try for a terrier, being inter-

sected with banks and deep
muddy ditches, and poor Vanity
was left behind when it came
to running.
The first season she stuck to

the pack somehow, but after

that she found it useless, so

when she had had enough she

would go home, and I never
failed on my return to find a

little, black, muddy dog curled

up in the middle of my bed.

Our hunting - ground was

eighteen miles from the can-

tonments. My servants and
horses always went out the

night before, and we took up
our quarters at a dak bunga-
low and kennels built I believe

by the Carabineers when they
had the hounds some years
before. Vanity never left me
as a rule, but she knew when

hunting was in prospect, and
scrambled up on to the bag-

gage piled on to the ekka :

she understood that there was
hard work before her, and

always rode all the way.
When, later, I had a pack of

my own, and Vanity was joined

by her daughter Vixen, they
gave many proofs of game-
ness. These two little terriers

tackled a wild cat in a covert

and killed it before the hounds
could come up. On another
occasion Vanity pinned a large
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jackal by the nose, and held

on till the pack arrived. We
had run the jackal into a

covert, and Vanity (of course

obliged to skirt) came in after

the pack, and met the jackal

crawling in the covert. It was
a big old dog jackal, and when
I brought up the hounds he
was trying in vain to shake
the terrier off. On another oc-

casion Vanity actually tackled

a good-sized wild boar, and in

this conflict she lost an eye.
The hounds had brought the

boar to bay, and Vanity went
in at once and got hold. How
she managed to keep her hold

as long as she did I do not

know, but, luckily, when I at

last took the hounds away
and the boar broke from his

bay, she was shaken off.

Her daughter Vixen was

quite as game, and indeed

eventually lost her life by
going to ground in a place
from which she could not be

dug out. These were small

terriers, not much over twelve

pounds, but for strength, game-
ness, and activity they left

nothing to be desired. If I

had occasion to keep working
terriers again, I should cer-

tainly look out for animals of

the type of my old friends,
which were handsome too.

Every now and then there

is a complaint raised that dog-
shows are spoiling our terriers.

Certainly the type one sees

on the bench are not suitable

for work. I do not say they
would not work, no doubt

they would
; but I think those

I have seen are not compact
enough, and have not the most
effective type of head. If we
take the old Scottish breeds

in what we may call their

primitive
:

state, and compare
them with the champions of

the modern show bench, we
shall see that the latter have
not the type of head which
made the former so successful.

The old or working type is

longer and wider in the head
above the eyes, and shorter

and stronger in the jaw, than
our prize specimens, which in-

variably tend to narrowness
and shortness in the head and

exaggerated and quite useless

length in the jaw. In the same

way coat, ears, length of body,
and many other unimportant
points, are bred for, while if

one looks in their mouths we see

that the teeth most important
to a terrier are often inferior.

Clean, level, strong teeth are in-

dispensable to a working terrier,

but not to a prize-winner.
But we may leave the

champions to the show bench.

They are too valuable to be

worked. The risks a terrier

takes when he goes into the

rocky cavern of the fox or the

badger's den are not small.

Here and there are terriers

bred for work and kept for it.

" Points" are not much thought
of, but those families are most
cherished in which the best

qualities are inherited. So that

we do, in fact, obtain a certain

family likeness and a type

quite recognisable. Such, for

example, are the Duke of

Argyll's Roseneath terriers ;

the working strain of Poltal-

loch, with heads of an almost

ideal type for work under-

ground; and the Skye, as I have
seen him, when untouched by
show influences. Active dogs,

compact they were, with a
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reasonable coat, and with such
keenness and gameness that

they were rather difficult to

keep above ground.
So, too, in the South we

have the many kennel terriers,

of which the best known were
those of the Rev. John Kussell,
so famous that every terrier

of any note at work in the

West claims descent from
those famous kennels. Or
the old type of Badminton
kennel terrier, of which breed

the following story is told. A
fox once went te ground in

a narrow drain ;
two terriers

were running with the pack.
The first went in and, unable
to get right up to the fox,

caught hold of the brush, the

only point he could reach. The
second terrier also went in, but
could not, of course, get far, as

his companion blocked the way,
so he caught hold of the first

terrier's tail. Then came the

whipper-in, and he stooped
down, put in his arm, and feel-

ing the second terrier he caught
hold of him and pulled him out.

There was considerable resist-

ance, but at length, to the

amusement of the field, the

second terrier appeared holding
tight to the tail of his prede-
cessor, who in his turn was

holding on to the brush of the

fox, which also was drawn out
in its turn.

But the terrier has another
and a softer side. Of all the

dogs I have known the terrier

has the best memory for friends.

Even casual friends are not

forgotten if once accepted. As
for the master, what can ex-

ceed the patience and fidelity
of the terrier if once his heart

is given; and if he is a little

jealous and exclusive, after all

that is not peculiar to dogs.
The terrier is of all dogs the

most dependent on human
companionship for his efficiency.
If your terrier is to do his best

for you in the field he must
share your home, or if he lives

in a kennel you must be often

with him
; but my experience

is that the dogs that have
been the best for work have
been those that have lived with
me day and night. A dog so

studies your face that he learns

to anticipate your wishes,
almost to read your expression.

Moreover, he picks up a good
many words when he is

always in the house, and I

have generally found that

there are some words which
are so thrilling that they have
to be spelt out by members of

the family. The sound of them
is too exciting for the small

friends under the table, or

seated on their favourite chairs

round the room. The terrier,

moreover, that lives in the

house develops a vocabulary
of his own, and one I knew
well had three distinct tones.

With one he called his mis-

tress when he was in trouble

or wanted help; in another,

respectfully imperious, he in-

vited a trusted friend to take
him out. If, however, he
wanted the servants, with
whom he was a great favourite,
he would put his head through
the banisters of the kitchen
staircase and bark sharply and

imperiously for one of them to

come. Each tone was known
and recognised, and I never
knew him to deceive by using
one in the place of the others.

T. F. DALE.
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DRAKE: AN ENGLISH EPIC.

BY ALFRED NOYES.

BOOK "V', Continued.

Now like the soul of Ophir on the sea

Glittered the Golden Hynde, and all her heart
Turned home to England. As a child that finds

A ruby ring upon the highway, straight
Homeward desires to run with it, so she
Yearned for her home and country. Yet the world
Was all in arms behind her. Fleet on fleet

Awaited her return. Along the coast

The very churches melted down their chimes
And cast them into cannon. To the South
A thousand cannon watched Magellan's straits,

And fleets were scouring all the sea like hounds,
With orders that where'er they came on Drake,

Although he were the Dragon of their dreams,

They should out-blast his thunders and convey,
Dead or alive, his body back to Spain.

And Drake laughed out and said,
"
My trusty lads

Of Devon, you have made the wide world ring
With England's name ; you have swept one half the seas

From sky to sky; and in our oaken hold
You have packed the gorgeous Indies. We shall sail

But slowly with such wealth. If we return,
We are one against ten thousand ! We will seek

The fabled Northern passage, take our gold
Safe home ; then out to sea again and try
Our guns against their guns."

And as they sailed

Northward, they swooped on warm blue Guatulco
For food and water. Nigh the dreaming port
The grand alcaldes in high conclave sat,

Blazing with gold and scarlet, as they tried

A batch of negro slaves upon the charge
Of idleness in Spanish mines ; dumb slaves,

With bare scarred backs and labour-broken knees,
And sorrowful eyes like those of wearied kine

Spent from the ploughing. Even as the judge
Rose to condemn them to the knotted lash

Copyright in the United States of America, 1907.
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The British boat's crew, quiet and compact,
Entered the court. The grim judicial glare
Grew wider with amazement, and the judge
Staggered against his gilded throne.

"I thank

Almighty God," cried Drake, "who hath given me this

That I who once, in ignorance, procured
Slaves for the golden bawdy-house of Spain,

May now, in England's name, help to requite
That wrong. For now I say in England's name,
Where'er her standard flies, the slave shall stand

Upright, the shackles fall from off his limbs.

Set free the prisoners : tell them they are men
Once more, not beasts of burden. Set them free;
But take these gold and scarlet popinjays
Aboard my Golden Hynde; and let them write

An order that their town shall now provide
My boats with food and water."

This being done,
The slaves being placed in safety on the prize,
The Golden Hynde revictualled and the casks

Replenished with fresh water, Drake set free

The judges and swept Northward once again;
And, off the coast of Nicaragua, found
A sudden treasure better than all gold;
For on the track of the China trade they caught
A ship whereon two China pilots sailed,
And in their cabin lay the secret charts,
Red hieroglyphs of Empire, unknown charts

Of silken sea-roads down the golden West
Where all roads meet and East and West are one.

And, with that mystery stirring in their hearts

Like a strange cry from home, Northward they swept
And Northward, till the soft luxurious coasts

Hardened, the winds grew bleak, the great green waves
Loomed high like mountains round them, and the spray
Froze on their spars and yards. Fresh from the warmth
Of tropic seas the men could hardly brook
That cold; and when the floating hills of ice

Like huge green shadows crowned with ghostly snow
Went past them with strange whispers in the gloom,
Or took mysterious colours in the dawn,
Their hearts misgave them; and they found no way;
But all was iron shore and icy sea.

And one by one the crew fell sick to death
In that fierce winter, and the land still ran

Westward and showed no passage. Tossed with storms,
Onward they plunged, or furrowed gentler tides

Of ice-lit emerald that made the prow
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A faery beak of some enchanted ship

Flinging wild rainbows round her as she drove

Thro' seas unsailed by mortal mariners,
Past isles unhailed of any human voice,

Where sound and silence mingled in one song
Of utter solitude. Ever as they went
The flag of England blazoned the broad breeze,

Northward, where never ship had sailed before,

Northward, till lost in helpless wonderment,
Dazed as a soul awakening from the dream
Of death to some wild dawn in Paradise

(Yet burnt with cold as they whose very tears

Freeze on their faces where Cocytus wails)
All world-worn, bruised, wing-broken, wracked, and wrenched,
Blackened with lightning, scarred as with evil deeds,
But all embalmed in beauty by that sun
Which never sets, bosomed in peace at last

The Golden Hynde rocked on a glittering calm.
Seas that no ship had ever sailed, from sky
To glistening sky, swept round them. Glory and gleam,
Glamour and lucid rapture and diamond air

Embraced her broken spars, begrimed with gold
Her gloomy hull, rocking upon a sphere
New made, it seemed, mysterious with the first

Mystery of the world, where holy sky
And sacred sea shone like the primal Light
Of God, a-stir with whispering sea-bird's wings
And glorious with clouds. Only, all day,
All night, the rhythmic utterance of His will

In the deep sigh of seas, that washed His throne,
Rose and relapsed across Eternity,
Timed to the pulse of aeons. All their world
Seemed strange as unto us the great new heavens
And glittering shores, if on some aery bark
To Saturn's coasts we came and traced no more
The tiny gleam of our familiar earth

Far off, but heard tremendous oceans roll

Round unimagined continents, and saw
Terrible mountains unto which our Alps
Were less than mole-hills, and such gaunt ravines

Cleaving them and such cataracts roaring down
As burst the gates of our earth-moulded senses,
Pour the eternal glory on our souls,

And, while ten thousand chariots bring the dawn,
Hurl us poor midgets trembling to our knees.

Glory and glamour and rapture of lucid air,

Ice cold, with subtle colours of the sky
Embraced her broken spars, belted her hulk
With brilliance, while she dipped her jacinth beak
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In waves of mounded splendour, and sometimes
A great ice-mountain flashed and floated by
Throned on the waters, pinnacled and crowned
With all the smouldering jewels in the world;
Or in the darkness, glimmering berg on berg,
All emerald to the moon, went by like ghosts
Whispering to the South.

There, as they lay,

Waiting a wind to fill the stiffened sails,

Their hearts remembered that in England now
The Spring was nigh, and in that lonely sea

The skilled musicians filled their eyes with home.

SONG.

i.

It is the Spring-tide now !

Under the hawthorn-bough
The milk-maid goes :

Her eyes are -violets blue

Washed with the morning dew,
Her mouth a rose.

It is the Spring-tide now.

n.

The lanes are growing sweet,

The lambkins frisk and bleat

In all the meadows :

The glossy dappled kine

Blink in the warm sun-shine,

Cooling their shadows.

It is the Spring- tide now.

in.

Soon hand in sunburnt hand
Thro 1

God's green fairyland,

England, our home,

Whispering as they stray
A down the primrose way,

Lovers will roam.

It is the Spring-tide now.

And then, with many a chain of linked sweetness,
Harmonious gold, they drew their hearts and souls

Back, back to England, thoughts of wife and child,

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCIV. 2 M
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Mother and sweetheart and the old companions,
The twisted streets of London and the deep
Delight of Devon lanes, all softly voiced

In words or cadences, made them breathe hard
And gaze across the everlasting sea,

Craving for that small isle so far away.

SONG.

0, you beautiful land,

Deep-bosomed with beeches and bright
With the flowery largesse of May

Sweet from the palm of her hand

Out-flung, till the hedges grew white

As the green-arched billows with spray.

n.

White from the fall of her feet

The daisies awake in the sun !

Cliff-side and valley and plain
With the breath of the thyme growing sweet

Laugh, for the Spring is begun ;

And Love hath turned homeward again.

O, you beautiful land! &c.

in.

Where should the home be of Love,
But there, where the hawthorn-tree blows,
And the milkmaid trips out with her pail,

And the skylark in heaven above

Sings, till the West is a rose

And the East is a nightingale ?

0, you beautiful land ! &c.

IV.

There where the sycamore trees

Are shading the satin-skinned kine,
And oaks, whose brethren of old

Conquered the strength of the seas,
Grow broad in the sunlight and shine
Crowned with their cressets of gold ;

O, you beautiful land! &c.
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V.

Deep-bosomed with beeches and bright
With rose-coloured cloudlets above ;

Billowing broad and grand
Where the meadows with blossom are white
For the foot-fall, the foot-fall of Love.

O, you beautiful land !

VI.

How should we sing of thy beauty,
England, mother of men,
We that can look in thine eyes

And see there the splendour of duty
Deep as the depth of their ken,
Wide as the ring of thy skies.

VII.

O, you beautiful land,

Deep-bosomed with beeches and bright
With the flowery largesse of May

Sweet from the palm of her hand

Out-flung, till the hedges grew white

As the green-arched billows with spray.

0, you beautiful land !

And when a fair wind rose again, there seemed
No hope of passage by that fabled way
Northward, and suddenly Drake put down his helm

And, with some wondrous purpose in his eyes,
Turned Southward once again, until he found
A lonely natural harbour on the coast

Near San Francisco, where the cliffs were white
Like those of England, and the soft soil teemed
With gold. There they careened the Golden Hynde
Her keel being thick with barnacles and weeds
And built a fort and dockyard to refit

Their little wandering home, not half so large
As many a coasting barque to-day that scarce

Would cross the Channel, yet she had swept the seas

Of half the world, and even now prepared
For new adventures greater than them all.

And as the sound of chisel and hammer broke
The stillness of that shore, shy figures came,
Keen-faced and grave-eyed Indians, from the woods
To bow before the strange white-faced newcomers
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As gods. Whereat the chaplain much aghast
Persuaded them with signs and broken words
And grunts that even Drake was but a man,
Whom none the less the savages would crown
With woven flowers and barbarous ritual

King of New Albion so the seamen called

That land, remembering the white cliffs of home.
Much they implored, with many a sign and cry,
Which by the rescued slaves upon the prize
Were part interpreted, that Drake would stay
And rule them ; and the vision of the great

Empire of Englishmen arose and flashed

A moment round them, on that lonely shore.

A small and weather-beaten band they stood,
Bronzed seamen by the laughing rescued slaves,

Ringed with gigantic loneliness and saw
An Empire that should liberate the world ;

A Power before the lightning of whose arms
Darkness should die and all oppression cease;
A Federation of the strong and weak,

Whereby the weak were strengthened and the strong
Made stronger in the general good of all

;

A gathering up of one another's loads;
A turning of the wasteful rage of war
To accomplish large and fruitful tasks of peace,
Even as the strength of some great stream is turned
To grind the corn for bread. E'en now on England
That splendour dawns which these in dreams foresaw
And saw not with their living eyes, but thou,

England, mayst lift up eyes at last and see.

Thou, like that angel of the Apocalypse
Hast set one foot upon thy sea-girt isle,

The other upon the waters, and thou canst raise

Now, if thou wilt, above the assembled nations,
The trumpet of deliverance to thy lips.

At last their task was done, the Golden Hynde
Undocked, her white wings hoisted ; and away
Westward they swiftly glided from that shore

Where, with a wild lament, their Indian friends,

Knee-deep i' the creaming foam, all stood at gaze,
Like men that for one moment in their lives

Have seen a mighty drama cross their path
And played upon the stage of vast events

Knowing, henceforward, all their life is nought.
But Westward sped the little Golden Hynde
Across the uncharted ocean, with no guide
But that great homing cry of all their hearts.

Far out of sight of land they steered, straight out
Across the great Pacific, in those days
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When even the compass proved no trusty guide,

Straight out they struck in that small bark, straight out
Week after week, without one glimpse of aught
But heaving seas, across the uncharted waste

Straight to the sunset. Laughingly they sailed,

With all that gorgeous booty in their holds,
A splendour dragging deep through seas of doom,
A prey to the first great hurricane that blew

Except their God averted it. And still

Their skilled musicians cheered the way along
To shores beyond the sunset and the sea.

And oft at nights, the yellow fo'c'sle lanthorn

Swung over swarthy singing faces grouped
Within the four small wooden walls that made
Their home and shut them from the unfathomable

Depths of mysterious gloom without that rolled

All round them
;
or Tom Moone would heartily troll

A simple stave that struggled oft with thoughts
Beyond its reach, yet reached their hearts no less.

SONG.

i.

Good luck befall you, mariners all

That sail this world so wide !

Whither we go, not yet we know :

We steer by wind and tide.

Be it right or wrong, I sing this song;
For now it seems to me

Men steer their souls thro' rocks and shoals

As mariners use by sea.

Chorus : As mariners use by sea,

My lads,

As mariners use by sea/

II.

And now they plough to windward, now

They drive before the gale !

Now are they hurled across the world

With torn and tattered sail;

Yet, as they will, they steer and still

Defy the world's rude glee :

Till death overwhelm them, mast and helm,

They ride and rule the sea.

Chorus : They ride and rule the sea,

My lads,

They ride and rule the sea !
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Meantime, in England, Bess of Sydenham,
Drake's love and queen, being told that Drake was dead,
And numbed with grief, obeying her father's will

That dreadful summer morn in bridal robes

Had passed to wed her father's choice. The sun
Streamed smiling on her as she went, half-dazed,
Amidst her smiling maids. Nigh to the sea

The church was, and the mellow marriage bells

Mixed with its music. Far away, white sails

Spangled the sapphire, white as flying blossoms
New-fallen from her crown ; but as the glad
And sad procession neared the little church,
From some strange ship-of-war, far out at sea,

There came a sudden tiny puff of smoke
And then a dull strange throb, a whistling hiss,

And scarce a score of yards away a shot

Ploughed up the turf. None knew, none ever knew
From whence it came, whether a perilous jest
Of English seamen, or a wanton deed
Of Spaniards, or mere accident; but all

Her maids in flight were scattered. Bess awoke
As from a dream, crying aloud "

'Tis he,
'Tis he that sends this message. He is not dead.
I will not pass the porch. Nay, take me home,
'Twas he that sent that message."

Nought availed,
Her father's wrath, her mother's tears, her maids'

Cunning persuasions, nought ; home she returned,
And waited for the dead to come to life;

Nor waited long ; for ere that month was out,
Rumour on rumour reached the coasts of England,
Borne as it seemed on sea-birds' wings, that Drake
Was on his homeward way.
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PERSONAL REMINISCENCES OF THE REIGN OF
TERROR IN IRELAND.

WHEN was it ? will perhaps
be the first exclamation of some
of my readers : when is it

absent ? will certainly be the

remark of others. Rival news-

papers have long been addicted

to belabouring one another for

the readiness with which they
cry war ! war ! or peace ! peace !

as the case may be. The

understanding public, well

schooled in their tactics, has
had full opportunity of learn-

ing how to discriminate be-

tween facts and feints. A
new importance, however, has

recently been added to the

spectacle by the descent of

successive chief secretaries into

the arena. Mr Bryce staggered
even his admirers by announc-

ing the general prevalence of

goodwill. Mr Birrell, if he
finds facts too stubborn for

this, may at least claim the

credit of dowering his fellows

with a new sensation, which is

produced by admitting the
existence of disturbances, while

pouring wrath upon those

who make them public.
Of course the seriousness of

the situation arises not so

much from what is, as from
what may be : if we can stand

as we are, there will be no

great reason for complaint.
What is wanted is a clear

realisation of the evils which
a mistake here or a blunder

there will cause. Those who
passed through the dark and
anxious days of the Parnell

agitation may be pardoned if

they start at the thought that

similar experiences may await
them again. But for one black
crime which sent a thrill of

horror through the world, even
that reign of terror would find

apologists. Modern memories
are short-lived, and a whole

generation has since grown to

manhood. Much of the misery
then endured lies buried in

oblivion : the sufferings of the

obscure might easily be ignored.
Some of the deeds, however,
cannot be so treated. The

threatening letter and the

murderer's dagger were rife

in the metropolis as well as

in the hamlet. It is not pos-
sible to explain away the terror

of a rule which planned and
carried out the assassination

of the Chief Secretary of

Ireland within sight of the

Viceregal Lodge.
It so happened that at the

time when the agitation was
at its height it became my duty
to travel continually through
two of the southern counties.

As I went from place to place
I made contemporary notes

of the events. It lies far be-

yond my power to conjure up
and revivify the melancholy
hopelessness which prevailed.
Murder was not only connived
at it was approved. Public

opinion shielded, instead of ex-

posing, the assassin. So uni-

versal was the sympathy with

agrarian crime that often no
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evidence was strong enough to

lead jurors to convict. Until

Mr Balfour took charge, and

by his firmness and invin-

cible tenacity made govern-
ment a reality, Ireland was in

chaos : men were beginning to

believe that the forces of law
and order were permanently
paralysed.
With the larger events which

led to so melancholy a situa-

tion it is not the purpose of

this paper to deaL The polit-
ical harangues, and the prom-
inent crimes which accompanied
them, have often been de-

scribed. What I purpose giving
is only personal reminiscences.

Their value if they have

any will consist in the evi-

dence they afford as to the

universality and deep - seated

nature of the terror that

prevailed.
Like most others who had

any connection with land, I

went through the experience
of being "threatened." There

is, however, no reason to sup-

pose that in my case there

was any attempt made to

translate the threats into

deeds : except for the possi-

bility of a mistake, there was

nothing to embarrass my
travels. Mistakes did some-
times happen. My predecessor
had one or two smart stories

for my encouragement. In an

agrarian riot at Skibbereen
he appeared to have escaped
violence merely by its being
discovered in time that he was
"
only the ould inspecthor." In

a lonely drive down the great
promontory which forms the
north side of Bantry Bay, his

car had been stopped by a
band of assassins who had
mistaken him for a landlord,
and discovered their mistake

only just in time.

Not that it was necessary to

be a landlord to qualify for

assassination. In bad districts

it was quite sufficient even to

deal at a boycotted shop. A
clergyman who was guilty of

this crime, in order to support
a loyal shopkeeper, was waylaid
in a deep cutting, as he drove
home one evening, and fired at

from above : but for the dex-

terity with which he managed
to extricate himself from his

unpleasant position, it is prob-
able that another shot would
have speedily ended alL As it

was, the would - be murderer

escaped even arrest. Everyone
knew him. I myself saw his

house, and might have seen

himself had he happened to be
at home

;
but the evidence was

insufficient. The biter continued

unbit.

"Isn't yer hanner afraid to

thravel in these bad parts?"
was the not unnatural remark
of a driver to me as I passed
that particular place not long
after. Of course I expressed

myself as quite prepared to

guard my own safety. At the
same time, it is undoubted that

a general feeling prevailed every-
where that it was unwise to be
out late at night. Whether
" wanted "

or " not wanted,"
there was always a possibility
of being "given the lead

"
in

error ;
and many an aching

hour was spent, only too often

with sad reason, when the

father or other members of the
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family were over-late in their

return.

As was to be expected, the
terror pressed hardest upon
the poor, and numerous were
the deeds of heroism performed
by the loyal farmers in their

determination to resist the

tyranny of the Land League.
One of my drivers, a small

farmer in the West, had en-
dured a prolonged martyrdom
owing to his obstinate refusal

to join the League. Apart
from his heroism, he was cer-

tainly a very ordinary indi-

vidual. I remember well how
disastrously I failed in getting
him to take the slightest in-

terest in the beauties of the
land for which he could dare
so much. It was autumn, and
the heather and late gorse
were out in fullest bloom. We
were passing a hill, or rather

pyramid of rock, which rose up
by itself above the road, and
was clothed from crown to

base with the most exquisite
combinations of glowing yellow
and purple. So perfect, so

striking a proof of nature's

power as an enchantress must,
I thought, appeal to even the
most bucolic mind. " Isn't that

splendid ?
"
I exclaimed, point-

ing to the hill.
"
Bedad, yis,"

was the laconic reply ;

"
it

makes foine food for cattle."
" But doesn't it look beauti-

ful," I urged, determined not
to be so repulsed.

"
Och, yis,"

was the answer
;

"
it looks

foine when it's crushed an'

riddy for faydin'."

This driver, however, had
merits of a kind not to be

weighed in the balance with

the mere capacity for appre-

ciating scenery. He lived in a

district where the Land League
reigned supreme. Land League
Huts, i.e., huts erected by the

League for tenants who would
not pay their rent, and Police

Protection Huts, i.e., huts set

up by the police to protect
landlords who had the temerity
to ask for payment, were fre-

quent. Day by day he saw
the chief squire of the district

pass by under a strong police

guard ;
and yet he had the

hardihood to resist all the

menaces which were brought
to bear to compel him to

join the League. It is not

easy for those who have had
no personal experience of the

system of terrorism which
the so-called Nationalists or-

ganised, to form an idea of

the persecution which such a

refusal implied. No bar of

caste was ever as potent as

the bann of the League. Not

only was the victim cut off

from social intercourse, the

very necessities of life were
refused him, and had to be

procured by stealth. In the

case of a Roman Catholic his

appearance at chapel was fre-

quently a sign for the rest of

the congregation to leave. At
all times maimed cattle, tarring
and feathering, cruel beating,
and even shooting, had to be

reckoned with as not merely
possible, but extremely prob-
able, results.

Such a situation was a stern

trial of the nerves and courage
even of the rich, with their

strong houses and plentiful

supplies of arms. But for the
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poor man, unarmed, in his frail

two - roomed cabin, it wielded

terrors which it is wonderful

any were found brave enough
to face. The great paper-

reading public know little of

the significance of those com-

monplace reports which from
time to time used to cause

a passing shudder:

" BRUTAL MURDER. On
such a night so-and-so, who
had been for some time ob-

noxious to his neighbours, was
shot dead by a band of armed
ruffians who had broken into

his house."

They were short, prosaic
statements of facts ; but to

those whose experience lifted

the veil, they told of protracted
and unequal conflicts, fought
for the sake of principle and
often of faith. They revealed
an intensity of firm and un-

flinching devotion, with which
the world is slow to credit the
Irish loyalists. They showed
the brave man who scorned to

yield to fear and intimidation,

dogged day and night by
assassins as cruel as they were

cowardly, struggling vainly for

existence amidst agonies of tor-

tured suspense, and at last

vilely and pitilessly murdered,
not only without a chance of

help, but positively with the

approval of the people among
whom he lived. This was
what my driver had faced
when he refused to join the

League. I am thankful to

say that in his case matters
were not pushed to extremity.
Perhaps a cautious dread of

his powerful physique con-

trolled the persecutors. Cer-
tain it is that they gave him
no reason to suppose that he

need not fear the worst. There
was no lack of plain dealing
in the way he was treated by
the neighbourhood ;

no lack

of plain speaking in the threat-

ening letters with which he was
favoured. Nevertheless he re-

mained absolutely inflexible.

They might do their worst if

they chose. He would resist

them to the end.

As might be expected at such
a time, hairbreadth escapes
were numerous and startling.
Lack of nerve caused many a

bullet to miss its aim. Lack
of brain caused many a plot
to miscarry. Not many miles

from our driver lived a farmer
who for the same crime re-

fusing to join the League
had been marked for venge-
ance. It was determined to

attack him late one evening
when he returned wearied and
disheartened from a distant

fair, at which precautions had
been taken to ensure that none
of his cattle should be bought.
A strong band assembled for

the deed, and at the appointed
time hurried to the house. The

wife, beside herself with terror,

told them her husband had not

yet returned. With a yell of

disappointment they burst past
her. First they searched the

house, and then they scattered

over the farm, beating about

everywhere with their huge
sticks. It was just at this

instant that the farmer came
within earshot. One moment
was enough to tell him what
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had happened. The next he
was enabled to rush to a

hiding-place, which the failing

light promised to make one of

safety. From his concealment
he could see the assassins as

they searched
;
he could almost

hear the imprecations upon his

doomed head with which they
at last dispersed, baffled and

disappointed.
But it must not be imagined

that the reign of terror affected

only lonely districts and poor
people. No class and but few
localities escaped. I remember
one favoured parish where I

was always told Land League
troubles were unknown. It was
inhabited almost exclusively by
Protestant tenants : they were
devoted to their landlord, and
their numbers enabled them
to set the League at defiance.

This, however, was almost, if

not altogether, a solitary ex-

ception. Throughout the length
and breadth of the country the

League held tyrannical sway,
and its ordinance met with an
obedience more and more sub-

servient, according as men
learnt the ease with which,
under a weak Government,
they could trample on the or-

dinances of the Queen.
In those days of tension and

excitement no rumour seemed
too wild to be believed. I

shall never forget the extra-

ordinary anxiety which seemed
to thrill through the whole
land the day that Mr Parnell

was arrested towards the close

of 1881. It was almost as if

open war had been declared.

On another occasion, as I was

journeying westward, word

came that all the Berehaven

promontory was in insurrec-

tion. I never ascertained that

there was any definite founda-

tion for this particular rumour ;

but I am neither astonished

that it was started, nor that

it was for a while believed.

The more ignorant of the

people were capable of believ-

ing or doing anything. On
the occasion of a fierce riot

at Ballydehob, a village no
fairer than its name, which
lies some fifteen miles west of

Skibbereen, the over-wrought
police telegraphed for military
assistance. Before the soldiers

arrived quiet was at last re-

stored, and the troops marched
back as they had come

;
but

the people gave a different

version of the story. The

priest, they say, met the ad-

vancing red-coats and ordered

them to halt. Of course no
notice was taken of his com-
mand. At once, with an in-

dignant gesture, he stamped
upon the ground, when

straightway every man's cap
was torn from his head and

flung into the field at one side

of the road, every man's rifle

was snatched from his hands
and hurled into the field at

the other side. After so power-
ful a warning the officer in

command was only too ready
to retreat, grateful to the

priest for sparing the lives of

himself and his troops. "When
a legend like this can spring

up ready-made and be believed,
it is not surprising that people
with such powers on their side

should be ready for anything.
Not the least painful among
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the symptoms of the reign of

terror was the accentuated

religious bitterness which it

encouraged. The clergy of the

Church of Ireland had always
before been greeted with the

respect due to men who had

consistently shown themselves
the friends of the people. Now
marks of respect rapidly dis-

appeared, and they were fortun-

ate if their well-known loyalty
did not bring them into grave
trouble.

A small round hole in the
lower part of one of his ances-

tor's portraits tells of the fate

which one of the kindest and

gentlest of men only escaped be-

cause he happened to have left

the room. The shutters were

closed, so that the firer of the
shot could not see his victim.

He must, however, have known
well how to direct his aim.
Had the rector been sitting
where he had sat half an hour

before, the bullet would have

passed through his head.

Did space permit I could

give many stories as to what
the clergy suffered from the

League, how their cattle were

maimed, their properties de-

stroyed, and their lives brought
into perpetual danger. I may,
however, relate one doughty
deed done by a clergyman in

West Cork before passing on.

Encouraged by his firmness, the

Protestant farmers of his parish,

though comparatively few, had

obstinately resisted the League.
The League, in return, amidst
other penalties, had sentenced
their corn to remain unthreshed.
Under pain of the severest

reprisals no one was to hire

to them, or help them in the

working of a threshing-machine.
The position was serious and
full of danger on all sides. The
rector, however, was not to be

daunted. At his own cost and
his own risk he conducted a

machine from Cork, upwards of

thirty miles distant; and in

spite of, or rather in the

teeth of, the threatening mob
which had assembled to pre-
vent the work, he successfully
mustered his parishioners and
carried out the threshing of

the corn.

My last reminiscence shall

consist of a story which came
to me fresh from a driver in

Kenmare. In view of the

legislation on behalf of the

Evicted Tenants it is not with-

out significance.
One summer afternoon a

prominent Liberal politician,
with Home Rule tendencies,
entered the yard of the hotel.

After the preliminaries neces-

sary for engaging a car, he
started under my jarvey's care

to visit portions of the Lans-
downe estate. Having come
with the object of accumulat-

ing as many incriminating
stories as possible about the

landlords, he set to work im-

mediately to draw the driver

out. Somehow the opposite
result took place : it was the

politician who was led on to

describe the abuses he had
discovered. Among them he

singled out for especial notice

an eviction case, and gave the

driver a vigorous description
of all the wrongs the unfor-

tunate tenant had suffered.

Great must have been his
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astonishment at the effect he

produced.
" And are ye

agoin' to publish that story ?
"

broke in the driver, after

quietly waiting till the nar-

rative received its last touch.
" Yes ! of course

; why not ?
"

"
Why, thin, if ye do, I'll just

write meself to ' The Times '

and expose ye. There's not
wan word of thruth in the

whole of it, except that the

tinant was turned out, and
the pity av it is that he was

not turned out long before.

Everybody, from the landlord

down, has been good to him,
and he, the blackguard, has
chated the landlord, has chat-

ed the shopkeepers, has chated

everybody that ever did a
hand's turn for him. Be the

Powers, if thim's the kind
av cases ye're collecting the

sooner ye throw them out av

yer wallet and get back to

London the betther."

M. K. H.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE DANGER OF WORDS SOCIALISM, A SYSTEM WITHOUT A MEANING
THE BABEL AT STUTTGART THE HATRED OP SOCIETY THE DESIRE

OF PLUNDER THE LOGIC OF STATE-SOCIALISM THE BAD EXAMPLE
OF EDUCATION PENSIONS FOR THE AGED THE PATRIOTISM OF THE
SWISS.

THE reckless use of words,
whose sound is greater than
their sense, has brought more

misery and bloodshed upon the

world than the worst crimes

punishable by law. There is

nothing which excites the

ignorant mind so much as a

meaningless phrase. The fool-

ish blackguardism of the
French Revolution was based

upon half-understood maxims.
A pretended love of "Liberty,"
which by a monstrous irony
was interpreted as the right
to vote, would have driven our
own Friends of the People to

rebellion, if Pitt's Government
had not been vigilant in their

suppression. Again, it was the
word and not the need which
did the mischief. And to-day
" Socialism "

is the term used
to weaken the law and to

subvert government. Its very
vagueness is an element of

peril. It may mean anything
or nothing, according to the

fancy of the sanguine orator

who mouths it. To this one it

expresses a virtuous intention

to tax the rich man out of exist-

ence. That one declares that
it is nothing more serious than
the extension to England of

the banking system long en-

couraged north of the Tweed.
A third cares not what is

done, so long as responsibility

is lifted from his drooping
shoulder, and the privilege of

lifelong idleness is conferred

upon him. Not a few prove
their complete lack of intelli-

gence by shouting aloud for

Anarchy, which is individual-

ism gone mad, upon the plat-
forms of Socialism. But all

worthy the sacred name of

Socialist are convinced that

the simple duty of the pro-
letarian is robbery with both
hands. No champion is able

to define the new regime, whose

praise is on the proletarian's

lip. And so it is that in

democratic States Socialism
causes a general unrest, a half-

belief that a revolution is at

hand. The revolution, of course,
will miss fire, since railways,

telegraphs, and broad streets

have infinitely increased the

difficulty of revolt. But the
harm and disturbance continue,
and will not be dissipated until

words give way to thought.
Some of the parrots who now
chatter of " Socialism

"
will

some day ask what it means,
and then there will be an
end of it. A system which
demands exposition finds

small favour with the voter,
whose eye is quicker to receive

impressions than his ear or

mind, and who is most easily

beguiled by a pictured lie.
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Since 1848 the solidarity of

European politics has been
obvious to all, and there is no
doubt that to-day a wave of

Socialism is passing over the

world. The word is familiar

to the idle and discontented of

every country, even though the

leaders of the movement are

cunning enough to keep its

meaning (if any) a profound
secret. And the so - called

Socialists meet in conferences.

In stuffy rooms they give utter-

ance to stuffy thoughts. With
the simple faith of those whose

intelligence lags always behind
their tongue, they attempt to

bring the Tower of Babel back
to practical life. This year
they (or their representatives)
met at Stuttgart, and all talked

at once, each in his own lan-

guage. The polyglot confusion

of clamouring voices was doubt-

less immense. Immense also

were the conflict of opinion
and the clash of disordered

minds. Yet M. Vandervelde,
who has contributed an article

on the Congress to 'The Times,'
is chiefly struck by the tran-

quillity of the proceedings.

Tranquillity, like Socialism, does

not mean the same thing to all

men, and the crowd at a foot-

ball match, calling aloud for

the blood of a referee, may con-

gratulate itself on its restraint.

Tranquillity, indeed ! As M.
Vandervelde sagely observes,
" we live in an age which has
learned to be astonished at

nothing," and we must make
up our minds not to be sur-

prised even at the tranquillity
of conferring Socialists.

What astonishes the unsym-
pathetic observer is not the

tranquillity, but the irrelevance,

of the Congress. It discoursed

of everything except Socialism.

It invited the Socialists to ex-

press their opinions on Women's

Suffrage, on Immigration, on

Colonial Policy, and on War.
It took peculiar care to leave

Socialism undiscussed and un-

explained. Herein it proved
a profound wisdom. There is

nothing which dissipates folly
so rapidly as a definition, and
Socialism's best chance to sur-

vive and do harm is to remain
in the clouds of verbiage where
it dwells to-day. Nor can we
applaud the conclusions at

which the Congress arrived

concerning these academic sub-

jects. It treated them as a

university union might treat

them, or a provincial parlia-
ment. The representatives of

this country held one view, the

representatives of that country
held another. They decided no

question upon its merits. They
professed as fine a disdain of

first principles as the common
Opportunist. The Socialists of

Belgiumand Austri a, fearing the

influence of the priests, declared

that the vote should be given
to men only. The Socialists of

Japan, Russia, Norway, Bul-

garia, Roumania, and Servia
countries which have never

felt the pinch of immigration
would generously throw their

countries open to all comers.
Not even to the questions of

Colonial policy and war did
these international firebrands

find a unanimous answer
;
and

it is clear that the official

Socialists, when they meet in

conference, express pretty much
the same views as any other
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collection of middle-class citi-

zens. Even when their votes

seemed to be of value, M. Van-
dervelde acknowledges that

they are votes and nothing
else. "From this point of

view," he confesses, "there is

little to choose between the

Hague Conference and the

Stuttgart Congress." That is

perfectly true. The Hague
Conference, one of the flagrant

hypocrisies of a hypocritical

age, was summoned to discuss

peace, and it has already
wasted several months in the

eager discussion of war. And
if the Socialists find any com-
fort in this comparison, it may
be granted them freely and
without rancour.

Meanwhile the Trade Unions
of England have called their

representatives together at

Bath, and have proved them-
selves as sternly academic and
as plainly ineffectual as the

Socialists of Stuttgart. They
need not have visited Bath to

arrive at their chief conclusion,
that Society, as at present
constituted, is unsatisfactory.

Though we can imagine noth-

ing better than this verdict as

a topic for the Summer Season,
we might have expected some-

thing more vividly illuminat-

ing from the representatives of

the Trade Unions, who, we
are asked to believe, engross
the wisdom of this advanced

age. And yet, when they
meet under the patronage
of a distinguished lady, they
can find nothing better to say
than that Society has not
touched perfection. Shake-

speare declared, through the
mouth of Marcellus, that there

was "something rotten in the

state of Denmark." And
Shakespeare was not a pro-
letarian

;
he was not a member

of a Trade Union
;
he did not

haunt the congresses of Social-

ism; and he died some three

centuries ago. Do not the

Trade Unions think it shame
to have progressed no farther

along the road of intelligence
than this middle -class poet,

who, if he ever used his hands,
used them to no better purpose
than to hold horses outside a

theatre door?

However, having mastered
this great and obvious truth,

the Trade Unions did nothing
to explain it or to rectify the

evil which it implies. Their

notion of reform is as wise as

Catiline's. They want novce

tabulce, a new cancelling of old

obligations, a quick redistribu-

tion of wealth, a method of

getting rich without work.

And here we detect the little

ray of light which shines upon
the dark meaning of Social-

ism. Socialism means plunder.
When we bring them down to

the solid earth the champions
of modern intelligence ask

nothing else than something
for themselves. They recog-
nise no duty from them to the

State; they insist only on a

vague thing they call their

right. By a kind of jealousy

they regard with a fierce hatred

all save the proletarian, and

they affect to believe that the

smallest success in money or

intelligence is a crime against
their order. It follows from
these opinions that they most

highly esteem the incompetent
and degenerate. They do not
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wish the fit to survive. They
would squander all the wealth
of the republic on ensuring
the survival of the unfit.

Accordingly, they are incap-
able of understanding the spirit
of patriotism. They regard
their country either as an

enemy to be fought or as a

sheep to be fleeced. At the very
moment when they are arrogat-
ing to themselves the right to

govern England, they demand
that they shall be treated as

children or imbeciles. Every-
thing must be done for them,

generously and without stint.

Their boys and girls must be
clothed and shod and fed before

they go to their eleemosynary
schools. They must be con-

ducted to the universities by
the pleasant paths of second-

ary schools without effort or

anxiety. As they grow up
they must be shielded from
care or responsibility as zeal-

ously as their parents are

shielded. A light employment,
perhaps, may be found for

them
; but they must not

overtax their strength or do
violence to their temperament,
and they must arrive at the en-

joyment of a pension, granted
not for service but for the
mere act of survival, as soon
as possible. In other words,

they must be proletarian in

the true sense of the word.
The only duty which they will

owe to their country is the

begetting of children, who in

their turn shall not serve but
be served ; and so, if the Social-

ists had their way, the farce

would be played out in a

vicious circle until one day
it was discovered that the
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Treasury had been emptied for

the education and support of

the idle, and that nothing was
left for England but a bank-

rupt surrender to a foreign
Power. The heels of every
man upon the mantelpiece and
a plenished quart pot at every
elbow is a comfortable ideal,

no doubt, but we are not sure

that it is worth the sacrifice of

a country once proud and an

empire still vast.

The insincerity of the move-
ment is easily discerned.

Though it is established firmly
on a perfect selfishness, though
its supporters affect to have no
other thought than of their

own class, and approve no

legislation which does not aim
at their own exclusive benefit,

the adulation which they lavish

upon that class is the adula-

tion of the lip only. Even
those who assert that no
toil is sanctified that is not

manual, are attempting all the

while to escape from their own

surroundings. They are ever

ambitious to give a practical
illustration of the truth that

their class is an excellent one

from which to emerge. They
are quite willing to accept the

sins and infamies and the

legislative disabilities of the

class above their own, if they

may at the same time aspire to

the dignity of "a reefer coat

and a billy-cook hat." Their

well -advertised leaders are in

a yet sorrier plight. The most
of them belong to the despised
middle class, and get their

bread by the same shifts which
serve their fellows. If they do
not grow fat upon inherited

wealth, or live upon the sweat
2N
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of others, they write, or speak,
or teach, or sit upon boards

of direction like the honest

citizens whom they insult.

Only, they are at once in-

sincere in their protestations
and disloyal to the class to

which they belong. If any
anxiety torment them, it is

the anxiety shared by all snobs,
to climb into the class above

them, 30 long as it do not
cost them hard work or self-

denial. Whether they climb
or not is a matter of indiffer-

ence. The only points worth
notice are that their prac-
tice is widely separated from
their theory, and that the
worst injury they are capable
of inflicting is done to the

poor dupes of their reckless

eloquence.
As has been said, the orators

of Stuttgart were careful not to

frame a definition of Socialist.

They were content to hint

vaguely what might happen
under a Socialistic regime.
When they are asked to frame
a constructive policy, they pre-
serve a convincing silence. They
hope to lay a greedy hand upon
the wealth of the world, but

they have never been at the

pains to sketch their method of

acquisition. The policy, then,
which holds the field is State-
Socialism

; and that is a mani-
fest impossibility, since every
Socialist who takes part in the

government of the country is

at once pronounced a traitor to
his kind. The lack of logic
thus displayed is admirable.
State-Socialism is but a means
to increase and intensify the

power and influence of a Social-
istic government, and it has

been decreed by the Socialists

that no one of their number
shall hold office and retain their

approval. In other words, a

fierce jealousy prevents the re-

alisation of their dream. Not
that we deplore this jealousy.

Obviously, it is the best safe-

guard that remains to us. From
the beginning of time it has

brought destruction upon the

worst tricks and plots of demo-

cracy. Cleon in office is an

outrage upon his order. Where
all men are equal, why should

this one or that dare to raise

his head from the gutter ? The
less fortunate make no allow-

ance for the weight of office,

or for the gratification of a

natural ambition. They all

join in the race, and when
the race is run, with one voice

they execrate the winner. For
this reason the experiments in

State - Socialism have been
shortlived. Their brief life has

not diminished their costliness.

Athens paid for her curiosity
with her life. A State whose
officers were chosen by lot, and
whose idle citizens ran the risk

of starvation when they were
not called to sit upon a

jury, gave full rein to the

principles of democracy, and
was ground to pieces for its

pains. England's danger is

not so great as was that of

Athens, but, governed by poli-

ticians whose sole test of a

measure is its capacity to catch

votes, she may travel very far

on the road to ruin.

She has, indeed, already
travelled some miles along this

easy, ill-fated way, and every
milestone is marked with fail-

ure. On the one side is a
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weakened responsibility, on the

other is a woful extravagance.
For nearly forty years an Edu-
cation Office has taken charge
of our elementary education.

During that period children

have been driven to school by
the policeman. New crimes
have been invented to keep the

parents in awe. A vast ma-

chinery of spies and inspectors,

lacking alike in tact and know-

ledge, has been set up lest a

single proletarian of tender age
should escape the rudiments.
Had the State accomplished its

object there would be nothing
to say. Even a bad principle

may be sanctified by a skilful

application. But the principle
of free and compulsory educa-
tion has been applied with

equal folly and injustice. The
State, having nothing to teach,
has taught nothing. The lessons

of practical life, which once
were picked up in the hedge-
row and under the open sky,
have been rigorously sup-
pressed, and nothing has been

put in their place. The parrot-
like repetition of bad verse,
the mechanical learning of

geography by an untravelled

child who knows not the way
to the next village or the

adjacent square, these enter-

prises have met with their

natural result. The children

of England, spoiled for their

old life, have not been rendered
fit to take up a new and

weightier burden. Sometimes
a good labourer is lost in a bad

clerk, and that is all. And
now the Government has cast

aside the very semblance of

endeavour. It is tired of edu-

cation, as is the country, and

it uses the vast machinery
which it has created for the

viler purpose of party politics.
The children of England are

pawns in the great game.
Instruction and fanaticism

have become convertible terms.

The Minister of Education no

longer asks himself how best

he may create wise and useful

citizens. He is content to

speculate how many votes he

may gather by this or that

manoeuvre. He has discovered

that the easiest way to please
the hardy Nonconformist,
whose forefathers are supposed
to have died for the sake of

free opinions, is to persecute
the Established Church. And
after this fashion an unscrup-
ulous Minister will always treat

the interests of the people.
Without ruth or hesitation

he will turn them to his own
purpose, nor will he remember
a single hastily given promise,
so long as he can strengthen
his own position. Injustice is

impossible, say the champions
of popular government, be-

cause a Minister who betrays
his trust will be beaten the

next time he appeals to the

country. This plea might be

admissible, if the Government
of England were in any sense

representative. Unhappily, it

represents nothing but an ao
cident. It cannot be repre-
sentative until a measure of

scientific redistribution be

passed, and until the voice of

the minority be permitted
to speak with weight and

authority. At present our
rulers are chosen by lot, as

they were chosen at Athens,
and our best chance of salva-
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tion is to limit, not to extend,
the powers of Parliament.

But, divided as they are on
most questions, the Socialists

join in advocating pensions for

the aged. In this policy they
are constant and unanimous.
At sixty or sixty-five, according
to fancy, every man and every
woman is entitled, we are told,

to receive five shillings a-week
from the State. This sum, as

we have said, is not to be given
for any service rendered or

thrift exercised. It is merely
a grandiose attempt to turn
the whole country into a vast

poorhouse. By suggesting that
the dole should be universal,
the Socialists are doing their

best to kill pride and independ-
ence. They know well enough
that the rich will not claim the

gratuity, but they hope by the

inclusion of all citizens to save

the face of the lazy and im-

provident. One question only
they omit to answer, and that

is, where shall the money be
found? They do not know,
and it is no part of their design
to discover. Why should they
drag their magnificent schemes
down to the paltry level of

facts? They have the vote,
and they want old-age pensions,
and they know that it is not
from their pocket that the

money will be drawn. The
rich will pay for the poor, so

long as the rich continue to

exist, and probably the rich

will last out our time, and
who cares what happens after-

wards ? Such is the argu-
ment of the Socialist, to which
our hungry politicians turn an

eagerly obedient ear.

If the scheme were practic-

able, it would still merit

condemnation. It contem-

plates the greatest possible
harm with the least possible

advantage. Not merely would
it endanger the excellent

thrift of the working-classes ;

it would ultimately destroy the

ties and responsibilities of the

family. A citizen, who is

asked neither to feed and edu-

cate his children nor to solace

the old age of his parents, will

be rid at once of the restraints

and incentives of life. The
ancient virtue of piety will be

torn from him. The State
will forbid him to render or to

claim respect. He will live a

law unto himself, giving up his

children to the Government in-

spectors, and witnessingwithout

regret or reproach the needless

pauperisation of his parents.
For no ingenuity will obscure

the truth : the recipients of

public doles are paupers. It

matters not whether the relief

be enjoyed indoors or outdoors.

It is such a relief as a free,

enfranchised citizen should not

accept ;
and if the Radicals

ever stole enough money for

the payment of a universal

pension, we hope, for the hon-

our of the country, that its

acceptance would be as heavy
a disgrace as a sojourn in the

workhouse appears to-day.
And before this new and

disastrous principle is intro-

duced into the social life of

England, it would be well to

be convinced of its necessity.
Even if filial piety be lost in

the general selfishness, is there

no way by which a man may
ensure a pension for himself

and still keep his self-respect ?
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Of course there is a way, which
has been followed for many
years. The Benefit Societies

of England are firmly estab-

lished and admirably managed.
They enable their members to

support themselves in sickness,
and to save money in health.

If the working men of Eng-
land invested for their own
benefit the money which they
now spend to keep agitators
in idle comfort, there would
be no need for those agitators
to clamour for unearned pen-
sions. But the simplest
method does not always ap-

pear the best in the eyes of

the ignorant ; and there is

nothing which the working
man likes better to buy than
the vulgar fluency of a mob
orator.

The end and aim of civil life

is in the opinion of our Labour
Members to get something for

themselves and their friends.
" Let the country fall in ruin,"

they say,
" and so long as

my pension is safe I shall not

care." And now by a fine

irony some of these Labour
Members have been visiting
Switzerland under the aus-

pices of the National Service

League. There they have
witnessed what must have ap-

peared a sad outrage to their

enlightened selfishness. There

they have been asked to

examine, with eyes blinded by
a narrow dogmatism, the Swiss

system of compulsory service.

They saw the sorry sight of

free citizens not asking but

doing. They stood tamely by
while the Swiss soldier was

learning not how to send the

hat round, but how to defend

his country. Did ever Social-

ism encounter so grave a

shock ? Here was a free de-

mocracy not merely indulging
the vile spirit of militarism,
but doing it without any profit
to itself. No money was pass-

ing from pocket to pocket.
There was apparently no
chance of a vestryman's com-
mission. There was no invita-

tion to homely eloquence. The

young men of Switzerland
were learning to shoot in the

very presence of the champions
of labour, and they were learn-

ing to shoot with the worst

possible motive. They were
not contemplating the sudden
death of a policeman. They
were not hoping to substitute

the more deadly rifle for the

broken bottle favoured by Mr
Grayson. Their motive was

honourable, if old - fashioned.

M. Miiller, the President of the

Confederation, revealed the

truth to our Labour Members
in words which must have been

wholly unintelligible to them.

"Our military institutions,"

said he,
" form one of the bases

of our democracy. They are

a school for the civic virtues

devotion to the fatherland and

fidelity to duty." The civic

virtues indeed ! Fidelity to

duty ! What are those things
to the healthy Socialist, whose
one hope in life is to rob those

richer than himself? Empty
words and tinkling symbols.
Nor was M. Miiller's speech
their heaviest shock. At Bale,
we are told by a daily paper,
those who speak in the sacred

name of labour visited " a

military school, where grey-
headed sergeants were teaching
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boys to manipulate and shoot

with the rifle." One Member
of Parliament, with his eye

firmly fixed upon a spectral till,

asked engagingly,
" How much

is that man paid for his ser-

vices?" With an interested

eagerness he pointed first to

one, then to another. " Noth-

ing, sir; they are all proud to

do their duty to the nation,"
was the reply. Is it not ad-

mirable? And what fustian

it must have appeared to the

hungry Briton ! Nor, in truth,
did he conceal the contempt
of a superior. "I cannot un-

derstand this universal spirit
of self-sacrifice or patriotism,"
said he,

" call it what you will.

It is something I shall have
to study." Not a word could

improve the perfect comedy of

the situation. An English
legislator is confronted with
the quality of patriotism,
hitherto foreign to his experi-

ence, and with the dogged
courage of his kind declares

that he will have to study it.

He will study it in vain. His
mind is not suited to the under-

standing of self-sacrifice, and
in a month he will be found

clamouring again for the wealth
that he is too idle to acquire,
and for the pension that he is

too garrulous to earn.

If we were not governed to-

day by men whose political

inexperience is equalled only by
their selfish ambition, we too

might make an appeal to

patriotism. Is not England
worth a sacrifice ? we might
ask. Are not the great tradi-

tions of our race, the splendid
freedom of our lives, the path
unhampered which leads all

brave men to victory, to be

forgotten in the lust of boodle ?

Would the niggardly ambition
of to-day have carried the

sailors of Elizabeth's time to

seek new worlds across the

sea, or strengthened the arm
which broke the power of

Napoleon ? But of what use
is it to recall the splendid past
to those for whom patriotism
is an unknown study ? A
sense of humour bids us leave

them to the congenial task of

counting the pence which they
extract from their patient
unions, and of offering in ex-

change the five -shilling dole

which others will be asked to

pay. One thing is certain : if

the conduct of England were
left to their intelligence, there

would very soon be doles for

nobody, but a poor disarmed

country clamouring to be the

prey of the first invader.

Yet let us not mistake the

peril. Of the Socialists them-
selves we need stand in no

great fear. They are too

ignorant, too ill -organised to

threaten unaided the safety of

the State. They will begin to

be dangerous only when they
receive the approval of a strong
Government. Numerically,
however, the present Govern-
ment is strong, and our Prime
Minister is so eager for votes,

so stripped of principles, that

he may at any moment sur-

render himself and his coun-

try to the greed of Socialism.

That he belongs to the opposite
side is true. He climbed into

power on the shoulders of

Cobden, the sternest individ-

ualist that ever lived. He is

a pupil of Gladstone, whose
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hatred of Socialism was well

known and loudly expressed.
But Sir Henry is no more loyal
to his past than to his country.

Though his party has been

piously trained to an inflexible

individualism, though it grew
strong by preaching the ami-
able doctrine of every man for

himself and the devil take
the hindmost, Sir Henry is

ready to change his views,
and his Cabinet is ready to

change with him. One thing
only these statesmen ask: Is

the vote safe ? Some of them
were wise men once. Under
the baleful influence of their

leader they have divested them-
selves of wisdom and honour.

Long ago they rejected as anti-

quated the habit of resignation,
which once was the last resort

of an insulted and honourable
Minister. With a patient shrug
they witness the reversal of

their cherished views, and cling
to office as the unthinking
limpet clings to the rock. And
that is where danger lies. A
Prime Minister without con-

victions may drive his country
to the brink of ruin in a single
session. He cannot drive it

over the precipice, so long as

the House of Lords survives

to thwart his insane progress,

and happily the tactics of the

present Government have en-

ormously increased the influ-

ence and prestige of the Peers.

Meanwhile much may be done
to check the progress of Social-

ism. It may still be explained
that the proletarian is not the

most useful and intelligent of

our citizens. The self-respect-

ing workman may be restored

to a wholesome sense of re-

sponsibility, and be persuaded
that universal pauperism is

not the last word of political
wisdom. The downtrodden
middle class may be rallied to

attack the forces of rapine
and plunder. Above all, the

sound sense of England will

revolt against the system of

espionage, interference, and

imprisonment which is called

State-Socialism. The greatest

peril still remains Sir Henry
Campbell - Bannerman, who

may be squeezed to this shape
or that, like an india-rubber

face, and who, wearing no

impress of his own, may accept

any image that is put upon
him. But happily Sir Henry
and his colleagues are not

tenants for life, and destruction

or reconstruction may threaten

his Cabinet far sooner than he

expects.
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THE SCOTTISH CHURCHES : NATIONAL RELIGION.

BY THE VERY REV. WM. MAIR, D.D.,

EX-MODERATOR OP THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.

HAPPILY nothing more need Christian religion, or, as some
be said respecting our divisions say, national religion, or the

and the duty of union, for what principle of national religion,
has already been said is re- (2) The spiritual freedom of the

echoed now on every hand. Churches. I avoid the word
But this fact brings us, with- "

independence," only because
out escape, to the stage at I think it inapplicable to all

which the problem must be human things. All persons
faced. and bodies of persons Church
Much counsel has been given and State and all depend

against underrating the dim- more or less on one another,

culties, forcing the pace, en- (3) The retention of religious

gineering the movement. In endowments for religion,
a good cause difficulties exist The first of these may be
to be overcome; and, by long said to involve the more im-
and successful experience of portant parts of the case as

them, some have found that between established and non-
the greater the difficulty the established Churches. The
more fascinating it is. To the second is so intimately asso-

good counsel not to force the ciated with the problems of

pace we would reply with the first that their solution

counsel equally good, not to would go far to disposing of

retard the pace. The warning its difficulties. The third is

not to engineer will not hinder subordinate in importance to

any good and brave man from the others, and might wait

doing his part in consulting, discussion till some practical

educating, guiding, and en- progress has been made with

couraging. On the whole those them. I propose, therefore, to

counsels might have been im- confine myself to the first

proved by a stronger infusion the national recognition of

of encouragement ; yet they religion.
bear witness that their au- On the 27th December 1845
thors now feel the strength of (less than three years after the

the current which has set in. Disruption), at a public meet-

There are three matters on ing in Edinburgh, Dr Chalmers
which it is believed that suf- said and his Biographer re-

ficient general agreement ex- cords that "this passage was
ists for a basis of practical uttered with great vehemence,"

thought, or on which at least "Who cares about the Free

general agreement would first Church compared with the

have to be reached : (1) The Christian good of the people
national recognition of the of Scotland ? Who cares about
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any Church but as an in-

strument of Christian good?
For be assured that the moral
and religious wellbeing of the

population is of infinitely

higher importance than the

advancement of any sect."

It must have delighted many
that Lord Balfour of Burleigh
in the last General Assembly
of the United Free Church

quoted heartily from these

words amid great applause.

They are quoted here not only
as an excellent expression of

the ever -
present conviction

and of the profound feeling
from which has proceeded all

that I have written on the

Churches, but as forming an
unassailable base of operations
for those that seek their good.
Yet strong though the position
is, and grand the utterance
that leads men to trust it,

there is great need to guard
against its being

" turned."
For pre-judgment, not to say
prejudice, gives stimulus to a

marvellous subtlety of think-

ing. And many who will

heartily accept and admire
the words of Chalmers may
find it difficult to refrain from

adding that for the great
ends sought by him their

own Church is the best, or

at least of the best type. I

think that, unless a person

effectively resists such lop-

sidedness, he is not at his

best for dealing with our

problems.
Though very elementary,

and well known to those who
are familiar with these sub-

jects, it may be of advantage
to state what is not meant by
some of the terms employed in

the preceding sentences. By
"national religion," or "the
national recognition of re-

ligion," is not meant the re-

ligious character and conduct
the religiousness of the in-

dividual members of the nation,
whether rulers or others. "The

principle of national religion"
does not mean a principle
which owes its existence to

the religiousness of a nation,
or which can be displaced or

disturbed by their rejection of

it. What these phrases do
mean will, it is hoped, clearly

appear as we proceed. Mean-
time it may be said that they
are struggles to state in few
words a great truth which all

nations that have attained to

eminence have felt and ac-

cepted, and none with such

intelligent and deep conviction

as those to whom the revela-

tion of the Old and New
Testaments has come that

there is a Supreme Being
who claims the worship and
obedience of nations as well

as persons.
Here enters " The Civil Mag-

istrate," and he figures largely
in such discussions. His rela-

tions to the Church, and the

Church's relations to him, are

crucial questions. Who and
what is he? The designation
forms the title of the twenty-
third chapter of the Confession

of Faith. There we find set

forth what his power and duty
in relation to the Church are

and are not. But to the

question, Who and what is

he ? we find no other answer
there than,

"
God, the supreme

Lord and King of all the

world, hath ordained civil
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magistrates to be under him
over the people, for his own

glory and the public good."
Is he legislator, governor, or

judge? The first two it is

obvious he must be one or

other or both. But it is differ-

ent with the third : the duties

and powers held by the Con-
fession to belong to the Civil

Magistrate cannot be dis-

charged by any person when
acting in a judicial capacity.
The judicial sphere is well

known to be clearly and

strictly defined. It is simply
to interpret existing law in

its application to particular
cases. The judge would say
for himself, adapting ancient

words, "If he would give me
his house full of silver and

gold, I cannot go beyond the

word of the law to do less or

more." So we are driven back
on laws and by-laws and on
the law maker. For the whole
nation this technically is none
other than the sovereign, but
at the present day it is in fact

and practice the Legislature,
Parliament representing the

nation King, Lords, and
Commons all personified in

the King.
"The State" is another ex-

pression used in the same

sense, but when so used it

has to be guarded against the

looseness with which it is often

employed, as when, for ex-

ample, the judicial courts are

spoken of as if they were the
State : these are not the State
but the law, at whose bar is

often to be seen the State itself

represented by the sovereign,
sisted under the impersonal
euphemism

" the Crown."

In setting forth the view
which is submitted in the fol-

lowing argument, it may be of

importance to refer to opinions
that have been expressed by
others ; and it is hoped no one
will doubt that this is done
with the utmost respect and
friendliness. I believe we are

all trying to see, and to take,
the best way ;

and to that end
this paper is intended to be a

contribution.

In that chapter of the Con-
fession which has been referred

to, Clause III. is as follows :

" The civil magistrate may not
assume to himself the adminis-

tration of the word and sacra-

ments, or the power of the keys
of the kingdom of heaven ; yet
he hath authority and it is his

duty, to take order, that unity
and peace be preserved in the

church, that the truth of God
be kept pure and entire, that

all blasphemies and heresies be

suppressed, all corruptions and
abuses in worship and discip-
line prevented and reformed,
and all the ordinances of God

duly settled, administered and
observed. For the better effect-

ing whereof he hath power to

call synods, to be present at

them, and to provide that what-
soever is transacted in them
be according to the mind of

God."
The United Free Church of

Scotland, and several other

Churches at home and abroad
which receive the Confession of

Faith, have made declarations

disclaiming intolerant and per-

secuting principles. In such

declarations all our Churches
and all intelligent Scotsmen
would readily agree. Against
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the rest of the clause there

does not appear to be any
disclaimer; but whether this

is so or not, I believe the

Presbyterian Churches would,
with little difficulty, come to

an interpretation of it accept-
able to them all. One thing
there is in it of the very first

importance, of which it may be
said with certainty that it is

satisfactory to all Churches
and Christians viz., that the
Civil Magistrate shall recognise
the Church, and co-operate
within appropriate limits in

furthering its aims.

This is the clause in which
the Confession of Faith enunci-

ates the principle of national

religion. It uses no such

vague expression as "religion,"
but " the Church " " the

Church of God," as it else-

where says. The doctrine of

our Confession, then, is that the

Civil Magistrate, as a subject
and an official servant of the

King of kings, shall care for

His cause and in particular for

His Church. As to what and
where this Church was in Scot-

land, there at that time existed

no doubt. It was the Reformed

Church, with a known creed

and Presbyterian government.
Church and State were of one
mind that, as the legislature

expresses it, this was the only
" trew and haly Kirk." There
was no other Reformed Church.
Had there been two or three of

the same sort, we might have
been spared some present-day

perplexities.
As illustrating the Civil

Magistrate's general care for

the cause of God, may be
mentioned his laws for the re-

pression of any kind of wrong-
doing. He may have passed
them because of a conscious

regard for the teaching of

Scripture, such as is embodied
in the Ten Commandments, or

only as necessary expedients
for the preservation of good
order and the worldly prosper-

ity of his subjects. In the
latter case, though his action

indirectly promotes the cause,
he cannot be said to have been

acting as our Confession as-

sumes he ought to act. Two
matters there are in his legisla-
tion which focus for us a very
instructive light Marriage
and the Sabbath. These pri-
mordial ordinances were insti-

tuted by the very act of the

Creator, in the very process of

the creation. If the Civil

Magistrate in his legislating
has been actuated by this and

by subsequent Scriptural in-

junctions, so far well. But
take all the matters here re-

ferred to at their best, and
what I wish to point out is

that neither separately nor

conjunctly do they constitute

or contain any recognition of

the Church of God. Some-

thing else, then, is wanted, or

are we to throw over the

doctrine of the Confession ? I,

for one, cannot throw it over.

And I am supported in this by
recollections, of which I shall

mention two.

The recent Church case gave
occasion to an important argu-
ment which was maintained by
many speakers in the United
Free Church, and the basis

and essentials of which are

now embodied in an Act of

Assembly 1905 (made stand-
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ing law in 1906). It is to the

effect that the Church of Christ

is a living body with a living

Head, whose instruction and

leading it is, and has pro-
claimed itself, bound to fol-

low a living organism of

which growth and develop-
ment are essential properties,

and that this ought to be

recognised in arriving at a

judgment in a Church case.

The practical application of

the argument to the case in

question is to show that, even
if the Disruption Free Church
had since that time changed
its views, it would only have
been acting on its inherent,
fundamental principles, and
therefore could not have been

successfully challenged. I do
not intermeddle with the argu-
ment, and have only referred

to it as showing that, in the

opinion of the United Free

Church, the Church of Christ

should be recognised as such
in our laws.

Again, in a letter to the
' Scotsman ' on the 21st Octo-
ber 1895, Principal Hutton

gives the essence of what he
had said when addressing
students. He writes :

" The

specific character of a Church
of Christ is a distinction of

fact which no court of equity
can fail to note on inspection."
He claimed for the United

Presbyterian Church "all the

characters of a true Church "
;

that its Synod should be al-

lowed to be "final judge in the

application of its own laws";
that there ought to be "room
for a Christian jurisdiction
within the bounds of law
which ought not to be re-

viewed." This important
opinion is a strong argument
that the Church of Christ
should be recognised in our
laws.

It may therefore be held as

the opinion of the Churches,

agreeably to the Confession of

Faith, that the Civil Magistrate
ought to recognise the Church
of Christ as such and, of course,
to treat it accordingly. This

may correctly be called the

principle of national religion.
It possesses the distinctive

characteristic of a principle

equally true for all times,

places, and circumstances in-

variable and inviolable.

Thus we have reached the

question, How may the Civil

Magistrate most wisely dis-

charge his duty arising out of

this principle? Here there is

obviously great room for vari-

ous reasonable opinions, as

there is in every matter where
the question is, which of sev-

eral courses obedient to a prin-

ciple is in all the circumstances
the best ? Supposing, now, the
Civil Magistrate to have made
up his mind (or to have his

mind made up for him) what
course to take, his first act

is necessarily to legislate. I

ought almost to apologise for

making a statement so evid-

ent; but my experience says
that it cannot be safely omitted.

For there are some who seem
to have a strong antipathy to

the very thought of any legis-
lation of the kind referred to.

They may have other reasons,
but one seems to be that they
are of opinion the courts have

power to do all that is wanted.
This may be seen in the fore-
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going quotations from Dr
Hutton, in his reference to

courts of equity. It overlooks
the position and duty of courts,
to which attention has already
been called.

It is to be noted that " court
of equity

"
is a term denoting

a special kind of court, of

which Scotland has had none,
and which came to an end in

England by an Act passed in

1873. Ours are courts of law,

administering it as best they
can. Whether in doing this

they have any such discretion-

ary power or duty as belonged
to the court of equity need not
be discussed by us. It is

enough for our argument that
in Church cases their judgments
have always been expressly
founded on what they believed

to be the law applicable to the
case. The result has been that
at least on two great and pain-
ful occasions one sixty years
ago in an Established, the other
but yesterday in a non-estab-

lished, Church a judgment was

given by a majority of judges,
which many have regarded as

a wrong, and which all have
seen to be the cause of great
hardship and disunion. These
remarks have undesignedly
brought out for us, as it seems
to me, a strong argument for

such legislative recognition of

the Church as would place
fundamental matters beyond
the range of question.
To return, we have said that

the Civil Magistrate's first act

must be to legislate; and this

is not because of its initial

fitness, but simply because it

is the only thing he can do.

If we look at what has been

said above as to who and what
he is, it will be seen that his

only faculty of speech is legis-

lation. He cannot recognise

except by legislation. We
may therefore at once make

up our minds that for recog-
nition there must be legisla-

tion, even if it were so brief

and simple as to be a contrast

to ordinary legislation.
I shall be asked whether re-

cognition implies establish-

ment. It does not imply
establishment in the ordinary
acceptation of that word when

applied to Churches, but con-

tains all that is essential in

it, and is the principle out of

which it has proceeded. Many
good things proceeded from
establishment which were, and
continued to be, advantages
to the Church, but even these

were not essential to recog-
nition of the Church. The

principle did not demand them.

They were applications of it

which seemed good to the Civil

Magistrate of former days.

Recognition of the Church
neither hinders nor demands
them.

What, then, are the advan-

tages involved in the recog-
nition of the Church in its vari-

ous branches as the Church of

Christ ? (1) Recognition should

contain an acknowledgment of

the Church as a divine insti-

tution, the chief and heaven-

appointed means for the pro-
motion of righteousness and

godliness. (2) It should ac-

knowledge such attributes of

the Church as are to be re-

spected by the Civil Magis-
trate, especially its right and

power to exercise its own juris-
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diction, and to legislate in its

own internal affairs. (3) It

should acknowledge or imply
the duty of co-operation with
the Church for the great ends

for which it exists by such

means, for example, as pro-

viding facilities for the relig-
ious instruction of the young,
the promotion of measures for

the moral and religious im-

provement of the people, and

making provision for the sup-

ply of religious ordinances in

public institutions under its

direct control, such as the

army and navy. (4) Recog-
nition should clear the rela-

tions between the Church and
the State which have given
rise to conflicting views and
with deplorable consequences.

(5) We must add that Christ-

ian people believe that the

formal, authoritative execution

of this heaven-imposed duty
of the Civil Magistrate must
itself be attended by the bless-

ing of heaven, and that this

blessing should also be asked
on all functions, and the pro-

ceedings of all assemblies, of

a national character.

It is asked how this national

recognition of the Church of

God would openly appear, and

by whom the ministration on
such occasions would be ren-

dered. This is a question
which might safely be left to

solve itself in practice, for

those in charge of such func-

tions would certainly look

would find themselves con-

strained to look to the

Church which by its numbers
most fully represented the

nation, the Church de facto
national. That Church would
be the re-united Church.
At the outset three import-

ant matters were mentioned
as requiring general agreement.
Of the first we have now
treated. Of the second (the

spiritual freedom of the

Church) we said that a
solution of the difficulties

of the first would go far to

dispose of it. So true is

this that it may already be
seen to need no separate
treatment.

If a few qualified men from
the principal Presbyterian
Churches would only confer

together with set purpose,

they might soon find a way
through the difficulties

; and
if all men would only cease

from the words "establish-

ment" and "disestablishment,"
" establish

" and " disestab-

lish," for the space of two

years, they would make an
incalculable contribution to the
cause : indeed I venture to say
that by that time they would

probably find the business as

good as concluded.
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PLAGUE IN INDIA.

BY G. W. FOKEEST, C.I.E.

A VERY great plague has
smitten extensive and populous
provinces of our Indian Em-
pire, and we are once more
reminded of the liability of

that vast continent to recur-

rence of some of the greatest
of all the calamities which visit

and waylay the life of man.
It is only the man who has
visited a famine camp or ridden
down a street smitten with

plague who knows the full

meaning of the words of our
noble litany, "From Plague,
Pestilence, and Famine, good
Lord, deliver us." From battle

and murder the people of India
have been delivered. But all

the horrors of war are mercy
to the havoc made by plague
and famine. The instruction

of dire failure has taught
the Indian Government to

combat the scourge of hunger.
In 1866 a disastrous famine

swept over the province of

Orissa, and the management
of that calamity is a grave
blot on our administration.

Timely measures were not
taken to meet the evil when
the famine threatened the

country, nor, indeed, when it

deepened in intensity. A third

of the population were allowed
to whiten the fields with their

bones. Nearly a million per-
sons perished. The horrors of

the Orissa famine touched the

heart and roused the conscience
of the English people, and the

principle was laid down by her

Majesty's Government, mainly
due to the direct influence of

Queen Victoria, who always
took a personal interest in her
Indian subjects, that human
beings must not be allowed to

perish for lack of food. This
was the principle carried out

with success in warring against
the famine which attacked

Bengal in 1874. Two years
later a mighty famine came

upon Southern India. The
followers of the laissez-faire
school were in the ascendant.

Commissioners appointed to in-

quire into the famine state in

their report that the mortality
exceeded 5| millions. A result

so fearful in extent and so

heartrending in its details

was brought about by want of

timely preparation to meet the

calamity. Twenty years rolled

on, and a mighty famine again
arose in different provinces of

the Empire. But the lesson

had been learnt. Ever since

the famine of 1876-78 the Gov-
ernment of India had devoted
much labour, time, and thought
as to the best way of grappling
with the cruel foe. As the

chief of the staff draws up in-

structions for the guidance of

the generals in the field, so the

Government of India had pre-

pared Famine Codes for the

guidance of their executive

officers, which contain detailed

instructions suitable to the

varying wants and adminis-
trative systems of the different
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provinces. It was in accord-

ance with the rules and reg-
ulations laid down in these

codes that the last campaign
against famine was conducted,
and conducted with consider-

able success. The time has
come when a campaign against

plague must be prepared, and
rules and regulations drawn up
for the guidance of executive

and medical officers, to whom
must be intrusted the carry-

ing out those preventive meas-
ures which must be promptly
taken to save the lives of

millions of our fellow-citizens.

The prevention of plague in

our great Eastern dependency
is a question of vital import-
ance, not only to India but
to Europe. The origin of the

great pandemic of plague in

the fourteenth century, after-

wards called the Black Death,
is said to have entered Europe
from India. It is supposed to

have followed the old trade

routes, and to have taken
seven years to travel from
Asia. From the important
emporiums and marts situated

at that time on the Volga
and the Crimea, it swept over

Europe and slew 25,000,000
of human beings.

"
Eng-

land and Wales, at the lowest

computation, lost 2,500,000 of

its inhabitants, or about half

of its population." For three

centuries Europe was a prey
to the foe, which struck down
"young and old, rich and

poore, healthy and unhealthy,
strong and weake, men and
women of all constitutions, of

all complexions, of all pro-
fessions and places, of all re-

ligions, of all conditions good

and bad." Many were the
victims it demanded in the

great towns it entered. In
1576 it took 70,000 persons in

Venice, and in the same year
200,000 in Moscow. Eighty
years later it killed 300,000 in

Rome and 60,000 in Genoa.
Nine years later 70,000 per-
ished in London. The Rev.
Thomas Vincent, whose 'God's
Terrible Voice in the City

'

appeared two years after the

Great Plague, states that the

disease

"
is so deadly, it kills where it comes

without mercy ; it kills, I had almost

said, certainly. Very few do escape,

especially upon its first entrance, and
before its malignity be spent. Few
are touched by it but they are killed

by it
;
and it kills suddenly. As it

gives no warning before it comes,

suddenly the arrow is shot which
woundeth unto the heart ; so it gives
little time of preparation before it

brings to the grave. Under other
diseases men may linger out many
weeks and months ; under some,
divers years ; but the Plague usually
killeth within a few daies, sometimes
within a few hours after its first

approach, though the body was never
so strong and free from disease

before."

William Boghurst, a medical

practitioner who resided in the

metropolis during the whole

period of the Great Plague,
writes :

"
Strength of constitution and body

was no protection against the disease

nor death, for it made the hottest

assault upon strong bodies, and de-

termined soonest, for they dyed
sooner than people of weaker consti-

tutions, and men dyed sooner than
women. . . . Black men of thin and
lean constitutions were heavy laden

with this disease, and died, all that I

saw, in two or three days, and most
of them thick with black tokens.

People of the best complexions and
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merry dispositions had least of the
disease

; and if they had it, fared the
best under it."

William Boghurst mentions
that the plague "fell first

upon the highest grounds ; for

our parish (viz., St Giles's) is

the highest ground about

London, and the best air, yet
was first infected. Highgate,
Hampstead, and Acton, also,
all snared in it." One of the

peculiarities of plague is its

slow progress from place to

place. Boghurst describes how
it gradually

" insinuated and

crept down Holborn and the

Strand, and then into the

City, and at last to the East
end of the suburbs : so that
it was half a year at the West
end of the City before the East
end and Stepney were infected,
which was about the middle
of July." Pepys enters in his

Diary, under the date of 7th
June :

" The hottest day that
ever I felt in my life. This

day, much against my will, I

did in Drury Lane see two or

three houses marked with a
Red Cross upon the doors, and
'Lord, have mercy upon us'
was there, which was a sad

sight to me, being the first

of the kind that to my re-

membrance I ever saw." Dr
Hodges, who also practised in

London during the plague,
speaks thus of the origin of

the infection :
" After the most

strict and serious inquiry, by
undoubted testimonies I find

that this Pest was communi-
cated to us from the Nether-
lands by way of contagion;
and if the most probable rela-

tions deceive me not, it came
from Smyrna to Holland in a
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parcel of infected goods." The
retrocession of plague from

Europe was no doubt in a

great measure due to the bulk
of the Eastern trade being
carried by the sea - route
and not by caravans, which

passed through the endemic
centres of plague in Meso-

potamia and Arabia. Towards
the end of the seventeenth

century the disease began to

contract its limits, leaving
Western Europe free in the

course of a few years. In
1720 there was, however, an

epidemic in Marseilles, when
60,000 of its inhabitants died
from plague which had been

imported from the East. It

was to this visitation, which
caused much apprehension in

England, that we owe the
'Journal of the Plague in

1665,' for Defoe was essentially
a journalist, and wrote for the

day, and for the greatest in-

terest of the greatest number
of the day. In the course of

a hundred and fifty years
plague disappeared altogether
from Europe. For sixty years
Europe has remained free from
the scourge, broken only by a
short but virulent outbreak on
the Volga in 1879, by a small

outbreak at Oporto in 1899,
and a few cases at Glasgow
and Naples in 1900. But Pro-
fessor W. J. Simpson, who has
devoted years to the scientific

study of the causes and pre-
vention of plague, and has had

great practical experience in

combating the disease, states

in the Croonian Lecture on

Plague which he recently de-

livered before the Royal College
of Physicians in London

2o
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"
Quiescence of plague for varying

periods is not a new feature in the

history of the disease. It is neces-

sary to emphasise this fact, for the

long quiescence in Western Europe
has given rise to the view that Europe
has seen the last of the plague epi-

demics, and accordingly the epidemic
now prevailing in India is viewed
with regrettable complacency. I

think this view of the invulnerability
of Europe is likely to be as correct

as the prevalent notion that London
was freed of plague by the Great

Fire, irrespective of the fact that

plague remained in London for four-

teen years after, and that the disease

disappeared from the whole of Eng-
land and the most of Western Europe
about the same time."

It is Defoe's immortal work
which is answerable for the

common misapprehension that

the plague entirely ceased at

the close of "this calamitous

year." In the course of 1666

nearly 2000 persons fell vic-

tims to its ravages in London
alone, and it still continued

slightly to infect the metro-

polis until 1679, which is the

last year that any deaths from

plague were recorded in the

Bills of Mortality, which con-

tained an account of christen-

ings as well as burials, taken

by the Company of Parish

Clerks of London. The Great

Plague of 1665 was so called

because in that year it was an

epidemic of excessive virulence,
but these Bills of Mortality
show that London had never
been free from infection since

the close of the sixteenth cen-

tury. It is useful to note
that in the year 1647, 3597

persons died of it. The follow-

ing year only 611 died, and
in 1664, six. In the following
year 70,000 perished, and in

this variation the history of

plague has repeated itself in

India.

After being free from the
disease for a hundred and

eighty
- four years, Bombay

was attacked with plague in

epidemic form in September
1896, and in seven months it

slew 11,000. Every year there
has been a recrudescence, and
the total number of deaths
from plague in the capital of

Western India since its ap-
pearance till the end of 1906
is 150,000. The sensation in

Scotland would not have been

slight if the whole population
(167,537) of Aberdeen except
17,537 souls had died in ten

years. From Bombay city
the plague spread to the

Bombay Presidency, chiefly by
coasting boats and by the rail-

ways carrying fugitives in-

fected with plague to their

native villages. It has con-

tinued ever since in this

Presidency, and heavy has been
the toll it has demanded.

During the past ten years it

has slain 1,500,000, or very
nearly half the population
(3,120,241) of all the towns
in Scotland. From the Bom-

bay Presidency the disease has

spread to the other provinces
of the Indian Empire, and the

grand total of deaths from

plague in India since 1896
amounts to over 5,000,000. It

is difficult to extend our im-

agination and to realise the

full meaning of these figures.
It is hard to conceive every
soul in Scotland dying from
one fell disease in ten years,
but the population of Scotland
is 528,000 less than 5,000,000.
It is appalling to think that
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during eleven years the num-
ber of victims of plague in

India exceeds 5 millions, but
the mind staggers when we
learn that of the 5 millions

4| millions died during the
last five years and four months.
The population of London is

4,536,541. What would be
our thoughts if 4,500,000 deaths
occurred in London in five

years, and the vast city was
left with 36,000 inhabitants?
Even when we take into con-

sideration that the population
of India amounts to 294,000,000,
the 5,000,000 deaths represent
one death in every sixty of the

inhabitants of India. But, as

Dr Simpson states

"It is a misconception fraught
with the gravest danger to suppose
that in India the plague is only
causing a death-rate of 3 per 1000,
as was stated in the House of

Commons during the debate on the
Indian Budget. The figures giving
the total number of deaths in the

different provinces of India since

September 1896 exhibit a very differ-

ent degree of incidence and severity
in each. The Madras Presidency has

escaped with a comparatively small
number of deaths ; so have most of

the other provinces. Four provinces
have hitherto borne the brunt of the

epidemic in India out of the fifteen

presidencies, provinces, and states

into which India is divided. These
are the Bengal Presidency, with a
little over 500,000 deaths ;

the

Bombay Presidency, with a little

over 1,500,000 deaths; the United

Provinces, with nearly 1,000,000
deaths."

In the Punjab, the frontier

province of our Empire, where
we recruit, not the best, as the

Secretary of State for India

states, but some of the best,

of our Indian troops, the havoc
has been the greatest. The

area of the Punjab is slightly

larger than that of Great

Britain, but it is smaller than
that of Great Britain and
Ireland. The population is

25,000,000, and nearly 1,750,000
have died of plague. "The

great mortality has been," says
Dr Simpson,

"
during the past

four and a half years, and the

greatest during 1907, when
over 500,000 deaths occurred

during the first five months,
which is the epidemic season."

Therefore, if we can imagine
that 800,000 persons died from

plague in Great Britain and
Ireland in five months, we can
form some conception of the

calamity which has stricken

one of the most flourishing and

important provinces of our

Indian Empire.
Figures, however great and

awful, convey but a slight

impression of the effect of

plague on a stricken province.

They tell us the number of the

deaths, but they do not tell

us of the sickness and suffer-

ing, of the ruined homes, the

broken hearts, and the wild

despair. Historians and poets
have often attempted to give
the gloomy details of the

ravages of this destroyer.
" Neither war with all its pomp,
nor the earthquake, nor the

tempest in its overwhelming
fury, has been more distinctly

personified than the 'Pestilence

that walketh in darkness' It

is with the description of a

plague that Homer begins his

sublime poem, and the noblest

of Grecian tragedies is com-
menced in a similar manner."

Every symptom of the great
plague at Athens has been
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finely related by Thucydides.

Every symptom of the Great

Plague in London has been

brought home to us by the

saddler of Whitechapel. We
wander with him through the

grass-grown streets, we read

the inscriptions on the doors of

the infected houses, we hear
the bellman crying "Bring
out your dead," we see the
dead - carts with sixteen or

seventeen bodies, some wrapped
up in linen sheets, some in

rugs, some little other than

naked, proceeding to the great
pit in Aldgate which we had
watched being dug in the night.
We walk with the poor man
on the sea-wall, and we fall

into some talk at a distance

with him.

" First I asked him how people did
thereabouts. '

Alas, sir,' says he,
'
al-

most desolate, all dead or sick. Here
are very few families in this part, or
in that village' pointing at Poplar

' where half of them are not dead

already, and the rest sick.' Then he,

pointing to one house, 'There they
are all dead,' said he, 'and the
house stands open ; nobody dares go
into it A poor thief,' says he,
'ventured in to steal something, but
he paid dear for this theft, for he
was carried to the churchyard too,
last night.' Then he pointed to

several other houses. 'There,' says
he,

'

they are all dead, the man
and his wife and, five children.

There,' says he,
'

they are shut up ;

you see a watchman at the door
;

and so of other houses.' 'Why,'
says I,

' what do you here all alone ?
'

'Why,' he replied, 'I am a poor,
desolate man ; it hath pleased God
I am not yet visited, though my
family is, and one of my children
dead.' 'How do you mean, then,'
said I, 'that you are not visited?'

'Why,' says he, 'that is my house,'

pointing to a very little low-
boarded house,

' and there my poor
wife and two children live,' said

he,
'
if they may be said to live

;

for my wife and one of the children
are visited, but I do not come at

them.' And with that word I saw
tears run very plentifully down his

face
;
and they did down mine too,

I assure you."

Defoe was a mere child when
the plague happened, and could

have no personal knowledge of

the matters he has recorded.

But he collected facts, and

genius gave them life. The

following, however, is no fic-

tion or poet's romance. It is

the sober account of a trained

observer of what he saw in

Poona, one of the most im-

portant cities in India, only a

year ago :

" The town had the appearance of

a deserted city. The streets were

silent, some of them had scarcely
an inhabitant visible in them ; the

only sounds which occasionally broke
the silence as we passed through
street after street were the noise

and clang of the funeral processions
and the wails and cries of the

mourners at houses in which a death
had recently occurred. In whole
streets the shops and houses were

closed, and in those quarters where

shops were open they were served

by men who only remained in them

during the day and left the city for

the night. I visited house after house
where deaths from plague had oc-

curred and where plague cases were

being treated by one or other of the

two hospital assistants under the
health officer. The patients lay in

rooms and passages which were often

so dark that it was with difficulty

they could be seen. In the house
where plague first broke out in

1906, the owner had lost his seven
sons during the seven epidemics from
which Poona has suffered. Similar

tragedies belonged to other houses."

A correspondent of a well-

known English paper published
in India has given us an
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equally striking picture of the

ravages of the pestilence in

the Punjab:
" To dismiss this epidemic with the

statement that the people of the Pun-
jab have been dying from it for some
time past at the rate of 50,000 a-week
gives but a faint idea of the deserted

villages, the crops rotting upon the

ground over wide areas for lack of

men to reap them, and the breaking
up of homes and family life insepar-
able from such a calamity. The
people have learnt to quit their

villages and to camp out in the

open when the disease appears ;
and

the worst is now over for the year,
since the hot winds of May invari-

ably reduce the mortality. But the
evil has attained such extraordinary
magnitude that it is affecting the
whole outlook of the people. In
Simla carpenters have become diffi-

cult to procure, because the Jullundur

district, where most of them lived,
has suffered so terribly. The plague
is an undoubted factor, though perhaps
not the principal one, in connection
with the much-discussed unrest. It is

also becoming important in changing
the relations between population and

sustenance, since the survivors inherit
the property of those who succumb,
and grow less inclined in consequence
to work for themselves."

We learn from the same source
that

" the natives of Rawulpindi who
have relations in the plague-infected
villages will not go to tend their sick

;

others have left the corpses or be-

longings of deceased relatives to the

mercy of the village rather than risk

plague. Firewood is not obtainable
to burn the dead, so timber from the
houses is being utilised, and many
Hindus are burying their dead."

As it was in Europe in the
fourteenth century so it is now
in the Punjab. Men's minds
lose their balance, and the

masses, driven to frenzy by
the contemplation of scenes of

woe and desolation, become a

prey to the political agitator
and religious fanatic. In the

fourteenth century, during the

prevalence of the Black Death,
the Jews were massacred whole-

sale, because they were supposed
to have poisoned the wells and
so caused the plague. In the

Punjab a grave suspicion has
arisen among the ignorant
masses that the plague is due
to the English having poisoned
the wells. In Europe the hatred

produced by privation, distrust,
and suspicion showed itself in

popular commotions, as it has
showed itself in the Land of

the Five Rivers. The chief hope
for the peace and contentment
of the Punjab lies in the success

of the measures taken for the
deliverance of its people from
the plague.
The spread of the plague

from the Punjab and other
afflicted provinces is a vital

danger. To take every measure
to prevent it is an importunate
duty. It is now accepted that
the importation of plague into a

healthy locality can be effected

by an infected human being,
or an infected rat, or infected

clothes. The association be-

tween plague and rats, Dr
Simpson reminds us, is no
modern theory. He tells us

that there is in the British

Museum a coin of the Emperor
Lucius Verus, struck at Perga-
mum in Asia Minor during a

plague epidemic, and represents

^Esculapius with a rat at his

feet and a small human figure

standing by with his arms out-

stretched in the attitude of

fear and worship.
" In the same collection," Dr Simp-

son says, "there is a medallion of
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the Emperor Antoninus struck in

commemoration of the erection of a

temple to ./Esculapius on the Tiberine
island at Rome. Plague was epidemic
in Home, and a mission was sent to

the temple of ^Esculapius atEpidaurus
to ask for advice. The advice given
by the ^sculapian priests was ap-

parently to destroy the rats, for on
the reverse side of the coin is the

return of. the mission with a ser-

pent, being welcomed by the river

god."

Snakes are destroyers of

rats, and in Asia Minor, and

elsewhere, harmless snakes
were kept in houses and

temples no doubt for that

purpose, as well as objects of

worship. Not only rats, but
also dogs, fowls, and pigs were
held to be agents in spreading
the disease. John Philip In-

grassias of Palermo, physician,
states that when the town was
attacked by plague in 1537,
" an excellent measure was

proposed and carried out. All

dogs, cats, and other animals
that might convey the plague
from one house to another were
to be destroyed." During the

plague in London it was ordered
that "no hogs, dogs, pigeons,
or conies shall be suffered to be

kept within any part of the

city." The relationship be-

tween the epizootic of rats and

plague which was formerly
suspected has now been estab-

lished. The isolation of the
bacillus has led to the discovery
of Haffkine's prophylactic.

In 1893 Monsieur Haffkine
went out to India with the

object of testing there a
method of cholera inoculation
which he had elaborated at
the Pasteur Institute in Paris.

"Like the honourable man he

is," said Lord Lister, "he

experimented first on him-
self." At Calcutta he first

taught his system to the

medical men in India. There
were many who doubted
whether it would prove ap-
plicable to cholera. Haffkine,

however, felt confidence in his

method, and he proceeded to

the United Provinces and the

Punjab, and in the burning
heat of an Indian summer he
rode from village to village

preaching and explaining the

benefits of his method, and

carrying out the operation

upon thousands. In 1895 he
went to Cachar and Sylhet,
and during the monsoon, when
the whole country is trans-

formed into one continuous

swamp, he travelled in country
boats, destitute of every ordin-

ary comfort, in order to visit the

tea-gardens and inoculate the
coolies. Then the deadly Assam
fever struck him down, and
he had to leave India to recruit.

As Lord Lister said :
" He

pursued his object, in spite of

wellnigh insurmountable diffi-

culties, with an enthusiastic

perseverance and a heroic

self-devotion which should
never be forgotten." His
efforts were crowned with
success. On his return to

India plague had now begun
to devastate Bombay, and
Haffkine turned his attention

to discovering a prophylactic
which would check its ravages.
In cholera a living vaccine is

employed, but Haffkine, with
his cholera experience, realised

the importance of endeavour-

ing to discover a chemical
vaccine. " The reason for this

was the distribution of the
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plague in numerous villages
and small towns, and the im-

possibility of obtaining a

sufficiently large number of

bacteriologists to prepare and
use a living vaccine." After

pursuing several lines of re-

search, he has prepared a
material which, having been
tested by many experiments
under varied conditions, has
been proved not only to give an

immunity against attack, but
also at the same time to

diminish fatality when an
attack has occurred. The
most striking example of the

value of Haffkine's prophy-
lactic is given by Lieutenant-
Colonel Cunningham, I.M.S.,
who inoculated nearly half the

population of a small plague-
stricken village in the Um-
balla district of the Punjab.
Colonel Cunningham, after de-

scribing the circumstances con-

nected with the inoculation,
writes :

"Out of 312 inoculated, 13 con-

tracted plague and 4 died ; whilst

amongst 471 uninoculated people, 51

got plague and 34 died." He adds :

"If we could conceive a relative

amount of immunity from death and

plague throughout the Punjab, what
a difference it would make in the ex-

perience of thousands of families and
in the population of the province.
Even if this Umballa district, with
its population of 763,250, had been

thoroughly inoculated, these figures
show that about 20,000 of the 26,551
deaths from plague that season might
have been averted. This and previous
experiences would justify the revival

of an extensive inoculation campaign
throughout the country."

Examples might be multi-

plied of the success of Haff-

kine's prophylactic as a pro-
tective against the plague.

No one claims for it absolute

faultlessness.

"
But," to use the words of Lord

Curzon, "that inoculation has saved
thousands and thousands of lives that

would otherwise have been lost, that

it gives to the patient a more than
reasonable chance of recovery, that in

spite of its theoretical conflict with
the conservatism of Indian feeling,
and with the traditions of Nativfe

medicine, the majority of the most

distinguished Native medical prac-
titioners in this country are already
in its favour, and that more and more
converts are being made from the
remainder each day, these are pro-
positions which I believe to be im-

possible to dispute."

Mr Haffkine has won a place
in the goodly fellowship of men
who have given their time and
labour to the work of bringing
all the resources of science to

bear upon the diminution of

physical suffering and the de-

struction of disease. Lord

Lister, one of the foremost
of the noble company, con-

sidered Haffkine "has rendered
an enormous service to India,
and through India to Britain."

He added: "The loving self-

devotion with which he put his

life in jeopardy for years and

injured his health, the loving
self - devotion with which he
worked against plague, is

simply heroic."

On the 20th of July Lord
Curzon, while in England, dur-

ing the interval between his

first and second terms of office,

was presented with the Free-
dom of the City of London,
and in his reply to the address
of the City Chamberlain said :

" You have your suffering and
destitution, but you have not such
an appalling visitor as the plague,
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the plague, now in its seventh year
in India, defying analysis, defeating
the utmost efforts of medical skill

and administrative energy, inscrut-

able in its origin, merciless in its

ravages, sweeping off, as our records

show, very often thousands in a day
and tens of thousands in a week."

These words supply the key
to the policy pursued by the

Government of India during
the later years of Lord Cur-
zon's administration. They are

remarkable words, coming from
a ruler of infinite courage and
infinite energy. It would be

impossible to give Lord Curzon
and his Council too much
credit for the strenuous meas-

ures taken by them for com-

bating plague when the scourge
first invaded India. It would
be impossible to give too much
credit to the executive and
medical officers, to the volun-

teers, European and Native,
who " with unwavering cour-

age, and with the purest self-

sacrifice," as Lord Curzon said,

waged the battle against "the
foul fiend that was encamped
in your midst." But as years
rolled on and the enemy was
not annihilated, the unfortunate
belief arose that the plague was

beyond administrative energy,
and as certain imprudent
measures had led to serious

disturbances, the Government
of India determined to adopt
the policy of laissez-faire. But,
as in the case of famine, this

policy has failed. It is a

principle which cannot be

safely applied to ignorant
masses who have for centuries

been deprived of self-govern-
ment. Year by year since the
Government of India adopted
the laissez-faire policy the

number of deaths has in-

creased and the discontent has
become more formidable. The
Government of India are now
called upon either to stand by
and witness the deaths of hun-
dreds of thousands of their

subjects, or to aid the people
in combating the foe. The

problem is a difficult and deli-

cate one. It cannot be solved

by Government. It cannot be
solved by the people. But we
believe it can be solved by
the Government and the people

working in harmony.
In July 1905 the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians a distin-

guished body which commands
the respect of educated men in

all parts of the civilised world

presented a Memorandum
on Plague to Mr Brodriok,
who was then Secretary of

State for India. The Memor-
andum, after drawing atten-

tion " to the grave danger, not

only to India but to all parts
of the Empire, which arises

from an epidemic of such vast

proportions and prolonged
duration," offered suggestions
for the more effective preven-
tion of the disease. It recom-
mended that

"in the first instance, four or five

administrative centres might be or-

ganised in places which have been

yearly attacked with plague. A
Medical Department should be

formed, the officers of which should
be familiar with the language and
customs of the people. This De-

partment should consist of officers of

the medical services in India as well
as the physicians sent out for special

plague duty. These should direct

and supervise a numerous corps of

Native medical persons male and
female."

It was further suggested that
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this special service should be

divided into an intelligence

branch, an administrative

branch, and a laboratory
research branch, and that

its operations should be

directed by a special Plague
Department at Headquarters.
The Memorandum was for-

warded by Mr Brodrick to

Lord Curzon's Government
for an expression of their

views, on the 18th of August
1905. In a Blue Book,

' Cor-

respondence regarding Meas-
ures for the Prevention of

Plague,' recently published, we
have the views of the Govern-
ment of India expressed in a

letter, dated Simla, May 2,

1907, and a despatch from the

Secretary of State for India,
dated 26th of July 1907, reply-

ing to the letter of the Home
Department of the Government
of India. It is both interesting
and useful to compare the two
documents. The letter is

clever, but it is wanting in

the qualities which ought to

be found in a State Paper dis-

cussing a very important sub-

ject. The following might well

have been omitted: "At the

moment, therefore, when the
Memorandum of the Royal
College of Physicians reached

us, we were prepared to wel-
come any practical suggestion
from any source." A communi-
cation from the Royal College
of Physicians does not come
from "any source," but from a

specially qualified source. The
letter proceeds to state that,

"Unfortunately, however, the

Memorandum contained noth-

ing with which we were un-

acquainted," and that the
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCIV.

signatories,
" in their advocacy

of a campaign on Western

lines, appeared to us rather

to lose sight of the fact that

the conditions of life in the

East differ in material respects
from those obtaining in ad-

vanced European countries."

In the Memorandum there is

no trace of an advocacy of a

campaign on Western lines.

Two of the signatories are ac-

quainted with India, and a

third, Sir Patrick Manson, is

well acquainted with the con-

dition of life in the East. The
letter goes on to say

"We could not forget the complete
failure of the early efforts of the

Government of India, when they
concentrated the -whole available

force of their medical services, rein-

forced by large numbers of troops
and civilian volunteers on the limited

areas attacked by plague in 1897,
nor could we ignore the evidence
that in most cases those efforts have,
even in a wealthy city and among
an educated and intelligent com-

munity not unaccustomed to European
methods and ideas, been productive
rather of harm than of good."

The allusion is to Bombay
and Poona. The use of troops
was, however, a stupendous
act of folly. It only produced
alarm and hostility, which a

trained sanitary service under
the command of a district

officer accustomed to the

people would not have done.

The Home Department goes on
to explain that they consulted
the local Governments on the

suggestions of the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians regarding
organisation, and that they
were practically unanimous in

condemning the special organ-
isation suggested in the Mem-
orandum.

2p
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" The local Governments," the letter

states, "point out that suitable or-

ganizations for coping with the epi-
demic already exist, and that, although
the executive may need strengthening
in many cases, it is not desirable to

strengthen it by importing physicians
from England, who would necessarily
be ignorant of the language and cus-

toms of the people and very ill-quali-
fied to direct measures which may
involve interference with religious

usage and provoke a popular out-

break."

The organisation for coping
with the epidemic can hardly
be very suitable if 4,000,000
of human beings have died dur-

ing the past five years. The
Memorandum proposed that " a

Medical Department should be

formed, the officers of which
should be familiar with the

language and customs of the

people." The staff was to

consist of the officers of the

Indian Medical Service and a
few specialists sent from Eng-
land. The specialists could be

employed inbacteriologicalwork
until they became acquainted
with the language and customs
of the people. But it will be

impossible to guard against
measures being taken contrary
to the religious prejudices and
customs of the people, unless

the Collectors or Heads of the
District on whom depend the

prosperity and contentment of

the people are made respon-
sible for the operations carried

out in their districts. The
Madras Government, which has
been the only Government that
has been successful in checking
the ravages of plague, has made
this a cardinal feature in its

plan of campaign. In a letter

from the Madras Government
to the Home Department of the

Government of India we find

the following :

"The Sanitary Commissioner, as

the chief adviser of Government, is

at the head of the plague adminis-
tration in the Presidency, and the

district Collectors are held respon-
sible for the operations carried out in

their districts. The '

Plague Officers
3

and ' Assistant Plague Officers
'

in-

clude the executive authorities of the

district, subordinate to the Collector,

together with the District Medical
and Sanitary Officers and other med-
ical officers or private physicians who
may be employed for the duty."

The letter, which is highly
valuable and informing, gives
a detailed account of the

methods adopted in the Madras

Presidency in the three direc-

tions (1. Intelligence Branch;
2. Sanitary Branch, working
practical measures on the scene

of an outbreak
;

3. Bacterio-

logical Branch) indicated by
the Royal College of Physicians,
and the Governor in Council

believes that the account " will

show that these give effect

substantially to the objects
which the Royal College of

Physicians consider would be

the aim of a properly designed
system of dealing with plague."
With regard to the creation of

an independent central autho-

rity, or headquarters depart-
ment, the Madras Government

points out that some years

ago they constituted a special

department in the local gov-
ernment secretariat, and they
add

"So long as plague is confined in

this Presidency to its presentcompara-
tively small dimensions, no further

specialisation of authority seems
needed. If, however, the disease

should spread widely, the Governor
in Council agrees that the appoint-
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ment of a special officer with large

powers would be desirable, just as a

special Famine Commissioner is ap-

pointed when a devastating famine
has declared itself."

We also learn that twelve

years ago the Madras Govern-
ment established classes for the

training of educated natives as

sanitary inspectors, and "that
since the outbreak of plague in

1898 men have been specially
trained for plague work, that

the training given has been

progressively improved, and
that every effort is being made
to advance the knowledge im-

parted." The other local

governments now recognise
that the general sanitary ser-

vice requires development, and
that in this respect the needs
of the times can be met by the

employment of natives of the

country. This is in accord

with the suggestion of the

Royal College of Physicians,
that the Plague Department
" should direct and supervise
a numerous corps of Native
medical persons, male and
female." At the close of

their letter the Government
of India give in brief their

policy :

" We have carefully considered the

suggestions of the Royal College of

Physicians in the light of the remarks
made by the local governments, and
have come to the decision that in the

administration of plague we must

rely, at any rate for the present, upon
improvedsanitation in towns, and upon
the co-operation of the people in the

evacuation of villages, the destruc-

tion of rats, and such other measures
as our further investigations may
suggest."

The Secretary of State for

India, however, does not ap-

prove of the thinly disguised

laissez-faire policy of the Gov-
ernment of India. He writes :

"I desire to record my sense

of the service which the Royal
College of Physicians have

rendered, and of the obliga-
tion which rests on the re-

sponsible authorities to ex-

haust every possible means
of combating plague." He
allows that the Government
of India can speak with un-
rivalled authority as to what
measures are expedient and
can be enforced with good
results.

"But the fact that plague has been

fatally active in India over 11 years,
that the number of victims exceeds

5j millions, that its virulence is un-
abated and its progress uncontrolled,

necessarily give rise to doubt as to

whether everything that can be done
has been done by the responsible au-

thorities, and whether the last word
of medical science and administrative

skill has really been said."

After expressing a wish that

the efforts of the Government
of India were attended with a

greater measure of success, the

Secretary of State for India

writes :

" The conclusion expressed in the

Resolution of January, 1906, that ' in

the last resort all preventive meas-
ures depend for their success upon
the hearty co-operation of the people
themselves,' while it defines the con-

ditions of success, does not affect the

obligation resting upon the govern-

ing powers of the country to en-

deavour to improve the quality of

these measures, and win acceptance

by skilled and considerate adminis-

tration. I desire that no effort

should be spared to arrest the

spread of the disease by means

acceptable to the people, and to

give aid to the sufferers."
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The letter which his Majesty
the King has addressed to the

Viceroy regarding the plague
in India is a fresh example of

his tender solicitude for the

welfare of all classes of his

Indian subjects. The letter

will appeal to an Oriental,
because no one is better able

to discover that it is not

merely the formal condolence

of a monarch, but it is the

natural expression of a sym-
pathetic and sincere man.
There is no flower of rhetoric :

the Emperor, in homely words,
tells his Viceroy that he has
followed with anxious interest

the course of that epidemic of

plague by which India has
for eleven years past been so

sorely afflicted, "and I am
deeply moved when I think
of the misery that has been
borne with such silent patience
in all those stricken homes."
It is, says his Majesty, his

earnest hope and prayer that

the further measures now be-

ing prepared by the Viceroy
may be crowned with merci-
ful success. In carrying out
a vigorous policy the Govern-
ment of India will also have the
cordial support of the British

nation. The suppression of

the plague in India, and the

mitigation of the sufferings of

our fellow-subjects, is a matter
which concerns our public in-

terest and our national repu-
tation.
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THE GRAND TOUR AFTER BLENHEIM.

OF the way in which Eng-
lishmen could and did swagger
about Europe for twenty years
after the battle of Waterloo we
have ample evidence in the

not untruthful pages of early
Victorian romance. Lever's

Colonel Haggerstone follows

closely in the footsteps of

Kawdon Crawley, and some-
where in a forgotten early
number of ' Household Words '

there is a terrible picture of

the British Philistine in an
Italian theatre flaunting his

flannel shirt and his check
tweeds in the midst of the

neat - coated Neapolitan no-

bility. That manner has

passed, save in the lurid im-

agination of foreign play-

wrights. The Englishman in

an Italian theatre dresses

better and certainly behaves
better than the natives, and
the man who nowadays on the

Continent looks at you with
"curse you, who are you?"
written on every feature is no

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCV.

longer a Briton : he is a

Prussian official. But there

was a time when English
prestige, though not so bla-

tantly represented, was as

great all over Europe as after

Waterloo and that was
after Blenheim.
We must remember of that

time that never till then since

Agincourt had English arms
won a decisive victory on the

continent of Europe ;
that the

French army was as arrogant
of its final superiority as the

German is now; and that in

1705 twenty thousand of those

matchless troops lay, in part
yet but half buried, on the

slopes of Blenheim, a spectacle
for the world, and we can

partly understand what the

awe of England was : the
strains of " Marlbrook s'en va-

t-en guerre" yet survive to

prove the dread which the

consummate general and his

surprising army had inspired.
So it came to pass that

2Q
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Queen Anne's Secretary of

State, commoner though he

was, could make his two sons

respected, and even feted and

entertained, in every small

Court and not a few of the

great ones of Europe. The
record of their travels lies

before us in some seventy
letters written during their

four years' Grand Tour by
their travelling tutor. The
tour itself was an ordinary one

enough, through Holland, Ger-

many, Switzerland, and Italy
of course omitting hostile

France. But the interest of

the journey lies in the circum-
stances of the time, and also

in the character of the bear-

leader, who is already known
to readers of 'Maga' as the

ingenuous Huguenot who
piloted his pupils through the

Grand Tour of England and
left his records in a Gloucester-

shire Justice-room. 1

His name was Patron. On
his English journeys he had
not found its brevity prejudi-
cial. On the contrary, it had
a certain masterful appearance
to English eyes ; but when he
came to mix with refugee
marquises and vicomtes in

Switzerland he besought his

employer to call him "De
Blainville,"

" after the name
of an estate which I once

possessed
"

;
and " Patron de

Blainville," or preferably "De
Blainville," he henceforward
was. So Smyth becomes

Ponsonby-Trevelyan, after the

name of two grandmothers
whom he once possessed. But
as De Blainville the good man

made some name in literature,

for while he was writing these

delightful letters he was work-

ing all the time industriously
at his book of ' Travels.' The
' Travels

' had a curious history.
Written in French, they were
never published during the

author's lifetime, but thirty

years after his death they fell

into the clutches of Grub
Street, which translated them
"
by several hands." The chief

" hand " was John Lockman,
who had "learned French by
frequenting Slaughter's Coffee-

house," and who approves his

efficiency by translating 'Le
Festin de Pierre

'

(the name of

the current French version of
' Don Juan

')
as ' The Feast of

Peter.' 'La derniere chemise

d'Amour '

for ' Love's Last
Shift' can scarcely excel this.

But, in spite of such inepti-

tudes, the work, in three thick

quarto volumes, ran through
two editions, with an interval

of ten years between. The
reason seems to be that it

teems with scandalous anec-

dote, to the detriment of all

Papists and of the proud pre-
latical princes of the High
Germany, such as might fur-

nish a perfect promptuarium
of slander to the Whig pul-

piteers and pamphleteers of

the time of George II.

But these letters show M.
Patron in a better and more

dignified light. He is after all

a gentleman though a poor
one, a little high - flown in

language perhaps, but still

quite capable of defending
himself when necessary against

'In a Gloucestershire Justice-Room,"
' Blackwood's Magazine,' Feb. 1907.
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the niggardly cavillings of his

employer, and, what is more, of

reducing him to silence.

The letters date from

January 1705 to December

1708, and to them is attached
a priceless collection of bills

for clothing and expenses, all

the way from Marie Richard
of Rotterdam round to Carl
Hainckelin of Berlin four

years after, with every item

specified. The only thing we
lack is an exact account of

travelling expenses. In one
instance only, presently to be

noted, do we find these speci-

fied, and there they seem re-

markably small. The travellers

did not, as they would have
done a hundred years later,

take their own carriage and
travel in it, hiring horses ; they

preferred to take the ordinary
"post." There were regular

stages already marked out, all

over Germany at least, with

post-houses where it was pos-
sible to hire horses and chaises :

there were even diligences, or

something like them, running
in many parts, and only poor
war-swept Bavaria was re-

garded as unsafe for travellers.

Yet a great European war was

raging in three countries of

the Continent.
But to return to our travel-

lers. They first report their

crossing to Rotterdam, and
from a later letter we find that

they had with them an Italian

Count, whom a brisk wind sent

upon his knees to call upon
every saint in his calendar for

which, meeting them in Rome
long after, he was mightily
ashamed of himself. But at

Rotterdam they first embark

upon the endless expenditure
on "mousseline" and "batiste"

(for ruffles and manchettes),
which cost their poor father

so much before they returned.

Mousseline is 40 sous the ell;

batiste is 18 francs ;
and be-

tween the two Marie Richard
adds them up in a few items
a bill for 105 livres ("livres
tournois

"
practically francs,

say 10 of present value). So

caparisoned, they presented
themselves at The Hague, where

they were received with high
consideration by Stanhope the

envoy and D'Ayrolles, still dis-

tinguishable, by the apostrophe,
from his son, the central fig-
ure in Chesterfield's death-bed
scene ("Give Dayrolles a chair,"
he said, and died).
The letters fail for a while

at this point, but the Journal
fills up the gap occupied by a

journey from The Hague by
Amsterdam and Amersfoort
and Diisseldorf to Cologne.
And here we find one of the

few notices of the manner
of travelling.

" "We set out from Amsterdam, at

the opening of the gates, in our post-

chariot, as they call it. These
machines are very high mounted,
mounted, one may say, upon stilts :

besides, they are adorn'd without with
certain moving pieces of iron which
make a terrible rattling. In other

respects they are convenient enough
if they were hung with springs, and
were not a ladder necessary to get
up into them, of which one is

fastened to each door."

Yet in this old rattle-trap
they covered the twenty-five
miles to Amersfoort before

midday, and came without
adventure to Diisseldorf (we
hear nothing of frontiers or
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customs), and there they found

the Court of that very new-

fledged potentate the Elector

of Pfalz-Neuburg, the successor

of those mighty Protestant

champions, the Palatines of

the Rhine. They raged to see

the state he kept, and fumed
when they were but admitted
to see this princeling dine, and
him a Papist, too ! To avoid

such Eights De Blainville

hurried them on to Cologne,
where they found compensa-
tions. They were royally en-

treated by the Dutch envoy,
and entertained to dinner and
a deal of loose talk by the

Bishop of Raab, a prince of

the House of Saxony, who had,
he told them, once been a

Lutheran, but like other princes
of the time had found that

Confession unprofitable. And
here we find the first evidence

of what must have been the

really wonderful musical talent

of the younger of De Blain-

ville's pupils. We may put
down much to politeness and
much to flattery of the all-

conquering English, but surely
the lad of eighteen who was
asked by the great Corelli

himself to play with him in

a quartette it was at Rome
some two years after this must
have been no mean musician.

Yet the hospitable treatment
which he received from Popish
bishops and Jesuit fathers at

Cologne could not quench the

Huguenot's fanatic zeal. For

pages of his Journal he de-

scants upon the folly of the

legend of the Eleven Thousand

Virgins, mingling arguments
with jests not always very
seemly, and ending up with
the astounding statement that

in all England, in his belief,

it would be impossible to pro-
duce the required number for

such a pilgrimage,
" unless at

an age for which there needs
no cautionry." In his letters

he is more careful : the Secre-

tary is a moderate man (as one
must needs be who would serve

successively and successfully
under a Charles, a James, a

William, and an Anne), and
after all mass might again be

sung in St James's. So the
tutor contents himself with

girds at the Lutherans, whom
he hates to the full as much as

the Papists, and who are, he

says, quite as filled with per-

secuting rage. Why, at Frank-
fort the Calvinists are so

harried that they have to go
outside the city to worship :

the Lutheran services, which
are ridiculed at every oppor-

tunity, have in them " as many
kyrie eleisons as in the liturgy

you know where," and a
Lutheran baptism is described

in terms which are nothing
less than ribald. No wonder
Bossuet could find material for

his treatise on the Dissensions

of the Reformed.

They went up the Rhine to

Mainz, and remained as insen-

sible to the beauties of that

river not yet bordered with
breweries as was ever an
ancient Roman : only flat

Coblenz and Ehrenbreitstein

detained them awhile (De
Blainville had ever a pretty
taste in fortification : long
after, his main complaint of

Loretto was that it was ill-

fortified), but all the Rhine
towns were poor tumbledown

places. Their first real goal
was comfortable Frankfort.
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Frankfort was kind to the

English travellers and to their

letters of credit ; and here they
found "Young D'Avenant," a

gay young English blood, who
was leading so reckless a life

that the bearleader carefully

kept his cubs from his society,
but was glad to borrow his

books for them, and himself to

accept his kindness. So far

their journey, lasting three
months and a half, had cost

140 pistoles, which, reckoning
the pistole at 8s. 4d., is by no
means extravagant. But pre-

cisely at this point the Secre-

tary of State is seized with

qualms of economy : he wants
an account of every denier

expended, and poor De Blain-

ville has to explain that he is

already exterminating himself
with his letters and his Jour-

nal; yet for this once he will

draw up such an account. So
far the tutor is very piteous :

he has not yet turned to bay,
he humbly thanks the Sec-

retary for drinking the three
travellers' health at table

surely the cheapest form of

benevolence, and assures him
that though they read every
book they can lay their hands

on, they never are so extrava-

gant as to buy one, they
always borrow. Tauchnitz
must have starved in such

days. Yet economically as

they have lived, he boasts that

they have received the highest
consideration at every Court.

Bishop Burnet had said he
found it difficult to gain ad-

mission to palaces. A fig for

Burnet ! He, Patron de Blain-

ville, lui chetif, had forced the
entree of every Court so far.

And this appears to be strictly

correct : the Courts, 'tis true,

were no great ones; but the

ecclesiastical princes of the

Rhine had been especially
courteous their chamberlains
even obsequious to the Eng-
lishmen. Only De Blainville

forgets that Marlbrook as a

tutelary genius was lacking
to poor Burnet, who was a

score of years too early.
Once only were they treated

with discourtesy. Starting
from Frankfort with a coach
and six they came to Asch-

affenburg, where they hoped
to be received by Prince Louis
of Baden, who, however, sent

them word that he was busy,
and expected to be so for some

days to come. In high dudge-
on they posted on, De Blain-

ville freeing his mind by scoffs

at the famous paintings of

Aschaffenburg.
"
This," says

he, meaning Rembrandt's al-

leged Ecce Homo, "put me in

mind of a droll fancy of an
Italian painter to humour the

Duke of Urbino in a painting
of the sacrifice of Isaac, where-
in the painter had roosted poor
Isaac at the top of a tree, the

Father of the Faithful at a long
distance takes aim at him with
a long fowling-piece. But how
prevent his killing him ? The
Painter had taken care of

that. An angel descends from

heaven, and "
well, spoils the

powder as Gulliver spoiled the

conflagration at Lilliput,
" and so the Gun misgives :

Abraham primes again, but
kills instead of his son a large
owl, which had perched upon
the tree." For this amazing
piece of art history no au-

thority is quoted. De Blain-

ville did certainly see some
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curious examples of realistic

painting in Italy, but he does

not mention them in his polite
letters : he reserves them for

his Journal, which is plenti-

fully salted with such stories,

and with wild legends of the

lewdness of Popish ecclesi-

astics, and the follies of mir-

acle-mongers. It would be

interesting to know if we have
here the first English version

of the story of St Vincent de
Ferrier seeing a mason fall

from a roof, and commanding
him to stop in mid-air till he
could run home to his convent
and get leave to perform a
miracle ; which being conceded
he let that mason down gently,

"permissu superiorum."
Nor does the tutor do more

in these letters than hint at

an orgie at Wiirzburg. There

they naturally visited that
most picturesque of fortresses,
the Marienberg, and were wel-

comed by the commandant,
who told them such a string of

lies about the capture of the

stronghold by the Swedes in

the Thirty Years' War,
" when

all the garrison were drunk,"
that it is difficult to believe

that he had not himself been

birling at the wine already.
The fortifications he cared not
to show them

; the cellars were
his show -place, and after

having somewhat bemused
them with tasting of the wine
of different casks of vast size,

he announced to them that a
collation was prepared. The
collation proved to consist of

a halfpenny worth of peppery
hors d'ceuvres of a thirsty
nature, and an intolerable deal
of sack, which made the sober

Frenchman and his boys very
ill. A day or two after, visit-

ing the Bishop's palace, they
were tempted in like manner

by the governor there, but De
Blainville put him off with the

somewhat mysterious formula,
" Nescio vos

"
; at which not

unnaturally "il parut un peu
malsatisfait.

" The bishop they
could not see, and so did not

tarry long, but went their way
to Bamberg. On the way
they were extricated from an
awkward position by their

coachman, who represented to

the peasants that they were
officials of the Bishop of Wiirz-

burg, upon which the "poor
hoydens," as the tutor (or Grub

Street) gracefully calls them,

put shoulder to wheel and
hoisted the carriage out of the

ditch, De Blainville taking
occasion thence to descant

upon the miserable slavery of

these serfs of the crozier. For
ecclesiasticism in general he
showed his contempt at Bam-

berg, where he and his were
most hospitably received by
the bishop's brother, a scion of

the great house of Sohonborn,
who, notwithstanding that

"il eut une medecine dans le

corps," talked Anglophilia to

them for an hour and invited

them to dinner. The next day
De Blainville, being shown a

soi-disant altar of gold in the

treasury of the cathedral, took

out a penknife and drove it deep
into the precious relic, thus ele-

gantly demonstrating that it

was but gilded wood, and soft

wood at that. Such deeds have

always added to the Briton's

popularity, as well after Blen-

heim as after Waterloo.
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Hardly less ingratiating was
his conduct at Nuremberg,
which he found an interesting

place enough (though badly
fortified), were it not for the
"
Spanish pride

"
of its inhab-

itants. He was refused per-
mission to see the arsenal, and

avenges himself by the remark
that he believes the 300 pieces
of cannon alleged to be there

have all been sold by the
senators. But he and his

pupils who we will hope only
followed his lead here devised
a form of amusement worthy
of 'Arry himself. They lay in

wait for city councillors, and
when they could catch two,
tall - hatted and beruffed, in a

carrosse together, the courte-

ous Englishmen would lean out

of their carriage window and
bow. Then, Lord ! what sport
it was to see the two heads
thrust out of one window
to return the salutation, and
the two great ruffs jostling

together. But the trail of the

serpent is over even such
flowers of merriment as this.

Relations with the burghers
became strained; in fact, De
Blainville discovered that his

room had been found prefer-
able to his company. He re-

taliates by very risky stories

of the matrons of Nuremberg,
and by a virtuously indignant
account of a terrible drinking
scene which he was admitted
to behold when the burghers
entertained their chief cus-

tomers the merchants of St
Gall in Switzerland. He
grudges them even their poor
cakes and ale. The churches

are "musty pieces of antiq-

uity
"

; their walls and towers

he understands not, but it

rejoices him to think that they
are terribly afraid of the King
of Prussia !

At Nuremberg they received

the news of the death of poor
persecuted Emperor Leopold.
One might have thought the

Huguenot would have had a

good word for King Lewis's

enemy. But no ! religious
venom carries it. He was but
"a little Baboon"; "may his

soul rest in peace, for he was
a hearty Loyolist and a violent

persecutor of heretics." His

successor, Joseph, it is inter-

esting to learn, was said to have

suppressed 20,000 sinecures

about the Court of Vienna at

his accession !

At Augsburg, still a city of

bankers and canons, they were
received with distinguished re-

spect, much enhanced when

my lord of Shrewsbury ar-

rived and showed himself most

gracious to the lads. The
bankers were charmed to

honour the Secretary's drafts,

and the canons were enchanted

by the younger brother's skill

in music. For four hours or

more he delighted his audi-

ence by his performance on
the harpsichord, and when he

played the organ in the cath-

edral the dignitaries, who had
been listening en cachette, came
forth to surround him with

congratulations. One wonders
what became of this musical
talent when the young per-
former sank a few years later

into the position of a cornet
of horse. It procured him an
invitation to the house of the

canonesses of St Stephen a

piece of civility which the tutor
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repaid by unspeakable insinu-

ations as to the poor ladies'

manners and morals.

Avoiding Swabia, as still

exposed to French invasion,
our travellers took their way
by Lindau (a "dismal hole")
and the lake to Constance a

"poor place," but affording

opportunity for much second-

hand history for the ' Travels.'

The Falls of the Khine they
found passably good, and so

we come, with much anti-

quarian padding and small-

talk, to Geneva, where " Messrs
vos fils

"
are to study for a

year or more this being for

the time the centre of culture

next best to irreconcilable

France. Here, too, they had
the advantage of the Secre-

tary's commendation to some
amiable refugees the Marquis
d'Arzilliers and his family.
Now for the first time we

have the young gentlemen's
tailors' and haberdashers' bills

and the last are portentous
for the time. There is no more
mousseline and batiste; but
there are gloves by the dozen
and hairpowder by the hun-

dredweight. Of the first,

Suzanne Dacier sold them,
between July and December
1705, forty-three pair, and for

these and for powder and for

the reparation of an infinite

number of shirts (mark the
Briton

!) they paid her just

upon 400 livres, or something
like 80 of present value, for

mere millinery. It is the same
when we come to the clothes

;

it is all the trimmings ;
silk

is cheap and coats and breeches
of that stuff cost very little;
but there are nine dozen

buttons for the coats and
twelve dozen for the waistcoats

(they must have looked like

Mr Chevalier's costers), sixteen

ells of silver cord and two
ells of gold lace. The climax
comes with the waistcoats.

De Blainville has to tell his

patron with many deprecatory
words that cloth - of -

gold a

fleurs is your only wear for

gentlemen, and cloth - of -
gold

cost 100 livres the ell and cloth-

of - silver 72. In such trap-

pings, meet for pantomime
princes, did sober English
lads disport themselves in the

streets of Geneva. But it was
the mode, and in this array

they moved in the high-
est circles of the Huguenot
exiles exiles who, if they
could afford such fashions,

could hardly be said to have

given up all for conscience'

sake.

But there were wild young
bloods from England at Geneva
also: "Guillaume Windham,"
" Richard Grosveneur," a Har-

court, son of the Solicitor-

General, and an "esprit dan-

gereux," one Tomson. It is

uncertain if the tutor means
Windham or Harcourt when
he prays for the speedy de-

parture of one of them; but

there is no mistake as to what
he says of the dreaded arrival

of " a son of my lord Blessing-

ton," who anticipated the

Countess of that name in being
"un terrible eveille." Of none
of them would De Blainville

let his pupils see more than
the merest civility demanded.
One could hardly have sup-

posed Geneva a place, like

Peebles, for "sheer fun and
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deevilment," but where there's

a will there's a way.
Indeed the poor lads had

but little time for muoh "fun
and deevilment." The musioal
talents of the younger made him
a welcome guest everywhere ;

but when a certain Marquis du
Quesne and his wife proposed
to establish a weekly musical

evening at the Englishman's
lodgings,

" chez les dames
Turretin," and the tutor sug-

gested this to the Secretary,
that economical parent refused

in most peremptory terms to

encourage such extravagance.
In any case, the boys had

enough to do without concerts :

riding lessons, fencing lessons,

dancing lessons
;
a master for

Italian
;

a master for mathe-
matics

;
another for logic ;

and
even a professor of meat-carv-

ing and of deportment at table.

When to all this the stern

parent added the duty of super-

vising and checking all the

tutor's minutest expenditure,
we are not surprised to find

that the elder lad began to

be troubled with "spasmodic
movements of the head."
Meanwhile De Blainville passes
his life in a perpetual state of

apology for the huge expenses
he has to incur. He grieves to

say that a letter to England
coets a whole crown, though it

takes thirty -six days to get
there. He must give a few
etrennes to the ladies, a few

pourboires to the lackeys, at

the New Year, 1706. He was

obliged to give a dinner for

fourteen on the " Fete de

1'Escalade," but the faithful

Marquis d'Arzilliers had regu-
lated the expenditure. In all

he confesses to have spent,

roughly, 500 during the

twelve months of pilgrimage
from Court to Court, which
does not seem excessive.

But the Koman father was
not satisfied. He demanded a

letter every week : he even
cried " odi ignavos

"
over the

poor lads who were addling
their brains with a dozen
different studies, to which

writing and algebra, each with
a separate master, were now
to be added

;
a drawing-master

was fortunately not to be had,
the only one available having
been starved out by the
Genevese because he was a
Frenchman. But the Secre-

tary went further : he insinu-

ated overcharges on the part
of the tutor and the worm
turned. The Frenchman might
be a foul-mouthed fanatic, but
he was also a gentleman of

sorts a curious mixture of

characteristics still to be found
on the banks of the Seine. " I

should be in despair, Monsieur,"

says he, "if six sous of your
property ever entered wrong-
fully into that poor purse which
Providence has spared me out
of the not inconsiderable sub-

stance I once possessed." He
has actually consulted with his

pupils on every point of ex-

penditure ;
he has never paid a

bill except in their presence
even their teachers'. Of this

last fact he remarks that " no
other governor has ever done
the like

"
a pretty plain indi-

cation that palm-oil was not
unknown after Blenheim. It

is rather disconcerting, after

these brave words, to find him

complaining that he is the
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only tutor in Geneva who has
not received a New Year's gift
from his patron. He has now
taught the young gentlemen
to dress themselves without a

valet
;
and surely that service

at least demands recognition.
Condemned to write one

letter a week, news or no

news, the unfortunate bear-

leader becomes deadly dull.

He fills up his "travaux forces"

with observations on the swift-

ness of the Rhone, and he only
becomes interesting again when
he talks of routes into Italy.
International comity was not

entirely suspended by the war,
for young

" Grosveneur
" had

been able to go direct over the
" St Plomb" Pass with the help
of a passport from the French

Court, where he had some am-

biguous relatives. But even
so the roads are dangerous :

marauders called " blue hus-

sars
"

infest the passes ;
the

Bishop of Basle is at war with

Berne; the Emperor, to gain
some private ends, has laid an

embargo on all Genevese goods
in his dominions

; only
" la

Connetable Colonna," Mazarin's

niece, is closeted with the Duke
of Savoy, and these two potent-
ates are bound sooner or later

to work out the salvation and

peace of Europe. The only
break in the dreary round of

enforced study and evening
assemblies was afforded by the
" Feast of the Escalade "the
commemoration of the last

attempt by Savoy on the

liberties of Geneva, so notably
described in Mr Stanley Wey-
man's romance and Easter.
At the latter the two pupils
were to make their first Com-

munion, and we have a curious

glimpse of the High Church

feeling of Queen Anne's time
when the tutor complains that

only my lords of Shrewsbury
and Bridgewater (both Whigs)
would attend the Genevan ser-

vice. Grosvenors and Wind-
hams, nay, even Tomsons, stood

aloof, and this was not the

only sin to be laid to their

charge : excepting always Mr
Forester, the "

governor
"

of

young Grosvenor, they leave

Geneva without a word of

conge to the hosts by whom
they have been so hospitably
entertained. But De Blainville

will behave better ;
and so for

his sins he did, as we shall see.

The departure to Italy was
deferred for months. No pass-

port could be had from the

King of France, whose armies

were strolling in Lombardy
and besieging little towns in a

very half-hearted fashion. One
was obtainable from Queen
Anne, but that was of use only
in the dominions of her ally the

Emperor, and so to get to Italy

they determined on the mon-
strous circuit back to Augs-
burg, and so by Innsbruck and
the Tirol to the Brenner Pass,
and thence to Venice. Even
that was no safe way. Bavaria
was haunted by

" hussars
" and

ruined peasants. Munich was
in a state of anarchy. The
Elector had removed all his

valuables from the palace, and
the police were paralysed.
Still it was the best way to

Italy.
But even the last few months

of their stay in Geneva were

embittered by the stern father's

demands. They must learn
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German, said the Secretary,
and the tutor answers with ill-

concealed delight that there is

no German teacher to be had.

The Genevese speak only
"French and Savoyard," and
such as trade in Germany
learn only the smattering
necessary for their business.

So there an end. But when
he asks for two suits of livery
for the "

staffieri
" whom they

will have to hire in big Italian

cities, the Secretary puts his

foot down. One livery is

enough. And when we find

that travelling coats for the

two youths cost 419 livres at

Geneva, we are inclined to

agree with his economy. But
all this was nothing to the

terrible catastrophe which
followed. True to his word,
De Blainville prepared to make
his exit from Geneva with
eclat. He had long been hint-

ing at presents for the ladies,
and now, without waiting for

orders, he purchased a " choco-

latiere
" and a small number of

forks, knives, and spoons
sufficient, however, by his own
confession, to cost some 30
to present to Madame d'Arzil-

liers and other hostesses to

whom his pupils were really
much indebted. Yet for some
reason the ladies would have
none of them : they suggested
that De Blainville would find

them useful in the miserable

inns of Italy. But the Secre-

tary was furious. " What !

excite the cupidity of every
knavish innkeeper and every

light-fingered guest by the use-

less display of such wealth !

"

In vain the poor tutor protests
that never throughout his

travels had he let any one see

him produce a gold coin; that

he had only consulted his watch

by stealth. It would appear
that he finally had to sell the

plate back for its weight-value,
and to make up the deficit out

of his own pocket.
But once more their depart-

ure was delayed by the serious

illness of the elder lad, who
fell sick of a fever, which was

cured, not by bleeding for once,
but by "quinia" or "quin-
quina," and his convalescence

was amused by the enchanting
pastime of tracing out the

boundaries of Geneva, Savoy,
and France. He knew more
about the shores of Lake
Leman than the ignorant pre-
tender who had drawn a map
of it. But he was a shy,
nervous lad, very different to

his brother, who was so ex-

ceedingly full of self-respect
that De Blainville and d'Arzil-

liers made it part of the busi-

ness of their lives to "
mortify

"

him a process which even

nowadays might be applied to

many musical prodigies with

good hope of success. At all

events, it succeeded there, for

on leaving Geneva the youthful

genius is reported as "tout a

fait degage de sa personne, et

pas sireplet que j'avois craint."

At last they departed, in

the very depth of winter, and
travelled all round by Solo-

thurn, Basel, and Schaffhausen
to Augsburg, where the poor

governor found his " head-

washing" awaiting him in a

pile of letters, all about that

unlucky
" chocolatiere.

" He
answers with some spirit.

"You speak, sir," says he, "of
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a coffee-pot and half a dozen

spoons as if they were a mule's

burden of plate ; you talk of

coffee and chocolate as if they
were novelties for young
travellers. Let me tell you
that 'Messrs vos fils' have
been long accustomed to them,
and that there is nothing like

chocolate to infuse warmth in

cold and damp weather"; and
after appealing in general to

the golden opinions which he
has won in all the Courts they
have visited, he ends with

dignity :

" I am not ignorant that my thank-
less profession exposes the men of

culture and good birth who have to

follow it to a multitude of annoy-
ances, and especially that they are
held responsible for many things
which they are compelled to do by
unforeseen contingencies. But that
this is the badge of our profession
does not console us for the pain it

causes, especially when we consider
that the most experienced man of

the world can never content his

employers, and that we expose our
lives to all the dangers of travel, or
ruin our health by fatigues and

anxiety for a morsel of bread, and
that a small one, knowing that even
that will perhaps fail us when we
cease to be able to scour the world."

These be brave words, though
a quotation from Virgil with
which they end somehow
gives an air of unreality to

them. But, indeed, nothing
could illustrate their truth
better than the Secretary's
own conduct : he even held
the tutor responsible for the
loss of a letter which he

acknowledges was captured
by the French in a packet-
boat. In short, he is what a
De Blainville of to-day would
describe as "unpayable."

Yet he endorsed the tutor's

next letter "omnia bene":
but this was plainly on account
of a mighty hard bargain which
the latter had driven with
some Italian vetturini, who
were to convey him, his two

pupils, and their faithful Swiss
valet Sambos over the Brenner

by Innsbruck, Trent, Verona,
and Padua, to Venice in two
chaises. They were to be fed

and lodged on the road, and
all for fourteen ducats a-head

say about 6, 10s. for some

twenty days of travelling.
De Blainville was incorrig-

ible about presents : he must
bestow on their banker at

Augsburg a dressing-gown
" of

four pistoles," but as it was a
secondhand one, and was, more-

over, his own, his patron did

not grumble at that. He was

equally incorrigible about his

smoking - room stories ;
and

from Augsburg comes one of

the few that are quotable.
When the French evacuated
that town, he says, they left

no fewer than fifteen hundred
citizens' daughters in a con-

dition in which only ladies

who love their lords desire to

be. On being asked, for bap-
tismal purposes, the name of

the fathers of their children,

they answered with one ac-

cord " Weiss nicht
"

: this was
taken as a real name, and

accordingly, says the tutor,
some thousands of future Augs-
burgers will be known by the

patronymic of " Dontknow."
It would be interesting to know
if there is a word of truth in

this abominable story.
To Venice they came without

mishap through the terrors of
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the Brenner Pass, which the
tutor describes as well deserv-

ing its name of the Burning
Mountain, the peaks around

being veritable Sinais for

thunder and lightning, and
the "pass itself a Valley of the

Shadow of Death. But in

Venice they found the carnival

at its height ;
the Secretary

had many friends among the

patricians, and Mocenigos and
Cornaros vied with each other
in showing kindness to his

sons. They had boxes at the

opera at their disposal well-

nigh every night, and the

younger lad learned to bellow
" cara ! cara !

"
at a favourite

songstress with the loudest of

the young bucks of Venice,

though the lurid behaviour of

these latter in their boxes

fairly scandalised the good
tutor. For the rest, they did

the ordinary round of sight-

seeing Murano and so forth

only plagued by the rain and
wind of a Venetian February.
One amusing adventure they
had. They were no sooner
installed in their inn than
there entered a poet bearing
in a silver dish a sonnet a

sonnet writ impromptu in

honour of the English nobles

by name. Amazed at such

rapid performance, De Blain-

ville looked somewhat closely
at the MS., and found that the

names of course obtained from
the landlord had been simply
filled in in blank spaces, the

whole being a general form of

flattery, to be completed for

any signori Inglesi who might
prove gullible. And when in

addition the silver basin turned
out to be tin, the ineffectual

poet was dismissed with igno-

miny. But the very next day
there appeared a grave man,
leading by the hand a masked

personage (as one ashamed to

be barefaced) whom he intro-

duced as an impoverished
noble. Claiming to belong to

that class himself, De Blain-

ville was moved to contribute
a crown and was vexed there-

after to discover that the poet
and the needy nobleman were
one and the same person !

As at Geneva so at Venice,
the serpent entered in in the

shape of the stravaging English
nobles :

"
gens a fracas, a bals,

et a festins
"

the tutor calls

them, and guards his charges
carefully from intercourse with

them, especially dreading
"my lord Dorset" and a gay
young Lumley of the Scar-

brough family. Of the first he
has to recant his first evil

opinion, and would, indeed,
fain have had more of his

company : but they must hurry
on to Borne, in order, as he

ruefully puts it, to see "idol-

atry in all its glory
"
at Easter.

The Secretary, sitting warm
and comfortable in his arm-
chair at home, suggested Milan
and Genoa as the road to Rome :

but Lombardy was still unsafe,
Milan was actually besieged,
and the tutor was right when
he preferred the route by
Ravenna and the Marches.

Passing through Padua, of

which he tells extraordinary
stories, representing it as

tyrannised over by academic

Mohawks, they came to

Bologna. But between the

two the most cruel of all his

trials befel the afflicted tutor.
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He seems to have caught a

genuine Italian fever. Three

times was he brought out of

the calash and laid upon cloaks

by the roadside to die, and

three times he rose up again.
At Bologna he summoned his

pupils to his bedside : he im-

parted to them his last counsels,

and instructed them how to

get to Rome, when, eccovil

in a trice the man is well

again, having had the sense

not to call in an Italian doctor.

Presently he was on the road

afresh, and jotting down his

observations. They are not

very valuable: he does cer-

tainly say something of Byzan-
tine architecture at Ravenna ;

he does notice the ^Emilian

Way ; but he is more taken up
with scandalous old stories, as

about Catherine of Sforza and
her petticoats, and above all,

with his craze for fortification.

So even at Loretto, after a

lively enough story of two
Jesuits who had told him the

history of the "Santa Casa"
and its aerial travels, and a

graphic description of the

squalid approach to the sanctu-

ary, he ends up with a scorn-

ful remark on the defective

defences of the town. He
would undertake, "with three

frigates of fifty guns," to carry
off the Virgin bodily from the

midst of her worshippers !

Besides the "
staflfierij" whom

they hired in every large town,
we find them entertaining an
"
antiquary," a kind of superior

guide, who fed with them and
was plainly treated with some

respect a sort of cross between
a courier and Messrs Lunn and
Perowne's peripatetic lecturers;
but antiquary or not, no one

could persuade De Blainville

of the superiority of Italian

scenery. The Falls of Tivoli

seriously disappointed him.

"We permit the Italians," says
he,

" to call them meraviglious,

stupendous, and such hyper-
bolic things. But we who have

seen Versailles think otherwise"

Huguenot and Anglicans as

they were, the three were

warmly welcomed at Rome,
Cardinals Grimani and Ottoboni

showing them quite singular

civility. But this did not

satisfy the Secretary
" Odi

ignavos" was his motto; and
now he wanted them to study
architecture and painting. De
Blainville somewhat evaded

these requirements, but, on

the other hand, he has grand
accounts to give of music. No
sooner were they in Rome than

some English virtuosi ap-

proached them on the subject,
and after a few performances
Corelli himself invited the

younger lad to play with him
in a quartette. After which

magnificent news comes the

prosaic colophon :
" Vous trou-

verez ici joint [sic] la depense."
The "depense" in question is,

however, interesting. We have
here the actual receipts, given
month by month, of their land-

lord, whom we judge to be

an Italianised Englishman ;

at all events he signs his name
Charles Browne, and he spells

August "agost." His charge
for lodging for all four (in-

cluding the valet) is but sixteen

Roman crowns a-month just

4, which seems exceeding
reasonable. But when it comes
to horse-hire he recoups himself.

No doubt they had a carriage
and pair no self-respecting
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Inglese could have less, and

perhaps fifteen pistoles is not

excessive, the Roman pistole

being worth fifteen and sixpence
for a month ; but it was their

principal expenditure : other

things were absurdly cheap.
Here, too, was an Englishman
painting portraits in Italy a
curious reversal of the ordinary
state of things, and he painted
the portraits of both the lads

for the sum of fourteen French

pistoles : a very different thing.
The pictures passed through
many vicissitudes by flood and

field, but finally found their

way to the Secretary (who
was really devoted to his boys),
and are yet in existence to

prove the capabilities of the

English exile, Edward Yonge.
Few Englishmen leave Rome

without a visit to the cata-

combs ; but De Blainville's

pupils had the sense to refuse,
and not without reason. Things
seem to have been badly man-

aged at the time : four German
gentlemen had lately been lost,

and had had to tear up their

shirts to serve for torches to

light them out
;
and two others,

though a whole army equipped
with lamps and trumpets, like

the host of Gideon, had been
sent in search of them, had

perished miserably. De Blain-

ville adventured himself in (he
tells different stories in the
letters and in the Journal), but
his remarks are not very illum-

inating : he was more taken up,
as a good Protestant, with the

satires of Pasquin on the Pope,
which seem, as he reports them,
to have been monstrous poor
stuff.

From Rome they made a

most successful excursion to

Naples, and it is characteristic

of the feelings of the age that
De Blainville, to whom the
towers of Niirnberg and the

pictures of Diirer appealed in

vain, is content to waste weeks
over the Barocco beauties of

Neapolitan churches. But here

they made a valuable acquaint-
ance. While inspecting the

chapel of St Januarius they
were approached by an Italian

duke. Englishmen of to-day
who, visiting the chapel of St

Januarius, are approached by
an Italian duke are apt to say
"non c'e niente" or "andate
con Dio"; but De Blainville

was sufficiently a man of the
world to see that this duke was
a duke the Duke of Spezani ;

and we discover in his be-

haviour {pace Mr Marion

Crawford) a wide difference

between the Italian aristocracy
of those days and these. On
a very slight acquaintance he
insisted on presenting the

Englishmen with a luncheon-

basket, silver -
fitted, "of his

own invention," and with a

telescope, 24 feet long when
drawn out, and also of his

own construction. Let no

English travellers in future

reject the advances of an
Italian duke, even though, like

this duke, he msists'upon speak-

ing Latin, and that "avec

beaucoup de peine."
From Rome, after a short

second stay, they retreated by
way of Florence to Lombardy ;

and there they met with pre-

cisely the same experience as

did Tennyson one hundred and

fifty years later rain, rain,
rain a perfect flood ! At
Milan, now no longer in a
state of siege, they found
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English troops. Lieutenant-

General Earl, Colonel Richards,

Major Killigrew of the Queen's
Own Dragoons these sound

strange names in Milanese

society. But there they were,
and were apparently adding
greatly to the gaiety of nations.

The Scala theatre had just been

burned down, but there were

performances, and dances too,

every night at the Grand
Duke's palace. Turin pre-
sented a melancholy contrast :

the King was in mourning, and
the Court as dull as dull could

be. Worst of all, themoneywent
" furieusement vite

"
: eight

louis d'or a month for lodgings
and four livres for a dinner.

Above all,
"

il n'y a plus d'Aca-

demie." Yet here they were

detained, for want of a pass-

port, for full six weeks of

melancholy and ennui. Even
the singing at the opera dis-

gusted them. The feeling
which broke out so strongly
in England when the "cast-

rati
" were reintroduced after

the end of the Napoleonic wars
was hot within them. Even
at merry Venice they had had
their qualms of conscience : in

the gloom and rain of Turin

they were sickened. Worst of

all (for the tutor), some of the

gay young dogs of Geneva had

reappeared on the scene, and
he was at his wits' end to

guard his pupils against their

wiles. On the other hand,

they made the acquaintance
of one Sir Thomas Samuel, a

youth, as might be expected
from his name, of a prud-
ence beyond his years. At his

suggestion they determined to

do what they should have done

before viz., to buy a travel-

ling carriage, and sell it again
in Holland on the way home.
This they afterwards did in

Vienna.

Presently they were back
in dear familiar Geneva. De
Blainville no longer ventured
on coffee-pots, but he made a
modest purchase at Turin of

six pounds of chocolate for

D'Arzilliers, and a dozen pairs
of silk stockings for the ladies,

which by the way cost half a

louis a pair. They stayed only
five weeks with their old friends,
but they managed in that
time to use up eighteen pairs
of gloves and thirty pounds of

hair-powder for here is the

bill. One wonders if
" Suzanne

Dacier " was a person of at-

tractive appearance.
From this time onward the

letters become disappointingly
brief and

j
e
j
une. They returned

by Vienna, and stayed there,
and were received at Court.

But the letters only recall

Beranger's
"
compte vendu d'un

depute
" " J'ai dine, j'ai dine,"

and that is all. Pages are

filled with accounts of the new
carriage, which certainly was
a marvel of cheapness, 180
florins for a " berline

" on new-
fashioned springs, which con-

tained pigeon-holes for every-

thing, seems an absurd price.
But of the Court at Vienna we
hear not a word, though surely
under the reforming zeal of

Joseph I. there must have been
much that was interesting to

observe. There is no news,

only
" talk of an English vic-

tory in Flanders." The talk

was true it was Oudenarde.
Of Berlin in that year some
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contemporary gossip would be
even more welcome, but we are

told nothing. Wartenberg gave
them dinner twice, and they
visited the " Maisons de Plais-

ance du Roy and the celebrated

fortress
" De Blainville is still

on his hobby "of Spandau."
They also pay a Berlin tailor

131 thalers (or 196 "
goulden ")

for two suits of clothes, with
" boutonnieres

"
of gold ;

and
that is all we hear of Berlin.

An excursion to Denmark which
the Secretary had suggested fell

through, and they hurried on
to Hamburg, De Blainville an-

ticipating the pleasure of pro-

viding his pupils with new
cravats in cleanly Holland.
He is pleased with everything :

v O
even finds the opera at Ham-
burg passable "si la langue
Allemande etait un peu plus
musicable !

" But when his

"little caravan," including al-

ways the " Chevalier Samwell,"
moved on to Amsterdam, he
fell again upon chagrins and
vexations ; he had undertaken
the thankless task of buying
horses for his patron, and found
it an awkward enterprise; he
slaved with an ardour only
possible to a married man at

shopping for the Secretary's
sister his question as to

whether her fine holland is

to be cut " en chemises de
femme ou en draps de lit

"

shows a fine acumen on the

subject ; he was " ecorohe

d'importance
"
by the rascally

landlord an Englishman too

of the still existing Bible

Hotel; and lastly, after wast-

ing many days for the chance
of a passage across with
General Webbe, and when he

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCV.

believed he had secured a berth

with my lord of Manchester in

the yacht
"
Henriette," that

noble Whig
" nous donna 1'eau

benite de cour dont les grands
seigneurs sont [sic] accoutume
de se servir" that is to say,
told them to their face he

would be pleased to have their

company, and deputed his

chaplain to inform them that

he would see them further

first.

Instead of falling foul of

Manchester, his former col-

league, as he might have done,
the Secretary chose to lay the

whole blame as usual on poor
De Blainville. The latter an-

swered with spirit ;
and so in

mutual recrimination the cor-

respondence closes. How they
got back home after all we do
not know, or what became of

the poor tutor. The Journal
to which he had looked

to establish his fortunes was
never published in his life-

time, and how it fell into the

hands of the translators, who
had "learned French by fre-

quenting Slaughter's Coffee-

house," remains doubtful. But
he has certainly given us in

his letters a wonderfully vivid

picture of the life and trials of

the gentleman "governor" of

his times, and incidentally a

few sidelights on the vast pres-

tige which even the subordinate

representatives of England
commanded at a time when all

the Continent was humming
with excitement over the

awakening, after a three hun-
dred years' drowse, of the mili-

tary genius and the soldierly

capacities of the Anglo-Saxon.
A. T. S. GOODRICK.

2a
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THE FLY ON THE WHEEL.

BY KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
AUTHOR OF 'JOHN CHILCOTE, M.P.'

CHAPTER V.

VERY slowly Carey walked
down the room to where a

group of twelve or fourteen

elderly women, arrayed in dark
silk dresses and wearing lace

caps, were gathered about
their hostess, closely observant
of the scene being enacted
before them. Every guest in

the ballroom, with his or her

genealogical tree, was accur-

ately known to each of these

spectators, and a running fire

of comment and criticism kept
pace with their various actions.

A little tremor of interest and

curiosity passed over the group
when Carey's approach was

signalled, and glances of spec-
ulation were rapidlyexchanged,
heads brought closer together,
and voices discreetly lowered.

With a man's innate sensi-

tiveness to observation, he
made haste to single out his

hostess and shelter behind her

greeting. Not that he had

any affection for Mrs Michael
Burke ; on the contrary, it was
a never-failing source of wonder
to him how kindly, common-
place Michael could ever have
chosen such a mate, for Mrs
Burke was what, in her par-
ticular set, is known as "very
grand," which, literally trans-

lated, conveys the impression
of a vast and unloveable

superiority of manner, coupled

with definite social ambitions.

In his feeling of vague dislike

Careyshared a common opinion,
for not even Burke's own rela-

tions had ever, in the twenty
odd years of his married life,

arrived at the point of feeling
at home with Mrs Michael
Burke. Her invitations to

Fair Hill were never refused,
for such invitations implied a

certain social distinction, but
the uncultured band of rela-

tives never outgrew the nervous
sense of the hostess's critical

eye, and a sigh of relief in-

variably escaped them when
the large iron gates, aggress-
ive in their prosperous coat-

ing of white paint, clanged
behind them and they were
free to breathe their own less

rarefied air.

This same consciousness of

cold criticism fell now upon
Carey as he clasped her long,
thin hand, encased in a well-

fitting black kid glove, for her

actions and bearing could con-

vey to a nicety the precise
esteem in which a guest was
held. As the daughter of a

bank manager, she was obliged
in the present instance to look

askance at Carey's antecedents,

though, as the wife of a suc-

cessful trader, she granted him
the meed of praise due to his

self-earned position. In his

Copyright in the United States of America by Mrs Katherine Cecil Thurston.
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case, circumstances balanced
each other. He had been un-

fortunately brought up, but he
had married well. Her fingers
closed round his with a certain

degree of cordiality, and her
thin face relaxed into a smile.

" Good evening, Mr Carey !

I have just been talking to

Daisy ;
she danced the first

dance with my cousin, Surgeon-
Major Cusacke. He's stationed

at the Curragh, you know.
Such a nice fellow ! I must
introduce you to each other."

She spoke in a high, clipped
voice, from which the brogue
had been carefully eliminated,

a voice that, in its studied

precision, had something in

common with his wife's.

The similarity struck Carey,

flashing across his mind with
a slight, sharp contempt.
Usually, he was not a little

proud of Daisy's social advan-

tages, but this reflection of

them in a woman who was

antagonistic to him jarred upon
his senses, still tingling from
contact with elemental things.

Dropping Mrs Burke's hand,
he answered quickly and in-

differently.
"
Oh, Cusaoke ! I

met him at the Tramore races

last year."
Mrs Burke was sensible of

the little slight, but she prided
herself on being a hostess and
a woman of the world; and,
whatever her silent criticism

of his manners, she gave no
outward expression of it.

"And what about yourself,
Mr Carey ? Are you going to

play cards? Or can we per-
suade you to dance? There
are plenty of pretty girls here
- but the men are always
wanted."

Carey laughed.
" Old mar-

ried men like me ?
"

She smiled the chilly smile

that was thought the essence

of good taste. "Oh, you
mustn't be running yourself
down ! Let me find a partner
for you. But, of course, you
know everybody here !

"

"Indeed I don't! It makes
me feel quite old, seeing all

these children that were in

the nursery in my dancing
days."

" What nonsense ! There's

nobody here you don't know
unless, perhaps, Dan Costello's

daughter. You remember the

Costellos ? Dan was with my
father in the bank in Ennis-

corthy before he was moved
here."

"
Oh, yes, I remember him.

A dark, excitable little man."
"Yes. The greatest fool

that ever lived. If you made
a king of Dan Costello, he'd be

begging in the streets the week
after! He hadn't a grain of

sense."
" Who was it he married ?

"

"Don't you remember? He
ran away with a Miss Dysart
of Derryvane. 'Twas the talk

of the County Wexford for a

year after. Her father cut her
off without a penny ; and, they
say, she used to have to turn
Dan's old coats for herself

when he was done with them !

But all the Wexford people
are queer!"

Carey laughed.
" And what

about the girl?"
"
Oh, Isabel ! Isabel is pretty.

Perhaps you saw her, though.
She was dancing the first

dance."
" I saw her, yes !

" He was
careful to answer indifferently.
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"And what did you think

of her ? She's curious-looking,
isn't she ?

"

He made no reply.
" Your wife and your sister-

in-law admire her greatly. I

must introduce you to her.

I wonder where she's gone
to!"

"She's half-way down the

room, standing near the door."

Carey still kept his voice

studiedly unconcerned, for he
dreaded Mrs Michael Burke
as we dread all powerful influ-

ences, the workings of which
we do not understand.

"
Oh, is she ? We'll go and

find her, then." She excused
herself to the nearest of the

matrons, and sailed down the

room, with Carey following in

her wake.
As they drew near to Isabel

Costello, she was standing
by the wall, the centre of

a group of men, her head
thrown slightly backward, so

that the light from the chand-
eliers fell full upon her rounded

chin, her parted lips, and white,
flawless teeth. More than ever,
she suggested the young animal

stretching itself to the warmth
and comfort of the sun to the

caresses of life ;
and this subtle,

indescribable impression came
home to Carey interwoven with
her physical being lying like

a shadow in the blackness of

her hair, dancing like a will-o'-

the-wisp in her hazel eyes.
At the moment that they

paused beside her, she was

holding up her programme, the

pencil poised in her hand, her

dancing eyes roving from one
man's face to another, in trans-

parent joy at the exercise of

power.
"
Well, I can't give it

to you all !

"
she was saying in

a clear voice unmarred by any
foreign accent. " I can't give
it to you all unless I divide

myself up into little bits ! And,
even then, only the person who
got my feet would have a good
dance !

" She laughed, once
more displaying her strong,
white teeth.

"Isabel! Here's somebody
I want to introduce to you !

"

She turned at once at Mrs
Burke's voice, the laughter still

on her lips.
" Mr Carey ! Miss Costello !

And don't dance too much,
Isabel ! Your aunt will be

blaming me if you look washed-
out to-morrow."
A flash of amusement shot

irresistibly from the girl's
radiant eyes to Carey's, and

involuntarily he responded to

it as he acknowledged the in-

troduction; but the opening
bars of the next waltz came

swinging down the room as he
bent his head, and before he
could speak the little group of

men became clamorous again.
"Well, Miss Costello, and

who is to have the dance?"
" I asked first, you know !

"

" Indeed you didn't, Jack !

'Twas I! Wasn't it, Miss
Costello?"

"Well, I asked last. And
the last shall be first, you
know !

" Owen Power pushed
his way to the front with a

confident smile.

Again Isabel looked from
one face to the other. " I tell

you what I'll do !

"
she said

suddenly.
"

I'll give the dance
to Mr Carey and then none
of you can be jealous!" Like
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a flash she wheeled round upon
Stephen.
The demand in her glance

was so strong, the whole on-

slaught so sudden, that no

thought of resistance suggested
itself to him. Without a word
he stepped forward and put
his arm round her waist, swing-
ing her out into the circle of

dancers that was rapidly fill-

ing the room.
It was five years or more

since he had danced, but few
Irishmen are awkward in an
art that comes to them more
or less naturally. He guided
her carefully down the room,

testing his powers, exercising
his memory, anxious not to do
himself discredit; then, as he

gained the farther end, and

passed the group of matrons,
the spirit of the moment sud-

denly entered into him, as the
music quickened and he felt

the strong supple body about
which his arm was clasped
brace itself in response. A
thrill passed through him, dis-

persing a long apathy ; his

position and his responsibilities
were momentarily submerged
in the sense of sound and

motion; his arm instinctively

tightened, drawing the girl

closer, and with one impulse
they spun out into the centre
of the room.
For several minutes they

danced in silence ;
then at

last they paused by the door
where they had first met.

They looked at each other,
and she gave a breathless little

laugh.
" How well you dance !

"

" I don't ! 'Twas you made
me."

She coloured with pleasure.
"Do I dance well, then?"
"Well? You dance wonder-

fully."
" I learnt at the convent in

Paris from a French teacher.

We weren't supposed to learn

waltzes, but she taught me.
There's nothing so heavenly as

dancing, is there ?
"

Carey looked at her, en-

grossed in some thought of his

own.
Her face changed and dark-

ened. " But perhaps you didn't

enjoy it? "she added, swift as

lightning in her change of

tone.
" Didn't I ?

" His eyes were
still upon hers.

The blood rose quickly to her

face, chasing away the shadows.
"Then perhaps it's only that

you're trying to be nice to me,
because it's my first dance ?

"

The tone of the voice, the
utterance of the words, were

charged with unconscious co-

quetry. The sense of exhilara-

tion swept over Carey afresh,
as though her light fingers had
lifted the dry record of his days
and her light breath had blown
the dust from the pages.

" Could I be nice even if I

tried?" His tongue, unused
to the tossing of words, brought
out the question awkwardly
stupidly, it seemed to him

; and
he looked to see her lip curl.

But, so fine is the net by
which Fate snares, she liked

the embarrassment in his voice;
she liked his evident unfitness

for the game of give and take.

It was exciting to put it to the
test to step forward, sound-

ing his interest to retreat,
daunted by the mystery that
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shrouds the unknown person-

ality. Her feminine intuition

recognised the essential the

man in Carey, and her femin-

ine instinct rose to meet it.

Premature instinct, perhaps, in

a girl of twenty ! But men-

tally, as well as physically, the
admixture of southern blood
was marked by early develop-
ment. As her body was built

upon gracious lines, so her
mind had already flowered,
where others lay folded in the
bud.

"You are nice even with-
out trying." She felt her

pulses throb at her own dar-

ing, and the sensation was de-

light.

Carey took a step forward.
" You'll have to justify that !

"

he said quickly.
" You'll have

to give me another dance."
Without a word, she handed

him her programme; and as

they bent over the little card,
their heads close together, their

shoulders all but touching, she
was conscious that her heart

was beating faster than it had
beaten all the evening, excit-

ing though the evening had
been.

" Which would you like ?
"

"This!" He drew a line

through a dance in the middle
of the programme.

" And now,
where will we go to ?

"

As he handed her back the

card, some crashing chords
came sweeping down the room,

indicating the end of the second
waltz

;
and in response, half a

dozen couples stopped at the

door, and hurried out into the
hall. The first to halt were
his sister-in-law, Mary, and

young Power; and as they

passed, Mary's keen eyes swept
over his face and Isabel's.

"Daisy waited ten minutes
for you !

"
she remarked as she

went by.
Isabel looked after her in

surprise.
"
Mary Norris didn't

seem to know me !

"

"
Oh, you'll get used to that !

It's a habit of Mary's to kiss

people one day and cut them
the next."

Isabel's surprise was turned

upon him. His tone, his ex-

pression, his bearing had all

changed as if by magic. He
had drawn back into a shell of

reserve, as though in the mo-
ment of expansion some an-

tagonistic influence had blown
across his mind.
"Let us get out of this

crowd," he added in the same
curt voice.

In the hall and on the stairs

some chattering girls and their

attendant youths had already
found seats

;
but the hall door

was open, offering a tempting
view of dark trees and deserted

pathways. Carey paused and
looked towards it.

"I suppose you'd be afraid

to go out?"
Isabel's momentary depres-

sion flared to excitement.
" Afraid ? What would I be

afraid of?"

"Oh, I don't know. Wet
feet, I suppose. All girls' shoes

are paper."
She withdrew her fingers

from his arm, and, with her

head held high, led the way
across the hall and out on to

the gravelled pathway.
A little titter of laughter

came from the stairs; she heard
it and stopped.
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" Were those people laughing
at me?"

"No. Why?"
"No reason. Only I could

kill any one who laughed at

me!"
*

Carey looked at her through
the darkness her graceful

figure bent slightly towards

him, her muslin skirt held high
above her white satin slippers.
"Do you always have such

fiery sentiments ?
" he was

drawn to ask.
"
Oh, I feel things, yes !

"

"Then I'm afraid you're

going to dislike me, Miss
Costello !

"

There was no mistaking that

his reason and his will forced

him to snatch this opportunity,
while his inclination stretched

out detaining hands ;
and when

such a conflict is waged in a
man's mind, his expression is

apt to be unnecessarily cold,

his tone unnecessarily harsh.

At his words, Isabel's head
went up with the action of a

young deer scenting danger.
"Hate you? Why?"
"Let us walk on, and I'll

try to tell you !

"

In silence they turned and

passed down the avenue she

brimming with uneasy curi-

osity, he girding himself to

the attack.
" Do you mind if I smoke ?

"

"No, I don't."

He took out a cigarette, and

lighted it with the care of a
man whose thoughts are upon
other matters; then he threw
the lighted match away be-

tween the trees, where it flared

for a moment in the damp
undergrowth and went out
with a little splutter.

" Miss Costello, I had a
letter the other day from my
brother Frank."
She stopped. "FromFrank?"
"Yes. He wrote and told

me."
" Told you ?

" Her voice

faltered.
" Yes. Told me that you

and he are engaged."
"
Oh," she cried naively,

"and he never said a word
to me about having written !

I suppose he was afraid

you'd be angry. Were you
angry?" Her voice changed
and dropped.

Carey tightened the buckles
of his armour. " I was !

" he
said. "Very angry."

" And why ?
"

Challenge
and defiance leaped at him

suddenly. He could feel her
nerves quiver to her thought.

"Why? Oh, because a
sensible man can't help being
angry when he sees an act of

folly ;
and this is folly, you

know utter folly."
Isabel's muslin dress slipped

from her fingers and trailed

upon the ground. "Why?"
"
Oh, because Frank has no

money, no influence nothing
in the world that could justify
his marrying."
She looked down. "I sup-

pose it wouldn't be so bad if

the girl he wanted to marry
had money?" she asked in a

very low voice.

Manlike, he walked head-

long into the trap.
" It cer-

tainly would make things more

practicable."
In a flash she was round

upon him again, her pride
and anger aflame, her sense

of wounded dignity blazing in
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her eyes.
"
Oh, I see ! I see !

I'm not good enough for your
brother !

"

Involuntarily he put out

his hand. " I never said

that !

"

She gave a sharp little

laugh. "Didn't you? It

sounded very like it. I'm not

good enough not rich enough
for him ! He must wait till

he can make a better match !

"

With a little gasp of self-pity,
her voice broke.

"
But, my dear child

"

"I'm not a child! I'm

twenty and old enough to

manage my own affairs. And
I can tell you one thing! I

can tell you one thing, and
that is that I'd rather die now
than break off my engagement !

I'd rather die than break it

off even if I didn't care a

pin for Frank !

"

Carey looked at her passion-
ate face, in which the eyes

gleamed black and bright ;
and

again he was stirred, as though
a current of electricity had
coursed along the rut of his

commonplace life.

"
Very well !

"
he said.

"Then I suppose we declare

war? I have a will of my
own, too, you know !

"

She met his eyes, half curious,
half amused. "Yes,"she said

with defiant seriousness. "We
do. We declare war !

"

He bent his head in ac-

ceptance of the defiance; and,
without another word, turned
on his heel and began to walk

slowly back towards the house,

leaving her to follow as she

pleased.
There was no chivalry in

the action; it was a case of

the elemental man following
his instinct. But all human
drama is built upon the prim-
ative

;
and the fewer the

stage accessories, the sooner

the arrival of the psychological
moment.

CHAFTEB VL

The noonday sun was stream-

ing into Isabel Costello's bed-

room when she woke to the

world on the day following
the dance. Under ordinary
conditions one can comfort-

ably lie abed in Waterford
until ten o'clock; and when
a crushed muslin dress, a

broken fan, and satin slippers
with soles worn shiny from

dancing, testify to a night of

wild activity, there is no limit

to the thraldom of sleep.
She woke slowly, drawing

in with each half - conscious

breath the confused, agreeable

sense of something vaguely ex-

hilarating in the immediate

past. Her first action was to

raise her arms above her head
and lazily stretch herself; her

next, to sit up, shake back the

great plait of black hair that

had fallen over her shoulder,
and look round the little room
that still held the unfamiliarity
of new surroundings. The
curtains of the one window
had been pulled back, and the

spring breeze blew in, carrying
with it the scent of wallflowers

from the small front garden.
There is magic in the scent
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of wallflowers such magic as

lies in spices and cedarwood
to call up pictures from the

treasure-house of imagination ;

and Isabel closed her eyes to

the ugly Victorian furniture

that hampered the little room
to the grey wall-paper that

even the sun could not fade

into brightness, and in a

moment she was skimming
down the ballroom at Fair

Hill, tingling again with the

joy of movement and the in-

toxication of success. For this

was her inheritance, her birth-

right this power to vibrate

like a fine instrument to every
passing touch; it was patent
in the flash of her smile, in the

sudden frown, in the threat

and the caress that ousted
each other continuously in the

depths of her eyes. She was

Irish, but Irish with the blood
of Spain reliving in her veins

from a forgotten generation.
And of such a compound, what
results? Throw oil upon
water, and you induce paciv-

ity; cast it upon fire, and the

flames laugh back into your
face ! She was a Celt in im-

aginativeness, in fatalism, in

pride ; but in her recklessness,
in her vitality, there was the

beat of warmer blood the

call of a race, fiercer, more

tempestuous than Nature ever

placed upon northern shores.

Still drinking in the soft,

moist air filled with the subtle

scent, she dropped back again

upon the pillows, lost in retro-

spect ;
then slowly and reluct-

antly her eyelids lifted, as her

quick ear caught a step on the

corridor outside.

A moment later, the handle

of her door was turned, and
her aunt, Miss Costello, walked
into the room, carrying a tray
with some thick pieces of bread
and butter, a brown glazed

teapot, a milk jug, and a cup
and saucer. She was a thin,

dried-up little woman of fifty-

five, with a brown and pre-

maturely wrinkled skin, sharp
black eyes, and wispy black

hair. In her case, the alien

blood had run to asceticism

and a nervous unpractical

activity that had worn her out

before middle age. She came

up to her niece's bed now with
a haste that suggested a multi-

tude of affairs claiming her

attention, and set down the

tray so quickly that everything
rattled.

"
Well, Isabel ! Good - mor-

row ! What hour was it at

all when you got in?"
Isabel put up her mouth

very graciously for her aunt's

kiss. When her nature was

submerged in pleasant or ex-

citing recollection, she over-

flowed with affection towards
the world at large.
"Twas five o'clock, Aunt

Teresa."

"Five! What on earth

were you doing till five? It

must have been broad day !

"

"
'Twas, nearly !

"
Isabel

laughed at the remembered

pleasure.
" Did you enjoy yourself ?

"

"Enjoy myself! I never in

all my life enjoyed myself so

much."
"And did you keep the car

the whole time? I wonder
what sort of a bill Loughlan
will make out !

"

" The car ? Oh, the car was
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there at two, but they wouldn't
hear of my going away. I

oame back with the Powers."
Miss Costello looked im-

pressed; and, drawing herself

up, smoothed the frill of the

black alpaca apron she always
wore.

"
Oh, indeed ! The Powers !

That was very nice for you."
"'Twas, in a way."
" Indeed it was ! The

Powers are very well off; and
Mrs Power is very good posi-
tion. She was a daughter of

Mr Knox-Nash of Gally-

banagher."
"So she told me while we

were driving back ! But, Aunt
Teresa "

"What?"
"Do you know who I met

last night?"
"No. Who?"
" Frank's brother."

"What! Stephen Carey!
You don't say so ! Why, I

thought he never went to

parties."
Isabel's thick black eyelashes

drooped over her eyes.
" Why

shouldn't he go to parties ?
"

"Oh, because he's married
and settled down."
"But he's not old."

"He's thirty-eight. Did he
dance last night ?

"

"Of course he did! Why
wouldn't he dance when he's

able to ?
" Her eyes flashed up

to her aunt's face.
"
Oh, I don't know ! Only a

man with a wife and three

children has generally some-

thing better to do than to be

losing his night's sleep. Oh,
but I forgot ! There's a letter

for you from Paris." She

began to search hastily in her

apron pocket.
"
Ah, here 'tis !

I knew I put it in !

"

Isabel took the thin foreign

envelope and laid it unopened
on the tray.

Miss Costello's bright eyes

caught the movement. "Why
won't you read it?" she asked.

"There's time enough !

"

"
Oh, is that the way ? In

my young days, a girl didn't

take a man's letters as coolly
as that. But perhaps I ought
to go !

"

Isabel flashed round upon
her angrily. "As if I ever

thought of such a thing ! I

know what's in the letter,

that's all. And when you
know what's in a letter

you're not very excited to open
it at least I'm not !

"

Her aunt's face looked dis-

turbed. "Isabel, you don't

tell me you're getting tired of

him?"
"I didn't tell you so."

"Well, I only hope your
head wasn't turned last night !

"

"What on earth would turn

my head ?
"

At her niece's darkening
brow, Miss Costello was thrown
into nervous confusion. "My
dear child, nothing ! Only I

suppose you danced with all

the young men with with
Owen Power and the rest of

them."
Isabel laughed, her good-

humour restored by the ab-

surdity of her aunt's idea.

"Oh, no, Aunt Teresa! Mr
Power didn't turn my head.

I don't like beauty men. And,
look ! To please you, I'll open
Frank's letter !

" With an in-

credibly swift turn of the

fingers, she tore the letter open
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and, before Miss Costello could

remonstrate, began to read it

aloud.
"
Listen, Aunt Teresa !

* DEAREST ISABEL, Thanks
for your nice letter. I am
still very lonesome, as you oan

understand; and I think of

you every minute, and wish all

our walks and talks could come
over again. You are in my
mind always. Do you often

think of me?
"'I have written to my

brother Stephen, telling him
about you, but I'm afraid he
is not very well satisfied, as I

have not heard from him yet.
Let me know if you meet any
of the family. It worries me
a bit not to know what they
think ; but Stephen is a queer
chap, all for getting on in life,

and not giving way to senti-

ment ' "

Isabel stopped suddenly in

her reading.
" Is that all ? I hope there'll

be no unpleasantness with the

Careys."
"Oh, that's all! It goes on

for ages in the same sort of

way. Aunt Teresa?"
"What?"
"What has Daisy Norris

grown up like?"
"
Daisy Norris ! Oh, she's

pretty and, of course, she's

rich."

"Rich!" Isabel tossed her

head. "As if that mattered !

"

" It mattered a good deal to

Stephen Carey."
"Why?"
"
Oh, because he had a hard

enough life of it in the begin-

ning. Many a time his brothers

would have been in the work-
house only for the way he

slaved. Your poor father knew
it through the bank."
"And he married Daisy

Norris for her money ?
"

Miss Costello looked shocked.

No Irishwoman likes her insin-

uations put into blunt speech.
"I wouldn't say that to any-
body, Isabel, if I were you.
There's no doubt, of course,
that Daisy's money wasn't in

his way; but, all the same,
'tis an ugly thing to be say-

ing about any man, that he
married for money."

"Well, was he in love with
her?"

"Oh, how do I know? I

suppose he was. 'Tis hard to

say those things."
" And was she satisfied ?

"

" How satisfied ?
"

" Satisfied with that sort of

a bargain ? I know I wouldn't

be."

Miss Costello looked at her

niece with that half-pathetic

perplexity that the old so often

bring to bear upon their study
of the young. In the long tale

of years that had made up her
own life she could find no key
to the nature that looked at

her from Isabel's restless eyes.
"I can't make you out,

Isabel!" she said at length.
Isabel turned on her side,

and the plait of black hair fell

again over her shoulder.

"What I mean, Aunt Teresa,
is that if I was rich, and was

going to marry a man like Mr
Carey, I'd take very good care

that he didn't marry me for

my money alone."

Miss Costello smiled un-

certainly. "Would you in-

deed? And how would you
manage it?"
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"
Oh, I can't tell how, but I

would !

" Her eyes turned to

the window, and then flashed

back again.
" What a fool she

must have been !

"
she added

suddenly; then, seeing her
aunt's shocked face, she put
up her hand in a pretty gesture
of deprecation.

" Auntie ! Auntie ! Don't
look so shocked ! It's only
that I like fighting for things,
and I can't imagine other

people not liking it too."

A look akin to horror tight-
ened Miss Costello's thin lips.

"Don't, Isabel, dear! 'Tisn't

right to be saying things like

that. Girls in Waterford don't

talk like that."

"Why?"
"Well, it wouldn't be thought

nice. You'd get the name of

being odd."
" But why ?

"

The repetition stung Miss
Costello to annoyance. "Ah,
don't be silly, child ! You
know very well that a girl
must do what other people
do 'specially if she has
no money. Saying queer
things is nearly as bad as

doing them. If you want
to make nice friends, and
be taken up by people richer

and in better society than

yourself, you'll have to be

particular."
" I don't care whether people

take me up or not. I'm poor,
I know

; but I'm not a beggar
to be patronised."

"
Ah, there you are again !

Running away with every
word I say ! I never said you
were a beggar. I don't know
where you get such ugly
words."

"Well, they're true words,
aren't they?"
"Maybe! But it won't al-

ways be enough for you that

things are true. I tell you
people here have a certain

notion of what other people

ought to be, and if you differ

from that, they just leave you
where you are."

Isabel considered this state-

ment. This, then, was what
she had returned to from the

long probation of school life,

first in Dublin and later in

Paris ! This weighing of

words ! This bondage in a
free world ! Her restless spirit
rose up, swiftly antagonistic
and rebellious.

"Aunt Teresa, I'll never do
it!" she exclaimed. "I'll

never never do it ! I can't

cut out my life on a sort of

pattern. It must be what I

want it to be, or nothing at all.

Oh, I wish I had died last

night ! The world is horrid

the day after things !

" She

put her hands over her face in

an impulse of despair as sudden
and real as her excitement had
been.

Miss Costello looked fright-
ened and flurried. Life had

presented a new and unwel-
come problem in this grown-up
niece, and she shrank constitu-

tionally from responsibility.
"
Isabel, dear ! Isabel, dear

don't !

" she said helplessly.
"That's not the way to be

looking at things at all. Say
a prayer to Saint Philomena
to help you to be sensible ! Be
a good child now, and say a

little prayer!"
Isabel dropped her hands,

showing a flushed and defiant
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face. "I'm not a child, Aunt
Teresa ! And I've given up
Saint Philomena : she never
does anything for me now."
She almost trembled at her
own temerity as she made the

statement, for veneration of

the saints and firm belief in

their friendly intercession is

the very breath of life in such

places as convent schools
; and,

moreover, she knew that she
was treading sacrilegiously

upon Miss Costello's most
sacred ground. But rebellion

was alive within her. " I don't

think it's much good praying
against things like that," she
added. "How could the saints

have time to bother whether
I'm sensible or not ?

"

"
Isabel, I'm shocked at you !

If your poor father could only
hear you ! A man that said

his rosary every night of his

life !

"

The demon of insubordina-

tion stirred in Isabel, prompt-

ing retaliation. " If he hadn't
said so many prayers," she
said irreverently, "perhaps he

might have got promotion in

the bank and left me better

off."

For one moment Miss Cos-

tello looked down on her in

speechless anger; then, by an

agitated exercise of the control

her religion taught her, she

turned and walked out of the

room.
As the door closed, Isabel's

bravado evaporated. "Aunt
Teresa !

"
she called suddenly.

"Aunt Teresa, come back ! I'm

sorry !

"

But in keeping her indigna-
tion within bounds, Miss Cos-
tello felt she had done enough.
At the sound of her name in

Isabel's quick, emotional voice,
she paused on the corridor,
murmured a prayer for her
niece's spiritual guidance, and

silently passed down the nar-

row stairs.

CHAPTER VII.

Last mass, celebrated at

twelve o'clock, is the import-
ant event of Sunday in an
Irish Catholic town. Almost
medieval in its pomp and

pride, it presents a curious

contrast to the drab-hued life

outside the Church
;
for within

the precincts there is colour

for a dozen pictures, were there

artists to paint them. Splen-
did vestments, cloth of gold,
wax lights, and the glory of

flowers are blent together in

an atmosphere clouded with

incense; while over the heads
of the congregation, making

the impression audible, the

organ whispers or thunders
the majesty of the Eternal.

It was Isabel Costello's

fourth Sunday in Waterford,
and in the bench nearest the

altar she sat beside Miss Cos-

tello, who might have posed
for the spirit of religious fer-

vour as she knelt, rigid in her

plain black dress, armed with

long brown rosary beads, and
a ponderous prayer-book.

It would mislead from the

outset to say that Isabel was

religious; yet it would be

overstating the case to say
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that she was devoid of the

religious sense. Every tenet

of the Roman Catholic Church
she accepted with unquestion-

ing belief, because to her im-

agination those tenets were
fixed as the stars in heaven;
but in her composition there

was nothing of the ascetic.

Pray she could and frequently
did with a passionate fervour
of supplication; but she pre-
ferred the prie

- dieu of an

oratory to the bare floor of her
own room, and her moments of

devotion were usually inspired
from without rather than from
within.

She sat now in the clouded

atmosphere, and her thoughts,
freed by the music of the

organ, flowed out upon the

stream of her fancy. Her

prayer-book lay open before

her, but her eyes were not

following the prayers : she sat,

as she had sat a hundred times
in the convent chapel, weav-

ing the dream that all youth
weaves; but with this difference,
that in the convent chapel the

dreams had been tinged with
the pearl and gold of dawning
things, and now the light of a

waking world was touching
them to rose and purple.
There was life to be lived now !

She no longer stood expectant
in a realm of ideals. Vaguely
moved by these imaginings,
she stood up and knelt down,
mechanically noting the chant-

ing of the priests, the silences

of the choir, and the fresh

bursts of music from the

organ, while her mind trav-

elled back over the ground she
had covered from this mass
in the Waterford cathedral to

the day in Paris when love had
confronted her in the guise of

the first man she had known.
For it was love the image,
the abstraction that had
broken down her defences on
the evening that she had stood

by the window of the hotel

salon with Frank Carey, and
looked down into the narrow

street, where the asphalt shone
like ice in the white light of

the electric lamps, and the

stumbling of the cab -horses
and the cracking of whips rose

mingling with excited street

cries. There had been a sense

of fate in the air that evening.
She remembered looking across

at the opposite houses and

thinking how like they were
to painted houses upon the

stage, with their flat fronts

and shuttered windows ; then
that first recollection was rent

by the newer, stronger memory
of Frank's arm thrust suddenly
about her waist, and Frank's

unexpected kiss upon her
cheek. Rough, untempered
love-making it had been to the

mind of the experienced, but
to the girl released a week
before from a convent school it

had seemed the knowledge of

life; and Frank Carey, the

freckled, sandy - haired boy,
had taken on the glamour of

romance in that moment of

daring.
Reflected in the mirror of

her thoughts, he had appeared
before her, the knight storming
the castle of his lady-love. And
now? The organ spoke low,

dropping to the note of question,
and her cheeks reddened as

though human lips had pro-

pounded a riddle. Now ? She
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looked at the figures of the
three priests officiating at the
mass that was drawing to its

close, and suddenly the vision

of the avenue at Fair Hill rose

up before her mind the avenue
with the chestnut buds sil-

houetted against the night sky
and the first stars dappling the

darkness.

The blessing was given, and
the congregation stood up for

the last gospel. Isabel rose

with the rest, and knelt again
for the final prayers; then at

last, the service ended, the
three priests disappeared into

the mysterious regions behind
the altar, the organist struck the

first chord of the solemn march,
and the stream of people began
to pour into the aisle.

It was some time before Miss
Costello had finished her private
devotions, and the church was
fast emptying when she and
Isabel rose to depart. They
were almost the last to emerge
from the church and step out

upon the flagged space guarded
by railings that shuts the

cathedral from the street and
makes a tempting loitering

place for those whose duty lies

behind them. Isabel's first

impression as she came out into

the light was of a crowd broken

up into little knots of two and

three, and of a number of voices

exchanging conflicting greet-

ings ;
and her next, the con-

sciousness of Miss Costello

pulling at her sleeve with
nervous anxiety.

" Isabel ! Isabel ! Don't you
see Mrs Power saluting you ?

"

Isabel turned sharply.
"
No,

I don't, Aunt Teresa ! Where ?
"

" Over there, by the steps.

Look now ! She's smiling at

you."
Isabel turned, half - reluct-

antly, in the direction indicated,
and then the blood rose hotly to

her face, for Mrs Power was
the centre of a party formed

by Mary Norris and Daisy and

Stephen Carey.
" Go on, Isabel !

"
urged Miss

Costello ;

" she wants to speak
to you. You ought to thank
her for driving you home that

night ;
'twould be only polite."

Isabel didn't seem to hear
her aunt's persuasion, and it is

doubtful whether the pleadings
would have met with any
response but that at themoment
of their utterance Mrs Power
made a forward movement, and
settled the question herself.

"
Ah, my dear child, how are

you ? I haven't seen you since

the dance !

"
she said, pushing

a way through the interven-

ing people, and extending a

friendly hand. ""What have

you been doing these weeks

past? And here's your aunt,
too ! How are you, Miss
Costello ? You ought to have
been at Fair Hill that night :

you really ought. There were
no two opinions about it, your
niece was the belle. She could
have filled her programme twice

over; even my own husband
lost his heart. I can tell you
I was quite jealous." She gave
a pleasant laugh, drawing the

girl into her favour with a

motherly tone and glance.
Meanwhile a moment of in-

decision had fallen on the little

group she had deserted. With
many misgivings Daisy was

asking herself whether she
should or should she not make
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advances towards the possible
disturber of her husband's

projects? And as she hesi-

tated between uncertainty as

to Carey's views and the in-

stinctive desire to stand in

with Mrs Power in all social

matters, she experienced a

wave of relief as she saw

Stephen himself decide the

point by stepping forward and

greeting Isabel.

"How are you, Miss Cos-

tello?"

Isabel started at the sound
of her name ;

and turning,

gave her hand in a silence

born of sudden and uncontrol-

lable shyness.
" How are you ?

" he said

again, a little awkwardly.
" We haven't seen you since

the night of the dance. Let
me introduce my wife ! I think

you know my sister-in-law !

"

For a swift second Daisy
looked at Isabel, Isabel at

Daisy, appraising each other's

value in an instant, as women
do; then Daisy held out her
hand.
"How are you?" she said.

" We used to know each other

long ago. I remember you as

well as anything at a children's

party at the Burkes' when I

was ten
;
and you cried because

I fell over you in ' Blindman's
Buff.'

"

"
Oh, yes ! I remember too."

Isabel laughed.
" I was only

five, but I remember as well as

anything that you and your
sister had blue dresses and fair

plaits tied with blue. I envied

you fearfully."

Daisy echoed the laugh, and

Mary Norris strolled slowly
forward. "How are you?"

she said, using the inevitable

greeting.
" How did you enjoy

the dance ? You seemed to be

having a grand time, as far as

I could see."

"The dance? Oh, 'twas

splendid ! I loved it !

"
Isabel

looked straight in front of her,
conscious that Carey's eyes
were watching her with half-

unwilling interest.

"And who did you like

best?" Try as she might,

Mary could not hide the half-

malicious lifting of the corner

of her mouth.
Isabel turned. "

Oh, old Mr
Burke, of course !

"
she said

with native readiness.

Carey laughed.
" Good 1

Take my advice, Miss Costello.

Don't let them draw you !

"

Mary's smile deepened as she

saw Isabel colour at the un-

expected praise; and Isabel,
conscious both of the smile and
of her own blush, glanced
round confusedly. "We we
ought to be going," she said.

"Where's Aunt Teresa?"
" Here ! Here, my dear,

gossiping with me! You're

right to remind us how idle we
are. Daisy, I'll run in with

you to Lady Lane." Mrs
Power wheeled round upon
them with her large, placid

personality and homely smile.

Daisy made a hasty little

gesture of pleasure and grati
fication. "

Oh, do ! Do, Mrs
Power!" Then, as she saw
Mrs Power look promptingly
towards Isabel and Miss Cos-

tello, she added in a less en-

thusiastic voice "And you,
Miss Costello! Won't you
come in for a minute too?"

Miss Costello looked con-
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fused. "
It's it's very kind of

you, Mrs Carey, I'm sure !

Very kind of you !

"

"
Only we must go straight

home," Isabel put in promptly.
Swift in the gaming of an

impression as in the prompting
of an instinct, she had heard
the hesitancy and felt the
doubt in Daisy's mind.

Miss Costello looked nervous,
and Daisy slightly offended
"
Oh, of course if you are

busy
"

she said.
" We are. We promised to

be back. Didn't we, Aunt
Teresa ?

"

At her niece's glance poor
Miss Costello wavered hope-

lessly.
" We are. We did,"

she said. " It's very kind of

you, but
"

"
Good-bye ! You see we

must go. Good-bye, Mrs
Power ! Good-bye !

" In turn
Isabel shook hands with Daisy,

Mary, Mrs Power and, last of

all, with Carey. For the one

fleeting second that her hand
rested in his, she glanced up at

him a quick, bright look diffi-

cult to read
; then, leaving her

aunt to follow, she turned and
walked out into the street.

As Miss Costello beat a hur-

ried retreat, Daisy, whose eyes
were upon Isabel's straight,
lithe figure, spoke her thoughts.
" She's queer, isn't she ?

" she
said in a slow, meditative way.

"
Queer ?

"
Mary cried.

" I

think she's the coolest person
I ever met in my life. I can
tell you I wouldn't like to be
in the aunt's shoes."

Mrs Power put her hand on

Mary's arm. "
Ah, now, Mary,

make excuses ! What is she
but a child!"

" A very wide-awake child,
Mrs Power !

"

"Ah, no, Mary! I don't

think so."

"Don't you? Wait and
see !

"
Mary turned, and began

to make her own way through
the crowd of loiterers.

" And you, Stephen ? What
do you think of her ? I like a
man's opinion on my own sex."

Carey turned, roused from a
brown study.

" I ?
" he said.

"
Oh, I don't pretend to un-

derstand women, Mrs Power."

CHAPTER VIII.

Meanwhile, Isabel and her
aunt were making their way
up the hill that led to New
Town, where Miss Costello's

small house stood behind its

patch of garden. For several

minutes after they had parted
with the Careys neither of

them spoke ;
but at last, as

their goal drew within sight,
Isabel felt her sentiments no

longer to be controlled.

"Aunt Teresa," she said
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suddenly,
" I don't know I

really don't know how you can

go on like that."

Miss Costello half paused
in her hurried walk. " Like
what ?

"
she demanded.

"
Oh, not having a bit of

pride ! Not seeing when people
don't want you !

"

" Don't want me ? But the

Careys wanted us Daisy
Carey herself asked us."

Isabel tossed her head con-

2s
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temptuously.
" Yes. Asked

us because Mrs Power was
nice to us and Mrs Power is

good position. Do you think

she'd have done it except for

that ? Indeed she wouldn't !

"

Poor Miss Costello was
crushed, nevertheless she made
a fight for her own attitude.

"Well, I think you ought to

have gone in all the same.
You'll have to be friendly
sooner or later, if you're to

be one of the family."
" I may never be one of the

family !

"

" Isabel !

"

"
Oh, well, I didn't mean

that."

Miss Costello heaved a sigh
of relief for even this small

mercy.
" Of course not !

"
she

said, to reassure herself. " Of
course not. Not when you
can count on Frank. I'm
sure the poor fellow is devoted

enough !

"

Once more Isabel's chin

was contemptuously raised.
" Would you like to be going
to marry a '

poor fellow
'

?
"

" You're very absurd, child !

You know I didn't mean it

like that. I'm sure Frank is

very talented."
"
Talented, indeed ! I'll tell

you what Frank is. He's just
a shadow of his brother. Only
for his brother he wouldn't
be there at all. I found that
out since I came home."

" The shadow of his brother ?

Indeed, I don't agree with you.
I think Frank Carey has plenty
of cleverness of his own; and
I'd much prefer him myself to

Stephen. He's a great deal

pleasanter in his manner."
" Weak people are nice

to everybody, because they
haven't courage to be any-
thing else !

"

Isabel made this pronounce-
ment as they were passing

through the garden-gate, and,

having made it, she stepped
aside into the small grass-plot,
to gather a handful of violets,

while Miss Costello hurried

into the house, where the one
servant of the establishment

was awaiting her superintend-
ence in the cooking of the

early dinner.

The flowers gathered, Isabel

made her own way indoors,

passing up the narrow stairs

to her cramped bedroom. Her
first action on entering the

room was to cross to the dress-

ing-table, peer closely into the

mirror at her own reflection,

and, taking off her hat, to toss

it carelessly on the bed.

She could not have explained
her mood, but she felt restless

and half angry. Nothing defi-

nite had happened to displease

her, but it was precisely this

negative condition of circum-

stances that left her disturbed.

She would have everything fire

or sun battle or ecstasy ;
the

calm, the uneventful she ban-

ished from her toleration with
an unsparing definiteness.

Having thrown her hat

aside, she lingered for a while

by the dressing
-
table, her

fingers drumming on the

white cloth that covered the

mahogany surface, her eyes
dark and brooding ; then,
forced to action by some

prompting thought, she slow-

ly opened one of the table

drawers and drew forth a
blotter filled with odd sheets
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of note-paper and envelopes of

varying sizes
;
and unearthing

a pen and a pot of ink from
some dark recess, placed the
whole collection upon the
table.

Her next move was to pull
forward a chair and seat her-

self upon the edge of it, and
this action was typical of her
mood : the fact that she did
not approach her task squarely
showed that it was unwelcome,
for to the things that were

congenial she went straight as

a bird in its flight, heart and
soul, mind and body one un-
divided impulse.
With her neck uncomfortably

twisted and her elbow resting
on the table, she dipped the pen
into the ink, made a blot on
the white cloth, and, drawing
forward a sheet of paper, wrote
the words "Dearest Frank."
For a long time she remained

looking at this accomplished
work and striving to connect
it with herself. She looked at

the words and wondered
looked at them again, and
wondered again. Why had
the writing of a letter become
a thing so irksome? She re-

called her first note to Frank
how the blood had flooded her
cheeks at the mere fact of

putting a man's name upon
paper how every shy and

halting expression had meant
a separate sensation. Why
had all this changed? Why
had the excitement, the glam-
our fallen from the whole idea,
as colours might fade from a

picture ? A wave of impatience
trembled across her mind. She
felt angry she felt cruel.

Suddenly seizing the paper,

she tore the letter in two, as

though by the act she could

inflict some punishment upon
the unconscious author of her
disaffection

;
then with equal

suddenness she lifted her head
in a listening attitude, for her

quick ears had caught the
sound of footsteps on the little

gravel-path, footsteps that were
followed almost immediately by
a knock on the hall door.

Visitors were few and far

between at the little house at

New Town, and involuntarily
she rose and ran to the window.
She pulled back the starched
and torn lace curtain, and leant

forward curiously ; then;as pre-

cipitately she drew back again,
all the anger, all the wayward-
ness gone from her face, every
feature lighted up with sudden
interest.

She sat down on the side of

her bed, her hands clasped, her
heart beating quickly, as she
heard the slipshod steps of the

servant shuffle down the hall,

heard the door open, and heard
the visitor's peremptory de-

mand for Miss Costello. Next,
she was conscious of two pairs
of feet going down the passage
and of the shutting of the

parlour door, followed by a

perfectly audible and flurried

explanation between the serv-

ant and Miss Costello in the
back regions of the house

; then

lastly, she distinguished her
aunt's steps on the creaking
stairs, and a moment later saw
her excited face round the
corner of the bedroom door.

" Isabel !

"
she exclaimed,

almost before she had entered
the room. "Isabel, do you
know who's below?"
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Isabel sprang to her feet.

"S-sh, Aunt Teresa! He'll

hear you."
"It's Stephen Carey."
"I know."
"What on earth can he

want ? What do you think he
can want ?

"

" How do I know !

"
Isabel

hid the light that was dancing
in her eyes.
"Am I an awful object? I

was just in the middle of

making the apple
-
dumpling.

It's a queer hour, indeed, for a

person to be calling ;
he might

have waited till three o'clock !

"

Shecame forward into the room,
her hair a little more untidy
than usual, a check apron
covering her black dress, and
a dab of flour on her cheek

testifying to her recent labours.
" Let me look at myself !

"
she

added, going up to the dressing-
table, and proceeding without

permission to smooth her hair

with Isabel's brush.

At any other moment this

would have called forth an in-

dignant protest from the owner,
but Isabel was too excited now
to give heed to the niceties of

property, and, coming forward

graciously, she even helped to

pull down Miss Costello's

sleeves, and herself untied the

apron strings and dusted the
flour from her face.

"Will I do now? I declare I

am as flurried as anything,

being called away like that in

the middle of the dumpling !

I only hope Lizzie will be able

to go on with it."

To this string of words Isabel

paid not the slightest atten-

tion
; but, having made her

aunt presentable, pushed her

unceremoniously towards the
door.

But Miss Costello refused to

cross the threshold. " You'll
come down with me, won't

you? Oh, Isabel, you'll come
down with me? "

Isabel looked down, coquet-

ting with herself. "I don't

know."
"
Oh, Isabel, do ! Be a good

girl, and do !

"

"Very well, I'll come after

you."
"
Ah, come now !

"

"No; afterwards."

"Very well! Will I do?"
" You're splendid."
"
Well, don't be long !

" She
nodded a last injunction ; and,
still full of nervous trepidation,
made her way downstairs.

Isabel stood on the tiptoe of

interest as she heard her de-

scend the stairs and open the

parlour door, but her strained

ears caught only the confused

murmur of a greeting, followed

by the closing of the door ;
and

at this sign of privacy she

turned back again into the

room, and for the second time

since her return from mass
walked up to the mirror and
studied her appearance. This
time the face that looked back
into her own was alive and

joyous, and as she brushed her
ruffled hair, the sense of power
and energy rose within her.

Money was scarce in the

small household, and in con-

sequence her wardrobe was of

the scantiest; but with the

unquenchable instinct of adorn-

ment, she took a bow of cherry-
coloured tulle from a drawer
and pinned it at the neck of

her pink muslin dress. As she
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was in the act of arranging it,

steps sounded on the stairs,
this time awkward and shuf-

fling, and presently a knock
sounded timidly on the door.

"What is it? Come in!"
she called.

The door opened an inch or

two, and the face of Lizzie the

servant appeared at the aper-
ture.

"Miss Isabel," she gasped,
"Miss Costello is wantin' you
below in the parlour ; and she

says you're to be as quick as

you can." Lizzie was newly
from the country, and as yet
raw material.

"All right! Only I wish

you'd come into a room, Lizzie,
when a person tells you to."

" I will, miss ! Yes, miss !

"

Lizzie backed incontinently
down the stairs, overcome by
embarrassment.

Isabel, very nearly as agi-
tated as the maid, put another

pin into the tulle bow and
hurried across the room and
out into the corridor

;
but pride

would not allow her to run
down the stairs, though her
feet danced to be off, and she
reached the parlour door with
a very dignified demeanour.
As she turned the handle

and entered, however, a little

of the dignity evaporated, for

the scene was not quite what
she had anticipated. At the

mahogany table that wellnigh
filled the little room, Miss
Costello and Carey were
seated upon two of the stiff

horsehair chairs that had

come, with Isabel herself, as

a legacy from the improvident
Dan. Carey was sitting bolt

upright, looking resolute and

very uncomfortable ; while his

companion, in a condition of

obvious perturbation, was nerv-

ously plaiting and unplaiting
the fringe of the table-cloth.

As Isabel appeared, Carey
rose. " I suppose you are

rather surprised to see me
again," he said.

Isabel said nothing : if there

was a difficult moment to be

faced, she decided that he
must bear the brunt of it.

Miss Costello stirred agi-

tatedly in her seat. " I'm
afraid Mr Carey hasn't come
on a very pleasant mission,
Isabel"

"No. No, I'm afraid I

haven't. But won't you sit

down ?
"

In the same determined
silence Isabel accepted the

chair he drew forward for

her; and resting her elbows
on the table, clasped her hands
under her chin.

Carey, still obviously ill at

ease, dropped back into his

own seat and made a fresh

essay. "I hadn't intended to

do this to come here like

this," he said; "but I realised

in the last three weeks that it

mightn't be very easy to find

an opportunity of seeing you,
and so I decided to to make
the plunge."

Isabel bent her head in ac-

knowledgment that the words
were meant for her, and Miss
Costello gave a fluttering sigh.
The difficulties placed in his

way seemed to brace Stephen,
for he suddenly cast aside his

conciliatory tactics, and made
a headlong rush for his point.
"Of course you know why I

came," he said.
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Isabel, offended by this

bluntness, opened her eyes.
"How could I know?"
At the little touch of arti-

ficiality he lost patience.

"Oh, don't make light of the

matter!" he said quickly.
"Frank is serious to me."

In an instant Isabel was as

angrily sincere as he. "And
do you think he's not serious

to me? Have you any right
to suppose that?"

" Not serious, indeed !

" Miss
Costello murmured. "When I

think of the prayers I have
said and the candles I have

lighted, that we might be all

guided to do right !

"

Isabel gave her a withering
glance and turned again upon
Carey.

" After all, it must be
more serious to me than to

anybody
' '

"Except Frank himself."
" How do you mean ?

"

"Well, I mean that mar-

riage must be more important
to a man than to a woman
not in the sentimental sense,

perhaps, but in the ordin-

ary, practical, everyday sense.

After all, if a woman likes to

make a poor marriage she does

it with her eyes open and she

finds compensations ;
it's the

man who does it blindly, and
it's the man who sinks under
it. I know what I'm talking
about."

" Some of the happiest

couples have been poor !

"
ejac-

ulated Miss Costello. "Look
at my poor brother !

"

Carey refrained from making
use of the weapon placed in

his hands, and merely said :

"Don't forget that your
brother is dead, Miss Costello,

and that death casts a sort of

glamour over things."
She heaved a sigh. "Ah,

Dan was a saint !

"
she mur-

mured to herself. "A saint !

"

"But poor people can be

happy," Isabel cried. "Poor

people can be happy. I'd

rather be a beggar ten times

over, than make what they call

here a 'good match.' I think

it's much more to be despised
to sell yourself as if you were
a sheep or a horse than to

marry because you care."

"Isabel! Isabel!"
"Be quiet, Aunt Teresa! I

will say what I think. You
hate me to marry Frank be-

cause I have no money ; but
if I was rich you'd let us get
married to-morrow, even if I

was lame or blind. You think

of nothing but money money
and position. You live in a

little, little world, where if

people ever do feel anything,

they're afraid to say so!"

Carey, watching the expres-
sions darkening and lighting
her face, leant suddenly across

the table. "Miss Costello," he

said,
" do you know that I

thought exactly the same as

that, when I was your age.
When I was twenty I thought
Waterford the narrowest hole

on God's earth, and myself the

one man who was going to

step outside it. But "
he

gave a quick, despondent shrug
of the shoulders "I went
under when the time came.

I went under like the rest.

There's a big machine called

expediency, and we are its

abject slaves. We oil it and

polish it and keep it running,

every man and woman of us;
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and if by any chance one of

us puts his hands behind his

back and says he won't feed

the monster any more, what

happens? Does the machine

stop? Not it! It's the de-

serter who goes under; the

machine roars on louder than
before. It's only by pandering
to it that we live at all

; and
the man who has oiled his own
particular wheel is in duty
bound to see that those de-

pendent on him learn to oil

theirs. This brother of mine

belongs to me : I've fathered

him and trained him and edu-

cated him, and I must see him
have a fair start. You must
see my position ! You must
see my point of view ! I'm

writing to Frank to-night ; let

me tell him that you see the

folly of it all?"

Isabel kept her hands ob-

stinately locked, her eyes ob-

stinately lowered.
" Let me write that to-night ?

Frank isn't a boy with a great
deal of character

; he's not
the boy to make a way for

himself."

"He cares for me."
"I have no doubt he does.

But no romantic man ever

made a fortune."

Her eyes blazed again. "I
don't want a fortune. I told

you that."
" I see ! Then it's no use ?

The sensible thing doesn't

appeal to you?"
"No, it does not. I hate

the sensible thing."
" All right ! I'm sorry !

You force me to do what I

don't like to do."
" What's that ?

"
Isabel

stood up.

" You force me to tell Frank
that unless he breaks off this

engagement I must stop sup-

plies. It's very unpleasant,
but there's nothing else for it.

I've done what I could." He
rose rather stiffly from his

chair.

Isabel paled, then reddened

violently. "You you would
do that?" she said.

"For his own good, yes. I

told you the matter was serious

to me."
"
Oh, Mr Carey, you

wouldn't !

"
cried Miss Cos-

tello. "You surely wouldn't!
Think of the poor fellow's

feelings ! Young people will

be young people, you know !

"

"Stop, Aunt Teresa! Mr
Carey, do you think that

when you write that to Frank,
he'll break off the engage-
ment ?

"

Carey hesitated. " Frank is

not strong-minded."
"That means you do think

it? You think he'll give me
up at a word from you?"

"Certainly not that. But he
is dependent on me

;
he has

nothing, not a penny of his

own and a man must live."

"And suppose he writes back
that he doesn't care a pin about

your money?"
Carey began to move slowly

towards the door. "On his

own head be it, then !

" he said.

"I'll have done my best. I'm

sorry I should have had to

offend you." He hesitated and
looked back at her.

But Isabel would not look

at him.

""Won't you say good-bye?
I am sorry though you may
not believe it."
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"Good-bye!" She did not
look up or hold out her hand.

"Good-bye, Miss Costello!"

He turned to the older woman.
" Good -

bye, Mr Carey ! I

suppose you're acting for the

best
;
but indeed I must say

you're hard you're very
hard."

He did not attempt to shake
hands with her; and, passing
out of the room in silence, he
went quietly down the hall,

and let himself out by the
small front door.

Instantly he was gone, Miss
Costello's feelings burst all

bounds. "Oh, Isabel," she

cried,
" what a frightful thing !

"What a terrible thing ! A
good match like that slipping

away before our very eyes !

What a pity your poor father

wasn't more saving not that
he had anything to save ! But
if only you had a little money
now, how different things
would be ! To think that a

son of old Barny Carey the
builder should have it in his

power to despise one of the
Costellos !

"

Isabel stood for a moment
listening to her aunt with

pale lips and eyes black with

passion; then all at once she

brought her hands together
with a fierce gesture. "Aunt
Teresa," she said, "if you say
one word more you'll drive me
stark, staring mad!" And
before Miss Costello had time to

recover from her surprise, she

had vanished from the room.

CHAPTEE IX.

For a week inaction op-

pressed Isabel's life; then the

atmosphere lifted. A letter

arrived from Paris.

With the arrival of this

letter everything was altered;
it was as if a cloud had been

dispersed, permitting the sun
of activity to shine forth again
and fill her world. She read
it in the morning, while Miss
Costello was at the ten o'clock

mass ; and armed with sudden
decision did not wait to peruse
the pages a second time, but,

pinning on her hat, sallied

forth from the house, on fire

with the sense of adventure.
The Waterford streets are

not very remarkable either for

business activity or beauty at

ten o'clock in the morning, but
romance is a matter of soul,

not of surroundings ;
and as

she threaded her way down
the incline of streets from New
Town to the Mall, her heart

sang to the lilt of her thoughts,
and her blood kept time like a

dancer's feet.

At the corner of the Mall
she stopped to give a penny to

a blind beggar, and the man's

eloquent flow of blessings
seemed the last note in the

paean of triumph. For she was
about to commit an act of

daring, she was about to out-

rage that conventionality in

which the members of her set

moved and breathed; and as

she swung along the streets,

she recalled Carey's outburst

in the little parlour, his simile

of the great, insistent machine
of expediency ; and in added
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stimulus the vision of herself

rose up as one of the fearless

few with hands metaphorically
locked, refusing to feed the

monster.

Crossing one or two of the

more important thoroughfares,
she passed at last into one of

the quieter, narrower streets

that in every town are stamped
with the seal of the professions,
and over which an air of priv-

acy is gathered like a gar-
ment. With eager and yet

hesitating steps she threaded
her way along the deserted

footpath, taking quick, side-

long glances at the windows

carefully screened from the

vulgar gaze, until at last the
name of "

Stephen Carey, Soli-

citor," displayed in black letters

on grated ironwork, brought
her to a standstill.

With an involuntary im-

pulse she glanced up and down
the silent street; then, with

slightly nervous haste, turned
in at the open doorway.
A dark and dusty passage

confronted her as she stepped
in out of the daylight, but a
door at its farther end gave
renewed hope, for there again
Carey's name was blazoned
forth

;
and hurrying forward,

she knocked twice on the glass

panel. For a moment she

waited, listening intently ;

then, as no sound reached her,
she spurred her courage and
turned the handle.

The room into which she

stepped was Carey's outer

office, and to a first glance it

looked almost as unattractive

as the passage that led to it.

The ceiling was high ;
the walls

bare, save where they were

fitted with shelves ; and the

only pieces of furniture were
two high desks placed in the
middle of the room. A reedy
youth of eighteen or nineteen
was seated at one of the desks,
a pen behind each red ear, his

long legs twined round an
office stool; at sound of the

opening door he looked round

casually, only to be trans-

fixed with surprise at sight of

the intruder.

Isabel coloured angrily at

his open-eye stare. "I want
to see Mr Carey," she an-
nounced promptly. "Is he
here?"
The youth took a third pen

from between his teeth. " You
can't see him," he said in a

drawling voice that seemed to

part grudgingly with its words.
"Is he here?"

"Yes, he's here."
" Then why can't I see him ?

"

"Well, you can't, for he's

engaged."
Isabel, who was no respecter

of persons, made haste to probe
this statement. "What is he

doing ?
"

she demanded.
The youth, nonplussed by

such directness, was drawn to

answer directly. "Well, he's

talking to the head clerk."

At this, Isabel's assurance
flowed back in full measure.
"Is that all!" she said con-

temptuously. "Go and tell

him at once that somebody
wants him !

"

The youth wriggled on his

stool.
"
Oh, I don't know that

I can," he demurred. "Are
you a client ?

"

Isabel ignored both the ob-

jection and the question.
"Where is he?" she asked.
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He indicated a second door.

"In there, in his private
office."

She acknowledged the in-

formation by a nod of her

head. "
Very well ! Then I'll

tell him myself," she said ; and
to the amazement of the youth,
she crossed the room, and
without more ado knocked

peremptorily on the inner

door.

There was a slight pause
after the knock fell

;
then a

sound of steps in the inner

room, followed by- the open-

ing of the door, and the head

clerk, a fair man with a short

beard and near-sighted eyes,
looked out impatiently.
"What do you want,

Thomas?" he said; then, see-

ing the intruder, he broke off.

"
Oh, I beg your pardon !

What can I do for you?"
" Can I see Mr Carey ? My

name is Costello. Perhaps
you'll tell him that I'm here."

"
Certainly, certainly I will."

The clerk glanced behind him

hesitatingly, then stepped aside,
as he saw Carey rise quickly
from his desk and come across

the room.

The surprise that had crossed

Stephen's face at the sound of

Isabel's voice was still visible

as he pushed past the clerk

and threw the door wide
; and

in that first unguarded second
she seized upon the certainty
that the surprise was not un-

pleasant.
"I suppose I oughtn't to

have come ! But I wanted to

see you, and I couldn't think
of any other place."

Carey laughed, as he took
her hand and drew her into the

office. "You can go on with
that deed, Allman !

" he added ;

and the head clerk withdrew,
closing the door.

She had taken him unpre-
pared ; and in the moment of

surprise it seemed that he was
once more the Stephen Carey
of the Fair Hill dance the
real man, unshackled by con-

vention.

Isabel's spirits soared high.
She looked into his face, echo-

ing his laugh.
" But I shouldn't have come,

should I ?
"

"You shouldn't unless you
want legal advice !

"

She took the chair he pushed
forward for her, watching him
seat himself at the large flat-

topped desk where he trans-

acted all his work.
"You can guess why I

came, can't you?"
"Another battle?"
She made no reply; but,

smiling under the half -quiz-
zical, half -questioning gaze of

his eyes, slipped her hand
into her pocket and pulled
out a large foreign envelope.

"'Twas for this. I wanted
to show you this."

She held out the letter, and,
as it passed from her hand to

his, she sank back again into

her chair, apparently absorbed
in a study of the black tin

boxes lining the walls, but in

reality listening with sharp
intensity to the rustle of the

paper between his fingers.
She stayed quite motionless

while he drew the sheet of

paper from its envelope, and
while he turned the first page ;

then, unable to restrain her

curiosity, she moved in her
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seat and shot a swift glance
at him as he sat with head
bent and body leaning forward.
As if conscious of her glance,
he looked up.

" So you wanted me to read
this?"
She nodded.
He folded the letter and

refolded it, drawing out the

creases mechanically, while his

eyes fixed themselves upon the

papers crowded on his desk.

"So this is Frank's answer
to me? He cares nothing for

me or for my money, so long
as you stick to him !

"

He spoke in a low voice, so

low that it was impossible to

follow its expression ;
and

Isabel, watching his immobile

face, felt her courage falter as

she put her next question.
" Are you very disap-

pointed ?
"

He looked up at her again,
and his glance was the hard,
cold glance with which he had

always scanned his failures.

"Oh, I acknowledge myself
beaten !

"

The colour leaped into her
face the red banner of suc-

cess. This was the moment
for which she had lived as she

swung along the streets, and
her whole spirit rose now to

meet it. With one of her swift-

est gestures, she stood up and
walked across to him.

"Mr Carey," she said, the

nervous note of tense excite-

ment thrilling in her voice,

"Mr Carey, why do you treat

me as if I was a sort of enemy ?

Why do you speak to me as if

I was trying to bring Frank to

ruin, just out of spite? Why
have you never asked me to

break off with him as as a
sort of favour as a sort of

kindness ?
"

She looked down at him as

he sat there, too amazed to

think of rising, her finger-tips

resting on the desk, her face

brimming with expression.

"Why haven't you ever

thought that I might do it to

help you to please you?"
Carey glanced up.

" I sup-
pose I only know one way of

getting things."
She threw back her head.

"And you think women like

that way?"
He was silent. It did not

come to him to tell her that all

his life he had commanded, not

asked, of women.
" Don't you think if you had

asked, things might have been
different ?

"

" I never ask."
" Ask now !

" The words
were almost a whisper a

whisper in which he could

hear the catch and quiver of

her breath.

He twisted round in his seat.
" What do you mean by that ?

"

" What I say. Ask now !

"

Native suspicion ousted the

surprise in his face. " I don't

like being made a fool of !

"

Isabel drew herself up.
" And

do you think I came here to

make a fool of you? I'll tell

you why I came ! I came to

tell you that you can keep
Frank that I don't want him

that I'm done with him."
In the immeasurable relief of

the moment Carey jumped up.
"You mean that?" he cried.

"You actually mean that?"
" I do mean it, yes."

They stood for a moment
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looking at each other in the

quiet office he absorbed by
the news, she observant of him.

In the crucial moments of life

it is always the woman who
puts the eternal "Why?"
Man, the active, the unana-

lytical, who deals in results.

It never touched Carey's mind
to question the motives that

had prompted this act of re-

nunciation, the tangled feelings
that had prompted the change
of front : if he saw Isabel in

the affair at all, it was merely
as the exponent of an unlooked-
for generosity a creature who
had proved herself strangely
sensible by falling in with his

own views. The subtler com-

pliment went altogether un-
observed.

"It's it's very generous of

you," he said at length. "What
can I say ?

"

" I don't ask you to say any-
thing. I'm not doing it for

thanks."
"And Frank? Have you

thought of Frank?"
"I'll write to Frank to-

night."

Carey's face changed.
' ' He'll

be very much cut up, remem-
ber ! He'll do all sorts of things.

He'll probably threaten to kill

himself when he first hears

this."

Isabel smiled. " First ?

You're not very compli-

mentary."
"
Oh, it has nothing to do

with you. It's only that I

know Frank and that you
may as well be prepared. As
for compliments, I can't pay
them, but I'd like to ask you
to forgive me for a lot of

things ; and I'd like, I'd

like, if it's possible, to be

friends."

Her glance, quick and warm,
flashed to him. "You're sin-

cere when you say that?"
"Yes. I am."
She held out her hand in a

swift, free gesture.
" Then I'll

go. I wanted you to say it.

Good-bye!"
He took her fingers in his

hard, strong grasp.
"
Good-bye ! And thanks !

"

This was their parting. No
promise of a future meeting,
no suggestion of all that was

yet to come. A favour given,
a favour received ;

a clasp of

the hands, and an inarticu-

late sense of mutual under-

standing.

(To be continued)
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TWO DIPLOMATISTS.

I. TALLEYRAND.

No man of his time has been
so bitterly attacked and so

lamely defended as Charles
Maurice Talleyrandde Perigord.
He was said by his enemies to

engross the vices of the old

and new regimes. Napoleon
led the chorus of abuse.

"Talleyrand," said he, "is a

scoundrel, like Marmont : he
has betrayed religion, Louis

XVI., the Constituent Assem-

bly, the Directorate. Why did

I not have him shot?" And
a thousand others have fol-

lowed Napoleon's lead. A
stranger to honour and virtue,
declared one, he sacrificed his

country to an insensate love

of money. A monster of dis-

loyalty, murmured another, he
witnessed the ruin of his

benefactors with a complacent
smile, and cheerfully profited

by the disasters of his friends.

Even his statecraft has been
decried as cunning, and his

diplomacy as a mere trick of

dissembling. Nor did Talley-
rand often condescend to de-

fend himself against his con-

temporaries. He countered

insult with a smile, and, when

charged with lack of principle,
was content to observe that

the only sound principle was
to have none. His unpopular-

ity, then, is easily intelligible.

Nothing alienates people more

thoroughly than indifference,

unless it be a rasping wit;
and when Talleyrand spoke at

all, he would always rather

lose a friend than a jest.

Moreover, he was for many
years a fearless king-maker. He
dispensed crowns as monarchs
distribute portfolios. Dynasties
were his playthings. He set

up thrones and overturned

them; and at each revolution

he created for himself a new
mob of enemies. He was, in

truth, a finished specimen of the

homme politigue. He aspired to

govern not empires, but rulers ;

and such being his profession,
it is not strange that vices

and even crimes were imputed
to him by those who lacked
his knowledge and humour.
But if he disdained to answer
his accusers, he never ceased

to believe in the loftiness of

his patriotism and the grandeur
of his policy. "Animated by
the most devoted love of

France," thus he wrote at

the end of his career,
" I have

always served her conscien-

tiously, and sought for her

honestly that which I honestly
believed to be most advan-

tageous for her."

Born in 1754 to a noble

family, he was passed over

by his parents in favour
of a younger brother, and
sent into the Church, because
a limping leg rendered him
unfit for the profession of

arms. But neglect did but

sharpen his wit and increase

the quiet severity of his tem-

per. Moreover, he looked upon
the Church, for which he had
no exalted regard, as a con-

venient method of preferment ;
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and being appointed Bishop of

Autun in 1789, he was able

to play a distinguished part
in the Revolution. With a

prudent regret he foresaw the

triumph of the popular cause,

and, as it was always his

habit to hail a rising star,

he dedicated his energy and

courage to the service of the

people. But he did not share

the illusions of his sentimental

contemporaries.
"A demo-

cracy," he asked in derision,
" what is it but an aristocracy
of blackguards?" Meanwhile
no hostile critic saw the weak-
ness of France more clearly
than he. "The Nation," said

he to Gouverneur Morris, "is

a parvenu, and, like all par-
venus, is insolent." More-

over, he preserved a sturdy
contempt for the heroes of

humble birth who were his

colleagues in rebellion, and

who, in his own phrase, "had
never walked on the parquet"
As for himself, "he dressed

like a coxcomb, thought like

a deist, and preached like a

saint." But he understood
life as he understood politics.
He was a man of the world
as well as a master of finance

;

and since he was troubled

neither by prejudices nor pas-
sions, he instantly assumed a

leadership among the rabble.

So he was a member of the

Constituent Assembly, and, in

spite of his bishopric, he urged
the Government to lay hands

upon the landed estate of

the Church. Like Wolsey a
still greater Churchman he

thought it no dishonour to

rob his own house; and with
a better excuse, since, in his

eyes, the Church was no more

than a means of advancement.
A student of Montesquieu, and
a patient admirer of the Eng-
lish Constitution, he preferred
a limited monarchy to other

forms of government, and so

long as safety permitted he

was the zealous champion of

Louis XVI. That he would
have bowed to the storm is

not improbable. Happily for

him, he was in exile during the

Terror, and he was not asked
to soil his hands with blood.

When, therefore, he returned
from America, fortified by the

lessons taught him by Alex-

ander Hamilton, he could take

up his broken career under
the most favourable auspices,
and unstained by the foolish

crime of regicide.
Determined to rule through

the established government, he

was confronted by a desper-
ate task. The Directory was
neither sympathetic nor amen-
able. Its i members regarded

Talleyrand with suspicion, and
even with hatred. In their

eyes he was an aristocrat, an

emigrd, a friend of Mirabeau,
who was waiting his chance to

bring back the Royal House of

France. R-ewbell could find no
words too brutal for what he

thought the Bishop of Autun's

treachery. "He is the pow-
dered lackey of the ancient

regime," said he; "at most he
could be used as a servant for

purposes of parade, were he

only provided with a decent

pair of legs, but he has no
more legs than heart." Talley-
rand marked the hostility, and,
after his habit of discretion,
resented nothing openly. He
shrugged his shoulders, and
"set the women going." He
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plainly told Madame de Stael

that if she did not find him a

place he must blow his brains

out, and Madame de Stael

willingly used her influence to

prevent so grave a tragedy.
She assailed Barras with a

passionate eloquence ; she sang
the praises of her hero, who
wished nothing else than " the

honour of serving the Republic
and of showing his love of

liberty
"

; and Talleyrand, hav-

ing proclaimed his unfailing
devotion to the Directory, was

appointed Minister of Foreign
Affairs by Rewbell and Barras,
the very men who had most

bitterly distrusted and assailed

him. Admirably did he play
his part in the comedy until

the end of the act. He em-

ployed all his marvellous gifts
of diplomacy to cajole the Dir-

ectors, and he resigned his

office as soon as he knew that

Napoleon's ascendancy was in-

evitable. But while he had
served France with all his

energy and prudence, he cher-

ished a profound contempt for

those who gave him his oppor-
tunity.

" These were the

men," said he in his 'Memoires,'
after describing a disgraceful

quarrel between Carnot and

Barras,
" who held the reins of

government, and with whom,
perforce, I attempted to re-

store France into the society of

Europe."
The Directory, however, did

Talleyrand an eminent service :

it first brought him face to

face with Napoleon. When
the young general returned
from his glorious campaign in

Italy, Talleyrand was selected

to pronounce his panegyric,
and he instantly fell under the

triumphant spell. "The win-

ning of twenty battles," said

he, "accords admirably with
his youth, his good looks, his

pallor, and a suspicion of fa-

tigue." But it was not merely
the picturesque aspect of

Napoleon which captivated
him. He saw in the victori-

ous soldier the one man cap-
able of regenerating France,
and at the outset supported
his schemes with unwavering
devotion. If he could, he
would have made Napoleon
king, and thus put into prac-
tice his favourite theory of

government. But kingship
being impossible, he took care

that Napoleon's power should
be unhampered. The conspir-

acy of the 18th Brumaire could
not have been made without
the help of Talleyrand ;

he ap-

proved the consulate, and he

delighted in the empire. The

pomp and ceremony which the

Emperor restored to France
were in perfect harmony with
the temper of one who through-
out the fury of revolution never

forgot that he was an aristo-

crat. Thus during the first

years of Napoleon's sovereignty

Talleyrand exercised a wide and

deep influence. As Madame
de Remusat says, he ruled

France through his master.

But two men, so different in

temperament and ambition,
could not for ever follow the

same path. Talleyrand always
subordinated military glory to

the security of France. Nap-
oleon hesitated to leave the

field, on which he believed

himself invincible. While the

soldier aimed at universal

dominion, the statesman would
have preferred a stable balance
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of power, and at last a separ-
ation became inevitable. "I
do not wish to be the exe-

cutioner of Europe," said

Talleyrand in opposition to

Napoleon's schemes of aggrand-
isement; and so strongly did

he disapprove of the policy

pursued in Spain, that he was
dismissed from the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs. Henceforth
he remained in Paris, watched
and watchful. He played an

energetic part in the downfall
of the Emperor, and he has
ever since been charged with

treachery and ingratitude.
As has been said, Napoleon

regretted that he had not
shot Talleyrand, and from

Napoleon's point of view the

regret was perhaps justified.
But it cannot be argued with

justice that the Emperor had an
honourable grievance against
his Minister. There was no

treachery, because Talleyrand
served France, not Napoleon.
There was no ingratitude, be-

cause Talleyrand owed no more
to Napoleon than Napoleon
owed to Talleyrand. Napol-
eon, said his Minister, was
raised to the supreme power
that he might oppose the forces

of anarchy. Duped by his

imagination, he determined to

surround France "with a ram-

part of thrones held by mem-
bers of his own family." And
in this enterprise Talleyrand
saw the ruin of his country.
In 1807 Napoleon, by restoring

peace to Europe, might have

given to France a lasting su-

premacy. He preferred to

seek adventures in Spain and
Russia, and, by what seemed
a reckless disregard of his

country's interests, made

Talleyrand's defection and his

own downfall inevitable. In-

dignantly did Talleyrand deny
that he had conspired against
the Emperor. "I have never

conspired in my life," said he,

"except when I had the major-
ity of France for my accom-

plice." Such are the ostensible

differences which separated
Napoleon and Talleyrand. But
beneath them, and greater than

they, was the struggle of tem-

peraments, the struggle be-

tween genius and talent, be-

tween glory and tact, between

imagination and subtlety, be-

tween dreams and practice.
And it is not surprising, in

the conditions of modern life,

that talent won the ultimate

victory.
"
Napoleon," said Talleyrand,

"had remade the bed of the

Bourbons," and the adroit

Minister had no other choice

than to smooth the pillows. In
another sense he had performed
the same office for Barras years
before, and the Director had

proved more grateful than the

King. After Talleyrand had

played a conspicuous part at

Vienna, and realised at last

the dream of his life a consti-

tutional monarchy, he found
his occupation gone. Louis

XVIII. would have none of

him, despite the pressure of

Wellington and the advice of

Guizot. For once Talleyrand's
tact deserted him. He did not

gauge the obstinacy of the

King, and thought that he

might rule by force, where
hitherto he had found cunning
all-sufficient. And so King and
Minister exchanged sarcasms
and parted. When Louis
XVIII. asked him how he had
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contrived to wreck so many
dynasties,

" There is something
about me," he replied, "which

brings ill-luck on Governments
that neglect me." The King
did not entirely neglect him,
since he gave him a sinecure

worth 100,000 francs a -year,
and the throne withstood all

his attempts to overturn it.

So for fifteen years he re-

mained a simple courtier,

quietly organising an opposi-
tion, and waiting for better

times. His last chance came,
when in 1830 he placed Louis

Philippe upon the throne of

France, and chose as his re-

ward the post of Ambassador
to St James's. In London he

proved that his talent for

affairs was unimpaired, and he
succeeded in strengthening the
ties of friendship which bound

England and France. Greville

pictures him as a favourer "of
moderate and healing counsels,"
as " a statesman like Burleigh
or Clarendon for prudence,
temperance, and discretion."

The transformation of the
volatile Abbe, of the un-

scrupulous Bishop, was indeed

complete, and yet he was dis-

tinguished by that unity of

character which may always
be detected in the great.
He had controlled as many

dynasties as Louis XVIII. de-

clared that he had wrecked.
He had encouraged the first

signs of revolution; he had

governed France through the

Directory ;
his had been the un-

seen hand behind the Imperial
throne

;
he had established a

limited monarchy. As it was
never his ambition to stand

first, so he cared not who had
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCV.

the semblance of power so long
as he had the reality. And in

all that he had accomplished,
he might well boast that in serv-

ing himself he had also served

France. But though his motives
were as simple as his ambition,
he appeared to his contem-

poraries little short of a crim-

inal. Even Gouverneur Morris,
a most judicious observer of

men and events, has nothing
better to say of him than that
he " would rather do right than

wrong," as became a man who
was " indifferent between virtue

and vice." The misconception
was partly due to Talleyrand
himself

; partly, and in a higher
degree, to the age in which
he happened to play his part.

Cynical in all things, he studi-

ously rid himself of the qualities
which were not either pleasant
or useful, and he did not ac-

claim as virtuous that which
he knew to be expedient. He
himself rebutted the common
charge with an insouciance that

did but increase the rancour of

his enemies. "Did you ever

know crime of use to a sensible

man ?
" he asked Lamartine.

" It is the resource of political

fools, and is like the breaker
which returns and overwhelms

you. I had my failings, some

say vices mais des crimes, ft

done /
" To the age of revolu-

tion, ebullient with ideas, this

political wisdom seemed a clear

proof of villainy. The heroes
of the Terror, their hands red
with blood, believed that they
might rule the world with a

copy-book heading.
" Be vir-

tuous and you will be happy,"
they murmured, as the tumbril

carried its innocent load to the

2T
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guillotine. But Talleyrand
knew that amiable platitudes
were not the most useful in-

struments of policy. He would
sacrifice nothing to ideas

"not even if they were his

own." He would not have
murdered his bitterest foe for

the sake of a moral maxim.
In other words, he was sternly

practical. He would be turned
aside neither by love nor hate,
neither by virtue nor vice, from
the business of government.
And this persistence best illus-

trates the unity, the oneness of

his character selfish in the
cause of France, with which he
identified himself ; pitiless and
inexorable to thosewho checked
her advance. The task which
he had set himself compelled
him to worship success. " The
courtier of destiny," said

Lamartine with perfect truth,
" he served the strong, he

despised the maladroit, he
abandoned the unfortunate."

Such qualities, used in the
commerce of daily life, would
make a bad friend and a worse

enemy. In times of stress

they may be the necessary
weapons of a statesman, and
those who condemn the means
which Talleyrand employed
lack either the will or the in-

telligence to understand the
end and aim of his ambition.
To achieve his purpose he

spent his whole life, as it were,
on guard. He divested him-
self of passion and sentiment.
He remained silent in com-

pany, lest he should betray his

thought. With so stern a
hand did he govern his im-

pulses that he was never
known to lose his temper. In
all the relations of life he let

wit and sarcasm perform the
work of anger. If there was
that in his mind which must
be spoken, he made a speech ;

otherwise he held his tongue,
and he astonished the Foreign
Ministers whom he met in

conference by an obstinate

reticence. Indifferent to the

opinions of others, he read
himself to sleep with pam-
phlets written to insult him.
Yet if he were cold in his

manner, he was never rough
or brusque. With him dis-

cretion did not degenerate into

insolence, and he was not a

slave even to his discretion.

When he came to London as

Ambassador, he surprised our

statesmen with the openness
of his speech and demeanour,
which was perfectly adapted
to the occasion. But in eulo-

gising Reinhard, who had
served him for many years, he
sketched the qualities which
are necessary to a Minister of

Foreign Affairs with an au-

thority which is indisputable,
with a candour which plainly
reveals his own method, and
which is the most eloquent
answer to his detractors. "A
Minister of Foreign Affairs," he

said, "must be endowed with
a kind of instinct, which should

save him, by a prompt warn-

ing, from ever compromising
himself. He must possess the

faculty of seeming open, while

remaining impenetrable ; he
must cover his reserve with
a mask of frankness ; he
must be adroit even in the

choice of his distractions ; his

conversation should be simple,

various, unexpected, always
natural, and sometimes ingen-
uous. In a word, he must
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never cease for one moment in

the twenty-four hours to be a
Minister of Foreign Affairs."

To this arduous ideal Talley-
rand showed a constant loyalty.
He was a Minister of Foreign
Affairs always, and under all

circumstances
;

he was no

amateur, who dabbled in pol-
itics when sport or bric-a-brac

failed him
; he thought no

labour excessive which should
further the interests of France
and of the prevailing dynasty.
But, he proceeds in his pane-
gyric of Reinhard, "the rarest

qualities are of no avail in

diplomacy if they do not find

their guarantee in good faith."

Thus he rebuts, in Reinhard's

name, the charge that was so

often brought against himself,
and for once in a long career

stooped to answer his oppon-
ents. Thus with the full em-

phasis of his authority he

attempts to destroy a general
prejudice.

"
No," says he,

"diplomacy is not a science

of craft and duplicity. If

good faith is necessary any-
where, it is necessary in pol-
itical transactions, for it alone

can render them solid and
durable. The world has been

pleased to confuse reserve with

cunning. Good faith never
authorises cunning, though it

admits reserve; and reserve

has this characteristic it

increases confidence." Thus

spoke Talleyrand in what may
be called his apologia, and it

may be said that never in his

dealings with foreign States
was he guilty of bad faith.

He did not always treat his

own compatriots with the

same magnanimity. At the

outset of his career, when he

was attempting to force the

door of politics which he feared

was closed against him, he em-

ployed with excellent effect all

the arts of cunning. He flat-

tered and cajoled the men
whom in his heart he despised,
and whom he was resolved to

oust from power. But he was

stooping to conquer, and when
once he was master of himself

and his position he proved that

wisdom and silence, not cunning
and chicane, are the true in-

struments of statesmanship.
While he thought as a diplo-

matist, it was as an aristocrat

that he always presented him-
self to the world. He preserved

through all vicissitudes the

dandyism of the ancient

regime. Though his policy
forced him into strange com-

panionships, he never forgot
that by birth and habit he was
a gentleman, and his wit, which
was a survival of another age,

protected him against the as-

saults of insolence and famil-

iarity. His retorts, courteous

even in their bitterness, long

ago became the commonplaces
of polite conversation, and have
been so recklessly perverted
that their author, could he

hear, would not recognise them.
Of his faults, the worst in pri-
vate was his ingratitude to

women he dismissed Mme. de

Stael, his benefactress, with the

curt refusal of an invitation
;

the worst in public was his

insatiable greed. So sharply
had he felt the pinch of poverty,
that he used the opportunities
of power without scruple to fill

his pocket. When Napoleon
wondered at his wealth, "I
did but buy rentes on the 18th

Brumaire," said he, "and sell
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them on the 19th." The com-

pliment, adroit as it was, con-

cealed the truth; and Talley-

rand, no doubt, vied with his

colleagues in seeking and ac-

cepting bribes. Nor can any
better excuse be found for him
than that he followed the

fashion of dangerous times, and
took a necessary precaution

against the future. And, thus

fortified against discomfort, he

faced the approach of age
and it was very old age with
a dignity and nonchalance

which well became him. "Je
suis un vieux homme," he wrote
to Lady Jersey in 1834,

" mais

je ne veux pas que d'autres

soient dans le cas de le trouver,"

echoing unconsciously a phrase
of Lord Chesterfield's, a man
of kindred temper and talent.

Four years later he died, re-

conciled with the Church. " He
was always a man of pacifi-

cation," said Roger Collard at

this final act of diplomacy, and
these words might well serve

for his epitaph.

II. METTEKNICH.

When Metternieh first saw
the monarch whom he was
destined to rule for so many
years, he was but a boy of

seventeen. Fortunate in birth

as in opportunity, he was ap-

pointed in 1790 Master of the

Ceremonies which accompanied
the coronation of Leopold II.

at Frankfort. The high office

flattered his love of pomp and

pageantry ;
and his meeting

with Francis, then an Arch-

duke, pointed the way to a

career of diplomacy. In his

allegiance to this prince, who
two years later succeeded to

the throne of Leopold, he never

wavered. Even at the time

when he knew himself to be an

autocrat, he cherished the fic-

tion of devotion and obedience.

With a simple reverence for

kingship, he gladly yielded
the glory of his own exploits
to his master, and declared,
in writing his own autobio-

graphy, that his sole desire was
to paint his monarch such as

he was. He was never tired

of celebrating the calm which

the Emperor displayed in the

greatest crises, and " the force

of soul and the firmness of char-

acter, which are the appanage
of princes born to rule

"
j he

sang paeans to the Emperor's
virtues, both public and dom-

estic, with an enthusiasm
which history has not justified ;

and he found an ample reward
when the dying Francis called

him "his best friend." But
the deeds of Francis were in

truth the deeds of Metternieh,
and to the Minister, who for

nearly half a century directed

the counsels of Austria, must
be given the praise and the

blame which follow achieve-

ment or disaster.

Metternich's education was,
so to say, guided by the hand
of fate. He entered the

University of Strasburg as

Napoleon quitted it. He sat

in the same class-rooms, he
received instruction from the

same masters as his great

adversary, and if he never

heard the hero's name men-

tioned, he, too, listened with
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an eager interest to the first

news of the Revolution. His

preceptor was a Jacobin, who
did his utmost to inspire his

distinguished pupil with the

ominous doctrines of liberty,

equality, and fraternity but
in vain. Metternich was natur-

ally inaccessible to new ideas.

He was born and grew up
with a lofty respect for law
and order, and the aberrations

of others did but confirm him
in an austere habit of thought.
And if at Strasburg he had an

opportunity of observing what
were cynically called "the

rights of man," at Mayence,
whither he went to study law,
he was confronted with the

emigrants, "those Jacobins of

Coblentz," as M. de Bouille

called them, whose levity per-
suaded them that in a few
weeks they would be restored
to Paris in triumph. At the

siege ofValenciennes he learned
his first lesson in the art of

war, and in 1794 he witnessed
the departure of Admiral
Howe's fleet from Portsmouth

the fleet which won the

glorious victory of the 1st

of June. At the age of twenty-
one, therefore, he had a clear

and practical knowledge of

the problems which perplexed
Europe ; he had seen some-

thing of the means by which

they would be solved ;
and he

was ready to take his part in

the greatest game that ever it

was the lot of a statesman to

play.
Yet he would have us believe

that he had no natural love of

diplomacy, that the fires of

ambition never burned within
his breast. He declares that

public affairs never attracted

him, and that, had he been

permitted to choose his own
career, he would have devoted
his days and nights to the

study of science. When in 1801
the Emperor called him to his

service, he obeyed the summons
with a show of reluctance.

"Your Majesty," said he,

"wishes me to throw myself
into a profession which I do
not think is mine." Thus

pleasantly he deceived himself.

Politics were the first necessity
of his being. As Napoleon was
born to be a military despot, so

Metternich was born to be a

calm, cold, calculating diplo-

matist, and neither the one

nor the other could avoid his

destiny. Meanwhile, Metter-

nich had already frequented the

society of such astute Ministers

as Pozzo di Borgo. He had

already made an appearance
at the Congress of Rastadt.

Above all, he proved that he

understood the conditions of

his craft by his choice of a

mission. Dresden and Copen-
hagen being offered to him, he

selected Dresden, which was a

stage on the road from St

Petersburg to Berlin, and
which was thus an excellent

post of observation. To what

good purpose he put the watch-
tower of his choice the years

proved : he detected the weak-
nesses of others without reveal-

ing his own strength ; and
when he stood face to face

with the forces of disorder, he
was prepared by knowledge and

experience for the encounter.
From the moment that he

entered the service of the

Emperor Francis he under-
stood his appointed task. The

enemy which he fought with a
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simple courage and a tireless

energy was the French Revolu-

tion and the opinions which it

enforced. Determined to save

his own country from terror

and subversion, determined to

preserve the balance of power
in Europe, he set his face

sternly against the excesses of

thought and action which had
filled the gutters of Paris with
blood. Like the trained soldier

that he was, he had studied

his enemies' positions, and had
armed himself efficiently for

the fray. His passionless in-

tellect permitted him to form
a clear judgment of all parties.
He esteemed the Emigrants as

lightly as the Sansculottes.

He knew all the men of the

Revolutionary Government,
and he saw as clearly as their

master that they were good
workmen, who fondly believed

themselves architects. It was
his foible to believe that he
alone in Europe understood the
true meaning of the French

Revolution; he held that a

military despotism was the

only logical result of the

Terror ; and the triumph of

Napoleon was the best justi-
fication of his arrogance.

After Austerlitz Metternich
was appointed Ambassador
at Paris, and then it was that
the singular duel commenced,
to which history can hardly
find a parallel. On either

side the battle was fought
with perfect consciousness and
without rancour. Napoleon
found the society of Metter-
nich so agreeable that he de-

manded his presence in Paris,
while Metternich never con-
cealed his lofty appreciation of

the man whose schemes it was

his duty to oppose. If the

Ambassador was shocked now
and again at the harsh man-
ners of the Emperor, whom
his aristocratic soul regarded
as a parvenu, if he was some-
times appalled at Napoleon's
insufficient culture, he never
made the mistake of under-

rating his adversary. With
an infinite patience and an

imperturbable temper he set

himself to study the Emperor's
character and ambitions. To
Napoleon's strength he op-

posed a quietly assured cun-

ning. He listened obediently
to the characteristic garrulity
of the Corsican, and, while he

silently criticised all that he

heard, he never committed
himself or his Government by
an indiscreet reply. The con-

test was unequal from the first.

It was again, as with Talley-

rand, talent against genius,
realism against romance, and
if for the sake of diversion you
regret the issue, you cannot
but admire the calmness, the

deliberation, and the address of

the Ambassador who won the

last triumphant round.

Metternich possessed one

conspicuous advantage over

all his collegues he was never
afraid of Napoleon. His well-

bred serenity was impervious
to assault, and, doubtless, the

Emperor liked him all the

better when he discovered the

hopelessness of attempting to

browbeat him. And, when
Metternich looked back upon
the glories of his career, it was
the audience of August 15,

1808, that most generously
flattered his pride. Napoleon
was highly incensed at the

news which he had received of
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Austria's warlike prepara-
tions, and he determined, in

revenge, to make a public ex-

ample of Metternich. Ap-
proaching him, with menace
in his mien, before all the

diplomatists, he addressed him
at the top of his voice. "Well,
Mr Ambassador," said he,
"what is it your master, the

Emperor, wants? Does he
think he will drag me back
to Vienna?" No shade of

embarrassment passed over

Metternich's face. He op-

posed a perfect calm to the

Emperor's anger. If he raised

his tone and his voice to his

opponent's level, it was to

prove that he was still master
of himself. And so the two

great adversaries shouted
louder and louder. Diplomatic
irony was more than a match
for imperial pride, and at

last Napoleon, having vainly
striven to involve Count Tolstoi

in the argument, turned on his

heel and left the room. But
no spark of malice burned in

his mind. He hastened to

assure Metternich that his

words were inspired by no

personal animosity, that he
had no other aim than to

understand the situation; and

Metternich, strong in the pride
of having taught the Emperor
a lesson, might have received

the apology with a better

grace. "Europe," said he with
an ungenerous pomp,

" will

decide on which side are reason

and justice." And there the

matter ended.

Whatever advantage Metter-
nich's serenity had gained in

Paris was lost at Vienna in

less than a year. After spend-

ing some months as Napoleon's

prisoner at Schonbrunn, the

Ambassador was appointed
Minister of Foreign Affairs in

time to give a forced approval
to the disastrous Treaty of

Vienna, which, as he truly said,
" enclosed the Empire in a circle

of iron." The humiliation of

Austria was complete ; her

resistance was impossible ;
and

the Emperor Francis accepted
the pitiless terms of Napoleon
with what spirit he could. But
even in the moment of disaster

Metternich was subtly pre-

paring his revenge. His emis-

saries had already instilled

into the mind of Napoleon the

poisonous hint of an ambitious

marriage. Though in his ' Me-

moirs,' as in his life, Metternich
affected to believe that the

proposal for the hand of Marie-

Louise came from Napoleon,
there is no doubt that the

cunning mind of the diplomatist

suggested the alliance. It was
well for the dignity of the

Austrian Court to confer with
the Archduchess. It was well

for the sake of traditional

morality to prate of sacrifices

made in the cause of duty and
of peace. But Metternich, with
his unfailing prudence, had
foreseen the consequences of

Napoleon's false step. Austria

pacified and Russia alienated

were these objects not worth

striving for? Napoleon dis-

covered his error too late.
" J'ai

fait une bien grand sottise,"
he confessed, in 1813,

" en

epousant une Archiduchesse
d'Autriche." Metternich re-

cognised the folly when he

accompanied Marie -Louise to

France, and found no difficulty
in acquiescence.
The Imperial marriage was,
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indeed, a masterpiece of nicely
calculated diplomacy. Yet

Metternioh, like the polished
actor that he was, assumed an
air of innocent surprise. He
declared that he could not

understand Napoleon's motive
in espousing Marie-Louise. For
six months he pretended to

seek the light in a dark situa-

tion, and to seek it in vain.

He told Napoleon that he
wanted to find a line of conduct
which he might follow in the

far-distant future. "Stay a

few weeks longer," replied the

Emperor, "and you will have
satisfaction." And all the while

he held the balance of events in

his own hand. The marriage,
which ensured a peace to Aus-

tria, presently involved France
and Russia in war. Metternich,

by proclaiming an armed neu-

trality, stood well with either

side. Though 30,000 Austrian

troops went to the aid of

France, the Czar was assured

that the aid was not seriously

given, and he still regarded
the Emperor Francis as his

ally. Metternich, with a rare

modesty, declared that history
could not show a situation so

eccentric as this. If it were

eccentric, it was also of in-

finite advantage. The issue

of the struggle was immater-
ial. Whichever won, Austria's

hands were free for a settle-

ment, and if Napoleon hoped
that a sentiment for the hus-

band of Marie -Louise would

intervene, he was doomed to

disappointment. After Moscow,
Metternich, conscious that he
dominated the situation, wisely
declared that Austria's atti-

tude was that of a "
puissance

mediatrice armee," and set

about the making of a dur-

able peace with perfect sin-

cerity. He knew that he had
won the victory against the

forces of revolution, but he
wished to use his victory with

moderation, and it was vastly
honourable to him that he
showed no rancour against

Napoleon. Indeed, had the

great Emperor been willing
to make terms at Prague, he
would have saved his throne
and his dynasty. France,

Italy, Belgium, and Holland
would still have lain at his

feet, while Prussia would have
found her boundary at the

Elbe. But Napoleon must
have the world or nothing,
and he angrily rejected the

terms that were offered him.

"You want war," said he to

Metternich. "
Very well, then,

you shall have it." And Met-

ternich, who looked upon him-
self as "the representative of

the whole of European society,"

reluctantly took up the chal-

lenge. Even after Leipsic,
Metternich would have secured

Napoleon upon the throne of

France. He wished for Austria
no aggrandisement or extension.

If only he might secure the

balance of power, he would
have been content, but he
knew how desperate was the

hope that Napoleon would be

persuaded to moderation by
defeat. "The Emperor Nap-
oleon will not make peace,"
said he

;

" that is my pro-
fession of faith, and nothing
will give me greater happi-
ness than to be wrong." He
was not wrong. Napoleon still

believed himself superior to

circumstances, and Elba and
Waterloo were the result.
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During the troublous years,
1813 -

14, Metternich showed

astounding skill in the man-

agement of affairs. He had
studied the character of Nap-
oleon with so sedulous a pre-

cision, that his policy was
nearer to science than to art.

If the ultimate downfall of

Napoleon was assured by the

energy and statecraft of Pitt,

it was the diplomacy of Metter-

nich which hastened the coup
de gr6.ce. Had he gone into

retirement after Waterloo, he
would have bequeathed to pos-

terity an unbroken reputation.
He had achieved his purpose
with singular success. The
Revolution, which he had set

himself to destroy,was crumbled
in pieces. The man of genius
who had turned the forces of

disorder to his own use was a

lonely, hopeless exile. Metter-
nich's work was done, his wages
ta'en. But he lacked the

imagination to understand his

own achievement. Though
anarchy was dead for the

moment, he was still eager
to fight it. He persisted in

his policy of counter-revolu-

tion, long after the necessity
had passed away. The fall of

Napoleon gave him no sense

of security, and with the aid

of the Holy Alliance, which
was established upon a patri-
archal basis to secure the

interest of all thrones, he de-

termined to govern Europe
with an iron hand. For the

Napoleonic system he substi-

tuted a system of his own* He
announced himself the friend of

all absolute monarchs, and he
declared that no country had

any other hope of salvation

than in a benevolent despotism.

His aim and purpose was to

check the growth of represent-
ative government wherever it

threatened an appearance.
Europe was at peace, and
he still shaped his policy as

though Napoleon were leading
to victory an army of Jacobins.

Not content to govern Austria,
he wished to exert his influence

in every capital. At Teplitz
he set forth his views to the

King of Prussia in a few
words. "The whole question
is reduced to this," said he,
"if your majesty has made
up his mind not to introduce
national representation into

his kingdom, the evil may be
exorcised. Otherwise there is

no safety."
And thus it was that Met-

ternich, by ignoring the

changed circumstances of

Europe, made the reaction

against his policy inevitable.

He became the slave of his own
consistency, and thought that

the only cure for discontent

was suppression. Had he had
a vast army at his back, with
a general of genius to lead it,

he might have realised his

ambition, and seen the Con-
tinent one vast autocracy.
But the Holly Alliance put its

trust not in arms but in con-

ferences, and Metternich could
not persuade a world devas-

tated by war to resume the

field for the sake of a system.
It was in Naples that the voice

of protest was first heard, and

presently Spain echoed the

complaint. The question of

Greece set Metternich in oppo-
sition not merely to Russia
but to England. But Metter-
nich held to his course with
admirable tenacity. No re-
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verse dismayed him, and it is

the best proof of his strength
that he survived the prophecy
of his downfall many years. In
1835 died the Emperor Francis,
whom he had served so faith-

fully and ruled with so firm a

hand, and Palmerston believed

and hoped that the appoint-
ment of a family council was
the prelude to Metternich's

decline. The wish was father

to the thought. Metternich
remained inflexible for ten

years, and bowed at last to the
storm which his policy had
raised in Hungary. Resolved
to suppress the Hungarian
language, and at the same
time to levy heavier taxes and
to demand more recruits, he
aroused the opposition of

Kossuth, and in 1848 found
himself once more face to face

with revolution. Deserted by
the Emperor, and alone in

council, he resigned, not to

save his life but in obedience

to the Imperial will. Had
he lived in an earlier century,
he would have laid his head

upon the block. Being a

modern, he went away quietly

by train. The mob which he
had restrained, as he believed,
for its own good, took a char-

acteristic revenge by burning
his villa. For himself he feared

nothing, he regretted nothing,
he would have changed nothing.
"If I had to begin my career

again," said he, with superb
arrogance,

" I would follow the
course I have taken, and would
not deviate from it for an in-

stant." But the truth is, he
had outlived his age. He was
already an anachronism in

1848. Unwillingly he wit-
nessed the reversal of his cher-

ished policy. He saw Napoleon
III. mount the throne of France,
and his death-bed may have
been disturbed by the echo of

the shouts which greeted the

victory of Magenta.
Metternich was a diploma-

tist of the old school, polished,

suave, impenetrable. Nothing
ever persuaded him to betray
an emotion. When in 1813
he left Napoleon after his last

audience, the generals gathered
round him to see what im-

pression the interview had
made upon his face. " I don't

think I satisfied their curio-

sity," said he, with a character-

istic pride in his grave and

cunning demeanour. At the

same time he looked with a

jealous eye upon his craft.

He hated what he called " the

policy of egoism, the policy of

good pleasure." In his view
the rival States were all mem-
bers of human society, of which

reciprocal forbearance was the

first duty.
" Do not unto

others," said he, "that which

you would not have others do
to you." An inflexible bureau-

crat, he preserved his principles

inviolate, and thus he was able

to look back upon a singularly
uniform career. He adopted
for his device " la force dans le

droit," and he was certain that

the right was always on his

side. He resented nothing so

much as the accusation that

he had attempted to impose a

system upon Europe. "That
which is called the system of

Metternich," said he,
" was not

a system, but the application
of the laws which govern the

world. Revolutions rest upon
systems ;

the eternal laws are

outside and above that which
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has no other value than that

of a system." To speak of
" eternal laws

"
is to beg the

question, but Metternich's

meaning is plain. He was a

statesman of practice, not of

theory. "I have been of the

number of men of action," said

he, "and I have proved it

during my long years of service

in peace and in war." He
dealt quite rightly in prose,
not in poetry.

" My tempera-
ment," said he, "is a his-

torical temperament, antipa-
thetic to all that is romantic ;

"

which explains his constant

opposition to Napoleon. At
the same time, he was not
without illusions concerning
his own character. He de-

clared in his political testa-

ment that he had always
regarded despotism as a sign
of weakness, and yet a despot-
ism was the starting-point of his

policy. Still more rashly, he

thought that he had come into

the world too late or too soon.

Had he lived earlier, he would
have had his share in the

prosperity of the epoch. Had
he lived later, he would have

played his part in the recon-

struction of things.
" I should

have been born in 1900," said

he,
" and have had the

twentieth century before me."
How men deceive themselves !

One thing is very sure, that
in the twentieth century there

is no place for Metternichs.
An accomplished courtier, a

great gentleman, Metternich
loved all the ornaments of life.

Never for one moment had he

known the hazard of the ad-

venturer, as Talleyrand knew
it. Rich and well - born, he

was early inured to splendour,
and he cherished a very proper

respect for stars, orders, pro-

tocols, and the other appur-
tenances of his craft. Some-

thing of a dandy himself, he
could not endure the prevail-

ing fashion, and he looked

with contempt upon the false

elegance of upstarts like Robe-

spierre. All his life he held

bad company in horror, and he

was shocked at the detestable

circles to which some of the

princes of his time conde-

scended. A cold, marmoreal

nature, while it saved him
from frivolity, rendered him

incapable of condoning friv-

olity in others. But it was
an invincible pride, of triple

brass, which most efficiently

protected him against the as-

saults of fortune. When he

fell, it was Europe, not Metter-

nich, which suffered humilia-

tion.
" I draw a line between

that which was and that which

is," said he with composure.
"The demarcation begins at

the eleventh hour of the night
between the 13th and 14th of

March 1848." That is to say,
in his own eyes Metternich's

resignation changed the whole

spirit of the universe. Though
he lived to see the work of his

hands undone, a sublime self-

esteem softened his regret.
"I am the man of that
which was," said he, and was
content.

CHARLES WHIBLEY.
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RABID.

INDIA is the land of strange
and sudden death. It offers

you variegated facilities. You
may be eaten by a tiger, bitten

by a cobra, mauled by a leopard,
carried off by bubonic plague,
or stabbed by a heaven-seeking
ghazi. But perhaps the grim-
mest of the many grim exits

that the East offers is hydro-
phobia. This horror, thanks
to the far-seeing though once
derided policy of Mr Walter

Long and his "
muzzling order,"

has practically ceased to be in

the British Isles. But in India
it is not so. The curse of rabies

is on the city and on the village.

Babies, sporadic or epidemic,
meets you everywhere. Daily
this appalling malady claims

victims from Tutioorin to

Peshawur: daily men, women,
and children, white and black,
bitten by mad dogs or cats,
mad wolves or jackals, mad
horses or camels sometimes,
horrible to relate, by rabid fel-

low-humans speed to Kasauli
in the north in quest of safety
from a dreadful end. It was

my own misfortune some few
months ago to have to undergo
the anti-rabic treatment at the
Pasteur Institute of India at

Kasauli, and I have since felt

that some account of that
merciful and admirably con-
ducted institution, of the

strange conditions of the life

there, and of the method of the

treatment, may be of interest.

It is, moreover, fitting that the

quiet, self-sacrificing, unosten-
tatious work of the medical

officers in charge of the In-

stitute should receive such

public recognition as a grate-
ful ex-patient can secure for it.

My own case was not serious

little more than a lick from

my faithful Crusoe in his

trouble. A large brown spaniel,
of no great ancestry, lazy,

greedy, and something of a

coward he was a very lov-

able brute. His pleading brown

eyes and the thrust of his cold

nose were enough to soften the

heart of a "
misokynist." A

moderate if excitable retriever,

he realised that sport was the

real business of a spaniel, and
after a day in the snipe jheel
he would stretch himself on his

Swat blanket in the corner of

our room on his side, with his

legs at accurate right angles
to his body, like a Noah's ark

dog, in an abandon of self-

righteous fatigue.
" Good -

night," my wife would say,

peeping at him before the lights
went out,

"
good-night, poor,

tired little sportsman !

" For
a day or two before the horror

happened he had been a little

sluggish and restless. That

night we had friends dining,
and when they had gone I

noticed that he was somehow
different. I let him out, and
he stayed away much longer
than usual, and when he came
back he was a changed dog.

Hollow-eyed and limp, he en-

tered the room with a dreadful

gulping the first awful throat-

spasm of this appalling disease.

Of course I should have known,
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but with the almost universal

perverseness of dog-owners it

never struck me that my
dog Crusoe could go mad.
It is quite extraordinary
how idiotic people can be in

this respect. Everyone will

admit that everyone else's dog
may get rabies, but there is no
one who does not resent such
an imputation against his own
trusty hound. " Love me, love

my dog," is doubtless at the

back of it a kind of misguided
loyalty such as induced the

officers of rebel regiments in

the Indian Mutiny to trust

their men to the bitter last.

However that may be, I acted

with typical folly. Thinking
the poor fellow had swallowed
a bone or something which was

sticking in his throat, I seized

his lower jaw, from which
saliva was streaming, and tried

to get my hand into his mouth.

Though racked with spasms,
the gentle brute did not at-

tempt to bite, realising that

my act was well meant and

friendly. Of course I could do

nothing, so I took him to his

blanket and made him lie down.

Later, when I was undressing,
I noticed on the hand which I

had shoved into his mouth
several small scratches, one of

which was freshly made or re-

opened by contact with his

teeth. Thenforthe first timethe

thought occurred to me that it

might be rabies. It came with
a certain shock of horror, but
I dismissed it at once, comfort-

ing myself with the hope that

I was an alarmist. In the

night he was very restless, and
wandered miserably about the

room, gulping from time to

time with the cruel spasms.
In myendeavoursto soothe him,
he licked my hand again many
times, and I took the belated

precaution of washing. In the

morning the gulping had

ceased, but he was a wreck of

a dog, drooping, emaciated, with
his right fore-paw paralysed,
and the most unspeakable look

of hunted pain in his eyes.
With all my fears aroused, I

sent him off with the sweeper
to the veterinary surgeon who
lived hard by, whose reply was

emphatic. He was going on
leave shortly, he said, and did

not wish to take Kasauli en

route, and had therefore ab-

stained from personal examina-

tion, but had sent Crusoe to

the hospital to be kept under

observation, as his symptoms
were almost certainly those of

rabies. The observation did

not last long. That day I went
several times to see him, to find

each time that the paralysis
had extended. When last I

saw him alive, as night was

falling, he was very near the

end, though he beat the floor

with his tail in answer when I

spoke his name. In the early

morning I found him stiff and
stark in his Noah's ark atti-

tude dead poor, tired little

sportsman !

It was dumb rabies, which

though no less fatal than the
violent variety, so often de-

ceives the master. There is no

savage frenzy only the hunted
wistful look in the eyes, and
the growing paralysis and
emaciation. In both varieties

it is a mistake to suppose that
with dogs there is a horror of

water from the outset. The
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dog may try to eat and drink

till near the end ;
and there is

often perversion of appetite, the

animal eating sticks, stones,

straw, or earth. The character

of the bark generally alters,

and a frothy saliva escapes
from the mouth. But the

symptoms vary considerably,
and may for a day or two be

difficult to diagnose. It should

therefore be a cardinal rule in

India with all dog-owners, that

on the first appearance of any
symptom of lassitude or illness

the dog should be securely tied

and kept under observation.

The test is certain, and that is

that if the disease is rabies the

animal must die. For this

reason, it is the greatest mis-

take to shoot or otherwise

destroy a dog which has bitten

some one. At all costs, the dog
should be secured alive and kept
under observation. If the dog
dies, the presumption is rabies :

if the dog lives for more than
five or six days, then it is certain

that, whatever else may have
been wrong with his temper,
he is not suffering from rabies,
and much anxiety and the ne-

cessity for treatment are obvi-

ated. Many persons who have

gone to Kasauli and begun the

treatment with troubled minds,
have in this way received their

discharge after a few days, and

departed greatly relieved.

Hydrophobia is not a chance
on which one is prone to

gamble : the risks involved do
not appear sporting. I have

very seldom heard of a white
man who had incurred the risk

accepting it indifferently. Nine
out of ten hurry to Kasauli : a
few prefer to chance it. But

the majority of these subse-

quently regret their decision.

Two whom I met at Kasauli
had resolved, in the first in-

stance, not to go ;
but when

the horrible possibility had ob-

sessed them for three weeks,
their resolution gave way, and

they hastened to the Institute,
with shaken nerves and dark

forebodings, cursing their own
folly in delaying so long. With
natives it is different. They
are certainly less nervous and

hypochondriacthan Europeans ;

the journey and prolonged
treatment means a more serious

upset in their homes ; there is

the question of expense, in spite
of the liberal concessions of

Government in the matter.

Anyhow, they are usually most

unwilling, even when severely

bitten, to go to Kasauli, though
every year there is a more wide-

spread confidence in the efficacy
of the treatment, as is indicated

by the figures of attendance.

But in spite of increasing trust,

there must always be in a vast

backward and conservative

country like India, with its

crystallised superstitions, its

crude prejudices, and its apath-
etic fatalism, a vast number
who prefer to rely on the minis-

trations of a local hakeem, or

a visit to a local shrine, rather

than go to an unintelligible
scientific Institute in the hills.

For myself, being white, some-

thing of a hypochondriac, and
unstiffened by a majestic fatal-

ism, Kasauli seemed the wisest

move. In this I was supported

strongly by medical advice.

It was raining when the

train steamed into Kalka
station at dawn. Everyone
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who knows Simla knows Kalka,
and the bustle of its excellent

refreshment -room. In spring
and autumn Kalka is like Perth
station in August. Amid a

chaos of dogs and luggage you
meet everyone you have ever

known. From Kalka the road
mounts abruptly, and winds

along the khud for ten miles

to Kasauli, hanging in the

dazzling clouds 6000 feet above
sea-level. Hiring a sorry steed

the best of a sorry lot, I

mounted and started on my
journey, the sayce running
behind. He kept up quite

wonderfully, so I thought,
until I found that he did so

by surreptitiously holding on
to the pony's tail and getting
pulled along. It was an un-

pleasant ride, with the rain

streaming from my hat down
my neck most of the way. On
arrival, after calling at the
hotel where I had ordered

rooms, I proceeded straight to

the Institute, in order to get a

day's treatment over at once,
if possible.
The Pasteur Institute of India

stands on a spur about a mile

below the main ridge. The
road winds downhill among
blue pines, and you look out
towards Simla and the snows

beyond. Turning a corner, you
are confronted with a large
tin -roofed bungalow, with a

deep verandah running its

length. In front is a large flat

promenade, a disused tennis-

court, probably, surrounded

by a garden of fruit-trees and
rose-bushes. Below appear the

roofs of the offices and rabbit-

houses, where the live-stock

necessary for the treatment are

kept. It was a curious sight. In
the verandah and on the piazza
were gathered the most ex-

traordinary and heterogeneous
crowd imaginable. Here was
a general and his wife chatting
with two or three civil and

military officers ; there an

Ajmere jeweller walked to and
fro hushing the crying of a
little boy ;

a group of " Tom-
mies" in uniform jested merrily ;

a line of swarthy, half - clad

sweepers sat along the steps
of the verandah

; three Eura-
sian girls walked arm-in-arm

chattering "chee-chee "; a large
patient crowd huddled in the

doorway : Burmans and Pun-

jabis, Sikhs and Bhils, Cing-
alese and Gujeratis the hotch-

potch of the Indian empire,
gathered from the ends of the
East with the common purpose
of avoiding a ghastly death.

Every now and then the native
attendant would appear and
call out a few names, and the
owners would go in for the

daily stab. I made my way
in, and found in the library
a large airy room, full of

scientific and medical works
a friend, who offered to intro-

duce me to the Director at

once. I walked with him into

the operating-room, with, I

must admit, a slight tremor.
Horrible stories are told of the

agonies of the inoculation, and
there is always something dis-

concerting about antiseptic
smells. Only the day before
an able-bodied subaltern had
fainted dead away. I prayed
that I might not play the fool.

The acting Director, Captain
W. F. Harvey, I. M.S., a large
quiet man, was standing,
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syringe in hand, in the centre

of the room. At the table sat

an assistant, with a list, deftly

arranging the doses and filling

the syringes, while the patients,
one by one, undid their clothes,

laid bare a patch of stomach,
black or white, and received

the sharp prod of the syringe
with varying expressions of

indifference or pain. It really
is nothing to fuss about a

sharp prick, a second of some-
what nasty feeling while the

contents of the syringe are dis-

charged, and it is over. Of

course, after a few days it

becomes much more painful.

Swellings form round the seats

of the bygone pricks, and there

is a general tenderness, easily,

however, relieved by fomenta-
tions of hot water. Personally
I never suffered much dis-

comfort in this way ;
but some

of the patients were appar-

ently in considerable pain with
swelled glands and great stiff-

ness. Captain Harvey is an
ideal man for the post, gentle,

kindly, and obviously perfectly
self-reliant a man to inspire
trust and confidence. Further

acquaintance with him im-

pressed me with his great
scientific capacity and enor-

mous powers of work.
The Pasteur treatment is a

great social leveller. Your

companions in the operating-
room are not necessarily your
social peers, or even your fel-

low-countrymen. You belong
to a class according to the
nature of the treatment pre-
scribed. I was a seventeen

days' case : more severe cases

must undergo twenty-one or

even twenty-three days' treat-

ment. My comrades, who
were usually called into the

operating-room with me, were
an ancient sweeper from the

South Punjab, a Scottish priv-
ate from Fyzabad, and a grass-
cutter from Oudh. To each of

us as he raised the syringe
Captain Harvey said in his

genial, quiet way in Hindu-
stani or English, as the case

might be,
"
Well, how are you

feeling to - day ?
"

Generally
the reply was "

Quite well,

thanks," or " Bahut accha,
sahib

"
; but sometimes there

would be a long-drawn com-

plaint of trivial symptoms, to

which the Director would

gravely listen, and then gravely
reply :

"
Well, I can assure you

this has nothing whatever to

do with the treatment.
' ' Some-

times, however, he would ap-
pear unexpectedly interested,
and would throw out a question
or two. This was a sign that
the patient had happed on

symptoms indicative of some-

thing serious. It was a heavy
day's work for oneman for the

Assistant Director, Captain
M'Kendrick, was lying sick

with Malta fever, contracted
in the course of some research

at the Institute, one of the

many martyrs to science and
the service of man. Each day,

early in the morning, the lymph
has to be prepared and care-

fully set in order for the day's
work a laborious and delicate

process. Then at ten o'clock

the patients arrive, varying in

number from 80 to 130. For
two hours the Director stands

inoculating this motley crowd :

then there are the new arrivals

to attend to, and actual bites
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to be examined and dressed.

After that there is the corres-

pondence an immense pile

daily to be disposed of: the

general administration of the

large establishment demands
attention. Further, there is a

vast amount of giving of certif-

icates to departing patients,

filling in forms to enable the

poorer classes to draw funds
from the Treasury, the man-

agement of the annexe where
the poorer Europeans and
natives find quarters \ and,
when all this is finished, there

is the work of examining the

brains of animals sent to the

Institute for report, and such

original research as may be

possible, surely a full day's
work for any man.

It will not, perhaps, be out
of place for me to describe very
briefly as a layman for laymen
the main features of this marv-
ellous discovery of M. Pasteur.

There is no doubt that this im-

mortal Frenchman was largely
influenced by the work of our
own countryman, Dr Jenner,
the discoverer of vaccination,
but this need in no way lessen

the credit due to one of the

greatest of scientific benefac-

tors. Pasteur's early experi-
ments with dogs proved to him
that, curiously enough, the

virus of rabies transmitted
from dog to dog got weaker
and weaker, till it practically
lost its force altogether a fact

which at once raises the hither-

to unsolved problem as to how
rabies has been maintained

among the canine race. With
rabbits, however, Pasteur found
that the virus grew at first

stronger, till it reached a certain
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strength, at which it remained

constant, even when trans-

mitted through many hundred
rabbits. This is the fixed virus,

which is used to-day in the

anti-rabic treatment. Briefly
the process is this : A number
of rabbits are painlessly in-

oculated with the fixed virus,
and on the eighth day de-

velop hydrophobia. They are

then painlessly killed, and
the spinal cord is extracted.

This is the seat of the virus,
and though the actual germ of

hydrophobia has never yet
been separated and seen under
the microscope, it is known
that the spinal cord of an
animal affected by the disease

is replete with the virus.

These spinal cords are then

placed in bottles with caustic

potash a strong absorbent
and dried. The strength of

the virus varies in inverse

ratio to the dryness of the

cord. Consequently the first

inoculation consists of an in-

jection of an emulsion consist-

ing of one centimetre of cord

that has been dried for thirteen

days, and is practically in-

nocuous. The dose is gradually
altered, till on the sixth day
the patient receives a centi-

metre of cord that has been
dried only three days, and the

consequent malaise or depres-
sion testifies the strength of

the dose. The dose is again
reduced and raised again to

the maximum two or three

times during the course. There
are two great objections to the

present system. First, it neces-

sitates a prolonged course of

from fifteen to twenty - three

days; and, secondly, with a

2u
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centimetre of spinal cord there

is a great deal of extraneous

matter absorbed into the

system, which causes much
minor discomfort e.g., skin-

rashes, swelled glands, head-

ache. It would be premature
to say anything here of the

experiments upon which the

Director and his assistant are

engaged with a view to remov-

ing these objections to the

treatment. Suffice it that

the matter is the subject of

much earnest research. With
reference to the foregoing brief

and amateur summary, the

man in the street will natur-

ally ask, "What is the good
in injecting hydrophobia virus

into a man who has been bitten

by a rabid animal?" The
answer is not easy, and baffles,

I imagine, the experts them-
selves. All that is known is

that by the introduction into

the system of the virus in

quantities small enough to be

harmless, an antibody or anti-

dote is speedily created which
is strong enough to counteract
the progress of the virus al-

ready introduced by the dog's
bite. Indeed, what happens
inside remains more or less a

dark, an awful mystery, and
we must be content for the

present to be comforted by
results, without seeking to

understand the full chain of

causation.

The Pasteur Institute at

Kasauli was founded in 1893,
or rather the idea of its

establishment was first seri-

ously contemplated in that

year. It was not, however,
till 1900 that it was formally
opened under the directorship

of Colonel Semple, R.A.M.C.,
an officer to whose energy,
brilliant scientific attainments,
and administrative capacity
the whole Indian Empire owes
an infinite debt of gratitude.
Consider the situation before

Colonel Semple had pushed
through his scheme and got
the Kasauli Institute opened to

patients. To one bitten by a

rabid animal there were two
courses open to sit it out and
trust to luck, or to hasten off

to Paris, the nearest spot
where anti - rabic treatment
could be obtained. In either

case the suspense and anxiety
must have been horrible. In
the former the risk of death by
hydrophobia was imminent ;

in the latter, the delay involved

greatly imperilled the success

of the treatment. The shadow
of this disease is peculiarly

harassing, and it is dreadful to

contemplate the depression of

spirit that many must have
suffered in India in those pre-
Kasauli days. The Institute re-

ceives grants-in-aid both from
the Government of India and
from local governments, but it

is mainly supported by private

subscription. Within the last

few months a similar Institute

has been opened at Conoor in

the South, which should afford

considerable relief to the over-

worked staff at Kasauli.

The figures of attendance
are interesting. In 1900-1
321 persons were treated; the

numbers steadily increased

until in 1904-5, when 877 per-
sons attended, while in 1905-6

the numbers actually reached

a total of 1145. This increase

is due, doubtless, to the wider
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diffusion of knowledge of the

treatment, and to appreciation
of the results. Local bodies,

moreover, in many cases de-

spatch, free of expense, persons
who are too indigent to pay the

necessary travelling expenses.
The only obvious test of the

efficacy of the treatment is its

results. Comparing the fig-
ures for persons bitten but
untreated with those for per-
sons bitten and treated

roughly speaking we find the

following results. With per-
sons bitten by rabid dogs
not wolves or jackals, whose
bites are much more fatal

and untreated, the mortality
from hydrophobia is about
20 per cent. With persons
who have undergone the Pas-
teur treatment the mortality
ranges from 0.5 to 1 per cent.

The ordinary "escape probab-
ility

"
is therefore about 4 to 1

on if you are untreated, and
100 to 1 on if you are treated.

But each case varies according
to the nature of the bite.

Rabid wolves and jackals, as
I have said, are much more
fatal than rabid dogs and it

is much more dangerous to be
bitten on the head or neck
than on the leg; an exposed
surface like the hand is more

dangerous than a covered sur-

face like the arm under the
sleeve. The ankle, where large
nerves lie near the skin is more
hazardous than the calf or

thigh. The treatment is thus

by no means infallible. What
causes the failures, it is hard
to say probably in most cases

a larger absorption of the

poison has taken place than the

antibody created by the treat-

ment can cope with. The list

of failures appended to the

annual report of the Institute

is grim reading, and should

certainly not be examined by
nervous patients until they
have despatched the post-
card which the Director gives
each on the completion of his

treatment, with instructions to

sign and post it three months

hence, in token of his being
alive and well.

The social side of life at

Kasauli during the treatment
is marred by two grave dis-

abilities you may neither

take exercise nor drink alcohol.

Both are good things in mod-
eration. To the ordinary
Englishman in India the day
seems incomplete without a
ride or polo or racquets or

golf, or some form of violent

exertion
;
and to the ordinary

Scotsman dinner is but a

pale festival without the harm-
less necessary

"
peg

"
! The

consequence was that one had
to spend the day sitting list-

lessly in the club one of the

best managed and most com-
fortable in India with the

other "dog bites," as we were

called, and wait till sunset

brought some bridge players.
But it was irksome after

dinner to hear one's part-
ner say,

" Have a drink ?

Oh, sorry ; of course you're
a 'dog bite.' Well, have
a ' Pasteur peg,' anyway ?

"

Now a "Pasteur peg" is the
name given to a hateful con-

coction of hot water and lime

juice, and I had sooner go
thirsty to bed than acidify

my inner man with such un-

pleasantness. These disabil-
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ities, coupled with the acute

depression undoubtedly caused

by the treatment and the

atmosphere of hydrophobia in

which we lived, made life

rather weary. But it was
an experience, and as such is

good. The whole business was
a serious blend of humour and
horror. One morning one was
shocked by the death of a

poor fellow from Madras of

the terrible malady he sought
to escape; the next, one was

laughing at an old native

woman, who, immediately after

being inoculated, hurried out
to a charcoal brazier that
stood in the hall, and there,
coram populo, baring her poor
old body, would apply a piece
of live charcoal to the place
where she had just been

pricked in the hope probably
of averting the evil which
the doctor must, she thought,
have done to her. The
Director's daily letter-bag, too,

contained many gems. "My
maternal mother," wrote a
Babu from Allahabad, "is just
a little mad. May she attend

your honour for treatment ?
"

Alarmed European ladies were
the framers of fearful prob-
lems. "On Tuesday fortnight
last my husband gave a worm
powder to our dog Prince.

He has been a little sluggish
since. If it turns out to be

rabies, should my husband
come up for treatment ?

"

Hard questions for a hard-
worked man.

In conclusion, I would notice

the two points which struck

me most about the conduct
of this admirable institution.

The first was the extreme

humanity shown to the ani-

mals used for the treatment
in every detail. The daily

necessity of using these poor
creatures in the service of man
had in no way blunted the

sense of humanity on the part
of the staff. Nothing could

be more thoughtful and con-

siderate than the methods

employed. The second point
was the extreme care exer-

cised by the Director and staff

to avoid accident of any kind.

In spite of the grinding routine

of much of the work, there

was never one indication

of weariness or carelessness.

They realised that in saving
the lives of fellow -men they
were dealing with deadly arti-

fices, and the fact that no acci-

dent of any kind is recorded

against the Institute speaks
volumes for the indefatigable
watchfulness and care of the

Director and his staff.
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A SUBALTERN OF HORSE.

BY THE AUTHOK OF 'ON THE HEELS OP DE WET.'

BOOK II. BLACK BALL.

CHAPTER IX. WHAT HAPPENED IN THE COTTAGE.

To enable the reader to re-

concile the extraordinary state-

ment made by Mrs Shrub with
that portion of the story with
which he is already acquainted
it will be necessary to hark
back to where, on the night
of the fog, the trail was lost

at Pinkerdale Farm. Marjorie
Woodruff, having blown out
her candle, was asleep almost
as soon as her head touched
the pillow. How long she had

slept she did not know, but
she awoke suddenly with the

knowledge that there was a

light in the room. As she had
a distinct memory of having
blown her light out through
the rent in the curtain, she
was surprised at this, and

thinking that it must be
some movement on the part
of Herries, she raised herself

quietly to her knees and peeped
through the hole in the curtain.

To her astonishment, not to

say momentary terror, all the
candles in the room were

lighted, and there were four
men just seating themselves
at the table.

Marjorie's next thought was
one of anxiety for Herries.

Herries had promised to sit up
and watch : why had he not
warned her of the advent of

this company ? The first

piece of conversation that

she caught, however, assured

her concerning Herries' s safety,
as well as his untrustworthi-

ness as a night-watcher. One
of the men at the table said,

"It was lucky the fog lifted,

or we should never have got
here. What a night ! There's

another traveller here : there

is a man asleep in hunting
clothes, who has evidently lost

his way in the fog and put up
here for the night."

"But," said a gruff voice,

with a somewhat foreign ac-

cent,
"
is it not dangerous that

a stranger should be in this

house? we have much to dis-

cuss that should not be
heard."

"
Oh, it's all right," said the

other. "I blew out his light
and shut and locked the door
without disturbing him : from
the look of him, he will not
wake till daylight. If he does

we shall have ample warning."
"Are you sure that he was

alone ?
"
said the same foreign

voice.
" There is no one else in the

house I have been round."
" Ach ! that is good, for,

what do you English say,
' the

walls have ears
'

?
" and with

that the party fell to on the

supper that was prepared for

them.

Marjorie at first was too
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terrified to remain at her

peep-hole ; she subsided on her

pillow-ticking as silently as

she could, and endeavoured to

collect her thoughts. What
could these men mean when

they said they were going to

discuss something they did not
wish people to hear? Her
first impulse was to make a
noise and disclose herself, as

she felt certain that the four

men could not be discourteous

to her if she disturbed them.
But she could not steel her-

self to carry this resolution

through. There seemed some-

thing terrible in suddenly
pushing the curtains apart
and declaring herself to strange
men in this strange place.
Then she thought of coughing
to attract their attention, but
it seemed a worse evil that

they should come and rudely
discover her in her lair. If

only Herries had kept his

promise and had not slept, it

would have been so simple ; but
when she remembered how
tired she herself had been, her
heart was full of forgiveness
for the man she loved.

Turning over one resolution

after another in her mind,
Marjorie lay still until she was

suddenly called to attention by
the gruff voice saying, "Well,
gentlemen, our time is short

we must get to business. Let
us clear a space." As quiet as

a mouse, Marjorie again raised

herself to her knees and looked

through her peep-hole. She
could see the men at the table

perfectly. Two had their faces

turned towards her and two
their backs. They were in the
full candle-light; she herself,

however, peeping through the
crack in the curtain, was in

shade. Of the two faces she
could see, the one displayed
firm, square, aristocratic feat-

ures of a foreign type ;
the other

was a small, bearded face with

dark, beady eyes eyes set so

close together that they seemed

practically to meet beneath the

shaggy eyebrows. This face

was dimly familiar to Marjorie.
A name she could not put to it,

but the face she had seen she

thought it might have been in

caricature in the papers.
Of what happened when the

men pushed their platters
aside and started to discuss

the business which brought
them together, Marjorie has
but a jumbled recollection. It

must be remembered that she

was a Californian girl, who
had not been long enough in

residence in this country to

have become interested in all

the burning questions poli-

tical, social, and otherwise

which make up our national

life. But she had wit and
acumen enough to have gath-
ered something of what was

passing in the political bioscope
of the day, and presently, as

from her point of vantage
she assisted in a stance which
meant everything to the nation

into which she was about to

marry, the scales fell from her

eyes, and she realised that she

was unwittingly becoming a

party to the most diabolical

international scheme that the

century was likely to see.

Suddenly she was able to put
a name to the little, bearded
rat of an Englishman, who,
with the sedate foreigner, ap-
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peared to be the principals in

the national tragedy which
was being enacted. In a flash

the recollection came to her :

it was Sam Crofter, the leader

of the Labour Party in the
House of Commons. She had
seen his picture in the weekly
periodicals ; on one occasion

he had been pointed out to

her in some public place in

London. This was the man
who was destined, in a few
short weeks, to lead the great
Labour Party on their voyage
of discovery as the governing
force in the greatest empire
of the world.
Even though she was an

American, the girl's blood al-

most ran cold as she listened

to the arguments that were
unfolded round that midnight
supper-table. She heard it in

simple English : this little red-

bearded man was bartering
his country's birthright. The
German for it did not take a
woman's wit to interpret what
was meant when the dignified

foreigner talked of his Em-
peror was offering a bribe in

millions ; and the man whom
this country considered to be
its prime minister elect was

covenanting to receive the sum
and to accept the conditions

which the foreigner imposed.
The British shipbuilding pro-

gramme was to be immediately
stopped; no further warships
were to be laid down ; the com-
missioned fleet was to be re-

distributed ;
the army estimates

were to be limited to fifteen

millions a-year ;
while the sale

of the Suez Canal scrip and
the evacuation of Egypt were

agreed upon. In return for

these obligations the German

emissary was prepared to pay
into the funds of the great
Labour organisation, or other-

wise to dispose, as Mr Sam
Crofter might direct, the sum
of 2J millions sterling. The

pros and cons of this shameful

agreement remained with Mar-

jorie but as a blurred memory,
but she knew that the German
emissary pointed out, in a few
well -chosen words, that the

sole object of his mission was
to induce the coming Govern-
ment in this country to reduce
their armaments and to enable

Germany to reduce hers
;
that

it was better for them to hand
over 2 millions from their

accumulated War Funds for

this specific purpose than to

continue laying down gigantic
leviathans to keep the balance

of power. He pointed out, glib-

ly enough, that there could be
no risk of open disagreement
between the two Powers :

their trade interests were
identical ;

while the conse-

quences of war were too stu-

pendous for civilised Euro-

pean nations to contemplate.
Therefore, in order that they
might be positive that Eng-
land would not increase

her armaments, his Imperial
Majesty should make the

sacrifice which would help
into power a British Govern-
ment that would meet their

sincere overtures for disarm-
ament with favour. He as-

sured the cunning little badger
that sat beside him that this

money was paid solely to

help the Labour Party of

Great Britain to fight its

coming Parliamentary battle.
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How much the shifty Crofter

was influenced by the soft

reasoning of the German

emissary, or how much by
his own personal greed and

ambition, no one can say ;

but in the end Marjorie
heard him make the compact.
"Hem, my friend, we must

have it in black and white,"
and one of the men, whose
back was towards Marjorie,

produced a document. For a

short time Sam Crofter and
his English supporter jibbed at

affixing their signatures, but

finally, after some demur and
further assurance on the part
of the suave emissary, the
document was duly signed
and attested. "We will keep
this," said the emissary, "just
as an instrument of good
faith."

"But what security do we
have?" queried the ferrety
little Englishman.

" Hein ! my friend, you will

have the security of the

money which shall be paid,

and, gentlemen, it shall be

paid as and when you please.
But the payment of so large
a sum has to be distributed

with discretion : if you would
have advice from one who is

an old hand in diplomatic

payments, you would defer

the full settlement for some
time to come, and take the

money in instalments. But
now, gentlemen, we must part.
It will not do for us to be
discovered here in daylight,
for in such cases as this an
alibi is the strongest evidence.

Permit me, Mr Crofter, to

shake you by the hand and

congratulate you on your

diplomatic success, and, Herr

Rittmeister, will you get the

motor-cars ready."
At this moment they all

rose from the table, and Mar-

jorie saw the man who was
addressed as Eittmeister pass
out into the passage : the

others followed him, and as

they left the room Marjorie
noticed that the document

they had just signed remained

lying on the table. Until

her dying day she will never
be able to tell what impulse
took her : she saw the docu-

ment lying there ; in a moment
the memory of the secret

panel in the chest of drawers
flashed through her mind

;

the two seemed to dovetail;
without a second's further

thought she pulled the cur-

tains apart, jumped nimbly
to the floor, and held the

document in her hands. As
she picked it up she heard,
on the landing, the sound of

rapidly returning footsteps ;

she sprang back to the bed-

side, touched the spring of

the secret panel, dropped in

the document, and closed the

opening with a snap. As she

did so, the man who had
been styled Herr Rittmeister

came into the room. Mar-

jorie's heart stood still. It

was Count Eric von Meyer.
The Count took in the situ-

ation at once : he saw that

the document for which he
had returned was not on the

table. Without saying a word,
or making the slightest ges-
ture of surprise, he stepped
over to Marjorie's side, and
before she realised his inten-

tions, or could do more than
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murmur, "What! is it you,
Count?" his right hand was
over her mouth, while his

other was round her neck.

Half -
throttling her, he

dragged her out of the

room, down the stairs, into

the hall sitting
- room, and,

before she could find the

strength to resist him, a

shawl was bound over her
mouth and she was bundled
into the corner of a closed

motor-car. She was almost

suffocated, but Eric von Meyer
had no mercy on her : he knew
that great issues hung upon
Herries not being disturbed.

She heard the German attache

say in his native tongue to

the chauffeur,
" Get to some

place where no one will hear
if she screams ;

we cannot
afford to let her companion
join her now."

When, in obedience to this

command, the car pulled up
in the drive, von Meyer re-

leased the tension of the

scarf, and said suavely :
" I

must apologise, Miss Wood-
ruff, for handling you so

roughly ; but after what you
have doubtless heard, for I

presume you were behind the
curtains of that bed, we can't

afford to take any chances.

Have you the document on

your person ?
"

It took Marjorie some time
to catch her breath, and when
at last she was able to speak
she turned, choking with anger,

upon her tormentor.
" You cur, to treat a woman

like this. I don't know where

your document is, and if I did

I wouldn't tell you."
With this admission her out-

raged feelings over - mastered

her ; she burst into tears.

The others of the party, in a

second motor-car, had now

joined them.
"Who is she?" she heard

some one at the car door

query.
"She is an American of

kinds," answered von Meyer;
"but the document, we must

go back and get the docu-

ment, it is left in the room.
If one of you will hold this

young lady I will go back
and search for it."

" Why search for it ?
" asked

the German emissary and Sam
Crofter in a breath.

"It was left on the table,"
said von Meyer, "when we
went out of the room. I re-

turned for it immediately, and
found this young lady in pos-

session, and no document."

They turned menacingly
upon Marjorie.

" Have you got it with

you?"
Marjorie made no rejoinder.
"Feel in her boots," said

the Englishman unfeelingly.
" What ! you insult me, you

curs," answered Marjorie, who
had now checked her tears.
" Don't you see that in your
grossness you pulled me out
of my room without any
boots on at all ! I tell you
I have not got your docu-

ment, and I would not give
it to you if I had."

"Very well," said von Meyer,
" the lady is truculent. We
have no time to waste. I will

go back and search the room
;

if it is not there it must be
on her person, when we shall

easily procure it. Watch that
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she doesn't throw anything out

into the road."

In five or ten minutes he
was back again and reported
failure; but he brought with
him a pair of boots, which he
threw into the bottom of the

oar, as he said, "These will

do to keep the lady's feet from

getting cold on the journey to

London."
Universal chagrin having

been expressed at von Meyer's
failure, the motor-car started

on the return journey. It

was just beginning to snow
when it moved off. Von
Meyer and Sam Crofter were
in the great closed touring
oar which imprisoned Mar-

jorie. What happened to the

second car she had no means
of knowing, her own sorrow
was sufficient trouble for her.

With a brutality which ill

assorted with his action in

bringing her a covering for

her feet, or his recent protesta-
tions of affection, von Meyer
secured Marjorie's mouth so

that she could not call out
for help, and passed his hands
all over her person in search
of the lost document. Find-

ing nothing that could com-

promise his captive, he swore

loudly, and, turning to the

Englishman, said, "I was a
fool not to have set fire to

the place before I left. Is

there time to turn round now
and do it ?

"

Crofter looked at the clock.

"No, it would be too big a

risk; and besides, this snow
would make it doubtful if we
should find the way. We had
better just get on as fast as

we can."

How the journey was ac-

complished, Marjorie never

quite realised. Part of the

way she must have slept ; part,
she was in a kind of stupor.
She remembered the arrival

of the car in London, the

flash of the street lamps past
the windows of the travel-

ling carriage ; then suddenly
they pulled up in front of a

great block of white houses.

Von Meyer picked her up
bodily in his strong arms,
and carried her up some steps
into the house. She was too

worn out, or too suffocated, to

struggle, and police-constable
S 906, on his beat in Water-
loo Place, took no notice of a

travelling car pulling up in

front of the German Embassy,
and an invalid being carried

up the steps into the interior :

the German Embassy, and

people who could afford to

travel by motor-car, were none
of his business.

When Marjorie realised her

position, she found that she

had been conveyed into a small

room with an attic roof : the

furniture was of the simplest.
She found, as soon as it

was light enough to make a

thorough scrutiny of her sur-

roundings, that she was locked

in this small chamber : its

solitary window looked over a

park which, with her small

knowledge of London, she had
some difficulty in recognising.
It was barred and bolted.

Later in the morning she was
visited by a middle-aged Ger-

man woman, who brought her

coffee and rolls. As the door

opened, Marjorie made a rush

for the aperture, but was met
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at once by a powerful male

retainer, who effectually thrust

her back into the room and
shut the door.

"What does this outrage
mean ?

"
the girl said, turning

hotly upon her visitor. "It
is the limit to treat an Ameri-
can citizen like this."

"My dear young lady," re-

plied the woman, "it is none
of my business you must com-

plain to the right authority ;

it is only my duty to look
after your personal comfort
I will bring you some clothes

and things. They have sent

up these shoes. Ah ! I see

they are too big for you, they
will not do for you, I will

bring you others
; these never

were madam's shoes."

With the exception of the

Count, who made periodical

visits, Marjorie saw no one
but this woman. She was
not stinted in the matter of

food or raiment
;
the German

showed exceptional taste in

the selection of underwear and

dressing-gowns with which she

furnished the prisoner, but no
fire was allowed, and nothing
in the way of literature or

writing materials.

It was obvious to Marjorie
after von Meyer's first visit

that his sole solicitude was for

the recovery of the document.
He pleaded, threatened, even

caught her roughly by the

arm, but the only reply he
was able to elicit from his

captive was her estimate of

his character and behaviour.

The idea of escape was never
absent from Marjorie's mind.

Escape by the window was

quite out of the question : by

the door? well, she tried it

twice, but the German woman
never came without her male

supporter. Denied paper, pen,
or book, she was without the

means of making any com-
munication. She did not even

know where she was, though
she realised that by climbing
up to her small window she

could see Westminster Abbey
and Big Ben. As the days
wore on without any visible

change in the conditions which
surrounded her confinement,
the cruelty of the treatment
accorded her began to tell

upon her powers of resistance.

This was precisely the result

that von Meyer calculated

upon, and it was when her

indignation had changed to

depressed resignation that he

again proposed matrimony.
As a matter of fact, he
knew perfectly well that al-

though they possessed the

protection of an Embassy, yet
the game they were playing
was full of hazard. Unless

either Marjorie was so bent

to their will as to cease to

be a danger, or destroyed,
sooner or later something must
leak out. Until, under his

directions, the woman attend-

ant had thoroughly searched

Marjorie's person, von Meyer
had believed that the incrim-

inating document was in her

possession ; but once it was

proved she had not brought
it with her, it was obvious

she had hidden it somewhere
in the brief moment that he
was absent from the supper-
room. If the document could

but once be secured, Marjorie
could have been turned loose
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in any of the London parks
with perfect safety. The story
that she would have told of an

imprisonment in the Embassy
would have been deemed too

grotesque to have received

credence anywhere, and it was

just possible that she did not

even know that she had been

detained in an Embassy. Thus
it was that von Meyer wel-

comed the drooping of spirit
which followed upon solitary
confinement.

On the very day that Evans
made his revelation to Osborn

Herries, von Meyer was con-

gratulating himself that Mar-

jorie was softening : in his

interview with her that after-

noon she had behaved in a

manner quite different to her

previous attitude. She had

appealed to his mercy and
to his manhood. In fact, von

Meyer was so satisfied that

he informed his Chief that he

thought it would be safe to

let the girl have something
to read, and with a few days
of judicious treatment he hoped
to be able to render improbable
all chance of the document

falling into wrong hands.

CHAPTER X. A GALLAGHER ! A RESCUE !

Herries found Gallagher in

the smoking - room of the

Cavalry Club.

"Hullo! Gasser," said the

Honourable James, "have you
any good news yet?"
"I don't want to talk here,

Jimmy," answered Herries,
"but I would be awfully glad
if you would walk down to my
rooms with me."

"Bight oh, my boy; any-
thing to pass half an hour."

As soon as they were out-

side the Club, Herries said to

Gallagher :
" Now, look here,

Jimmy, I am going to take you
into my confidence. In the

first place, it was your an-

tagonism to me which got me
into this mess : if it hadn't

been for your cussed contradic-

tion, I should never have taken
on that show in South Street.

If I had never taken it on, I

should not now be driven half

crazy by the mystery of Mar-

jorie's disappearance. But as

you have stood by me so loyally

through the whole show, I am
going to ask you if you are

game to see the thing out ?
"

" My dear Gasser, you know
perfectly well that you can

rely on me for everything ex-

cept a five - pound note ; my
forces do not include bullion.

But what is it ? Fire ahead !

even if it's jiu-jitsu, I'm your
man."

Herries then unfolded the

whole of the news which had
reached him on the preceding
day from Evans, adding that

he had himself personally gone
over on his car to the farm,
and had discovered from Mrs
Tickner that the boots were
her property, and that they
had been missing since the

evening of the abduction.

"Well! I'm d d," said

Gallagher,
" if this doesn't

beat cock -
fighting : and to

think, Gasser, old fellow, that

all the time I am living in
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state next door to these cham-

pion scoundrels !

"

"How do you mean,
Jimmy ?

"

"Why, haven't you heard?

My noble lord and uncle is

away in the Mediterranean,
and I am using his house,
which is next door to the

Embassy. He is rather fond
of me, this uncle of mine, as

you know I usually put up at

his place when I am in town.
But tell me, Gasser, what does

it all mean ? You don't mean
to say that that great hippo-

potamus of a Meyer is so dead
struck on the girl that he
is prepared to go to these

lengths ?
"

"I can give you no further

information. I can only tell

you what Evans has told me.
His mother-in-law finds a girl

imprisoned in the Embassy,
and discovers a pair of boots

which prove, on investigation,
to be those which disappeared
from Pinkerdale Farm the
same night as Marjorie. Cir-

cumstantial evidence !

"

"Have you let the police

know, Gasser? do they know
about the boots and the Em-

" Not a word : we want no
more publicity, but we want a

plan, and I'm hanged if I see

how we are to set about it.

Embassies are sort of ' holies

of holies,' I'm told."

The only answer that Herries

got from his companion was a

long-drawn-out whistle. Pres-

ently the Honourable James

said, "Is Evans up here?"
" Yes ;

he is over at the

flat."

"Well, then, we will see

Evans, and after we have seen

Evans we will make a plan. I

am a very Napoleon for plans :

when I have seen Evans you
just give me one hour to think,

and, by Jove ! if all else fails,

we will raid the bally place !

"

The two men had now
arrived at Herries's flat. Here
the Honourable James, stand-

ing with his back to the fire,

and his placid face absolutely

unmoved, interrogated Evans.
He cross-examined the groom
as minutely as if he had been
a practised barrister operating
before the Bench.

"All right, Gasser," said

Gallagher, after he had suffi-

ciently probed Evans's under-

standing;
" I will go for a walk

in the Park, and, so help me, if

no pretty woman puts me off

my bearings, before I see you
again I shall have a plan that

will clear up this blooming
mystery, and what is more, I

will forgo the reward : that

should prove to you, Gasser,

my boy, that I am in earnest,

forgo the reward, do you
realise what that means ? So

long !

"

Herries lay back on his sofa

and tried to think; as the re-

sult he went fast asleep. He
awoke suddenly to find the

lights on, and the Honourable
James standing at the mantel-

piece.

"By Jove! I must have

slept."

Gallagher looked as if he had

just come out of a band-box.
His yellow hair was as smooth
as ever, his golden moustache

pointed skywards, and there

was nothing in his face to

betray the magnificent spirit
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whioh animated^ his whole
frame.

"Gasser, I have made my
plan. We have got to raid

the bally place !

"

Gallagher said this without

moving a muscle.

"My dear Jimmy, do be
reasonable. "We cannot raid

Embassies ;
there would be in-

ternational consequences."
" I tell you what it is, Gasser,

if any d d squarehead was
to carry off my little bit of

goods, I would risk inter-

national complications all right ;

but that is neither here nor
there. I have made my plan,
and we are going to raid the

bally show. Leave it to me.

Oyama and Togo cannot be

compared with me in this sort

of thing ?
"

"
Jimmy, are you serious ?

"

"I never was more serious

in my life. Didn't I tell you
that I was doing this for

nothing?"
"Not for nothing, Jimmy,
for love of me !

"

"H'm, I never said that;
but knight-errantry let it be,
for love of sport and fair

play!"
"
Well, Jimmy, whatever it

is, let's have the plan."
"This is my plan: You,

Osborn Herries, the aggrieved,
being a subaltern in the Im-

perial Dragoon Guards, with
one Puck Chesterton, and one

Prendergast, yclept the Seraph,
will dine with me to-morrow

night at the Carlton at 6.45
P.M. Mind you get your times

right ! You will then accom-

pany me to a box at the

Gaiety, where we will enliven
our spirits by watching the

twinkling of several dozen pairs
of small feet. This will estab-

lish the foundation for an
alibi. Tiring of the Gaiety,
we will all adjourn to the town
residence of the noble lord who
was sensible enough to marry
my father's sister. Now, Gasser,

you will begin to see my plan ;

we are getting near the enemy's
country. We will sit down to

supper, and after we have done

justice both to my uncle's cook
and his cellar, we will proceed
to raid the bally show !

"

" My dear Jimmy, do be
serious. We cannot commit a

burglary !

"

" You leave it to me. If you
are content to bask in the sun-

light of my generalship, follow

me implicitly ;
if not, why,

Gasser, old fellow, I will chuck
the whole thing up there !

"

There was never a smile on
the Honourable Gallagher's
face as he delivered himself

of this seemingly childlike

suggestion.

"Jimmy, if I didn't know
you, I should feel inclined to

wring your blasted neck, and
to go and tell the whole story
to the police."

"And, Gasser, you would

regret it to your dying day :

the police meddling in this

show might, for all you know,
render the squareheads des-

perate. You don't know what
is behind all this. There is

something pretty serious some-
where : love-lorn attaches don't

compromise their Embassies in

this manner just out of senti-

ment. No, Gasser, the only

way to do it in a gentlemanly
manner is to raid the place;
and if the lady is there, and
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we find her, why, there is no
one throughout the length and
breadth of the domain of the

Kaiser that could complain;
and if she is not there, we can

just apologise for a drunken
brawl."
"As I said before, Jimmy, if

I didn't know you, I wouldn't
believe you, but there is gen-

erally a method in your mad-
ness. What are you going to

tell the others Puck and the

Seraph?"
" Just enough to keep them

sober, Gasser, and no more !

"

It was not a very merry
party that sat down to dine as

the Honourable James's guests
at the Carlton on the following

evening. There was a certain

restraint over these young men
from the Imperial Dragoon
Guards, owing to the fact that
Osborn Herries, in spite of his

present adversity, was prepared
to appear in public places. The

magnificent Jacques shook his

head as he moved from one

group to another of diners to

answer the many questions

concerning the man who was

engaged to the American lady
who had disappeared so mys-
teriously.

If the dinner was dull owing
to this restraint, the play at

the Gaiety was worse, and
the whole party were mighty
glad when the curtain came
down ;

but when, at a quarter
to twelve, they gathered in the

dining-room in Carlton House
Terrace, Gallagher at once put
them at their ease.

"Gentlemen," he said, with
his natural gravity,

"
you will

see that I have decided that we
shall wait upon ourselves this

evening. The reason for this

our good friend Gasser here

knows
;
but it is just as well

that I should let you Puck, and

you Seraph, know the reason
of this little gathering of the

four senior subalterns of the

Imperials. It is this : An out-

rage has been perpetrated upon
the subalterns of the regiment,
which you, gentlemen, all have
the honour to belong to, in that
a d d hulking German at-

tache, who was introduced into

our mess by one Captain Fox,
and who, as his deserts, had his

arm broken on a memorable
occasion of which, gentlemen,
you are all aware, has had
the hardihood and audacity to

abduct our good friend Gasser's

affianced bride, and to have
interned her in the top back

storey of the Deutscher Em-
bassy. You will see, gentle-
men, that this is a question
of honour, and I know you
will all bow to my superior

perspicacity and admit that it

is assuredly an affront to us,
and that it is incumbent upon
us four gentlemen to raid this

Deutscher establishment, which

happens to be next door, and
to restore to our good and

worthy comrade the lady of his

choice."
" Great Scott ! Jimmy, are

you bluffing ?
"
said little Puck.

" If you are not, it's devilish

hard on poor old Gasser
here."

"I hasten to inform Mr
Chesterton that I am not

bluffing."

"But, I say, you don't expect
us to go and burgle the Em-
bassy, do you?"V * V

"That, Puck, is precisely
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the same question that our
Gasser put to me this after-

noon. I will give you, in effect,

the same answer. If you
think that a mind such as I

possess is of the calibre that

would embroil you gentlemen
in a vulgar burglary, you pay
me the smallest compliment.
No, sir ; when you have finished

your supper, the clock will, I

hope," and here the Honour-
able James deliberately took
out his watch, "have reached
the hour of 12.30, at which
time the crowd should be

emerging from the Continental.

Precisely at that hour this

noble mansion will have flames

issuing from its roof."
" Good gracious ! Jimmy, is

this all a hoax ?
"

said the

Seraph.
"
Silence, if you please. As

I said before, this noble man-
sion will have its roof en-

veloped in flames. The Seraph,
there, who is so incredulous,
will find himself at the tele-

phone shrieking
' Fire !

'

for all

he is worth ;
it will be Puck's

duty to break the fire-alarm

which my respected and noble

uncle has affixed in his hall,

and then, gentlemen, in consort

with the firemen, who will

shortly forgather, we will ab-

duct the interesting captive
from next door, and restore

her to our Gasser here. The
whole thing is arranged !

"

The truth dawned upon
Herries. "Jimmy," he said,

"you are a genius ! You have

arranged it with the fire

brigade?"
"We will be accurate," said

the Honourable James, "with
a small fragment. It is this :

we have not arranged it with
the whole brigade, but we
have arranged it with a petty
officer who happens to be in

the fire brigade : that is the

advantage, gentlemen, of being
a prominent member of the

National Sporting Club. It

so happens, by a lucky chance,
that this petty officer in his

spare moments prepares cer-

tain candidates for the ring :

in that way such trifles as the

lifting of a skylight from a

house in danger of becoming
enveloped in flames becomes a
small matter, as also the

splintering of a door on the

top storey."
"Do you mean to say," said

the Seraph, "quite solemnly,
that you are not bluffing us,

and that this is a true tale

from start to finish? Gasser,

you won't lend yourself to any
horse-play ?

"

"My dear Seraph, I have

put myself in Jimmy's hands.

I have practically proved that

the lady in question is interned

in the Embassy next door :

the proposed rescue is entirely

Jimmy's plan."
"But," said little Prender-

gast, "you don't intend to

set this house on fire ? we will

all be doing time for arson."

"My dear Seraph, in the

old days, if you wandered past
the Lyceum at night, you
would have seen that there

were other means of producing
flames on the summit of a

building without doing harm
to that building. All we have

to do is to get the firemen on

the roof : once they are on the

roof my petty officer will do
the rest, with your help,
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gentlemen, and with the aid of

these weapons." The Honour-
able James opened a sideboard
and produced four firemen's

axes. " To be prepared is the

secret of all success," he said,
as he handed them round.

"By Jove! what is that?"
There was a ring at the

door. Gallagher went out of

the room, and returned in two
minutes with Evans, Herries's

groom. "It is nothing more
serious than a message for

Crasser."

"What is it, Evans?" said

Herries, turning to the little

groom.
" If you please, sir, Dotty

Jim 'as just telephoned to me
that The Bitter End is dead."
"Thank God for that !

"
said

Herries promptly. "How did

it happen ?
"

"
Message sez, sir,

' Bitter

End died in 'is stall.'"
"
Well, you don't seem very

much cut up," said the Seraph.
"Why should I be ? If I am

to believe everything I have

heard, all my bad luck centres

around that horse."
" You don't mean to say that

it is the black you bought that

day at Tattersall's ?
"

"The very same; and ever

since I bought that black I

have not had a capful of

luck. But," and here Herries

showed more enthusiasm than
all through the evening,

"Jimmy, old boy, it's a good
omen. Now for your bally

conflagration !

"

"Gasser," said the imper-
turbable Gallagher,

"
many

great and good plans have
been spoiled utterly ruined

by precipitate action. It
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wants yet six minutes to the

half - hour. Now set your
watches, gentlemen, to mine.
I am going upstairs to com-
mit arson. Seraph, you go
to the telephone and shout
' Fire !

'

as soon as your watch
reaches the half-hour. Puck,

you take on the fire - alarm
;

and Evans, you throw the
front door open, and shout
' Fire !

'

for all you are worth
to the night air, and, by the

mercy of God, in a quarter
of an hour we will have done
the trick."

Five minutes later the imper-
turbable Gallagher was down
again in the hall. "Gentle-

men," he said, "you have all

played your parts splendidly.
Let us go and welcome the
rescuers. This noble mansion
has a fine old halo up aloft !

"

Gallagher had been quite

right, the crowds of people
in the lower end of Regent
Street and Waterloo Place
saw the flames from the roof

of Carlton House Terrace.

A great crowd surged down
towards the house, which

appeared to be in conflagra-
tion

;
almost immediately these

crowds gave way to the sound
of the newly imported fire-

bell of the steamers and

engines. One vehicle belong-

ing to the Salvage Corps
arrived three minutes at least

before its fellows. The leather-

helmeted firemen were into

the burning building before

even the police could get

proper control of the crowd.

"Right up on the roof," said

Gallagher to the leading man
of the first posse of firemen.
" Follow me, Herries," and his
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two brother officers, seizing
their fire axes, joined the

throng. One of the firemen,

whether accidentally or by de-

sign it cannot be said, banged
the front door, while Evans

slipped in the chain.

As the terrified servants of

the establishment put their

heads out of their bedroom

doors, all they saw was a

party of firemen clambering

up the trap-door ladder on to

the roof. The leaders of these

same firemen gave no heed

to the three iron caldrons that

were belching flame from be-

hind the parapet. They had
business with the skylight next
door. Gallagher had been

right : two blows with the

axe by an expert and the

trap was up. The drop to

the landing was nothing.
"Which is the door, sir?"

said the leader of the firemen.

There was no need to ask.

Marjorie had been disturbed

by the hubbub in the street,

and was banging on the door
with her small hands.

" Stand back, miss," the fire-

man shouted through the key-
hole. " Now, boys ! One, two,
and away she goes !

" and with
a crash the whole door col-

lapsed inwards to the weight
of the three men's bodies.

"What is it?" cried Mar-

jorie, her eyes ablaze with
excitement. "

Oh, take me !

Whatever you do, take me
out of here!"

" All right, miss. Is this the

right lady, Mr Gallagher ?
"

" All serene," was the answer,
and before Marjorie could quite
realise what was happening, she

was caught up in the arms of

the burly ex -sailor and con-

signed to willing hands in

readiness on the roof.

Servants, secretaries, and

maybe even the Ambassador
himself, were tearing up the

stairway of the Embassy, but
before they could realise pre-

cisely what was taking place
the trespassers had evacuated
his Imperial Majesty's Em-
bassy. By the time the door
was opened to the further

relays of firemen, the first ar-

rivals were coming downstairs
with the information that the
fire had been subdued. The
steamers limbered up again,
and disappeared amidst the

pealing of their bells: slowly
the crowd dispersed, and the

lights one by one dwindled out
in the German Embassy.
But the lights on the ground-

floor of the next-door house
remained full on till well into

the next morning. Marjorie,
her hair unbraided and falling
on her shoulders, arrayed only
in a dressing-gown which the
Honourable James had pro-
cured from the wardrobe of

his lady aunt, sat at the table

and told her story, and pres-

ently Chesterton and Prender-

gast found occasion to return
to the club where they were

sleeping. The Honourable
James Gallagher said that he
must go out for a stroll and
interview the police.
What passed between Mar-

jorie and Herries when they
were left alone is their own
secret, but it is betraying no
confidence to say that the brave
little American lass shed tears
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when she heard that her release

had been synchronous with the

death of The Bitter End.

The Honourable James was

perfectly right when he offered

it as his opinion that the Ger-
man Ambassador would take

no official notice of the events

which led to the firemen break-

ing into the top storey of the

Embassy. But of the many
public services which 'The
Times' has rendered to this

Empire, perhaps the greatest
was the publication of a cer-

tain document relative to an

intrigue between a chief repre-
sentative of the Labour Party
and a foreign Power. This

document made its appearance
on the eve of a General Elec-

tion. The whole country
nay ! the whole world was
electrified and alarmed, and

within twenty-four hours the

publication brought as its

sequel the death, by his own
hand, of the man to whom
the Labour Party had looked

for its whole future, and whose

signature was upon the instru-

ment which had come into the

possession of Printing House

Square.
The full story of the abduc-

tion, and the channels by
which this wonderful docu-

ment became disclosed, was
never altogether made public;
but when a few months later

Osborn Herries and his charm-

ing young wife visited the

constituency that he had been
chosen to contest, the battle-

cry of his adherents, and they
carried with them an over-

powering majority, was : "Vote
for the man whose lady saved
us from the Labour wolves !

"

THE END.
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SNOBS.

AN apology is always neces-

sary since the days of

Thackeray for touching on
the subject of Snobs. Thack-

eray, as it were, pegged out

a claim on snobs
;
we dare not

trespass on the ground which
he has made so peculiarly his

own without some sort of ex-

planation. And the apology
for venturing on the subject
should be based, I think, on
the fact that a book on snobs,
like a book on geology, may be

said to be out of date as soon
as it is published. There are

hundreds of new snobs since

Thackeray wrote of them. Pos-

sibly, however, it may be found
that his caustic humour on
this particular subject is just
a little hopeless and depressing,

there seems to be no escape
from snobbishness, and his

snobs, while they disgust us,

or at least merit our contempt,
never seem to provide a clue

which will help us to track
down the thing and meet it

face to face, and stripping it

of its thin disguise, find out
what it really is and wherein
lies its harmfulness. One may
multiply examples of very
many kinds of evil without

exactly discovering where and
whence the evil is ; too many
examples, indeed, may prove
rather obscuring than illumin-

ating, and serve to bother us
a little when we are trying to

get at broad principles.

Thackeray gives as one of

his definitions of a snob, "one

who admires mean things

meanly." This, perhaps, rather

illustrates than defines a snob.

There is a generally accepted
story that once when a lady
congratulated the author upon
his 'Book of Snobs,' he said

sadly, "Alas, madam, were I

not a snob myself I could not
have written it." Thackeray
was simply saying, with the

simplicity of a great artist,

that he was not getting away
from his subject and looking
at it broadly, but that he was

perfectly aware that he was

drawing it in too much detail,
and from too near a point of

view. Be that as it may, we
could not very well do without
the 'Book of Snobs,' but read

through the book as we may,
and recognise as we must do
the almost cruel minuteness of

its drawing, we see the snob,
but we do not quite see how he
came there, nor what is his

origin, nor what indeed he is

made of.

It has been said, indeed it

has been said so often that it

has almost come to be accepted
as an axiom, that the triune

deity that the English nation

worships is money, rank, and
the Church of England. Now,
if the first and second parts of

this saying are true, even in a
small degree, it is just as well

to face the fact and to find

out why we are snobs, and who
are snobs, and what is the best

way of getting rid of snobbish-

ness. It is, perhaps, not going
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too far to say that to give a

good definition of a snob is one
of the most difficult that we can

attempt. It has been essayed
as often as it has been essayed
to give a proper definition of

a gentleman, and these defini-

tions, although often smart,
are not altogether satisfactory.

Many of us know the well-known

riddle,
" What is the difference

between a cad and a snob ?
"

And the pithy answer,
"A cad

is a person whom I won't

know, and a snob is a person
who won't know me." But
this definition, although neat
and amusing, does not go very
far, because overdone defer-

ence to rank, qua rank, is of

course only a very small part
of snobbishness. It is snobbish-

ness, too, in its very conven-
tional perhaps in one of its

most pardonable aspects.

Bank, nobility, that indefin-

able something which exists in

what we call aristocracy, not

only exists, but is a valuable
factor in sociology. But its

value and its worth are entirely
missed when we forget that
the indefinable something which
makes rank and race what they
are, is hereditary excellence

in any legitimate and worthy
walk in life. There is the

aristocracy of the old servant,
with his or her becoming pride
and dignity ; there is the aris-

tocracy of the yeoman, or of

the servitor, who is descended
from an ancient line of yeomen
and servitors

; there is the aris-

tocracy of any respected and

self-respecting man. The world
has been saved many times and
in many ways. It has been

saved by its lords and land-

owners
;

it has been saved by
its serfs ; by its mob

; by its

middle class ;
it has been saved

by its priests. It is surely a

truism to say that all posi-
tions in society are equally

dignified and honourable, if

occupied in a spirit of unself-

ishness, unobtrusiveness, and
above all things if they are

made honourable by efficient

work. The dividing
- line lies

between gentlefolk i.e., per-
sons of Christian feeling, hon-

our, and unselfish integrity,
and those who do not possess
these qualities.
One often hears it lamented

that everyone nowadays wants
to be a lady or a gentleman,
and a few years ago the term
would probably have implied
a certain refinement of dress,

manner, and conversation, and

probably some accomplishments
such as are connected in the

mind with a cultured state of

society. This standard of ex-

cellence has already been at-

tained by those whom it is

customary to call the lower-

middle class, and already the

words "ladylike" or "gentle-

manly
"
carry a certain odium

with them. Formality of speech
is connected in the mind with
the servants' hall ;

and the

lady's-maid who has attained to

ladylike dress, piano -playing,
and a refined accent, may see

her mistress wearing the short

est and shabbiest of tweed

skirts, or hear her talking

slang, and behaving with that

acquired vulgarity which is

curiously confused nowadays
with being smart. A valet
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is often better dressed than
his master, and his choice of

language, if not his accent,
is infinitely more punctilious
than his.

Gentility has become a little

bourgeois, and already the as-

pirants who desire to be ladies

and gentlemen have shifted

their ground and translated

the term, for the most part,
into meaning one who is his

or her own master. Probably
this is one of the results of

the extraordinary power which
snobbishness exercises in the

modern world. In an earlier

civilisation, the soldier or fight-

ing man was the aristocrat, for

the name carried with it the

soldier's choice of honour rather

than life, and service rather

than soft living. To be a

soldier, or to be descended from

soldiers, meant a noble tradi-

tion of service, a fine sense

of honour, and a splendid
carelessness for life. The man
who tries to be a gentleman
without accepting obligations
is a snob. For the snob pre-

eminently is one who tries to

get as much as possible for

nothing, or to pay for it in

debased coin.

The desire to climb and the

resolve to keep high, which are

so connected with snobbishness,
have for their element of virtue

the instinct of excelling and
the resolve not to acquiesce in

obscurity or extinction. And
this would be altogether com-
mendable if it were understood
that the way to get on is to

do the work worth doing, and
that the only way to escape

obscurity and to postpone ex-

tinction is to go for the realities

of life. The snob aspires to

rank because he desires above
all things the natural and visible

sign of personal and hereditary
eminence. He aspires to great-
ness without aspiring to be

great, and worships the shadow
instead of the substance. And
thereby he reveals his self-

distrust, and expresses all too

plainly the hopelessly wrong-
headed principle that worthi-

ness is dependent upon external

recognition. To aspire to de-

serve is not snobbish, but that,

alas, is not the temper of mind
of the snob.

Vulgar conceptions of life are

probably the chief cause of

snobbishness, and we have con-

sciously or unconsciously ac-

cepted decadence as the neces-

sary end of civilisation. It is

in a decadent state of society
that the snob makes his ap-

pearance, and it is interesting
to trace his origin and his

growth from an early period.
Snobs undoubtedly existed in

a very pronounced manner in

the later days of Home. On
the other hand, we do not find

them in Shakespeare nor in

the Bible. And probably this

consideration should enable

us, more than anything else,

to get to close quarters with
the snob and to find out

what he is made of. That a

writer with such extraordinary

knowledge of his times as

Shakespeare could have por-

trayed society as he did, with-

out ever touching on snobs, if

they existed, is manifestly im-

possible. The books about

society in the present day teem
with portraits of snobs. We
feel that no picture of our time
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would be complete without
them. On the other hand, we
do not find them (full-fledged,
at least) in the works of the

early English novelists. We
find the man of coarse wit, the

blackguard, the buffoon, but
not the snob. In the ' Vicar of

Wakefield ' he is just showing
his head, but in a manner so

nai've and ingenuous that we
are never disgusted but only
amused by him. Probably the
first great living portrait of an

English snob meets us in the

pages of Jane Austen's novels,
and in the person of Mr Collins.

Was ever such a portrait
drawn? Too humorous to

be cruel, too true not to be

pitiful !

"Mr Collins's triumph in conse-

quence of the invitation was com-

plete. The power of displaying the

grandeur of his patroness to his

wondering visitors and of letting
them see her civility towards him-
self and his wife was exactly what
he had wished for, and that an

opportunity of doing so should be

given so soon was such an instance
of Lady Catherine's condescension,
which he knew not how to admire

enough.
( I confess,' said he, 'that

I should not have been at all sur-

prised by her ladyship's asking us
on Sunday to drink tea and spend
the evening at Rosings, I rather

expected from my knowledge of her

affability that it would happen.
But who could have foreseen such
an attention as this?' . . . The
dinner was exceedingly handsome,
and there were all the servants and
all the articles of plate which Mr
Collins had promised ; and, as he
had likewise foretold, he took his

seat at the bottom of the table by
her ladyship's desire, and looked as
if he felt that life could furnish

nothing greater. He carved, and
ate, and praised with delighted
alacrity, and every dish was com-
mended by him."

'

When dinner was over, the

card-tables were placed.

" Mr Collins was employed in

agreeing with everything her lady-

ship said, thanking her for every
fish he won, and apologising if he

thought he won too many. The

party then gathered round the fire

to hear Lady Catherine determine
what weather they were to have
on the morrow."

We have to consider the

times in which Jane Austen

lived, when we meet such a

person as Mr Collins in her

books, and to find out, in fact,
how it is that Mr Collins and
such as he are possible at all.

Jane Austen lived at the

end of the eighteenth century,
when society had ceased to be
true to itself. The French
Revolution was a desperate

protest against this state of

things, but the effects of that
terrible revolt were not yet
made manifest. During the

time of social upheaval, re-

ligion, rank, and civilisation

itself seemed to be swept
away. But when the storm
was over, and the air grew
clear again, it is worthy of

note that it was the descend-

ants of those men of race

and of nobility, who had not
flinched before the Paris mob,
and who had gone to the
scaffold with a bow and a

smile, who were re-established

before even the religion of the

country had recovered. Show-
ing most plainly that persons
of ages and generations of

culture and refinement, and
with the noble traditions of

an old race to maintain, are

peculiarly fitted to be what we
call the leaders of society the
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best exponents, that is, of what
is graceful, and mannerly, and
honourable.

But all that was to come
after Jane Austen was in her

grave. In her day, society
had ceased to be true to itself.

It was becoming divorced

'from the best thinking and
the best kind of life. And
here it was, and is, that the

snob has his chance. When
society begins to be artificial,

the snob, who is an adept
at artificiality, is the person
of the hour. No society can
be troubled with snobs, unless

it has become tainted itself.

The snob, being a parasite,
can only exist upon decaying
matter, and living on it pro-
motes that decay.

There were no snobs in

Shakespeare's day, because
social order in his day was
fixed, and it was wholesome,
and snobs, if they existed at

all, did not become sufficiently

prominent to become a type.

They did exist in the later

days of ancient Borne, because
Rome was in a state of de-

cadence. In Bible history
snobs do not appear, but the

reason for this is, of course,

quite other than the reason
for the omission of their por-

traiture, for instance, in the

plays of Shakespeare, and it

will have to be explained by
the existence of racial differ-

ences, and by the fundamental

dissimilarity in the whole
structural basis of the social

fabric in the East and in the

"West. Eastern civilisation is

always simpler than Western,
and it tends to become settled

and static. It is controlled

by the caste system in India
on the one hand, and by the

compulsory social laws of the

Mohammedans on the other.

Eastern civilisation has always
been dominated by the idea of

Fate, which keeps things as

they are, or by the conception
of a God who has presented
the world ready-made, as one

might say, and fixed, to His
creatures. Western civilisa-

tion is dominated by the ideas

which suggest chance and con-

stant probabilities of change.
In a wholesome state of society
there is a certain healthy spirit

engendered by this very con-

flict between the Conservative
view of life, based on the per-
manent need of order and of

the settled social fabric : and

Radicalism, based on the per-
manent necessity of man's

personal independence and
freedom. When snobbishness

becomes rife in a nation, it

means that both political

parties have lost their social

basis. The Radical is tired of

his ideal freedom, and the

Conservative has lost his faith

in the deeper social order.

Decay has begun, and with

decay has come the parasite
snob.

The snob is nearly always
selfish. He sees in the distinc-

tion of class, an opportunity
of advancing himself. Either
he will have rank himself, or

he will be associated in the

public mind with those who
possess it. To this end he

works, sometimes meanly, some-

times unscrupulously, but al-

ways selfishly. He wants to

be a big person, as he would

express it, or to be amongst
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big people, simply and solely
for his own sake. Nothing to

him is equal to the joy of

knowing the right people. He
is preoccupied with consider-

ations of social position, on
account of his mingled self-

distrust and self-conceit, com-
bined with a failure to note the

distinctions between realities

and appearances. He sees that
social differences are very con-

spicuous and loom large on
the surface of things. His
conceit makes him wish to be

conspicuous and successful :

his self -distrust makes him
fear to lean on his own real

qualities and natural position.

Accordingly, if he belongs to

a high social position he em-

phasises it, and declines to

know his social inferiors, fear-

ing lest their superiority to

him in other more important
matters might show itself.

While if he is of a low social

status, he apes or affects his

social superiors, knowing he
cannot rely upon his own
merits and natural talents.

One often hears it said that
a man snob is worse than a
woman snob, because while a
woman's natural love of ex-

ternals may tempt her to snob-

ishness, her safeguard against
it is to be found in her gift
for unselfishness, which affords

her a protection not equally
shared by men. The gift of

unselfishness, while we may
count hundreds of exceptions
on either side, being the

generally accepted feminine
virtue.

But apart altogether from
his selfishness, the snob may
reasonably be condemned for

his pettiness, his unkindness,
and his constitutional untruth-

fulness, which not only conde-

scends to paltry untruths, but

interferes with his appreciation
of the verities and realities of

life. Perhaps the petty snob
is the least deserving of con-

demnation, simply because he

ia so small and petty, but

undoubtedly he is the one

whose attitude of mind one
can least understand. It is

difficult to realise, for instance,

why so many people should

talk of those who are of higher
rank than themselves so ob-

trusively by their Christian

names. There are many people
who refer to almost the whole

peerage with this familiarity
of address, and one is surprised
sometimes to learn that the

person who thus talks may
have the very slightest bow-

ing acquaintance with these

personages. Or, again, there

are those who talk quite in-

genuously and frankly of the

advantage of having smart
friends. Now friendship surely,
if nothing else, must be based

upon equality. It is a match-

ing of souls, as it were, a divine

brotherhood, and when the snob

degrades this fine name, mak-

ing it signify an alliance of

self-interest, he is lowering

altogether the standard of

things, and one begins to

perceive one, at least, of the

reasons why he is so offensive

to us. "Worldly privilege is

probably the best that he
knows his highest aspira-
tion. And this being so, it is

natural that he should bestow
his utmost on its attainment.

It requires more faith than
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most men and women possess
to aim at something higher
than they can see.

The pushing snob is another
of those who comes under the

heading of selfishness. He or

she means to get on. At what-
ever rung of the ladder they
have started they mean to get

higher. They are often success-

ful, and arrive at quite giddy
heights, and if they have trod-

den down many friends on
their upward climb, the snob
is too reasonable and too sen-

sible not to see that certain

sacrifices must be made to

the attainment of an ideal.

These people never have an

unsatisfactory acquaintance, or

an undesirable member of the

family, and they attach a good
deal of personal merit to the
matter of birth and ancestry.
The unkind snob is sometimes

a person of rank, obsessed with
the idea of caste, and with a

snub ready for every one who
intrudes into his or her charmed
circle. Probably there are very
few people who are the better

for, or even deserving of, a snub.

A snub hurts a good deal, and
does no one any good, and the
sooner it goes out of fashion

the better. One might say of

it, as the old-fashioned parent
used to say when caning a

little boy, "It hurts me far

more than it hurts you." One
can only hope sincerely and
believe that it does so. The

power to snub is a weapon of

defence, and should never be
used as a weapon of offence.

The untruthfulness of a snob
is often quite an impalpable
thing. He does not necessarily
tell lies, but the meanness of

his outlook has made him
become artificial and unreal.

His life is a constant effort to

make him appear other than
he is, and he suffers at the

hands of nearly every one, won-

dering what people will say
of him, and what they will

think.

There is a subtle description
of a snob given in a recent

novel, in which it is said of

a woman in the book, that she

thought it the height of vul-

garity to mention a title. We
know how snobbish and mean
she must have been to whom
these things, which are after

all but the fringe of life or

at best the symbol of something
greater should have seemed
of such importance as either

to be mentioned or not to

be mentioned. Yet persons of

this type are not uncommon.

They often ape a curious form
of humility, and volunteer the

information that they don't

know swells, naively assuming
that one must be interested in

the condition or rank of their

acquaintances. One meets
with a good deal of this sort

of thing in our colonies, and
a colonial will sometimes as-

sume a manner verging danger-
ously upon rudeness, in order

to show what he calls his in-

dependence. But this is a

form of crudity rather than
of snobbishness, for snobbish-

ness is a vice of an older

civilisation.

Our last grievance with the

snob is that directly or in-

directly, consciously or uncon-

sciously, he always appeals
to something lower than our

best. Doubtless there are
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sordid considerations in every he is always considerate, and

life, but surely they only those delicate crystals of sensi-

are noble who appeal to the tive human feelings those

highest in us, and who call corners which the world is so

forth our best. Their fine proud of rubbing off are

sense of honour is a fixed and left uninjured by him. His
unassailable thing, and that honour is of too fine a quality
which is mean and paltry to be greatly concerned with

hardly seems to touch them, any question of reward. Suffi-

Their presence is in itself a cient for him if he do justice
rebuke to everything that is and love mercy and walk
vile or mean. One does not humbly with his God. Such
find them even indulging a as these we think of when
child in a way which is they are gone, fully persuaded
beneath what is, or ought to that Death the great leveller

be, its sense of honour. " Let as it is surely erroneously called

all men feel, some more some has treated them courteously,
less, according as they have and that the aristocratic mind
within them the need to will move onwards on some
imitate me," says a great different plane to that which

writer, and the man of fine is occupied by those who are

feeling is the man who at least selfish or mean, or merely
assumes a fine and sensitive paltry,

feeling in others. Consequently S. MACNAUGHTAN.
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LATTER-DAY SAINTS.

LIVING in a well -ordered

English county town, under
the shadow of a great cathedral,
whose chapter is composed of

well - known leaders in the

English Church, and in the

midst of parish places^of wor-

ship served by able, godly, and

energetic clergymen, I should,
a few weeks ago, have as soon

thought of meeting a tiger

strolling about the streets as of

being brought in contact with
a proselytising Mormon mis-

sionary. But I have been

rudely awakened from my
ignorance, and have been

brought face to face with an
insidious influence which has

undoubtedly had some success

in its special work, and might
conceivably at any time assert

itself in a manner of which it

is very unpleasant to think.

Most certainly a Mormon mis-

sionary, trained for his task by
education at Salt Lake City,
has his headquarters amongst
our most conservative, steady-

going, and generally orthodox

population, and is actively

engaged in preaching the doc-

trines of his church, selecting,
of course, as the objects of his

efforts excitable women and
men whose mental balance is

not particularly well assured.

And in the teacher, his methods,
and the ostensible doctrines

that he inculcates, there is

nothing in the least degree
alarming to an ignorant mind.
On the contrary, the man leads
a self-denying life, apparently
at least carrying out in practice
the usage of the early Christ-

ians purity of conduct, com-

munity of worldly goods, and
devotion to the cause of right-
eousness. The matter of his

teaching is, of course, founded
on the Book of Mormon and
other so-called inspired revela-

tions, but its inculcation de-

pends mainly on specious tracts,

in which the Book of Mormon
is seldom or never mentioned,
but which support everything
that they urge by the author-

ity (frequently ignoring the

context) of passages taken from
the Bible, both the Old and
New Testaments. Meetings
are held on Sunday evenings
to press home the teaching,
which all

" seekers after truth
"

are invited to attend; but in

everything that is said, either

in literature or in discourse,
there is, as has been noted,

nothing that is the least alarm-

ing, nothing that could indicate

the existence or countenancing
of polygamy, nothing of the

unscrupulous use of autocratic

power by the authorities of the

Mormon faith, nothing, in

short, about any of the more

peculiarly revolting and ob-

noxious Mormon character-

istics. To all outward seem-

ing the Mormon propaganda
is on the lines of the re-

vivals that have from time

to time been seen in our

islands. The existing Christian

Churches, in their organisation,

teaching, and efforts to pro-
mote spiritual and temporal
good, are by it swept aside,

as having departed from the

Apostolic ideal, and a re-
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crudescence of spiritual life

on so-called simpler and more

practical lines is urgently
advocated. It is, of course,

comparatively easy by a deft

manipulation and distortion of

facts to draw a comparison
between the Christianity of to-

day and that of apostolic times,

vastly to the disadvantage of

the former; and the minds of

even right-thinking and devout

people are not always so pre-

pared and balanced that they
are able to take what is put
before them exactly for what
it is worth. A new and ex-

citing view of life and its

responsibilities is offered. They
become convinced that the old

track, quite sufficiently rugged
and difficult, which has been
formed and trodden by the

Christian pilgrims of many
centuries, is become too com-

monplace and conventional,
and they desire to break off

into some by-path which they
think offers a more direct access

to their goal, and in which they
expect to find more stimulus
and adventure. To this, the

general character of all revivals,
the Mormon propaganda gives
in addition the story of a new
revelation, the acquisition of

the power to work miracles,
the gift of tongues, and the

same spiritual insight that

marked the first disciples. The
dialectic tools that are used are

no doubt rude and clumsy, but

they are sufficient to have an
effect upon certain minds, and

they are employed with the

utmost zeal and fanaticism.

Needless to tell here the

circumstances that made me
aware of this pestilent propa-
ganda working actually under

one's nose. Sufficient it is

that I found it worth while to

try to learn something definite

of the beginning and history
of Mormonism and of its pres-
ent position. It is probable
that most people have only a

vague idea of these subjects,
derived from the fifty-year-old
books of Hepworth Dixon and
Sir Richard Burton, and may
be, as I was till quite lately,
unaware of the active and

systematic missionary work
that the Mormons are now
carrying on. No excuse is

necessary, therefore, for crav-

ing
'

Maga's
'

hospitality for a
few words, which may at any
rate direct attention to a most

dangerous moral influence, in-

duce others to make inquiries
about it for themselves, and

possibly to take an active part
in warding off its ill - effects.

A great amount of new light
has been thrown upon Mor-
monism in recent years, and
there are many authorities

that may be consulted on the

subject, but I have found the

fullest information in the
'

Story of the Mormons,' by
W. A. Linn, a book which,
fortified by good evidence, "in

nothing extenuates, nor sets

down aught in malice," though
it is doubtless sufficiently tren-

chant in its statements. Per-

haps it will be simplest to take
a glance at the history of the
Mormon faith and the practical
lines that it has followed, from
its origin until the present
time, when, by the latest

available information, the
Mormons estimate the member-

ship of their Church through-
out the world at between

300,000 and 400,000.
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In 1816 there was settled at

the village of Palmyra, in

Ontario County, New York,
a family called Smith, very
poor, and, while classing them-
selves as farmers, regarded by
their neighbours as shifty and

untrustworthy. They eked out

a living by hawking small

wares in the village oakes,

vegetables, brooms, &c. ; but
the father also practised as a

money - digger (a seeker for

hidden treasure), and, more-

over, claimed the powers of a

"dowser," though there are no
records of any success achieved

by him. Of his nine children,
the fourth, Joseph, has been
thus described :

" From the age
of twelve to twenty years he
is best remembered as a dull-

eyed, flaxen - headed, prevari-

cating boy, noted only for

his indolent and vagabondish
character, and his habits of

exaggeration and untruthful-

ness." The best that a Mor-
mon biographer, Orson Pratt,
could say of him as a youth
was that "he could read with-

out much difficulty, and write

a very imperfect hand, and had
a very limited understanding
of the elementary rules of

arithmetic." Such as he was,
however, he followed in his

father's footsteps as a money-
digger, and further, himself

practised divination by means
of a "

peekstone
"
(as his family

called it), by gazing into which
he said that he could discover
the location of stolen property
and of hidden treasure. As his

divination in such matters was
not successful, he was always
ready with an excuse for fail-

ure, such as that, the utmost
silence being necessary, some-

one, tempted by the devil, had

spoken, and thus caused the

sought-for riches to disappear.
It was in 1823 that Joseph

Smith announced the finding

by him of certain golden plates,
inscribed with mysterious char-

acters and forming a book, but
the accounts that he gave at

various times of his discovery
were contradictory, and it was
not till many years later, in

1838, at Nauvoo, that the

definite story, now accepted

by the Mormons, of the rev-

elation of the Book by an angel
was given out. From various

affidavits which were made by
responsible persons who knew
all the circumstances, it is

perfectly clear that no kind
of discovery was ever made,
and that the whole story was
absolute fiction. It is indeed

recorded among other state-

ments on the subject that two

men, ignoring Smith's asser-

tions that no man could look

on the Book and live, insisted

on lifting the cover said to

conceal it from human eyes,
and found nothing but a large
brick. Smith, however, main-
tained the broad facts of his

story, and by means of the

Urim and Thummim, an equip-
ment in the shape of a pair of

spectacles which formed part
of his discovery, he made what
he called a translation of the

writing on the golden plates,
the writing in an unknown
language that could only be

interpreted under divine guid-
ance. It is not to be supposed
that an uneducated and not

very gifted youth could have

produced a work such as he
now published (crude in every
sense as it was) by his own
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unassisted efforts, furnishing
the historical matter and ap-

plying the theology. There

can, however, be no doubt
what was the origin of the

Book, and how it was elabor-

ated. In the beginning of last

century a certain Solomon

Spaulding, who had studied

divinity, and had been for

some time in charge of a

church, excited by the re-

ported finding of bones,

gigantic skeletons, &c., in

some mounds in Ohio, con-

ceived the idea of writing a

fanciful history of the ancient

races in America. The book
was written, and he gave to it

the title of "The Manuscript
Found." He tried to find a

publisher for it but failed, and
he died in 1816. The manu-

script had been in the hands
of a printer named Patterson,
had been seen, of course, by
a good many people, and had
been read by the author to his

associates. It was left among
other papers when he died.

After the publication of the
Mormon Bible, the translation

from the writing on the golden
plates, Spaulding's work was
remembered, and it was dis-

tinctly asserted by several

witnesses that, with certain

additions of religious matter,
the whole of it had been in-

corporated in Smith's publica-

tion, even all the principal
names being textually pre-
served. Unfortunately Spauld-
ing's manuscript seems to have
now been mislaid, or to have
fallen into Mormon hands, by
which it would certainly be

destroyed; but this is of the

less consequence, as there is

so much corroborative evidence

that its words were identical

with those of the Book of

Mormon. The link especially

connecting Spaulding's work
with that of Joseph Smith
was a certain Sidney Bigdon,
whose acquaintance Smith had
formed, and who afterwards
became a very prominent
figure in the Mormon com-

munity. Bigdon was con-

nected with the printing-office
of Patterson, mentioned above,
and probably had become

acquainted with Spaulding's
manuscript, and copied it. He
was a man who, though only
of limited education, had be-

come a member of the Baptist
Church, and had received a

licence to preach. He then

joined another religious sect,

the Campbellites. Leaving
them, he worked for some time
as a tanner, and then again
began preaching as an un-

denominational exhorter, again
as a Baptist, and once more
as a Campbellite, always
gathering great audiences by
his natural eloquence. He at

anyrate possessed some know-

ledge of popular theology, and
a competent acquaintance with
the Scriptures. It seems un-

questionable that Bigdon knew
Joseph Smith well, and had

every opportunity of consult-

ing with him, and of placing
in his hands the materials for

the so-called translation of the

writing on the golden plates.
Besides the similarity between
the Book of Mormon and

Spaulding's manuscript, the

startling resemblance between
some prominent beliefs and
doctrines of the former and
those of the Campbellites, to

whose ranks Bigdon had be-
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longed, cannot be overlooked,
and very especially the doc-

trines on baptism. Altogether
the real origin of the Mormon
Bible seems to be established

beyond all question. And now
a word on the Book of Mormon
itself. The first edition was

printed and published in 1830,
but was so full of inaccuracies

and inconsistencies of every
kind that they were obvious

even to its author or authors

and the people among whom it

was circulated. Many correc-

tions were made in the second
edition issued in 1842, and a

comparison of the latest Salt
Lake City edition with the
first has shown more than
three thousand changes. Even
now the Book does not take
a prominent part in Mormon
teaching, which is founded,

generally speaking, on subse-

quently produced so - called
"
revelations," and the dis-

courses of preachers. Crude
and dull to an extreme, it

appeals neither to devotional

feeling, to historical interest,
to poetic sentiment, nor to

literary taste.

The historical story, as told

in the Book, is so confused
and complicated by repetitions
that it is almost impossible
to make anything definite out
of it, and even the Mormons
themselves are unsuccessful in

reducing it to order. The

following summary of it is

found in a letter written by
Joseph Smith's son :

" The history of America is un-
folded from its first settlement by
a colony that came from the Tower
of Babel at the confusion of lan-

guages to the beginning of the fifth

century of the Christian era. We

are informed by these records that
America in ancient times has been
inhabited by two distinct races
of people. The first were called

Jaredites, and came directly from
the Tower of Babel. The second
came directly from the city of Jer-
usalem about six hundred years be-

fore Christ. They were principally
Israelites of the descendants of

Joseph. The Jaredites were de-

stroyed about the time that the
Israelites came from Jerusalem, who
succeeded them in the inhabitance
of the country. The principal nation
of the second race fell in battle to-

ward the close of the fourth century.
The remnant are the Indians that
now inhabit the country."

As put forward in the Book,
the writing on the golden
plates containing the story
was commenced by Nephi, one
of the sons of Lehi, a ruler

and leader, at the time of the

departure from Jerusalem, and
was continued by other his-

torians. Eventually the plates
were hidden, the people being
wicked, and were again taken

up by Mormon, a descendant
of Nephi, to be by him further

engraved. Mormon and his

people the Nephites were anni-

hilated by the rival people, the

Lamanites (the ancestors of the

American Indians), with the

exception of Moroni, Mormon's

son, who completed the history
and buried the plates where

they were found by Joseph
Smith. The description said

to be given on the plates of

the language in which they
were written is mere burlesque,
but need not be recorded now.

Throughout the Book whole

chapters of the Bible are to be

found in company with other

matter; and a conclusive proof,
if proof was still wanting, that

it is an ignorant forgery, 278
direct quotations from the New
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Testament may be counted in

a document purporting to have
been mostly written at a period

long antecedent to Christ's

birth. Of glaring anachronisms
and other proofs of fraudulent

profession there are numberless

examples. Even Shakespeare
was laid under contribution by
the fabled writer on the golden
plates more than two thousand

years before the poet's birth.

Such is the Book which is

accepted at this day as an

inspired work by the thousands
of persons who constitute the

Mormon Church !

The organisation of the
Mormon community proceeded
apace after Joseph Smith as-

sumed the character of a pro-

phet divinely inspired, and in

1830 branches had been estab-

lished in various places, includ-

ing some seventy members in

all. April the 6th is named as

the date of its legal commence-
ment. The various steps in its

formation were the subjects of

so-called special
" revelations

"

received by the prophet Joseph
Smith; and here it may be
noted that, whenever at that

period or subsequently Smith
desired to justify any course of

action, he at once proclaimed
that he had received a " revel-

ation
" from Heaven giving to

him divine authority in the

matter, and these "revelations
"

have since been collected into a

book, which, as has been men-

tioned, is practically of more

importance than the Book of

Mormon itself. It is not pos-
sible now to enter into all the

details of church government
that were framed, but it may
be noted that Sidney Rigdon
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now openly visited and allied

himself with Smith, and the

result of the conferences be-

tween these arch-conspirators
was the resolution to move the

headquarters of the new Church
from Palmyra to Ohio. Joseph
Smith and his family were too

well known to allow any suc-

cess to their imposture in New
York State. Smith moved
therefore to Kirtland in Ohio,
with Rigdon, whose open acces-

sion to the new doctrine had
there a great influence on
account of his previous preach-
ing. There was little to give
interest to the lives of the

pioneer settlers in the district,

and the announcement of a
new Bible and a new prophet
created much religious excite-

ment among the Ohio people,
who knew nothing of that

prophet's early history. Several

men of some position and char-

acter proclaimed themselves to

be Mormon converts, in wild

excitement others followed, and
the growth of the Church was
for a time extraordinarily rapid.
So rapid indeed was it that it

was found possible to have a
"
revelation," sending forth

preachers north into Canada
and also into many of the

States of the Union. But the

progress of Mormonism was
not without its drawbacks.
While the travelling preachers
were adding new converts,
rumours of immoral practices
in the fold began to circulate,
and there was besides a partial

exposure of Smith's methods.

Many men apostatised, and so

strong a public feeling was
roused in the neighbourhood
that one night Smith and

2Y
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Rigdon were torn from their

houses, and both were tarred

and feathered. This outrage
and all subsequent troubles

have of course been attributed

by Mormons to a hostility to

their religious beliefs, but this

is far from having been the real

oause. The popular fury had
been roused by the social aspect
of Mormonism, not by any
question of convictions. There
were many other equally
eccentric religious sects in

America, and none of them
was in any way interfered

with; but then, as Horace

Greeley said in after years,
" He could not remember that

any of them was ever generally

represented and regarded by
the other sects as thieves,

robbers, and murderers."
It was not long after the

establishment of his Church
that Smith began to think of

utilising the organisation for

the provision of funds. It had
been an initial principle, an-

nounced by a "
revelation,"

that proselytes should con-

secrate all their property to

the Church, and a further
" revelation

"
appointed the

prophet, with certain other

leaders, to manage all pecuni-

ary matters. Money was

necessary for all the projects
that were entertained, the

building of a city at Kirt-

land, a vast temple, &c., and

many devices were framed in

order to procure it. A general
store was opened by Smith,
but even his authority could
not carry it on at a profit, for,

if he did not give unlimited
credit and ignore many bad
debts, his customers, not yet
confirmed in their allegiance to

him, were apt to secede from
his community. Later enter-

prises were undertaken, all of

which brought loss. Finally, a
nominal bank was established,

issuing paper money, though
all payments to it were to be
made in specie. In order to

give confidence to it, Smith
had one or two hundred boxes

made, filled with lead, and each
marked $1000. When people
made inquiries as to the bank's

specie reserve, the boxes were
shown to them, and one was

opened which really did con-

tain silver. As was only to

be expected, the bank's career

was very short, and Smith and

Rigdon were obliged to fly to

Missouri never to return to

Kirtland.

The State of Missouri, at

the time when the fortunes of

the Mormons were transferred

thither, had made but small

advance on the road to civili-

sation. Only a few years

previously had the territory
been released by treaty from
Indian ownership. It was to

this State that the Mormons
had looked in a scheme, sup-

ported of course by a "revela-

tion," of founding a permanent
Zion, but it had not been con-

templated that an immediate
movement from Ohio was in-

volved. Missionaries had been
sent to Missouri in 1830 to

establish the Church among
the Lamanites (the Indians).

Smith, Eigdon, and other

leaders had later visited the

State, and had pitched upon
the small settlement of Inde-

pendence as the eventual site

of the New Jerusalem. Large
numbers of Mormons from
various quarters had followed
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and settled themselves, and
here they might possibly have
remained uninterfered with, at

least for some time ; but it

became known that they and
their co-religionists designed to

possess themselves of the whole

State, and the antagonistic

feeling of the neighbouring
non - Mormons was roused.

The Mormons were driven

forth, and there was even some
small fighting before they real-

ised that circumstances were
too strong for them, and that

they must go. Smith and
other leading men had, as told

above, at this time to fly from
Ohio. They joined the com-

munity in Missouri just before

the last crisis came, and took

part in the disturbances that

occurred, though without be-

ing able in any way to modify
the forced expulsion of their

followers. This period was

especially notable for the insti-

tution of one of Mormonism's
most repulsive features, the

Danites (known afterwards in

Utah as "Destroying Angels"),
a band of executioners, or

possibly rather murderers, who
were sworn and bound to carry
out any decree against life or

property issued by the heads
of the Church. Another im-

portant measure that became
a Mormon law, again by virtue

of a "
revelation," was the tith-

ing system, the forced payment
to Church authorities of the

vast sums levied upon real

estate, which have ever since

provided for Smith and his suc-

cessors the principal revenue

for administrative purposes.
It is impossible in a limited

space to follow all the vicis-

situdes of the Mormon com-

munity after its ejectment from

Missouri, and the steps which
led to its next settlement on
the bank of the Mississippi in

a location, originally called

Commerce, to which Smith

gave the name of Nauvoo. This

he said was a Hebrew word

signifying "beautiful," but it

is perhaps needless to say that

no Hebrew scholar can trace

the derivation. The rapid

growth and development of

this city were most remarkable,
and were principally due to

the influx of population caused

by the energetic proselytising
work both in the United States

and in Europe. The place
when first occupied was a

marshy jungle, and in conse-

quence very unhealthy. There
were only three or four build-

ings, and it was much in the

same case as " the thriving

city of Eden," where Martin
Chuzzlewit found himself. The

mortality among the wretched

refugees from Missouri and
the new converts from Europe
was very great, and the gift
of healing powers claimed by
the prophet was exercised in

vain. There was great dis-

couragement, and a passage in

a sermon by the prophet, de-

livered at this time, may be

noted as showing the manner
in which he dealt with his flock,

and his style of exhortation.

"'Many of the English who have

lately come here have expressed great

disappointment on their arrival. Such

persons have every reason to be satis-

fied with this beautiful country. If

they choose to complain, they may ;

but I don't want to be troubled with
their complaints. If they are not

satisfied here, I have only this to say
to them, 'Don't stay whining about

me, but go back to England, and go
to h 1 and be d d.'"
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But bad as its situation was,
and many as were its draw-

backs, the city soon, by the

sheer force of the numbers

flocking to it, gained import-
ance, and if it had been com-

pleted on the lines projected

by the Mormons, it might have
become a capital worthy of

a great organisation. The

energy of the organisation

might indeed have then at-

tained for it a proportion of

greatness if it had rested on

anything like moral principles,
and possibly also if the influ-

ence of a spurious religion had
aot been thrown into politi-
cal and altogether irrelevant

mxtters. But the causes of

the complete collapse in the

temporary prosperity of Nau-
voo were political and social.

The command of a sufficient

number of votes to weigh in

an election to any public office

has always in America given

great power to the party pos-

sessing it, and the Mormons
were now by no means a neg-

ligible quantity. Their leader

could do much to secure the

political success of whichever

party in the State he favoured,
but Smith played his cards

badly, and eventually, by vi-

brating between the Whigs
and Democrats, managed to

arraign against him the forces

of both. For a time his politi-
cal moves seemed to have some

good fortune, and he was so

elated that he even had the

audacity to put himself forward
as a candidate for the Presi-

dency of the United States.

His death, however, made it

impossible to know the amount
of disturbance his candidature

might have caused in the dis-

tricts where the Mormons were
numerous.
The social conditions in Nau-

voo were, however, the main
factor in the hostile feelings
of the non - Mormons. The
banks of the Mississippi were
at that time hiding-places for

pirates and refuges for all

manner of criminals and des-

perados. The Mormon invita-

tion to the whole world to join
the community and be saved

appealed to this lawless class,

which found protection in the

new baptism and in the de-

fence given by the Mormon
authorities to all members of

their flock.
" In this way

Nauvoo became a great re-

ceptacle for stolen goods," and
in the city there was a vast

amount of robbery and other

crimes, ostensibly indeed cen-

sured by the Church authorities,

but in reality sheltering itself

under Mormon institutions and

privileges. Moreover, "it be-

came notorious in all the

country round that it was

practically useless for a non-

Mormon to attempt the re-

covery of stolen goods in

Nauvoo, no matter how strong
the proofs in his possession

might be." According to the

unrefuted statement made by
one Bennett, who had every

opportunity of knowing the

facts, Mormon society at Nau-
voo was organised licentious-

ness, and probably allied to

this state of things came in

1843 the definite " revelation
"

sanctioning and enjoining

plural marriages, or poly-

gamy. It was not, in the

first instance, published to the

whole community, but was

gradually taught confidenti-
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ally, though with little real

secrecy, to his immediate fol-

lowers by the prophet ;
and

polygamy was undoubtedly
practised by some of them, as

also by himself.

Not till 1852, at Salt Lake

City, was the "revelation"

definitely made known to all

the world. It is difficult in

short space to enter into all

the various features of the

system now tentatively and
with partial publicity intro-

duced. The Mormon, with re-

gard to polygamy, was taught
that he married for time, but
was " sealed

"
for eternity.

The "
sealing

" was therefore

the more important ceremony,
and was performed with the

accompaniment of secret oaths
and mystic rites.

"
According

to one early definition of ' seal-

ing,' the man and the woman
who are to be properly mated
are selected in heaven in a

pre-existent state. If through
a mistake in an earthly mar-

riage A has got the spouse
intended for B, the latter may
consider himself a husband for

Mrs A." No woman could ex-

pect to be saved unless she

was "sealed" to a man who
should lead her towards heaven,
and if she was never "

sealed,"
she would always remain a

spiritual outcast. Any num-
ber of women could be " sealed

"

(in effect married) to one man,
and eventually a man was not

considered a true and sincere

Mormon if, having the means
to support more, he held to one
wife alone, and did not comply
with a licence which was en-

joined as a doctrine of his

Church. On the other hand,

though there is no absolute

confirmation of this, it was
believed that a similar licence

was also secretly extended to

women, and that something
was taught which " would test

the brethren as much as poly-

gamy tried the sisters." The

light in which the institution

of polygamy is to-day regarded
by the Mormons will be noticed

later.

When it became bruited

abroad that the doctrine of

polygamy was favoured by
the prophet, great antagonism
was at once manifested, and
this indirectly led to his death.

Many of the leading Mormons
took active measures to combat
the new teaching, and among
others set up a newspaper for

the purpose. Smith stirred up
his own particular partisans in

his defence, and had the offices

and plant of the newspaper
burned. This amounted to a

very serious riot in the eye of

the United States law, and the

State Governor Ford found it

to be his duty to act vigorously.
Smith and his brother Hyrum
were arrested and confined in

the jail at Carthage pending
trial. Ford went to Nauvoo
to restore order, and in his

absence the jail was attacked

by some of the local militia,

eager to act as lynchers against
the leaders of a sect which was

becoming so powerful and was
so obnoxious. The prophet
and his brother were murdered
with every circumstance of

determined atrocity, and the

manner of their death was of

course of such a nature as to

entitle them to the character
of martyrs among the deluded

people who had given credence
to their spiritual claims.
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After the death of the pro-

phet Smith, it was only to be

expected that the succession

to his influence and the leader-

ship of the Church would be

disputed, and it was not till

late in 1847 that Brigham
Young was definitely elected

to be president of the Mormon
community, though he had

practically assumed the posi-
tion as soon as it was vacant.

The death of the prophet had

by no means brought about

peace between the Mormons
and the anti-Mormons. The

complaints of stealing by the

Mormons were emphatically
reiterated, many daring mur-
ders that had been committed
were charged to them, and
the Danites were, on good and
sufficient grounds, believed to

be active in Church-instigated
crime. The old pirates of the

Mississippi had been a scourge
to the district, but were never
so terrible as this Danite or-

ganisation which, among the

Mormons at anyrate, claimed
to be above the law. Then the

political influence which the

Mormons aimed at and in-

deed to some extent exerted,
rendered them particularly ob-

noxious even to the Democra-
tic party which they had fav-

oured. The ill-feeling that
existed resulted in many dis-

turbances, in which the Mor-
mon settlers were driven in

from the country districts and
forced to take refuge in Nau-
voo, and before long it became
evident that the Mormons as

a body must seek another
settlement. Many of them
crossed "the Father of Waters,"
setting their faces westward,
and the hostile pressure on

those that remained was in-

creased. There was some re-

sistance, and several skirmishes

took place, but at last there was
a complete stampede of "The
Saints "

to quit the town that

they had built, and had hoped
to establish as their Zion.

The season was winter, and
bitter hardships were the Mor-
mon lot. In defiance of all

obstacles, however, and with
all the hardihood and adapta-
bility of the true American

pioneer, the refugees swept
from camp to camp over an un-

inhabited country, unknowing
their ultimate destination, but

vaguely hoping to find, some-
where in distant California, a

resting-place in which they
could once more be at peace.
And at this period a curious

episode came to pass. The
United States were at war
with Mexico, and it was sug-

gested to the Mormons that

they should furnish a battalion

for service. No greater ad-

vantage could have befallen

the community. A number
of their most intelligent men
would be moved at Govern-
ment expense to the destina-

tion they desired, and have
an opportunity of looking out
for land suitable for settle-

ment, while the large amount
of money paid for their ser-

vice was a godsend to an

assemblage of families where

ready cash was a necessity
and, under the circumstances
of their hurried flight, was

terribly lacking. The war was

nearly over before the bat-

talion arrived at the scene of

operations, but it did some

garrison duty, and, when mus-
tered out, its members rejoined
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their families either at Salt

Lake City or on their weary
progress thither.

To return to the main
stream of emigration. An
advanced party under Brig-
ham Young had pushed ahead,
and after crossing the Rocky
Mountains had made its way
to the Great Salt Lake, in

the desolate neighbourhood of

which the city of Utah was
to be founded. None but men
of the sternest mould could

have faced and overcome the

dangers and difficulties that

met these explorers pathless
deserts, sickness, the menace
of savage Indian tribes, hunger
and thirst, and, little as we
may esteem Mormons, there can
be no doubt that they here

did a pioneer work which, in

the world's history, has seldom
been surpassed. The great
mass of the emigrants fol-

lowed Brigham Young's party,
and the several bands were

by degrees gathered in from
the camps and halting-places,
in which they had sometimes
been forced to make prolonged
stay for repose, and to renew
the means for their painful

pilgrimage. The " Mormon
trail

" became a well - marked
route, but its most distinctive

traces were the graves of men
and women, and the skeletons

of their domestic animals.

The conditions of life near
the Great Salt Lake when the

district was first occupied
were far from promising, and

though they were pictured to

the world in glowing terms in

order to attract the faithful

from distant lands, Brigham
Young himself wrote of "this

barren, desolate country."

Everything necessary to make
life possible was still to be done,
and there were no available re-

sources of any kind within a
thousand miles. But, in spite
of grievous failures of crops,
visitations by vegetation

- de-

vouring insects, pestilence, and
other trials, Mormon energy
made good the settlement, and
the City of the Saints quickly

leaped into being. And now,

perhaps, the most important
stroke of fortune in Mormon
history occurred the discovery
of gold in California, and the

mad rush of treasure-seekers

from the Eastern States.

Thousands passed through the

Mormon settlement, and

brought a double benefit.

They sold for the merest trifle

supplies and equipment no

longer useful to them, but of

which the Mormons were in

dire need, and they bought
such food -

supplies as the

Mormons had to sell at fabu-

lous prices, even $1 per pound
being willingly paid for flour,

and $8 per bushel for unground
wheat. Some Mormons were
indeed themselves affected by
the thirst for gold, and were

willing to join the eager miners,
but Brigham Young, either

from far - seeing sagacity or

from the selfish wish to retain

his followers under command,
vigorously exerted his author-

ity to retain in Utah all who
had been baptised into the

steadily growing Church.
When the Mormons began

their movement westward from

Nauvoo, the immigration of

converts from Europe was

suspended, because of the un-

certainty about the next settle-

ment, and the difficulty of
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moving the population over

the vast plains. But, now
that the new territory was an

accomplished fact, every means
were taken to bring converts

into the fold, and by rosy

description to induce eligible
families and individuals to

cross the seas and join the

great headquarters. Mission

work had ever been a promin-
ent feature of Mormonism, and
at various times elders had
been sent to preach its doc-

trines, not only to every State
of the Union and to England,
but to Australia, Wales,
Ireland, the Isle of Man, and
the East Indies. Converts
were sought and found in

France, Denmark, Sweden,
Norway and Iceland, Italy and

Switzerland, in the Sandwich
Islands, at Malta and at the

Cape of Good Hope. Every
nation heard of the prophet
Smith, and contingents from

every land were enrolled

among the "Latter - Day
Saints." Now the zeal for

proselytising was redoubled,

and, especially in England, the

human harvest that was

gathered was to be numbered

by thousands, including many
skilled artisans, besides the

poor and ignorant, who wel-

comed the promises of comfort
and sufficiency held out to

them in glowing and generous
words. How many a poor
victim had reason, after mak-

ing the long and toilsome

journey to Utah, to curse the

hour when he placed himself

in the clutches of an organisa-
tion from which there was no

escape !

Since the founding of the

Great Salt Lake City the

history of the Mormon com-

munity has been one rather
of material than quasi-religious

development. It has been
marked by some terrible

tragedies, all to a greater or

less extent connected with the

Church administration,but they
have been ignored or forgotten,
and [there has been a steadily

increasing prosperity up to a
certain point. At present,
however, some careful observers
think that the sect has reached
its apogee as regards wealth
and membership, and that in

both it is now stationary.
1

For nearly fifty years it ex-

isted in the United States as

a kind of imperium in imperio,
and was constantly in contro-

versy with the laws and senti-

ments of the great Republic,
more especially as regards the
doctrine of polygamy. The
situation became an impossible
one, and the Mormons were

obliged, at least to all outward

seeming, to give way, and in

1890 polygamy was, by the
head of the Mormon Church,
struck out from among its

necessary beliefs and practices.
This removal of offence satis-

fied the Government of the

United States, which did not

concern itself with other doc-

trines not traversing the law
of the land, and in 1896 Utah
was received as one of the

1 It was announced, however, at the Latter-Day Saints' half-yearly conference
in London on the 6th October, that there are 669 Mormons in London alone, and
that whereas there were only 50 baptisms in 1906, there have been already 108
this year.
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States, with all the consequent

power and privileges.

But, though polygamy has

been nominallydiscountenanced

by the Mormon Church, there

can be no doubt that the

doctrine still exists, and that

the practice is only temporarily
held in abeyance for expedi-

ency's sake. Polygamy is by
no means abolished, and the

time is hoped for when the

check upon it shall be removed,

possibly as the result of some

political crisis in the United
States. It is moreover asserted

by very competent witnesses

that, even now, secret instances

of polygamy are to be found in

Utah.
The power of the Mormon

priesthood over their flock was
never more autocratically stern

than it is to-day, and any one

joining the community who
fancies that he or she will be
allowed any measure of in-

dependence is most wofully
mistaken. The bondage is

strict, and it has been so long
in existence that it has become
second nature to the descend-

ants of the first disciples.
The devout Mormon has to-

day no more doubt that his

Church will in the end dom-
inate completely the United

States, and probably the whole
of the civilised world, than he
has in the divine character of

the prophet's revelations, and,
as has been told, the mission-

aries of Mormonism are numer-

ous, enthusiastic, and devoted.

Any Mormon may be ordered

to leave home and family and
undertake missionary work,
and any man so selected at

once accepts the work in the

spirit of a Jesuit priest, having,

too, equally few scruples about
the means that he adopts. It

is said that the number of

missionaries now employed is

over 1500, of whom half are in

the United States and the

remainder abroad. These men
receive no pay for their work,
and it is much to the credit

of their enthusiasm that they
are entirely supported by their

own past earnings, or by con-

tributions from relatives in

Utah. Undoubtedly they rep-
resent a determined effort of

the Mormon Church to secure

proselytes, though it is believed

that, for the present at any
rate, this effort has not made

very much way. For the

present this may be the case,
but there certainly remains
the threatening possibility that

the Mormons may in the future

repeat their successes of fifty

years ago, when, in England
alone, thousands after thou-

sands joined their ranks. This

possibility has been recognised
in Canada, whence we hear
of anti - Mormon petitions.
There are signs, also, that

attention is being drawn to

Mormon movements in London,
where there are five or six

mission centres, and more than

thirty missionaries are labour-

ing. As I have said, a mis-

sionary is at work in our
old cathedral town. He has

brought pain and confusion

into at least one modest house-

hold, and though his designs
have there been frustrated, he
and his like constitute a serious

danger, which should be recog-
nised, watched, and guarded
against by all who are inter-

ested in the spiritual welfare

of our people.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

WILLIAM PITT THE ELDER A GERMAN BIOGRAPHY ITS DEFECTS AND
ITS QUALITIES PITT'S ELOQUENCE THE TRIUMPH OP 1769 THE
REVOLT OP THE AMERICAN COLONIES PITT'S VACILLATION SIR

RICHARD JEBB A FINISHED SCHOLAR HIS TRANSLATION OF

SOPHOCLES.

WILLIAM PITT the Elder
has waited more than a cen-

tury for an industrious bio-

grapher, and it is not a little

disgraceful to England that
the biographer, so long ex-

pected, should come from

Germany. However, if we
deplore the provenance of the

gift, we need not underrate
the debt of gratitude which we
owe the giver; and though
Herr von Kuville's 1 'Life of

Chatham' does not speak the
last word, for the present it

easily holds the field against
all competitors. The bio-

grapher has made a prudent
use of the fresh materials

which have been brought to

light at Dropmore and else-

where; he has preserved
throughout a wise impartial-

ity; and such errors of judg-
ment as he seems to have
committed are due to the pre-
dilections of his country and
the habits of his race.

In the first place, he is

somewhat deficient in the
sense of humour. He cannot
take men as he finds them.
The habit of the lecturer is so

strong upon him that he be-

rates the persons of his drama
with the superior air of a

schoolmaster. This is what he
has to say of Thomas Pitt's

zealous interest in his diamond :

"Whatever the value of the

stone, to make it so integral a

part of life, and to embitter
existence on its account, argues
a profound lack of finer feeling,
let alone of religious sense,
a low and material theory of

life, which was, however, very
general at that time among
the ruling classes in England."
Nothing could be farther out
of place than this trite piece
of morality, and the broad

generalisation which Herr von

Ruville, more Teutonico, bases

upon Thomas Pitt's ambition.
In the second place, he is un-
touched by the picturesque.
He regards all events, small
or large, through a mist of

commonplace. The rise of the

Pitts to eminence is one among
the romances of our social

history. It is difficult to con-

template without enthusiasm

(or curiosity) the triumph of

Thomas Pitt, once regarded
askance as an "

interloper,"
and presently accepted, through
the distinguished alliances of

his children, as a kinsman of

many great families. The
ambition was not precisely

1 William Pitt, Earl of Chatham. By Albert von Ruville. Translated by
H. J. Chaytor, M.A., assisted by Mary Morison. With an Introduction by
Professor Hugh E. Egerton. London : Heinemann.
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"material." It could not be
reckoned up in terms of gold
or of silver, or even of dia-

monds, and Thomas Pitt's

policy, if policy it were, is

justified abundantly by the

gift to England of two great
Ministers.

By far the least satisfactory

part of Herr von Ruville's book
is the first four or five chapters.
Here he gives you the impres-
sion of making bricks without
straw. He attempts to atone
for inevitably defective know-

ledge by vain assumptions. He
applies to William Pitt the

universal experience of man-
kind, as though it had been
his exclusive privilege. It is

thus that he pictures the boy
leaving home for Eton: "Nat-

urally he must have received

some previous instruction, but
of this we know nothing. Apart
from parental teaching, some
tutor may have been called in

from among the local clergy ;
at

any rate, it was at this period
that the foundations of his

moral and political character
were laid." It is not easy over-

harshly to condemn these plati-
tudinous observations. Why
should Herr von Ruville pene-
trate so deeply into the obvi-

ous as to tell us that a boy
cannot go to Eton without
some previous training ? Why
should he venture upon so haz-

ardous a guess as that, in the

days when preparatory schools

were unknown, it was custom-

ary to rely for learning upon the

rector of the parish ? And was
William Pitt singular in lay-

ing the foundations of his char-

acter during an impressionable
childhood ? Yet such is the

tone in which Herr von Ruville

constantly addresses the subject
of his biography. He asks

impertinent questions and fits

them with irrelevant answers.
He wastes several pages in idly

speculating why Pitt did not

accompany George Lyttelton
in the grand tour, though there

is no sound reason why he
should have accompanied him.
When Pitt is returned to the

House of Commons, he is not

yet free from his biographer's

triviality. The young man
was unable, we are told, to

take a share in business from
the moment of his entry.

" He
had first to become accustomed
to the forms and usages in

vogue, and to learn to work
upon slippery and difficult

ground." He was not the first

or last member of Parliament
to whom this simple necessity

presented itself.

Herr von Ruville's devotion
to the unessential spoils the

artistry of his portrait. A
worse defect is his habit of

refusing to give Pitt credit for

his good deeds. He is apt to

suspect an interested motive
where none exists. For in-

stance, he follows other writers

in withholding from Pitt the

applause due to his hatred of

corruption.
" So long as Wai-

pole was in power," writes
Herr von Ruville, "corruption
was a direct obstacle to Pitt's

advance. At the same time,
his action bore an appearance
of high moral character, di-

rected as it was against a public
misdemeanour, and this was an
additional motive for begin-

ning the attack." In this

passage not merely is an at-
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tempt made to belittle Pitt's

service to England ; he is

charged with the meanest sort

of hypocrisy. If we may be-

lieve Herr von Ruville (and
others who have written to the

same end), Pitt made a pro-
fession of political purity a

cloak of ambition and chicane.

In support of this view there

is nothing to be said. Pitt and
his son, reckless as they were
in the conduct of their private
fortunes, always denounced the

sin of public corruption. The
father declined to accept the

profits of an office which had
enriched the family of Fox.
The son refused the Clerkship
of the Rolls, a sinecure worth
3000 a -year. The eloquent

words of Canning, written for

the son, may be applied with

equal justice to the father.

They both dispensed for many
years the favours of the crown,
and they died poor.
Nor is Herr von Ruville's

discussion of Pitt's eloquence

altogether just. Being a

German, he begins with first

principles, which we would

willingly skip, and states the

fact, which already faintly

glimmered in our mind, that
" the orator's purpose was to

persuade a large number of

people to adopt a certain point
of view and to undertake cer-

tain measures." He proceeds
to assure us that the means
to this end are both physical
and intellectual, or in other

words, that there is manner
as well as matter in a speech.
And having thus far enlight-
ened us, he declares that
while Pitt's manner was ex-

cellent, his matter was often

very poor indeed. He bases

his case upon insufficient evid-

ence. As to Pitt's manner we
may take it that there is no

dispute. He easily mastered,
not to say engrossed, all the

graces of oratory. It was not
for nothing that he has been

compared with Garrick. He
was a finished histrion. He
studied his pose and his gest-
ures like the artist that he
was. He was as careful con-

cerning his dress as concerning
the management of his voice.

He aimed at dignity of effect,

and he was determined that in

every external circumstance
he should be dignified. His
diction was well suited to his

presentation. It was pompous,
studied, flamboyant. All the

arts of rhetoric were his, and
he knew precisely how to ex-

cite and how to hold his audi-

ence. His imagination ran

riot, without check or rein.

As Grattan said, "Great sub-

jects, great empires, great
characters, effulgent ideas, and
classical illustrations formed
the material of his speeches."
Above all, he had the power
of striking fear into his audi-

tors. When he said "sugar,"
nobody dared to laugh. And
the consciousness that his eye
and voice were alike irresist-

ible persuaded him, no doubt,
to many faults and indiscre-

tions. At the same time, he
was of the race of the great
orators. He was akin to

Demosthenes and Cicero. And
whether he attained his effects

by the use of eye, hand, or

voice, or all three, it boots not

at this time to inquire.
Herr von Ruville freely ad-
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mits that Pitt's was the grand
manner. As we have said, it

is the matter of his speeches
which he condemns, in a pass-

age of criticism more highly
involved than any oratory.
We do not pretend to under-

stand the writer's subtlety,
but we gather that, while
he "cannot venture to say
that Pitt's speeches were un-

important as regards their

content," he is sure that his

arguments were weak and his

efforts deficient. The evidence
of contemporaries does not

support Herr von Ruville.

Hear the opinion of Charles
Butler :

" Wonderful as was his

eloquence, it was attended with
this most important effect, that
it impressed every hearer with
a conviction that there was

something in him even finer

than his words
;
that the man

was infinitely greater than the
orator." If he were not, he
would not be worth ink and

paper. Oratory, the most

quickly evanescent, is also the
most dangerous of the arts.

As it is understood only when
by a conscious effort the orator

has converted it into literature,
so it is always more likely to do
harm than good. For the wise
statesman it must always be a

means, not an end. By oratory
he attains to the government
of the country. It is by other

means that he justifies the

choice of people or sovereign.
That Pitt appreciated the pur-

pose and limitations of speech
is certain. From the few facts

before us we may safely con-

clude that he was sensible as

well as impressive. As far as

we can reconstruct his speeches

from imperfect reports or from
the letters of gossips, they
appear to have been sound
in argument and admirably
adapted to their purpose. But
Pitt was eminent for action,
not for words, and had he
never opened his mouth in the

House of Commons, he would
remain one of the greatest
statesmen that ever steered

the ship of our State.

It is Herr von Ruville's

peculiar merit that he fully

recognises this truth. He
plainly sees the man within
the rhetorician. " It was when
the decision was taken," he

says, "when he was placed in

authority, and the time had
come to act, that Pitt showed
what he was. Then he faced

all, even the greatest diffi-

culties, and overcame them by
his audacious energy and ten-

acity." In the stress of his

campaigns Herr von Ruville

rightly sees the real grandeur
of Pitt. His narrative rises

with the occasion, and he has
described the heroic years of

Pitt's life with an understand-

ing and movement which are

beyond praise. No states-

man ever knew a higher
triumph than that which was
Pitt's in 1759. His wisdom
was matched by the courage
of his generals, and fortune

favoured the wise and brave.

With native arrogance Pitt

usurped the supreme power
for the best of all reasons.

He knew that he could save
the State and that nobody
else could. He neglected no
detail of the war. He arranged
the transports, he managed
the supplies. He appointed
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the generals, he inspired the

strategy. And he defeated

the French wherever he met

them, in Canada, in India,
on the Continent of Europe.

Plassey, Quebec, and Minden
are among the glories of his

administration. England was
awake with enthusiasm. Cow-

per echoed the popular senti-

ment when he rejoiced

' ' That Chatham's language was his

mother-tongue,
And Wolfe's great name compatriot

with his own."

The world outside accepted

perforce the grandeur of Pitt's

achievement. "II faut avouer,"
said Frederick the Great,

"
que

1'Angleterre a ete longtemps en

travail, et qu'elle a beaucoup
souffert pour produire Monsieur

Pitt; mais enfin elle s'est

accouchee d'un homme."
Had Pitt died in 1760 he

would have sent an unblem-
ished reputation down the

stream of time. Unhappily for

himself, he outlived his talent

and his energy. The failure

which darkened the later

years of his life does not dim
the brilliance of his early

triumph, and we shall best

consider the statesman's fame
if we freely admit the future.

Yet here it is that biograph-
ers and historians have been

guilty of their gravest error.

For one reason, they have

attempted to palliate the

weakness and inconsistency of

Pitt's American policy, and

they have done the Minister
a serious disservice. There is

nothing, however, to disturb
Herr von Ruville's imparti-
ality. He has no political axe

to grind. He does not, like Sir

George Trevelyan, inherit the

tradition of the Whigs. He is

not persuaded to believe that

the enemies of England are

entitled to a respect withheld
from herself. And he has

given the best account that is

known to us of the embroil-

ment which lost us the Ameri-
can colonies. For whatever

wrong was done to England,
Pitt must be held largely re-

sponsible. His fatal vacilla-

tion can only be ascribed to

disease. From beginning to

end he took scarcely a step
that was not disastrous. Nor
can he escape judgment on the

ground that he was not always
in office. In office or out of

it, he was still the greatest

living Englishman. He wielded

an influence which made the

power of others ridiculous.

Had he bowed to circumstances

and retired permanently from

affairs, it would have been
better for his country. But he
was unwilling to renounce the

position which he could not

support, and it is one of the

paradoxes of history that the

man who won Canada lost us

our American colonies.

At the first threat of rebel-

lion Pitt encouraged the rebels.

"The honourable gentleman,"
said he,

" tells us that America
is obstinate; America is al-

most in open rebellion. I re-

joice that America has re-

sisted." It was by such

phrases as these that fuel was
added to the fire. In accord-

ance with English precedent,
Pitt saw the mote in his

own eye and disregarded the

beam in the eye of his adver-
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sary. Hastily giving his sup-

port to those in revolt, he for-

got the duty which England
owed to her loyal colonists.

At each step he drove the

country nearer to disaster.

His ancient energy was re-

placed by a voluble inactivity.
As Herr von Ruville says,
" Chatham purposed to restore

the power of the mother-

country by conciliation and an
exhibition of weakness; but

this, in dealing with a new
aspiring nation, was a fatal

policy, with each concession

the new body politic gained in

strength." Two courses were

possible. The colonies might
have been given their inde-

pendence, or the rebellion

might have been actively

suppressed. Pitt advocated
neither course ; he spoke the

commonplaces of liberty, and
asserted in the same breath
the supremacy of England.

The Boston Tea -
party

aroused him for a moment. It

was "criminal," he told Shel-

burne. He declared that it

would not be " real kindness to

the Americans to adopt their

passions and wild pretensions
where they manifestly violate

the most indispensable ties of

civil society." He adopted
them nevertheless, and could

give the Government no better

advice than " to act like a kind
and affectionate parent, who is

able to forgive and forget."
Worse still, he permitted him-
self to be influenced by the

cunning arguments of Ben-

jamin Franklin, and to pro-
nounce a frank eulogy on the

Philadelphia Congress. This
he followed up by a Provisional

Act for settling the troubles in

America, an Act which was

acceptable to neither party,
and which served only to

exacerbate the temper of revolt.

Lexington and Bunker's Hill

failed to change his mind or

to strengthen his purpose.
He was content to insist

eloquently upon England's
supremacy, and to confess,
with a certain pride, that

England had not the men nor
the courage to enforce it.

What policy, indeed, could

have been more futile ? The
one chance of conciliation was
a victory in the field. The
colonists were not likely to

abate their demands because

England withdrew her troops
and acknowledged her im-

potence. And Pitt had nothing
better to offer than miserable
confessions. " You have ran-

sacked Lower Saxony," said

he in May 1777; "but forty
thousand German levies never
can conquer ten times the

number of British freemen.
You may ravage you cannot

conquer; it is impossible; you
cannot conquer the Americans.
You talk of your numerous
friends to annihilate the Con-

gress, and of your powerful
forces to disperse their army ;

I might as well talk of driving
them before me with this

crutch." Had these things
been true, it was not the part
of a patriot to shout them on
the housetops.
Thus the spirit of England

was crushed
;
the loyal colonists

were shamefully deserted ; and
a sword was placed in the
hands of England's foes. And
then, too late for salvation,
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Pitt made a last rally. The
warrior that slept within him
awoke at the rumour of French
intervention. Again and again
he had derided the arms of

England ;
he had declared her

unfit for the struggle which
honour had thrust upon her.

Now, perhaps with a premoni-
tion of death, he attempted to

undo the mischief of years.
"I am not now," said he,
" well informed of the resources

of this kingdom ; but I trust it

has still sufficient to maintain
its just rights. . . . But, my
Lords, any state is better than

despair. Let us at least make
one effort ; and if we must
fall, let us fall like men."
The words were spoken in vain.

We had fallen as unlike men
as possible, and the larger
share of the responsibility for

the fall lies at Pitt's door.

Herr von Ruville attributes

the Minister's sudden change
of front to "the resemblance
which suddenly became appar-
ent between the American
Revolution and the Revolution
of 1688." Though the Declar-

ation of Rights may have sug-
gested many specious fallacies

of democratic government,
we cannot accept Herr von
Ruville's ingenious explana-
tion. It is too logical and

simple to be true. Rather we
must look for the cause of

Pitt's failure in his tempera-
ment. The disease which had

impaired his faculties had not
decreased his pride. With
failing energy and broken re-

solution, he still believed him-

self the man of 1759. As Eng-
land profited by his strength,
so she suffered for his weak-

ness, and we prefer to forget
in the conqueror of Canada the

friend of rebellion, the indis-

creet champion of the revolting
colonies.

No greater contrast could be
found in the field of biography
to the stormy life of Pitt than
Sir Richard Jebb's 1 even and

placid career. A scholar in the

best and highest sense, Jebb
was from the first a spoiled
favourite of fortune. Re-
nowned while yet a schoolboy,
he gained with ease the many
prizes which fall to his pro-
fession. At Cambridge he

easily surpassed all competi-
tors. Truly it may be said of

him that he won the palm
without the dust. Only one
check interrupted his triumph-
ant progress. A Trinity fel-

lowship did not come to him
at the first attempt. But the

delay of a year was lightly

endured, and from that mo-
ment until he died full of

honours in 1905 he was the

classical scholar of whom Eng-
land had the greatest right to

be proud. Nor did he ever

endanger success by dissipating
his energies. He discovered

the proper field of his endeav-

our while yet a boy, and he
never strayed far away from
it. Now and then a desire for

a larger activity caught hold

of him. In a letter written

to his sister he confesses his

discontent. "For years," he

1 Life and Letters of Sir Richard Claverhouse Jebb, O.M., Litt.D. By his

wife, Caroline Jebb. Cambridge : At the University Press.
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writes, "everything conspired
to make me think that Greek
and Latin were the end of

existence. This miserable il-

lusion disappeared when I came

up here, and yet I know that

my pretensions to any ability
whatever rest solely on pro-

ficiency in these wretched

Classics, which I now almost
detest." What he yearned for

then at nineteen was a start

in the serious business of, life
;

but happily for himself, and
more happily for us, he found
that start in the Classics which
a passing fit of despondency
persuaded him to contemn.

Nevertheless, his love of affairs

did not go unsatisfied. He was
for many years a useful and

distinguished Member of Par-

liament, who had the wisdom
not to engage in the rough and
tumble of politics, and the tact

to comment only upon the

questions which he had made
his own. Accordingly he was
listened to with respect, and

opposed without rancour.

But it is evident from his

Life that politics were for

him a mere interlude. He was
a scholar by profession as well

as by temperament. To write

Greek, to interpret Greek, to

teach Greek, these were his

proper functions. The value
of the work which he did at

Glasgow and Cambridge can-

not be overrated. His Pin-

daric Odes are the marvel of

scholars, and have carried his

fame beyond the confines of

our English speech. Above
all, he did more than any of

his contemporaries to humanise
the study of the Classics. No
one who had the good fortune

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCV.

to read Sophocles for the first

time with the aid of his edit-

ing is likely to forget the

debt of gratitude which is due
to him. Studied under his

auspices, the "Ajax" ceased

to be an occasion for gram-
matical ingenuity. It became
a living drama, the poignant
interest of which the passing

years cannot diminish. This,

indeed, is the distinction of

Jebb's scholarship. It is never

illiberal, never pedantic. He
had no love of the various

readings, the interpolations,
the recensions, which are the

playthings of many honest
Germans

;
and though in his

great edition of Sophocles he
could not ignore the follies of

others, he brushed them aside

with a piece of gentle irony.
" It is to be regretted," he
writes in his introduction to

one of the plays,
" when a habit

of mind such as might be fos-

tered by the habitual compos-
ition of telegrams is applied to

the textual criticism of poetry."
And that is the last word that

need be said on the subject.
Dr Verrall, in an enthusi-

astic appreciation of Jebb's

works, applauds the serenity
and smoothness of his method.
"We have Sophocles," says
he, "illuminated by Addison."

Something of truth is here

sacrificed to epigram, since the

work of the commentator must

necessarily differ in style, as

well as in kind, from the work
of the essayist. But what Dr
Verrall means is that Jebb

displays in his work " an ever-

sensitive delicacy, a reserve

and economy of expression."
In one respect he carries this

2z
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economy too far. His trans-

lation of Sophocles suffers

from a baldness which does

scant justice to the original.

Economy becomes poverty. If

you put Jebb's version to the

true test, and read it away
from the Greek, you will get
from it a totally false im-

pression. The exquisite bal-

ance of the poet is lost in too

close a fidelity. The English
prose is wholly undistinguished.
Turn where you will, and you
are confronted with a passage
so sternly accurate that it is

Greek, not English, in idiom. In
one of the most moving scenes

in the "Antigone," the chorus
is permitted to use these words :

"Reverent action claims a cer-

tain praise for reverence ; but
an offence against power can-

not be brooked by him who
hath power in his keeping."
The thought is clear, but it is

enshrined in such words as no

English poet could ever use.

Who can read without a shock
the lines from "(Edipus the

King," which follow: "The
fruits of the glorious earth

grow not
; by no birth of

children do women surmount
the pangs in which they
shriek

"
? Such examples of

false English may be found
on every page, and it is diffi-

cult to understand why so

sensitive a writer as Jebb
should deliberately have chosen
thus to misrepresent Sophocles.

For the choice was evidently
deliberate. Jebb made no at-

tempt to rival the achievement
of Messrs Butcher and Lang,
whose version of the "Odyssey"
is not a mere piece of inter-

pretation, but a beautiful work
of art. He was content to

turn Sophocles into the strange
language which exists nowhere
else than in the class-room. He
did not take the warning of

Horace :

"Nor word for word too faithfully
translate."

He forgot the wise words of

Dryden :
" Too faithfully is,

indeed, pedantically ; 'tis a
faith like that which proceeds
from superstition, blind and
zealous." In Jebb's version

there is the superstition, not
the true faith, of Sophocles.
"'Tis one thing to draw the

outlines true," again we quote
Dryden,

" the features like,

the proportions exact, the col-

ouring itself perhaps tolerable ;

and another thing to make all

these graceful, by the posture,
the shadowings, and, chiefly,

by the spirit which animates
the whole." Jebb has drawn
the outlines true, and omitted
the spirit. He might have

given us an English Sophocles.
He has been content to furnish

a plain commentary. And by
his modesty, or indiscretion, he
has left us infinitely poorer
than we need have been.
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THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN.

IT cannot have escaped the

notice of the most cursory ob-

server that the rising import-
ance of the political platform
has been concurrent with the

waning efficiency of Parliament :

that is to say, with the loss of

that power to ensure the full

and fair consideration of all

great measures submitted to

it which is necessary to en-

able the public to completely
understand what is going on
from day to day in their rep-
resentative Assembly. This
desirable object has of late

years been almost wholly sub-

ordinated to the one desire

of pushing measures through
the House co&te que codte, so

that Government may be
able to boast that they
have added so much to the
contents of the statute book.
To this end everything else is

sacrificed consistency, accur-

acy, justice, truth, common-
sense, and very often facts

themselves. Freedom of de-

bate, expelled from the House
of Commons, has now, accord-

ingly, found a field for itself

upon the platform.
That the pressure of legis-

lation, the result of demo-
cratic impatience, may to

some extent have justified the

introduction of the closure we
should be ready to admit

; but

nothing can excuse the violent

extremes to which it has been

pushed in the present Parlia-

ment, with the result that the

examination and amendment of

important public measures have

been practically withdrawn
from the House. We must all

remember the indignant pro-
tests entered by Mr Balfour

against the suppression of de-

bate on the Small Landholders'

(Scotland) Bill, on the Small

Holdings Bill for England, on
the Evicted Tenants' Bill, and
on the Land Valuation Bill,

which were hurried through
the House with such scandal-

ous and indecent haste that

they scarcely underwent even
the form of a trial. Union-
ist speakers fell under the

guillotine one after another;
and the contempt for that

unwritten law of Parliament,
which generations of statesmen
have respected, evinced by his

Majesty's Government may
not inaptly be compared to

the conduct of the judicial
bench sitting in judgment on
the Popish plot.
At this moment the Liberals

stand convicted of having
carried this invasion of Par-

liamentary liberty far beyond
the farthest point ever reached

by their predecessors. The in-

tervention of the House of

Lords has become a constitu-

tional necessity. Its independ-
ence is now our only barrier

against a subtle form of des-

potism such as Mr Gladstone
himself foresaw some thirty

years ago. We care nothing
for the tu quoque argument.
We have to deal with a

growing evil which has made

gigantic strides during the

last two years ; and in defend-
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ing the House of Lords from
the attacks of a Government
who threaten to convert Par-

liamentary government into a

practical dictatorship, Con-
servatives and Liberals alike

who prize liberty above party
are bound to place this danger
in the van of their argument.
Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-
man does not seem to see that

the oftener he gags the House
of Commons, the stronger he
makes the case in favour of the

House of Lords.

The guillotine as wielded by
the Prime Minister may be a

very pretty instrument in its

way; it may facilitate legisla-
tion by stifling discussion ;

it

may effect great changes, sueh
as some men call reform and
others revolution, with a rapid-

ity unknown to our fathers;
it may possess all the advan-

tages which distinguish absol-

ute monarchy from constitu-

tional, it may be all this, a

very powerful engine for either

good or evil, but Parliamentary
government it is not. If the

people of this country have not

recognised this truth already,

they soon will
; and then we

shall see whether they are

willing to exchange their old

constitutional monarchy for

democratic despotism.
For that is the direction in

which we are now tending.
What would a Radical leader

be, with a majority of three

hundred at his back, and the
House of Lords swept away,
but the head of a Radical auto-

cracy ? It would not matter by
what name he was called, Em-
peror or President, Protector or

Prime Minister, that is what he

would be, and what Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman would be
now if the House of Lords were

abolished, and his brains were

equal to the situation.

Will the nation at large

seriously reflect on this pros-

pect ? We use the word nation
because the word people is often

greatly misused. The Lords are

a part of the people as much as

the Commons. All classes, all

ranks, all interests, make up
the people of England, and we
appeal to their collective com-
mon-sense and their collective

patriotism to say if either the

schemes propounded by Sir

Henry Campbell - Bannerman,
or the means by which he

proposes to enforce them, shall

be allowed to proceed un-
checked. Will the middle

classes, the owners of private

property acquired by their own
exertions; will the working
man whose only chance of ris-

ing in life depends on the un-

fettered exercise of his own
talents and abilities, will

these men sit tamely by while
the fruits of their industry and

self-denial, while the prizes
now held out to individual

energy and genius, are wrested
from them before their very
eyes by a small band of

destructives whom they are

numerous enough to over-

whelm to - morrow, if they
would only put forth their

strength, agree upon common
action, and stand shoulder to

shoulder ?

The Socialists are at the

present moment the masters
of the Government. The use

of the closure disables opposi-
tion in the Commons. Dis-
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able the House of Lords as

well, and the way lies open
to the attainment of their

darling objects. A few vision-

ary fanatics may really believe

in some coming Utopia. The

great body of Socialists are

practical men. With the abol-

ition of the Lords they will

have made a practicable breach
in the citadel. Then they hope
to rush in, storm the constitu-

tion, and sack society.
It is the game of the Minis-

terialists just now to disclaim

all connection with the Social-

ists. But, as Lord St Aldwyn
said at Cheltenham, their views
have been accepted without re-

buke, and legislation has fol-

lowed in accordance with them.
If they are so anxious to prove
that they have no dealings with
the unclean thing, why, as Mr
Long asked at Inverness,

1 did

the leading Liberal at the

Kirkdale election exhort all

Liberals to vote for the Social-

ist candidate ? The Master of

Elibank, speaking at Paisley
on October 8, asked indignant-
ly, "Did Socialists imagine
that they were helping the

people of Scotland by sending
down emissaries to Stirling to

speak against a man like Sir

Henry Campbell-Bannerman ?
"

They may not be helping the

people of Scotland by such

action, but they are decidedly

helping themselves. Such at-

tacks are only another applica-
tion of the goad. You see

what you have to expect, they
say, unless you follow our be-

hests. The Prime Minister

may not like it, but can't help

it. We want the public to

understand how closely the

present Government and the

Socialists, in spite of all dis-

claimers, are connected together.
That the Government would
like to kick down the ladder

by which they rose is likely

enough. But they are tied to

it. They must stand or fall

together. Depend upon it,

if we are to defeat Socialism

we must defeat at the same
time the political party which

panders to it. The attacks

upon private property inaugur-
ated by the present Govern-
ment are the natural prelude
to that wider scheme of spolia-
tion which the Socialists de-

sire. By sapping the prin-

ciple of individual ownership
we directly pave the way for

collective or State ownership.
The road on which the present
Government has entered leads

straight to that conclusion.

We defy Mr Asquith to ex-

plain away the Socialistic

tendencies of the Government
Land Bills. They are conces-

sions to the spirit of Socialism

which will only be made step-

ping-stones to still wider ones.

We deny point-blank and most

emphatically that in the whole

progress of reform during the

last fifty years there has not
been a single stage

" which
has not been denounced as

Socialism." Was Free Trade
called Socialism ? was the
abolition of religious tests

called Socialism ? was the ad-

mission of Jews to Parliament
called Socialism ? were the two

Parliamentary Keform Bills

See Mr Long's speech at Inverness, October 17.
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called Socialism ? was the Dis-

establishment of the Irish

Church called Socialism? Mr
Asquith's assertion is ridicul-

ous. We are sorry to apply
such an epithet to anything
which Mr Asquith says, be-

cause in reality he is on our

side. He gives himself away.
His definition of Socialism is

our own. His speech is an

unblushing defence of " indi-

vidualism." What Conserva-
tives and Unionists " denounce "

is what Mr Asquith assures us

that Liberals will steadily re-

sist. We are glad to hear it.

When are they going to begin ?

Lord Balfour of Burleigh's
letters both in 'The Times'
and 'The Spectator' should

help to open men's eyes to the

certain consequences of keeping
the present Government in

power. It is easy to say it is

only the cry of " wolf." But the

wolf comes at last, and so he al-

ways will when people have not
learned to distinguish between
false alarms and true ones.

Great revolutions may also

be very sudden ones. There
was no time during the ten

years which preceded the first

Reform Bill when the prospect
of such a change, if ever men-
tioned at all, was not mentioned
to be laughed at. The great
bulk of the middle classes

were as unsuspicious of the

coming crash as the cattle in

the meadows. It came upon
them as a thief in the night,

precipitated by one of those

accidents to which party Gov-
ernment is always liable, and
introduced by the very states-

man who only four years before

had declined to take up the

question of Parliamentary re-

form on the ground that it was
then dead. The Disestablish-

ment of the Irish Church and
Mr Gladstone's adoption of

Home Rule were sprung on

parties who had no idea that

either were impending.
Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-

man in his speech at Edin-

burgh did not rise above the

commonplaces with which we
are now tolerably familiar.

But unfortunately the rapid-

ity with which cobwebs are

demolished hardly equals the

rapidity with which they are

renewed. Mr Asquith, in speak-

ing of the Scottish Small Land-
holders Bill, merely described

the end which the Government
had in view, and which by
itself sounds plausible enough,
but made no attempt to justify
the iniquitous means by which

they sought to effect it, or to

deny the consequences which
were certain to flow from them.

These were repeated by Lord

Rosebery in his patriotic speech
at Glasgow, October 23, in

which he answered the Prime
Minister's argument in favour

of tenancy as against owner-

ship. Lord Rosebery devoted

the greater part of his speech
to this particular topic, show-

ing conclusively that the Gov-
ernment plan was the direct

adoption of dual ownership,
with all the disastrous conse-

quences which it has produced
in Ireland. The division of

ownership destroys all its

freedom. Landlord and tenant

by this Bill would be tied to-

gether neither could sell.

Neither would be willing to

spend money on improvements.
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And the end must be bank-

ruptcy. And this was the

measure which was to regen-
erate Scottish agriculture. Its

gross injustice to the landlord

is equally obvious. If to com-

pel a man to let his land to a

body of commissioners against
his own consent, to force on
him a tenant of their own
choosing, while at the same
time giving him no security
for his rent, and virtually

rendering worthless all the

improvements he may recently
have executed at a heavy out-

lay if this is not confiscation,
we know not what is. Lord

Rosebery thinks the Govern-
ment may vindicate their

cleverness at the expense of

their sincerity. The Bill was
not meant for the improve-
ment of agriculture at all,

but for " a battering
- ram "

against the Lords.

We may now devote a few
words to the Prime Minister's

"instances," cited in support
of his theory about small

holdings and population. He
tells his hearers that in certain

Scottish and "Welsh counties
where small holdings are num-
erous, the rural population
had greatly increased between
the years 1891 and 1901. Is

he aware, or is he not, that
to make his argument good
for anything he must show
that the growth of the popu-
lation has kept pace with the

extension of small holdings ?

If, while the former have in-

creased, the latter have re-

mained stationary, the increase

must be due to some other

cause, and the argument de-

stroys itself. Now, he makes

no attempt to show that

there are more small hold-

ings in either Wales or Scot-

land than there were twenty
years ago. If he had any
statistics to prove this point,
he would surely have pro-
duced them. The conclusion

is that there are none. More-

over, he has been detected by
a Welsh Member of Parlia-

ment in a gross miscalculation

with regard to Wales. The
number of persons employed in

agriculture, so far from having
increased in the Welsh counties

within the period named, has

actually diminished. In the

speech at Dunfermline we
looked for some reply to this

assertion. But none was forth-

coming. The Prime Minister,
as often shown in the House of

Commons, is a great master of

silence.

The House of Lords, how-

ever, is the key of the position

against which the combined
forces of Liberalism, Socialism,
and class jealousy are now

arrayed. We are told that

the House of Lords is not a

representative assembly. It is

forgotten that an assembly

may be representative though
not elective. We have al-

ready pointed out that lords

are as much a part of the

people as commoners. But it

does not suit the Prime Min-
ister to recognise the fact.

He goes along like a horse in

blinkers, passing by the most
obvious truths and most direct

consequences which lie in his

path, to the right and to the

left
;
and this we suppose is

what he himself calls "going
straight." So he keeps right
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in front of him the fixed idea

that the House of Lords is

not representative. What is

the truth? From the outside

aspect of any system or in-

stitution it is often neces-

sary to refer to its inner life

and composition. So with the

House of Lords. Continually
recruited from below, it rep-
resents commerce, law, agri-

culture, religion, and all our

great naval and military in-

terests quite as effectively as

the Lower Chamber. That
the present House of Lords
is capable of improvement is

likely enough. What institu-

tion is not ? Certainly not
the House of Commons.

It is sometimes said, and
doubtless with some truth,
that the abolition of the House
of Lords would set free a num-
ber of able men for service in

the House of Commons, and
that a single chamber leavened

by those qualities which now
distinguish the Second Cham-
ber would stand in no need
of a check. Such a system
might work well for a time,
but would always be liable to

derangement by the schemes of

any ambitious man who should

succeed, by some specious cry,
in carrying the working classes

with him, and completely neut-

ralising that influence of prop-
erty and intelligence supposed
to be infused into the House

by closer connection with the

aristocracy. A House of Com-
mons thus brought together in

a moment of great excitement
under a popular, powerful, and

unscrupulous demagogue might
change the constitution, sub-

vert the monarchy, and estab-

lish a personal Protectorate.

Now let us come to the

second charge against the

Upper House on which Sir

Henry Campbell -Bannerman,
Mr Haldane, and others have
been ringing the changes, deaf

to all the discussion which
has been taking place around

them, and all the exposures
which their favourite false-

hood has encountered. Speak-
ing at Tranent on the 8th of

last month, Mr Haldane de-

livered himself of this remark-
able statement :

" The great

proposition was that in the

end the will of the people
must determine political con-

troversy." This very original
truism represents the great

principle which the present
Government have a mission

to enforce. Why, it has never
been called in question. On
the contrary, it is the very

principle which is represented

by the House of Lords. It is

the House of Lords which de-

termines that the will of the

people shall prevail
" in the

end "
that is, when the people

have had time to maturely con-

sider the controversy, after the

issue in question has been ex-

pressly referred to them, and
not before. The House of

Lords ensures that effect shall

be given to the real and well-

ascertained will of the people.
It reserves all final decisions

for the popular tribunal. It

is this right of appeal to the

people which the Government
would abolish, and while pro-

fessing the greatest anxiety
that their ultimate conclusion
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should prevail, would refuse

them at the same time the

opportunity of expressing it.

When the second Home Rule
Bill for Ireland was introduced

by Mr Gladstone's Government,
was it the carriage of the Bill

in the House of Commons or

its rejection by the House of

Lords which gave effect to the
will of the people ?

This fundamental miscon-

ception of the relative positions
of the two Houses runs all

through Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman's and all through
Mr Haldane's oratory. It is

difficult to believe that either

of them in his heart of hearts

does not know better. They
must take their choice between
the imputation of dishonesty
or of a degree of stupidity
which must have been very
carefully cultivated, as John-
son said, to be brought to such

perfection.
The gist of the Government

proposal is that if session after

session a Bill passed by the

Commons continues to be re-

jected by the Lords, it shall

before the end of that Parlia-

ment be "passed over their

heads." What first strikes one
on reading this announcement

is, that the Prime Minister and
his colleagues are afraid of the

people. Otherwise, what is

the meaning of their proposal
that a Bill rejected by the

House of Lords shall neverthe-

less become law before the end
of that Parliament? As soon
as the people would, in the

ordinary course of events, be in

a position to pass judgment on
the legislation of the session,

the Bill is to be placed

beyond their reach. If a
Bill may wait three or four

years before it becomes law,

surely a delay of six months

longer could do no great harm.
But that is not to be. The
edict of the Government is

to be entered on the statute

book just before Parliament
is dissolved, evidently for fear

that it should meet with
an unfavourable verdict at

the polling
- booths. There

can be no other reason for it.

But if the people of England
are to be robbed of this priv-

ilege, it must be by their own
consent. If the constitution is

to be changed, the nation will

have to be consulted. Any
such change as that must be

preceded by a dissolution

of Parliament. Nearly thirty

years ago Mr Gladstone, refer-

ring to what he thought was
an abuse of power by the

executive, used these words,

meaning by Parliament, Parlia-

ment as it now exists, consist-

ing of Lords and Commons :

" It is no answer to me to say
that her Majesty's Govern-
ment have been supported by
large majorities in Parliament.
I affirm that it is not com-

petent to Parliament to barter

away the privileges of Parlia-

ment. If the liberties of the

people of England are to be

abandoned or abridged, it must
be done by the people of Eng-
land themselves." And they ob-

viously would be abridged very
greatly by abolishing the power
of the House of Lords to appeal
to their final judgment.
The change from septennial
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to quinquennial Parliaments

would make little or no differ-

ence. The principle is the same
in either case. If the people of

Great Britain are willing to

part with the security which

they now possess against meas-

ures to which they have never

assented being passed, as the

Prime Minister says, over their

heads, they must do so. That,
as Mr Wyndham said at Perth,
is the one great question for

the people to reflect upon. We
deny, with Mr Gladstone, the

competence of Parliament to

rob them of this security.
If they choose to give it up
themselves we shall be landed

practically in a one -chamber

Parliament, for a House of

Lords with no real power of

suspending the passage of

measures which they believe to

be disastrous would be worse
than none at all. A single
chamber in which Peers could

sit, little as we should rely on

it, would be better than a
House of Peers reduced to a

contemptible impotence. It is

idle to talk of the House of

Lords being tolerated as long
as they are content only to

amend the Commons Bills,

when they are told at the
same time that they can only
make such amendments as the
Commons approve of. This is

child's-play.
This is the answer to Sir H.

Campbell-Bannerman's speech
at Dunfermline. He declares
that they grossly misrepresent
him who say that he wishes
to destroy the House of Lords.
It matters little for practical

purposes whether we say de-

stroy the House of Lords or

destroy the power of the House
of Lords. It comes to the

same thing. The House of

Lords, as the Prime Minister

would make it, would indeed

continue to exist, as an em-
balmed corpse continues to

exist, but it would have

scarcely more strength or

vitality. After this we need
not be surprised to hear that

he will have nothing to do with

any measure for improving or

recruiting the House of Lords.

He desires to degrade it to

avoid the necessity of reform-

ing it. When it is absolutely

powerless, people won't want
to meddle with it any longer.
Then the House of Commons
will be really absolute. As
Sir Henry says very truly, to

recast the Upper Chamber, as

Lord Rosebery and others re-

commend, would establish a

more powerful obstacle than
ever to the policy of the

Radicals. For them and their

leader to accept such a measure
would be suicide.

Sir Henry's argument in his

second speech, about social re-

form and external policy, is

easily turned inside out. He
asks us what is the good of

strengthening the Empire
abroad while the people are

plunged in misery at home.
Now such words as these go
far beyond the truth. In every

great kingdom, and ancient

and complex civilisation, there

must always be a certain

amount of poverty and misery.
There is not more now in pro-

portion to the population than
there ever has been probably
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less. But whatever it may
be, it has existed alongside of

the most splendid Imperial pro-

gress. It is not the survival

or the removal of this which
will affect our Empire. Our
Empire depends upon the
national character. Let the

Prime Minister and his friends

take care that they do not
undermine that, with their con-

nivance at Socialism and their

discouragement of competitive

energy.
Sir Henry warns us against

scouring and polishing the out-

side of the cup and platter,
while inside we have only a

miserable people. But what
will the people say when they
find that while they have been

swallowing his medicines, an

enemy has stolen away their

property ; if, while the physi-
cian has been intent on his

nostrums, a thief has entered
the premises and carried off all

the valuables? Will his patients
thank him ? We must be safe

abroad before we can devote
ourselves exclusively to experi-
ments at home. It matters
little what is in the cup if you
let some one knock it out of

your hand and break it to

pieces.
The elevation of character

rather than the diffusion of

comfort is what statesmen
should aim at. And character
is best formed and fortified in

the struggles of life, in the

healthy rivalry of work, and
in the development of individ-

ual powers. Early trials and

hardships are not confined to

the labouring classes. The
sons of gentlemen often have

to fight their way through
difficulties and dangers un-

known to the poor. Hence has
been formed that character

which has given England her

colonies, her commerce, and
the maritime supremacy essen-

tial to it. He is the traitor to

his country who shall seek to

initiate any social or political

change calculated to injure
that.

We had thought that Sir

Henry at Dunfermline was
about to offer us some elabor-

ate defence of the Land Values
Bill. He contented himself

with saying that the opposi-
tion to it in Parliament pro-
ceeded from interested motives.

If this was all he had to say,
he might as well have been
silent. Most people are in-

terested in preventing robbery
and revolution. However, we
know now what we have to

expect. No "personal interest"

in other words, no private

property is to stand in the

way of the Government pro-

gramme. And then we are

told that it has no connection

with Socialism ! We are afraid

Sir Henry will have some
trouble with the " locusts

"

yet. They will pounce on this

last confession. They are

come down, he says, to devour
the green herb of Scottish

Liberalism. It must be very
green indeed if it takes in all

Sir Henry's soft-sawder.

It seems to be generally

forgotten that in authorising

every measure carried through
the House of Commons and

rejected by the House of Lords

during any given Parliament
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to become law at the end of it,

without testing public opinion

any further, we are alto-

gether overlooking the influ-

ence of Parliamentary discus-

sion. Speeches in Parliament

nowadays are addressed quite
as much to the country at

large as to parties in the

House. Generally speaking,
the result of any long and im-

portant debate at the present

day is a foregone conclusion in

the lobbies. The most power-
ful speeches seldom have much
effect on the division list. But

they are not without effect

upon the public. Even where
a "mandate" has been given,
it only sanctions the introduc-

tion of a measure directed to

some particular end : it says

nothing of the means or of

the details. How much more
should an appeal be to the

people on measures that are

passed without any mandate
at all? The debates in Par-

liament, conducted by states-

men of ability and experience,

may cause many men to change
their minds between the first

introduction of a measure
and the next general election.

What was supposed to repre-
sent the will of the people
before its provisions were

thoroughly explained and un-

derstood, may not represent
it at all when these have been

carefully considered. There
must be no misunderstanding
on this point. If the Lords

may not control the will of

the people, neither may the
Commons evade it.

There are signs, we are happy
to see, that a move is being

made towards awakening the

British middle classes from the

fool's paradise in which so

many of them are now repos-

ing. Lord Balfour of Burleigh
has sounded the note of alarm.
" The British Constitution As-
sociation

" has a work before

it a long and arduous work.
But so had the Anti-Corn Law
League. So had the Anti-

Slavery party. "With absolute

conviction of the justice of

their cause, and with as vivid

a sense of perils to come as

had the prophets of old, they
have also at their back the

material interests of vast

masses of their countrymen,
whose eyes only require to be

opened. Mr Goldwin Smith
lends his powerful aid to the

same cause. In our opposition
to Socialism all other differences

must be forgotten ;
nor can we

condemn too strongly the con-

duct of those Tariff reformers
who seem to court an alliance

with it. Tariff reform is a

very good thing ; but as we
have often told its opponents,
there are other things in the

science of politics which take

precedence of fiscal considera-

tions. Both reformers and
anti - reformers must bring
themselves to acknowledge
this truth, if they would save

us from calamities worse than

anything which either un-

limited free trade or unlimited

protection could bring upon
us. It may be reserved for

Scotland to have the honour
of leading the way along the

path of duty.
Mr Bonar Law's speech at

Newcastle was valuable not
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only for its very clear exposi-
tion of what Tariff reform

really means and the advan-

tages it would confer both on

employers and employed, but
also for the warnings it con-

tained against manipulation
and the danger of dishonest

cries, however shallow or

short-lived. When we know
that the price of wheat during
the last ten years has risen far

beyond the highest point to

which a two-shilling duty could

raise it, without in any way
increasing the price of bread,
we ought to hear no more
about the cheap loaf. But we
shall hear more about it : it is

too telling a cry to be aban-

doned, and with that great
multitude who, as Mr Bonar
Law says, never think about

things, and are governed ex-

clusively by names, it will still

no doubt continue to exercise

some influence. There never,
as he says, was a more hollow
and dishonest agitation than
that against Chinese labour;
never was one more quickly
detected and exposed : yet it

served its purpose, and helped
largely to overthrow the Gov-
ernment. Its unreality was

proved by the New Hebrides

Convention, by which the in-

dignant denouncers of Chinese

slavery sanctioned a system
of labour far more oppress-
ive, and far more dangerous
to morality. Yet the China
lie had got the ear of

that unthinking public to

which Mr Bonar Law refers,
and we saw the result. It will

be the same, unless Tariff re-

formers are on their guard,

with the cheap loaf. We may
be quite sure that the present
Government will do all they
can to prevent the question
from being

"
put purely before

the working classes." It will

be mixed up with other sub-

jects so that its true char-

acter shall not be visible on
the surface, and the general
public do not look any farther.

Unionists must do their utmost
to frustrate this artifice, so that

the working man at the next

general election may at all

events know what he is about,
and that in their crusade

against the House of Lords
Government may no longer
have the help of a popular
agitation founded on imperfect

knowledge.
But as we have already said,

the coming battle must be

fought against Socialism, and
in support of an institution

which is our surest if not our

only safeguard against it. The
House of Commons may be

captured at any time : a lucky
accident may return a Socialist

majority. But the House of

Lords is safe from such attacks
or such vicissitudes; and as

long as it exists, the great
interests already mentioned

private property, free labour,

Parliamentary Government,
Imperial unity, and private

morality may still be de-

fended. Destroy it, and after

it, indeed, "the deluge."
In Mr Balfour the Constitu-

tional party in Great Britain

possess a leader whose cau-

tion and moderation, however
distasteful to a few noisy
mutineers, are absolutely in-
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dispensable to the success of

that political combination

which Lord Balfour of Bur-

leigh, with an energy, wisdom,
and patriotism which deserve

our warmest gratitude, has

undertaken to promote. Let

Scotland give England a lead.

What is wanted is an organis-

ation, established with a single
clear and definite purpose,
which ahall command the as-

sent and support of thousands
who disagree on other topics,
and whose sentiments must be

carefully respected by the lead-

ers of the movement. Concili-

ation, not alienation, must be
our watchword. Our present
work, as Mr Wyndham said, is

to see that Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman ceases to be Prime

Minister, and that Mr Balfour

takes his place. When the

contemplated and carefully

prepared assault on the na-

tional institutions and the
social fabric has been finally

repelled, it will be time enough
to consider other questions on
which differences of opinion

may exist. Till then, let us
hear no more of them. We
must have one flag, one gen-
eral, and one purse. With
the blood, the brains, and the
wealth at the service of

such an army, we ought not
to allow ourselves to dream
of failure.
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QUEEN VICTORIA'S LETTERS. 1

THE publication of Queen
Victoria's Letters is a signal
mark of confidence. That we
should be permitted thus soon
to understand the perfect de-

votion and high purpose of the

monarch who during so many
years stood for England is a

privilege which, wisely con-

ferred, will be wisely treasured.

Chosen with discretion, yet in

no grudging spirit of conceal-

ment, the correspondence illum-

inates a career which evoked
the affection and admiration
of the Queen's subjects ;

and
there is not a page in this vast
work that will not deepen the

impression, given in her life-

time, of tireless devotion to

her high office, of patient self-

sacrifice in the cause of Eng-
land.

She ascended the throne at

a moment unfavourable to the
craft of kings. The revolu-

tionary sentiments inspired by
the Keform Bill of 1832 were
still awake. Of her two pre-
decessors, the one had brought
disgrace, the other had shed no

lustre, upon the sovereignty.
She was young, and un-

acquainted with the duties

and ceremonies of a Court.
Yet no sooner was the news

brought her of William IV.'s

death than she assumed the

gracious solitary dignity of a

queen without faltering or

alarm. When she saw Mel-
bourne for the first time, it

was, "of course, quite alone, as

I shall always do all my Min-
isters." She understood at the

outset that she could not share

the pinnacle of office with any
one. She would take advice

;

she would listen to the voice of

experience ;
in the last resort

it was upon her own discretion,

upon her own courage alone,
that she must rely. Five days
after her accession she sketched
the simple method of her life.

"I have seen almost all my
other Ministers," she wrote to

the King of the Belgians,
" and

do regular hard, but to me de-

lightful, work with them. It

is to me the greatest pleasure
to do my duty for my country
and my people, and no fatigue,
however great, will be burden-

some to me if it is for the wel-

fare of the nation." When,
sixty-four years later, she put
aside her crown in death, she

might have repeated these

words as an aspiration ful-

filled.

As you turn over the pages
of her Letters some quick
with a woman's familiarity,
others stern in an official aus-

terity you feel yourself always
in the presence of a queen who
knows neither fear nor false-

hood. Keenly conscious of her

destiny, she neglected none of

1 The Letters of Queen Victoria : A Selection of Her Majesty's Correspondence
between the years 1837 and 1861. Published by authority of His Majesty the

King. Edited by Arthur Christopher Benson, M.A., and Viscount Esher,
G.C.V.O., K.C.B. 3 vols. London: John Murray.
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the lessons of kingship. She

improved her natural talent for

affairs by every artifice of in-

dustry and experience. She

neglected nothing, she over-

looked nothing, which should

make her a great ruler. She
cultivated the genius of state-

craft as zealously as a poet
cherishes his muse, or as the

actor practises the gesture of

voice and hand. Already a

queen of spirit and independ-
ence in her youth, she grew
with the passing years into

a monarch whose power and
influence were paramount in

Europe. She taught to others

the mysteries of government,
which she had pierced herself,

and she left behind her a name
which will live undimmed on
the golden scroll of history.
In what respect, then, was she

a great queen ? What are the

qualities which illustrate her

sovereignty? To these ques-
tions her Letters provide a

complete and lucid answer.
Her triumph was due to no

cleverness. She was not dis-

tinguished by a discursive in-

telligence. She was remark-
able neither for artistic taste

nor literary skill. Her energies
were never frittered away in

the mastery of decorative ac-

complishments. Her Letters

betray no research of phrase,
no elegance of diction. The
force, which you feel in every
line of them, comes from her

position. She wrote as one
accustomed to be obeyed. She
used the language of a kingly
tradition. She spoke with

tongues not her own. It is

the substance which holds the

reader, not the expression;

it is the science of argument
which informs the document,
not the art of presentation.
And as her own style is plain
in its neatness, she takes but
small interest in the writings
of others. The solace of books
was not for her, and though
Melbourne made an attempt to

instruct her taste in history
and fiction, he made the at-

tempt in vain. None, indeed,
knew her limitations better

than her favourite Minister.

"The Prince," wrote Melbourne in

1841,
"

is bored with the sameness
of his chess every evening. He would
like to bring literary and scientific

people about the Court, vary the so-

ciety, and infuse a more useful tend-

ency into it. The Queen, however, has
no fancy to encourage such people.
This arises from a feeling that her
education has not fitted her to take

part in such conversation ;
she would

not like conversation to be going on
in which she could not take her fair

share, and she is far too open and
candid in her nature to pretend to

one atom more knowledge than she

really possesses on such subjects."

But this limitation of the

Queen was a clear token of

her strength. Intelligence is

too often the enemy of grandeur.
A sensitiveness to every trivial

impression, a keen thirst for

some new thing, are not the

best proofs of sovereignty. Like
most great men, the Queen
had a firm grasp upon the

essence of things. She disre-

garded unconsciously what
was not necessary to her pur-

pose. Her vision, of perfect

simplicity, saw only the larger
outlines. She was a states-

man, not an amateur of the

arts, and her very concentra-

tion increased her power forty-
fold.
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No less remarkable than her
ooncentration was her instinct

for affairs. She inherited the

tradition of a regnant family.
To rule was for her a natural

office. She saw herself at

once the centre of her realm.
" There is to be no review,"
she wrote a month after her

accession, "as I was determined
to have it only if I could ride,

and as I have not ridden for

two years, it was better not."

It is a small matter, perhaps,
but it shows her already con-

scious of her necessity and

independence. Nor could the
most experienced monarch have
conducted the Bedchamber

dispute with a better courage.
She believed that Sir Robert
Peel was encroaching upon her

dignity, and she was resolved

to defend her royal privilege.
"I was calm but very de-

cided," she told Melbourne,
" and I think you would have
been pleased to see my com-

posure and great firmness : the

Queen of England will not
submit to such trickery." The
Queen of England had not
then been two years upon the

throne, but her most powerful
Minister was forced to retire

before her displeasure.
In truth, she never ceased

to guard her office with a
watchful jealousy. Recognis-
ing that she was a constitu-

tional, not an absolute, mon-
arch, she was determined that

nothing should be done with-
out her knowledge and consent.
No project might be devised
without her approval, no State-

paper might be signed or de-

livered until her eye had seen
it. The Minister who acted
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beyond his instructions felt

the burden of a sharp reproof,
which none of all those who
served her could easily support,
whether it was delivered by
tongue or pen. Now she is

angry that Lord Stuart de

Rothesay has gone to an am-
bassadorial post without pre-

viously asking for an audience.

Now she is justly furious that

letters addressed to her have
been opened at the Foreign
Office. After a long contro-

versy with Lord Derby, she

resumes the question in the
lucid terms which follow :

" There is in fact no differ-

ence of opinion between her
and Lord Derby ; the latter

only keeps in view the effect

which certain words will have
in Parliament and upon the

country, whilst she looks to

the effect they will produce
upon the European conflict."

In other words, the Queen
looked beyond the strife of

parties to the larger strife

outside. For Europe she was
the representative of England,
and if Lord Derby had a

quicker understanding of Par-

liament, she, by intimate re-

lations and the wont of life,

had an infinitely better know-

ledge than her Minister of

European courts and their in-

trigues. Nor did any indis-

cretion of her Ministers escape
her. If Palmerston sent a de-

spatch which she had not read,
if without permission he had
an interview with a statesman
in Paris, she sharply called

him to account, and once (in

1851) summarily dismissed him
her service. And again, when
the Earl of Aberdeen, after the

3 A
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manner of English Ministers,

praised the character and con-

duct of the Emperor of Russia,
with whom we were at war, he

received a letter of lofty ad-

monition which we read with
a keener satisfaction than he

himself can have felt.

It was, of course, with

her Foreign Secretaries that

the Queen was oftenest at

variance. Again and again
she charges Lord Palmerston
and Lord John Russell with

neglect, and advises them to

withdraw or to reconsider

their reckless communications.
On one occasion, in accepting
Lord Palmerston's " disavowal
that he ever intended any dis-

respect to her by the various

neglects of which she has had
so long and so often to com-

plain," she composed a State-

paper, to explain what she

expected from her Foreign
Secretary, which is a master-

piece of its kind, and which is

worth quoting at length :

"She requires: (1) That he will

distinctly state what he proposes in

a given case, in order that the Queen
may know as distinctly to what she
has given her Royal sanction

; (2)

Having once given her sanction to

a measure, that it be not arbitrarily
altered or modified by the Minister ;

such an act she must consider as fail-

ing in sincerity towards the Crown,
and justly to be visited by the exer-
cise of her Constitutional right of

dismissing that Minister. She ex-

pects to be kept informed of what
passes between him and the Foreign
Ministers before important decisions
are taken, based upon that inter-
course

; to receive the Foreign De-
spatches in good time, and to have
the drafts for her approval sent her
in sufficient time to make herself

acquainted with their contents before

they must be sent off."

The demand, sensible and mod-
erate though it be, was lightly

regarded both by Palmerston
and Lord John Russell, whose
constant differences are by no
means the least interesting

episodes in these interesting
volumes.

But if the Queen was jealous
of her own dignity, she never for-

got for an instant the dignity of

England. Her indignation at

the time of the CrimeanWariest
her country should be thought
to be dragged a la remorque
by France is loudly and clearly

expressed. It was for England
and England's brave soldiers

that she suffered the most

acutely ;
it was England and

England's brave soldiers that
she defended with the most

passionate ardour. The light-
est breath of what she thought
undeserved criticism aroused
her bitter indignation. After

peace was made in 1856 she
consoled herself with the re-

flection that, with the excep-
tion of the failure on the Redan,
the Army had always been vic-

torious. " Let us not be," she ex-

claimed to Lord Clarendon "(as
alas ! we have often been), its

detractors by over -croaking."
The phrase "methods of bar-

barism " had not been invented

then, but the vice of slandering
brave men who had done their

duty in the field was already

popular, and still survives the

heaviest rebukes.

But of the Queen's proper
pride, as a Queen and as an

Englishwoman, there is no
better example among her
letters than that which she
addressed to Lord Clarendon

concerning the marriage of
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the Princess Royal. It had
been rumoured that the cere-

mony was to be performed in

Germany, and the Queen could

not restrain her wrath. Neither

for public nor private reasons

would she submit to such an in-

dignity. The Prince Frederick

William himself had never
had a shadow of a doubt as

to where the marriage should

take place, and her Ministers

were not to heed the gossip of

the Berliners. In brief, said

the Queen,
" whatever may be

the usual practice of Prussian

princes, it is not every day that

one marries the eldest daughter
of the Queen of England."
There we hear the true accent

of a just arrogance, which
Lord Clarendon himself could

hardly surpass.
The Queen being in all re-

spects conscious of her state,

cherished a keen respect for

the kingship of others. She

regarded her confreres with
a profound and sympathetic
indulgence. She was one of

a family, the members of

which claimed the privilege of

brotherhood to quarrel among
themselves, and to make it up
again without a touch of ran-

cour. The death of the Czar,
in the very moment of war,
filled her with a genuine grief.
She remembered only the

qualities in him which she
had found amiable ; she re-

flected that though by his

wicked pride he had involved

England in war, he was still

one of the confraternity of

kings, and she hastened to

send a message of unofficial

condolence to his widow. For
Louis Philippe, though he had

attempted to trick England in

the affair of the Spanish mar-

riage, though she had then

castigated him with an im-

perious hand, she cherished a

genuine affection in the moment
of disaster. Even against Na-

poleon III., who had used her

friendship as a cloak of aggres-
sion, she kept no animosity.
When Joinville published an

impudent brochure, in which
he talked of "ravaging our
coasts and burning our towns,"
she looked upon him as a kind
of foolish boy who had broken
a window in a house where he
had been kindly received. " We
shall overlook it," said she,

"but the people here won't."
In the same spirit she lavished

her sympathy upon Dhuleep
Singh. She could not regard
without a feeling of pain

" this

young Prince, once destined to

so high and powerful a position,
now reduced to so dependent a

one by her arms." She de-

plored, as she recognised, the

necessity of state, but she never
withdrew her favour from the

hapless victim, and when, at the

time of the Mutiny, his con-

duct was sternly criticised, she

was his most zealous defender.

Had he not been a king ? And
was he not worth the consider-

ation of his order ?

Queen Victoria could not

have achieved what she did

without such a power of work
as is given to few. If she in-

sisted upon the rights of Kings,
she did not forget their duties.

The record of her reign is a

record of grim industry. The

commonplaces of the poets
the weight of the crown, the

uneasiness of him that wears
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it are brilliantly illustrated in

her laborious career. It was
not for her to amuse her leisure

with the sport and culture

which were the delight of her

more fortunate subjects. Her
toil was lightened by no change
of Government. It was not to

give her ease that the Septen-
nial Act existed. Her Minis-

ters knew from time to time the

joys of opposition. She was
in office the whole year, and
all the years. Neither joy nor
sorrow interrupted the unend-

ing course of sovereignty. Not
even her marriage could make
a holiday. Two days at

Windsor were all the honey-
moon she permitted herself.

"You forget, my dearest Love,"
she wrote to Prince Albert,

" that I
am the Sovereign, and that business
can stop and wait for nothing. Par-
liament is sitting, and something
occurs almost every day, for which I

may be required, and it is quite im-

possible for me to be absent from
London

; therefore two or three days
is already a long time to be absent.
I am never easy a moment if I am
not on the spot, and hear and see
what is going on."

The extent and variety of
the business which could "

stop
and wait for nothing

"
may be

noted by the casual reader of
these volumes. As has been

pointed out, nothing could be
done, nothing could be said,
without her Majesty's know-
ledge and consent, and it was
never her practice to give her

signature without thought.
She approved no document
until she had criticised it thor-

oughly, and the most of her
criticisms are masterpieces of
close reasoning and sound judg-
ment. The papers which deal

with the Queen's life up to the

year 1861 are contained, the

preface tells us, in between five

and six hundred volumes, and

beyond the infinite toil which
this vast mass of papers sug-

gests, there were the audiences

granted to Ministers, the cease-

less study of foreign affairs,

the pompous ceremonies of the

Court, to hold the Queen's at-

tention and to fill her hours.

Not long since an arrogant
Socialist declared that the

working man was the only
useful member of the com-

munity. He is not likely to

read the 'Letters of Queen
Victoria,' but if he did, we
wonder would he revise his

foolish opinion? Would he
understand that there is a

sacrifice of which he knows

nothing, a day of toil for

others which is not limited to

eight hours ? And if he dimly
understood, would he go to

the polling-booth, for him the

limit of political service, with
a smile less complacent, with
a step less happily assured?
The vivid instinct and un-

failing industry of the Queen
would not alone have raised

her to the pinnacle of eminence
to which she attained. The
habit of affairs gave her a

mastery which few of her

Ministers could excel. Her

judgment grew riper, her

power of criticism deeper,
with the passing years. She

weighed the schemes of her
Ministers with a firmer hand,
she examined them with a
keener eye. But the clear

judgment, the firm hand, the

keen eye, were born in her.

She did but quicken her nat-
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ural talents. Nor was she con-

tent to weigh and examine the
schemes of others. She was as

ready with inspiration as with
criticism. Not a few of the

best acts of her best Govern-
ments were her own. That
India is ruled prudently and
well is largely due to the sound
sense of the Queen. It was she

who suggested the Secretary
of State who should speak in

the Queen's name. It was
her foresight that declared
the importance of having
"only one Army in India,
whether native, local, or gen-
eral, with one discipline and
one command, that of the
Commander-in-Chief." There
is no wiser clause in the Queen's
Proclamation to her Indian

subjects than that in which,
"
firmly relying on the truth

of Christianity, and acknow-

ledging with gratitude the
solace of religion," the Queen
" disclaimed both the right and
the desire to impose her con-
victions

" on others. Again it

was the wisdom of the Queen
which spoke.

" The Queen re-

joices," thus she wrote to Lord

Canning,
" to hear that her

Viceroy approves this passage
about Religion. She strongly
insisted on it."

But it was in the field

of Foreign Affairs that the

Queen most conspicuously dis-

tinguished herself. It was
without exaggeration that
Bismarck proclaimed her the

greatest statesman in Europe,
and long before Bismarck's
encounter with her she had
given many a shining proof
of her ability. Now, it is

the highest achievement of

diplomacy to understand the

present and the past so well

as to forecast the future. In
other words, prophecy is the

last test of statesmanship, and
in prophecy the Queen did not

fall short of success. Two in-

stances of her fulfilled predic-
tion out of many will suffice.

She foresaw in 1853 that the

enormous powers entrusted to

Lord Stratford, and the con-

fidence placed in the hundred
and twenty fanatical Turks

constituting the Divan at Con-

stantinople, could end only in a
disastrous war, and she pro-
tested with what force she

could that England ought to

be sole judge of what consti-

tuted a breach of Turkish in-

dependence. Again, she pre-
dicted the true course which

Napoleon's ambition was des-

tined to take, in spite of a

friendship for the man which

might have blinded less clear-

sighted eyes. The Emperor
Napoleon, said she in 1859,
"will now probably omit no
occasion to cajole Austria as

he has done to Russia, and
turn her spirit of revenge upon
Prussia and Germany the

Emperor's probable next vic-

tims. Should he thus have
rendered himself the master
of the entire Continent, the

time may come for us either

to obey him or to fight him
with terrible odds against
him." Prussia and Germany
were, indeed, Napoleon's next

victims, and the accuracy of

the Queen's forecast was im-

paired only by the unexpect-
ed strength wherewith those

victims defended themselves.

And if the reader would dis-
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cover with what severity the

Queen could attack a recal-

citrant colleague, let him turn

to the reproaches addressed in

1854 to the King of Prussia.

Never has vacillation been more

nobly rebuked. Never has in-

firmity of will put forth so

lame and impotent a defence.

The Queen possessed in an
eminent degree the courage of

her race. She did not hesitate

to face the final arbitrament
of war. In the single quota-
tion from Shakespeare which
adorns her letters she defines

her own attitude :

" Beware
Of entrance to a quarrel, but being in,

Bear't that the opposed may beware of

thee."

Her letters written during the

Crimean War stir the blood
like a trumpet-call. She was
for peace as long as peace was

possible. But when the die

was oast for battle, she was
resolved upon victory. Again
and again she reproved the in-

activity of Lord Aberdeen, and
the selfishness of those Min-
isters who flattered their pique
by resignation in the very
moment of danger. She felt

the whole weight of responsi-

bility with a perfect compos-
ure. It was her army that
was fighting the battle of Eng-
land. They were her soldiers

who cheerfully laid down their

lives in England's cause. In

returning a despatch to the
Duke of Newcastle in 1855,
the Queen put forth her claim
in terms which no Minister
could have resented. "The
Queen has only one remark to

make," she wrote, "viz., the
entire omission of her name

throughout the document. It

speaks simply in the name of

the People of England and of

their sympathy, while the

Queen feels it to be one of her

highest prerogatives and dear-

est duties to care for the wel-

fare and success of her Army."
And this care she never re-

mitted. Her letters provide
abundant evidence of her

sympathy and forethought.
When there was a lack of

transports, she hastened to

offer her own yacht. The
news of a victory aroused her

to a touching enthusiasm.
" Our loss was a heavy one

many have fallen and many are

wounded, but my noble troops
behaved with a courage and

desperation that was beautiful

to behold." When Sebastopol
fell, she was at Balmoral,
where there was "not one

soldier, no band, nothing to

make any sort of demonstra-
tion." But, as she wrote,
" what we did do was in High-
land fashion, to light a bonfire

on the top of a hill opposite
the house

"
;

and surely no

sovereign ever celebrated a

great victory with a finer sim-

plicity. And as the Queen
was proud of her soldiers, so

she never forgot their comfort
and interests. Were their bar-

racks defective, she was ready
with protest and suggestion.
Was the presentation of their

medals delayed, she was eager
to save them disappointment.
At the same time, she had a

perfect reliance in their patriot-
ism. It was not by her wish
that peace was made with

Russia, and she never concealed

from herself and her advisers
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that there were worse calam-
ities than war. She had been
convinced from the outset of

the war's justice. When a day
of humiliation had been pro-

posed, she refused to assent to

it.
" To say, as we probably

should," thus she wrote to

Aberdeen,
" that the great

sinfulness of the nation has

brought about this war, when
it is the selfishness and ambi-
tion of one man and his serv-

ants who have brought this

about, . . . would be too mani-

festly repulsive to the feelings
of every one, and would be a

mere act of hypocrisy." And
if she were proud for her nation

and her nation's cause, her

energy equalled her pride. The

Mutiny, which followed so hard

upon the heels of the Crimean

War, did not appal her. Her
one desire was for action. She
feared only the supineness of

her Ministers. "The Queen
must repeat to Lord Palmer-

ston," she wrote in August
1857, "that the measures
hitherto taken by the Govern-
ment are not commensurate
with the magnitude of the
crisis." It was in this spirit
of calm activity that she con-

templated the difficulties of her

reign, and set an example to

the pusillanimous ones who
put always the success of their

enemies before their own.
It was the necessity of her

high position that the Queen
should know all the great men
who were her contemporaries.
She was, as it were, a fixed

point, past which filed a long
procession of kings, statesmen,
and prelates. She heard them
all, and followed her own

counsel. (The ancient belief

that she surrendered her will

to that of Leopold receives no

support from these volumes.
He was her friend, not her

adviser; he even resented her
manifest independence.

" I

have received to-day an un-

gracious letter from uncle Leo-

pold," she wrote as early as

1839. " He appears to me to

be nettled because I no longer
ask for his advice, but dear
uncle is given to believe that

he must rule the roost every-
where. However, that is not a

necessity.") And not the least

interesting pages in the Queen's
Letters are those in which she

sums up the characters of her
friends and foes. Her first im-

pressions are often wrong. But
she was of far too frank and

open a disposition not to revise

an untenable opinion. It was
her good fortune to begin her

reign under the tutelage of so

wise and generous a Minister

as Melbourne. His quick wit,
his admirable humour, his wide

knowledge of men, books, and

affairs, enabled him to teach her

many other lessons than those

of kingcraft. During the most
difficult years of her reign he

supported her with a zeal and
a devotion which were not al-

ways discreet ; nor did her judg-
ment of his worth ever undergo
the slightest change. Of no
other Minister can so much be
said. Her acquaintance with
Peel was begun in distrust and

suspicion. It ended in a candid
admiration which nothing save

death could obscure. With
Lord John Russell her sym-
pathy was always incomplete,

though she did not think so
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ill of him at the beginning as

in 1859. Her early dislike of

Palmerston did not prevent her

in later years from reposing
her full trust in his conduct of

affairs. Though she once de-

clined to make Mr Bright a

Privy Councillor, on the very

proper ground that the honour

might be " looked upon as a

reward for his systematic at-

tacks upon the institutions of

the country," she presently
received him as a Minister

with more pleasure than the

most of his colleagues. But
the most striking instance of

her candid revision is her
treatment of Disraeli. Of this

statesman she thought very ill

even in the days of Young
England, and his strenuous

opposition to Sir Robert Peel
in 1846 did not soften a harsh

opinion. When in 1851 Lord

Stanley proposed Disraeli as

one of the Secretaries of State,

" the Queen interrupted him by say-

ing that she had not a very good
opinion of Mr Disraeli on account of

his conduct to poor Sir E. Peel, and
what had just happened did not tend
to diminish that feeling ; but that
she felt so much Lord Stanley's diffi-

culties that she would not aggravate
them by passing a sentence of ex-

clusion on him. She must, however,
make Lord Stanley responsible for

his conduct, and should she have
cause to be displeased with him
when in office, she would remind
Lord Stanley of what now passed."

Lord Stanley's responsibility
was light. Disraeli, who took
office in disgrace and under

protest, became, as all the

world knows, the Queen's fav-

ourite Minister, and served her

faithfully for many years.
The publication of the Queen's

Letters is as timely as it is in-

structive. We live in an age
of purposeless unrest and vain
revolution. The "

People,"
which has been flattered to

a belief that it engrosses all

the virtues, both personal and

civic, has pronounced that its

ideal of government is plunder.
To enjoy rights without duties,
to sacrifice patriotism to self-

love and greed, seems to be
the ambition of the noisiest of

our citizens. Our Ministers,
whose feeble vision can see

no farther than the polling-

booth, are confident that wis-

dom and righteousness may be
reckoned in numbers. And
we turn to these records of

a noble life, spent in a willing
devotion to the country, with
a feeling of satisfaction that

the honour of our race was
once respected, with a feeling
of hope that it may be re-

spected again. To Queen
Victoria service came before

privilege. Jealously as she

guarded the privilege of her

office, with an equal jealousy
she defended the cause of Eng-
land. And the tradition which
she inherited from a long lire

of illustrious ancestors is alive

to-day. The lamp which she

received she has handed to

her successor, and the light
still burns whose effulgence
shall eclipse the glimmering
sparks of anarchy.
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MEMORIES OF A LONDON CLUB.

BY DAVID MASSON; AS DICTATED TO HIS DAUGHTER,
FLORA MASSON. 1

ONE evening in the year
1844, when I was in London,
George Henry Lewes took me
with him to a kind of literary
club, or rather a gathering of

literary acquaintances of his,

which met from time to time
in a house at the foot of North-
umberland Street, that narrow
street which struck off from

Charing Cross and ran down
from the Strand to the river-

side. In an upper room of

this house I found a number of

men seated, some on chairs,
some on wooden benches, talk-

ing and smoking, not more
than twenty, perhaps, alto-

gether. Lewes pointed out
some of them to me. One was

Douglas Jerrold, whom I had
not seen before. There was a

good deal of talk going on

among them, but nothing of

any special interest to me. I

do not know what may have
been the case on other occa-

sions, but that evening was
rather dull, though I had an

impression that Douglas Jerrold
was the talker most in request.
That was my sole experience of

this little gathering, which con-

tinued, I suppose, for a year or

two after that. But in 1847,
when I was again in London,
I found that this occasional

meeting of friends in the upper
room in Northumberland Street

had transmuted itself into a
more regular club, called the

Museum Club, probably because

some of its chief members were
readers in the British Museum.

1 These memories were dictated to me by my father, on winter evenings, six

years ago. When they were written I read them aloud to him ; and as they
stood then, they are now printed. F. M.
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It rented a house in Henrietta

Street, Covent Garden, on the

right side of the street as you
go down from St Martin's

Lane, and near the Market
;

and it was a club ef the usual

sort, open all day as well as in

the evenings, and where mem-
bers could breakfast and dine.

I became a member of this

club. Though on a modest

scale, it was a very useful club

of its sort. There were a good
many members, perhaps a

hundred or more altogether,
of whom a few used to dine

there, and a considerable num-
ber used to meet in the evenings
for talk and smoke in an upper
room. Among the members
who generally met there were

Douglas Jerrold, again a kind
of chief ; Charles Knight, not
so often ; Hepworth Dixon ;

the Irish Moriarty ; Captain
Chesterton, the governor of

Coldbath Fields Prison; T.

K Hervey, the editor of 'The
Athenaeum '

; and, I think,

Shirley Brooks. I remember
a great many evenings of

extremely interesting talk

there, and a great deal of

vivacity and brilliance among
its members; and I made a
number of new acquaintances
after I joined the club, some of

them rather useful to me. For

example, T. K. Hervey, at one
of the first meetings at which I

was present, asked me whether
I would care to contribute to
' The Athenaeum,' and, on hear-

ing that I should be very glad
to do so, promised to send me
a book now and then to review.
And I remember what he then
said to me

" I have nothing more to say
than this : When I send you a

book, say exactly what you
think of it ;

and if you don't

like it, if you think it bad, say
so even if it should be my
own brother's."

The consequence of this talk

was that I became a regular
contributor to 'TheAthenaeum,'

hardly a week passing in which
I did not have something or

other in that paper so long as

T. K. Hervey continued to be

editor, after which time I did

little or nothing for it. At
the time, this was an arrange-
ment of some consequence to

me.

So, for a year or two, the

Museum Club prospered. But

eventually a good many of its

original members had ceased

to use the club, and the sub-

scriptions dropped off. We
began to be afraid of financial

embarrassment ; and the com-

mittee, of which I was a mem-
ber at the time, resolved to

wind up the club rather than

get into debt. Accordingly,
the club was wound up : the

furniture was sold. There was
a sale, I remember, of some of

the articles of furniture among
the members themselves on the

premises, Moriarty acting as

auctioneer ;
and the result was

that we avoided getting into

debt, and, after paying up
everything, we found ourselves

the possessors of 30 or 40

balance, which sum was pre-
sented as a gift to our secre-

tary, Mr Anthony Crosby.
So that was the end of the

Museum Club. But, after a

time, the members who had
most frequented it began to

miss the evenings there, and
the opportunities of meeting
each other. A few of them,
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talking over this, called a meet-

ing to consider the experiment
of forming a dining club, a

club merely for the purpose
of dining together. Douglas
Jerrold and Charles Knight, if

I remember, were the chief

movers; and a club of about

twenty was formed as a nucleus
all the chief frequenters of

the Museum Club, with Fred-

erick William Hamstede, who
had been a member of the
Museum Club, as our honorary
secretary. We dined together
once a week, the place of meet-

ing changing once or twice,
but after a time fixing itself in

a hotel in Vere Street, off Ox-
ford Street. There was some

hesitation, also, as to the name

by which we should call our-

selves
5
in fact, I do not think

we had a name at all at first.

One evening Mr Gould, the

great ornithologist, chanced to

be present as a guest, and it was

suggested we should call our-

selves " the Humming Birds
"

;

but that was a passing whim.
The name actually adopted at

last was "the Hooks and Eyes
"

;

and under thatnamewedid meet
for a considerable time, and

very vivacious and pleasant
the meetings were. So much
so, that there came to be
candidates for membership ;

and this led once more to a

change of place, and to our

settling at last on Clunn's Hotel
in Covent Garden as our place
of meeting, and on the name
"Our Club."
"Our Club" continued to

exist all the time I was a
resident in London, with

Hamstede always as its hon-

orary secretary, a most flour-

ishing club, and with growing
membership and popularity.
It continued to exist long after

I left it in 1865 ;
for aught I

know, it may exist to this day.
The club early acquired a kind
of celebrity of its own. A
frugal club in the way of food

and drink, it was one of those

clubs for conviviality pure and

simple which have existed

down all the ages. Its special
characteristics were a per-

petual brilliant chaff and

repartee ;
a wit, a banter, a

certain habit of mutual fool-

ing; a constant friendly war-
fare of the various nationalities

which met there, all difficult

to describe, impossible to re-

produce now, but very pleasant
to remember.

"... What things have we seen

Done at the Mermaid! " l

I always think Shakespeare
might perhaps have been

thinking of this same sort

of thing when he made Sir

Andrew Aguecheek say
" In sooth, thou wast in very gra-

cious fooling last night, when thou

spokest of Pigrogromitus, of the

Vapians passing the equinoctial
of Queubus : 'twas very good,
i' faith. . . ."

I can scarcely give a list of

my fellow - members of Our
Club in any chronological
order ;

but I may mention
some of those whom I re-

member as belonging to it

between the years 1850 and
1865. The founders were cer-

tainly Douglas Jerrold and

1 Francis Beaumont to Ben Jonson in 1616, about a greater club than
"Ours." F. M.
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Charles Knight. I do not

remember Charles Knight as

being there very often, though
I oan recall his presence on

occasions, and his benevolent

face and silver hair. The real

founder, and the member that

gave Our Club its most char-

acteristic feature to the time

of his death in 1857, was

Douglas Jerrold, to whom we
shall return later. After these,

we may group them miscel-

laneously.

Among the lawyers was

George Jessel, afterwards Sir

George Jessel, Master of the

Rolls, and perhaps the ablest

and profoundest judge of his

generation, but who was then
a quiet and rather taciturn

member, pretty frequent in

his attendances, but by no
means one of our most active

or brilliant members. Then
therewasHenryHawkins (after-
wards Sir Henry Hawkins and
Lord Brampton),whom Douglas
Jerrold made the subject of

one of his little jokes. Hawkins
was at this time remarkable
for wearing his hair extremely
close cropped, a fashion usual

enough now, but then notice-

able. This became the theme
of Jerrold's pleasantry, and he
circulated in Our Club a story
about Hawkins. One day, the

story ran, Hawkins was tak-

ing a walk in the environs of

London, and stopped to watch
a game of skittles that was

going on in the little garden
of a country public-house. The
affable landlord invited him
to join the game, and this

Hawkins did. All went pleas-

antly enough till Hawkins
removed his hat, when the
landlord's manner suddenly

changed, and he curtly re-

quested Hawkins to " leave the

premises at once." Hawkins,
astonished and indignant, asked

why this sudden change of de-

meanour. The landlord sul-

lenly persisted, and at last

blurted out the explanation.
Hawkins must "clear out

they didn't want no jail -birds

there !
"

Then there was Humffreys
Parry, afterwards Serjeant

Parry, a portly and dignified

presence in the club
;

and
Frederick Lawrence, who wrote
a Life of Fielding. I remember
Lawrence was the recipient of

a presentation (it was a penny
tin mug, presented with a great
deal of mock solemnity) at one
of the dinners of Our Club, at

which, owing to the illness of

Shirley Brooks, I took the

chair. And there were other

lawyers W. H. Cooke ;
and

Crowdy the Solicitor ;
and Sir

Richard Couch, to whom we

gave a farewell dinner, at

which also I took the chair,

before he left for India to

succeed Sir Mordaunt Wells.

Among the medical men were
Dr Ramskill and Ernest Hart
and Dr Sibson and Percy the

metallurgist. Both of these

last were educated partly at

Edinburgh University, with

Edward Forbes for a fellow-

student ;
and both were enthus-

iastic in their recollections of

Edinburgh.
And among the literary men

were Jerrold, of course, and
Charles Knight and Mark
Lemon; Shirley Brooks; Dr
Doran

; Peter Cunningham, the

author of the Handbook of

London, and his brother the

Colonel; the two Mayhews,
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Henry and his brother Horace;

Thackeray, who, after Jerrold's

death, took his place in the

club as its undoubted chief;
the Belgian Consul, de le Pierre;

Hepworth Dixon
;
James Han-

nay; Charles Dickens, junior;

Cordy Jeaffreson ;
William

Jerrold, Douglas Jerrold's son ;

and Charles Kenney. Once,
when Shirley Brooks took the

chair on a Shakespeare Day,
he came primed with a par-

ticularly apt quotation from

Shakespeare for each member
of the Club.

Of publishers, we had Robert

Cooke; F. M. Evans, one of

the proprietors of '

Punch,'
who was known among us as

"Pater"; 1 Charles Knight;
and Robert Chambers.

There were a good many
artists and musicians Joseph
Durham the sculptor ;

Solomon
Hart and E. M. Ward, Royal
Academicians ; and Davison,
the musical critic, who com-

posed the music to Shelley's
"False Friend, wilt thou smile

or weep?" and Keats's "In a

drear-nighted December."
Of men of science there were

Frank Buckland, and Trenham
Reeks, of the School of Mines ;

and we had some actors

Holl and Keeley and Ben-

jamin Webster. Among the

amusing incidents that Ham-
stede used to recall was Jer-

rold's proposal from the chair,
"Holl shall take Keeley off,"

and the wonderful imitation
which followed.

Of city men we had a few
Edwin Lawrence and Samuel
Ward and Tomalin ; and

among those who may be

called nondescript were the

brilliant Irish Moriarty, Wil-
liam Hazlitt, son of the critic,

Captain Chesterton, M. J.

O'Connell, Maclure, and Ham-
stede, our secretary.

I remember Charles Lever

among our visitors, and
Francis Mahony,

" Father

Prout," a quiet, gentle, little,

Jesuitical figure, whose health

Jerrold proposed "in connex-
ion with" something or other,
after the fashion of the day ;

and I remember Mahony in

return proposed Jerrold's

health "in connexion with"

Billingsgate ! It was not till

long afterwards that I associ-

ated Francis Mahony with
the sweet persuasiveness of

" The Bells of Shandon,

They sound so grand on
The pleasant waters of the river Lee."

Borrow, of gipsy fame, was
a visitor of Our Club ;

and Sir

Daniel Maonee, and Carruthers
of Inverness, and Matthews of

Sheffield, who presented every
member of the club with a

most excellent pocket - knife.

And Flowers, the Mayor of

Stratford - on - Avon, used to

come up to town for our

Shakespeare dinners.

Of singing men, we counted
a good many. Maclure's two

songs that I best remember
were " The Lowlands Low "

" There was a ship, and a gallant

ship was she,

Hip diddle dee, and the Lowlands

Low,
And she was called the Golden Vanitee
As she sailed for the LowlandsLow"

and his supremely beautiful

rendering of "
Wandering

1 "Good 'evans," Douglas Jerrold used to call him. F. M.
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Willie." Thackeray used to

sing "Little Billee" and
" Doctor Martin Luther." Dur-

ham the sculptor's song was
"Nan of Horsley Down," and
Hazlitt's the Wiltshire songs,

"Botany Bay," and another

something about

1 ' Over the mountains as is so high,
If he hollow, I will follow !

"

and

" I will never forget my own true love,

Nor in any wy his name deny !
"

Dibdin sang us his grand-
father's "Sea-song Dibdin's

"

songs; and Horace Mayhew
used to give us Thackeray's
"
Mahogany Tree " who can

forget its swing?
" Here let us sport,

Boys, as we sit,

Laughter and wit

Flashing so free ;

Life is but short

When we are gone,
Let them sing on
Round the old tree."

But Mayhew's grand achieve-

ment was the "Marseillaise." 1

M. J. O'Connell did not sing,
but he used to recite for us

Thackeray's "Battle of Lim-
erick

"
; and I still remember

the irresistible tone of his

"Immortal Smith O'Brine
Was raging like a Line,

'Twould have done your sowl good to

have heard him roar."

Douglas Jerrold was over

forty when I first met him in

1844. He was a little man,
with a stoop, and a very strik-

ing face
;

an aquiline, eager
look; with fair hair, which he
would sometimes dash aside

with his hands, altogether, a

man like a little Nelson, with
his courageous look. He was,
when I first knew him, at the

height of his fame and reputa-
tion, after having had a hard
and struggling life first as a

middy in our navy, then, after

the peace, as printer in a

London printing office. With
his theatrical connection his

father had been manager of a

small provincial theatre he
took to writing for various

smaller theatres, and by this

time he was known as the

author of various plays and

novels, as a magazine writer,
and a writer in newspapers.
Since 1841 he had been one of

the chief of the ' Punch '

staff.

He had started a magazine
and a paper of his own, and
after 1852 he was editor of
'

Lloyd's.
' He had,in fact,fought

his way to a literary celebrity.

People are apt to remember
him too little, or only as an ill-

tempered, waspish man ;
but

that is not a fair recollection

of Douglas Jerrold. He was,
in his time, a wit above all

others
;

in a " wit combat "

none of the others could stand
before him. He was also a

man of immense energy and
heart. He had a large and

generous nature, and could

never brook anything petty or

mean. I always remember
how, on one occasion at the

1 Mr Cordy Jeaffreson says Mayhew sang the " Marseillaise
" with " a passion

which made his hearers feel as though the hymn were being chanted by a thou-
sand voices." Mr Cordy Jeaffreson's memories of " Our Club," of which he was
a member long after 1865, are not all so loyal or so pleasant. F. M.
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club, a certain member 1 sent
the club -boy downstairs to

fetch some book or newspaper,
and called out after the little

fellow in an offensive manner,
" I suppose you can read !

"

And Douglas Jerrold suddenly
blazed out, his own sensitive-

ness hurt on the boy's behalf;
"
Sir," he cried, "you have a

coarse mind !

"

Jerrold had taught himself
some Latin, and had read a

great deal in his boyhood, not

only among the dramatists, for

I remember he had a special

liking for Wordsworth. But

chiefly I remember him, above
his wit, as a fiery little man,
a

fiery, big-hearted, energetic,

generous soul.

I was myself an eye-witness
of one generous action of

Douglas Jerrold's. 2 I remem-
ber the occasion also as being
my first meeting with Dickens.
It was at a dinner in the Old
Garrick Club in King Street,
Covent Garden, given by Mr
Humffreys Parry, a member
also of Our Club. It was my
first visit to the Garrick, of

which afterwards, when it was
in its new building, I became
a member. Parry had asked
some ten or a dozen of us,

among whom were Douglas
Jerrold, as Parry's chief guest,
Charles Knight I think, Ham-
stede, and some others whom I

forget. The dinner was in the

strangers' room of the Old Gar-

rick, and our table a long one
in the middle of the room

;
but

there were two smaller tables

in two of the corners of the

room, at both of which smaller

parties were dining. One of

these parties left early ; the

other consisted of Albert

Smith, of Alpine fame, Charles

Dickens, and a third person,
whose name I did not learn.

The dinner at our table in the

middle of the room was going
on in the usual way, with a

good deal of brilliant talk, Jer-

rold, as Parry's chief guest,

being seated at Parry's right
hand

; and between the corner

of our table where Jerrold sat,

and the smaller table at which
Albert Smith and Dickens were

seated, there was but a narrow

passage for the waiters I sup-

pose it may have been the his-

toric " Hamlet "
of the Garrick

and his assistants to pass to

and fro. And Dickens was so

seated at the smaller table that

he and Jerrold were almost

exactly back to back. It was
while our dinner was going on
that my neighbour at table I

think Hamstede remarked to

me that it was rather awk-
ward they should be so seated,

there having been a quarrel
between them, arising out of

the theatrical performances
given in aid of some Drama-
tists' Fund; so that they had
not spoken to each other for

some considerable time. Cer-

tainly, all the while the dinners

were going on, there was no
communication between Jer-

rold and Dickens
;
and it looked

1 Who had himself struggled up from the beginnings of things, and ought to

have remembered his own poor boyhood. F. M.
2 This is recorded also by Dickens himself, in a letter incorporated in William

Jerrold's Life of his father, p. 337. F. M.
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as if that would be the case

throughout the evening. But

suddenly Jerrold wheeled round
in his chair, clapped Dickens
on the shoulder, and said quite

audibly, "Charlie, my boy,
how are you ?

" 1 On which
Dickens wheeled round too,

holding out both his hands to

Jerrold in most cordial recon-

ciliation. He had probably
been waiting for this recon-

ciliation, but had left it to

Jerrold, as the older man, to

make the first overture.

There was much interest,
of course, taken by all present
in this occurrence

;
and the

two dinner-parties joined, and
became one for the rest of the

evening. When we rose to

go, Jerrold introduced me to

Dickens, who, in his satisfac-

tion at the happy termination
of the estrangement, took me
by the arm and walked round
the room with me, pointing
out this and that one of the
dramatic portraits which hung
on its walls, and for which it

was famous. Though I saw
him several times again, and
dined more than once in his

company, this was my only
real meeting with Charles
Dickens.

It was Douglas Jerrold who
got up the great presentation
to Louis Kossuth, in the Free-

masons' Hall in Long Acre. 2

I had met Kossuth some years
before that at the house of

Mr and Mrs Stansfeld, who
were then living in Sidney
Place, Brompton. It had been

arranged between them and
Mazzini that Kossuth was to

come one evening. He did

come, accompanied by his

A.D.C., as Dictator of Hun-

gary he kept up some little

state. He sat on the sofa in

the drawing-room, in which
were not many people ;

two or

three ladies besides Mrs Stans-

feld, perhaps a dozen persons

altogether. One of the ladies,

talking with him as he was sit-

ting on the sofa, said something
about "that traitor Gorgey,"

3

and Kossuth said, I remember,
in his fine, slow English: ""Well,

Gorgey was a traitor, but he
was not a voolgar traitor.

Gorgey was a very ambissi-oos

man; so ambissi-oos that, if

any one had said to him,

'Gorgey, you sit here, in the

chief place,' he would not have
taken that place, because he

would not be put, in the first

place even, by any other per-

1 In Dickens's own account of this, given in a letter to William Jerrold after

his father's death, these words are not given ; but D. M. heard these words,

spoken audibly to all ; and the other words, which Dickens remembered, were

probably added for his own hearing alone. F. M.
2 William Jerrold, in his Life of his father, p. 251, gives it as at the London

Tavern. Douglas Jerrold had got up a penny subscription as a popular tribute

"to the genius of the man who had stirred our nation's heart." By Jerrold the

"people's pence" were slowly collected, and the money was sufficient to buy and
bind the volumes, and to purchase a casket, made out of inlaid woods, in the
model of Shakespeare's house. The presentation was made by Douglas Jerrold,
at a great meeting on May 8, 1853, at which Lord Dudley Stuart took the
chair. F. M.

3 The Hungarian Gorgey, whom Kossuth had appointed commander-in-chief,
surrendered to the Russians, Aug. 13, 1849. F. M.
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son. He was a very ambissi-oos

man, Gdrgey."
I think it was Mazzini him-

self who told me another story

illustrating Kossuth's pretty
readiness in the English lan-

guage. It was the time when
Pierce was President, and there

was some feeling about the

distressed nationalities in Amer-
ica; and the American Am-
bassador Buchanan (afterwards
President himself) had been
desired to show whatever quiet
attention could be shown to

the nationalities. So the Con-
sul (I do not remember his

name) had invited some of the

refugees to dinner Mazzini,
Kossuth, Garibaldi, whose ship
was in the Thames, a Pole or

two, and Ledru Rollin. The
Consul's wife was taken in to

dinner by Kossuth ; and she
had put cards round the table

in the places of her other

guests, there were no other
ladies. But just before dinner,
Ledru Rollin, who, though he
had lived for some time in Eng-
land, spoke no English, had
said to Mazzini that he hoped
he might sit near to him. So
Mazzini had gone in before

him, and had somehow man-

aged to change the cards so as

to place Ledru Rollin next to

himself. When the Consul's
wife remarked the change in her

arrangements, she said some-

thing, and I suppose she seemed
a little disturbed. Kossuth, see-

ing his hostess was a little

vexed, said prettily, "Never
mind, Madame; if you knew
Mazzini as well as we do, you
would know he must always
be making his little revo-lu-

tions !

"

I believe I wish I could be

quite sure that Mazzini him-

self told me this story.
But I have a special reason

for remembering the great

meeting at which Douglas
Jerrold made the presentation
to Louis Kossuth. The pres-
entation was to take the form
of Charles Knight's edition

of Shakespeare, handsomely
bound. Kossuth was known
to be a student of Shake-

speare. It was told of him
I do not know with what truth

that Shakespeare's plays
had been his companions in his

prison.
Some days perhaps a week
before this meeting, Kossuth

wrote to Frank Newman, who
was then a Professor in Uni-

versity College like myself, and
a very strong politician, and
interested in all the distressed

nationalities, and with whom
Kossuth had formed an ac-

quaintance. This was the

purport of Kossuth's letter :

He had heard that Mr
Douglas Jerrold was to make
the presentation at the ap-

proaching meeting, and of

course he, Kossuth, would have
to make some reply to what
Mr Jerrold might say. And
he knew that Jerrold was a

man of literary reputation in

this country, but he did not

know any particulars what

place he held in literature ;

and he, Kossuth, would be

much obliged if Professor

Newman would give him the

necessary information. Pro-

fessor Newman sent on Kos-
suth's letter to me, saying
that he was really very much
in the dark himself, and could
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hardly supply the information,
but that he had no doubt I

should be able to do so. So
I took the trouble to write a

longish letter perhaps two
note - sheets, telling all the

necessary particulars about

Douglas Jerrold, mentioning
his various writings, his con-

nection with 'Punch,' &c., but

laying particular stress on his

being a dramatist. Perhaps I

gave a list of his plays ;
but

I particularly mentioned one
I was best acquainted with,

having seen it acted "Time
Works Wonders." And while
I was mentioning that play
in particular, it occurred to

me to mention that one of

the characters in the play, a

certain Miss Tucker, I think,

who, after having been head
of a young ladies' seminary,
finds herself in the position of

a subordinate or dependant, is

in the habit of harping on
this and of bringing this phrase
into her conversation "People
who live in other people's

houses, you understand ..."
I sent the letter, if I re-

member rightly, to Frank
Newman, who must have sent
it on to Kossuth. For when
the meeting came about, after

Douglas Jerrold had made the

presentation, Kossuth made a

long and exceedingly brilliant

speech in acknowledgment.
His English was always very
subtle English, and his speeches
were characterised, I should
sav

> by their high sentiment
and exquisite expression. I
have always remembered one

passage in one of his speeches
which I read in the papers at
the time it was made, de-

scribing the common soldiers

of the Hungarian army; in

which he pictured them, and
their silent heroic part in the

great struggle, and ended with
" And so they lived

;
and

so they died; the Un-named
Demigods !

"

Well, on the evening of the

presentation, the main part of

Kossuth's speech being, of

course, political, the first part
of it was an acknowledgment
of the gift which had been made
to him, and more especially
the honour done him by the
fact that Mr Jerrold had
made the presentation. And,
to my surprise, almost every
particle of the information

given him in my letter to

Frank Newman was worked
into his speech, even to the

quotation instantly appreci-
ated by the audience, and

bringing down a storm of ap-

plause, the favourite phrase
of Miss Tucker in " Time Works
Wonders": "People who live

in other people's houses, you
understand . . ."

That quotation he turned
most cleverly to account, say-

ing that, with application to

his own case, of course he had
to be very guarded and cautious

in his expression on some poli-
tical points, in the existing
state of the relations of our

country to Foreign Powers :

"
because, you know, people

who live in other people's
houses

"
(these words used

with a most humorous irony)
"... are not entitled to have

opinions of their own," and
so on.

At the end of the meeting,
when I stood beside Jerrold
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and others who had been on
the platform, there was some
mention of the clever applica-
tion of Jerrold's own phrase,
and Jerrold said, "Oh, some-

body must have put him up
to that, it couldn't have been
his own !

"

I kept the secret ;
and

Jerrold never knew it.

We, at Our Club, were all

hearing of Douglas Jerrold as

being ill : for a week or so he
had not appeared among us,

we may have met once or

twice in the interval, and
some anxiety was felt about
him. Then, suddenly, we heard
that he was dead

;
and then

we were bidden to his funeral. 1

I was one of the mourners
about his grave when he was
buried in Norwood cemetery,
as near as was possible to his

friend Blanchard. There was
a very large gathering ; mem-
bers of Our Club, all the
' Punch '

people, and many
friends and acquaintances gen-

erally, in all, a very large

gathering. I remember the

people waiting about the gates
before we went into the ceme-

tery, and standing about while
the first part of the service was

going on; and that all of us
could not get into the chapel,
which was on a height. After-

wards we formed a procession,

stepping slowly downwards

along the path, which curved
as it approached the grave.
So, as I walked, I could see

the coffin borne slowly onwards
and downwards. Dickens was
one of the pall-bearers, bare-

headed, and his hair slightly
blown back by the breeze. And
a little way behind him came

Thackeray, also bareheaded,
tall among the rest, like Saul
the son of Kish, a head taller

than any of his fellows.

Though we were members
of Our Club, and had dined

together there and at the

Gresham, it was not till a

year or two after Jerrold's

death that I made Thackeray's
acquaintance. As early as the

year 1851 I had written an
article on ' Pendennis

' and
'David Copperfield' in 'The
North British Review,' and
had received letters from
Dickens and Thackeray in ac-

knowledgment. I do not re-

member Dickens's reply there

was nothing particular about

it; but Thackeray's was in-

teresting, because in it he

spoke so enthusiastically of

Dickens, and of his "divine

kind of genius."
2

At all our meetings, at the

Garrick and at Our Club,

Thackeray always seemed to

me in spite of his light

humour, and his habitual nick-

name of "Thack" among his

friends to be a man apart ;

a sad and highly sensitive

man; a man with whom
nobody could take a liberty.

It was at one of the larger
dinners of Our Club, it may
have been a Shakespeare Birth-

1 There is an account of Douglas Jerrold's last illness in the letter from
Charles Dickens to William Jerrold already referred to. F. M.

2 Both these letters are extant : "I think Mr Dickens has in many things
quite a divine genius, so to speak," are the actual words. F. M.
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day Dinner, about the year
I860, that I chanced to sit

next to Thackeray ;
and in the

intervals of the speeches we
had a good deal of quiet talk.

But, in Our Club gatherings,
there was often a lapse into

what we called the " war of the

nationalities," which consisted

of good-humoured mutual chaff

and banter between the English
members and the two or three

Scottish and Irish members of

the club. It may have been
this that somehow suggested
the following bit of Thackeray's
talk with me.

"
D'ye know," he said,

" that

though I can describe an Irish-

man perfectly, I never could

describe a Scotchman ?
"

I reminded him of Mr Binnie.

"Oh," he said, "that's not
what I mean : that's a mere
facsimile of a man I know

; a
mere description from life. But
what I mean is, I couldn't

invent a Scotchman : I should

go wrong. But oh ! I'm quite
at home with the Irish char-

acter! I know the Irish

thoroughly. The best friend I

ever had in the world the
nicest and most delightful
fellow I ever knew in the world
was an Irishman. But, d'ye

know, he was a great rascal !

I'll tell you how he served me
once. He was in low water,
and was always coming to me
to borrow a sovereign or two,
when I hadn't many to spare.
But he was such a dear delight-
ful fellow, it was quite a plea-
sure to lend them to him. One
day, however, he came to me
and said,

' I say, Thack, you're
a writer for magazines. Now,
I've got a paper that I think

would suit a magazine, and I

wish you'd get it into one of

them for me, because I'm hard-

up at present, and a few guineas
would come in handy.' I took
his paper, and actually kept
one of my own papers out of

'Eraser's Magazine' of the

coming month, though it was
rather a considerable sacrifice

for me at the time, in order to

get my friend's paper in. Oh !

you've no idea what a nice,

delightful fellow that was !

"Well, the paper appeared ; and
it was perhaps a week or two
after the beginning of the

month before I next stepped
into Eraser's the publisher's

shop. I thought Eraser looked

rather glum when I went in ;

but I did not know the cause

till he said,
"
'Well, this is a pretty affair,

Mr Thackeray !

'

" ' What affair ?
'

I asked.
" '

Why, that paper of your
friend's, in this number !

'

" ' What about it ?
'

I said.
" He went to a drawer, and

took out a newspaper clipping,
and asked me to look at it. I

did ; and found, to my horror,
that my friend's paper was
denounced as a barefaced plagi-
arism. It had been copied
verbatim from an article that

had appeared in some other

periodical. The date and all

other particulars were given.
" I was of course greatly

annoyed, and indeed excess-

ively angry ; and I thought,
'Well, I must cut the fellow

for ever
;
there's no getting on

with him.' I took the clipping
with me, and went straight to

my friend's rooms, intending
to blow him up, once for all,
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and have done with him. I

showed him the clipping, and
declared his behaviour to have
been scandalous. What do you
think he did ? He laughed in

my face, and treated the whole
affair as a capital joke !

" That's how my Irish friend

served me : but oh ! he was
the nicest friend, the dearest,
most delightful fellow, I ever
knew in the world !

"

And then Thackeray went
on to speak more seriously of

the Irish, and of his intimate

knowledge of, and his great

liking for, them. And among
other things, he said there was
one most likeable quality that

he had observed in them, and
it was this : that there would
never be found an Irishman

anywhere in the world so low
down but there was some other

Irishman, still lower down,
depending on him, and whom
he was assisting.

I ventured to suggest that

there was no great difference

between the Irish and the

Scotch in this respect ; for it

might be said of the Scotch

(I said I preferred to put it in

the reverse way) that there

was no Scotsman anywhere in

the world so high up, but there

was some other Scotsman, still

higher up, whom he was look-

ing up to, and being helped
by ; that, in fact, to blend
his observation and mine, the

world might be said to be a
kind of Jacob's ladder, with as-

cending and descending angels
upon it. Thackeray laughed ;

and at this point our talk

ended.

I was not at Thackeray's

funeral, but I remember writ-

ing the article in 'The Daily
Telegraph

' on Thackeray's
death. At that time Thorn-
ton Hunt was the chief man
on that paper, and he wanted
me to join the staff. I re-

member that the younger Mr
Lawson called on me at our
house in Finchley, and asked
me to do so ;

the suggestion
being that I should attend a
sort of committee daily at one
o'clock to decide on the articles

for next day's paper. It was
not possible for me to do

this; but I did write one or

two articles for them. One
of these was on Thackeray's
death; and then they wanted
me to write an article that
would have helped to get a
man hanged, and I refused to

do it
; and somehow I dropped

writing for ' The Daily Tele-

graph
'

after that.

There is one man who re-

mains in my memory as iden-

tified with the history of Our
Club during the whole time
of my connection with it, as

I am sure he does in the

memory of any surviving mem-
bers of the club as it existed

in those days. That man is

Frederick William Hamstede.
He was a little man, partly
in some way of Prussian de-

scent, who, in consequence of

some accident in his childhood,
was extremely lame, so lame
that walking any distance was
difficult to him, and he gen-
erally went about in a cab.

He had some connection with
the City, in the business of

coffee-planting in Ceylon ; and

by a fortunate speculation in

the St John del Key Gold
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Mining Company, when that lieve, to retain them as a

was first started, he had a permanent home. He kept a

very sufficient annual income record of the proceedings of

for his modest wants. Though the club for his own amuse-

in no way a literary man ment, a good deal of it in

himself, he had somehow a kind of doggerel rhyming
perhaps during his member- verse of which he was fond,

ship of the Museum Club Douglas Jerrold had a real

contracted a passion for com- affection for "
little Ham-

panionship with men of liter- stede." So had Thackeray
ary celebrity ;

and Douglas Thackeray's affection avowed,
Jerrold, certainly from the and taking the form often of

time of the Museum Club, a defence of Hamstede against
had more particularly fas- ill-natured depreciation of him
cinated him. There could not by some people on account

have been a better appoint- of his sad deformity and his

ment to the secretaryship of simple foibles. He was a

Our Club than when Douglas member also of the Garrick
Jerrold and Charles Knight Club and of the Gresham
asked Hamstede to take that Club in the City ;

and nothing
office. Nothing could exceed pleased him more than to get
his zeal for the club, his a few of the literary members

punctuality in sending out of Our Club and of the

missives, and keeping the Garrick to dine as visitors

members of it together. If at a committee dinner of the

there had been a small at- Gresham. I was three or

tendance for a week or two, four times at such dinners,
a missive from Hamstede was each time with the same
sure to be sent to the members three fellow -guests Douglas
to bring them together again Jerrold, Moriarty, and Thack-
in something like full force ; eray. At Gresham committee
and if anything occurred to dinners the speciality was port
make a particular coming wine. The secretary of the

meeting more than usually Gresham used to send down
attractive such as the pros- the table bottle after bottle,

pect of some lion's presence specially labelled and dated,
that fact would be communi- beginning with the latest

oated to each member in good approved vintage, and going
time as a special whip-up for back to the earliest in the
that evening. In the meet- Gresham stock. We used to

ings he sat himself, taking but call it
"
walking backwards

a modest share in the talk, among the ports." The oldest

though always in a kindly and vintage was, I remember, 1820;
sensible manner, but intensely for though they had been in

enjoying whatever was going possession of some of the
on. He lived in rooms at "Comet Port" (1811), their

No. 3 Adam Street, Adelphi, stock of this had been for a
which rooms he kept to the long time exhausted,

last, taking some pains, I be- It was not till near 1865,
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when the first generation was
a thing of the past and a
new generation had arisen, in

which Thackeray had succeed-

ed Jerrold as the undoubted

magnate of Our Club, that
Hamstede resigned the secre-

taryship and was succeeded by
Charles Dickens, junior. His

growing infirmity was partly
the cause of this

;
but another

cause was probably that he did

not reconcile himself to some
of the younger members and
new conditions.

When I left London in 1865
" Little Hamstede " was still a
notable figure in the club, and
often in his place at its meet-

ings. But he must soon after

have retired altogether. The
fact reached me, with the in-

telligence also that he was no

longer able to go about in his

own fashion, even in a cab,
but was confined to his rooms
in the Adelphi. So when I

was in London I made it a

point to call on Hamstede, and
must have called two or three

times at intervals of about a

year. I found him in poor
health and spirits, his heart

always in the past of the club,
and his speech about that and
little else. The last time of all

that I called on him the effect

was even painful. Still the

club, and the old days, and

Jerrold, and Charles Knight,
and Moriarty, and Thackeray,
and this man and that man

;

and " Don't you remember
this ?

" and " Don't you remem-
ber that ?

" He could speak
and think of nothing else

"
Evenings we knew
Happy as this ;

Faces we miss

Pleasant to see :

Kind hearts and true,
Gentle and just,
We sing to your dust ;

We sing round the tree."

It was during that visit that

Hamstede gave me a little

leather manuscript-book con-

taining jottings of his club

recollections, in a small and

very neat handwriting, and in

that doggerel rhymed verse

which was his much-loved form
of literary expression.

1

But Hamstede's memory, on
that day when I sat with him
in the Adelphi and he gave me
this little manuscript - book,
turned with a special kind of

melancholy fervour to Thack-

eray then already for a year
or two dead. He took out of

his pocket, I remember, a silver

pencil-case which Thackeray
had given him, and which he

evidently cherished as the most

precious relic in his possession.
And as he looked at it, and still

spoke of Thackeray and of

Thackeray's kindness to him,
he burst into tears.

I took my leave of him, much
touched; and that was the

last I saw of the good little

Hamstede.

1 In this little book all the members of Our Club find a place as they sat at

their "wit combats "
in Clunn's Hotel, in Covent Garden. F. M.
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THE NAVY FROM AN INVENTORS POINT OF VIEW.

THIS is a plain unvarnished

account of my experience with
a new invention for use in the

navy. I may say at the outset

that the main object of this

article, as indicated by the

heading, is to help the public
in general, and inventors in

particular, to realise how sym-
pathetically and in what a

straightforward manner any
idea they may have will be

dealt with if the naval author-

ities decide to give it a trial.

It is not intended as a glori-
fication of this particular in-

vention. It is important for

any inventor to know that he
must design his apparatus to

stand considerably more than
the ordinary working strains

and stresses. The bluejacket

collectively, with the best in-

tention in the world, occasion-

ally brings a lot of force to

bear in the wrong direction :

he can, nevertheless, be relied

upon individually to carry out

work requiring very careful

adjustment and attention ; and
the reader will learn that the

much abused Admiralty offi-

cials are always ready to re-

cognise any invention possess-

ing good points, but, on the

other hand, there is no doubt
that they will not scruple to

reject at once any idea that
seems to them not to possess
sufficient merits. They are,

however, very careful to let

the applicant down as gently
as possible.

In any case, after forwarding
particulars of an invention,

the sender can ascertain from
the reply he receives whether
his idea has any merit in it or

not. He must remember that

he is placing it before men who
are a very practical body of

experts, able at once to sift

wheat from chaff.

Should the invention pass this

highly critical examination, the

question of its originality has
then to be gone into, and this

is where so many fail. Many
an inventor has discovered

that his precious secret is no
new thing, but has already
been tried and found wanting.
A large percentage of naval

officers are themselves in-

ventors : they are always on
the look-out for improvements
or fresh ideas, in the laudable

hope of winning kudos from
the Admiralty and advance-
ment in their profession. Un-
like civilians, they are in a

position to ascertain at once

the latest practice in any
particular branch of the ser-

vice. They are thus able, from
their experience of the actual

conditions under which the

patent would have to work, to

take short outs to success.

The civilian, on the other hand,
often has no practical experi-
ence whatever of things naval,
and is therefore handicapped
from the very start.

It should be noted, more-

over, that the Admiralty en-

courage suggestions from all

branches of the service. Take
the case of the dockyards and

arsenals, where many thou-
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sands of skilled workmen are

employed. It is only natural
to suppose that a fair percent-

age must have in their minds
some improvement or other, a

plan, perhaps, for more rapidly

manipulating machinery in the

shops, or for ensuring greater
ease and efficiency in putting
together intricate forms of

machinery, such as torpedoes.
For them there are no ponder-
ous forms of procedure, no

application forms to wade

through, and, last but not

least, no delay. Every week
a board sits in the dockyards,
composed of experts from the

different branches of work in

the yard, who are there to

go carefully into any fresh

idea submitted to them by
the workmen. The applicant
whose idea is selected as the
best for the week is immedi-

ately awarded a prize in the

practical form of a money
payment, which may, I be-

lieve, amount to as much as

50.

It is little to be wondered

at, therefore, that our navy
keeps well abreast of the times,
and that the usual result of an

application from the casual in-

ventor is a reply to the effect

that his invention has either

been tried years ago, or else

is already being experimented
with. The wonderful science

of wireless telegraphy is no ex-

ception to this rule
;
and even

after all allowances have been
made for the great secrecy
which screens the development
of wireless telegraphy by and
for the navy, it is quite evident
that they are in certain re-

spects far in advance of any-
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCVI.

thing which has been done
outside the service.

I hope I have made it clear

in these few opening remarks

that, however difficult, there is

still a chance for everybody,
and that the Admiralty are

not such inanimate objects as

they are generally thought to

be. I did not know all this

when I started. I approached
the Admiralty in anything but
a sanguine state of mind, think-

ing dolefully of all the red-tape
which I supposed would have
to be unravelled before my in-

vention was given a chance. I

felt certain that, in any case, I

should not hear anything more
of it for six months at least.

To my surprise, in ten days a
communication came from the

Lords Commissioners saying
that an official trial of my
patent would be given me on
such and such a date in H.M.S.

Battleship. It was quickly fol-

lowed by a communication
from the commander-in-chief
under whose command the

battleship was, and also by
another communication from
the captain of the ship in which
the trial was to be conducted.

It gave me a certain time in

which to get ready, and set

down clearly the points I had
to prove to the satisfaction of

the Lords Commissioners. The
whole matter could not have
been clearer. After two years
of hard work I was now to

be allowed an opportunity of

proving my claims and ideas.

Facts, not words, to my great
relief, were required, so that

the next three months found
me in the workshops hard at

work getting everything ready.
3c
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A week before the official

date of trial I was standing by
ready, waiting for orders. The

ship being reported in harbour,
I went down to pay an official

call. The officer of the watch
received me on board and con-

ducted me to the wardroom,
where I explained the object
of my visit. I was received

most cordially, and left the

ship feeling, at any rate, that

the officers would be friendly
to me.
The time appointed found

me standing on a floating pon-
toon, with all my gear round

me, waiting for a destroyer or

picket-boat which was to be
sent to take me and my gear
off to the ship. After waiting
a few minutes, a picket-boat
came bowling into the harbour,
and, heading straight for the

pontoon, brought up alongside.
I knew this was the boat sent
to take me off by seeing a

working-party of bluejackets
on deck, and the letter stand-

ing for the name of the ship on
the bows. This was confirmed

by the cox of the boat, who,
seeing me standing behind a

rampart of packages and cases
labelled "Electric Scrubber,"
came straight up to me, and

reported that he had been sent

by the captain for me and my
gear.

After this little parley was
over, the working-party was
called ashore to man the gear.
Then there began a triumphal
procession of boxes and cases,

accompanied by remarks from
the longshore loafers. "Look
out, Bill, else you will be

scrubbed," cried one; and no
doubt but what his condition

more than justified his look of

appalled dismay, as he jumped
out of the way to take up a

position in the rear, where he

could discuss the question of

what it really was with his

pals in safety.
"
No, mate, it is not for us,"

the cox kept assuring them ;

"it is for cleaning the ship's
bottom."

"Everything aboard, sir?"

I replied "Yes."
"Shove off, bow;" then (to

the engine-room),
" Go ahead,"

and we were off out of the

harbour doing 12 or 13 knots.
"
Slow, stand by bows."

Next, "Hook on," came a

voice, which sounded to me
far in the distance, as we ap-

proached the starboard gang-
way of the huge battleship.
The voice came from the cox

alongside me, but I was lost

in contemplation. I saw the

ship was foul, should I be

able to clean her after all?

How very different things ap-

pear in practice and in theory.
What an immense size she

looked ! Acres upon acres of

shell and weed !

I have left the reader hitherto

in the dark as to the nature

of my invention, and, at the

risk of losing his interest, I

will break off my narrative

and give a short description,

refraining from technicalities

as much as possible.

Any object, whether it is a

ship's bottom or a glass bottle,

immersed in salt water for any
length of time, becomes coated

with shell and weed. It is

interesting to note that this

marine growth was one of the
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could steam all round them.

The only alternative method
at present possible is the em-

ployment of divers ;
but as each

ship only carries two sets of

diving gear, and one diver can

only do seven square feet of side

in a shift, it is not considered

very satisfactory. The method
is too slow for a navy which
must always be ready for war.

The patent now to be tested

is an appliance to clean the

bottom of the ship, without
the necessity of dry -docking
or employment of divers. It

consists of an oblong struc-

ture armed with wire brushes,
and looks very much like a

door-mat. This is pulled for-

wards and backwards by stout

hawsers, made fast to the ship's
steam capstans. It can be made
to traverse any path the oper-
ator requires. The bristles of

the brushes are magnetised, so

that they both attract them-
selves to the iron of the ship's
side and scrape as well. For
the purpose of regulating the

amount of work the apparatus
is required to do, the bristles

are magnetised by electric cur-

rent, the electricity being sup-

plied by the ship's own dynamo
and transmitted by a flexible

lead or cable to the scrubber

underneath the water, which
becomes attached by magnet-
ism to the ship. When the

current is switched off the

mat is dead, and falls away
from the ship's side.

great causes of the total de-

struction of the Russian fleet.

By one gifted with more liter-

ary power than the writer, a

very dramatic word - picture
could be drawn, describing how
the little shells and weeds re-

sisted every attempt of the

huge hulk of the battleships
to drive themselves faster

through the water, away from
the deadly fire of the enemy.
Thousands of horse-power gen-
erated in the engine

- rooms,

madly whirling engines, sweat-

ing stokers, all were of no
avail. The fatal incubus clung
the while about the great
hulls in a death -

grip. Put
more prosaically, a ship with
a foul bottom offers very great
resistance when travelling

through the water. The effect

of this foulness is very marked
indeed at anything over 8 or

9 knots, as the resistance, ac-

cording to a well-known law,
increases as the square of the

velocity. To get fast speed
and a large radius of action in

accordance with the capacity
of the coal-bunkers, the ship's
bottom must be clean. The
only way a ship is kept clean
now is by docking her once a

year and scraping the growth
off by hand. Now, our navy
has for a long time seen the

difficulty of this in time of

war.

In all probability the dry
docks would be required for

crippled ships, with the serious

result that our fighting ships,
unless some alternative method
were adopted, would gradually
fall off in speed, until it might
come to pass that an enemy's
fleet, possessed of clean hulls,

Having given the reader this

brief outline, I will continue

my narrative from the point
of departure.

Stepping out of the picket-
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boat, I oame up the gangway.
The commander was on the

quarter-deck at the time, so I

went up to him and told him
I had come aboard, and that

all my gear was alongside.

Having called the officer of

the watch to make arrange-
ments for the gear to be

brought on board, he took me
down to lunch, as it was then
twelve o'clock, and afterwards,
with the attention of a host,
showed me round the ship in

connection with my domestic
comfort. He told me that
there would be a communica-
tion with the shore by picket-
boat or destroyer every day,

according to weather once in

the morning and once in the

evening ; so that if I wanted
to sleep ashore I could, but
that he would make arrange-
ments for me to have a cabin
if I liked. Of course I said I

would prefer to stick to the

ship.
I interviewed the marine

who had been told off as my
servant, gave him orders about

my clothes being brought off by
the next boat, and then went on
deck to watch my boxes and

packages, which were just then

being hoisted on board.

It was amusing to see a box

weighing about 20 lb., packed
only with corks, being steadily
hoisted up on the derrick, with

forty or fifty bluejackets on
the guys to steady it. Some
cases were heavy and some

light, so the mistake was easily
made, though I am glad they
did not find it out. It does
not do to make a main derrick
look undignified. After a lot

of manoeuvring, the box was

laid on the deck with all the

precautions taken for a case

weighing as many tons. Gear
in ships, especially in men-of-

war, is so heavy, capstans so

handy, that practically nothing
is man-handled.

I asked where could I un-

pack my boxes to get the gear
ready, which I said would take

quite three days.
" On the

quarter-deck," came the reply.
I knew, therefore, that my
experiment would be observed

by all on board ; and I felt

rather embarrassed by the keen
interest that was taken as the

contents of each packet were
laid bare, by what seemed to

me hundreds of bluejackets.
I got quite bewildered with

the number of people helping
me. The fact of my having
arrived all alone, single-handed,
without any workmen, must, I

think, have made a good im-

pression, although it was quite

unpremeditated ; and if I had
had any thought about the

matter, or had had the work-

men, I would have taken them
with me. Anyhow, the whole

ship's company was ready to

lend a hand. Both the cap-
tain and commander frequently
asked if I wanted a working-

party to help me
; but no one

knew the working of the gear,
so could not help me very much
in getting it ready. I took

advantage of help, however,
when I saw a fair amount
of straightforward work, and
I had only to make my wish

known to be surrounded by
willing bluejackets doing what
I wanted done, as quick
as I could get out my re-

quirements.
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The only tool I had not

brought with me was a certain

spanner, but I am thankful
to think that I brought every-

thing else necessary. Every
time I asked for the little

spanner it necessitated the

falling in of the "
tiffy

" work-

ing-party. On the men being
assembled, the petty officer in

charge of them would come up
to me and report to the effect

that his party had fallen in,

and what could he do for me.
I filled the part as well as

I was able by replying with

dignity that I wanted the little

spanner he had so often sup-
plied me with before.

"Very good, sir; fall out
No. 1 (get the spanner)."

No. 1 got it at once ;
in fact,

he knew what was coming : it

was not the first time he had
been told to get it.

On the arrival on deck of No.
1 and the spanner, the petty
officer would ask if there was

anything more he could do.

I would reply "No; thank

you," which was followed im-

mediately by the stentorious

voice of the P.O. dismissing
his party.
The reason why this event

happened so frequently was
that the spanner, unless I

wanted it, was returned to

stores at the end of each watch.

Truly the service pays atten-

tion to all things, great and
small. Big things, they say,
look after themselves, small

things don't. If I had said I

wanted a brace of boilers to

be laid at my feet, I believe

it would have been done just
as easily by the P.O. as fetch-

ing the spanner!

Towards the end of my three

days' work on the quarter-deck
it surprised me how quickly the

principles of my invention had
become known in the fleet. The

apparatus repeatedly came
under the eyes of captains and
staff officers coming on board
to call. The captain of the

ship, when present, always in-

troduced me as the inventor;
but I really gathered more
confidence when I was taken
for a workman, as I was then
able to hear their personal

opinions expressed one to an-

other.

In three days I was ready.
I was asked if I required
divers for anything, and re-

plied No. The working-party,
under the command of the

chief boatswain, fell in, and
on the order being given the

electric scrubber was slung
out from the boat davit and
immersed in the sea some
fifteen feet away from the

ship's side. The hawsers con-

trolling the fore and aft

movements of the scrubber

were placed in position and
connected up to the steam

capstan. Holding the electric

cable supplying the current to

the scrubber, I switched on.

The scrubber at once sprang
into being and attached itself

firmly to the ship's side. The

signal was then given for the

foremost capstan to commence

heaving ;
but difficulties differ-

ent from any I had foreseen

or anticipated began to make
themselves felt. In the seclu-

sion of my drawing -office I

had thought it was only

necessary to give the order,
and immediately the hawsers
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would become taut. In prac-
tice it was quite different.

For one thing, the ship was
so big. Standing at the

bottom of the starboard gang-

way with the scrubber stick-

ing to the ship just under my
feet, and the huge side of the

battleship towering up on my
left, I felt like an Alpine
climber trying to communi-
cate some wish to a party a

mile or two above him. I

heard the boatswain give
the order to commence heav-

ing, and then, like an echo,
it gradually dwindled away
inside the ship as it was

passed along from mouth to

mouth to the forward capstan.

Presently a rumbling sound
was heard, and with the power
of tons behind it the hawser

began to straighten out.

I could almost have wept
when the scrubber, just as

the capstan started heaving,

developed a bad electrical

short circuit, causing it to

fall listlessly away from the

ship's side. To add to my
misery, before I could get
the foremost capstan to heave
in the slack the apparatus
had turned gracefully over
and disappeared under the

ship somewhere in the region
of the propellers. There it

jammed, and all efforts to re-

move it at first proved futile.

I had grave doubts at this

point as to the success of the

trial, and whether I should
ever see the scrubber again
intact, as I did not know but
what it was hopelessly foul of

something. It seemed almost

impossible for me to communi-
cate to a whole ship's com-

pany of 800 officers and men
the cause of the mishap, and
I felt certain it would be con-

demned offhand as a failure.

Indeed, until I had got the

mat clear of the obstruction,

repaired the short circuit, and
started operations again on the

following day, this view was

actually held by the men. The
officers, with the greatest tact

and kindness, did not speak
about the trial, and possibly

postponed their verdict. It

seemed hard that after fifteen

months' work such a trivial

accident as a short circuit

should have nearly capsized my
invention. I knew I should

have to do twice as well the

next day, when I got things

working again, to win back the

good impression lost.

After the short circuit had
been repaired and the circuit

for the supply of the current

rearranged, the scrubber was

again put over the side. I

switched on the current, and to

my delight saw the mat take

up its proper position, and, on

the order being given to com-
mence heaving on the capstans,
start working in the proper

way. The sea around at once

became thick as the growth on
the ship's side was brushed off

by the wires. The noise of the

steam capstan settled down to

a regular hum, and as every
minute passed by the working-

party became prouder of their

duties and more confident.

It was wonderful to see how

quickly the news spread round
the ship that the electric scrub-

bing gadget was working satis-

factorily. The lower deck was
more than pleased, it was posi-
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lively thrilled, when one of the

leading torpedo ratings, in look-

ing over the side of the ship to

try and catch a glimpse of the

scrubber, dropped his knife over-

board. By sheer luck it must
have passed inside the zone of

the magnetic influence of the

scrubber, as some time after-

wards, when the apparatus was
ordered to the surface for in-

spection, the torpedo - man's
knife was found firmly ad-

hering to one of the magnetic
brushes. The tender way in

which he received back his

knife was accounted for by the

fact, as he expressed it, that it

had been his shipmate all the
time he had been in the service.

Bluejackets passing, respect-

fully made sympathetic in-

quiries as to how it was going.
The commander was frequently
seen quietly looking over the

side, and when I went down to

lunch the marines lapsed from
their usual stolidity and be-

came positively animated. I

felt now that my invention

was established, at any rate as

a possibility, and that even in

the event of a future break-
down it would not be con-

demned as utterly useless.

Shortly afterwards the ship
was signalled to go into har-

bour. My experiments were
therefore temporarily brought
to a close, to be resumed when
the ship was alongside her
berth in the floating basin

ready for dry-docking.
I shall never forget the state

of absolute mental incapacity
that came upon me when
things went wrong, and I was
at my wits' end how to get the
machine into action again. In

the heat of the trial I seemed

quite unable to act on my own
initiative, and could only cling

blindly to the plans I had
made beforehand far away
from H.M.S. Battleship'8 quar-
ter-deck. There were things I

could have altered to advantage,
but, apart from the mental dif-

ficulties experienced, I thought
any alterations in the method
of working or detail of con-

struction might not only give
a bad impression, but would
be better left for applying to

the next scrubber I made.
This one must stand or fall

on its merits, and must go
through with it once it had

started, so I left it alone.

I never interceded on its be-

half, even when with anxious

eyes I saw a squad of blue-

jackets run over it by mistake,
as it lay prone on the quarter-
deck. Battleship fitments have
to stand that sort of treatment.
It was bumped on deck, up-
side down; bumped over the

side ; and, last but not least,

given the usual morning wash

by the watch cleaning decks.

I knew this part of its exist-

ence was as much part of the

official trial as its working
over the side. I could not

always be alongside to look

after it, and I therefore did

not see the use of saying any-
thing, but rather devoted my
attention to finding out its

weak spots as revealed by this

constant wear and tear. I had

painted the whole apparatus
battleship-grey to match the

ship, and it looked and played
its part as if it had been in

constant use in the service for

years.
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After another trial in har-

bour to make sure the ship's
bottom was clean, I performed
various evolutions with the

scrubber to demonstrate its

efficiency, for the benefit of the

captain. As usually happens
on such occasions, the scrubber

did not respond to my earnest

desire that it should show off

its good points without a hitch.

It got muddled up with the

fore and aft hawsers, and when
I switched on the current one
of the fuses blew on the main
switchboard. I frantically

struggled to fix up a new fuse

as quickly as possible, and in

doing so accidentally changed
the polarity of the circuit. Of
course I did not find this out
all at once, and stood smitten
with dismay when the captain,

testing for magnetism himself,

reported that there was no mag-
netic effect. I felt very much
like a man trying to make
an obstinate petrol motor go.
I knew I must begin at the

beginning and trace out the

cause; but it was extremely
unfortunate, I thought, to have
to do this just when the

captain was standing over me
looking for results.

I tested the scrubber every-
thing was correct; it must be

something wrong below deck.
The torpedo bluejacket who had
been helping me every day
reported all correct below. In

desperation I changed the po-
larity of the circuit, and from
under the shelter of the after-

bridge, where the fuse-box was,
I called out to know if there
was any result. The officer of
the watch, testing for mag-
netism with the end of his

telescope, shouted out,
" No

result."

I was just going to sit down
and cry or swear, I didn't

know which, when the captain
shouted out, "It's all right";
and I afterwards heard him

pointing out to the officer of

the watch a very obvious mis-

take viz., that as his telescope
was made of brass he could not

expect any attraction from the

magnets.
The scrubber now did as I

wanted it to do, and in an out-

of-breath condition I had the

satisfaction of being told by
the captain that it was the

most practical and seamanlike
invention he had ever seen

tried for this particular pur-

pose, but that he reserved his

judgment till after the ship
was docked, in order to see

the effect on the ship's hull.

I am glad to say the inspec-
tion proved satisfactory. The
bottom of the ship was clean.

I had done that which I had
intended to do, and my inven-

tion, though capable of further

improvement in one or two
minor matters, had come from
the ordeal with credit.

My story proves, I think,
that the Admiralty are fully
alive to the necessity of giving

likely inventions a fair chance
of proving their worth, and
that the whole of a ship's

company, from captain to side-

boy, are imbued with a desire

to further in any way the

efficiency of the great service

to which they belong, as well

as with a splendid hospitality
and kindness to the timid

inventor within their gates.
W. K. MACDONALD.
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A NUBIAN HIGHWAY.

BY ARTHUR E. P. WEIGALL

(CHIEF INSPECTOR, DEPARTMENT OP ANTIQUITIES, EGYPT).

OPPOSITE the town of Aswan,
a short distance below the

First Cataract of the Nile,
there rises an island known to

travellers by its Greek name of

Elephantine. The river sweeps
down from the cataract to

east and west
; southwards

one may watch it flowing
around a dozen dark clumps
of granite rocks, which thrust

themselves, as it were, breath-

less above the water; and
northwards almost without
hindrance it passes between
the hills and palm-trees of the

mainland. Nowadays should

one stand upon the mounds
which mark the site of the

ancient city of Elephantine,
and look east and north, one
would feel that modern civil-

isation had hidden for ever the

scenes of the past, and had

prevented the imagination from

repicturing the place as it was
in the elder days. The huge
Cataract Hotel overshadows
the ruined city, and stares

down from its pinnacle of

granite on to the tumbled
stones of ancient temples. On
the island itself, opposite this

hotel, the elaborate and ultra-

modern rest - house of the

Ministry of Public Works rises

amidst its terraced gardens ;

and farther to the north stands
the imposing Savoy Hotel,
surrounded by luxuriant trees

and flowers unknown to the
ancient Egyptians. Eastwards

the long, neat promenade of

Aswan edges the river, backed

by the Grand Hotel, the Gov-
ernment offices, and other large

buildings ; and at one end the

noisy railway-station tells the

insistent tale of the Present.

During the winter one may
watch the busy launches and
small craft plying to and
fro, and may see the quality
and fashion of Europe amusing
itself at either end of the

passage ; while at night the

brilliant lights blaze into the
waters of the Nile from a
thousand electric lamps, and
the sounds of the latest valse

drift out through open win-
dows. The place is modern :

one sips one's whisky-and-soda
above the crushed - down re-

mains of Pharaonic splendours,

plays tennis in a garden laid

out above the libraries of the

Ptolemies, and reads 'The
Times' where, maybe, melan-

choly Juvenal wrote his Fif-

teenth Satire.

But should one turn now to

the west and south a different

impression might be obtained.

On the island still stands the

imposing gateway of the rich

temple destroyed for the sake
of its building - stone in the

days of Muhammed Ali
; and

near it, only last winter, an

archaeologist uncovered the
intact burial vault of the
sacred rams of the Nile - god
Khnum. The rocky hills of
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the western mainland tower
above the island, great drifts

of golden sand carrying the

eye from the summit to the

water's edge ;
and here, cut

into the rocks, are the tombs of

the ancient princes of Elephan-
tine. In this direction there is

almost nothing that is more
modern than the ruined monas-

tery of St Simeon, built at the

head of a sandy valley in the

early days of Christianity, and

destroyed by the fierce brother

of "Saladin" in 1173 A.D.

With one's back to the hotels,
and one's face to these change-
less hills, the history of the old

city is able to be traced with

something of the feeling of

reality to aid the thoughts.
One period of that history

stands out clearly and dis-

tinctly amidst the dim course

of far-off events. From being
a stronghold of a savage tribe

the south end of the island had
become covered by the houses
and streets of a fine city,
named Abu or "Elephant-
City

"
(and hence Elephantine),

no doubt after the elephant
symbol of its chieftain. The
feudal tendencies of the Vth
and Vlth dynasties about
B.C. 2750 to 2475 had

brought power and wealth to

the local princes in many parts
of Egypt ; and here the family
of the chieftains of the island
had begun to rise to a degree
of some importance. This was
largely due to the fact that to

them was intrusted the office

of "
Keeper of the Door of the

South," and the protecting of

the Egyptian frontier at the
First Cataract from invasion

by the negro tribes beyond.

The city rose amidst its trees

and rocks at the foot of the

cataract, at a point where in

those days the river still ran

swift, and where the distant

roar of the waters continuously
drummed upon the ears. On
the eastern mainland opposite
the island stood the huts and
hovels of the great 'Swanu, or

market, which gave its name
to the later town of Aswan ;

and here the negroes, coming
from the upper reaches of the

river by the valley road which
avoids the rocks of the cataract,
met and traded with the in-

habitants of Elephantine. At
the far end of this road the

barren islands of Philse, Bigeh,
and others were regarded as

neutral ground, and the rocks

of the mainland were not yet
forbidden territory to the

Egyptians for some miles up-
stream. But beyond this the

country was little known, and
those who penetrated into it

took their lives in their

hands.
First there came the land of

the Kau tribes
;

and then,
farther to the south, the

Wawat on the east bank and
the Sethu on the west dwelt
in barbaric independence. Still

farther to the south lived the

warlike Mazoi, who might
sometimes be seen at the

market, ostrich feathers in

their hair and bows and clubs

in their hands. The land of

Arthet lay to the south again ;

and lastly, not much below
the Second Cataract and the

modern Wady Haifa, there

lived the almost unknown

people of Aam.
Who dwelt to the south of
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this the Egyptians did not
know. That territory was
"The Land of the Ghosts":
the perilous borders of the

world, and the misty ocean
into which no man had pene-
trated, were there to be en-

countered. To the inhabitants
of the brilliant little metropolis
the peoples of the upper river

appeared to be a hazy folk
;

and the farther south their

land the more mysterious were
their surroundings and the

ghostlier their ways. The

negroes who came to the

market no doubt told stories

then, as they did in later times,
of the great stature and the

marvellous longevity of these

distant races
;
and though but

a couple of hundred miles of

winding river separated the

Egyptian frontier from that of

the land of Aam, that distance

sufficed to twist the thoughts
of the market -

gossiper from
the mortal to the immortal.

In archaic times an unknown
Egyptian king had penetrated
some sixty miles up the river,

and had left a record on one
of the rocks ;

l and King
Sneferu of the Illrd dynasty
had devastated a part of the

country. But from that time
until the beginning of the Vth
dynasty the land and its peo-

ple, left unmolested, had drifted

once more into the pale regions
of mystery. As the nobles of

Elephantine grew in wealth
and power, however, their

attention began to be turned
with some degree of fixidity
towards the south

;
and when

the energetic King Sahura
came to the throne, it was
felt that the time had arrived

for the probing of the mystery.
The roads which led to the

south along the eastern bank
of the river, and which were
used by the negroes near the
frontier when coming to the

market, were not practicable
for caravans bound for distant

goals; and the Egyptians
turned their eyes, therefore,
to the western hills, behind
which the sorrowful lands of

the Dead were somewhere
situated. Almost exactly oppo-
site the city lay a sand-cov-

ered valley, in which now
stands the ruined monastery
mentioned above. From the

island a boat carried one across

to the little reedy bay, from
whence a trudge of half a mile

or so over the soft sand brought
one on to the upper levels of

the desert. Looking towards
the north, the road which led

eventually to Lower Egypt
was to be seen; to the west
the eye wandered over the un-

dulating wilderness to the far

horizon, made awful by the

presence of the Dead
;
and to

the south the sand-drifts and
the rocky hillocks hid the un-

travelled paths to Aam and
the Land of the Ghosts. Keep-
ing the river on the left hand,
it seemed to the Egyptians

1 The various rock-inscriptions of Lower Nubia mentioned in this article were
found during a tour which I made in that country in the autumn of 1906, and
are recorded in my '

Report on the Antiquities of Lower Nubia and their Con-
dition in 1906-7,' published for the Egyptian Government by the University
Press, Oxford. The evidence for the locating of the various tribes is also

given there.
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that they might here pass over

the upper desert as far as the

gods permitted men to pene-

trate; and a descent to the

Nile at any convenient point
would bring them, like a bolt

from heaven, upon the tribes

there settled.

The army of Sahura per-

haps a thousand men with
numerous baggage-donkeys
set out along this road, and
after a march of a few days as

nearly straight ahead as pos-

sible, struck the river (which
bends towards the west) at a

point in the land of Arthet,
now known as Tomas. A
tribute was no doubt collected

from the rich fields which
there border the Nile; an in-

scription recording the name
of one of the captains was
cut upon a convenient face of

rock
;
and the army returned

to Egypt to publish its heroism
in the streets of Elephantine.
Another expedition in the reign
of King Asesa followed after

a few years, the event being
again recorded on the rocks.

Farther than Arthet, however,
these armed forces did not
venture to go; nor was this

Nubian highroad used with

great frequency during the

following years.
About the year 2500 B.C. a

prince of Elephantine named
Herkhuf made up his mind to

penetrate farther towards the

mysterious lands of the south.

It is forty-four centuries since

he set out over the desert, with
the wind whistling past his

ears and the powerful sun

warming his bones and his

heart within him ; yet the

story of his adventures may

still be read, the path by
which he travelled may still

be discerned, and the names
of his captains may still be
seen on the rocks of the land

of Arthet. Herkhuf, having
obtained the necessary order

from the Pharaoh, set out with
his father Ara, "in order," as

he says,
" to explore a road to

the country of Aam." The
road which he explored and

opened up was probably a con-

tinuation of the route from

Elephantine to Arthet, passing
not far back from the river,

and descending to the water
between Abu Simbel and Wady
Haifa in the heart of the land
of Aam. The expedition was

entirely successful, and Herk-
huf states that he was "very
greatly praised for it." Em-
boldened by the fame which
his enterprise had brought
him, he made a second expedi-
tion to Aam, and was gone
from Egypt eight months. A
third excursion was more ad-

venturous. Herkhuf set out

upon the "Oasis-road," which
runs from a point north of

Aswan to Kurkur Oasis, and
thence branches to Tomas or

Arthet and to the Oasis of

Khargeh which lies westward,
and which in those days was
inhabited by Libyan tribes.

At the Kurkur junction Herk-
huf met with an army, under
the leadership of the Prince

of Aam, which was on its way
to chastise these Libyans ;

but
how the wily Egyptian con-

trived to use it instead as an
escort to his own men back to

Aam, and how he returned to

Egypt through the hostile

territory of Sethu, Arthet, and
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Wawat, with three hundred
asses laden with the presents
of his host, are tales too long
to narrate here.

One story only may be re-

corded in this article. During
a fourth expedition to Aam,
Herkhuf had managed to ob-

tain one of the dwarfs or

pigmies who inhabited a region
of the Land of the Ghosts. He
at once informed the king, now
the boy Pepy II. ; and in reply
he received the following letter,

which is, perhaps, the earliest

example in the world's history
of a private communication :

"I have noted," writes the King,
" the matter of your letter which you
have sent to me, in order that I

might know that you have returned
in safety from Aam, with the army
which was with you. . . . You say in

your letter that you have brought a

dancing pigmy of the god from the
Land of the Ghosts, like the pigmy
which the Treasurer Baurded brought
from the Land of Fount in the time
of Asesa. You say to my majesty,
' Never before has one like him been

brought by any one who has visited

Aam.' . . . Come northward, there-

fore, to the court immediately, and

bring this pigmy with you, which

you must bring living, prosperous,
and healthy, from the Land of the

Ghosts, to dance for the King and to

rejoice and gladden the heart of the

King. When he goes down with you
into the vessel, appoint trustworthy
people to be beside him at either side

of the vessel : take care that he does
not fall into the water. When he

sleeps at night, appoint trustworthy
people who shall sleep beside him in

his cabin ; and make an inspection
ten times each night. My majesty
desires to see this pigmy more than
the gifts of Sinai and of Fount. If

you arrive at court, the pigmy being
with you, alive, prosperous, and

healthy, my majesty will do for you
a greater thing than that which was
done for the Treasurer Baurded in

the time of Asesa, according to the
heart's desire of my majesty to see

this pigmy. Orders have been sent

to the chief of the New Towns to

arrange that food shall be taken from

every store-city and every temple (on
the road) without stinting."

How easy it is to picture
the excited boy awaiting the

arrival of this wonder from
the south, or to watch in the

imagination the long caravan
as it winds its way over the

western hills from Aam to

Elephantine, where Herkhuf
and his prize will take ship
to Memphis.

Later in the reign of Pepy II.

the tribes of Arthet and Wawat
revolted, and the Nubian high-
road echoed with the songs of

Egyptian soldiers. The com-
mander of the expedition,
named Pepynakht, slew a large
number of the unfortunate

negroes, took many prisoners,
and collected a great quantity
of plunder. It was perhaps
during this disturbance that a

certain prince of Elephantine,
named Mekhu, was murdered
in Arthet. News of his death
was brought to his son Sabna

by a ship's captain who had
himself escaped. Sabna im-

mediately collected a few sol-

diers and a hundred baggage-
donkeys, bearing presents of

honey, oil, ointment, and fine

linen, and set out upon the

same highroad towards Arthet.

By the judicious use of his oil

and honey he was able to dis-

cover the body of his father;

and, loading it upon a donkey,
he commenced the return jour-

ney. Before he was clear of

Arthet, however, he found it

necessary to avert an attack

by presenting a sullen negro
chieftain with an elephant's
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tusk three cubits in length, at

the same time hinting that his

best tusk was six cubits in

length. But how the expedi-
tion arrived safely at Ele-

phantine, and how Sabna
buried his father there in the

western hills behind the mod-
ern Savoy Hotel, and how he

was rewarded by the king for

his really plucky undertaking,
cannot be here related at

length.
There was now no more

mystery about the country on
this side of the Second Cat-

aract, and by the perseverance
of these princes of Elephan-
tine the way was made ready
for the conquest of the Sudan,
which the Egyptians com-
menced in the Xllth dynasty
and completed in the XVIIIth.
We of the present day cannot,

perhaps, appreciate how much
pluck and obstinacy these

nobles required in the under-

taking of these expeditions.
Not only were they penetrat-

ing into lands which were
inhabited by the most savage
tribes, but they believed these

tribes to be endowed with

superhuman powers. From
childhood they had heard
stories of their magical power ;

while in pushing their way
into the distant land of Aam
they assuredly expected to en-

counter those ghosts who
hovered at the edge of the
world. Their caravan routes
over the western hills ran

dangerously near the terrible

territory of the Dead
; and, to

their superstitious minds, their

daily marches and their nightly

camps were beset by monsters
and by bogies compared to

which the fierce Mazoi were as

nought.
The reader who finds interest

in the picture of Herkhuf ex-

ploring the roads of Aam, and
of Sabna searching for his

father's body in hostile Arthet,
will ask whether any definite

traces of the highroad still

remain. One would have

thought that after four

thousand four hundred years
it would have utterly disap-

peared ;
but this is not the

case. Let the visitor to Aswan
step out some afternoon from
the hall of his hotel, where the

string band throbs in his ears

and the latest Parisian gowns
shimmer before his eyes, and
let him take boat to the little

western bay behind the ruins

of Elephantine. Here in the

late afternoon the long blue

shadows fall, and he may walk
in coolness over the sand to-

wards the monastery which
stands on the higher ground
before him. At the top of the

hills to his left he will presently
see, some distance away, a large
isolated boulder near the tomb
of some old Mussulman saint;
and making his way up the

hillside towards this boulder, he
will suddenly come upon a paved
causeway

1 which sweeps up
over the sand to the rocky
summit. Rough flat blocks

of sandstone form the paving,
and these are only here and
there overwhelmed by the

drifting sand, though it is

I can hardly suppose that I am the first to observe this road, and yet I can
find no reference to it in any publication.
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evident that the road has been

entirely buried at the point
where it approaches the water.

Mounting to the hilltop, the

causeway is seen to pass within
a few yards of the great boulder,
which one now finds to have
been surrounded by a rough
wall, as though to form a kind
of sanctuary or chapel. On
the sides of the rock there are

several inscriptions recording
the coming of various officials

of the Empire tax-collectors,

superintendents of the Nubian

gold - mines, and so on. It is

evident from this that the road
was used for many a long year
after Herkhuf and Sabna had
done with it

; though now it

possessed for the travellers no

terrors, nor did it lead any
more to the Land of the

Ghosts.

At the point where the cause-

way passes the boulder the

hard surface of the upper des-

ert literally bristles with count-

less little heaps of stones, each

consisting of a small, upright
slab of rock, held in place by
two or three others. Frag-
ments of pottery indicate that

a bowl, perhaps containing
water, had been placed beside

each pile. Here, then, are the

memorials of the travellers

who set out for distant Arthet
from the fair city on the island,

which may from here be seen

floating in the blue waters of

the Nile below. These stones

are the prayers of those who
asked a prosperous journey
from the gods of their city :

from the old ram - headed
Khnum who lived in the dark
caverns below the Nile; from

Satet, the horned goddess

whose bow and arrows were
the terror of her enemies ;

and
from Anuket with the crown of

lofty feathers. For a short dis-

tance one may follow the paved
road now, as it passes south-

wards and westwards amidst
the blackened rooks and golden
sand-drifts of this lifeless land

;

but presently it tops a deeply
shadowed ridge of rock and

sand, and so descends into, and
is lost amidst, the wide, un-

dulating desert, ablaze with
the light of the setting sun.

There are not many persons
who will find themselves able

to follow the road by camel, or

to take ship up the Nile, to

Arthet, in order to see the

terminus of the first part of

the highway. The road de-

scends to the river behind the

rich fields of the straggling

village of Tomas, near Derr,
the present capital of Lower
Nubia. The scenery here is

beautiful in the extreme. A
short distance down-stream a

bluff of rock, projecting to the

water's edge, and half-covered

with drift-sand, marks the prob-
able boundary between Arthet
and Sethu. One might slide

here from the top of the bluff

down the golden slopes to the

verdant thorn - bushes which

dip towards the river, and
from either side of the track

one's figure would be seen

sharply against the deep blue

of the sky. Sliding, one would
see on the left the rocks and
the sand of Sethu, and distantly
the superb array of the moun-
tains of Wawat

;
while on the

right the green bay into which
the road descended would lie

spread as a feast to the eye.
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Farther up-stream a wooded
island lies in the Nile, whither
the inhabitants must often

have fled at the approach of

the Egyptians from the desert.

On the low cliffs which form
the backing of this bay many
a captain of an expedition or

master of a caravan has writ-

ten his name, and sometimes a
date has been added. ' 'The Sup-
erintendent of all the caravan-
conductors of the Land of the

South : Sabna ";
" the Captain

of the Soldiers: Akab"; "the

Captain of the ships of Asesa :

Khnumhotep
"

;

" the sixth

year: written by the Cap-
tain of the soldiers . . .";

these are examples of the in-

scriptions which were here cut
into the surface of the rock,
and which to the archaeologist
are of the first importance. A
caravan-conductor named Ara,
who is probably to be identi-

fied with the father of Herkhuf,
has left his name here ; and
more than one Sabna occurs.

But perhaps the most interest-

ing of these records are three

short inscriptions which tell of

an expedition to Arthet under
the almost unknown Pharaoh
Horneferhen, who probably
reigned about B.C. 2400. It

is in one of these inscriptions
that the name of this country

Arthet is given, thereby
making it possible definitely to

locate the territory of these

people, and to identify this

highway without any further

question with the "Elephan-
tine road "

referred to in the

inscriptions as leading from

Elephantine to Arthet.
Above these rocks one steps

on to the hard surface of the

desert, and the eye may travel

over the broken ground to the

north for many a mile, and

may follow the road by which
Herkhuf carried home his

pigmy, and Sabna his father's

body, until the brown rocks

meet the blue sky. To the

south-west the second portion
of the highway, leading on to

Aam, may be followed ; but
the point at which it descends

again to the river has not

been identified, though one

may safely say that the ter-

minus lay between Abu Sim-
bel and the Second Cataract.

Here the country has a dif-

ferent aspect. On the west
bank of the Nile the sand
lies thickly, and humps itself

into low hillocks covered with
scrub. Between these one may
walk in the cool shade of

groves of sunt and tamarisk,
where flocks of goats stand

dreaming on the pathway and
birds sing overhead. On the

east bank isolated hills of

sandstone rise suddenly from
the plain, and are reflected in

the river as in a flawless

mirror. The land of Aam is

as beautiful as that of Arthet,

though altogether different in

character.

The later history of the

highway cannot be traced in

much detail. From the Vllth
to the Xllth dynasties the

Egyptian Government was sel-

dom strong enough at home to

attempt to look after affairs

abroad, and Lower Nubia re-

lapsed into a state of inde-

pendence. Amonemhat, the

founder of the Xllth dynasty,
about 2000 B.C., was thus ob-

liged to reconquer the country j
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but his expedition seems to

have travelled up the Nile and
not across the desert. A few

reigns later a fortress was
built at the modern Anaybeh,
in the land of Arthet, a few
miles above the terminus of the

highway from Elephantine ;

and the road must now have
been used continuously as the

express route from the city to

the fortress. This stronghold
is so much ruined and sand-

covered that it has escaped
observation up till now, al-

though its position had been
ascertained from inscriptions.
Mention is made of a fortress

named Taray, and its distance

from a certain known place is

given, which exactly locates it

at Anaybeh. At about the

same date a large fortress was
built on the west bank at the

Second Cataract, and at the

extreme north end of the high-
road the walls of Elephantine
were now strengthened.
Above the Second Cataract

lay the land of Rush, and
as civilisation advanced south-

wards the territory of the

Ghosts had perforce to retreat

before it. The Egyptians now
knew that very human negroes
inhabited the country beyond
Aam

; but they could still ask
themselves in whispers what
manner of bogies dwelt to the

south of Rush. While the

immortals were falling back,

however, the mortals from
above the Second Cataract
were surely pushing forward.

The people of Aam were slowly
being displaced by them, and
in consequence were hustling
the tribes of Arthet. During
the reign of Senusert III.

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCVI.

(1887 B.C.) the incursions of

the negroes of Rush assumed
the proportions of an inva-

sion, and the Egyptians were

obliged to wage an expensive
and lengthy war upon them.
When at last they were driven
back beyond the Second Cata-

ract, the Pharaoh set up a

boundary-stone there
;
and the

words which he ordered to be

inscribed upon it show plainly

enough what a surprise it was
to him to find that his enemies
had possessed none of those

superhuman powers which his

subjects had attributed to them.

"Why," he says, "they are not a

mighty people after all ; they are

poor and broken in heart. My
majesty has seen them ;

it is not an
untruth. I captured their women, I

carried off their subjects, went forth

to their wells, smote their bulls. I

reaped their grain, and set fire

thereto. I swear as my father lives

for me I speak in truth, without a

lie therein coming out of my mouth."

The last sentence tells of the

king's fear lest tradition should

conquer proven faot, and his

soldiers should endow the

negroes of Rush with those

mysterious powers of which
their close proximity to the

Land of the Ghosts and the end
of the world gave them the use.

During the XVIIIth dynasty
(1580-1350 B.C.) the highroad
was used continuously both

by the troops which were being
launched against the Sudan,
and by the officials who came
to collect the taxes or to ad-

minister the laws. Great

changes had taken place since

the old days. The Land of the

Ghosts had disappeared almost

entirely from the geography,
though still it might exist

3D
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somewhere above Khartum.
The people of Aam, now more

correctly called Emaam, had

entirely absorbed Arthet, and
Sethu had fallen to the share

of Wawat. Persons travelling

by the highroad, and descend-

ing to the river at Tomas or

near the Second Cataract,
found themselves in the sphere
of influence of Emaam at either

place. One obtains some idea

of the inhabitants of this once

mysterious land from a paint-

ing in the tomb of Huy, the

viceroy of the south, at Thebes.
Here one sees a procession of

negro princes who have come
to do homage to the Pharaoh's

representative. They have evi-

dently travelled by the high-
road, for the Prince of Emaam
rides in a heavy chariot drawn
by two bulls, while his retinue

walk behind him. A prince
of Wawat is also shown

; while
the chieftains of Kush are there

in numbers, bringing with them
the produce of their country.
Their clothes are more or less

Egyptian in style, and their

wealth in gold is such as an

Egyptian's eyes might stare at.

In this sober prosperous com-

pany one looks in vain for a

sign of that savage ferocity
which made them the terror of

Elephantine.
In the XlXth dynasty (1350-

1205 B.C.), when the armies of

Rameses the Great and his

successors passed up to the
wars in the Sudan, the Ele-

phantine road must have been
one of the main routes of com-
munication. The name of
Barneses the Great is writ

large upon the rocks of Tomas,
in contrast to the modest little

records of those infinitely

greater men of the early days.
Not so long afterwards it was
the people of the Sudan who
were using the road to march
on Egypt, and soon the Egyp-
tians were obliged to bow the

knee to a negro Pharaoh.

Later, when they were once

more the masters of their own
affairs, the tax-gatherers re-

turned to Emaam, and the

names of some have been left

on the road.

At this time Elephantine
had become a city of consider-

able wealth and importance.

Splendid temples rose amidst
the houses and the trees, and
fortified walls around the south

end of the island frowned down

upon the swift river. Priests,

soldiers, and nobles walked the

streets amongst the throng of

the townspeople, or sailed to

and fro over the broken waters.

At the foot of the western hills,

the bay from which the Nubian

highway ran must have often

been the scene of the busy

loading and unloading of pack-

donkeys ;
and at this time

there may have been a masonry
landing-stage at the river's

edge to terminate worthily the

paved causeway.
Then came the Greeks and

the Romans, and one may
picture perspiring legionaries

hastening along the highroad
to join Petronius in his chase

of the one-eyed queen Candace
and her flying Ethiopians.
One may see the agents of

Shems-ed-Dulah, the brother

of "
Saladin," passing along

to rout out Christianity from

Nubia
;
and presently come the

barbaric Mamelukes, driven be-
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fore the armies of Ibrahim
Pasha. The last great scene
in the long history of this

most ancient highroad was
enacted not a score of years
ago. The Dervishes, the
modern inhabitants of the
Land of the Ghosts, marching
on Egypt from the Sudan,
picked up the road at the
Second Cataract, at its early
terminus, and headed towards
Tomas. An English force,

travelling southwards, met
and utterly defeated them
some seven miles back from
the river, behind the village
of Toshkeh, not far from Abu
Simbel. And if one journeys
direct from the ancient land
of Arthet to the land of Aam,
the bones of the dead and the
debris of their camp will be
found strewn to right and left

over the surface of the high-
way.

Travelling in Egypt one sees

so many remains of the solemn

religious ceremonies of the
ancient Egyptians, and read-

ing at home one meets with so

many representations of the
sacred rites, that it is a real

relief to come across some relic,

such as this highroad, of human
energy and toil. In the courts
of the temples one has pictured
the processions of the priests
and the kneeling throng of

the people. One has heard in

the imagination the rhythmic
chants, has smelt the heavy
incense, and has seen the smoke
of the sacrifice rising to the
roof. Glum Pharaohs have
stalked across the picture,

raising their stiff hands to the

dull gods; and rows of be-

draggled prisoners have been
led to the sanctuary, roped in

impossible contortions. One
has visited, or has read of, a

thousand tombs ;
and the slow

funerals have passed before one
in depressing array. But here

on this highroad over the west-

ern hills, where the north wind
blows free and the kites circle

and call above one, where there

comes vigour into the limbs

and ambition into the heart,
these relics of old adventures

appeal with wonderful force.

Here there are no mysteries

except the mystery of the land
to the south, and there are no

prayers save the asking of a

successful journey, and the

piling of four stones to the
honour of the gods. One does

not pace through holy places

whispering
" How weird !

"
but

stick in hand, and whistling a

tune down the wind, one follows

in the footsteps of the bold

caravan-masters of the past ;

and one thanks them from the

bottom of one's heart for having
played a man's part on their

page of the world's history to

serve for all time as an ex-

ample. When the amusements
of the luxurious hotels have

given out, and the solemnity of

the ancient ruins has begun to

pall, the spirits of Herkhuf and
of Sabna, of the captains and
the caravan - conductors, are

always to be found waiting on
the breezy hilltops behind the

island of Elephantine, at the

head of the Nubian highway.
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"MARLBROOK SEN VA-T-EN GUERRE.

BARREN, snow - swept and tween India and the clans has

bitter, cool and pine -shaded, been the foot of the stone-

scorching, raw red and sun- faced spurs that nature has

dried, according to its mood so clearly indicated as the

and the season of the year, frontier.

and of its height above the The march of trade and

sea, stretches the North-West progress, and the now century-
Frontier of India. old shadow of the slowly ad-

Flush with the old Sikh vancing bear, ever thrown

border, British rule, peace, fair ahead, has made us gradually
plenty, and regular cess, with absorb some portion of the hills

law and even justice, so far as that hedge the Indian plains,

may be, hold interrupted sway. After years of consideration

Across the border, a line which and controversy, through which
for the most part skirts the gleams the law that the civil-

ragged moraines and sandy ised must in time absorb the

flats that fringe the rising savage, it has now been settled

sand -
hills, the tribes, hand that we must dominate the

against every man and all routes that lead through the

against authority, fight and tangled highlands to the

murder and rape at their own central Asian plateau. These
sweet will, exactly as in the routes, as far as the Afghan
good old days when Timur, frontier, are now to some
the lame Tartar, came down extent under British rule; but
the Gomal, or Ahmad Shah along the length of the border,
Dourani fled back to Kabul, for many hundred miles, lie

with all the ill-got gain that the tribal highlands, with
Nadir the Persian had stripped which, so long as the inhabi-

from the MoghuL tants can live and let live,

It has been perforce the we have no direct concern,

policy of all who rule the As the Highlands of Scot-

Panjab, to let well alone the land were, when the Clan
hornet's nest that lies across Chattan fought the Clan
the border, though many a Quheile on the North Inch of

ruler has imbibed this lesson Perth, so are to this day, or

at the point of the hornet's even more savage, the high-

sting. It is ill taking the lands that lie between the

breeks off a highlander, and administered border of the

there has been little to gain North-West Frontier of India,
and much to lose by trailing and the political border where
a coat in the border hills, the British sphere of influence

Since, therefore, the dragon's marches with the definite

teeth are but a poor crop, it frontier line of Afghanistan,
has come about that for many In these highlands in this

generations the boundary be- twentieth century, he who
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holds the longer purse may
live the longer life; and since

most men's purses are empty,
it usually befalls that he who
has the better rifle proves the

better man.
In the interests of humanity,

it may be that Britain had
better act up to her responsi-

bility, in administering, for the

good of mankind, these same

highlands ; but to bring that

about, many good lives and
much good gold must needs
be spent, with the prospect of

many years' guerilla trouble

before peace and prosperity
can flourish. Therefore, since

even the British purse has a

bottom, the frontier highlanders
are left to live and die in their

own strange fashion, provided
always that their neighbours
within the British border are

not interfered with. After the

wild unexpected risings of the
tribes in 1897, troops for

a time were camped across

the border. But, since highly
trained troops have other fish

to fry than doing police work
on the fringes of the trade-

routes to Afghanistan, the old

policy of the British, that of

"set a thief to catch a thief,"
has been brought into play. As
the Black Watch were raised

to keep the marches on that
other highland border a century
and a half ago, so a large
Pathan tribal militia have now
been raised to keep their folk

in order.

To raise this militia and to

train them, so far as may be,
in the discipline of the Indian

Army, some of the best officers

of that service have been em-

ployed. The duty can hardly

be called a safe one, for each

militia officer carries his life in

his hand. To murder a British

officer is, to many tribesmen, a

feat similar to the spearing a

fine boar or shooting a record

ibex by the British sportsmen ;

and tribesmen enlist to watch
for an opportunity to get a

white head, with all the un-

concern that a sahib goes to

Ladakh to shoot ibex. Only
in the spring of 1905 was one
of the best of frontier soldiers,

the officer commanding the

Southern Waziristan Militia,
a man beloved by Pathans,

bayonetted at dinner in his

own mess by a shaveling who
had enlisted with the express

purpose of killing a sahib, and

thereby proving that the parti-
cular family to which he be-

longed was as good a one as

another from which a soldier

had come who had murdered an
officer the preceding autumn.
As one officer falls another

takes his place, despite the

heartless sneer from a distant

Government that discipline
seems bad in that particular
militia. As if two or three

officers could tame hundreds
of men, from tribes of whom
one of the great authorities

said and he loved them too

"Cold-blooded heartless murder,
ruthless, needless treachery, is

to them as the salt of life."

Now all the foregoing but
serves to give some setting to

the following story of frontier

amenities, and the varieties

that give spice and zest to

what otherwise might be

monotony.
In one of the frontier tracts

it does not matter which, for
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there are many in the country
of Yaghistan, which in the vul-

gar tongue means the country
of the unruly there was once
a British agent who wanted
to call his own province the

Yaghistan Agency, but the

Supreme Government thought
it too well described his own
firebrand policy : the Clan
Chattan and the Clan Quheile
of those parts had both fur-

nished a militia corps to gag
themselves to wit, the Lwara
Levy and the Northern Yag-
histan Rifles. That is to say,
the men of the two corps had
become common soldiers of the

Sirkar,
1 and were bound to re-

frain from shooting each other
from behind convenient bushes

except when on leave of ab-

sence, all of which was passing
irksome to men used to be each
a law unto himself.

The allowances which the

tribes received in return for

finding lads for the militia did

not, in the opinions of the

majority, compensate for any
restraint on the right of free

murder and well - devised

treachery. The British officers

whose lot it was to sojourn
with the simple mountaineers

had, English -
like, hoped to

turn the hereditary rivalry
and feud to some success in

the matter of hockey and
socker, and there was certainly
some zest in a match that

might be finished the next
leave . season with a martini
and two-handed knife.

However, the militia policy
of Government, thanks to the

energy and tact of the local

officers, and the reverence

which the finer type of officer

can instil in the tribesmen's

hearts, was proving some-

thing of a success, rather to

the chagrin of the pessimists
and to the undue elation of

those who had initiated the

policy, and thought that be-

cause a swallow had come,
lo ! summer was upon them.

So the Lwara Levy and the

Yaghistan Rifles took to hockey
with happy zest, content that

they should, till better times

came, beat the sons of burnt
fathers at "Haki" for the

want of a stronger strife. And
behold, the Lwara Levy beat

the heads off the Rifles at

hockey and football, and even
at match -shooting with their

own pet weapon, the martini,
whereat blood surged in Pathan
veins, and the Britons smiled

as they reported that natural

ill-will was giving way before

the healing influence of sport.

Now, the particular passes
that the rival corps existed to

protect merged into the great
Indus kachi of sand and put,
hard by the frontier town of

Usterzai, where the metalled

frontier road came up from the

rail - head on the great river

itself ;
and down to this town

on escort duty, on short leave,

or on business, came from time

to time parties of the rival

levies, and even of the tribes

themselves.

Usterzai, as a frontier town,
saw much of the come-and-go
of the border, Ghilzai camels
from Khorassan and Ghuzni
with carpets and hides and

1 Government.
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ponies, Persian pussy-cats and
olive - cheeked babies tied on

great hairy camels that thought
nothing of the rock -strewn

passes.

Now, since a woman must
come into a story in which
trouble is brewing, so in this

case the stormy petrel was the

leading personage in the main
street by the old Lodi gate.
And to talk of Usterzai, where
men say Alexander camped a

full year and reaped his crops,
is by inference to talk of the

Begum Allah Visaya, who knew
more about border and, ay, of

Kabul politics too, than most
of the politicals on the frontier,

always excepting the elder

Dugald. Now "
Begum

"
is a

title that may be assumed,
like " Contessa

"
or a Polish

prefix, but the Begum Allah

Visaya (the gift of God) chose

to be so styled, and what she

willed was often law in the

town of Usterzai. In proof of

her right to rule men-folk, in

the scented porch of her serai

hung the inevitable oleograph
of his Majesty the King-Em-
peror, below which o' Fridays
an oil-lamp would duly burn,
not as a sign of worship, but
as tribute to the greatest rule

she knew.
To the Begum's courtyard,

and up to her carved and
latticed verandah, came every
ruffler on the border-side who
had enough nous to be able to

make himself presentable to a

lady of fashion, as well as half

the traders from Kabul and
Ghuzni and Herat. Thus the
secrets of the border often

were as an open book to Allah

Visaya. Now she was a lady

of some aspirations, and, among
others, had the desire to become
a landowner. To this end she

had made it her business to

keep on terms with the Assist-

ant-Commissioner of the border,
whose seat on a horse, as well

as his power to bestow a farm
on the new canal - reclaimed

upland by the Indus, had ap-

pealed to her imagination.
From time to time some hint

of a coming raid or clue to a

baffling murder would reach
the Englishman from a source

that he had come to recognise.

Being a man of the world, he
cocked his hat as he rode

through the Lodi gate, and

dangled indefinite promises

regarding canal-land in quar-
ters which would carry the

remark.
Such was the position when,

one evening in early autumn,
as the blue promise of coming
winter was growing on the

hills and the first kafillas were

threading the passes down to

the Indus bridges, the hockey
team of the Lwara Levy, having
beaten the team of the Yaghis-
tan Rifles into half a dozen

cocked hats, after withdrawing
with suitable arrogance from
the headquarters of that corps,
entered the town of Usterzai

on their return to their own
district. It was no part of

their r6le to minimise their

victory at the sahibs' new
game, and when the inevitable

visit to the Begum's serai was
made, they had plenty to say
of their own success.

Next day came down a strong

party of the Yaghistan Rifles

under a native officer to escort

a consignment of new rifles for
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his corps ;
and since a breech -

loading rifle is worth its weight
in rupee silver, its care and

custody is no light penalty,
and great is the tribulation

to the Indian soldier concerned

when a breechloading rifle dis-

appears. Now, it happened
that this same consignment
was a bit late on its way up
from the rail - head, and the

escort found itself with some

days on its hands in the town
of Usterzai. The subahdar in

command was a Bhoosa Khel of

Hangar, and if you know aught
of Yaghistan you will know
what that means, and that
there have been Bhoosa Khels
in Rangar long before the
Douranis came out of the cap-

tivity in Babylon. Moreover,

you will know that Bhoosa
Khel politics and sentiments
are most uncompromisingly
Samil, while those of the

majority of tribes who serve in

the Lwara Levy were emphatic-
ally Gar, which is a division

dating from two historical

brothers, as bitter as that of

the Red and White Rose in

Merrie England.
Add to this the fact that

Subahdar Yar Muhammad of

Rangar was captain of the
Rifle hockey team, and a rival

of Jemadar Mahboob Ali, the

Levy leader, in the affections

of the Begum Allah Visaya,
and it is clear that a very
pretty situation existed that
autumn evening in the town
of Usterzai.

Mahboob Ali had already
visited his inamorata, and had
bored her with his vapourings
and his boastings of superiority
and success, but since he had

brought suitable gifts was re-

ceived and duly petted. Yar
Muhammad, on a similar mis-

sion bent, entered the serai, and
ascended to the latticed room,
whence the twang of a zither

met his ear, and where he found
the Begum singing on her
silken cushion, and his rival,

in the full enjoyment of his

own content and a well-filled

hookah, reclining at his ease

in her corner.

Since in all nations quarrels
in a lady's salon are taboo, the

subahdar was fain to receive

another hookah and subside

into the opposite corner, while

the hostess finished her famous
Persian song of the Giraftah
Badshah, or the "

Captive
King."
The amorous lament died

away out through the lattice

to the twilight and the dying
silhouette of the border hills.

The Begum sank back into her
crimson cushions of Badak-
shani silk, and pulled away at

her silver pipe -bowl till the

rose-water in the vase below
the chillum bubbled again,
while she lay back, and the

dark eyes from under the pen-
cilled eyelids watched with
keen zest, as many another

fairy before her, two proper
men ready to fly at each
other's throats for the sake of

those same eyes. And as she

watched, the sight of the hand-
some subahdar and the memory
of earlier passages softened the

glance that shot in his direc-

tion, to the keen chagrin of the
watchful Mahboob. Whereat
the devil prompted him, so that,

forgetful of the golden silence,

he embarked on the silver
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speech to his own bitter un-

doing. "Oh,ho!.S%an;ee,"quoth
he,

" and how are the noble-

men of the Rifles the straw
men of the Bhoosa Khel ?

"

Now this was a sahib's joke,

fifty years old and more, when
the resemblance of the word
bhusa, the chopped straw
fodder of the frontier, to the
name of a fighting clan, had

appealed to the trivial sense of

humour of the Englishman. It

was, however, one thing for a
sahib to say to a native officer,

in familiarity born of mutual

appreciation, that he was a
man of straw, and quite an-
other for a swine of a Lwara
to use it to a frontier gentle-
man in a lady's drawing-room,
for the sake of exciting that
same lady's derision, since the

jeu though European was

patent enough to the Oriental.

Now it has been wisely mis-

quoted,
" Put not your faith in

women." And Mahboob, the
winner of hockey, the swash-
buckler and lavisher of pres-

ents, had offended the Begum's
caprice, so that she straight-

way went over to the side of

the subahdar, which he of

little wit, that said Mahboob,
failed to see, and was properly
aghast when the Begum said

in honeyed tones,
"
Come, sit

here, Khan Sahib, and tell me
of the Rifles, who can some-
times speak of other things
than themselves. No wonder
that all men are weary of the
Lwara. Ready of lip and loose

of tongue, like the young
crows in the buckwheat
field."

" Loose of tongue we may be,
Allah Visaya Begum," spat the

jemadar,
" but women we hold

tight enough ;
no woman of

the Lwara, or Begum either, for

that matter, ever became a

house-top jade ;
a noseless face

and a veil to cover it would
be your share of Lwara loose-

ness," and out of the door he

swung.
When Mahboob Ali in con-

tempt, chagrin, and wrath had
clattered out of the room, the

Begum stood pale with rage at

the insult, and the rival amazed
at his luck. The lady stamped
her feet.

" Is that how you
allow men to treat me ?

"
quoth

she, unmindful that she herself

had raised the tempest out of

sheer devilment. " Am I to be

scorned by every beggarly jem-
adar of border levies? If you
ean swallow his insult, I won't.

Never you enter this house

again, Yar Muhammad. Right-
ly enough is the sahib's jest

applied to you. Man of straw

you are and man of straw you
will remain," and here the in-

furiated lady paused for breath,
and the subahdar, wise in his

generation, bowed to the storm.

Indeed, he was little enough
likely to swallow an insult from
a hereditary enemy, even when

arrayed as a brother-officer of

his Majesty's forces, but believed

that he scored who spoke last

and acted first : besides, a wo-
man's tantrums were no new
thing, and were quite separate
from business.

Two wives at home in

Rangar had made him wise, and
in addition his hand could keep
his head, so craftily he said,

"Peace, almond-eyed, and I

will take up your quarrel and

my own too, but you would
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not have us brawl here, and

bring that unhung thief, the in-

spector of police, on us, and get

you into disrepute with the

Assistant-Commissioner, or me
figure before my commanding
officer as a brawler when on

duty in Usterzai ? Let us put
our heads together and read the

scoffer a lesson." And here

the thought of the watered
land on the new canal came to

the Begum, and she saw that

even the 4clat of a free rough-
and - tumble, with a corpse

perhaps thrown in, for the

glory of her beaux yeux, had
wiser be foregone ; so, subsid-

ing back on to her cushions,
she again took up her pipe
and gazed on the brightening
Aldebaran as it rose in the
cold distant east. And the
man also sat and gazed, know-

ing the golden silence and the

bubbling pipe as sure produc-
ers of wise counsel.

For a full hour the two

gazed into the east, till Bet-

elgeux and the belt of Orion
stood clear in the heavens, and
the Begum said,

" I have it
;

capture the swine of a Lwara
at his own post, steal his rifles,

and slit his throat, or leave
him and his men trussed like

capons for his sahib to find

him, slip back here, and march
to his rescue, reporting that

Afghan outlaws have raided
his post."
And the Begum looked at

the subahdar, and the two
laughed long and merrily, and
the subahdar nodded his head
and clenched his hand, and
whistled an air did he. " The
Levy party return in the morn-
ing by the valley road, do they,

and his post is Zargah Narai,

twenty miles from here? That
is good enough for me." So
the plan was soon arranged,
and, the storm allayed, the

Begum played on her zither,
and the subahdar drank brick-

tea from a brass samovar, till

the chance-comer would have
seen no signs of the coming
trouble, and, finally, the sub-

ahdar took his leave and went
to see his party in their

camp.
Now, paying off old scores

on one who offends is no doubt
a very pleasing amusement so

long as one's own nose is not

damaged in the attempt, and
so thought the Begum later,

when a friend dropped in to

chat, and she heard that the

canal was finished and the

claimants for grants of land

many, while he who would

prove his claim must show

good cause, and of all claims

good service to Government
came first. All the next day
the question of her own claim

for land came before her, and
how she could best prove some
claim.

That evening the subahdar
came early to say that the

Levy had left, and all was

ready for his start a bit later,

and, weary, laid him down for

an hour's sleep on the red

carpet by the corner, whereon
she sat and fanned him, as Jael,

the wife of Heber the Kenite,
sat by the side of Sisera.

Soon after eight that even-

ing the subahdar took a tender

farewell, and started on his

errand, and she, as soon as he
was well away, slipped through
a door in the back of the old
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serai, clad in a birka,
1

through
which her two eyes alone peered
modestly, and sped with steps
uncertain through the cobbled

streets, past the jam of vile-

smelling camels from Khor-

assan, past the Government

tonga - yard and the police

barracks, till she came to the
civil rest-house. There a khaki-

clad sentry stopped her and

jocularly demanded her busi-

ness, while a red-coated mess-

enger also came up. "You
want to see the sahib, do you,

my dear?" quoth he,
" and what

do you suppose sahibs have got
to do that the sahib should see

you at dinner-time ? and what
veiled woman are you that you
should want to see him ?

" And
then some one called the sentry,
so that the Begum was alone

with the chaprassi.
z "Ten

rupees for you, chaprassi, if I

can see the sahib at once."

And since ten rupees are a

good deal, even to a Tehsil

chaprassi, and he could always
pretend ignorance if the sahib

was annoyed at the woman's
entrance, he let her into the

Assistant-Commissioner's room,
to the undisguised horror of

that officer's respectable old

Mohammedan servant

Captain John Hackling, now
a frontier "political," had been

brought up in a regiment of

Frontier Force Cavalry, which
means that his education in all

that a handy soldier and a man
versed in frontier ways of the

world should know, had not
been neglected. So knowing
that a veiled lady does not

always mean a noseless face,

and that the eternal feminine
and the worst sort of trouble

are closely connected, he cleared

his room and waited for light.
It was not long in coming, as

the veil lifted to an odour of

musk and sandal, and John

Hackling spotted who his

visitant must be, she who was
"in" half the troubles on the

border -side, and had hunted
with the hounds too, on occa-

sion, like better people before

her, and who had more than
once found that it suited her

book to supply clues to border

mysteries.
The Begum was not long in

proceeding to business, and

Hackling was not loath to

proffer discreet encouragement.
So that in a very few moments
he was in possession of all the

facts regarding Yar Muham-
mad's intended raid, and had

promised in return for the

information that he would

very strongly urge her claim

to a grant of free land on the

new canal. She further stip-
ulated that Subahdar Yar
Muhammad should not be

severely dealt with for his

pains. To all of which the

soldier-political agreed, chiefly
because the peace of his por-
tion of the border was a

matter in which his honour
was very peculiarly concerned,
and partly, oh yes, partly, be-

cause the Begum was a re-

markably fine woman, and as

well - versed as any of her

European sisters in bending a
man to her will. So, with
his promise on both counts,
her naughtiness withdrew, dis-

1 A sort of domino. 8 A messenger and ball-porter.
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creetly muffled in her birka,

leaving Hackling with the

feeling that he had got hold

of at least one flash of light-

ning by the tail, a feeling
which is more than exhilarat-

ing to the choicer spirits. So
while the soldier sat him down
to make his plans, the lady
returned to her apartments
over the gateway, and there

slept the sleep of the just.

Late that morning the men
of the Levy, who had revelled

the night before, had swag-
gered out of the town, with
Jemadar Mahboob at their

head, wishing the escort of the
Rifles good health and more

practice at the game of

"Haki," and more proficiency
in man's weapon, the rifle;

whereat the Yaghistan Rifles

squirmed and spat, and prayed
for the furlough season, as the

Levy slouched out up the road
to the mouth of the Lwara
Pass.

At nine that evening Sub-
ahdar Yar Muhammad and
thirteen fellow Bhoosa Khels

slipped out of a walled garden
hard by the outskirts of the

town, dressed as the everyday
scamp of the countryside; but
with the good Government
martinis in their hands, and

forty rounds of ball in their

pouches. Their destination
was the mud-walled post and
tower of Zargah Narai, from
which Jemadar Mahboob AH
controlled the chain of posts
that watched the first twenty
miles or so of the Lwara gorge.

Across country from the
homestead the subahdar and

his party sped, over irrigation
channels and small bits of

marsh - land, round which

flighting mallard and teal

duck swished invisible, past
the old ruined Powindh fort,

past the empty Levy tower
and the mound that marked
the site of a Graeco-Bactrian

post, till the irrigated fields

changed to put,
1 and put to

pebbles and boulders, and they
struck the old path up the

northern cliffs over the gorge.
Since a knowledge of the road
is half the difficulty in a night
march, the Rifle barampta*
made good going, keeping
away from the haunts of man
and the ken of a barking dog.
Four and a half hours after

starting, close on nineteen of

the twenty miles had been

traversed, and the party
slipped down by a track that

only Pathans and a markhor
would tackle at night, to the

wide open kach where the

Tizha stream joins the Lwara,
a couple of miles above which

spot stands the Zargah Narai

post.
The said post stands, built

of mud and stone, on a small

rocky spur overhanging the

Tizha, at a point where the

road to the Ramelaan plain
branches northwards, and

asleep inside lay Jemadar
Mahboob and a garrison of ten

men, barring always the sentry
over the closed gate.

It was not, however, till

close on four in the morning
that the subahdar's plans

began to bear fruit, and the

light of a fading moon made

1 Put= alluvial dried-mud soil. 2 A surprise party.
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the darkness of the shadows

impenetrably black.

In the south - east corner,
farthest away from the gate,
a bare angle of the post wall

lay without flanking or ma-
ehicoli defence, and to this a

rope and a grapnel had been

silently flung. Suddenly and

silently a turbaned head ap-
peared over the parapet, sil-

houetted in the misty moon-

light, to be followed by another
and another, each quietly drop-
ping into the shadow that the

parapet wall threw on the

rampart, till the subahdar
himself and twelve sons of

Belial lay eagerly listening,
and all the while the Levy
sentry in the gallery over the

gateway lent on his rifle, his

puggaree half-closing his ear to

sound, and drowsily wondered
if it was time for his relief.

If the wages of sin are

death, the wages of sleep are

often so to the sentry, and he,

knowing it full well, sleeps on,
in every army under the sun ;

and the commander whose

neighbouring forces or posts
have been scuppered, always
enjoys a peaceful night in the
certain knowledge that per-

haps for a full week his own
sentries have been galvanised
into a full measure of alert-

ness. In South Africa nothing
but a disaster a -week would
make the soldier, of his own
initiative, careful.

The wage was very near
that drowsy sentry on the

gate of Zargah Tiarza Levy-
post.

1 Another moment and
a blanket was thrown over his

head, and since he in his folly
must needs gurgle and guggle,
a knife in his heart settled

his struggles. He who would

engineer a night surprise must

always be prepared for the

undoing of a sentry in cold

blood; but to our Pathan
friends cold murder brought
no qualms. Then followed the

ddbdcle. The guard in the

little guard - room was speed-

ily overpowered, and as the

remainder of the garrison

struggled out from their

quarters they were seized and

bound, and among them was
Jemadar Mahboob. Never was
there such a successful raid :

fourteen Government rifles and
three thousand rounds of mar-
tini ammunition a bag to be

proud of. Leaving their vic-

tims securely tied and locked

up in the post rooms, the

raiders leisurely collected their

spoil and started for the cross-

country track to Yaghistan in

the highest of spirits just as

the first faint indication of

the false dawn stirred the

atmosphere. But before they
left temptation proved too

much for Yar Muhammad,
who, stooping to the trussed

form of Mahboob, whispered,
" Oh ho, my Jemadar jee ! what
about 'Haki' now? He laughs
the loudest who laughs the

last ;

" and the wondering
Mahboob squirmed. Since the

raid had been silent, and
neither rifle-shot nor cry had
stirred the hour that precedes
dawn, there was no need for

hurry, and the tired party of

the Rifles made their way

Called Zargah Post for short.
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leisurely towards the ford by
the Tizha junction.
But the race is not always

to the swift, nor the victory
to the strong.

Half an hour after the Be-

gum had left John Hackling,
that energetic officer had called

for his boots and his horse and
his pipe and his good Colt

pistol, and was riding away
into the night. Now four

miles out from Usterzai, at

the mouth of the Laki Zam,
fifty rifles and thirty sabres
of the regular army held an

outpost on the border that

lent some moral and material

support to the militia and
border police, under the com-
mand of one Ressaldar Kesri

Singh JamwaL Thither in

thirty minutes more arrived

the Assistant - Commissioner,
and soon twenty - five sabres

were busy enough saddling
their horses.

A little after an hour from
the time of the Begum's de-

parture from the civil rest-

house, Captain John Hackling
and Ressaldar Kesri Singh,
with five - and - twenty Dogra
troopers behind them, were

clattering out of the gate-

way of Zarkanni Post, and

heading for the main road up
the Lwara Pass. The raiders,
it was certain, had not gone
that way, and for the present
concealment was not worth
the time it would take.

Pitch - dark was the gorge
at the entrance to the Pass,
and deadly still the night, till

the defile echoed to the

troopers' clatter, and the

sentry on the border watch-
tower overhanging the gut

challenged loudly. The road
in the gorge was sandy, and
as the party trotted steadily
the officer made his plans.
" The track from Zargah
Tiarza to Yaghistan crosses

the Lwara kach by the Tizha

junction," said the Ressaldar,
" and that is the only ford for

eight miles up or down. The

path slips down by a cutting,
and the river-banks are steep.
If they raid Zargah Tiarza

they must get across the ford

early, but cannot well get
there before dawn." "Right
oh, Ressaldar Sahib !

"
said

Hackling, "there we will go.
It will be twenty- eight miles

to Zargah by the main Pass
road and twenty -five to the

ford, and that is as much as

we can cover. If we can't

save the post we shall, at any
rate, catch the raider."

And the party trotted on
in the dark, past sand and

recurring fords and stony
ragzas, that struck sparks from
a hundred hoofs, past smoulder-

ing camp-fires, past militia

posts and levy towers, which
sometimes challenged and
sometimes slept, till the wan-

ing moon rose over the crest

and the shadows in the gorge
grew darker by contrast, as

a few miles on they were

darkening for the subahdar's

surprise. "Eight miles to go
and an hour and a half to do

it," said Hackling, as he pulled
his party up to a halt for a

breather. "We'll ease up a

bit. No good killing stout

horses for a set of flaming
militiamen;" and he led off

again at a walk out of the

Pass into a sandy basin and
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the arc-light shine of the moon
in the mist, for all the world
like Charing Cross Station in

a fog, that glinted on lance-

point and rifle -barrel. Then
on into the dark again, till a
fresh bright patch shone ahead,
and the party halted at 4 A.M.

a hundred yards from the open-
ing by the ford at the Tizha

junction.
The dispositions were simple

enough : three dismounted men
on the opposite side of the
ford among the rocks, six

mounted men up and down
the kachij

1 hidden under the
cliff to bar the level exits, then
the Ressaldar and three, watch-

ing the approach and ready to

close it from behind, and finally

Hackling himself with six men
at the bottom of the cut to the
ford. The "numbers three"
with the led horses were to

remain in the shelter of the

gorge. It was close on five

o'clock by the time the dispos-
itions were complete, and by
five-thirty a faint glimmer of

dawn appeared in the sky, and
the watchers shivered while
the breath beaded on their

beards. ... Six o'clock, and a
distant snow-capped peak lit

up in the rising sun, while a
dark haze shrouded the valley.
. . . Six -fifteen, and the red
stone crowns of the nearer hills

assumed a redder hue. . . . Six-

twenty, and the Ressaldar sent

word that some one was ap-

proaching one two three
a dozen of men, . . . with two
rifles apiece and bulging havre-

sacks, . . . along the stony ragza
down into the gut of the ford.

One man is a hundred yards
ahead, and as he steps on to

the sand, a rifle -barrel from
out the haze presses itself on

his attention. Wise in his

generation, he allows himself

to be seized and gagged. In

a jumble together come the

others, chatter and laugh, into

the pitfall, and Hackling, with

six stout troopers behind him,

steps out to bar the way, as

the Ressaldar closes the descent

at its upper entrance. "Halt,
Subahdar Yar Muhammad!"
shouts the former, and the

mounted men as they clatter

up have the appearance of half

a squadron in the mist, so that

Subahdar Yar Muhammad sees

that the game is up, and sur-

renders at discretion. One
man alone had made a bolt

along the kachi, and had re-

ceived a lance-point in the ribs

for his pains.

"Well, you flaming militia!"

says Hackling. "These are

pretty fine games ! How now,
Master Yar Muhammad?"
But the subahdar, for once in

his venturous, and up till now
successful, career, could but

hang his head; and the fron-

tier officer, reflecting, ordered :

"Keep the prisoners in the

Pass here, while I and a dozen

men go to the Levy post. Let
no man approach within sight
of them." It was highly de-

sirable that the raid should

be kept secret, lest the two
militias break out also, for

lawlessness is infectious.

So Hackling rode to the fort,

and there he found the garri-
son struggling with their

1 River flat.
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bonds; whereon he released

them, and handed back their

rifles. The dead sentry he saw

too, and swore an oath, but

said, "Thus die all drowsy
sentinels. It will keep those

on the border side awake for

a bit at any rate." . . . And
wakefulness is the lesson that

the soldier forgets easiest of

all. Now since Mahboob the

crestfallen asked little better

than silence and freedom from

jibe and jest, he took his rifle

sullenly and without a word,
and the unbound garrison
slunk away to their posts.
Further action was deferred

for consideration, and the cav-

alry marched back their pris-
oners to their own post at

Zarkanni; and on the way
back the subahdar walked be-

side the captain and unbur-
dened his mind as man to man.
The captain, well pleased with
his own success, in his heart

of hearts sympathised with the

lawless spirit that brooked no

jibe, . . . and put his own views
of the matter on paper. What
he said to the Government of

India will not see the light of

day for many a year ; but in

that well informed semi-official

Indian paper, 'The Pioneer,'

appeared the following: "A
party of raiders from across

the Afghan border raided the

Lwara line a few nights ago,
and surprised the Zargah
Tiarza post, securing several

rifles and killing one man of

the Levy. Fortunately that

energetic frontier political,

Captain John Hackling, re-

ceived early news of the raid,

and, pursuing the attackers
with the cavalry from Zar-

kanni, succeeded in recaptur-

ing the missing rifles. No pol-
itical significance is attached
to the outrage."

Shortly after it was an-

nounced that Subahdar Yar
Muhammad and twelve Yagh-
istani Militia sepoys had been
selected to join the new African

contingent. Among colonisa-

tion notices in the Government
'Gazette' it appears that a

grant of canal-land was given
to one Begum Allah Visaya of

Usterzai, the reasons for the

grant and the services of the

grantee not being stated.

Further, it may be noted that

the Lwara Levy and the Yagh-
istan Rifles still keep watch
and ward on the border-side,
but that inter -

regimental
matches of all kinds have been

discontinued.
If you ever go down to the

rail-head on the Indus and
cross the bridge of boats, driv-

ing by the ekka road through
the park -like scenery of the

Barajat, you may see on the

banks of the Darra Zam canal,

by a grove of fig-trees and a

pomegranate orchard, a two-

storied mud house with a lat-

ticed verandah. Here the

Begum still holds court with
the ceremony that befits a

political grantee, and still

keeps her looks, and with them
her power and knowledge of

affairs on the border ;
and men

say that if that turbulent priest
and notorious wolf's-head the

Mullah Mutha is caught, the

Begum Allah Visaya will have
had some concern in the matter.

"Nemo mortaUum omnibus horis

sapit"
G. F. MACMUNN.
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SOME NEW NOVELS.

WE are all familiar with
the epigram of the brilliant

wit (was it the late Mr Rogers
or the ever present Mr Shaw ?)

who announced that, when he
heard of the appearance of a
new book, he invariably read
an old one. It is only, per-

haps, with the approach of

middle age that we realise

how, in so expressing the

tendency of his mind, the

author enunciated, not a para-
dox, but, a platitude. Youth
can stomach most things,

though in its own queer way
it makes believe to be fastidi-

ous. But by forty the tur-

moil of the brain and blood

has settled down. Your likes

and dislikes may be strong
as of old, but you are wise

enough to abstain from ultro-

neously arousing the old

Adam. The venerable falla-

cies and the old nonsense,
which you thought you had
refuted and done with ages
ago, turn up in apparently
unabated vigour: let younger
spirits take the ungrateful
task of slaying them in hand,
nor let us dissipate what re-

mains of mental energy in a
futile " reaction

"
against need-

less irritation. This is par-

ticularly the case with novels.

We are apt to think that every
situation has been exploited,
and that no new types of char-

acter remain to be portrayed.
If we do not gaze upon life

more steadily, we are at all

events acquainted, and that
at first hand, with aspects of
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it which in earlier and more

sanguine days seemed legiti-
mate enough topics for the

pen of a second- or a third-

rate artist, but which in later

years appear too grave and
momentous for any handling
save that of a master. We
resent the mechanical turning
on of the pathetic stop as an
insult to the intelligence, and
we shrink from the unhappy
ending as from a physical
blow. There are passages
even in our favourites not-

ably in 'The Old Curiosity

Shop,' in 'Dombey,' and even
in ' David Copperfield

'

which we judiciously skip.
We decline to replenish the

fountain which is open to the

clumsiest hand, as Shirley
Brooks wrote more than forty

years ago. And upon similar

principles we evade the "full-

blooded
" and the "

passion-
ate" variety of fiction, to say
nothing of the "realistic"

species, with its inspissated

gloom and its elaborate

squalor. Thus, were it not
from a sense of duty, the

temptation would be strong
to give modern novels the

go-by altogether, and to re-

treat in good order upon
' Tom Jones

' and '

Humphry
Clinker,' upon

'

Guy Manner-

ing' and 'Vanity Fair,' upon
' Persuasion

' and ' Middle-

march,' to say nothing of

many well - tried friends of

equal and lower degree.
But why, it may be asked,

this sense of duty? Whence
8l
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this feeling of obligation to

taste works of fiction which
seem likely to prove uncon-

genial ? The answer is simple

enough. Sir Anthony Absolute

had a horror of the circulating

library, which we think he
described as an evergreen tree

of diabolical knowledge. And,
doubtless, the fathers of the

Mauchline belles who loved

novelles behoved to exercise a

more or less rigid censorship
over the books which entered

their comfortable homes. But
the deleterious fiction of the

last quarter of the eighteenth

century has its parallel in a

portion of the fiction which
has disgraced the first decade
of the twentieth. Within the

last twelvemonth half a dozen
works have issued from the

press, and have been freely
distributed through the usual

channels, which would have
been too much complimented
by incineration at the hands of

the common executioner. The
evil is none the less real that

it has lately been denounced in

language more pompous and
flatulent than impressive ; and
to discover a remedy is no easy
matter. But this, at least,

may be said, that our experi-
ence in narrative fiction

throws an instructive light

upon the circumstances of the
drama. A tremendous hulla-

baloo has been raised because
the censor, in the exercise of

his discretion, has vetoed the

performance of one or two
pieces by gentlemen who
plume themselves upon being
"stimulating" and suggestive
in their handling of social

"problems." Now the novel

may be mischievous and vile

enough, as we have indicated
;

but as an engine of public
demoralisation it cannot com-

pete with the stage. The good
sense of an audience may pos-

sibly be relied upon to suppress

gross conventional impro-
priety; but in an age in

which the half-educated are all

agog for what they are silly

enough to believe is new, the

strenuous advocacy on the

scene of " free love
" and other

pet doctrines of the militant

socialists may be productive
of incalculable harm. The
establishment of the present

censorship rendered a very
material service to the cause of

decency and order a hundred
and seventy years ago, and we
are aware of no good ground
at the present moment for

challenging the manner in

which the existing occupant
of the office has performed his

duties. What Mr Bedford is

to the theatre, the bonus pater-

familias must attempt to be,

in the matter of fiction, to his

own household..

Since the abandonment of

the three - volume form, a

change greatly to be deplored,
as we have often remarked,
from the point of view of the

professional novelist, works of

fiction have tended to a mon-
otonous uniformity of length.
It is very refreshing from time
to time to come across an
author and a publisher who
have the courage to exceed the

normal maximum of some three

hundred odd pages, for if there

is really a story to be told,

that limit may well be too

restricted to do it justice. To
the praise earned by such a
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transgression Mr William De

Morgan is thoroughly well

entitled. ' Alice - for - Short
'

(Heinemann, 1907) is very
much longer than the average
novel, and is none the less

welcome on that account. Mr
De Morgan commenced novel-

ist (late in life, it is rumoured)
rather more than a year ago
with '

Joseph Vance,' a work
also of portentous dimensions,
which met with high praise
from the reviewers, some of it

well deserved and some of it

obviously hysterical and ex-

travagant. Since then the

author has been subjected to

the treatment inevitably re-

served for successful writers.

We have been told incessantly
how old he is, and that he is

actually the son of his parents.
We have also been regaled
with accounts of how hardened

type -writers and compositors
have been detected in the act

of bursting into tears over his

manuscript. For our own part,
we think it a matter of indif-

ference whether he made Dutch
tiles or Dutch ovens, brickbats

or briquettes, nor shall we
pause to inquire what price
his wares were in the habit

of fetching in the market.

'Joseph Vance' was a thor-

oughly readable book, and so,

upon the whole, is its success-

or. But Mr De Morgan must
beware. The faults and man-
nerisms of '

Joseph
'

are, if any-
thing, accentuated in 'Alice-

for-Short.' No doubt there is

much of the same freshness,
the same vividness in the

presentation of the characters

(particularly those in humble

life), the same note of sincerity,
the same agreeable sensation

that here is something out of

the common run. These are

qualities to be thankful for.

And many of the episodes are

excellent notably the captiva-
tion of the hero, "Mr Charlie,

dear," by an amateur artist's-

model of French extraction.

Also, it is a point to the good
that the author knows his

London well. But there is no

denying the needless discurs-

iveness and incoherence which

distinguish the writer's style.
To extricate the entanglements
of the plot would baffle the

sagacity of Inspector Bucket
or Sherlock Holmes. The
heroine and the house in Soho,
in the basement of which
the heroine's home is situated

at the outset, are mixed up
with a murder in high life in

the middle of the eighteenth

century, by means of a series of

complications of which it were
vain to essay a lucid account.

Of a certain amount of mean-

dering we are disposed to be
more than tolerant, but we
trust that in his next book
the appearance of which is said

to be imminent Mr De Mor-

gan will have the courage now
and then to apply the closure,
and not to overload himself

with a fable which might sup-

ply respectable material for two
or three substantial romances.

It is not the least of Mr De
Morgan's merits that he does

not (consciously at least) imi-

tate any fashionable or popular
author. He writes like himself,
which is the great thing. But
of unconscious echo and remin-

iscence there is a good deal,
and Dickens is obviously his

literary progenitor. His best

is pure Dickens, and his favour-
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ite tricks relish of the same pas-
ture. When (to take a trivial

example) a young lady of the

name of Lucy is habitually re-

ferred to by her family nick-

name of "
Juicy," no protracted

inquiry into the source of this

happy thought appears to be

called for. But the truth is

that Dickens's influence has
never been more potent since

his death than it is at the

present time, and upon the

whole it is an influence for

good. While the master yet
lived, it was his heroics that

the disciples imitated. A
younger generation has learned

wisdom, and seeks rather to

emulate his boundless good-
nature and good-humour. All

that is most excellent in the

writers who contribute to the

illustrated periodicals draws its

inspiration from him. The
whole of Mr Pett Ridge's work,
for example, is saturated with
the spirit of Dickens : none of

it more obviously so than his

latest effort,
' Name of Garland '

(Methuen, 1907). Mr Kidge's
monde may not be a very ex-

alted one, but he has made it

peculiarly his own, and, with-

out being in the least senti-

mental, he treats it with a

dexterity and a delicacy which
his rivals never approach. In
his books you find unrolled the

panorama of life in London as

it exists for the lower, middle,
and superior artisan classes.

He never stoops to be idyllic,
and he is quite alive to the
foibles of the personages whom
he depicts. But he presents
them in a setting of kindliness
and humour which is singularly
pleasant and wholesome, and
he makes short work of the

popular delusion, fostered by
the predatory rhetoricians of

the pulpit and the press, that
life on an income of less than

10,000 a-year must needs be

mean,
"
gray," uninteresting,

and consequently (for such is

their logic) vicious. He has
never done more successful work
than in this his latest picture
of a cockney working-girl, with
her enviable gift of pointed re-

partee, her ineradicable super-
stitions, and her invincible

determination to be honest and

respectable.
We have ventured to com-

plain of Mr De Morgan's plots
on the ground of their com-

plexity ;
but want of probability

or originality would leave us
in a comparatively acquiescent
mood. As regards the likeli-

hood of any tale, it is well to

remember the Aristotelian tag
about probable impossibilities

being preferable to impossible

probabilities, which we take to

mean that the skilful author
can so veneer with plausibility
situations that in cold blood
would appear absolutely pre-

posterous as to compel the sur-

render of our reason and extort

our applause. An excellent

illustration of the truth of the

maxim is afforded by
' A Sub-

altern of Horse' (Blackwood,
1907). Bishop Butler, sitting
down in a cool moment, would

scarcely be disposed to accept
as convincing the outlines of a

story with which the readers

of '

Maga
'

are already suffi-

ciently acquainted. The prank
of a subaltern of dragoons who
enters the service of an Am-
erican millionaire as a footman
would probably be viewed by
him with incredulity and dis-
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approval. But even that pre-
latical embodiment of dispas-
sionate judgment would yield,
we believe, to the author's

spell : so boldly are the formid-
able difficulties confronted and

overcome, so artfully is the in-

terest of the narrative height-
ened as it proceeds, so firmly
yet sympathetically are all the
characters sketched. Maxi-
milian J. B. Woodruff and his

two daughters are gems of the

purest water, or perhaps we
should say "peaches," unless

that expression is obsolete.

Their slang does infinite credit

to their creator. Few things
are more depressing in their

way than the slang of the

day-before-yesterday ; but the

dialect of the Woodruff family,
with its picturesque vocabulary
and startling metaphors, might
fairly be described as the slang
of the day -after-to-morrow.

Altogether, there are a vigour
and sense of power about the

book, combined with an eye for

effect and a turn for keeping
the reader in suspense, which

augur well for the future career

in fiction of a writer who has

already earned high distinction

in the realm of fact.

As regards originality, it

must be owned by an impartial
critic that it will not do to be
too exacting. The constituent
elements of human imbroglio
are limited in number, and we
call to mind how Mr John
Mill's spirit sank within him
at the thought that the possible
combinations and permutations
of the notes in the musical
scale must some day be in-

evitably exhausted. In the

region of the average novel
the prize must be awarded

to him who shuffles the old

materials so as to achieve

the most stirring or agree-
able effects. It is wonderful
what satisfactory results a

practised hand can produce.
Mr Couch's ' Poison Island

'

(Smith, Elder, & Co., 1907),
for example, is a new variation

on a well-worn theme, and a

very pleasing one, especially

considering that in his earliest

romance he had tuned his harp
to an almost identical strain.

And here is Beth Ellis, who,
with the distant rumbling of

"the 'forty-five" for a bass

accompaniment (so to speak),
and the city of Prince Bladud
for a scene, contrives in 'The
Moon of Bath' (Blackwood,
1907) to arrange the kaleido-

scope in such a manner as

to engage the most vigilant
attention. Take a gentleman
who, through force of circum-

stance, is mistaken for a spy
of Pelham's by his Jacobite

friends ; set him down in the

middle of them, he being bent

upon discovering the true cul-

prit and so vindicating his

character before the world and
his lady-love, they being bent

upon chastising him for his

treachery, and it may be

readily enough conceived what

opportunities offer for plots
and counter-plots, for moving
accidents and hair - breadth

escapes, in days when kid-

napping was still in vogue and
the duello was a highly-valued
institution. The dialogue is

always a stumbling-block in

novels which cast back to a

bygone age, and it must be
owned that Beth Ellis has not

always, perhaps,
"
negotiated

"

this obstacle quite happily.
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But the essential " atmos-

phere
"

is reproduced with no
little cleverness, and the suc-

cessive incidents of the plot

may be followed without effort

with unflagging interest and
with occasional excitement.

Mr Maurice Hewlett's 'The

Stooping Lady
'

(Macmillan,

1907) is a much more elab-

orate and ambitious attempt
to recapture the glories and

peculiarities of a departed
era. He deliberately intimates

the years 1809 and 1810 as

the date of his story ;
and

one so bold as to fix with
such precision the period with
which he is concerned can
scarce complain if the truth of

his archaic colouring is sub-

jected to minute examination.
" When Cobbett has a bad

case," says one of the charac-

ters, "he's not above improv-
ing it. He'll drag in the

Orders in Council or the Six
Acts" (p. 88). The Six Acts

(those salutary enactments)
only became law at the very
end of 1819, as their citation

(60 Geo. III. and 1 Geo. IV.
co. 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 9) plainly
hints. Again, George the

Fourth is described as "this

young Silenus, . . . this be-

ribboned, fuddled, bloated man
of forty" (p. 289). In 1810
the young Silenus was in

his forty -eighth year. Once
more, "Pink" Mordaunt is

described as telling a piece of

gossip to "Johnny Russell"

(p. 205). That personage, by
whom we suppose that Lord
John is intended, was then, at

the age of seventeen, pursuing
his studies at the University
of Edinburgh under the super-
vision of Professor Playfair

('Maga's' old foe), and had
not yet blossomed out into a

man about town and a crony
of professional fldneurs. The
Prince of Wales has to be duly
called "Prinny" a good many
times before our faith in Mr
Hewlett's knowledge of the

time is restored. After all,

such errors in detail may not

mean very much, and none
save the greatest can hope to

escape them. Mr Hewlett's

work is less crude than
'

Rodney Stone.' But worse
remains behind. Mr Hewlett
cherishes the most amazing
notions of the Whigs of 1809,
and it is among the Whigs of

1809 that his story moves.

The true heroine of the story
is old Lady Morfa (the osten-

sible heroine's grandmother),
and she is represented as a

Whig pur sang : one who had
affirmed where Mr Fox doubted

(p. 23), one who thought Bur-
dett and Whitbread impossible

persons (p. 27). At this the

reader will perhaps begin to

rub his eyes, and his confidence

will not be materially rehabili-

tated on learning that on St

George's Day her porter drinks,
inter alia, "stability to the

British Constitution" (p. 37).

But the reader's bewilderment
will be complete when he is

introduced to a certain Mr
Aloysius Banks, an Edinburgh
reviewer, who talks about
never shrinking from his duty
to the Constitution, however

painful that duty might be (p.

15); who opines that Place

gives the liberty to rule, and
that Blood gives Place (p. 16) ;

and who holds that sharp

examples are necessary if per-
sons are to be taught their
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places in the scheme of polity,
in these times above all, when
Clamour and Faction had com-
bined against order (p. 106).
This may possibly represent
"
plain Whig principles

"
as

understood in 1709. But a

century later it was the

language of Lord Eldon, Mr
Perceval, and Mr Croker; and
most assuredly it is not the
strain in which '

Edinburgh
'

reviewers were talking or

writing in the very year in

which the '

Quarterly
' was

founded because the Whig
organ had grown too intoler-

ably Whiggish even for the

more moderate Tories. Yet
this is the novel which a critic

in a respectable and respon-
sible periodical (' Athenaeum,'
Oct. 19, 1907, p. 475) describes

as "outshining the attractive

but thin work of Disraeli, and
much truer to human nature
and history

"
! Our own im-

pression is that the book must
have been inspired by an imper-
fect assimilation of the Creevey
papers (Mr Hewlett prefers
to spell the name "Creevy").
There is little in the story to

atone for these singular mis-

conceptions as to British party
politics a hundred years ago.
The ostensible heroine falls in

love with a young butcher,
whose career is brought to a

timely conclusion by a stray
bullet from a soldier's musket
as he stands in the pillory.
For the rest, the novel is

distinguished by a comparison
in the most execrable taste (p.

387) ; by a sedulous aping of

the Meredithian manner, which

(for example) converts honest
men-servants into "stockinged
emblems" (p. 7); and by a

fairly liberal infusion of the

full, not to say rank, flavour

which Mr Hewlett is accus-

tomed to impart to his scenes

of love-making.

It is a relief to escape from
this artificial and overcharged
atmosphere to the world of

schoolboys. Not that books
about and for boys may not
be equally affected, morbid,
and unwholesome with books
about grown - up people. We
recall our ' St Winifred's

' and
our 'Eric,' and we tremble at

the recollection. At the pres-
ent moment there would seem
to be quite a little

" boom "
in

boys' books. We do not think
it began with '

Stalky & Co.,'

a work which we have al-

ways had far too high a

regard for Mr Kipling to

venture upon reading. But

undoubtedly one of the pioneers
of the recrudescence of this

class of literature was Mr
Lionel Portman's ' Hugh
Rendal '

(Rivers, 1905), a very
clever story, comparatively free

from the Farrar foibles so un-

blushingly reproduced in Mr
Vachell's ' The Hill

' and
'Brothers' (Murray, 1905 and

1904). 'A Mother's Son,' by
Mr and Mrs Fry (Methuen,
1907), can scarcely escape a

portion of the same con-

demnation. It is a little

blatant; there is a want of

tact and delicacy; we hear a

little too much of "English
manhood " and its concomi-

tants. Yet it has its ex-

cellent passages of narrative,
and it is extraordinary how a

plain straightforward account
of a cricket or football match,
or of a run with hounds, or of
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a fight, or of a steeplechase,
can stir the blood and stim-

ulate flagging interest. It

need not be said that in the

schoolboy books of to-day we

get a good deal more about
athletics than we used to do in

'Tom Brown.' 'Pip,' by Ian

Hay, and 'Muggins of the

Modern Side,' by E. F. Sellar

(Blaokwood, 1907) are fuU of

them. The former, which in

many respects is admirably
true to nature, concludes with
a golf-match, by winning which
the hero also wins the hand
of the young lady whom he
adores. But Mr Sellar scarcely
carries his hero beyond the

limit of boyhood judging
rightly therein, as we are dis-

posed to think. The advent-
ures of Muggins are numerous
and highly entertaining; they
are narrated in a tone of grave
and unaffected humour, which
is sustained throughout with

complete success and consist-

ency; and the boy's point of

view is never lost sight of.

Mr Sellar never forces the

note, though open and un-
abashed laughter is the not

infrequent consequence of his

efforts. Moreover, he has (as
is not surprising) a share of

the true literary gift an un-

erring instinct within his own
sphere for the values of words,
and a sharp eye for the ludic-

rous jargon of the sporting
press. One truly praiseworthy
feature in the books we have
named is, that they are not
made the instruments for

lecturing or attacking the
Public School system. There
is no topic upon which a

greater mass of unadulterated

nonsense is unloaded upon an

apparently receptive public be-

tween January and December
than education. Even bishops,
whose time might well be

occupied in putting their own
houses in order, join the mis-

chievous throng who would
" reform

"
our ancient schools

and universities, forgetting
that there are many modern
institutions ranked in the same

category which would (agree-

ably to the old adage) provide
much more suitable subjects
for hazardous and revolution-

ary experiment. Our authors,
as we have said, wisely pay
no heed to these troublers of

Israel : they accept things as

they are
;

and the picture
which they present of public
school life is such as no sane

Englishman, who knows what

boys are made of, has any
cause to blush for.

None, then, of the works at

which we have been glancing
is avowedly didactic. But we
are far indeed from objecting
to a novel from which a sound
moral may be legitimately ex-

tracted (as from real life itself),

provided that that moral is

not disagreeably obtruded.

Sydney C. Grier's 'The Power
of the Keys

'

(Blackwood,
1907) teaches a sound political

lesson, to which we shall all

do well to pay heed. But the

lesson is not enforced by means
of preaching, and rather in-

sinuates itself into our minds
in the course of a highly
animated and thrilling nar-

rative. The author's subject
is the possibilities of an in-

vasion of British India on the

North-West frontier by a mys-
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terious nation called "Scythia,"
at whose identity the reader

may be tempted to guess. The

story centres upon the fate of

two ladies attached to one of

our mission hospitals in a
frontier town, or rather, per-

haps, we should say upon that
of one of them Sister Janie,
who goes through a course

of experiences perilous and ex-

citing enough to break down
the nerve and sap the physical
energy of the boldest and
hardiest specimen of "British
manhood "

that Mr C. B. Fry
could imagine. All comes

right in the long-run, to be

sure, though there is much
anxious work in the interval.

The British nation recovers its

senses, the right men are sent

to governIndia and to direct the

campaign against the invading
Scythians ; the intruding ar-

mies are triumphantly expelled,
and the integrity of our fron-

tier is restored. Not the least

striking and instructive thing
in the book is the picture of

the probable native attitude to

such an invasion which the

author's imagination is able to

supply. We realise how slender

are the threads by which we
hold in obedience to settled law
and order the conglomeration
of mutually hostile races which
inhabits British India. The
scales fall from our eyes, and
we see that (not unnaturally)
the allegiance of these innum-
erable millions may be trans-

ferred at very short notice to

any power, be it Scythian or

other, that proves itself su-

perior to ours. No words can

be too strong in which to con-

demn the culpable levity (if it

be not a malignant spirit of

mischief) with which disap-

pointed ex-civil-servants, who
have eaten the Emperor of

India's bread and taken his

wages, endeavour the subver-

sion of the one authority which
stands between that gigantic

population and inconceiv-

able anarchy. It is useless,

we fear, to plead for the in-

fliction upon them and their

satellites, in this country as

well as in the East, of the

punishment deemed appropri-
ate to sedition in all communi-
ties governed in accordance
with the principles of common-
sense. We must be content to

trust to our proverbial luck

to pull us through : to our

luck, aided by the magnifi-
cent efforts of the members
of the Indian Civil Service,
whose duties, sufficiently ardu-

ous and trying at the best

of times, are rendered a thou-

sand times more exacting by
the indiscretions of amateur
but pestilent rebels. We re-

member, too, that Mr John

Morley, whose candour has
never been open to doubt,
has become an enthusiastic, if

tardy, convert to the prin-

ciples of high Toryism as un-
derstood and professed by all

intelligent men
; and, remem-

bering this, we take courage
and venture to hope that our

Empire may be spared the

great ordeal for which, with
no uncertain note,

' The Power
of the Keys

'

enjoins us to be

prepared.
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DRAKE: AN ENGLISH EPIC.

BY ALFRED NOYES.

BOOK VI.

THE imperial wrath of Spain, one world-wide sea

Of furious pomp and flouted power, now surged
All round this little isle, with one harsh roar

Deepening for Drake's return "The Golden Hynde
Ye swore had foundered, Drake ye swore was drowned,

They are on their homeward way ! The head of Drake !

What answer, what account, what recompense
Now can ye yield our might invincible

Except the head of Drake, whose bloody deeds
Have reddened the Pacific, who hath sacked
Cities of gold, burnt fleets, and ruined realms,
What answer but his life ?

"

To which the Queen
Who saw the storm of Europe slowly rising
In awful menace o'er her wave-beat throne,
And midmost of the storm, the ensanguined robes

Of Rome and murderous hand, grasping the Cross

By its great hilt, pointing it like a brand
Blood-blackened at the throat of England, saw
Like skeleton castles wrapt in rolling mist
The monstrous engines and designs of war,
The secret fleets and brooding panoplies
Philip prepared, growing from day to day
In dusk armipotent and embattled gloom
Surrounding her, replied :

" The life of Drake,
If, on our strict inquiry, in due order
We find that Drake have hurt our friends, mark well,
If Drake have hurt our friends, the life of Drake."

And while the world awaited him, as men
Might wait an earthquake, quietly one grey morn,
One grey October morn of mist and rain

When all the window-panes in Plymouth dripped
With listless drizzle, and only through her streets

Rumbled the death-cart with its drear)' bell

Monotonously plangent (for the plague

Copyright in the United States of America, 1907.
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Had lately like a vampire sucked the veins

Of Plymouth town), a little weed-clogged ship,

Grey as a ghost, glided into the Sound
And anchored, scarce a soul to see her come,
And not an eye to read the faded scroll

Around her battered prow the Golden Hynde.
Then, thro' the dumb grey misty listless port,
A rumour like the colours of the dawn
Streamed o'er the shining quays, up the wet streets,

In at the tavern doors, flashed from the panes
And turned them into diamonds, fired the pools
In every muddy lane with Spanish gold,
Flushed in a thousand faces, Drake is come !

Down every crowding alley the urchins leaped

Tossing their caps, the Golden Hynde is come !

Fisherman, citizen, prentice, dame and maid,
Fat justice, floury baker, bloated butcher,

Fishwife, minister and apothecary,
Yea, even the driver of the death-cart, leaving
His ghastly load, using his dreary bell

To merrier purpose, down the seething streets,

Panting, tumbling, jostling, helter-skelter

To the water-side, to the water-side they rushed,
And some knee-deep beyond it, all one wild
Welcome to Francis Drake !

Wild kerchiefs fluttering, thunderous hurrahs

Rolling from quay to quay, a thousand arms
Outstretched to that grey ghostly little ship
At whose masthead the British flag still flew;

Then, over all, in one tumultuous tide

Of pealing joy, the Plymouth bells out-clashed

A nation's welcome home to Francis Drake.

The very Golden Hynde, no idle dream,
The little ship that swept the Spanish Main,

Carelessly lying there, in Plymouth Sound,
The Golden Hynde, the wonder of the world,
A glory wrapt her greyness, and no boat

Dared yet approach, save one, with Drake's close friends,

Who came to warn him :

"
England stands alone

And Drake is made the price of England's peace.
The Queen, perforce, must temporise with Spain,
The Invincible ! She hath forfeited thy life

To Spain, against her will. Only by this

Rejection of thee as a privateer
She averted instant war; for now the menace
Of Spain draws nigher, looms darker every hour.

The world is made Spain's footstool. Philip, the King,
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E'en now hath added to her boundless power
Without a blow, the vast domains and wealth
Of Portugal, and deadlier yet, a coast

That crouches over against us. Cadiz holds

A huge Armada, none knows where to strike ;

And even this day a flying horseman brought
The news that Spain hath landed a great force

In Ireland. Mary of Scotland only waits

The word to stab us in the side for Rome.
The Queen, weighed down by Burleigh and the friends

Of peace at any cost, may yet be driven

To make thy life our ransom, which indeed
She hath already sworn, or seemed to swear."

To whom Drake answered,
" Gloriana lives ;

And in her life mine only fear lies dead,
Mine only fear, for England, not myself.

Willing am I and glad, as I have lived,

To die for England's sake.

Yet, lest the Queen be driven now to restore

This cargo that I bring her a world's wealth,
The golden springs of all the power of Spain,
The jewelled hearts of all those cruel realms

(For I have plucked them out) beyond the sea;
Lest she be driven to yield them up again
For Rome and Rome's delight, I will warp out
Behind St Nicholas' Island. The fierce plague
In Plymouth shall be colour and excuse,
Until my courier return from court

With Gloriana's will. If it be death,
I'll out again to sea, strew its rough floor

With costlier largesses than kings can throw,
And, ere I die, will singe the Spaniard's beard
And set the fringe of his imperial robe

Blazing along his coasts. Then let him roll

His galleons round the little Golden Hynde,
Bring her to bay, if he can, on the high seas,

Ring us about with thousands, we'll not yield,
I and my Golden Hynde, we will go down,
With flag still flying on the last stump left us
And all my cannon spitting out the fires

Of everlasting scorn into his face."

So Drake warped out the Golden Hynde anew
Behind St Nicholas' Island. She lay there,
The small grey-golden centre of the world
That raged all round her, the last hope, the star

Of Protestant freedom, she, the outlawed ship
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Holding within her the great head and heart

Of England's ocean power; and all the fleets

That have enfranchised earth, in that small ship,

Lay waiting for their doom.
Past her at night

Fisher-boats glided, wondering as they heard
In the thick darkness the great songs they deemed
Must oft have risen from many a lonely sea ;

For oft had Spaniards brought a rumour back
Of that strange pirate who in royal state

Sailed to a sound of violins, and dined
With skilled musicians round him, turning all

Battle and storm and death into a song.

SONG.

The same Sun is o'er us,

The same Love shall find us,

The same and none other

Wherever we be ;

With the same hope before us,

The same home behind us,

England, our mother,

Ringed round with the sea.

No land in the ring of it

Now, all around us

Only the splendid

Re-surging unknown ;

How should we sing of it,

This that hath found us

By the great stars attended

At midnight, alone ?

Our highway none knoweth,
Yet our blood hath discerned it !

Clear, clear is our path now
Whose foreheads are free,

Where the hurricane bloweth

Our spirits have learned it,

'Tis the highway of wrath, now,
The storm's way, the sea.
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When the waters lay breathless

Gazing at Hesper

Guarding that glorious

Fruitage of gold,
Heard we the deathless

Wonderful whisper
We follow, victorious

To-night, as of old.

Ah, the broad miles of it

White with the onset

Of waves without number

Warring for glee;

Ah, the soft smiles of it

Down to the sunset,

Sacred for slumber

The swan's bath, the sea !

When the breakers charged thundering
In thousands all round us

With a lightning of lances

Up-hurtled on high,
When the stout ships were sundering
A rapture hath crowned us

Like the wild light that dances

On the crests that flash by.

Our highway none knoweth,

Yet our blood hath discerned it!

Clear, clear is our path now
Whose foreheads are free,

Where Euroclydon bloweth

Our spirits have learned it,

'Tis the highway of wrath, now,
The storm's way, the sea !

Who now will follow us

Where England's flag leadeth us,

Where gold not inveigles,

Nor statesmen betray?
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Tho' the deep midnight swallow us

Let her cry when she needeth us,

We return, her sea-eagles,

The hurricane's way.

For the same Sun is o'er us,

The same Love shall find us,

The same and none other

Wherever we be;

With the same hope before us,

The same home behind us,

England, our mother,

Ringed round with the sea.

So six days passed, and on the seventh returned
The courier, with a message from the Queen
Summoning Drake to court, bidding him bring
Also such curious trifles of his voyage
As might amuse her, also be of good cheer
She bade him, and rest well content his life

In Gloriana's hands were safe : so Drake

Laughingly landed with his war-bronzed crew
Amid the wide-eyed throng on Plymouth beach
And loaded twelve big pack-horses with pearls

Beyond all price, diamonds, crosses of gold,
Rubies that smouldered once for Aztec kings,
And great dead Incas' gem-encrusted crowns.

Also, he said, we'll add a sack or twain
Of gold doubloons, pieces of eight, moidores,
And such-like Spanish trash, for those poor lords

At court, lilies that toil not neither spin,

Wherefore, methinks their purses oft grow lean

In these harsh times. 'Twere just as well their tongues
Wagged in our favour, now, as in our blame.

Six days thereafter a fearful whisper reached

Mendoza, plenipotentiary of Spain
In London, that the pirate Drake was now
In secret conference with the Queen, nay more,
That he, the Master-thief of the golden world,

Drake, even he, that bloody buccaneer,
Had six hours' audience with her Majesty
Daily, nay more, walked with her in her garden
Alone, among the fiery Autumn leaves,

Talking of God knows what, and suddenly
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The temporizing diplomatic voice

Of caution he was wont to expect from England
And blandly accept as his imperial due

Changed to a ringing key of firm resolve,

Resistance, nay, defiance. For when he came

Demanding audience of the Queen, behold,
Her officers of state with mouths awry
Informed the high ambassador of Spain,

Despite his pomp and circumstance, the Queen
Could not receive him, being in conference

With some rough seaman, pirate, what you will,

A fellow made of bronze, a buccaneer,
Maned like a lion, bearded like a pard,
With hammered head, clamped jaws and great deep eyes
That burned with fierce blue colours of the brine,
And liked not Spain Drake ! 'Twas the very name,
One Francis Drake! a Titan that had stood,

Thundering commands against the thundering heavens,
On broken, shattered, storm-swept decks and drunk
Great draughts of glory from the rolling sea,
El Draque ! El Draque ! Nor could she promise aught
To Spain's ambassador, nor see his face

Again, while yet one Spanish musketeer
Remained in Ireland.

Vainly the Spaniard raged
Of restitution, recompense ; for now
Had Drake brought up the little Golden Hynde
To London, and the rumour of her wealth

Out-topped the wild reality. The crew
Were princes as they swaggered down the streets

In weather-beaten splendour. Out of their doors
To wonder and stare the jostling citizens ran

When They went by ; and through the length and breadth
Of England, now, the gathering glory of life

Shone like the dawn. O'er hill and dale it streamed,

Dawn, everlasting and almighty dawn,
Making a golden pomp of every oak
Had not its British brethren swept the seas?
In each remotest hamlet, by the hearth,
The cart, the grey church-porch, the village pump,
By meadow and mill and old manorial hall,

By turnpike and by tavern, farm and forge,
Men staved the crimson vintage of romance
And held it up against the light and drank it,

And with it drank confusion to the wrath
That menaced England, but eternal honour,
While blood ran in their veins, to Francis Drake.
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THE POST OFFICE OF INDIA :

ITS WORK AND ITS ROMANCE.

BY SIR ARTHUR FANSHAWE, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., C.V.O.

RATHER more than fifty

years ago, the Post Office of

India was constituted an

Imperial Department, under
the control of one central

authority, who is called the

Director - General of the Post
Office. Before that time, the

posts, which were limited to a

few main lines, were separately

managed in the different pro-
vinces under the orders of the

several local governments ;
and

postage, whether in the case

of letters or of parcels, was

charged according to the dis-

tance over which they were
carried. These charges differed

from province to province,

postage stamps were unknown,
and there was no proper co-

ordination of the provincial

posts. As soon, therefore, as

the Post Office became a single

Department, a uniform rate of

letter postage for the whole

country was introduced, and

postage stamps were brought
into use. Progress was re-

tarded for a time by the

occurrence of the Mutiny, and
1860 may be taken as the
date from which the regular
development of the postal

system began.
Of recent years, with the

spread of education and the

advance in the material pros-

perity of the country, that

development has been of a re-

markable character. In 1890
VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCVI.

the gross revenue of the Post
Office was less than 1 million

sterling, and such rapid strides

have been taken since that

year, that the revenue has in-

creased by considerably more
than 10 million rupees, and
now stands at nearly If mil-

lion sterling. Before that date
the Post Office had hardly ever

paid its way, but during the
last ten years a net surplus has

constantly been shown on the
transactions of the year. It

has been the good fortune, how-

ever, of the Post Office that
it has never come to be re-

garded as a revenue-producing
Department, and of late it has
been laid down by the Govern-
ment of India that a postal

surplus may properly be spent
on postal improvements. There
have been times, of course, and
that at no very distant date,
when postal reforms have had
to wait for a more convenient

season, but of recent years the

Post Office has been given full

advantage of the prosperous
condition of the finances of

India, and has been enabled to

complete various reforms that
had already been introduced,
and to take still further steps
forward along the path of

progress.
It has always been recog-

nised that the general condi-

tions of life in India made it

imperative that a cheap rate of

3F
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letter postage should be pro-
vided for the mass of the

people ;
and this rate was

fixed as early as 1854 at half

an anna, which was then less

than a penny, and at the pres-
ent time is the exact equiva-
lent of a halfpenny. The

weight carried for the half-

anna rate has been a small

one, only slightly in excess of

a quarter of an ounce, but

within this limit a good deal

could be written in the differ-

ent vernacular languages of the

country, on the light thin paper
which was commonly used.

The weight, however, was
raised two years ago, and has
been again raised with effect

from the first day of October
of the present year, so that the

half-anna, or halfpenny, post-

age now covers a weight of

rather more than half an
ounce. From the same date
the weight to be carried for the

anna, or penny, postage has
been raised to ten tolas, which
is in excess of four ounces, and
a similar additional weight is

covered by each succeeding
anna in the ascending scale of

letter postage.
On the Indian postcard the

postage has from the first been
a quarter of an anna or a

farthing, and of late years
every possible concession in

respect of postcards of private
manufacture has been granted
to the public. The dimensions
of these cards have been in-

creased to the highest limit

allowed by the Postal Union
rules, and both printed matter
and written communications
are permitted on the face of

these postcards. As regards
parcel postage, substantial re-

ductions were made some

years ago, which left the rate

two annas, or twopence, for

every pound up to a limit of

eleven pounds, with the ex-

ception of the initial rate,
which was four annas for the

first pound. That exception,

however, has now been re-

moved, and from the 1st of

October the scale has become
a uniform scale of two annas
a pound up to the limit of

eleven pounds. It may be
added that the newspaper
postage is half an anna for

four ounces, while for light

newspapers, not exceeding a

weight rather in excess of two

ounces, a special rate of a

quarter of an anna, or a

farthing, has been provided.
In further support of what

has been said, as to the re-

markable development of postal
business in recent years, a few

figures must be given. Dur-

ing the last ten years up to

the end of March 1906, the

total number of post offices in-

creased from 11,061 to 16,775,
and the total length of mail

lines from 122,282 to 151,871
miles. The latter figures
include a railway mileage of

27,683 miles, representing an
increase during the ten years
of nearly 9000 miles of railway,
and improved postal services

are not the least of the benefits

which the rapid extension of

the railway system is con-

stantly conferring on the

country. During the same

period the number of postal
articles of all kinds carried

annually by post that is, of

letters, postcards, packets, and

parcels is estimated to have
risen by nearly 320 millions,
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the most noticeable feature of

this wonderful growth being
an extraordinary advance in

the popularity of postcards,
and particularly of postcards
of private manufacture. Dur-

ing the same period, again, the
number of money orders issued

in a year has grown from ten

millions to nearly twenty
millions, while the number of

articles posted under the cash-

on -
delivery system has more

than trebled, the figures for the

year 1905-6 being 5,750,000,
as compared with 1,850,000
ten years previously. And
finally, the active accounts on
the books of the Post Office

Savings Bank have grown
from 654,000, in round num-

bers, to 1,116,000, with a
balance at their credit of

more than nine millions

sterling.
But quite apart from figures

and statistics, there is much
that may well appeal to the

imagination in the story of the

administration of posts in a

country like India. The opera-
tions of the Post Office extend
to Burma, as well as to the

whole continent of India, and
the Department stretches out a
hand to the Persian Gulf, and
across the Indian Ocean to

Aden. In the modern India
of the steamer and railway it

might be thought that the con-

veyance and delivery of the

mails would be a commonplace
and easy task. But the posts
have to be carried far afield

from the main routes, across

the wild tracts and rough places
of the country, and up to the
distant limits of the empire ;

and in the actual work which
is demanded of the Post Office

over this vast area, many
physical difficulties must be

overcome, many dangers en-

countered, and a constant

struggle maintained with the

forces of nature. Storm-swept
Himalayan passes have to be

crossed, arid deserts have to be
traversed in the heart of the

continent, and neither the low-

lying swamp nor the stony up-
land waste, nor the dense forest,
nor the ooze of the tidal creek,
"neither sea nor good dry land,"
can be permitted to impede the

passage of the mails. Then as

to the dangers to be met, the
wild tribesman is a menace on

many a frontier mail line
; high-

waymen and dacoits are found
in every province; the river

pirate has not yet wholly dis-

appeared ; and the man-eating
tiger still claims his victims

from the ranks of the mail-

carriers.

And each succeeding mon-
soon brings with it special

difficulties, always new though
always the same. Mighty rivers

overflow their banks, submerg-
ing wide tracts of country,
which thenceforward can be
reached only by water; rail-

ways are breached, hill roads
are washed away, and in every
province the mail - carriers off

the main routes are called upon
to cope with flood and torrent.

These, it may be said, return
in their appointed season, but
for the coming of the earth-

quake there is no certain hour.
None the less must its terrors

be reckoned with, when the
desolation of Shillong and the
death-roll of the tragic valleys
of Kangra and Kulu are still

fresh in men's memories
; and

it is in the dark days of anxiety,
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following on these convulsions

of nature, that mail communi-
cations acquire a tenfold im-

portance, and every nerve must
be strained to ensure that they
shall be maintained at all

hazards.

But if the earthquake and
tidal wave come but seldom,
the annals of the Post Office,

year by year, have to tell of

attacks by robbers and wild

beasts, of losses from fire

and storm, and of death and
disaster from avalanche and
flood.

Moreover, no Department of

Government can furnish more

striking examples of the dram-
atic contrasts which mark the

meeting of East and West
;

and just because the work of

the Post Office touches the life

of the country so closely, postal
officials are brought into con-

tact with curious beliefs and

customs, and have cognisance
of strange forms of crime, and
still stranger adaptations of

old needs to new surroundings.
Until recently the catamaran,
or surf-boat, the same to-day
in its simple structure as it

was five hundred years ago,
maintained a postal link be-

tween Point Calimere at the

south of the peninsula and the

northern part of Ceylon; and
now the motor-car, the latest

child of Western civilisation, is

whirling the mails up the steep
hillside to Mahableshwar, the
summer seat of the Bombay
Government. It was not so

long ago that an old woman
was found in a frontier dis-

trict village worshipping with
folded hands in front of the
familiar red letter-box, to her
the embodiment of the dimly

apprehended power by which
her letter was transported to

her son in distant Singapore;
while on the other side of the

shield we have the modern
Hindu, eager to escape the

expenses of a pilgrimage to

Benares, discovering in the

parcel post a convenient and
economical way of forwarding
the paternal ashes to be
delivered into the bosom of

the sacred Ganges, and quite
content to leave the whole
matter in the hands of the

Post Office, if only an under-

taking be given that this novel

delivery shall be made by
Brahman postmen.
A few years back Mr Wana-

maker, the well-known Post-

master-General of the United
States of America, who, during
his term of office, did so much
for the development of posts in

that country, was travelling
in India, and came to see me
in Calcutta. Shortly before

his visit, there had been pub-
lished a review, which I had
written for the Government of

India, of ten years' work of

the Indian Post Office, and he
asked for, and was given, a

copy of this report. Then, as

he left the room, with the blue

book under his arm, he turned
back to say :

"
Sir, I shall read

this book as if it were a
novel." His intention, I think,
was to express the keen in-

terest which he still took in

all postal progress ;
but in

simple truth it may be said

that some of the chapters in

the history of postal growth
in India read like the pages
of a romance.
The primary duty of the

Post Office in every country is
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to deliver letters, and if this

duty is to be discharged effici-

ently, it is essential that the

letters should bear clear and

complete addresses. To Eng-
lish ideas that will not seem
to be a matter of much com-

plexity, but in India the subject
has been surrounded with not
a few difficulties. The first of

these lay in the lengthy and
ceremonious forms of address
which fifty years ago were
demanded by the custom of

the country. To the Oriental

mind the outside of a letter

was the appropriate place for

sending salutations and greet-

ings, and for expressing pious

hopes for the welfare and long
life of the person addressed.

And this person could not be
named without the addition of

some title of respect or honour,
or some high-flown phrase of

flattery. Nor was the lan-

guage of compliment and hy-
perbole limited to the case of

men of rank and distinction.

Terms like " Most worshipful
"

were freely bandied about on
the outside of envelopes be-

tween people of ordinary degree,
and even servants could not be
addressed without being called,
in Persian phrase,

" the blessed

light of the eyes," or "the only
sun of the existence," of their

correspondents. In addition
to this, it was usual to preface

every Mahommedan address
with an invocation of divine

assistance, such as "By the
favour of God," or "If the

Almighty pleases," while in

some parts of the country,
Hindu addresses always began
with a formal phrase of good
omen, in order to avert the
evil eye; and it was not un-

common to finish up vernacular

addresses of all kinds with a

few lines giving an assurance

as to the person by whom the

letter was sent, and a foretaste

of its contents. As the result

of this, the unfortunate postal
officials were forced to work
their way through a tangle of

phrases and unnecessary details

before they could arrive at the

information that was essential

for the delivery of the letter;

and the amount of time and
trouble involved was found to

be intolerable, when correspond-
ence began to develop with the

introduction of uniform and

cheap rates of postage.
In illustration of this, I give a

few specimens of the addresses

which were in common use in

India in the middle of last

century. These specimens, in

every case, are faithful trans-

lations of the actual addresses

on letters taken at random
from the Calcutta Dead Letter

Office, for the purposes of a

Postal Commission which pre-
sented its report in 1851. The

following address is that of a

letter despatched by a Mahom-
medan pleader to his nephew,
and is a good example of the

length to which the writing on

an envelope could run. It will

be noticed that the young man
"of virtuous manners," to whom
the letter is addressed, is given
some very plain instructions

on the outside as to what
was required of him when he
received it:

" If the Almighty pleases, let this

envelope, having arrived at the city
of Calcutta in the neighbourhood of

Kulutollah, at the counting-house of

Sirajudin and Alladad Khan, mer-

chants, be offered to, and read by the
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happy light of my eyes, of virtuous

manners and beloved of the heart,
Mian Sheikh Inayat Ali, may his life

be long !

" Written on the tenth of the

blessed Eamzan in the year 1266 of

the Hegira of our Prophet, and de-

spatched as bearing.
"
Having, without loss of time,

paid the postage and received the

letter, you will read it, and having
abstained from food or drink, con-

sidering it forbidden to you, you
will convey yourself to Jaunpore,
and you will know this to be a
strict injunction."

The next is the address on a

letter sent by a Mahommedan
woman from Upper India to

her son, a table servant, in

Calcutta :

" If the Almighty pleases, may this

bearing letter, having arrived in Cal-

cutta, in the bazaar of Collingah, at

the house of Sheikh Supan, the seller

of hookahs, from there be presented
to, and read by the blessed light of

my eyes, and the joy of my life,

Ghunsa, khansama, the son of Imam
Khan, hookah -bardar, may his life

be long !

" A letter of blessing from his

mother through the medium of
Sheikh Zulfikar Ali, 22 July 1850
of the Christian Era."

Three other addresses are

given below, all of which have
been taken from letters posted
by Hindus to Hindus. In these

cases, only the description of

the person addressed is quoted,
the details as to the place of

delivery being omitted. Per-

haps it should be added that
the second of these addresses is

not to an Indian prince, but to
a clerk in a business house in

Calcutta :

" To the sacred feet of the most
worshipful, the most respected
brother, Guru Pershad Singh."

" To his highness, the respected
brother, beneficent lord of us the

poor, my benefactor, Munshi Manik
Chand."

" To the blessed feet of the most

worshipful younger uncle, Kashinath

Banerji."

As letter-writing became a
more familiar and everyday
matter, owing to cheap post-

age, these lengthy and ex-

travagant addresses fell out of

general use
;

and later came
the rule of the Post Office that

nothing but the actual address

could be allowed on the face of

a postcard, and this had the

effect of finally sweeping away
the superfluous phrases with
which the old addresses had
been garnished. Some con-

cession, however, was made in

practice in favour of a few

phrases, which were thought to

have fairly established a claim

from long use to be accepted
as part of the actual address

;

and it may be mentioned that

in the Bombay Presidency it

was usual at one time to mark
letters or postcards conveying
the news of a death with the

words, "Read this with your
clothes off."

But it must not be supposed
that complimentary titles and

flattering epithets have gone
out of vogue in India because

they no longer figure on the

outside of envelopes. Every
English official has had a large

experience of honorific nomen-

clature, though many of the

titles by which he has been

styled are, of course, conven-

tional, except perhaps in the

English garb which they some-
times assume. Still, the native

of India can be a deft coiner

of new titles even in English,
as the following instance from
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a petition addressed to myself
will show. The petition came
from the inhabitants of a small

village in Bengal, who claimed
the privilege of being given a

post office of their own. It

set forth in excellent English
the grounds of the claim, ex-

pressed regret that their case

had not received a sympathetic
hearing from the local author-

ities, and concluded as follows :

"And now, Father of postal
millions, we appeal to you, in

the full hope that in the days
of your beneficent rule, the just
claims even of the humblest
will not be overlooked." It

has always seemed to me that
"Father of postal millions" as

a title for the head of the
Post Office, was a supremely
happy effort in the art of

complimentary phrase-making.
It satisfies the natural instinct

of the Hindu to call an official

his father and mother; it has
a subtle suggestion of the

magnitude of the office of the

person addressed, and it makes
a full-sounding title, which, it

might well be hoped, would

please his ear and carry with
it a sense that he had been
rite invocatus.

Another difficulty, which still

remains a difficulty, has its root

in the vagueness, the lack of

precision, the habit of dwell-

ing in generalities, which are

characteristic of life in the

East. What the Post Office

requires for the delivery of a

letter, is a definite local habi-

tation as well as a name,
and it is this definite local

habitation which so often is

wanting. An Indian town is

usually divided into quarters,
or into bazaars bearing differ-

ent names; but the houses in

these quarters or bazaars are

not numbered, and this makes
an initial difficulty where

any letters except those for

old - established residents are

concerned. In many cases,

however, the actual informa-

tion vouchsafed in the address

on the letter is much less

definite than the name of a

bazaar, and the whereabouts
of the person addressed is

often indicated only in the

most general way, in rela-

tion to some public building or

natural object. "In the direc-

tion of the Jumma Mosque,"
or, "In the neighbourhood of

Hanuman's tank," would still

be considered quite a sufficient

guide for the delivery postman.
The same simple confidence in

the powers of the Post Office

is particularly exemplified in

the case of letters for river

delivery. A large traffic is

carried on by native craft on
the rivers, the back-waters, and
broads of Burma, Assam, and
Eastern Bengal, and as the

houses in towns have no num-

bers, so the boats, as a rule,

possess no names of their

own. The address, therefore,

frequently contains nothing
but a purely general direction

to deliver the letter on board
a boat carrying wood or laden

with salt, though there may
be fifty boats carrying wood
on the particular creek or at

the particular wharf named.
Even more difficulty has been
found in dealing with letters

for pilgrims, which constitute

a special class by themselves.

Thousands of worshippers, in-

cluding the humblest peasants,
still flock to the places of
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sacred resort, and few of them,
on arriving at their destina-

tion, put up at any known
hostel or house. Letters, there-

fore, intended for them are

usually addressed to the priest
of the shrine at which they
are expected to worship, or

not uncommonly to the shrine

itself
;
and at a city like Ben-

ares, the delivery of letters and
the payment of money orders

for pilgrims, taxes to the ut-

most the local knowledge, the

patience, and resource of a

special postal staff. An address
such as "

By the temple gate, the

holy Goddess Parvati," seems
to belong to an older time, and
the same may be said of a
letter addressed to a mariner
as "Master of a craft, laden
with hides

" on some Bengal
backwater. There is, indeed,
an almost Homeric simplicity
and spaciousness about such

addresses, but those are not

qualities that appeal to the

over-spent postman vainly en-

deavouring to find the real

person for whom the letter

was intended.

As regards letters for de-

livery in villages, the difficulty
has been of a different nature.

Many of these letters, no doubt,
bear ill-written and insufficient

addresses, but the men of any
given village, who may be earn-

ing their livelihood away from
their homes, are well acquainted,
as a rule, with the full descrip-
tion that is necessary for the
identification of the village.
The addresses on letters sent

by them usually err on the
side of giving too much detail,

including not only the name
of the district and of the sub-
division of the district, but

also the name of the nearest

police station, and in the mul-
titude of names there is apt
to be confusion. It has been
the character and appearance
of the letter itself, as well as

the address, that has caused
so much trouble. The old-

fashioned letter, which has not

yet entirely disappeared, con-

sisted of a piece of paper tightly
folded up into a roll or wedge
about the size of two fingers,
and fastened with some co-

hesive substance, so that the

outside of the paper served for

the address. No postage stamp
was affixed, and the roughly
written address sprawled over

its back and front indiscrimin-

ately, leaving no room for post-
marks. It was mainly with a

view to get rid of these trouble-

some letters, that the small

half -anna embossed envelope
has always been sold to the

public, free of any stationery

charge, for half an anna ; and
this envelope has come to be

used, together with the still

cheaper postcard, almost uni-

versally by the poorer classes.

On the envelope and the post-
card a suitable space is provided
for the address, and the proper
way of writing an address so

that the district or province

may stand out clear at the

bottom is now generally under-

stood. These are the important
points for the postal sorter to

know, and his trained eye lights
at once on the destination as

shown at the bottom of the

address. Two of the causes

which have helped to bring
about this general improvement
may be mentioned. In various

provinces the proper way of

addressing letters is taught in
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the primary schools, and the

professional letter-writers have
become allies of the Post Office

in the struggle to secure clear

and correct addresses. In most
towns or places of importance,
they are allowed to occupy
a place in the veranda or the

precincts of the post offices, on
the condition that they charge
certain small fees only, and care
is always taken to see that they
fully understand how letters

should be addressed and money-
order applications filled in.

The mail-runner still plays
a large part in spreading the
network of posts over the face

of the country, though, at the

present day, he takes up his

wallet only when the railway,
the river steamer, and the mail-

cart have done their work.
He is usually recruited from
the labouring or peasant
classes, but in the wilder

regions the hill and forest

tribes have been enlisted in the
service of the post. In the
Central Provinces, the mail-

wallet is borne by the Gond
over the forest roads of the

Satpura highlands ; alike in

Rajputana, in Central India,
and in the northern dis-

tricts of Bombay, the Bhil
has long been a trusty servant
of the Department ; in Burma
the Shan now carries the post
across his own wild hills

;
and

in Assam the Naga has ex-

changed his tufted spear for

the peaceful staff of the runner.

This staff, which is sometimes
carried in the hand, and some-
times used over the shoulder
to help to support the weight
of the mail-wallet, has a small

spear-head of its own, below
which is fastened a cluster of

tiny, rough, metal bells. The
sound of these bells is familiar

to every one who has lived in

India, and serves to scare away
wild animals when the runner
is passing along lonely roads.

The wallet is fastened, knap-
sack fashion, on the back, being

usually secured by the runner's

cloth, passing under the left

arm and over the right shoulder

and knotted on the chest. In
Western and Southern India,

however, the mail-bag is some-
times balanced on the runner's

flat turban, so that in the moisi

heat he is able to run with his

body bare to the waist.

Fifty or sixty years ago,
even on many of the most

important routes, the mails

were carried entirely by foot-

runners. This was the case

particularly in Madras, where
the condition of the roads did

not permit the employment of

horse conveyances. Alike on
the through mail line from
Madras to Calcutta, which
covered a distance of 655 miles

within the limits of that Presi-

dency, and on the through
lines to Agra and Bombay,
each of which was 759 miles

within the same limits, no

agency except that of the foot-

runner was used. By degrees,

however, on the main routes

the runner gave place to the

mail-cart, and the mail-cart

in turn has been displaced by
the railway. Notwithstanding
this, out of the total mileage
of 151,871 miles travelled by
the post at the present time,
runners and boats are respon-
sible for nearly 95,000 miles.

That boat lines should be
classified with runners' lines,

is due to the fact that in
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various parts of India, and

especially in Eastern Bengal,
the roads become waterways
with the arrival of the monsoon,
and the runners are turned
into boatmen. In any case,

however, the total length of

the boat lines, which do not, of

course, include river steamers,
is comparatively small. These

95,000 miles are chiefly made
up of the numerous short lines

which link the thousands of

small offices all over the country
with the main system of posts.
There are still, however, not
a few lines of considerable

length, extending, in some

cases, to 200 miles, over which
the post is carried by a succes-

sion of runners. Each of these

men travels a distance of about
five miles, and huts are pro-
vided for them at the different

stages along the line.

The mail - runner has still

many difficulties and dangers
to contend with in the interior

of districts, and when travel-

ling through the wilder tracts

of the country and along
frontier lines. His way takes
him where the jungle is thick-

est, where the rocky road is

roughest, where the sand is

heaviest, and where the mud
of the black cotton soil is

deepest beneath the monsoon
rain. At the same season,
hundreds of unbridged streams
and water - courses add their

obstacles, and no year goes by
without some life being lost

from the sudden rush of the
hill torrent, or when the
runner fails to stem the

rising flood at the custom-

ary crossing of the river.

Yet other difficulties have to
be confronted where the mail

route to Chitral leads over

lofty Himalayan passes. The
mails are carried by men from
the mountain villages, and week

by week during the winter and

spring the small band of mail-

carriers are the only living
creatures to be seen on the

waste of snow. But despite
their hardihood and training,
and despite every precaution
that can be taken, the signs
of the weather cannot always
be read correctly, and hardly
ever does the spring come
round without one of these

small bands being overwhelmed

by the fatal avalanche.

Of the dangers from wild

beasts the most dreaded is the

attack of the man-eating tiger,

and during the last decade only
once have the annals of the year
recorded that no mail-runner

had fallen a prey to its raven-

ing. Of other dangers many
incidents might be recounted.

On one occasion, a mail-runner

in Assam, when making a short

cut through the forest, came

upon a herd of wild elephants
in a glade, and only saved him-
self by instant flight. As he

fled, he saw the mail-wallet,
which he was forced to discard,

being tossed about contempt-
uously, but when it was re-

covered later, the contents were
found to have received no
serious damage. On another

occasion, a mail-runner in Cen-
tral India was chased by a

rogue elephant, but managed
to climb into a tree just in front

of the enraged animal. The

elephant stood up on his hind

legs against the tree, and with

his trunk reached for the man
as he clung batlike to the top-
most branches, but could not
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quite touch him. He escaped,
as the man himself described

it, by a finger's breadth. Twice
within the last few years mail-

runners have been mauled by
bears, in one instance on the

Himalayan road to Ladakh,
and in the other in a Mysore
forest. Three years ago another
of these men had a desperate
encounter with a wolf, which
he succeeded in killing with
the help of his runner's spear ;

and in the very last annual re-

port on the work of the Indian
Post Office, an account is given
of a mail-runner being seized

and nearly carried away by
a crocodile, while he was

fording a stream on the

forest road which runs into

Burma from Chittagong. He
was rescued by some villagers
who had been attracted by his

cries, but died afterwards from
the injuries which he had re-

ceived. It has already been
mentioned that in the wilder

tracts the hill and forest tribes

are employed to carry the mails.

These men bring to the dis-

charge of their duty their

knowledge of the jungle and
their courage in the presence
of wild animals, but they have
their own superstitious fears to

combat. The Gond runner,
who will face the leopard armed

only with the light axe which
he carries in his waistcloth, will

travel miles out of his way to

avoid the hill corner where the
demon has been heard to wail,
and the ford is closed for the

passage of the mails where the

haunted tree on the bank has
been seen to shiver in the

early morning light, when no
breath of wind was stirring
in the heavens.

Of other dangers those from

highway robberies are the

most frequent. These robberies,
where the mail-runner is con-

cerned, do not always have the

significance which usually at-

taches to highway robberies of

the mail, though the danger
may be none the less real

to him. Nearly 20,000 of

these men are occupied in

carrying the post over the

country in all directions, and
it can be readily understood,

therefore, that at one point or

another they are constantly in

the way of harm. And the harm
comes sometimes from bands of

starving men, when there is

famine in the land ; sometimes
from bands of disorderly men,
when the peace of a district is

disturbed ; but more commonly
from individual acts of greed
and savagery on the part of

men who hope to find some
sum of money in the mail-bag.
The regular highwayman, or

outlaw, will stop the mail-

cart where there is promise
of a larger booty, but seldom

molests the mail-runner, who,
however, is not so fortunate in

escaping the notice of dacoits,

or armed gangs of robbers,
when they are moving about

a district. On various lines

along the North-west Frontier

the mail-carrier, no longer a

runner, travels at a foot's pace
with an armed escort. The

very protection, however, has

proved an additional danger,
because the rifles of the escort

excite far stronger cupidity in

the breasts of the Waziris or

other frontier tribes than the

mails themselves, and have
been the cause of several fierce

onslaughts on the party carry-
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ing the mails. Only last year,
in a determined attack on such
a party in the Dir territory, all

the men of the escort were shot,
while the runner, who was un-

harmed, was allowed to escape
with the mails.

In these cases, if at times

protection has failed of its

purpose, that has been no fault

of the brave men employed to

protect the mails. There have
been other cases, however, in

which, with that irony of con-

tradiction never far to seek in

the East, the persons who most
of all were bound to provide
for the safety of the mails have
been the very persons engaged
in having them stopped and

plundered, with an absolute in-

difference to the fate of the

mail-runners. In a case that

occurred in Southern India, in

which the mail -runner was
attacked by men armed with

bludgeons and left senseless on
the roadside, it was discovered
that the robbery had been

deliberately planned by a
native police official, solely and

simply for the purpose of tak-

ing out of the mails an un-
favourable report upon himself

which had been posted by his

superior officer. In another
case the mail - runner was
murdered by Burman bravos
within a mile of the post office

from which he had started,
and the inquiry proved beyond
doubt that the bravos had
been hired by the postmaster
himself, who had made up his
mind that the occurrence of a
mail robbery was necessary, as
the best way of accounting for
the disappearance of a sum of

money which he himself had
embezzled.

But when the full tale of

difficulty and danger has been

told, the truth remains that

the mail -runner is the most
fortunate of men in escaping
the perils which lie around his

path. Where one man falls a

victim, a thousand go scot-

free, and the runner's im-

munity is proverbial on the

country-side, where, in the

popular belief, to carry the

mails is to be invested with a

portion of the supreme good-
luck which is the special attri-

bute of the British Raj.
There is no figure round which
romance more gathers than
that of the solitary mail-

runner. Beneath the open
sky, by mountain, forest, and

plain, he knows all seasons of

the year, and to him

" The night in her silence,

The stars in their calm,"

are no less familiar than the

fierce heat of the day. For

night and day, to the rhythmic
clink of his bells, his untiring
feet press on

; they are throb-

bing down the long, sandy
road ; they are splashing

through the ford ; they are

echoing on the hillside. He
carries no fiery cross, this

midnight messenger, but his

peaceful burden brooks no

delay, and must be borne ever

onward to its goal without

stop or hindrance, as each new
bearer takes up his appointed
course. In many a town and

village they are waiting for

the messages he brings, to be

read with the morning light.
From the mail-runner to the

postman, from the man who
carries the mails to the man
who delivers them, is a natural
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transition. The postmen and

village postmen of India con-

stitute a large and valuable

body of public servants, nearly
24,000 in number, drawn from

many different races, and

speaking and reading many
different languages. In Burma,
however, there are few Bur-
mans in the ranks of the de-

livery staff, as the pleasure-

loving people of the silken

East have no taste for the

long hours of duty and the

hard work inseparable from
the task of delivering mails.

In the Madras Presidency,
where a knowledge of English
is more generally diffused than

elsewhere, many of the post-
men speak and read English,
but in the other parts of India

this knowledge is still com-

paratively rare. Even in Cal-

cutta the men who deliver

letters to the European resi-

dents are frequently unable
to read English, mainly owing
to the fact that the postmen
employed in that city have to

be recruited, as a body, from
the sturdy peasant class of

Behar, and these men as

trustworthy as they are sturdy
do not readily acquire a

knowledge of English. They
have, however, their own way
of marking letters for the pur-
poses of delivery, and as a
rule perform their work with
wonderful correctness. A well-

known judge of the Calcutta

High Court, Sir John Stevens,
who has now retired, was much
amused by finding that the

words " old Stevens Sahib "

were constantly written in the
vernacular on the back of his

letters, and at once realised

that this was the hall-mark

of his identification, to distin-

guish him from a younger
colleague, Mr Justice Stephen,
the two names not unnaturally

having the same sound to the

postman's ear. It may be

added that in a village of

Northern India, letters are

distributed by a postwoman,
who has the double distinction

of being the only woman among
the 24,000 members of the gen-
eral delivery staff, and of being
entirely illiterate. But though
she can neither read nor write,
she has now for many years
delivered letters to the entire

satisfaction of the villagers,
with whom she has become
an accepted and popular in-

stitution.

The duties of postmen and

village postmen in India are

more exacting and onerous
than those of postmen in many
other countries, because in

addition to the ordinary work
of delivery, they are entrusted

with the duty of paying money
orders at the houses of the

persons for whom they are

intended, and are required also

to realise, and bring back to

the post office, the value of

such articles as may be made
over to them to deliver, under
the cash -on -delivery system.
This special duty is one of great
responsibility, not only as re-

gards the sums of money which
the men have to carry on their

beats, but also in respect of

the identification of the right

persons for payment in the case
of money orders. At the present
time nearly twenty millions of

these orders are paid yearly,

though the whole of these are

not sent out for payment, and

postmen and village postmen
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alike have discharged the re-

sponsibility placed upon them
with the utmost intelligence,

integrity, and faithfulness.

Moreover, in the matter of

climate, they are at a dis-

advantage in comparison with
their fellow-workers in many
other countries. Everywhere,
of course, postmen are called

upon to undergo much expos-
ure to weather, but the intense

heat of the hot season, and the

persistent tropical downpour
of the monsoon in India, con-

stitute more severe conditions

for out-door work, even in the
case of natives of the country,
than the constant changes of

weather in more temperate
climates. And it should not
be forgotten that postmen are

required, not only to be out
in all weathers, but also to

go everywhere, and this in a

country like India, where fever,

cholera, and, above all, plague
are rife, may often involve

special trial and hardship.
And it is their peculiar

honour that, in confronting

plague, they have held the

place of danger among postal
servants, and in that place
have shown a tenacity and
steadfast courage deserving of

all praise. For them the course

of daily duty has meant facing
danger from house to house
and tenement to tenement, in

the stifling bazaar and noisome

by-lane of the plague-stricken

city ; it has meant the patient,

repeated visit to villages fast

becoming solitudes beneath the

ravages of pestilence, where the
hands which should have been
stretched out to take the money
that had been brought in vain
were stiff in death, and the

eyes which should have read
the letters that could not be
delivered had closed for ever.

Their own ranks, moreover,
have paid a full toll to the
black death, and their own
task, in face of difficulty and

trial, has too often been doubled,
because when a province, like

the Punjab at the present time,
is in the grip of plague, it is

impossible to provide all the

relief so urgently demanded on

every side. In a small, undis-

tinguished place in that prov-
ince, the whole delivery staff

of three postmen fell victims to

this epidemic : first, two of the

men succumbed, and the third

at once added their duties to

his own, which, but for the

dwindling work of the office,

would have been beyond his

powers ;
then he, too, suc-

cumbed, and, without a word,
the packer of the office took
his place

" Each stepping where his comrade

stood,
The instant that he fell."

That is a simple story of devo-

tion to duty on the part of

some humble servants of the

Government of India, but the

spirit- which actuated their con-

duct is one that every Eng-
lishman can respect, though,

perhaps, it can be fully appre-
ciated only by those who have
seen the gloom and horror

that follow in the wake of

plague.
Of the many strange things

connected with the delivery of

letters in India, not the least

strange is the fact that in

Bombay the Marwari traders,
the most usurious of money-
lenders, and the most close-
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fisted of men, persist in keeping
up, at their own expense, a
small staff of private postmen.
These men, who are provided,
of course, with the proper au-

thority, attend the post office

to receive the letters for their

employers, which they then take

away and distribute. They go
round also, at certain hours, to

the shops and business houses of

these employers to collect letters

for posting. The practice is one
of very old standing, and in this

matter the conservatism of the

Marwaris has proved stronger
than their instinctive aversion

to incurring any expense that

can possibly be avoided. They
are, however, inordinately jeal-
ous of the secrecy of their busi-

ness correspondence, and this

jealousy was probably at the

root of their original desire

to have their correspondence
carried between the post office

and their houses only by their

own paid and trusted agents.
A curious sidelight is thrown
on this by some recent experi-
ences in Calcutta, where several

postmen were found to have
been systematically bribed by
some Marwari traders of that

city to bring to them the
letters of their trade rivals

before they were delivered, and
it is believed that these letters

were opened and reclosed with
such consummate skill that the

opening was never suspected.
As a further instance of the

temptation to which postmen
may be subjected, it may be
said that from time to time

complaints have been received

from various places that trade

samples were being wilfully
misdelivered to persons who
were interested in ascertaining

what business their competitors
were doing.
In another way the custom

of the country operates as a

temptation to postmen to make
small gains. The giving and

taking of dasturi, or small

customary dues, is so ingrained
in the life of the people that
bankers and merchants will

frequently give a small present
to the postmen who pay money
orders

;
and the evil of this is,

that the postmen may be led

to expect, or even to ask for,

similar presents from others.

There is no reason, however,
to believe that there is any
general practice of this kind,
as the matter receives close

attention, and it is universally
known that the payment of

money orders by postmen is a
free service.

It may be added that a
curious practice on the part
of these Marwari traders in

Bombay was lately brought
to light. It appeared that

they were in the habit of

posting, from time to time,

unusually heavy letter packets,
on which no postage was pre-

paid, to various addresses in

Kajputana. Some of these

packets were refused, and on

being opened were found to

contain nothing but pieces of

stone; and it was then ascer-

tained that they had been sent

to relatives or partners, who
were away from Bombay on

holiday visits to their native

places, as reminders that the

time had come for their return

to their business avocations in

that city. It was apparently
believed that the annoyance
caused by having to pay double

postage on heavy packets of
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this kind would stimulate their

sense of duty towards their

working partners, though ob-

viously the trick could not be

played with success a second

time on the same person. The

practice seems singularly child-

ish, but in the East the lesson

is constantly being taught
afresh that childish things are

not necessarily put away when
manhood is reached.

The village postman, or rural

messenger, is the pioneer of the

Post Office, his field of employ-
ment being among the outlying
hamlets, the more remote vil-

lages, and the backward parts
of the country, where as yet
no justification exists for the

opening of post offices. This

field of employment is being
constantly enlarged in prov-
inces like Assam and Burma,
and as constantly trenched

upon in the older provinces by
the growth of small village

post offices. For these offices,

indeed, the village postman
prepares the ground, as it is

the progress of his own work
that makes it clear that the

time has come for the higher
stage in postal evolution, which
is represented by the village

post office. The total number
of village postmen shows no

great tendency to increase,
whereas the development of

small village offices has been
one of the most marked feat-

ures of recent postal adminis-
tration. Nearly five thousand
of these offices have been newly
opened during the last ten

years. These offices are usually
placed in the charge of the

village schoolmaster, who is

glad to undertake the light

additional duties for a modest

allowance, and by his position
in the village is particularly
well suited to be the post-
master. The village post office,

which in many cases is allowed
to transact money order busi-

ness, is an exceedingly popular
institution among the people
of the rural tracts

;
and in the

more advanced provinces per-
tinacious petitions are fre-

quently received from villages
which consider that they have
as much right as their neigh-
bours to the benefit of a post
office of their own. In some
of these, no doubt, the hand of

the schoolmaster not always a
disinterested advocate can be

recognised ;
but that they voice

a genuine desire on the part
of the inhabitants is beyond
question.

In one matter, the verdict

of the countryside has been

against the village postmen in

the past, and the agricultural

mind, in India as elsewhere,
is exceedingly tenacious of a

belief that has once been ac-

cepted. In India the prepay-
ment of postage on letters is

not compulsory, and many mil-

lions of unpaid letters, as they
are termed, are still posted,

chiefly for delivery in the rural

tracts. This is particularly
true of letters for delivery in

the districts of Behar and

Oudh, from which, owing to

the pressure of population on
the soil, thousands of men are

pouring out every year to seek

employment or service in other

parts of the country. These
men almost invariably in the

past posted their letters with-
out stamps, and not uncom-
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monly do the same thing still,

in the belief that the letters

are more certain to arrive at

their villages if the village

postman is under the necessity
of going there in order to re-

cover the postage. It need not
be denied that originally there

may have been some colour

for this belief, but for many
years now it has been an in-

justice to a hard-worked ser-

vant of the Post Office, and

signs are not wanting that the
belief itself has of late been

dying away.
At the same time, it may be

said that even twenty years
ago the life of the village post-
man was much more leisurely
than it is at present. His beat
often extended over a large
area, and he was allowed to be
absent from the post office to

which he was attached, for

several days, or even a week,
at a time. Nor was he ham-
pered by any inconvenient re-

strictions as to the exact round
to be followed when he visited

the villages in his beat, so that
he was free to come and go
very much as he pleased; while
at the villages themselves, as

he came but seldom, he was

always received with hospi-

tality, and was a person of

some little consequence. This

simple, easy system has long
passed away before the more
strenuous spirit of modern ad-

ministration. Closer supervi-
sion became necessary when the

village postman was entrusted
with the payment of money
orders, and he is now required
to return to the post office

every evening, or, at most, is

allowed to remain away for a
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single night only. The vil-

lagers, moreover, in many parts
of the country have grown more

critical, and are quite ready to

complain if they think that

there has been delay or in-

attention.

The following incident from

my own experience will serve

to illustrate what the old life

of the village postman was like,

and also how the change came.
I was travelling on tour through
the Kanara jungle, and had

stopped for the night at a

traveller's bungalow close to

a village, which lay in the heart
of the forest. When I came
out the next morning to resume

my journey, a young native

rushed up to me, threw a

bundle of newspapers on the

ground, and then placing his

turban at my feet, passionately
demanded to be released from
Government service. It ap-

peared that he was a village

postman, employed to deliver

letters over an extensive tract

along the edge of the forest,

where the uplands broke down
in cultivated slopes to the

plain, and that two days be-

fore my arrival he had been

compelled to pass the night in

a tree with a bear growling at

its foot. This tract was in-

habited by Brahman cultiva-

tors, engaged largely in grow-
ing cardamoms, who occupied

separate homesteads at some
distance from each other. Only
occasional letters arrived for

these men, many of whom were

illiterate, and they were in no

hurry about their correspond-
ence. The postman, therefore,
was able to arrange his visits

to the different homesteads as

3G
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best suited his own convenience.

His day's journey was never a

long one; everywhere he was

welcome, as he brought news
from the outer world, and no

village postman had a more

idyllic life. Then suddenly civil-

isation came athwart him in

the shape of a newspaper. It

had occurred to some one at

Poona that this particular

community of Brahmans re-

quired a newspaper of its own,
to which every member was

expected to subscribe. Accord-

ingly there began to arrive, and
each week there continued to

arrive, a batch of newspapers
for these Brahman cultivators,
which made it necessary that
the postman, when going on his

round, should visit every one
of their dwellings, and forced
him to toil up and down the

steep slopes from early morn-

ing till late at night. Nor was
this all These distant dwellers
did not seem to appreciate the

blessing that had come to them :

some declared that the copies
were not intended for them,
others refused to accept de-

livery, and there was disagree-
ment and trouble. Then fol-

lowed complaints from the

manager of the paper ; the

postman was called upon for

explanations, and again for
more explanations, and the con-
tent vanished out of his life.

He did not mind the bear, to
a forest-bred man that was no

out-of-the-way experience, but
"the accursed newspaper," to
use his own words, "had
broken his loins." Immediate
orders were given for the divi-
sion of the beat and the ap-
pointment of a second postman,
and the man went away re-

assured, but evidently nursing
an undying resentment against
newspapers.

Nothing that has been done

by the Government of India of

recent years has been more

entirely popular with the people
themselves than the establish-

ment of the postal money-order
system. The words Money
Order have been adopted in

all the chief Indian languages,
and they have been adopted as

friends
;
whereas other English

words like decree, which have
become naturalised owing to

the large part played by the

civil courts in the life of the

country, carry no friendly
sound to the mass of the

population. This widespread
popularity is due to the fact

that the money -order system
not only offers general facilities

which are highly valued by all

classes of the community, but
also ministers, in a special de-

gree, to the comfort and con-

venience of the poorer classes.

Under the pressure of necessity,
or impelled by the force of

custom, many thousands of

men belonging to these classes

are obliged to earn their liveli-

hood away from their homes,
and the money - order system
provides them with a simple
and easy means of sending
small sums of money to their

families. Domestic servants,

factory hands, coolies, police-

men, and sepoys, one and all,

rely on the Post Office for

making their remittances ;
and

when Indian troops are on

service, the greater part of

their monthly pay is trans-

ferred to the field post offices

to be sent back to their homes

by means of money orders.
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The postal money - order

system was introduced in 1880,
and four years later a scheme
was adopted, in general accord-

ance with the procedure fol-

lowed in Germany, for having
money orders paid by postmen.
This has proved a complete
success, and has now been in

operation for twenty years,
with the warm approval of the
entire Indian public. From
the first, money orders have

always been forwarded to their

destination by the Post Office

itself, and the receipts, obtained
from the persons to whom they
are paid, are carried back and
delivered to the remitters free

of charge. It will be seen,

therefore, that the services

rendered by the Department,
in virtue of the single fee or

commission, are of a substantial

nature
; and this was the reason

why for many years it was not

thought desirable to charge a

lower rate of fee than two

annas, or twopence, which
covered a sum of ten rupees.
Within the last few years,

however, the fee has been re-

duced to one anna, or a penny,
for sums not exceeding five

rupees. This concession was
advocated, and sanctioned,

largely in the interests of the

poorer classes. For men who
earn only a few rupees a month,
the little more or the little less

in the way of commission may
be a matter of moment ;

and it

was urged by those who spoke
with a close knowledge of the
life of the people, that the two-
anna rate was felt to be op-

pressive in the case of really
small sums. It led the men of

the poorer classes to put off

making remittances to their

families sometimes for months

together, in order that they
might have to pay only one fee

of two annas. It was not sup-

posed, of course, that the reduc-

tion of the fee to one anna
would work any general change
in this respect, or that weak
human nature, always prone to

procrastinate, would not remain
what it is

;
but weight was

given to the consideration that

the concession would unques-

tionably prove a special boon
to these classes. The present
fees on small sums will compare
favourably with those charged
in other countries, especially
when the actual services ren-

dered free by the Post Office

are taken into account.

The trend of the money-order
business in different parts of the

country is a sure guide to the

movement of population. In
the provinces, which send out

large bodies of men for em-

ployment beyond their limits,

the number of money orders

that are paid is far in excess

of the number of those that

are issued ;
and in numerous

villages in the Punjab and

Rajputana the heavy payments
of money orders, out of all pro-

portion to the other work of

the local post offices, points to

the fact that these villages are

hereditary recruiting
-
grounds

for the Indian army. More-

over, the native of India carries

with him to other countries his

allegiance to the money-order
system. The presence of Sikh

policemen in the Straits Settle-

ments, of Madras coolies on the

tea-gardens of Ceylon, and of

Indian petty traders and others

in Natal, is constantly attested

by the money orders received
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in India from these colonies ;

and while the Uganda railway
was being constructed by
Indian labourers, there was a

regular flow of remittances

through the Post Office from
East Africa.

The scheme for telegraphic

money orders came into force

towards the end of 1889, and

during the first complete year
of its operation, 12,000 remit-

tances were made by telegraph.
Five years later, the number
had risen to 85,000, and though
the growth of this special
business has been capricious,
the yearly total has now
reached 216,597. To Burma,
which lies 700 miles away from
the continent of India, across the

Bay of Bengal, the scheme has

proved of exceptional benefit,
and the remittances made by
telegraph from that province
constitute more than 44 per
cent of the entire transactions

of the year. The larger part
of these remittances are sent

to the Madras Presidency, with
which Burma has close trade
relations.

The introduction of the

scheme was followed by a
series of frauds by false per-
sonation, all of which bore
a strong family resemblance.
The fraudulent personator usu-

ally found a dupe, when travel-

ling by railway, among the
well-to-do Hindus going on a

pilgrimage, and in the course
of conversation readily elicited

from him full information re-

garding his name, his place of

residence, his relatives, and his

intended movements. Armed
with this knowledge, he went
on ahead, either to the place
of pilgrimage itself or to some

other place which this person
proposed to visit, and there

gave himself out to be the

Simon pure whom he had
determined to impersonate.
After a few days he despatched
a telegram in this person's
name to the father or some
other relative, asking for an
immediate remittance, and in

almost every case a telegraphic

money order was sent at once
in compliance with his demand.
On the arrival of the order the

impostor produced the receipt
for the telegram which he had

sent, in proof of his bona fides,
and had no difficulty in getting
himself identified by some local

shopkeeper or priest, to whom
he had made himself known
under the assumed name. Some-
times the imposture was not

discovered until the dupe had
returned to his home; and in

one instance a successful swind-

ler obtained payment of two

separate telegraphic money
orders, at different places,
under two different names,
before he was arrested. The
most stringent instructions had
to be issued that the state-

ments of local residents should

not be accepted in identifi-

cation of persons applying for

payment of telegraphic money
orders, without full inquiry as

to their knowledge of such

persons, and of late years there

have been only one or two in-

stances of this kind of fraud.

The value-payable post, which
is better known in England as

the cash - on -
delivery system,

was established in 1884, and
soon acquired a wide popular-

ity, as the system is specially

adapted to the circumstances
of India. From the first its
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trade potentialities were re-

cognised by Calcutta, and as

early as 1890-91 that city was

sending out nearly half a mil-

lion articles to be paid for on

delivery. The number has now
risen to a million and a half,
and last year the Post Office

realised on the delivery of these

articles, and paid over to the
business houses and trades
of Calcutta, a total sum of

more than a million sterling.
Madras and Bombay have fol-

lowed the lead of Calcutta,

though longo intervallo, and
the latter city is now sending
out half a million articles a

year, to be delivered on pay-
ment of cash. The use of this

system, however, is not by any
means confined to the Presi-

dency towns. In the Punjab
it has already found special

favour, and is becoming in-

creasingly popular with Indian
manufacturers and tradesmen
all over the country. The
total number of articles posted
in the year under this system
has more than trebled, as al-

ready stated, during the last

ten years, and the most re-

markable increase has been
under the head of cheap publi-
cations. The average value of

articles sent by the value-pay-
able post has shown a tendency
to decrease, and is now rather
in excess of eleven rupees.

In its early days the value-

payable post gave occasion to

various frauds, as bogus parcels
and worthless articles were
sent to persons who had or-

dered nothing, in the hope,
which was frequently realised,
that out of curiosity or care-

lessness they would accept

delivery and pay the declared

value. In one instance a

clever Bengali swindler ob-

tained a considerable sum from
an Indian chief, as the value

of a parcel of old books and

reports which had been art-

fully described as coming from
the India Library, and the

chief in question could not
be persuaded to prosecute the

man. In order to put a stop
to this practice, it was decided,
after taking counsel with the

leading Trades Associations,
that the sender of a value-

payable article should be re-

quired to sign a declaration that

this article was being sent in

response to a bona fide order

that had been received by him,
and a penalty is attached to the

making of a false declaration.

The postal insurance system
also has been a fertile field for

fraud. The Post Office does not
admit liability when an insured
lettr or parcel is delivered in

good outward condition with its

seals intact. Every year, there-

fore, some claims for com-

pensation have to be rejected,
and the inquiries into these

claims have led to strange
disclosures. It has been found,
for instance, that the trusted

agent of an Indian banker,
who had access to the private
seal of the firm, had himself

substituted a brickbat of the

proper weight for a bar of

gold, which the partners them-
selves had seen enclosed in the

original parcel ;
and to post an

insured letter alleged to con-

tain currency notes, but really

containing nothing but pieces
of ordinary paper, has had

quite a vogue in different

parts of the country as a
new way of paying old
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debts. In one case of this

kind a Hindu ascetic declared

that he had enclosed a sum of

five hundred rupees in cur-

rency notes, in an insured letter

posted to the father of a girl
with whom it was hoped to

arrange a marriage contract.

The letter was delivered in

perfect condition ;
and in sup-

port of his statement, the

ascetic could produce nothing
more substantial than a story
that the notes, of which he did

not know the numbers, had
been given to him out of charity,

by a person whose name he did

not remember, at one of the

various fairs he had visited, but
at which of them he could not

say. It is needless to add that

compensation was not paid.
One or two instances of

strange crime on the part of

servants of the Post Office

have already been mentioned,
but the story that follows, of

the burning down of a post
office by a postmaster and a

postman, stands alone as a
freak of crime which, for light-
hearted recklessness and lack
of a sense of the reality of

things, was almost fantastic.

These two men, both of them
Burmans, comprised the entire

staff of a small post office in

Upper Burma. They both had

quarters in the post office

building, and were close friends,
a difference in official position

counting for little, six hundred
miles up the Irrawady. They
were young, and it was spring-
time, and it seemed part of the
fitness of things that they
should have their share of

enjoyment. So they held a

feast, and there were roses,

and the Burman equivalent for

wine, and above all a Pwe or

Burman dance. But festal

robes cost money, and the

performers of a Burman dance

require to be paid, and pay-
ment was made by an enforced

loan from the post office cash-

chest. Then it became known
that an inspector would visit

the office before many days
had passed, and the hour of

reckoning must be looked for.

The deficiency was no large

matter, less indeed than 20,

but the sum could not be
borrowed or made up in time.

Accordingly the light-hearted
Burmans sat down to decide

what should be done, and they
decided, on the suggestion of

the postman, but with no hesi-

tancy or misgiving, that the

post office must be burnt down.
There would be a clean sweep
of books and accounts, the

charred contents of the cash-

chest after a fire would tell no

tales, and they would be saved

the impertinences of inquiry
and examination. Now in the

spring - time post offices in

Burma burn readily, not being
made of bricks or stone, but
of teak-wood well rubbed with
oil to keep the insects out, of

bamboo mats, and much in-

flammable material
;
and when

the inspector arrived he found

nothing but the ashes of what
had been a Government build-

ing, and two disconsolate men
whose chief sorrow it was that

they had been unable to rescue

any of the post office papers
from the flames. The inspector
harboured no suspicions, but
ordered the ashes to be cleared

away, and the iron cash-box,
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which had been embedded in

the floor of the post office and
had now cooled down after

the fire, to be dug out and
forced open. Then he pro-
ceeded to ascertain what could

be discovered inside. Rupees
certainly there were rupees
fused into a rough mass

;
but

the heat had not been sufficient

to fuse them completely, and
it was quite clear that the
mass did not contain more
than thirty of these coins,
whereas there ought to have
been ten times that number.

Explanations, therefore, were

demanded, and then it was
that the Burmans, finding that
the cineres dolosi had betrayed
them, with engaging candour
told their artless tale, and went
to prison.

Irresistibly one is reminded
of the primeval Chinaman, in

Charles Lamb's delightful

essay, burning down his dwell-

ing in order to roast a suck-

ing pig ; but there was one
notable difference in favour
of the incendiary of that gift-
ed writer's imagination. The
Chinaman, it may be supposed,
never fired a house without

obtaining the coveted delicacy,
whereas the Burman incen-

diaries of real life burned
down their post office in vain.

It was fortunate, perhaps, that
the fire failed of its object ;

for if the trick had been

caught of firing post offices

in order to conceal the evi-

dence of misdoing, who shall

say where the conflagration
might have ended ?

As some exceptional crimes
on the part of servants of the

Department have been de-

scribed, it is right to add a few
words as to the general char-

acter of the postal staff. A
comparatively small number of

Europeans hold appointments
as postmasters of important
offices and as inspecting officers,

and the value of their services

cannot be overrated. But the

large army of silent workers by
whom the business of the Post
Office is carried on consists of

natives of India ;
and it is on

their patient industry, and on
their intelligence and honesty,
that the success of the Depart-
ment is based.

It has been said that the

history of the Post Office is the

history of civilisation, and in

this paper it has been shown
how the Post Office of India

may hold up a mirror to the

intellectual and material pro-

gress of the country. But,

beyond this, the Post Office has
its own inner history, its own
proper sphere of action, in

which its aim should be, to

understand the interests and
needs of the people, to be in

touch with the commercial life

of the country, and to do every-

thing in its power to further

postal progress. And if the

system of posts in India at the

present day may compare not

disadvantageously with those

of European countries, it may
fairly be claimed that the De-

partment itself has not failed

in its higher duty, that it has
had a sympathetic outlook,
that it has been prepared to

move forward, that it has en-

deavoured to keep abreast of

modern postal development.
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THE FLY ON THE WHEEL.

BY KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
AUTHOR OF 'JOHN CHILCOTE, M.P.'

CHAPTER X.

HAD Isabel been the most
industrious weaver of plots, in-

stead of the most heedlessly

spontaneous of beings, she

could not have fitted impulse to

action with better social results

than when she decided to re-

nounce Frank Carey ; for on
the fourth day after her visit

to Stephen, she received an
almost affectionate note from

Daisy, asking her to excuse a
short invitation and dine at

Lady Lane at six o'clock. The
consciousness of a family calam-

ity averted, breathed in every
line of the commonplace little

letter, although outwardly it

expressed nothing beyond an
effusive regret that they had

only met once since Isabel's

return to Waterford, and then
for so short a time.

Isabel was going through the

last stages of a trying scene
with Miss Costello on the sub-

ject of her great decision when
the letter was brought in ;

and, having read it, she tossed

it across the table with a little

smile of malicious satisfaction.
" You wanted me to get on

with the Careys, so you ought
to be satisfied now ! I couldn't
have done the two things !

"

Miss Costello sighed heavily."
Easy for them to be nice to

you now !

"
she said, as she

put the note down. "
Indeed,

when I was a girl, it wasn't to

be taking things into my own
hands like that I would !

"

Isabel gave a still louder

sigh.
" You've said that ten

times, Aunt Teresa ! I don't

suppose you ever were like me,
or that I will ever be like you."

" Indeed you won't ! No one
but your father's daughter
would have thrown away such
a chance as that !

"

"Well, would you rather I

didn't go to the Careys' ?
"

" I didn't say so. I suppose
half a loaf is better than no
bread though indeed 'twas

very different society your
grandmother was in in the

County Wexford !

"

Isabel rose from the horse-

hair arm - chair in which she

was sitting huddled up. "Is
it evening dress, I wonder !

"

"
Evening dress ! What

for?"
"
Nothing ! I was only

wondering ! At school all the

girls used to dress for dinner

when they were home on the

holidays."
"
Well, you won't find many

people in Waterford dressing
for their dinner. I suppose
old Barney Carey would turn

in his grave with pride if he
saw people sitting at his son's

table in evening dress !

"

"
Well, what'll I wear then ?"
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"Your white blouse, I sup-

pose."

"Oh, auntie, it's awfully
dirty !

"

" Wear your pink, then."

"But he saw me in that on

Sunday !

" She said the words

unthinkingly ;
then paused,

blushing.
But Miss Costello was not

observant. " Is it Stephen
Carey?"

"Yes."
"And do you think he'd

have seen what you had on ?

He's not a bachelor, that he'd

be noticing girl's clothes ! Wear
your pink !

"

Isabel accepted the decision,
not because she had nothing
further to urge upon the sub-

ject, but because the scanty
condition of her wardrobe was

eloquently present to her mind.
So in her pink muslin dress,

with a sailor hat covering her
hair and a dark ulster hiding
her finery, she started that

evening from New Town as the

city clocks were striking half-

past five.

There is no necessity for a

chaperon at any hour in an
Irish town, and it would be
looked upon as extravagance
for a young girl of Isabel's

position to drive to a dinner-

party. On foot, therefore, and
alone she started for Lady
Lane, and with the cool even-

ing air blowing in from the sea,
and the thought of the enter-

prise acting as a stimulus, it

was an undertaking full of

interest, for much of portent
centred round this invitation :

in the Careys' set young girls
are not usually asked out to

dine
; they have their allotted

place at dances and at evening

parties, but dinners are gener-

ally dull affairs reserved for

the married of the community,
and this invitation of Daisy's
was a mark of special and pre-
meditated grace at once a

balm for previous coldness and
a promise of future favour.

As Isabel approached the

house her steps became slower,
and as she crossed the road
she looked quickly up at the

windows, wondering which was

Carey's the place where he

smoked, where he read, where
he thought those strange, cir-

cumscribed thoughts that he
had expressed in the room at

New Town; then she slowly
mounted the steps and rang
the bell.

The door was opened to her

by Julia, whose face was red

from excitement and services

rendered to the cook, and
whose cap and apron were

aggressively starched in hon-

our of the evening's festivity.
"You'll take off your hat

and jacket, won't you, Miss
Costello?" she said, proud to

display her recognition of the

guest.
"Thanks! Yes."
" All right so ! You can

leave them in the spare room.

I'll show you the way up."
She piloted Isabel up the

wide staircase, where the walls

were devoid of pictures but

betrayed the ostentatious pros-

perity that new paint and

paper argues in Ireland. On
the first landing they passed
the door of the drawing-
room, which was half open,
and through which the loud

sound of laughter and voices

came rather dauntingly to the

visitor. On the second floor
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Julia opened the door of a

bedroom the same bedroom
in which Daisy and Mary had
dressed on the night of the

dance and Isabel looked

round curiously as she stepped
across the threshold and began
to unfasten her coat.

It was a large room, bare of

wall and high of ceiling, as are

so many Irish rooms, possess-

ing the lofty, square - paned
windows of another generation
that rattle to every passing
wind and permit the daylight
to search out every cranny and
recess with merciless rigour.

Here, too, as in the hall down-

stairs, there was a veil of ugly
modernity thrown over the
character of the place: two
or three pieces of fine old

furniture stood against the

walls, but in glaring contrast
to their dark solidity, a new
brass bedstead flaunted its

existence, while curtains of

limp art muslin hung from
the massive cornices of the
windows. Isabel condemned
the taste that had designed
it, while she handed her coat
to the servant and went across
to the dressing-table to take
off her hat. "If I had her

money !

"
she thought ; and

she heaved a sigh.
"Would you like a comb,

Miss Costello ? Though indeed
'twould be a sin to touch your
hair."

"No, thanks ! I don't want
a comb." Isabel looked into
the glass, twisting up a stray
lock or two, while Julia watched
her with burning interest.

"I suppose you're glad to be
back again, miss? You were
a long time away at school,"

she suggested, quite unable to

suppress her curiosity.

"Oh, yes; I'm glad."
" I suppose you don't remem-

ber me, Miss Costello, though I

remember you ?
"

Isabel looked round. " How
do you remember me ?

"

Julia was satisfied, having
at last drawn forth some ex-

pression of interest. "Oh, in-

deed 'tis well I remember you
when you were a little thing.
You were like a gipsy, I re-

member so dark. Me and the

other girls at Mr Nagle's used

to be admiring you that time."
" Did you live at the

Nagles' ?
"

" Indeed I did, miss. I lived

there seven years before I went
to Mr Norris's."

Isabel looked reflective. "I
remember the Nagles' big gate

just opposite our house," she

said. "
Fancy your being

there !

" Then a new look

crossed her face. "Did you
ever see my mother ?

"
she

asked in a lower tone.

Julia's face became sympa-
thetic at once. "

No, miss ;

God be merciful to her! I

never saw Mrs Costello, though
many a time I remember Mary
Ahern, the cook, telling me the

handsome-looking lady she was,
and the terrible way poor Mr
Costello was broke up after

her. I believe 'tis walking the

roads all night he used to be,

till they were afraid his mind
wouldn't hold out. But, God
bless us, there's the hall-door

bell again ! I must go. Are

you ready, miss ?
"

Silenced by the tragedy that

had darkened her house, Isabel

followed the maid out of the
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room and down the stairs ; but
at the door of the drawing-
room the moment with its im-
mediate demands ousted the

past, and her mind swung back
to the thought of the ordeal to

come.
With the flurried conscious-

ness of the unanswered bell,

Julia threw open the drawing-
room door, made an unintel-

ligible murmur that might
have been taken for the guest's
name, and hurriedly withdrew,
leaving Isabel alone upon the
threshold.

For a moment she stood un-

comfortably aware of a very
large room, filled with a mul-
titude of chairs, cabinets,

mirrors, and small tables, and
of a group of three men and
three women gathered round
the fireplace at its farthest

end : then, to her intense re-

lief, Daisy Carey separated
herself from the little circle

and came forward with effusive

haste.
"
Oh, Isabel ! How are you !

How nice of you to come.

Stephen isn't here yet he

telephoned from the office that
he'll be a little late. You know
Mrs Power and Mary ! Let
me introduce Father Cunning-
ham and Father Baron and

my brother, Tom !

" With a
friendliness in striking contrast
to her previous manner, she
took Isabel's arm and drew her
into the party.

Isabel herself, rather con-

fused by this change of atti-

tude, bowed vaguely to the
two priests and to a fair-

haired boy of twenty, who
bore a strong likeness to his

sisters
; and suffered Mary,

who was evidently following

Daisy's lead, to touch her

cheek with the semblance of

a kiss.
" How are you, Isabel !

"

said Mary. "Were you in

time for your appointment on

Sunday ?
"

Isabel coloured, and was glad
to sink into the chair that

Tom Norris pushed forward
for her.

To her great relief, nobody
took any further notice of her,
and presently the little group
dropped back into its former

order, and the conversation she
had interrupted was taken up
again.
"What we want in this

movement is organisation !

"

said Norris.

"What you want in every
movement is money, if you ask
me !

"
said Mary.

"
Oh, you mustn't bring in a

mercenary spirit, Miss Norris,"

objected Father Cunningham,
the younger of the two priests,
who had a pale, eager face and
wore the gold cross of the total

abstinence pledge on his black
watch-chain.

"
Oh, you needn't remonstrate

with her," Norris said. " It's

sickening to think of what
women could do and don't,

just because the thing isn't

fashionable !

"

" I think it's sickening to be
called a ' woman '

by your own
brother !

"

Norris laughed involuntarily.
"But seriously, Polly," he said,

"look what you and Daisy
could do, if you cared a straw !

You could start classes in

private houses, like they do
in London."
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"Public houses suit the

scholars here ever so much
better. Don't they, Father

Cunningham?"
"
Oh, well, of course, if that's

your attitude
" Norris

shrugged his shoulders.

"But, Tom," Daisy put in

plaintively, "how on earth

could I do anything with

Stephen and the children ?
"

"Well, Mary hasn't any
children !

"

" I like that ! As if I hadn't

a father worse than thirty
children ! I'd like to see how
many lectures you'd give, and
how many classes you'd attend,
if you had to mend father's

socks! Here's Stephen, Daisy!
I heard the hall door shut."

This announcement put a

stop to further argument, and
a few minutes afterwards

Carey himself entered. He
looked very tall and strong
in the fading daylight that
filled the room, and as he

joined the circle it seemed
that he brought with him a
breath of the outer air, and
the vitality and energy of the
outer world.

He took Isabel's hand first

of all, and although his greet-

ing was ordinary, the friendly
pressure of his fingers banished
her diffidence, and she uncon-

sciously lifted her head, look-

ing out upon the scene with
renewed self-confidence.

There was a moment or two
of fragmentary talk, then

Daisy rose; and, without pre-

serving any particular order,
the party straggled out of the
room and downstairs. In the

dining-room the big gasalier
above the dinner - table was

blazing with light, and on the

table itself a display of the old

cut glass for which Waterford
is famous cast back the light
from its facets, while the silver,

of which Daisy was justly

proud, was burnished to look

its best. The higher refine-

ments of civilisation may not
be found in such households
as the Norris's and the Careys',
but an amazing number of

valuable articles are handed
down from generation to

generation in these middle-
class families, and the pantry
of many an Irish housekeeper
would fill the collector with

envy.
When the party had sorted

itself out and the seats round
the large table were all occu-

pied, it proved that Isabel's

place was between young
Norris and Father Baron.

Very little was said while the

soup and fish were eaten, for

a meal in Ireland usually
means a meal; but when the
cover was removed from a

j oint of beef, and Carey entered

on the task of carving, ideas

began to stir again and the

hum of opinions to make itself

heard.

"Well, Father James, you
were very silent up in the

drawing - room !

" Norris re-

marked, leaning across Isabel.

"How is the movement going
on down at Scarragh?"

Father James Baron was a

man of sixty -eight, with a

high colour, grizzled hair, and
a wide inouth tempered with
the love of his kind. He was

priest of the smallest and
most insignificant parish in his

diocese, and a man of little
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worldly polish ; but something
deeper than the learning of

books looked at you out of his

small eyes, and when you
heard him speak you listened,
however homely the words

might be. There was true

metal in the man, and you felt

without explanation that it

had been tempered in the
furnace. He turned slowly
now, and looked at Tom with
the humorous indulgence of a
father to his child.

"Well! well! well!" he
said slowly. "And is it a

little place like Scarragh you're

going to turn your hand to

now?"
"We must have every place

interested, Father James,"
Norris retorted quickly. "No
place is too small. What we
want is undivided interest."

Isabel could restrain her

curiosity no longer. "What
is it you're talking about?"
she said. "I'd simply love to

know !

"

Norris's face lighted up, full

of enthusiasm at once. "
Why,

the great new movement," he
said. "The Gaelic movement.
Haven't you heard of all it's

doing?"
"The Gaelic movement ?

"

"Yes," put in Mary across

the table,
"
all the children in

the National Schools can say
their prayers in Irish now, and
in a lot of the towns they've
written up the name of the
streets in Irish. It gives them

quite a nice foreign look for

tourists !

"

"
Indeed, Mary, you're too

hard on them," said Mrs Power

amiably.
" You ought to be

very glad that your brother has

such nice quiet tastes, instead

of betting and playing cards
like so many of the young
men." She heaved a placid

sigh, recalling her own son's

peccadillos, which she was far

too lazily indulgent to check.

Carey looked up from cutting
the last piece of beef. " Take
a hint from that, Mary," he
said. "

Marry a man with
nice quiet Gaelic tastes !

"

Mary coloured with annoy-
ance, and was about to make a

sharp retort, when her brother
seized the silence to urge his

own opinions.
" Don't listen

to them, Miss Costello !

"
he

said earnestly.
" It's people

like them that have kept Ire-

land where she is. We'd have
been a nation long ago a
nation in the commercial and
intellectual sense only for the

poisonous spirit of depreciation
that's spread over every honest
effort to raise the country.
Look at Stephen ! He's an

intelligent man, and yet he
wouldn't raise a finger

"

"
Steady, Tom ! I had both

my hands to the plough once

only we called it the Land

League then, not the Gaelic

movement. You'll always have

young men, you know
; but

Ireland won't be changed by
that."

" I don't think you're right,
Mr Carey," broke in Father

Cunningham with the quick
heat of the zealot. " The Land
League, of course, was purely

political. This is altogether
different. It's when you begin
to educate a country that you
begin to progress."

" No doubt !

"
said Carey.

" But are you prepared to
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educate Ireland ? You might
teach the new generation to

talk in German, as far as that

goes, but unless you allowed

its mind to run in German

grooves, you'd be leaving it

exactly where it was. Are

you going to teach the new

generation to express itself in

different sounds, or are you
going to give it new ideas to

express ? That's the question,
as I see it."

"The proper vehicle of ex-

pression must be the native

tongue," said Norris hotly.
" Once teach the people to

speak and write in the natural

language of the country, and

you'll soon have the national

spirit waking up. Why has
Ireland one of the most poetic
countries in the world no
modern national literature ?

Simply and solely because she

was thrown back again into

infancy by being made to think
and speak and write in a
new language, when she was

practically a fully developed
nation !

"

"Wait a minute, Tom!"
Carey paused in the cutting
of his own dinner. " You
people hold that when Eng-
land robbed us of our language,
she threw us back into a sort

of national infancy out of

which we are now slowly
struggling ?

"

"
Certainly ! Certainly, we

do ! I'd like to know if any
one can refute it !

"

"
Very well ! And what are

you trying to do yourselves ?

You're trying with might and
main to do what England did
in the penal days ! You're send-

ing Ireland back to school !

"

He took up his tumbler and
drank some water with the

hasty manner of a man whose

temper is stirred. " Now that

she has been trounced into

learning her English, for good-
ness' sake, let her do what she
can with that, instead of set-

ting her down to a dead

language ! If you want ad-

vancement, let it be educa-

tional by all means; but let

the education be modern !

Souse the country with modern

thought Spencer and Huxley,
Haeckel and Kant and be

hanged to sentimentality !

"

There was silence after his

outburst. Daisy looked fright-
ened

;
Father Cunningham

excited
;
and the older priest

anxious.

"Those are dangerous writ-

ers, Mr Carey," said Father

Cunningham.
" I'd be very

sorry to see Catholic Ireland

reading such men as Haeckel."
" That sounds like weak-

ness ! If you are sure of your
flock, you shouldn't be afraid

of new pastures."
"A dangerous doctrine !

"

A retort rose to Carey's lips,

but on the instant of its utter-

ance his eye caught Father

Baron's, and, with a curious

change of attitude, he shrugged
his shoulders and dropped the

aggressive tone.

"Well, Father James, and
what's your opinion ?

" he sub-

stituted.

FatherBaron looked infinitely

relieved. "Well, Stephen," he
said slowly,

" I think, after all,

'tis good for young men to be

at something, so long as it isn't

mischief; but I'm inclined to

agree with you that whether
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it's Young Ireland or the Land

League or the Gaelic move-

ment, 'twill all be the same in

a hundred years !

"

Carey laughed, half de-

spondently, half sarcastically.
" That's it !

" he said.
" That's

it !
' The brave days when we

were twenty-one
'

!

" His voice

dropped on the last word ;
and

Isabel, who alone among the

party was listening to his

words and not to his opinions,
shot an involuntary glance at

him from under her lashes,
and by a swift flash of intui-

tion it seemed to her that in

imagination she could hear
the whirr of the great machine
of which he had discoursed in

her aunt's parlour.

Except for a feeble murmur-

ing of gossip between Daisy
and Mrs Power, conversation

flagged after this, while the

meat was removed and a

pudding placed upon the table,

for no Irishman can be imper-
sonal when his feelings are

seething; and under the out-

ward appearance of convivi-

ality, one could feel Father

Cunningham and Nbrris thirst-

ing to break bounds.

At last the pudding gave
way to dessert ; the cloth was

cleared, fruit and port were

placed upon the table, and
Julia withdrew for the last

time.

As the door closed upon her,
Tom took a handful of walnuts
from a dish, and began to crack
them ostentatiously.

" I'd like

to know, Stephen," he said in

an aggressive voice,
" what

exactly you mean when you
talk about sentimentality?"

Daisy made a hasty little

movement, and looked appeal-

ingly at Mrs Power.

"They're going to begin
again !

"
she said in a whisper.

" I think we'll go upstairs,
unless anybody wants fruit."

Mrs Power and Isabel dis-

claimed all wish to eat any-
thing further, and the three

stood up simultaneously ;
while

Mary, who was nothing if not

leisurely, rose last of all, picked
up a handful of raisins, and
strolled slowly after them to

the door.

CHAPTER XI.

" What fools men are !

"
said

Mary, as she calmly mounted
the stairs in Daisy's wake,

putting one raisin after an-

other into her mouth. " Look
at Tom ! He's really awfully
clever, and father spent a

fortune on educating him
;

and what does he go and do
now just when he might be
of some use to Daisy and me

but take up this Gaelic

thing ! Teaching the people,

indeed ! As if they didn't

know far too much as it is !

I'm sure it's harder to get
servants every year."

"
Indeed, that's true," Daisy

agreed, as they passed into the

drawing-room. "Only yester-

day nurse actually refused to

take baby out, because she
had been kept awake the

night before. And I pay her

eighteen pounds a-year !

"

" My dear, much too much !
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I never gave a nurse more
than fourteen and never

would."
"But what's the good of

that, Mrs Power, when they
won't come for less?"

"You should be firm,"
advised Mrs Power, whose

management of her own es-

tablishment was lax in the

extreme.

Daisy sank into a low chair,
and began to twist the rings
on her pretty, useless-looking

fingers.
" I do try," she mur-

mured,
" but really, you know,

they're awful and children

are such a responsibility."
Mrs Power laughed, as she

sank into a seat. " Three chil-

dren a responsibility ! Look
at me, with nine ! But we
mustn't be talking about re-

sponsibilities, or we'll be mak-

ing the girls afraid to get
married at all !

"

Mary, who was eating her
last raisin, glanced round at

this.
"
Indeed, you won't find

me marrying, Mrs Power."
Mrs Power smiled with

superior wisdom. "We all

said that once, Mary. But
you'll be caught one of these

days, all the same."

"Well, then, I have still to

meet the man !

"

Daisy and Mrs Power ex-

changed a swift glance, to

which Mary considerately pre-
tended to be blind.

"Isn't that a bad compli-
ment now to the Waterford
men, Miss Costello ?

" Mrs
Power said, turning to Isabel
and drawing her into the con-
versation. "I hope you aren't

going to be so fastidious."

The suggestion was a little

awkward, considering the
secret shared by three of the

party as to Isabel's broken

engagement, but Isabel re-

ceived it frankly and with-
out embarrassment. "I don't

know that I'll ever marry
anybody, Mrs Power."
Mrs Power looked up at

her, standing behind Daisy's
chair; and something a little

lonely, a little aloof in the

solitary figure and the un-
common face, touched her

motherly nature.

"Ah, my dear, I won't have

you saying that !

" She put
out her hand and took pos-
session of Isabel's. "I'll find

a husband for you whether

you like it or not !

"

Isabel flushed, her expression

softening, her eyes lighting at

the kindly thought for her

welfare. "
Oh, thank you !

"

she said. " I mean, thank

you for caring whether I get
married or not !

"

Mary gave a faint little

laugh.
Isabel's flush deepened, but

from a new emotion. "Why
did you laugh ?

"
she said, turn-

ing quickly round.

Mary looked at her coolly.
"
Oh, no reason ! It just

amused me."

"Why?"
"No reason !"

Mrs Power felt the hand
she was holding tremble, and
she pressed it soothingly.
" Don't mind Mary !

"
she said.

" She doesn't mean half she

says. And, indeed, if you
don't marry, it won't be the

men's fault. I'll venture to

say that."

"I'd only marry for one
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reason," Isabel said suddenly,
"and if I hadn't that reason,
all the people in the world
couldn't persuade me."
"And what's that?" Daisy

asked curiously.
"The reason of caring for

the person."

Daisy laughed. "Love in

a cottage?" she said a little

patronisingly.
Isabel's dark eyes flashed.

" If I cared, I'd marry a

beggar; and if I didn't care,
it wouldn't matter to me if

the person was a king."
The three listeners fell silent

for a moment. To Mrs Power,
with her long life and superior

experience, Isabel's declaration

seemed merely the folly of a

young girl just out of school;
while to Daisy it appeared the

cunning of one who had lately
been worsted in a vital social

encounter. To Mary alone out

of the party, it suggested
something more offering sud-

den glimpses into the depths
and shallows of the nature
behind the words.

Isabel looked round from one
face to the other. " I suppose
I oughtn't to have said that !

"

Mrs Power laughed and

patted her hand. "My dear

child, say anything you like !

But you have plenty of time
to be thinking of love! And
that reminds me, I told Jose-

phine to write you a little

note, asking you up to tennis.

You have six boys of mine
still to meet, you know."

Isabel thanked her by a

look
; and Daisy, influenced at

once by the fact of the invita-

tion, drew her chair nearer.

"Indeed, we all want to see
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more of Isabel," she said.
" She mustn't be a stranger

any more. Mary, will you
ring for tea? I don't know
what they can be doing down-
stairs."

And so the talk became less

personal ; and with the arrival

of tea, the two married women
drifted towards the table on
which Julia placed the tray.
As Daisy filled up the cups,
their voices imperceptibly
dropped to the gossiping key,
and Isabel and Mary found
themselves shut out into an
undesired companionship.
Taking their cups from

Daisy, they wandered away,
as in duty bound, towards the

other end of the room. Mary
was the first to break the
silence. "I'm sorry if I was

nasty while ago," she said,

laying her cup on the top
of the piano. In the few
moments that had passed since

Mrs Power's invitation, she
had decided that a little trim-

ming of sails would be neces-

sary if her boat and Isabel's

were to float upon the same
waters. "Everybody is a bit

cross now and then, don't you
think?"

Isabel, fully conscious of her
own erratic moods, saw an

impulse of remorse in the

words, and met it generously.
" 'Twas nothing !

"
she said.

" I was nasty, too. Let us

forget about it!"

"Yes; I want to. Do you
play?"
"No."
" Do you mind if I play ?

"

"
Oh, no ! I love music."

Mary seated herself at the

piano and began to play
SH
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passing carelessly from classical

music to the newest comic

song. She played well, almost

brilliantly, with a hard, sharp
touch ;

and as she played, she

looked up at Isabel, who was

leaning over the piano and

watching her with interested

eyes. "Is there anything
you'd like? I can play most

things by ear."

Isabel hesitated; then she

said,
"
Play that waltz,

' Amoreuse.'"

Immediately Mary complied,
and after a few bars looked

up again. "They played that
at Fair Hill. 'Twas the waltz

you danced with Stephen."
"Yes, I know."
There was another pause,

and again Mary's quick green
eyes were lifted. "How do

you get on with Stephen?"
Isabel drew back a little.

"Get on with him? Oh, I

don't know! All right, I

think"
"And what do you think of

him?"
"Think of him? How?"
"As a person."
"Oh, I I don't know."

Mary looked down at the

keys, and the waltz became
slower. "He's a queer fish

Stephen ! He hates the very
sight of me."

"Why?"
She shrugged her shoulders.

"Perhaps I see through him
more than other people do
and he hates being seen

through."
Isabel's lips parted in quick

question, but they closed again
at the sound of an opening
door. "Oh, here they are!"
she said.

Mary glanced over her shoul-

der at the four men entering
the room. "Yes, here they
are when they want their

tea !

" And the waltz came
to a conclusion with a few

crashing chords.

The last words of the dis-

cussion were evidently hot upon
the men's lips, and Norris and
Father Cunningham made at

once for the tea-table, where

Tom, with a careless nod to

Daisy, poured out two cups of

tea.

"Well, I think we did for

them !

" he said in a low voice.

"We didn't leave Stephen a

leg to stand on."

The young priest stirred his

tea thoughtfully.
" I don't like

your brother-in-law's views,"
he said. "They're dangerous
views for an influential man."
Tom laughed.

"
Oh, Stephen

doesn't mean all he says !

"

"
Perhaps not ! I hope

not !

"

" Of course, not ! You're a

regular pessimist sometimes."

Father Cunningham still

stirred his tea absent-mindedly.
" He's a very able man !

" he
said in the same musing under-

tone.
" Able ? You may say that !

There are few men the equal of

Stephen, when he cares to show
it. Hallo ! They're not going,
are they? Is it as late as

that ?
"

"
Indeed, it is, Tom !

" Mrs
Power caught the last words,
as she rose to say good-bye.
"It's time for all good people
to be thinking of their homes."

" What nonsense, Mrs Power!
The night is young !

"

"'Tis,Tom foryoung people.
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But 'tis time for me to be think-

ing of my family."
"Indeed you needn't trouble

about your family ! You'll find

them all playing bridge."
She laughed good-naturedly.

"All the more reason to go
home and pack them off to

bed. Good-night, Daisy ! It's

been a delightful evening."
Daisy protested prettily :

"
Oh, no, Mrs Power ! You're

not going ! Please don't go !

"

" I must, dear. I must, really.
I promised to be back early.
But don't let me break up the

party !

"

But the going of one guest
sets the minds of all the others

tending towards departure, and
one by one excuses were made.
Father Cunningham had a six

o'clock mass to say next morn-

ing ; Father Baron had to catch
the last train to Scarragh ;

and

finally Isabel pleaded that Miss
Costello would be expecting her
soon after ten.

In a very few minutes all the

good-byes had been said, and
the four women had left, to seek
the spare room and the guests'

wraps.
"Your dinners are always

such a success, Daisy !

" Mrs
Power murmured, as she tied

her bonnet-strings. "I don't

know how it is, but somehow

you have the knack of enter-

taining."

Daisy, who had no more

knowledge of entertaining than
a child of three, smiled delight-

edly at the harmless flattery.

"Indeed, I don't know!" she
demurred. "I don't think I

do much!"
"Ah, you say that! But I

must be off! How is Miss

Costello going home ? It would
be nothing for me to drive round
with her, if she hasn't told any-
body to call."

"
Oh, no !

"
Isabel protested.

" It's altogether out of your
way ; 'twas too kind of you to

do it even the night of the
dance."

"Not at all! The horse
hasn't been out before to-day ;

and a little exercise would do
him good."

"Oh, no, Mrs Power," Daisy
expostulated.

" Tom will take
Isabel home."
Mrs Power smiled knowing-

ly. "Ah, well then, I wouldn't
take her for the world ! Good-

night, Daisy, dear! Mary, I

think Josephine is expecting
you up to - morrow ! Good-

night, my dear I'll have to

call you Isabel Miss Costello

is altogether too stiff !

" She
kissed all three in turn, and
then bustled out of the room
and down to the hall, where
she had another effusive fare-

well with Carey, Norris, and
the two priests.
When the door closed on

her, Carey turned to Daisy.
" Who's going to take Miss
Costello home?"
"Tom is," Mary interposed

before her sister could reply.
"Oh! All right!" Carey

turned aside and joined Father

Baron; while Mary's eyes,

maliciously humorous, flashed

over Isabel's face.

"It's too bad!" Isabel said

quickly.
" I could easily go by

myself."
"Oh, Tom won't mind, I

assure you !

"

"What's that, Polly?"
"I'm saying that you don't
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particularly object to seeing

girls home."
Tom laughed.

" Not if Miss

Costello is one of them ! Are

you ready nowv Miss Costello ?

I won't keep you a minute."

He disappeared into the re-

cesses of the hall, and returned

with his cap on and his arm

through the sleeve of his coat.
" Now we're ready !

" he said

cheerfully. "Give me a lift,

Father John!"
Father Cunningham helped

him into the coat, while Carey
went forward to open the hall

door.

Isabel kissed Daisy and

Mary, shook hands with the

priests, and then followed Tom,
who had already stepped out
into the street, humming a

patriotic tune. On the thresh-

old Carey put out his hand.

"Good-night, Miss Costello!

We hadn't a word at all this

evening."
Isabel said nothing.
" Next time, perhaps !

"

"
Perhaps !

" She looked up
and they both smiled.

"
Good-night !

"

"Good-night!" The hall

door closed, and she was alone
with Norris.

They turned out of Lady
Lane in silence, but as they
crossed the Mall he broke forth
once more in his usual en-
thusiastic spirit. "Well, Miss
Costello!" he said. "And
what do you think of your
native town, now that you are
back again ?

"

"Well, it seems rather

strange," Isabel answered

thoughtfully, "or I am
strange, I don't know which
it is."

Tom nodded sagely. "Do
you know, I felt just the same

myself," he confided to her,
"when I came home from col-

lege. There's no use denying
it, you know

; it seems a bit

narrow at first."

"And you have to squeeze
down to fit it?"

"Ah, well, no! Ah, no! I

wouldn't say that. You know,
we're an interesting people,
Miss Costello, wherever we are

only it doesn't show up at

first in places like Waterford."
Isabel did not at once sub-

scribe to this, and Tom
branched off into a new chan-

nel. "Tell me now," he said,

"weren't you at school in Dub-

lin, before you went abroad ?
"

"Oh, yes, ever since my father

died. I only went to France
two years ago."

"And did they take any in-

terest at all there in the new
movement? Did they open
your minds at all to the future

of Ireland?"
Isabel laughed. "I don't

know that they opened our
minds to anything."

"There you are!" Tom
threw out his arms in vivid

despair. "There you are! How
on earth are we going to form
the nation when women are

turned out in batches year by
year with French and German
at their fingers' ends, and no
more knowledge of their own
language than infants in

arms !

"

Isabel laughed again. "I
don't know about fingers'
ends !

"
she said. "I was able

to say my prayers in French
when I went to Paris, but that

was about all."
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"What a shame!" Tom
cried, following his own train

of thought. "The most re-

ceptive years of your life lost !

But it's not too late, you know;
it's not too late ! I wish, Miss

Costello, you'd interest yourself
in the cause. If we could only
induce the educated women to

take it up seriously, we could
move mountains."
"And do you think it will

do any real good?" Isabel

ventured.

"Good?" He turned on

her, aflame with enthusiasm
in a moment the enthusiasm
that has sent Irishmen down
to death in the wake of lost

causes for more generations
than one cares to count.

"Good? Why, it's going to

make a nation of us ! It's

going to lift us to the level of

the rest of Europe! It's the
one movement that has really
touched the bed-rock of things

that has a sound and true
foundation. I'm not tiring

you?" He looked up, as he
felt her steps slacken.

"Oh, no! It's only that
we're here. This is my
aunt's."

His face fell. "Oh, I wish
I could have told you more !

The walk was miserably short.

But let me ring the bell for

you !

" He strode up the little

path before her, and rang the
bell loudly.
"Does it interest you at

all?" he asked, as he turned
to say good-night.

"
Oh, I think it's it's most

interesting."

" I'm so glad. I'm so glad.
I must talk to you again.

Good-bye ! And thanks for a

most delightful walk !

" He
wrung her hand cordially, while

they heard the chain being
taken off the door.

As he walked down the path,
the door itself was opened, and
Miss Costello's face appeared
in the aperture : almost before

she had seen her niece, she

broke volubly into speech.
"Oh, Isabel!" she cried.

"I thought you'd never be
back ! Such a time as I have
had ! There's a telegram for

you that came at eight o'clock.

I half thought of sending
Lizzie up with it to the

Careys', but then I didn't."
" Thank goodness, you

didn't !

"
said Isabel, as she

walked into the hall.

"Well, here 'tis now, any-
way !

" She held out the

orange envelope.
"
Open it I

Open it, and see what it is !

I have an awful sort of a

feeling that it's from Frank."
" From Frank ? Nonsense !

"

But Isabel turned a little pale
as she walked towards the

gas-jet, tearing the envelope
open.
For a moment she stood

reading the message with a
calm that reduced Miss Cos-
tello to despair; then she held
out the thin pink paper.

"You're quite right, Aunt
Teresa !

"
she said in a dazed

voice. "It is from Frank.
He's got my letter, and he's

coming back to see me. He'll

be here to-morrow."
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CHAPTER XII.

The arrival of this telegram
from Frank Carey had some-

thing of the force and decimat-

ing power of a bomb explod-

ing in peaceful surroundings.
Under any circumstances the

coming of a telegram causes

excitement in such households
as Miss Costello's ; but when
the fateful envelope holds with-
in it such news as this, excite-

ment cools before actual panic.
Isabel's first desire was to

sink into the solitary chair that

graced the hall
;
but that being

already in possession of her

aunt, she was forced to accept
the nearest substitute, which

proved to be the lowest step of

the stairs
; and from this coign

of vantage she looked out

blankly upon the situation.
" To - morrow !

"
she ejacu-

lated. " To - morrow ! That
means he'll get in by the boat
at some unearthly hour in the

morning !

"

Miss Costello, who was still

scrutinising the telegram,
answered from her own
thoughts. "He handed this

in just before the boat left,"
she said. "He's actually on
his way now."

Isabel made a gesture of

despair.
" What'll his brother

think! He'll think I didn't

properly break it off. Oh,
what on earth possessed him
to do such a thing ! What
on earth possessed him !

"

" Your letter, of course ! I
must say I feel for the poor
fellow 1

"

" And why should my letter

make him do such a thing ? I

think it's mean I think it's

downright mean to come in

on us like this ! Never to give
us a chance of writing never
to give us a chance of stopping
him !

" Her voice rose with her

distress, and, urged to action,
she rose to her feet.

"I won't see him when he
does come !

"
she announced.

" I don't see why I should !

You can see him for me, and
tell him I meant every word I

wrote, and that nothing in the

world would make me take it

back. Why should I have to

see him ? Why should he tor-

ment me like this, just because
I don't want to marry him ?

"

Miss Costello, finding no per-
tinent answer, resorted to

strategy.
" If you really want

to get rid of him," she said,
" 'twould be ever so much
quicker to talk to him your-
self. It's so hard for another

person to get a man to see

reason."

Isabel considered the state-

ment. "
Well, perhaps so !

"
she

admitted reluctantly.
" Per-

haps so ! I suppose so !

" She
crossed the hall, took up her

bedroom candle, and, to her

aunt's unfeigned surprise,
walked upstairs without fur-

ther comment.
That night she slept little,

tossing from side to side of her

uncomfortable bed, and the

early hours on the following

morning found her waiting in

the parlour, listening with

tightly-strung nerves to every
sound that might presage the

unwelcome guest.
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To those who would call

Isabel cruel in the meeting of

this crisis, one might point to

the law of all created things.
There is no cruelty in the cat

that crouches, all grace, all

deft agility, to pounce upon a
bird ; nor is there cruelty in

the bird, hopping bright and

vigilant, to destroy a lower
life for its own sustenance.

Each is alive, and each to the
utmost limit of its power exer-

cises its gift. Such was Isabel

to be judged as such. As
she sat on the old horsehair

sofa, her fingers nervously
drumming out a tune upon its

slippery surface, there was no

regret in her mind there was

scarcely even pride at the

thought that her sentence

could bring a man hurrying
across two countries to plead
his cause with her : her racing
thoughts sped to one question
how would this new con-

tingency affect her own life ?

But in the midst of her cogi-
tations a car stopped on the

road outside, the garden gate
clicked and swung upon its

hinges, and her fingers slipped
inert from the back of the sofa

in sudden acknowledgment that

the crisis was at hand.
She was standing when the

parlour door opened, her arms

hanging by her sides, her head
lifted in nervous expectancy,
and almost before her mind had

grappled with the situation,
she caught a vision of Lizzie's

face, scared and inquisitive,
and behind it Frank's colour-

less, jaded, unfamiliar from
want of sleep and lack of a
razor. It is the details that

stand out from the imagina-

tion in such moments as this,

and it was this detail of the

unshaven chin that sprang to

Isabel's mind with the rapidity
and force of a lightning shaft.

It might be subtly flattering
in its testimony of unsparing
haste, but as a fact it was re-

volting, chaining her feet to

the ground, making it impos-
sible even to hold out her

hand.
The door closed upon the

servant ; Frank hesitated for

a moment, then took an un-
even step forward.

" Isabel ! Have you noth-

ing to say to me? I've come
all the way from Paris !

"

The words were pathetic, and
there was pathos in the weak,
emotional face and the lower

lip that seemed on the verge
of quivering ;

but these things
went down, marks as black as

the unshaven chin, against the

hapless lover.
" Isabel ! What does it all

mean ? Haven't you a word
to say?"

Then, and only then, did

Isabel conquer her repugnance.
"
Oh, why did you come

back?" she cried indistinctly.
" Why did you come back
at all?"

" Why ? You know why !

"

He made an awkward move-
ment towards her and caught
one of her hands. "

Isabel,

what is it ? Don't try to get

away !

"

" Let me go, Frank ! Let

my hand go !

"

"No, I won't let it go. I

have a right to hold it. We're

engaged still."
" We are not engaged." She

wrenched her hand away.
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" Isabel ! What's the mean-

ing of it all? It's Stephen
who's done this !

"

She flushed up to her temples.
" It is not ! He has nothing
to do with it !

"

" Then who has ?
"

"No one."
" That's ridiculous ! Some-

thing must have happened to

change you like this. In Paris

you cared for me in Paris you
were willing enough to marry
me."
She stood with her eyes

averted, an obstinate line show-

ing round her mouth.

"Isabel, some one has done
this!"

Suddenly her glance flashed

up to his. "
Nobody has done

it," she said sharply.
" If you

want to know the truth, it's

because I don't care for you
any more because I'm tired

of you because I'd rather die

than marry you now !

"

This onslaught, so sudden
and vehement, seemed to sober

him, as a shock might sober a
drunken man.
He turned very white and

subsided into a chair that
stood by the centre table.

There he sat, huddled and in-

articulate, until slowly, almost

imperceptibly, the Celtic flair

for an emotional situation

prompted him to action. The
prompting was entirely in-

stinctive, and his response to
it entirely unconscious; but a
world of suggestion was con-

veyed by his fingers, as they
groped cautiously towards his

waistcoat pocket and fumbled
there in a blind, clumsy search.

Isabel, strung to emotion her-

self, attuned to receive the

subtlest impression, felt her
heart give a hard, quick throb.

"
Frank, what have you there

in your pocket ? What are you
doing?"

"Nothing."
" But I see you fumbling

with something. What is it?

Frank, what is it ?
"

A gleam of satisfaction, over-

strained and hysterical, flick-

ered in his eyes ; he threw
a glance of triumph at her

frightened face. "All right
so !

" he said suddenly.
"

I'll

tell you what it is. It's some-

thing that'll end the business

for me, if you want to know.
A fellow isn't a doctor for

nothing." He pulled out a
little phial containing half a

dozen tabloids, and held it up
before her.

It is impossible to tell in what

spirit of bravado or youthful
conceit he had provided him-
self with this weapon, but he
launched it now with full

effect.

"Oh, no, a fellow isn't a
doctor for nothing !

" he re-

peated.
" I have only to

swallow one of these, and I

can tell you, women and the

rest won't matter much to

me!"
Isabel stared, then she made

a little rush forward. " Frank !

Frank, don't be a fool !

"

She wrested the little bottle

from him before he thought of

resistance, and then stood, half

laughing, half panting her

head thrown back.
"
Frank, 'tisn't worth that !

"

Then she stopped, dismayed,
for Frank in a moment of acute

reaction had thrown his arms
out across the table, and bury-
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ing his face in his sleeve, had
broken suddenly into boyish
hysterical sobs.

For a couple of minutes she
stood petrified; then a sense

of shame for him urged her to

words.

"Frank, don't! Don't! I'm

sorry !

"

"But do you care for me,
that's the thing ? Do you
care ?

"

She was silent.

"Do you care?" He lifted

a face grotesquely marred by
emotion, weariness, and tears.
" But you don't ! I can see you
don't ! Oh, I'm sick of life !

"

His head dropped back again.
"No, Frank, you're not!"

She girded up her courage and

slipped the little bottle surrep-

titiously into her pocket.
" It's

only that you are worn out,
that you don't know what

you're saying."
He buried his head still

lower.

"Frank, look here! Wait
till till you have had some-

thing to eat
" She looked

distractedly round for inspira-
tion.

" Wait till you have had

breakfast, and you'll feel a
different person."
He looked up indignantly.

" Breakfast ! Well, if that
isn't like a woman ! Break-

fast, when a fellow's life is

smashed !

"

But Isabel glanced quickly
behind her

; then gave his

sleeve a jerk, to rouse him to

self-control. "
Frank, here's

Aunt Teresa !

"
she whispered

hurriedly.
"
Frank, pull your-

self together !"

But he had gone beyond the
sense of shame, and turned

towards the door without at-

tempting to wipe either the

tears or the grime of travel

from his face.
"
Well, Miss Costello, I sup-

pose you are against me too ?
"

At sight of him, Miss
Costello threw up her hands
in sympathetic dismay. "Oh,
my poor boy ! My poor boy !

Is it as bad as that?"
At the unexpected tone,

Frank's self-pity welled up
anew. "I'm glad somebody
feels the injustice of it !

Though, so far as I'm con-

cerned, it's all up with me !

I'm done for !

"

"
Oh, don't say that ! Don't

say that, Frank !

"

He shook his head. " 'Tis

the truth and she knows it."

"Indeed, I don't!" Isabel

broke in.
" I hope you're more

of a man than that."

Miss Costello looked from
one to the other in tremulous
consternation. "Oh, what an
unfortunate business it all is !

"

she wailed. "And it was all

so nice and settled, till that

brother of yours interfered."

Frank flared up.
" I thought

so !

" he cried, turning round

upon Isabel. "I thought so!

So it is Stephen I have to

thank for it."

Isabel stood mute and re-

bellious.

"I believe you weren't tell-

ing the truth while ago," he
added quickly.

" I believe you
care for me all the time, and
that Stephen worked on you
and made you do it. Isabel,
tell me ! Miss Costello, ask
her to tell me!"
They both turned on the girl,

standing defiant and apart.
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"Isabel, you cared for me
in Paris! Miss Costello, you
know she oared for me then !

"

" Indeed I do. Indeed I do,

Frank. Isabel, why can't you
answer the poor fellow !

"

Still Isabel stood obstinately
mute.

"Isabel, was it Stephen?
Did Stephen play on you ?

"

"No!" She shot the word
at him with fierce vehemence.
"Then what was it? For

God's sake, what was it ? You
can't throw a man away like

an old glove, without any
reason."

"I gave you a reason."

"It wasn't enough. You
can't tire of a person in a few
weeks unless, of course,"
he stopped suddenly, and a

gleam of suspicion lit his eyes,
"unless you have fallen in

love with somebody else."

Isabel turned, swiftly furi-

ous, the blood mounting to her
face. "How dare you say
that !

"

" I didn't say it. But I be-

lieve now that that's the secret

or why should you get as
red as that? I believe you're

throwing me over because
there's another man."
The two looked at each

other aggressively, while Miss
Costello turned aside to mutter
an ejaculatory prayer.

" Some other man has been

making love to you."
"No other man has made

love to me."

"Oh, Frank, don't now!"
put in Miss Costello agitatedly.

"Sure, what other man could

she meet ? "We're like nuns in

a convent here."

"Be quiet, Aunt Teresa!"
Isabel stamped her foot.

" No
man has made love to me,"
she repeated, looking at Frank.
"But you are in love with

some man ?
"

Her eyes flashed recklessly.
" If I said '

yes
' would you

leave me alone?"
"I suppose I would," he said

huskily. "Yes, I would."

"Very well, then ! Think it,

if you like !

"

Without waiting for his

comment, heedless of her aunt's

horrified cry of " Isabel !

"
she

swung out of the room, bang-
ing the door behind her.

CHAPTER XIII.

With Isabel's violent de-

parture a lull fell upon the
scene the dead lull that

envelops the sailing-ship when
the wind drops at sea. Such
personalities as hers are scarcely
conducive to peace, but their

withdrawal has a property of

making remaining things seem

singularly dull.

With the closing of the door,
Frank's vehemence dropped

from him, and he rose from his

seat in a limp, inexpressive

way.
" I suppose I I had

best go ?
" he said vaguely.

Miss Costello offered no
assistance. She was looking

nervously towards the door,
while her fingers kept locking
and unlocking.

"It's no good my staying
here, is it ? I I suppose I'll

go down to Lady Lane." He
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pushed back his chair and took
a turn or two up and down the

room.
Miss Costello, whose one de-

sire centred round the thought
of flight, jumped at the last

suggestion.
"
Oh, do ! Do !

I'd advise you to. There's

nothing like going to the
fountain-head."
He gave a dreary laugh.

"Well, she's the fountain-head
and you heard what she

said."
"
Oh, I did ! I did, indeed.

But I wouldn't be putting any
pass on that at all, Frank. I

give you my solemn pledge not
another man but you ever said

a word to her. Have a good
talk with your brother, and
'twill be all right yet, please
God !

"
In her anxiety to be

quit of the situation, she was

ready to hold out any hope,
reasonable or the reverse.

Frank took another turn, and
then stopped opposite to her.

"
Well, anyway you can tell

her that, whoever he is, he'll

never care for her more than
I did." He took up his hat
and overcoat, and, without any
attempt at farewell, walked out
of the room.

Lady Lane was empty, save
for one or two loiterers, when
the outside car that had driven
him from New Town drew up
in front of his brother's house,
and there were only half a
dozen pairs of eyes to observe
him get down and walk slowly
up the steps to the hall door

;

but Stephen Carey, breakfast-

ing with Daisy, heard the
clatter of hoofs and the stop-

ping of the car, and looked up
from his morning paper.

"Wasn't that a oar?" he
said.

Daisy, whose mind was

already flying to possible con-

tingencies, dropped the little

bit of toast she was buttering,
and ran to the window.

"
Oh, Stephen, it's an outside

car with a bag and a coat on
the seat ! And there's the hall-

door bell ! Who on earth can
it be at this hour? And I'm
in this awful old dress !

"

As she stood panic-stricken
at the thought of an unexpected
guest, the dining-room door

opened without ceremony and
Julia put her head into the

room.
" Mr Carey, 'tis Mr Frank !

"

she announced in a voice

charged with excitement.
" Frank !

"
Daisy cried, as

Stephen wheeled round in his

chair in blank astonishment ;

but her surprise melted to con-

sternation as she caught sight
of the apparition of weariness
and despair.

Carey rose abruptly.
" It's

all right, Julia !

" were his first

words. " And shut the door
after you." Then he turned
on his brother. " What in the

name of goodness is the mean-

ing of this ?
"

By strong measures he had

played father to the six boys
left in his charge, for the auth-

ority of an elder brother is a

thing that needs upholding ;

and as he looked down now on
the weak, jaded figure of Frank,
the old methods presented
themselves unconsciously.
For the first moment Frank

cowered ;
then his outraged

sense of manhood struggled to

the surface. " I want fair
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treatment, Stephen," he said

indistinctly. "That's what I

want."
" Oh !

"
Stephen was very

laconic, very hard ; and, turn-

ing to Daisy, he added in the

same brusque tone,
" If you've

finished your breakfast, Daisy,

you may as well go."
With the utmost reluctance

Daisy moved towards the door.

She would have bartered many
things for the privilege of over-

hearing this conversation, but
here again habit was strong,
and it did not occur to her to

disobey.
As she passed Frank, she

held out her hand. " How are

you, Frank ?
"

she said in her

pretty, mincing voice. She
made this proffer of friendship
partly from the sense of con-

ventionality, but also from an

overmastering desire to see his

face at closer quarters.
He muttered some unintel-

ligible remark, and dropped
her hand almost as soon as he
had taken it.

" Close the door after you !

"

Stephen said remindingly ; and
without further hesitancyDaisy
went.

Left alone, the brothers faced
each other, each conscious that

antagonism lurked in the
other's eyes.

"
Well," said Carey at last in

a measured way,
" so you have

taken the liberty of throwing
up your studies to come back
here and demand fair treat-

ment? Now, would you mind
telling me what you call fair

treatment ?
"

Frank visibly weakened at
this deliberate attack. In a

long absence one is apt to under-

estimate the strength of such
men as Carey, and to face it

again with disorder of one's

forces.
" I think I'm I'm entitled to

the rights of a man, Stephen."
"Indeed! The rights of a

man ?
"

Frank braced his limp
muscles. "I mean, Stephen,"
he blurted out,

" that I'm not
a schoolboy that I'm twenty-
three that I have as good a

right to live as you or or

any other man."
"Did I ever object to your

existence ?
"

"
Oh, you know what I mean

that I have as good a right
as anybody else to do what
I like with my life, without

being bullied and threatened
and "

" Sit down !

"
said Carey

peremptorily.
" This isn't a

time for heroics. Tell me in

the fewest possible words what
the devil brought you back !

"

From the instinct of long
obedience, rather than from

any conscious admission of

weakness, Frank subsided into

the nearest chair.
" Go on now ! What brought

you?"
" Your letter."
" Oh !

"
Again Carey was

laconic.

"Yes, your letter. I know
that I'm a lot younger than

you, Stephen, and I know
that I owe you a lot of

money
"

"
Steady ! Steady !

"

"
Oh, well, I know that you've

done a heap for me. But, all

the same, I couldn't let any
man, even if 'twas my own
father, dictate to me whether
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I am to marry and who I am
to select."

Carey was silent.

"And so, when I got your
letter and Isabel's letter, I

knew that something was

wrong, and I came back to

see what it was."
" And have you found out ?

"

"Yes, I have. I went up to

New Town the first thing. I

saw her and her aunt."
"Well?"
At the thought of his recent

adventure, Frank's bravado
flickered and went out. "

Oh,
what I might have expected,
I suppose. She doesn't want

any more of me."
A fresh expression passed

over Carey's face, banishing
the aggressive look. "Ah,
well," he said more kindly,
"
you mustn't be too cut up !

"

He walked round the table,

and with a new generosity

put his hand on the other's

shoulder. " I suppose I was
a bit rough in my letter, but
then I always am like that.

Cheer up ! We'll be good
friends yet, for all this busi-

ness !

"

But Frank bent his head
and edged away from the

friendly hand. " It's no good,

Stephen! It's done for me."
The pressure of Carey's hand

became heavier, and he twisted

the boy round in his seat.

"What do you mean by
that?"
Frank kept his eyes lowered.

" I mean what I say. I'm done
for ! I'm not going to stick

on, in the face of this !

"

Stephen's brow darkened
and the line of his mouth
became hard. "Look here,

Frank," he said, "don't come
to me with any of that rot.

It won't work with me. While

you're in this house you're
going to behave as a rational

being. I'll send you upstairs

presently to have a hot bath
and a shave. And to show
how little I give for your
threats, I'll lend you one of

my razors !

"

The cool, sarcastic tone stung
Frank out of his lethargy, as

Carey had meant it should.
"I think you're a brute!"

he blurted out. "And she's as

bad."

Carey laughed.
"
Come,

come ! Be a man ! As for

the girl, she's thinking of you
more than of herself."

Frank gave a bitter echo of

the laugh.
" Of me, indeed !

That's all you know about it."

"I know she's a sight too

good for you ! She's got more

spirit and sense than ever you
will have."

"
Spirit ! Sense ! If that was

all, do you think I'd be like

this ? Do you think I'd give
in like this ? It's being thrown

away like an old glove
chucked for some other fellow

that takes the heart out of

you!"
In the pause that followed

this, Carey turned away and
walked slowly to the mantel-

piece. "Another fellow?" he
said. " What do you mean by
that?"
Frank was too absorbed to

notice anything of the tone.
" I mean what I say no more
and no less. If you think it's

sense that has made her do

this, you know very little about
women."
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"That's quite probable."
" The less the better for you !

Spirit and sense, indeed ! Why,
with her own lips she told me
that she doesn't care a brass

farthing for me that she's

throwing me over for some-

body else."

Carey leant his elbow on the

mantelpiece. "And who is the

somebody else ?
"

"You may be sure I didn't

ask. What does it matter
whether it's Willie Neville or

Owen Power, or who the devil

it is, so long as it isn't me ?
"

Carey turned round abruptly.
" Do you think that a girl like

that would throw herself away
on an ass like Neville or an

empty - headed coxcomb like

Power ?
"

"Why not? Power is a

lady's man. Ask Daisy or

Mary if he isn't!"

"But it's ridiculous on the
face of it ! She hasn't seen

any of them half a dozen
times !

"

Frank gave another of his

dreary laughs. "A lot that
has to do with it ! I only met
her three times, when I was
razed about her."

Carey stood pondering these
words of wisdom.
"That's the way with

women !

" Frank broke out

again. "You see, if she isn't

engaged before a month is out !

After all, Power is a better
match than me, any day !

"

" That'll do, Frank ! That'll

do ! We've had enough of

this." Stepping to the side of

the fireplace, Carey pulled the
bell peremptorily.
The door opened with sus-

picious alacrity, and Julia

appeared.
"Take Mr Frank up to my

room," he ordered. " Get him
some hot water for shaving,
and then fill the bath!"
For a moment Frank looked

as though about to rebel, but
a glance at Julia's inquisitive
face deterred him, and he rose

mechanically.
"I won't want any break-

fast, Stephen," he said, "so

you needn't order any."
" All right !

"
Carey agreed

unfeelingly. "We'll call you
for lunch."

As the door closed, he turned
back again to the fireplace, and
his expression was a curious

mingling of irritation and some
other emotion, less easily de-

fined. With a wide, char-

acteristic gesture he threw out
his arms, and, resting both el-

bows on the mantel-board, stood

staring down into the grate.
For a while he remained in

this attitude of thought ; then,
with an abrupt movement, he
threw up his head, as though
impatience of the world had
concentrated into impatience
of himself.

" Pshaw ! Women !

" he said

with deep disgust.

(To be continued.)
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LORD MELBOURNE.

A LEISURED study of Queen
Victoria's ' Letters

'

will revise

many of the world's judg-
ments. Political opinions are

based of necessity upon an

imperfect foundation. We
know what this man thought
from the words he spoke. We
know from the records what
that man did. The motives
which induced the thought or

the action, too often evade
us. We are apt to mistake
the compulsion of circum-
stances for malice. We arrive

at a half -
truth, which is far

more misleading than a whole
lie. And then the revelation

of documents flashes upon us.

The dark places are illumined.

The lamp of justice shines with

equal brilliance on the over-

praised and the misunderstood.
And only the honourable man,
only the upright Minister,
fears not the discovering hand
of time.

Of all those who during the
first twenty-five years of the

Queen's reign were called to

advise her, none survives the
ordeal of knowledge so tri-

umphantly as Lord Melbourne.
Research does but embellish
his character. His dignity,
his intelligence, his perfect
fairness of mind, are made, by
the passage of time, increas-

ingly evident. And it was not
the least of the Queen's good
fortune to ascend the throne
under the auspices of so brave
and faithful a Minister. For
Melbourne had none of the
vices of the politician. He had

measured more accurately than

any of his contemporaries the

strength and weakness of all

governments. He knew with
the certainty of intelligence
that the pulse of the country
beat with a better strength
outside than inside the House
of Commons. He recognised
the plain truth that no policy,
unless it were a policy of re-

volution, had one-tenth of the
influence which its eager,
narrow - minded advocates as-

cribed to it. If he adopted the

profession of statesmanship, it

was because that profession
was, in the early nineteenth

century, best adapted to his

position and his talent. The
son of a rich man and a peer, he
seemed destined to the profes-
sion of affairs. Brought up in a
house which regarded Charles
James Fox as nothing less

than divine, he naturally
espoused the cause of the

Whigs. That his own sym-
pathy was opposed to this

course mattered nothing to

him. He devoutly believed

that an English gentleman
owed his first duty to the
tradition of his house. He
might have gone over to the
other side, with which he was
in the closest accord, had he
not been restrained by the

habit and loyalty of years.
Yet, with one interval, in

which he served under the
banner of Canning, he fought
the battle of the Whigs with
all his force and with what

sincerity he might. Acutely
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conscious of his inconsistency,
he honestly justified his action.

"In politics," he wrote once,

"you may serve the cause of

wisdom and justice better by
remaining with those to whom
you have attached yourself,
even after you disapprove of

much of their conduct and pre-
fer that of their adversaries,
than by leaving them." It is

not a counsel of perfection ;

but Melbourne knew that

perfection was inaccessible to

modern statesmanship. It is

not the gospel of idealism, but
Melbourne never concealed
from himself the plain truth
that idealists were the worst

danger to the State. It is a

piece of plain common-sense,
which saved England from

revolution, and which enabled
a prudent driver to put the

drag upon the coach - wheel
when he approached a sudden
and precipitous declivity.
For though Melbourne called

himself a Whig, he did not
share the vices of his class.

Nor did he exult in the
misfortunes of England when
he had outgrown his callow

youth. The hatred which Fox
and Lord Holland professed
for their own country was
repugnant to his sense of

honour. He did not detect in

Napoleon the saviour of the
human race merely because
his armies threatened the ex-

istence of Great Britain. He
agreed with Pitt that, even
if reform had been good in

itself, it was monstrous to

propose it in a time of war.
In a most luminous passage
he protested against inapposite
legislation.

"One great difference," he wrote,
"between the conduct of the re-

formers of the present day and those
of the days of Charles I. is that the
latter chose a period of perfect tran-

quillity and security from external
enemies a period when almost all

foreign nations were by their own
distractions disabled from interfering
with England for putting into exe-
cution their schemes of amelioration.
The former exclaimed against griev-
ances, and pressed the most vital

measures at a moment when the

power and inveteracy of France
threatened our existence as an in-

dependent nation."

The wisdom of these words is

strongly at variance with the

faith and practice of the

Whigs. It was at the very
moment of threatened disaster

that Fox acclaimed the majesty
of the people. It was when

Napoleon was universally tri-

umphant that the Jacobins of

England demanded annual

parliaments and manhood suf-

frage. Instead of standing in

solid order against the foe, the

Friends of the People thought
it becoming to embarrass the

hands of those who were pro-

tecting them against invasion

by making insolent demands
and clamouring for a false

thing called Freedom. But
Melbourne would not for an
instant tolerate such treason

as this. Though his party
was pledged to conciliate the

democracy, reform was always
repugnant to him, and it was
the supreme irony of his career

that he was in office in 1832.

His conservative instincts re-

belled fiercely against the

policy of Lord Grey. He
"really believed that there

was no strong feeling in the

country for the measure" of
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reform. He objected strongly
to the abolition of the rotten

boroughs, which he regarded
as a bulwark against the en-

croaching mob. He would not,
if he could help it, have en-

franchised the big boroughs
such as Manchester. Yet he
bowed before the storm of

popular opinion, and aided the

passage of a measure of which
he gravely disapproved. The
motive of his action was gen-
erally misunderstood. His con-

temporaries seem to have be-

lieved that he yielded to his

colleagues
" because it suited

his ease and convenience to do

so, and because he was actu-

ated by no strong political

principles or opinions." This
is not true. It was not ease

and convenience which per-
suaded him to take an un-

congenial path. As has been

said, he did not like to depart
from his allegiance. In a
letter to the Queen, he once

quoted, with manifest approval,

Napoleon's saying,
" Un gentil-

homme ne change jamais la

religion," and he applied this

principle, less worthily, to

statesmanship. He knew that

his party was following an
evil path, and he would not

desert it. He thought, with
his customary cynicism, that
"
it was more necessary to

stand by his friends when they
were in the wrong than when

they were in the right," and
he did his utmost to get the

unwelcome question answered
and set aside.

And he stood by them after

his own characteristic fashion.

"While his colleagues in and out

VOL. CLXXXII. NO. MCVI.

the House let off the glittering
fireworks of their eloquence,

prating of Freedom and the

Eights of Man, he remained

sternly in the Home Office, and
took care that those whom he
was helping to make free and

independent electors should not

too clamorously assert their

privileges. He rigorously sup-
pressed the first signs of sedi-

tion, and would not permit
those about to become citizens

to anticipate the sweets of

liberty. And when the Bill

was passed he was still uneasy.
" I do not myself much like the

complexion of the public meet-

ings of constituents," he wrote
to his brother in 1833, "of
which I read in the news-

papers. They seem to me to

be very violent, and to be

demanding pledges in a very
positive manner, which are

given rather too readily and
to a too great extent." He
recognised that the harm was
done, and he resolved that he
would take no other hand in

the game of revolution. " There
is no knowing to what one may
be led by circumstances," said

he; "but at present I am
determined to make my stand

here, and not to advance any
further" a vain boast, for no
man can, when he will, put a

spoke in the wheel of progress.
The truth is, that Melbourne

rejected in a block all the doc-

trines of the Radical. He had
a natural and a wholesome
dislike of change. When Lord
John Russell desired to express
his restlessness in some tinker-

ing of the constitution, Mel-
bourne was content to ask

3i
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"Why not leave it alone?"

He saw in the ballot nothing
but an opportunity of chicane

and intrigue. He urged those

who would have made experi-
ments in education to "mod-
erate their zeal," pointing out

to them, with perfect truth,
'

examples of men who, without

education, had made good their

advancement in life." In other

words, he looked upon life with

an honest eye. He did not

pretend even to himself that

an Act of Parliament could

atone for the sloth and care-

lessness of the individual. He
knew by experience that a lofty

position could be held only

by right of conquest, and that

they did a disservice to others

who made the road of progress
too easy. In brief, he shrunk
from sentimentality wherever
he found it. He abhorred high-

sounding talk and insincere

professions.
"
Nobody ever did

anything very foolish except
from some strong principle,"
said he, thus anticipating the

supreme folly of the genera-
tion which succeeded his own.

Similarly he mistrusted doc-
trinaires in politics or re-

ligion. "I do not like the

Dissenters," he once wrote.
"
They are more zealous, and

consequently more intolerant,
than the Established Church.
Their only object is power."
How abundantly has the ex-

perience of the last few years
justified this sound opinion !

On the other hand, his assumed
indifference was never caused

by a lack of zeal for England.
He was a staunch patriot, to
whom the treasonable practices

of his friends were always dis-

tasteful. Much as he hesitated

to reveal his emotions, he

openly took alarm if war or

disaster threatened. In 1840
he was so anxiously disturbed

by the state of affairs in

Europe that he could not eat

nor drink nor sleep. In a

moment the idleness which he
assumed was laid aside, and
he was ready to sacrifice his

ease, his life even, for the sake
of his country. And this is

the paradox of his career. He
was a patriot who saw the

danger of change. He ac-

knowledged that reform was
unattended with any of the

benefits expected from it
;
that

the appetite of revolt grew in

eating ;
and that in the end

the constitution would be

threatened. And he sup-

ported reform because he was
called a Whig and because

his party demanded his aid.

The paradox is not so great
as it appears at first sight.
Melbourne's career was made

possible only by his tempera-
ment. He possessed that acute

intelligence which sees the good
and bad on either side, and
which naturally inclines to

moderation. The great master

of men, the leader of forlorn

hopes, cannot succeed without
a grain of stupidity. He
cannot reach the pinnacle of

courage or conviction if he

understands the reason of his

adversary's action as well as

of his own. Melbourne's

strength was his weakness
also. He knew so much that

he was too often reduced to a

condition of stable equilibrium.
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Above all, his knowledge
and interest were not limited

by politics. There was no

province of human skill or

intelligence which he did not

regard with an eager curiosity.
He was deeply read in many
literatures. He had studied
the poets and historians of

Greece and Rome with an
acute understanding. He
could illustrate the events of

his own day by the experi-
ence of Thucydides. He
scorned translations, and read

Herodotus, for example, in

the original, with great pro-
fit to himself. And he could

discourse with a ready elo-

quence of what he knew.
None of those who frequented
Holland House shone in con-

versation with a radiance

equal to Melbourne's. He
was neither pedantic, like

Allen, nor greedy, like Mac-

aulay. Greville is an eager
witness of his prowess.

" Mel-
bourne's excellent scholarship
and universal information," he

writes,
"
remarkably display

themselves in society, and he
delivers himself with an

energy which shows how
deeply his mind is impressed
with literary subjects." His

judgment kept pace with his

energy. It is impossible to

read his comments upon liter-

ature without a profound
respect for his taste and

enterprise. Nor did the stress

of office interfere with his

devotion to humane letters.

In the very crisis of 1832 he
solaced his leisure by studying
the tracts of Gosson, Stubbes,
and Heywood concerning the

abuses of the theatre. With
the same intelligence he gave
himself to theology, in which
he was profoundly versed, and
he was thus able to discourse

of religion, which he loved to

do, with authority and moder-
ation. But, in truth, nothing
came amiss to him, and he
remained a student unto the
end of his life. He knew the

danger of thus "pursuing"
knowledge, and with his usual

candour made ample confes-

sion of it. "I have read
too much, and too little," he
said. "So much that it has

extinguished all the original
fire of my genius, and yet
not enough to furnish me
with the power of writing
books of mature thinking and
solid instruction." He need
have harboured no regret.
He read not for others, but
for himself and for reading's
sake, and he was thus able

to look upon politics with the

broad and tolerant eye which
few politicians may boast.

It may be said that in

many pursuits he dissipated
his energies. That is true

enough. In fact, he might
be described as what was
known to the eighteenth
century as a lounger. He
passed easily from one age,
from one book, to another.

He changed his diligence with
his humour. But he was a

lounger of activity. He was

diligent always, and, as he
said himself, he looked back
with remorse only to those

hours which he had spent in

sleep and sauntering. And
with his lounging habit was
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associated in men's minds a

kind of nonchalance which he

affected. Greville declared

that he was "habitually care-

less and insouciant
"

;
and he

hated squabbles and contests

so bitterly that he would avoid

them sometimes at a loss of

dignity or decision. Talley-
rand interpreted this temper
with a gentle irony. Mel-

bourne, he said, is
"
trop cam-

arade for a Prime Minister."

Wellington's testimony, though
not so briefly expressed, is to

the same purpose. Melbourne,
he said,

" was a man apt to

treat matters too lightly, or

poco curante, but in the main
an honest and an honourable
man." That seems rather to

underrate the Minister's ex-

cellent qualities. At the same
time, it may be admitted that

Melbourne encouraged the gen-
eral opinion of nonchalance.
His contempt of fuss persuaded
him to wear a cloak of indif-

ference. He refused to detect

a gravity in trivial things. He
persistently esteemed politics
at their proper value. It was
not his habit to pretend that
an Act of Parliament would

bring into being a new heaven
and a new earth. This habit
irritated his more pompous
colleagues, and being known
to the world, brought him
into an unmerited discredit.

Men lacking in humour were

busy with reproach against a

philosophic temper which they
could not understand. Once
upon a time it was in

1841 Lord John Russell pro-
posed to substitute a fixed

duty of 8s. on wheat for a

graduated duty. To the pro-

poser this measure appeared to

be of the highest import, and
he expected it to be received

with becoming solemnity. And
then Melbourne poured upon
Lord John's enthusiasm the

cold water of his wit. "By
the bye," said he on leaving
the room, "there is one thing
we haven't agreed upon, which

is, what we are to say. Is

it to make our corn dearer

or cheaper, or to make the

price steady ? I don't care

which, but we had better all

be in the same story." And
this is not Melbourne's highest
achievement in insouciance. It

is reported, on sound authority,
that once, when he was Prime

Minister, he fell asleep at a

Cabinet meeting. This feat is

probably unrivalled.

In private as in public
Melbourne had rid himself of

the common superstitions. If

he had ever felt the impulses
of jealousy or malice, he did

not for an instant betray their

influence. He was a practical

philosopher, who took all

things for granted. He had
learned the lesson which so

few are able to learn, that

nothing external to himself

debased or impoverished his

soul. And he was able to

endure the blows of fortune

with a light heart. For in-

stance, he regarded the eccen-

tricities of his wife with a

noble detachment. He judged
her faithlessness if so harsh

a word as "judgment" may
be used with the amiable

indulgence which might be

expected of a wholly disinter-
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ested adviser. He overlooked
the scandal of Lord Byron
and Glenarvon, silently and
without reproach. And when
Lady Caroline's extravagant
humours made life under the
same roof with her intolerable,
he left her with a genuine
regret. Her last hours were
solaced by his presence, and
her brother paid the highest
tribute to his magnanimity.
"William Lamb," said he, "be-
haved throughout as I always
knew he would." But this mag-
nanimity did not proceed from
a lack of dignity or a too

easy-going good-humour. It

was the result of a very candid
and evenly

- balanced mind.
Melbourne saw both faces of

life, as he saw both faces of

politics, and being (as has been

said) a practical philosopher,
he recognised that there was
not a vast difference between
this face and that. At any
rate, it was not for him to

pass sentence, and since the

subtlety of his brain eluded his

contemporaries, it is not sur-

prising that his actions were
ascribed to a culpable indif-

ference.

His practical philosophy nat-

urally encouraged a love of

paradox. The polite society
of Holland House, used as it

was to the bigotry of Allen,
was surprised at times, or even

shocked, at the unexpected
flashes of Melbourne's wit.

And as he dealt in irony
1 as

well as in paradox, it is not

strange that he was commonly
misunderstood. His sayings
were quoted as though it were
his sole object to frighten the

Philistines. When Prince

Albert insisted that "a closer

line should be drawn "
in the

matter of appointments, Mel-

bourne complained that "that
damned morality would undo
us all." His meaning is clear

enough, but the words, used,

contrary to his intention, in

their literal significance, might
easily be turned to his dis-

credit. The truth is, he hated

humbug and hypocrisy wher-
ever he found them, and his

sense of picturesqueness per-
suaded him very often to over-

state his case. But this over-

statement was but another

expression of his honour and

honesty; and though England
has known many greater
Ministers than Melbourne, she

has put her trust in few in-

nately wiser or more simply
devoted to her interests.

By temperament and train-

ing, then, Melbourne was per-

fectly fitted to guide the foot-

steps of a young Queen. He
was in the highest sense a

man of the world, without

prejudice or disguise, and he

1 Of his paradoxes only the merest echo is heard. An example of his irony is

quoted from a commonplace book in Mr Lloyd Sanders's excellent edition of his

Papers. "Give every subject and every expression, if you can, an indecent

turn," he wrote, remembering Swift ; "that makes a witty man. Impute to

every action a base or wicked motive ; that makes a profound and sagacious man.
Act without regard to times and circumstances in a manner which is best

calculated to defeat your own objects ; that makes an incorrupt and honest

man."
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gladly accepted the charge
which fortune had put into

his hands. Nor has history-
revealed to us a wiser educa-

tion of a monarch than this.

The first volume of the Queen's
' Letters

'

is not unlike a modern

Cyropcedeia. Melbourne forgot

nothing which should improve
the natural talent of Queen
Victoria. He was ready with
advice on all subjects, and on
all occasions. Not merely did

he teach her the first lessons

of statecraft ; he gave her his

opinions freely concerning
literature, theology, and his-

tory. Now he tells her what
he thinks of Adolphus's His-

tory, and recommends Horace

Walpole's
' Letters

'

by way of

illustration. Now he declares

that "Hallam is right about

Ireland," and that "her advo-
cates are very loud in their

outcry, but she has not really

very much to complain of,"
two simple truths which were

abundantly confirmed in the
course of the Queen's reign.
In one letter he comments with

severity and good sense upon
Macaulay's

"
Essay on Madame

d'Arblay"; in another he dis-

courses pleasantly and plainly
upon "As You Like It," and
recalls the excellence of Mrs
Jordan in the part of Rosalind.
Thus he brought into the

palace a breath of his own
humanity and humour. His
letters are not mere formal
state papers. They are alive

and alert with the writer's
sound sense, and not unillum-
ined by the writer's flippancy.
Above all, he did his best to
instruct the Queen in the mys-

teries of character, and to in-

spire her with something of his

own moderation. When, in

1839, the Queen was loud in her

reprobation of Peel, Melbourne
counselled a better opinion.
" Lord Melbourne earnestly
entreats your Majesty," he

wrote, "not to suffer yourself
to be affected by any faultiness

of manner which you may ob-

serve. Depend upon it, there

is no personal hostility to Lord

Melbourne, nor any bitter feel-

ing against him. Sir Robert
is the most cautious and re-

served of mankind. Nobody
seems to Lord Melbourne to

know him, but he is not there-

fore deceitful or dishonest.

Many a very false man has
a very open, sincere manner,
and vice versd." The wisdom of

this advice matches its loyalty,
and no better words could be

spoken in the ear of one
whose business it was to

mitigate the stress of party
politics.
Between the Queen and her

favourite Minister the sym-
pathy and understanding were

complete. At the outset she

recognised in the Minister "a

straightforward, honest, and

good man." She confessed

that he was "to her quite a

parent." Again and again
she expresses her high appre-
ciation of his service and
talents. "The more I see

him," she wrote,
" the more

confidence I have in him.

. . . He is of the greatest
use to me both politically
and privately." And the

Queen's affection and regard
were faithfully reciprocated.
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Greville says that Melbourne
looked upon the Queen as he

might have looked upon a

daughter if he had had one.

He felt the inevitable separa-
tion most acutely. In 1845,
we are told, he could not
mention the Queen's name
without tears coming into his

eyes. Nor did the Queen
yield to him in sorrow.
Melbourne's resignation was
the first blow which she was
asked to bear. And she did

not minimise its weight.
" The

Queen thinks Ld. Melbourne

may possibly wish to know
how she is this morning,"

thus she wrote in 1839.
" The Queen is somewhat
calmer : she was in a wretched
state till nine o'clock last

night, when she tried to oc-

cupy herself and to think
less gloomily of this dreadful

change, and she succeeded in

calming herself till she went
to bed at twelve, and she slept
well

; but on waking this morn-

ing all all that had happened
in one short eventful day,
came most forcibly to her

mind, and brought back her

grief." And when Peel suc-

ceeded Melbourne in office, the

Queen insisted that she should
still be permitted to exchange
letters with her old adviser
a privilege which, despite the

suspicious voice of rumour,
neither Queen nor Minister
misused.
Thus till Melbourne's death

the unequal friendship was zeal-

ously maintained. The states-

man's visits to Windsor were

always recorded by the Queen
with a kind of joyousness.

Lord Melbourne. 843

"Good Lord Melbourne was
here from Saturday till this

morning," we read in a letter

dated 1843,
"
looking very well.

I almost fancied happy old

times were returned ;
but alas !

the dream is passed
"

as none
knew better than Melbourne,
who confessed that he "con-

tinually missed and regretted
the time when he had

daily confidential communica-
tions with your Majesty." His

loneliness, indeed, was unre-

lieved, and the repeal of the

Corn Laws made it increas-

ingly difficult for the old con-

fidence to be renewed. Like
the stern Conservative that he

was, Melbourne wished to leave

things as they were. He feared

the violent change of policy, of

which not even its enthusiastic

supporters could see the end.

Above all, he thought that

Peel had betrayed his party.
Greville sketches a curious

scene at Windsor, whose veri-

similitude there is no reason

to doubt. "It was at dinner,"

says he, "when Lord Melbourne
was sitting next to the Queen.
Some allusion was made to

passing events and to the ex-

pected measure, when Mel-
bourne suddenly broke out,
' Ma'am, it is a damned dis-

honest act.' The Queen
laughed, and tried to quiet

him, but he repeated, 'I say
it is a very dishonest act

'

;

and then he continued a tirade

against abolition of the Corn

Laws, the people not knowing
how to look, and the Queen
only laughing." Though the

difference of opinion did not

impair the Queen's regard
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for Melbourne, it made his

presence at Windsor an em-
barrassment ; and he was
driven back more and more
to the books which he loved

so well, and knew so well

how to read.

The last years of Melbourne's
life were years of gathering

gloom. He did not easily en-

dure the change from strength
to weakness. Greville said

that he seemed "to bear on
his face a perpetual conscious-

ness of glory obscured." A
spark of irony flashes now and

again in his letters, as when he
assures the Queen that he has

been reading
" Cicero on Old

Age a very pretty treatise,
but he does not find much con-

solation after it." He was
tired, and he was out of the

world, which he had domin-
ated by his wisdom and his

wit, and the seclusion of age
irked him. Yet he might have
found some comfort in the

thought that his work was
done, and that, though the

Queen listened to other coun-

sellors, he had taught her such
lessons of life and politics as

the years even of her long
reign would not wholly efface.

CHARLES WHIBLEY.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE HAPPY CRIMINAL THE FAVOURITE OF HUMANITARIANS AND AN-

THROPOLOGISTS SIR ROBERT ANDERSON'S OPINION THE TWO KINDS

OF CRIME THE HIGHLY TRAINED BURGLAR THE CRIMINAL AS

SPORTSMAN SOME EMINENT EXAMPLES A NAPOLEON OF CRIME
WHAT IS THE REMEDY? GOETHE'S ' POEMS AND BALLADS ' AYTOUN
AND SIR THEODORE MARTIN THE MYSTERY OF COLLABORATION
FAMINE AND UNREST IN INDIA MR MORLEY's ACT OF CLEMENCY.

FOR those who would win an

easy sympathy there is nowa-

days no better course than a
life of crime. On the one hand
the humanitarians come to

their aid, with pity and regret.

They tell them that they are

the poor victims of circum-

stances, rather sinned against
than sinning, that had they
been born in a happier moment
they would have been vestry-
men at least, and perhaps
members of the London County
Council. They assure them
that, if they will only spend
their leisure, when enlarged, at

the nearest library, put upon
the rates by Mr Carnegie,
reformation will be simple and

profitable. And if the foolish

criminal, instead of taking
good advice, cracks a crib or

murders a benefactor, the

humanitarians are ready to

sign petitions for his release,
and to declare that the courts

of law are the base survivals

of a merciless barbarism. In

brief, there is nothing so dear
to the heart of the humani-
tarians as the criminal, save
the enemies of their country.
And it is not surprising to find

the pro - Boers protesting elo-

quently, and as one man,
against the shedding of guilty

blood. The law-abiding patriot
needs neither sympathy nor

protection. It is for the law-

breaker or the public enemy
that our Radicals reserve their

patient regard.
On the other hand stands

the disciple of Lombroso, eager
to measure the facial angle
and to pinch the bumps of the

criminal. He would be con-

tent, if the law allowed him, to

trace the scoundrel's ancestry,
to prove him degenerate, and
then to suggest, by a cunning
classification, that he is own
brother to the man of genius.
He would argue that the victim

of a receding chin is but what
his forebears have made him,
and that a hospital or a

museum, not a prison, is the

proper place for him. Sever-

ity, in brief, is out of fashion.

Short sentences, a little cooling

medicine, and an easy course

of English literature seem to

the sanguine sentimentalist

more useful than incarcera-

tion. The prison appears to

these fadniongers a dismal,
uncomfortable place, to whose

gloomy restraints no decent

burglar should be committed,
and if they had their way they
would convert all our jails

into centres of university exten-
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sion or lecture-halls of anthro-

pology.
The prevailing sentiment

makes Sir Robert Anderson's
sensible work, 'Criminals and
Crimes

'

(London : Nisbet &
Co.), the more welcome. In
the pages of this book you will

find no concession to fad or

folly. Sir Robert understands
the problem which he sets out

to solve better than any of his

contemporaries. A long ex-

perience has taught him the

strength and weakness of the

criminal. He is perfectly fam-
iliar with that gentleman's
habits and character. He re-

cognises what the sentimental-

ist will never understand, that
the robbed or murdered citizen

deserves more pity than the
hero of the jemmy and knuckle-
duster. At the same time, if

he is severe, he is not vindic-

tive. He does not believe in

punishment for punishment's
sake. He is incapable of re-

garding the prison as the home
of revenge. In his eyes punish-
ment is but a means to an end,

namely, the safeguarding of

the community's interests. In
other words, it is not the crim-
inal we should consider in the
restraint or correction which
we impose, but society, poor
outraged society, for which a
little of the sympathy now
lavished on the law - breaker

might be reserved.

Before the problem is solved,
it must be clearly understood.
The professors of crime, as Sir
Robert points out, are of two
kinds. In the first place comes
the helplessly weak or hope-
lessly wicked : the poor wretch
who is sprung from a long line

of criminals, and who is unable

to resist the temptation which
chance and his own sloth make
inevitable. His conversion or

improvement is impossible.
The humanitarians can make

nothing of him. The anthro-

pologists think they have done
their duty when they have
fitted him with a label. He
drifts from prison to prison

aimlessly and endlessly. When
he has done his stretch, he

comes out for a brief interval

to pilfer again, without skill

or advantage. For though he

does what injury to others his

poor fumbling fingers permit
him, he makes little profit
for himself. He is the mean-
est pettifogger of crime, who
has neither the invention to

devise, nor the courage to

carry out, a bold adventure.

His one distinction is his in-

curability. He will steal as

long as life is in him, and
never steal more than enough
to give himself a furtive meal.

The worst of him is that, as he

is the son, so he generally be-

comes the father of criminals,
and through him the traditions

of his pitiful race are dis-

honourably handed on. What
shall be done with him? Sir

Robert Anderson would isolate

him in a criminal asylum.
He would see that he did some
useful work, and that he was

prevented in the future from

levying his wretched toll upon
his poverty - stricken neigh-
bours. It is true that thus

he would never become a

voter and a citizen again.
But we can easily spare
him at the polling-booth, and
there would be an endur-
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ing satisfaction in the know-

ledge that he could never do
another injury to his fellows,
and that he was effectually

prevented from reproducing
himself.

The second class is far more

dangerous. It consists of those
who pursue a career of crime
with a full appreciation of its

risks and a keen delight in its

practice and its results. This

class, small in number, grows
in proficiency year by year.
As Sir Robert Anderson tells

us, while ordinary crimes

against property are steadily

decreasing, the crimes which
exact skill and resolution

increase enormously. It is

an age of specialism, and it

is not astonishing that the

craftsman, trained in all the
arts of burglary, should dis-

play a mastery unknown to

his forefathers. He is born
with a genius which could not
find an outlet in a reputable
profession. He respects his

craft as becomes a practi-
tioner of supreme attainments.

Wealth is the ostensible end
of his endeavour, but it is not
the only end. If ever a man
loved his art for its own sake,
it is the efficient, highly-trained
burglar or safe-blower. Proud
of his achievement, he sacri-

fices everything to the proper
conduct of his schemes. He
is prudent and resourceful.

Though he is a fervent believer

in luck, he leaves nothing to

chance
;
and he plans a raid

upon a bank or a jeweller's

shop with the same care as a

great general bestows upon the

plan of a campaign. Sir

Robert Anderson has sketched

this inverted hero with a

fulness of knowledge, and his

character is worth studying
for the sake both of romance
and of public safety.
He is not a ruffian in aspect

or circumstances. Like other

highly skilled artists, he has a

full sense of his dignity and

importance. He insists upon
comfort, and does not disdain

luxury. He spends his week-
ends at Brighton, and takes

refuge at Monte Carlo from the

rigours of an English winter.

One curious proof of his care

and self-indulgence is that he
will not go to work in very
cold weather. A hard frost

and a thick fog are not in-

centives to robbery. The
artist is unwilling to walk
abroad when the thermometer
is down to zero. The truth is,

the least of his enterprises is

deliberately organised. If it

takes him two years to attain

a triumph, he will wait in

peace and grudge not the delay.
Even when he does not execute

his own designs, it is his mind
which directs the operations of

his subordinates. And in his

enterprises a slip is fatal, as it

is fatal in warfare. The re-

wards of success are great, but

hardly commensurate with the

ability and courage which it

demands. The burglar, in

brief, is a burglar as other men
are painters, writers, or states-

men. He must be born with
an unmistakable vocation

;

he must undergo a long ap-

prenticeship ;
he must make

himself master of much tech-

nical knowledge ;
and he must

be bold enough to stake his

freedom against the vigilance
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of the police. The only differ-

ence in the professions, as Sir

Robert points out, is that "in

the burglar's trade, success

gives proof of greater profici-

ency than seems necessary in

other lines."

But the criminal is not

merely an artist. He is a

keen sportsman as well. He
knows better than most the

pleasures of the chase. The

danger of his work endears it

to his avid mind. Not even
the shooting of big game will

give him a deeper thrill of

excitement. Imagine him his

hand upon the treasure, his

ear quick to catch the muffled

step of the policeman. He is

both hunter and hunted, and
doubtless enjoys such a sen-

sation of mixed pleasure and
fear as is given to few. Sir

Robert explains this temper of

his mind by an anecdote. "A
friend of mine," he says, "the
minister of a West End chapel
in London, tells how, in his

last visit to America, he

preached in one of the larger

jails, and after the service

visited some of the prisoners
in their cells. One case in-

terested him especially, a man
of good education and address,
and seemingly of abilities fitted

to command success in the
world. My friend gave vent
to his sincere distress at find-

ing such a man in such a

position, and was going on
to 'improve the occasion,'
when the prisoner cut in

with the remark that he be-

lieved in England we are
fond of fox -

hunting. My
friend, regarding it as a broad
hint to change the subject,

assented. 'And may I ask,'
said his companion, 'when a
man gets a fall, does he give

up hunting ?
' And on getting

the only possible answer to

such a question, he added, 'I

have had a bad fall, and no

mistake, but I count on better

luck next time."
: How shall

such a marauder be cured?
The sport calls aloud to him
when he is shut up, and no
sooner does he emerge again
into the larger air of freedom
than he is eager to turn
cracksman and win once more,
in the full expression of his

talent, wealth or the jail.

If the skill of the criminal

remains constant, the means of

his art change with the cen-

turies. There was a time when
the highway was his kingdom,
when he sought guineas under
the stars, and awoke the

slumbering traveller with his

familiar, raucous demand,
" Your money or your life !

"

This indeed was the golden age
of crime. The romance of the

high-toby is imperishable. To
bestride a well-bred mare and
to carry a brace of pistols in

your holster appeared of itself

the action of a gentleman.
No one could take to the road
who had not something of the

soldier's spirit or training, and
the profession received an en-

ormous encouragement when
the great Civil War had called

the whole nation to arms.

The disbanded soldiers, unsatis-

fied by the pursuits of peace,
rode up and down England,
hoping to fill their pockets
at the expense of a Round-

head, and thus to flatter by
a single act both greed and
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patriotism. They had, indeed,

something more to help them
than a vague desire of ill and

easily gotten wealth. For
the task which they put upon
themselves they were perfectly

equipped. And though their

successors have changed their

method, they still aim at a

high level of accomplishment.
If the marauders of to-day
would attain a genuine success,

they must be scientific as well

as intrepid. They must learn

a hundred lessons which their

simpler ancestors neglected.

Benson, one of the greatest
criminals, whose prowess was
a danger to property thirty

years ago, knew all the benefits

of education. He spoke foreign

languages with elegance and

accuracy. His refinement of

manner and ease of approach
enabled him to shine in all

societies. To carry out a pro-
fitable fraud upon the turf, he

arranged a complete news-

paper of his own, gathered the

news, and wrote the necessary
articles with a cunning pen.
Had he chosen, he could readily
have distinguished himself in

some cultured profession. He
did not choose. To live on the

cross was the first necessity of

his nature, and much as he
hated the restraints of prison,
he was compelled by his evil

genius to a career of shifts and
chances directly he had paid
toll for the last of his crimes.

A still later expert, one Ray-
mond, whom Sir Robert An-
derson properly calls a Nap-
oleon of crime, was Benson's

superior in the variety and

range of his enterprises. The

plot which he devised for the

theft of diamonds, worth

90,000, and which he carried

out with a masterly fore-

thought and address, is un-
rivalled in our annals. Dia-

monds were habitually sent
from Kimberley to the coast

just in time to catch the
mail steamer for Europe.
Were the convoy delayed, the

gems were locked up in the

post office until the next
steamer left the harbour. Ray-
mond, profiting by a knowledge
of those simple facts, visited

the port of departure. He
made friends with the post-
master, learned his habits, and
took wax impressions of his

keys. He then returned to

Europe, leaving behind him a

memory of pleasant manners
and good fellowship. A few
months later he was in Africa

again, disguised and unknown.
He made his way up country
to the point where the dia-

monds had to be carried across

a ferry on their way to the

coast. Unshipping the chain
of the ferry, he sent the boat
down stream, and the next

convoy of diamonds missed
the mail. All that remained
for Raymond to do was to

unlock the safe in the post
office and go off with the

treasure, which, by a fine

stroke of ironical humour, he

presently sold to its rightful
owners in Hat ton Garden.
This was Raymond's master-

piece, before which the well-

advertised theft of the famous

portrait by Gainsborough
another of his exploits pales
to insignificance.
We have said so much of the

criminal's accomplishments, be-
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cause they prove that the crim-

inal is no common man. He
is as rare as the poet. There

are never many of his type and
skill alive in the world. "A
single prison," says Sir Robert,
" would suffice to hold the en-

tire gang of well-known pro-
fessional criminals who now

keep the community in a state

of siege ;
and a single wing of

any one of our jails would more
than suffice for the band of out-

laws who may be described as

the aristocracy of crime in

England." And even this is

a liberal computation. The

experts of crime are so few in

number, and the style of their

operations is so well known,
that those whose business it is

to catch them are seldom at

fault. What is wanted for the

detection of crime is not the

highly developed, inductive

method popular in novels, but
a full and accurate knowledge
of living practitioners. When
Sir Robert Anderson was in-

trusted with the protection of

London, it was always "Old
Carr," or "Wirth," or "Saus-

age," or "
Shrimps," or "

Quiet
Joe," or "Red Bob," who was

suspected of conspicuous crimes;
and it may be said that the

police in almost every case

knew their man.
This being so, it looks as

though the problem of safety
were not insoluble. But the

game of life is ever complicated
by unexpected rules, and the
criminal is freely given many
loopholes of escape. Though
the detectives may recognise
the character of a crime and
assign it to its perpetrator
with the same accuracy which

a highly trained connoisseur

brings to the examination of a

picture, the rule is that they
may not make an arrest with-
out such evidence as the law
deems sufficient. Though they
be sure of the truth, they can-

not move unless they discover

certain definite traces, which
the culprits, perfectly conscious

of their risks, most carefully

destroy. That is one difficulty.
The other is still worse. Sup-
pose the criminal safely under
lock and key; suppose him

punished by the heaviest sen-

tence the law can give him.
It means no more than that he
is out of work for a year or

two. Imprisonment neither

reforms nor intimidates him.
The .enforced reflection of a

retired life no doubt sharpens
his wits and quickens his fancy.
No sooner has he recovered his

nerves outside than he is mak-

ing a fresh attack upon the

community, and the commun-

ity, with Scotland Yard to help
it, is practically powerless. It

must lose its money, and at

the same time must pay a

heavy price for those whose

duty it is, with tied hands, to

keep the robber in check.

What is the best means of

rendering the great criminals

innocuous ? Our forefathers,
untroubled by the sentiment-

ality of fadmongers, believed

that the gallows was the safest

deterrent. Dead men crack no
cribs. The fearless highway-
man and the artful clyfaker
were not considered out of mis-

chief until they had executed a

dance without the music. It

was a simple, efficient remedy ;

and were it revived to-day an
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immediate check would be put
upon criminal enterprise. Sir

James Stephen once stated

his view of the question with
the candour and honesty we
expect from him. " If so-

ciety," said he, "could make
up its mind to the destruc-

tion of really bad offenders,

they might, in a very few

years, be made as rare as

wolves
;
and that, probably, at

the expense of a smaller sacri-

fice of life than is caused by
many a shipwreck or colliery

explosion." Society could never
thus make up its mind.

Stephen's counsel is a coun-

sel of perfection. The law,
diffident of itself, fears the

irrevocable
;

and society, ten

times softer-hearted than the

law, pities the ruffian whom
it catches in the act of theft,

and fervently prays that he,

poor soul, may come to no
harm.
SirRobertAnderson' smethod

is more modest, and therefore

more practical in these times

than Sir James Stephen's. It

is based, as he says, on the

criminal's love of liberty not

on his fear of the gallows.
In other words, Sir Robert
would not permit a hardened,

practised criminal of skill and

courage to recover his freedom.

He would keep him perpetually
in prison, where he would
have small scope for the ex-

ercise of his talents, and would

grant him such relaxation as is

not inconsistent with his safe

custody. He would punish the

criminal, not the crime. A
young or accidental offender

he would send easily away if

there were no ground for be-

lief that he was a natural,
intuitive robber. The expert,
for whom crime was at once
a sport and a profession,
should never be given another
chance for the display of his

gifts. It is true that a great
deal would be left to the in-

telligence of the Bench, if Sir

Robert had his way. But
there is no reason to suppose
that the Bench would fail us.

It would be asked to extend
the field of its observation.

It would be expected to dis-

cover the career and character
of each man brought before

it, and to decide whether or

not he was fit ever to be re-

stored to the common life of

the country. For a while the

prisons might be fuller than

they are to -
day. For a

while only. When once the

great organisers of crime were

permanently shut up, their fol-

lowers would lack initiative

and would speedily dwindle in

numbers. The worst is that

sentiment still stands in the

way of reform. We still are

offered the sad spectacle of

duchesses, incapable of under-

standing a grave problem,

doing what harm they can

by visiting prisons and dis-

turbing their inmates by an
irrelevant sympathy. Such

spectacles as this cannot make
us hopeful of better things.
The tears of a false mercy
are likely to overwhelm the

plain wisdom of Sir Robert
Anderson. Yet it is in Sir

Robert Anderson that the real

humanity resides. He knows

enough to reverence severity,
and he is not afraid of the

truth. If only his methods of
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isolating both the wastrel and
the expert thief were adopted,
we might at the same time

protect the law-abiding com-

munity, which, after all, de-

serves some respect, and better

the lot of the unhardened
criminal. Nobody can take a

sincere pride in our present

system. "Our prison popula-
tion," says Major Arthur Grif-

fiths, the soundest of authori-

ties,
"
may be classed in two

grand divisions those offenders

who ought never to have been

sent to prison at all, and those

who ought never to be re-

leased." From whichever side

you view it, it is not a satis-

factory prospect, and the fail-

ure of the law is the more

reprehensible because reform
is easily within our reach.

The publication of a new edi-

tion of Goethe's 'Poems and

Ballads,' translated by W. Ed-
mondstoune Aytoun and Sir

Theodore Martin (William
Blackwood & Sons), is a liter-

ary event which should not be
overlooked in the bustle of a

publishing season. To turn
over the pages of the book is

to transport yourself into an-

other age, to marvel at the
flowers of a dismoded fancy.
When these admirable transla-

tions were made, more than sixty
years ago, Goethe was still

a living, breathing influence.

TheRomantic Movement, which
his genius helped to inaugu-
rate, still dominated France.
The poets and novelists of

Paris still sought their inspira-
tion abroad. Whatever was
exotic made an immediate ap-
peal to them, and they found

in Goethe, as in Walter Scott,
a new world in which to in-

dulge their imagination. To
us all this is ancient history.
We discover it in learned treat-

ises. We surmise it from the

patient study of half-forgotten
books. But to Aytoun and Sir

Theodore Martin the contest

of tastes was a present reality.

By translating Goethe they
played their part in the roman-
tic revolution, and though they
were perhaps unconscious of

what they were doing, though
they were too far travelled in

the wood to see the trees, they
deserve our gratitude and our

appreciation. Nor is it the
least remarkable fact in this

chapter of literary history that

one of the veteran translators

is still, happily, living and

working in our midst.

Youth, indeed, is character-
istic of the work, and Sir

Theodore Martin, in a new
preface, has recaptured the

spirit of youth. He tells us
with an intelligible enthusiasm
how he and Aytoun shared
the labour, and if he has not
revealed the secret processes of

collaboration, he has explained
as much of the process as words
can suggest. "From a habit
of working together," writes

Sir Theodore, "we naturally

caught each something of the

other's manner. How far this

went may be seen from a

passage in a letter of Aytoun's
when revising the proof-sheets
of our volume in 1858 :

' In

going over the poems I was

very much struck by the occa-

sional resemblance of our styles.
There is one of yours,

" To my
Mistress," which I could almost
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have sworn to be mine, from
the peculiarity of the cadences,
if I did not know it to be

yours."' The first-fruits of

the collaboration were the im-

mortal ' Bon Gaultier Ballads,'
l

as quick and vivid a set of jeux
d'esprit as we know, and it is

not easy to understand how two
hands gave an equal finish and
an equal liveliness to them all.

The art of translation, how-

ever, may be interpreted with
less difficulty, and there is no
reason why two writers, work-

ing on the same original, should
not produce something like

a level and uniform result.

Such, indeed, is the result

whichAytoun and Sir Theodore

produced. Without the initials

at the end of each number to

guide you, you could not pos-

sibly separate the works of

the collaborators. They were
one in spirit as in enthusiasm,
and Sir Theodore in his brief

preface has made his readers

understand that this unity was

complete. They worked to-

gether, as he tells us with
admirable simplicity,

" in the

days when 'life was all before

us,' by Salisbury Crags or on
the shores of the Firth of

Forth." And they were

genuinely proud of the result.
" I am generally a severe critic

of my writings," wrote Aytoun
in 1858. " I was satisfied that

'Bothwell' was an ambitious
failure when I sent it to press ;

but I swear by our Goethean

productions, barring, perhaps,
half a dozen immaterial scraps.

We may hang out our shields,
as at Ashby-de-la-Zouch, and
without any fear await the

coming of challengers who
shall contrast their perform-
ances with ours."

Half -a- century has elapsed
since the first edition of the

translations was published, and
no challenger has appeared to

disturb the supremacy of the two

champions. Though the spirit
of romance which infused the or-

iginals is out of fashion, we may
still appreciate theworkmanship
of the translators. And into

what strange coverts of exotic

romance does Goethe hurry us

away ! There are pariahs and

captive earls, there are false

lovers and maids of honour,
there are magicians and dances
of death in his lurid pages.
Save in the poems after the

manner of the antique, which
are inspired by the Greek An-

thology, a spectral atmosphere
seems to envelop all these poems
and ballads. But that was the

fault or the merit of Goethe.

Of the translators it may be
said that they interpreted their

original with a fidelity both
verbal and rhythmical. The
metres of Goethe, various as

they are, were closely repro-
duced by them, and Sir Theo-
dore may be congratulated

upon his share in a piece of

work faithfully done almost
two generations ago, and now
re-edited for the grandchildren
of those who were the first to

appreciate it in the pages of
' Blackwood's Magazine.'

3 The Book of Ballads. Edited by Bon Gaultier. With a new Introduction

and Notes by Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B. Illustrated by Doyle, Leech, and

Crowquill. William Blackwood & Sons. 1903.
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Lord Milner, in an excellent

speech delivered some weeks

ago, reminded us of what no

Englishman should forget,
that a Radical Government
can always injure our inter-

ests more effectually in foreign
countries and in our Colonies

and dependencies than at home.
It is our duty, therefore, to

watch with ceaseless anxiety
the policy pursued abroad by
our present rulers, and we
make no apology for printing
here a letter we have received

from a valued and well-

informed correspondent on the

subject of India :

" The news from India,"
writes this correspondent, "is

saddening. Severe scarcity, if

not downright famine, threatens

a very large area of Northern
and Central India. The rains

have failed. The autumn crops,
on which the peasantry main-

ly depend for food and fodder
for their cattle, have perished.
The ground is so dry that the

wheat, barley, and pulse which

ought to form the spring
harvest are not likely to ger-
minate, and in some districts

cannot be sown. Plague, too,

rages in very many places.

Owing to the fears and preju-
dices of the multitude, which
seditious leaders have done
their utmost to excite, the
Government is compelled to

advise sanitary and preventive
measures instead of enforcing
them.
"There is, however, a more

cheerful side to the picture.
It is declared that the polit-
ical storm is subsiding, and
that the more violent leaders
are discredited. The situation

must have altered greatly for

the better during the last few

weeks, for the Government of

India have found it possible
to release Lajpat Rai and

Ajit Singh, who were removed
a few months ago from the

Panjab. Nor, so far as I

know, have any conditions

been attached to their release.

The summary deportation of

these two men from the

Panjab, and their seclusion in

Maudalay, somewhat inappro-
priately called a fort, had an
excellent effect all over India,
and would have been justified
even if it had entailed more

hardship to the offenders. As
a matter of fact, they have
been treated with a consider-

ation out of proportion to

their social rank, not to speak
of their merits. Imagine oh,

that it were possible ! Mr
Keir Hardie secluded in York,
with a comfortable house and
a first-class cook, and little

restriction on his liberty, and

you will have a fair idea of

the sufferings inflicted on his

victims by Mr Morley.
"Whether their release this

'

signal act of clemency,' as

'The Times' describes it is

wise or foolish, depends on the

reality of the change in the

feeling of the people. Plague
and famine are not quieting
influences. To a people steeped
in superstition and prejudiced

against their rulers, whom they
are taught to believe capable
of spreading the plague and

guilty of impoverishing India,
these scourges are more likely
to excite than to calm discon-

tent. If the release of the

agitators is the result of the
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calm and unbiassed judgment
of Lord Minto and his advisers,
and has the concurrence of Sir

Denzil Ibbetson, it may be

accepted as an act of political
wisdom. It might be said,

indeed, that an excitement
which has been allayed by the
removal from the scene of the
leaders for a few months can-
not have been so dangerous as

to justify the use of extra-

ordinary powers. Mr Gokhale
and others who took exception
to the deportation of Lajpat
Ilai will undoubtedly press
this argument. But unfortun-

ately the condition of affairs

and the risk of disorder were
not exaggerated by the Govern-
ment of India. The situation

as regards the civil population
was serious ;

nor were the Sikh

soldiery altogether deaf to the

agitator's persuasions. Look-

ing to other quarters, there has
been rioting in Calcutta, only
a few weeks ago, of a very
suggestive and unpleasant
kind. Not a single offender

has been arrested, and the

inquiry ordered by the Gov-
ernment of Bengal has been

boycotted. More recently
still, Sir Andrew Fraser, the

Lieutenant -Governor, a man
likely to err on the side of tol-

erance rather than on that of

severity, was urging the Gov-
ernment of India to take

stronger measures for the

suppression of inflammatory
speeches and writings. Nor
can it be forgotten that the

violent boycotting of Euro-

pean goods has gone on for

some two years in Eastern

Bengal, and still goes on in

some districts. The so-called

National Volunteers are, it is

believed, still an active organ-
isation, and are not interfered

with. Looking to these con-

ditions, it may be prudent to

regard the release of Lajpat
E-ai and Ajit Singh as an ex-

periment to be judged by the

result. I am not able en-

tirely to cast aside the sus-

picion that the near approach
of a new Session may have

something to do with this

'act of clemency.' It is not
that I distrust Mr Morley's
honesty. But he does not
stand alone. He is one of a

ministry whose sole guiding
principle seems to be the

placation of each section of

their followers. Even the col-

lection of cranky Radicals who
make India the subject of

their imaginings must have
their little sop."
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MR BALFOUR S LEADERSHIP.

DURING the last two years
Mr Balfour has been exposed
to a vast deal of unmerited
criticism. The less patient
members of the party have
taken refuge in recrimination.

They have thrown the whole

weight of responsibility for

defeat upon the shoulders of

their leader. They have blamed
him alike for their own tact-

lessness and for the mutability
of the people. The injustice
thus done to a zealous states-

man is of less importance than
the injury inflicted upon the
cause of England. And it is

with the utmost satisfaction

that we see signs of a closer

union, of a more generous con-

fidence, without which the
soundest views are of as small
avail as the keenest aspiration.
One fact emerges from a

mass of irrelevancies. Mr
Balfour is the leader the only
possible leader of the Union-
ist party. He is leader by
inheritance, as by right of

conquest. He is leader, not

merely because he wears the
mantle of his predecessors, but
because he alone possesses the
essential qualities of leadership.
Now a leader bears no strange
marks upon him. You cannot

go out into the street and find

him. You cannot, by a mere
act of volition, change him
for another. He is chosen and

accepted, not by deliberation,
but by the force of circum-
stances. He comes not before
his time

;
he stays not a single

hour when his time is finished.

He is leader simply and solely
because men follow him. When
Mr Balfour ceases to have

followers, when some one else

arises better suited to dominate
and attract the members of the

party, Mr Balfour will resign
the position which he has held

so long and so honourably.
Meanwhile discussion is idle.

Where the followers are, there

the leader will hold his place
with a firm and calm au-

thority.
In the House of Commons

Mr Balfour's supremacy has
remained unchallenged. He is

an easy master of that complex
assembly. He judges its

temper with an accuracy
which only a long experience
can ensure. He possesses a

perfect knowledge of the

rules and forms which govern
the deliberations of the Com-
mons. It is not too much to

say that, though he no longer
sits upon the Treasury bench,
the business of the present
Government (such as it is)

could not be carried on with-

out his intervention. Since

the time of Sir Robert Peel no
statesman has held so lofty a

position of authority unques-
tioned on either side. But,
while he is ready to put his

unrivalled experience at the

service of the House, he does

not forget that he is the leader

of an Opposition whose busi-

ness it is to oppose. He has
harried the forces of the Gov-
ernment without pity and
without rest. He has attacked
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them with all the powers of

damaging criticism which are

peculiarly his own. A master
of fierce contempt as well as

of merciless logic, he can alter-

nate argument with satire.

That the Government of Sir

Henry Campbell - Bannerman
has fallen so speedily into the

pit of discredit is due almost

entirely to the tireless energy
and watchful brain of Mr
Balfour. The mistakes of the

disjointed rabble which at-

tempts to govern our country
are all its own. It is to Mr
Balfour's credit that no single
misdeed escapes the notice or

risks the misunderstanding of

the people.
So much is universally al-

lowed. Within the walls of

the House no murmur has
been heard. The small, effi-

cient force of attack has sup-

ported its leader with loyalty
and address. It is in the

country and among those who
have never seen Mr Balfour

at work that the loudest cries

have been raised. The leader

of the party, we have been

told, is out of touch with the

people. He does not recognise
the imperious demand for Fis-

cal Reform. His subtlety of

intellect does not permit him
to make plain the path before

us. To these dangerous and
half-understood complaints the

meeting of the Union of Con-
servative Associations held at

Birmingham was a complete
and triumphant answer. From
beginning to end of an admir-
able speech there was a perfect

sympathy between the speaker
and his audience. The subtle

thread or threads which unite

the one who speaks with the

many who hear are not easy
to unravel. But it was evi-

dent to all who listened to Mr
Balfour at Birmingham that he
never tangled them or let them

go. His hearers responded
instantly to those arguments
which they did not anticipate.
The cheers given in answer
to the simple words, "I come
before you as your leader j

I

believe I have your confidence,"
were an enthusiastic reassur-

ance both to the speaker and to

his friends. In brief, Mr Balfour

swayed his audience of more
than five thousand as he is

wont to sway the House of

Commons, and it is interesting
to consider by what means he
attains his end. The arts of

the orator are not his. He is

not of the same clay as the

elder Pitt and Gladstone.
There is not in his tempera-
ment a single touch of the his-

trion. He has not at his com-
mand the common resources

of what is called eloquence.
He is sometimes guilty of

anacolutha and unfinished sen-

tences. These faults are at

once the elements of success

and the guarantees of sincer-

ity. If Mr Balfour misses the

graces of oratory, he also es-

capes its pitfalls. In a demo-
cratic state, such as Great

Britain, oratory is the worst

danger that can assail us. The

glib sophist, who can prove the
worse the better case, may
ruin the country for his own
aggrandisement. What can
be achieved by a rolling eye
and a flattering tongue has
been abundantly proved by the

lamentable case of Mr Glad-
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stone, who convinced us that,

if the people are to rule, his-

trionics must be reserved for

the theatre. Mr Balfour, then,
relies for his effect upon no

trickery. He speaks with the

authority of action. He has

governed Great Britain during
what he believes with justice
to be "one of the greatest

periods of administrative suc-

cess of this country," and he
comes before the people not as

one who says, but as one who
does. Good faith is apparent
in every phrase that he utters.

Though he is perforce a demo-
cratic statesman, appealing for

popular support, he makes no
secret of his independence. He
does not hide from his audience
that he means to lead, not to

follow. He would not stoop
to catch votes by a betrayal of

the public interest. He would
not conceal under a glittering
and meaningless phrase a
treacherous intention. If he
retains the leadership, he will

do his best to serve the State ;

but it will be his best, not the
best of a threatening majority
or an imperious wire-puller.

If Mr Balfour's manner is

likely to inspire confidence, the
matter of the speech which he
delivered at Birmingham is as
clear and definite as the keen-
est champions of Fiscal Reform
can desire. Though he de-
clared at the outset that he
had no love of courts -martial

or of excommunication, that

he would welcome to the party
all who were in sympathy with
its objects, he would not sacri-

fice a single principle to an
insecure and insincere unity.
The first aim of the Tory
Government, were it restored

to power, would be a bold and

ample measure of Tariff Re-
form. The ambition to escape
from the chains in which an

antiquated system bound us

sixty years ago grows stronger

every day. Not merely do we
suffer from those who use Eng-
land as their dumping-ground,
but we neglect the best chance
that ever was offered us of

binding closer still the bonds
which unite us with the Col-

onies. In an admirable pass-

age Mr Balfour condemned the

present Government's behav-
iour at the last Conference.

"I observe," said he, "that mem-
bers of the Government allude with
a complacency which I am utterly
unable to understand to the figure
which they cut at the debates which
occurred between them and the
Prime Ministers of our self-govern-

ing Colonies. I think they cut a

very poor figure.
1

. . . They held out
not the slightest hope ; they told

those gentlemen that in so far as they
could speak for one of the great

parties in the State, they rejected

absolutely any offers they could

make."

It is easy to see what drove
our rulers to adopt this uncom-

promising attitude. They be-

lieved that every insult offered

1 With a wisdom which we cannot too highly applaud, the Government did
its best to conceal its shame. In the first place, it closed the doors of the Con-
ference it is an expert in closing doors against reporters. In the second, it

published the Proceedings only in an expensive Blue-book. It is, therefore, with
the greatest pleasure that we welcome a reprint of the speeches and counter-

speeches, somewhat curtailed, 'The Great Preference Debate,' which is edited

by Mr 0. Locker Lampson, and may be purchased for 6d.
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to a colony was a vote gained
at home; and with the best

will in the world they banged
the door, made not of British

oak but of imported pine, and
used for the sinister purpose a

reach-me-down boot, manufac-
tured in Germany of the best

brown paper. From the party
led by Mr Balfour the Colonies
need expect no such foolish

treatment.

" This I know," said our leader at

Birmingham, "that were we, by the
wave of some magician's wand, in-

stalled in office to - morrow, clearly
our first duty would be to summon
again that Conference which was so

hastily dissolved and open that door
which was so hastily closed, and see

if we cannot do something towards
that great ideal of Imperial unity
in which every statesman in the
Colonies has borne a share, of which
the late Government were warm sym-
pathisers, and towards which no man
has done so much as my right hon-
ourable friend the late Colonial

Secretary."

Here is a course of action,

pursued with loyalty and de-

fined without the smallest

ambiguity, which every Tory
will understand, and in which
not even the Radical press
can discover the signs of

obscurity or dissension. In-

deed, the distinguishing mark
of Mr Balfour's speech was
its perfect lucidity. He
spoke to the people in words
which could not be mistaken.
The text which he gave to

the supporters of Fiscal Re-
form was as plain as Mr
Chaplin could desire was,

indeed, nothing else than the

resolution moved by that stal-

wart and consistent states-

man, and shaped in accord
with a speech delivered some

time since by Mr Balfour him-
self.

" The resolution," said Mr Balfour,
" divides the question into four
heads : (1) broadening the basis of

taxation
; (2) safeguarding our great

productive industries from unfair

competition ; (3) strengthening our

position for the purpose of negotia-
tion in foreign markets ; (4) estab-

lishing preferential commercial ar-

rangements with the Colonies, and

securing for British producers and
workmen a further advantage over

foreign competitors in the Colonial
markets."

This resolution covers the

whole ground. It leaves no

loophole for doubt or con-

troversy. And in its eager

acceptance the whole party of

Tories and Unionists should
henceforth be at one. Here,
at any rate, is a policy
of construction which may
be fearlessly opposed to the

impotent adherence of the

Radicals to a foolish dogma.
They, poor souls, fondly be-

lieve that they are floating
down the broad stream of

history, and they are only

caught up in a backwater,
from which they have not

emerged since 1846. In their

eyes that year saw the birth

and death of wisdom. Like
faithful worshippers, they

carry with them the coffin

in which the bones of the

only wisdom they ever knew
lie rotting. They are so sure

that a dead superstition is

better than a living faith,

that they will gladly see their

country ruined rather than
abate one jot of their sense-

less devotion. They alone are

unchanged in an ever-chang-

ing world. When the Corn
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Laws were injudiciously re-

pealed, there were extenuating
circumstances which might
have been pleaded in Peel's

favour. In the first place, as

Mr Balfour pointed out, there

was then no difficulty in find-

ing markets for British goods.
In the second, there were
no commercial treaties. Our

Foreign Office was not ex-

pected to deal with commer-
cial rivals without having
anything in its hand to give
or withhold. The policy of

Colonial Preference was rarely
discussed sixty years ago, and
more rarely understood. And
nobody least of all the Re-

pealers, whose business it was
to foresee the consequences of

their folly expected that an

improved system of transport
would keep pace with the in-

creased growth of corn in

Canada and the Argentine.
Mr Balfour, therefore, is not

urging retrogression. "I do
not ask you to go back," he

said; "I ask you to go for-

ward. I do not ask you to
take to yourselves bows and
arrows and Brown Bess, and
all the antiquated machinery
of a system which itself is

antiquated." His demand is

far wiser and more reason-
able than this. He does but
insist that England shall put
herself in harmony with a new
set of circumstances, and shall

arm herself with the newest

weapons to defend herself

against the commercial ag-
gression of foreign states, and
to bring aid to her growing,
thriving Colonies.

Not merely did Mr Balfour

give to Tariff Reform its proper
prominence, he defined and

explained it with an admirable

perspicacity. At the same time,
he recognises that there are

other foes to fight besides the

Free Traders. This is a truth

upon which we have always
insisted, and which we urged
upon our readers no longer ago
than last month. 1 On every
side we hear of the dangers
of Socialism, and it is well to

be forewarned and forearmed

against them. Now these dan-

gers always seem greater than

they are if they are half -un-

derstood. A clearer knowledge
speedily reduces them to their

real size. Mr Balfour was

wise, therefore, to begin with
a definition.

" Socialism has one meaning," said

he, "and one meaning only. Social-

ism means, and can mean, nothing
else than that the community or the

State is to take all the means of

production into its own hands ; that

private enterprise and private pro-

perty are to come to an end, and all

that private enterprise and private

property carry with them. That is

Socialism, and nothing else is Social-

ism."

There is the whole matter in a

nutshell. Stated in these plain

terms, Socialism loses its terrors.

Knowing what we have to com-

bat, we know also how to com-
bat it. The demand for public

ownership can easily be rejected.
The project bears upon its face

all the evils which are inherent

in it. No country ever has

been so foolish, ever will be so

foolish, as to abolish at a stroke

the energy, the invention, the

1 "The Political Campaign," 'Maga,' November 1907.
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imagination of its most useful

and gifted citizens. The only
artifice of government known
to a democratic state is an

assembly elected by the people.
It needs little ingenuity to

realise the ruin which would be

brought upon every known in-

dustrial enterprise by the sub-

stitution of an elected vestry
for the management of talent

familiar to us all. The basis of

Socialism seems to be the fool-

ish belief, bred of vanity and
the polling

- booth, that the

labouring man is not merely
the noblest work of God, but the
one useful asset which the com-

munity possesses. The presump-
tuous folly of this boast needs
not to be discussed. Had it

not been for the men of superior
intellect, industry, and courage,
the labouring man would to-day
be eating husks with the swine
and covering his nakedness
with leaves. The labouring
man who achieves a success of

originalityinstantly forsakes his

class and its boastfulness, know-

ing with the humility of the

great that use and profit are

not the exclusive privileges of

this class or of that. Of the

Socialism defined byMrBalfour,
then, we have no fear. That

may be met and fought upon its

obvious demerits. But there

is another thing called Social-

ism, indefinite and indefinable,
of which we do not pretend to

minimise the danger. And that
is a vague thing, compact of

catchwords and superstitions,
which can carry the misguided
man to the utmost lengths of

infamy and bloodshed. It is

words, not thoughts, which
arm the hand of revolution.

The history of revolt has no
other lesson to teach than
this. The discontented citizen

will fight for a phrase, when a

fact or a thought would never
avail to move him. The dupes
who gather in public halls, and
hear that they have been dis-

possessed, and who believe that

the discomfort due to their

sloth has been put upon them

by another's hand, are always
ready to throw bricks or bombs,

according to their nationality
and temperament. But the

serious disputants, who prate
of collective ownership, are

easily confuted, and are, for

the rest, not an obvious terror

to the State. It is profitable,

therefore, as well as logical,

to hold them to their argu-

ment, and to let their voices

out-call the parrots, who have
learned their maxims and not

understood the meaning (if

any) which is attached to

them.
But if it be the business of

the Tory party to oppose Social-

ism with all its strength, it is

its business also to aid in what-

ever way it can the cause of

Social Reform. "What is Social

Reform? Again we are con-

tent to take Mr Balfour's defin-

ition :

"It is Social Eeform," said he,
" when the State, based upon private

enterprise, based upon private prop-

erty, recognising that the best pro-
ductive result can only be obtained

by respecting private property and

encouraging private enterprise, asks

them to contribute towards great

national, social, and public objects."

And it has never asked in

vain. The great social reforms

of the nineteenth century were
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carried out, one and all, by the

Tory party. As Mr Balfour

pointed out, the Kadical, when
he is brought face to face with

a social problem, always prefers
to tinker the Constitution. He,

too, like the baser kind of

Socialist, is dominated by words
and phrases. He believes that

his less fortunate brother is

starving, and he cries inconti-

nently,
" Down with the House

of Lords!" What he never

does is to attempt to discover

the cause of starvation, and to

ameliorate, if he can, the lot

of the unfortunate. The work
of the Tories, however, lies in

deeds, not in words, and though
much has been done, much
remains to do. The problem
of housing the people is not

yet solved. The Poor Laws
must be reformed, if the aged
poor are to receive an adequate
relief. But no good can be
done by prating "of liberty

in its positive and in its neg-
ative sense," by pretending
that the poor man has an in-

alienable right to plunder the

rich, that intelligence is a
crime which can only be wiped
out by the supremacy of labour,
and by giving the most danger-
ous promises to any class of

malcontents which offers votes

in exchange for the betrayal
of the country. That dangers
lie in our path is indisput-
able. But courage and unity
will make light of them all

;

and Mr Balfour's speech at

Birmingham, clear in mean-

ing and valiant in temper,
can have no other effect than
to inspire a harmonious party
with faith and courage, and to

assure the Radicals that only
at their peril can they lay
hands upon the Constitu-

tion, or lend a greedy ear

to the worst enemies of their

country.
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